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a while, and n tell you. Tale
Of:l New Device ofa PrD'tjI..", Fl.I)I.
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Th1l8p, • Th.",p,Tbll11ip.
This FLAIL it was made oftbe findt wood,
wen lio'd with.lead, and notable good.
For fiflittin~ of80nn,and (bedding theBloud
that withflood,
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lviWfibly 'twou'd deal his Blows,
All to maintain the GDod Old C."ft,
With. Thll"". Sec.
VVou'd li~e,." and Freedom bring
To every thing ncept the King.
At M~.,mhJit had a fling,
And took its fwing,
VVith. '11,11111'. &c.
.
[7]
[1]
This Fl4,/was made of the NeweR Fllrbion,
Ibis fI.)1 was invented to thra01 the Brain, To heal the Breaches of the Nation,
ADd leave bebind not the weight of a grain,
With 4 1'hll11l', &c,
Wllb. Thll",', &c.
IfFaltion any difference bred,
Auhe ban~le-end tbere hung a Weight,
T'\Vou'd fplit the Caufe in the very Head,
That carried within unavoidable Fate,
Till M,".rthy reel'd, aad LD.J41J) bled,
To t.ke the Monarch a rap in the Pate,
And were knock'd in the Head,
And go vern the State,
With. ThlllllP, &c.·
Wi,h.• Tb.",p. &c.
[ a]
(n
VVben an)' Strife was in the State,
It rook its Degree in Oxftrd-Town,
This n4)lwou'd·end the whole Debate,
ADd with the C~rpenter went down,
"'i,h 4 ThIl",P, &c.
Wi,h" Th"",p, &c.
'GJinfi Arbi''',,'') P,r»er of StAle,
lfany d\lrft his Might oppore,
And PDpt,..J which the Ze"I""1 hate,
Hebad you clofe, in fpight of your Nore,
It wou'd givethem ruch a Rap aD the Pate.
They murl' yield to their Fate,
TOalr y OIl c1eYCrthe GlDdOldClIllft,
ADddowr with the Laws,
Wi,h a ThNlllp, &c.
With" 71:1Imp, &c.
( 9)
[ .. J
It had a thou!":md Vertues more,
With tbis they threatened to fore-fiall
And had a Salve for every Sore,
1'bc Church, and give the Bifbops a Mawl
1filh 4 'nllmp, &c.
Wi,h. Th"mp, &c.
VVith this they thou~ht to have maintain'd,
IKi.g aDd lDral would not rubmit
The L~pl Tribe, and RlI)4liftr braind:
TOthe .7D)ner'. wit wbiles the HDllft did lit, But the .70)1Ier was hang'd, and the FI"JI \\':15
frhisin the right place did hit,
And theConqueGRegain'd,
[Arraign'd
lbeCaure it would fplit,
With. Thll11lP, &c.
Wi,h II Tbllmp, &c.
[Jo]
,A.,,..
(f J
[faft. May
and all our Enemie!, tr~J,~.
TirO handfuls of De.tb, with a Thonghung Meet W'ith no better f,Ue then hi!,
.,.uaJot who :'ang'd himrelf at la~
.
With. 'n1Ull', &c.
Wi,h. n"",p, &c.
fHrItm f.1l 'j".
May CIlisrlu fljJl Live to rule the Slate,
With:l moving head both Riff and Rout, And 1,,.1(, whom all Viffintrrr hare,
tOCltld by the Pr"'fl'" 111Jller out,
To ~ rcveng'd upon their Pate,
Job.yeat theKi ng ouheLaws t'other bout, By timely fate,
ADd turn them both out,
WilD 4 Thll",', n.",p, n ••, • 71HI",p,
n"",p_ Bee.
Th.",p, • TIJ.11Ip, 'lb."".
LON 7J 0 H: Primed tor d. B4111(.I, MDCLXXXll.
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This broadside contains music of "The Hobby Horse" as well as manuscript notations
of price and purchase date in the hand of Narcissus Luttrell, the original owner. Reproduced from the Luttrcll-nindley pamphlets, No. 144, by permission of the Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
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Introduction
UntiI about a century ago, collectors and scholars drew no clear line
of demarcation between the orally circulating ballad of tradition and
the printed or broadside bal~ad. Yet the two genres are essentially distinct, even though some traditional ballads and songs found their way
into print (many Robin Hood ballads are known to us chiefly from
broadsides), and a goodly number of broadside pieces have become
traditiona1. 1 Although Francis 1. Child was not the first to concentrate
his attentions on the ballad of tradition, his pioneering work, The English and Scottish Popular Ballads, 1882-1898, has firmly established the
concept of distinction between the two modes of circulation and preservation, and his general denigration of the broadside has furnished much
subsequent criticism with a fashionable, if unexamined, point of view. 2
As a generic term, the word broadside designates a single sheet, usually
of folio size, printed on one side. Broadsides thus include proclamations,
news letters, and other prose pieces; and among poetical broadsides must
be included odes, satires, theatrical prologues and epilogues, heroic
epistles, elegiac verses, as well as ballads. This being said, we shall ordinarily use the word broadside to mean broadside ballad, recognizing
further that the conventional concept of ballad as narrative is often
stretched to include pieces predominantly lyric. The broadside, written
usually by a hack versifier to a common tune, was sold in bookstalls or
fair booths or hawked about cities and towns by street singers (hence the
frequent allusions to stall or street ballad). The term slip ballad derives
from the long, narrow shape frequently encountered after the early
1 G. Malcolm Laws, American Balladry from British Broadsides, 1957, lists as traditionally current in North America 290 ballads deriving from British broadsides or
songsters. I have treated only those few European analogues which in broadside form
were associated with a tune.
2 Albert B. Friedman, The Ballad Revival, 1961, has performed a useful service in
showing the influence of both broadside and traditional balladry upon sophisticated
poetry. Friedman's study enables us to see in historical context the assumed similarities
as well as the distinctions between the two popular genres.
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eighteenth century; and the word garland, which ordinarily signified a
srnall parnphlet or chapbook containing se\'eral ballads,! was occasionally
used as a synonyrn for broadside, as in the single piece entitled "l.'he
r\'fasq uerade Garland."
The broadside ballad was essentially an urban variety of subliterary
expression, and London was its undisputed headquarters. Although the
production of printers in the Seven Dials district-Pius, Such, Catnach,
and others-achieved astronoutical sales during the Victorian age,' the
rnost influential period of the broadside ballad was from the beginning
of Elizabeth I's reign to abollt 170(). During its heyday the broadside
was printed in black. letter and the verses were embellished by one or
nlore pictorial woodcuts, chosen with only the loosest regard for their
appropriateness. There were exceptions to this general practice: from the
middle of the seventeenth century, political ballads were often printed
in roman letter, and, during the final quarter of that century, woodcuts
were sometimes replaced or augmented by lines of musical notation.
"fhis is not the place for a history of the broadside ballad.o Suffice it to
say that before the days of the newspaper and magazine, the broadside
was a medium of mass communication whose importance can scarcely be
overestimated. It reported such historical events as the coronation of
William and Mary or Charles I's escape after the battle of Worcester.
It proved' invaluable in partisan political propaganda, rising to heights
of effectiveness-accompanied often by depths of scurrility-when public
interest was focused on the Runlp Parliarllent, the Popish Plot, or· the
bloodless revolution of 1688. But concern with current events was not
limited to affairs of state. Scarcely a criminal of any notoriety was executed without the issuance of a versified account of his crime, his trial,
and his good-night to the world. Sensationalism of other sorts abounded,
too, as in the Sunday supplements of today's newspapers. Prodigies of
nature-monstrous births, rains of frogs, stranded whales-were served up
to the credulous, along with warnings of God's judgment to be read into
human calamities, whether the subject were a woman swallowed, up by a
sudden crack in the earth or Dr. Faustus being claimed by the devil.
The ballad of "Greensleeves" inspired more than one moral' parody, and
Two of the most interesting collections of prose and poetical chapbooks are the
seventeenth-century Penny Merriments gathered by Samuel Pepys, and the Penny Histories brought together by Joseph Ritson a century later.
'See Charles Hindley, The Life and Times of James Catnach (Late of Seven Dials),
Ballad Monger, 1878, and William Henderson, Victorian Street Ballads, 1937.
tl For an excellent treatment of its major phase, see Hyder E. Rollins, "The BlackLetter Broadside Ballad," PMLA, XXXIV (1919)' 258-339. Less thorough but interesting for its discussion of more recent developments is Leslie Shepard, The Broadside
Ballad, 1962. Branford P. Millar's British Balladry of the Eighteenth Century, unpublished Harvard dissertation, 1946, is an intensive and illuminating study.
3
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the way to virtue \vas literally spelled out, hornbook fashion, in such
an acrostic broadside as "'fhe Virgin's A. n. C."
To offset the doleful ballad there were countless pieces on amatory
subjects, exploiting the perennial grotesquerie of the jilted suitor, the
shrewish wife, the futnbling husband. Conspicuolls atnong ballads of
courtship is the sort made by expanding a short pastoral lyric with its
stimy conventional Strephons and Chloes. The tone becomes earthier
when the narrative places Jockey and Jenny against a sketchily synthetic
Scotch background. Typically the youth is more interested in giving his
lass a green gown than a wedding ring. As time passes, the frank gusto
of many such R.enaissance and R.estoration ballads gives way to a sentimentalized resolution in which timely nlarriage vows are exchanged or
the maid, abandoned and with child, becomes_the subject of pathos.
The broadside ballad is both a conditioner and a nlirror of popular
attitudes. In the period with which we are most concerned the whole
gamut is in evidence, from the stern phrases of the Puritan moralist to
the bawdy jests of the rude groundling or the cynicism of the rake-abouttown.. Despite. a steady attack by the pious upon indecent plays and
ballads, the attention of Licensers of the Press and their paid informers
was directed chiefly against sedition and only rarely against the obscene.
To some extent the imnlunity enjoyed by the ballad and the prose
pamphlet resulted froln the ease with which brief pieces could be
printed surreptitiously. But the larg'e nunlber of unlicensed ballads published by well-established syndicates of booksellers would seClU to indicate that concealment was only occasionally necessary. Except in the
treatment of vital political topics in time of crisis, there was really no
significant difference between licensed and unlicensed ballads. o
One explanation for the popularity and influence of the broadside is
that it was written to music already familiar. The evidence, though it is
not uniform, indicates that the ballad writer ordinarily had a specific
tune in mind as he began to frame his stanza pattern. The black-letter
broadside only exceptionally contained music; instead, a tune direction
named the tune or tunes to which the ballad could be sung. "The Statesm~ns Downfal," for instance, had as part of its heading the rubric I4Tune
of, Hold fast thy Sword and Scepter Charles; or, Russels farewe!." Some
sheets contained such blind directions as "To a Pleasant New Play-House
Tune" or I4To a New Northern Tune." And the onset of the eighteenth
century saw the gradual disappearance of the tune direction from ballads
6 The records of the Company of Stationers show some three thousand ballads licensed between 1557 and 1709 (see Rollins, Anal. Index). As a guess, at least three to
five times that number were issued without license or without specific entry in the
Stationers' Registers.
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old and new, depriving us of the links between printed ballad and singing traditions. T
For a brief period at the end of the seventeenth century, a small percentage of broadside sheets included 111usic. Doubtless this development
is related to the increasing inlportance of new stage tunes and the exploitation of theatrical popularity to (loat new songs and ballads.
Whether or not this is the sole explanation, the tunes printed were more
likely to be new than old. Unhappily, musical notation was often inaccurate, and almost half the extant exernplars prove to be a meaningless profusion of clef signs, rests, and notes in an inlpossible musical
gramlnar. A few of these fakes uecanlc printer's stock and reappeared
with ballad after ballad, like the ubiquitous woodcllt of Queen Elizabeth.
The fifth volume of Samuel Pepys's collection may serve as an example
of late seventeenth-century practice. It is made up almost exclusively of
roman-letter ballad sheets, and the 435 pieces include some 156 with
musical notation; but more than a hundred of these musical specimens
are corrupt and Inost can be classified as nleaninglcss. 8 We can be grateful
for those melodies that are printed with sOlne degree of accuracy on ballad sheets, yet this is one of our slenderest resources, and we Inust look
in other directions to find traces of most of the surviving broadside tunes.
By a fortunate cirCuIHstance of taste, sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
instrumental pieces often exploited the thelne-and-variation Conn, and
such composers as Willialu Byrd, Orlando Gibbons, Tholuas Morley, and
Dr. John Bull did not disdain to write their "divisions" upon popular
song and dance tunes. The rich keyboard literature, typified by My Ladye
Nevells Boolte, a collection of pieces by Byrd, and The Fitzwilliam Virginal Boah, a voluminous gencral anthology, shows widespread indebtedness to street tunes, many of which were used for singing broadsides.o
Lute tablatures, most of them in manuscript, also contain many pieces
by John Dowland, John Johnson, Antony Holborne, Francis Cutting,
and others based on broadside tunes. lO A small arnount of similar music
Among other casualties, we lllust regret the absence of tune directions [rom versions of such familiar traditional ballads as "Barbara Allen" and "Lord Thomas and
fair Eleanor" which appeared in print during the seventeenth and cig'hteenth centuries. Lacking such information we cannot determine the continuity, if any, between
tunes uSed then and now.
8 The corrupt notation on page 206 is reproduced also on broadsides preserved at
pages 221, 260, 401, and 403 of the volume.
D For a description of the principal keyboard manuscripts and printed collections of
the English Renaissance, with inventory of their contents, see the article "Virginal
Music" in the fifth edition of Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians plus Supplement. Thurston Dart, "New Sources of Virginal Music," Music and Letters, XXXV
(April, 1954), 93-106, offers further addenda.
10 A good handlist is contained in David Lumsden, "The Sources of English Lute
Music (1540-1620)," Galpin Society Journal, No. VI Ouly, 1953), 14-22. Lumsden's unpublished Cambridge dissertation of 1957, under the same title, includes inventories.
7
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for viols or for broken consort has also survived. A general limitation
of all this composed music is that we cannot always extract a satisfactory
unenlbellished statement of the thelnatic air; because ballad tunes were
not coupled with ballad verse, natural constraining influences upon tunc
detail gave way easily before the tendency to virtuoso effects. In SOUle
pieces a descant line can be found in an ostinato bass; sOlnetimes no unadorned version of the air is present; occasionally only the final section
of a florid piece presents the tunc in starkly silnple Conn. This literature
of instrumental performance pieces, although serving quite other purposes, remains our best source for such tunes as "Sellenger's Round,"
"john, Come Kiss Me Now," "l'he Carman's Whistle," "Fortune My
Foe," uThe Shaking of the Sheets," and a great many others.
During the Renaissance the relationship between England and the
Continent was musically a two-way street. A few broadside tunes came
from abroad, e.g., HChi Passa," HThe Spanish Pavan," HRogero," and, in
a later generation, uFarinel's Ground." Likewise English tunes found
their way across the Channel and took root, particularly in the Low
Countries. The Thysius lute book, a Dutch MS of c. 1600, contains a
cosmopolitan repertoire including many song and dance tunes from
Britain. More striking perhaps is a group of seventeenth-century Dutch
songbooks which printed many English ballad tunes in conjunction with
sacred or secular Dutch verses. Of these J. J. Starter's Friesche Lust-Hot,
1621, and Adriaen Valerius's Neder-Landtsche G{~dcnck-Clanch, 1626, are
representative, while other collections without music contain the names
of English tunes fatniliar enough to be cited for singing.
Another invaluable source of ballad tunes is a collection of country
dances with their music, The Dancing Master. This popular work, the
first edition of which was called The English Dancing Master, went
through eighteen editions between 1651 and c. 1728 and grew from an
original hundred tunes to more than goo in three fat volumes. It is often
a moot point whether a given air represents a ballad tune adapted to
dance purposes or vice versa; evidently both processes operated. Moreover, in successive editions one can observe the gradual recasting of
melodic lines to convert modal tunes to conventional major or minor.
John Playford, the original publisher of The Dancing Master, was the
leading purveyor of instruction books which recognized ballad and dance
tunes as a cornerstone of the music student's basic repertoire. To him
we owe such popular tutors as Apollo'S Banquet for the Treble Violin,
Musick's Delight on the Cithren, Musicks Recreation on the Lyra Viol,
Musicks Hand-maid for keyboard instruments, and Thomas Greeti,ng's
Pleasant Companion for flageolet. Playford's several collections of song,
including Select M usicall Ayres, and Dialogues, Henry Lawes's Ayres and
Dialogues, and the variously titled volumes of Choice Ayres, Songs, &- Dialogues, are of special value because many of their texts were later ex• XlII •
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panded by hack poets to fill a broadside sheet; in many cases the cOIn·
posed music associated with the original verses was used repeatedly for
singing other broadsides. l'his kind of appropriation becalne widespread
in the last decades of the scvcntccnth ccntury, when aluplified playhouse
songs entercd the broadside Inarkct in wholesale lots. A notable example
is I-Ienry Purcell's tunc cOluposed for Hlf love's a sweet passion" in The
Fairy Queen, 1 Gg2, which was lIsed for singing some three dozen strcet
ballads. i1
Of even greater importance to us than the folio vocal collections is the
handful of poetical nliscellanies containing music. One such is A Choice
Collection of ISO Loyal Sougs, 1685, made up largely of contemporary
political broadside texts, and full of indifferently printed tunes. A larger
and more general collection, retrospective of popular tastes, is Wit and
Mirth: or Pills to Purge Melancholy. Begun as a two-volume anthology in
1699-1700, this work grew to five volumes in several editions published
up to 1714. Its final six-volume edition of 1719-1720 was edited by the
well-known dralnatist, song writer, and singer Thomas D'Urfey. Although
Pills was not the only work of its kind, it is much the most voluminous,
and almost all the 1 100 songs arc printed with their music. Many pieces
are reprints of broadsides, perhaps set up from the sheets themselves, with
music added whether it was on the original issues or not. Because it was
D'Urfey's COHlman practice to write stage songs to ballad airs, we find his
appreciation for this kind of tunc reflected throughout the collection.
Indeed, the first two volunles of his edition consist entirely of D'Urfey
songs. The irnportance of Pills for broadside music lies in the fact that
many a ballad tune has been preserved solely in its pages.
The last inlportant storehouse of broadside tunes is the ballad opera.
John Gay's The Beggar's Opera was a phenomenal success when it appeared in 1728, and, before the rage subsided a generation later, more
than a hundred ballad operas had been written. Gay was satirizing
operatic convention, among other things, and instead of elaborate arias
he punctuated his dranla with more than sixty brief songs set to common
tunes, most of them derived from broadside literature of the previous age.
Gay's little stratagem is a fine indication of the tunes that were still
familiar to an eighteenth-century audience. Most of the productions
imitating Gay's successful formula were pedestrian, though Henry Fielding, before he turned to fiction, wrote seven ballad operas that require
little apology. Fortunately for us, about fifty were printed with their
An indispensable, bibliographical guide is, Robert Gale Noyes and Roy Lamson,
Jr.~ uBroadside-Ballad Versions of the Songs in Restoration Drama," Harvard Studies
and ~otes in Philology and Literature, XIX (1937), 199-218. Also pertinent is Lamson's
"Henry Purcell's Dramatic Songs and the English Broadside Ballad," PMLA, LUI
(1938), 148- 16 1.
'
,
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music, and nlost of the others nalne thc air to which each song tcxt was
to be sung. l'his extensive docluncntation givcs us a vivid insight into
tastes at a tiule when an inlportant transition was occurring, for around
the end of thc scvcntccnth century thc broadside ballad as a vehicle for
singing began to face conlpetitioll fronl thc singlc-shect song. Typically
the engraved shect contained an air with bass, plus another version of
the tunc in a key suitable for recorder or transverse flute, and a nluch
reduced song text. I-Iere was born the direct ancestor of nlodern popular
sheet music.
Whereas thc single-shect song cmphasized luusic at the expense of text,
the broadside's relationship with luusic became nlore tenuous as the
eighteenth century advanced. Ballad reprints dropped tune directions,
and new pieces, as often as not, named no air for singing. The broadside
persisted, and in its essentials continues alive today. But the great flowering before 1700 rCluains the period of its dominance. To it our attentions
are chiefly directed in thcse pages.
The purpose of this book is to relate broadside ballads to the tunes
for which they were designed. Some two thousand tune names are associated with broadsides, and from what we know of the way in which
tunes acquired multiple titles, it seems fair to aSSluue that about a thousand different airs are inlplied. Of these, over four hundred have survived, and I undertake to discuss the uses to which each of these tunes
has been put.
Inevitably I have built upon the researches of William Chappell,
whose Collection of National English Airs, 1838-1840, was followed by
his major work, Polntlar Music of tlte ()lden Titne 1855-1859. In dClnonstrating that England had a national lllllSic, Chappel assembled a vast
quantity of lore, supplementing the accounts of Sir John Hawkins and
Charles Burney. The less formal aspects of music centering around song
and dance were his particular interest, and in addition to the music itself
he ransacked literary sources for evidence of currency and vogue. In an
age before the traditional ballad had been sharply defined or systematically collected, he perforce depended chiefly upon written evidence, and
as a consequence Popular Music is largely devoted to broadside literature.
It is here that Chappell made perhaps his most distinctive contribution,
although he did not consciously attempt a definitive study. Indeed, he
stated that he had dealt inclusively with the broadside only to about 1660,
being selective in his discussion of the Restoration and later periods.
Chappell's researches were amazingly thorough, his standard of scholarship exceptional for his day. His Popular Music has remained a standard
reference tool in its field, despite shortcomings which we can see from
our perspective of a century. His book, for all its erudition, was addressed
to a general audience and was intended as much for the pianoforte musicJ
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rack as for the library shelf. Consequently the criterion of presentability
took precedence over antiquarian unconventionality whenever the two
wcre in conflict. Acadcnlic hanllonic patterns wcre iluposed on popular
rllclodics, ancicnt Illodalitics suppresscd, irregular tunes squared off.
\Vhcn Chappell rcprintcd song and ballad vcrsc thc sanle standards prevailcd, with bowdlerization sonletinlcs indicated by invertcd COn1l11aS,
sOllletilllcs not. But Chappell should not be judged harshly; if he was
lilllited by thc tastcs of his age, he often transcendcd thein, and his essential sanity and hcalthincss of Inind dcscrvc respect.
Under the titlc Old English Popular l\lusic, a revision of Chappell's
book by II. E. \Vooldridge was issued in 1893. \Vooldridgc was interested
chiefly in Renaissance nlusic and provided Illore nearly accurate transcripts, but only for tunes in the first of his two volunles. He eliminated
the few traditional airs which Chappell had printed, omitted virtually
all Chappell's attention to the eighteenth century, and systelnatically
abridged the cOlnnlcntary without bringing' it up to date. He did draw
on a few nUlsical sources not available to Chappell, but otherwise his
revision seenlS less useful than the original and has found only limited
favor in the intervening years.
I have not attelnpted another revision of Chappell's Popular Music of
the Olden Titnc. l-listories of profcssional music and musicians now give
detailed trcatlllcnt to R.cnaissance and baroque periods, viewing them in
international pcrspective and relating Inusic to the other arts and to
society, including those special societies of the court and the church.
Moreover, the vitality of a musical tradition among the English populace
seems no longer a proposition in need of defense, so clearly has it been
demonstrated by Chappell and subsequent historians. But that part of
Chappell's work which deals with the broadside ballad I have used as a
starting point for my Qwn research, retracing his steps, correcting and
amplifying him wherever possible in the light of present-day knowledge.
In accordance with my aims, I have eliminated discussion of tunes having
no broadside relationship, but I have added materially to Chappell's post1660 coverage, and in all I treat about twice as many broadside tunes as
did he. 12 A significant number of new musical sources have been discovered, particularly in manuscrip~s of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen12 I have consciously ignored a handful of theater tunes whose only broadside connection is with the verses of the dramatic song itself: the verses were printed on a
broadside, but the music was not named for singing any other broadside. Typical are
two Purcell songs, "Celemene, pray tell me," from Southerne's Oroonolw (broadside
text, Morgan 39), and "Come let us leave the town," from Settle's The Fairy Queen
(broadside text, OPB, p. 98). The same criterion accounts for my passing over such
religious broadsides as are listed and discussed in Susi Jeans, "The Easter Psalms of
Christ's Hospital," Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association, LXXXVIII (19 61 (9 62), 45-60.
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tury; scholarly cditions of keyboard and vocal 111usic havc incorporatcd
nluch of these recent findings, but tablatures havc receivcd rclatively
sparse attention. Several iluportant ballad collections unknown to Chap.
peB have subsequently conle to light, others have been assclnbled, and
a great Illigration (r0111 private collections to public or university libraries
on both sides of the Atlantic has taken place; indeed, except for the collections in London, Oxford, and Cambridge, the location of almost every
ilnportant gathering of broadside ballads has altered since Chappell
wrote. Modern reprints of nlore than three thousand broadsides (in DB)
Collnlann, CP} OEB} OPB} PA} PIJ} PG} RB} SLJ} and one or two others)
are for the Inost part highly dependable 13 and obviate the need for swelling these pages in a manner useful in Chappell's age, but thc number of
yet unreprinted ballads is so large that one wishes those spacious days
had not departed, perhaps forever.
Citations of broadsides follow spelling, capitalization, and pointing of
the original, but do not reproduce italics, small capitals, or full capitals
other than initial letters of words. To facilitate identification I usually
quote both title and first line, as well as tune direction and significant
details of refrain, where appropriate. This infonnation is usually followed by a parenthetical location reference, cast in one or other of the
(ornls illustrated here:
Ex.
Ex.

I

2

(Wood 417 [34], Euing 352)
(Douce, Euing, Harvard, R.oxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 235)

'rhe distinction between these exanlples is that, if I know of no modern
reprint, I give detailed location data for broadside originals (Ex. 1),
whereas I merely name the appropriate collections when I can direct the
reader to a modern reprint, where full data can usually be found (Ex. 2).14
In each example, the first collection named is the source from which I
have quoted; other copies are not necessarily of the same edition. In the
second example the order of parts indicates that the source of the IlB
reprint is the Roxburghe copy.
The dating of ballads by means of printers' and booksellers' imprints
has been subject to increasing refinement, thanks to the enterprise of
Chappell, Frank Kidson, and the cataloguer of Lord Crawford's collection. 16 I have given greatest weight, however, to the more recent authority
13 For reservations expressed toward the practices of one editor, see my "Ebsworth
and the Roxburghe Ballads," ]AF, LXI (194 8), 337-344.
14 Ballads in American libraries are often not identified with named collections.
Because it is common practice to catalogue each piece separately (especially those antedating 1700), I have merely named the appropriate library, even in contexts requiring
full location data.
16 Paul G. Morrison's Index of Printers, Publishers and Booksellers for both STC}
1950, and Wing, 1955, must be used with caution inasmuch as his dating of ballad
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of R. B. McKerrow et al., A Dictionary of Printers and Booksellers . . . ,
1557-164°, 1910, and I-Ienry R.. Plomer's continuations for the periods
1641-dj{j7 and 1668-1725, supplelllented by the invaluable information
on booksellers' syndicates in Cyprian Blagden's "Notes on the Ballad
Market in the Second I-laiC of the Seventeenth Century," Studies in Bibliography, VI (1953-1951), IGI-180. For ballad vogue as Inirrored by incidental references in plays, I am ~ndebted to the painstaking work in
Andrew J. \Valker's unpublished I-Iarvard dissertation of 1934, Popular
Songs and Broadside Ballads in the English Dralna, 1559-1 G42, and I
have often drawn on Alfred I-Iarbage's Annals of Etlglish Drama, 97517°°, 1940, in Inatters of dating and authorship.
I cite nlusical sources as explicitly as possible, at the risk of repeating
bibliographical information froni one article to another. I usually indi·
cate the location of music manuscripts, except for such frequently cited
sources as the Euing lute book (University of Glasgow), the Leyden MS
of 1()39, the Agnes I-Iulne MS, the Skene MS, and the Graham transcripts
of the Straloch MS and the Leyden lyra viol MS (National Library of
Scotland), the several Drexel manuscripts and the JOhll Galllble Commonplace Book (New York Public Library), the Willialll Ballet and
Thomas Dallis lute books (Trinity College, Dublin). rrhe Marsh lute
book is in Archbishop Marsh's Library, Dublin. It is to be noted that
the three Dublin MSS are of English origin, as are the several Paris
Conservatoire MSS cited in these pages. !'he lost Dorothy (recte John)
Weide lute book has been rediscovered in the library of Lord Forrester,
where it was formerly known to be; I usually cite it as the Weide Lute
MS. Priscilla Bunbury's Virginal Book is in the library of Mr. Roger
Lancelyn Green of Poulton-Lancelyn, Cheshire. tO
I have tried to indicate precisely whether verse texts are or are not
accompanied by music. When I note the presence of a tune direction,
I do not thereby imply that musical notation is also present; if such is
the case I say so explicitly. A few tune discussions are headed with
bracketed titles, to indicate my arbitrary assignment of a tune name,
made necessary by the absence of a meaningful tune title on broadsides,
but the music is confidently associated with broadside verse unless otherwise noted.
In transcribing tunes I have usually limited myself to the melodic line,
except that lute tablatures with their precise pitch indications possess
imprints reflects the often superseded approximations in such sources as the Crawford
Catalogue.
16 For other location details, see the sources cited in notcs 9 and 10 abovc. I regrct
that the second volume of John Bull's Keyboard Music, cd. Thurston Dart, Musica
Britannica, vol. XIX, 1963, was published too late for me to note at appropriate points
the printing of such Bull sets as "Bonny Sweet Robin," "Go from my window," "Bonny
Peg of Ramsey," uThe Spanish Pavan," and uWalsingham."
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an objective hannonic validity ,\'orth preserving, and I have ordinarily
rendered fully the statement of a tune as it stands in tablature. I have
indicated elllelHlations by brackcts within thc transcript or by tcxtual
rClnarks beneath it. Where I have corrected olistakes in tilHe values or
barring, I have reproduced uncorrected notational clclllcnts ilnnlcdiatcly
beneath the eOlcndcd forms. I have supplied bar-lines for unbarrcd 1l1usi·
cal texts having a perceptibly regular pattern of acccntuation and havc
so indicated in a textual note. \Vhcn I have rcgularized irregular or incomplete barring, brackets indicate those bar-lines supplicd. A fcw older
Inelodies and a pair of psalm tunes are sufficiently irregular to be presented in their original unbarred form. I have reproduced slurs as they
are found in MS or printed sources. Usually indicating groups of two or
Inore notes sung to one syllable, they may exactly fit an initial stanza
but not succeeding ones, and rarely is the pattern cOlnpletely suitable
for singing other songs. A comparable problem arises in the frequent
need to divide notes to accommodate olinor syllabic irregularities from
one stanza to another. Musical transcripts, often from nonvocal sources,
cannot hope to fit these ever-shifting needs, but the singer elnends subconsciously and has always done so.
Finally, when it is possible to choose from among several versions of
a tune, I have selected the earliest one which is suitable for singing,
aware that these criteria cannot always be objective. Where a tune has
undergone significant changes· in the course of its vogue, I have not hesitated to print multiple versions.
I express my cordial thanks to the following institutions and governing
boards for granting Ine kind permission to reproduce tunes from manuscripts in their possession: the Folger Shakespeare Library (MS 448.16;
MS 1610.1); the New York Public Library (lVIS Drexel 4257, John
Gamble's Commonplace Book; MS Drexel 5612); the Trustees of the
British Museum (MS Harl. 7578; MS Add. 4900; MS Add. 10337, Elizabeth Rogers's Virginal Book; MS Add. 11608; MS Add. 15117; MS Add.
17786; MS Add. 18936; MS Add. 23623; MS Add. 24665, Giles Earle's
Song Book; MS Add. 30486; MS Add. 32343; MS Add. 38539: MS Add.
38599); the Royal College of Music (MS 1119); the Bodleian Library (MS
Ashmole 36-37; MS Mus.b.l; MS Raw!. Poet. 152); the Governing Body
of Christ Church, Oxford (Music MS 431; Music MS 437); the University
Library, Cambridge (MS Dd.2.11; MS Dd.3.18; MS Dd.4.23; MS Dd.6.48;
MS Dd.9.33); the Syndics of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (MS
30.G.20); the Warden and Fellows of St. Michael's College, Tenbury
Wells, Wores. (MS 1019); the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland (Adv. MS 5.2.'14, the Leyden MS of 1639); the Edinburgh University
Library (MS DC.1.69); the Board of Trinity College, Dublin (MS D.1.21,
William Ballet Lute Book; MS D.3'30~ Thomas Dallis Lute Book; MS
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F.5.13); Bibliotheque du Conservatoire de Musique, Paris (MS Res. 1185;
MS Itcs. 1186).
I anl Inost grateful to those libraries which have allowed me to reprint
(unes frorn ballads and single-sheet songs in their possession. I have
drawn substantially on the great collections in the British Museum, the
Bodleian Library, the Pepysian Library of Magdalene College, Cambridge, the Houghton Library of I-Iarvard University, and the Huntington Library, San Marino, California. I am equally indebted to the
Williarn Andrews Clark Memorial Library of the University of California, Los Angeles; the Library of Congress; the R.t. I-Ion. The Earl of
Crawford; the Manchester Public Libraries; and the FeoITees of Chetham's Hospital and Library, Manchester. For permission to use a tune
from The Dublin Virginal Manuscript, 1954, I express thanks to Professor John Ward, editor of the manuscript, and to Wellesley College,
holder of the copyright.
One of my fundamental debts is to my friend and fornler colleague,
Roy Lamson, Jr., whose I-Iarvard dissertation of 1936, English Broadside Ballad Tunes, 1550-1700, is a bibliographical resource of first
importance to anyone working in the field. In addition, I am glad to
acknowledge the great value of his typescript file, deposited in the
I-Ioughton Library, containing bibliographical descriptions of the Harvard black-letter broadsides and many roman-letter pieces of later date.
Without Professor Lamson's encouragement and kind cooperation over
the years, I should not have had the temerity to undertake the present
work.
I have also received invaluable assistance from Prof. John Ward, whose
knowledge of Renaissance music is encyclopedic. I-Ie has generously
supplied me with manuscript materials and has answered many vexing
questions; the use to which I have put his important article, "Music for
A Handefull of Pleasant Delites," JAMS, X (1957), 151-180, can be seen
on many of my pages.
Like all students of the printed ballad, I have depended heavily upon
the superb collections of Harvard's Houghton Library, and have profited
from the unfailing kindnesses of Mr. William A. Jackson, Miss Carolyn
.lakeman, Mr. William B. Bond, and the special courtesies of Mr. Thomas
Matthews. I have been repeatedly welcomed at the Folger Shakespeare
Library, and lowe thanks to its director Louis B. Wright for the timely
grant of a fellowship, to Miss Dorothy Mason for putting the musical
resources of the library freely at my disposal, and to Mr. Giles E. Dawson
for special assistance in dating several Renaissance manuscripts. Likewise
I am happy to acknowledge the many courtesies of the Huntington Library and particularly wish to record my indebtedness to the late Miss
Edythe N. Backus, who shared her minute knowledge of Huntington
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lllusic in days before the publication of her Catalogue; lowe thanks also
to ~1r. John Ponlfret and ~{iss Mary Isabel Fry for nUlllerous favors.
i'he New York Public Library kindly gave 1l1C access to inlportant
sevcnteenth-century music books and manuscripts, and Carleton Sprague
Smith, Philip ~Iillcr, Sydney Beck, and ~{rs. Sirvart Poladian of the
l\1usic Division werc especially helpful.
Other Anlcrican libraries and librarians deserving IllY wannest thanks
include thc Yale University Library; the Library of Congress; the Picrpont Morgan Library; the William Andrews Clark rvlcmorial Library
of the University of California, Los Angeles, and its reference librarian,
Mrs. Edna C. I)avis; the Music Library of the University of California,
Berkeley, and its directors, Mr. Vincent Duckles and Mrs. I-Iarriet
Nicewonger; the Stanford University Music Library and Mr. Edward E.
Colby, its director; the Vassar College Library; the Ohio State University
Libraries and Miss Olga Buth, head of the Music Library; the University
of Michigan Libraries; and the Chapin Library of Williams College.
During a year in England and Scotland, I incurred Iuany debts which
I am happy to acknowledge. l"'he staff of the British Museum was tirelessly coopcrative in unearthing many a fugitive piece and in allowing
me unlirllited usc of its unparalleled broadsidc ballad and sheet song
collections; the privilege of working in the North Library greatly simplified my rcsearches, thanks to the good offices of the late F. Georrrey
Itcndall. I single out Arthur G. I-Iudd of the Museum starr for many
favors over the years. l"'hanks arc due also to the Library of the London
Society of Antiquaries; the Bodleian and Christ Church libraries, Oxford; the Calubridgoe University Library and its gracious Secretary Arthur
'I'illotson; the Pepysian Library of Magdalene College, Calubridge; the
Fitzwillialll Library in Cambridge and its librarian Miss Phyllis M. Giles;
the Chapter Library of Durham Cathedral; the Manchester Public Libraries; the John H... ylands Library of the University of Manchester; the
Chethaln College Library and its librarian Miss Hilda Lofthouse;
St. Michael's College, Tenbury Wells; the National Library of Scotland;
the Edinburgh University Library; the Glasgow University Library; the
Mitchell Library in Glasgow; and the Dundee Free Library. I am
uniquely in the debt of the Itt. Hon. The Earl of Crawford for his kindness in allowing me to inspect his incomparable collection of broadsides
and for other personal favors.
To many associates I am indebted for information, encouragement,
research assistance, or salutary skepticism. In addition to the late Hyder
E. Rollins, the undoubted magister of the broadside ballad in our century and my mentor in matters great and small, I should like to thank
Richard D. Altick, Matthew J. Bruccoli, Bertrand H. Bronson, Helen
S. Culler, Cyrus L. Day, Margaret Dean-Smith, Robert M. Estrich, W. N.
°
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H. I-larding, Frederic "v. I-Ieimberger, Lucyle I-Iook, J. Leslie I-Iotson,
'Villianl ~'f. I-Iowie, ltuth I-Iughey, I-Ienry 'V. Kaufman, I-Ierbert Livingston, ltichard B. Looser, ~1ilton O. Percival, Gordon N. Ray, Robert
G. Shedd, I~lclcn Sinith, Ituth Slnith, I-Ians Sperber, ltegina Tanzy,
Francis Lee ULley, I·larold It. 'Valley, Everett 'Valters, Bartlett Jere
Whiting, and John l-{arold \-\Tilson. lowe special gratitude to Joseph B.
Carrigan for a host of personal kindnesses extending over Inany years.
For acadclnic leave, travel, and research assistance I wish to thank
I-Iarvard University, which granted me a Dexter Fellowship and provided
clerical aid through the ~IIilton and Clark Funds; the ltockefeller Foundation, which granted Ine a Post-War Fellowship in the Humanities;
the ,United States Department of State, under whose auspices I enjoyed
a Fulbright R.e'search Grant at the University of London; and the Graduate School of the Ohio State University, which generously provided
research and clerical funds.
Enthusiastically and with no false modesty, I offer my final word of
thanks to Iny wife, whose eyes and hand and brain have been extensions
of my OWI1. She had a large share in every stage of this work, so much so
that I cannot hope to express an indebtedness that has no end.
CLAUDE

Stanford, California
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Abbreviations
The following list identifies abbreviations, catchwords, and short titles
frequently used in this volume.
Antidote against
Melancholy

Apollo'S Banquet

Arber, Term
Catalogues
Arber, Transcript

An Antidote against Melancholy: Made up in

Pills. Compounded of Witty Ballads, Jovial
Songs, and Merry Catches, 1661; 2d ed., 1669.
Enlarged as Wit and Mirth. An Antidote
against Melancholy . . . , gd ed., 1682; with
sixteen additional pages, reissued as Wit and
Mirth . ... The Third Edition, Enlarged . .. ,
I fi84. This series is to be distinguished from
the songbooks cited under Pills.
Apollo'S Banquet for the Treble Violin, 1670.
(Neither of the two known copies of this edition contains a title page; title and date are
here supplied from the entry in Arber's Term
Catalogues, I, 38.) Copies of the following editions have survived: 5th ed., 1687; 6th ed.,
1690 (Second Book, 1691); 7th ed., 1693; 8th
cd., Apollo'S Banquet, Newly Reviv'd, 1701.
This popular work ,had its inception in "The
Tunes of the French Dances and other New
Tunes for the Treble-Violin," which John
Playford published as a supplement to the
third edition of The Dancing Master, c. 1662
(56 pieces) and 1665 (85 pieces).
The Term Catalogues, I668-I709 . . . , ed. Edward Arber, 3 vols., 19°3-1906.
A Transcript of the Registers of the ·Company of
Stationers of London, I554-I640, ed. Edward
Arber, 5 vols., 1875- 1894.
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Bagford

nn
BM
BM I-Iuth

BM Luttrell

BM Thomason

Bodleian
Rooke of New
Lessons

Brooks, "Rump
Songs;'
California
CBEL

A collection of ballads assembled by John Bagford (diso-1716) and now in the British ~{u
seUlll. lvfost of the contents were reprinted in
IlIl or (if duplicated in the Roxburghe collection) in RIl.
The Bagford Ballads, cd. J. '\T. Ebsworth, 2 vols.,
Ballad Society, 1878.
Library of the British Museunl. Usually the abbreviation is followed by press-nlark.
A collection of Elizabethan ballads, formerly in
the possession of I-Ienry I-Iuth, who allowed
theln to be reprinted as A ncient Ballads and
llroadsides, Philobiblon Society, 1867; reissued
as A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter
Ballads and lIroadsides, 1867. The ballads
were part of a notable bequest to the BM by
Alfred I-I. I-Iuth in the early years of this century.
A collection of broadsides, ballads, pamphlets,
&c., in three volumes, fanned by Narcissus
Luttrell (I G57-1732) and now in the EM.
The so-called Thomason Tracts (which Chappell
referred to as the King's Pamphlets since they
were presented to the BM by George III) include a number of broadside ballads. See under
"PoenlS" in the index to Catalogue of the
Pamphlets, BoollS, Newsf)apers, and Manuscripts llelating to the Civil War, the Commonwealth, and llestoration, Collected by
Gcorgc Thomason, 1640-/661, 2 vols., 1908.
Bodleian Library, Oxford University.
A Booke of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern, 1G52. This instrumental tutor, issued by
John Playford, was a predecessor of Musick's
Delight on the Cithren, 1666.
H. F. Brooks, "Rump Songs: an Index with
Notes," Oxford Bibliographical Society Proceedings & Papers, V (1936-1939), 283-3°4.
Music Library of the University of California,
Berkeley.
Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature,
4 vols., 194 1; supplement, 1957.
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Chappell, NEA
Chappell, OEPAf

\VillialU Chappell, A Collection of National
Ellglish A irs, 2 vols., 1838-184°.
\Villialu Chappell, Old Ellglish Popular Music,
a revision of PAfOT by H. E. Wooldridge, 2
\'ols., 1893. Reissued in photofacsinlile reprint,
1961 .

Chappell, PAfOT

Chetham

Child

Choyce Drollery

Clark
Collier, Ex tracts

Collier, Old
Ballads
Collmann

Columbia
Complete Collection
of ... English and
Scotch Songs
CP

\Villiam Chappell, Popular Music of the Olden
Time, 2 vols. [1855-1859]. Part of the edition
was titled The Ballad Literature and Popular
Afusic of the Oldeu Time.
A miscellaneous collection of seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century broadsides and single-sheet
songs, presented to the library of Chetham
College, Manchester, by J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps. The contents are listed in his Catalogue
of Proclamations, Broadsides, Ballads, and
Poems, 1851.
Francis J. Child, The English and Scottish Popular Ballads, 5 vols., 1882-1898. Reissued in
photofacsimile reprint, 5 vols. in 3, 1956.
Choyce Drollery: Songs & Sonnets, 1656. A reprint, ed. J. W. Ebsworth, 1876, includes also
An Antidote against Melancholy, 1661, and
"extra songs" from Merry Drollery, 1661.
Willianl Andrews Clark Memorial Library, University of California, Los Angeles.
Extracts from the Registers of the Stationers'
Company . . . I557 [-] I5 87, ed. J. P. Collier,
Shakespeare Society, 2 vols., 1848-1849.
Old Ballads, from Early Printed Copies, ed. J. P.
Collier, Percy Society, 1840.
Ballads and Broadsides, Chiefly of the Elizabethan Period ... in the Library at Britwell
Court, ed. Herbert L. Collmann, Roxburghe
Club, 1912. The broadsides reprinted in this
volume are now in the Huntingto~ Library.
Library of Columbia University, New York City.
A Complete Collection of Old and New English
and Scotch Songs, 4 vols., 1735-1736. Contains
no musIc.
Cavalier and Puritan: Ballads and Broadsides . . . , I64o-I660, ed. Hyder E. Rollins,
19 2 3.
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Crawford, Lord

The Dancing Master

Day-Murrie

Deloney, Worlls}
ed. Mann
DNB
Douce

D'Urfey, Compleat
Collection
D'Urfey, New
Collection
Euing

A handsome collection of 1,466 broadsides in possession of the present Earl of Crawford, Balcarres, Scotland. The contents are listed in
Bibli(Jtlu~ca Li,u[esiana: Cataloguc of a CollectiOll of I~tlgl;sll Ballads of the X VI Itll and
XVlllth Cc"tur;es, 1890; reissued in photofacsilnile reprint, Ig62.
l'his title is used in referring to all editions, including the editio princcps which John Playford published as The English IJancing Master} 1651. Subsequent editions, all entitled The
Dancing Mastel', are as follows: 2d ed., 1652;
3d ed., 1665 (an earlier state, 1657?, contains a
supplement of c. 1662); 4th ed., 1670; 5th ed.,
1675; 6th cd., 1679; 7th cd., 1686; 8th ed.,
1690; 9th cd., 1695 (includes a "Second Part,"
1696, 2d cd., 16g8); loth cd., 16g8; 11th ed.,
1701; 12th cd., 1703; 13th cd., 1706; 14th
ed., 1709; 15 th ed., 17 13; 16th ed., 1716; 17th
ed., 1721; 18th cd., c. 1728. A second volume
was issued c. 1713; 2d ed., 1714; 3d ed., 1718;
4·th cd., 1728. A third volume appeared c. 1719
and again c. 1727. Miss Margaret l)can-Smith's
facsimile reprint, Playford's English Dancing
Master 1651,1957, includes a descriptive,bibliography of all editions, with census of copies
known.
Cyrus L. Day and Eleanore B. Murrie, English
Song-Books, 1651-1702: A Bibliography with
a First-Line Index of Songs, Bibliographical
Society, 1940,
The Wor-Its of Thomas Deloney} cd. F. O. Mann,
19 12 .
Dictionary of National Biography.
A four-volume collection of seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century broadsides, formerly in the
possession of Francis Douce (1757-1834) and
now in the Bodleian.
Thomas D'Urfey, A Compleat Collection of Mr.
Durfey's Songs and Odes} 1687.
Thomas D'Urfey, A New Collection of Songs and
Poems, 1683.
A collection of seventeenth-century broadsides
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Fitzwillia1n
Virg i11 a L LJ() 0 J,

Forbes's Cantus

Harvard
Huntington
JAF
JAMS
JEFDSS
JEGP
JFSS
JIFSS

Johnson, Scots
Musical M useurn

Julian Marshall

LC
Lemon, Catalogue

Loyal Songs,

173 1

formerly in the possession of William Euing,
now in the library of Glasgow University. The
contents are listed in A Catalogue of an
Unique Collection of Ancient E11g1ish Broadside Ballads, 185u.
'File Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, ed. ]. A. Fuller
~raitland and W. Barclay Squire, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1891-1899; reissued in photofacsimile reprint cditions, 1919, 19U3. The Inanuscript
here published, long erroneously known as
"Qucen Elizabeth's Virginal Book," is believed
to have been compiled in London Fleet Prison
by Francis Tregian, c. 1009-1619. It is preserved in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,
as Music MS 32.G.2g.
Cantus, Songs and Fancies. To Thre, Foure, or
Five Partes, both apt for Voices and Viols. ..•
Aberdene, Printed by lohn Forbes, 1662; 2d
cel., 1666; 3d ed., 1682.
I-Ioughton Library, Harvard University.
l-Ienry E. I-Iuntington Library and Art Gallery,
San Marino, California.
.Journal of American Fol/dare.
Journal of the Arnerican Musicological Society.
.Journal of the English Folk Dance and Song
Society .
.Journal of English and Germanic Philology.
Journal of the Foll, Song Society.
Journal of the Irish Folk Song Society.
James Johnson, The Scots Musical Museum, 6
vols., 1787-18°3. Reprint editions 1839, 1853,
with notes by William Stenhouse; photofacsimile reprint of the latter edition, 1962.
A large collection of eighteenth-century singlesheet songs formed by Julian Marshall (18361903) and now in Harvard.
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Robert Lemon, Catalogue of a Collection of
Broadsides in the Possession of the Society of
Antiquaries, 1866.
A Collection of Loyal Songs Written aga~nst the
Rump Parliament, 2 vols., 1731. Reprints
pieces from The Rump, 1660, and its enlarge• XXVII •

Luitboek van
Thysius, Het

Mackay, Cavalier
Songs
Madden

Manchester

The Merry Musician

MLN
Morgan

Musicks
H and-maid(e)

M usicks Recreation
on the Lyra Viol

mcnt, RU1np, 1662. Not related to 120 Loyal
Songs or 180 Loyal Songs.
II(!t Luitboek van 'Fhysius, ed. J. P. N. Land,
Anlstcrdam, 1889. Originally published in
J"'ijdschrift der Vereetliging voor NoordNederlands Muziekgeschiedenis, I-III (18841888). The lute manuscript of c, 1600 here
printed is preserved in the University Library,
Leyden.
J"'h(! Cavalier Songs and Ballads of England, ed.
Charles Mackay, 1863.
A large collection of late broadsides and slip
songs, formed by Sir Frederic Madden (18011873) and now in the Cambridge University
Library.
A collection of some 130 seventeenth-century
ballads preserved in the Manchester Free
Reference Library, press-marks 3Io.D.2 and
3 10 ,D'3·
The Merry Musician: Or, A Cure for the Spleen,
4 vols., 17 1H. 1733, Vol. I contains type-set
music (2d ed., 1730); vols. II-IV are engraved,
and are conjecturally dated 1728, 1731, and
1733 in CBEL. This series is not to be confused with a different work, The Merry Musician, Or, A Cure for the Spleen, c. 1729 (Harvard), engraved.
Modern Language Notes.
A collection of about 100 seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century broadsides in the Pierpont
Morgan Library, New York City, shelf-mark
E2·45 D ,
Musicks Hand-maide. Presenting New and Pleasant Lessons for the Virginals or Harpsycon,

1663; the preface is signed by John Playford.
Another edition: Musicks Hand-maid: i\TCW
Lessons and Instructions for the Virginals or
Harpsychord, 1678. Henry Playford issued 'The
Second Part of Musick's Hand-maid . .. for
the Virginals, Harpsichord, and Spinet, '(i89Musicks Recreation: on the Lyra Viol, 1652, with
preface by John Playford. Later editions arc
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AIy Ladye Nevells
Rooke
NEA

Nichols, Progresses
of King James
OEB

OEPM
OLd EngLish
Ditties

180 Loyal Songs

120

Loyal Songs

OPlJ

PA
Parnassus Biceps

PB

Pepys

Alusicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyraway,
1661, 1669; and Al tisicllS Reo'cation on the
Viol, Lyra-way, 2d cd" enlarged, 1682.
William Byrd, Afy Ladye NeveLis Rooke, cd.
I-lilda Andrews, 1926,
Sec Chappell, NL..'A.
John Nichols, T'lle Progresses, Processiotls, aud
A1agnificent Festivities, of King James the
First . . . , 4 vols., 1828.
Old Ellglish Ballads, 1553-1625, cd. I-Iyder E.
R.ollins, 1920.
Sec (~happel1, OEPM.
Old English Ditties, Selected frorn W. ChappeLL's
Popular Music of the 0 Lden Time" . . . New
Words Written by J. Oxenford, the Symphonies
and Accompaniments by G. A. Macfarren, 2
vols., c. 1860.
A Choice Collection of 180 Loyal Songs . .. To
which is added, The Musical Notes to each
Song, 3d ed., 1685. This is the first edition to
contain music. A Collection, Of One Hundred
and Eighty Loyal Songs, 4th ed., 1694, consists
of sheets of the 1685 edition with a fresh title
page. Loyal Songs, 1731, is an independent
pu blication.
A Choice Collection of 120 Loyal Songs, 1684.
Contains no music; see the preceding entry.
Broadside Ballads of the Restoration Period
from the Jersey Collection Known as The
Osterley Park Ballads, cd. F. Burlingame Fawcett, 1930. The pieces reprinted in this volume
are now in the BM, press-mark C.39.k.6.
The Pack of Autolycus, cd. Hyder E. Rollins,
19 2 7.
Parnassus Biceps. Or Severall Choice Pieces of
Poetry, 1656. Preface signed Ab[raham] Wright.
Reprint ed. G. Thorn-Drury, 19 2 7.
The Pepys Ballads, ed. Hyder E. Rollins, 8 vols.,
1929-1932. Reprints 505 broadsides from the
Pepys Collection.
A collection of some 1,700 ,sixteenth- and seventeenth-century broadsides, begun by Jahn SelI(
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Pepys Penny
~ferriments

Percival, HIalpole
Ballads

Percy Collection

Percy Folio MS

Percy's Reliques

PG

Pills

Plomer

PMLA·

PMOT

den and continued by Salnuel Pepys, now in
the Pepysian Library, ~fagdalene College,
Canluridgc.
A collection of chapbooks fonned by Samuel
Pepys, now in the Pcpysian Library, ~{agda·
lcnc College, Calnbridge.
Political Ballads 11lustratill{{ the A dmitlistratiotl
01 Sir Robert JVal/Jole, cd. Milton O. Percival,
Oxford llistorical and Literary Studies, vol.
VIII, 1916.
Printed and Inanuscript ballads, inventories, and
other materials assembled by Bishop Percy
while preparing his Reliques. Now in I-Iarvard.
13M MS Add. 27879, published as Bishop Percy's
Folio Manuscript, ed. J. I-I. I-Iales and F. .1.
Furnivall, 4 vols., 1867-1868.
'"I'homas Percy, Reliques of Ancient English Poetry, 1765.
A Pepysian Garland . .. , 1595-1639, ed. I-Iyder
E. R.ollins, 1922. R.eprints 73 broadsides frorn
the Pepys Collection.
Wit and Mirth: 01' Pills to Purge Melancholy, cd.
~rhomas D'Urfey, 6 vols., 1719-1720; the first
five volumes were also issued as Songs Cornpleat, Pleasant and Divertive, 1719. A pagefor-page reprint of a Inixed set was issued in
1876, and a photofacsimilc of this edition, 6
vols. in 3, appeared in 1959. See Day-Murrie
for bibliographical details of editions published between 1699 and 1714.
Under this name are subsumed the following related works: Henry R. Plomer, A Dictionary of
the Boollsellers and Printers . . . in England
. . . from 1641 to 1667, 1907; R. B. McKerrow
et al., A Dictionary of Printers and Booksellers
in England . .. 1557-164°, 1910; and Henry
R. Plomer et al., A Dictionary of the Printers
and Booksellers... in England... from
. 1668 to 17 2 5, 1922.
Publications of the Modern Language Association of America.
See Chappell, PMOT.
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Ramsay, Tea-Table
Miscellany

Rawlinson

RB

Ritson's Penny
Histories
Rollins, A nal. Index

Roxburghe

SB

Scots Musical
Museum

Skene MS

Allan Ramsay, The Tea-Table Aliscellany, 1723
(Yale). Other copies of this edition are dated
1724. By 17'lJ7 the collection had swelled to
four volumes, and thereafter the contents were
reprinted in various formats. See CBEL.
A collection of 218 black-letter broadside ballads
in the Bodleian Library, catalogued as 4to
Rawlinson 566.
The lloxburghe Ballads, ed. William Chappell
and J. W. Ebsworth, 8 vols., Ballad Society,
1871-1899. lteprints, with frequent bowdlerization, almost all the broadsides in the Roxburghe Collection, several hundred from the
Pepys Collection, and many pieces from other
sources. Pagination anomalies iriclude the addition of single, double, and triple asterisks to
designate multiple introductory sequences.
A collection of chapbooks and garlands, formed
by Joseph Ri tson (1752-18°3) and now in Harvard.
I-Iyder E. Rollins, An Analytical Index to the
Ballad-Entries (1557-17°9) in the Registers of
the Company of Stationers of London, 1924.
Printed also in SP, XXI (1924), 1-324.
A rich collection of almost 1,500 broadsides, the
nlajority in black letter. Begun by Robert
Harley, Earl of Oxford (1661-1724), the collection passed through several hands and was
greatly enriched by John Ker, third Duke of
Roxburghe; it was acquired by the BM in
18 45.
Shirburn Ballads, 1585-16r6, ed. Andrew Clark,
1907. Reprints 80 ballads from a MS in the
library of the Earl of Macclesfield, Shirburn
Castle, Oxfordshire.
See Johnson.
The Skene MS, now preserved in the National
Library of Scotland as Adv. MS 5.2.15, is substantially reproduced in William Dauney, Ancient Scotish Melodies, 1838. Although the
date of original compilation is commonly
given as the first quarter of the seventeenth
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SP
Stationers' R.cgister
STC

l'aubtnan, An
fl eroick Poern
l'exas
Thomson, Orpheus
Caledonius

TLS
Walsh's Compleat
Country DancingMaster

Wilkins, Political
Ballads
Williams College

Wing

century, I believc it to be rnore rccent by
twent y-fivc to fifty years. l'he rnanuscript is an
extensive collection of song and dance tunes
(ulany of them not Scottish) in tablature for
five-course rnandore. Because tilnc valucs are
often lacking in the lvIS, one can excuse tuany
of thc liberties taken in Daulley's transcripts.
Studies in Philology.
See R.ollins, Aual. Index, and Arber, T'ranscript.
A Short- Title Catalogue of lloo/ls Printed ill
England, Scotland, &- Ireland . .. , 1475-1640,
compiled by A. 'v. Pollard and G. R. Redgrave, 1926. lteissued in photographic reprint,
1946.
Matthew Taublnan, An I-Ieroiclt Poem . .. With
Some choice Songs and IvIedleyes on the Tirnes,
1082.
University of Texas Library, Austin.
Or/Jheus Caledonius, o}" a Collection of the best
Scotch Songs set to Musick by W[ illiam]
1'homson, 17 25. An enlarged edition: Orpheus
Caledonius: or, a Collection of Scots Songs, 2
vols., 1733; photofacsilnile reprint issued in
19 62 .
The [London] Times Literary Supplement.
TOile Compleat Country IJancing-Master, 1718;
another ed., 1731. 'rite Second Book of tlte
Compleat Counl1'y IJancing-Master, 1719. The
New Country IJancing-Master, 3d Book, c.
1728. This series, published by J. Walsh or
J. Walsh and Joseph I-Iare, extensively pirated
the later editions of the Playford-Young Dancing Master volumes.
Political Ballads of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth ·Centuries, ed. William W. Wilkins, 2
vols., 1860.
Citations are to a collection of seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century ballads formerly in the
Ruth collection and now in the Chapin Library, Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.
Short- Title Catalogue of Books Printed in England~ Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and British
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~Vit

and Drollery

Wit and Mirth,
1682, 1684
Wit Restor'd

Wood

Wright, Political
Ballads
Wright, Songs and
Ballads
Yale

America . .. J 1641-1700, compiled by Donald
G. Wing, 3 vols., 1945- 1951.
Sir John Mennes, James Smith, et al., Wit and
Drollery, Jovial Poems, 1656. Enlarged editions,
1661, 1682.
See Antidote against Melancholy.
Wit Restor'd In severall Select Poems, 1658. Reprinted in Thomas Park, Musarum Deliciae,
181 7.
An extensive collection of ballads gathered by
Anthony Wood (1682-1695) and now in the
Bodleian Library.
Political Ballads Published in England during
the Commonwealth, ed. Thomas Wright, Percy
Society, 1841.
Songs and Ballads, with Other Short Poems,
Chiefly of the Reign of Philip and Mary, ed.
Thomas Wright, Roxburghe Club, 1860.
Yale University Library.
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Adieu to the Pleasures
and Fol/ies 0/ Love
One of the songs in Shadwell's version of The Tempest, 1674, was a
pastoral lament beginning "Adieu to the Pleasures and Follies of Love."
It was not printed with the play, but its words appeared in The Several Songs Now in Mode, 1675; with music by James Hart, it is to be
found in a two-leaved pamphlet, The Ariels Songs in . .. the Tempest,
c. 1675, in Choice Ayres, Songs & Dialogues, 1676, p. 73 (Fig. 1), and in
Pills, 1719-1720, III, 178. An expanded broadside version written by Dr.
Walter Pope was entitled 4lThe Musical Shepherdess, or, Dorinda's
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Lamentation for the loss of Alnintas." Copies of the ballad, in different
editions, appear in the Pepys, Wood £.25, Douce, Lord Crawford, BM
C.22.f.6, and Roxburghe collections (reprinted in nB IV, 462). All copies
direct the ballad to be sung to HAmintas farewel" (doubtless internally
inspired) or an alternate tune "Digby's Farewell," q.v.
The tune of "Adieu to the Pleasures and Follies of Love" was used for
at least one political ballad of the 16805: "Good News in Bad Times;
or, Absaloms Return to David's Bosome," beginning HAdieu to the hopes
of the Whigs of the State" (Harvard, Clark [with MS date 30 Nov. 1683],
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 399).
A later copy of the tune is in Dr. John Leyden's MS Lyra Viol Book
(after 1690), No. 58, preserved only in the nineteenth-century transcript
by G. F. Graham in the National Library of Scotland.

Ah! Chloris Awake
The history of this tune begins with a broadside first issued probably
in the 1670s, "Strephon and Cloris," which is directed to be sung HTo
a pleasant New Play-house r-l'une; Or, Love will find out the way."
l.-'he opening lines are HAhl [or Oh!] Cloris awake,jit is all abroad day"
(Lord Crawford,· Wood E.25, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 128;
later editions in Pepys III, 191, Lord Crawford 7, Euing 344-346, and
Douce II, 197 v , III, 82 v). The twelve stanzas of the broadside appear in
Pills IV, 313, with a florid air (Fig. 2) which is probably the playhouse
tune; it fits the words admirably, but, intended for a twelve-line stanza,
it requires a repetition of the second quatrain of the eight-line stanzas
uniformly associated with the tune. HLove will find out the way" is an
independent tune, q.v.
.
An answer to the original broadside is HThe Lamentation of Cloris
For the Unkindness of her Shepherd," beginning HMy Shepherd's unkind,/alas, what shall I do?," to the tune of "0 Cloris awake" (Pepys,
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Lord Crawford, Elling, I-Iarvard, R.oxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 131).
rrhe tune is narHed "Strephon and Cloris" in wrhe Jolly Shepherd, and
Jovial Shepherdess," beginning HAlas Iny dear Celia,j'tis tirHe to cOlnplain" (Dollce I, 105); and "Awake, Oh my Cloris" in wrhe Algier Slaves
R.eleasnlent," beginning "~elf a Constant Young Searnan,ja Story I'le
tell" (Pepys, Douce, R.oxburghe; reprinted in RIl VI, 447), and in
"Whipping' Tom," beginning "Give car to Iny ditty,jancl I will declare"
(Pepys IV, 288).
A number of ballads give the tune as "Cloris awake," including two
that have apparently not been republished: "The Lamenting Shepherdess: or, The lJnkind Shepherd," beginning "Ah! my Cruel Shepheard,jso false and unkind" (Pepys III, 3(8); and "The Distasted Lovers
Downfall," beginning "When Phoebus had run/the three thirds of his
course" (Pepys IV, 45). Another piece in the same measure, uThe Jovial
May-Pole Dancers," beginning "l:towland and Roger,/With Bridget and
Mary" (Lord Crawford 1034, BM C.22.f.6 [128], Harvard), seems to be
intended for the tune, for its tune direction, "Top and top Gallant,"
echoes the burden of CIA Ship-load of Waggery," beginning "A Ship must
have a Steers-Olan," which is to the tune of "Ah Cloris awake" (Pepys IV,
177, Lord Crawford 1°52, Harvard).
uThe West Countrey Maids Lamentation For the loss of her Maidenhead," a ballad licensed before 1685 beginning "Long time I lamented,/
in sorrow and grief," bears the tune direction "Over Hills and high
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Mountains: Or, Cloris Awake" (Douce II, 246). The first tune title, used
for a number of ballads near the end of the century, is derived froln the
opening line of "The \Vandring Maiden ... 'fo an excellent new
l'une" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Bagford; reprinted in lJB II, 572). A
sequel to this ballad exists in two distinct editions, with the title "The
Wandring Virgin"; one, which is "the Answer to the wand'ring Maiden,"
is to the tune "Over l-lills and I-ligh ~fountains" (Lord Crawford,
Pepys, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in Bn II, 575); the other,
with no reference to the original ballad, has the tune direction "Cloris
awake, or the loving Chambermaid" (Euing 373, Lord Crawford 1437).
"The loving Chamber-Maid" is the title of a ballad beginning "Shut
the door after me,/pull off the Boule," which is "To a New Tune"
(Lord Crawford, Douce, Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 447).
From this complex of associations we cannot deduce much with certainty. "The loving chambermaid" seems to be an independent tune
which has not survived. "Over hills and high mountains" and "Ah!
Chloris awake" are interchangeable but probably not identical. No
music for the former has survived, unless it is to be associated with
"Over the mountains and under the waves," the first line of a ballad
whose tune is cOlnlnonly known as "Love will find out the way." 1

Ah Cruel Bloody Fate
"Ah Cruel Bloody Fate," known also as "Philander," originated as
a song in the fifth act of Nathaniel Lee's Theodosius, 1680. The music
was written by Henry Purcell and was first printed in that year as a
supplement to the play. The song was reprinted in Choice Ayres and
Songs, Third Book, 1681, p. 29 (Fig. 3), in Wit and Drollery, 1682, and
in all editions of Pills. The tune appears in a number of musical instruction books, among them Musichs Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way,
1682; Humphry Salter, The Genteel Companion
for the Recorder,
1683; Thomas Greeting, The Pleasant Companion
for the Flagelet,
1683; and Apollo'S Banquet, 5th ed., 1687.
The stage song was twice expanded into broadside form, one version
1 Chappell (PMOT II, 681-682), finding no music for "Over hills and high mountains," used instead the air UO n yonder high mountains," which appears in several
ballad operas, and which is strikingly reminiscent of the much older "Love will find
out the way."
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entitled "The faithful Lovers Downfal" (Douce I, 74), the other "The
l"rue Lovers Tragedy" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, I-Iarvard, Roxburghe;
reprinted in liB IV, 38). Both ballads begin "Ahl cruel bloody fate,/
what canst thou now do more?"; the tune in sOlne copies is called "Ohl
cruel bloody fate." In 1683 a burlesque broadside appeared, entitled
"Dagon's Fall: or, l"he Whigs Lamentation for the Death of Anthony
King of Poland," to the tune of "Philander" (BM, Harvard, Huntington, Yale). The tune title is another name for "Ah cruel bloody fate"
and derives from the name of one of the lovers in the original stage
song. "Dagon's Fall" was reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, 1685 (with
music), and in RB V, 234. A political broadside of 1684, "The Bully
Whig: or, The Poor Whores Lamentation for the Apprehending of Sir
l'honlas Armstrong," begins also as a parody: "Ah! Cruel Bloody Toml/
What canst thou hope for more" (Harvard, Clark, BM 1872.a.l, and
Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [140]; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs and in RB V,
482 ).
Among the numerous other ballads written to this tune, the following may be mentioned: HThe Marriners Delight" (Pepys IV, 165) and
"The Faithful Mariner" (Pepys IV, 171), both beginning ClFarewel my
dearest Dear,/for thee and I must part," 'and one obviously a slight reworking of the other; "The Constant Seaman and his Faithful Love"
(Pepys IV, 18g), beginning HFarewell my dearest Dear,/for needs I must
away"-a similar restatement of a threadbare theme; CIA Remedy for
Greensickness" (Pepys, Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 543), a provocative
ballad beginning "A handsom buxom Lass/lay panting in her bed."
In all these "ballads the tune is referred to as "Philander."
The tune could also be put to religious use, fOf in A Cabinet of
Choice Jewels, 1688, it is named for singing CIA Carrol for St. Stephens
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Day," as if a tunc appropriate to lovers' suicide were equally suitable
to acconlpany a song of the ChristInas season.
Despite its earlier popularity, it was used in only one ballad opera:
l'he COU1ll1)'- Jl'eddi1lg, 1749, where it is cited as "0 cruel, cruel Fate."
An apparent analogue to the tunc of "Ah cruel bloody fate" is the
Illusic of ..rrhe Fanner's !Jaughtcr of ~'ferry \Vakeficld," a single-sheet
song bcginning "Down in the north country" (B~{ H.IUOI [133], dated
1705?; othcr cditions in BM, Folgcr, and I-Iarvard; reprinted in The
Merry Musiciatl, I, 17(6). 'fhe tunes arc sOlllewhat similar in the first
four 1l1CaSUres but thcrcafter arc unrelated. As "Dow'n in the North
Country" it was used in Gay's The Beggar's O/Jcra, 1728, and Coffcy's
The Merry CobLer, 1735, and is cited, without the Inusic, in Worsdale's
A Cure for a ScoLd, 1735. 1
A tunc called "The nlcrry Milk Maids" in the second volullle of The
Dancirlg A1 astcr (3d cd., 1718; 4th cd., (728) begins very much like that
of "Down in the north country," but after the opening phrase it too
has its own lnelodic and hannonic pattern, and the tunc comprises four
eight-nlCasure strains. The first two strains, with the same title, are found
in one ballad opera, M ornus turn'd Fabulist, 1729. 'fhis air is not related
to the 'CMcrry Milkmaids" tune which is also called CCYe Nylnphs and
Sylvan Gods."

Ah! How Pleasant >Tis to Love
'rhe Pepys collection (V, 37) preserves a ballad entitled "England's
Joy in the rnerry l110nth of May," to the tune of CCAht how pleasant 'tis
to Love," and beginning uI-Iarkt how sweet the Birds do sing." Music
printed on the broadside is actually the tune cCGreat York has been
debarred of late," though it appears meaningless because the two staves
of music are in reverse order. It has no connection with "England's
Joy."
1 If "Down in the North Country" is considered all offshoot from" Ah cruel bloody
fate," it cannot stand in parental relationship to "Within the North Country," which
is cited as the tune for Martin Parker's much earlier ballad c'Take time while 'tis
offer'd" (RB II, 555) and for an untitled song beginning "Brave Tamberlain he was/a
Shepherd on the Plains" in Richard Climsell, Cupid's Soliciter of Love, 1680. The
poulter's measure (here 6.6.8.6) of these two pieces does, however, fit the music of "Down
in the North Country."
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The tune cited on the broadside is by Henry Purcell and is to be
found in The Banquet of Musick, Second Book, 1688, p. 4 (Fig. 4), and
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in Vinculum Societatis, Second Book, 1688. The first line of the Purcell
song becomes the tune title as found in the Pepys broadside. It was apparently not used with any other ballads.

Aimable Vainqueur
Thomas D'Urfey wrote "A Song to Celia who was forc'd to Marry
another Her Lover being Absent," to the tune called "the Aimable Van·
qure." It appeared in The Monthly Masll.s of Vocal Musick for March,
1704, and was issued also as a single-sheet song (BM H. 1601 [65], Hunt·
ington=Fig. 5). It was reprinted in The Merry Musician, 1716, I, 256,
and in Pills, 1719-1720, II, 49. No ballads seem to have been set to the
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tune, and in all probability it does not belong properly in a discussion
of broadside literature. The tune itself, arranged for harpsichord or
spinet, is to be found in The Second Booh of the Ladys Banquet, 1706,
as "Aymable Vainqueur." An imperfect version of the tunc, preserved
in an eighteenth-century French commonplace book, BM MS Egerton
81 4, pp. 199-200, is coupled with words beginning HAimable Danchet"
which relate to an untraced Anchise by the celebrated opera librettist
Antoine Danchet.

Alas, Poor Thing
HAlas, Poor Thing" seems to take its name from the stanza tags of
uThe Mourning Conquest," a twelve-stanza ballad beginning HAs I did
walk abroad one time,j! chanced for to see" and to be sung to the tune
UA loving Husband will not be unto his Wife unkind." I have not
found this tune or any references to it, but the wording suggests the
beginning or, more likely, the ending of some ballad. The Pepys (III,
139) and Douce (II, 155 V ) texts of uThe Mourning Conquest" indicate the
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author to be S. B. (Samuel Butlcr?); thc Bagford copy (reprinted in BB
I, 447) is unsigncd; and in R.alvlinson 35 the imprint is tom away.
A scvcn-stanza vcrsion dcrivcd from uThc ~fourning Conquest" is
"A hOlllCly Dialoguc bctwixt a young wonlan and hcr slvectheart." It
hegins "As I was walking forth,/I chanced for to sec," and the tune title
is given as "Alacc poor thing" (Harvard, R.oxburghe; reprinted in RB
VIII, (95). This is in rOlnan letter, without ilnprint, and is probably
later than "The Mourning Conquest." 'fhe only music which I can associate with HAlas, poor thing" is found in The Merry Musician, 1716, I,
302 (Fig. 6), sct to another derivative tcxt beginning "Abroad as I was
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walking,/It was my Chance to see." I-Ierc sotnc of the cleven stanzas cnd
"Alas poor thing," and the lnoveluent of the 1uusic fits the ballad texts.
In two other ballads our tune is named along with "I-Iey, boys, up
go we," which is in the same meter: "The Wanton Maidens Choice,"
beginning HI ani a Maid now in nly prime,/and fain I would be wed"
(Lord Crawford 54.8, Pepys III, 190), and "The Westtninster Frolick,"
beginning "In Westtninster there is a wife,/a very noble dame" (Harvard,
BM, Lord Crawford; reprinted in RB VIII, 702). In the latter the first
tune title appears as "Hey boys slap goes she" and the stanzas usually
end "and that spoi les all."
"James and Susan," a poem in Windsor Drollery, 1672, and in the
thirteenth edition of Richard Johnson's Golden Garland of Princely
Pleasures, 16go, is probably not to be associated with the tune, for although many of the stanzas end "Alas poor thing," the metrical pattern
does not fi t the music.
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All in a Garden Green
English settings of this tUIlC are preserved in \Villialn Ballet's MS
Lute Book, p. 56 (Fig. 7), and in the first eight editions of The Dancing
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Original lyra-viol set is an octave lower.

Master} 1651-16go. A keyboard piece by J. P. Sweelinck, "Unter der
Linden grline," is a set of variations on "All in a Garden Green"
(Werken} cd. Max Seiffert, 2d cd., I, 1913, No. (3), and Nicolas Vallet's
Tablature de Luth, 1618-1619, II, 7, nanlCS the tune "Onder de Lindegroene." Under the titlc "All in a Garden green" William Byrd set a
different tune in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book} I, 411.
An entry of 1565-1566 in the Stationers' H..egister licensed William
Pekering to publish "All in a garden grenejbetwene ij lovers." This
is evidently "A merrye new ballad, of a countrye wench and a clowne,"
beginning "All in a garden greene,jwhere late I layde me downe," sung
"To a fine tune" (SB} p. 220). The stanzas of twenty-eight lines are not
metrically suited to either of the tunes known as "All in a garden
green." 1
1 The text which Chappell (PMOT I, Ill) used with the tune was from
a manu~
script volume, in the possession of Mr. Payne Collier." Professor Rollins (lEGP1 XVIII
U
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A llandefull of Pleasant Delites, 1584 (cd. Rollins, 1924, p. 40), contains a ballad to the tune: "An excellent Song of an outcast Louer," be-

ginning "~(y fancie did I fixe,/in faithful fonne and franle." l'he fourline stanza in poulter's 1l1eaSUre, syllabically 6.G.8.G, will fit the first half
of the popular tunc; the second half requires five lines but will fit a
stanza if the third line of the quatrain be repeated. 'The first two stanzas
of the llandefull ballad were copied into Bodleian MS Ashmole 48
(reproduced in Songs and Ballads, edt Tholnas Wright, 18Go, p. 183);
and since this MS was cOlnpiled by 15GG, Professor R.ollins deduces that
the llandefull ballad was in print by that date and Inay have been included in the original (lost) 15G6 edition of the I-Iandefttll. 2
In Westward fQr Smelts, 1620 (cd. Halliwell[-Phillipps], 1848, pp. 7-8),
a boatman offers to entertain the western fishwives with song while they
are aboard. HThey prayed me so to doc, but yet not to cloy their eares
with an old fidler's song, as Riding to llutnford, or, A II in a garden
greene." He agrees to give theln instead a new song "which neither
punke, fidler, or ballad-singer had ever polluted with their unsavorie
breath." But if the ballad was considered passe by IG20, it had clearly
not passed ou t of existence. Sonle years later the owner of a copy of
Slatyer's Psalmes, or Songs of Sion, 1642, now in the British Museum,
indicated in a Inanuscript note that "Garden Green" was a suitable
alternative tune for singing Psalm 47, beginning "All people clap your
hancls,/Sing laud unto the Lord," and Psahn 48, beginning "Great is
the Lord on hie." 'l'he popular tune will fit both verse paraphrases.

All In the Land oj Gder
An early eighteenth-century italic-letter broadside, uThe Clock and
Cushion." beginning "All in the Town of Ailsbury,/The Truth You
may rely on," is directed to be sung to the tune of HAll in the Land of
Cyder" (Lord Crawford 38). This tune takes its name from the opening
line of "The Welsh Saint: or, A full and true account of Burning ~he
defiled Bed, at Sir Anthony Crab-Tree's House, in Herefordshire," a
song which appeared in Political Merriment, 1714, Part II, p. 45. No
[1919], 53) administered the coup de grdce to Collier's suspicious _manuscript, citing
evidence that convicts Collier of "cooking" texts to fit entries in the Stationers' Register.
2 See his "Concerning Bodleian MS. Ashmole 48," MLN, XXXIV (1919), 346, and
Handefull, 1924, p. 108.
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music is printed, but the tune is named as "When first I laid Siege to
my Cloris." A song with such a first line (originating in Sedley's play,
Bella1nira, diS7, Ill, i) is to be found in the 1714 edition of Pills VI
212 (1719-1720, VI, 308), with the Inusic (Fig. 8). The same air, untitled,
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g
is used with HAll in the land of Cyder" in The Merry Musician, 1716,
I, 274. Later appearances of this song use the music of '40f noble race
was Shinkin," q.v., but it seems likely that the Crawford broadside was
intended to be sung to the Inusic associated with "When first I laid
Siege to my Cloris."

All Joy to Fair Psyche
This is a stage song from Shadwell's Psyche, 1675, Act III, which was
expanded into a broadside. As wI'he Power and Pleasure of Love" it
appears with first line and tune title HAll joy to fair Psyche (in this
happy place)" in Pepys III, 93, Wood E.25 (144), Douce II, 183, and
Roxburghe IV, 68; reprinted in RB IV, 458. The stage song, with nlusic
by Matthew Locke, appears in Choice Ayres and Songs, Fourth Book,
168 3, p. 40 (Fig. 9).
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All You That Love Good Fellows
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Perhaps the earliest ballad set to this tune is "'l~he Honour of a
London Prentice. Being an Account of his Inatchless Manhood and brave
Adventures, done by him in Turkey, and by what means he married
the King's !)aughter of the sanle Country, Sec.," beginning HO£ a worthy
London Prentice,fIny purpose is to speak." References in the text to the
apprentice's Queen suggest that this is an Elizabethan composition, and
the later popularity of the ballad is attested by references to it in
seventeenth-century plays. The character Covet in Glapthorne's Wit in
a Constable, 1640, III, i, names the "London Prentice" as a song he
likes, and in the comedy, The London Chanticleers, 1659, Scene III,
Ditty offers the ballad for sale. "The honour of an appr(entice] of London" was registered in 1656, and all surviving copies of the ballad date
from the second half of the seventeenth century or later. Black-letter editions are to be found in the Euing, Lord Crawford, Wood 401, Douce,
Bagford, Pepys, and Roxburghe collections (reprinted in RB VII, 589).
The tune title "All you that are good fellows" in the Wood and Pepys
copies gives us a possible link with the John Barleycorn songs noted
below..
HThe Honour of a London Prentice" was reprinted in the 1714 edition
of Pills V, 259, with the music; in A Collection of Old Ballads~ 1723-1725,
I, 199; in Ritson, English Songs~ 1783 (1813, II, 335, music III, 312); and
in Charles Mackay, Songs of the London Prentices and Trades, Percy
Society, 1841, I, 22.
• 13 •

Thc 111usic found with "1~hc London Prcnticc" in Pills, 17 1 4, and
with an atnatory song of thc sanlC titlc in thc 1719-1720 cdition, VI, 34 2
can hc traced hack to Elizabethan tilllCS. In thc Shirburn ~fS thc tunc,
called "All those that arc good fellowcs," appcars in its short fonn
(facsinlile in S/J} p. 272) with ":\ true discou[r]sc of the winning of thc
towne of Berke . . . [i.e., (Rhcin)bcrg] . . . 1601," beginning "That
gallant prince, (;raue f\(aurice" (Fig. (0). In The Fitzwilliam Virgiruzl
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Original is unharred.

Bool, 1,57, the music appears as "Nancie" in an arrangenlent by Thomas
Morley. In the WeIde rvrs Lute Book, c. I(ioo, fol. 7, it is called "Nowells
})elighte." Under this title it was taken up by a number of seventeenthcentury Dutch songbooks. In J. J. Starter's Friesche Lust-Hof, 2d ed., 1621,
p. 179 (Fig. 11), it is "Sir Eduward Nouweis delight," and in several
others it appears either as "Eduward Nouwels" or, frolu the first line
of a Dutch song coupled with the tune, as "Silvester inde Morgenstond":
Bellerophon, 1622 (with music in editions of 1633 et seq.); Een Nieu
Geuse Liedt-Boech, 1645 (reprinted in Ret Geuzenliedboek, ed. E. T.
Kniper, 19 2 4); Jacob van Eyk, IJer Fluyten Lust-Hot, 1654. A five·
voiced instrumental arrangement of the air, without title, is No. 74 in
Valentin Haussmann's Rest von polnischen und andern Tiintzen, 160 3
(reprinted in Denhmiiler deutschcr Tonhunst, I ser., XVI, 134, new ed.,
1958). As "London Apprentice" it is one of the airs in Charles Coffey's
ballad opera, The Devil to Pay, 1731. The eighteenth-century 16-measure
versions of the air-in Pills and The Devil to Pay-fit the double ballad
stanza of pieces associated with the tune, while earlier music (except
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Original is unbarred and, though pitched in C, contains key signature of one
sharp.

for thc SB air) contains an additional cight-tneasure phrase at the end.
4lThe British Grenadiers" dearly dcscends froIH this old tunc.
Anlong the ballads nanling the tunc is the following: 4lGood Newcs
from Virginia . . . this present Moneth . . . March, 1fi23," beginning
4lNo English heart, but heard with gricfe,/the massacre here done," to be
sung to "All those that be good fellowes" (Public R.ecord Office, London; reprinted in Virginia Vetusta, cd. E. D. Neill, 1885, p. 147). Of
even earlier origin is "Pride's Fall: Or, A Warning for all English
Women, by the Exaruple of a strange Monster lately born in Genuany,
by a Merchant's proud Wife, at Geneva," 1 beginning 4lEngland's fair
dainty damcs,/see here the fall of pride," to the tune of "All you that
love Goodfellows" (Lord Crawford, Wood 40 I, Bagford, Chetham,
Euing, Pepys, H..oxburghe; reprinted in IlB VIII, 20). The ballad is on
Thackeray's list of items in print in 1689, and the black-letter editions
date from the second half of the century. A Shirburn MS version, dated
1609 (printed in SB, p. 134.), has the tune direction "All yow that fathers
bee," which allies it with the tune HDainty come thou to me." The
trimeter lines of the ballad fit that lost tune far better than they do the
1 The place-name is properly Jena, as is seen from the Stationers' Register, August 15,
1608, entering the pamphlet from which the ballad was conceived.
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music of "All you that love good fellows." To the tune of "England's
fair dainty dames," a name inspircd by the first line of "Pride's Fall," is
..rrhe Court-Miss Convertcd: Or, A Looking Glass for Ladies," beginning
"\Vhen Phoebus with his BeaulS" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, R.oxburghc;
rcprintcd in RB III, (38). This ballad too is in trillleters and perhaps
should also be associated with the music of "Dainty conle thou to me."
Another "monstcr" ballad is "Natures \Vonder . . . 1664," to the
tune of "London Prentice: Or, Jovial Batchclor," beginning "Conle take
a view good People all" (Euing, dated Nov. 12, 1661; reprinted in PA,
p. 139). "A true Relation of one Susan I-ligges," tclling of a murderess
whose victim "spat three drops 9( blood in her face, which ncver could
be washt out," is to the tune of "The worthy London Prentice" and begins "To mourne for my offences" (Roxburghe; reprinted in Evans, Old
Ballads, 1810, and RB II, 633). A late example nanling the tune is ffThe
Drapier's Ballad," beginning "Of a worthy Dublin Drapier," Dublin,
17 24- 1 7 25 (BM 839.m.23 [3 6]).
No ballads seem to have survived with a first line "All you that love
good fellows," to which we might trace the beginning of our tunc.
'Those beginning HAll you that are good fellows" have an ambiguous
relationship at best. Of three editions of a garland on "The Arraigning
and Indicting of Sir John Barleycorn," one in Ritson's collection of
Penny Histories, vol. III (Harvard), contains a song which begins, HAll
you that are good fellows"; it has no tune direction. In another g'arland
bound up in the same volume, the song begins HAll you that be good
Fellows," and the tune direction is "Old Sir John Barleycorn, or Jack
of all Trades." Similar, except for a second tune title, HTom of all
Trades," is the song in a garland among the Pepys Penny Merriments,
vol. I (Pepysian Library, Cambridge). Of the tunes HOld Sir John Barleycorn" and "Jack of all Trades" nothing further is known. A ballad entitled HMerry Tom of all Trades" (reprinted in John Ashton, A Century
of Ballads, 1887, p. 332) is to the tune "Behold the nlan," whose music
has not survived. HAn other [Carol] for Christmas day" has a first line
and tune title "All you that are good fellows" (Good and True, Fresh
and New, Christmas Carols, 1642); its metrical pattern is the same as that
of "London Prentice," but the opening formula seems so commonplace
that one is not inclined to see any necessary connection between the
two.
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Amaryllis
This tune is to be found anlong the "Select New Tunes and Jiggs for
the Treble-Violin," No. 41 (Fig. (2), at the end of The Dancing Alaster,
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3d ed., 1665, and is regularly incorporated into all later editions. It is
in Musick's Delight on the Cithren, 1666, Apollo'S Banquet, 1670,
Thomas Greeting's The Pleasant Companion . . . for the Flagelet, 2d
ed., 1673, Musiclls Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682, and Walsh's
Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. The Greeting set is signed
J[ohn?] B[anister?] and repeats the final four-bar phrase; other seventeenth-century versions repeat the initial four-bar strain. Without either
repetition we have a twelve-bar tune which fits the six-line stanza usually
associated with the tune; with either repetition it will fit those eightline stanza texts set to it.
The tune evidently takes its name from a pastoral song of Colin and
Amarillis beginning uAmarillis told her Swain," sung by Mariane in
Thomas Porter's play, The Villain, 1663, Act II. The words, inappropriately entitled CIA Catch," are reprinted in Merry Drollery Complete,
1670, and in OEPM II, 12. Porter's song was expanded into a broadside,
uThe Arcadian Lovers or, Colin and Amarillis . . . To be sung to a
Tune of great rarity" (Euing 7, not later than 1665). It begins uVpon the
smooth Arcadian plain," and the playhouse text forms stanzas 4-6 of the
broadside.
The first song in Folly in Print, or, A Book of Rymes, 1667, is uThe
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Cotsal Sheapheards. To the l'une of Anlarillis told her Swain," beginning
"Amarillis why so coy." A ballad by J. P. has the same form of the tune
title: "Love in the BlossoIlle: Or, Fancy in the Bud," beginning "One
sumlner evening fresh and fair" (llarvard, Lord Crawford, R.oxburghe;
reprinted in ll/J VI, 110). l'hc Crawford Catalogue conjectures that
J. P. Inight be John Playford, the 1l1usician and publisher; our ballad
editions arc fronl the lOGoS or IU70s, when Playford flourished.
Another ballad by J. P., "'rhe Coy Shepherdess or, Phillis and Amintas," sung to the tune of "Phillis on the new made Hay, or Amarillis,"
derives its first tune nalne from the opening line of the ballad (Lord
Crawford, R.oxburghe; reprinted in ll/J III, olg). The same pair of tune
names appears in "Fancy's Freedom. or l'he true Lovers bliss," beginning
"All in the West of England fair," to the tune of "Amarillis, or, Phillis
on the new rnade hay" (Roxburghe; reprinted in nE VI, 113).
To the saIne tune, under still different names, is "The true Lovers
I-Iappiness Or, Nothing venture, Nothing have," beginning "0 my Dearest come away," to be sung to "Amintas on the new-made Hay, or Loyal
Lovers" (Euing, Chetham, Pepys, Douce, Harvard, Rawlinson, Roxburghe; reprinted in RlJ VI, I 16). The first tune title involves merely a
substitution of names from .J .P.'s "Coy Shepherdess"; the second derives
Croln "A new Love-Song, and a true Love-Song" by Thomas Jones, which
begins "Loyal Lovers listen well" (Lord Crawford 786 and Douce I, 76V).
Its tune direction, "Collin and Amarillis," is derived from the title of the
broadside which expands the original stage song. It will be noted that,
though it is given several names, one tune serves all these ballads listed;
those thus far named are all in six-line stanzas. 1
At least two "Amaryllis" ballads are in eight-line stanzas: "The Description of a l'own Miss," beginning "You Limber Ladies that appear,/
in diverse kind of dresses" (Pcpys III, 57, Lord Crawford 1402, BM
C.22.f.6 [lOg]). A song, "The Angler" (Merry Drollery Complete, 1670),
is found on broadsides as "The R.oyal R.ecreation Of Jovial Anglers," beginning "Of all the Recreations which/attend on humane Nature" (Lord
Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 82). Although the broadside
is to be sung to "Amarillis," the text in Pills, 1719-1720, III, 126, calls
for the tune "my Father was born before me," which fits the eight-line
ballad stanza exactly; moreover, the internal rhyme in lines 5 and 7
. found in "The Angler" and "The Description of a Town Miss" is also
present in songs sung to "My father was born before me," q.v.
Another in the same stanza form is "The Virgins Constancy," beginning "Hard hap
had I, poor harmless Maid," sung to "Amarillis" in an edition issued after 1665 (Pepys
IV, 55). In an earlier issue the tune is named "Loves ride, or, Wert thou more fairer"
(Douce II, 272, Lord Crawford 480, Harvard). For a discussion of both tune titles, see
"Wert thou . . ."
1
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Amoret and Phyllis
'rhis tlillC takes its nalllC CrolB lhc opcning line, "As AIllorCl with
Phillis sal," oC a song writtcn by Sir Carr Scropc for Sir (;corge Elherege's
play 7'he Man of Mode, 1670, V, ii. 'l'he verscs were reprinted in A New
Col/ection of the Choicest Songs, I07(i, in 'V. P.'s 7'/u: JVits Acade1fl)',
at;77, and in such later collcctions as 7'he [live, 3d cd., 17 2 7, II, go, and
Vocal Miscellany, 1734, p. 25(1. \Vith Inusic by Nicholas Staggins thc song
appcars in Choice Ayres &- SOllgs, Second Book, lU79, p. 5 (Fig. 13);
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the SaI11C nlelody has the title "When Clori[s] full of" in Youth's l)elight
on the Flagelet, gth ed., c. 16go. Both versions of the tune fit a nine-line
stanza-eight lines of ballad meter with a ninth line repeating the eighth. 1
The stage song was expanded into a broadside HAluoret and Phillis,"
with the tune titled "Whilst Amoret &c." (Pepys III, 240, Douce I, 6 v,
both editions before 1685). ~"his ballad and the two following have a
1 New music was written by Dieupart to the poem "Amoret and Phyllis" (or a revival
of Etherege's play about 1715. It continued to be a popular single-sheet song throughout the eighteenth century, with fresh musical settings by Digard and Ramondon. Several editions of an anonymous setting "Sung by Miss Falkner at Marybon Gardens"
about 1750 are in BM and Harvard collections. None of these tunes appears to be
related to the broadside tradition.
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lIine·line stanza: "l~he Soldiers delight, Or the she Voluntier," to the
tune of "Amoret and Phillis," beginning "A young man lately lov'd a
Lass" (\\'ood E.25, reprinted in liD VII, 73 2 ): 2 "The stubborn Lover
catcht," beginning "Young Corridon whose stubborn heart" (Pepys III,
382 ).

Several ballads to this tune do not repeat the final line of each stanza.
One is "l~he healing BalsOlll of a true Lover," beginning "Phillis my
wounded hearts delight" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, BM C.22.f.G, I-tarvard,
Bagford: reprinted in BB II, 5GB). Another is "Loves Conquest, or, "fake
her in the Humour. . . . 1"0 a New Pleasant Tune, Or, Anloret and
Phillis," beginning "Young Pheon strove the bliss to taste,/but Strapho
[Le., Sappho] still deny'd" (Douce I, 128). The "New Pleasant Tune"
was one by John Banister which became known as "Young Phaon," q.v.,
and the eight·line stanza is in the meter of UHy boys up go Wee," which
an owner of the Douce sheet has written in as an additional tune direction. a
Much the saine double idcntification occurs in Heoryeion and Cloris
Or, "The Wanton Sheepherclcss [sic]," an expansion of R.ochestcr's poem
beginning uAs Cloris full of harmlcss Thought" (Douce, with MS tune
direction 0 1' Hye boys up go wc," Roxburghe; reprinted in IlB VI, (34).
Now 44Cloris full of harnllcss thoughts" is a tunc title with its own music,
though it would scelu to derive originally frol11 "Amoret and Phyllis,"
since the latter tune title is used with this ballad, and we found "AITIOret
and Phyllis" music labeled "When Clori[s] full of" in Youth's Delight.
Ebsworth (RB VI, 133) is only partially correct in equating the two tunc
titles. The explanation in both cases may bc that thc poerns "Young
Phaon . . ." and UAs Cloris . . ." became popular enough to inspire
their own tunes, to which other ballads in turn were sung. The MS
additions of UHey boys up go we" indicate a popular alternate tune to
which the eight-line stanzas could be sung.
41

2 This ballad has no relation to the tune "Soldier's Delight," which is in an entirely
different rhythm.
S The song of which the broadside is an expansion appeared in The Art of Courtship,
1686, sig. A8, without music hut with the tune direction "Amoret and Phillis." The
song was partially reprinted in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 287, with Banister's music.
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Andrew and Maudlin
A ballad entitled "'fhe Young-.f\lan's R.arllble," beginning "Andrew',
~faudlin, Rebecka, and Will," has as its tunc title ",\ndrew and Maudlin" (Pepys III, 47, \\food E.25 [23]). '"fhe Inusic to the tunc is to be
found in Pills, 1719-1720, II, 19 (Fig. 14), where it is associated with a
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song unrelated to HThe Young-Man's Ramble" after the first two stanzas.
l'he ballad, a silnple account of a boisterous country dance among members of the servant class, is full of titles, proverbial phrases, and tags
from other ballads. With trifling variations, the text of the Pills song had
appeared, without the music, in Mercurius l)ernocritus, June 23-30, 1652,
p. 99, and in Wit and Drollery, IU5 6, p. 136.

As May in All Her Youthful Dress
The anonymous song beginning HAs May in all her youthful Dress,"
with music by Samuel Akeroyde, appeared in 1685 in The Theater of
Music, First Book, and was reprinted in the same year in A Collection of
T.wenty Four Songs, sig. A3 v (Fig. 15), and I80 Loyal Songs. It is found
with the music in all editions of Pills, 1719-172o, III, Ig8. 1 The Akeroyde
air is also contained in a roman-letter broadside, "Faithful Coridon,"
1 A single-sheet edition of the song published about 1740 under the title of "The
Honey-Moon" (BM, Harvard) has a new tune by an anonymous composer.
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beginning "Now am I tost on waves of Love" (\\'ood 4 17 [135]), licensed
by Sir Roger L'Estrange and so not later than IUSS. A black-Ieuer edition
of the same ballad, without Illusic, is titled "Cupids Conquest: Or, \Vill
the Shepherd, and fair Kate of the Grcen" (Lord era wford, DOllce, Harvard; reprinted in RIl VIII, c1vii·). It was to bc sung to "As I wcnt forth
to take the Air: Or, My dearest dcar and I must part," both of which
derive froln "Flora's Farewell," a tunc not extant.

15
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"As May in all her youthful dress" is the tunc for at least two other
ballads. It is called "As May was in her youthful dress" in "1'he Maidens
Moan For the Loss of Her Unkind Lover," beginning "As a Maid was
walking in a Grove" (Pepys V, 290, with meaningless music). "The Lovers
Invitation: Or, Forsaken Batchelors Complaint" is directed to be sung
to "Love in Phantastick Triumph sat; Or, May in all her youthful dress"
(Pepys IV, 46). l'his ballad, whose opening line gives us the first tunc
title, is an expansion of a song sung in Aphra Behn's tragedy Abdelazar,
1677, I, i. 2
Akeroyde's tune is also named for singing Alexander Brome's song,
"Now I'm resolv'd to Love no more," in The Country Garland, 1687,
and in Pills VI, 312. In A Complete Collection of ... English and
Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, II, 49, it is named as the tune for the song beginning "When all that lies beneath the sun."
2 The two-stanza stage song was reprinted in The Last and Best Edition 01 New
Songs, 1677, in Mrs. Beho's Poems upon Several Occasions, 1684, and in The Loyal Garland, 1686, but no music appears to have survived.
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At the Foot oj a Willow;
or On the Bank oj a River
l"homas D'Urfey's "A Song Inade to a Tunc, by the command of a
Lady of Quality," beginning "At the foot of a Willow close under
the shade," appears with thc ulusic in his New Collection of Songs and
Poems, 1683, p. 1 (Fig. 16). His tcxt had earlier been printed anony-
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mously in a poetical miscellany of 1682, A New Collection Of the
Choicest Songs. In that same year, one of the poems added to the second
edition of Female Poems 1 begins "On the Bank of a River close under
a Shade," and is thereafter almost identical with D'Urfey's two-stanza
text. Without further evidence it would be difficult to assign priority
to either of the 1682 versions of the song. "On the Bank of a River"
is found in Choice Ayres and Songs, Fourth Book, 1683, with the same
music D'Urfey used; and the tune is called "On the banck of a River"
in Humphry Salter's Genteel Companion . . . for the Recorder, 168 3.
The music is also preserved in Fitzwilliam Museum MS 30.G .20, p. 57
(1680s), coupled ~ith words beginning "On ye brink of a river." The
poem was reprinted in such eighteenth-century miscellanies as The Hive,
1 The original edition consisted of poems by ClEphelia," Le., Mrs. Joan Philips; the
additions in 1682 are by various authors, but the paraphrase of D'Urfey's poem is
anonymous.
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3d ed., 1727, II, 15. It appears in \Vatts's Afusical Miscellany, 1729-1731,
III, 118, with a new musical setting by John Sheeles.
The history of the tunc is hazy before U'Urfey appropriated it, but
in 1682 Matthew Taubnlan wrote a political poem "The Healths," beginning "Since Plotting's a "[rade, like the rest of the Nation," which
he printed with the tune in Au [-Jeroick Poem . .. Jl'ith Some choice
Songs . .. On The Times, p. 12. In the saIne year an expansion of
the text was published as a broadside, now called "The Loyal Health."
No music is on the sheet, but the "Delicate new Tune" is named as "At
the Foot of a Willow, close under the Shade" (BM Luttrell II, 96,
Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [165], Wood 417 [79] and [Ill], I-Iuntington
[with MS date 13 June 1682], Yale, I-Iarvard; reprinted with a corrupt
version of the tune in ISO Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 179).
The song in Female Poerlls was expanded into a broadside "Loves
Triumph over Bashfulness," beginning "On the Banks of a River, close
under a shade," sung to "a Pleasant new Play-I-louse Tune" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghc; reprinted in RR VII, 442). Several broadsides
cite the tune as "On the Bank of a R.iver," including "The Night-Walkers; or, The Loyal Huzza," 1682, beginning "The Town is our own,/
when the Streets are all clear" (Lord Crawford, BM C.39.k.6; reprinted
in OPR, p. 15). Others add older alternative tunes which could be presumed to be more familiar: "Packington's Pound" in "The Oxford
Health," beginning "Here's a health to the King and his lawful successors" (Wood E.25, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Itoxburghe; reprinted in
RH V, 37); "Digby's Fare-well" in "A Terror for Traitors" [168g], beginning "You Tray tors of England how dare you Conspire" (Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB V, 329); and "Now now the Fights done" in "The late
Duke of Monmouth's Lamentation," beginning "The World is ungrateful/the People deceitful," licensed on July 18, 1685, just three days
after Monmouth's execution (EM C.22.f.6, Lord Crawford, Harvard,
Pepys; reprinted in RB V, 699).2
Another name for the tune, "The Loyal Health" (from the title of
the broadside version of Taubluan's poem), is cited in one edition of
"The Pot-Companions," beginning "Come make a good Toast, and stir
up the Fire" (Pepys, c. 1691, with meaningless music; reprinted in PH
VI, 7).8 The tune direction is "The Loyal Health; or, Why are my Eyes
still Flowing" in "An Excellent New Song; or, A True Touch of the
2 This last named ballad has the equivalent of six lines of anapestic tetrameter, in
contrast t~ the usual eight. It can be sung to "On the bank of a river" by eliminating
the repetition of the first strain; it fits the other tune unaltered.
8 The original broadside issue of 1682 contained the tune direction "Thus all the
day long we are ft'olick and gay: Or, We'l teach the little Dogs, &c." (Wood 4 1 7 [93];
reprinted without music in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 310). The tunes are named from
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Times . . . to . . . James the Second," beginning "King Jalncs the First
\\'as a Gallant King" (Euing; reprinted in RB VII, 707; an edition of
IG87 in the Library of Congress lists only the first tune; a later edition,
to . . . \Villiam the l'hird," is in B~f C.22.f.G [32] and I-Iarvard).
·'On the Banks of a River" was one of the airs called for in Aston's
The Fool's Opera, c. 17go, a ballad opera for which no Inusic was
printed.
fO • • •
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Marry and Thank You Too

"I marry, and thank you too" is the refrain of a ballad entitled "The
Thankful Country Lass," which begins ··1 Inet with a Country Lass"
(Pepys; reprinted in Amanda Group of Bagford Poems, cd. J. W. Ebsworth, 1880, p. 542-).
The musical ramifications of this ballad are complex but lead nowhere.
On the Pepys broadside are printed scraps of "Packington's Pound," but
that tune does not fit the meter of this ballad. The tune direction given
is "I am so sick of Love," for which no lllusie exists: that tune name
derives from the first line of "The Young-mans Lamentation" (Pepys;
reprinted in RB VII, 300), which contains the equally inappropriate
music of "Cold and Raw" and the direction that it is to be sung to an
··excellent Play-House Tune" not otherwise identifLed. HI met with a
country lass" is its~lf used as a tune title, but I have found no music
for it.
Music for "Aye, marry, and thank you too" does, however, exist. It
is earliest to be found in the unpaged Youth's Delight on the Flagelet,
9th ed., c. 1690 (Fig. 17); later and somewhat smoother versions appear
in two printed ballad operas: Robin Hood, 1730, Air 15 (Fig. 18), called
··The Bark in Tempest tost," and George Lillo's Silvia, 1731, Air 16,
entitled HI live in the Town of Lynn." 1 The tune in Pills, 1719-1720, V,
59 is quite different except in its rhythmic pattern.
The tenth stanza of "The Thankful Country Lass," beginning HI
successive stanza openings of a song in Shadwell's The Royal Shepherdess, 166g, which
may be found, with music by John Banister, in Choice Songs and Ayres, 1673, p. 13,
and in Pills, 171g-1720, III, 162.
1 Silvia, which was first produced in 1730, must have been written before Robin
Hood, for the tune title in the latter is drawn from the first line of the song to "Aye,
marry" in the fonner.
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Original is a fifth higher.
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Original time signature is erroneously 6/8.

live in the Town of Lynn,/next door to the Anchor blew," establishes a
link with two of the many ballads sung to the tune of "Aye, marry." One
of these is "An Answer to I Marry and thank ye too; or, the Lass of
Lyn's sorrowfull Lamentation for the Loss of her Maiden-head. To the
same Tune," beginning 14 1 am the young Lass of Lyn,/who often said
Thank you too" (Pepys V, 245, with meaningless music; reprinted in
Pills V, 59, in A Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs,
1735-1736, IV, 86, and in BB I, 463). 'fhis is followed by 14The Lass of
Lynn's New Joy For finding a Father for her Child. Being a Third Song
of Marry and Thank ye too. To the same tunc," beginning "Come
listen, and hear me tell/the end of a tale so true" (Pepys, Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 466).
The following ballads to the tune do not seem to have been reprinted:
"The Denying Lady: or, A Travellers Frolick with a Woman that
Reply'd no to ,all Questions," beginning "As I was upon the way" (Pcpys
V, 248, coptaining scraps of music to «CHey, boys, up go we"); "A. Di:~
logue Between A Master and his Maid," beginning "Come hither rny
pretty Sue" (Pepys V, 224., containing music of "Sabina in the dead of
night," which will not fit this ballad); "Wanton Will. of Wapping," beginning "A Gardiner brisk and brave" (Pepys V, 251, with meaningless
music); "A Looking-Glass for Lascivious Young Men," beginning "/\ n
Honest Old Man of late" (Pepys II, 72); "The May Morning Rarnbk$17
beginning "Kind Robin he met young Kate" (Pepys IV, 65); "Nclrs
humble Petition," beginning "There was an old Maid of late" (Pc~J.ys
III, 79); "The Old Woman's Resolution," beginning "There was an oLd.
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\VOluan then" (Dollce II, 170Y, Lord Crawford 1157, Pepys III, 186,
I-Iarvard); and ... rhe Young \Volnens COlllplaint for Pressing the Old
Ones," begillning "Young \Volllen and Maidells all" (Pepys V, 399).
All these arc of the late seventeenth century, and all except the first
three are in black letter-music being ahllost unifonnly linlited, as
here, to rOlllan-leller ballads.
At least five other ballads to this tune arc reprinted in liB or CPo
'rhe tune "I 1l1et with a country lass," for which there is no music,
was at least interchangeable with ··Aye, Illarry, and thank you too." A
pair of related ballads suggests that we are concerned with alternate
nallies for the sanle tunc: '"I-Ien-peckt Cuckold," beginning '"Ilnarry'd a
Scolding 'Vife" (Pcpys; reprinted in IlB VII, 432) is to the first, while
c·'T'he Wifes Answer to the Hen-peckt Cuckolds COlnplaint," beginning
"My Cuckold tells tales of Ille" (Pepys; reprinted in RIJ VII, 433) is to
the second. rrwo ballads of 1689 to the tunc of cCI Illet with a country
lass" cluploy a burden, as is common with "Aye, marry" pieces, and
supply one Inore point of close kinship linking the two tune names:
.cThe Fright'ncd York-shire Danlosel," beginning HWhen first I began
to Court" (Pepys V, 250, with Ineaningless Inusic); and "The Wenching
Tanncr," beginning HI aln but a Servant poor" (Pepys V, 252).

The Baffled Knight
l.~his

tunc appears as "'rherc was a Knight" in Youth's Delight on
the Flagelet, 9th ed., c. 1690, and as wfhere was a Knight was drunk
with Wine" in George Lillo's ballad opera Silvia, 173 1 , Air 54 (Fig. 19).
•
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The ballad called '"The Lady's Policy; or, The Baffled Knight" is a
broadside version of the traditional ballad which is No. 112 in Child's
The English and Scottish Popular Ballads, 1882-1898, and is but one of
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Inany reworkings of the story.l The opening line, "There was a Knight
was drunk with \Vine," establishes the connection with the flageolet and
ballad-opera tunc; our editions specify "a pleasant New 1~une" or lack
a tunc direction. 'rhe Pepys copy is dated 1693 and is followed in the
collcction by separatel y issued second and third parts recounting further
episodes in which the lady outwits the knight (Pepys V, 169, 170, 171).
Later broadsidc issues add still another adventure and print all four
parts on a single sheet (Douce III, 52", Roxburghe III, 674; reprinted
in liB VII, 439; the four-part text in A Collection of Old Ballads, 17231725, III, 178, is reprinted as Child 112 C). The text in the lleliques,
1765, caused Joseph Ritson to note (A1lcient Songs, p. 159) that HPercy
found the subject worthy of his best iInprovements."
At least three broadsides were sung to the tune of "The Baffled
Knight," all of them dating from the last dozen years of the seventeenth century. 1'hey are: u1~he Unconstant Quaker," beginning "In
London-town we understand" (Pepys V, 241); "The Victualar's Wifes
Kindness to the Jolly I--Iorse-Courser," beginning "You Victualers all I
pray attend" (BM C.22.f.6 [202], Lord Crawford 1435, Pepys IV, 114,
I-larvaI'd); and leThe West-Country Lawyer: Or, The Witty Maid's Good
Fortune," beginning "A Youthfull Lawyer fine and gay" (Lord Crawford, I-Iarvard, R.oxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 428).
Although the old broadsidc tune is no longer sung, the ballad of 44The
Hamed Knig'ht" has persisted in tradition down to our own day. For
references to British tcxts and tunes, see Margaret I)ean-Smith, A Guide
to English Foll, Song Collections, 1954, s.v. "Blow away the morning
dew." Cecil Sharp's numerous recoveries of this song are discussed and
in part reprinted by Janlcs !{eeves, The Idiom of the People, 1958, pp.
40-43, 77-81 . On current American survivals, most of which are confined to New England, see T. P. Coffin, The British Trac/-itional Ballad
in North America, rev. cd., 1963, p. 99.
1 The earliest broadside version is "The politick Maid. Or, A dainty new diuy,/both
pleasant and wiuy:/Wherein you may see/the maides poHde," beginning "There was
a Knight was wine-drunke," and to "a pleasant new tune:' This ballad by R[ichard]
C[limsellJ was licensed on May 16, 1637 to its publisher, Thomas Lambert (Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB 11,281, and Child 112, Appendix). Here the stanza pattern is four lines
of ballad meter plus a refrain of four lines, comparable to the octosyllabics of "Yonder
comes a courteous Knight," noted below; "The Lady's Policy" contains no refrain. A
still earlier text, with music, begins "Yonder comes a courteous Knight" (Thomas
Ravenscroft, Deuleromelia, 1609; reprinted in Pills III, 37, and Child 112 A). A later
version in an eight-line stanza without refrain, beginning "There was a Knight and
he was young," is in Pills V, 112, with a still different tunc; words alone are found
in A Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, I, 68, and Child
112 B.
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The Bat/iff's Daughter

oj Islington
l'he tunc of "l"'he Baily's Daughter of Islington" appears in the anonyIUOUS ballad opera 'r he Jovial Crew, 1731, Air 12 (Fig. 20 ).1 'rhe

20

broadside giving' rise to the tunc title is "'True Love R.equited: Or, ~rhe
Bailiff's Daughter of Islington. '1'0 a North-Country "-rune. Or, I have a
good old Mother at hOllle," beginning "'T'hcre was a youth, and a wellbelov'd youth/and he was a Esquires Son" (Lord Crawford, I-Iarvard,
Chethanl, Pepys, Douce [three editions, one substituting "Wife" for
"Mother" in the tunc title], Roxburghe; reprinted in RIJ VI, 243, in
John Ashton's A Centuty of Ballads, 1887, p. 158, and in Child, No. 105).
R.ilson, English Songs, 1783, I I, 231, reprints the ballad without tunc
direction; it was earlier included in Percy's lleliqucs.
l'he tune of "I have a good old Mother at home" has not survived,
though other ballads were written to it, including one by T[homas]
L[anfiere], Hl'he Taunton Maids delight, Or, Hey for the honest
Woosted-Conlber," beginning "You pretty Maids where e're you are"
(Lord Crawford 1420, I-Iarvard). Two other ballads may be related to
this tune title: "Virginity grown l'roublesome," which begins "I have
a good old Mother at honle" (Lord Crawford, BM C.22.f.6, Harvard,
R.oxburghe; reprinted in IlB VI, 246) and its apparent sequel, HCrums of
1 E, F. Rimbault, in Gutch's Robin Hode, 1847, Il, 434, reprinted as the tune of "The
Jolly Pinder of Wakefield" the "Baily's Daughter" music from The Jovial Crew. Rimbault did not mention the ballad opera but named as the source of his tune "an old
MS. in lute tablature, formerly in the collection of the Rev. Mr. Costling, of Canterbury." What he called "another copy of this tune" in Cambridge University MS Dd.3.18
is evidently "Wakefilde on a green," fol. 11 v, an entirely different air. Its title, coming
from the burden of "The Jolly Pinder," probably led Rimbault to an association which
the music does not justify.
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Conl(ort For the Youngcst Sistcr," beginning "I havc a good old Fathcr
at hOlne" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Douce, llarvanl; reprintcd in llB
VI, 248). Hoth arc to be sung to "a pleasant Ncw \Vcst-Country 'rune"
not othcrwisc identified and are in the sallle stanza fonl1 as "'rhe Bailiff's
!laughtcr." 2
Child printcd only a broadside text of "'rhe Bailiff's Daughter," but
the ballad has persisted in tradition into the present generation and has
been recovered on both sides of the Atlantic. Alllong the intercsting
survivals are five Abcnlecnshil'e tunes prescrved in Gavin (;reig's Last
Leaves of Traditional Ballads and /Jallad Airs, 19~5, p. H1, onc of which
(I b) is alnlost identical with the Jovial Crew tunc, exccpt for flattcd
sevenths in the Scotch air.
A good deal of discussion has centered around anothcr tunc, which
seems to have been first printcd in Chappcll's National English A irs,
1840. It is there idcntified as "the traditional tunc cOII1I11only sung all
over the country," and Chappell repeated the description in PMo'r I,
203. Meantirne, E. F. }{iluoault printed the tUllC in his Musical Illustrations of BishoiJ Percy's lieliqucs, 1850, p. 100, saying that he had noted
it down in northern England. '1'he H...illlbault version oeeanle a drawingroom favorite as a result of ballad concerts following the publication
of Chappell's Popular Music; it was issued as a si~gle song and was reprinted in Old English Ditties and other collections. I t is not surprising,
then, that traditional recoveries should show little textual or lHusical
variation from print (see A, K. Davis, 'rraditioruzL Ballads of Virginia,
1929, pp. 383, 585, and E. rr. Linscott, Folk Songs of ()!d New England,
1939, p. 1(0). Rinlbault's connection with the tunc has, however, been
questioned. I-Ie is reported to have confessed that he cOlllposed it hinlself (1FSS, VII [1923], 36); llloreover, it Inay have bccn l{inlbault who
gave Chappell the tune and reported its general popularity. It is significant that R.imbault in 1838 wrote an operetta on The Fair Maid of Islington (unpublished; did it contain the air?). 'That he Inay have adapted
an extant traditional tunc is suggested by the similarity which Miss A. G.
Gilchrist has noted between Itilnbault's air and a Mixolydian set of
"Come mother . . . make up IllY bed" which she collected in Sussex
(IFSS, V [19 15], 135; see also a Vaughan Willialns specil11en, III [lg0g],
304). Her tune is equally reminiscent of an air comnlonly found with
American versions of "The Wife of Usher's Well" (e.g., Sharp-Karpeles,
English Folk-Songs from the Southern ApfJalachians, 1932, I, 150-1(0). A
Ebsworth, RB VI, 245, reprints "The Good Fellow" [rom an eighteenth-century
copy in Roxburghe III, 657, because of its lines "I have a good old Father at home"
(opening of stanza 2) and "I have a good old Mother at home" (opening of stanza 3);
but its stanza pattern is incompatible with that of "The Bailiff's Daughter," and no
connection between the two seems probable.
2
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Devonshire tune of UA Maid \Vas I," from Frank Kidson's ~ISS (JEFl)SS,
III [1936-1939], 51), has an even stronger resemblance to the Rinlbault
tunc. Finally, it should be noted that othcr traditional tunes for "'rhe
Bailin's Daughter" arc encountcred oftener than R.ilubault's (llilong
folksingers. See jFSS, VII (1923), 34-36, and I-I. ~1. Bclden, Ballads and
Songs, 1940, p. 68, for discussion and references. Bertrand H. Bronson's
treatnlcnt in The Traditional TU1zcs of the Child Ballads, 1959, II,
515ff., is definitive, with all the relevant tunes systelnatically classified.
As we have seen, the broadside history of the ballad has been overshadowed by its persistence as a property of the folk.

Balow
Three distinct tunes are associated with the nursery word "Balow"
or "Baloo," and much of the confusion in earlier discussions has resulted
from a failure to separate the several tune traditions. Controversy over
origins has, as we shall see; aroused nationalistic bias and produced some
strangely distorted history as well as angry rebuttal.
Of sixteenth-century origin is CIA sweet lullabie beginning "C0111e
little babe, come silly soule," found in The Arbor of Amorous DetJices,
1597. This song, which is usually credited to Nicholas Breton (see Flyder
E. R.ollins's facsimile edition of the Arbor, 1936, p. xvi), is in six-line
stanzas without tune direction or refrain. A number of late seventeenthcentury broadside reprints have survived, entitled "A Lullaby" or ClAn
Excellent Song, Call'd, Lullaby," bearing no tune direction (Pepys, Bagford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 525). The poem has
often been cited as the "original" of the "Balow" presently to be discussed, but what they share is merely the basic situation in which a deserted mother sings to her babe. The only serious reason for mentioning
Breton's lyric is that it has been linked, though on no evidence, with
an Elizabethan tune called "Baloo" in William Ballet's MS Lute Book,
p. 1 1 1, and "Balowe" in Thomas Morley's First Booke of Consort Lessons,
1599, 1611, ed. Sydney Beck, 1959, No. 18 (Fig. 21). As Beck has noted,
a different tune is associated with Breton's poem in a setting for voice
and viols attributed to William Byrd in a New York Public Library MS,
Drexel 4180, fol. 50v (cantus).
More to our purpose is a seventeenth-century broadside, "The New
.Balow: or,. A. Wenches Lamentation for the loss of her Sweet-heart,"
beginning "Balow, my Babe, weep not for me," directed to' be sung to
.• 31 .•
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"Balow" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RLJ VI, 577). Since the imprint is
shorn from the unique broadside, a dose dating of the sheet is inlpossible,
but it may well represent the ballad entered in the Stationers' Register
to Margaret Trundle in 1627 as uBalloe my Babe." In any case, the piece
seems to be an expansion of early seventeenth-century verses preserved in
several Inanuscri.pt copies. One is in the Percy Folio MS (cd. Hales and
Furnivall, III, 522), beginning 44Balowe my babe, lye still & sleepejitt
greeues me sore to see thee weepe." The printed broadside contains five
of the Percy Folio's seven stanzas, not much changed. Moreover, it
should be noted that a distinctive feature of the manuscript poem, i.e.,
internal rhyme in the fifth line of each stanza, appears in the broadside
only in those stanzas paralleled in the Inanuscript poein, as if the broadside poet were oblivious of that metrical detail. The eight-line stanzas
conclude with an elaborate two-line uBalow" refrain.
Two other manuscript texts are analogues of that in Percy's Folio and
are especially important because they are coupled with a tune which
can also serve for the ee New Balow" broadside. A six-stanza version is in
John Gamble's Commonplace Book, 1659 (MS Drexel 4257), No. 46 (Fig.
22); and one of four stanzas is in the Elizabeth Rogers Virginal Book
(BM MS Add. 10337, fo1. 57) among pieces that can be dated in the
second half of the seventeenth century. Despite significant differences
in detail, these two settings of air with bass render the same complex
and artistic tune, with the "Balow" refrain fully indicated, and the
musical parallelism in measures 9 and 10 organically related to the
rhyming hemistiches of the fifth line in each stanza.
At least one other adaptation of the manuscript song text is found
during the seventeenth century. It is uThe Forsaken Maid. To the Tune:
Of Balloo," beginning "My dearest Baby, prethee sleep,jIt grieves me
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sore to see thee weep" in Mock Songs and Joking Poems, 1675, p. 126
(reprinted in Amanda Group of /Jag-ford PoenlS, ed. J. W. Ebsworth,
1880, p. 477·). Its four stanzas, with an "Ay nle, ay me" refrain, fit the
"Balow" pattern and without Inockery or joking are clearly related
to stanzas I, 3, 2, and 7 of the Percy Folio text. An early imitation with
no verbal correspondences is a two-stanza lullaby which Constance sings
in Richard Brome's The Northern Lasse, 1632, IV, iv, beginning "Peace
wayward Barne; 0 cease thy nlone:/Thy farre luore wayward Daddy's
gone." It contains a "Ballow, Ballow, &c." refrain and exhibits the characteristic fifth-line internal rhyme pattern.
A third cluster of poems, coupled with a distinctive Scotch tune, is in
reality another offshoot of the "New Balow" tradition we have just described. Commonly titled "Lady Anne Bothwel's Balow" 01' "Lady Anne
Bothwell's Laluent," the thirteen-stanza song beginning "Balow my Boy,
ly still and sleep" seems to have appeared first in James Watson's Choice
Collection of . . . Scots Poems, Part III, 17 11 , p. 79. By 1733 a slightly
variant text with some rearrangement of stanzas had appeared in Allan
Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany, p. 130; and in the same year the text,
with air and bass, was printed in W. Thomson's Orpheus ·Caledonius,
II, No. 17. It was reprinted in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, 17871803, II, 135. joseph R.itson reprinted the Thomson tune in his Scotish
Songs, 1794, I, 158, and described his text as Watson's, compared with
that in the 1750 Tea-Table.
Despite the personalized title of this song, eleven of its stanzas are
from the seventeenth-century broadside "The New Balow," their order
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shifted about and the language somewhat polished by Ramsay, ScOtdlified by later editors. Tholnson's tune is Scottish, to be sure, and the
song cvidcntly cnjoyed popularity in Scotland during the eightccnth
ccntury and aftcn,,'ard. But thc Bothwell attribution is a ronlantic affix,
in vicw of thc alrnost cOluplctc derivation Crorn the English broadside
text. Evcn Percy in his llcliques was influenccd by thc Botlnvell lure,
for in printing the sevcn·stanza Folio MS song, illll>rovcd Croln R.alllsay,
he transformcd its language into Scots and titled it "Lady Anne Both·
well's Lanlcnt. A Scottish Song." Beside Percy, other ballad editors Inade
a case Cor Scottish origin through minute sifting of historical particulars;
see, for instance, ltobert Chanluers, The Scottish Ballads, 182g, p. 118,
and William E. Aytoun, The Ballads of Scotland, 1858, II, 44. Arrayed
against this kind of patriotic e[ort is the bibliographical approach of
Chappell, who wrote most of the headnote in Hales and Furnivall's edition of the Percy Folio MS, III, 515[. Chappell made the appeal to
history irrelevant, but his generally accurate account is marred by his
usual lack of sytnpathy for Scotch expropriations. Later Ebsworth joined
the fray (RB VI, 575f£.), rcpeating Chappcll in matter and Inanner. In
an effort to bring something frcsh to a stale controversy, he made positive clahns for the Nicholas Breton "Lullaby" as the original poenl fronl
which the later "Balow" songs were dcrived-claillls which careful textual
comparison docs not sustain.

Bara Faustus> Dream
'-fhis tune title is to be associated with an elusive broadside 44Bar'ra
Faustus' Dream," beginning "When of late I sought my bed,jSad my
thoughts, I could not slumber," sung "To a Pleasant New Tune." This
ballad is reprinted in RB VIII, 596, but Ebsworth does not specify his
source; he dates it as before 160g. Ebsworth also reprints (VIII, 598),
without citation of source, "The Secoud part of Barrow Faustus Dreame.
To a pleasant new tune" (Manchester II, 51). This he dates about 1660;
but the Manchester sheet was printed by A. M., who may have been
Augustine Mathews, active in the ballad trade from 1619 to near the
middle of the century.
Perhaps the earliest musical setting is "Barrow fosters dreame," arranged "violl way" in William Ballet's late sixteenth-century MS Lute
Book, p. 29. Two sets of variations appear in The Fitzwilliam Virginal
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Book, onc by Thomas l'onlkins, thc othcr anonynlous. Furthcr virginal
scts arc "Barrow !faustus" in Paris Conservatoire ~'fS R.es. 1186, fol. 19,
and "Uarowfostus Drcalnc" in Ncw York Public Library ~fS Drcxel 5612,
p. 160. Philip Rossclcr's Lessons for Consort, 1609, contains an arrangeluenl by Edluund Kelc; and a lute vcrsion, called "Chan<;on angloise," is
in Nicolas Vallct, Tablature de Luth, elltitule Le Secret des Muses, 1618161g.
Thc tunc had an amazing currcncy in sevcnteenth-century Dutch songbooks, undcr the titlc "Phocbus die is lang over dc Zcc" or somc variation
of thesc words (the opening linc of an carly scventccnth-century Dutch
song, perhaps inspired by "Phoebus long over the sea," linc 13 of the
English ballad). The music is found in J. J. Starter, Frieschc Lust-Hof,
1621, in A. Valerius's Neder-Landtsche (;edench-Clauck, 1626, and
Camphuysen's Stichtelyche llymetl, 1647, the two lattcr with alternate
tune namcs "Engels Bara vastres drom" and "Forsters Drootn." Songbooks without music in which "Phocbus .. ." is nalued as a tune include: Cupido's Lusthof, c. 1013, P' 34; A pollo of GheS(1ngh der Musen,
1615, p. 60; G. A. Bredero, Aendachtigh Liedt-Boeck, 1622, p. 57; De
Groote Bron Der Minnen) 1022, p. 10; and sevcral others. 1
In R.ichard johnson's Golden Garland of Princely Pleasures} 3d ed.,
1620, sig. F8, the song beginning "Conle swect Loue, let sorrow ceasc"
is entitled "The Shepheards Joy. '1'0 the tune of Barra Faustus Drcame."
The song begins with stanza 5 of "Bar'ra Faustus' Dreatn"; the three
other stanzas of the song text are not to be found in the ballad. Words
and music are also in the early seventecnth-century "Airs and Sonnets"
section of MS F.5.13, p. 88, 'Trinity College, Dublin; in the Leyden MS
of IG39, fo1. 12 v, National Library of Scotland; in lJniversity of Edinburgh MS La. 111.483, p. 180; and in John Forbes's Cantus, Songs and
Fancies. . . . 1662, No. 32 (Fig. 23). The tune alone, entitled "Come sueat
love lett sorrow cease," is in the unpaged seventh section of the Skene MS.
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See F. van Duyse, Het Oude Nederlandsche Lied, 1903-1908, II, 1292-1297.
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In the BM copy of William Slatyer's Psalmes, or Songs of Sion, 1642,
a f\·(S note indicates that Psahn 19 could be sung to "Barbara Forster's
Drcaul."

Bartholomew Fair
In The Dancing Mast(:r, 9th to 16th editions, 1695-1716 (1°95, p. 170=
Fig. 24) and in Walsh's CornjJ!eat Country Dancing-Master, 1718, this
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tune appears as "The Whim." But in the seventeenth edition of The
Dancing Master, 1721, it is called "Bartholomew Fair: Or, The Whim."
The tune is thus connected with a late seventeenth-century broadside,
"Roger in Amaize, or, The Countrey Mans Ramble through Bartholomew-Fair," beginning "Adzooks Ches went the other day to London
Town," to the tune of "Dutch Womans Jigg" (Pepys; reprinted in BB I,
22). The text of this ballad appears also in Wits Cabinet, c. 1700, and
words and music are on an engraved single sheet bearing the second
of the broadside titles (Harvard, BM H.1601 [39], dated 1705?). Under
this title the words and music are to be found in all editions of Pills,
171g-1720, III, 41. Nothing is known of the history of the "Dutch
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\Voillans Jigg," though it l11ay well have been an indcpendent tune
before ,vrhe 'Vhilu" becanle associated with the "Bartholomew Fair"
ballad.
"rhe nlusic of "BarlhololllCW Fair" was popular cnough to be used in
eight ballad operas; aillong lhclll are 'Valkcr's The Qualler's Opera,
1728, Chetwood's The Lover's () fJera, 1729, Coffey's The Boarding-School,
1733, and I-Ienry Carey's The Ilollest Yorhshire-Matl, 1735. Chappell
noted the peculiar Illctrical organilation of the tune: each musical
phrase is three mcasures, as oftcn happcns in jigs and hornpipes.

Basses Career;
or Hunters Career
In The CornfJleat Angler, part I, chapter V, Piscator says: "I'll promise
yOll I'll sing a song that was lately luadc, at nlY request, by Mr. William
Basse; one that hath luade the choice songs of the 'Hunter in his career,'
and of 'Tom of Bedlam,' and many others of note . . ." Basse is thought
to have died about 1653, the year in which Izaak Walton's book was
first published. The earliest and fullest copy of his "Hunter" song is
a broadside of about 1025, "Maister Basse his Careere, Or The new
Hunting of the Hare," beginning "Long ere the Marne expects the returne," and sung HTo a new Court tune" (Pepys; reprinted in PB II,
38). On the same sheet and to the tune HBasse his Careere," is "The
Faulconers I-Iunting" in the same lueasure, beginning ClEarly in the
morne, when the night's ouerworne" (PB II, 4.1).
Basse's song in abbreviated form and with many textual variants is
found in Bodleian MS Raw!. Poet. 246, c. 1648-1660, in Sportive Wit,
1656, Wit and Drollery, 1682, A Collection of Old Ballads, 172'3-1725,
III, Ig6, in Sir Nicholas Harris Nicolas's edition of The Complete
Angler, 1836, II, 420-421, and in R. W. Bond's The Poetical Works
William Basse, 1893, p. 12g. 1

ot

1 In PB Professor Rollins lists the variants in Bond's text, which is derived from
Wit and Drollery. Chappell (PMOT I, 256) reprinted the text from A Collection of Old
Ballads, not from "a vaguely specified manuscript," as Professor Rollins states; the

manuscript references in Chappell's article are to the music and are reasonably specific.
In Wit and Drollery the poem is followed by "The Hunt," beginning "Clear is the ,air,
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A nUlnber of broadsides wcre sung to the tunc, all of thenl in the
distinctive stanza pattern of Hassc's original. Perhaps the earliest is
"Mount "raraghs '"friulllph. 5. Iuly. IG2G," to the tunc of "the Careere,"
beginning "King Charles be thou blest, with peacc and with rcst" (London Society of Antiquaries, No. 271, a I)ublin illlprint). "'Vi t's never
good till 'tis bought" was liccnscd in 1634 to 'l'holnas Lalubert, and the
one known copy of thc ballad was printed for hillt. It bcgins "Oncc
olusing alone,/upon things Inany a one," to the tune of "Basses Can'cerc"
(Roxburghc; rcprinted in liB III, (3). Anothcr citing thc tune titlc in
this fonn is "I-Iuberts Ghost," beginning "What Scrpent is this/'"fhat
at 01C doth hiss" (R.awlinsoll, Pepys, Bagford; reprintcd in lJLJ I, IGO).
"The I-Iasty Bridc-Grooln," beginning "Colnc froll1 thc 'relnple away
to the Bed," to the tune" Bass I-lis Carricr: Or, Bow Bclls" (Manchester,
Pepys, Rawlinson, Douce, Lord Crawford, Morgan, R.oxburghe; reprintcd in RLJ VII, 458), first appcared in Mcrcurius Furnigosus, May
16-23, 1°55, and was licensed for scparate publication the ncxt year. Its
popularity nlay bc gauged by the fact that it was kept in print by successive syndicates of ballad publishers up to the cnd of the seventeenth
century and was included in both the 1714 and 1719-1720 editions of
Pills. In Wits Cabinet, c. 1700, it is followed by "1:'he Lady's Loving
Reply" in the salue luetrical pattern. "Ncws froln Frost-Fair, upon the
River of Thanles," beginning "Not IHany years ago/There fell a Inighty
Snow" (I-Iarvard), derives its tunc title "Come (roln thc "relnple to the
Bcd" from the opening line of "The Hasty Bride-Grooln" and can be
sung to "Basse's Career," as can "The Greenland Voyage; or, the WhaleFisher's Delight," beginning "Why stay we at home, now the Season is
come," to the tunc "I-Icy to the 'Temple" (Collection of Old Ballads III,
17 2 ).
Lute arrangements of the tunc, called "Hunters Cariere," can be
found in Sir Robert Gordon of Straloch's MS Lute Book, 1627-1629,
extracts fronl which, in tablature, were luade by George F. Grahanl in
1847 (Natl. Lib. of Scotland, Adv. MS 5.2.18, pp. 16-17); another early
Scotch set (for mandore) is in the Skene MS, printed in Dauney's Ancient
Scotish Melodies, 1838, p. 235. The Bedford Cittern MS, fol. 18, preserves a mid-seventeenth-century version, and "humbers carrere" in
Christ Church MS 437, fol. 8 v (Fig. 25) is a virginal arrangement from the
same period. The tune is used in Pills VI, 197, for "The Hunt," an interesting piece of sustained double entendre which quickly turns from
its innocent opening "Some in the Town go betimes to the Downs,/
To pursue the fearful Hare" to the real subject: "But all my delight is a
and the morning is fair"; the opening and closing stanzas would fit the tune, but in
the middle section the author has written stanzas of various lengths which are not
adapted to singing.
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Cunney in the Night,/When she turns up her silver I-Iair." D'Urfey wrote
a song "to a pretty Tune; She turns up hcr Silvcr hair" in honor of the
Worthy Society of Archers, 1711 (Pills, 1719-1720, 1,150), which also fits
the tune.

The Beggar Boy
The music is found in the first eight editions of The Dancing Master,
1651-1690 (1651, p. 5=Fig. 2G); the treble-violin version of thc tune
requires division of several notes to fit the words sung to it.
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Original is unbarred.

The tune may get its name from "The Begger-Boy of the North:
Whose lin[e]age and calling to th' world is proclaim'd, Which is' to be
sung to a Tune so nam'd," beginning "From ancient pedigree by due
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descent" (Roxourghe; reprinted in RB III, 323). This ballad was printed
for Francis Grove, whose apprenticeship ,vas cOlnpleted in 1623, and if
it is the source of the tunc name, it must have been issued by I (>3°. In
1()31 R.obert Guy's "l'he witty \Vesterne Lasse," beginning "Sweet
Lucina, lend 1l1e thy ayde," to the tunc of "'fhe begger boy," was entered
in the Stationers' Register (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in IllJ I II, 47).
Frorll Guy's ballad cOlnes another nalne for the tunc, "Lusina," which
was cited on a broadside of 1632: "A most pleasant Dialogue: Or A
nlerry greeting bctweene two louers," by Charles R.ecords, beginning
"Good Inorrow, fair Nansie, whither so fast" (Pepys; reprinted in PB II,
225). It was nalned again in a ballad by S[amuel?] S[mithson?] called
"The Parliament Routed . . . To the Tune of, Lucina: Or, Merrily and
cherrily," 1653, beginning "Cheer up kind Countrey-men be not dismaid"
(variant issues in Harvard, BM Thomason; reprinted in Wright's Political Ballads, p. 126, Wilkins's Political Ballads, I, 105, Mackay's Cavalier
Songs, p. 102, and RB VIII, xlvii-, cxlv-).
Other ballads sung to "The Begger-boy" include Martin Parker's
"Tryall brings truth to light," beginning "The world hath allurements
and flattering shows" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 285), and leThe
Worlds Sweet-heart," beginning leSweet Mistris Money I here will declare" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 81); both broadsides were
issued by Tholnas Lambert in 1634.

A-Begging We Will Go
This tune takes its name from the refrain of a stage song found in a
late seventeenth-century broadside which went through Inany editions,
both black-letter and roman. It is "The Beggars Chorus In the Jovial
Crew," beginning leThere was a jovial Beggar,/he had a wooden Leg," "To
an excellent New Tune" (Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 216; found also in
Lord Crawford, Wood 417, Roxburghe [2 editions], Douce [2 editions],
Harvard, Madden). The song was evidently used in Richard Brome's
Jovial Crew, or The Merry Beggars (produced 1641), but since it does not
appear in the printed play before the 1684 edition, it may have been
introduced only in a revival. This latter view is strengthened by the fact
that the song (without music) in Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1684, has the
title "A Song in the last revived Play called, The Jovial Crew, or the
Bonny-Beggars"; moreover, a rash of songs capitalizing on the refrain
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fornlula suddenly appeared in the rnid-eighties, showing that the stage
song or the broadside-perhaps both-had suddenly caught the public
fancy.l
~fusic to the song appeared first in Choice Ayres and Songs, Fifth Book,
1684, p. 26 (Fig. 27). It is also found on a broadside of that sanle year,
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"'fhe Swearers Chorus to the First Presbyterian Plot," beginning wThere
was a Monstrous Doctor" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [Ill and 137], Clark).
The publisher was Nathaniel Thompson, who included the song in A
Choice Collection of 120 Loyal Songs, 1684, and in the expanded edition
with music, 1685. The latter collection contains several other political
songs to the tune, as well as the original playhouse song; see pp. 35, 37,
26 4.
"There was a jovial beggar" is found with its air in all editions of Pills,
1719-17~o, III, 20S; in the sanle work"I am a jolly toper, I atn a raged
Soph" (VI, 200) also contains the music. The continued popularity of
the tunc in the eighteenth century may be seen from the engraved singlesheet songs with the music; e.g., "The Basket Women The Words by
Mr. A. Bradley," beginning "'1'0 th' Gin shop let us go,/where we may
take our fill" (BM H.160 1 [465], Huntington, c. (720) and "The Stag
Chace. by a West Country Gentleman," beginning "I aln a jolly huntsIllan" (BM G.309 [38], I-Iarvanl; reprinted in Watts's Musical Miscellany,
1729-1731, VI, 145, and Muses Delight, 1754). Even more impressive is its
appearance in no less than eighteen ballad operas, from Walker's The
Quaker's Opera, 1728, to Brooke's Jack the Cyant QueUer, 1749.
The tune is known under several names, deriving from some part of
the original playhouse text: "Jovial Beggar(s)," "There was a jovial Beggar," "A Beggar I will be," "The Beggar with the Wooden Leg," "A
Beggar of all Trades is the best," "The Sturdy Beggar." It is called "The
"Colonel John Okci's [or Okie's] Lamentation, or a Rumper Cashiered," beginning
HOf a Famous Brewer my purpose is to tell" (Harvard, Wood 416, BM Luttrell, BM
Thomason) has the tune title HAnd a Begging we will go" and is dated 1660; but the
stanza pattern does not fit this tune. The ballad can, however, be sung to HWhich
nobody can deny."
1
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Jovial Crew" in Walsh's New Country Dancing-Master, c. 1728, III, 146.
A great many seventeenth- and eighteenth-century ballads were sung
to the tune, all of theln dating frolll 1084 or after. 'rhese include HContent's a Treasure," beginning "\Ve are Jovial 'ropers" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 102; the black-letter edition published by J. Blare is
later than Ebsworth's date, "c. 1(j81 "). "'fhe Merry Beggars of LincolnsInn-Fields," beginning wrhree Beggars lliet together" (Pepys IV, 252);
HJolly Jack of all Trades, Or, The Cries of London City," beginning
HI ani a Jack. of all Trades" (Pepys IV, 2og, I)ouce I, 104); and the very
similar "Jovial 'rom of all T'rades, or, 'rhe Various Cries of London
City," beginning "My nanle is 'rOIn of all Trades" (I-Iarvard), were all
licensed by Richard Pocock, which dates the editions 1685-1688. Professor Rollins reprinted four political broadsides of 1689 calling for the
tune (PB IV, 87, 116, 120; V, 70), but he did not reprint an amatory
ballad of 1692, "Age renewed by wedlock," beginning "Conle all ye Ancient Women" (Pepys V, 159). 441"'he C~ipsies Song," 1684, beginning "I'd
rather be the Gipsies Lord and Soveraign" (Clark), has no tune direction,
but its refrain HAnd a Gipsie I will be . . ." follows the pattern found
in ballads sung to "A-Begging."
Other songs to the tune will be found in such Iniscellanies as Political
Merriment} 1714-1715, A Pill to Purge Slate-Melancholy, 1715, and A
Collection of State Songs} 2d ed., 171 G. M. O. Percival, Walt}ole Ballads,
1916, p. 86, reprinted one political broadside to the tunc and noted the
existence of several other conteluporary specimens.

The Black Almain
"1.'he Black Almain" was used as the tune of three and perhaps four
sixteenth-century ballads. The earliest of these, licensed in 1570-1571, is
Steven Peell's "A proper new balade expressyng the fames, Concerning a
warning to al London dames," beginning "You London dames, whose
passyng fames" (Huntington; reprinted in Collier's Old Ballads) 1840,
p. 53, and in Collmann, No. 71). "A pleasant Poesie, or sweete Nosegay
. . . gathered in . . . the Bible," 1572, was written by John Symon and
begins "A stock of flowers, bedewed with showers" (BM Ruth; reprinted
in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads) p. 5). A Handefull
of Pleasant Delites} 1584, ed. Rollins, p. 39, contains still another to the
tune: "A proper Sonet, Intituled, Maid, wil you marrie,"· beginning
"Maid, wil you marie? I pray sir tarie." A broadside of 1570, whose tune
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is nalucd "Blackc Alnlainc upon Scissillia," is in thc sanlC stanza pattcrn
as Pecll's ballad and Illay wcll be intcnded for thc salllC tunc. It is "A ncw
Hallaue, intituled, Agaynst R.ebellious and false rUlllours," bcginning
··What rUlllores now arc raised of latc,/\Vithill this English landc" (BM
I-Iuth; rcprintcd in A Collcction uf SCVCllty-l\'illc, p. 239).
A contclllporary set of thc tunc, called" Ein schoncr Englischcr Dantz,"
has been prescrved in the keyboard Tabulatur of thc elder Bernhard
Sdunid published in Strassburg, 1577 (see Wilhehll Merian, IJer Tanz
in den deutsclu:n Tabulaturbiichern, 1927, p. 103). As "l'he Black AImaine" the tunc is found in a late seventeenth-century Inanuscript forIllerly in the collection of the Sacred I-Iannonic Society, now R.oyal College of Music MS 1119, fol. 24 (Fig. 28).1 The unusual stanza pattern
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combines a ballad-meter quatrain, a trimeter couplet, a tetrameter couplet, and three or four irregular tetrameters. The music, comprising four
four-measure phrases plus a two-bar coda, will fit the elastic stanza if
the first strain is repeated. The two pieces with twelve-line stanzas-the
Peell broadside and that sung to "Blacke Almaine upon Scissillia"-require as well a repetition of the coda. 2
1 See Catalogue of the Library of the Sacred Harmonic Society, 1862, No. 1601. I am
indebted to Professor John Ward for calling my attention to both musical settings.
He has meantime published the seventeenth-century tune in uMusic for A Handefull
of Pleasant Delites," JAMS, X (1957), 163.
2 Mr. Ward's disposition of the lines is different, for he does not repeat the first
strain and he omits a line from the Handefull stanza.
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Blue Cap
?\'Iusic to this tunc is found in all editions of The Danc;rlg Alaster,
1651-e. 1728 (1651, p. 2=Fig. 29). in A Musicall Banquet, 1651, in Mu-
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Original is a minor third higher and unbarred.

sicks Recreation On the Lyra Viol, I °52, and in A IJoohe of New Lessons
for the either'll &- C;iUer1'l, 1652, in the tHid-century Bedford Cittern MS,
fo1. 1, and in John Garnble's !VIS Conllnonplace Book, 1659. Nos. 51 and
74. An arrangement for virginals in New York Public Library MS Drexel
5612 , p. 181, may be earlier than these; and a version in the Skene MS
(Ancient Scotish Melodies, ed. I)auney, 1838, p. 234) is almost certainly
later.
"Blew Cap for me . . . To a curious new Scottish tune called Blewcap" was licensed to Thornas Lalnbert March 22, IU34., and the Roxburghe copy of the ballad (reprinted in liB I, 75) is a Lambert issue of
about this date. The title and tune narne are drawn fronl the burden
"Gif ever I have a man,/Blew-cap for me," and the ballad begins "Come
hi ther, the merri'st of all the nine." The Ganlble MS, No. 51, contains a
seven-stanza version of the broadside with air and bass, and a text without music or tune direction is preserved in An Antidote against Melancholy, 1661. 1
Lambert entered another ballad to the tune in May, 1634: "Robin and
Kate," by Martin Parker, beginning "Farre in the North Countrey (as I
haue heard tell)" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 414). Still another
The ballad makes explicit the identification of the blue cap or bonnet with Scotsmen. An allusion to another ballad on the subject is found in Vox Borealis, 1641. sig.
1
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Parker ballad to the tunc was licensed in 1634: "~rhe good Fellowes best
Beloved," beginning "Alnong the nine l\fuses, if any there be" (Roxhurg-he; reprinted in ll/J II I, 2·19). ()thers llsing the tunc include: "'rhe
SubjcLls 'I'hankfulnessc," 16.1°, beginning "Long lilBe hath sweet England in joy'd hcr peacc" (nr\'I lItHh); a song on cvcnts of 1640-1£>41, beginning "Let ScOlS now return at Lcslcys denland" (Rump, 1662, and
Lu)'al SOllgs, 1731); and a topical parody on the original ballad, set to
the "Blue Cap" 1l1usic and beginning "Come hither y[o]u merriest of
all ye land" (Galnble's MS, No. 74). The words of the latter song appeared
without tune direction as ....I·he Gallants of the Tirnes. Supposed to be
luade by Mr. \Villialn l\1urrey of I-lis lVlajesties Bed-chanlber" in Sir john
Mennes and Dr. James Smith's Wit Restor'd, 16 58, pp. 16-17.

Blush Not Redder
Than the Morning
This tune title takes its origin (roln the first linc of a song "To BellaInira" in Nathaniel Lec's Caesar Borgia, 1680, IV, i. 'rhe verses, without
music, were reprinted in Wit and Drollery, IG82, p. 308, and in Fernale
Poems on Several Occasions, 2d cd., 1682, p. 124; they appear with music
by Thomas Farmer in Choice Ayres and Songs, Third Book, 1681, p. 10
(Fig. 30). A very similar version of the music is found in Fitzwilliam
Museum MS 30.G.20, p. 6 (c. 1(80). The setting in Pills, 1719-1720, VI,
195, is by an unknown hand.
The stage song was expanded into a broadside, "The Virgins Happiness: or, Love in Triumph . . . To a New play-house Tune, Sung at
the Dukes Play-house: Or, Blush not Redder than the Morning" (Douce
II, 237). One other broadside was set to the tune: "Loves tyrannick conquest," beginning uCupid, leave thy Tyranizing;/Thou art still new pains
devising" (Bagford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 290). Corrupt music
B2: "There was a poore man ... who to get a little money, made a Song of all the
Capps in the Kingdome, and at every verse end concludes thus,
Of all the Capps that ever I see,
Either great or small, Blew Cappe for me."
This ballad maker's Scottish sympathies were not appreciated once the Bishops' Wars
had broken out, and he "was clapt up in the CHnke."
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on the Bagford and ltoxburghe sheets is improper printing of "Great
York has been debarred of late," q.v. 'l-'hat tune does not fit the stanza
form of "Blush not."

Bobbing Jo~ or Bobbing Joan
This tunc is found in every edition of The Dancing Master (1651, p.
7=Fig. 31); in A llooke of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern, 1652;
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in Musich's Delight on the Cithren, 1666; in Walsh's Compleat Country
Dancing-Master, 1718; and in Gay's Polly, 1729. It is named in four other
ballad operas, including Fielding's The Author's Farce, 1730, Odingsells'
Bays's Opera, 1730, Worsdale's A Cure for a Scold, 1735, and The Mad
House, 1737. The Lincolnshire version of uShepherd's Daughter" (a fragment of Child No. 110, "The Knight and Shepherd's Daughter") has a
traditional tune markedly similar to "Bobbing Joan," as is pointed out
in a note by Cecil J. Sharp, jFSS, III (1908), 222-223.
Although we possess only a late seventeenth-century edition of it, the
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broadside giving rise to this tunc seems to be "Bobbin 10: Or; 'rhe Longing Lass Satisfied at last," beginning "~rhese ,vas a ~'faid liv'd in the
North,jwhich had of late a sore Inischance," to the tunc of "'rhe Bobbin
Jo" (Rawlinson 1(6); its refrain is
1'he bobbin jo, the bobbin jo,
And canst thou dance the hobbin JO,

l)espite the reference to dancing, the ballad makes it obvious that "bobbin jo" is equivalent to thc "green gown," a euphclnislll for the sexual
act. Among the ballads and songs sung to the tunc arc the following:
"My Dog and I," beginning "You that are of the Illcrry 'rhrong," to thc
tune of "My Dog and I; or, Bobbing Jonc" (Pcpys IV, 229, and R.awlinson 108, both black-letter editions; R.oxburghe, Chetham, Douce, and
Harvard, eighteenth-century Newcastle editions; it is not reprinted in
RB-see VIII, 188). A song in Patrick Cary's Trivial Poems} 1820 (MS
dated 1651) to the tune of "Bobbing Joane" begins "I nere yett saw a
lovely creature/(Were she a widdow, mayd, or wife)." "New Bob-in-Jo"
is mentioned as a tune in Mercurius Democritus} or a I'rue and Perfect
Nocturnall} No. 38, December 22-29, 1652 (BM 'rhomason). This tunc
may be indicated for an eighteenth-century broadside: "In and Out and
'I'urn About: A New C[our]t-Dance," beginning "Ye People at I-Iollic/
Who H[a]n[ove]r hate," to the tune of "John Bob'd in, and John 13ob'd
Out; Or, Bob in Joan; Or, The Miller of Mansfield" (BM 1871.e.9 [204]),
although the stanza is not quite long enough to fit the nlusic. An American broadside of 1814, "Patriotic Diggers," beginning "Johnny Bull, beware,/Keep at proper distance," has the tune direction "Great way off
at sea, a Negro Song, or Bob and Joe" (Harvard photostats of two editions from an unknown source). This ballad "from the pen of a celebrated Poet," recounting the throwing up of a breastwork on Brooklyn
Heights during the War of 1812, will fit the "Bobbing Joan" tunc somewhat awkwardly, provided both strains are repeated. One edition of the
ballad bears the tune title "Love and Whiskey," about which I have
no information.
"The Rakes of Stony Batter," an eighteenth-century slip song (Roxburghe III, 386), does not fit the tune, despite the reference in the refrain:
Hey for Bobbin joan,
Hey for Stony Batter,
Keep your Wife at Home,
Or I will have at her.
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The Bonny Christ Church Bells
SOlne years before he uecanlc Dean of Christ Church, Oxford, I-Ienry
Aldrich (1617-1710) cOlllposed the very popular three-part catch that
begins "Ohl the bonny Christ Church bellsljOne, tw·o, three, four, five,
six." It was first published in John Playford's The Musical Companion,
1673, Supplement, p. 1 (Fig. 32); it was the opening selection in Catch
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that Catch Can, 1685; it also appeared in The Second Book of the Pleasant Musical Companion in editions from 1686 to 1707, and in its successor The Pleasant Musical Companion, the last edition of which was issued
c. 174.0. The tune was included in The Dancing Master, commencing with
the supplement to the 6th ed., 1679, in Musicks Recreation on the Viol,
Lyra-way, 1682, and in Thomas Greeting's The Pleasant Companion . ..
for the Flagelet, 1683.
Despite the complex stanza form and the general unsuitability of the
musical movement for ballads, the tune was used for several broadsides,
including one published in 1683 by Nathaniel Thompson: "Russel's FareweI," beginning "Oh, the mighty Innocence/Of Russel, Bedford's Son,"
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to the tunc of "Oh, the 1l1erry Christ-Church Bellsl" (Harvard, with the
music; the words appear in l'hompson's 120 Loyal Songs, J(;84, and both
words and Illusic are in 180 Lo)'al Songs, 1685, whcnce Ebsworth apparenlly took thenl for republication in RB V, 324). Another is .. Innocent
Love in 'rriulllph," beginning "Sec how the channing Celia lies," to the
tune of "l'he Oxford Bclls" (Pepys III, 77, Lord Crawford 1°41, BM
C.22.f.6 [51], I-Iarvanl). 'rhe first of lhe six broadside stanzas appears in
modified Conn, beginning "See how fair and fine she lies," in 180 Loyal
Songs, p. 140 and in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 252.
Another broadside, preserved in several eighteenth-century editions but
perhaps older, is "The Cries of London," beginning "I-Iark! how the cries
in every street/Make lanes and allies ring," to the tune of "The Merry
Christ-Church Bells" (Douce, Chetham, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VII, 57).
Wit and Mirth, An Antidote against Melancholy, 3d ed., 1682, contains
the original song and three other catches, including a political pne, "Oh
the Presbyterian Whiggs," and a version of "See how Charming Celia
Iyes." A third, "Hark, the merry Tinker's crew," had appeared in The
Musical Companion, 1673, on the same page with the original catch;
the two are likewise found together in Wit and Drollery, 1682. Another
song to the tune, beginning "Oh, the Plot Discoverers," in 120 Loyal
Songs and 180 Loyal Songs, nlay have had its origin in an undiscovered
broadside. Henry Bold supplemented the original text with a Latin translation in his Latine Songs, with their English, 1685, p. 122.
The tune, usually called "Christ-Church Bells," was used in Gay's
Polly, 1729, Johnson's The Village Opera, 1729, Phillips's The Chambermaid, 1730, and three other ballad operas.

Bonny Dundee
This is the "proper tune" of the broadside ballad, "Bonny Dundee:
or jockey's Deliverance, being his Valiant Escape from Dundee And the
Parson's Daughter, whom he had Mow'd," beginning "Where got'st thou
the Haver-mill Bonack," 1 to the tune of "Bonny Dundee" (Pepys V, 262,
Lord Crawford 1334, both sheets published by Charles Bates, c. 1690 or
shortly thereafter; a later Sarah Bates issue is in Madden II, 436). Eighteenth-century editions commonly are titled "Jockeys Escape from bonny
1

Havermeal bannock: an oatcake,
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Dundee . . . To it's own proper l"une" (Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted
in R/J VIII, 453), but a late copy in the Chapin Library of Williams
College has the older "nonny Dundee" title. 'rhe song is said to have
been "written about ~Ionillouth, by 'roln !)'Urfey" (Crawford Catalogue). Ebsworth (RLJ VIII, 455) concedes that it may "possibly" have
been written by D'Urfey in 1081 but resists associating the poem with
Monlllollth. Evidence is not conclusive on either point. T. F. I-Ienderson,
Scottish Vernacular Lileralur(!, 3d ed., 1910, pr. 376-377, doubts that
the ballad is wholly })'Urfey's on thc ground that he did not elsewhere
equal the uDundec" refrain.
The ballad tcxt was reprintcd in Compleat Academy of Complements,
1705, and in A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, I, 275; both words
and music are preserved in Pills V, 17. The first appearance of the tune
is on page 9 of a "New additional Sheet," c. 1688, a second supplement
to the seventh edition of The Dancing Master, 1686 (Fig. 33). It is also
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found in the body of the eighth and later editions of that work, as well
as in Walsh's Compleat Country l)ancing-Master, 1718. The tune wa~
used in Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, in Mitchell's The Highland
Fair, 1731, and in Coffey's The Boarding-School, 1733; and it is cited in
four other ballad operas, sometilnes under the title "The Charge is prcpar'd," from the first line of Gay's Beggar's Opera song to the tune.
An early eighteenth-century broadside to be sung to "Bonny Dundee"
is "Queen Elizabeth's Day: or, The Down-fall of the Devil, Pope, and
Pretender," beginning "Let us sing to the Mem'ry of glorious Queen
Bess" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 334). The original is about 1711;
it was reprinted in Political Merriment, 1714, and in A Pill to Purge
State-Melancholy, 1715.
Although elBonny Dundee" was a London broadside, it was one of the
English songs taken up by the Scotch as peculiarly their own. elThose
with the blew Bonnets," noted a contemporary work, ((sPlit their Wems
in hollowing out-Bonny Dundee, Valiant ]ocky, Sawny was a Dawdy
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Lad, and 'twas within a Furlong 01 Edinborough TOW1l" (Sir Thomas
Burnet and George Duckett, A Second Tale 01 a Tub: or, The /-listory of
llobert Puwel, the PUIJ/Jct-Show-A! au, 1715, p. 179). None of these songs
was Inade in ScoLland.:: An exalllple of currency north of Lhe border is
"Adew Dundee," a recognizable variant of the tune without words, preserved in Part V of the Skene ~1S (late seventeenth century?), whence
it was printed in Allcicllt Scotish A!clodics, cd. Dauney, 1838, p. 225. It

is thus possible that we have here an exaulple of a Scotch air which owed
its English popularity (and later Scotch vogue) to its use by such effective versifiers as D'Urfey. The dating of the Skene MS is important but
relnains uncertain, despite statenlcnts placing it in thc first quarter of
the seventeenth century (cf. Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
5 th ed., Ig54, VII, 677).

The Bonny Grey-Eyed Morn
'This tunc takes its title frolll the opening line of "A New Scotch Song
in the (Fond Husband) Sung by Mrs Willis. Sett to Musick by Mr. [Jerenliah] Clarke. logo," a Library of Congress single sheet (Fig. 34). No
edition of D'Urfey's A Fond Husband conta~ns the song', and it is doubtful that he wrote its words; moreover, the sudden popularity of the tune
at the end of the century suggests that it was not added to the old play
of 1677 until the mid-nineties. Another edition of the playhouse song
appeared as an engraved single sheet, the BM copy of which is conjecturally dated 16g8; a further edition of about 1730 testifies to its continued popularity. The song is found, with music, in all editions of Pills,
and its inclusion in the third volulne of the 1719-1720 edition is a further
argument against D'Urfey's authorship, since he gathered his own songs
into the first two volumes.
In log7 the two-stanza stage song was expanded to a five-stanza broadside: "An Excellent New Scotch Song, Called, The Bonny Grey-Eyed
Morn; or, Jockey Roused with Love. To a Pleasant New Scotch Tune,"
beginning "The bonny Grey-ey'd morn began to peep" (Pepys, Lord
Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 302). Music in the variant
Pepys and Lord Crawford copies is meaningless; in the Roxburghe copy
2 UValiant Jockey," q.v., and U'Twas within a furlong" (see uThe Scotch Haymakers")
were written by D'Urfey. On the "Sawny" song, compare CCSawney is a bonny lad," the
work of Peter Motteux and Henry Purcell (Pills III, 225).
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the title begins "An excellent new Play-House Song . . ." and the sheet
contains no nlusic. It is worth noting that the Scotch q uali ty of the piece
derives chiefly (roln the use of the proper name "Jockey"; neither text
nor Inusic has any real Scotch accent. But Scotch songs were becolning
fashionable in the theater, and not unnaturally the titles began to advertise even such incidental Scotch quality as is here.
Clarke's tunc is found also in Youth's l)clight on thc Flagclct, 11th cd.,
1°97, in The l)ancing Master, Second Part, 2d ed., 16g8, and in Walsh's
CornlJlcat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. A harpsichord setting entitled
441"he bonny grey eyd" is in BM MS Add. 220g9, fo1. 7 (c. 17 0 4- 17°7).
l"he air had a considerable vogue in ballad opera, its 111usic appearing in
editions of Gay's 1"he Beggar's 0fJcra, 1728, Ranlsay's The (;entle Shc!)herd, 1730 (music in 1786 ed.), The Prisoner's Opera, 1730 (Air 11, untitled), and Theophilus Cibber's Patie and Peggy, 1730. In six other ballad operas the tune is cited, either under its usual title or as ee 'Tis
Woman that seduces," from the opening line of the Beggar's Opera song.
Among numerous broadsides sung to the tune are the following which
have not been reprinted: "Susan's Courtship: or, Sweet William Woo'd
by the Farmer's Daughter of Devonshire," beginning "Sweet William,
prithee tell me, wilt thou wed" (Pepys III, 24), and "Coy Moggy: or, The
Scotch Lass's Lamentation," beginning "Gid faith Ise was a blith and
bonny Lass" (Pepys V, 265, c. 1697-(699). A characteristic use of the tune
for an eighteenth-century song is found in "An Epithalamium," beginning "Let Joy alone take place and Musick sound," in Walsh's British
Musical Miscellany, 1734- 173 6, II, 45.
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Bonny (or Pretty) Kate
oj Edinburgh
"Pretty Kate of Edenborough; being A New Scotch Song Sung to the
King at Windsor," beginning "just when the young and blooming
spring," is a broadside version of a song written by T'homas D'Urfey
(Pepys IV, 35, Wood 417 [113], with inaccurate but recognizable musical
texts, the latter copy bearing the MS date 1682; Lord Crawford, Roxburghe, with meaningless music; reprinted in RB VII, 304). D'Urfey
published his song with its Inusic in Several N c.w Songs, 1684, p. 1 (Fig.
35), and in Pills, 1719-1720, II, 30. In I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, there is a
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political parody without music: CIA Loyal Scotch Song. To the Tune of,
Bony Kate of Edingborough," beginning "Just as the Mist of Errour
fle(l." Although Ebsworth reprinted its three stanzas in RB V, 597, there
is no evidence that these verses appeared on contemporary broadsides.
"Nancy's Ghost," a song by Dr. Thomas Blacklock beginning "Where
waving pines salute the skies," in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, 178718°3, II, 205, uses the tune of "Bonie Kate of Edinburgh." Earlier in the
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century the air appeared in the first book of \Villiam ~lcGibbon's Scots
'FurIes, 1742, p. 3. 'rhe tunc would scent to be Scotch only by adoption,
through thc Cll riotls circulllsclIlCC that its original words, [uade in London, had a Scotch fia vor.

Bonny Katherine Ogie
The earliest appearance of this tune is in the Additional Sheet, c. 1687,
No.8, appended to the seventh edition of The Dancing Master (Fig. 36).
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It is called "Lady Catherine Ogle, a new Dance," but no dancing instructions accompany it, and it is not in succeeding editions. The saine title is
used for one setting in A/Jolla's Banquet, 5th ed., 1687, and another
version in the same volume is called leA Scotch Tune." lInder the name
"Katharine Ogie" two settings are preserved in Dr. John Leyden's MS
Lyra Viol Book (after 1690).
D'Urfey wrote "A New Scotch Song" to the tune, beginning "Walking
down the Highland Town,/There I saw Lasses many," which appears in
Pills, 1719-1720, II, 200. The 24-line song calls its heroine "Catherine
Logy"; it contains almost no dialect. Another version of D'Urfey's song
is "Bonny Kathern Oggy as it was sung by Mr. Uohn] Abell at his Consort in Stationers Hall [1716]," beginning "As I went forth to view the
Spring,jupon a morning early" (Harvard, Huntington, BM H.1601 [48],
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the latter copy catalogued as .. 1705?"). A nUlnber of other eighteenthcentury versions of the song, usually called "Katharine Ogie," begin "As
walking forth to view the Plain,/lipon a ~Iorning early" (R.alnsay's Tea'Faule AliscellallY, 1723, 'rhOlllson's ()rJJ/teus Caledonius, 1725, \Vans's
A1usiclll A1iscc//a1lY, II, 172~J, 'rlu: /-Jivc, 1732, Alexander Slnith's The
Alusical Miscella1lY, 17~H)). "Bonny Kathern Oggy for the I-Iarpescord" is
a single-sheet song of c. 17.1° beginning "As I went forth to view the
Spring" (I-Iarvanl, BM (;.3 1(Ld [37]). Katharirzc Ogie's Garland, c. 1765,
contains "'fhe handsoille ~Jaid; or, a Song in Praise of Katharine Ogie,"
beginning "As I went forth to view the Plain," together with "The Answer to Katharine Ogie."
T'he same music is used for a single-sheet song "Bonny Kathern Loggy"
(I-Iarvard, BM G.30G [27], I-Iuntington; reprinted in The Merry Musician, 1,1716, and Pills, 1714, V, 17°,1719-1720, VI, 274). In heavy Scotch
dialect, it begins "As I canle down the hey Land l"own,/and there was
lasses many." l"he first stanza follows D'Urfey's text, but thereafter the
song blackens the heroine, for "four and twanty I-lighland Laus,/Were
following Kathern Loggy" and taking their pleasure of her; the song ends
"And had I kend shaw had been a Whore,jI had ne'r Lov'd Kathern
Loggy."
Other songs to the tune include wI'he Clans Lanlentation, Against
Mar and their own Folly," beginning "As I did l-'ravel in the North"
(R.oxburghe; reprinted in IlB VI, ()~2; the broadside contains no imprint,
but the ballad narrates evenls of 17(5); HThe New Way of Catherin
Ogie, by G [line torn away]," beginning HWhy does thy sparkling Eyes
so kill" (National Library of Scotland R.y III.a.lo [28], an eighteenthcentury broadsicle without ilnprint); and "Victory and Beauty, A New
Song By Mr. R.amondon, Senior," beginning "I Sing not of Affairs 'of
State," to Hthe good old rrune of Catharine Ogie," without music (BM
1871.e·9 [ 18 3]). The Vocal Miscellany, 2d cd., 1734, pp. 57, 2G4, and A
Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, III,
140, I, 157, reprint not only the orig·inal song on Katherine Ogie, but
another to the tune, beginning "As I went forth to view the Spring,j
Which Flora had adorned," every stanza of which ends ccOrnnia vincit
Atnor." Neither of thesc contains music.
The tune was used for tcn ballad operas, alnong them the following
in which the air has been reprinted: Walker, The Quaker's Opera, 1728,
Gay, Polly, 1729, Chetwood, The Lover's Opera (music in 3d cd., 1730),
Theophilus Cibber, Patie and Peggy, 1730, and Mitchell, The Highland
Fair, 1731.
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Bonny La~ Prithee

Lay Thy Pipe Down
'I'his tune title is dcri\'cd frolll thc first line of a song written by
Thonlas D'Urfey for ALL III of his play 'rhe Marriage-Elater Matclt'd,
1692. Wilh a tune by 'l'holuas . rOllCl, il appears in J"hc Banquet of
Musick, Sixth Book, 10g2, p. 8 (Fig. 37). 'fhe saUIe Inusic, for treble
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violin, is in Apollo'S Banquet, 7th cd., Third Part, 1693. Words and
music are in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 230.
D'Urfey's song was expanded into a broadside of the 16gos, with meaningless music on the sheet: "U nconstant Pegg"y: or, Scotch Jemlny's sorrowful Lamentation for the Loss of his Love," beginning "Bonny Lad,
prithee lay thy Pipe down," "To an Excellent New Scotch Tune" (Pepys
V, 297). The sequel to this ballad is "Peggys Kind Answer; or Languishing Jemmy Crown'd with Conlfort," beginning "Prithee Bonny Lad let
thy Pipe play," to the tune of "Bonny Lad, prithee lay thy Pipe down"
(Pepys V, 244, also with lTIeaningless lTIusic).
The tune is used in one ballad opera: Coffey's The Beggar's Wedding,

17 2 9.
I
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Bonny Lass, Gin Thou Wert Mine
l'his is a song in Otway's The Souldiers Forlu1zc, 1681, Act IV. \Vith
nlusic by Tholnas Fanner it appears in Choice Ayres and Songs, Third
Book, 1681, p. 17 (Fig. 38), and in every edition of Pills, 171 !)-1720, III,
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257. In expanded broadside form it is "The Longing Virgins Choice: or,

rrhe Scotch Lasses Delight," beginning "Bonny Las, gin thou art mine,/
and with twenty thousand pound about thee," "To a Modish new
Scot[c]h Tune, Sung at the Dukes Playhouse" (Lord Crawford 183, Harvard, BlVI C.22.f.6 [142]).

Bonny Nell
This tune takes its name from a lost ballad alluded to in Thomas
Robinson's The Anatomy of the English Nunnery at Lisbon in Portugall,
1622, p. 13:
at sundry times playing upon their instruments for
H •••
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their fathers recreation, they sing hinl ribaldrolls Songs and jigs, as that
of Bonny Nell, and such other obscene and scurrilous Ballads, as would
make a chaste eare to glow at the hearing of thcm .. ." 1
c. J. Sisson, in his Lost Plays uf Shal,esIJCllrC'S Ag(~, 1936, p. 201, quotes
a song found aluong papers relating to a Nottinghalll trial of 1617, which
is "Better to bc song, then to be redd to the tunc of Bonny Nell," and
which begins "My nluse arise and truth then tell." The tunc is also
namcd on a contemporary broadside: "A battell of Birds Most strangely
fought in Ireland, upon the eight day of September last, 1621 . . . To
the tune of Shores ,viCe. Or to the tunc of Bonny Nell," beginning
"Marke well, Gods wondcrous workes, and sec" (Pcpys, rcprinted in PC,
p. 15 0 ).2
A curiosity sct to thc tunc is "A graue Poem, as it was p[rese]nted by
deuines and other of yC Un: of Cambridge rather to be sunge then read,
to ye tune of Bonny Nell," beginning HIt is not now a fortnight since/
Lutetia intertaind yO Prince" (BM MS Add. 22603, fo1. 43 v ; another
version is in Bodleian MS Aslunole 36-37, fo1. 258).8 This English version
of a Latin entertainrnent presented to James I in 1615, made by Bishop
Richard Corbet "with some liberall additions," was included in his Certain Elegant Poerns, 1047, p. 58, and was reprinted in John Nichols,
Progresses, 1828, III, 66.
A more popular piece which has left its traces in ballad and song is
"The deceased [or diseased] Maiden-Lauer. . . . To an excellent new
tune, Or to be sung to the tune of Bonny Nell," beginning "As I went
forth one summer's day,/To view the meadows fresh and gay" (Pepys,
Douce, Lord Crawford, Wood E.25, Rawlinson, Roxburghe; reprintcd
in RB I, 2(0). On the same sheet in some copies is a continuation entitled HThe Faithless Lover ... To the salnc Tune," beginning "When
I had seen this Virgins end." Four stanzas drawn from the first part of
the broadside appear, with Inusic by Robert Johnson, in Select Musicall
Ayres, and Dialogues, 1652, p. 3 (Fig. 39), Select Ayres and Dialogues,
1 ~n Middleton, Rowley, and Massinger, The Old Law, c. 1618, IV, i, Gnothoes refers
to Helen of Troy in the following- terms: "As long as shee tarried with her Husband,
shee was Ellen, but after she came to Troy shee was Nel of Troy, or Bonny Nell
whether you will or no." This allusion may attest to the currency of the ballad, but
it is idle to press the point.
The song in Lodge's Rosalynde containing the line "She simpred smooth like bonny
bell" was altered to read "She simpered much like bonny Nell" in Westminster Drollery, I, 1671; but the allusion here is undoubtedly influenced in part by the popularity
of Nell Gwyn.
2 The tune of "Shore's Wife," cited also in broadsides reprinted in SB, p. 106, and
A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, III, 43, has not survived.
8 In the BM manuscript 14A graue Poem" is followed by "A Reply on ye fonner
So[ng]," without tune direction but not in the "Bonny Nell" stanza.
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1059, and in all editions of Pills. johnson's air is not C4Bonny Nell" but
a new tune COlllposed for the ballad stanzas.
The original tunc has not survived. The "Bonny Nell" in Apollo's
Banquet, 1070, No. 28, is a contenlporary dance tunc unsuited to the
six-line octosyllabic stanza pattern uniformly associated with the ballad
tune.

Bonny Sweet Robin) or.MY Robin

Is to the Greenwood Gone
'This tune is preserved under several names in printed and manuscript
ITlusic of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. It is called
"Bonny sweet Robin" in Antony Holborne, The Cittharn Schoole, 1597,
in Byrd's arrangement for virginals, New York Public Library MS Drexel
5612, p. 192 (reprinted in William Byrd, Forty-five Pieces for Keyboard
Instruments, ed. Stephen Tuttle, 1939, p. 139), and in Giles Farnaby's set
in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, II, 77. The latter collection contains
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another arrangement, by John ~'funday, entitled "R.obin," I, 66. In
Thomas R.obinson, The Schoole of Afusicke, 16°3, the piece is nalned
"Robin is to the greenwood gone."
Other titles include "My Robin is to the," Bl\f t\'fS Add. 17786, fol.
15; "Bonni well R.obin van Doct r • Jan Bull" in a IG28 virginal arrangement, BM MS Add. 23623, Col. 13" (Fig. 10); "Jolly R.obbin," BM ~{S

Original contains varied repeat of each strain.

Add. 31392, fol. 25; and "Sweet R.obync," BlVl MS Egerton 204G, fols.
22 V , 35. l'he Euing Lute MS contains both an untitled treatment of the
tunc, £01. 31, and a set by UMr Ascue" called "R.obin hoode," £01. 46v;
Willianl Ballet's MS Lute Book, pp. 27, I 13, includes one version under
the nanle "Bonnie sweet R.obin" and another called "R.obinhood is to
the greenwood gonc." 1 Three lute arrangelucnts and one for lyra viol
entitled "Robin" arc among the Cambridge University musical nlanuscripts (Dd.2.11, fols. 53, 6G; Dd.9,33, £01. 2g V , by Dowland; Nn.6.3G, fol.
19 V ). Another lute arrangelllcnt entitled "ltobin is to the Greenwood
gone" (Dd.3.18, fo1. II) resembles one with the same title in Folger
MS 1010.1, fol. IOv. A ricercare treatnletlt of the tunc for four strings and
keyboard appeared in Thomas Simpson, TafJel Consort, IG21 (reprinted
in Jacobean Consort Music, ed. Thurston Dart and William Coates, 1955,
p. 195). A viola da gamba MS of c. 1660 in the Henry Watson Music Lirary, Manchester, includes an arrangement of "Raben is to the greensewoode gon" by Richard Surnarte.
A lost ballad, "A Dolefull adewe to the last Erie of Darby. to the tune
of Bonny sweete Robin," was licensed to John Danter, April 26, 1594
(Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 6(7). Another to the tune may be an Elizabethan production, although the earliest extant edition was issued by
1 This latter title led Chappell (PMOT I, 233) to conjecture that the tune had served
for a Robin Hood ballad now lost-a belief strengthened by the title of the Ascue set
in the Euing MS.
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llcnry Casson, who flourished c. 1003-1040: uA Courtly New Ballad of
the Princely \Vooing of the Fair ~Iaid of London, by King Edward," beginning "Fair Angel of England, thy beauty Inost bright" (Pepys, Euing,
Lord Crawford, Bagford, R.awlinson, !)ouce, R.oxburghe; reprinted in
RJJ I, 181).2 'The first line of this ballad becallle the tune title for a nunloer of broadsides noted below.
Further evidence of the currency of the tune is suggested by draolatic
references. In 1~wo Noble KitlSlnen, IV, i, "Bonny Itobin" is named as
a song the jailer's daughter knows, and in [-Jamlel, IV, v, Ophelia sings
UFor bonny sweet ltobin is all my joy," which olay be the closing line of
a stanza Croln the original song.
.. Bonny sweet ltobin" is also used for religious purposes, being cited
for singing "An other Carrell, Cor the sanle day" in Good and True, Fresh
and New, Christmas Carols, 1642, as well as one "For 1'welfth·day" in
New Carolls, 1661. "The delicate wooing between 2 Royal lovers," beginning "I Salute thee sweet love with the ti[t]le of grace," nalnes the tune
"ltobin I-load is to the Greenwood gone" in The Royal Garland of Love
and Delight, 1681, and "~Iy Robin is to the Greenwood gone" in the
version contained in The Garland of Delight, 1681.
We have already seen that "Fair Angel of England" as a tunc title derives from the opening line of a ballad sung to "Bonny Sweet Robin."
The two tune names can thus be considered equivalent, or alternate,
titles of the saine air, and there is no evidence that there was ever an
independent tune called "Fair Angel of England." 'This relationship
between tunc and tunc names bCC0111eS further conlplicatcd, as we shall
see, but it is essentially a repetition of the pattern we have just discussed.
Two broadsides cite both tune nalnes: HEngolands Monthly Predictions
for this present yeare 1649," beginning HFair England, the Garden of
Europe was call'd," to "Faire Angell of England. Or, Bonny sweet l~obin"
(Manchester; reprinted, with facsimile, in CP, p. 215); and HGood Admonitions, or Wholesome Counsel," by 1. P., beginning HGood people
I wish you/a while to attend," to the tune of "Bonny sweet ltobin, Or,
Fair Angel of England" (Douce I, 89, a broadside of c. 1675).
To (CFair Angel of England" ,vas sung "The Poor Man's comfort,"
beginning HMy heart is oppressed with sorrow, dear Wife" (Pepys IV, 9 2 ,
Rawlinson 39). And HThe Poor Man's Comfort" becomes the tune title
for "The poor Mans Councillor, Or, The marryed mans Guide," be2 The ballad was reprinted in such characteristic seventeenth-century miscellanies as
Richard Johnson's Golden Garland of Princely Pleasures, 3d ed., 1620, sig. D8 v, and his
Crown Garland of Golden Roses, 1659, ed. Chappell, 1845, p. 34. In both collections the
original ballad is followed by "The fair maid of London's answer to King Edward's
wanton love," a continuation (sung to the same tune) found in columns 3 and 4 of the
original broadside in the Roxburghe, Lord Crawford, and some other copies.
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ginning "Come friend if thy leisure permit thee to stay" (Lord Crawford,
Pepys, I-larvard, R.oxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 103). Cl1"he poor
nlans Counsellour" in turn is one of the tune titles (along with "~fy
Life and nlY Death") cited for "]'he bad I-Iusbands R.eformation, Or,
]'he Ale-Wives daily Deceit," beginning "I was a bad I-Iusband, that
had a good 1~rade" (Lord Crawford, I-Iarvard, BM C.22.f.6; reprinted in
un VIII, 796), and for ....fhe Wonderful Praise of a Good Husband,"
beginning "Dear Daughter, i'de have thee to take special care" (Pepys,
Lord Crawford, R.oxburghe; reprinted in liB VII, 147). l-'hese two latter
ballads, licensed by Richard Pocock, date from 1685-1688. "My Life
and IllY Death" is an indepcndcnt tunc, q.v.
Another ballad to the tunc of "Fair Angel of England" takes us 0([
in another direction. "Loves fierce desire, and hopes of Recovery" by
L[aurence] P[rice] begins "Now the "ryrant hath stolen/my dearest away"
(Pepys, Lord Crawford, HM C.22.f.6, I-Iarvard, Douce, Euing, R.oxbur~he;
reprinted in RB VI, 67). "A Looking-Glass for a Covetous Miser," by
"f[holnas?] J[ordan?], beginning "COllIe listen kind neighbours with heart
and good will," has the tune direction "The Fair Angel of England, or
the rryrant" (Pepys II, 19, Lord Crawford 259, HM C.22.f.6 [7], I-Iarvard),
and is exceptional in its long stanza of eight anapestic tetrameters. l.'he
usual pattern is four or six such lines or their equivalent, which will fit
our original tunc (the last eight bars being repeated for a six-line stanza).
"The Tyrant" or HNow the "'ryrant hath stolen" becomes a popular
tune title with its own offshoots. One of the most ilnportant is "Love
and Honour: Or, The Lovers Farewel to Calista," beginning "Farewel
my Calista, my joy and my grief," to the tune of "Now the rryrant hath
stolen" (Lord Crawford, !)ouce, R.oxburghe, two editions each; I-Iarvard;
reprinted in RB VI, 4.0). This is an expanded version of a song, perhaps
by Dryden, appearing first without music in several Iniscellanies of
1°72: Covent Garden Drolery, Westminster Drollery, Windsor [)rollery,
and New Court-Songs, beginning ffFarewell fair Armeda llly joy and
my grief." With music by }{obert Smith it is in Choice Songs and Ayres,
First Book, 1673.8 The song was inspired by the death of Captain Francis
Digby in a naval engagement of 1672, and HDigby's Farewell," q.v.,
8 In Apollo's Banquet, 5th cd., 1687, the Smith tune is entitled "The Earl of Sandwich's Farewel." This title serves for a different air in Musicks Recreation on the Viol,
Lyra-way, 1682, and that music, called COCaptain Digby'S Farewel," immediately follows
"The Earl of Sandwich's Farewcl" in AIlOilo's Banquet. Confusion is deepened by the
fact that a ballad on the death of Captain Digby, "The Sorrowful Ladies Complaint,"
beginning COOne morning I walk'd by my self on the shoal''' (Harvard, Pepys, Lord
Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 398) is to the tune of "The Earl of Sandwich Farewel." A three-stanza song in Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, I, to be sung to
"my Lord Sandwiches Farewell," is entitled "Mr. Digbyes Farewell"; beginning "Oh
pitty Arminda those Passions I bear," it returns us to the "fair Armeda" of the
original 1672 song on Captain Digby.
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became an extremely popular broadside tune. Among its earliest uses are
those in which it is associated with tune nanles derived from the "Love
and Honour" broadside. Thus "'rhe Faithful Shepherdess," beginning
HAmintas was walking one cvening alone," is to the tune of "Farewel fair
Arnleda; or, Captain Digby's Farcwel" (I)ouce I, 75). "The Lovers final
FareweI. '1'0 his Faithless false Mistress," beginning HI lov'd thee we)
once, but H'e love thee no luore," is to "Love and honour or Digby'S
farwell" (Rawlinson 147). Fronl the first line of "Love and Honour"
comes the tune title I'Farewel Illy Calista" named in 4lLove and Gallantry," a ballad beginning "Farewel my Clarinda my life and my soul"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in IllJ VI, 438).
Still another ballad sung to 'INow the Tyrant hath stolen" generates
a fresh tune title: uThe two Jeering Lovers . . . Dick Down-right of
the Country, and ... Nancy of the Citie," by L[aurence] P[rice] (BM
C.20'£.14; reprinted in CP, p. 415) is the likely origin of the tune title
"Dick and Nan" which is nalned on two broadsides: uThe Couragious
Plow-man," beginning "There was a brave Citizen/walkt forth of late"
(Harvard, Douce, Lord Crawford, Rawlinson, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB III, 613), and HCupid's Power," beginning uTo cure melancholly,/
I travers'd the fields" (Lord Crawford; reprinted in RB VIII, cxxxiv·).
Yet another tunc ti tic was generated frolll a proverbial phrase "Laugh
and lie down," and its use in a ballad may be connected with one of the
"Tyrant" broadsides. uThe Shepherds Delight," beginning "What an
innocent loving life/Shepherds do lead," is to the tune HNow the Tyrant
has stolen my dearest away" (R.awlinson 48, Perys III, 55). The ballad is
an expansion of a song beginning "Thus all our Life long we are frolick
and gay" in Shadwell's The Royal Shepherdess, 1669, Act III, reprinted
in Westminster Drollery, 1671, and, with music by John Banister, in
Playford's Choice Songs and Ayres, First Book, 1673, and in all editions
of Pills. The ballad refrain is:
With our shepherdesses
we laugh and lie down
And to each pretty damosel
we give a green gown.

This may be the source of "Laugh and Lye down," the tune title of "The
Young mans Rambles, Or The Batchellors shifts," beginning "I Courted
a Maiden/was handsoma [sic] and fair" (Rawlinson; reprinted in RB
VIII, 858), and "The Constant Maidens Resolution," beginning HI am a
young Damsel/that's plunged in Woe" (Douce I, 32); both ballads are in
a twelve-line stanza equivalent to six lines of anapestic tetrameter, the
commonest "Tyrant" stanza form.'
, A less likely source of the tune name is the ballad entitled "Laugh and lie Down:
or, A Dialogue between a young Gentleman and his Sweetheart," beginning "As I was
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It is uncertain whether all these ballads, and many more to "Fair
Angel of England" and UTyrant" not cited, were in fact sung to the
original "Bonny Sweet ltobin" tune. In the absence of tunes bearing
these alternate names, we can only conjecture whether the popularity of
new ballads kept the old tunc in vogue under new names. \Ve do have
a setting of UThough the Tyrant hath ravish'd my Dearest away" by
John Playford in Catch that Catch Can, 1667, but it shows only that
the original words \vere familiar enough to inspire a parody which
Playford could make into a fresh part-song. The variation in length of
stanzas associated with HTyrant" ballads suggests that other tunes un.
known to us were being used.

Bow Bells
John Playford adlnired 14Bo\v Bells" enoug-h to use it in a nUlllber of
his music instruction books. It is first found in lyra-viol tablature in his
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Original lyra-viol set is a fifth lower.

A Musicall Banquet, 1651, Part I, No. 12 (Fig. 41). His A Booke of New
Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern} 1652, includes versions for both cittern
a walking one evening most clear," to the tune "As I was a walking one Sun shining
day" (Pepys; reprinted in RB VIII, 859). The stanza pattern of four anapestic tetrameters offers no rhythmic difficulties, though the quatrain is less common than either
the six- or eight-line stanza in the "Tyrant" ballads. Nothing is known of the tune
title here named.
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and gittern, the fonner purged of sonte incorrect note values when it
reappeared in Musick's Delight on the Cithren, 1006, No. 32. A keyboard
setting is in A1 wicks I-Iand-rnaid, 1078.
The tune direction "Bass His Carrier: Or, Bow Bells" is given for
singing "The Hasty Bride-Groonl," a ballad of 1655 beginning "Come
froln the Temple away to the Bcd" (lvIanchester, Pepys, Rawlinson,
Douce, Lord Crawford, ?\'Iorgan, R.oxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 458).
A version of this text in Pills, 1719-1720, VI, 198, has the music of
"Basse's Career," q.v., which fits it admirably. But "Bow Bells," with a
strain of duple and one of triple rhythnl, is not adapted to the regular
alternations of anapcstic tetraulcter and trinlctcr in the ballad. Although
some allowance may be made for the indistinct Inelodic line often found
with instrumental arrangemcnts, it seclns doubtful that the tunc preserved is the one to which the ballad Inight have been sung.

Bread of God
This tune (Fig. 42) is printed 011 two editions of a broadside published
by Alexander Banks in 1082: "'fhe Loyal Scot; An Excellent New Song.
'1'0 an Excellent Ncw Scotch 1'unc," beginning "Bread of Geudl I
think the Nation's mad" (I-Iarvard, BM C.38.i.25 [15], Bodleian Ashmole
C.IO [156], Chetham 4. and 292). Copies without the music (Huntington,
Yale) are piracies, according to a statement made in April, 1682, by Na-
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thaniel Thompson (see PB V, 240). The text was reprinted in 120 Loyal
Songs, 1684, and appears with its music in 180 Loyal Songs, 1685. Under
the title uBred a gad" the tune is found in Humphry Salter, The Genteel
Companion . . . for the Recorder, 168g. A treble-violin arrangement appears as "A Scotch Tune" in Apollo's Banquet, 5th ed., 1687, and as
.. Bread of Gad" in the 6th ed., 1 °90; both editions contain "The Second
Part of Bread of God," which has a rhythmic pattern ahnost identical
with that of the original melody.
It is not remarkable that no further broadsides were set to this tunc;
what is noteworthy is that such an unmelodious air should have had
the little vogue it enjoyed. ~l'he explanation lllay lie in the attraction of
the political verses accompanying this artificially Scotchified 1l1elody.

The Brides Good-Morrow
l"'he ballad whose title gives this tunc its name begins "The night is
passed, & ioyfull day appeareth" and is sung U~'o a Pleasant New l-'une"
(R.oxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 62). Although the only entry of the
ballad in the Stationers' Itegister is dated 1624 and the single surviving
copy is of about the same time, it is evidently a reissue of a sixteenthcentury original, for HThe Bride's Good-Morrow" was nalned as a tune
before the end of that century.
Music of "The Bride's go[o]d-morrowe" is preserved in the Shirburn
MS, fol. 187v (reproduced in SB, p. (86), for singing "A pleasant ditty,
which doth pleasantly displaye the ioyfull walkes in the month of Maye,"
beginning "Rise vp, my darling;/Abroad let vs be walking" (Fig. 43).

43

~
Original is unbarred.

The broadside from which this was copied does not seem to have survived. Moreover, the tune, which would require six repetitions for each
stanza, is very likely incomplete.
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A familiar narrative to the tune is ·'A 1l10st pleasant Ballad of patient
Grissell," beginning UA Noble ~'farqucs as he did ride on hunting" (BM
Ifuth; reprinted in II C()lI(~cliOll of SCl1(~lll)'-l\r;lle Black-Letter Ballads,
186 7, and liB II, 2(j9). ·rhe uniquc Iluth text, which has been dated
<:. 1000, is the oldest broadsidc edition extant, ahhough Deloney's version of the story Inay havc circulatcd in this forll1 before being gathered
into his Garland of Guud H'ill (apparcntly licensed in 1593; earliest surviving edition 1631, reprinted in JJlor/{s, ed. Mann, p. 31(i). l'he title
varies in later broadside cditions, one <:01111110n fonn being ··A 1110St excellcnt and vel'lUOUS Ballad of thc Patient C;rissell" (Roxburghe, !)ollce,
Euing, Lord Crawford, Pcpys, Bagford, 11arvard, rvlorgan). 'rhe ballad
appears in the Percy Folio MS (cd. I-Iales and Furnivall, III, 4 2 3-43 0 )
but not in the lleliqtu~s. 'rhe Pcrcy Collection at I-Iarvard contains an
eighteenth-century edition of the ballad, published by Dicey, which,
along with its inclusion in A Collection of ()ld Ballads, 1723-1725, I,
252, attests to its currcncy over lllore than a century.

Bright Was the Morning
!)'Urfey's poent, beginning UBright was the Illorning," appeared originally in his New Collection of Songs and PO(~nlS, l(i83. In the sallIe year
it was reprinted with Inusic by rrholnas Shadwell in The N(~'lJ.)cst Collection of the Choicest Songs, p. (io (Fig. 44). rrhe sallle 1l11ISic is in HUlnphry
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Measures 4-8 rebarred upon expansion of cadences.
Salter's Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder, 1683. Words and
music are in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, I, 260, in Bodleian MS Mus.
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Sdl. G.G40 (~7), and in BM MS Add. 19759, £01. 20 (the latter reprinted
in facsimile in e. L. Day, The Sorlgs of Tho,nas }J'Urfey, p. 87). Another
setting of D'Urfey's poem, by \Villianl l"urner, is in The 'Thealer of
AI"sicl" First Book, I 68S. Both 1l1usical tex ts arc ra ther self-consciolls
pieces in characteristic pastoral rh)'tI1l11, though 'furner's is the Inore
Ilighly ornamented.
'rhe words to U'Urfey's song arc found in such Illiscellanies as JViis
Cabinet, c. 1700, and 1"he 1-live, 3d cd., 1727, II, 257. In expanded form
it had appeared as a broadside, ,vith Ineaningless Inusic printed on the
sheet: ....fhe Loyal Lovers Farewel," to the tunc "Bright was the IHorning"
(Harvard, Lord era w£ord 195, a black-letter edi tion of the I G80s). Apparently no other broadsides were sung to the tune.

The Broom) the Bonny Broo~
or The Broom of Cowdenknows
The music of "Broome, Broolnc, The bonny bonny Broolne" is in the
first fourteen editions of The Dancing Master} I G5 1- 1 70 9 (ll'5 I, p. 74 =
Fig. 45). A three-part song, beginning "1-10, the Broome, the Bonny,
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Original is a fourth higher and unbarred.

bonny Broome," is in BM MS Add. 11608, fo1. 55, 1656-1659. The tune
is called uThe Bonny Broom" in Music/t's Delight on the Cithren} 1666.
Eighteenth-century versions of the melody abound: it is in William
Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius} 1725, No. 10, Watts's Musical Miscellany} 1729-1731, I, 76, The Merry Musician} c. 1729 (Harvard), p. 43,
Johnson's Scots Musical Museum~ 1787-1803, I, 70, and Ritson's Scotish
Songs" 1794, I, 118, and on a number of single sheets from c. 1735 to 1785.
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Johann Christian Bach cOlnposed a full instrunlental score for the song,
c. 178.f, and I-Iaydn hanllonized it for George r-fhonlson's A Select Collection of Origill111 Scottish Airs, 1802, III, 28. l'he tune was used in eight
ballad operas, including Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, ~{itchel1's
'rile Ilighland Fair, 1731, and Potter's The Decoy, 1733, \vhose printed
editions contain the Illusic.
Perhaps the earliest ballad that can be associated with the tunc is
··..fhe New Broollle," beginning "Poore Coridon did sometime sit"
(Pepys, reprinted in liB VIII, 586). It is \vithout tune direction, but the
stanza pattern is siruilar to that of other ballads known to be to the
tunc (eight lines of ballad nleter plus a refrain of four). The refrain is:
The bonny Broolne, the well favour'd Broom,
the Broome bloomes Caire on hill,
What ail'd my Love to lightly mee,
and I working her will?

Allhough the Pepys edition probably dates Croln the second quarter of
the seventeenth century, the language of the ballad suggests a considerably earlier date oC cOlnposition. 1
In existence by 1632, when it was entered in the Stationers' Register,
is ,cThe lovely Northern Lasse, Who in the Ditty here complaining,
shewes What harme she got nlilking her Daddies Ewes." It begins
"Through Liddersdale as lately I went" and is to be sung cCTo a pleasant
Scotch tune, called, l'he broorll of Cowdon knowes" (Euing, Rawlinson,
Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in llB I, 588, and in Child, Appendix to
No. 217). l""he tune narne evidently derives from the refrain of the
ballad:
With 0, the broome, the bonny broonl
the broome of Cowdon knoes,
Faine would I be in the North Countrey,
to milke my daddies Ewes.

Chappell (PMO TIl, 4.59-460), anxious to minimize the Scotch element in early balladry, is probably correct here in insisting that the
tune is called Scotch because of the subject matter of the ballad. All the
1 The second line of the ballad refrain is probably related only thematically to the
"Broom on hill" whose "foote" or burden Moros sings in Wager's The Longer Thou
Livest, 1569:

Brome, Brome on hill,
The gentle Brome on hill hill:
Brome, Brome on Hive hill,
The gentle Brome on Hive hill,
The brome standes on Hive hill a.
It is not possible to identify "Brome," one of the songs the jailer's daughter can stng
in The Two Noble Kinsmen, IV, i.
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evidence points to the British origin of the tunc, for it appears exclusively
in English publications until after the first quarter of the eighteenth
century. A traditional ballad popular in Scotland is called "The Broon1
of Cowdenknows" in S()1lle nineteenth-century texts (Child No. 217).
Its relation to the broadside is uncertain. Aside frolll the central ulotif
of the lass got with child while Inilking her father's ewes, the story lines
are independcnt. Child belicves that the broadside poet luay have known
only the refrain of the Scotch ballad and "built his very slight talc on
that." But only a few traditional texts (notably those recovered by Scotl
and Peter Buchan) contain a uCowdenknows" refrain, and the possible
influence of print upon tradition cannot be wholly dismissed. 2
Another early black-letter ballad to the tune is UThe COlllplaint of a
Sinner. '1'0 the tune of the bonny broorne," beginning uChrist is Iny
loue he loued nle/when I was wretch forlorne" (Pepys; reprinted in liB
VIII, 585), .and with a refrain echoing that of "The New Broome":
Thc bonny Broomc, thc well favour'd Broom
the broome bloollles Caire on hill:
Him have I lost that loved me best,
my love against his will.

'rhe first line of this ballad uecoilles the tunc title for "i'he Dreanl of
Judas' Mother Fulfilled," beginning "Who that antique story reads,/
and ancient tales of old," to the tune of "Christ is Iny love" (ltoxburghe;
reprinted in RIJ VIII, 583). This is an early eighteenth-century romanletter copy without imprint, but Ebsworth conjectured that it must have
originated at least a century before. It is in the usual octave stanza with
no refrain.
Other seventeenth-century ballads to the tunc include the following:
lohn Hadlands advice: Or a warning for all young men . . . to forsake
lewd company Cards, Dice, and Queanes. To the tune of the bonny,
bonny Broome," by R[ichard] C[limsell], beginning "To all men now
I'll plainly shew" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 268); "The Bonny
Bryer," by M[artin] P[arker], beginning "One morning early by the
breake of day,/walking to Totnam-Court," to the tune of "the Bonny
Broome" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 165), with the refrain:
fl

Sing 0 the Bryer, the bony bony Bryer,
the Bryer that is so sweet:
2 Gavin Greig's Last Leaves of Traditional Ballads and Ballad Airs, 1925, pp. 151152, contains an Aberdeenshire tcxt which opens with lines similar to the broadside

refrain. The tunes are not clear analogues of the seventeenth-century "Bonny Broom,"
but a note calls attention to a tune in W. Christie's Traditional Ballad Airs, 1876-1881,
I, 126, which is close enough to the broadside tune and Greig's 1 b-c to be a link bctween print and tradition.
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\Vould I had stayd in Lancashire,
to milkc lOy Inothers Neate.

"Slippery \Vill, or rrhe old Bachclors cOlnplaint," bcginning "Long
havc I liv'd a bachelors lifc" (Euing, R.oxburghe; reprinted in liB II,
503); both copies of this ballad wcrc printed by E. B., who rnay be Edward
Blackillore (fl. 1018-1(33); and, lastly, "l"'hc forlorn Lovers Lanlent,"
beginning "Sir, do not think these lines have flow'djfrom youthful hearts
or hands" (Roxburghe; reprintcd in RB VI, 586).
The Scotch version of "The lovely Northern Lasse," popular throughout the eighteenth century, is called "The Broon} of Cowdenknows" in
Allan Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany, 1723, p. 25 (9 th ed., 1733, I, 14),
where the verses are identified as "new Words by different Hands." Its
sentimentalized account of the tnaid's fall-without the happy ending
of the broadside-begins "How biyth ilk Morn was I to see," and the
refrain is as follows:

o

the Broom, the bonny, bonny Broom,
The Broom of Cowdcnknows;
I wish I were with my dear Swain,
With his Pipe and my Ews.

Alexander Stuart included the falniliar air in his Musich for Allan
Ramsay's Collection of Scots Songs, c. 1725, p. 26. 1"'he Tea-Table text
is in A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, III, 236, in The Wreath,
1753, The Bonny Boatman's Garland, c. 1765, a Newcastle imprint, and,
with the tune, in most of the eighteenth-century songbooks cited in the
opening paragraph of this discussion.
A political ballad of the Jacobite uprising is "An excellent new Song
Entituled, the New way of the Broom of Cowden Knows," beginning
"Hard Fate that I should banisht be/And l~ebell called with Scorn"
(National Library of Scotland, Ry III.a.lo [7]), without tune direction
but with a stanza form that fits the "Broom" music.
Thomas A. Arne wrote new music for "The Bonny Broom," an abbreviated version of the Tea-Table text. It is in Gentleman's Magazine,
XXII (Oct., 1752), 471, The Muses Delight, 1754, p. 82, and Clio and
Euterpe, 1759-1762, II, 26.
Robert Crawford's "Broom of Cowdenknows," beginning "When summer comes, the swains on Tweed," is a lyrical adaptation of motifs in
the earlier Scotch verses. The song appeared in Johnson's Scots Musical
Museum I, 71, and in Ritson's Scotish Songs II, 245, as addenda to the
Tea-Table text. Single-sheet editions of c. 1780 with different music are
in BM H.1994.d (61), BM G.313 (187), and Huntington.
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Buff Coat
This tunc is in the founh and all subsequent editions of 1'hc Dancing
Master, 167O-C. 1728 (dJ70, p. 149=Fig. 46). Initially it is a modal air
in con1111on tilue, but frolll the scvcnth edition it is in tij 1 and major. 1
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It is also in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. In 'Thompson's Compleat Collection of 200 Favourite Country Dances, c. 176017 80 , the tune appears as "Miss Peachey's l)elight" (I, 59) and as ""'fhe
Retreat" (II, 77). As "Buff Coat" or "Buff Coat has no Fellows," it was
popular in ballad operas, appearing in at least a dozen, from Gay's
Polly, 1729, to The Country Coquet, 1755. 2
The tune title "Buff Coat hath no Fellow" probably caInes from the
refrain of a ballad not now extant. The buff coat was a conspicuous piece
of military uniform during the early seventeenth century, and allusions
in popular song probably stern (roIn that period. A soldiers' song in
Fletcher and Massinger's The Knight of Malta (perfornled c. 16(8) contains the refrain
Chappell (PMOT I, 343) states that in later editions of The Dancing Master "Buff
Coat" and "Excuse Me" appear as alternate names for the same tune. In point of fact,
"Excuse Me," first introduced in the seventh edition, is an independent tune not interchangeable with "Buff Coat." It can be traced back to a setting in Thomas Robinson's
New Citharen Lessons, 1609, but no broadsides seem to have been sung to the tune.
2 Polly includes both "Buff Coat" and "Excuse Me," with music for each. The two
tunes are named in Chetwood's The Lover's 0fJera, 1729, but only "Buff Coat" is retained in the 1730 edition which contains music. In Chetwood's The Generous Free}\tfason, 173 1 , and Fielding's The Intriguing Chambermaid, 1734, the title HExcuse Me"
is given to the music of HBuff Coat"; and since Chappell reprints a strain of the air
from the former source, he' may have thus been led to equate the tune names.
1
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Each toss his can, until his throat be mellow
Drink, laugh, and sing; the soldier has no fellow

but no direct connection between the end of the refrain and our tunc
title can be argued, especially since the rhythmic pattern of the theater
song is incompatible with that of "Buff Coat." Chappell is impressed by
the three half-notes at the beginning of the tune, lvhich imply strongly
accented monosyllables, and he rephrases the playhouse refrain to read
"Drink, laugh, sing, boys . . . " in order to make words and music
lit-a dangerous overintcrpretation of the evidence.
Broadsides to "Buff Coat" include one printed c. 1660-1665: "l'he
merry Hoastess" by T[homas] R[obins], beginning HeOrne all that loves
good company" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 307); and one dating
from 1686-1688: uThe Coy Maids ltepentance; or, The Old Maids
Wish," beginning "When I was young and handsome too" (Pepys III,
150). In both broadsides the opening line requires the long notes to be
divided, but not so extensively as in the jigging rhythm of the Generou.s
Free-Mason version of the tune. The song in Polly, beginning HWhy that
languish!" illustrates the metrical pattern necessary for the older version
of the air.

Buggering

Oate~

Prepare Thy Neck

This tune title is from the first line of "The Kings-Bench Salutation,"
beginning "Come Buggering Oates, prepare thy Neck," which is found

with the music in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 367 (Fig. 47). The notoriety
of Titus Oates, or the quality of the tune itself, was sufficient to couple
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the air to three broadsides, all of which are probably products of the
1680s. One is "You'l never get her up, Or, Love in a ~rree," beginning
"A Week ago as I did walk/\Vhen it \vas almost twilight" (Lord Crawford 1254, Harvard, BM C.22.f.6 [225]). Another, which fits its first tune
uThe Doubting Virgin" sOlnewhat better than its second, CIBuggering
Oats prepare thy Neck," is ..rrhe Lovers Prophesie," beginning lCWould
you know whcn I will marry /1~o a pretty conlcly Lass" (Lord Crawford;
rcprinted in RB VII, 299). A third is "Portsmouths Lanlentation; Or, A
Dialogue between Two Amorous Ladies, E[llen, i.e., Nell] G[wyn] and
D[uchess of] P[ortsmouth]," beginning "I Prithee, Portsmouth, tell me
plain,/without dissimulation," to the tune of "Tom the Taylor, or, Titus
Oats" (Bagford; reprinted in BB II, (06). On ClTom thc Taylor" see
ltDaniel Cooper."

Bugle Bow
CIBugie Boc" is one of several tunes nalued for singing the respective
sections of lCFrauncis new Jigge," written by George Attowell and licensed for publication in 1595 (Pepys; reprinted in PG, p. 2; a contemporary MS copy is printed in SB, p. 245). Of about the same date
is a lute setting of the simple tune with variations in Cambridgc University MS Dd.2.11, fo1. 82, entitled lCBuggle Bowe" (Fig. 48).
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Apparently unrelated to the Elizabethan tune is the late seventeenthcentury broadside "The Bugle-Bow: or, A Merry Match of Shooting,"
beginning "Upon a time it chanced so," to the tune of elMy husband is
a carpenter or, The Oyl of Care" (Pepys III, 118, Lord Crawford 1231,
BM C.22.f.6 [90]).1 An eighteenth-century slip song llBougel a Boy,"
beginning "My Name it is Bougel a Boy./As you may plainly see" (BM
1

I have no information on either tune named for singing this ballad.
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1871.c'9 [27]) is without tunc direction and is rhythmically inconlpatible
\vith the old "Bugle Bow" air.

Burton Hall or London sLoyalty
"A New Ballad, Of Londons Loyalty" to the tunc of "Burton Hall,"
beginning "Rowze up Great Monarch of this potent Land" (BM C.38.i.25
[12], BM 1872.a.l [122 v ], Bodleian Vet.A·3· c. 2 9 [3], Chetham 3, Harvard)
is a broadside dated 1681 which furnishes the several alternative names
given to the tune. Another edition of the sanle date begins "Rowze up
Great Genius of this Potent Land" (Wood 417 [60)); it appeared with
Inusic as one of D'Urfey's Several Ne.w Songs, 1684, p. 19 (Fig. 49),1 and
in the next year words and nlusic were included in 180 Loyal Songs together with four other songs to the tunc. 'rhe D'Urfey authorship is
further attested by its inclusion in the 1719-1720 edition of Pills among
those songs which D'Urfey clailned for his own (II, 132).
1'he nlusic of "Burton I-Iall" seelns to have been printed first in 1683.
In that year it is found as "London's Loyalty" in 'rhomas Greeting's
Ph~asanl Conlpanion . . . for the Flagelet and I-Iunlphry Salter's Genteel
Cornpanion . . . for the Recorder; and as HBurton I-Iall, or London's
Loyalty" on two dated broadsides, "R.yot upon l~yot: or, A Chant upon
the Arresting the Loyal L. Mayor & Sheriffs," beginning "Rowze up
Great Monarch/In the l~oyal Cause" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [5 I], Harvard, Huntington, Yale, Clark; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs); and "ColI.
Sidney's Lamentation . . . Condelnn'd for High-Treason," beginning
"Now, now too weak, alas! I find our Cause" (Clark, reprinted in 180
Loyal Songs without music but with tune title "What Name"-which
may be a printer's query). In an undated broadside of c. 1683 with music,
the tune is called HI~owze up Great Monarch": HThe Couragious Loyalis~s,
or a Health to the Royal Family," beginning "Drown'd Melancholly/in
a Glass of Wine" (Lord Crawford, BM C.39.k.6; reprinted in 180 Loyal
Songs and OPB, p. lOa). The tune was apparently not included in The
1 Ebsworth, who reprinted D'Urfey's 1684 text (RB V, 245), erroneously dated the
ballad 1683, doubtless because of a reference in stanza 5 to a £300 fine, which he
equated with a levy of 500 marks against Sir Thomas Player in June, 1683. The context
suggests rather that Madame Cresswell, with whom Player was intimate, was liable for
the payment of a £300 bond, to which no precise date can be assigned. Other topical
all usions in the ballad are to affairs of 1679-1681.
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Dancing Master until the fifteenth edition, 1713; there and in Walsh's
Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718, it is called "London's Loyalty."
Other political broadsides to the tune include one of 1 G82, London's
Joy and Loyalty on . . . the l)ukc of York's R.cturn out of Scotland,"
beginning 44R.ouze up ye 'Tories," to the tune of ··London's Loyalty"
(Bodleian Ashmole G.15 [G5]), and one of 1683, uNo Protestant Plot, Or,
The Whigs Loyalty: with the Doctor's New Discovery," beginning "I-Iells
restless Factious Agents still Plot on," to the tune of "Burton House, Or,
Londons Loyalty" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [103], Harvard, Clark). Both
of these are included in I80 Loyal Songs. Appearing early in the reign of
James II is "Seasonable Advice to Doctor Oates," beginning uOh Doctor!
now repent, since at the last/For thy gross criInes thou art in prison cast"
(Chetham 1043). The tune is cited as "London's Loyalty," but the sheet
contains badly printed music of "Hey, boys, up go we" to which the
ballad could not in any case be sung.
jj
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Busy Fame
1'hc song givillg rise to lhis tUIlC tide first appeared without Inusic in
[Joan Philips's] FClflalc Po(:,ns, dJ79. \Vith music by ~rhOlnas Farmer,
and with the protagonists' nanles changed from Phylena and Celadon
to Velinda and Coridon, the two·stanza pastoral poem is found in Choice
Ayres and Songs, Fifth Book, 1£,84, p. 19 (Fig. 50), and in the 1714 and
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1719-1720 editions of Pills. A broadside text of c. 1680 expands the
poem and changes the heroine's name once more: "Coridon and Parthenia," beginning 44When busie Fame o're all the Plain,/Parthenia's
Praises rung," to the tune of "When busie Fame" (Euing, Lord Crawford, I-Iarvard, two editions each; Douce, Yale, Roxburghe; reprinted
in IlB III, 568). During the next several decades the tune was frequently
cited for ballad singing, often as an alternative to other familiar melodies fitting the double ballad-meter stanza, such as "Jenny gin," "Hey,
boys, up go we," "Young Phaon," and "The fair one let me in." The
Lord Crawford Catalogue lists ten broadsides to "Busy Fame," and more
than a dozen to the tune are reprinted in the Rox burghe Ballads. By
the time of the ballad operas, however, the tune had so fallen out of
favor that it is not cited in the hundred or more printed librettos.
Although only a few broadsides using the tune can be noted here, the
following deserve mention: "Loyalty unfeigned, Or, The true Protestants
Admonition," beginning "Hold fast thy Sword & Scepter Charles/sad
Times may else come on," to the tune of "Busie Fame, Young Pheon, or,
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The Fathers Exhortation" (Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB IV, (40). l'his appeared in the early 1680s, when Protestarlts were still confidcnt, if wary; rcprintcd in ISO Lo)'al Songs, 1685, it
was brought up to date hy tlt(· ~lIhstitution of "JaIBcs" for the earlicr
IBonarch's narne. l "Loves Boundless Power," c. 1681, beginning "Hail
to the Mirtle Shade," is directed to he sung to "\Vhen Busie Fame" (8M
C.22.f.fi, Douce, Lord Crawford, I (an'anl, Pcpys; reprinted in RB V, 422),
though that tune fits the ballad rather poorly. This broadside was expanded fronl a stage song in Nathaniel Lee's Theodosius, 1080, III, ii,
with its own music which in tillle uecallle a well-known ballad tune. One
can only sUrIuise that at thc launching of "Loves Boundless Power" the
tune of "Busy FaIlle" enjoyed the greater popularity and so was cited to
the exclusion of the theater air.
Several ballads calling for" Busy Fanle" have apparently not been reprinted: "Falle[n] Man's cruclLy," beginning "When Cupid's fierce and
powerful Dart," to be sung to "Jenny Gin, Busic Fame, or, The fair
one let Inc in" (Pepys III, 385); wrhe Dispairing Maiden Reviv'd By the
R.eturn of her Dearest Love," beginning "As I walkt forth to take the
air,jone morning in the Spring," to the tune of "The fair one let
me in; Or Busie Fame; Or, Jenny Gin" (Pepys III, 181, Douce I, 54. v );
"The l'onnented Lovers AdITIonition," beginning "Cassandra's Beauty
Chann'd Inine eye," to the tunc of "Busic Falne" (Douce II, 218); wrhe
Charming Eccho," beginning "As I was walking all alone,jone Evening
fair and clear," to the tune of "Oh love whose unconfined Wings; Or,
Busie Fame: Or, Young Pheon" (Douce I, 47 v ; another edition, Pepys III,
187, omits ccHusie Fame" frolll the list of tune titles); "l"he Brave Boys
of Bristol," beginning cc Brave Bristol Boys, where e're you be," to the tune
of "Hey Boys up go we; Jenny Gin; Busie Fame; Or, Russels Farewel"
(Douce I, 19); "The Amorous Petitioner," beginning uAs I did lately walk
abroad," to the tune of "Cloris full of harmless thought, Young Phaon,
Busie Falne, or the Lanthorn I-Iorns grow dimn" (Pepys III, (09).2
A competing version of the ballad, "Popery Unvail'd" (Douce II, 174 v ), has a similar
opening, "Hold fast thy Sword and Scepter Charles/sad times are coming on," but
only "Young Pheon" is cited as tunc; despite similar subject matter, there are no
verbal parallels with "Loyalty unfeigned" after the first few lines.
2 I have found no information on the fourth tune title.
1
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Callino Casturame
Comlnentators on this tunc nalne agree that it is an English rendering
of an Irish phrase, the first eleIllent of which has cOlne into modern
usage as colleen. Beyond that the suggestions are nUlllerous but conflicting. W. I-I. Grattan Flood says the words are Caili" d~ a stiuire me
("My dear little girl"); 1 I-I. E. R.ollins offers Caili" dg a stdr (uYoung girl,
o treasure"); 2 Gerard Murphy gives Cailin 0 cllois lSit"irc 1ne C'I am a
girl from beside the [river] Suir"); 8 and J. Maclean suggests Chaitin Og,
an Stittir Tllu Mi ("Young maid, will you guide me").'
uCalli~ 0 custure rne" was entered in the Stationers' Register, March
10, 1582 (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 259); and this ballad, or an imitation
of it, is in A Handefttll of Pleasant De/ites, 15 84. (ed. Rollins, 1924., p. 38),
as uA Sonet of a Louer in the praisc of his lady. To Calcn ° Custure me:
sung at euerie lines end." With the interpolation of the Irish refrain as
directed, the tune tuust be sung three times over to accolnmodate each
six-line octosyllabic stanza. Shakespeare uses the Irish words in I-I enry V J
IV, iv, 4., where they are Pistol's gibberish reply to the French soldier's
words which he has not understood. An epigralll in The Scourge of Folly
(lie. 1(10) by John Davies of I-Iereford (Worhs, cel. Grosart, 1878, II, 16)
alludes to the refrain, perhaps in the fonn associated with the Handcfull
poem:
No word proceeds fronl his [nost fluent tong,
But it is like the burden of thc song

Call'd Callino, conlC fronl a forrainc Land,
Which Eng'lish people do not vnderstand.

1
I
I

I

rrhe tUlle is in William Ballct's MS Lute Book of the late sixteenth
century. As thctne and variations for virginals by William Byrd, it is
found in The Fitzwilliam Virginal BOO/l and BM MS Add. 3°485, £01. 96v
(in Collected Wor/ls ed. Fellowes, 1937-195°, XX, 5). l'he music manuscripts in the Cambridge University Library contain one setting of
J

1 A History of Irish Music, 3d ed., 1913, p. 170. Flood summarized his argument
in a Icttcr to The Irish Statesman, June 25, 1927, pp. 376f.
2 Handelull, cd. 1924, p. 99. In a further note on thc tunc name in ]. Q. Adamj
Memorial Studies, 1947, p. 472, Rollins callcd attcntion to an earlier discussion by
James Lccky in the New Shakspcre Socicty Transactions, 1887-189°, pp. 140-142,
which contains scveral additional interpretations, including that adopted by Rollins.
8 Sce Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., 1954, III, 289.
4 London Times Literary Supplement, May 9, 1958, p. 255.
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"Callinoc" for lute (Dd'3.18, £01. 3) and two in cillcrn tablaturc, the
first of whidl (Fig. 51) is by rrholnas] Robinson (Dd.4.23, £ols. 19, 23 Y).
A four-part song in 1. Playford's Catch that Catch Ca'l, 1667, beginning
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"Callino Callino Calino Castore me" and entitled HAn Irish Tunc,"
is in duple rhythm, and the music bears no relation to the familiar vcrsion of the tune.
At least one seventeenth-century ballad was sung to the tune of
··Culino" 01' HCalino": HA Pleasant Song made by a Souldier," beginning
HIn summer tilne when Phoebus raise [i.e., rays]" (Pepys, Wood 401,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 284). Each eight-line stanza requires
the air to be sung twice.

Calm Was the Evening
This tune takes its name frolu the opening line of a song which seems
to have appeared first in A Ne.w Academy of Complements, 1669, p. 179.
It is twice printed in Merry Drollery Complete, 1670, pp. 220, 29 2 ,
and is found in several later poetical miscellanies. Its fame followed its
introduction in Dryden's An Evening's Love, or the Mock-Astrologer,
16 71 , Act IV, where it begins CfCaim was the Even, and cleer was the
Skie." A musical setting for voice and bass by Alphonso Marsh is in
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Basses throughout imply flatted E.

Choice Songs and Ayres, 1673, p. 9 (Fig. 52); the three-stanza poem with
Marsh's air is in the Keith MS Book, p. 58, and in all editions of Pills,
1719-1720, III, 160.
The song, with its conspicuous ha ha refrain, was expanded into an
eleven-stanza broadside in which the pastoral figures Amyntor and Sylvia
are renamed: "Amintas and Claudia; Or, The Merry Shepherdess" (Harvard, Lord Crawford, Euing, Douce, Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 499).
The tune, here named "Calm was the Evening, and Clear was the Skie,"
serves also for a sequel, HThe Amorous Shepherd, and coy Shepherdess,
Or, An answer to Amintas and Claudia," beginning "Clear was the morning, and azure the Skie" (Douce I, 9).1
1 C. L. Day, in
setting, p. 27, and
pp. 149-150. Day
antedate Dryden's
verses.

The Songs of John Dryden, 1932, prints a facsimile of Marsh's
notes further reprints, imitations, and parodies of the original song,
does not list the two miscellany appearances of the song which
play, and which may cast some doubt on his authorship of the
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Camst Thou Not from Newcastle?
The tune "Newcastle" appears in the first eight editions of The Dancing Master, 1651-1690 (1651, p. 77=Fig. 53). With a few slight wrench-
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Original is unbarred.

ings of accent, it fits a sixteen-line fragment in the Percy Folio MS (ed.
Hales and Furnivall, I, 253), beginning uCalue you not from Newcastle?/
Came yee not there away." The two stanzas include the following refrain:
Why shold not I loue my loue?
why shold not my loue loue me?
why shold not I loue my loue,
gallant hound sedelee?

In Fielding's The Genuine Grub-Street Opera, 1731, "Why should not
I love Robin" is to be sung to "Why shou'd not I love my love," but no
music is printed; a variant edition of the same year, The Grub-Street
Opera, directs the song to be sung to "Mad Moll."
Miss Evelyn K. Wells, in her notes on tunes of the 1651 Dancing
Master in JEFDSS III (1936-1939), 268, proposes a relationship between
the "Newcastle" air and a ballad of c. 1625, "The contented Couckould,
Or a pleasant new Songe of a New-Castle man .. ." (Pepys; reprinted in
PB II, 24). Since no tune is named on the sheet, one can only speculate
whether the Newcastle tune and text were ever intended to go together';
on metrical grounds the linking is possible but fairly rough. Verbal
echoes of "Walsingham" are discussed under the tune of that name.
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In 1"he Farnous Historic of Fryer Bacon, a chapbook of 1627, ··Cam'st
thou not from New-Castlc" is named as a UNorthren tune" to which
~'f iles, accolllpanying himself on pipe and tabor, sings a song beginning
"1"0 couple is a custonle,jall things thereto agrcc" (cd. 1629, sig. Cl''').
'rile trinlcter quatrains are so lyrical that it is difficult to accept the forcings neccssary in putting thcnl to thc dance tune. In all likelihood the
surviving tune is not thc one which nlust havc had some currency in
Elizaucthan days and in the early part of thc sevcnteenth century.

Can Life Be a Blessing?
Originally a song in Drydcn's Troilus and Crcssida, 1°79, III, ii, ffCan
lifc bc a Blessing, or worth the possessing?" is in Choice Ayres and Songs,
T'hird Book, 1681, p. 3, with nlusic by Thomas Farnlcr (Fig. 54), and,

with the same music in another key, in Fitzwilliam Museum MS 30.G.20,
c. 1680, p. 4. The Dryden song was expanded into a ten-stanza broadside
version, "Loves Power and Greatness," beginning "Can Life be a Blessing,jThat's worth our possessing?" (Pepys III, 133, Lord Crawford 201),
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a New Play-house ~rune," presunlably Fanner's. A political ballad
of c. 1680 must have followed "Loves Power and Greatness" into print;
it is "Unfeigned Friendship, or, 'rhe Loyalists Cordial Advice," beginning "I-Iow happy's the State where no discords are breeding," to a new
Playhouse l"une, called, I-Iow happy's the State, or, Can Life be a
Blessing" (Harvard, Blvl C.22.f.G, Lord Crawford, Pepys; reprinted in
PB III, 82). If "I-low I-Iappy's the Statc" is a separate tunc, it has not
survived.
John Eccles wrote incidental nlusk for a revival of Dryden's play, c.
1695, and it was presuluably about this thne that he COlllposed a fresh
setting for "Can life bc a blessing" (in his Collectiotl of Songs, c. 1704,
p. 137). So far as is known, this air had no connection with broadside
.history.
"'1'0

U

Canst Thou Not Weave Bone-Lace?
'fhis tunc derives its title fronl the opening line of "Another Scotch
Song, by way of Dialogue, Set to a very pretty Northern Tune," which
appeared in 'Tholuas D' Urfey's A Compleat Collection, 168 7, p. 15.
D'Urfey's song, which lnay be an adaptation of an earlier text, was expanded into a broadside of about the sanle date: c·Chastities Conquest,
Or, No rrrusting before Ivlarriage," beginning ICCanst thou not weave
Honelace,/yea by Lady that I can," to the tunc of "Canst thou not weave
Bone-lace" (Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Euing, Pepys, R.oxburghe;
reprinted in IlB III, 497).
No contenlporary copy of the nlusic has been found, but it appears as
a spirited dance tune in one ballad opera, George Lillo's Silvia, 1731,
Air 51 (Fig. 55). Lillo echoes the ballad in his second line:
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T'hou canst do Housewife's Workl
Y ca, by'r Lady, that I can.

Chappell (Jill III, 190) equates the tune with ",,\ Trip to l\farrowbone,"
found in the twelfth and succeeding editions of The Dancing Alaster and
used by D'Urfe)' for his song "Maiden fresh as a rose" (in A1erry Altlsieian, 1716, I, 189, and Pills, 1719-1720, I, 56-57). l'he two tunes are
siulilar in their basic rhythm and in their final cadence, but they differ
luelodically. "A l'rip to Marrowbone" contains a second strain not paralleled in "Canst thou not weave Bone-lace."

The Carman s Whistle
1."his tune, arranged by William Byrd as a set of variations for the virginals, is in his My Ladye Nevells Boo/le, The Fitzwilliam Virginal
[JOOll, BM MS Add. 3°185, fol. 65, BM Add. 3°486, fol. 19 (Fig. 56), and

Will Forster's MS Virginal Book, p. 130 (see Collected Works, ed. Fellowes, 1937-1950, XX, 7). A keyboard transcript, c. 1700, attributed to
By,rd in BM MS Add. 314°3, fol. 25 v, is entitled "The Carter's Whissell."
Early seventeenth-century lute tablatures are in BM Egerton MS 2°46,
fol. 32v, and Cambridge University MS Dd.5.78.3, £01. 48v. The staff notation setting in David Lumsden's An Anthology of English Lute Music,
1954, No. 26, is a composite.
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'The presence of "1.'he Cannans Whistle" in My Ladye Nevclls Boollc
esta hlishcs thc vogue of the tunc before 1591. A ballad with this title
1l1ust ha \'c circulated COlltelllpOrancously, for in 1592 I-Icnry Chcnle, in a
letter prefixed to An tholl Y !\( u nda y's translation of Gcril(~011 of E11g1and
(Pan ~, sig. A.t), fondeuilled it hy name: "I rnarucll who the diuell is his
Printcr [who] . . . would bee so ilnpudent to print such odious and
lasciuious ribauldrie, as \"atkins Ale, 'The Cannans \Vhistle, and sundrie
such other." 1
r-rhe rllusical ability of caners was legendary, as Chappell (PMOT I,
13H) showed through quotations frolll Elizabethan and Jacobean plays.
~1()st of the allusions arc gcneral, in the spirit of Falstaff's characterization of Justice Shallow: 'A canle ever in the rearward of the fashion,
and sung those tunes to thc over-scutch'd huswives that he heard the
carmen whistle, and sware they were his Fancies or his Good-nights"
(2 I-Ienry IV, III, ii, 312-315). Here the whistling of carnlen is signified,
but not without the possibility of a pun on the tune name.
The following may be thc original ballad to the tune, though it is extant only in editions of the latc seventeenth century: "The Courteous
Cannan, And the AIllorous rvfaid. or, The Carmans Whistle," beginning
"As I abroad was walking/by the breaking of the day," to the tunc of
liThe Carman's Whistle; or, Lord Willoughby's March" (Lord Crawford
86 and 87, })ouce I, 32v and 38, I-Iarvard, HM C.22.f.6 [104]; an emasculated partial text is reprinted in Chappell, Pl\10T I, 139-140). One of
the Douce copies contains the following MS addition: "Tune I wish I
was a fair maid as I am a Bonnie Then I would have a whitser &:c." On
this tune I have no information. "Lord Willoughby," which fits the ballad, is an independent Elizabethan tunc, q.v.
Closely paraphrasing wrhe Courteous Carman," using its first tune,
and sharing with it the double entendre of phallic symbolism, is "'I'he
COlubers Whistle or, i'he Sport of the Spring," beginning "All in a pleasant morning,/in the Inerry month of May," licensed by Sir ltoger L'Estrange, and so not later than 168.1) (R..awlinson, Wood E.25, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 564).2 Another to the tune is "All
is ours and our Husbands, Or the Country Hostesses Vindication," beginning "Come all you Tribes of Flostises," to the tune of "Carmans
II

1 The letter is signed "T. N." but in the preface to Kind-Harts Dreame, 159 2 ,
Chettle absolved Thomas Nashe of any responsibility, blamed the printer, and acknowledged the authorship of the strictures quoted. In the body of Kind-Harts Dreame
Chettle renewed his attack on this and other objectionable ballads.
2 A variant form of this text, called "A Pleasant New Sounge called the carmans
Whistle," is in Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet. 185, £01. 21, a commonplace book dated
c. 1590; this earlier version is to the tune of "0 Neighbor Roberte," another name
for "Lord Willoughby."
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Whistlc, Or I-ligh Boys up go we" (Lord Cra\vford, I-Iarvard, Roxburghe;
rcprinlcd in RB III, 380).

Cavaltlly Man
'rhis tUIlC is in Tlu~ IhulC;llg Alaster, COll1l11cncing with lhc fourth
cdition, 1670, p. 140 (Fig. 57); it is without key signature and in common
time through the eighth cdition and thereafter is in F and in 6/4 time.
Music is also found in 180 Loyal Songs, 1685, pp. 200, 254; on a broadside "Love and Loyalty" (Fig. 58) properly sung to "Tender hearts of
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London City" (Douce, Lord Crawford, Pepys, Roxburghe; text reprinted
in RB VII, 497); and in Pills, 1719-1720, II, 118, IV, 12, 317. In Walsh's
Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718, the tune is called "Cavalier."
The music is used in but one ballad opera: Johnson's The Village Opera,
17 2 9.
The original ballad giving rise to the tune name was published by
Francis Grove and is probably to be dated about 1640. It is: "The Northcountrey Maid's resolution & love to her Sweetheart ... To a pleasant
new Northern Tune," beginning "As from Newcastle I did pass" (Euing
257). In it a Scottish lass, loyal to her "Cavalier blade," repeats the words,
"I'll follow my Cavalilly man," reinforcing them with the refrain:
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my dainty Cavalilly man,
My finnikill Cavalilly nlan,
For Gods Cause and the Protestants,
I prithee Ie me gang with thee man.

It may be questioned whether this ballad was sung to the tunc we know,
for each stanza of eight lines, with the four-line refrain, would require
that our eight-measure tunc be sung three thnes over; but this is by no
means an unheard-of practice.
What is certain, however, is that the tune enjoyed a great vogue during
the political struggles of the 1680s. 'The usual stanza fonn, analogous to
that of f·Which nobody can deny," is three lines of anapestic tetrauleter
plus a one·line refrain. A typical broadside sung to the tune is "A Litany
from Geneva; in Answer to that (rom St. Omer's," 1682, beginning "Front
the Tap in the guts of the I-Ionourable Stump" (Wood 417, Bodleian Ashmole G.d>, HM 1872.a.l; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, 1685, and RIJ V,
196; some editions have no tunc direction). The refrain "Libera nos,
Domine" links this ballad with a large class, including "A Letany for
St. Omers" alluded to above, in which political or religious factions are
represented as complaining of contemporary ills from which they would
like to be freed. Litany stanzas usually end with the Latin phrase or its
English equivalent, UFor ever good Lord deliver us." Although not always
designed for singing, the litanies nonetheless often call for such tunes as
"Cavalilly Man" or wrhe Queen's Old Courtier" or "When Jockey first
the wars began," and most of them can be sung to one of these tunes.
In 1684 Thomas D'Urfey composed uA New Littany, design'd (or this
Lent, and to be Sung in all the Conventicles, in and about London, (or
the Instruction of the Whiggs," beginning "From Counsels of Six, lvhere
Treason prevails," to the tune of "The Cavalilly Man" (Bodleian Ash·
mole G.16, BM 1872.a.l, I-Iarvard, Clark; reprinted in I80 Loyal Songs
and in RB V, 34.3). Another Tory piece from the same year is "Song of the
Light of the three Nations turn'd into Darkness. Or Otes made Free man
of Whitington's Colledge, for Perjury, andalum Magnatum, and something like Treason," beginning "Come all our Caballers &: Parliament
Votes" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [66], Clark; reprinted in 120 Loyal Songs
and 180 Loyal Songs). "Oates Well Thresh't," beginning "Our Oates last
Week not worth a Groat," is a broadside of 1681 to the tune "Which no
Body can deny" (Harvard, Wood 417 [184], Bodleian Firth b.20 [86]). In
180 Loyal Songs it is reprinted with the tune direction of the broadside
but with music of uCavalilly Man." This political songster of 1685 contains several other uCavalilly" pieces probably derived from broadsides
which have not survived.
Other ballads include "A New Song Lately come from Ireland," be• 88 ·

ginning "Thcre was an Irish Anny brave," to the tunc of "CavalciroInan," licensed uy J. F[rascr], who succccded R.ichard Pocock upon the
accession of \Villialll and ~(ary (ilarvard). 'rhe fivc-line stanza, in which
the fifth linc repcats the fourth, can IJc sung to the tunc with a repetition
of the two closing h;trs. Another is "'rhe Conditional Rccantation or A
Dialoguc between the ()racle of St. Patrick and the late King," beginning
"If both the Indies wcre IllY OWI1" (B~I ~,(S Ilarl. 7319, p. (59). A pair
of related ballads to thc tunc rcvcrt frolll politics to rOlnance: "The \Vellshap'd West-Country Lass," bcginning "I-li-ho, lny heart it is light" (Pepys
III, 281, Lord Crawford 509), actually an ironic portrait of physical unpleasantness; and restoring the perspecti ve on thc idcal lover, "Roger,
The West-Country Lad . . . his . . . Swect-heart Described, in Answer
to the Well-shap'd Country Lass," beginning Ill-lie-hoe, pray what shall
I doe?" (Pepys V, 218, Lord Crawford 510, both with Ineaninglcss nlusic).

Celt~

That I Once Was Blest

This tune by I-Ienry Purcell takes its nanlC (roln a song originally set
to it in Dryden's Arnpltitryon, lOgO, Act III. It was printed in The Songs
in Amphitryon, with tlte Musich, lOgO, p. 1 (Fig. 59), in a contemporary
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single-sheet edition (BM C.180.a [17]), and in all editions of Pills, 171g1720, IV, 257. A treble-violin arrangement of the tune appeared in
Apollo's Banquet, Second Book, 1691.
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The stage song was expanded from three to ten stanzas in the broadside version: "Coy Celia's Cruelty . . . sung . . . in . . . Amphitryon.
'1'0 an excellent ncw playhouse tunc" (Lord Crawford 208, Pepys V, 3°1,
hoth with Illcaningless 1l111Sic). And half a dozen other broadsides were
wriuen to the tunc: "Constant Cloris," beginning "Cloris in a Mirtle
Grovc" (B~1 C.39.kJi, with 1l1caningless music; reprinted in OPlJ, p. 59);
wrhe Mistaken Bride: or, 'rhe faithful Friend," beginning "In fair London late did dwell" (Lord Crawford, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RlJ VIII, (33); uThe False-hearted Lover," beginning "Loyal
Lovers far and near" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 150), with its answer,
"'rhe Young-Mans Lanlcntation," beginning uIs my swcetest Creature
Dead" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 154); "The Lovers Lamentation: or,
a New Mock-Song On the Cruelty of Coy Lucinda," beginning HPitty here
a Loyal swain" (Pepys III, 85); and "The Forsaken Nimphs Complaint,"
beginning "Strephon vow'd and swore to be" (Pepys V, 300, with meaningless music).
The tune is cited as Air 12 in the original edition of Chetwood's The
Lover's Opera, 1729, but is not nalned in the third edition, 1730, which
contains Inusic. Words of the original stage song continued to be popular
during the eighteenth century, appearing in such poetical Iniscellanies as
The Cornpleat Acaderny of Complernents, 1705, and volulne one of The
Hive, 3d ed., 1726.1

Charles ofSwedeny or First ofAugust
In the second volume of The IJancing Master, 3d cd., 17 18, p. 337 (Fig.
Go), and in Walsh's Cornpleat Country J)ancing-Master, Second Book,
1719, this tune is entitled "Frisky Jenny, Or: '['he tenth of june," the
second of these names deriving fronl the birthday of james, the Pretender. In the third volulnc of The IJancing Master, c. 1728, it is called
"The constant Lover." 1 By the time of the ballad operas, the tune had
acquired two new nanles: (I) "First of August" or ccGlorious first of August," in allusion to the accession date of George I in 1714, becomes the
tune title in Coffey's The Beggar's Wedding, 1729, Chuck, 1729, and The
1 For a more detailed listing of reprints, see The Songs of John Dryden, ed. C. L.
Day, 1932, pp. 16g-170.
1 An entirely different tune is that entitled "The constant Lover" in The Dancing
Master, 1714, 1718. 1728, II, 181.
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Sharpers, 1740; (2) "Charles of Sweden," used in Coffey's The Devil to
Pay, 1731, Drury's The Rival Milliners, 1737, and The Sailor's Opera,
1745. The same tune, untitled, is Air 22 in Johnson's The Village Opera,
1729. In BM MS Add. 29371, fol. 55 v, which may be of the mid-eighteenth
century, a violin arrangement of the tune is called "Tenth of June, or
King of Sweedland."
Several ballads were directed to be sung to the tune under its various
nanles. An Irish broadside of 1727 capitalized doubly on the tunc title
and its relation to the calendar: "A New Song . . . on . . . Procession
of . . . Society of Scriblers . . . Tuesday the first of August, 1727," beginning "Good People all I pray draw near,/'rhis Glorious first of August" (BM 839.n1.23 [(('4]). In another to the sallIe tune, the beginning
of the title may be cropped: "Made on the . . . Glory of the Twenty
Four Corporations of . . . Dublin," beginning "All you that fain would
Jolly be" (BM 839.m.23 [17]).
The original poem on the death of Charles XII scenIS to be wrhe
Soldiers Remelnbrancer: or Valient Charles of Sweeden," beginning "Glorious Hero are you dead"; every stanza ends "Great glorious Charles of
Sweeden," and though no tune direction is given, this song has the sarne
stanza as others sung to the tune (Madden III, 713, a late eighteen~h-cen
tury broadside edition; found also in The Unconstant Moggy's Garland,
Newcastle, 1765?). The taking of Portobello in 1739 was occasion for a
ballad to the tune of "Glorious Charles of Sweden": "English Courage
Display'd, or Brave News from Admiral Vernon," beginning "Come
Loyal Britains all Rejoyce with joyful acclamations" (Madden slip songs
I, No. 531, reprinted in C. H. Firth's Naval Songs and Ballads, 1908, p.
177). On the same sheet is a reworking of the Portobello ballad to fit an
event of 1741: "English Courage Display'd: on Admiral Vernon's Taking
of Carthagena," beginning ccBrave loyal Britons all rejoice,/With joyful
acclamation," to the tune of "Glorious Charles of Sweden" (reprinted in
M. O. Percival, Walpole Ballads, 1916, p. 166). To the same tune is
"Whittington reviv'd, or the City in Triumph: On Alderman Parson's
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being Chose twice Lord-~Iayor of . . . London," beginning "Great Alderman Parsons now is Chosc" (BM 1876.f.l [120]), celebrating an cvent
of 1740. "A New Song, on the sharp and B[l]oody BaltIc . . . the 16th
Instant, oetween the English . . . and the French," beginning "Brave
Britons let your Voices Ring,/with joy£ull acclamation" (B~{ 1876.£.1
[128]), is on the battle of Dcuingcn in 1743, the last occasion on which
a British king has cOInIuandcd in person. Also to the tune is "A copy of
Verses made on the Public Fire-\Vorks, in I-{onour of Peace . . . 27th
of April 1749, in St. James's Park," beginning "Come free Brittons lets
all rcjoice,/upon this Solclnn occasion" (IlM C.116.i.4 [116]).
Alnong 'the single-shect songs using this Illusic (but without giving it a
namc) may be mentioned "A Jigg Danc'd in the SchooIe of Venus: or the
3-Penny Hops Burlesq'd by Mr. John Vernham," beginning "Oh how
I Doat upon that Lass" (I-Iarvard, BM 1-1.1601 [346], dated 1715?).
In Coffey's ballad opera The Devil to Pay J the song to this tune begins
"Come, jolly Bacchus, God of 'Vine," whence anothcr nanlC for thc tune.

Charon Make Haste
This tune flourished during the reign of .lalnes II and for a year or so
afterward. Ahnost all thc ballads to the tune werc licensed by R.ichard
Pocock, whose tcrm extended from latc in 1685 until early 1689 (cf. H..ollins, PB III, 210, IV, 226); thosc not licensed by Pocock may be dated
within the early months of William and Mary's reign. The tune title derives from the opening line of leThe Dispairing Lovers Address to
Charon," beginning 4'Charon make haste, and ferry me over" (Perys,
Lord Crawford, Douce, BM C.22.f.6; reprinted in RB VI, 24; the title
is sometimes "A Call to Charon . . .").
Music to the tune (Fig. 61) is found on a Pepys broadside, leA New
Song, called, The Duke of Grafton's Welcome HOllie . . . fronl his Forreign Travels," beginning "All Loyal Subjects resolve to be luerry" (Pepys
V, 31; text reprinted in PB III, 295). The music is corrupt in spots but
is well above par for broadsides. Debased notation is printed with "True
Lovers Extremity; or, The Maidens miserable Moan," beginning "I having an hour of time and leisure" (Euing, Harvard, BM C-39.k.6; reprinted in OPB, p. 140). A tune called "Caron make hast" is in Youth's
Delight on the Flagelet, 9th ed., c. 1690, but it appears to be either a
crude attempt at an accompanying part or an independent air.
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Other broadsides to the tune include: "The Dying Damsels Doleful
Destiny," beginning "Alnong the Violets, fair Lillies and H..oses" (Douce
I, 66, with the additional tune direction in MS: H'I'rue Love it is a Tormenting pain"; reprinted in Seventeenth Century Lyrics, ed. N. Ault,
2d ed., 1950, p. 482); "Charon's Kindness, or the Languishing Lass releas'd from her sorrowful destiny," beginning "As I was ranging the Forest of Fancy" (Douce I, 41 V); "A Third Touch of the Times," beginning
14Brave English Boys now rejoyce and be merry" (Pepys, dated 1688; reprinted in PB III, 329); "The Languishing Swain," beginning "Down by
the side of a fair Christial Fountain" (Harvard, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 29); 1 uThe Young Man and Maids Recreation or, The Spring Birds Notes," beginning "My Dearest lets walk
through the Meaddows this weather" (Douce II, 265V); I4Cupids Kindness
to Constant Coridon," beginning "Silvia the Fair by the side of a River"
(Douce I, 48, Lord Crawford 1057, Harvard, BM C.22.f.6 [38]); "A New
1 Since the tune ULanguishing Swain" is associated with ballads in octosyllabic
quatrains, its name is probably not derived from this ballad, which is in the dactylic
tetrameter octaves characteristic of "Charon" ballads. More likely candidates are two
broadsides discussed under the tune "He that loves best must suffer most." uCharon"
and ULanguishing Swain" are not comfortably interchangeable, despite the remarks
of Rollins (PH V. 319) and Lord Crawford (Catalogue, p. 597).
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Song, called 'rhe Lover's '[ragedy: or Parents Cruelty," beginning "A
Virgin fanl'd for her Vcnuc and Beauty" (Euing 18G, Lord Crawford
1236, I-larvard, B~{ C.~~,f.(j [13]; reprintcd in John Ashton, A Century
of Ballads} 1887, p. 1(1); "l'he '"[rue Pattcrn of Loyalty," beginning
"Willianl and Susan they happily llleeting" (Flarvard, Blvl C.22.f.6, Lord
Crawford; reprinted in RlJ VII, 502).
'rhree ··Charon" ballads express the Protestants' joy after 1688: uGreat
Brittains Joys compleated, Or, Londons rfriumph in the Proclailning of
the Prince and Princess of Orange King and Queen of England, on the
13th. of this Instant February," beginning "Protestants now we have
cause to be chearful" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 150); w!'he Kingdorlls
Cares Endu'd with COlufort, By 'rhe Coronation . . . the 11 tho of this
Instant April, 1689," beginning Let all true protestants now in this
Nation" (Pepys; reprinted in PD IV, 246); and "The Protestant's satisfaction in a Prosperous R.eign," beginning "You that would have this
a prosperous Nation" (reprintcd in RIl VII, 71~, fronl an unidcntified
copy published by J. Blare in 168g).
. The following pair of "Charon" ballads is related, as the titles show:
"T'he l)anlosels Tragedy: Or, True Love in I)istrcss," bcginning "You
Loyal Lovers attend to Illy })itty" (Lord Crawford 1106, I-Iarvard, BM
C.22.f.6 [108]); and "'T'he Young-Mans COlnplaint, Or, An Answer '"1'0
'I'he Damosels Tragedy," beginning "Now for the loss of Illy amorous
Jewel" (Douce, Lord Crawford, I--Iarvard, R.oxburghe; rcprintcd in Bn
II, 938).2
A· trifling curiosity attaches to "T'he Faithful Squire: or, 'I"he Fortunate
Farmer's Daughter," beginning "'rhere was I'll tcll you a wealthy young
Squirc" (Lord Crawford, I-Iarvard, Bagford; reprintcd in nB I, 454), for
it has been conjectured that the ballad Illay have been the genn of
H.ichardson's Pamela. ,"!""he verse prcfixed to the ballad summarizes thc
idea of the novel, to be sure, but in a very general way:
U

Had she cOllsented to his will,
when he rid first that way,
She might have been unmarried still,
though now a Lady Gay.

Such a miscellany as Pills is full of songs of the same tenor for which the
same argument could be made, and in the absence of some specific
acknowledgment by Richardson, it seems dangerous to attribute to this
"Charon" ballad anything beyond the interest of a mere parallel.
2 Ebsworth erroneously thought that the ballad to which this was the answer was
"The True Lovers Lamentable Overthrow; Or, The Damosels Last Farewell" (BB I,
154). This latter ballad, to the tune of "Cruel Bloody Fate," has a stanza pattern
distinctly different from that of the HCharon" ballads.
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Chestnut
l"his dance tunc appears in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1185, No. 108,
a mid-seventcenth-century virginal set (Fig. 62), in Elizabeth Rogers's MS
Virginal Book (BM MS Add. 10337, fol. 21, before 1(50), and in A Boohe
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• Varied repeat in MS.

of New Lessons, 1052, arranged for both dttern and gittern. In The
Dancing Master, 1051-16go, it is entitled "Chestnut (or Doves Figary):' 1
A ballad registered in 1656 calls for the tune: "The Batchelor's Choice,
or, A Young.man's Resolution
To have his Love and Sweet-heart Nancy,
Whom he most heartily doth fancy,"

beginning "Fye upon this paultry Cupid,jhe hath, shot me with his
shaft," to the tune of "Chess-nut, Or, Cat after kinde" (Rawlinson 4.5).
The burden,
But I fancy Lovely Nancy,
and she alone enjoyes my heart,

is apparently an echo of "I could fancy pretty Nancy," used as a tune title
by C[harles] R[ecords] in a ballad of the 1630s, "Friendly Counsaile"
(RB I, 65); but the six-line iambic .stanza contrasts with the eight-line
trochaic pattern of our "Chestnu t" ballad,' and the two cannot well be
associated.
"Doves Figary" may be explained by a passage in Deloney's Thomas of Reading
(Works, ed. Mann, pp. 217-218) which relates how a song made on the hospitable
Tom Dove of Exeter eventually became a dance. Deloney quotes a stanza which can
with little difficulty be fitted to the Dancing Master tune. See ]EFDSS, IV (1942), 124.
1
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One of Patrick Cary's Trivial Poems (cd. W. Scott, 1820; the ~fS is
dated 1651) is to the tune of "But I fancy Louely Nancy" and begins
"Surely now I'nle out of danger,/And noe more need feare Iny heart."
It has the trochaic nlovelllent of "l'he Batchelor's Choice" but antedates
the registry of that broadside by five years. Since we do not know whether
the broadside had been issued earlier, we cannot be sure where Cary got
his tune title. 2
"Cat after kinde" recalls the proverbial phrase, but I have no data
on the tunc.

Chevy Chase
Although "Chevy Chase" is named as the tune for some three dozen
ballads before 1700, the only seventeenth-century musical setting I have
found is an untitled air and bass, coupled with the opening stanza of the
"Chevy Chase" ballad, in Edinburgh University Library MS DC.1.6g,
fo1. 113 (reversed), c. 1650-1675 (Fig. 63). The music is printed eight
times in the 171g-1720 Pills, once with the ballad text (IV, 289); and the
same tune (Fig. 64) is once specifically identified as "Chivy-Chase" (IV,
I). Music and tune name are again associated in several ballad operas,
including Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, Kelly's The Plot, 1735, and
Fabian's Trick for Triclt, 1735. The identity of the tune would therefore
seem to be beyond question.
But the ballad itself, of which there are many seventeenth-century editions,l is to the tune of "Flying Fame," and there are at least two other
ballads reprinted in Pills with "Chevy Chase" music whose broadside
2 uThe Redeemed Captivc" (BR II, 549, OPB, p. 199) is a Restoration broadside
with first line as in Cary's poem; thereafter, however, the two texts are independent,
and the ballad is to the tune uWhen Aurelia first was [courted]," q.v.
1 Perhaps the oldest edition is "A mcmorable song vpon the vnhappy hunting in
Cheuy Chase .. .o' (Pcpys I, 92), printed for Henry Gosson, who flourished 1601-164°;
another edition with the same titlc and of about the same date (Manchester II, 7)
was printed for Edward Wright, fl. 1615-1648; an edition of c. 1658-1664 was printed
for Coles, Vere, and Gilbertson (Euing 212, Wood 402 [80]). None of these copies is
noticed in STC or Wing. Later editions during the seventeenth century include those
printed for Coles, Vere, and Wright, c. 1668-1674 (Roxburghe III, 66, Douce I, 27 v)
and for Coles, Vere, Wright, Clark, Thackeray, and Passinger, c. 1678--1680 (Harvard),
the latter entitled "An unhappy mcmorable song on the hunting in Chevy Chace . ~ ."
The ballad is in the Percy Folio MS (cd. Hales and Fumivall, II, 7), reprinted in
the Reliques, in RB VI, 740, and in Child No. 162 B.
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editions name "Flying Fame." 2 'rhe question then is whether the music
preserved as "Chevy Chase" was originally known as "Flying Fame" or
whether there are two independent tunes. The ballad from which "Flying Fame" or "When flying fame" takes its name is lost; 8 moreover, no
music with those titles has survived. We can be sure, however, that "Flying Fame" was known as a tune when the broadside texts of "Chevy
Chase" began to be issued. And whereas "Chevy Chase" continued to be
2 These are "The Shepherd and the King," beginning "An elder time there was
of yore" (Wood 401, Pepys, Euing, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 211), licensed in 1578, but no surviving copy earlier than c. 1625:
found in Pills V, 289. And Deloney's "A mo'urnefull Dittie on t~e death of faire
Rosamond," beginning "When as King Henrie rul'd this land," which first appeared
in the 1607 edition of his Strange Histories (many broadside copies with varying titleS:
reprinted in RB VI, 673, in Mann's Deloney, p. 297); found in Pills, 1714 ed. only, V,
154·
8 The phrase "fiying fame" occurs in two poems in A Gorgeous Gallery of Gallant
Inventions, 1578, ed. Rollins. p. 61: "If that the fiying fame therof, to others eares
attayne," and p. 120: "That dare I not? for feare of Bying fame." The currency of
the phrase tells us nothing specific about the lost ballad, but from other evidence
we can be reasonably sure that it was a product of the Elizabethan muse.
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named as a tune for new ballads throughout the eighteenth century, "Flying Fame" is found only on reissues of old ballads. We may conclude
either that the older tunc virtually died with the seventeenth century or
that the great popularity of the "Chevy Chase" ballad produced a new
nanle for the tunc which gradually displaced the old name. The latter
hypothesis seems the nlore probable, but it must be kept in mind that
we do not have the evidence for a positive conclusion.
Among the early ballads to the tune of "Flying Fame," the following
may be noticed: Deloney's "'rhe Noble Acts of Arthur of the round
Table," beginning "When Arthur first in court began," was included in
his Garland of Good Will, 1631 (Works, ed. Mann, p. 323), but it was
licensed in 1603 as a broadside and must have circulated even earlier, for
in 2 Henry IV, 1598, II, iv, Falstaff sings .the opening lines. A broadside
edition published by W(illiam] I (aggard], c. 1615, is at Harvard. Later
texts, chiefly of the last quarter of the seventeenth century, are represented by the reprint in HB VI, 722. A five-stanza burlesque of the ballad,
with identical beginning, is in Sportive Wit, 1656; another is in Windsor
Drollery, 1672; and an inlitation beginning "When james in Scotland
first began," to the tune of "When Arthur first in Court began," is in
Choyce Drollery, 1656.
Also to the tune is Deloney's story of Alphonso and Ganselo, called
"Of the faithfull friendship that lasted betweene two faithfull friends,"
beginning "In stately l~ome sometimes did dwell" (Garland of Good
Will, in Works, ed. Mann, p. 338; Percy Folio MS, cd. Hales and Furnivall, III, 507; Roxburghe, reprinted in RB III, 205). And in SB, p. 204,
is preserved uA newe Ballad . . . fall of Christ's Church pinnacle in
Norwitch . . . Aprill 1601," beginning HIf eucr words did moue a
wight." Other well-known ballads to the tune are: HA worthy example of
a vertuous wife, who fed her father with her owne milk," licensed in
1596 and found in many editions (RB VIII, 4); HThe Wanton wife of
Bath" (HB VII, 213); a ballad on the battle of Agincourt, variously titled,
and beginning HA Counsell graue our King did hold" (PB I, 12; the version in Pills V, 49, has a musical text which begins as in HThe Children
in the Wood," but after two bars becomes "Chevy Chase"); and "A
Lamentable Song of . . . King Leir, and his Three Daughters" (Golden
Garland of Princely Pleasures, 1620; reprinted in RB VI, 714, from an
eighteenth-century copy without tune direction).
.
Deloney's ballad on Fair Rosamond (see note 2 above) gave another
name to the tune of "Flying Fame." Early editions of "The Lady Isabellas Tragedy" are to the tune of "Fair Rosamond, Or, Chivy Chase"
(Douce I, I l l , Wood E.25 [54]; later editions are to "The Ladies Fall";
see "In peascod time" for a discussion).4 Several eighteenth-century ballads also call for "Fair Rosamond," including "The Glorious Warriour:
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or, A Ballad in Praise of General Stanhope," 1710 (Brvl C.20'£.2 [234],
Lord Crawford 1277); "A New Ballad. ~ro the 'rune of Fair Rosarllond,"
beginning "\\Then as Qu - - - A - - - of great R.enown," on Abigail 1-1 ill,
Lady l\fashanl, the Queen's favorite (Brvl 102.111.70 [II], Harvard; reprinted in Political Merrirncllt, 1711); and such obviolls iOlitations as CIA
New Song" on }{oberl I-I arley, first Earl of Oxford, beginning "\Vhen
as Qucen Robin rul'd this Land,/Both Knave and Queen was hc" (BM
112.£.44 [35]; reprinted in Political Merriment, 1714, and A Pill to Purge
State-Melatlcholy, 1715, all without tune direction; the table of contents
of the latter directs the song "to all l"'tlnes").
l"he ballad of "Chevy Chasc" is itself a broadsidc reworking of an
earlier version preserved in Bodleian MS Ashmole 48, fol. 15 v (miqsixteenth century), popularly titled "The Hunting of the Cheviot." G
It may well have circulated in print as well as orally, but no printed
copies have survived. "Chevy Chase" was licensed in 1624 and again in
1675, both entries very likcly representing transfers of ownership. We
have seen (note 1, above) that one issue before 1640 has survived. It
may be significant that "Chevy Chase" is not named as a tunc on any
ballads before 1624, and that it is found on only a handful before the
middle of the century. One of the earliest of these is "The World's
Wonder" (Euing 40 I), printed for Francis Grove, who was active during
the years 1623-1661. John l.'aylor's A 1'hrce-fold Discourse, 1642, concludes with a ballad on a fire at Oxford, "Zeale over-heated," to be sung
to "Chivey Chace" (a contelllporary copy is in. Bodleian MS Ashmole
36-37, fol. 1(0). The Thomason l.'racts in the British Museum contain
two broadsides written to the tune during the saine decade: "Strange
and true Newes of an Ocean of Flies dropping out of a Cloud," 1647, by
T. W., and "A Loyal Song of the l{oyal Feast, kept by the Prisoners in
the rrower, in August 1648," by Sir Francis Wortley, both reprinted in
Wright's Political Ballads, 1841.6
4. An ambiguous tune direction is "Chevy Chase, or the Lady Izabell's Tragedy,"
found in "The Patient Wife Betrayed, or the Lady Elizabeth's Tragedy," beginning
"Of Turkey lately I did read" (Euing 28g). But since this ballad was issued by
J. Clark, probably before he joined a syndicate c. 1674, it is fairly likely that the second tune direction here can be referred to the earlier form of "The Lady Isabellas
Tragedy," both editions of which were published by c. 1675. In that case the tune
name "Lady Izabell's Tragedy" comes to stand for UFlying Fame" or "Chevy Chase."
G Child No. 162 A. In his article "Concerning Bodleian MS. Ashmole 48," MLN,
XXXIV (June, 1919), 350, Professor Rollins convincingly refutes the notion held by
some ballad scholars that Richard Sheale was the author of the manuscript.
6 Wortley's concluding stanza contains the direction for singing:

This if you will rhime dogrel call
(That you please you may name it)
One of the loyal traytors here
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In "The Royal Patient Traveller," a ballad by Henry Jones on Charles
II's escape (roln \Vorcester, written in 1660, the tune is nalned as "Chivy
Chase, Or, God prosper long our Noble King" (\\Tood 4°1; reprinted
in nB VII, 639, and in A. ~r. Broadley's The lioyal A1iracle, 19 12, p. 93).
A Inanuscript ballad beginning "Colne all you Youths that yet arc Free,"
one copy o( which gives the author as R.ochester and the date as 1682,
has the tunc direction "Chevy-chace or when as King Henry rul'd yLand" (8M MS I-Iarl. 69 13, p. 275, MS Har!' 7319, p. 170), the latter
tune name deriving (roln Deloney's "Fair Rosalnond." "The Spanish
Virgin," beginning "All tender hearts that ake to hear," is to "Chievy
Chase; Or, Aim not too high" (BM C.22.f.6, Lord Crawford, Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 197). Neither tune will fit the six-line stanza made
up of a ballad-meter quatrain plus a couplet of octosyllabics. Likewise
"The Life and Death of Sir Hugh of the Grinle," whose broadside copies
name no tune (RB VI, 595), is reprinted in Pills, VI, 289, with the tune
direction "Chevy Chase," inappropriate to the four roughly octosyllabic
lines of the stanza. On the other hand, "T'he Unfortunate Forrester, or,
Fair Elener's 1'ragedy," beginning "Alnongst the Forresters of old,/
one Thonlas of great fame," nalnes "Chevy Chase" for which it is
metrically suited (RB VI, (i45); whereas the commoner version in longer
lines, entitled uA Tragical Ballad on the Unfortunate Love of Lord
Thomas and Fair Eleanor," beginning "Lord Thomas he was a bold
Forester" (liB VI, (47), is either to its own tune "Lord Thomas," which
has survived only in tradition, or is without tune direction.
An interesting feature of eighteenth-century "Chevy Chase" popularity is the rash of ballads enlploying the opening fonnula of the original.
For instance, uA I-Iappy Memorable Ballad," on the battle of Audenarde,
July, 17°8, begins
God prosper long our Gracious Queen,
Our lives and Safeties all,
A woful Fight of late there did
Near Audenarde hefa!'

(BB I, 393; Pills VI, 4, with the music). Another, beginning "God prosper

long our noble King,/His Turks and Germans all," describes an altercation between George I and the Prince of Wales at the christening of the
latter's son Frederick in 1717 (Douce IV, 20 V , BM C.I 16.i.4 [20 Many
other ballads with comparable echoes can be found on broadsides and

n.

Did for a Ballad frame it;
Old Chevy Chase was in his mind,
If any sute it better,
All these concerned in the Song
Will kindly thank the setter.
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in such topical songbooks as PoliticaL Merril1lCllt and A Pill to Purgc
State-AlelanchoLy.
The tunc continued in vogue for new ballads of all kinds, of which
two exaulples must suffice. One is "1'he Discovery: or, 'rhe Squire turn'd
Ferret," an eight-page production which reached three editions in 1727.
It begins "~fost true it is, I dare to say,jE'er since the Days of Eve," and
the tunc direction is "lligh Boys! up go we; Chevy Chase; Or what you
please" (BM C.116.i.4 [30], B~f 1850.C.10 [60]). The other is "The Hunter
Hunted; or, Entertainment upon Entertainlnents," 1728, beginning
"Come all you Sportsmen far and near,jAnd all that follow Feasting,"
to ··an Old Tune-God prosper long, &c." (BM 1875.d.G [32]). Probably
more ballads were sung to "Chevy Chase" in the eighteenth century
than in the seventeenth. It was by all odds the tune 1l10St frequently
used with the ballad-meter quatrain. And yet it is not graceful or
memorable, nor is it rhythmically distinctive. But if it does not accord
with latter-day taste, it yet has a firm, rugged quality of an earlier age
when its double tonality was not a Inark of peculiarity.

Chi Passa
··Chi passa per questa strada" is a song by Filippo Azzaiuolo first
printed in his Ii primo libro de Villotte alia Padoana, 1557. It was widely
popular on the Continent during the second half of the sixteenth century,l and a nUluber of English settings of the celebrated tune have been
preserved, most of them too full of embellishment to reveal the original
air. It appears twice among the gi ttern and ci ttern pieces at the end
of the Mulliner Book (see The Muliiner Book: A Commentary, by
Denis Stevens, 1952, Appendix, Nos. 3 and 7).2
Other manuscripts containing the tune include the William Ballet
Lute Book, pp. 86-87, the Thomas Dallis Lute Book, p. 3, and the
Marsh Lute Book, p. 360. In the Lord Middleton Lute MS (called also
the Francis Willoughby Lute Book), the tune appears no less than five
times in arrangements for lute (fols. 83 v, 84v, 85) and cittern (fols. 87 v, go).
1 A large number of instrumental arrangements are cited in The Dublin Virginal
Manuscript, ed. John Ward, 1954, p. 54. Azzaiuolo's song has been reprinted by Oscar
Chilesotti, "jacomo Gorzanis, Liutista del Cinquecento," Rivista Musicale Ita liana,
XXI (1914), 9<>-91; the melody alone is in Ward, p. 55, with the first stanza of the
Handefull ballad cited below. Chilesotti notes that when Duke William V of Bavaria
married in 1568, Orlando di Lasso sang "Chi passa" to his own lute accompaniment.
2 Stevens renders the title of No. 7 as U[Cin]quepasse."
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Keyboard arrangenlents include an untitled piece at the end of the
Dallis ~iS (reprinted in Dub/;" I';rg;tlal Alanuscript, No. 30); and \ViI·
lialn Byrd's "Qui passc: for lIly Ladyc Ncvcl" in i\ly Lady !\'evells Boo/te,
cd. Hilda Andrews, 1926, no. 2, found as "Kapasse" in \Vill Forster's ~'fS
Virginal Book, No. 9 (in Byrd's Collected ~Vor/(S, cd. Fellowes, 19371950, XVIII, 69). Seventeenth·century scttings arc in Canluridge University MS Dd.g.18, fol. 7 v (lute) and MS Dd.1.23, fol. 31 (cittern). In
addition to the nlany Continental cxalnples cited by \Vard, nlention
may be madc of the version of c. 1Goo callcd "Gailliardc Chi passa per
questa strada" in [-Jet Luitboek van Thysius, No. 131 (Fig. GS).
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At least two Elizabcthan ballads call for the tune. WillialTI Elderton's
"A proper newe Ballad sheweing that philosophers learnynges are full of
good warnynges," licensed in 1568-1569, beginning Hphilosophers learnings are fu I of good warnings,/In memorye yet left to scoole vs," is to
the tune of tcmy Lorde Marques Galyarde, or the firste traces of Que
passa" (BM Huth; reprinted in A Collection of Seventy-Nine BlackLetter Ballads, 1867, p. 138). "A 80net of two faithfull Louers, exhorting
one another to be constant," beginning "The famous Prince of Macedon,/whose wars increst his worthy name," is to "Kypascie"; it was
probably published as a broadside before being gathered into A Handefull of Pleasant Delites, 1584 (ed. Rollins, p. 53). Although the ballads
differ markedly in stanza pattern, the tune is flexible enough to accommodate either. In each the first strain is sung twice; the Handefull
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ballad then moves to thc sccond strain, whereas thc Elderton text, as
the tune direction indicates, continues to repeat the first phrase with its
clnbellishnlent.

The ChIldren In the Wooti
or Now Ponder Well
The old ballad of two children abandoned to die in the wood was licensed in 1595, and the Stationers' Register entry reproduces the common form of the title as it appears in seventeenth-century editions: "The
Norfolk gent his will and Testament and howe he Commytted the keepinge of his Children to his owne brother whoe delte moste wickedly with
them and howe God plagued him for it" (R.ollins, Anal. Index, No.
1962; a reissue was licensed in 1675-No. 1963). The ballad, which begins
"Now ponder well you parents deare," is in the Pepys, Bagford, Lord
Crawford, Douce, Euing, Harvard, Manchester, Wood, and Roxburghe
collections, reprinted in A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, I, 222,
in Percy's Reliques, and in RB II, 216. Broadside issues continued to appear in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, along with chapbook
and slip-song texts. Ten New England editions suggest the American
popularity.l Addison's admiration for the ballad (Spectator, No. 85) is
too well known to require quotation. The pretty detail of a robin's
covering the children's bodies with leaves is echoed, or at least paralleled,
in the mad Cornelia's song, "Call for the robin redbreast and the wren"
(Webster, The White Devil, V, iv), and in "I am no Robbin-red-breast
to bring strawes/To cover such a coarse" (Dekker, The Wonder of a
Kingdorn, III, i). The robin motif is central in "Babes in the Woods,"
beginning "Oh don't you remember (or My dear, do you know), a long
time ago," a brief derivative of "The Children in the Wood" probably
dating from the early nineteenth century.2
1 Sec Worthington C. Ford, Broadside Ballads . . . Printed in Massachusetts, r639r8oo, 1922, Nos. 3014-3022a. G. Malcolm Laws, American Balladry from British
Broadsides, 1957. Q 34, lists late British texts, together with a few American traditional survivals clearly founded on broadsides.
2 For references to traditional survivals of "Babes in the Woods," see Margaret DeanSmith, A Guide to English Folk Song Collections, 1954, p. 51, and The Frank C.
Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore, 1952-1964, II, 388.
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Most seventeenth-century broadside copies contain the tune direction
uRogero," q.v., and it is possible that this air is intended for a ballad
of 1663 by C. H., "1·he Divils cruelty to Mankind," beginning "Good
Christian People lend an Earc," which is directed to be sung uTo the
Tunc of The 1·wo Children in the \Vood" (\\Tood 401; reprinted in PA,
p. 122).
The air most comnlonly associated with our ballad is usually called
UNow ponder well," from the opcning line of "The Norfolk Gentleman." It was called for in ninctccn ballad operas, including thc following in which the music is printcd: Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, Act I,
Air 12 (Fig. 66), Chetwood's The Generous Free-Mason} 1731, The
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Jovial Crew} 1731, Coffey's The Devil to Pay} 1732, and Fielding's
An Old Man taught Wisdom, 1735. The tune is called "The Children
in the Wood" in Mottley and Cooke's Penelope, 1728, where it is used
for a parody of "Chevy Chase." This air can be traced to an untitled
aUa breve form in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 1, where it is coupled with a
reprint of Sir John Birkenhead's ballad "The Four-Legg'd Elder." 8
A variant tune combining features of HNow ponder well" and "Chevy
Chase" is used in Pills V, 49, for HThe most Famous Ballad Of King
Henry the 5th; his Victory over the French at Agencourt," which is
usually directed to be sung to HFlying Fame" (PB I, 8).
The music of "Now ponder well" appears on engraved single-sheet
editions of "A new song of old similies. to ye tune of Chevy Chace or
ye Children in the 'Wood by Dean Swift" (Harvard). The poem, which
is more probably by John Gay, begins UMy passion is as mustard strong,/
I sit all sober sad." Another Harvard edition with music lists only the
first tune title; and still a third version (BM G.310 t91]) is without tune
8 It appeared in the 1707 and 1712 editions of volume III, and may have been
in the first edition of that volume. 1702. of which no copies are known. Broadside
editions of the ballad direct it to be sung to uThe Lady's fall" (Lord Crawford 23;
another edition, uPrinted in ... 1647. And Reprinted 1677," Lord Crawford 24,
Bagford III, 57, and Harvard, is to 4CThe Lady's Fall, or Gather your Rose-buds;
and Fourty other Tunes"; the text reprinted in The Rump, 1660, p. 1, names the
same pair "and 50 other Tunes"). For further discussion of text and tune, see eel n
peascod time."
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title hut contains the sanle music.· In Watts's Musical Miscellany, 17291731, IV, 81, The Merry Musician, c. 1731, III, 153, and The Cotlvivial
Songster, c. 1782, p. 40, the nlusic to this song is "Now' ponder well,"
though untitled; and in such poetical anthologies as A Cornplete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, II, 124, and The
Merry Cornpanion, 2d ed., 1742, p. 315, the tune direction is "Children
in the Wood." Ritson reprints the piece in his English Songs, 1783, and
the "Now ponder well" music in volume III bears the title "Babes in
the wood."
According to Chappell, the tune of "Now ponder well" can be found
on "Chevy Chase" broadsides. I have encountered no examples, but
there is indirect evidence to link text and tune in the eighteenth century. A late eighteenth-century song sheet, containing "Now ponder
well" music and beginning ''john Bull we know/Did long ago/Do
many noble things," has the title: uThe Metamorphosis of John Bull
and his M[ini]st[e]rs or the Manoeuvres of the Grand Fleet. To the
Warlike Tune of Three Children Sliding on the Ice" (Harvard, BM
G.309 [86], California). This tune title derives from a seventeenthcentury ballad entitled uThe laluentation of a bad Market" (PB Ill, 58),
which the broadside copy directs to be sung to uThe Ladies Fall," but
the text in Pills IV, 1, is to UChivy-Chase," with the music. Earlier texts,
without tune indications, are found in The Loves of Hero and Leander,
1651, and Merry Drollery, 1661. These relationships permit us to infer
that in the eighteenth century "Three Children Sliding on the Ice"
was sung to "Now ponder well"; it may also be sung satisfactorily to
"The Ladies Fall" or "Chivy-Chase." The three tunes, while interchangeable, Inay more plausibly reflect preferences shifting from one
generation to another.

Chlort~ Full

of Harmless Thoughts

The ballad giving rise to this tune title was sung to at least three
airs. The original broadside (deriving from a miscellany poem by the
Earl of Rochester in The Last and Best Edition of New Songs, 1677, beginning "While Chloe . . .") is "Corydon and Cloris Or, The Wanton
Sheepherdess" [sic], to the tune of UAmorett and Phillis," q.v., and be'The BM Catalogue of Printed Music II, 182, erroneously identifies the tune as
"Rogero."
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gins "As Cloris full of hannless 'I'hought/Beneath the \Villows lay"
(Douce, with additional tunc direction in MS: "or I-Iye boys up go we";
R.oxburghe, reprinted in lill VI, 134). The music of ·'AtllOret and
Phyllis" by Staggins is entitlcd "when Clori full of" in Youth's I)elight
on the Flagelet, 9th cd., c. 1(;9°, suggesting that the association of ballad
and tune had generatcd a ncw tunc title. Rochestcr's poetn was set by
Jatnes I-Iart in John Banistcr and 'rhOluas Low's New Ayres alld Dialogues, 1678, p. 14 (Fig. 67), and in John Playford's Choice Ayres &- Songs,
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Second Book, 1679, beginning "While Chloe . . ." And a third tune,
anonymous, is on a single-sheet edition of the song, c. 1700, beginning
"As Cloris .. ." (BM R.IGOl [13], Huntington). i'his latter combination of tune and text, entitled wI'he Lucky Minute," appeared in
The Merry Musician, c. 1729, II, 73, and in Watts's Musical Miscellany,
1729-1731" I, 146, and continued in vogue as late as The Convivial
Songster, c. 1782, p. 89. The anonymous tune is found in three ballad operas: Coffey's The Beggar's Wedding, 17 2 9, johnson's The Village Opera, 1729, and its condensation by Phillips, The Chamber-maid,
1730; it is cited in The Country-Wedding, 1749, without the music. In
the absence of evidence to establish the currency of the anonymous tune
before 1700, it must be supposed that the Staggins or Hart music was
used with ballads, which are all black-letter editions of the late seventeenth century.
The tune is called "Ah Cloris . . ." in HThe Dying Shepherdess,"
which begins HAlas my youthful Coridon" (Pepys III, 380). Other ballads
cite several alternate tunes: "The Amorous Petitioner," beginning HAs
I did lately walk abroad," to the tune of HCloris full of harmless thought,
Young Phaon, Busie Fame, or the Lanthorn Horns grow dimn" (Pepys
• 106 •

III, log); ··Celinda's last Gasp: or ller Farewel to False Coridon," beginning "Attend true Lovers and give car," to the tune of ··Young
Phoeon, Busie Faille: Or, Cloris full of J'lannless thoughts" (Lord Crawford, llar\'ard, Roxburghe; reprinted in R/J III, 488); and "Loyal Constancy; ()r, 'rhe Sealilans Love-Leuer," beginning "'fill frolll Leghorn I
do return," to the tune of "Cloris full of hannless thoughts; Jenny Gin.
'The fair one let me in" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, Harvard, Bodleian
))on.b.13, R.oxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 512).1 With the exception of
"the Lanthorn Horns grow dimn," on which I have no data, the tunes
cited in these ballads are all well known and are actually interchangeable, since they all accolUlllodate an eight-line ballad-Ineter stanza.

Chlort~

Since Thou Art Fled Away

This tune title takes its oqgln from an early seventeenth-century
pastoral song by Sir Robert Aytoun (Poems, cd. Charles R.oger, 1844, pp.
62-(3) which appeared anonymously in 1°56 in Sportive Wit and Choyce
Drollery. The fonner contains five stanzas and an "Answer" of equal
length; the latter contains six stanzas but no Answer. Bodleian MS
Ashnlole 38, p. 238, contains both an English and a Latin version of
five stanzas each, in a seventeenth-century hand. I-Ienry Lawes set the
poem in his Ayres, and Dialogues, Third Book, 1658, p. 10 (Fig. 68),
where the poem is credited to Dr. Hcnry I-Iughes. Othcr printed versions
of words and music are in Music/l's Delight on the Cithren, 1666, and
in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 154. A good musical text, closely
following Lawes, is preserved in John Gamble's MS COlnmonplace Book,
1659, No. 194.; the version in Edinburgh University Library MS Dc.l.69,
p. 162, c. 1650-1675, preserves the tnelodic contours but not without
serious distortion of note values.
No expanded broadside version of Aytoun's verses seems to have survived. But the first line became a tune title for a very popular ballad,
"The New Courtier," beginning "Upon the Change where Merchants
meet" (Wood E.25, Pepys, Lord Crawford, Douce, Rawlinson, Euing,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 266). This ballad ·must have
been in circulation during the 1660s, for it was reprinted in The New
Academy of Complements, 1669, 1671, whence Ritson secured his ver1 The latter ballad is accompanied by an answer on the same sheet: "Vertue the
Reward of Constancy," beginning "My dear to thee I'le surely be," ··To the same
Tune."
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sion for Ancient Songs, 1790. The stanza pattern is distinctive, comprising
three ianlbic tetrameter couplets plus a three-syllable burden which is
"Well-a-day" in Aytoun's poem and "I-Iave at all" in HThe New
Courtier."
This latter tag is presulnably the origin of the tune title used for a
song in one of Thomas jordan's annual pageants, London Triumphant,
16 72 , beginning HOhl who would fix his Eyes upon/These fading Joyes
under the Sun?" to the tune of HHave at all," and with a burden "'I'ouch
and go." "Have at all" is named also as the tune for a ballad which in
Wood's copy bears the MS date of 1678: "1"he Popes Great Year of
Iubilee," beginning "Let me extol (these fickle times,)/The Church of
Rome in ballad rimes" (Wood 416, Rawlinson, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB IV, 1(8). Here the stanza pattern is the customary six octosyllabics plus HCorne all away, come all away," a burden which cannot be
accommodated to Lawes's tune. A similar difficulty occurs in HDevol's
Last Farewel," beginning "You bold undaunted Souls attend" (Euing,
Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 14), where a double "Well-a-day" refrain lies
outside the six-line stanza; the tune name, "Upon the Change," seems
to be drawn from the opening line of "The New Courtier," cited above.
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The Clean Contrary Way
l~his

tunc is preserved in a I yra-viol setting of the luid-seventeenth
century in Cambridge University MS Dd.6'18, fol. 17 v (Fig. 6g). The

Original all octave lower and unbarred.

only piece I have found which seenlS to have been written for the music
is HA New Presbyterian Ballad rro the old 'Tunc of, 'I'he clean contrary
way," 1681, beginning "[Ala]ce poor Whiggs, our Senat's gone" (R.oxburghe; reprinted in llR V, 61; rOlnan-letter issues of the same year are
in Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [98], I-Iuntington, I-Iarvard). The eight-line
ballad-lneter stanza with its burden "'The clean contrary way" is paralleled in several ballads with the same burden but designated to be sung
to HHey, boys, up go we," q.v.
HThe clean contrary way" is also nanled as an alternative tune to
"Whoop! do me no harm" in a ballad with a different stanza pattern.
The discussion of the latter tune contains references to other ballads
intended for a setting-not known to us-of HThe clean contrary way"
which would be nletrically interchangeable with "Whoop! do me no
harm."
A still different metrical scheme is used in "Halfe a dozen of good
Wives. All for a penny," a ballad licensed in 1634, beginning "If any
standers byjthat leads a single life" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I,
45 1 ).
This tune is distinctly related to "Gilderoy," q.v., and to such traditional airs as "Dives and Lazarus" and "Come all ye faithful Christians."
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[The Clear Cavalier}
"On Loyalty in the Cavaliers" appeared in lVest1l1inster IJrollcry, 1°72,
II, 48, and as "The Cavaliers Song" is preserved in lVit a"d Mirth,
1082, and (with the nlusic) in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 128.
Eighteenth-century versions, with slightly variant texts, Illay be found
in the suspect Posthumous lVorks of Samuel B'ittler, 1715-1717, in Loyal
Songs, 1731, and The Aviary, c. 1750.
A ballad version of the poeln, SOI11cwhat altered to fit the circulnstances of William Ill's reign, appeared abollt 1090. Entitled "rrhe Old
Cavalier," it begins "He that is a clear/Cavalier/will not repine" (Lord
Crawford, Harvard, BM C.39.k.6, Pepys; reprinted in OPR, p. 53, and
~B V, 305). The ballad sheets direct "To an Excellent New Tunc" and
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contain nlusic, whidl is actually Akeroyde's setting of "Sabina in the
dead of night," and by no means adapted to the complex stanza pattern
of the ballad. !vfusic as found in Pills is less correctly printed than that
ill Colley Cioocr's ballad opera, Love ill a Riddle, 1729, Act I, i\ir 2,
with words beginning" I-Ie that wears a I-Ieart/Void of Art" (Fig. 70).1
In Shadwell's Epsom-Wells, di73, V, i, Bisket wants those present to
sing "I-Icy for Cavaliers, ho for Cavaliers, Dub, a dub, dub, have at old
Belzebub, Oliver stinks for fear," echoing the Westminster Drollery text.
And in the opening chapter of Scott's Peveril of the Peal" Sir Geoffrey
Peveril greets the R.estoration with an "elegant effusion of loyal enthusiaslu" consisting of several lines from the ballad.

The Cloak
1'his tunc is named, in a ballad of c. 1688, "The Voice of Fame: Or,
The 'raylor's Glory," beginning "Of all the Professions that ever were
nam'd" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 3(2). The broadside is without
music, bu t Thomas Jordan's pageant of 1680, London's Glory, p. 12,
contains his song froln which the ballad derives, together with an anonyIUOUS tune (Fig. 71). It Inay or may not be "The Cloak," but the music
fits the ten-line stanza form of poem and ballad. 1 A further possibility,
however, is that the tunc title "The Cloak" derives from "The Ballad
of the Cloak: Or, The Cloaks Knavery," which is sung to the tune of
"From Hunger and Cold, or Packington's Pound," qq.v. This' familiar
broadside is in stanzas of eight anapestic tetrameters or the equivalent,
whereas the Jordan stanza is two lines longer; but a number of "Packinglon's Pound" ballads also are in this longer stanza form, requiring a
repetition of the final four bars of the music. 2 Such a treatInent would
1 Chappell (PMOT II, 448) cites earlier occurrences of the tune in John Banister's
MS Division Violin, in a MS "once the property of Charles Morgan, of Magdalen'
College" dated 1682, and in Apollo's Banquet. The tune is not in editions of the
latter which I have seen; the manuscripts have eluded me.
1 Both versions contain seven stanzas. In Jordan's poem, written during the reign
of Charles II, the final stanza begins "Nine Kings of the brave Merchant-Taylers are
free," which the ballad alters to "Ten ... ," thus dating the broadside within the
reign of James II.
2 No ballads in swollen ten-line stanzas call for "From Hunger and Cold," perhaps
because the final phrase of the tune, repeating the phrase preceding it, does not lend
itself to further echo. This tune has therefore been left out of account in the speculation over "The Cloak."
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allow the Jordan poem or the ballad to be sung to HPackington's Pound,"
in which case HThe Cloak" could be considered but another name for
HPackington's Pound" music. It is not unusual for ballads to be sung to
either a popular or a contemporary cOlnposed tune.

Cock Up Thy Beaver
One of D'Urfey's popular successes was "The Horse-Race; a Song
made and sung to the King at Newmarket," beginning "To Horse, brave
Boys of Newmarket, to I-Iorse," and "Set to an excellent Scotch Tune,
called, Cock up thy Beaver." 1 It was first published, with its music
(Fig. 72 ), in D'Urfey's Choice New Songs, 1684, p. 3 (facsimile in C. L.
Day, The Songs of Thomas D'Urfey, 1933, pp. 60-62). It appears in all
editions of Pills, and was issued as a single-sheet song, c. 1720. The
1 The tune evidently takes its name from the closing line of a refrain, "Hey,
brave Johnie lad, cock up your beaver," associated with a song touched up by Burns
in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum IV, 319, where it appears with the. melody
D'Urfey used. The text itself must be much older, but I have not traced it beyond
Herd's Scottish Songs, 1776.
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tune, 'usually called "Johnny, cock thy Beaver," is in The Division Violin,
1685, The Dancing Master, 7th ed., 1686, in Walsh's Compleat Country
Dancing-Master, 1718, and ~rhompson's Compleat Collection of 200
Favourite Country Dances, II, c. 1764. In Youth's Delight on the Flagelet,
9th ed., c. 1690, it is called "The Horse Race," and in Johnson's The
Village Opera, 1729, the title is "To Horse, to Newmarket." The one
other ballad opera using the tune is Mitchell's The Highland Fair, 1731,
in which it is called "Johny, Lad, cock up your Beaver." As an untitled
air it appears in Kane O'Hara's comic opera Midas, 1764.
"The Call to the Races At New-Market" was a broadside expansion
of D'Ur£ey's song, published 1685-1688 when Richard Pocock was licenser, and directed to be sung to the tune "To Horse brave Boys,"
which is clearly another name for "Cock up thy Beaver" (Lord Crawford
• .114 •

119 2 , Bl\f C.22.f.6 [91], a black-letter edition; a roman-letter issue of c.
1700 is in the Bagford collection, reprinted in BB I, 80).
"fhe tunc of "I-iooly and Fairly" in Johnson's Scots Afusical Museum
II, 199, bears SOllle resenlblance to "Cock up thy Beavcr," but the kinship is cxaggeratcd in the COlllluents of Janlcs C. Dick, "rotes on Scottish
Song b)' llobert Burns, 1908, p. 98. --rhc tunc had appeared earlier in
\Villianl McGibbon's Scots Tunes, Fourth Book, c. 1770.

Com~

Boys, Ftll Us a Bumper

CCA Drinking Catch" bcginning "ConIc Boys ftll up a BUlupcr" appears, with the 1Ilusic, in Matthcw 'raubnlan's An 11eroick Poetn . . .
with Some choice Songs, 1682, p. 8 (Fig. 73). r-rhe words alone had bcen
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Original incorrectly barred 6/4, without time signature.

published in A Choice Compendium, 1681, and Henry Hold added a
Latin version of the two-stanza text in his Latine Songs, with their English, 1685. The music, whose harmonic pattern does not permit it to be a
catch, is in Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682, in Thomas
Greeting's The Pleasant Companion . . . for the Flagelet, 1683, and
in Apollo's Banquet, 5th ed., 168 7.
A ballad version of the poem probably dates from the early 1680s.
It is "The Courtiers Health; Or The merry Boyes of the Times," beginning "Come boyes fill us a Bumper,/we'l make the Nation Roare,"
to a new Tune, Come Boyes fill us a Bumper, Or, My Lodging is ,on
the Cold ground" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe [three copies];
reprinted in RB III, 631, and again at V, go). At least two other ballads
H
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were written to the tune: "Islington Wells a Song Of all the Virtues of
those old Waters," dated 1£;8.1 and beginning "London Lasses make
ready,jRcpair for Islington" (B~i C.20.f.2 [167]); and one frolll early
168g, "The Royal I-Icalth," beginning "Colne Boys cast away sorrow"
(Pepys; reprinted in PH IV, 177). ~f usical notation on the latter broadside comprises eight bars of "Lilliburlcro" plus several bars of garbled
musical characters. "Lilliburlcro," of course, does not fit this ballad; the
tunc title named on the broadside is "Conle, Boys, Fill up a Bumper,"
and to this the ballad can be sung.

Come Hither;.MY Own Sweet Duck
or He) H~ .MY Honey
These two tune titles appear to derive from the first line and refrain
of a song, W"rhe insatiate Lover," which was printed in Merry Drollery,
1661, II, 100, though it Inust have been known before the R..estoration.
It begins "Come hither my own sweet duck/And sit upon IUy knee" and
has as its refrain:
With hey ho my honey,
My heart shall never rue,
For I have been spending money
And amongst the jovial Crew.

No tune direction is cited for the song. l
Late in 1659 appeared "A proper new Ballad on the Old Parliament.
Or, the second part of Knave out of Doores," beginning HGood morrow
my Neighbours all, What news is this I heard tell?" and citing as its
tune title the lines that form the refrain of an unidentified ballad (here
an imitative refrain text that varies with each stanza):
Hei ho my honey, my heart shall never rue,
Four and twenty [now] for your mony, and yet a
hard pennyworth too.
I Reprinted by J. W. Ebsworth in his Choyce Drollery, 1876. A parody of this song,
beginning "Mine own sweet honey bird," also in Merry Drollery, is among those
"reserved" for a supplement which Ebsworth separated from the body of his reprint.
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(\Vood 41U, with ~fS date Oct. 1659; I-Iarvard, with ~JS date November
10, 1059; BM Thomason, with MS date November II, 1659; HM Luttrell, Bagford, Lord Crawford; reprinted in 'Fize Rump, 1600, in Loyal
Songs, 1731, in \\'right, Political Ballads, 18.p, and in ~'fackay, Cavalier
SOrl!!.s, 18{)3).
A ballad with ~fS date of Septelllber, 16uo, is "Englands Object," a
piece on I-Iugh Peters, "Sower of Sedition" (Wood 4°1; reprinted in CP,
p. 486). Its tunc title is "Colne hither my own sweet Duck" and its refrain (varies) is:
l'hell hey ho, llugh Peters
cannot you find a Text,
To please your fellow Brethren,
they are so highly vext.

This ballad establishes an association of the HCome hither" and the
"Hey ho nlY honey" Illotifs prior to the issuance of Merry Drollery. Another ballad of approximately the same date is f4The Valiant Seaman's
Congratulation to . . . King Charls the second," beginning HGreat
Charles, your English Seamen," to the tune of HLet us drink and sing,
and men'il y troul the bowl. Or, The stormy winds do blow. Or, Hey Ho,
Iny I-Iony" (Euing 368).2
Othcr ballads to "I-Iey ho my honey" are: HA Lecture for all Sects and
SchismaLicks to read," by I. P., beginning HWhat ayles the Anabaptists"
and with an occasional refrain which begins HWith hey ho base Quakers . . ." (Wood 401 [164]); HThe West-Country Cheat upon Cheat, or
No Jcst like a true Jest," beginning HBrave West-Country blades come
listen" (Pepys IV, 247, Wood E.25 [130]); and HA Caveat for Young Men.
Or, The Bad I-Iusband turn'd Thrifty," by John Wade, beginning HAll
you young Ranting Blades" (Pepys, Euing, Lord Crawford, Harvard.
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 518).
Among the sizable number of ballads to the tune of HCome hither my
own sweet duck" are the following: HThe Bad-Husbands Folly; or,
Poverty made known," beginning HTo all good fellows now" (BM
C.22.f.6, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 493); C4Wit never ought,
till it be bought; & then it is stark nought," beginning C40f all spendthrifts in this Land," to the tune of C4The Bad Husband's Folly, or, Come
hither my own sweet duck" (Pepys IV, 260); uThe Yorkshire Maids
Fairing," by T[homas] R[obins], beginning uAs I abroad did walk"
(Pepys III, 384); uThe Royall Subjects Warning-Piece to all Traytors,"
also by Robins, beginning HOld England now rejoyce" (Euing 310);
Ulockeys complaint for want of his lenny," beginning HI have an awd
2 I have not found the first tune; on the second, see "When the stormy winds do
blow."
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WOlllan wed,jdoth nothing hut scold and rail" (Rawlinson 133), with
stanzas often ending:
\\'ould

awd wife were dead,
afl(l Jt.·I1I1), wcre hl'n~ :IJ.;alll.
Ill)'

Frolll thc last linc of this rcfrain is dcri \'cd another nalllC for the tllnc,
as uscd in thc ballad "\Vhat is that to you? ()r, 'rhe Northcrn Lad, his
Discription of a Northern Lasse," bcginning "I heard a Northern Lad,"
to the tunc of "Jcnny werc here again" (Rawlinson 102). 'This ballad,
issued c. 1fi70, is an expanded version of a song beginning "Poor .Jenny
and I we toiled" in 1'!le New Acadctny of CornfJlctncllts, I (i(ig, A Jovial
Garland, c. 1670, and Pills, 1719-1720, V, 146.3
One further ballad to the tune "Conle hither IllY own sweet duck" is
liThe Loyal Maids good Counsel to all her Fellow-Maids," beginning
ccYoung Maidens I pray you be carefull" (BM C.22.f.6 [145], Harvard,
Yale, Lord Crawford 1453, Douce I, 128 v ). These copies of the ballad
were licensed by Richard Pocock and hence can be dated 1fi8 5-1688.
The tune HHey ho nlY honey" appears in The ])ancing Master, in
the seventh (1686) and subsequent editions; it had been included earlier
among the violin tunes at the end of the third edition, c. 16G2, No. 3 2
(Fig. 74), and 1665, No. 16, as lIA New Dance or Maheney" and was incorporated into Apollo's Banquet, 1670, under the title "I-Icy ho, nlY
Love and my I-Ioney." In the second volume of TIte [)ancing Master,
3d ed., 1718, the tune is called CIA poor Shepherd in Love." In Walsh's
ComtJleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718, it is called HHey ho, my
Honey," but in the Second Book, 1719, it is CIA poor Shepherd in Love."
This new tune name evidently originated with a song "'I'he Distress'd
Shepherd," beginning "I am a poor Shepherd undone," the words fitted
to "I-Iey ho my honey" music in Pills, 1714, V, 185, 1719-1720, VI, 284,
and in The Merry Musician, 1716, I, 269. This song had a considerable
vogue in the eighteenth century, in anthologies as well as on single sheets
with the music. Under its new tune title "I al11 a poor Shepherd undone," the old "Hey ho nlY honey" air is used in Gay's The Beggar's
Opera and is named in three other ballad operas printed without music:
The Wanton Jesuit, 1731; The Fox Uncas'd, 1733; and The Sturdy Beggars, 1733.
8 Stanzas 2-6 of the broadside correspond roughly to the song text. 4lWhat's that
to you," beginning "My Jeany and I have toil'd," is a touched-up version of the
song which Allan Ramsay prepared for his Tea-Table Miscellany, 1733, II, 170. (To
it he assigned the tune "The glancing of her Apron," for which see "In January
last.") The song continued in vogue through the later eighteenth century, appearing
in London Magaz.ine, July, 1774, as "sung by Mr. Vernon at Vauxhall," and in Convivial Songster, c. 1782. None of the eighteenth-century settings, including that in Pills,
bear any relation to the "Hey ho my honey" music.
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The usual stanza form for ballads and songs cited here is eight
trimeters (6-8 syllables each) plus a refrain of four; this fits the "I-Iey ho
my honey" music. An occasional ballad with the equivalent of twelve
lines plus the refrain can be sung to the music with a repetition of the
last strain. Some ballads are in an eight-line stanza without a refrain;
they can be sung to the music only with the omission of the final strain.
Music in Pills V, 146, for "Poor Jenny and I we toiled," bears no relation
to that of "Hey ho my honey," but it fits the eight-line stanza form
admirably.

Come Live With Me
and Be A1j Love
According to an allusion in C. To's Laugh and lie downe: orJ The
worldes FollYJ 1605 (reprinted in The Works of Cyril TourneurJ ed. AIlardyce Nicoll, 1930, p. 284), Marlowe's famous lyr~c was sung to the tune
• 119 •

"adew my Deere." If the air has survived, it is not known by that name,!
A tune entitled "Come live with me, and be my love" has, however, been
preserved among the lyra-viol lessons at the end of \Villiam Corkine's
Second Book of Ayres, 1612, sig. G2" (Fig. 75). Another version of this
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air, "lately discovered in a MS. as old as Shakespeare's time," was contributed by Sir John Hawkins to the Johnson-Steevens Shaltespeare, 2d
ed., 1778, I, 2g8 (Fig. 76). The Hawkins tune, whose source has not been
discovered, was reprinted in Ri tson's English Songs, 1783 (1813, III, 15 1)
and (inaccurately) in Chappell's NEA, No. 180; the air in PMOT I, 21 5,
does not quite reproduce either version. The music is suitable for singing tetrameter quatrains. Some of the ballads noted below which are
in six-line stanzas require a repetition of the second strain, or they may
be intended for a tune not now extant.
Marlowe's pastoral poem was printed in Shakespeare's The Passionate
Pilgrim, 1599, and England's Helicon, 1600; two years later a stanza of
it was sung in The Merry Wives of Windsor, III, i. Its continued vogue
can be judged from numerous reprints of the poem, frequent allusions
to it, and perhaps most significant, the many parodies written by poets
as diverse as Donne and C. Day Lewis. 2
1 A poem of the mid-sixteenth century, with refrain uAdew my dere adew," is in
BM MS Har!. 2252, fol. 140, printed in Ritson's Ancient Songs. The meter does
not accord with that of HCome live with me"; moreover, no tune accompanies the
poem.
2 For further information on the poem and some of its imitations, see R. S.
Forsythe, liThe Passionate Shepherd; and English Poetry," PMLA, XL (1925), 69 274 2 ; Sir Nicholas Harris Nicolas's notes in his edition of Walton's The Complete
Angler, 1836, I, 118ff.; and England's Helicon, ed. H. E. Rollins, 1935, II, 186ff.
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Marlowe's poem and a reply which Izaak Walton attributed to
Raleigh are both contained on a' broadside entitled "A most excellent
Ditty of the Louers promises to his beloued," with first line and tune
title "Liue with me and be my Loue" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II,
3). In this version lines 3-4 'of each stanza are repeated to make a sixline pattern. Another ballad with a six-line stanza and the same tune
title is "A most sorrowfull Song . . . of Banister, who betraied the Duke
of Buckingham," beginning "If euer wight had cause to rue" (Pepys;
reprinted in PB II, 134; the ballad was first issued in 1600, but Rollins
dates the Pepys copy c. 1630). One of the most popular ballads to the
tune "Live with me" is "The woful Lamentation of Mistris Jane Shore,"
beginning "If Rosamond that was so fair," with a stanza of four lines
plus a burden of two (Pepys, Manchester, Wood 401, Euing [two editions], Bagford [two editions], Douce, Morgan, Harvard [several late
editions], Roxburghe [three editions]; reprinted in A Collection of Old
Ballads, 1723-1725, I, 148, in A Complete Collection of . . . English
and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, IV, 80, in Percy's Reliques, and in RB I,
48 3).
The ballad on Jane Shore was influential enough to produce new
names for the tune. It is called "Shore's wife" in "The lamentation of
Henrye Adlington," beginning "Oh gratious god, looke downe vponjthe
wicked deeds that I haue done" (8B, p. 106), and in "The Life and
death of the great Duke of Buckingham," beginning CIA tale of grief
I must unfold" (Richard Johnson, Crown Garland of Golden Roses,
1612, ed. Chappell, 1842; eighteenth-century broadside versions are in
Harvard [Percy ColI. II, 52], Chetham 3°48, and Madden II, 505; reprinted in A Collection of Old Ballads III, 43). The tune is called
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"Shore's wiue's Lamentation" in CCA warning for all Souldicrs
.
lamentation of William \\'rench . . . executed [for desertion]
.
1600," bcginning H'Vith han opprcst with griefe and care" (SB, p. 200).
"Jane Shorc" is the tunc narue given in "1'he Age and Life of ~fan,"
by B. Fancy, beginning "As I was wandring all alonc" (Pepys II, 32,
Euing 11, Douce I, 3); and it is writtcn in as an alternate tunc to
"Banstead Downs" on both copies of "The Sea-Martyrs; Or, The Seamen's sad Lamentation for their Faithful Service, Bad Pay, and Cruel
Usage," beginning "Good People, do but lend an Ear" (Harvard,
Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 10). 1~he instability of stanza pattern is seen
in the fact that thc five ballads cited here are written in units of six,
four, four, ten, and six lines respectively. The ten-line stanza can be
accounted for and perhaps adjusted to the music, for it is in eight lines
plus a two-line burden; if the tune be sung twice for the stanza proper
and the second strain repeated yet again for the burden, our known
melody will serve. 8
Other ballads to the tunc of "Colne live with me" include Deloney's
"The Imprisonment of Queene Elenor, wife to King Henrie the sccond,"
beginning "Thrice woe is me vnhappy Queene" (Strange Histories,
1602; Works, cd. Mann, pp. 397fI.), in a six-line stanza, with unmelodious
and unbarred music which fits the words; and two ballads on unrequited
love, cither of which tuay be intended by Thackeray's listing "Hugh
Hill and Sarah": "The dying teares of a trewe Lover forsaken, made
upon his deathbed," beginning "Those gentle harts which trew loue
craue" (SB, p. 120; later broadside copies in Pepys, Euing, Harvard,
Manchester, Lord Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV,
4-20); and its sequel, "The repentant Songe of Sara Hill unto the maydes
of W[o]rcester," beginning "Come, louely lasses, listen well" (SB, p. 212;
RB IV, 4-22). Incongruously, the surname of both lovers is Hill. The tune
title in Shirburn copies is "Liue with me and be my loue," whereas in
later editions it is "Come live with me."
Among the parodies on Marlowe's poem, "The Wooing Rogue," beginning "Come live with me and be my Whore" (Westminster Drollery,
1671, I, 16), deserves notice because its seven-line stanza cannot be sung
to the tune. The tune direction given is "My Freedom is all my Joy,"
which is equivalent to "I am a poor and harmless maid" (q.v.), a tune
fitting this unusual stanza pattern.
"The Ballad of Jane Shore" appears in only the 1714 edition of Pills V, 213;
the eight-bar tune, which seems old, is marked for a repetition of bars 5-8, to fit
a six-line stanza. It may well be the tune intended for all the ballads cited in the
paragraph above.
S
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[Com~ Lov~

Lets Walk

Into the Spring}
l-lcnry YouU's Cllrlzoncts to Three Voices, 1608, contains an anonymous poenl of three stanzas beginning "Colne, love, let's walk into the
Spring," set to Youll's music (reprinted in English Madrigal School, ed.
E. H. Fellowes, XXVIII, 5-20). A five-stanza text without tune direction or nlusic is preserved in Harvard MS Eng. 628, p. 322 (first half
of the seventeenth century). A 26-stanza expansion of the original poem
was issued as a broadside of c. 1620: uThe Lover's Delight: or, A pleasant
Pastorall Sonnet. To a new Court Tunc" (R.oxhurghe; reprinted in RB,
1,611).
Almost certainly the ballad was sung, not to Youll's Inadrigal set, but
rather to a song tune associated with the original verses throughout the
century. This simple anonynlous tune is found, for example, with a fourstanza text in a part-book of the Scotslnan Thomas Wode, now preserved
in Dublin, Trinity College MS F.5. 1 3, p. 66 (Fig. 77). Forbes's Cantus,
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Songs and Fancies, 1662, contains a version of the poem in three stanzas

(five in the 1666 and 1682 editions), and, to the same tune, a spiritual
parody beginning "Come, Lord, let's walk on Sion Hill" and a setting
of "The thoughts of men do daily change." Further evidence of the
Scotch popularity of this music is reflected by its presence in the Skene
MS (Dauney, Ancient Scotish Melodies, 1838, No. 62), in Dr. John Ley• 123 •

den's MS Lyra Viol Book, and, with one stanza of text, in Louis de
France's music book. (known also as the Keith MS Book), c. 1680. For a
composite Inusical score printed with the Forbes 1682 verses, and for
references to other textual and 1l1usical sources, see Al usic of Scotland,
1500-1700, cd. Kenneth Elliott and Helena M. Shire (i\lusica Britannica,
XV, 1957, No. 64). 'fhe tune seents to have been used for no other broadsides.

Co~

Open the Door;
Sweet Betty

A ballad licensed by Richard Pocock and so dating from the reign of
James II is I(John's Earnest R.equest: Or, Betty's compassionate Love extended to him in a time of Distress," beginning HCome open the Door
sweet Betty,/for 'tis a colel Winters night," sung wT'o a Pleasant new
Tune much in request" (Lord Crawford, Euing', I-Iarvard, Pepys, I~ox
burghe; reprinted in RB VI, 202). There seents to have been no contemporary reprinting of this ballad or imntcdiatc re-use of its tune. But
it was well enough known to be drawn upon in four ballad operas. The
music is printed in Ryan's The Cobler's 0t)(~ra, 1729, Air 30 (Fig. 78),
Hippisley's Flora, 1729, Gay's Achilles, 1733, and Phillips's The Livery
Rake, 1733. In the latter the tune is called "Fly, fly from the Place, fair
Flora," from the first line of the song in I-lippisley's ballad opera. 1
A Scotch song, "Blink over the Burn, Sweet Betty," beginning HAs
gentle Turtle Doves,/By Cooing shew Desire," is not related to HCome
open the Door, Sweet Betty." Words and music are in Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius, 1725, No. 15, in Watts's Musical Miscellany, 17 2 9173 1 , III, 65, and Walsh's British Musical Miscellany, 1734-1736, II, 66.
Stanzas 3-5 are in Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany, 1723, p. 53, and in
Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, 1787-1803, I, 52. But Burns, in his
note on this Scotch song, recalls two stanzas of "old words," the first of
which is clearly related to the English broadside:
1 "Tom a Nokes Jigg" in Apollo's Banquet, 1670, No. 66, begins like the balladopera tunc, but as Chappell has observed (PMOT II, 505), the jig has an underlying
9/4 rhythm while uCome, open the door" is in 6/4- Aside from a similarity in the
opening bars, the two tunes are distinct.
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Blink over the burn sweet Betty,
It is a cauld winter night;
It rains, it hails, it thunders,
The moon she gies nae light:
It's a' for the sake 0' sweet Betty,
That ever I tint my way;
Sweet, let me lie beyond thee
Until it be break 0' day.
0, Betty will bake my bread,
And Betty will brew my ale
And Betty will be my love,
When I come over the dale:
Blink over the burn, sweet Betty,
Blink over the burn to me,
And while I hac life dear lassie,
My ain sweet Betty thou's be. 2

Shakespeare's reference in King Lear, III, vi, to "Come o'er the bourn,
Bessy, to me" alludes to a ballad of 155 8 by William Birch, CIA Songe
betwene the Quenes maiestie and Englande" (London Society of Antiquaries, reprinted in The Common Muse, ed. V. de Sola Pinto and A. E.
Rodway, 1957, p. 37). It bears no metrical relation to the later ballad or
to the Scotch song.
2 Notes on Scottish Song by Robert Burns, ed. James C. Dick, Ig08, p. 18. G.
Graham, in his Songs of Scotland, 1848-1850, III, 148, uses the old words recalled
Burns, altering a few details, and, to suit modern taste, changing ·'lie beyond"
"sit beside" in line 7. Graham's tune is the Scots Musical Museum air as arranged
T. M. Mudie.
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Come, ShepherdSy Deck
Your Heads
HThe Shepheards Lanlentation. '1'0 the tunc of the plaine-dealing
Woruan," beginning HeOrne Shepheards, deck your heads," is a ballad
published about 1615 (Pepys; reprinted in PB I, 85). 'I'he tune title is
derived from the closing line of Inost stanzas in the first part of the ballad,
but no music of ClThe Plain-Dealing WOlnan" has been found under that
name. A seventeenth-century air (Fig. 79) with lute accolnpaniment is
coupled with the first four ballad stanzas in MS 1019, fol. 2 V , of St. Michael's College Library, Tenbury; the text varies in detail £roln that of
Bodleian MS Ashmole 38, p. 127, and froln others noted by Rollins in
PB I, 83. Another tune, called HCom Shaepherders deck jour heds," is in
Dirck P. Pers's Dutch songbook Bellerophon, beginning with the edition
of 1633, p. 120 (Fig. 80). A different air under the same title-perhaps an
inner part, not an independent melody-is found in J. J. Starter's Friesche
Lust-Hot, 1621, p. 73 (Fig. 81), and in A. Valerius's Neder-Landtsche Gedenck-Clanck, 1626. Only this latter tune makes allowance for the repeated syllables in line 7 of many stanzas in the Pepys text.
"Come, Shepherds, deck your heads" is referred to in Walton's Compleat Angler as one of the ballads which Maudlin, the Milkwolnan's
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daughter, can sing. None of the three tunes she might have used seems
to have served for other ballads.

Com~

Sweet LasSy or Greenwich Park

This tune, called uGreenwich Park," appeared first in The Second Part
of the Dancing Master, 2d ed., 16g8, p. 33 (Fig. 82),1 and in the eleventh
1 The Second Part of the Dancing Master, 1St ed., 1696, is to be distinguished from
the second volume of the work; there were only two editions of the second part,
whereas there were four of volume II: the first undated, c. 1713, the others 1714, 1718,
17 28 .
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and subsequent editions of the primary volume. The music is also found
under this title in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. A
harpsichord setting by Jeremiah Clarke appears in BM MS Add. 22099,
£01. 6 v, c. 17°4-17°7. Music is also found on a single-sheet song, Chetham
1381: "A Scotch Song Sung by Mrs. Cross at the Theatre Royal," beginning "Come sweet Lass, this bonny Weather, lets together." 2 As "Come
Sweet Lass" it is an air in Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, and in The
Fox Uncas'd, 1733.
As the Chetham copy indicates, "Come Sweet Lass" began as a dramatic
song. Two broadside editions, probably from the 1690s, are in the Pepys
collection: "An Excellent New Scotch Song, Cald, .lockey's Complaint for
His Beloved Moggy . . . Lately Sung in a New Play at the Royal Theatre" (Pepys V, 263, with meaningless music and without tune direction);
and "Slighted Jockey: Or, Coy Moggy's Unspeakable Cruelty. Being An
excellent Scot[c]h Song much in Request. To a Pleasant new Tune"
(Pepys V, 274, reprinted in A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, I,
278). The former is in seven stanzas, three of which are "Moggy's Kind
Answer," and all but the two opening stanzas are in pseudo-Scotch dialect; the latter is in eight stanzas, plus an "Answer" of two stanzas, with
only slight suggestion of dialect. s Other versions of the text are usually
shorter: "Jockey'S Love to Moggy" in Wits Cabinet, c. 1700, is in four
stanzas; the version in Compleat Academy of Complements, 1705, is the
2 The music is attributed to "Mr. Clarke." The engraved sheet is undated, but
Mrs. Cross was singing in London theaters in the 1690s. See Day-Murrie, Index IV.
8 Chappell (PMOT II, 600-601) reprinted this version, but without the fCAnswer."
He also eliminated the three occurrences of "rse" to suppress .the Scotch element
entirely and removed the sensuality from "Kiss and enjoy her still" by changing the
second verb to "delight." Ordinarily he used inverted commas to indicate textual
change, but they are wanting here.
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same length, but stanzas three and four are in dialect and have no relation to those in Wits Cabinet. The version in Pills, 1719-1720, III, 217,
includes only the first two stanzas-common to all the texts-with the
1l1usic.
One other broadside was sung to the tune of "Corne Sweet Lass." It is
"Perjur'd Hilly," beginning "In the WestjA weeping Lover" (Pepys V,
275, a l'oluan-Ietter edition published near 1700).

Cook Lorrel
This tune appears, under the name of "An Old Man is a Bed full of
Bones," in all editions of The Dancing Master (1651, p. 76=Fig. 83).1
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. 9
As "Cook Lawrel" the music is found in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 103,
set to "A new Song made by a Person of Quality, and Sung before His
Majesty at Winchester," beginning CIA Tory came late through Westminster-Hall." With music (Fig. 84), this ballad had already appeared in
1 This tune title is referred to in William Rowley's Match at Midnight, 1622, I,
i; and a snatch, "An old man with a bed full of bones," is sung in James Shirley's
Constant Maid, 1638, II, ii. There is a reference to "An old man's a bagge full of
bones" in The Partiall Law, c. 1615-163°, II, iv. No extant ballads were sung to the
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broadside (orm in 1683 (Harvard, three copies, BM 806.k.16, Yale, Clark;
the text is reprinted in RB V, 335, apparently (rom /80 Loyal Songs).
The tune appears in all editions of Pills, and in the 1719-1720 edition
it is printed three tilnes: II, 98, IV, 101, IV, 110.
The sardonic song of Cook Lorrel's banquet for the Devil was written
by Ben Jonson for his masque The Gypsies Metamorphos'd, 1621. 2 In
expanded (orm it was popular on broadsides: "A Strange Banquet: Or,
The Devil's Entertainment by Cook Laurel At The Peak in Derby-Shire,"
beginning "Cook Laurel would have the Devil his Guest" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Euing, Rawlinson, Pepys, Roxburghe, BM C.20'£.2; reprinted in RB VII, 219). Manuscript versions arc in Bodleian MS Rawlil).son Poet. 160, (01. 175, Gamble MS, 1659, No. 92, and the Percy Folio.
It was reprinted in Merry Drollery, 1661, An Antidote against Melancholy, 1661, Merry Drollery Complete, 1670, New Academy of Complements, 1671, Wit and Mirth, 1682, and, with the music, in all editions
of Pills.
A large number of broadsides were sung to "Cook Lorrel," and only
a partial listing can be given. Emphasis will be upon those ballads that
give rise to other titles for the tune. An obvious parody on Jonson's
poem is that by M[artin] P[arker], c. 1637, "A Bill of Fare: For, A Saturday nights Supper, A Sunday morning Breakfast, and A Munday Dinner," beginning "Ile tell you a Jest, which you'l hardly belaeue," to the
tune of "Cooke Laurell, or Michaelmas Terme" 8 (Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB I, 70). The generally unpleasant exploitation of mankind's foibles
in jonson's poem was heavily drawn upon in a number of pieces against
the Rump Parliament. Most of them were issued as broadsides and afterward reprinted in Ratts Rhimed to Death, 1660, or The Rump, 1660,
another ed. 1662, reprinted 1874. Characteristic titles are "A Proper New
Ballad of the Devill's Arse a Peak, or Satan's Beastly place. Or, in plain
tearms, of the Posteriors and Fag-end of a Long-Parliament"; leA New
tune under this name, unless we except one in a hand of c. 1700 in BM MS Harl. 6g18,
p. 59, which fits the music with difficulty. It begins HIn a famous Street near
Whetstones Park/Where there's commonly Fiddlers as soon as 'tis dark."
2 Cook (or Cock) Lorrel was already famous as a rogue, and Cock Lorrel's boat, the
subject of a tract printed by Wynkyn de Worde, c. 1510 (ed. E. F. Rimbault, Percy
Society, 1843), was a ship of fools. S[amuel] R[owlands?], in his Martin Mark-all, 1610,
speaks of him as Hthe most notorious knaue that euer Hued. By trade he was a
Tinker, often carrying a panne and a hammer for a shew: but when he came to a
good booty, he would cast his profession in a ditch, and play the padder."
8 HMichaelmas Terme" is a tune name derived from the title of a ballad licensed in
1633 (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 1758) and sung to the tune of "The Rambling Clerk"
(BB I, 401). Both Parker's ballad and "Michaelmas Term" are in eight-line stanzas,
and:the tunes may therefore be considered interchangeable. Music for "The Rambling
Clerk" apparently has not survived.
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Kickshaw for the queasie Stomack of Sathan and all those that fight
under his Banner"; "The Rump Roughly but Righteously handled." 4
Other ballads include "A pair of Prodigals Returned . . . a Conference between an Englishlnan and a Scot, concerning the Restauration of
Charles II," beginning "~rush Jocchee, we have no Illore Kings to Betray"
(BM Luttrell II, 157, nfvf 'l'holnasoll 669.f.25 [52], both dated 1660);
"The Dutch-Miller, and New Invented \Vind-M iller . . . who undertakes to Grind all sorts of \Vomen," beginning "I aln a brave Miller but
newly come o're" (Wood E.25 [53]). "I Father the Child that's none of
my own," beginning "If every WOlnan was serv'd in her kind," is to the
tune of "Cook Laurel: Or, Give me the Lass" (Lord Crawford, !)ouce,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 440; with music of "Cook
Lorrel," in all editions of Pills). 'T'he second tune title is from the opening line of "The Country Miss new COllle in Fashion" (I~B IV, 402) which
is sung to uThe Mock Tune to the French Rant," an air which apparently has not survived. "The Country rvliss" itself became a tune title,
appearing as an alternate to "Cook LotTel" in "l'he Plow-mans Prophesie: Or, The Country-mans Calculation," beginning "CaIne listen all you
that to mirth are inclin'd" (Pepys IV, 297, Rawlinson 120, Wood E.25
[81 D. The same two airs are indicated by a still different combination of
tune names in "The Merry Wives of Wapping," beginning "A knot of
Women in Wapping do 1l1eet," to the tune of "The Country Miss: Or,
The Plowmans Prophesie" (Wood E.25 [126D.
Another name for the tune "Cook LotTel', is generated from the burden of "The Plow-mans Prophesie," which is "Then covetousness out of
England will run." This phrase became the tune title for several ballads,
having in common the idea that when the impossible happens, covetousness, or Popery, or some other comparable evil will vanish. These include
uThe Quakers Prophesie," beginning "Come all my kind Neighbours and
listen awhile" (Lord Crawford, BM 1876'£.1; reprinted in RB VI, 6);
"The Countryman's Prophecy," beginning "All you that strange Prophecies love for to hear" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 68); "Good News for
England, Or, The Worst is past," beginning uCome listen to me and I
will declare," to the tune of "the Woody Querristers, or Covetuousness
[sic] out of England shall run" (Pepys IV, 296, temp. Charles II); and
HA New Ballad, called, The Protestants Prophesie," beginning HCome
hearken to me whilst the truth I do write" (Wood E.25 [117], with MS
date "Jan or Feb 1688"; Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 439). The title of
this last ballad became the tune title used in "Wavering Nat and kind
Susan," beginning "Come all you brave Sawyers and listen a while," to
'For full bibliographical details on songs in The Rump, see H. F. Brooks, "Rump
Songs: an Index with Notes," Oxford Bibliographical Society Proceedings i:r Papers,
V (1936- 1939), 283-3°4.
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the tune of uThe Protestants Prophesie" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
VI I I, 471). The burden of "'fhe Protestants Prophesie" is "Then Popery
out of this land will be gone," and apparently it \vas upon the 1l10del
of this ballad that "1-'he Prophesie" \vas written. It has no tunc direction,
hut its burden is "And Popery out of this Nation shall run"; it begins
"When the K[ing] leaves of[f] S[al]ly, and holds to the Queen," and like
the other prophecies just noticed, describes the Utopia that must exist
before the present state of affairs can be reversed. It is found in The
Muses Farewel to POfJery and Slavery, Supplenlcnt, 1689.&
uThe Painters Pastime: or, A Woman Defin'd after a New Fashion,"
beginning uAssist me Appolo [sic], and help my conceit," to the tune of
"Cook Laurel, or, Sing Tidne Too" (Douce II, 173) is a ballad of the
last quarter of the sevcnteenth century which fits the tune (I have no data
on the second tune title). Chappell (PMOT I, 161) is inclined to equate
"Cook Lorrel" with a sixteenth-century tune name, "The Paintcr," on
the strength of the ballad title above; but the metrical patterns are entirely dissimilar. o
"Cook Lorrel" is sometimes cited for ballads whose meter ill fits the
tune. Such are "A New Letany," beginning "Froln Jesuitical Polls, who
proudly expose" (A Third Collection of . . . Poems . .. against Popery,
1(89), and "A Short Letany," beginning "From an old Inquisition, and
new Declaration" (Fourth and Last Collection of Poems against Popery,
1689; reprinted in RB IV, 297); the three long lines plus a burden UFor
ever good Lord (or Heaven) deliver me" comprise the usual litany form,
but it is not easily adapted to the "Cook Lorrel" tunc. Another, "The Ingenious Braggadocia," beginning uI I-Iave a Mare her Colour is White,/
Swect if thou love me tcll me now" (Pcpys, Lord Crawford, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 600), has a stanza of four lincs which
fit the tune without difficulty; but the burden, especially in its first two
lines, seems to call for different musical movement:
"The French Prophet. Or, A New Touch of the Times," beginning "I am an old
Prophet, and newly come over," has no tunc direction and is in an irregular eightline stanza pattern. Ebsworth (RB VIII, 2~m) feels that it is related to the "Covetousness" ballads referred to above, but the similarity is chiefly in theme.
"The Painter," for which no music has survived, probably took its name from
"ye paynter in his pryntyshod," a ballad licensed in 1565-1566, followed shortly by
moralizations and other related pieces, none of which are extant (Rollins, Anal. Index,
Nos. 530, 2032-2035). A ballad entitled "The Louer compareth some subtile Suters to
the Hunter," to the tune of "the Painter," is preserved in A Handefull of Pleasant
Delites, 1584 (ed. Rollins, p. 33). Also to the tune is a song beginning "Stand backe,
ye slepinge iackes at home" in John Pickering's Horestes, 1567 (QueUen und
Forschungen, LXXX [18g8], 517), and "A new song of an hostisse and her guests"
in Richard Johnson's Crown Garland of Golden Roses, 1612 (ed. Chappell, 1842,
p. 72). The stanza pattern of the three poems is syllabically 8.4.8.4.8.8.8.8, for which
the "Cook Lorrel" tune will not serve.
IS

.°
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\\lith hey my Nanny, with ho my Nanny,
with hey my Nanny, my Nanny, Nanny;
The nlore I do look, the Illore I love thee,
thou art kinder then ever thou used to be. T

Could Man His Wish Obtain
A single stanza with this beginning is found in A New Collection Of
the Choicest Songs, 1682. With music by James Paisible, a two-stanza
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Original is an octave lower.

version appears in Choice Ayres and Songs, Fourth Book, 1683, and in all
editions of Pills. Paisible's tune, entitled "Could Man his wish obtain,"
is in Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682, p. 64 (Fig. 85), in
1 Ebsworth (RB VIII, 600) is surely wrong in stating that "The true tune must have
been an adaptation of 'Come hither, my own sweet Duck!'" Stanza pattern and
rhythm are so disparate as to make any such musical affinity unlikely.
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'fholllas Grccting's The Pleasant COTllpanion
for the Flagelet} 1683,
Ilulllphry Sallcr's The Ge1lteel COTnpatlion
for the Recorder} 168g,
Apollo's Ballquet} 5th cd., 1687, and in Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,
fvlS 3o .G .20 , p. 55.
'rhe song, lengthened into a broadside of six fourteen-line stanzas, is
~alled "'rhe Mournful Shepherd: Or 'fonllent of Loving, and not being
Lov'd again . . . Play'd and Sung at the King's Play-I-louse . . . '1'0 a
Pleasant New 'rune, called Could Man his Wish Obtain" (Lord Crawford, Doucc, Elling, I-larvanl, Pepys, R.oxburghe; reprinted in IlB VI, 62).
No other broadsides seelll to have been sung to Paisible's graccful but
rather ornate Illusic.

The Country Lass
l\tlartin Parker's ballad, "'fhe Countrey Lasse," beginning "Although
I am a countrey lasse,/A lofty nlind I beare-a" (Pepys, R.oxburghe; reprinted in IlB I, 1 (5), was to be sung to Ha dainty new note" or "The
Mother beguiles the Daughter" (in the Roxburghe copy it is C4The mother
beguild daughter").l Laurence Price wrote HGood Ale for my money," beginning "Be merry, my friends, and list awhile," to the tune of C4The
Countrey Lasse" (R.oxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 412), probably soon
after the issuance of Parker's ballad. A cittern set of "Countrey Lasse" in
A Boohe of New Lessons, 1°52, No. 15 (Fig. 86), may have no relation
to these texts; it will, however, suit the stanza pattern once initial notes
are added to first and last phrases to accolnmodate the iambic meter. I
have elsewhere discussed these ballads (sec HStingo") in relation to the
music of "Cold and Raw," to which a song echoing Parker's ballad is
printed in Pills} 1719-1720, IV, 152. With differences in detail, the Pills
text was adopted by Allan ltalnsay, who included it in the second volume
of his Tea-Table Miscellany, 1729, "To its ain Tune," but without music.
The air commonly associated with "What tho' I am a Country Lass"
1 The ballad from which this tune title probably originated is lost, but "The
father beguild his son" was entered in the Stationers' Register in June, 1629, and
"The sonne beguils the Father" in July, 1630 (Rollins, Anal. Index, Nos. 872, 2480).
A date of around 1630 can therefore be postulated for Parker's ballad. Chappell
(PMOT I, 356) equated this tune title with "I have but a mark a year," but later
(II, 780) presented evidence which in effect nullified the relationship he had earlier
described. It is safest to say that we do not possess music to "The Mother beguiles
the Daughter:'
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in the eighteenth century is found on engraved single sheets, as for example "The Country Lass: or the Lofty Shepherdess" (BM G.313 [81],
dated 1725?; Harvard). With the same title it is in The Merry Musician,
c. 17SI, III, 9 (Fig. 87). The tune is used in seven ballad operas, includ-
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ing Coffey's The Devil to Pay, 1731, and Potter's The Decoy, 1733, whose
editions contain music. An imitation using the same tune is "The London Lass," beginning "What tho I am a London Dame/And lofty looks
I bear a," in Walsh's British Musical Miscellany, 1734-1736, I, 94. "The
Discontented Virgin," beginning "What tho' I am a Courtly Lass,/And
handsome too as may be," is a parody appearing on a quarto broadside
of 1727 without music or tune direction (BM 1871.e.9 [190]). Ramsay's
Tea- Table text was included in William Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius,
2d ed., 1733, II, No. 38, and in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, 17 87• 135 •

1803, IV, 356, but the tunes, which differ from each other, are distinct

from the familiar eighteenth-century air. 2
Chappell declared (PAfOT II, (46) that Henry Carey's "Sally in Our
Alley," originally sung to Carey's own music, has, since about 1760, been
coupled with the slightly older tune of "The Country Lass." 8 I find no
such early record of the shift, but George Thomson's Select Collection of
Original Scottish Airs, 1818, V, 230, contains Carey's words with the
music of "The Country Lass," as harmonized by Beethoven.

The Court Lady
A tune called "Confesse" and "Confesse his Tune" in the first edition
of The Dancing Master, 1651, p. 19 (Fig. 88), and HConfess, or the Court
Lady" in the second through tenth editions, is very likely named for an
early seventeenth-century dancing master "Mr. Confesse." 1 Whether its
alternate title is to be associated with ballads calling for the tune of HThe
Court Lady" is dubious, for the second half of the tune demands octosyllabics instead of the alternating tetrameters and trimeters of ballad
meter. It is more probable that some other tune is intended, for the citations noted below are separated from the dance tune by half a century
or more, and the tune name is commonplace enough to be reinvented.
To HThe Court Lady" is sung "The Unfortunate Concubine: Or,
ROSalTIOnd's Overthrow. Occasion'd by her Brother's unadvisedly praising her Beauty to Two Young Knights of Salisbury, as they rid on the
Road," beginning "Sweet youthful charming Ladies fair" (Harvard Percy
The Museum tune served also for singing "Geordie" (IV, 357), a version of the
traditional ballad (Child No. 209) which exists in a number of Scotch analogues. A
loosely related English broadside, "The Life and Death of George of Oxford" (RB VII,
70, and Child No. 209, Appendix), calls for the tune "Poor Georgy," which has apparently not survived, unless in oral tradition. Almost all the American "Geordie" texts
derive from the "George of Oxford" broadside. See the discussion in Tristram P. Coffin,
The British Traditional Ballad in North America, rev. ed., 1963, pp. 124ff.
8 R. G. Noyes, "The Contemporary Reception of 'Sally in Our Alley,''' Harvard
Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature, XVIII (1935), 165-175, discusses the
vogue of Carey's song. He observes that a basic similarity between the cadences of
"The Country Lass" and Carey's tune led to confusion of the two; the older air is
free from the florid ornamentation of Carey's tune and was thus easier to sing. While
Noyes's explanation cannot be urged as a general principle of popular selection, it
is very likely correct here.
1 See Margaret Dean-Smith's annotations in her facsimile edition of The English
Dancing Master, 1957, p- 19.
2
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collection, Douce, Roxburghe [without tune direction]; reprinted in RB
VI, 676). Three different eighteenth-century editions are represented by
these copies, though the subject nlatter is much older. The version reprinted in A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, I, 1, is probably derived from a contenlporary Dicey print.
An untitled version of Deloney's ballad on the death of Rosamond,
beginning "When as King I-Icnry rul'd this land," has the tune title
"Court Lady" in A Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch
Songs, 1735-1736, III, 143, though it is usually sung to "Flying Fame."
In the same volume of this musicless collection, "Queen Eleanor's Confession," which on broadsides is directed HTo a pleasant new Tune," is to
HCourt Lady." 2

Courtiers, Courtiers,
'.:j

Think It No Harm
HCourtiers, courtiers" evidently originated as a theatrical song. Although Day-Murrie list its source as Richard Brome's The Jovial Crew,
16 5 2 , it is not in that edition or the one of 1684. It may, however, have
2 Chappell (PMOT I, (74) printed a traditional tune for "Queen Eleanor's Confession" which is substantially that published in William Motherwell's Minstrelsy,
Ancient and Modern, 1827 (reprinted in John Goss, Ballads of Britain, 1937, p. 68)
and in E. F. Rimbault's Musical Illustrations of Percy's Reliques, 1850. The air has
no relation to "Court Lady:'
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been interpolated into perfornlances during the 1680s, when it suddenly
achieved popularity. The broadside version was called "The Beggars
Delight, As it was Sung at the Theatre-Royal," and an edition with
music is dated 1684 (Bodleian Ashmole G.15 [167], Clark); another,
without music, is dated 1685 (Douce I, 18). Other seventeenth-century
editions are in Pepys IV, 253, Harvard Dyson Perrins 49, Lord Crawford 293, Douce I, 16", EM C.22.f.6 (85).
l~he broadside text is followed in every edition of Pills, 17 19- 1720 ,
IV, 142, where the tune is sOlnewhat corrupted by echoes of HCoid and
Raw" in the first few lueasures. A single-sheet version of the ballad, "The
Beggar's Dear Joy, Set for yO German Flute," beginning "Courtiers,
Courtiers think it no Scorn," is in the British Museum (G.316.h [21],
dated 1730?) and in the Julian Marshall collection, Harvard (Fig. 89).
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The tune appears as "The King of Poland" in The Dancing Master~
th
7
ed., 1686, and in Apollo's Banquet, 5th ed., 1687. It is called
"Courtiers, Courtiers think it no harm" in Gay's The Beggar's Opera~
17 28, and in an anonymous ballad opera, The Judgment of Paris~ 1731.

The Cramp
William Elderton named "The Crampe" as the tune for "A newe
ballad, entytuled, Lenton stuff,jfor a lyttell munny ye maye have
inowghe" beginning "Lenton stuff ys cum to the town" (Bodleian MS
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Ashmole 48 (60]; reprinted in Thomas Wright, Songs and Ballads . •.
Chiefly of the Reign of Philip and Mary, 1860). The ballad was licensed
to \Villialn Pekering in l!)fig-1570, but Rollins believes that it Inust
first have appeared about ISfi2-1S63; the Ashnlole version he believes
\vas copied froIll the broadside now lost to us. 1
The only extant tunc that Inight be identified with "The Crampe" is
the air sung by the 1l1edius voice in "A Round of three Country dances
in one," Ravenscroft's Pa1nmelia, 1609, No. 74 (Fig. go). The words here
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are "The crampe is in my purse full sore," but it should be noted that
the second half of the tunc, well adapted to the "Hey hoe the Crampe a"
refrain, does not fit the latter part of Elderton's complex seven-line
stanza. Moreover, the adaptation of a tune to the harmonic requirements
of a round does not guarantee a reliable musical text, as may be seen
by comparing the version of "R.obin Hood, Robin Hood, said Little
John" in this round with other exalnples of the music. Elderton's ballad
was evidently intended to be sung to some other tune than the one we
possess.
Another Lenten piece sung to "The crampe," also licensed in 156g1570, is "A ballad from the countrie sent to showe how we should fast
this lent," by Thomas Preston. It begins "Prepare yourselves to fast this
lent" and is printed in SB, p. 347, from Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet.
185, fol. 7v, where the copy is dated 1589. The seven-line stanza agrees
metrically with Elderton's, offering another bit of evidence that the surviving tune has little relation to the ballads here cited.
Hyder E. Rollins, "Concerning Bodleian MS. Ashmole 48," MLN, XXXIV (19 19).
340--35 1 •
1
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The Cremona Fiddle
"A Ballad, Upon a Gcntlclllan's sitting upon the Lady W[cymouth),s
Crenlona Fiddle," dated 1720 and beginning "Ye Lads and ye Lasses
that live at Longleat," is directed to be sung to "King John and the
Abbot of Cantcrbury," a tune Iuore cornmonly known as "Derry down"
(Harvard Percy collection). Engraved single-sheet versions of c. 1730,
usually titled "A Song madc upon a Gentleman's sitting upon a Cremona
Fiddle" (BM H.160 I [550], Harvard) or "The Long-Ieat Ballad" (Harvard), contain variant versions of "Derry down" music with its characteristic refrain. But wrhe Cremona Fiddle" in Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, II, 162 (Fig. 91), British Melody, or the Musical Maga-
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zine, 1739, NO.3, and The Convivial Songster, c. 1782, p. 40, has its own
tune and naturally omits the "Derry down" refrain tags. The words are
reprinted in The Hive, 3d ed., 1727, II, 262, without tune direction. The
tcxt in A Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735173 6, III, 113, is to the tune of "Crenlona Fiddle," an ambiguous direction in the absence of music. Attribution of this humorous song to
Jonathan Swift is now discounted; it does not appear in Harold Williams's edition of Swift's poems.
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Crimson Velvet
This tunc title takes its ongm from a description of the princess's
dress in "An excellent Ballad of a Prince of England's Courtship to the
King of France's Daughter, and how the Prince was disasterously slain;
and how the aforesaid Princess was afterwards married to a Forrester,"
beginning "In the Days of Old/when fair France did flourish," to the
tune of "Crimson Velvet" (Lord Crawford, '\Tood 401, Wood 402, Wood
276b, Douce, Morgan, Pepys, Bagford, Euing, Roxburghe [two editions];
reprinted in Thomas Deloney's Garland of Good Will) 1631 [Works} cd.
Mann, p. 333], in A Collection of Old Ballads} 1723-1725, I, 181, and in
Percy's Reliques} and RB I, 309). An earlier copy than any of the extant
printed editions is in the Shirburn MS, c. 1585-1616 (SB) p. (92).
"In the dayes of old," from the opening line of the ballad just cited, is
the tune title for "Rochell her yeelding to the . . . French King, on the
28. of October 1628. after a long siege," by Martin Parker, beginning
"You that true Christians be/assist me with your sorrow" (Pepys; reprinted in PG) p. 293).
A considerably older ballad, to the tune of "Crimson Velvet," is "The
lamentable complaint of Queen Mary for the unkind departure of King
Philip, in whose absence she fell sick, and died," beginning "Mary doth
complain;/Ladies, be you moved" (Richard Johnson, Crown Garland of
Golden Roses, 1659, eel. Chappell, (845). Despite its seventeenth-century
publication, this may have been written soon after Mary's death in 1558.
The capture of Calais by the Spaniards in 1596 is the subject of a topical
ballad to the tune of "Crimson veluet," soon copied into the Shirburn MS
(printed in RB VIII, xx···, and SB) p. 241): "Callis, his wofull Lamentation for her haplesse spoyle," beginning "If ~uer wofull tale/moved man
to pittye."
"Constance of Cleueland . . . and her disloyall Knight," beginning
"It was a youthfull Knight/lou'd a gallant Lady," to the tune of. "Crimson Velvet" (Pepys [two editions], Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VI, 572), was licensed in 1603 and again in 1624 (Rollins, Anal.
Index) Nos. 824, (266). The first lines of this ballad provide the name
under which the tune (Fig. 92) is found in J. J. Starter's Friesche LustHof} 1621, p. 40: "Twas a youthful knight, w[hi]ch loved a galjant Lady."
The same music in Forbes's Cantus~ 1662, No. 57 (Fig. 93), is coupled with verses from England's Helicon} 1600, beginning "Shepherd,
saw thou not my fair lovely Phylis." The air in the Straloch MS, 16271629, and in the Skene MS (Dauney, p. 248) also takes its title from
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these verses. The tune appears in D. P. Pers's Bellerophon~ 1633, pp. 167168, but without indication of its English associations.
In the British Museum copy of W. S[latyer],s Psalmes~ or Songs of Sion,
1642, "Crimson Velvet" has been written in as the tune to which Psalm
43 may be sung. It begins "Judge my cause, 0 Lord,/And give sentence
for me."
The popularity of this tune is remarkable in view of the fact that it
calls for a complex stanza, usually written in twenty lines. But the tune
itself, despite its rather monotonous repetitions, has a moving solemnity
appropriate to most of the songs written for it.
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The Crossed Coup/~
or Tantara Rara Tantivy
The ballad giving this tune one of its names is "The crost Couple, Or
A good Misfortune," beginning "HIe tell you a tale no stranger than
true," to "a new Northern Tune, much in fashion," but without the
music itself (Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 648). To the tune
of "The Crost Couple" is a ballad of early 1660, "King Charles his Glory,
And Rebels Shame," beginning "Charles the first was a Noble King"
(BM Luttrell; reprinted in RB VII, 661). Other editions, probably issued
shortly after the regicide executions of October, 1660, have the title "The
Traytors Downfall, or a brief Relation of the Downfall of that Phanatic
crew who traiterously Murthered the late Kings Majesty of blessed
Memory" (Euing, Manchester; reprinted in RB VIII, liii -). The Manchester copy has substituted a new opening stanza, beginning "Come
hither to me and I will declare." The Euing stanza is a composite, following the original text in its opening lines. In both Euing and Manchester versions, the tune title is given as "Fa la la," from the refrain in
lines 2, 4, and 8, the full form of which is "with a fa la la la lalero,',
Another to the tune of "The Crost Couple" is "News from Hide-Park,"
beginning "One evening a little before it was dark" (Pepys, Douce,
Euing, Lord Crawford, Wood E.25, BM Luttrell, Harvard [Percy collection II, 69, an eighteenth-century imprint], Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB VI, 496). This ballad, with music, appears in all editions of Pills,
1719-1720, IV, 138 (Fig. 94).
An internal refrain (variable) of "sing tan tara tara tantivee" disap-

94~

~Original is a fourth higher.
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pears as the ballad gets under way, but it is conspicuous enough to have
become another name for the tune. Thus we have "Tan tarra rara, tan
tivee" cited as the tune for two ballads featuring Nell Gwyn and the
Duchess of Portsmouth: "A Pleasant Dialogue betwixt two 'Vanton
Ladies of Pleasure," beginning "Brave Gallants now listen and I will
you tell" (BM Luttrell, Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 599); and "The
Duchess of Portsmouths Farewel," beginning "I Prithee dear Portsmouth
now tell me thy mind" (BM Luttrell; reprinted in RB IV, 283). In both,
the threefold burden is "With a fa la la la fa la la." The same stanzaic
structure is found in a Manchester (I, 28) ballad whose first part is
missing, but whose second part, to the tune of "Fa la la," begins "0
come my own Deere lets dally a while" and constitutes an independent
ballad of a lovers' tryst interrupted when a Peeping Tom falls out of a
tree into their midst. Another with similar stanza form is "The Jacobite
tossed in a Blanket," beginning "I pray Mr. Jacobite tell me why," to
the tune of "Fa la: Or, Tan tara Tantroy [Le., Tantivy]" (Lord Crawford, Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 198).1 "Tom Tell Truth," beginning
"I killed a man and he was dead," to the tune of "Tanta ra ra ra, Tantivee" (Harvard, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII,
425), also has a "fa la la la la la" refrain.
Two other ballads with the same metrical pattern dispense with a
nonsense refrain in favor of more meaningful phrases: "The Merry MilkMaid['s] . . . longing desire after matrimony," beginning "As I through
a Meadow one morning did pass," to the tune of "Tan-Tivee" (Pepys IV,
13, dated 1691, Lord Crawford 100, Harvard) confines its refrain to "It
is a fine thing to be marry'd" at the close of each stanza. In "The GoodFellows Counsel: Or, The Bad Husbands Recantation," beginning "I
had no more wit, but was trod under feet," to the tune of "Tan Tivye"
(Wood E.25, Harvard, Rawlinson, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VI, 499), the tripartite burden is usually "and all was for want of
money" or "when I have no want of money." 2 Still another, "The Peni1 Rollins, following Chappell and Ebsworth, equated the tune of "Fa la," used
for eight-line stanzas, with "Sir Eglamore" or "The Friar in the Well," tunes found
only with seven-line stanzas. Each pattern calls for the refrain in the second, fourth,
and final lines of the stanza, and this common feature doubtless led to the assumption
that the stanza patterns were identical. Chappell (PMOT I, 276), failing to
note the tune title, also erroneously assigned "The Jacobite tossed in a Blanket" to
the tunc of "Sir Eglamore." His quoting of the refrains is below his usual standard of
accuracy.
2 This burden has a tenuous verbal connection with the tune titles "Never a
Penny of Money" and "Without ever a penny of Money," which are named on two
Restoration broadsides: "Stand too't Whetston-Park Ladies," beginning "I am a brave
Lass, and I Travel'd about" (BM C.22.f.6 [77], Douce II, 188 v, Lord Crawford 537.
Harvard); and "The Scotchmans Lamentation for the loss of his Pack," beginning
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tent Gallant," beginning "There was, I must tell you, a Jocular Spark,"
to the tune "Hide Park" (Pepys IV, Ig8), closes eadl stanza with "the
thirteen poor Cuckolds of Branford" or a variation of the phrase.
All these ballads may be sung to the Pills tune accompanying the
verses of "News from Hide·Park." A different tune called "Hide Park"
appears in the first three editions of The Dancing Master, 1651-1665;
it will fit none of these ballads, but it can be used with Richard Climsell's
"The praise of London . . . To the tune of the second part of Hide
Parke" (Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 220). Neither tune will fit the fol·
lowing ballad, which requires a "Cupid's Courtesy" musical form:
"A New Ditty: Of a Lover, tost hither and th[i]ther, That cannot speake
his mind when they are together," to the tune of "Hide Park" (Rox·
burghe; reprinted in RB II, 235). "The defence of Hide Parke . . . To
a curious new Court tunc" (Manchester, Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 146)
is in a uniquely complex stanza pattern unsuited to either tune. Chappell
evidently cited the ballad merely because it was another on the subject
of Hyde Park.

Cuckolds AI! A-Row
The closing line of the nursery rhyme "Mistress Mary, quite contrary"
is usually known as "And pretty maids all in a row," but it once read
"And cuckolds all arow." It is not clear whether the dance- and balladtunc name was influenced by the nursery rhyme, or the converse. 1 The
"There was a brisk Scotchman as I do understand" (Pepys III, 340). In both the
burdcn is "with a fa la la la la lero" (variously printed) in lines 2, 4, and 8 of each
stanza. Thcse ballads could be, and perhaps were, sung to the "Crossed Couple"
tunc, for the refrain pattern is identical to that of "The Traytors Downfall," an
earlicr cdition of which, "King Charlcs his Glory," was sung to "The Crossed Couple,"
as almost certainly wcre the latcr editions.
Another ballad with the same refrain pattern calls for the tune "Oliver was of
Huntington"; it is Abraham Milcs's account of the posthumous hanging of Cromwell.
Ireton, and Bradshaw on Jan. 30, 1661, entitled "The Last Farewel of three bould
Traytors," and bcgins "Who did not hear of ali vcrs Nose" (Harvard). Although the
tune title is a prosy commonplace, a similar phrasing, "This Oliver was of Huntington," opens a stanza of "King Charles his Glory," published the preceding year.
Again, we can but point to the possibility that the later ballad was sung to "The
Crossed Couple," the tune of the earlier.
1 See lona and Peter Opie, The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes, 1951,
No. 342, where two citations from the last quarter of the eighteenth century are
noted. Evidence is lacking for the date of the rhyme in its older form•
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Original is unbarred.

tune of this name is found in every edition of The Dancing Master (1651,
p. 67=Fig. 95), in A Boohe of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern,
1652, in Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682, and in Walsh's
Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. It was also well known during
the first half of the seventeenth century.
The lost ballad "Cuckolds all a row" was registered in June, 1637; it
is presumably the song with this title, beginning "Not long agoe as all
along [or alone] I lay upon my bed," which is found in Wit and Drollery,
1601, p. 85, reprinted in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 77 (there with the music of
"London is a fine town"). No tune is named, but the refrain is "Cuckolds all arow." A ballad to the tune by Humphrey Crouch, published c.
1640, implies a familiarity with the song in its parodying of details. It
is "A pleasant new song that plainely doth show, that al are Beggers . . . ," beginning "Come cease your songs of Cuckolds row," with
stanzas ending "Beggers all a row" (Manchester; reprinted in CP, p. 114).
Another to the tune before 1640 is "The Cruell Shrow: or, The Patient
Mans Woe," by Arthur Halliarg, beginning "Come bachelors and married men" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 94).
A song written by Francis Quarles about 1641, beginning "Know then
my Brethren, Heaven is c1eare," contains the burden "Hey then up go
wee," which gave rise to a very popular tune title of the 1680s, "Hey,
boys, up go we," q.v. Quarles's song, printed first in an anonymous tract,
The Distractions of our Times, 1642, was reprinted in his eclogue, The
Shepheards Oracle, 1644, with no tune direction. It was reprinted in
Rump, 1662, and Loyal Songs, 1731, with the tune direction "Cuckolds
all a-row." A broadside version of 1681 is noted under "Hey boys." Unrelated to either of these tunes is the stately air found in a setting of
Quarles's verses for solo voice (Bodleian MS Don.c.57, p. 52), probably
from the third quarter of the seventeenth century.
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A ballad of 1660, with burden "Cuckolds all-a-Row," has the tune title
"Is there no more Cuckolds but I," which may be internally inspired;
in cOlltemporary reprintings, the tune name is given as "Cuckolds all-aRow." The ballad, beginning "You cowd-hearted [or coward-hearted]
Citizens," has the broadside title: "Roome for Cuckolds: or my Lord
Lamberts Entrance into Sodome and Gomorrah" (Harvard, BM Luttrell
II, 182, IH"f C.20.f.2 [284] and [315], EM Thomason, dated 1 Feb 1659/60,
\Vood 11(i [27]). In The Rump, 1660, it is called "The She-Citizens
Delight," and in Ratts Rhimed to Death, 1660, it is called "London's true
Character. "
In his diary Pepys wrote that at a New Year's Eve ball, Dec. 31, 1662,
Charles II called for "Cuckolds all awry" as the first of the country
dances and led the company in "the old dance of England." And the tune
is mentioned in "London is a Fine Town" (Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 41):
Then they go to Greenwitch all in the City Barge,
And there they have a Noble Treat all at the City Charge;
And when they come to CuellOld's-Point, they make a Gallant Show,
Their Wives bid the Musick play Cucltolds·all-a-row.

The natural association of the phrase "Cuckolds all a Row" with
marital infidelity was probably responsible for its use as a burden ina
ballad periodically reissued during the eighteenth century and since. A
typical form, "A General Summons . . . To assemble at Horn Fair
October 1 8," begi ns
You horned fumbling cuckolds
In city, court or town,
You're summon'd here and must appear,
Your fine to render down . . .

and the stanzas end "Cuckolds all of a row" (BM 1876.£.1 [152], without
tune direction).

Cupid's Courtesy
"Cupids Courtesie: or, The young Gallant foild at his own Weapon.
. . To a pleasant Northern Tune," by J. P., was licensed in 1664 to
John Conyers. Although no edition with his imprint has survived, copies
issued by Francis Coles are contemporary, antedating Coles's death in
1680 (Douce I, 46, Euing 39). The ballad, which begins "Through the
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cool shady Woods,las I was ranging," was frequently reprinted for a
century or more. Copies of later editions are in Pepys, Douce, Lord
Crawford, Harvard, and Roxburghe colleclions (RB III, 5:10, is a reprilll
from a late seventeenth.century issue wilhollt aUlhor's initials).1 The
text was reprinted also in A Jovial Garland, c. 1670, sig. 1"8, and wilh
music in Pills, 171g-1720, VI, 43 (Fig. 96).2
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A sequel to the ballad is "Cupids Tryumph . . . Being an Answer to
Cupids Courtesie. . . . The tune is Saraban, llsed in Dancing-Schools.
Or, Cupid Courtesie," beginning "A Gallant Lady Gay';as she was
walking" (Rawlinson; reprinted in RB IV, 13).8 Another, which seems
to echo the opening formulas of the original ballad, is "Cupids Cure:
or, An Answer to Cupids Cruelty," beginning "All in a shady Grove,1
as I was musing," to the tune of "Cupids Curtesie" (Douce I, 47). I
have not found a "Cupids Cruelty" broadside to which this might be an
answer.
"The Virgin's Complaint Against Young Mens Unkindness," beginning "I am so deep in 10ve';l cannot hide it," to the tune of "Cupid's
Courtesie" (Lord Crawford 566, Douce II, 235, Harvard), gives us two
1 J. P. Collier, in A Book of Roxburghe Ballads, 1847, p. 80, reprinted the text later
used in RB. His reference to "a manuscript copy of it dated 1595" cannot be taken
seriously.
2 The music is also found in Pills IV, 165, with "A Ballad on New Bethlem," beginning "This is a Structure fair,jRoyally raised." The poem had originally appeared
in Wit and Mirth, 1682, p. 256, as "On New-Bedlam," without tune direction.
8 The exact saraband tune cannot be confidently identified, although the tune of
"The Saraband" in The Dancing Master, 1651-1686, will fit the ballad if repeats are
omitted.
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new names for the tune.' In the sequel, entitled "The Young Mans Vindication against The Virgins Complaint," and beginning "Sweet Virgin,
hath disdain/mov'd you to passion," the tune direction is "the Virgins
Complaint; or, Cupids Courtesie" (Douce, with the additional tunc name
in MS "So Deep in Love," Rawlinson, Pepys, Roxburghc; reprinted
in RlJ VI, 255). "The Bashful Virgin: or, The Secret Lover," beginning
"0 what a pain it is/to be a Lover," is to the tunc of "I am so deep in
Love: or, Little Boy" (Douce, Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 430). The second tune name is derived from
the original "Cupids Courtesie" ballad, where the god of love is frequently called "Little boy."
The opening line of the original ballad is levied on for another name
of the tune in "The Valiant Seamans happy return to his Love, after a
long seven Years absence," beginning "When Sol did cast no light,/
being darken'd over," which is to be sung to "I am so deep in love: Or,
Through the cool shady Woods" (Wood E.25, Douce; reprinted in RB
VII, 518; an eighteenth-century issue is in the Percy collection, Harvard).ll Another version of the story, which breaks off before the sailor
can identify himself, is "The Pensive Maid," beginning "When Soli
will cast no light,jall darkned over." Here the order of tune names is
reversed: "Through the cool [or cold] shady Woods, Or, Deep in Love"
(Pepys, BM 11621.1.2, Lord Crawford, Wood E.25, Bagford, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 516). An eighteenth-century copy of
"The Pensive Maid" (Harvard) gives the first tune name only.
"When Soli will cast no light" is still another name for the tune, found
in "Love and Loyalty," beginning "When Soli with golden Rayes"
(Pepys III, 123), and in "The Shoomakers delight. Or. A New Dialogue betwixt a West Country Shooemaker & his Love," beginning "On
Midsummer day as I/abroad was walking" (Lord Crawford, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 33, and OPB~ p. 201). John Wade's
"A Serious Discourse between two Lovers," beginning "My pretty little
Rogue/do but come hither," is to the tune "When Sol will cast no
Light, Or, Deep in Love" (Pepys, BM C.22.f.6, Lord Crawford, Wood
E.25, Harvard; reprinted in RB VII, 254, and OPB~ p. 194)' And
Wade's ballad is the source of the tune name "My pritty little Rogue,"
found along with "When Sol will cast no light" in "The West Country
'The ballad was licensed in 1678 as "The maiden's complaint against young mens
unkindnesse," and a copy with that title is in Pepys III, 220. In later issues the title
begins "The Kind Virgin's Complaint . . ." (Douce. Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI,
253)·
II An earlier version signed Cuthbert Birket is "A pleasant new Song between a
Seaman, and his Love." It begins "When Sol could cast no light,/But darkned over,"
uses the same stanza pattern, and calls for a tune "Robin the Devil," on which I have
no information (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 127).
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Wooing," beginning "My Joy and only Dear" (Lord Crawford, Euing,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprillled in RlJ VII, 252).
A pair of related ballads, both issued before 1680 and sung to "I am
so deep in love, Or, Cupids Courlesie," may lcad us to anothcr popular
tunc name, "Ring of Cold." The ballads arc "The Seamcn and Souldiers
last Farewcl," bcginning "Farewel my dcarest Dcar,jnow I must lcave
thec" (Pcpys IV, 216, Euing ~28); and "The Maidens Lamcntation. Or,
An Answer to the Seamen and Souldicrs last farewel," beginning "Alas
my dcarest joy,jwhy wilt thou leave mc?" (\\Tood E.25 [139]). The second
of thcsc contains the lincs "Take hcre this Ring of Gold,jdear love and
accept it" (stanza II), fmm which the "Ring of Gold" tunc may derive.
This latter tunc nallle appears on "An Answer to thc Covetous-Minded
Parents," a ballad with meaningless music (Pepys; reprinted in RB VIII,
lxxiv·) answering "Thc Covetous-minded Parents," for which thc tunc
named is "Farwell my dcarest Dear" (Pepys V, 294, with meaningless
music; another edition, without music, in Euing, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 616, VIII, lxxiii·). It would
appear that "Farwell my dearest Dear" is dcrived from the opening of
"The Seamen and Souldiers last Farewel" and "Ring of Gold" from that
ballad's sequel, and thus that both tunes might be the equivalent of
"Cupid's Courtesy."
Such a theory, however, is clouded by the existence of another ballad,
"The Unconstant Maiden, Or, The Forsaken Young-Man. . . . To a
pleasant New tunc." It beg-ins "Farewell my Dearest Dear,jnow I must
leave thee," and its second stanza has the lines "Here is a Ring of Gold,j
my Dear accept it" (Pepys; reprinted in RB VIII, lxxvi·; an edition of
c. 1700 is in Madden III, 779). Music in both copies is meaningless, but
the ballad is in the "Cupid's Courtesy" stanza (eight lines alternating six
and five syllables). Although the Pepys copy cannot have been issued
before 1682, we have no assurance that it was the original edition. It is,
therefore, impossible to know whether "Farewell my Dearest Dear" and
"Ring of Gold" are mere echoes in "The Unconstant Maiden" or
whether they actually originate in this ballad. Consequently we cannot say whether these two tune names are to be identified with the
unnamed "pleasant New tune" or with "Cupid's Courtesy." They are
interchangeable with the latter; beyond that we cannot gO.6
One further ballad sung to our tune should be noted. It is "The Sweet
Salutation on Primrose Hill," beginning "In the pleasant month of May,"
to the tune "Though Father Angry be: Or, Deep in Love" (Pepys; reprinted in RB VIII, lxxxvi to). The second tune name is distinctly an
afterthought here. For the ballad is written in an eight-line stanza of
6

For a list of ballads sung to "Ring of Gold" or its offshoots, see RB VIII, lxxix•••.
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full trimeters, whereas "Deep in Love" (i.e., "Cupid's Courtesy") calls for
alternate lines of five syllables with feminine rhymes; the tune can be
used, but the effect is frequently awkward. I have not found the first tune. T
Two ballad operas introduce the tune of "Cupid's Courtesy," but no
music is printed with either. In Chetwood's The Louer's Opera, 1729, it
is called "When Sol did cast no light" (omitted from the 3d ed., 1730,
which contains music). In the anonymous Vanelia, 1732, it is called "I am
so sick of Love, I cannot hide it."

Cuptds Trepan
This tune takes its primary title from a Restoration ballad, "Cupid's
Trappan: or, Up the Green Forrest: Or, The Scorner Scorn'd: or, Willow
turn'd into Carnation. Described in the Ranting Resolution of a Forsaken Maid. To a pleasant new Tunc, now all in Fashion" (Lord Crawford, Euing, Douce, Rawlinson, BM C.22.f.6, Pepys; reprinted in RB VII,
359). It begins "Once did I love a bonny bonny Bird," from which comes
another name for the tunc; its second stanza begins "Up the green Forrest, and down the green Forrest," whence yet another tune name.
A sequel to the original ballad is "The Batchellors Fore-Cast, or Cupid
Unblest, being an Answer to Cupids Trappan, or Up the Green Forrest,"
beginning "Once did I love and a very pretty Girl," to the tune of
"Cupids Trappan" (Euing; reprinted in RB VII, 361). Another answer is
"A young Man put to his Shifts: Or, The Ranting young mans Resolution," beginning "Of late did I hear a young damsel complain" (Lord
Crawford, Harvard, Douce, BM C.22.f.6, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VII, 179).
In a pair of related ballads the war between the sexes reaches the farm:
"The Plowmans Art in Woeing," beginning "I am a young man that do
T "The merry Maid of Middlesex," a ballad licensed in 1656, has a stanza of eight
trimeters plus a refrain of four; it begins "Let Father angry be,/Let Mother brawl and
chide" (RB VIII, clxxiii 41). The same twelve-line unit is found in "The· Maidens
Choice," to the tune of "let Father angrey be" (BM C.20.f.14 [15]). The refrain of
"The merry Maid" might be the source of the tune name "Though Father Angry be,"
despite the association of the latter with an eight-line stanza. "The merry Maid" is
sung to "The Maid that lost her way," a tune which I have not discovered. On
metrical grounds Ebsworth is wrong (RB VIII, Ixxxviii 4l ) in tracing it to "A pleasant
new Song, if you'le heare it you may,/Of a North-Country-Lasse that had lost her
way," a ballad in a 6.6.8.6 quatrain.
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follow the Plow" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RR VI, 526, and OPR, p. 216), is countered by "The Milkmaids Resolution," beg-inning "Of late I did hear a young man domineer" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxbllrghe; reprinted in RB VI, 529).
Other sevelllcemh-celllllry ballads used the tune under other names,
whose origins have beeH discussed: "The Patient Husband and the
Scoulding \Vife," beginning "All you gallants in City or Town," is sung
to "Bonny bonny bird" (Roxbllrghe; reprinted in RB VII, 182); "A New
Song Made in the Praise of the West of England," beginning "Unto WestCountry men/These few lines I do pen," is to "The Protestant Prince;
or, Vp the green Forrest" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 80). In the latter
ballad, the first tune title is another name for "The Prince of Orange's
Delight," q.v.
The tune continued to be popular in the eighteenth century, stimulated principally by a new song issued on single sheets about 1700: "The
Maid's Twitcher. Sung by Mr. Pack at the Theatre in Lincolns Inn
Fields," beginning "A damsell I'm told of delicate mould" (BM H.160 1
[12]). As "The Twitcher" it was reissued about 1710 (BM G.306 [14], Harvard). A version of the tune under the former title is in BM MS Add.
3818 9, fol. 25 (c. 1695-1725), arranged as an air for violin. It is cited in
no less than fifteen ballad operas, as either "The Twitcher" or "A damsel
I'm told," and the music is found in Mottley and Cooke's Penelope} 1728,
Air 12 (Fig. 97), CoLIey's The Beggar's Wedding} 1729, Ralph's The Fash:~:.
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ionable Lady} 1730, Coffey's The Female Parson} 1730, and his The Devil
to Pay} 1731. The tune is cited in The Sailor's Opera} 1745, as "He that
has the best Wife," from the first line of the "Twitcher" song in The
Devil to Pay} and the music is called "I have left the World, as the World
found me" in Hippisley's Flora} 1729.

Still another single-sheet song using the "Cupid's Trepan" music is
"Song in The Fair [1751]' Sung by Mr. Beard," beginning "In story we're
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told/How our monardls of old" (8M G.309 [7]; Harvard, Julian Marshall
collection, with "Cupid's Trepan" and "Brave Bo)'s" added in MS at the
top of the sheet). This version of the music repeats the last six bars as
a chorus.
Henry Carey wrote the words and Illusic of "The Huntsman's Rouze,"
beginning "The Hounds are all out and the Morning does peep" (BM
G.315 [157]); the poem follows the "Cupid's Trepan" stanza pattern, even
to the tag "my brave Boy" in line four of each stanza, which may be the
reason Chappell associated the song with the eighteenth-century vogue
of "Cupid's Trepan." 1
The Journal of the Folk Song Society, II (lg05), 82-83, prints the
words and music of a song beginning "I once had a boy and a bonny boy
too," as sung in Westmoreland and Norfolk. Lucy Broadwood's note
points out that the texts are versions of "Cupid's Trepan," but this and
other traditional survivals of the old ballad are sung to different music.

The Damask Ros~
or Omnia Vinet! Amor
Martin Parker's ballad "Loues Solace," licensed in 1632, begins "The
Damaske Rose nor Lilly faire"; it is sung "to a new court tune called the
Damaske Rose" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 623) and has the refrain
"So sweet is the lass that loves me." No music is extant for "Damaske
Rose," but an eighteenth-century edition of Parker's ballad (Harvard
25243.29· [20]), exploiting his refrain line, is entitled "Sweet is the Lass
that Loves me. A young Mans Resolution to prove constant to his sweet
heart." It bears the tune title "Omnia vincit Amor," under which name
a crabbedly written air appears in the Skene MS and is transcribed with
justifiable emendation of time values in Dauney's Ancient Scotish Melodies, 1838, p. 238 (Fig. 98). Although the tune calls for trochaic
1 Carey's fourth line rhythm is distinctly different from that of "Cupid's Trepan,"
for his air trips along steadily to form a ten-measure musical sentence, whereas the
older tune comes to a strong stand at "brave boys." Since songster versions of Carey's
poem reduce the refrain tag to its form in "Cupid's Trepan," it is natural to assume, as Chappell did, that this tune rather than Carey's was to be used~ Songsters
I have seen do not, however, make this association.
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Dauney's transcript is a fourth higher. First ending has been supplied in measure
8, and tablature is followed in measure 23, restoring a note omitted by Dauney.

meter, it is fairly well adapted to Parker's stanza of eight lines alternating
eight and seven syllables. 1
A ballad in the same stanza form, whose only known edition probably
dates from the last quarter of the seventeenth century, is "The Resolved
Lover, or, So Sweet is the Lass that loves me," beginning "Oh that I were
with my true Love," to the tune of "The Lilly and the Rose, or, So sweet
is the Lass that loves me" (Rawlinson (18). The first tune title may be in
loose allusion to Parker's opening line; the second echoes title and refrain
of both ballads and presumably is another name for the original tune,
not the name of another tune. If this is so, the handful of ballads sung
1 A broadside of c. 1670, in the sallle stanza form, cntitlcd "Omnia Vincit Amor,"
beginning "As I went forth to vicw the Spring./which Flora had adorned" (BM
1871.e.g [48]), is without tunc dircction. Each stanza ends with the title phrase. Other
editions of this ballad, with the title "The Last Lamentation, of the Languishing
Squire," have the tunc direction "Billy and Molly: Or, jockey's Jealousie" (RB VI,
228). No music exists for the former; for the latter, see under "jockey's Jealousy."
Still another edition of the ballad, "Omnia Vincit Amor; Or, The Disconsolate Swain's
Lamentation," has the tune title "The Battle of Almanza" (Douce III, 71 v, an eighteenth-century Newcastle copy). Of this tunc, I know only that it could not have received its name before 1707, the date of the battle. Allan Ramsay reprinted the
ballad, with changes, as "Omnia vincent amor" in his Tea-Table Miscellany, 1733 cd.,
I, 106.
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"Sweet is the lass that loves mc" arc rela ted to "Dalllaskc Rose" or
its successor.
These includc: "The truc Lovcrs Adlllonition," bcginning "You pretty
little young mcn all,/comc listen to my Ditty" (Harvard, Lord Crawford,
Roxburghe; reprintcd in RIJ VI, :u y); "The Map of Mock-bcgger Hall,"
beginning "I reade, in ancicnt times of yorc," to the tunc of "It is not
your Northerne Nanny; or, Sweet is the Lassc that Loves mc" (Roxburghe [two editions, onc before 1642]; reprinted in RB II, 132, VI,
762); 2 "To her brown Beard. For i'le warrant the Girl he'l Lovc the,"
beginning "You pretty Ladies all/That merrily arc disposcd," to the tunc
of "Sweet is the Lass, or my maidcnhcad will not o're load mc" (Lord
Crawford 1418, Harvard, Doucc II, 217, llM C.22.f.G [218]).3
Unrelated to "Damaske Rose" is the tunc titlc "Likc to the Damaske
Rose," cited in a ballad beginning "Like to a Dovc-cote never haunted.".4
The comparison of unmarried and married women is made in a series of
long complex stanzas, requiring "the sccond strain to be sung twice over,"
in a rhythm totally at variance with that of the eight-linc stanza in the
ballads just discussed.
to

The Dame of Honor
"The Dame of Honnour or Hospitallity. Sung by Mrs. Willis in the
Opera call'd the Kingdom of the Birds," beginning "Since now the
Worlds turn'd upside down," was written by Thomas D'Urley for his
2 The second Roxburghe copy, a variant edition issued by the publisher of the
first, is entitled "Mock-Beggers Hall" and begins "fn ancient times when as plain
dealing/Was most of all in fashion." On the first tune title, see "Northern Nancy." A
late seventeenth-century ballad, "The Ruined Lovers," is directed to he sung to the
tune of "Mock-Beggers Hall stands empty" (RB VII, 411); this tune title, drawn from
the rerrain line of the "Mock-bcgger Hall" ballad, is evidently another name for one
of the two tunes named on the earlier ballad.
S The second tune title is apparently derived from a ballad in the same meter, but
without tune direction, called "The faithfull woings of two Country Lovers," whose
refrain in alternate stanzas is "my Maiden-head will not load me" (RB Vl, 250;
Ebsworth's title, "A Pleasant Song of The Faithful . . ." is not derived from the
Roxburghe exemplar, whose heading is almost completely shorn. Other copies I have
seen give the title as I quote it).
'The unique copy in the Roxburghe collection has been shorn of its title, but
the word "or" remains, showing that what Chappell gives as the title (RB II, 12) is
actually the subtitle: "Prettie Comparisons wittily grounded,/Which by scornful
Maidens may best be expounded."
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opera WOllders it, the Stm or The Kingdom of the Birds 17°6, I, ii. The
music has been attributed to G. B. Draghi on very doubtful evidence. 1
A single-sheet edition of the song with the music (Fig. gg) was probably
J

J

J

I
published while the opera held the stage (BM H.1601 [388], dated 1706?;
Harvard, Julian Marshall collection). It was immediately reprinted, with
the title as on the song sheet, in Pills J 1706, IV, 146 (1719-172o, I,
212). With or without music, the song was printed in many poetical miscellanies o( the eighteenth century, and its popularity may be gauged
from the parodies and imitations it inspired.
One of the earliest broadsides using the tunc is "The Dutchess o(
C[leveland]'s Memorial," beginning "What tho' my Name is toss'd
about,/For quarreling with Beau F[eildi]ng" (BM 1872.a.l [158]), which
recounts the unhappy marriage of Barbara Villiers to Major General
Robert Feilding~ In 1706 the General was sentenced to Newgate (or maltreating his wife; and the ballad writers were ready with "General Fielding's Answer to the Dutchess of C-'s Memorial," beginning "If I was
by misfortune sent,/To Newgate in a huff Sirs," also to the tune of "The
Dame of Honour" (BM 1872.a.l [158V]).
A Scotch imitation of D'Drfey's song, without tune direction but with
the burden "When I was a Dame of Honour" and in the appropriate
stanza form, contains the notation "printed Feb. 17°7." It is "The Knights
of the Horn Orders Address to the Fruit Maids of Edinburgh," beginning
"The Nations Sins are many fold,/And Scotland has no name" (National
Library of Scotland Ry IILa.lo [lg]). A political squib on Abigail
Sir John Hawkins, History of Music, 1776, IV, 427, confused Draghi with Lully,
one of whose pieces was introduced into D'Urfey's opera; see Grove's Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 5th ed., 1954, II, 761 .
1
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Masham and her influence over Queen Anne is "A ballad to thc Tunc
of the Dame of Honour," beginning "All things arc chang'd in Coun
and Town," in A Pill to Purge State-A1.dallcholy, 1715; a longer version
in Political A1.erriment, Part III, 1715, is called "Mass - - - m display'd."
In the second volume of The Dancillg Master, 2d cd., 1714, and succeeding editions, lhe tunc is called "Queen Bess's Dame of Honour," and
in \Valsh's second volume of The Compleat COlwtry-Dancing Master,
1719, it is called "Dame of Honour." It was used for sixteen ballad operas
under the following titles: "Since all the world's lurn'd upside down,"
in Gay's Polly, 1729; "Since all the World" in The Court Medley, 1733;
"In good Queen Bess's Golden Days" in llreval's The Ral}(~ of [-Ide7l,
1737. It is called "Dame of Honour" or "When I was a Dame of Honour"
in others, including the following that reprint the music: Ralph's The
Fashionable Lady, 1730; Coffey's The Devil to Pay, 1731; The Jovial
Crew, 1731; Lillo's Silvia, 1731; Fielding's The Lottery, 1732; Potter's
The Decoy, 1733; and Langford's The Lover his own Rival, 1736.
Pills contains two other songs to the music: "Perkin in a Cole-Sack:
Or, the Collier's Buxollle Wife of Sl. .James's," which begins "Come all
that arc disposed a while,JAnd listen to my Story" and has all the marks
of a street ballad (VI, 254); and "The Man of Honour: Or, the Unconstant World lUrn'd upside down," beginning "How is the World transform'd of late," and with burden, "When I was a Man of Honour" (VI.
257)·

Damon and Pythias
Virtually the only Elizabethan broadside containing music is "A Newe
Ballade of a Louer Extollinge his Ladye," by M. Osb[orne?], dated 1568,
and beginning "Alas, my hane doth boyle,Jand burne with in my breste"
(BM Huth; reprinted in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 24). The unbarred music on the sheet, called "Damon and
Pithias," contains occasional errors in notes and rests which make it difficult to join words and music. The tune (Fig. 100) requires a key signature of one flat, and on two occasions a flatted seventh is appropriate;
the time value of several notes remains conjectura}.1 Despite the unsatis1 FOI: a facsimile of the broadside and a transcription of the tune in modern notation. see John Ward, "Music for A Handefull of Pleasant Delites," JAMS, X (1957).
167-169. Ward does not bar the tune, nor does he resolve the mensural anomalies,
but he suggests the inflection of Band E as indicated in Fig. 100. He properly compares the "recitation-like" setting with other near-contemporary oddities, including
the airs in BM MS Add. 38599 (the Shanne commonplace book) and those in
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factory printing of the air, it remains valuable to us as a contemporary
record of a musical style prevalent in the 1560s, yet quite unlike the usual
Elizabethan ballad tunc.
"Damon & Pithias" is named for singing "The lamentation of a woman
being wrongfully defamed," a ballad beginning "You Ladies falsly
deemd,/of anie fault or crime," which is preserved in A Handefull of
Pleasant Delites, 1584 (cd. Rollins, p. 56). From its association with the
tunc, Professor Rollins argued that this ballad could have been included
in the lost 1566 edition of the Handefull. The tune was also named for
singing "Can my poore harte be still" in John Phillip's play, Pacient
. . . Grissill, lie. 1566, sig. C4, and for a song introduced in Edmund
Elviden's Historic of Pcsistratus and Catanea J c. 1570, sig. C I.
The tunc may get its name from Richard Edwards's Damon and Pithias,
which was apparently performed in 1564-1565; the earliest extant edition
was "Newly Imprinted" in 1571. In the play, a song beginning "Awake
ye wofull Wightes,/That longe haue wept in wo" 2 has the stanza pattern
of the 1568 broadside, a comparable refrain form, and two lines which
are, except for the word wo (loue in the broadside), identical in the
two texts:
My wo no tongue can tell,
ne Pen can well descrie:
Deloney's Strange Histories, 1602, calling them "mavericks of the ballad-tunc literature" and suggesting that such a tunc as "Damon and Pithias" may be "a remnant of
popular style hitherto unnoted." The group needs' study, particularly in its possible
relationship to plainsong. For a typical Shanne tune, sec "0 man in desperation."
2 A contemporary transcript of the song is in BM MS Cotton Vespasian A.xxv, fo1.
135 (olim l44), reprinted by K. Boddeker, ]ahrbuch fur roman. und engl. Sprache,
N. F. II (1875), uo. The hypermetrical refrain line, "Damon my frende ys judged to
dye," will not fit the tune.
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The evidence suggeslS that the broadside author built his verses on the
model of Edwards's dramatic song and took his tunc name (and presumably the tune) from the play. A puuling entry of 1565-1566 in the Stationers' Register, "a ballett intituled tow lamentable songes Pithias and
Damon," may indicate that two songs from the play were issued in broadside form. An entry of 1562-15(i 3 is more trou blesome, for if "the lover
eXLOllynge hys Ladyes" (Rollins, Atlal. ltzdex) No. 1586) refers to an
earlier edition of the Osb[ornc?] broadside, it must have antedated the
play, and the direction of influence would be reversed, a process more
difficult to explain. It is clear, however, that for a brief period early in
Elizabeth's reign, the tune "Damon and Pithias" enjoyed a modest populari ty.

The Danger Is Over
A four-stanza broadside, "The Charming Bride, and Jovial Bridegroom," beginning "The Danger is over, is over, is over, the danger is
over" (BM 11621.1.2 [I I], Morgan 38), takes its tune name from the opening line. Music on the sheet is meaningless. The broadside is an expansion of a two-stanza song in Southernc's The Fatal Marriage} 1694, III, ii,
with musical setting by Henry Purcell. It was published in Gentleman's
Journal} March, 1694 (Fig. 101), and a single-sheet copy of words and

l....... O l ~ ~
.
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music is among those in a British Museum made-up collection known as
Joyful Cuckoldom. The original verses, without the considerable repetition necessary in singing, are included in Pills, 1719-1720, III, 295, with
Purcell's music. Apparently no other broadsides were sung to the tune.

Daniel Cooper
This tune is known under a variety of names: "Daniel Cooper," "Tom
the Tailor," "A Job for a Journeyman Shoemaker," "Oxfordshire Damosel," and "My child must have a father." That these are alternate names
for the same tune is shown by the genealogical relationships among the
members of this complex family. The music is found in The Dancing Master, beginning with the 9th ed., 1695, p. 109 (Fig. 102), in Walsh's Com-

I02~~·§j

I
~'gJ
pleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718, and in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 88. The
commonness of the stanza form (eight lines alternating eight and seven
syllables) accounts for the large number of alter,nate tunes cited along
with members of the -"Daniel Cooper" faxitily.
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A ballad known as "Daniel Cooper; Or, The High-land Laddy" was
issued by P. Brooksby in 1683, with corrupt music. It begins "There's
ne'r a Lad in our town,/that's worth an ounce of Powder"; the second
stanza hegins "Daniel Cooper and his Man"; and the musical directions
are "To a Scotch Tunc, called, Wally on't, Or, \Ve'l welcome you to
Yarrow. Up go we, Or, Jenny Gin" (BM C.22.f.6 [42], Douce I, 51). I
ha\'e no data on the two Scotch tunes named, though the first suggests
"Waly, Waly" printed in W. Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius, 1725, to
which the stanzas could be sung. The third is "Hey, boys, up go we," and
both it and the familiar "Jenny Gin" fit the stanza. No direct connection
can be traced between the ballad of Daniel Cooper and the tune of that
name.
Among the ballads sung to the tune of "Daniel Cooper" the following
may be mentioned: "The Crafty Barber of Debtford," beginning "Come
and hear my pleasant Song" (Lord Crawford 229, Harvard, Douce I, 48v;
music printed on the broadside comprises the opening and closing measures of "Hey, boys, up go we," crudely engraved with pitches only approximate); "A New Song called Love in a Tub," beginning "A Female
Quaker in Cheap-side,/She lov'd a presbyterian," a roman-letter ballad
of c. 1683 printed for Absalon Chamberlain (BM 1876.f.l [24], Lord
Crawford 391); "Whose there Agen," beginning "Good People all I pray
give ear" (Pepys IV, 127); "Sport upon Sport: or, The Man in the
S[hift?]," dated 168!), beginning "A Lusty Lad there was of late" (Pepys
III, 208); "Tobia's Advice, Or, A Remedy for a ranting Young-Man,"
by Tobias Bowne, beginning "On May morning as I walkt forth,/I to
myself was musing" (Harvard, Lord Crawford, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 151). An anti-Jacobite ballad of c. 1715, to the tune
"Daniell Cooper and his Man," is "The Pretender," beginning "Wee
have too Kinges; the one is true,/The other a Pretender" (Huntington).
A new name for the tune comes from the chief character in "Poor
Tom the Taylor His Lamentation," beginning "Tom the Taylor near
the Strand,/he met a pretty Creature," to the tunc of "Daniel Cooper"
(Pepys, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 472). To the
tune of "Tom the Taylor" is "The Wanton Maids of Lambeth," beginning "I am a Maid both Brisk and Bold" (Pepys IV, 172). "Jolly Ralph
the Joyner, or Kind Kate the Cookmaid," beginning "Brisk Ralph of late
he came to Kate," is to the tune of "Daniel Cooper, or, Tom the Taylor"
(Pepys III, l76). The same pair of tune names are cited for "A Nosegay
of Pleasure growing in Venus's Garden," 1685, beginning "A bony Lad
came to the Court,/His Name was Donald Cowper" (Clark; reprinted
in I80 Loyal Songs, and with the music in Pills V, 88). "Portsmouths
Lamentation. Or, A Dialogue between Two Amorous Ladies., E. G. and
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D. P. [i.e., Nell Gwyn and the Duchess of Portsmouth]," beginning "I
Prithee, Portsmouth, tell me plain,/without dissimulation," is to "Tom
the Taylor, or, Titus Oats" (Bagford; reprinted in Dn II, (06). For the
second tunc title sec "Buggering Oates, prepare thy neck." 1
Another ballad to the tunc "Tom the Taylor" is "A Jobb for a lourneyman-Shoomaker," whose title becomes another name for the "Daniel
Cooper" tunc. It begins "A Seamans Wife, a buxollle Dame" (Pepys IV,
180). It is followed by "The Seamans Safe Return, or, an answer to the
Job for a Journeyman-Shoomaker," beginning "At length the seaman
he came home," to the tunc of "Tom the Taylor ncar the Strand" (Pepys
IV, 181 ).2 "Bouncing Bess of Brumley, or, The Bob-Tail'd-Bob," beginning "A Kentish Maid to London came,/on Monday morning early," is
to the tunc of "Tom the Taylor, Or, The Journey-man Shoomaker"
(Douce I, 15 v ; licensed by Sir Rog~f L'Estrange, and so no later than
1685). "Poor Anthony's Complaint . . . against his miseries of marriage," beginning "Was ever Man so vext with a wife," is also to the tune
of "Tom the Taylor, the Journey-man Shoomaker, or Billy and Molly"
(Pepys IV, 121, Euing 275).
"Billy and Molly," an independent tunc which has not survived, is a
familiar alternate for "Journeyman Shoemaker." Sung to these two tunes
arc: "The Victorious Wife: or, The Hen-peckt Husband," beginning
"Good people stay and hark a while" (Pepys IV, 134); "The Witty Chamber-Maid; or, Dick the Weaver strangely Cheated," beginning "There
was a lass in London town,/she was both fair and witty" (Pepys Ill, 11.3);
and "An Invitation to Lubberland," beginning "There is a ship we
understand/now riding in the river" (Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 5(4).
Of the several other ballads sung to "A Job for a Journeyman Shoemaker," it must suffice to mention the following, which have not been
reprinted: "The Jolly Coach-Man; Or, The Buxome Taylors Wifes Late
folly," beginning "A Taylors wife exceeding fair,/a Coach-man often
courted" (Lord Crawford 1107, BM C.22.f.G [54], both copies dated 1(85);
and "The Seamans Deceit," beginning "You Maids that live in London
town," to the tune of "The Journey-man Shoo-maker" (Pepys IV, 220).
"The London Lasses Folly, or, The Maiden Beguil'd" has a variable
refrain from which "My child must have a father" emerges as yet another
name for the tune. It begins "Not long ago it chanced so,/abroad as I
was walking," to the tune of "The Journey-man Shooe-maker" (Pepys;
1 See "Crossed Couple" for two other dialogues between Nell Gwyn and the
Duchess of Portsmouth.
2 A second sequel, referred to in RB VII, 135, is sung to "Touch of the Times," a
frequently cited tune which has not survived.
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reprinted in RlJ III, 351 ).8 To the tunc of "My child must have a Father"
arc the following: "The Huntington-shire Plowman; or, The Plowmans
Complaint," beginning "Young Men and Maids I pray attend/unto a
plowmans Ditty" (Pepys, BM C.22.f.(;, Lord Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprillted in RlJ VII, 31; the Douce copy has an additional tune
direction in MS, "Cold and Raw," which would fit the ballad); "The
Valiant Dairy-Maid; or, Three Taylors well Fitted," beginning "There
were three Taylors, Taylors three," to the tunc of "My child must have a
Father; Or, Billy and Molly" (Pepys IV, 283); and "The Unfortunate
Damsel," beginning "In Debtford liv'd a Bonny Lass," to the tunc of "My
Child must have a Father. Or, She got money by 't" (Pepys; reprinted
in PB III, 274). "She got money by 'tIt is an independent tunc, q.v.
One further tunc title emerges from this complex; it originates in "The
Oxfordshire Damosel, Or, The London Merchant's Choice," beginning
"There was as fine a London Hlade,/as ever trod on Leather," to the tune
of "The Jobb for a Journeyman-Shoomaker" (Pepys, Lord Crawford,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RlJ VII, 131). To "Oxford-shire Damosel" is
sung "Doctor Experience's excellent Advice to the Virgins," beginning
"You Maidens all that would be wise" (Pepys III, 100).
All these ballads that can be dated seem to have been issued during the
1680s. But there arc indications that the tune continued to be popular
for another century. "Daniel Cooper" is cited in one ballad opera, without music: George Farquhar's The Stage-Coach, 1730. And it is used as
the tune for "The Briton's Wish," in George A. Stevens's Songs, Comic
and Satyrical, 1772.

Daphne
"A pleasant new Ballad of Daphne: To a new tune," beginning "When
Daphne from faire Phoebus did Ric," appears in an early seventeenthcentury broadside (Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 530). A paraphrase of line six of the broadside in Rowley, Dekker, and Ford's The
Witch of Edmonton, performed 1621, III, i ("Tarry and kiss me; sweet
Nymph stay") may help to fix the date of the ballad. Moreover, two
stanzas, with empty musical staves, are found in Giles Earle's songbook,
8 A sequel is "The Answer to The London Lasses Folly: or, The New-found Father
Discover'd at the Camp," beginning "You Maidens wild, that were beguil'd," to the
tune of "The Journey-man Shooe-maker" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, Douce, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 353) .
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(BM MS Add. 21665, fol. 67 v , C. 1015-1020, ed. Peter \Varlock, Ig3 2 , p.
80). The ballad was reprillled in such chapbooks as T. D.'s Royal Garland of Love mul LJdight, 1(;7.1, The Garland of LJdighl, 1681, and
Cupid's Gar/mill set rOll1ld avollt witlt Cui/lied Roses, n.d. (thc two latter
in Pcpys's collection of Penu), Merrimcnts).
An arrangcmcnt of "Daphnc" by Giles Farnaby is in Tlte Fitzwilliam
Virginal Book, II, 12, and a somcwhat later virginal set is prescrved in
Paris Conservatoire MS Res, 1186, fol. 55 v • The melody is used for a
five-pan instrumental "Daphnc," an early scventeenth,cclllury piece in

103~~

Original is unbarred.

BM MS Add. 17786, ro!' 7 (Fig. 103). In the first eight editions of The
Dancing Master, 1651-16go, the tunc appears as "Daphne, or The Shepherdess." A religious parody beginning "When Father Adam first did
flee" is coupled with the tune in Forbes's Cantus, 1662. A viola da gamba
setting of "Daphne" by Richard Sumarte, c. 1660, is preserved in a manuscript in the Henry Watson music collection, Manchester Free Reference
Library.
J. J. Starter's Friesehe Lust-Hot, 1621, prints the tune as "When
Daphne did from Phoebus fly," and in Adriaen Valerius's NederLandtsehe Gedenek-Claneh, 162fi, it is called "Engelsche Daphne." 1 In
Jacob van Eyk's Der Fluyten Lust-Hot, 1654, there are three settings of
the tune, called "Doen Daphne." F. van Duyse, in Het Oude Nederlandsehe Lied, Ig03-1g08, II, 1667££., reprints the Friesehe Lust-Hot
music (from the 1627 edition, overlooking its presence in the edition
of 1621) and cites a large number of appearances of the tune direction
in various forms to indicate its long popularity in the Netherlands.
1

"Prins Daphne" in the latter work is a different tune.
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Dargason
A florid arrangement of this tunc for lute, probably done ncar the
close of the sixteenth century, is in Cambridge University MS Dd.2.11,
fol. 8. The skeleton tune can be seen amid the ornamentation, but it
could scarcely be constructed from this source alone. Fortunately the
tunc is also found in The Dancing Master (1651, p. 71 =Fig. 104}.1 The

\
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Original is unbarred.

treatment of the final cadence in the fourth to eighth editions differs
from that of the early editions, but both forms end on the chord of the
dominant, making of this an "endless" tunc. Chappell (PMOT I, 65) combined the later and the earlier states into a double strain to accommodate
the eight-line stanza found in two of the three ballads sung to "Dargason." Another version of the tune is in Ravenscroft's Pammclia, 1609,
No. 30, where three old melodies are arranged to be sung simultaneously.
The cadence has been altered to conform to the harmonic demands of
the other tunes. The air appears wi th the words:
Oft haue I ridden vpon my gray nag,
and with his cut tayle he plaid the wag,
and down he fell vpon his cragge,
fa la re la, la ri dan dino.

Strong traces of "Dargason" remain in the familiar "Irish Washerwoman"
and in the American play-party song, "Skip to my Lou." 2
The tune was current in the sixteenth century, for "A mery Ballet of
the Hathorne tre," beginning "It was a maide of my countre," is "To be
1 In the first edition the music is called "Sedanny, or Dargason"; some later editions have "Dargason, or the Sedany." The tune of "Dargason or Sedany" in A Boo"e
of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gillern, 1652, follows that of the 1651 English
Dancing Master.
2 For a note on further' traditional currency of the tune, see Margaret Dean-Smith's
edition of Playford's English Dancing Master, 1651, 1957. p. 60.
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songe after Donkin Dargeson" (8M MS Cotton Vespasian A.xxv, fol.
154", olim 163\'; reprinted in Ritson, Ancicllt SOtzgs, 1790, Evans's Old
Ballads, 1810, in Peele's TVorlis, cd. Dyce, and in K. Boddeker, Jahrbucll
fur romatl. Ulld engl. Sprachc, N. F. II [1875], 360-362).3 The four·line
stanza fits the tunc.
Allusions to "Dargason" in John Day's Isle of Gulls, 1606, and Jonsons' Talc of a Tub, 1640, treat it as a place-name, not as a dance or
ballad tunc. But two seventeenth-century ballads were sung to the tunc.
One of them is "Londons alacritie . . . to keepe out all the desperate
Cavaliers, and blood thirsty Papists," dated 1643 and beginning "By
hearesay our foes they arc coming to towne,/And threaten to kill us &
beat our workes downe," to the tune of "Michaelmas Terme, or Dargeson" (8M 187o.d.l [8]). For a note on the first tune title, sec "Cook
Lorre!." The octave stanza of anapestic tetrameter can be sung to "Dargason" by repeating the strain and dividing all quarter notes into
eighths-a common enough practice, but seldom necessary on such a scale
as is here required.
Another ballad to the tunc is "The Shrop-shire Wakes. or, Hey for
Christmass. Being the Delightful Sports of most Countries," beginning
"Come Robin, Ralph, and little Harry,jand merry Thomas at our
Green" (Rawlinson 144, Douce II, 207). Our two copies of this ballad
were published by P. Brooksby, who flourished in the latter decades of
the century, but the ballad may have been written earlier. Its stanza pattern of four lines with a refrain of four calls for a double strain of
"Dargason"; the refrain of tetrameter lines fits the music, but the stanzas
themselves are irregular and require some division of notes as in "Londons alacritie."

Dear Catholic Brother
This tune gets its name from "The Catholick Brother," which begins
"Dear Catholick Brother, are you come from the Wars." Written near
the end of the War of the Spanish Succession, this song was issued on
single sheets, perhaps as early as 1710 (BM H.1601 [134], Harvard Julian
Marshall Coll.=Fig. 105). It was included in the 1714 and 1719-1720 edi8 B6ddeker interprets the name appended, probably in a seventeenth-century hand,
as "G. Poete." It seems rather to be "G. Peele," but this attribution carries no authority: Peele would have been in his teens in the 1570s, by which time most of this MS
had been compiled.
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tions of Pills (V, 177; VI, 277), and in The Merry Musician, 1716. The
usual stanza format is an anapestic tetrameter quatrain, plus a burden
"With a fa, la, la," which is sometimes omitted.
A number of political ballads were written to this tune in the early
years of the reign of George I. "Poor Teague: Or the Faithful Irishman's
Joy, for the Duke of Ormond's Happy deliverance," beginning "Ab, ab
bue, by my shoul I was quite almost mad/when I heard cozen Ormond
was grown very sad," describes a threat to the life of James Butler, Second Duke of Ormonde, c. 1715 (BM 1876.f.l [72]). "A Song," beginning
"Of Quarrels, and Changes, and Changelings I sing," is a Jacobite piece
of c. 1715 naming the tunc "Dear Catholick Brother, or, The Irish
Dear-Joy" (Clark). The second tunc title is probably inspired by a phrase
in the opening stanza of the original "Catholick Brother" ballad. A Col.
lection of State Songs, 1716, prints two pieces to the tune: "The HighChurch Expedition" and "On the Pretender's Expedition to Scotland."
Two more appear in Mughouse Diversion, 1717, 5th ed., 1719: "The
Somersetshire Man's Account of the Roebuck Mughouse," and "The Irish
Bulls, on the King's Publick Entry." "A Dialogue between Morgan,
Sawney, and Teague, on the 19th of October, 17'14" is in A Collection
of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, II, 224. Later uses of the tune include a
song "By Mr. Fielding" in Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, VI,
170, with the music: "A Dialogue between a Beau's Head and his
Heels, taken from their Mouths as they were spoke at St. james's CoffeeHouse." And a verse pamphlet of 1740, "Michaelmas Term, or the Battle
of the Loggerheads," names the tune for singing (Harvard; an issue of
c. 1750 is in BM 11630.b·5 [9]).
The tune is cited in four ballad operas, including Walker's The
Quaker's Opera, 1728, Johnson's The Village Opera, 1729, and Phillips's
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one-act condensation, The Chamber-maid, 1730, Ralph's The Fashionable Lady, 1730, and Peterson's The Raree Show, 1739. Music is printed
with all save the last of these.

Dear Pickaninny
In the Third Part of his DOll Quixote, 1696, Act IV, Thomas D'Urfey
introduced a duet "Intended to be Sung by 2 Poppets one representing
A Captain tOUler a Town Miss." New Songs from the play appeared in
the same year, and although the gathering of engraved sheets was not
uniform throughout the edition, some copies contain this song, beginning
"Dear Pinkaninnylif half a Guinny Ito Love will win ye," and including
the tunc which is identified only as a minuet (Fig. 106). The song was
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reprinted with music in Pills, 1719-1720, I, 282, and without music in
A Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736,
III, 96. Meantime the stage song, expanded to eight stanzas, was issued
as a broadside entitled "The Captains Courtship to a Town Miss" (Pepys
V, 214, with meaningless music). No other broadside seems to have used
the tune, but it was called for in two ballad operas of 1731-Coffey's
The Devil to Pay and Lillo's Silvia.
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Death and the Lady
In the second recitative of "A New Year's Ode," Henry Carey introduced a tune not his own and noted the fact: "The Melody stolen from
an Old Ballad called Death and the Lady" (The Musical Century, 17371740, I, 53). The ballad may be older than the earliest extant copy,
a roman-letter edition printed for J. Deacon, who flourished at the
close of the seventeenth century. Later editions are common, and the
ballad continued to be popular with the Seven Dials printers of the nineteenth century. It is usually titled "The Great Messenger of Mortality;
Or, a Dialogue betwixt Death and a beautiful Lady," and begins "Fair
Lady, lay your costly Robes aside" (Wood 417, Douce, Lord Crawford,
BM 1871.e.9 [Ill], Yale, Madden, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, ix).
Most editions have no tune direction, but the Roxburghe copy and one
or two others list the tune as "Farewel my Heart's Delight." This title
echoes the opening line of "The two faithful Lovers" (BB II, 471), a
ballad sung to "Franklin is fled away," q.v.; but the "Franklin" music
does not fit the "Messenger" verses, which are in the decasyllabic quatrains characteristic of "Fortune my foe." Indeed, there is a suggestion of
a link with "Fortune" in the fact that a Byrd setting of the latter in the
Clement Matchett MS Virginal llook, 1612, bears an added title "Farwell delighte." llut the tune Carey appropriated is wholly independent
of "Fortune."
Carey may have had his attention called to "Death and the Lady" by
the presence of the tune in two ballad operas: Ryan's The Cobler's
Opera, 1729, Air 6 (Fig. 107), and Ralph's The Fashionable Lady, 1730.
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In any case, it is remarkable that this old tune should have been printed
three times in less than a decade after having been in popular circulation
for a considerable period. The music itself is of another age.
"Fair Lady, lay your costly Robes aside" is given as the tune to which
a late eighteenth-century broadside is to be sung. It is titled "A true and
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Tragical Song, concerning Captain John Bolton . . . Trial . . . 27th of
March, 1775 . . . strangled himself in the Cell" and begins "Good Christian people all, both old and young" (Roxburghe; reprinted in Ritson's
Yor/ullirc Garlatlll, 1788, Halliwell-Phillipps's Yor/ullirc Atztlwlogy, 1851,
and RB VIII, 72.1). There llIay be other eighteenth-century uses of the
tune which I havc not scen.
Chappell (PAID T I, 167) advances the interesting thesis that some
ballads directed to be sung to "Aim not too high" (a tune name deriving
from the first line of a "Fortunc my foe" ballad) could not easily be sung
to the tune of "Fortunc" because of the initial trochaic foot the music
dcmands. He believcs that ballads with a strong iambic beginning, as
in "Fair Lady, lay your costly Robes aside," were sung either to the tune
we know as "Death and the Lady" or to an altered version o[ "Fortune"
which would accommodate this different rhythmic pattern. Chappell's
idea is somewhat weakened by the fact that most "Aim not" ballads will
fit one tune as well as the other; in other words, there is not the sizable
body of ballads he implics which would be difficult to sing to "Fortune"
as we know it. And both tunes have a dirgelike quality which makes it
possible to wrench thc metrical accents without severe dislocation.

The Delights oj the Bottle
This was originally a two-stanza solo of Bacchus in Shadwell's Psyche,
l(i75, Act V, with music by Matthew Locke. The vocal music of the opera
was published in that year, and this song, beginning "The delights o[ the
Bottle & the charms of good Wine," includes a [our-part chorus, repeating the last two lines of each stanza (Fig. 108). Words and music were
reprinted in Choice Ayres, Songs & Dialogues, Book I, 1676, and in The
Second Book of the Pleasant Musical Companion, 2d ed., 1686. Shadwell's
words may be found in Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682, and RB VIII, clxvi*';
a seventeenth-century MS version is in Arthur Clifford's Tixall Poetry,
181 3'
The stage song was lengthened to twelve stanzas and published as a
broadside, with an apology in the headpiece:
Some Lines were drawn by a more skilful hand,
And which they were you'l quickly understand,
Excuse me therefore if I do you wrong,
I did but make a Ballad of a Song.
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The title is "The Delights of the Bottle: Or, The Town-Gallants Declaration for Women and Wine . . . To a most Admirable New Tune, every
where much in request" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Douce, Rawlinson,
Euing, Wood E.25, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 44). The Wood
copy's MS note "made about 1650" is clearly in error.
A number of ballads were written to this tune during the reign of
Charles II. Richard Burton, a bookseller who flourished into the 1670s,
published "The Prodigal Son Converted, Or The Young-man return'd
from his Rambles," beginning "The delights & the pleasures/of a man
without care" (Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 49). The following ballads to the tune were licensed by Roger L'Estrange and so are
no later than 1685: "The Rich and Flourishing Cuckold well Satisfied,"
beginning "The delights of a Cuckold that doth not repine" (Wood E.25,
Rawlinson; reprinted in RB VIII, clxiv·); "Poor Robin's Prophesie, or,
The merry Conceited Fortune-teller," beginning "All you that delight for
to hear a new song" (Pepys, Rawlinson, Harvard, Douce, BM C.22.f.6,
Lord Crawford; reprinted in RB VIII, lxxviii·); and "Old Christmass
Returnd . . . a Looking-glass for rich Misers," beginning "All you that
to Feasting and mirth are inclin'd" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 53)·
"The Wine-Cooper's Delight," beginning "The Delights of the Bottle
are turn'd out of doors,/By factious fanatical Sons of damn'd Whores,"
is a ballad of 1681, some editions of which contain music (Harvard, BM
. I'll .

82.1.8, \Vood 117, \Vood 276a, Roxburghe; reprinted in nR IV, 53).
\Vords and music arc also in /80 Loyal Songs, 1685.
D'Urfey wrote a song to the tunc beginning "Farewell my Lov'd Sci·
ence, my former delight" for his Sir Barnaby Whigg, 1681, III, ii, reprinted in his New Collccti<Hl of Songs and Poems, 1683. Another song
of D'Urfey's, "Away with the Causes of Riches and Cares," originally used
in his Madam Fieldc, 1677, I, i, has its own tunc by Matthew Locke in
Catch that Catch Cml, tli85 , and The Second Book of the Pleasant Musi·
cal Com!Janion, 1686; a broadside version, "The Young Gallants Tutor,"
is to the tunc of "The Delights of the Bottle" (Pepys IV, 216, Douce II,
259)·
"News from the West; Or, . . . what lately happened in that part of
the World," beginning "Come listen all you who to mirth are indin'd,"
is "To a New Tunc, Or The Delights of the Bottle, Or, Would you know
how we Drink" (Bodleian Ashmole G.15 [163], licensed by Richard
Pocock, 1685-1(88); the broadside contains unidentified music which may
be the "New Tunc" itself. The last tunc name may be an imprecise reference to the Purcell music for "Would you know how we meet o're our
jolly full Bowls," q.v. "The Birds' Harmony," beginning "As I was walking in the shade/Which Summer's heat with leaves had made," is to be
sung to "The delights of the Bottle" (Pepys, Douce; reprinted in RB VI,
782); but instead of six anapestic tetrameter lines, its stanza pattern is a
mixture of four- and five-foot iambics which do not (it the tunc.
"The Fathers good Counsel to his Lascivious Son . . . against Wenching," beginning "Come Son, you arc young, yet I oft have been told," is
to "The delights of the bottle" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RR VIII, 578);
the imprint has been cropped, but it probably dates from c. 1680-1690.
Only eighteenth-century llow Church Yard imprints remain of "Simple
Simon's Misfortunes, and his Wife Margery's Cruelty," beginning "Come
listen a while and here I will relate" (Harvard Percy collection, Roxburghe; reprinted in RR VIII, 428).

Derry Down
This tune, one of the most popular In the eighteenth century, was
called "Derry Down," "The Abbot of Canterbury," "The King and
the Lord Abbot," "King John and the Abbot of Canterbury," and "A
Cobler there was." Its stanza form is distinctive, comprising an anapestic
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tetrameter quatrain plus a burden "Derry down, down, hey derry down."
A great many broadsides without tune direction were probably designed
for this tunc, if we may judgc from the prescnce of the characteristic
refrain or SOlllC adaptation of it.
A vcrsion of "Kinge John and llishoppe," without refrain or tune indication, is in the Percy Folio MS (ed. Hales and Furnivall, I, 508; reprinted in Child, No. 15 A).l The ballad giving risc to the tune, though
it may have been written as early as the Percy text, is known to us only
from broadside editions of the late seventecnth century and after. It is
"A New Ballad of King John and the Abbot of Canterbury," beginning
'Tie tell you a Story, a Story anon,/Of a noble Prince, & his Name was
King John," to the tune of "the King and the Lord Abbot" (Euing, Lord
Crawford, Pepys, Bagford, Harvard, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
VI, 747, and Child No. 45 B). Black-letter copies, licensed by Roger
L'Estrange, are no later than 1085, and the ballad was in Thackeray's list
of c. 168g. Pills contains a reprint of the broadside along with the
earliest appearance of the tune (1700, II, 28; 1719-172o, IV, 28==Fig. 109).
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Many versions of the music may be found on single-sheet songs and
in poetical miscellanies of the eighteenth century. The tune as in Pills
appears with "A Song made upon a Gentleman's sitting upon a Cremona
Fiddle," beginning "Ye Lads & ye Lasses yt live at Longleaf' (Harvard,
As Child's notes make clear, folktale analogues of this riddling ballad are widespread. Walter Anderson's Kaiser und Abt. Folklore Fellows Communications No. 4 2 ,
19 2 3, is an impressive study of more than five hundred versions of the story. AngloAmerican tradition is usually represented by the ballad form, of which there are at least
two seventeenth-century versions metrically and musically distinct from our "Derry
down" ballad. They are: "The King and the Bishop," beginning "In Popish time when
Bishops proud," to the tune of "Chievy-Chase" (Pepys, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VI, 751), and "The Old Abbot and King Olfrey," beginning "In old times past
there was a King we read," to the tune of "The Shaking of the Sheets" (Pepys, Douce;
reprinted in RB VI, 753)·
1
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Original is ill A minor; timc signaturc mistakcnly
• M isengravcd a wholc tone too low in original.

~iven

as 6/8 on song shccl.

BM H.1601 [550], dated 1730?). Another edition, engraved by Cross
and so perhaps earlier, bears the title "The Long-Ieat Ballad. Occasion'd
by a Gentleman's Sitting upon a Cremona Violin" (Harvard) and has
a distinctive cadence (Fig. 110).2 Three other single-sheet songs contain
identical music, notably more syncopated than the Pills version. They
arc: "The Norfolk Freeholders, Set for yO German Flute" (Fig. II I), a
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ballad of c. 1733 opposing Walpole's tax plans, beginning "You Norfolk
Freeholders whose generous Hearts" (BM G.316.f [147]); "The Country
Wedding; or, The Plough Yoak'd to yo Cupbord," beginning "All you
that e'er tasted of Swatful Hall Beer" (Harvard); and "The Snipe. [A]
ballad to ye tune of yo Abbot of Canterbury," by the Rev. Phanuel
Bacon, beginning ''I'll tell ye a story, a story yt'il true" (Harvard, BM
G'309 [1], dated 1750?). The tunc as arranged by Richard Leveridge for
2 A broadside version of 1720, without music, has the tune direction "King John and
the Abbot of Canterbury" and is entitled "A Ballad, Upon a Gentleman's sitting upon
the Lady W[eymouth]'s Cremona Fiddle" (Harvard Percy collection). This ballad is
sung also to its own tune; see s.v. "Cremona Fiddle."
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"Thc Coblcr's End," a bcginning "A Coblcr thcrc was, and hc liv'd in
a Stall" (Watts, Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, II, 170), and for "Thc
Snipc" (ibid., VI, 130), diffcrs in no important rcspect from thc Pills
vcrsion. But thc music on a singlc-shcet edi tion of Matthew Prior's "Thc
Thief & Cordelicr," bcginning "\Vho has cvcr bccn at Paris, must nccds
know thc Grcvc" (Harvard, BM G.313 [83], datcd 1725?) has a considcrably diffcrcnt movcmcnt in thrcc-quartcr timc and cnds with a
major cadcnce (Fig. 112).
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Undcr the name "Abbot of Canterbury" or "A Cobler therc was," thc
tune is one of the most popular used in ballad operas, being callcd for
in no lcss than twcnty-six productions. It was not in the original vcrsion
of Gay's The Beggar's Opera but was added as an unnumbered air to the
fourth state of the first edition, and it appeared as Air 56 in the sccond
edition. Music is printed for the tunc in other ballad operas, as follows:
Mottley and Cooke, Penelope, 1728, Coffey, The Beggar's Wedding, 17 2 9,
Johnson, The Village Opera, 1729, Ralph, The Fashionable Lady, 1730,
Coffey, The Devil to Pay, 1731, Coffey, The Boarding-School, 1733, [angford, The Lover his own Rival, 1736. The tune is referred to in Court
and Country, 1743, as "Who's e'er been at Paris," from the opening line
8 This ballad, which appeared in many contemporary collections, gave rise to the
name Henry Carey applied to the tune when, using it for a song in his Musical Century, 1737-174°, I, 53, he speaks of the melody as "stolen from an Old Ballad called
Death and the Cobler."
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of Prior's ballad; and the last of the operas using the tune is Brooke's
Jack the Gyant Queller 1719.
Some indication of the most popular songs set to the tune may be
gained from the opening stanza of "The Battle of the Colliers," an
eighteenth-century broadside to the tune of "King John, and the Abbot
of Canterbury" (BM C.116.i·4 [23]):
l

I tcll not, as whilom did mcrry Mat. Prior,
A Talc of a Hangman, a Thicf, and a l~ryar;
Nor will I thc King, and the Abbot rcpcat,
Or thc Fiddlc's M ischancc that bcfcl at Long-Leat.

The three ballads here referred to have already been noticed. At least
a hundred other ballads and songs to the tune (or written in the stanza
form with a "Derry down" refrain) could be cited from eighteenth-century literature. Almost every verse anthology from Political Merriment l
1714, to British Lyrc 1793, contains pieces to the tune, and single broad·
sides covering a wide range of topics-amatory, political, religious-find
the distinctive tripping stanza appropriate for humorous or satiric effects.
It was as popular in Ireland as in England (see the broadsides gathered
in BM 189o.e.5 and BM 839.m.23). The threat of a Napoleonic invasion
in 1803-1804 led to a sheaf of English ballads sung to this tune (uncatalogued Harvard broadsides, Accession No. 44W-2001). One can only
conclude that a good tune has almost unlimited uses. Recognizable
variants of the air, changed in contour but preserving the eighteenthcentury movement, occur with half a dozen texts of "King John and the
Bishop" recovered during the twentieth century in England and America
(see B. H. Bronson, The Traditional Tuncs of thc Child Ballads, 1959, I, 357-361). Other "Derry down" variants have recently been found
associated with "The Little Brown Bulls" and "Red Iron Ore" (Franz
Rickaby, Ballads and Songs of the Shanty-Boy, 1926, pp. 65, 161) and
"Blue Mountain Lake" (Helen H. Flanders ct al., New Grcen Mountain
Songster 1939, p. 176. A variant is recorded by Frank Warner, American
Folk Songs and Ballads, Elektra LP-3, 1952).'
l

l

, For further references, sec G. Malcolm Laws, Native American Balladry, 1950, C 16,
D 9, C 20.
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[The Den1 Assist
the Plotting WhIgs]
"The Whigs Lamentable Condition, or the Royalists Resolution.
To a pleasant new Tune," beginning "The Deel assist the Plotting
Whigs," is found with music in 180 Loyal Songs, 1085, p. 210. With
small modifications the same tunc (Fig. 113) is printed on a broadside
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which may be dated c. 1683: "The Bloody Siege of Vienna," beginning
"The Gods are now in Council sat" (Harvard, Clark).
Chappell (PMOT II, oogn.) incorrectly associates this tune with one
by Purcell commonly called "Peggie, I must love thee," q.v. Aside from
sharing a common pseudo-Scots character, the tunes are completely unalike.
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Dell Take the War
"A Scotch Song in the last New Play, Sung by Mrs. Cross," beginning
"De'el take the Warr that hurri'd '\Tilly from me," was issued by Henry
Playford and Samuel SCOll ill r('gu (Chetham 2(58),1 the year in which
D'Urfey's unpublished play, A Wife for Any Man, was perfonned. Charles
Powell's florid and rather uuinteresting tunc appeared on the single sheet
(Fig. 114). A broadside issue of 1696 with meaningless music is entitled
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"An Excellent New Scotch Song, Being lately Sung in
A Wife for
any Man" (Pepys V, 259). Within the next few years several other editions were issued with music (Harvard, California, Huntington, BM
G.304 [49], BM H.1601 [128]). Words and music are in all editions of
Pills, 1719-1720, I, 294. The tunc is also to be found in The Dancing
Master, Second Part, 2d ed., 16g8, and in Walsh's Compleat Country
Dancing-Master, 1718. D'Urfey's verses alone are in Compleat Academy
of Complements, 1705. A late eighteenth-century song-sheet version,
titled simply "De'el Tak the War" (Huntington), testifies to the long
vogue of the piece.
Since the sheet is designated "Numb. 1," it is probably the first in a series of
"Scotch" songs which Playford and Scott announced early in 1696. See Day-Murrie,
Book No. 160, for information on the second, third, and fourth songs in the series.
"Numb. I " has not been previously identified.
1
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The tune is cited in six ballad operas, including the following which
print the music: Coffey's The Beggar's Weddillg, 1729, Ryan's The Gobbler's Opera, 1729, Chetwood's The Lover's Opera, 1729 (music in 3d ed.,
1730), and POller's The Decoy, 1733. Walls's Afusical MiscellallY, 17 2 9173 1, V, 118, reprints the song and air from The Beggar's Wedding, beginning "Behold, I fly on \rVings of soft Desire."

The Devtls Progress
One of the ballads reprinted in Rump, 1662, and in A Gollectioll of
Loyal Songs Written against the Rump Parliament, 1731, is "The Sence
of the House, or the Reason why . . . The Remnant . . . of Parliament
cannot consent to Peace, or an Accommodation. To the Tune of, The
New-England Psalm, BuggIe Duggle, ho ho ho the Devil he laught
aloud." It begins:
Come come beloved Londoners, fy fy you shame us all,
Your rising up Cor Peace, will make the close Committee Call;
I wonder you dare ask Cor that, which they must needs deny,
There's 30. swears they'll have no Peace, and bid me tell you why.

A broadside copy among the Thomason Tracts in the BM is dated
March 10, 1642/43; other copies are in Bodleian A.3.18.Art and Ashmole H.23 (6g), and a manuscript version is in Ashmole H.23 (63).
I know of no ballad entitled "New England Psalm," but Pills, 1719-
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1720, III, 82, prinls what may formerly have been a ballad Wilh lhal

title. Here, however, il is called "The Devil's Progress on Earth, or
Huggle Duggle, &c." and bcgins "Friar Bacon walks again,/And Doclor
Forsler lOO." The Pills refrain "Buggie Duggle Hal hal hal/The Devil
laugh'd aloud," eSlablishes a kinship with the older broadside and suggests lhal "The Devil's Progress" must have been known before 1612.
The Pills music (Fig. 115) opens wilh a phrasc reminiscent of Dr.
Aldrich's "The bonny Christ Church bells," q.v.

Diana's a Nymph
This tunc lakes its onglll from "Diana's Darling, Or The Modish
Courtier," whose first line is "Diana's a Nymph so chast and so fair." 1
This ballad, whose slanza is six anapestic tetrameter lines, is sung to
"Diana's a Nymph" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, Harvard, BM C. 22. f.<i,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 58). William Turner wrote a musical
setting to the words for Choice Ayres if Songs, Second Book, 1679, p. 48
(Fig. IIG). "Diana's a Nymph" is the tune cited for "Tyrannick Love,"
beginning "I Languish all night, and I sigh all the day" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, (3), a broadside with an eight-line stanza requiring
a repetition of the final eight bars of music. An independent musical
setting of a poem beginning "I languish all night and sigh all the day"
is in Choice Songs and Ayres, First Book, 1673; but the verse has a different movement (lines 2, 4, and 8 are trimeters) and cannot be considered to have any relationship to the broadside except for the coincidence of first lines. 2 The opening line of "Tyrannick Love" is also imitalcd
1 "Diana's Darling" is to be distinguished from the ballad on Diana and Acta:on beginning "Diana and her darlings dear" (RB II, 520), one edition of which (Manchester
I, 29) is to the tune of "Rogero." This is in ballad quatrains. Still different music,
unpreserved, is presupposed in the tune direction "Diana," for singing the octosyllabic
quatrains of "The Lamentable Song of the Lord Wigmoore" (Richard Johnson, Crown
Garland of Golden Roses, 1612, ed. Chappell, 1842, p. 14).
2 The song was introduced into Edward Ravenscroft's The Citizen turn'd Gentleman,
1672, I, i, and the text is found in several contemporary drolleries. See Ebsworth's discussion in RB IV, 61-62. Assuming a relationship between stage song and broadside,
Ebsworth dated "Tyrannick Love" about 1672-1673; the argument fails from incompatibility. Our only evidence for dating the broadside concerns the one edition known,
which was published for Coles, Vere, Wright, Clark, Thackeray, and Passinger, a partnership active 1678-1680.
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in a song found in The Newest Collection of the Choicest Songs, 1683,
sig. K2. Its stanza would fit "Diana's a Nymph" but no tunc is named
for singing, and the text diverges from broadside wording after the first
line.

Digby's Farewell
Captain Francis Digby lost his life in an encounter of his warship
Henry with Dutch vessels in Southwold Bay, May 28, 1672. But in 1671
a poem, "Captain Digby'S Farewell," beginning 'TIe go to my love,
where he lies in the Deep," appeared in The New Academy of Complements, and, without reference to Digby in the title, in Oxford Drollery
and Windsor Drollery. With music by Robert Smith, it appears in
Choice Songs and Ayres, First Book, 1673, p. 14 (Fig. 117), without
title; in the second edition, 1675, it is titled "Captain Digby'S Farewell."
The stanza of this song is four anapestic tetrameters plus the refrain:
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Ah! Ah! Ah! my Lovc's dcad!
Thcre was /I0l a Bell.
BUl a TrilOlI's shell
lO Ring. lO Ri/lg oUl his Knell.

Another poem, "M ... Digbyes Farewell, To lhe Tune of my Lord
Sandwiches Farewell," beginning "Oh piny Arminda lhose Passions I
bear," is in what Ebswonh calls "lhe extremely scarce 'second impression' " of Westminster LJrolh:r)', Pan Two, 1672, Its stanza pattern is six

lines plus a refrain of two lines to be repeated, all of anapestic tetrameters. But a ballad to the tunc of "The Earl of Sandwich Farewel"
called "The Sorrowful Ladies Complaint," beg'inning "One morning I
walk'd by my self on the shoar" (Harvard, Pepys, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 398), is an expansion of the 1671 poem,
retaining its stanza form including the refrain:
Of ahl ahl ahl my Lovc's dcad
Therc is not a Bell
But a Triton's shell
To ring, to ring, lo ring my Love's knell.

Another tune by Robert Smith, different from that for 'Tie go to my
love," is called "The Earle of Sandwich Farewell" in Thomas Greeting's
The Pleasant Companion ... for the Flagelet, 2d ed., 1673, and in
Apollo'S Banquet, 5th ed., 1687. The same music is in Choice Songs and
Ayres, First Book, 1673, p. 10 (Fig. 118), with the song (perhaps by
Dryden) beginning "Farewell fair Armida my Joy and my Grief." The
same tune is called "Farewell fair Armida" in Musicks Recreation on the
Viol, Lyra~way, 1682, and "Farewel, my Calista" in johnson's The
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Village Opera, 1729.1 This music, unlike that for 'Tie go to my love,"
fits the stanza pattern (eight anapestic tetrameters) of ballads assigned
to "Digby's Farewell."
Still another tune remains to be considered. It is called "Digbys Farwell" in Musiclu Hand-maid, 1678, No. 75 (Fig. Ilg); "Captain Digby's
Farewel, or, Carman's Whistle" in Apollo's Banquet, 6th ed., 1690; andto compound the confusion-uThe Earl of Sandwich's Farewell" in
Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682. This tune will also fit
the stanza pattern of "Digby's Farewell" ballads.
1 A broadside version, beginning "Farewcl my Calista, my joy and my grief," has the
title "Love and Honour: Or, The Lovers Farewel to Calista: Being sent from Sea in the
late Engagement against the Dutch, to his Mistress, under the Name of Calista."
Though it would fit the music o[ "Digby's Farewell," it contains the tune direction
"Now the Tyrant hath stolen" (see "Bonny sweet Robin"). The ballad is reprinted in
RB VI, 40. The poem on which the broadside is based appeared originally in New
Court-Songs, and Poems, Covent Garden Drolery, Westminster Drollery, and Windsor
Drollery, 2d ed., all o[ 1672.
"Armida," or "Calista" as she became in the ballad, is thought to have been Frances
Stewart, Duchess o[ Richmond. G. Thorn-Drury, in his edition of Covent Garden
Drolery, 1928, pp. 126-129, doubts the attribution, though the DNB supports it. ThornDrury argues too against Dryden's authorship of the poem; [or a contrary view, see
The Songs of John Dryden, ed. C. L. Day, 1932, pp. 152-155.
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The problem facing us is, first, the relationship between the 167 I
poem, written before Digby's death, and the verses which memorialize
him from 1672 onward. It is singular that 'Tie go to my love, where he
lies in the Deep" could have been written about a Digby who was absent
on naval duty but still alive. Yet only on that premise can we explain the
existence of the song, coupled with Digby's name, a year before his death.
A second problem is to establish the relationship between the "Digby's
Farewell" and "Earl of Sandwich's Farewell" tunes. The poem in Westminster Drollery indicates that "The Earl of Sandwich's Farewell" was
known as a tune before 1672; and associating that tunc with a poem
called "Mr. Digbyes Farewell" suggests that "Digby's Farewell" as a tune
derives from "The Earl of Sandwich's Farewell." But we have three tunes
under consideration: one by Robert Smith called "Captain Digby'S
Farewell"; another by Smith called "The Earle of Sandwich Farewell";
and an anonymo~s tune which goes by both names. We can eliminate the
first of these because it does not fit the "Digby" ballad stanza.
But the fact remains that one tunc name has not given way to another;
rather, the two tunes and two tunc names exist side by side (note that
Musicks Recreation and the fifth and sixth editions of Apollo'S Banquet
print both tunes). The two tunes might be said to be interchangeable,
in that both can be used with the eight-line "Digby" stanza; but they
are not musically identical. The one ballad to be sung to "The Earl of
Sandwich Farewel" can be sung with Robert Smith's tune to "Farewell
fair Armida" if the last two phrases of the music are repeated. And all
the ballads directed to "Digby'S Farewell" can be sung to the anonymous
tune. It mayor may not be significant that, although an astonishing
number of "Digby" ballads list an alternate tune, in none have I observed "The Earl of Sandwich's Farewell" cited as an alternate tune.
"Digby's Farewell" enjoyed undoubted popularity as a ballad tune
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during the last decade or so of Charles II's reign. It was used with:
"Great B[r]ittains loy, and Good News for the Netherlands . . . Peace
Concluded ... 9lh of Fcbruary . . . [1674]," beginning "Come all
Loyal Subjccls I pray you draw near" (\Vood E.25 [10 I]); ··News from the
Coast of Spain," all lhe sea baltle at Cadiz, February, 1674, beginning
"Collie all you bravc Sea-men of Courage so free" ("Vood E.25 [100],
Rawlinson 82); "The bad Husband's Information of ill Husbandry," beginning "You bonny boon blades that are company keepers," to the tune
of "Digby's Farewcl: Or The Jovial Crew" (Lord Crawford 1385, Pepys
II, 89, Harvard, Rawlinson 135; the latter copy is dated 1676 and the
tune title is "The Jovial Crew"); 2 "The Musical Shepherdess, or,
Dorinda's Lamentation for the loss of Amintas," by W[alter] Propel,
beginning "Adieu to the Pleasures and follies of Love," to the tune of
"Amintas farewel: or, Digby's Farewell" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, Douce,
Wood E.25, HM C.22.£.6, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 462). This
last-named broadside was an expansion of a three-stanza song in Shadwell's Tempest, 1674; it was not printed in the play, but the words appeared in The Several Songs Now in Mode, 1675, and with music by
James Hart, in Choice Ayres, Songs, & Dialogues, 2d ed., 1675, and in
all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 178. "Amintas farewel" seems to be
an internally inspired tune title, probably a name for Hart's tune. "Good
News in Bad Times; or, Absaloms Return to David's Bosome," a political
ballad of 1683, beginning "Adieu to the hopes of the Whigs of the State,"
is to the tune "Adieu to the pleasures and Follies of Love" (Harvard,
Clark, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 399), a name derived from the
first line of "The Musical Shepherdess," mentioned above.
.
The tune was popular for execution ballads: "The Plotter Executed
. . . Edward Coleman . . . [Dec. 3, 1678]," beginning "Forbear your
vile Ploting, all you that design," to the tune <;>f "Captain Digby, or,
Packington's Pound" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 125); "Treason
Rewarded at Tiburn . . . Ireland and Grove . . . Executed . . . the
24th of January [1679]," beginning "Let all Loyal Subjects look well to
their Hits" (Wood E. 25; reprinted in RB IV, 136); "Sir Thomas Armstrong's Farewel," supposedly written before his execution June 20,
1684, beginning "Farewel Worldly Pleasures ~nd fading delight," to the
tune of "Digbys Farewel: or, Packingtons Pound" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 483).
2 "The Jovial Crew" is the title of a ballad beginning "Come let's to the Tavern
there's nothing so sweet," to the tune of "Let the Bay-lilIs be hang'd, and the Serjeants
accurst, or, Digby'S Farewell" (Rawlinson 141). I have no data on the first tune title
cited, but it is again coupled with "Digby's Farewel" in "A farewel to Hackney lades.
Or, Be Kind to One and no more," beginning "Let Mally, and Jenny, and Peggy sit
still" (Rawlinson go).
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Among other ballads to the tunc, the following do not appear to
have been republished: "The Royal Health," beginning "You Peers of
this Nation, pray never Rebel" (Clark, with MS date 27 March 1(84);
"The \Vinchester Health: Or, An Excellent New Pleasant Song of his
Majesty," dated 1u81, beginning "Here's a Health to Great Charles, our
Soveraign King" (Chetham 1047); "The Constant Couple, Or, The
Glory of True Love," beginning "Of late I did walk in a pleasant fair
day," to the tune of "Bonny Currant: or, Digbys farewel, or Packington's
Pound" (Douce I, 31, Pepys III, 1(3); 8 "The Maltster caught in a Trap
Or, The Witty Ale-Wife," beginning "I pray you draw ncar and attend
now a while," to the tunc of "What should a young woman do with
an old man: Or, Digby's Farewel" (Lord Crawford u06, BM C.22.f.6 [149],
Harvard); 4. "The Kind Lovers . . . Amandus and Coriana," beginning
"Hark, hark, in yon Grove the fair nymph she does sing," to the tune
of "Hark, hark, in yon Grove, or Digbyes Farwell" (Pepys III, 228); II
"The City Caper: Or, The Whetstones-Park Privateer," beginning "The
Jenny a small Pickaroon in the Park" (Lord Crawford 724, Rawlinson
129, Douce I, 2U, BM C.22.f.U [92], Harvard); "The Couragious Cookmaid," beginning "Of late in the North a fine frolique did pass," to the
tune of "The City Caper, Or: Digby" (Lord Crawford 961, BM G22.f.6

[101 ]).
"Love Crownd with Victory," beginning "My Dear canst thou love
me, I pray tell me true," has the tune direction "Ue crown thee my
dearest &c. Digby's Farwel, Or Packintons Pound" (Harvard, BM C.22.f.6
[56], Lord Crawford 831, Douce I, 123). The first tune title is from the
refrain of the broadside. "The merry Pastime of the Spri[ng]," by
L[awrence] W[hite], begins "All young men and maidens,jcome listen a
while" (Rawlinson 115); its sixteen-line stanza, the equivalent of eight
anapestic tetrameters, will fit "Captain Digby," to which it is to be
sung. "The Lovers final FareweI. To his Faithless false Mistress," beginning "I lov'd thee wei once, but il'e love thee no more," is sung to
"Love and honour or Digby's farwell" (Rawlinson 147). The first tune
8 "Bonny Currant" is probably a dallce tUIlC, but I have Ilot found the particular
coranto that may bc intended.
4. The first tune title is associated with "Digby'S Farewell" in several other ballads,
including "The Politick Maids Device," beginning "All Maidens come hither and
hearken a while" (Lord Crawford 41, Pcpys III. 166), and its sequel, "The Y<;>ung-Man's
Answer to the Politick Maids Devicc," beginning "For certain and sure, this Girl will
go mad" (Pepys III, 167). The samc tUIlCS, plus "Packington's Pound," are cited for "An
Amorous Dialogue between John and his Mistris" (RB III, 395).
II The first tune title, internally inspired, may imply an independent tune, as is often

the case with stage songs. Although this broadside may have originated in the theater,
there is no record of such a song with music.
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title, equivalent to "The Tyralll," is from the broadside "Love and
Honour" cited in notc I abovc.
"A \Vc[sL]minslcr \Vedding: Or, A Whorc-Mastcr Buried Alivc" begins "A Cursc on blind Cupid his namc I do hatc" (Rawlinson 112). "Thc
Gossips Mceting, or, Thc mcrry Markcl-\Vomcn of Taumon," beginning
"Comc all my kind ncighbours, & hcar me a whilc," is to "Thc Parliament
of \Vomcn: Or, Digby's Farewell" (Wood E.25 [120], Rawlinson 112); thc
first tune titlc may bc suggcstcd by thc subjcct of thc ballad.

Diogenes Surly and Prou~
or The Tippling Phtlosophers
Ncd Ward, author of The London Spy, wrote "Wine and Wisdom:
or, The Tipling Philosophcrs, a lyric poem," 1710,1 beginning "Diogenes
surly and proud, who snarl'd at thc Macedon Youth." It was popular in
lUany forms through the cighteenth century, thanks to Richard Levcridgc's assistance in writing a tune for it and singing the ballad publicly. Thus a contemporary song-sheet issue with music (Fig. 120) bears
the title "Thc Tippling Philosophers. Set and Sung by Mr. Leveridge
at the Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields" (BM Gren. 559 [17], Huntington,
Harvard, Yale). Other editions of thc song sheet with London and
Dublin imprints attest its continued popularity. It was printed on broadsides without music (Douce II, 271v, BM 1872.a.l [165v]) and was included in such songbooks as Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, I,
154, The Convivial Songster, c. 1782, p. 138, and Ritson's English Songs,
1783, II, 34. Leveridge's tune, called "The Tipling Philosophers," is in
The Dancing Master, c. 1728, III, 49, and in an arrangement for harpsichord or spinet in The Ladys Banquet, Fifth Book, c. 1735, p. ~7. Commonly called "Diogenes surly and proud," the air was introduced into
seven ballad operas, of which the following include the music in printed
editions: Coffey's The Beggar's Wedding, Chetwood's The Lover's Opera
(music in 3d cd., 1730), and Johnson's The Village Opera, all dating
from 1729.
Ballads sung to the tune include "The High German Doctor," 1720,
beginning "Praestigius Legerdemain, with strange Artificial Slights," to
1

H. W. Troyer, in Ned Ward of Grubstreet, 1946, lists the original issue as 1708.
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the tune of "Diogenes surly and proud" (BM 185o.C.l0 [5£1], Harvard),
and a song "When Honesty first was in vogue," to the tune of "The Tippling Philosophers," in \Villiam Goodall's The True Englishman's Miscellany, 1740, p. 10'!. Another ballad of Ned Ward's, which appears on a
Dublin song sheet of 1720 with Leveridge's tune, is "A South-Sea Ballad,
or, Merry Remarks upon Exchange-Alley Bubbles," beginning "In London stands a famous Pile" (Harvard). Other editions without music name
the tune "The Grand Elixir; or, The Philosopher's Stone discover'd"
(National Lib. of Scotland Ry III.C.3G [132], Harvard, BM 187G.£.1 [88,
89]; reprinted without specification of source in lUI VIII, 258). Leveridge's music, ideal for the anapestic rhythms of Ward's original song, does
not fit the iambics here. I have not found the tune of "The Grand
Elixir"; but another edition with music, entitled "The Prophetick Ballad, with merry Remarks . . . ," prints the tune of "London is a fine
town," to which the piece can be sung (BM H.1G(1l [25 2 ]).
A composer known only as NIr. Yoslington wrote a fresh air for "The
Second Part of The Tipling Philosophers," a single-sheet song of about
17 15, beginning "Wise Solon who carefully gave good laws" (EM H.IGol
[5 1 3], Harvard). The text is sometimes printed on broadsides along with
the first part. But Yoslington's tune seems not to have been used for any
other songs.
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The Doubting Virgin
This tllnc tide is derived from a ballad by Thomas Bowne, "The
Doubting Virgin, And The Constant Youngman," c. I G80, beginning
"Oh my dearest do not slight me" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Pepys,
Douce, Roxburghe; rcprintcd in RD IV, 344). This ballad is to be sung
to "The Repriev'd Captive," a tune now unknown; the Douce copy con·
tains an added tune direction, written in, "a that I had been marryed." 1
A related ballad is "The Doubting Virgins Satisfaction," beginning
"Dearest know I do not slight thee," to the tunc of "The Repriev'd Captive; Or, The doubting Virgin" (Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV,
347). Following these, a large number of ballads, several of them by
Bowne, were directed to "The Doubting Virgin," all of them in an eightline stanza alternating cight and seven syllables and characterized by a
strong trochaic meter.
The only music that can bc associated with "The Doubting Virgin" is
found in a ballad opera, Momus turn'd Fabulist} 1729, Air 10 (Fig. 121),

121tC_
~j
~19
under the name "Woman's Work is never done." This title is derived
from a ballad "Womens Work is never done," beginning "Oh that I had
never been married," of which only a mid-eighteenth-century slip-song
version is extant (Lord Crawford 939). It is directed to be sung to "the
Doubting Virgin," and one may therefore presume that the music from
the ballad opera belongs to this tune title. The Douce MS notation is
evidently in allusion to the first line of "Womens Work is never done." 2
1 In the Douce collection this manuscript addition or a variant, "0 that I had never
married," is found on almost every broadside directed to be sung to "The Doubting
Virgin."
2 An earlier ballad entitled "A Womans Work is never done" begins "As I was
wandring on the way" and has the tune direction "A Womans work is never done, Or,
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The music is perfectly adapted to the trochaic meter of the ballads, for
both musical and poetic phrases begin on the accent throughout.
Among the ballads to the tune are several which are related through
their refrains. "Shall It shall I? No, No," beginning "Pretty Betty now
come to me,/thou hast set Illy I-lean on lire," has the refrain:
Come l<.:t's dally, shall I? shall I?
but she answered No no no.

(Lord Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 157). "Kind
William, Or, Constant Betty," beginning "Constant Betty that sweet
creature," has a very similar refrain:
Let's not dally, shall I, shall I,
But she answered, no, no, no.

(Lord Crawford, BM C.22.£.6, Douce, Harvard, Pepys; reprinted in RB
VII, 201). Its sequel, without a refrain, is "The Hasty Wedding; or, William's Patience Rewarded. ''''ith the consent of Pretty Nancy," beginning
"Sitting with my Dearest Dear,/by a Little purling Spring," to the tune
of "The Man of Fashion, or, The Doubting Virgin" (Euing, Lord Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 203). The first tune title
here cited is usually "Will [or Would] you be a man of fashion" and is
often found as an alternate to "The Doubting Virgin," as in the following ballad, whose subtitle relates it to the ballads just noticed. "The
Dumb Lady, Or, No, no, not I l'le Answer," beginning "Underneath a
little Mountain," is to the tune of "the Doubtful Virgin, or the new
Borey, or Will you be a Man of Fashion," and has the refrain "Still
she answered no not I" (Pepys, Douce, Harvard, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprillled in RB IV, 352).
Among the numerous ballads sung to "The Doubting Virgin," the
following do not appear to have been reprinted: "William's Seven-Years
The Beds making" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RIJ III, 302). This ballad was entered in
the Stationers' Register, June I, 1629, as a part of the estate of Margaret Trundle, who
followed her late husband's profession of ballad printing from June, 1627, to June,
1629. The Roxburghe copy is a reprint which probably dates from the early yeals of
the reign of Charles II. Its stanza form is eight lines in couplets, unlike the typical
rhyme scheme ababcdcd found in "Doubting Virgin" ballads; more important, lhe
ballad contains occasional pentameters, to which the music is not adapted.
One other ballad was sung to "Womens Work is never done": "The Unhappy Voyage . . . [of] the Royal Anne . . . split to Pieces . . . on the Lizzard the loth of
November, 1721" (RB VIII, 260). It is in the "Doubting Virgin" stanza form, though
the scansion is often irregular.
"Women's work will never be done" in Leyden's Lyra Viol MS (after 1690) is a di[ferent tune which had some eighteenth-century currency in Scotland as "The black
Eagle" (Scots Musical Museum, Ill, 237). See Notes on Scottish Song by Robert Bu,nzs,
ed. James c. Dick, 1908, pp. 101-102.
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Love Compleatcd," beginning "Late abroad as I was walking,/by a
Little Shady Grovc" (Doucc II, 252); "The Windsor Frolick: or, A Huc
and Cry aftcr a couplc of Maidcn-Hcads," bcginning "Two brisk Country Girls did agrec,/to go unto Windsor-Fair," to thc tunc of "Oh so
Ungratcful a Crcaturc; Or, Thc Doubting Virgin" (Doucc II, 25 1V); a
"Rcal Reality, or; Thc Souldicrs Loyalty," bcginning "Tho' at prescnt
I must lcavc thcc" (Pcpys IV, 43); "Thc Scamans Constancy," bcginning
"Dearcst dear wc must bc partcd" (Pepys IV, (90).
A ballad of 1688, "Monmouth Routed," bcginning "Now the fatal
Fight is over," has thc tune direction "The Souldiers Departure" (Lord
Crawford, Pepys; reprintcd in RB V, 674), which is derivcd from "The
Souldiers Departure From his Love," beginning "Now my love has Crost
the Ocean," to the tune of "The Doubting Virgin" (Bagford; reprinted
in BB I, 355). The first line of "Monmouth Routed" in turn becomes
the tune name in "The Bloody Fight of Flanders," bcginning "Here is
News from famous Flanders," to the tune of "Now the fatal Fight is
over" (Pepys; reprintcd in PB VI, 229), and "A New Coppy of Verses
Of General Schomberg's Happy Success . . . in Ircland," bcginning
"Now Duke Schomberg he is Landed," to the tune of "Now the Fight
is Over" (Pepys; reprintcd in PB V, 18).
The ballad called "The SouIdiers Departure From his Love" was licenscd by Richard Pocock (1685-1688), and a number of other ballads
cmploy this name for the tune of "Doubting Virg·in." They include "The
Marincrs Misfortune, or, The Unfortunate Voyage of two Constant Lovers," beginning "A Scaman lov'd a Maiden pretty" (Bagford; rcprinted
in BB I, 250); another edition is entitled "The She-Mariners Misfortune,"
and is to "Doubting Virgin" (Pcpys IV, 187). Several ballads on military
campaigns of the period also use "The Souldiers Departure": "Monmouth Worsted in the West," beginning "Now we see the fight is over"
(Wood E.25, Pepys; reprinted in RB V, 669); "Monmouth's Saying In
the West of England," beginning "Now our bloody Fight is over" (Pepys;
reprinted in RB V, 678); "The Protestant Seaman's Resolution To Fight
for King William," beginning "Come brave noble hearted Sea-men"
(BM C.22.f.6, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 214);
and "The Valiant Souldier's Misfortune: or . . . the Duke of Schomberg's last Farewell," beginning "Let all noble stout Commanders"
(Pepys, Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 350).' "The Hasty Damosel," beginning "Mother, pray when shall I marry,land receive a womans due,"
8 "Oh so Ungrateful a Creature" is an independent tune, though no satisfactory music
has been preserved. See "Joy to the Bridegroom."
'Another tune title, for which no music has been found, is added in "Dunkirk's
Lamentation . . . set to the Tune of, The French Dancing-Master: or, The Soldiers
Departure" (PB VII, 186).
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has the tunc direction "The Seamans Departure, or, Doubting Virgin"
(Pepys IV, 178, Harvard, Douce I, 94"). The first tunc title is either a
transfer fwm "Thc Souldicrs Departurc" or (lcss likely) is derived fmm
the contcnt of such a sailor's ballad of farcwell as "The Scamans Constancy," nOled abovc.
One other ballad of lhc 1680s dcserves mcntion: "The BashfullMaidens No, no, 110, lUrll'd to I, I, I . . . To a New Tunc much in
Fashion, Or, the Soldier's Departure," beginning "Whell the Kine had
given a Pail full" (pepys III, (83). It is a slight expansion of a poem by
D'Urfey, published in his Choice New Songs, 168,{, p. 16, the music of
which is the "New TUlle" referred to in the broadside. The ballad was
reprinted with music in /80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 252, and in all editions
of Pills, 1719-1720, II, 26. The "New Tunc," named from the first line,
is found in seven ballad operas, including Momus turn'd Fabulist,
where "Woman's Work is never done" also appears. Thus there can be
no doubt that the two tunes were independent. Moreover, though
D'Urfey's refrain pattern is basically the "Shall n Shall n" form, he has
individualized it by adding a ninth line, further repeating "no" or "I,"
for which the lIlusic supplies a two-bar coda. The ballad can be sung to
"Doubting Virgin" by the elimination of the extra line.

Down in a Botto111y or The

Parliament Sat as Snug as a Cat
A Cavalier ballad of c. 1654 in Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet. 152,
fol. g, begins "The Parliament sat as snug as a Cat"; the music (Fig. 122)
is included, with the direction "To the tune of Downe in a bottome &c.,"
but there is no other heading. Ballads associated with this tune are in
six-line stanzas or the equivalent, syllabically pairs of 5.5.8 or 6.6.g. The
music calls for the repetition of the last line of each stanza, but in none
of the texts is such a repetition indicated.
"Down in a bottom" is named as the tune for "A City Ballade," beginning "Since the Realm has lost its head," in The Rump, 1660, Rump,
1662, reprinted in Loyal Songs, 1731. "Last Parliament sat as snugg as a
Cat" is the tune for "Rump Rampant . . . set out by Sir T. A. Perfumer
to his late Highnesse," beginning "In the name of the fiend, what the
Rump up again" (Harvard, BM Luttrell, Wood 416 [25], dated January,
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Original is unbarred.

1659[/60]; reprinted in The Rump, 1660, Ratts Rhimed to Death, 1660,
Rump, 1662, and Loyal Songs, 1731). Another contemporary broadside,
"The History of the Second Death of the Rump," beginning "Come
buy my fine Ditty/Of News from the City," is to "The Parliament sate
as snugg as a Cat" (Harvard, Wood 416, BM Thomason, dated March 7,
1659/60; reprinted in The Rump, Rump, and Loyal Songs).
Several other ballads in these collections have no tune titles but are
in the same distinctive meter: "The Rump Dockt," beginning "Till it
be understood/What is under Monck's Hood" (Harvard, BM Thomason,
BM Luttrell, liM MS Harl. 2127, fol. 14, Bodleian Firth b.2o [12]; reprinted in Ratts Rhimed to Death, The Rump, Rump, Loyal Songs).
"The Rebells Reign," probably written in 1654, begins "Now we are
met in a knot, let's take t'other pot"; it has no tune direction, but
stanza 11. reproduces the opening lines of the manuscript ballad:
The Parliament sate as snug as a Cat,
And were playing for mine and yours:
Sweep-stakes was their Game, till Oliver came,
And turn'd it to Knave out of doors.

It appeared in Merry Drollery, 1661, Merry Drollery Complete, 1670,
Rump, and Loyal Songs. One contemporary broadside not reprinted in
these collections, but written in the same meter, is "The Noble Souldiers
Advice to his Comrades: or, The Red-coats Resolution," dated 1661, beginning "When honest Red-Coats,/Leave cutting of throats" (BM Luttrell II, 207).
D'Urfey recalled the old words as he launched into a contemporary
lampoon, "The Church Jockey, a Cornick Satyr. The Words made to a
pretty Play-house Tune":
The Parliament sate
As snug as a Cat;
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In Old loyal Brome you may read,
And ours in their House,
Were as close as a Mouse,
Legislating the Nation with Speed.

This poem appears only in the 1719-1720 edition of Pills (II, 66), and
unhappily D'Urfey does not print a tune. The allusion may be to Henry
Brome, one of the printers of The Rump, in the 1662 edition of which
appears "The Rebells Reign," quoted above. Or perhaps the gifted
Alexander Brome wrote this or some other poem containing the phrase
which D'Urfey echoes.

The Downnght Squire
A lute arrangement of "Downeright Squyre" dating from c. 1600 is
preserved in Cambridge University MS Dcl.2.11, ~0I. 70 (Fig. 123); another set of the same tune appears without title in the Marsh Lute Book,
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Transcription omits varied repeat of each strain.

1590, p. 40. Still a third variant is a lute tablature in Folger MS 448.IU,
fol. 18 v, dating from the early years of Elizabeth's reign; though called
"The upright esquiere," it is nonetheless a variant of our tune. 1
Of the four ballads sung to the tune, the earliest is that found in an
untitled manuscript version beginning "Ons dyd I aspyre to loves desyrej
And wot yow not whye," in Bodleian MS Ashmole 48 (reprinted in Songs
and Ballads . .. Chiefly of the Reign of Philip and Mary, ed. Thomas
Wright, 186o, p. 191). Professor Rollins has shown that the manuscript
C.

1 John Ward, "Music for A Handefull of Pleasant Delites," JAMS, X (1957), 155-156,
gives a transcript of the Folger tablature with the first stanza of "L. Gibsons Tantara."
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was CO 111 pi led before the end of 1565,:! a nd the fact tha t the tu ne was
known by that date lends strength to the supposition that two ballads
calling for thc tulle ill A Halldcfull of Plcasa71t lJclitcs, 1584, may have
appeared in the lost edition licensed for publication in 1566. They are
"L. Gibsons Tantara, whcrin Danca welcommeth home her Lord
Diophon fro[m] the war," beginning "You Lordings. cast off your weedes
of wo," and "A new Sonet of Pyramus and Thisbie," beginning "You
Dames (I say) that climbe the mount" (Handcfull, ed. Rollins, pp. 7, 35)·
Still another to the tune is T. Rider's "A merie newe Ballad intituled, the
Pinnyng of the Basket," a broadside of c. 1590 beginning "Twas my hap
of late to heare/A pretie ieste" (BM Buth; reprinted in A Collcction of
Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 105).

The Dragon oj Wantley
"A True Relation of the Dreadful Combate between More of MoreHall and the Dragon of Wantley," beginning "Old Stories tell how
Hercules," appeared ill 1685, with music (Fig. 124) on the broadside

124~$1

~@
~.~~
~·~I
(Pepys V, 391, BM 1872.a.l [129""], Clark, with MS date 28 Nov. 1684).
In later editions, without music, the title usually begins "An Excellent Ballad of that most Dreadful Combate .. ." (Douce, BM
2

"Concerning Bodleian MS. Ashmole 48," MLN, XXXIV (19 19). 340-351,
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18il.e.9, Roxburghe; a bowdlerized reprint is in lUJ VIII, 417). The
ballad appears with music in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 10,
also in The Cmzuiuial Sougster, c. 1782, and in Ritson's English Smzgs,
1783: it was reprinted without music in A Collection of Old Ballads,
I j:.!3-1 i25, I, 38, and in Percy's Rcliques. Another song to the tunc, beginning "I heard much talk of Oxford Town," is found in The Corzviuial
SOllgster.
Because of verbal irregularities, neither the broadside music nor that
in Pills fits every stanza equally well. Aside from a few differences in
pitch and harmony, the two versions differ chiefly in division of some
quarter notes into eights. Some stanzas therefore can be sung better to
one version of the tunc, some to the other.

Drive the Cold Winter Away
This tunc name is derived from "A pleasant Countrey new Ditty:
Merrily shewing how To driue the cold Winter away," where the title
phrase is the concluding line of each stanza. The ballad begins "All
hayle to the dayes/That merite more praise," and the tune is given as
"When Phoebus did rest" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 84).
Now a song beginning "When Phoebus addres'd [or had drest] his course
to the West" in Wit and Drollery, 1656, and Merry Drollery, 1661, has
the refrain "0 do not, do not kill me yet,/For I am not prepared to
dye." 1 And in the Boertigheden section of J. J. Starter's Friesche LustHot, 1621, sig. C4 v (Fig. 125), is music entitled "0 doe not, doe not kil
me yet for I am not &c," which may be considered the tune of "When
Phoebus did rest." A somewhat different tune, called "Drive the cold
winter away," is in all editions of The Dancing Master, 1651-C. 1728
(1651, p. 39=Fig. 126), in MusicJ{'s Delight on the Cithren, 1666, and in
Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. An untitled virginal
set of the mid-seventeenth century is preserved in Paris Conservatoire
MS Res. 1186, fol. 54, and the melody is coupled with an abbreviated
form of "All hail to the days" in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 241. 2
Broadside copies of "All hail to the days" were printed for Henry
A copy in the Percy Folio MS (ed. Hales and Furnivall, IV, 7) is probably no later
than 1640; the poem itself is considerably earlier.
2 The same music is inappropriately printed on a broadside containing a Latin version of "The Catholick Ballad," properly sung to the tune of "Eighty-eight," for which
see "Jog on."
1
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Original is unbarred.
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Original is unbarred.

Casson, who flourished c. ((iO;~-l()'lo. A suggestion that the ballad may
be even older is seen ill a Scotch song with the samc movcment and with
a comparable occasional refrain:
The wind blawis cauld, furius & lJauld,
This lang and mony day:
But Christis mercy, we man all die,
Or keip the cauld wind away.

It is found in the 1567 edition of A ComjJendious Booh of Godly and
Spiritual Songs (ed. A. F. Mitchell, Scottish Text Society, 1897).8
The following ballads to the tune of "To drive the cold winter away"
date from the reign of Charles I: "The father hath beguil'd the sonne,"
by Martin Parker, beginning "I Often hane knowne,jAnd experience
hath showne" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 309); "A Health to all CoodFellowes," beginning "Be merry, my hearts, and call for your quarts"
8 Mitchell (p. 288) doubts that the spiritual song is a parody of the secular ballad;
if it is, "it has retained nothing ... save the tune and the catch-words."
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(Roxburghc; rcprintcd in RB I, 417); G. B.'s "A Ncw Song, called jacke
Dovc's Resolution," bcginning "To all my good Friends thesc presents
I scnd" (Roxburghc; reprintcd in RB I, 175); a ballad by N. P. with
tillc cropped, beginning "Come, come my brave gold/\Vhich I love to
behold" (Roxburghe; rcprinted in RB I, 129); \V[illiam?] B[lunden?]'s
"Hang Pinching, Or, The good Fellowes Observation, Mongst a Ioviall
Crew, Of them that hate Flinching, But is alwayes true blcw," beginning
"All you which lay dame/to a good fellowc's name" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 255);' and possibly the incomplete ballad, "Oh
fainc would I marry," beginning "Oh faine would I wive" (Manchcster
II, 47).
One of the political songs in The Rump, 1660, "The Second Part of
Saint George for England," beginning "Now the Rump is confounded,"
had earlier appeared on broadsides, some copies of which bear the MS
date March, 1659/60 (BM Thomason, BM Luttrell, Wood 416, Bagford;
reprinted in Wright's Political Ballads, Mackay's Cavalier Songs, and
RB VIII, xiii·). Still another song to the tune is thc unlovely portrait
entitled "Sir Grigory Cow T - - - on his Mistress, Madam Dowzabell,"
beginning "I now will not fail,jTo tell you a Tale" (Mock Songs, 1675).
A ballad of 1664 to the tunc "All Hail to the dayes" is entitled "I
warrant thee Boy, Shee's Right" (Lord Crawford 250), from which is
derived one of the tune titles cited in "Hey ho, for a Husband," beginning "You maidens that are fair and young," to the tune of "Ile warrant
thee boy she's right, Or, a little 0' th tone with 'tother" (Pepys IV, 9).11
On the second tune title, see "Stingo."

The Duke oj Monmouth} Jig
This tune is found in Thomas Greeting's The Pleasant Companion
.. for the Flagelet, 1680, No. 70 (Fig. 127), but the ballads sung to
it date from the previous decade. One of them, licensed by Sir Roger
L'Estrange on February 8, 1676/7, is "Love and Honesty: Or, The
• Chappell (PMOT I, 194) suggests that the tune title "True Blue" may derive from
the burden of this ballad; but the movement of pieces sung to that lost tune is incompatible with that of "Drive the cold winter away" ballads, and on metrical grounds
the relationship must be denied.
II "Hey ho, for a Husband" was registered by Francis Grove in 1657, but the Pepys
copy is a later edition. A reworking of the ballad, with music by Samuel Akeroyde, is
in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 56, beginning "There was a Maid the other Day."
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Modish Courtier," beginning "A Curse on the zealous and ignorant
crew" (Rawlinson, Roxbu'rghe; reprinted in RB VI, 56); it is the expansion of a playhouse song found in The Wits Academy, 1677.
Another to the tune is "The Batchelors Ballad," beginning "No more
silly Cupid,jwill I pine and complain" (Douce, Rawlinson; reprinted in
RB VII, 334), expanded 'from a song entitled "Ungrateful after Enjoyment" in The Last and Best Edition of New Songs, 1677. A sequel is
"The Maids answer to the Batchelors Ballad," beginning "Who's here
so ingeniousjmis[s]pending his time," to the tune of "No more silly
Cupid: Or, The Duke of Monmouth's Jig" (Harvard, Lord Crawford,
Rawlinson, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 336). The first
tune title, of course, echoes the opening line of "The Batchelors Ballad."
"The Politick Girle," beginning "My dearest Katy, prethee be but
constant now," is a song directed to be sung to "The Duke of Monmouths Jigge" in Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, 106; but the eight-line
stanza cannot be fitted to the tune in Greeting's collection.

Duke Upon Duke
"Duke upon Duke, An Excellent New Play-house Ballad," beginning
"To Lordings Proud I tune my Song," is an oft-reprinted piece in 37
quatrains thought to have been written by Swift or Gay or Pope upon
a quarrel by Nicholas (afterward Baron) Lechmere and Sir John Guise.
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Perhaps the earliest edition is the 1720 six-page folio text issued by
A. Moor, "Set to Musick by Mr. Holdecombe" (Fig. 128), a copy of which
is Bodleian Pamph. 357 (11).1 A number of broadside and pamphlet copies
are extant, with and without music (BM, Harvard, Huntington, Chetham
1883). At least one of the British Museum copies '( 18 76.f.l [94]) contains
the MS tune direction "Cheavey Chace," and one edition (Harvard, BM
C.116.i.4 [52]) contains a corrupt version of that tunc.
An edition without music is titled "An Excellent Old Ballad, called
Pride will have a Fall, As set forth in the . . . History of the deadly
Strife between the Dukes of Guise and Lancastere . . . in the Reign of
Richard Coeur de Lion" (Douce IV, 39, BM 18 71.£.3 [25])·
"An Answer to Duke upon Duke &c.," beginning "Thou Pope, Oh
Popery burning Hot," also set to Henry Holcombe's music, is in the
British Museum (1876.f.l [81]); versions with corrupt "Chevy Chase"
music are BM C.l16.i.4 (54) and Morgan 17·
A violin arrangement of Holcombe's tune in BM MS Add. 38189, fol.
6, is entitled "Duke upon Duke."

Dulcina
The ballad of Dulcina and her shepherd Coridon was in circulation
before 1615, for on May 22 of that year it was transferred from one
printer to another (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. (50) as "Dulcina, to the
1 The ballad was reprinted in The Hive, 3d ed., 1726, I, 109, as "Duke upon Duke.
Written in the Year 1719." One of the Harvard copies bears the MS notation "Aug.
1720." The DNB dates the ballad c. 1725. Norman Ault, New Light on Pope, 1949,
pp. 186ff., considers the case strong for attributing the authorship to Pope.
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tune of fforgoe me nowe come to me sone." Two extant ballads might
qualify as the one alluded to in the Stationers' Register entry; both use
the "Forego me now" refrain, though the tune title in each is "Dulcina."
It may be that the tune we now know as "Dulcina" was earlier called
"Forego me now, come to me soon," but it is also possible that the reo
frain line became simply another name for the "Dulcina" tune. One of
the ballads is "An excellent newe dyttye, wherein fayre Dulcina complayneth for the absence of her dearest Coridon, but at length is comforted by his presence," beginning "The golden god Hyperionjby Thetis
is saluted," which was copied from a broadside into the Shirburn MS
(printed in SB, p. 64, and in RB VIII, elv·). The second, and more
familiar, ballad is "An Excellent Ditty, called the Shepherds wooing
Dulcina," beginning "As at noon Dulcina rested," and formerly attributed to Raleigh. Broadside copies date from after the Restoration
(Pepys, Harvard, Manchester, Lord Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 166); but the ballad was entered in the Stationers'
Register March 13, 1656 (Anal. Index, No. 2419). Perhaps the earliest
copy is a fifteen-stanza version with music, dated 1615, in Giles Earle's
songbook, BM MS Add. 24665, Col. 35 v (Fig. 129).

Original is unbarred.

A contemporary keyboard setting of the tune is called "Daunce" in
The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book II, 268. Eight stanzas of the Earle text
are to be found in the Percy Folio MS (ed. Hales and Furnivall, IV, 32,
49), and six stanzas in Harvard MS Eng. 628, p. 323-both transcripts of
the first half of the seventeenth century. A twelve-stanza version is in
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Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, 59, reprinted
206, with a later tune (Fig. 130).

In

Pills, 1719-1720, VI,

130

A number of ballads to "Dulcina" date from the first half of the seventeenth century. "Two pleasant Ditties, one of the Birth, the other of the
Passion of Christ," beginning "Ivry [Le., Jewry] came to Ieru-salem,"
has been preserved in several editions, one of which was printed by the
assignees of Thomas Symcocke, c. 1628 (Roxburghe; reprinted in'RB II,
549; other editions are in Pepys, Euing, Bagford, Rawlinson, Manchester).
That the original edition was issued even earlier is seen from a transcript
of both parts preserved in the Shirburn MS, c. 1585-1616 (SB, pp. 59ff.).
Harvard MS Eng. 628, p. 308, contains four stanzas, without tune direction. "A Pleasant New Song betwixt a Saylor and his Love," beginning
"What doth ayl my love so sadly" (Euing, Pepys, Rawlinson, Bagford,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 470), was, in its earliest edition, printed
for John Grismond, who flourished 1618-1638.1
Martin Parker wrote at least three ballads to the tune: "A Prouerbe
old, yet nere forgot, Tis good to strike while the Irons hott," beginning
"All you Young-men who would Marry" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 229,
dated 1625?); "A Penny-worth of good Counsell," beginning "Of late it
was my chance to Walke" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 295); "The
desperate Damsells Tragedy. Or The faithlesse young man," beginning
"In the gallant month of Iune" (Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB I, 265).
1 The burden of this ballad is the source of the tune title "Kisse and bid me welcome
home" associated with "A new Carroll of the birth of . . . Jesus Christ" (New Carrolls,
1661, sig. A3; two stanzas reprinted in RB VII, 792); presumably "Kisse . . ." becomes
another name for the tune "Dulcina."
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One additional ballad remains to be mentioned, to indicate that the
tunc continued to be popular after the Restoration under the full title,
"As at Noon Dulcina rested." This is "The True-Lovers Good-morrow,"
heginning "In the month of Fehruary/the green leaves begin to spring"
(Lord Crawford G87, Pepys Ill, G4, BM C.22.f.G [187]. Rawlinson 125,
Douce II, 2lg v, 228, Harvard). On one of the Douce copies is the added
MS tunc title "Oh that I had never marryed." The ballad is named in
Thackeray's list of c. 1089, signifying that it was then in print.
The tunc is sometimes called "Robin Goodfellow" from a ballad first
printed by Henry Gosson (0. IG03-1G40): "The mad-merry prankes of
Robbin Good-fellow," beginning "From Obrion in Fairy Land/the King
of Ghosts and shadowes there," to the tunc of "Dulcina" (Euing, Bagford,
Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 81). Among ballads sung to the
tunc under its later name are: "The Downfall of Dancing; 01' the overthrow of three Fidlers and three Bagg-Pipe·Players," beginning "Three
Pipers, and three Fidlers too" (Douce I, G2 v, Pepys III, 188); "A New
Song," beginning "Though S[haftesbury] is cleared by/The Cunning
Ignoramus Sway," dated IG82 (Harvard, Huntington; the publisher's
name is given as "C. Tebroc:' i.e., Charles Corbet); "The Bare-faced
Tories: A New Song," beginning "What a Pox care we for Law," dated
1G82 (Bodleian Ashmole G.IO [55]).
Since the "Robin Goodfellow" ballad stanzas end "ho ho ho," Ebsworth (BB I, 148) conjectured that the tunc "Yo, ho, ho" in "Beauties
Warningpiece or, Advice to the Fair" derives from (or is a mistake for)
the "Robin Goodfellow" burden. But this ballad has a six-line stanza,
whereas all the ballads associated with "Dulcina" have an eight-line
stanza or its equivalent, and neither older nor later tune can be cut off
at the three-quarter point. Ebsworth added the bracketed tunc title
"Ho, ho, hoi or Robin Goodfellow" in printing "Robin Good-Fellow:
the King of Pharies" (RB VIII, cxi to) from an Oriel College, Oxford,
MS of c. 165G. No ballad seems actually to have used "Ho, ho, ho" as a
tune title; Ebsworth made the addition gratuitously.
Surviving from the first half of the seven tenth century are several editions of "A delicate new Ditty, composed upon the Posie of a Ring,
being; I fancie none but the alone," beginning "Thou that art so sweete
a creature" (Manchester, Euing, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I,
244), to the tunc of "Dulcina." Its refrain is "I fancy none but thee
alone," from which is derived the tunc title for a mutilated broadside
of c. 1640, "[Th]e true hearted Lo[ver]," beginning "My loving friend
I doc commend" (Harvard). The tunc is called "I fancy none but thee"
in "The Maids Song in praise of her Love," beginning "Were my Love
a silly Shepherd," in Richard Climsell, Cupid's Soliciter of Love, 1680.
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In the British Museum copy of William Slatyer's Psalmes, or Songs
of Sion, 1642, a former owner has noted that "Dulcina" is a tunc to which
Psalms 15 and 10 could be sung. "As at noone Dulcina rested" is indicated as a lUne for "A Caroll for Innocents day" in Good and True,
Fr(:sh ami New, Christmas Carols, 1042, and "Dulcina" for "A Carrol
for Christmas-day in the morning" in New Christmas Carro/s, c. 1662.

Enjield Common
"Enfield Common," beginning "On Enfield Common I met a Woman,"
to "an Excellent New Tunc," is a broadside without music in BM
C.39.k.6, reprinted in OPB, p. 89. The text appeared in all editions of
Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 224, with a tunc by Purcell (Fig. 131), an entr'acte

131~

Original a minor third higher; time signature erroneously given as 3/4.

hornpipe composed for Amphitryon, 1690 (published in his Collection
of Ayres for the Theatre, 1697, and reprinted in Works, XVI, 29-30). The
tune does not seem to have been used for any other broadsides, but under
the name of "Enfield Common" it is in The Dancing Master, eleventh
edition et seq., 1701-C. 1728, and in Walsh's Compleat Country DancingAlaster, 1718.
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Essex'Last Good-night
This tunc is found in Elizabeth Rogers's MS Virginal Book (BM MS
Add. 10337, fol. 7, before 1656, Fig. 132) and in a Cambridge University

~.Library MS of about the middle of the seventeenth century (Dd.6.48,
fol. 15, inaccurate lyra-viol tablature). The tunc takes its name from "A
lamentable new Ballad upon the Earle of Essex death," beginning "All
yow that crye 0 honel 0 honel" and recounting sympathetically the
details of Robert Devereux's career and his supposed last words upon
the scaffold, February 25, 1601. Early copies give the tune as "The
King's last Goodnight" (SB, p. 328; Manchester I, 37, facsimile in A
Century of Broadside Elegies, ed. J. W. Draper, 1928, NO.1; Pepys I,
106); later copies, usually printed on the same sheet with another ballad
on the same subject to the tune of "Welladay" (q.v.), list the tune as
"Essex last goodnight" (Wood 401, Pepys, Euing, Lord Crawford, Bagford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 571).
Other ballads sung to the tune include one licensed to Thomas Pavier,
October 23, 1607, but now lost: "A ballad of Gods Wrath shewed at
Lyons in Fraunce vppon a College of Jesuytes in A stage play. to the
tune of Essex good night" (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 986). Also to the
tune of "Essex good-night" is "A dolefull dittye of five . . . persons . . .
drowned . . . crossing . . . the Thames . . . 15 of October last, 1616,"
beginning "What hart so hard, but will relent" (SB, p. (8). Another,
"The Story of III May-Day in the Time of King Henry the Eighth," beginning "Peruse the stories of this land," is found in Richard johnson's
Crown Garland of Golden Roses, 1659 (ed. Chappell, 1845, p. 39), reprinted in J. P. Collier's Broadside Blach-Letter Ballads, 1868, p. 96, as
from a Gosson edition, c. 1603-1640, which I have been unable to trace;
Collier's statement that the ballad is in Deloney's Strange Histories, 1607,
is not correct,1 New Carrolls, 1661, contains "Another for Christmas
1

See CP, p. 33, for references to an imaginary ballad of 1647 to the tune.
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day," beginning "All you that in lhis house be here," to the tune. A
Scotdl ballad in praise of James, Duke of Albany (afterward James II),
is to the tunc of "the Last Good-night," by which may be intended
"Essex' Last Good-night." 2 It is "The Banishment of Poverty by his
Royal Highness, J. D. A.," attributed to Francis Sempill,8 beginning
"Pox fa that pultron povertie/\Va worth the time that I him saw" (National Library of Scotland, Harvard; reprinted in Watson's Choice Collection of . . . Scots Poems, 1706, and The Poems of the Sempills of
Be/trees, cd. James Paterson, (849)'fo
In "The wofull death of Queene Jane, wife to King Henry the Eight:
and how King Edward was cut out of his mother's belly," beginning
"When as King Henry rul'd this land,/He had a queene I understand,"
the tune is called "The Lamentation for the Lord of Essex" (Crown
Garland of Golden Roses, 1612, cd. Chappell, 1842). This may be another
name for "Essex' Last Good-night," for the meter corresponds to the
usual eight-line tetrameter stanza associated with the latter. A Dutch
version of this tune title, "Lammetacie vande Graeve Essex," cited without music in B. J. Wellens, T'Verrnaeck der ]eught, 1612, p. 96, is joined
to words with a different rhythmic pattern. It may be equated with
"Essex Lamematie [or] Wat if a daye 8cc," in Camphuysen's Stichtelyche
Rymen, 1647, the music of which is actually "What if a day, or a month,
or a year." This Dutch songbook also contains "Galliarde Essex," which
is the same as "Gaillarde du comte essex" in Nicolas Vallet's Tablature
de Luth, intitulc Le Secret des Muses, 1618-1619, but is unrelated to
"Essex' Last Good-night." (\ One other suggestive tune title, "the Ladies
of Essex Lamentacon," is found with an untitled song beginning
"Sighinge sore in woofull wise" in a jig, Michael and F'rances, written in
The octosyllabic meter fits the tune, and the closing line, "And ga"t him take his
last goodnight," echoes "and lately took his last good-night" of the original Essex ballad.
3 Wing D 30A, misreading the title, assiglls the broadside to "J. D." and dates it
«>9!). The two Harvard copies and that in the Rosebery collection of the National
Library of Scotland are without imprint, but a safer date, at least of composition,
would be c. 1680.
4 An eighteenth-century ballad may derive its tune name "Pultring Poverty" from
the first line of the Sempill ballad. It is "The Good-man of Auchter Muchty; Or The
Wife turned Good-man," beginning "In Auchtermuchty lived a Man" (Douce III, 36y,
Lord Crawford 636, Chetham 254, Madden II, 367), and is in tet.rameter quatrains; th~
Sempill ballad is printed variously in quatrains, eight-line stanzas, and without stanza
division.
(\ "The Earl of Essex' Galliard," variously titled, is derived from John Dowland's
"Can she excuse my wrongs," First Booke of Songs or Ayres, 1597, NO.5. Dowland,'!
instrumental arrangements are preserved in his Lachrimae ... with diuers other
Pauans, Galiards, and Almands, 1604, in Robert Dowland's Varietie of Lute Lessons,
1610, and in several contemporary lute manuscripts, including the Euing Lute Book,
fo1. 24, and Cambridge University Dd.2.11, foIs. 40v, 6a v•
2
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and only recently discovered (C. J. Sisson, Lost Plays of Shakespeare's
1936, p. 138). The stanza pattern, six lines in tetrameter couplets
a three-line refrain in irregular meter, is difficult to adjust to "Essex'
Good·night."

The Evening Ramble
This tune was originally a jig in Purcell's Fairy Queen, 1692. Under
the name of "Old Batchelor" it was incorporated into The Dancing
Master in the 9th ed., 1695, p. 165 (Fig. 133); it is also in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718, and in Pills from 1706 (IV, 222)
to 1720 (VI, 74). The same music is given in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 201, with
"The Maiden Lottery," beginning "Young Ladies that live in the City,"
which had appeared as a broadside, c. 1695, without music, but with the
tune direction "The Evening Ramble" (Pepys V, 420). I have not found a
ballad called "The Evening Ramble" from which the tune title may
derive; nor can we be absolutely certain that the broadside was calling
for the Purcell tunc, though the Pills conjunction of words and music
is better evidence than none. There is no denying the great popularity of
"The Evening Ramble" as a ballad tunc during the last decade of the
seventeenth century.

It is used for another lottery ballad, "The Fortunate Lasses of London . . . a brief Account . . . of the Late Maiden-Lottery," beginning
"The Lottery now is compleated" (Pepys V, 431). Also sung to it were
the following: "The Triumph of Namur [1095]." beginning "Come listen,
you Protestant Subjects" (Harvard, Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 97);
"King \Villiam's \Velcome Home . . . from Flanders," beginning "Great
\VilIiam's returned in Triumph" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 105);
"The Shooe-maker's Triumph . . . sung at a General Assembly of Shooemakers, on the 25th of Octob. 1695," by Richard Rigby, "a Brother of
the Craft," beginning "I Sing in the Praise of Shooe-makers" (Lord Crawford, BM C.Sg.k.o, Pepys; reprinted in OPR} p. 80, and in PB VII, 109);
"The Royal Progress," beginning "King William returning from
Flanders" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 113); "The Plough-man's Praise,"
beginning "Dear Mother I reckon to marry" (Lord Crawford, Harvard;
reprinted in RB VIII, 682); "The Royal Regulation . . . of the Coin of
this Kingdom," beginning "You Merchants, rich Farmers and Grasiers"
(Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 172), concerning an act of January, 1696;
and "Great Britain's Triumph . . . Peace . . . Sign'd the loth of this
Instant Sept. 1097," beginning "You Nobles, and Peers of the Kingdom"
(Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 267).
The tune is called "The Maiden-Lottery" in "The Cruel Lover: Or,
The False-hearted Saylor," an account of the jilting of Mary Shalford,
who "took grief to Heart and dyed the 2d Day of this Month [16g5?],"
beginning "You Lovers that have been False-hearted" (Pepys; reprinted
in PB VII, 158).

Fain I Would If I Could
This air is found in the first three editions of The Dancing Master
as "Faine I would if I could," or "Faine I Would" (1651, p. 46=Fig. 134).
In editions from 1670 to 1690 it is called "Parthenia, or Fain I woulcl~"
In Elizabeth Rogers's MS Virginal Book, BM MS Add. 103'37, fo1. .:~o
(before 1656), "The Kings Complaint" is a version of the tune, with
interesting melodic differences (Fig. 135). "Fain I would" in Musicks
Recreation on the Viol} Lyra-way} 1682, is a twelve.measure dance tupe
of undeniable charm, but it is unrelated to the other tune of that name
and will not fit the ballads directed to be sung to the tune.
"A Coffin for King Charles: A Crowne for Cromwell: A Pit for the
People," bearing a MS date of April 23, 1649, is sung to "Fain I would"
,

.
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Original is a fourth higher and unbarred.

and begins "So, so the deed is donc" (BM ThomasoIl, Harvard [undatcd];
reprinted in Wright, Political Ballads, 1841, Wilkins, Political Ballads,
1860, Mackay, Cavalier Songs, 1863). Another ballad, to the tune of
"Fain would I if I could, Or, 0 brave house," is "The Matchless
Shepheard, Overmatcht by his Mistress," by Laurence Price, beginning
"Fain would I, if I might/by any means obtain" (Rawlinson; rcprinted
in CP, p. 440). Price's ballad was writtcn about 1656, though the broadside edition was doubtless printed after thc Restoration. Its stanza pattern of eight iambic trimeters fits "Fainc I would 'J better than does "A
Coffin for King Charles," whose double ballad-meter stanza requires
some division of notes for the tctrameter lines. Because the line "Fain
would I if I could" appears several times in the Price ballad, it would
be tempting to think that our tune title is internally inspired. But it is
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clearly older than Price's text and probably belongs to a ballad now
lost, unless it be considered such a commonplace phrase that one need
not look Cor specific origins. I have no data on the other tUlle, "0 brave
house."
A tunc called "Parthenia" but unrelated to the Dancillg Master music
is in PlayCord's A Brief 171troductio71 to the Shill of Musicl" 4th cd., 1664,
his Musick's Delight Otl the Cithreu, 1666, and Musichs Recreation on
the Viol, Lyra·way, !Ci6g, 1682, Thomas Greeting's The Pleasant Companion . . . for the Flagelet, 2d cd., 1673, No.6 and No. 14, A1.usicks
Handmaid, 1678, and Apollo'S Ballquet, 6th cd., 16go. This air appears
among the violin tunes at the end of The Dancing Master, 1665, and,
with the title of "The Jovial Begg"ars," in the eleventh and succeeding
editions, 170I-C. 1728. In the original edition of Apollo'S Banquet, 1670,
it is called "The Duke of York's Delight." It is not interchangeable with
"Fain I would," and ilO ballads were sung to it.

The Fair One Let Me In
This tunc takes its name from a song by Thomas D'Urfey, with music
by Thomas Fanner, which appeared in three collections in 1683: Choice
Ayres and Songs, Fourth Book, p. 8 (Fig. 136); D'Urfey's A New Collection of Songs and Poems, and The Newest Collection of the Choicest
Songs. In the D'Udey volume the song is called "J.'he Generous Lover,
a New Song," and it begins "The night her blackest Sables wore." The
first stanza closes "This angel let me in," but in other texts the reading
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is "The fair one let me in," whence the common form of the tune
title. Farmer's music, entitled "On night her blackest Sables where,"
is in Salter's Genteel ComjJa71ion . . . for the Recorder, 1683, and the
song appears with the music in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, I, 324.
The broadside version of D'Urfey's song was called "The Kind Lady
Or, The Loves of Stella and Adonis. A new Court song much in request.
To a new tune. Or, Hey boys up go we, the charming Nymph, or Jenny
Gin" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 195). The
"new tune" was evidently Farmer's music; the other tunes are often named
as alternates to "The fair one let me in," for they are all adapted to an
eight-line stanza in ballad meter. 1 During the last ten or fifteen years
of the seventeenth century a large group of ballads were written to this
tune, only a few of which can be noted here.
At least half a dozen are reprinted in The Roxbttrghe Ballads, and
one is in The Pepys Ballads. The following do not appear to have been
reprinted: "The Virgins Tragedy: Or, the Faithful Maiden, and the
Faithless Young man," beginning "Young Gallants all and Ladies fair,"
to the tune of "Ginny Gin Or, fare one let me in" (Harvard, Lord Crawford 1446); "The Dispairing Maiden Reviv'd By the Return of her
Dearest Love," beginning "As I walkt forth to take the air,jone morning
in the Spring," to the tune of "The fair one let me in; Or Busie Fame;
Or, Jenny Gin" (Pepys III, 181, Douce I, 54 v); "Falle[n] Man's cruelty,"
beginning "When Cupid's fierce and powerful Dart," to the same three
tunes, given in reverse order (Pepys III, 385); "The Kind Shepherd, and
the Amorous Shepherdess," beginning "The smart of Love who can en·
dure" (Douce I, lIO V ); "Love without blemish," beginning "Farwel,
farwel my hearts delight" (Pepys III, 331, Douce I, 126); "The Subtle
Damosels Advice," beginning "Give ear a while unto my Song," to the
tune of "Jenny Gin, Or, The fair one let me in, Or, Young Pheon, Or,
Busie Fame" (Lord Crawford 417, BM G22.f.6 [182]); "Flora Happily
Revived By Strephons Return," beginning "When Phoebus with her
glittering Beams" (Pepys III, 193); "The Milk-Maids Morning Song,"
beginning "A Merry Milk-Maid on a time," to the tune of "Ginny Gin,
Or, The fair one Let me in" (Pepys III, 198); "The Careless Drunkards,"
beginning "Come let us merry be, brave boys," to the tune of "The Fair
one let me in: Or, Jenny Gin" (Pepys IV, 238); and "True love without
deceit or, The Country Girles Happiness," beginning "We that are bonny
Country girles," to the tune of "The Fair one let me in; or, Hey boys up
go we" (Pepys III, 101).
A pair of ballads published by J. Deacon offer some curious paradoxes.
"Strephon's Comforts: or, Phillis Reviv'd," beginning "Ranging the Plain
,

1

"The charming Nymph" apparently has not survived.
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one Summers night" (\Vood 417 [112]), is a 1682 broadside version of a
song that had appeared in Joan Philips's Female Pocms, ((ji9. The sheet
cOl1tains music of ".Jenny gin" with the diredion "To a Pleasant New
Tunc: or, The fair olle let me ill." The implication of thesc [acts is
that "The fair one let IllC in," though not puhlished until 1683, was
known in the preceding year. The "Pleasant New Tunc" is not "Jenny
gin," for copies of the song in The Newest Collectioll of the Choicest
Songs and Choice Ayres aud Songs have a still dilrercllt tune, which is
also used with the song in Pills, 1719-1720, III, IR8. A second ballad
likewise displays an inconsistency between tunc direction and music
printed. "Loves Extasie: or, Strephon and Cloas Corronation," beginning
"As Strephon did unfold his Flocks," has the tune direction "Jenny Gin,"
but the music actually printed on the undated broadside is a rather indifferent copy of "The fair one let me in" (Wood 4 1 7 [153)).
Despite the dearly authenticated authorship of D'Urfey's song, it appears on a contemporary broadsheet entitled "Four of the choicest New
Songs . . . \Vritten by a person of Quality, named E. G." (EM 1876.£.1
[26)). And in Scotland it had a strange history, indeed. One is not surprised to see "She rose and let me in," beginning "At Night when all
Souls were asleep," a refacimento of D'Urfey's poem, probably printed
in Edinburgh in the eighteenth century (Harvard). Allan Ramsay included a softened version of D'Urfey's original, beginning "The night
her silent sables wore," to the tune of "She raise and loot me in" (marked
"Z," i.e., old song) in his Tea-Table Miscellany, 1733, II, 133, and this
text appears in Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius, 1733, II, No. 14, where
the music too has undergone considerable change in detail. The Scotchified song is also found in Alexander Smith's The A1.usical Miscellany
(Perth, 1786) and in johnson's The Scots Musical Museum. As Burns
soundly remarked, Ramsay "took it into his head to clear it of some seeming indelicacies, and made it at once more chaste and more dull." 2 But
the unreliable Stenhouse, whose notes in the Museum are often dedicated
to claiming Scotch origin for everything sung in Scotland, declared that
the original poem was the work of Francis Semple of Beltrees, about
1650. Whereupon an unscholarly editor reprinted Ramsay's text as being
the mid-seventeenth-century production that Stenhouse groundlessly
claimed. s
Although Chappell (PMOT II, 510) says the tune of "The fair one let
Notes on Scottish Song by Robert Burns, cd. James C. Dick, 1908, pp. 20-21.
S The Poems of the Sempills of Beltrees, ed. James Paterson, 1849, p. 71. Paterson
even claimed that "the original Scotch words" were in Choice Ayres and Songs, 1683.
though there is probably not a Scotch word in the entire text. He made no mention
of D'Urfey.
2
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mc in" was "introduccd into many ballad-operas," I havc failcd to find it
under any of thc scvcral titlcs by which it is ordinarily citcd.

The Fairest Nymph the Valleys
Pcrhaps thc carlicst appcarancc of this tunc is thc lutc vcrs ion cntitlcd
"graysin maskc" in BM MS Add. 38539, fol. 30, dating from c. 16131616. 1 Keyboard settings with this title arc preservcd in Christ Church
MS 437, fol. 5, and in PrisciIla Bunbury's MS Virginal Book, fol. 13 v ;
Orlando Gibbons's arrangement, callcd "A Maske," is in BM MS Add.

Original is unbarred.

36661, fol. 60V (reprinted in Complete Keyboard Works, ed. M. H. Glyn,
1925, I, 14). All thesc sourccs date from the first half of the seventeenth

century. The tune is called "The fairest Nymph those Valleis, or Mountaines ever bred" in J. J. Starter's Friesche Lust-Hot, 1625, p. 194 (Fig.
137), and in mid-century keyboard arrangements in Elizabeth Rogers's
1 The name was applied to a number of tunes associated with annual festivals at
Gray's Inn during Elizabeth's reign and after. The present tune is particularly to be
distinguished from the "Gray's Inn Masque" more commonly known as "Mad Tom," q.v.
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Virginal Book (BM MS Add. 10337, fol. 3) and Paris Conservatoire MS
Res. 1186, fols. 36", 39. The flyleaf of the latter MS contains a reference
to "Gregories Maske" beside the listing of "yo fairest Nymphes." Another
corruption of the original tunc name is seen in Pers's Dutch songbook
Belleropholl} 1656-1657, where the tune is called "Gravesande."
"The fairest Nymphs" takes its name from the first line of a song
preserved with empty musical staves in Giles Earle's songbook, c. 161 51626 (BM MS Add. 24665, fol. 76v, cd. Peter Warlock, 1932, p. 104). A
broadside version without imprint is titled "The Obsequie of faire Phillida, With the Shepheards and Nymphs lamentation for her losse. To a
new Court tune" (Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 345)·
In the British Museum copy of Slatyer's Psalmes} or Songs of Sion, 164 2 ,
p. 22, a former possessor has noted that "The fairest Nymph the valleys"
may be used for singing Psalm 84, "Lord how amiable/Thy Tabernacles
be."

[Farewell Ungrateful Traitor}
Captain Simon Pack contributed the musical setting of "Farewell ungratefull Traytor,/Farewell my perjur'd Swain" to Dryden's The Spanish Fryar} 1681, V, i. The three stanzas of Dryden's song were reprinted
in Wit and Drollery} 1682, in John Shirley's Complete Courtier} 168 3,
and with Pack's music in Pills} 1719-1720, V, 334 (Fig. 138).1
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A contemporary manuscript version with Pack's air (BM MS Add. 19759, fo1. 20V)
is reprinted in facsimile in The Songs of John Dryden, ed. C. L. Day, 1932, p. 59. On
eighteenth-century reprints and imitations, see Day's notes on the song (pp. 160-161).
1
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A broadside version of ten stanzas appeared as "Olimp[i]a's Unfortunate Love . . . To a pleasant new Play-House Tune" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 21).

Farinels Ground
In the early IG8os, the violinist Michel Farinelli wrote some "divisions
on a ground," a favorite form of variations in which the same sequence
of bass notes is employed throughou t. The common English name of the
composition is misleading, however, for both the melodic line of the
opening section and the ground bass itself had been in use for more than
a century. The folia or Les folies d'Espagne was the name given to the
ostinato bass, one of a handful of harmonic patterns upon which the
Renaissance built so much of its music. Its origins seem to lie in a boisterous sixteenth-century dance of the Iberian peninsula; and, to make the
definition of folia more difficult, the name was also applied to descant
melodies erected upon the bass pattern. In all its ramifications the folia
was a widely disseminated and popular musical phenomenon. John
Ward, one of its most recent students, has noted that its music has been
preserved in more than a thousand sources, not only in Spain and Portugal, but also in Italy and northern Europe. 1 Corelli's use of the basic
structural pattern in his twelfth sonata, Op. 5, is well known. It has
1 "The Folia," in the Report of the Fifth Congress, International Society for Musical
Research, Utrecht, 1952. See also Andreas Moser, "Zur Genesis der Folies d'Espagne,"
Archiv fur Musihwissenschaft, I (1918-1919), 358-371, and Otto Gombosi, "Zur Friihgeschichte der Folia," Acta Musicologica, VIII (1936), 119-129. An incomplete list of
composers employing the theme may be found in Percy Scholes, Oxford Companion to
Music, s.v. Folia, where the D'Urfey song of 1684 mentioned below is erroneously dated
c. 1718.
• 2] 6 •

attracted such other composers as Vivaldi, Domenico Scarlatti, Bach,
Gr<~try, Cherubini, Lislt, and Radlmaninov.
"Mr. Fardinels ground" appeared first in Humphry Salter's The Getlted Companion ... for the Recorder, 1683, pp. 10-.11. Among the unnumbered pages of this volume, a somewhat altered version bears the
name "The Kings health," derived from the title of Thomas D'Urfey's
panegyric on Charles II, using the tunc. Beginning "All joy to great
Caesar, long Life, Love, and Pleasure," it appears in D'Urfey's Several
New Songs, 1684, p. 13 (Fig. 139). ~e may surmise that the unnumbered
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First strain only.

pages of Salter's recorder book were added after the publication of
D'Urfey's song, for the melodic line of "The Kings health" is the same
in both. 2
In The Division-Violin, 168S, the tune is called "Faronells Division on
a Ground." A late seventeenth-century English manuscript (Paris Conservatoire Res. 1186 bis, Part I) contains a version based on the old
ostinato bass, "The Spanish folIye," and another setting called "Mr.
ffaranella's Ground." In Apollo'S Banquet, Sth ed., 1687, it is "The Tune
of Farrinel's Ground, to the Song of (All Joy to Great Caesar)"; in another arrangement for violin, BM MS Add. 38189, £01. 8 (c. 169S-172S?),
it is called simply "All joy to Great Caesar."
D'Urfey, accepting the challenge of the melodic variations, has ingeni2 The music, with Farinelli's folia bass, may be conveniently seen in the facsimile
from Several New Songs reproduced in The Songs of Thomas D'Urfey, ed. C. L. Day,
1933, pp. 48-53. The music of the opening section is also in Hawkins's History of Music,
1776, V, Appendix, No. xxiv.
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ously fitted words to all six sections of Farinelli's piece. Probably the
earliest single-sheet edition, with words interlined throughout, bears
D'Urfey's original title and the tune direction "Farrinel's Grounds"; a
copy in the Clark Library contains a MS date 9 July 1684 (later variant
issues are in Harvard and BM 1-1.1601 [240]). The D'Urfey verses appear
without music in 180 Loyal Songs, 1685, and with all six musical strains
in editions of Pills from 1706 (1719-1720, II, 152).
Broadsides sung to the tune include "The Loyal Health . . . His
Majesties . . . Deliverance from t~e Late . . . Conspiracy, by the Fire
at Newmarket. 1684," beginning "Ye Monarchy haters,/And Whigs of
that Leven" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [31], Clark). This piece contains
no tune direction but reprints the music of "Farinel's Ground." Another
is "A New Song. on King William 8c Queen Mary. 1689," beginning
"Let Crowns, Fame and Treasure/Love and Joy without measure," to the
tune of "Joy to great Caesar," with music on the broadside (Harvard).8
A Pill to Purge State-Melancholy, 1715, contains belatedly "The Royal
Health," beginning "Here's a Health to Queen Anne, Sir," and modeled
somewhat on D'Udey's poem but without music. D'Urfey himself had
written to the tune "A Royal Ode" on Queen Anne's coronation (BM
G.304 [139], California); reprinted in the 1706 and later editions of
Pills (1719-1720, II, 157).
In Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, and Chuck, 1729, the tune is cited
as "Joy to great Caesar"; in Aston's The Restauration of King Charles II,
1732, it is called "The First Strain of Joy to Great Caesar." In Mottley
and Cooke's Penelope, 1728, the tune title is "The Medley," evidently
from a single-sheet song of the same title, c. 1710, which begins "State
and Ambition, all Joy to great Caesar" and combines snatches from
many popular songs in stanzas sung to "Farinel's Ground" (BM H.160 1
[4°7], Huntington).

The Fits Come on Me Now
This proverbial phrase, indicating desire (often sexual), is echoed in
several Renaissance plays (d. Dekker's If It Be Not Good, II, ii, Ford's
The Lady's Trial, III, i, and his 'Tis Pity She's a Whore, II, i). In
8 Rollins, Anal. Index, No. Ig05, is an entry of this ballad in the Stationers' Register:
"A new song to the tune of Joy to Great Caesar," licensed Sept. 8, 168g, to Dorman
Newman, who may have been the printer. The ballad was issued by E. Hawkins.
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Fletcher's Wit Without Money, c. 1614, V,
of what must have been a familiar song:

I,

Vallentine sings a stanza

The filS upon me now, lhe fits upon me 110W,
Come quickely, genlle Lad)', the fits upon me now,
The world shall know they are Cooles,
And so shall thou doe too;
Lel lhe Cobbler meddle with his woles;
The filS upon me now.

No contemporary air is known for the stage song, but a tune to which
it could be sung is found in The LJancirlg Master, 7th ed., 1686, p. 205,
as "The Fit's come on me now" (Fig. 140). Through the eleventh edition,
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1701, it appears unchanged, but in the latter the same tune is printed a
second time, with a few differences in detail and with the title "Bishop
of Chester's Jigg." 1 In twelfth and later editions the tune bears both
names and with the double title is in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718.
A ballad of 1655 written to the tune is called "The Young-Mans Tryal:
Or, Betty's Denial," beginning "Oh Fie upon Cupids skill" (Wood E.25
[49]). The broadside record is then blank until the nineteenth century,
when Pitts of Seven Dials issued a slip song called "The Fit Comes On
Me Now" (BM C.116.i.l [211]). Its subject matter is familiar, but in its
new garb it cannot be sung to the old jig tune, and the sheet contains no
singing direction. It begins:
It was on a Easter Monday, in lhe spring time of the year,

A mother and her daughter, as you shall quickly hear,
Jane said as they were walking, I'll tell you what I'll do,
I must and will get married the fit comes on me now.
1 Under this title the varianl form of lhe lune had first appeared in The Dancing
Master, Second Part, 1696.
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Chappell (PM 0 T I, 176) records the last line of the stama as heing
familiar to one of his friends through traditional singing. Somcthing
similar has remained in tradition to the present day. For American survivals, sec: "I l\lust and I \\'ill Get Married" in Sharp-Karpeles, Erlglislt
Folk Songs from lite Sotllhcnz AjJ/Jalachiatls, 1932, II, 159; "Rolly
Trudum" and notes thcrcon in Vancc Randolph, Ozarl, Folhsongs, 19-161950, III, 77. The old phrase is variously preserved as "I'm in the notion
now," "the fidget's on mc now," and "the fit is on me now."

The Flatteries of Fate
Although scvcral uallads wcre sung to this tunc, much of its history
is shrouded in shadow. Apparclltly the tunc name derives from the opcn·
ing of a song in rVestminstcr Drollery, Part I, 1671, "All the flatteries
of Fate, and the glories of State." 1 It is cited as the tunc for "The un·
equal Marriag-c: or The Old Bridegroom, and young Bridc," beginning
"Young Ladies ue wary/Who yet arc to marry" (Rawlinson 91); for
"Fidelia's Lamelllal.ion, 01', A Lady uewailing hcl' Unfortunate Lovc,"
bcginning "You Ladics draw ncar/whilst I speak of my Dcar" (Dotlcc I,
78); and for "The new made Gentlewoman Or, The dishonest Lady,"
beginning "Comc Gallants and lis[t]en unto me a while" (Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in IUJ VIII, 562). This lattcr uroadsidc, a
production of the 1670S by L[awrence] W[hite], links to the original
tune title several ballads sung to the tune of "The New made Gentlewoman." Among these is "The Longing Maid," beginning "As I walk't
in the Forest/one Evening of late," an amatory broadside of Harry and
Doll, a printed copy of which dates from 1674.-1679 (Rawlinson 1(3). It
is an expansion of a three-stanza poem appearing in Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, 87, without tune direction or music, and partially reprinted
in Playford's Choice Songs and Ayres, 1673, p. 44, with music by Robert
Smith (Fig. 141). The Drollery text and the Smith music are in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 168. 2
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The same song appears in Tixall Poetry, cd. Arthur Clifford, 1813, p. 112, from a
late seventeenth-century MS commonplace book.
2 The pages of the 1672 Westminster Dmllery contain also "A mock to the Song of
Harry gave Doll, and to that Tunc," beginning "As I walk't in the woods one Evening
of late." But this song had appeared in Act II of Shadwell's The Miser (produced in
January, 1672), and it contains no references to Harry or Doll. It seems likely, indeed,
that this was the original and "The Longing Maid" the "mock."
1
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Other ballads to the tune of "The new made Gentlewoman" are: "The
Subtile Damosel: Or, Good Counsel for Maids" by J. Wade, beginning
"I once had a Servant,/as other Maids have" (Lord Crawford, Harvard;
reprinted in RB VIII, 565; both ballad collections have copies of
another edition listing the tune as "The foolish Husband," about which
I have no information); and "The Damosels hard shift for a Husband,"
beginning "I am a young Damoseljboth beautious and fair," to the tune
of "Oh how I sigh; Or, The Tyrant, Or, The New made Gentlewoman,
Or, Jenny" (Rawlinson 131).8
"The Flatteries of Fate" is linked with an alternate tune "Jenny,
Jenny" in two ballads: "A Tryal of True Love: Or, The Loyal Damosels
Resolution," beginning "You Loyal young Damosells/whose Lovers are
bent" (Roxburghe; reprinted in HB VI, 293), and "The Volunteers kind
Answer, to The Loyal Damosels Resolution," beginning "My Fairest and
Rarest,/I Joy for to hear" (Pepys III, 307). The tune of "Jenny, Jenny,"
cited for several other ballads, has not survived.' Nor has "Mall Cooper
is grown so gallant and gay," which appears along with "The Flatteries
of Fate" in the tune direction of "The Trappaner Trappand or, A cunning Gossip caught in a trap," beginning "You Female Trappanners/
I pray you draw near" (Wood E.25 [51], Douce 11,221).
Robert Smith's music, in a different key and with slight alterations,
is set to "The Town Gallant," beginning "Let us drink and be merry,
dance, joke and rejoice," in Choice Ayres} Songs} & Dialogues} I, 1676,
95. This song was written by Thomas Jordan for his municipal pageant,
8 The first tune title is from the opening line of a ballad sung to "Riding to Rumford," a tune not extant; on "The Tyrant" see "Bonny Sweet Robin"; the others are
discussed in the present article.
4 Ebsworth (RB VI, 292), in seeking to trace the derivation of the tune title "Jenny,
Jenny," ignores metrical considerations when he associates it with a ballad of the same
title (RB VII, 350); for the latter has a stanza of eight lines in ballad meter, whereas
broadsides naming "Jenny, Jenny" as the tune are in stanzas of four or six anapestic
tetrameters or their equivalent.
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The Triumphs of Lom/oll, 1675, where it was called "The Epicure. Sung
by one in the habit of a Town Gallant." As "The Careless Gallant" it
appeared in a number of broadside versions without specific tunc direction (BB II, 722, RlJ Ill, 18.1). The song is in all editions of Pills, 17 191720, III, 175, with music and text as in the Playford 1676 songbook. 1I
The words alone arc found in Wit and A1.irth, 3d cd., 1682, and in
Ramsay's Tea-Table A1.iscclltl1l)', 1710, IV, 121. The refrain line, ". . . a
hundred years hence," is used also in a broadside of 1697 with a similar
stanza pattern: "The True English Prophet: Or, Englands Happiness A
Hundred Years Hence. To a New Play-House Tunc," beginning "Come
chear up your Hearts, Boys, & all hands to Work" (Lord Crawford 237,
BM 1872.a.l [156v]).

Flying from Olinda
This broadside tunc derivcs its namc from the first line of an untitled
song, beginning "Fly from Olinda, young and fair,/fly from her soft
engaging Air," in The Theater of Music, First Book, 1685, p. 38 (Fig.
14 2). There the composer is identified as Robert King, who wrote a
different air for "Olinda's Answer," beginning "Ah, poor Olinda, never
boast"; it too appears in the Theater, but was probably first used in
Nahum Tate's farce, A Dulle and No Dulw, IG8!). Each song is found
with its respective tune in A Collection of Twenty Four Songs, 168!).
The original Olinda song is in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 30 5.
The answer appears, without music, in a garland licensed by Pocock

II Jordan's poem was set also by Johann W. Franck in Remedium Melancholiae, 1690,
p. 16, and by George Vanbrughe in Mirth and Harmony, c. 1713. Vanbrughe's tune
appears on eighteenth-century single-sheet editions in which the song is entitled "The
Good Fellow" (BM G;316.e (75], Harvard), but Smith's music is used for the song in
The Convivial Songster, c. 1782, and in Ritson's Select Collection of English Songs, 17 83.
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(1685-1688), The True Lover's New Academy, where it is entitled "The
Virgins Complaint," and the tune is called "Flee from Olinda." Presumably the earlier King air is meant, though either will fit the six-line
stanza.
Apparently the only broadside sung to the tune "Flying from Olinda"
is "A New Song, Of Father Petre, and the Devil," 1689, beginning "Pluto
Arise: Great Master come" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 36). Two of its
three-line stanzas are required for each repetition of the 24-bar air.

Fond Boy
The popularity of this tune may be gauged from the fact that more
than two dozen ballads were sung to it. Its vogue was c~iefly in the
1690s, and at least eight broadside texts contain musical notation-all
meaningless save one in which the first fifteen bars, though wretched, are
not garbled beyond recognition. This musical text appears on the broadside from whose opening line the tune title is derived: "An Excellent
New Song, Of The Two Happy Lovers," beginning "Fond Boy what dost
thou mean, thus my Heart to surprize" (Lord Crawford 394, Pepys V, 184).
The link to an adequate musical text is a broadside of 1694, "An Excellent new Playhouse Song, Call'd, The Faithful Lovers, Or, The Young
Man's Earnest Request To His Mistress . . . ," beginning "Such commands ore my fate has your love or your hate"; the tune named is "Fond
Boy," but the printed music is meaningless (Lord Crawford 1095, Pepys
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V, 206). This broadside derives from a song in Thesaurus Musicus} First
Book, 1693, p. 12, whose air is credited to Thomas ToIlet (Fig. 143); it
is reprinted in Pills} 1719-1720, VI, 113. With these two good. musical
texts in hand, it becomes possible to recognize the gropings toward
accuracy in the notation of the "Two Happy Lovers" broadside.
At least eight ballads give the singer a choice between the tunes of
"Fond Boy" and Purcell's "If love's a sweet passion," drawn from his
Fairy Queen} 1692, Act III. Examples are: "The Shooemaker Outwitted," beginning "Good people I pray now attend to my moan" (Pepys
III, 271); "The Noble Funeral Of ... the Duke of Grafton . . . Slain
at the Siege of Cork," beginning "As two men was walking down by the
sea side" (BM 1876.f.l [30], Morgan 76); and "The Dorset-shire Damosel," beginning "In Dorset-shire lived a young Miller by Trade" (Harvard, Pepys, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 339). A
broadside "The Indifferent Lover, or The Roving Batchelor," expanding
a song in Dryden's Amphitryon} Act IV, beginning "For Iris I sigh," is
to be sung to the playhouse tune by Purcell or to "Fond Boy" (Pepys V,
197, Lord Crawford 395, BM C.39.k.6 [48]; reprinted in OPB} p. 123).1
Other ballads sung to "Fond Boy" have been reprinted from the Pepys,
Bagford, and Roxburghe collections, but a large number, developing
amorous or frolicsome subjects, have not been reprinted. Alone among
ballad operas, Johnson's The Village Opera} 1729, uses the tune, calling
it "Such Command o'er my Fate" from the opening line of ToIlet's Thesaurus song.
1 The broadside contains meaningless music. A single-sheet version, with Purcell's
music, is in BM C.1Bo.a, a made-up collection known as Joyful Cuckoldom (Day-Murrie,
Book No. 133); the same words and music appear in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, IV,
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Fortune A1j Foe
The stately strains of "Fortune my foe" are among the most familiar
in ballad music, so frequently has this tune been coupled with solemn
or lugubrious accounts of murders, natural disasters, warnings to the
impious, deathbed confessions, and the like. The tune evidently takes its
name from "A sweet Sonnet, wherein the Lover exclaimeth against Fortune for the loss of his Ladies favour, almost past hope to get again, and
in the end receives a comfortable answer, and attains his desire, as may
here appear." The ballad begins:
Fortune my foe, why dost thou frown on me
And will thy favour never better be?
Wilt thou I say, forever breed my pain,
And wilt thou not restore my joys again?

Surviving black-letter editions of this broadside (Pepys, Roxburghe,
Lord Crawford, Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 961) are probably later than
1660, but there is ample evidence that it was in existence before 1590.
In 1565-1566, John Cherlewood was granted a license to print a ballad
"of one complaynynge of ye mutabilite of fortune"; this mayor may not
be "Fortune my foe." But on Feb. 28, 1589, a license was issued to Richard Jones for a ballad "of the life and deathe of Dr. Ffaustus the great
Cunngerer," which has survived, and which is to the tune of "Fortune
my foe." 1
Several other sixteenth-century broadsides testify to the immediate
vogue of "Fortune my foe": "A mournfull Dittie on the death of certaine
Judges and Justices of the Peace . . . after the Assises holden at Lincolne
last past," dated 1590 and beginning "Recounting griefes and dolors long
tyme done," to the tune of "Fortune" (BM Ruth; reprinted in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 197); a lost ballad
licensed in July, 1592, "The Lamentacion of John Parker whoe for consentinge to the murder of John Bruen was hanged in Smithfeild the 28
of June 2 yeres after the fact was committed to the tune of fortune";
and in all likelihood three ballads relating to the execution in March,
1 "The Judgment of God shewed upon Jhon Faustus, Doctor of Divinitye," beginning
"All Christian men, give eare a whyle to me." The earliest version, probably copied
from a broadside of the 159os, is found in SB, p. 72; late seventeenth.century copies
are common (Wood 401, Euing, Harvard, Bagford, Pepys, Lord Crawford, Douce,
BM C.22.f.6, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 703) .
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1590, of Mrs. Eulalia Page, her paramour, and two accomplices for the
murder of her husband. 2
After 1600, ballads to the tunc of "Fortune" became so numerous that
only a few of the more interesting may be mentioned. "Titus Andronicus
Complaint," beginning "You noble minds and famous martial wights,"
has survived in a number of early and late seventeenth-century editions
(SB, p. 227, and Percy's Reliques represent earlier, RB II, 541, later
copies). A song beginning "Come {frauncis Come make hast and goe with
me," to the tune of "{fortune," appears in the recently discovered jig
Michael and Frances, written in 1601 (C. J. Sisson, Lost Plays of Sha}wspeare's Age, 1936, p. 137). "The Araignement of Iohn Flodder and his
wife . . . for burning the Towne of Windham . . . 1615," "Anne Wal·
lens Lamentation, For the Murthering of her husband . . . 1616," and
"The lamentable Burning of the Citty of Corke . . . by Lightning ...
1622," all reprinted in PG, illustrate characteristic subjects associated
with the tunc throughout the century, whether applied to contemporary
crime and disaster or to such famous murders as those of Arden of Feversham (RB VIII, 49) or the young Edward V and his brother (Richard
Johnson, Golden Garland of Princely Pleasures, 3d ed., 1620, sig. E3).
The tune of "Fortune" is found in a number of late sixteenth- and
early seventeenth-century manuscripts. Florid variations without a clear
melodic line arc in William Ballet's MS Lute Book, c. 1600, p. 14; another setting, at p. 111, presents the air in recognizable form. 8 Settings
of uncertain date but within this period are among the manuscripts in
the Cambridge University Library: Dd.2.11, fol. 56, "Complaint J:D,"
See lW I, 555, 55!!. 5(i1, from all edition of c. 1640 without imprint. The three
pieces, which were printed on the same sheet, can be found in a number of late seventeenth-century editions (Lord Crawford 1227, 1u8, nagford II, 42, Pepys II, 170,
Euing 192, Harvard, Douce I, 113 v) and some eighteenth-century copies (Lord Craw·
ford 1229, Roxburghe III, 742, 744, Douce III. 61, 62). J. P. Collier reprinted the ballads
in his Broadside Blach-Letter Ballads, 1868. pp. 63[., from a copy in his own possession
said to be dated 1591 and signed T. D. Without seriously questioning Collier's attribu·
tion, F. O. Mann reprinted two of the three in his edition of Deloney, pp. 482, 504.
It is curious that Collier's copy did not tum up in Lord Crawford's collection, the
repository of all the ballads that Collier passed to his son·in-Iaw Frederick Ouvry; nor
is a sixteenth-century edition listed in the STC. The earliest extant printed edition is
that in the Pepys collection I, 126-127, dated 1609; the text in SB is from a manuscript
copy of the broadside dated 1601. Since no surviving copy of the ballads contains
Deloney's initials, it may be suspected that Collier "cooked" the pedigree.
8 Although this manuscript is preserved in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, it
is of English origin. W. H. Grattan Flood, A History of Irish Music, 3d ed., 1913, p.
172, refers to "Fortune" as "an exquisite sixteenth-century Irish melody" but without
making a case for its Irish origin. He does, however, contribute evidence on the vogue
of the tune when he notes that in February, 1649/50, "Irish pipers attached to Lord
Inchiquin's army drew off from Naas to the march of 'Fortune my Foe.'"
2
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and Dd.1.22, (01. II v (arrangements by John Dowland), Dd.9.33, (ols.
50", 89, all (or lute; Dd.11.24, (01. 21 v, "Complaint au Fortune," in ciuern
tablature; and Nn.6'36, (01. 15, in lyra-viol tablature. Another Dowland
version is in Euing Lute ~IS, fol. 27. Anonymous keyboard settings arc
in Christ Church MS 131, fol. 20, and in Paris COllservatoire MS Res.
1186, fol. 21 (Fig. 114). The version in Thomas Tomkins, Keyboard
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Music, ed. S. Tuttle, Musica Britannica, V, 1955, 128, derives from Paris
Conservatoire MS Res. 1122, p. 174. A treatment by Byrd is preserved in
The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book I, 254, in Will Forster's MS Virginal
Book, 1624, and, with added title "Farwell delighte," in the Clement
Matchett MS Virginal Book, 1612 (ed. Thurston Dart, 1957, p. II; the
piece is printed also in W. Byrd, Collected Works, ed. E. H. Fellowes,
1937-1950, XX, II). A viola da gamba setting of the later seventeenth
century by Richard Sumarte is in a manuscript in the Henry Watson
music collection of the Manchester Free Reference Library.
The earliest printed version of the tune I have seen is a lute setting by
I. D[owland?] in Barley's New Booke of Tabliture, 1596; it is also in
William Corkine's Ayres, to Sing and Play to the Lute and Basse Violl,
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1610, with variations for Iyra viol. On the Contincnt the tu ne was popular: Jan P. Swcclinck (JVerken, cd. rvL Sciffcrt, 2d cel., I, 1943, No. 65)
and Samucl Schcidt (Tabulatura Nova, 1624, cd. Sciffcrt, 1892, p. 126)
wrote keyboard variations on thc thcmc during thc first quartcr of thc
scvcntccnth ccntury. Valcmiu Haussmann uscd thc tunc in his Venusgarte1l, 1602, NO.3, a work which I havc not sccn. In at Icast a dozcn
Du tch songbooks of thc sc\'cnlccnth ccntury thc tunc is rcfcrrcd to,
usually as "Enghclschc Fortuync" or "Fortuyn Anglois" or somc variation of thcse formulas, and thc music is oftcn printcd. Thc carlicst such
reference I havc notcd is in Den Nieuwen Verbeterden Lust-hot, 3d ed.,
1607, whcre the tunc title is listcd threc timcs. Music is found in Nicolas
Vallet, Le second Livre de Tablature de Luth, 1616; Adriaen Valerius,
Neder-Landtsche Gedenck-Clanck, 1626; and D. R. Camphuysen, Stichtefiche Rymen, 1647, wherc thc Eighth Psalm is set to the untitled tune.
The association of thc tune with the Faustus story gave rise to several
ballads which usc "Doctor Faustus" as a tunc name: "Witchcraft discovercd and punishcd," bcginning "Now listcn to my Song good Pcoplc
all," to thc tune of "Doctor Faustus: or, Fortunc my Foe" (RB VI, 706);
"Youths Warning-peice," dated 1636 and bcginning "What mournefull
ditty, or lamenting verse," to thc tune of "Doctor Faustus" (RB III, 1);
and a satire on Nathaniel Lee included by Dr. Robert Wild in his
Iter Boreale, 1671, but probably circulated earlier in broadside form
as "The Recantation Of a Penitent Proteus Or the Changling, As
It was Acted . . . 1663," beginning "Attend good people, lay by scoffs
and scorns," to the tune of "Doctor Faustus" (Harvard, Yale, London
Society of Antiquarics, EM C.2oJ.2 [51], BM 1871.f.3 [37], BM 1872.a.l
[14], Wood 416 [99]; all copies are in roman letter, without imprint).
References to the tune abound in Jacobean drama. In The Maydes
Metamorphosis, 1600, II, ii, Joculo sings the first stanza of the original
ballad; Venturewell begins it in Beaumont's The Knight ot the Burning Pestle, V, iii; in Brome's The Antipodes, III, v, Joyless whistles
the tune. John Fletcher's The Wild-Goose ·Chase, III, i, contains a song
parodying "Fortune my foe" and doubtless sung to that tune:
My Savoy Lord, why dost thou frown on me?
And will that favour never sweeter be?
Wilt thou I say, for ever play the fool?
De-Gard, be wise, and Savoy go to school!

Less elaborate references appear in Beaumont and Fletcher, The Custom
of the Country, I, i; Shirley, The Grateful Servant, V, i; Jonson, The
Case is Altered, IV, viii, and The Gypsies Metamorphos'd, 1640, p. 75;
and also in the closing scene of Act III in Tomkis, Lingua. In Rowley's
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The Noble Soldier} III, i, the Poet presumably has thc "Fortune" tunc
in mind when he says:
The kingl shoo'd I be bitter 'gainst the King,
I shall have scurvy ballads made of me,
Sung to the Hanging Tunc.

In latcr drama "Fortunc" is not (orgottcn. John Tatham's comcdy,
The Rump} or The Mirror of the Late Times} 1660, V, i, mcntions thc
tune for dancing; Thomas Rawlins's Tom Essence} 1677, II, ii, contains
a reference; and in Aphra Behn's The Rourldheads} 1682, V, v, fiddlers
play "Fortune my Foc" while Hewson the cobbler danccs as the play ends.
The first line of another ballad to the tune of "Fortune my foe" is the
source of one of the most popular alternate names (or the tune. It is "An
excellent Song, wherein thou shalt finde Great consolation for a troubled
minde," and begins "Aime not too high in things above thy reach"
(Manchester, Rawlinson, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 326).
Both "Fortune" and "Aim not too high" are named on a few ballads,
as for example "A Looking Glass for Traytors ... Edward Coleman
. . . Executed . . . December [1678]," beginning "Let all bold Traytors
here come take a view" (Wood E.2S; rcprinted in RB IV, 130). Other
combinations occur: "The Bedfordshire Prophesie," beginning "Good
People all I pray you to attend," is to the tune of "Bernard's Vision, or,
Aim not too high" (PB V, 108);' "The Disturbed Ghost," beginning
"Good Christian people all pray lend an ear," is to the tune of "Aim not
two [sic] High, or Kings Tryal" (Douce; reprinted in PAl p. 174); II "Englands Tribute of Tears . . . Duke of Grafton [mortally wounded] 9th of
October, 1690," beginning "Unwclcome Tydings over-spreads the Land,"
is to the tune of "The Watch for a Wise Man's Observation; Or, Aim
not too high" (RB VII, 740).6
A number of dull moralizing ballads with a varfety of tune titles all
stem from "Aim not too high," the tune named for the first in the series:
"The Godly Mans Instructions," beginning "Good People all, I pray
'The first tune title is derived [rom "Saint Bernard's Vision," to the tune of "Fortune, my Foe" (RB 11,491); some copies (Pepys II, 4-5, Euing 316-318, Lord Crawford
96) are directed to be sung to "Flying Fame," a tune suitable for ballad meter but not
for the iambic pentameter quatrains of "Fortune" ballads.
II "Kings Tryal" emerges as a tune name from "The True Manner of the Kings Tryal
at Westminster Hall ... ," to the tune of "Aim not too high" (Euing 357; reprinted
from later editions in RB VII, 622). This ballad on Charles I's trial, based upon two
of the most reliable contemporary pamphlet sources, was phenomenally popular after
the Restoration and was still a stock item when Thackeray published his list, c. 1689.
6 "A Watch for a Wise Man's Observation," beginning "One God there is, of Wisdom,
Glory, Might," is a devotional poem in the "Fortune" stanza, but without tune direction (BM Thomason 669.f.15 [9], dated 1650, BM Luttrell II, 231, dated 1677. BM
82.1.8 [61], dated 1698).
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hear what I read" (Lord Crawford 442; reprinted in RB VII, 830, VIII,
dxxxii·). "A Letter for a Christian Family," beginning "Both young
and old, both rich and poor give car," is to the tunc of "The Godly
Mans Instruction," the ballad just cited (RB VII, 811). "The Letter for
a Christian Family" is in turn given as the tunc of "A Lesson for all
true Christians," an acrostic ballad by J. G, beginning "All you whose
minds be high & heavenly bent" (RB VII, 814). And "A Lesson for all
True Christians" is the tunc title listed for several ballads, including the
following: "A godly song for all penitent Sinners," beginning "Good
people all, I'le tell you here in short" (Pepys II, 50); "The Troubles of
these Times," beginning "Poor England now is full of care and grief"
(RB VII, 692); and an acrostic ballad entitled "The Youths Guide,"
beginning "Prepare good People to give ear with speed," whose stanza
capitals spell out "Paul Burgis," followed by the alphabet from A
through 0 (Lord Crawford 1014, BM G22.f.6 [216]).7
The earliest surviving edition of "The Young-Mans A. n. G," dated
1684, an acrostic ballad beginning "Accept dear Love/these shadows of
my grief," is to the tunc "Aim not too high" (Euing 407); the copy in
the Bagford collection is to "The Virgins A, B, C," while the Roxburghe
and Morgan copies give the tune as "The Young-mans A. B. C." (RB
II, 655). Several editions of the feminine counterpart of this broadside,
"The Virgins A. B. C.," beginning "All youthfull Virgins to this Song
give eare," list its tune as "The Young-mans A. B. C." (RlJ II, 651).
This mixture of tune titles arose chiefly because both ballads were popular for half a century or more. Chappell (RB II, 650) noted that later
copies recast the first line into a hendecasyllable ("All you faithful virgins . . ."), requiring a division of the initial note of the tune. But
since the rest of the ballad is in regular pentameters, there seems virtue
in Chappell's suggestion that some other tune may have superseded the
original air. I have not encountered another under any of the tune names
cited in previous paragraphs. What is singular, indeed, is the unusual
melodic and rhythmic persistence of "Fortune." Persistent also is the
title "Fortune" in connection with the air. I have found no copy of the
tune whidl bears the label "Aim not too high," or any of the other
alternate names by which the tune was signified on ballad sheets.
"The Midnight Messenger . . . a dialogue between death and a rich
man," sung to "Aim not too high" (Douce III, 64, a late roman-letter
copy without imprint) contains a few lines beginning with such strong
iambics ("Amounting," "Extorted," "The time") that to Chappell
7 A second tune listed for "The Youths Guide" is "My bleeding Heart," a lost air
used with tetrameters and hence unsuitable for this broadside.
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(PAfOT I, 167) "Fortune" did not seem a suitable tune. Accordingly,

he theorized that some ballads naming "Aim not too high" as their
tune were sung to another air, perhaps "Death and the Lady." The
choice of this melody rests, so far as one can see, on the dubious ground
of similarity of subject matter, plus the fact that the tune's twelve bars
accommodate an iambic pentameter quatrain.
Chappell's argument, though interesting, breaks down at a number
of points. For example, each of the four musical phrases of the "Fortune"
tune begins with two accented notes; technically, neither an iambic nor
a trochaic foot is as appropriate as· a spondee here, but all three types
of feet are found among the broadsides, with iambs as common in old
ballads sung to "Fortune" as in those sung to "Aim not." I have been
unable to discover a significant metrical difference between ballads
bearing the two tune names, though there is great variation in versifiers'
awareness of the tune contours. Chappell adds another hypothesis, as if
even he were not satisfied with equating "Aim not too high" and "Death
and the Lady": it is that "Fortune, being altered by the singer to the
accent of those ballads, and sung in a major key, gradually acquired a
different shape." This suggestion has the merit of keeping "Fortune"
and at the same time gratuitously destroying its distinctive metrical
shape. But there is no musical evidence to support the hypothesis. Many
tunes do exist in both major and minor modes, but I have not seen
"Fortune" so altered, nor am I persuaded that change of mode has any
bearing on the changes of rhythmic pattern suggested. In summary, we
have no evidence for more than one melody, various as the tune names
may be; and there is but one basic verse pattern, subjected to no more
than ordinary warping at the hands of careless and unskilled "poets."

Forty-Nine

I;

"Poor Robbin turn'd Seeker; or The Seekers Ballad," a sectarian
production dating from about 1674 and beginning "Oh where am I
now?/which way shall I go?" was to the tune "49" with music printed
on the Harvard broadside (Fig. 145). Summing up the dilemma of an unorganized group of religious dissenters, Robbin's monologue weighs
the claims of Protestant, Presbyter, Anabaptist, Independent, Sociniati,
Quaker, and Papist. He finds none of them. wholly to his liking and
concludes, "A true Seeker still,jFor my self will I be."
~
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The tune probably was named with reference to the year of Charles
I's execution. I have encountered it nowhere else.

FrankNn Is FledAway
This tune takes its origin from the eighth line of "A mournful Caral:
Or, An Elegy, Lamenting the Tragical ends of . . . Frankin [sic] and
Cordelius . . . ," beginning "Frankin my loyal friend, 0 hone, 0 hone"
(Douce, Bagford, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 418). It
was licensed to William Gilbertson in 1656, and the Douce copy
was issued by him; other copies date from the early 1680s. In all
texts the name is given as "Frankin" except in the tune title, where
it is properly spelled. Five stanzas of the ballad have been copied
into John Gamble's MS Commonplace Book, 1659, No. 273; the
musical staves are empty. An ornamented version of the tune, called
"Franklin," is in Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-.way, 1669; in
unembellished form it appears in Apollo'S Banquet, 1670, No. 67,
as "Francklyn" (Fig. 146). Iti r80 Loyal Songs, 1685, it appears as "0
hone," and in Pills, 171g-1720, V, 129, as "0 Hone, 0 Hone:' In the
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ballad opera The Jovial Crew, 1731, it is called "You gallant Ladies all."
What may have been an answer to "A mournful Caral" is "The two
faithful Lovers," beginning "Farewel my hearts delight,/Lady adieu,"
to the tune of "Franklin is fled away" (Pepys, BM C.22.f.6, Lord Crawford, Euing, Douce, Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 471). This ballad was
also licensed to Gilbertson in 1656, but extant copies are a generation
later. 1
"Franklin" is the tune name given for "The Queens Lamentation . . .
upon the Death of ... Prince Henry Duke of Glocester . . . 1660,"
beginning "Sweet Heavens have been pleas'd" (Euing 290), but the tune
is called "0 hone, 0 hone" in a ballad on the death of Princess Elizabeth, daughter of Charles I: "The Lamenting Ladies Last Farewe1 . . .
1650," beginning "Mournful Melpomany,/assist my quill" (Pepys, Manchester, Douce, Lord Crawford, Euing, Wood 402, Harvard, BM C.22.£.6,
BM 1876.£.1, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 631; the Wood copy
is signed ES). The tune is also named "0 Hone, 0 Hone" in "Whig
upon Whig: or, A Pleasant Dismal Ballad," dated 1683 and beginning
"Beloved hearken all,/O Hone, 0 Hone" (Harvard, Clark; reprinted in
/80 Loyal Songs and RB V, 317); and in "Teagve and Monsievr's Lamentation ... at Limerick [1690]," beginning "Poor Teague, what shall
we do?/O Hone, 0 Hone" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 206). Two ballads
without tune direction contain the "0 hone" refrain and are in the distinctive "Franklin" stanza form: "The Downfall of Chancery. or, The
Lawyers Lamentation," beginning "Farewell Lords Commissioners,/Your
Hon'r lies a bleeding" (BM 82.1.8 [22], BM Luttrell II, 66, the latter containing the MS date 1684); and "The Whigs Lamentable Lamentation,"
1 The first line of this ballad, "Farewel my Heart's Delight," is listed as the tune for
"The Great Messenger of Mortality; Or, a Dialogue betwixt Death and a beautiful
Lady," beginning "Fair Lady, lay your costly Robes aside" (Roxburghe, an eighteenthcentury Newcastle edition; reprinted in RB VII, ix; other copies are likewise late and
are usually without tune direction). The iambic pentameter quatrains of this ballad
require constant wrenching to adapt them to the music of "Franklin:' For a discussion
of more plausible tunes, see "Death and the Lady" and note that "Farwell Delighte" is
the name given to one keyboard setting of "Fortune my foe," q.v.
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beginning "What have the Whigs to say?/O honel
honel" (RB V, 534;
reprinted without source-apparently from 180 Loyal Songs).
"The distressed Damosels downfall," c. 1675, beginning "You pritty
Maidens all/I pray draw ncar," to the tunc of "Frankling is dead and
gone,
hone 0 hone" (Rawlinson 80, Douce I, 59 V), exists in at least
two other forms beginning "You pretty Maidens all I pray give ear,"
but with considerable variation in title and text. One is "An Excellent
New Song, Call'd The Injur'd Lady ... To a pleasant new tune much
in request at Court" (Pepys V, 292, dated (691); the other is "An Excellent New Song, called, The Ruined Virgin . . . To an Excellent New
Play-house Tunc" (llM C.39.k.6; reprinted in OPB, p. 118). An eighteenth-century version has the title "The Broken Contract, Or, The
Betray'd Virgin's Complaint" and is without tune direction (Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VIII, 807). "You Pritty Maidens all" is the tune title
for "The Childrens Cryes Against Their Barbarous Cruel Father [1696],"
beginning "Children both (ar and ncar, hear the sad fate" (Harvard,
Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 22{;); metrically this ballad is also in the
"Franklin" pattern.
Yet another name for the tunc is found in "The two Unfortunate
Lovers," beginning' "In Flintshire liv'd, we hear, a 'Squire young," to
the tunc "The Ruined Virgin, or Franklin is Fled Away" (Pepys III,
363). "The Ruined Virgin," evidently derived from a title cited in the
preceding paragraph, is also used as the tunc title in the following:
"Love in Despair," beginning "You Loyal Lovers all help me to moan"
(Pepys V, 313); "The Banish'd Duke," beginning "Pity a noble Peer,
fam'd for renown" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, (22); and "The Dorsetshire Tragedy," beginning "A Damsel with a Knight lived of late"
(Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 133).2
In contrast to the doleful lamentations usually associated with the
tunc, there is a parody ridiculing the excessive grief of a lady whose
dog Daphne "Was by a careless Maid . . . In the Night over-laid" and
smothered. The song, beginning "Ohl let no Eyes be dry,/Oh Hone,
Oh Hone," appeared with the music in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 129, and in
The Convivial Songster, c. 1782.

°

2 Rollins (PB VII, 121) considers the tune "The Ruined Virgin" to be "evidently interchangeable" with "Welladay." But the latter tune fits an eight-line stanza pattern of
6.6.6'5s, whereas "The Ruined Virgin" is used for a syllabic pattern which is 6+6.4.6.6.6.4
or its equivalent; the movement of the two patterns is strikingly different. Rollins does
not note the relationship between "The Ruined Virgin" and "Franklin," ''The Ruined
Virgin" appears as a tune title on two ballads in octosyllabic quatrains (PB VII,
282, 285); these could not be sung to either "Franklin" or "Welladay." Either "The
Ruined Virgin" was the name of two different tunes or its association with tetrameter
quatrains was careless.
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"Ohone," as a common Scotch and Irish word of lamentation, is found
in some refrains and tunc titles that are not to be identified with
"Franklin." "Thc Ladye's replyc to the answcre madc to hcr lamcntation," to the tunc "Oh Honc" (SB, p. 110), has a stanza of six octosyllabics
plus a two-I inc Gaelic refrain. "A Broadside for the Dutch, \Vith a
Bounce, a bounce, bouncc," to the tunc "0 honc, 0 honc: Or, Thc Great
Boobic" (BM Luttrcll III, 82) fits the tunc of "Scllcnger's Round,"
with which "The Grcat Boobie" is identificd, but its anapcstic metcr
is ill-suited to "Franklin"; and su~h a poem as "The Irish footmans,
o honc" in Westminster Drollery, 1072, II, 52, is simply a lament with
no lUne direction and no rclation to "Franklin."

The Freemason} Song
A Dublin broadsidc of 1729-1730, entitled "A View of the Irish Bar"
and beginning "There's M[arla]y the neat,/Who in primitive State,"
has no music but contains the tune direction "The Free-Mason Tune,
Come lct us prepare, &:c." (BM 839.m.23 [172]). The tune title is derivcd from "The Enter'd 'Prcnticcs Song. By our late Brother Mr.
Matthew Birkhead, deceas'd," bcginning "Come let us prepare,/We
Brothers that are" (Rcv. Jamcs Anderson, The Constitutions of the
Free-Masons, 1723, pp. 84, 90). Anderson includes the music, which he
identifies as "Compos'd by its Author, Mr. Birkhead." It may be doubted
that Birkhead was the composer, for in all substantial respects the tune
(Fig. 147) had appeared as early as 1714 coupled with vcrses which
D'Drfey wrote, probably in 1702: "On the Queen's Progress to the Bath,"
beginning "Dear Jack if you mean,/To be cur'd of the Spleen" (Pills,
1714, V, 61; 1719-1720, II, 230).1 Once the tune was associated with
Masonic words, it became known as "Come let us prepare" or "The
Freemason's Song [or Tune or Health]," and it was widely popular
throughout the eighteenth century. Single-sheet editions of the song appeared (Harvard, Huntington, BM H. 1601 [87], G. 307 [12]); it was reprinted in such collections as Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731,
1 In The Merry Musician, 1716, I, I, where the same words and music appear, the
direction reads "to a comical Tune, in a Masque, caU'd, Hob's Wedding." Another
D'Urfey song, without music but in the same stanza pattern, is directed to be sung "to
a Comical Tune, call'd Hobb's Wedding" (Pills, 1719-1720, I, 197). The tune called
"Hobb's Wedding: A Kissing-Dance in the Country Wake" (Dancing Master, Second
Part, 1696, p. 16) does not fit the meter of D'Urfey's song.
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III, 72, British Melo.dy, or The Musical Magazine, 1739, Allan Ramsay's
Tea-Table Miscellany, 1740, IV, 362, without music, and The Free
Masons Songs, c. 1760. In two collections the song, printed without music,
is directed to be sung to "Ye Commons and Peers," a well-known tune
composed by Richard Leveridge (A Complete Collection of . . . EngLish
and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, and The Merry Companion, 2d ed., 1742).
Other poems are directed to be sung to "Come let us prepare"presumably the old tune ascribed to Birkhead; examples are "Cupid
turn'd Tinker," beginning "Fair Venus, they say," in The Hive, 4th ed.,
c. 1733, III, 92; 2 songs 205 and 206, by George Alexander Stevens, in
Muses Deligh't, 1754; and "A Song," beginning "Here's a health to the
King," in The True LoyaList, a Jacobite collection of 1779.
The tune itself, called "Free Mason's Health," was reprinted in The
Dancing Master, c. 1728, III, 125, and in Walsh's New Country DancingMaster, c. 1728, III, 22. As "Come let us prepare" or "Free-Masons Song
[or Tune]" it was used in at least nine ballad operas; the music was reprinted in editions of Coffey, The Beggar's Wedding, 1729; Johnson,
The Village Opera, 1729; Phillips, The Chamber-maid, 1730; Coffey,
The Devil to Pay, 1731; Fielding, The Lottery, 1732; and Langford,
The Lover his own Rival, 1736.
2

In the first edition (1725, III, 83) the song appears without tune direction.
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The French Leva/to
The volte or volta was a lively dance in triple time, deriving its name
from the turn which was a conspicuous feature. The lavolta of Provence
is one of the oldest French dances and is an ultimate ancestor of the
waltz. It was popular in the courcs of Elizabeth and James I, and we
are told that it was banished from the court of Louis XIII because
it was thought unseemly for the man to lift the woman into the air. 1
A Shakespeare reference to the dance is suggestive:
They bid us to the English dancing-schools,
And teach lavoltas high and swift corantos. 2

A tune called "The French Lavolta" (spelled also Lauata, Levalto,
Lavalto) is used with the popular "A pleasant new Ballad of the Miller
of Mansfeild in Sherwood; and of King Henry the seconde," beginning
"Henry, our royall Kinge, would go on hunting," the earliest version
of which is among the Shirburn Ballads. There are editions in most of
the great collections: Wood 401, Harvard, Pepys, Bagford, Lord Crawford, Douce, Morgan, Percy Folio MS, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I,
539. The Shirburn Ballads also contains the sequel, to the same tunc:
"A merry Ballad of the miller and king Henry the second; shewing
howe he came to the Court . . . ," beginning "When as our noble
king came home from Notingham" (reprinted also in RB I, 543).
Versions of the tune are in Het Luitboek van Thysius, No. 383, as
"Volte de France"; in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fo1. 85 v, as "yO
reuolto" (Fig. 148); and in Cambridge University MS Dd.3.18, fo1. 8,
as "ye French Volta." 3 None of the three sets is well adapted to the
1 Curt Sachs. World History of the Dance, 1937. p. 374, describing the turns and
leaps. speaks of the "impetuous energy, meridional gaillardise, and self-confident vigor"
which the dance introduced into the ballroom. The famous painting of Queen Elizabeth dancing the volta with Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester. is conveniently repro·
duced in Mabel Dolmetsch, Dances of England and France, 1949, p. 128; the dance is
described on pp. 129-132.
2 Henry V, III, v, 32-33. He alludes to "the high lavolt" in Troilus and Cressida,
IV, iv, 88.
a Reprinted in Wooldridge, OEPM I, 232-233. Another setting, most closely resem·
bling that of the Paris MS, was reproduced in E. F. Rimbault'e Musical Illustrations
of Percy's Reliques, 1850, p. 109. and with different harmonization in Chappell, PMOT
I, 16g. Its source is said to be a manuscript of virginal music once owned by T. Birch,
Esq., of Repton, Derbyshire. In his 1850 volume Rimbault claimed ownership of the
MS, but its present whereabouts is unknown.
Wooldridge, I, 233, reprints the Rimbault air and notes that "the version in Sir
John Hawkins' transcripts, where it is called The Revolto, is practically the same as
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six-line stanza of the ballad, although the opening strain is suitable
for the first four lines. The Dutch version contains three sections, providing far more thematic material than could be utilized, and the Paris
MS in its second section is rhythmically unsuitable. Apparently no reo
corded version of the tune was set down with the ballad in mind.
It should be added that two eighteenth-century broadsides citing a
tune "The King and the Miller" cannot have been sung to "The French
Levalto": "Argyle's Advice to Sir R[ober]t W[al]p[ol]e," beginning "In
days of Yore, when Statesmen wore,/Clean Hands and honest Faces"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 286), is in four-line stanzas; "The
Harlot Un-mask'd," beginning "How happy a State does the Damsel
possess?" (BM C.116.i.4 [22]) has stanzas of nine anapestic tetrameters.

The Friar and the Nun
Two tunes bear the name of "The Friar and the Nun," but the more
recent one, usually associated with the poem beginning "A lovely lass
to a friar came," is treated under the latter rubric, q.v. The old tune,
found in all editions of The Dancing Master, from 1651 to c. 1728 (1651,
this." The tune closely resembles that of the Paris MS, and inasmuch as most of the
contents of that MS, including "ye reuolto," were copied into the New York Public
Library MS Drexel 5609, it is possible that this latter MS of the eighteenth century
is the elusive collection of Hawkins's virginal transcripts.
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p. 84=Fig. (49), and in Afusick's Delight on the Cithren, 1666, appears
several times in Pills and was used in four ballad operas.
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I have not found a ballad of a friar and a nun, but in Erasmus'
Apophthegmes, tr. Nicholas Udall, 1542, fo1. 245, there is a reference
to the contemporary practice of singing "songes of the Frere and the
Nunne, with other sembleable merie iestes, at weddynges, and other
feast ynges.', If "A lovely lass to a friar came" is a secularized treatment
of the story, it contains no remnants of the lines from "The Friar and
the Nun" quoted in Chettle's Kind-Harts Dreame, 1592:
He whipt her with a foxes taile, Barnes minor,
And he whipt her with a foxes taile, Barnes maior.

The context makes it clear that the sons of old Barnes took delight In
ballads Chettle considered indecent.
Among the broadsides sung to this tune, at least two date from the
seventeenth century: "The Wiltshire Wedding," beginning "All in a
misty morning,jcloudy was the weather," sung "To an excellent NorthCountry Tune" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, Harvard, all black-letter editions;
Douce, BM C.20.c.30 [15], Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 205). The
broadsides are without music, but the Pills version (1719-1720, IV, (48)
contains the tune; moreover, the same music, entitled "All in a misty
morning," appears in Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, The Jovial
Crew, 1731, and in Carey's The Honest Yorkshire-Man, 1736 ed. 1
1 In the 1735 edition the tune was titled "A Beggar got a Beadle." Carey's song to
the tune, called ''The Old One outwitted," was published in a single-sheet edition
while his ballad opera was in vogue (BM G.316.f [15]).
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A political ballad of 1681 against Shaftesbury and Stephen College is
to the tune of "The Fryar and the Nun": "Have You any Work (or a
Cooper?" beginning "The Cooper, Clnd the Joyner, are Two famous
Trades" (Wood 276a [554], Harvard, Huntington, Yale, Clark, BM Luttrell II, 95, Library of Congress [f(J8g ed.]). Black-letter copies o( "The
Pope's Pedigree," beginning "A Begger got a Beadle,/a Beadle got a
Yeomen," are to the tune "London is a brave Town" (RB IV, 101); but
engraved editions dating from about 1705 contain the music of "The
Friar and the Nun," though the tune is called "the London Prentice"
(Harvard, Huntington, BM H.IOOI [50]); with the same music it appears
in all editions o( Pills, 1719-1720, III, 03. Imbedded in the poem, which
had appeared in Wit and Drollery as early as 1656, there is a stanza reo
lated obliquely (and probably only incidentally) to the tune title:
Thus as it was feigned,
The Pedigree did run:
The Pope he got a Fryer,
The Fryer he got a Nun:
The Nun by chance did stumble,
And on her back she sunk,
The Fryer fell a top of her,
And so they got a Monk.

The "Friar and the Nun" music is used for a song, "Strawberry," found
in Pills (1714, V, 276; 1719-1720, VI, 348) and in The Merry Musician,
1716. In John Kelly's ballad opera, The Plot, 1735, the music bears the
title "The merry Songster." A late eighteenth-century song sheet, "Sir
John Barleycorn," beginning "There was four Men Came out of the
North" (Harvard) also reprints the tunc.

The Friar in the Well
This tune appears in the first eight editions of The Dancing Master,
1651-1690, as "The Maid peept out at the window, or the Frier in the
Well." It derives its second title from the theme of a broadside "The
Fryer well fitted; or, A pretty Jest that once befell; How a Maid put a
Fryer to cool in the Well. To a Merry Tune," beginning "As I lay
musing all alone,/fa, la, la, la, la" (Rawlinson, Douce, Wood E.25,
Harvard, Lord Crawford, Bagford, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
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VII, 222).1 The poem also appeared in Wit and Mirth , 3d ed., 1682,
and in Pills, 1719-1720, III, 325. Although the broadside copies date
from the last third of the sevcntccnth ccntury, the subject (and probably
the ballad itself) is alludcd to in John Skclton's Colyn Cloutc, c. 1522:
But when the freare fell in the well,
He (oud not syng himselCe therout
But by the helpe of Christyan Clout.

(II. 879ff.)

Munday and Chettle's Downfall of Roberti Earl of Huntington , 1601,
IV, ii, also rcfcrs to a friar's falling'into a well as the subjcct of a merry
jest. It seems probable that the first tune title, "The Maid peept out
at the window," was a linc in some earlicr vcrsion of the ballad not
extant.
F. ]. Child, who reprinted "The Fryer well fitted" as No. 276 A in
The English and Scottish Popular Ballads, included as 276 B a tradi·
tional Scottish version recorded several times in thc early nineteenth
century. Its stanza form, though rctaining a nonsense refrain, is so
changed that the old tune could not have served.
An eighteenth-century broadside, "The Merchant's Son, and the
Beggar-Wench of Hull," beginning "You Gallants all I pray draw near,"
and without tune direction (RB VII, 379), has a stanza of four octosyllabic lines plus a fa la refrain. Ebsworth associates it with the tune of
"The Friar in the Well," but it might equally well be sung to "Sir
Eglamorc"; in either case the refrain line would have to be sung after
the first, second, and fourth line of each stanza. As many broadside
versions of various Robin Hood ballads attest, printers were often lax
in indicating rcfrain patterns. 2
In early cditions of The Dancing Master the tune is printed with
one flat in the signature (1651, p. 42=Fig. 150). Later editions containing
the air in the same position on the staff are without key signature (1670,
p. 72=Fig. 151). The former version is in Aeolian mode; the latter is in
G major, with the added oddity that the final strain, twice printed,
contains no sharped F in the first statement but, when repeated, sharps
every F. These musical texts offer a good. illustration of the gradual but
steady abandonment of modality during the seventeenth century, a
A copy which substantially follows the broadside text is reprinted in The Common
Muse, ed. V. de Sola Pinto and A. E. Rodway, 1957, p. 296. from an unspecified and
undated MS of the Duke of Portland in Nottingham University Library.
2 "The Shepher'ds Lamentation For His Phillis," beginning "As I lay musing all
alone," has a tune name drawn from its first line (Lord Crawford, BM C.39.k.6; reo
printed in OPB, p. 77). The broadside seems to owe nothing to "The Fryer well fitted,"
whose first line is identical, but whose stanza pattern and refrain organization differ
from that of the pastoral piece.
1
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phenomenon undoubtedly complicated by the relatively careless printing
of popular music. Only in tablature notation can one be sure of the
actual intention with reference to modes.

The Frog Galliard
In John Dowland's First Booke of Songes or Ayres, 1597, No.6, this
tune appears with the familiar words, "Now 0 now I needs must part"
(Fig. 152). Two years later, in Thomas Morley's First Booke of Consort
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Lessons, an arrangement for flute and five stringed instruments is called
"The Frog Galliard." Lute settings of c. 1600 with the same title are in
Folger MS 1610.1, fo!. 12 V , and in Cambridge University Library MSS
Add. 3056, fo!. 42 v, and Dd.2.11, fo!. 93 (Dd.2.11, fo!. 40v is untitled). Other
contemporary versions include "Frayge Gallarde" in Het Luitboeh van
Thysius, No. 366, and an untitled set of variations in the Euing Lute MS,
fo!. 26 v. It is called "The Frogge" in the Clement Matchett MS Virginal
Book, 1612 (ed. Thurston Dart, 1957, p. 14), and in Thomas Robinson's New Citharen Lessons, 1609. Adriaen Valerius's Neder-Landtsche
Gedench-Clanch, 1626, reprints it as "Nou, nou," and in D. R. Camphuysen's Stichtelycke Rymen, 1647, it is given as "Forgs [sic] Gaillarde." The
tune is in the Skene MS, and Dauney says it "may be presumed" to be
related to "The Frog cam to the Myl dur," whence "A Frog he would
a wooing go." He seems to realize that his conjectures find no support
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in the music to which he alludes; moreover, he seems not to have known
of Dowland's authorship of the tunc (Ancient Scotish Melodies} 1838,
pp. 242, 28g).
Two broadsides were sung to the tunc: "The True Lovers Knot Untyed,'· a ballad on the imprisonment of the unfortunate Arabella Stuart
in 1611, beginning "As I fro111 [or to or through] Ireland did pass,/I
saw a ship at anchor lye," to the tunc of "Frog's Galliard" (\\food E.25,
Manchester, Euing, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Pepys, llagford, Douce,
EM C.22.f.6 [188], Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 601); and "The
Shepheards Delight," beginning "On yonder hill there springs a flower"
(Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 528). The broadsides arc in
iambic meter, as opposed to the strong trochees of Dowland's "Now 0
now," for which the music is suited. The tune can easily be adapted to
the broadside rhythm, but I have seen no versions in which an antici·
patory note was provided at the beginning of each musical phrase.

From Hunger and Cold
This tunc is distinct from "Packington's Pound," though the two
arc interchangeable and arc listed together as alternate tunes for a few
ballads. It is later in origin than "Packington" and is superseded, as
we shall sec, by the more popular tune. "From hunger and cold" takes
its name from the beginning of a song in Richard Brome's A Jovial
Crew} 1652, Act 1. The play was acted in 1641, and the song appears to
have been first printed in The Academy of Complements} 1650. Under
the title "The Jovial Beggar," both words and music are found in
Select Ayres and Dialogues} 1659, and The Musical Companion} 1673,
the latter of which attributes the music to J. G.1 As "A Catch of the
Beggars" it appears without music in Merry Drollery} 1661, and Merry
Drollery Complete} 1670.
The most popular broadside associated with the tune is "The Ballad
of the Cloak: Or, The Cloaks Knavery," beginning "Come buy my new
Ballet, I have't in my Wallet." Editions of around 1680 bear the tune
direction "From Hunger and Cold, or Packington's Pound" and contain the music of the former, Fig. 153 (Bagford III, 8, Lord Crawford 235,
BM Luttrell II, 43, Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [12gb], Morgan 92, Harvard
[four copies], Wood 417 [4] with MS date June, 1679). An earlier copy,
Perhaps John Goodgroome. who contributed other songs to both collections, or the
prolific John Gamble.
1
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without music or tune direction, is entitled "The Tyrannical Usurpation
of the Independent Cloak over the Episcopal Gown" (BM 1871.e'9 [8]).
It is dated 1663, and the authors are given as "A. C. and P. C."; the
initials may have been intended as a part of the poem's symbolism, unrelated to any personal identification. The general topicality of the
ballad was preserved into the 1680s by continued alterations of the text.
One version refers to the Popish Plot, another to James as the rightful
successor to his brother Charles II. The words were reprinted in Wit and
Mirth~ 3d ed., 1682. Other broadside editions include BM 1876.£.1 (8),
BM 1871.£.3 (26) dated 1732, and two in the National Library of Scotland: LC.Fo1.76, p. 39, temp. Charles II; and Ry III.a.1O (121), an en·
graved edition bearing the MS date May, 1718 (or 1710), and containing
the music. A copy in the Roxburghe collection (reprinted in RB IV, 605)
has no tune direction but contains the music of "Packington's Pound."
This same coupling of words and music appears in all editions of Pills,
1719-1720, III, 1.
At least two other ballads were sung to "From hunger and cold."
They include "The Joviall Crew: or, Beggars-Bush," beginning "A Beggar, a Beggar,ja Beggar I'le bee" (Lord Crawford, Euing, Harvard, Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 195),2 and "The High-way Hector," beginning "I
am a brave Padder,jYou ne're knew a Madder," to the tune of "Hunger
and Cold, or Packingtons pound" (Harvard, Lord Crawford 538, BM
C.22.f.6 [124]; two stanzas are reprinted in RB VIII, 846).
The words had appeared in Windsor Drollery, 1671. They are in all editions of
Pills, 1719-1720, III, 99. with music by John Church. As "The Beggar" or "The Beggars
Song" it was popular in the mid-eighteenth century. The Muses Delight, 1754, reprints
it with a syncopated version of Church's tune, substantially as it is found on engraved
song sheets of c. 1750 (Harvard, BM 1.530 [18]).
2
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The Gaberlunzie Man
"The Gaberlunzie-Man," beginning "The Pauky auld Carle came
o'er the Lee," seems to have been first printed with its music in William
Thomson's Orpheus Caledollius, 1725. The version in The Merry Musician, c. 1731, III, 29 (Fig. 154), supplements the title: "The Words and

Tune compos'd by King James V. of Scotland, on occasion of an Adventure of his in Disguise after a Country Girl." Percy, who reprinted
it in the Reliques, noted only that "tradition informs us" of the ballad's
connection with James V, whereas Ritson accepted the king as "the reputed author" (Scotish Songs, 1794, I, xxxv, 163). James C. Dick demolished the quaint attribution (Notes on Scottish Song by Robert Burns,
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·lgo8, pp. 68, 118-llg). Allan Ramsay included the poem without comment in the 1733 edition of the Tea-Table Miscellany. E. F. Rimbault reprinted the Orpheus music in his Afusicallllustrations of Percy's Reliques,
18 50 , observing that the tune is "evidently ancient, although no old copy
of it has been preserved."
A broadside text, without tune direction or imprint, is "An Excellen
Balladt [sic] Intituled The Gaberlunzie-Man," beginning "The silly poor
Man came o'er the Lee" (Lord Crawford 1055)., Crawford's conjectural
date, 1680-16go, may be sound. In any case, this ballad is earlier than
"The new Way of the Gaberlunzy 'Man . . . To it's own proper Tune,"
beginning "Once in a Morning sweet and fair';As I went out to take the
Air," a broadside without imprint or music (BM 1876.£.1 [34], dated
1690?; another issue, Lord Crawford 976, dated c. 1720).
"Gaberlunzie," as the context of both ballads makes clear, is a Scotch
word for wandering beggar. There is ample tradition for ballads of kings'
adventures in such disguise, but "The Gaberlunzie Man" is unconventional in concluding without the usual disclosure of identity.

Gather Your Rosebuds
i
l

!

I
I
!

i

Herrick's famous poem, "To the Virgins, to make much of Time,"
appears in BM MS Add. 31432, fol. 33 v, with music in William Lawes's
autograph. Contemporary with this is a version in Edinburgh University
Library MS Dc.1.6g, p. 89 (Fig. 155).1 Words and music appear, without
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attribution, in A Rooke of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern, 1652,
and in Musicks Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 1652; Lawes is credited
1 John P. Cutts's inventory of this manuscript in Musica Disciplina, XIII (1959),
16g-194, lists several other manuscript versions of Lawes's setting. For additional appearances of the poem see The Poetical Works of Robert Herrick, ed. L. C. Martin,
1956, p. 473·
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with the music in Select Musicall Ayres, and Dialogues, 1652. The song
is to be found also in Playford's Introduction to the Skill of Musick, 1655,
John Gamble's MS Commonplace Book, 1659, No. 141 (the familiar tune
in 6/4 instead of common time), Musick's Delight on the Cithren,
1666, Catch that Catch Can: or the Musical Companion, 1667, and in
many other seventeenth-century collections. It was introduced into one
ballad opera, The Jew Decoy'd, 1733.
A broadside by Sir John Birkenhead cited Lawes's music for singing:
"The Four-Legg'd Elder," beginning "All Christians and Lay-Elders too,"
to the tune of "The Lady's Fall, or Gather your Rose-buds; and Fourty
other Tunes" (Harvard, Lord Crawford 24, Bagford III, 57). It was originally directed to "The Lady's fall" only (Harvard, Lord Crawford 23,
BM Thomason), but the later edition, "Printed in the year 1647. And
Reprinted 1677," contains the fuller tune direction, itself an alteration
of the rubric (". . . and 50 other Tunes") appearing with the poem in
The Rump, 1660. A related Birkenhead ballad in The Rump is "The
Four-Legg'd Quaker. To the Tune of the Four-Legg'd Elder," beginning
"All that have two or but one ear." In Ratts Rhimed to Death, 1660,
this poem is directed to be sung "To the Tune of the Dog and Elder's
Maid; Or, The Lady's Fall," and these tunes are also named on the con·
temporary broadside edition in Wood 416 (70). "The Four-Legg'd Elder"
is reprinted in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 1, with music which is an imperfect
form of "Children in the Wood." Neither this tune nor "Gather your
Rosebuds" is well adapted to the ballad-meter stanza of "The FourLegg'd Elder," which contains eight lines plus a four-line refrain. On the
tune of "The Lady's fall," see "In peascod time."

The Gelding oj the Devtl
"The Gelding of the Devil" was entered as a broadside in the Stationers' Register in 1656, and in the same year a version was printed in Sportive Wit. As the title suggests, the matter of the ballad is indelicate: the
devil, admiring a fine gelding belonging to a baker of Mansfield, requests
a similar operation, and then in a delirium of pain resolves to repay the
baker in kind a week later. But the baker's wife dresses in her husband's
clothes and the devil is merrily thwarted in a scene inspiring lines of
Chaucerian wit. The poem was often reprinted, appearing in An Antidote against Melancholy, 1661, Merry Drollery, 1661, Merry Drollery
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Complete, 1670, Wit and Drollery, 1682, Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682, in
all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 147, and in other seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century collections. Henry Bold's Latine Songs, with their
English, 1685, preserves the stanza form in Bold's translation.
The oldest surviving broadside version dates from the 1670s; it begins
"A Pretty jest I will you tell," 1 and the tune direction is: "The Gelding
of the Devil: Or, the Card Players" (Pepys, Bagford, Douce, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VIII, cii ••• ). Ebsworth could scarcely bring himself to
include the ballad in RD. He poin~edly deferred it, and when he finally
did print it, with large excisions and substitutions, he inserted another
sheet with duplicate pagination:
For use where deem'd needful, with edges gumm'd down,
To shut out the "Baker of fam'd Mansfield town."

A ballad bearing the manuscript date "1660. Nov. 29" and sung to
"the gue1ding of the Divel" is "Hugh Peters last Will and Testament: or,
The Haltering of the Divell," beginning "A Joyful story I will you tell/
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Of the haltering of the Divel of hell." It relates the hanging of Hugh
Peters, a clergyman implicated for his part in the execution of Charles I
(BM Thomason 669.£.26 [32]; reprinted in Thomas Wright, Political
Ballads, 1841).
The tune is found with the original ballad text in Pills (Fig. 156). A
1 Other versions begin "A story strange . . . ," "A Merry Jest . . . ," and "Now
listen a while and .. :' On the international diffusion of the story, see Stith
Thompson, The Types of the Folk Tale, 1961, No. 1133·
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treble-violin version entitled "Gelding of the Devil" is in The Dancing
Master, 3d-8th eds., lu65-1690; though it is not well adapted to singing,
it may be made to fit the ballad and is undeniably an older tune (Fig.
157)·
An entirely different piece is a sow-gelder's song in The Beggar's Bush,
III, i,mentioned in the 1647 folio edition of Beaumont and Fletcher's
plays, but not printed in the play until the second folio, 1679. It had
meantime appeared in Wit Restor'd, 1658, and in Merry Drollery, 1661.
It was included in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 330, with music by Thomas Wroth.
An earlier, and perhaps the original, setting, is found with the words in
John Gamble's MS Commonplace Book, 1659, No. 67. The song begins
"I met with the devil in the shape of a ram" and describes the vain
efforts of the devil to escape the sow-gelder by transforming himself into
one animal after another, or by disguising himself as a woman or a
priest. The stanza pattern is unlike that of "The gelding of the Devil,"
and music of the two is not interchangeable.

Gerard's Mistress
This tune derives its title from the subject matter of "The Love-sickMaid: Or, Cordelia's lamentation for the absence of her Gerhard. To a
pleasant new Tune," beginning "Be gone/Thou fatall fiery Feaver, now
be gone" (Manchester, Pepys, Bagford, Euing, Douce, Lord Crawford,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 563). Although the ballad was
licensed in 1656, an edition printed by John Hammond must have been
in circulation during 1641-1651, the decade in which he flourished. Moreover, the tune was printed in A Musicall Banquet, 1651, and the next
year in Musicks Recreation on the Lyra Viol and A Booke of New Lessons
tor the Cithern & Gittern; the latter contains two arrangements, one of
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them titled "Gerards Mistresse" (Fig. 158), the other "Colonel Gerrards
Mistresse." 1 Words and music of the ,ballad are preserved in the con·
temporary Trinity College, Dublin, MS 1'.5.13, p. 104. A lyra-viol set
of the tune is in Cambridge University MS Dd.6'48, fol. 18 v• Virginal
arrangements include "Gerrards Tune" by Thomas Hcardson in New
York Public Library MS Drexel 5611, p. 50, and an anonymous setting in
Musicks Hand-maid, 1678.
"The Weeping Widdow," to the tune of "Gerhard," in which Charles I's
queen gives advice to her children, may have been written in 1649, soon
after the execution (Manchester; reprinted in CP, p. 238). Another
Charles I ballad to the tune is "The Kings last Speech at his time of
Execution," beginning "I Come/My blessed Saviour, now behold I come"
(Pepys, a late seventeenth-century copy; reprinted in RB VII, 625); it too
was probably written at the time of the event.
Other ballads to the tune include "The pensive Prisoner's Lamentation
. . . taken out of the Cronacle of Edward the second," beginning "You
Gods,/And Goddesses that rules in Hellicon" (Manchester II, 5), and
"An Excellent Sonnet of the Unfortunate Loves of Hero & Leander,"
beginning "How fares/my fair Leander? 0 vouchsafe to speak" (Pepys,
Douce, Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 560). Since some editions
of the latter are signed H[umphrey] Crouch, it is not unlikely that the
ballad was written during the years of the Commonwealth. Ebsworth
has noted that Crouch's imperfect knowledge of the classical story led
him to reverse the roles of Hero and Leander. 2 Also to the tune is "The
Rump Ululant . . . being, The Recantation of the . . . Rump," beginning "Farewell/False Honours, and usurped Power Farewell," which
1 In A Musicall Banquet it is called "Colonel Gerards Tune." No contemporary
Colonel Gerard-and there were several-can be confidently associated with the ballad
or its tune.
2 For further information on Humphrey Crouch, see CP, pp. 144-145.
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appeared not only in broadside form (8M Thomason 669·£.23 [57], \-\Tood
416 [45], both with MS date Feb. 1659/60, Harvard), but also in Ratts
Rhimed to Death, 1660, The Rump, 1660, and Loyal Songs, 1731. "The
Maids Complaint," beginning "Adieu thou cold companion of my bcd,
adieu," is a song to the tunc in William Hicks's Oxford Drollery, 1671,

p. 9 2 •
Henry Bold, in his Poems, Lyrique, Macaronique, Heroique, 1664,
p. 105, reprinted the first part of the original "Gerhard" broadside, interpolating his own parody after each stanza.
The extraordinary feature of "Gerard's Mistress" is that its complex
tune, made up of two five-measure phrases, should have lent itself to a
number of broadsides in which the versification requires an unusual 18line stanza or its metrical equivalent. Although the poetry itself is not
sophisticated, the total impulse is certainly the antithesis of popular.
It is conceivable that one man, perhaps Crouch, wrote all the broadside
texts fitted to this tunc. Ebsworth's conjecture that the original ballad
may have been the expansion of a stage song is worth noting, but he did
not have the information to date it earlier than about 1660, whereas we
have seen that its origin was a decade before, when theatrical activity
was relatively slight.

Gtlderoy
Gilderoy, or Gilroy, was an alias of Patrik M'Gregour, a notorious
outlaw belonging to the proscribed clan whose later history furnished
Scott with rich materials for his Rob Roy. Gilderoy was executed in Edinburgh with others of his gang, July 29, 1636,1 and he became enough of
a folk hero for legend to connect his name with exploits against Cardinal
Richelieu and Cromwell. It was inevitable that the marauder and blackmailer should be glorified in memory, romanticized into a type of Robin
Hood, and celebrated in a ballad. Although probably written much
earlier, a broadside published in the 1690S develops the theme as viewed
by his beloved (thought by some to be one Meg Cunningham). It is "The
Scotch Lover's Lamentation: or, Gilderoy's Last Farewell . . . To an excellent new Tune, much in request," beginning "Gilderoy was a bonny
1 For an account of the trial, see John Spalding, Memorialls of the Tr[o]ubles in
Scotland and in England, A.D. 1624-A.D. 1645 (Spalding Club, 1850), I, 437-446. In
other accounts the date of Gilderoy's execution has been given as 1638 and 1658,
but the authority of the trial proceedings would seem conclusive.
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boy" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Bagford; reprinted in A Collection of Old
Ballads~ 1723-1725, 1,271, in BB I, 105, and in opn~ p. 183). A different
version, having only one stanza in common with the broadside and beginning "'Vas ever grief so great as mine," was included in f'festminster
Drollery, 1°71, 1,112. A variant broadside text of c. 1700 "To its own
Proper Tune" is "Gilderoy," beginning "My Love he was as brave a
Man" (Lord Crawford 838). That the original ballad was a good deal
earlier seems to be substamiated by the existence of a broadside "Two
Strings to a Bow; or, The cunning Archer . . . To an excellent Scotish
Tunc, call'd Gilderoy," beginning "Give car you lads and lasses all"
(Roxburghc; reprinted in RB VIII, 542); it was issued by the stationer
Charles Tyus, who is known to have flourished for a few years before
and after 1660. 2
Editions of Pills from 1707 to 1719-1720 (V, 39) contain "Gilderoys
last Farewel," derived from the broadside text. The music is badly garbled, however, and the earliest satisfactory tune is "Gilder Roy" in Alexander Stuart's Musick for A llan Ramsay's Collection of Scots Songs~ c.
1725, p. 94 (Fig. 159). A closely related variant of the tune appears in
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the second volume of William Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius, 1733,
with a somewhat different text of the ballad. Percy's version, from which
"indecent luxuriances" had been pruned, seems to have been the work
of the "Hardyknute" improver, Lady Elizabeth Wardlaw; it is followed
by Pinkerton, Herd, and Ritson. s
See H. R. Plomer, Dictionary of Booksellers . .. r64r to r667~ 1907.
The table of contents of Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, vol. I, associates the
name of Sir Alexander Halket (brother of Lady Elizabeth Wardlaw) with "Gilderoy,"
although the ballad is not reprinted with the tune. Ritson (Scotish Songs, 1794, II,
2

S
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Sir Charles Sedley's song in Act III of The Mulberry Garden, 1668, beginning "Ah Clorisl that I now could sit," found its way into Allan
Ramsay's Tca- Table A1isccllan)', 1723, p. 89, where it is directed to be
sung to "Gilder Roy." , Text and tune are in Alexander Smith's Musical
Misccllany, Penh, 1786, p. 196, and in the Scots A1usical Muscum, I, 66.
The Orphcus Caledonius melody, in a more florid form as found in
William McGibbon's Scots Tunes, Book III [1755], and in the Musetlm,
was arranged by Pleyel for vocal duet in George Thomson's Original
Scottish Airs, 1801-1805, I, 20. Both the ballad and Sedley's song are
printed with the music.
Because the original broadside was published in London, Maidment
considered the air to be English; but we cannot be sure of the original
form of the tune. A rhythmically distorted variant used in the ballad
opera The Jovial Crew, 1731, will not easily fit the meter of the ballad.
What is certain is that "Gilderoy" had a long vogue in Scotch tradition
and was reprinted in many eighteenth- and nineteenth-century collections
of Scotch songs. But that it may never have been wholly Scotch property
is suggested by its evident kinship with tunes of the traditional carol
"Come all ye faithful Christians" and the murder ballad "Maria Martin"
collected in England early in the twentieth century.1I Moreover, there is
a remarkable resemblance between "Gilderoy" and the tune commonly
used for the traditional "Dives and Lazarus" and "We are poor frozenout Gardeners." II Finally, the seventeenth-century English air, "The
Clean Contrary Way," q.v., seems harmonically to be the ancestor of this
entire tunc cluster.
24) accepts Halket as the author of the ballad on the Museum's authority. More
recent opinion has vacillated betweeu brother and sister; see .James Maidment,
Scotish Ballads and Songs, 1868, II, 220ff.
.. John Banister's original setting of the stage song seems not to have been preserved. Because of Ramsay's tune directiou, there has been speculation that "Gilder
Roy" might be Banister's air. The prior currency of the ballad would, however,
weaken the supposition, and it is difficult to believe that Pepys, when he heard Mrs.
Knipp rehearse Sedley's song with its "slight, silly, short ayre" (Diary, May 7, 1668),
was listening to the tune we know as "Gilderoy."
Ii JFSS, II (lg05), 115-123. In addition to four traditional tunes of the carol and
the ballad (three of each being closely related to the "Gilderoy" tune), Lucy Broadwood reproduces and discusses other parallels from Ireland and Scotland. For further
traditional variants of "Gilderoy" text and tune, see JESS, II (1906). 239-242.
B See The Oxford Book of Carols, No. 60 (second tune), and Chappell, I!MOT II,

747-74 8.
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The Glories oj Our Birth
and State
James Shirley's play, The Contention of Ajax and Ulysses, 1659, closes
with a solemn song in three stanzas beginning "The glories of our blood
and state." The song "was afterwards sung in parts, the Musick excellently composed by Mr. Ed[ward] Coleman," according to the original
edition. Coleman's music, with Shirley's words, beginning "The Glories
of our Birth and State," appears in Catch that Catch Can: or the Musical
Companion, 1667, p. 146 (Fig. 1(0), as a composition for two and (chorus)
three voices. Words and music were also reprinted in Select Ayres and
Dialogues, Second Book, 166g, The Musical Companion, 1673, Banister
and Low's New Ayres and Dialogues, 1678, and Synopsis of Vocal Musick,
1680.
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The stage song was the basis for a ten-stanza broadside published in the
late 16705, "The Vanity of Vain Glory," beginning "The gloryes of our
birth and state" (Roxburghe; reprinted in nB V, 578). I have found no
other broadside using the tune.

The Glory of the west
This tune is in The Dancing Master) first seven editions, 1°51-1080,
tenth and after, 16g8ff. (1651, p. 94=Fig. 1(1), A Musicall Banquet)
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Original is unbarred.

Musiclts Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 1652, 16°9, A Hooke of New
Lessons for the Cithern &- Gittern) 1652, Musick's Delight on the Cithren)
1666, Musicks Hand-maid) 1°78; and in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master) 1718.
Two ballads were sung to the tune: "The Fame, Wit, and glory of the
West," beginning "A Faire and comly creature" (Manchester; reprinted
in CP) p. 257); and an imitation by Charles Hammond, "The credit of
Yorkeshire, or the Glory of the North . . . To the tune of the right
Glory of the West," beginning "Of late I heard a dity" (Manchester; reprinted in CP) p. 266). Rollins dates both pieces about 1649; dates are
printed on each, but these unique copies are both mutilated.
The extant musical texts are all instrumental arrangements, and
1 °5 1 ,
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though the general rhythmic pattern fits the complex ballad stanza, the
tripping syllables require a division of many notes. A further awkwardness is that the tunes fall short of the length necessary to fit the ballads,
and only by the repetition of the final two-measure phrase can the tune
be adapted to the verse pattern.
Two other ballads bear the title "The Glory of the West": one a celebration of General Monk's approach to London early in 1660 (Wood 416
[39] and other copies; reprinted in The Rump), without tune direction
but in the rhythmic pattern of "Which nobody can deny"; the other a
political ballad of 1685 to the tune of "Winchester Wedding" (Lord
Crawford 659, Wood 417 [144]). These of course bear no relationship to
the mid-century tune "The Glory of the West."

Go from My Window
"Go from my Window" is named as the tune for singing the fourth
section of "Frauncis new Iigge," c. 1595 (Pepys; reprinted in PG, p. 1,
and in C. R. Haskervill, The Elizabethan Jig, 1929, pp. 450-464; a MS
version entitled "Mr. Attowel's Jigge" is reproduced in SB, pp. 245-254).
A ballad called "Goe from the windowe goe" was licensed March 4, 1588,
but it is lost unless parts of it are echoed in Merrythought's song in
Beaumont's The Knight of the Burning Pestle, III, v:
Go from my window, love, go;
Go from my window, my dear.
The wind and the rain
Will drive you back again;
You cannot be lodged here.

After a bit of dialogue Merrythought sings another stanza:
Begone, begone, my juggy, my puggy,
Begone, my love, my dear.
The wea ther is warm,
'T will do thee no harm;
Thou canst not be lodged here.

That the original ballad was considerably older than 1588 is suggested
by the religious parody in A Compendious Book of Godly and Spiritual
Songs, 1567 (ed. A. F. Mitchell, 1897, pp. 132-133):
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Quho is at my windo, quho, quho?
Go from my windo, go, go.
Quha callis thair, sa lyke ane stranger,
Go from my windo, go.
Lord I am heir, ane wratdleit mortall,
That for thy mercy dois cry and call,
Unto the my Lord Celestiall,
Se quho is at my windo, quho.

The first of Merrythought's stanzas is paraphrased in Fletcher's Monsieur
Thomas, III, iii, and his The Woman's Prize, I, iii, in Otway's The
Soldier's Fortune, V, i, and Middleton's Blurt Master Constable, IV, i.
The second song at the end of Thomas Heywood's The Rape of Lucrece,
beginning "Arise, arise, my Iuggie my Puggie," elaborates Merrythought's
other stanza. It was reprinted in Wit and Drollery, 1661, and with music
of "Tomorrow is St. Valentine's Day" in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 43.
The tunc of "Go from my Window" enjoyed wide popularity. It is in
William Barley's A New Boohe of Tabliture, 1596, as theme and variations for the orpharion "made by I[ohn] D[owland?]," in Antony HoIborne's The Cittharn Schoole, 1597, in Thomas Morley's First Booke of
Consort Lessons, 1599 (a six-part setting by Richard Alison), and in
Thomas Robinson's The Schoole of Music/w, 1603, arranged for lute.
The Fitzwilliam Virginal Booh contains two virtually identical sets of
keyboard variations, one ascribed to Thomas Morley, the other to John
Munday. Other virginal pieces on the tune are in New York Public
Library MS Drexel 5612, p. 31 (Dr. John Bull); Paris Conservatoire MSS
Res. 1122, p. 153 (a fragment, in Thomas Tomkins, Keyboard Music,
ed. S. Tuttle, Musica Britannica, V, 1955, 153), Res. 1186, fol. 119, Res.
1186 bis, Part II, p. 46; Will Forster's MS Virginal Book, fol. 163v (in
William Byrd, Forty-five Pieces for Keyboard Instruments, ed. S. Tuttle,
1939, p. 113); and in Cosyn MS, p. 157 (in Twenty-five Pieces from Benjamin Cosyn's Book, cd. Fuller-Maitland and Barclay Squire, 1923, p. 14).
Late sixteenth-century versions for lute are in Folger MS 1610.1, fo1.
17 (Fig. 162), and in Cambridge University MSS Dd.2.11, fo1. 3, Dd.3.18,
fol. 34 v, and Dd.5.78.3, fo1. 39 v (Dowland), fo1. 40v. Cambridge MS
Dd.4.23, fo1. 5v, is in cittern tablature, as is Richard Alison's set in the
Mills College Cittern MS, No. 33. Other lute arrangements include: BM
MS Egerton 2046, fo1. 29 v (Dowland); BM MS Add. 31392, fo1. 26 v
(Francis Pilkington); and Euing Lute MS, fo1. 17 v (Dowland), fo1. 48v.
A song "Come gentle heardman sitt with me" (found in Francis Davison's
Poetical Rhapsody, 1602) is set to "Go from my Window" with lute
accompaniment in BM MS Add. 15117, fo1. lOv, after 1614. As "The
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• Followed in the original by four variations.
New Exchange" or "Durham Stable" the tune appears in The Dallcing
Master, lU51-1U8u, cast not in the usual 4/4 time, but in more fluid 0/4;
the Aeolian mode of lU51 disappears after the early editions.
In addition, the tune is named in several seventeenth.century Dutch
songbooks without music: Den Bloem~fIof Van de Nederlantsche [eugltt,
I (jog, pp. ~2, 2:', the latter naming the tunc "Gophwmowinde Milort";
B. .1. \tV'ellens, T'Vermacch dt:r Jeught, lU12, p. 95; and Cupido's Lusthof,
c. 1(j 1 3, p. 22.
Chappell (PMO T I, 142) printed a stanza of the old song recovered
[mill oral circulation, with a tune whose opening and closing cadence
rClninded him of Ophclia's song, "How should I your true love know."
Within thc twcntieth century further traditional traces have appeared:
"One night as I lay on my bed," a ballad collected in Dorsetshire, has
a refrain:
So it's open the window, my love, do
So, begone from my window, my love, do
So open the window, my love, do.
And a Scottish version has a tune clearly related to Chappell's nineteenthcentury traditional version. 1
1

JFSS, III (1907). 78. 80. See also JEFDSS, III (1936-1939), 161- 164.
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The Gods oj Love
This tunc takes its name from the opening line of a ballad by \Villialll
Elderton. Apparently no printed copy has survived, but a good text is
preserved in an Elizabethan manuscript now in the possession of the
American collector, James M. Osborn, who printed it in the London
Times, November 17, 1958. It begins:
The God of love that sits above,
And knows me, and knows me,
How sorrowful I do serve: ..

The lost broadside was licensed as "the godes of Love &c" in 1567-1568
(Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 987). But its first publication must have been
earlier, for in 1562-1563 "the answere to the iiijth ballett made to the
godes of loue" was entered (Anal. Index, No. 83), as was William Birch's
"The complaint of a sinner ... After W. E. moralized" (Ballads and
Broadsides, ed. H. L. Collmann, 1912, NO.7), beginning:
The God of loue, that sits aboue,
Doth know vs, Doth know vs,
How sinfull that we bee: . . .

Another extant moralization, "The ioy of Virginitie," beginning "I Iudge
and finde, how God doth minde,/to furnish, to furnish," is to be sung to
"The Gods of loue" (A Handefull of Pleasant Delites, 1584, ed. Rollins,
p. 42). It too may date from the 1560s and may have been included in
the first state of the Handful, licensed in 1566.
Elderton's opening phrase is echoed in The Rare Triumphs of Love
and Fortune, 1589, Act IV. In Much Ado about Nothing, V, ii, Benedick sings a snatch of the ballad. Shakespeare's fourth line is, as Mr.
Osborn has noted, perhaps a deliberate conflation of Elderton's sixth
line, "Some pity when I deserve," and his third.
The god of love,
That sits above,
And knows me, and knows me,
How pitiful I deserve . . .

In Thomas Heywood's Fair Maid of the Exchange, 1607, sig. E, Frank
sings "Ye gods of Loue that sits aboue," but the meter of his song is
incongruent with Elderton's.
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A cittcrn arrangcment of "Thc goddcs of lovc" appears in fol. 88" of
thc Francis \Villoughby Lutc Book (called also Lord Middleton's Lute
MS). The tunc is among the untitlcd keyboard pieccs of c. 1570 at thc
end of Thomas Dallis's MS Lute Book, printed in The Dublill Virginal
Afalluscript, cd. John \Vard, 1954, p. 25. Professor \Vard has shown that
the popular Elizabethan dance tunc "Turkcylony," found in William
Ballet's MS Lute Hook, p. 91, is but anothcr version of "The Gods of
love." The lUne has been considerably reworked in Susanne van Soldt's
virginal manuscript of 1599 (BM MS Add. 29485, fol. 17), where it is
called "Pavan dan vcrs [d'Anvel's?f" 1 None of the several instrumental
settings is free enough from embellishment to be wcll adapted for singing, but the Ballet version is the most nearly satisfactory (Fig. 163). With
a repetition of its first and third strains (as called for in the Willoughby
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Ward, pp. 52-53, prints both the Ballet and the van Soldt settings in modern
notation. In a subsequent study of "Music for A Handefull of Pleasant Delites," JAMS,
X (1957), 164-165. Ward prints a transcript of the Willoughby setting. He calls attention to several Continental appearances of the tune under various names, the
earliest of which is "Gentil madonna" in Antonio Rotta's Intabolatura de Lauto,
First Book, 1546.
1
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• Bass note is C in tablature (fifth instead of sixth string stopped).
•• Bass notes are G in tablature (fourth instead of fifth string stopped).

set) it will fit the quatorzains of the broadsides with which "The Gods
of love" is associated. It is observable that the echoing phrases which
mark the distinctive stanza form are not paralleled by equally distinctive
melodic contour.

Gramercy Penny
To the tune of "Gramercy penny" Martin Parker wrote "A Fayre
Portion for a Fayre Mayd . . . Who liues at London for a Marke a
yeare," licensed May 1, 1633, and beginning "Now all my friends are
dead and gone" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 365). The eight-line
stanza concludes with the burden:
Though I have but a mark a year,
And that my mother gave me.

It is reprinted in Sportive Wit, 1656, and a brief but cynical modernization is in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 116, with music (Fig. 164). We cannot
know whether this tune is that named on Parker's ballad, but it will
serve in want of one with unmistakable antecedents. 1
1 Chappell (PMOT I, 356) assumed that the tune was named from "But god a mercy
penny," the burden of "There's nothing to be had without money ... To a new
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In the same meter, and to the tune of "Though I have but a marke a
yeare," is "The Praise of Nothing," beginning "The praise of wisedome
some doe write" (Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 340). This ballad, for which there is no Stationers' Register entry, presumably derives
its tune name from Parker's ballad.

Grays Inn Masqufy or Mad Tom
To the tune of "Grayes Inne Mask" two ballads are directed to be
sung. They are "A New Mad Tom of Bedlam," beginning "Forth from
my sad and darksome Cell," and, usually printed on the same sheet, "The
Man in the Moon drinks Claret, As it was lately sung at the Curtain
Holywel, to the same tune," beginning "Bacchus the Father of drunken
Nowls" (Euing, Pepys, Bagford, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB II, 259, 256). Allusion to the Curtain suggests that
Northerne tune, Or the Mother beguil'd the Daughter" (RB II, 565). This ballad
was registered July 8, 1633, two months after Parker's was licensed, but we cannot
be sure that either was being printed for the first time. Chappell later (II, 780) derived the tune name from a ballad of c. 1628, "Oh Gramercy Penny ... To the
tune of, Its better late thriue then neuer," by Laurence Price (PH II, 100). But Price's
ballad is in a nine-line stanza not interchangeable with that of Parker. Other ballads
were written to be sung to each of the tunes named in this note, but no music has
been found for either.
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the "Claret" ballad was written during the first quarter of the seventeenth century, before the theater fell into disuse. The Euing broadside, earliest of the pri nted edi tions, can be dated c. 1658-1 6G'!; the others
were published during the next forty years. The first ballad of the pair
is preserved in BM MS Harl. 7332, fol. 42, in an early seventeenth-century
hand said to be that of "Fearegod Barbon, of Daventry, in the county of
Northampton." 1 From the same period comes a variant text, "Darkesome
Cell," in the Percy Folio MS (cd. Hales and Furnivall, Ill, (23). As "Tom
of Bedlam" the song appears, without music, in Le Prince d'Amour, 1660,
p. 169, in Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682, p. 56, and in all editions of Pills,
1719-1720, III, 43. It continued to be popular in eighteenth-century
miscellanies, from The Hive, 1732, IV, 181, to Ritson's English Songs,
1783, II, 146-to cite but two among many appearances.
A number of tunes are named "Gray's Inn Masque," from their connection with the celebrated entertainments periodically given by the inns
of court, including Gray's Inn, during the reigns of Elizabeth and
James I, and combining music, dancing, and allegorical pageantry. John
Coperario (born Cooper), the celebrated English lutenist and composer,
is credited with the music used for Francis Beaumont's The Masqve of
the Inner Temple and Grayes Inne, performed at Whitehall on February
20, 1613.2 One of his instrumental pieces for the masque is "Cuperaree
or Graysin," preserved in BM MS Add. 10444, fol. 28 v • This MS (dated
after 1635) contains many other tunes from masques, including "Graysin
Anticke Masque," fol. 41 v, and three others entitled "Grayes Inne
Masque," fols. 44, 53 v , leading Chappell (PMOT I, 330) to suggest that
all of them may have been written for the 1613 performance, presumably
by Coperario. The tune in which we are presently interested is that on
fol. 44, which we can establish as the one meant for ballad singing because a variant in lute tablature, dating from c. 1613-1616, has the title
"Mad Tom of Bedlam" added in a later hand (BM MS Add. 38539,
fol. 29 = Fig. 165). The tune is also in the first ten editions of The Dancing Master, the title "Graies Inne Maske" being expanded to "GrayesInn Mask, or (Mad Tom)" with the fourth edition. The virginal arrangement in Drexel MS 5612, p. 59 (New York Public Library), is entitled
"The man in the moone" and therefore dates from after the appearance
of the two ballads. A contemporary untitled virginal set is preserved in
Christ Church MS 437, fo!. 7.
In Choice Songs and Ayres, 1673, p. 66, "Tom of Bedlam," with a vari1 Related to Praise-God Barbon or Barebone(s), the London leather seller and
M. P., in whose dubious honor the parliament of 1653 was named?
2 See Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., 1954, II, 427. The attribution seems first to have been made by E. F. Rimbault, Notes and Queries, Ser. I, J
(1850), 265.
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ant first line, "Forth from the dark and dismal Cell," is arranged for
bass voice. It is reprinted in later editions of that work as well as in
Catch that Catch Can: or} The Second Part of the Pleasant Musical
Companion} 1685, No. 71 (in the 1686 and 1687 editions, called The Second Book of the Pleasant Musical Companion) the song is Part II, No.
25). Song-sheet editions of c. 1710, with the voice part in the treble clef,
are titled "Old Tom of Bedlam" (BM H.1601 [149], Huntington, Harvard). The tune was introduced into Mottley and Cooke's Penelope}
1728, and Odingsells' Bays's Opera} 1730, with music in printed copies
of the former.
Although the tune antedates Purcell's birth by almost half a century,
his name became associated with it through the inclusion of the "Mad
Tom" ballad in Mr. Henr[y] Purcell's Favourite Songs} c. 1725, whence
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Ritson and others picked up the attribution. A passage in Walton's The
Compleat Angler identifies William Basse as the author of "The Hunter
in his career" (see "Basse's Career") and of "Tom of Bedlam," but be·
cause several songs with this latter title were written during Basse's life·
time-he died in 1653-we cannot be sure that he was the author of "Forth
from my sad and darksome cell." 8 Sir John Hawkins credited Basse with
the verses and named Henry Lawes as the composer of the setting in
Choice Songs and Ayres, without benefit of documentary evidence.'

The Great Booby
No wholly satisfactory music for "The Great Booby" seems to have
survived. Nor does the tunc exhibit an independent life, for the ballads
which cite it name an alternate air in each instance. A five-stanza poem
beginning "My friends if you will understand" is found in a seventeenthcentury hand in Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet. 152, fol. 208, together
with "The tune of a great Boobye," an eight-measure air which will
accommodate only half the double ballad-meter stanza (Fig. 166). Its three
final minims seem espccially dcsigncd for the words "great Boobee," with
which each stanza ends. An expanded broadside text, entitled "The Great
Boobee," is directed to be sung to "a plcasant New Tune; Or, Sallengers
Round" (Pepys, Euing, Doucc, Roxburghe; reprintcd in RlJ VII, 273).
The ballad was liccnsed in 1656 but surviving copies probably date from
the next decade. The "Ncw Tunc" was cvidently that of the Rawlinson
MS; "Sellenger's Round," q.v., somctimcs called "The beginning of the
world," is a tune whose a b a form occupics 24 measures, whercas only
the first two strains are needed for singing this ballad. Since the second
strain ends on the dominant, the effect is circular, but the fit is admirable. 1
Another ballad calling for either the old or the new tune is "The Merry
8 I have discussed some of these other songs, s.v. "Tom of Bedlam." A convenient
collection of texts and some musical settings is Loving Mad Tom.' Bedlamite Verses
of the XVI and XVII Centuries, cd. Jack Lindsay, 1927.
• See Sir Harris Nicolas's edition of The Complete Angler, 1836, I, 124n. R. W. Bond.
though accepting the uncertainty of Basse's authorship. nevertheless reprinted "Forth
from the dark and dismal Cell" in his edition of The Poetical Works of William
Basse, 1893, p. 135.
1 Eight bars of music unsuited to the verse are printed with the full text in Pills,
1719-1720, V, 94.
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Wooing of Robin & Joan thc Wcst-Country Lovcrs," bcginning "0
Mothcr chave been a Batchcllor," sung to "Thc beginning of the World,
or Scllingers Round, or Great Boobe" (Pepys, Roxburghc; reprinted in
RB VII, 308). The version printed in Wit Restor'd, 1658, names only the
first of thes~ tune titles; the text in Wit and Drollery, 1682, is without
tune dircction.
.
Thc tune is called for in a third ballad, "A Broadsidc for the Dutch,
With a Bounce, a bounce, bouncc," beginning "'Twas lately we met
with thc vapouring Dutch," to the tunc of "0 hone, 0 honc: Or, The
Grcat Boobie" (BM Luttrell III, 82, dated 1672). "0 honc" is another
name [01' "Franklin is fled away," q.v., a tune which fits thcse verscs with
some difficulty. The Rawlinson "great Boobye" music can be used, with
somc division of notes to accommodate thc anapestic meter.

Great York Has Been

Debarred oj Late
A ballad of about 1680, having as both tune name and first line "Great
York has been debar'd of late," is entitled "The Loyal Tories Delight,
Or, A Pill for Fanaticks" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 636). The
ballad sheet contains two lines of music fitting the distinctive five-line
stanza form (Fig. 167).
The tune apparently was not used for other ballads, but I have found
the music printed on four other broadsides, none of which can be sung
to the tune. Moreover, the tune is usually garbled by the reversal of the
two musical lines. On the following ballads, then, the presence of a
musical score is only a printer's stratagem to give an up-to-date look to
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his broadside. Three of the four name an appropriate tune for singing
the respective verses (but it is not, of course, related to "Great York"):
"Loves tyrannick conquest," to the tune "Blush no redder than the
morning" (Pepys V, 233, Roxburghe II, 280); "The Statesmans Downfal,"
to the tune "Hold fast thy Sword and Scepter Charles, or, Russels fareweI" (Harvard); "England's Joy in the merry month of May," to the
tune "Ahl how pleasant 'tis to Love" (Pepys V, 37); "The Whiggs Lamentation, For the Tap of Sedition," dated 1683, without tune direction
(Wood 417 [118], Harvard).

Greensleeves
One of the most popular of broadside tunes, "Greensleeves" is also one
of the few still current in the twentieth century. Ralph Vaughan Williams's orchestral "Fantasie" on this air, drawn from his opera Sir John
in Love} 1929, has reached a large public. Several American hymnals
couple the tune with a nineteenth-century carol text beginning "What
Child is this." Richard Dyer-Bennet and others have recorded shortened
forms of the original "Greensleeves" ballad. And, most interesting of all,
modal sets of the tune have been preserved traditionally in association
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with the morris dance. Cecil J. Sharp and H. C. MacIlwaine noted three
local variants of the tune used with "Bacca Pipes Jig," in which the
dance centers around crossed churchwarden pipes, and they recorded
also a "\Vyresdale Greensleeves Dance" (Morris Dance Tunes) 1907-1913,
Sets IV and X; rev. ed., Sets IV, V, VI and X; instructions for dancing are
found in the same authors' The Morris Book} 1907-1913). Through the
centuries the tune has persisted in several forms under a variety of names,
but its distinctive harmonic pattern may help to explain why its identity
has been so well preserved.
The earliest reference to "Greensleeves" in the Stationers' Register is
dated September 3, 1580, when Richard Jones was licensed to print "A
newe northen Dittye of ye Ladye Greene SIeves." No broadside print
of this ballad exists, but it was included in A Handefull of Pleasant
DelitesJ which Jones issued in 1584 (ed. Rollins, p. 19). It begins "Alas
my loue, ye do me wrQng,/to cast me off discurteously," and the refrain is:
Grccnslceucs was all my ioy,
Grccnslecucs was my delight:
Greensleeues was my heart of gold,
And who but Ladie Greensleeues.

,\

On September 3, 1580, a license was also issued to Edward White to
print "ye Ladie Greene Sleeves answere to Donkyn hir frende," a rather
puzzling suddenness unless we assume that a forehanded ballad maker
had anticipated public demand by writing both pieces before either was
published. The original ballad must have immediately caught the public
fancy, for on September 15 Henry Carr was licensed to print a "Greene
SIeves moralised," and three days later White registered "Greene SIeves
and Countenaunce in Countenaunce is Greene Sieves." In December
Jones entered another, "A merry newe Northen songe of Greenesleves
begynninge the boniest lasse in all the land," and the next February still
another, "A Reprehension againste Greene SIeves by William Elderton."
Before a twelvemonth had passed, White swelled the number with
"Greene Sleeves is worne awaie, Yellowe Sleeves Comme to decaie, Blacke
Sleeves I holde in despite, But White Sleeves is my delighte," registered
in August, 1581. Unhappily all these have vanished, but another by
Elderton, licensed May 30, 1581, has survived in a contemporary issue.
It is "A new Ballad . . . Treason
against the young King of Scots
[prevented by] one Andrewe Browne
the Kings Chamberlaine," beginning "Jesus God what a griefe is this," to the tune of "Milfield, or
els . . . Greensleeues" (London Society of Antiquaries [Lemon, Catalogue) No. 71]; reprinted in Percy's Reliques; an imperfect version is in
Percy Folio MS, ed. Hales and Furnivall, II, 266; d. Child No. 180). And
"The Lord of Lorne and the false Steward," licensed on October 6, 1580,
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is to be sung to "Greensleeves" or "Greensleeves and Pudding-pies" in
seventeenth-century issues, the earliest that have survived (\'\'ood 401,
Euing, Pepys, Harvard, Morgan, Douce, Chetham, Madden, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in IllJ II, 56, and as Child No. 27 1 ).1
At least one other sixteenth-century ballad was sung to the tunc: "A
warning to alI false Traitors by example of 14 . . . executed . . .
August, 1588," beginning "You Traitors all that doo deuise" (Lord Crawford; reprinted in Broadsid(! Blacll-I.etter Ballads, cd. .T. P. Collier, 1868).
Another to the tune, "A most excellent Godly new Ballad . . . abuses
of this wicked world" (Manchester; reprinted in PA, p. 3), has survived
only in an early seventeenth-century edition, but it was originally licensed in 1586 (Rollins, Anal. Index, Nos. 7, 1021) and may have been
sung to the tune then.
Since many ballads in this period are without tune designation, it is
tempting to assign tunes wherever possible; thus Chappell noted that
Elderton's "A new Yorkshyre Song, Inlituled: Yorke, Yorke, for my
monie," beginning "As I came thorow the North Countrey" (Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB I, 4), might, because of its twelve-line stanza, be intended for singing to "Triumph and Joy." Chappell suggested further
that the lost "Triumph and Joy" might prove to be identical with
"Greensleeves." 2
Shakespeare alludes twice to the tune in Tlte Merry Wives of Windsor.
Mrs. Ford, contrasting Falstaff's disposition and his words, says that
1 Chappell (PMOT I, 228) suggests that the ballad and hence the tunc may be
older, quoting the Satyra Prima of Edward Guilpin's Sltialetheia, or a Shadowe of
Truth, 1598:
Yet, like th'olde Ballad of the Lord of Lome,
Whose last line in King Harries dayes was born . . .

But though the ballad were familiar in the time of Henry VIII, we may not conclude
that the tunc "Greensleeves" is of equal antiquity, [or we cannot be sure that "The
Lord of Lorn" was origoinally sung to the tunc. What we do know is that editions of
the second half of the seventeenth century call for the tune. An earlier version in
the Percy Folio MS is without tune direction.
2 He conjectured that "Triumph and Joy" originated in "The Tryvmphe Shewed
before the Queene and the Ffrenche Embassadors," entered in the Stationers' Register
July 1, 1581. But this lost work seems, from the fee paid, to have been a book rather
than a ballad. At least seven ballads to the tune of "Triumph and Joy" are extant,
in stanzas of four, eight, or twelve tetrameter lines. They could be sung to "Greensleeves," with the necessary contraction or expansion of the tune, but the twelve-line
stanza would require a most monotonous repetition of the second strain, itself containing a conspicuous repetition. Moreover, the oldest of these, "A new Ditty, shewing
the Wonderful Miracles of our Lord," beginning "When Jesus Christ was 12 years
Old," was licensed in 1578, two years before the first "Greensleeves" ballad. "Triumph
and JOY" would appear, therefore, to be an independent tune. For texts, see CP, p. 78;
PC, p. 185; RB II, 379, VI, 393, VII, 79 1, VIII, xv"·; SB, pp. 103, 322 •
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"they do no more adhere and keep place together than the Hundredth
Psalm to the tune of 'Green Sleeves' " (II, i); and later Falstaff, embracing Mrs. Ford, says, "Let the sky rain potatoes; let it thunder to the
tune of Green Sleeves, hail kissing-comfits and snow eringoes; let there
come a tempest of provocation, I will shelter me here" (V, v). There
are further references to the tune in Fletcher's The Loyal Subject, III,
ii, and Shirley's The Imposture, V, i. Dr. John Rainoldes's Overthrow of
Stage Plays, 1599, p. 90, describes the Bishop of Ely, "who, to saue his
honour and wealth, became a greene-sleeues, going in womans raiment
lesse way then twenty miles, from Douer castle to the Sea side." Greensleeves was by now a metaphor for a handsomely dressed woman, 01'
more usually a courtesan; Barnabe Rich, Roome for a Gentleman, 16°9,
sig. C I, speaks of women whose "impudent boldnes of behauiour . . .
were more fitting for my Lady Greene-sleeues, then decent for those
women, that are of any good sort 01' reputation."
During the late sixteenth-century period of popularity, the tune· was
recorded in William Ballet's MS Lute Book, p. 104 (Fig. (68); in Folger
MS 1610.1, fo1. 5, treble and ground in tablature for two lutes; in
BM MS Add. 31392, fo1. 29, a lute arrangement by "maister Cuttinge";
and in the Cambridge University Library MSS Dd.3.18, fo1. 8v (lute) and
Dd+23, fo1. 25 (cittern).8 The tune is preserved in a Continental manuscript of c. 1600, Ret Luitboek van Thysius, No. 70. An early seventeenth8 The first and last of these settings are transcribed in Germaine Bontoux, La
Chanson en Angleterre au temps d'Eli'l.abeth, 1936, pp. 101-102 (facsimile of the Ballet
tablature, Plate IV). The Folger version is transcribed by John Ward, "Music for A.
Handefull of Pleasant Delites," JAMS, X (1957). 157. Ward properly notes that the
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century medley for four voices by William Cobbold includes the tune
of "Greensleeves" (Fig. 169) and some lines from the original ballad
(BM MS Add. 18936, fo1. 58). Other contemporary arrangements include
the virginal set in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fo1. 101, and one
for cittern in A Booke of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern, 1652.
Folger ground is the well-known ostinato pattern, the romanesca, which underlies
most of the Renaissance settings of "Greensleeves," requiring one statement for the
stanza and a second for the refrain. Where the romanesca begins on the tonic, the
closely related passamezzo antico begins a third below; otherwise they are alike. Several arrangements, including Ballet's and the Cambridge cittern setting, follow the
passamezzo antico in the first strain and are slightly at variance from both formulas in
the second. For the notation of these ground basses, see Gustave Reese, Music in the
Renaissance, 1954, p. 524, Ex. 121.
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The tune does not appear in The Dancing Master until the seventh
edi tion, 1686, p. 186 (Fig. 170), where it is called "Green-Sleeves and
Pudding-Pies"; in the seventeenth edition, 1721, it is called "Green
Sleeves and Yellow Lace." • Under the former title it is found in Walsh's
Compleat COUtztry Dancing-Master, 1718. In volume two of The Dancing
Master, 3d cd., 1718, and of Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master,
1719, it appears, considerably altered, as "Buckingham House." The
earlier fonn of the Dancing Afaster tune is used in Pills, 1719-1720, 1,257,
II, 164, and (wi th slight modificati~n) I V, 259.
In Good and True, Fresh and New, Christmas Carols, 1642, the tune
was named for singing "A Caroll for New-yeares day" (partially reprinted
in The Oxford Boolt of Carols, 1928, No. 28). "Another for Christmas-day
at Night" was set to "Greensleeves" in New Christmas Carrols, c. 1686.
Allan Ramsay's "Ye watchful Guardians of the Fair," written to the
tune, appears in his Tea-Table Miscellany, 1723, p. 77 (reprinted in
David Herd's Ancient and Modern Scots Songs, 1769, and in his collections of 1776 and (791). A keyboard arrangement of the air is in Alexander Stuart's Musick for Allan Ramsay's Collection of Scots Songs,
c. 1725, p. 82. Ramsay's verses, with music, found a place in james
Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, 1787-18°3, IV, 402.
"Greensleeves" was one of the tunes used in Gay's The Beggar's Opera,
1728, Act III, Air 26, and it was named in three ballad operas printed
without music: Thomson's The Disappointed Gallant, 1738, Court and
Country, 1743, and Brooke's faclt the Gyant Queller, 1749. The short
form of the tune was much more popular with ballad-opera authors,
as we shall see.
In more recent times, to cite but two examples, "Greensleeves" appeared in very rudimentary form as a fiddle tune in a manuscript book
of 1838 (reprinted in Frank Kidson and Mary Neal, English Folk-Song
and Dance, 1915, p. 28); about 1852 a Limerick piper played a florid
major-mode variant of the air which P. W. joyce transcribed and included in his Old Irish Follt Music and Songs, 1909, No. 142. These,
coupled with the morris-dance survivals already noted, suggest that
"Greensleeves" has been dependent on both oral and written avenues
of transmission, that it has appealed to a wide variety of publics, and
that it has kept its identity despite the disfigurements of decay and
embellishment.
In 1656 james Smith's poem "The Blacksmith" was published in Wit
and Drollery.fS It begins "Of all the Trades that ever I see,jThere's none
For a possible source of both tune titles see Songs from David Herd's Manuscripts, ed. Hans Hecht, 1904, p. 177.
fS Often reprinted, e.g., in Wit Restor'd, 1658, An Antidote against Melancholy, 1661,
Merry Drollery, 1661, Merry Drollery Complete, 1670, and Pills, all editions.
4
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to the Black-smith compared may be," and its three-line stanza is capped
with the catchy refrain "Which no body can deny." G Although the song
is here without tune direction, "Greensleeves" was named on a broadside
version almost immediately issued under the verse title, "A merry new
Ballad, both pleasant and sweete, In praise of the Black-smith, which is
very meete" (Roxburghe; reprinted along with the version from Antidote against Melancholy, 1661, in RB II, 127}.1 A somewhat later broadside version, called "The bonny Black·smiths delight," bears the tune
direction "Nobody can deny" (Pepys IV, 264, Rawlinson 191).8
The tune, which was vastly popular for a century or more, consists of
the first strain of "Greensleeves," sometimes lengthened from eight to ten
measures to accommodate a repetition of the refrain line. ll Its most popular name was "Which nobody can deny," but several other tune titles
were generated by ballads set to the air. Moreover, a large number
of songs and ballads without tunc direction are cast in the "Blacksmith"
mold, some with the "Which nobody" refrain, others with an internally inspired stanza tag of the same metrical pattern. Some of these poems may
not be intended for singing, but it is inevitable that most of them should
suggest the tune to any reader familiar with its vogue. Only a small fraction of these can be noticed here.
o Two other miscellanies of 1656 contain poems with the "Which no body can deny"
refrain, and priority among the three volumes is uncertain (see Choyce Drollery, ed.
J. W. Ebsworth, 1876, p. 33; and Parnassus Biceps, ed. G. Thorn-Drury, 1927, p. 159).
The refrain is also in a poem on "Admiral Dean's Funeral," describing an event of
June 24, 1653. Although the earliest known text is in Merry Drollery, 1661, it is possible
that a broadside print was circulated immediately after the event. Whichever of these
pieces may have first introduced the refrain, it is clear that "The Blacksmith" was the
most influential, generating parodies and imitations; during the rest of the century
"Which nobody can deny" and "The Blacksmith" displaced "Greensleeves" as names
by which the tune was known.
1 "Creensleeves" is also named as the tunc in a version of the ballad preserved in
Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fo1. 195. The text in "The Innovation of Penelope and
Ulysses," a mock-poem by j. S. in Wit Restor'd, 1658, is fuller than those in broadsides
and miscellanies, and Anthony Wood's statement that Smith was probably the author
of the ballad (Athenae Oxoniensis) cannot be lightly dismissed. A ballad entry in the
Stationers' Register, March 21, 1635 (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 204) cannot be confirmed as relating to the broadside under discussion.
8 'rhe title of this ballad is probably the source of the tunc name ''The bonny Blacksmith" cited in "A View of the Popish. Plot," beginning "Come listen a while both
Young and Old" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 194).
9 In "Oates Well Thresh't," beginning "Our Oates, last Week not worth a Groat,"
the tune direction is explicit: "Which no Body can deny. The Burden must be Twice
Repeated" (BM Luttrell III, 125, Wood 417 [184], Harvard, Yale, Huntington, Union
Theo!. Sem.). "The Jesuits Character," beginning "The Jesuits they are a sort of Men,"
has a comprehensive tunc title: "To the Black-Smiths Tune, Which no body can deny"
(Bodleian Ashmole G.16, Harvard, Yale, BM Luttrell; reprinted in RB IV, 140).
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Another song on the blacksmith, beginning "Of all the Sciences un·
del' [or beneath] the sunne," was apparently inspired by Smith's verses;
it is found, with music, in John Gamble's MS Commonplace Book, 1659,
No. 121 (printed, without music or tune direction, in Merry Drollery,
1 6G I, Ai erry Drollery Complete, 1670). In pan a parody, in part a political
squib on Cromwell, is "The Brewer. A Ballad made in the year 1657"
(actually 1658 or 1659) to the tune of "The Blacksmith," beginning
"There's many a Clinching verse is made/In honor of the Blacksmiths
trade,jBut more of the Brewer may be said" (Antidote against Melancholy, 1661, Merry Drollery, 166'1, Rump, 1662, Pills, all editions; a
broadside version of c. 1670, "The Praise of Brewers," is in Rawlinson
187, Wood E.25 [63]). Another Cromwellian parody, "The Brewer," begins "Of all the trades that ever I see/There's none to the Brewer compared may be" (Wit and Drollery, 1661; reprinted in RB VIII, c-); an
expanded text, entitled "The Protecting Brewer," c. 1657, begins "A
Brewer may be a Burgess grave" (Merry Drollery, 1661, Rum!), 1662,
Loyal Songs, 1731, Wilkins, Political Ballads, 1860).
Ratts Rhimed to Death and The Rump, published in 1660 almost
entirely from broadside sources, are filled with crude Royalist attacks
on the Rump Parliament; many of them were directed to be sung to
"Which nobody can deny" or "The Blacksmith." 10 Another class of
ballads for which the tune might be used is represented by "The City of
Londons New Letany," beginning "From Rumps that do Rule against
Custom and Lawes," to the tune of "The Black-Smith" (BM C.20.f.2
[24], BM 82.1.8 [3]; reprinted in The Rump, 1660). Its refrain is "Good
.love deliver us all"; a great many other mock litanies with the burden
"Libera nos Domine" are in the same stanza pattern but lack tune directions. Tune names when found include also "Cavalilly Man," "When
Jockey First the Wars Began," and "An Old Soldier [or Courtier] of the
Queen's." The second of these tunes is not known; the others, qq. v., are
musically interchangeable with "The Blacksmith." 11
"Old England turn'd New," beginning "You talk of New England, I
truly believe," sung to the tune of "The Blacksmith," appears in Pills,
1719-1720, III, 120 (music at III, 20). When it had begun to appear
in miscellanies (Merry Drollery and Wit and Drollery, 1661, Wit and
10 Rump, an enlarged edition of The Rump issued in 1662 and reprinted 1874, contains twenty-one pieces in the "Blacksmith" stanza. Many of these are to be foun~ also
in A Collection of Loyal Songs Written against the Rump Parliament, 2 vols., 17!P.
For a detailed listing of broadside copies and reprints, see H. F. Brooks, "Rump Songs:
An Index with Notes," Oxford Bibliographical Society Proceedings &- Papers, V (19361939), 283-30 4.
11 The general absence of tune directions suggests that many litanies were conceived
as verse satires, not as poems for singing.
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Mirth, 1682; also in Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fol. 114), no tunc was

named; but this was the usual practice. The Pills reprint with its identi·
fied air leads us, through the refrain "And is not Old England grown
New," to another name for the tunc. A related broadside, with the same
refrain and some stanzas in common, is "A Description of Old England,"
beginning "Was ever the like in any age known," sung "To a pleasant
new tune, Or, is not old England grown new" (copies of c. 1675 in
Rawlinson 103, Wood E.25 [72], Lord Crawford 1244, Harvard). Thomas
Lanfiere's "The Citty Prophisier," beginning "All you Honest Men in
Country and town," is sung to "Oh is not Old England grown New"
(Rawlinson 101); and "Englands Present State," beginning "Poor England the world at thee doth admire," is sung to "Old England's now
grown New" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 162).
Another subsidiary tunc name is "Lulla by baby," which takes its
origin from the refrain of a ballad of 1688, "A New Song of Lulla By,
or Father Peter's Policy Discovered," beginning "In Rome there is a
most fearful rout," to the tune of "Green Sleeves, or, my Mistriss is to
Bulling Gone" (Wood E.25 [110], Harvard).12 "Lulla by baby" is the tune
named for "Epithalamium . . . 168g," beginning "Pray rub up your
ears, and I'll tell you a thing" (Lord Crawford, Pepys; reprinted in PB
IV, 206), and for "The French Cryer Newly arriv'd in England," beginning "If any in Town or Country can" (Pepys IV, 321). "In Rome
there is a most fearful rout," from the first line of the "Father Peter"
ballad, is the name given to the tune of "The Frightened People of
Clarkenwel . . . 168g," beginning "In Clerkenwell-Church there was a
Rout" (Pepys IV, 343).18
Other tune names are more difficult to associate positively with the
short form of the "Greensleeves" air. "Vanity of Vanities," a popular
broadside of 1660 (BM Thomason, BM Luttrell, Wood 416; reprinted
in Ratts, Rump, &c.), is "To the Tune of Jews Corant" but has the
"Which nobody" stanza fonn and refrain. If "Jews Corant" is an independent tune, it does not seem to have survived. H The case is similar
with "Tumble down Dick," named as the tune of "A Whigg Ballad, or,
a Summons To a fresh Association," c. 1682 (BM 1871.£.3 [6], Bodleian
Ashmole G.16 [lg8], Huntington, Harvard, Yale). But "A Display Of
A briefer edition, entitled "Father Peter's Policy Discovered" and without tune
direction, is Lord Crawford 674, BM C.20.f.2 (320), Harvard; see PB IV, 205. for a note
on other broadside copies and contemporary reprints. The tune of "my Mistriss is to
Bulling [i.e., Boulogne] Gone" is not known.
13 In Lillo's ballad opera Silvia, 1731, Air 28, the music of "Which nobody" is called
"At Rome there is a terrible Rout."
H "The Jews Corant" in Apollo's Banquet, 1670, No. 175, is much too long and
elaborate to be used for singing the broadside.
12
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the Headpiece and Codpiece Valour of . . . Colonel Roben Jerrny,"
whose tunc is "A Turd, or the Black-Smith" (Bagford I, 73, Harvard:
reprinted in Ratts and Rump), contains a number of lines which suggest
that the first tunc title is not the name of an independent uallad or
melody, but an integral part of the vilification directed against .Jermy.
"The Lancashire Sham-Plot," beginning "Projecting and Plotting for
the Publick Good," has the "'Vhich nobody" refrain and the tune name
"A. Smith" (Harvard); the reference is to Aaron Smith, an unsavory
anti-Jacobite whose "sham-plot" was exposed in 1U~)1.
In the 1680s at least two broadsides in short stanza form reverted to
"Greensleeves and Pudding Pies" for their tunc ti tIc (in 1686 this title
had been used for the full form of the tunc in The Dancing Master).
"The 2d Part of Perkin's Sucking bottle," beginning "The Ladies, I
hear take it in great Scorn," is clearly a sequel to the "Father Peter"
ballad cited above, for its refrain is "In my Lulla by Baby by by" (BM
MS Harl. 7319, p. (05). Another with the same tunc title is "Will ye
buy any Woylfieet Oisters," beginning "All you that will any Oysters buy"
(BM 187Lf.3 [4]).
Broadsides of the eighteenth century reveal the continued popularity
of the tune through the frequent appearance of the "Which nobody"
refrain. In about half the specimens I have collected from broadsides
and miscellanies, the tune is named, usually "Which nobody can deny"
and only occasionally "The Blacksmith" or "Greensleeves." l~ Examples
abound in such collections of political satire as the following: Poems
on Affairs of State, cds. 1697-17IU; A Collection of Poems for and against
Dr. Sacheverell, 1710-1711; Political Merriment, 1714-1715; Tory Pills
to Purge Whig Melancholy, 1715: A Pill to Purge State Melancholy, eds.
1715-1718; A Collection of State Songs, 1716; and Mughotlse Diversion,
eds. 1717-1719. Broadside versions of many miscellany pieces are extant,
chiefly in the British Museum.
The earliest musical example I have encountereel of the short tune is
an eight-bar version in the Gamble MS, 1659, No. 121 (Fig. 171). Of
about the same date is the "Blacksmith" in the Bedford Cittern MS, fo1.
43A. In The Second Book of the Pleasant Musical Companion, 1686, Part
II, No. 23, "The Blacksmith" set to "A Song made on the Power of
Women" is in ten bars to accommodate a repetition of the refrain line
(Fig. 172). The same music is also printed in Pills, 1719-1720, III, 20; IV,
15; V, 5, 92. 270; VI, 223; in this collection some sixteen songs are set to
111 When "Greensleeves" is named, the full tune is usually intended. A peculiar
hybrid is "An Excellent New Song, caU'd Mat's Peace," 1711 (BM 1876.f.l [59]; reprinted in Political Merriment, 1714, Part 2, p. 61), in which the nine-line stanza reo
quires not only the full form of the tune, but also the repetition of the two final bars,
as is often found with the short "Which nobody" music.
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it. "Which nobody can deny" is called for in at least eleven ballad
operas (as compared with four for "Greensleeves"), and the music, somewhat altered melodically but in the common ten-bar form, is printed in
Mottley and Cooke's Penelope, 1728, The Jovial Crew, 1731, Air 42
(Fig. 173), Lillo's Sylvia, 1731 (called "At Rome there is a terrible Rout"),
and Coffey's The Merry Cobler, 1735.
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Grenadiers) March
The earliest appearance of this tunc I have found is in A Collection
of the Newest and Choicest Songs, 1683, p. 4, where it is set to a singlestanza, 19-1ine song, beginning "Hail the Mighty Monarch, Valiant Pole,"
which requires a repetition of each strain in turn (Fig. 174). Words
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and music were reprinted in A Collection of Twenty Four Songs and
180 Loyal Songs, both of 1685; the latter volume contains another song
in the same complex stanza, beginning "Hail! thou Mighty Monarch
Valiant James," and the tune is named from the first line of the original
song (the two reprinted in RB V, 384, 545).
The tune of "Grenadiers March" is also found in Humphry Salter's
Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder, 1683, among the unnumbered
pages added probably in 1684; in The Dancing Master, 1686 and later
eds.; and in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718.
"The Granadees March" in Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-Way,
1682, is perhaps a descant version, which in a few spots is harmonically
incompatible with the air under discussion. The 1682 tune does, however, make the better fit with "A New Song," c. 1685, in eight-line
stanzas beginning "Come my Lads let's March away" (BM 807·g·5 [47]).
The tune is not to be confused with the popular march "British
Grenadiers." Nor is it related to "The Granadeers new March," a tune
named along with "Hark the thundring Cannons roar" for singing a
ballad of 1685: "The Granadiers Loyal Health To the King and Royal
Family," beginning "Dub a dub, a dub, stand your ground" (Morgan 15).
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Music on the broadside is corrupt; the complex 16-line stanza pattern
will not permit the ballad to be sung to "Grenadiers' March" or to "Hark
the thundering cannons." A sequel, to the tune of "The Granadeers
Loyal Health," is "The Couragious Seamens Loyal Health. Or, an
Answer to Dub, a dub, a dub, &c.," beginning "Shall the Granadeer-Boys
ProclaimjTheir Loyalty to the Royal Train" (BM C.22.£.6, Lord Crawford; reprinted in RB VII, 528, 822). Still another "Granadiers Loyal
Health" is in six-line octosyllabics and names the tunc "Joy to the Bridegroom," q.v.

Grim King of the Ghosts
An anonymous two-stanza song "The Frantick. Lover," beginning
"Grim King of the Ghosts make hast," appeared without music or tune
direction in A New Collection of the Choicest Songs, 1682, sig. B4 v. A
broadside expansion of the song, licensed by Richard Pocock (1685-1688),
has the title "The Lunatick Lover: Or, The Young Man's Call to Grim
King of the Ghosts for Cure. To an Excellent New Tunc" (Pepys, Bagford, Lord Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in Percy's Reliques,
Ritson's English Songs, and RB VI, 222). The Bagford copy names "Hail
to the Myrtle Shades" as the tune, and that Purcell air of 1680 must have
vied with the new "proper" tune for popularity, inasmuch as it is
several times named as an alternate on "Grim King" broadsides.
The initial popularity of the tune was intense but brief, most of the
broadsides sung to "Grim King of the Ghosts" having been issued by 16g1.
Among these are "A New Mournful Ballad, Called The Duke of AllbemarIe's Farewell" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 308), "The Whipster of
Woodstreet" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 31), and two of less doleful
content: "The Pensive Lover, or, The Damosels Crosses Crown'd with
Comfort," beginning "0 pitty a harmless Maid" (BM C.22.f.6 [160],
Lord Crawford 923, Douce II, 176v, Harvard), and "The Father's wholsome Admonition," beginning "My Son if you reckon to Wed" (Lord
Crawford, Pepys, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 2(6).
That the musical charm of "Grim King of the Ghosts" outweighed the
mournfulness of its name is evident from its use in a spate of broad·
sides welcoming the successors of James II. These pieces include: "Great
Britains Earnest Desires For The Princess Marys Happy Arrival," beginning "Sweet Princess the Nations delight" (Pepys; reprinted in PB
IV, 135); "The Subjects Satisfaction . . . Proclaiming of King William
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and Queen Mary," beginning "King William is come to the Throne"
(Lord Crawford, Wood E.25. Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII,
720); 1 "The Protestants Joy; or An Excellent New Song on the Glorious
Coronation . . . ," beginning "Let Protestants freely allow" (llagford;
reprinted in BB II, 6(2); "Englands Extasie . . . for the Happy Coronation . . . ," beginning "Hark how the Huzza's go round" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 231); "An Excellent New Song 011 the Happy Coronation . . . ," beginning "King William and Mary is crown'd" (reprinted
in RB VII, 719, source not identifi~p); "The Loyal Subjects Free Choice
. . . in the Calling of a New Parliament," beginning "Let all Royal
Glory and State" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 81).
Despite the obvious popularity of the tune, or perhaps because of it,
no immediately contemporary music seems to have survived. The earliest
version I have found is on a single-sheet song of about 1710 (Fig. 175),
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set to Nicholas Rowe's poem "Collin's Complaint," which begins "Despairing beside a clear stream" (BM H.1601 [135], Huntington, Harvard,
several eds.). Words and music were reprinted in Pills, 1714 and 17191720, in The Merry Musician, 1716, and in Ritson's English Songs, 1783.
The tune was used in at least ten ballad operas, and the music is found
1 Both "Grim King" and "Hail to the Myrtle Shades" are cited as tunes to which
this and the following ballad may be sung.
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in editions of Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, and Coffey's The Devil
to Pay, 1731. Besides "Grim King of the Ghosts," other tune names derive from the title or first line of Rowe's poem, or from Gay's words,
"Can Love be controlled." "Colin's Complaint" inspired parodies and
imitations, most of them to the original tune. 2 These include: "Rosalind's
Complaint. By Mr. Baker," beginning "On the Bank of a River so deep"
(Merry Musician, c. 1729, II, 65; Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731,
I, 126; without the music, in A Complete Collection of . . . English and
Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, IV, 117); "Melinda's Complaint," beginning
"By the side of a glimmering Fire" (single-sheet song, c. 1730, BM
G.316.d [53], Harvard; reprinted in Walsh's British Musical Miscellany,
1734-1736, I, 62-63, and, without the music, in Complete Collection, III,
6.8); "The Scullion's Complaint," beginning "By the side of a great
kitchen fire" (words only in Complete Collection, I, 82, Ramsay's
Tea-Table Miscellany, 1740, IV, 329, The Merry Companion, 2d ed.,
1742, p. 331). This last song replaces the elegant pathos of Rowe with
a calculatedly inverted formula which develops its emotion around a
youth's longing for a pudding. A generation later G. A. Stevens, in his
Songs, Comic and Satyrical, 1772, p. 46, renewed this attack on the
sentimental with his equally contrived parody, beginning "By the side
of a green stagnate pool,/Brick-dust Nan she sat scratching her head."
"The Modest Question," by one Mr. Berkeley, beginning "Can love
be controul'd by advice," is indebted to Gay for its first line but is thereafter independent; the music by D. Russell bears no relation to "Grim
King of the Ghosts" (Gentleman's Magazine, XII [1742], 599; singlesheet editions, BM G.316.d [66], G.3 07 [32], G.305 [252]).

The Gunfleet
Common-time versions of this tune are found in Apollo's Banquet,
5th ed., 1687, and The Dancing Master, 17th ed., 1721. Exemplars in
6/4 time, more nearly suitable for singing, are in the sixth edition of
Apollo's Banquet, 1690, No. 23 (Fig. 176), and in BM MS Add. 29371,
fo1. 57 v, mid-eighteenth century. All four are violin sets.
2 Two that were not are "A short reply to Collins Complaint," beginning "Ah CollinI
why shou'd'st thou despair" (BM H.160l [40], Harvard, Huntington) and "The Answer to Collins Complaint. The Tune by Mr. Hendell," beginning "Ye Winds to whom
Collin complains" (Harvard, BM G.314 [2], Huntington). Both are engraved single
sheets; the Handel air is from the second version of his Rinaldo•
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The name, referring to Gunfleet Sands off the Essex coast, may have
come from a lost ballad on naval action ag"ainst the Dutch in di(i6. It
is, in any event, older than the lllusical examples suggest, for William
Hicks's Oxford Drollery, 1671, 1679, p. 2[), names "The Gun-fleet" for
singing "The Scornful Lass," beginning "A Gallant once did wooe a
Lass." This was shortly followed by a song to the tune in Westminster
Drollery, 1672, II, 110: "The two vertuolls Sisters," beginning "My
Cozen Moll's an arrant Whore/And so is her sister Kate." Another
drollery piece to the tunc is "The Suddain Wedding," beginning "I'me
in Love says Noll./Indeed says Doll," in Moclt Songs, 1675, p. 86, reprinted as "The Hasty Wedding" in Hicks's Grammatical Drollery,
1682, p. 39; a broadside edition of 1685-1688 entitled "Short and Sweet,
or . . . Wooing of Oliver and Dorothy" (Pepys III, (5) adds a stanza
not in the original song.

Guy oj Warwtck
"A pleasante songe of the valiant actes of Guy of War wicke. to the
tune of, Was ever man soe tost in love" was entered in the Stationers'
Register, Jan. 5, 1592, and re-entered in 1624 and 1675. No contemporary
copy seems to have survived. Seventeenth-century editions, entitled "A
Pleasant Song of the Valiant Deeds of Chivalry . . . Sir Guy of Warwick,
Who for the Love of Fair Phillis became a Hermet . . . ," begin "Was
ever Knight for Lady's sake/so tost in love, as I Sir Guy?" and the tune
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is "Was ever Man" (Lord Crawford, \Vood 401, 402, Douce, Chetham,
Morgan, Pepys, Harvard, Bagford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, i31;
Percy's Reliqucs reprints the broadside, not the fragment found in thc
Folio MS). No tunc of "\Vas e\'cr Man" is extant; the tunc title seems
to derive from the first line of a lost ballad, and perhaps its opening
furnished the model for the beginning of "Guy of Warwick." An air
called "Sir Guy" appearing in the ballad opera Robin Hood, 1730, fits
the stanza of eight octosyllabics, but we know nothing of its history
(Fig. 177)·
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• Broadside does not require this repetition.

References to the legendary exploits of Sir Guy abound in Renaissance literature, doubtless recalling as often the figure of metrical romance as the ballad hero. Thus, the author of The Arte of English
Poesic, 1589 (ed. Willcock and Walker, 1936, pp. 83-84), appears to
have the former in mind when he speaks of "blind harpers or such like
tauerne minstrels . . . their matters . . . for the most part stories of
old time, as . . . Sir Topas, . . . Beuis of Southampton, Guy of Warwicke, Adam Bell, and Clymme of the Clough & such . . . made purposely for recreation of the co[m]mon people at Christmasse dinners &
brideales, and in tauernes & alehouses and such other places of base
resort." The references in Udall's Ralph Roister Doister, I, ii, and Henry
VIII, V, iv, are general, but in The London Chanticleers, Scene III, the
"Guy of Warwick" ballad is offered for sale by Ditty, and in Fletcher's
Little French Lawyer, II, iii, and Beaumont's The Knight of the Burning
Pestle, II, viii, the first line of the ballad is paraphrased.
One other broadside is sung to the tune, but since it is in a stanza of
decasyllabic lines it does not correspond with the metrical pattern of
the "Guy of Warwick" ballad, nor does it fit the tune we possess: "The
Worldings Farewell," beginning "a Wretched man that lovest earthly
things," to the tune of "Guy of Warwick: Or Troy Town" (Pepys II,
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15).1 This ballad has the solemn march of "Fortunc my foc"; if that
tunc wcrc not in fact intcndcd, we probably have hcrc a refercncc to a
"Guy of \Varwick" mclody which has not survivcd, onc which could not
havc bccn relatcd to our ballad of that namc.

Hatl to the Myrtle Shades
Henry Purcell composed the music for "Hail to thc Myrtle shade,"
sung after thc third act in Nathaniel Lee's Theodosius, 1680 (Fig. 178).
The tune is also found in Choice Ayres and Songs, Third Book, 1681,
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Musichs Recreation on the Viol7 Lyra-WaY7 1682, Humphry Salter's
Genteel Companion. . . for the Recorder7 1683, I80 Loyal Songs7 1685,
Pills7 1719-1720, III, 184, and on at least three broadsides.
"Loves Boundless Power" is the playhouse song expanded to fill a
1 The tune of "Troy Town" is likewise unsuited to this ballad, being designed for
a stanza of six octosyllabic lines. See the discussion of "Queen Dido."
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broadside and directed to be sung to an already familiar tune, "'Vhen
Busy Fame" (Pepys III, 194, Douce I, 127, 132v, Lord Crawford 475,
BM C.22.f.6 [58], Harvard). But Purcell's music soon made its own way,
for both political and nonpolitical subjects. In 1681 the first of a
series of broadsides on Ti tus Oates called for the tune and edlOed the
first line of the stage piece: "A Song upon Titus," beginning "All Hail
to the Chief of the Post" (Harvard, Yale). In the next year appeared
"Titus Tell-Troth: or, The Plot-Founder Confounded," beginning
"Hail to the Knight of the Post" (with the music, BM C.38.i.25 [6], Wood
417 [85], Harvard, Yale, Huntington; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs), and
"Thompson Tell-Iyes, or An Answer to Titus Tell-troth," beginning
"Hail to the Devil and Pope" (Harvard, Yale). "The Hue-and-Song
after Patience [Ward]," beginning "All hail [or Hail] to London('s]
fair Town," appeared in 1683 (Natl. Lib. of Scotland, Wood 276a, Harvard, Huntington, Clark; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs and RB V, 279).
Two broadsides of 1684 also reprint the music: "Oates Thrash'd in the
Compter, And Sack'd-up in Newgate," beginning "Hail to the Prince of
the Plot" (Harvard; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs), and "Pluto, the Prince
of Darkness, his Entertainment of Coll. Algernoon Sidney," beginning
"Room for great Algernoon" (Harvard, Clark; reprinted in 180 Loyal
Songs and RB V, 432).
"The Lunatick Lover," a broadside of James II's reign, was sung
to both "Grim King of the Ghosts" and "Hail to the Myrtle Shades,"
as were two ballads on the accession of William and Mary, noticed
under the former tune title.
A handful of nonpolitical ballads used Purcell's popular tune. They
include: "The Loves of Damon and Sappho," beginning "Come turn thy
Rosie face" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI,
153); "The Despairing Shepherds Advice to Rash Lovers," beginning "In
a Grove where fair Nymphs dwell" (Pepys III, 361); "The faithfull
Shepherd," beginning "Come my dear hearts delight" (Pepys III, 224);
"The Country Lovers . . . Roger and Margaret," beginning "Remember
the standing Corn" (BM C.22.f.6 [99], Lord Crawford 1028, Yale, Harvard); "The Mariner's Delight, or, The Seaman's Seaven Wives," beginning "My Dearest I must to the Sea" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 490); "The School of Venus," beginning
"How long shall I sigh and mourn" (BM C.22.f.6 [172], Lord Crawford
530, Douce II, 188, Pepys III, 221, Harvard). The tune is also called for
in a song beginning "Colonus and Bacchus did meet" in George Meriton's The Praise of Yorkshire Ale, 1685.
An engraved song sheet of the 1740s, "Hail to the Myrtle Shade,
Sung by Master Budd at the new Wells" (BM H.1994.b [29],Thesaurus
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Musicus, 1743?, fo1. 321') replaces Purcell's music with a contemporary
setting by an unknown composer.

Hark the Thundering Cannons Roar
The lifting of the siege of Vienna in September, 1683, by forces under
the leadership of John Sobieski, King of Poland, was the occasion of a
ballad written by Thomas D'Urfey, with music by Christopher Fishburn.
It exists in two broadside forms: "An Excellent New Song on the late
Victories over the Turks," beginning "Harkl the thundring Canons
roar" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [135 v], with music; reprinted in D'Urfey's
Several New Songs, 1684, 180 Loyal Songs, 1685, Pills, 1719-1720, I, 300);
and "A Carrouse To The Emperour, the Royal Pole, And the . . . Duke
of Lorrain," beginning "Hark I hear the Cannons roar" (BM C.22.f.6,
Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 366).
The music is also found in Humphry Salter's The Genteel Companion
•.. for the Recorder, 1683. In the same year Fishburn's tune was printed
on another broadside, "The Whigs Drown'd in an Honest Tory-Health,"
beginning "Wealth breeds Care, Love, Hope &: Fear" (Bodleian Ashmole
G.16 [136]). This political drinking piece, for which the tune may
originally have been written, is in A Collection of the Newest and
Choicest Songs, 1683, followed by "Hark the thundring canons," which is
directed to be sung to the tune of "Wealth breeds Care"; Fishburn is
not named. The music is, however, credited to him in the reprint of
"Wealth breeds Care" in Choice Ayres and Songs, Fifth Book, 1684, and
in Pills V, 184, though it is anonymous in 180 Loyal Songs. The tune was
printed on several other political broadsides of the next few years, as
noted below. The Dancing Master introduced the air as "Vienna" in the
seventh edition, 1686, but apparently no broadsides called for the tune
under that name.
Since more than three dozen ballads were sung to the tune, only a
fraction of them may be cited here. Those containing music are as follows: "The Whig-Intelligencer," 1684, beginning "Harkl the fatal day
has come" (BM 1871.e'9, Bodleian Ashmole G.16, Harvard [Fig. 179],
Yale; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs and RB V, 80); "A Dialogue between
Bowman the Tory, and Prance the Runagado," 1684, beginning "Come
murthering Miles, where's your Sedan" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [74],
Harvard, Clark, Huntington, Yale; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs); and
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"On the Most High and Mighty Monarch King James the II. His
Exaltation on the Throne of England," 1685, beginning "Hark! the
Bells and Steeples Ring" (Harvard; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, and
RB V, 520).1
Where music is not found, the tune is known as "Hark (or Hark how)
the thundering cannons roar," "Hark I hear the cannons roar," "The
thundering cannons roar," or "The cannons roar." "The Reward of
Loyalty," cited as an alternative tune to the original stage music 2 for
"Beauties Triumph," beginning "A pox upon this needless Scorn" (Harvard, BM C.22.f.6 [33], Lord Crawford 1007) derives its name from the
title of a 1685 ballad beginning "Loyalty'S a Noble thing," to the tune
of "Hark the Thundering Cannons Rore" (Lord Crawford 787, Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [167], Library of Congress, Huntington).
A dozen ballads, most of them concerning the accession of William and
Mary or other events of 1689, are reprinted in The Pepys Ballads; a
number of others are in The Roxburghe Ballads, especially among the
historical pieces which Ebsworth gathered in volume five. The following
seem not to have been reprinted: "The Kings-Bench Cabal," 1684, be1 "Englands Royal Reno[wn] ... Coronation of . . . James the Second," beginning
"Noble hearted English boys," to the tune of "The Cannons rore," exists in a blackletter edition without music (Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 593) and a roman-letter version which, despite the tune title, contains the music of "King James's Jig" (Wood
417 [143]). The latter tune, though possible, is not nearly so satisfactory as "Hark" for
the words of this ballad.
2 Introduced into Aphra Behn's The Second Part of The Rover, 1681, IV, i; the
original verses with music by Capt. Simon Pack are found in Choice Ayres and Songs,
Fourth Book, 1683, p. 24.
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ginning "Eternal Whigs that still depends" (EM C.20.£.2 [168]); "A
Song upon the Randizvous on Hounsley-Heath," 1085, beginning "Our
Comet or the Blazing-Star" (Bodleian Ashmole G.15 [187], Harvard,
Lord Crawford 991); "A Trick for Tyburn ... a Song of the Prisoners
of Newgate, at the Gaol-Delivery," 1085, beginning "Trumpets sound
and Steeples Ring" (Bodleian Ashmole G.IO [170], Harvard); "Captain
Gordon's Welcome Home . . . taking the French Privateers, and a
Rich Prize," beginning "Now Brave Captain Gordon's come" (Natl.
Lib. of Scotland Ry lII.a.lo [22]) .. The less common nonpolitical ballad
to the tune is represented by "The true Lovers Conquest," beginning
"Fair Nymph! those sparkling eyes of thine" (Pepys III, 214) and "The
Cheater Cheated," beginning "Kind Gentlemen let me request" (Pepys
IV, 279).
The broadside vogue of Fishburn's tune was of scarcely a decade's
duration. But its continued appearance in The Dancing Master and its
use in several ballad operas helped to keep the air alive over a total
span of more than half a century. It is found (with music) in Johnson's
The Village Opera, 1729, and in Phillips's condensation called The
Chamber-maid, 1730, in The Whim: or The Miser's Retreat, 1734, and
(without music) in Aston's The Fool's Opera, c. 1730.

Harvest Home
Henry Purcell's song beginning "Your hay it is mowed and your
corn is reaped" was written for a scene in Act V of Dryden's King
Arthur, 1691, in which Comus and three peasants sing and dance before
Arthur and Emmeline. 1 The tune gets its name from the refrain, "Harvest
home, harvest home, and merrily roar out our harvest home"; it is also
called "We've cheated the parson," from the beginning of the second
stanza.
The song, with music (Fig. 180), was issued almost immediately on a
small engraved sheet as "A New Song in the Dramatick Opera. Written
by Mr. Dryden" (BM G.304 [188]; substantially the same words and
music are in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 141). "We've cheated the Parson" appears as a tune for the treble violin in Apollo's Banquet, Second Book,
1691, on an added leaf in the BM copy, "A New Addition . . . ," No.6.
"The Hay it is mow'd" is an arrangement for harpsichord (c. 1704-1707)
in BM MS Add. 22099, fol. 10.
1

See Works, Purcell Society Edition, XXVI, 157.
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An expanded broadside version without music is called "New PlayHouse-Song; of the Husbandman's Dclight: suiting the Humours of a
Country Life," 1691 (Pepys V, 410). Another edition, with some textual
variation, is called "The Country Farmer's Vain-glory; in a New Song of
Harvest Home," beginning "Our Oats they are how'd, and our Barley's
reap'd" (Lord Crawford, Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 610);
the second part of thc ballad, which is "An Answer" critical of the farmer
for cheating the parson of his tithe, names "Harvest Homc" as the tune.
In The Dancing Master, c. 1728, III, 60, "Boys and Girls come out to
Play, The Ncw way" consists of four bars of the nurscry song, called
"Boys and Girls to Play" (from The Dancing Master, II, 3d ed., 1718),
combined with the refrain of "Harvest Home." In this form the tune
was used in fifteen ballad operas, usually titled "We've [or We, or I]
cheated the parson." In Odingsells' Bays's Opera, 1730, it is "Boys and
Girls come out to Play," and in Peterson's Raree Show, 1739, it is called
"The State of old Virgins," from the first line of the song sung to the tune
in Chetwood's Lover's Opera, 1729. Music is printed in Chetwood's 3d
ed., 1730, in Gay's Polly and Achilles, in The Jovial Crew, 1731, Fielding's The Mock Doctor, 2d ed., 1732, and his An Old Man taught
Wisdom, 1735, and Coffey's The Merry Cobler, 1735.
Another "Harvest Home," beginning "Come Roger and Nell, come
Simkin and Bell," was composed by T. A. Arne for his Harlequin Sorcerer
(see London Magazine, XXI [1752],521). It is probably Arne's tune which
was intended for a broadside of about 1756 on the hiring of Hessian mercenaries, "England's Alarum Bell" (BM 1876.£.1 [157 V ] ) •
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Have at Thy

Coa~

Old Woman

A tunc of this title is in every edition of The Dancing Master, 1651c. 1728 (1651, p. 38=Fig. 181), in Musick's Delight on the Cithrell, 1666,

181~

~g
Original is unbarred; F# in key signature is not found in first edition.

and in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. The tunc name
may derive from "A merry new Song of a rich Widdowes wooing, That
married a young man to her owne vndooing" (Pepys; reprinted in PB I,
258), the refrain of which is:
Haue at thy coat old woman,
Haue at thy coat old woman,
Heere and there, and euery where,
Haue at thy coat old woman.

·y.

This ballad of about 1625 is to be sung to "Stand thy ground old Harry,"
a tune which apparently has not survived. It may be mere coincidence
that the Dancing Master tune, sung twice over, will fit the ballad; for
"Have at thy coat, old woman" is a proverbial phrase which could have
attached itself to a tune without regard to this or any other broadside
ballad. For this reason I do not positively equate the two tune names or
argue any sequential relationship between the ballad refrain and the
later tune.
"Stand thy ground, old Harry" served for singing at least two other
early seventeenth-century ballads: "A knotte of good fellows," beginning
"Come hither, mine host, come hither" (SB J p. 91), and "A very pleasant
new Ditty," beginning "Come Hostesse fill the pot" (Pepys; reprinted in
PB I, 252). I have found but a single reference to "Have at thy coat, old
woman" as a tune title. To it is sung a ballad in the form of a verse
epistle titled "From Sr Roger Martin to D[uke of] Monmouth" and beginning "Twas a foolish fancy Jemmy." It is found in BM MS Harl. 6914,
p. 54 (the unspecified "early Manuscript" from which Ebsworth printed
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the text in RB V, 215). The piece, evidently written c. 1682. appeared in
/80 Loyal Songs, 1685, minus title, tune direction, and music; moreover,
the seven-line stanza docs not fit the tunc as we know it. At best, the
relationship of song to tunc is tantalizing.
Chappell (PMOT I, 365-3(6) reprinted a song beginning "My name is
honest I-larry," from JVcstminster Drollery, 1671, feeling that since it fit
the music it might have some relationship with "Stand thy ground, old
Harry." For further references, sec the note in the appendix to Ebsworth's
edition of the drollery, 1875, p. xxiv.
Chappell (RB III, 575) also associated with "Have at thy coat" several
ballads sung to "Your humble servant, madam," q.v. But in the second
half of each stanza the meter does not fit the tunc.
We are thus left with a series of conjectures, but without documentary
support for assigning the tunc to any extant broadsides.

The Haymakers
This tune is found in the second volume of both The Dancing Master,
3d cd., 1718, p. 226 (Fig. 182), and Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-
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With some division of notes to accommodate vocal requirements, it will fit "The Love-sick Maid quickly Revived," beginning "As
I was walking forth of late,/within the Meadows gay," to the tune of
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"\Vhat shall I do, shall I dye for love, &:c. Or, the Hay-makers" (Lord
Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 238).1
A broadside of the same stanzaic pattern is directed to be sung to "The
Hay-makers march," which mayor may not be the same air: "Loves
Fancy, Or, The Young-mans Dream," beginning "She lay naked in her
Bed/and I my self lay by" (Wood E.25 [88], a late seventeenth-century
edition; found also in Wit arid Drollery, 1656, and Merry Drollery Complete, 1691, sometimes with an answer beginning "She lay up to the navel
bare"). For another tune which may be associated with this ballad and
several offshoots, see "She lay all naked in her bed."
One of the songs in Adam Thomson's ballad opera, The Disappointed
Gallant, 1738, is to be sung to "Hay Makers," but the rhythm of the song
is unsuitable for either the Dancing Master "Haymakers" or "The Scotch
Haymakers." Unhappily Thomson's printed text docs not include music,
so that we cannot know what air was intended.

He ThatLovesBestMustSufferMost

.

.~'

This tune title takes its name from the final line of a three-stanza song,
with music by Robert King, appearing in Choice Ayres and Songs, Fifth
Book, 1684, p. 7 (Fig. 183). It was reprinted with the tune in all editions
of Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 251. The last years of the scventeenth century
saw two independent broadside expansions of the original song: a blackletter edition in eight stanzas "To an Excellent New Tunc" with the title
"The Languishing Swain made Happy: Or, The Kind Return of his
Clorinda" (Pepys III, 247); and a roman-letter sheet with meaningless
music and twelve stanzas of text, "An Excellent New Song, call'd, The
Languishing Swain" (BM C'39.k.6; reprinted in RB VII, 832, and OPB,
p. 157). The broadsides begin "Happy's the Man that's free from Love,"
whereas the original song began "Happy the Time when .. ."
"He that loves best must suffer most" is named as the tune for singing
"Unconstant Damon: or, Clorinda's Languishing Lamentation," begin1 The first tune derives its name from the burden of a ballad current c. 1600-1615:
"The lovlye Lamentation of a Lawyer's daughter for lacke of a husband" (SB, p. 302).
This piece, beginning "Now drawes on the fruitfull tyme," has the tune direction "An
Oyster Pye, or Robinson's Galliard." The first tune has not come to light; the ballad
does not fit either of the galliards in Thomas Robinson's Schoole of Musicke. A later
seventeenth-century ballad with the same refrain is "Virginity grown Troublesome"
(RB VI, 246), sung to "a pleasant New West-Country Tune" not now identifiable.
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ning "Some mournful Muse attend my Quill" (Lord Crawford, BM
C.39.k.6; reprinted in OPB, p. 161). This ballad also contains meaningless music.
An unadorned anonymous tune "He that loves best" in Youth's Delight
on the Flagelet} 9th ed., c. 1690, n. p. (Fig. 184), will fit the octosyllabics
of these ballads and stands as close to the texts as does King's air. The
former is in sixteen bars, the latter in twenty-four, accommodating fourand six-line stanzas respectively. In the original song the unit is a quatrain
plus a repetition of the third and fourth lines. "Unconstant Damon" is
likewise in a six-line stanza, made up.of a quatrain plus two refrain lines.
Of the two broadsides expanding the original song, "The Languishing
Swain made Happy" repeats each pair of lines successively to make an
eight-line stanza, whereas the roman-letter "Languishing Swain" is in
octosyllabic quatrains. The flageolet tune fits this latter ballad, whereas
the King air is apter for the six-line stanza; with repetitions, either will
serve for an eight-line unit.
Since the two broadside amplifications of the Choice Ayres song do not
give us a tune name, we can state only that those ballads could be sung
to either of our tunes, not that they were. For this reason there can be
only a tenuous association between these airs and some twenty broadsides which cite the tune name "Languishing Swain." The octosyllabic
quatrain is the dominant stanza form in this group of ballads, and the
• 294 •
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• Ambiguous time values in tablature.

flageolet tune requires no modification to fit these pieces. Because of gaps
in our evidence, the linkages suggested in the following paragraphs have
but a speculative relationship to the available music.
A group of ballads having the closest affinity to the parent stem includes "Constancy Lamented," beginning "Alasl my dearest Dear is
gone," with a double bond formed by its two tune titles, the first of which
harks back to the opening line of the Choice Ayres song: "All happy
times, &c., Or, Languishing Swain" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV,. 38).
Several other ballads are sung to "All happy times," including four
which have been reprinted (PB III, 232, VI, 249, 333, 337), two which
apparently have not been reprinted,1 and one with the tune direction
"All happy times when free from love" which seems to confirm the link
with the original song ("Love Overthrown," reprinted in PB VII, 137)·2
A dozen ballads in octosyllabic quatrains naming as tune only "The
Languishing Swain" offer no complication and may be summarily dealt
with. They include "The Unfortunate Lady" (PB V, 320), "An Answer
to . . . The Unfortunate Lady" (PB V, 323, and OPB} p. 72), "The
Ladies Lamentation" (PB VI, 207), "The Perjured Sayler," 1693 (PB VII,
36), "The Bristol Tragedy" (PB VII, 143), "The Unjust Uncle" (OPB}
\

1 They are "The Beautiful Barkeshire Damsel," beginning "There was a Damsel
young and fair" (Pepys V, 239), and "The second part oth Barkshire Damsel," 1697,
"To the same Tune," beginning "The Gallant Esquire nam'd before" (Pepys IV, 27)·
: 2,'tliis ballad on the fears of being transported to America has circulated orally into
~ur ow~ era. For a rather bland text plus notes on traditional recoveries, especially in
thelJnited States, see Frank C. Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore, 195 2 1964, II, 253ff.. ' '.
' . . .'
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p. 120), "The Kentish Maiden" (RB VIII, 550), and "The Maiden's New
Wish" (Pepys Ill, 88). Olhers, which seem not to have been reprinted, are:
"The Woman's Victory," beginning "Young marry'd \Vomen, pray at·
tend" (BM C.22.f.6 [207], Lord Crawford 1454, Harvard); "The Northampton-shire Knight's Daughter:' beginning "Near to a fountain all
alone" (Pepys V, 176); "An Answer to The Northampton-shire Knight's
Daughter," beginning "The Lady of Northampton-shire" (Pepys V, 177);
and "The Hampshire Miller," beginning "A Miller liv'd near Overton"
(Pepys III, 12).
Another group of ballads introduces the tune title "I loved you dearly,"
which may refer to an independent melody not discovered or may be
another name for "Languishing Swain:' The initial piece in the series is
"An excellent New Song, Call'd, Nellys Constancy, or, Her Unkind
Lover," beginning "I lov'd you dearly, I lov'd you well," to be sung "To
a pleasant New Tune: or, Languishing Swain" (Pepys; reprinted in RB
VI, 791; another issue, BM 1876.f.l [33], is simply "To an Excellent New
Tune"). This ballad, metrically irregular in its opening quatrains, settles
into the octosyllabic pattern characteristic of the entire complex. The
ambiguity of the tune direction is that, if taken literally, the "pleasant
New Tune" originating with this ballad becomes "I loved you dearly"
from the opening line; but the formula had become so stereotyped as
to be often meaningless and is not a genuine indication of an alternative
musical air. The ambiguity continues in the tune direction "I Lov'd you
dearly, Bec., Or, Languishing Swain" of the sequel, "The Sea-Man's Answer.. To His Unkind Lover," beginning "Fair Maid you say you lov'd
me well" (BM C.39.k.6; reprinted in RB VI, 792, and OPB, p. 94). The
same pair of tune names appears in "The Sea-man's Complaint for His
Unkind Mistress of Wapping," beginning "When I went early in the
Spring" (Pepys V, 368; "Languishing Swain" is omitted from the tune
direction in other issues: Lord Crawford, BM C.22.f.6; reprinted in RB
VIII, 433). An answer names only "I lov'd you dearly" as the tune (RB
VIII, 434, OPB, p. 75). The tune is called "I love you dearly" in "The
barbarous and bloody Son, Who Shot his . . . Father-in-Law," 1696
(Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 231); it has the full form "I love thee dearly,
I love thee well" in "The Sussex Tragedy," beginning "Young Men and
Maidens, pray draw near" (Pepys V, 314).
The same kind of ambiguity gathers around "The Jealous Lover," first
found as the title of a ballad beginning "Farewel my love, farewel my
dear," to be sung "To a new Tune, much in request" (Pepys V, 367).8
In two ballads "The Jealous Lover" is coupled with "The Languishing
8 This ballad is evidently the origin of the tune title "Fare well my Love," found
with "The Ship-Carpenter's Love to the Merchants Daughter" (RB VIII, ~46).
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Swain" in the tune direction: they are "The Leicester-shire Tragedy"
(OPB, p. 28) and "Crafty Kate of Cho1chester" (Lord Crawford 1432, a
late seventeenth-century exemplar; a reprint of an eighteenth-century
Newcastle issue with tune direction "The Languishing Lover" is in RB
VIII, 430).'
Finally, a small group of ballads display a metrically distinctive 4~
line stanza, the swelling caused by repetition of half the fourth line (e.g.,
"In wronging me, in wronging me/thou wrong'st thy own"). This series
begins with "An Excellent New~ong, Called, The False-hearted young
Man, or, The Injured Maiden," beginning "Why should not I complain
on thee," II to be sung "To a pleasant new Tune: or, The Languishing
Swain" (Pepys; reprinted in RB VIII, x·), The first of these tune directions may indicate a new air (later known as "The False hearted Young
Man"?), and the ballads that follow exhibit evidence to strengthen the
guess. A sequel to the ballad just named is "The Distracted Young-Mans
Answer To The Injured Maiden," sung "To the same Tune: or, The
Languishing Swain" (RB VIII, 414, and OPR, p. 80; a variant issue is in
Pepys V, 288). In "The Faithful Marriner" (RB VI, 793, and OPB, p.
147), the tune direction is "The False-hearted Young Man: or, The Languishing Swain," but only the former tune name is cited for singing
"The Forlorn Lover," beginning "0 yes, 0 yes, 0 yes, I cry" (Pepys V,
211).0 If "The False-hearted Young Man" was an independent tune-not
known to us today-it must have taken melodic account of the fourthline repetition formula in this group of ballads. If the verbal repetition
is suppressed, "The Languishing Swain" becomes a workable alternative
tune.
, Ballads directed to bc sung simply to "Jcalous Lovcr" include "Thc Punish'd Atheist" (PH [[I, 184), "The Westminstcr Wonder" (PB V[[. 76), "Thc Traveler's Repentancc" (PB VII, 101), "The Chearful Husband" (RB III. 515), and three that have apparently not been reprinted: "The Deceitful Merchant," beginning "A Watcrman near
Gravel-lane" (Pepys V, 249); "Shamelcss Joan," beginning "You that in merriment dclight/Pray listen well to what I write" (Pepys V, 423); and "The Mournful Maid of
Bcrkshire," bcginning "Attcnd you Friends and Parents dear" (Lord Crawford 153).
II "Why should not I complain on thec" is named as the tune of "An Excellent New
Song, Called, Thc Politick Lovers," beginning "In London City late did dwell," with
the same hypermetrical stanza form (Pepys V, 397).
o "The Forlorn Lover" may have been inspired by a much briefer D'Urfey song in
Pills, 1719-1720, II, 262, which has the same opening line and a number of other verbal
details found in thc broadside. The song is without music and its stanza is a plain
octosyllabic quatrain.
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A Health to Betty
This tune is in every edition of The Dancing Master (1651, p. 21 = Fig.
185), in Musick's Delight orz the Cithren, 1666, and in ,,yalsh's Compleat

o

~.
Original is unbarred.

Country Dancing-Master, 1718. A lute set of c. 1650 is in Trinity College,
Cambridge, MS 0.16.2, p. 136, and a lyra-viol tablature version dated
1692 is preserved in a transcript of part of the Blaikie MS, No. 38, in the
Dundee Free Library. D'Urfey appropriated the dance tune for one of
his songs (Pills, 1719-1720, II, 110), and it is used for a drinking song
beginning "0 let us Swim in Blood of Grapes" in William Thomson's
Orpheus Caledonius, 1725, No. 25. "A health to Betty" is one of the airs
in Gay's Polly, 1729, Love and Revenge, c. 1729, and Mitchell's The Highland Fair, 1731. In the latter ballad opera, the tune is called "My Mother's ay glowrin o'er me," from the first line of a song in Ramsay's TeaTable Miscellany, 1723, p. 123 (the tune of "A health to Betty," unnamed, is provided for it in Alexander Stuart's Musick for Allan Ramsay's Collection of Scots Songs, c. 1725, p. 124). Words and music were
printed in Ritson's Scotish Songs, 1794, I, 28, and, as arranged by Haydn,
in George Thomson's Original Scotish Songs, 1793-1818, IV, 194.
Despite this evidence of post-1650 vogue of the tune, it was associated
chiefly with early seventeenth-century broadsides. These include Martin
Parker's "Fourepence halfepenney Farthing: Or, A Woman will haue the
Oddes" (licensed 1629), beginning "One morning bright, (for my delight)," to the tune of "Bessy Bell, or a health to Betty" (Pepys; reprinted
in PC, p. 323); 1 and "The paire of Northerne Turtles," c. 1635, begin"Bess a Bell she doth excel" is cited in Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy (ed. Floyd
Dell and Paul Jordan-Smith, 1927, p. 760) as a typical song of rustics. It apparently
has no connection with "0 Bessy Bell and Mary Gray," an eighteenth-century Scotch
song. A tablature version of "Besse Bell" (BM MS Egerton 2046, £01. 51 v), c. 1664-1678,
seems to be in part a melody, in part an accompaniment, but it is metrically suitable
1
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ning "Farewell, farewell, my dearest dear," sung "To a new Northerne
Tune, or, A health to Betty" (Roxburghe; reprinted in UB II, 312; the
second part only is in Pepys I, 372).2 A broadside of 1689 to the tune of
"Good Health to Betty: Or, Queen Marys Lamentation" is in the same
meter: "The Boast of Great Britain," beginning "We had a Roman
Queen of late" (Pepys; reprinted in PH V, 57).3 All three ballads arc
written in an eight-line stanza or its equivalent, which requires a repetition of the tune. But a song entitled "Advice or, an Heroic Epistle to
Mr. Fra. Villers," to the tune of "A Health to Betty" (BM MS Harl. 7319,
p. 278) is in a short stanza form that fits the tune exactly. It begins:
Leave off your Ogling Francis
And mind your Sister Nancy's
She's quite undone
If once King John
Shou'd get between her Haunches.

Another version, dated 1682, with the tunc title "heres A health to
Betty," is in BM MS Harl. 6914, p. 58, source of the text printed In
RB V, 220.

Heart oj Oak
"Heart of Oak," now part of the basic repertoire of British national
song, first appeared in David Garrick's pantomime, Harlequin's Invasion,
which opened on the last day of 1759. In its original intent it was a
topical song, for its opening lines
Come, cheer up, my lads, 'tis to glory we steer,
To add something more to this wonderful year, ..

refer to a series of British triumphs in Africa, Europe, and North America, climaxed by the capture of Quebec, which made 1759 a significant
for Martin Parker's ballad. It should be clear that "Bessy Bell" is an independent tune,
not an alternate name for "A health to Betty."
2 From the closing lines of each stanza it appears that the "New northerne Tune"
cited in this ballad may be "Lie lulling beyond thee," q.v.
8 "Queen Mary's Lamentation" is probably related, through "King James's Lamentation," to "Billy and Molly," for which no tune has survived. Professor Rollins's note
equating "Billy and Molly" with the tune "I am a Maid. and a very good Maid" (PB
IV, 167) ignores metrical considerations; the former is used with eight-line stanzas, alternating eight and seven syllables, whereas the latter calls for four eleven-syllable lines.
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year of victory. The celebration of British pride is characterized by the
refrain: "Heart of oak are our ships, heart of oak are our men... ,"
and with music by William Boyce, the song became instantly popular. 1
In the manner of the time, it was issued as a single sheet with music (Fig.
186), of which a number of contemporary editions survive (8M C·3 0 7 [74],

186~

~,Chorus

~
BM G'316 [75], &c.). Among the other immediate reprints may be men·
tioned those in The Royal Magazine, II (1760), 153, The Universal
Magazine, XXVI (1760), 152, and Clio and Euterpe, 1759-1762, III, 66.
Perhaps the next most famous use of the "Heart of Oak" tune is in
"The Liberty Song" by John Dickinson, the Pennsylvania political writer
and statesman. A broadside edition with music was published in Boston
in September, 1768 (W. C. Ford, Broadsides . .. Printed in Massachusetts, 1639-1800, 1922, No. 1434), and was widely copied in newspapers
and almanacs. It begins "Come join hand in hand, brave Americans all,"
and its refrain shows the clear imitation of Garrick's original song, turned
to the immediate issue of the colonies' relation with Britannia:
In freedom we're born, and in freedom we'll live;
Our purses are ready,
Steady, Friends, steady,
Not as slaves, but as freemen our money we'll give.

In England at least two other songs to the tune were issued with music:
"Keppel's Triumph," beginning "Bear a hand jolly Tars for bold Keppel
appear" (BM G.306 [197], about 1779); and "The Hardy Tars of Old
1 The common corruption "Hearts of oak . . ." changes the sense of the first clause,
as the substitution "Jolly tars are our men" sentimentalizes the second.
o
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England," beginning "Come checr up my Lads, let us haste to thc Main"
(BM G.g07 [85], about 1780). A conventional broadsidc of the 17905 ,
without music, is "King, Libcrty, Laws," beginning "Yc truc-hcartcd
Britons, so bravc and so frcc" (BM 1871.£.16, unnumbcrcd folio), a ballad
which revilcs France and her "enginc Tom Paine."
James Hoswell, in An Accollnt of Corsica, 1768, pp. 318-319, tells how,
after he had playcd "Gildcroy" and some othcr Scots airs "indiffcrcntly"
on his Gcrman flutc, his Corsican fricnds asked him for an English song,
and he sang them "Heart of Oak." He provokcd "quitc a joyous riot"
among them when he translated the woras into Italian.

Hearts Ease

I

i

Two entirely diffcrent tunes named "Heart's easc" have been prcservcd.
A stately 26-bar air in lute tablature is among the Cambridge University
MSS (Dd.2.11, fol. 44, probably late sixtccnth ccntury; transcribed in
OEPM I, 97-g8, and in E. W. Naylor, Shakespeare Music, 1912, p. xi,
facsimile, p. x). A five-part setting of this tunc, callcd "The Honie Suckle,"
is in Antony Hoiborne's Pavans, Galliards ... , 1599. A strongly rhythmic dan~e tune is in The Dancing Ma1er, editions of 1651-1690 ( 165 1,
.
p. 54=Flg. 187)·
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Original is unbarred.

It is clear that "Heart's ease" was known by the beginning of Elizabeth's reign, for in the interlude Misogonus, II, ii, attributed to Laurence
Johnson, c. 1560-1577, Cacurgus appoints the parts for a four-voice song
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I

I,
I

to the tune, beginning "Cast care away with sport and play/Pastime is
all our pleasure." In Romeo and Juliet l IV, v, Peter asks the musicians
to play the air, punning on the title.
Two ballads found in the Shirburn MS, and so dating from ncar the
beginning of the seventeenth century, call for the tune. One of them, to
"Hart's ease," is "A pleasant new Ballad, shewing how Loue doth bereaue a man of health, witt, and memorye," beginning "Wit, whither
wilt thow? woe is meel" (SR, p. 268); 1 the other, naming the tune as
"Wit whither will thow," is "The description and qualitye of an vnconstant Lover," beginning "What greater griefe then losse of loue" (SR,
p. 281).
Both the Misogonus song and the two ballads fit the Dancing Master
tune better than the lute air, although the ballads require some stretching. The early stage song was clearly written with a tune in mind, and
from what we know of the age of many tunes in the Dancing Master l it
is not farfetched to surmise that this version was intended.

The Hemp-Dresser;
or The London Gentlewoman
"The London Gentlewoman Or the Hemp-Dresser" is in all editions
of The Dancing Master (1651, p. 58=Fig. 188); in some editions the tunc

188E~·

Original is unbarred.

is entitled "The Hemp-dresser, or The London Maid." As "Hemp Dresser(s)" it is in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master l 1718, and
1 The quotation of the opening words in As You Like It, IV, i, is evidence that the
ballad (though not necessarily the Shirburn transcript) was written before 1600•
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Rutherford's Compleat Collection of :wo . . . Country Dances~ c. 1756.
The tunc derives its titles from an old poem which might have gone
unpublished but for Henry Bold's including it, alongside his translation,
in Latine Songs~ with their E1lglislz~ 1685. The first two of its four stanzas
are:
There was a London Gentlewoman
That lov'd a Countrey man, a;
And she did desire his company
A little now and.than, a.
Fa, la, Bee.
This man he was a Hemp-dresser,
And dressing was his Trade, a;
And he doth kiss the Mistress, Sir,
And now and then the Maid, a.
Fa, la, Bee.

A broadside of 1679, attributed to Charles Blount, "The Sale of Esau's
Birth·right: Or, The New Buckingham Ballad," beginI;ling "A Wondrous
Tale I will relate," is to the tune of "The London Gentlewoman, or Little
Peggey Ramsey" (Lord Crawford, BM C.20J.2, Wood 417, Bodleian Ashmole G.16, Harvard, Huntington, Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 764).1
Thomas D'Urfey wrote "The Winchester Christening," a sequel to his
"Winchester Wedding," to "the tune of a pretty Country Dance, called,
The Hemp-dresser." It appeared in his Third Collection of New Songs~
1685, p. 7 (Fig. 189), in Two New Songs~ 1685, in every edition of Pills~ in
The Convivial Songster~ c. 1782, and in The Winchester Garland~ a late
eighteenth-century Newcastle print. All but the last contain the music. 2
D'Urfey's first line, "The sun had loos'd his weary team," became the
name of the tune in many ballad operas, including Gay's The Beggar's
Opera (with music); The Wanton Jesuit~ 1731; The Court Legacy~ 1733;
Drury's The Mad Captain~ 1733; The Sturdy Beggars~ 1733; Drury's The
Rival Milliners~ 1737; and Court and Country~ 1743. In Mottley and
Cooke's Penelope~ 1728 (with music), and Love and Revenge~ c. 1729, the
tune is called "Joan stoop'd down," probably from the first line of an
undiscovered song.
Robert Burns used the tune for his song, "The Deil's awa wi' the
For the second tune, see "Peg a Ramsey."
A variant text of D'Urfey's ballad, somewhat sentimentalized in the closing stanzas,
was issued as a broadside to the tune of "Cold and Raw": "Roger's Delight: or, The
West-Country Christning," beginning "When Sol had left his weary Teams" (Pepys,
BM C.22.f.6, black-letter editions printed before 1700; Roxburghe, a later issue, reprinted in RB VII, 210). Both texts of the ballad may be found in A Complete CollectiO'l of •.. English and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, I, 124, III, 136.
1

2
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Exciseman," beginning "The deil cam fiddlin thro' the town" Qohnson's
Scots Musical Museum IV, 412). Chappell (PMOT 1,312) noted that the
tune was still commonly heard in the middle of the nineteenth century.8
The eight-bar tune fits the quatrains associated with it; when a "fa la"
refrain is added, the stanza is sung to the first strain with its repetition,
and the second strain is reserved for the refrain. D'Urfey's poem in octave
stanzas requires repetition of both musical strains. It will be observed
that the Dancing Master version of the tune is in Mixolydian mode.

Hey, Boys, Up Go

we

About 1641, when an intense pamphlet warfare broke out between the
high-church party and the Puritans (the latter group symbolized by persons whose initials formed the word "Smectymnuus" and with whom
John Milton worked closely), Francis Quarles wrote a political song
whose chief distinction was the concluding line of each stanza, "and Hey
then up go wee." Quarles introduced it into an eclogue, assigning it to
Anarchus. It pictures the systematic overthrow of institutions, an up8 Margaret Dean-Smith's notes to the tune in her edition of The English Dancing
Master, 1957, p. 50, include references to its traditional survival in Wales ("Flaunting
Two" in Edward Jones's Relicks of the Welsh Bards, 1784) and the Isle of Man ("A Pair
of white gloves" in JESS, VII [1922-1926], 173-174; d. 309). Miss Dean-Smith perpetuates
a mistake of Chappell's in implying that the tune of "The Hemp-Dresser" is to be
found in John Playford's Choice Ayres, Songs and Dialogues, 1675. Chappell had actually stated that D'Urfey's song was to be found in Choice Ayres and Songs, Third Book,
1681, but there is no record of the song before 1685; indeed, the song to which "The
Westminster Christening" is the sequel was not published until 1684.
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heaval which the Puritans could be presumed to favor but which would
seem anarchistic to a person of Quarles's stripe. The song, entitled "The
Tryumph of the Round-heads, or ye reioycing of the Smects" in a contemporary manuscript (Bodleian MS Ashmole 30-37, fol. 81),1 originally
had no tunc assigned, but in Rump) 1062, it is directed to be sung to
"Cuckolds all a-row," and its immediate history is to be associated with
that tunc, q.v. But a broadside version of 1681, "A Proper New Brummigham Ballad," beginning "Know now my Brethren Heaven is clear,"
expands Quarles's text to twelve stanzas and names the tunc as "Hey then
up go we" (Bodleian Vet.A.gc.29 [6], Harvard, Yale, Huntington).
In 1682 Thomas D'Urfey reworked Quarles's song for his play The
Royalist} Act IV, composing a new opening stanza but levying substantially on Quarles in the rest of the song. He did not change the refrain,
nor is a tune named in the play. But the stage song, expanded and made
even more topical in broadside form, was the basis of an immediate
vogue in which the altered refrain, "Then Hey Boys up go we," played
a great part. It appeared with music (Fig. 190) as "The Whig's Exalta-
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tion; A Pleasant New Song of 82. To an Old Tune of 41," beginning
"Now Now the Tories all shall stoop" (BM C.38.i.25 [5]. BM Luttrell II,
236, Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [160], Harvard, Huntington, Yale). Another
edition was published in the same year, without music (Bodleian Ashmole
G.16 [56]); still another contemporary edition without music bears the
title "The Whig Rampant: or, Exaltation. Being a Pleasant New Song
of 82. To a New Tune of, Hey Boys up go We" (Lord Crawford, Euing,
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1 Chappell (PMOT II, 425) misread the last word of the title "Saints," thus losing
some of the central associations of the song.
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Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 264). It seems doubtful that the tune
was new in 1682, although I have been unable to discover an earlier
instance of it; it is clear, however, that the new name became firmly
attached to it, and for half a century political songs used both the tune
and the infectious refrain line. D'Urley's own song was duly printed in
his New Collection of Songs and Poems, 1683; it was reprinted in Wit
and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682, in /80 Loyal Songs, 1685, and in Pills, 17191720, II, 286, with music in the two latter.
Music is also found in The Dancing Master, Supplement to the 6th ed.,
1679, printed c. 1682, and in all editions thereafter, originally in common
time but in 6/4 beginning with the 9th ed., 1695. It is also in Thomas
Greeting's Pleasant Companion . . . for the Flagelet, 1683, Humphry
Salter's Genteel Companion . . . for the Recorder, 1683, in 180 Loyal
Songs, 1685, pp. 6, 221, 257, and in Walsh's Compleat Country DancingMaster, 1718. The tune was used in at least five ballad operas, including
the following which were printed with music: Odell's The Patron, 1729;
The Prisoner's Opera, 1730; Coffey's The Devil to Pay, 1731; and Lillo's
Silvia, 1731.
The following broadsides, both issued in 1682, print the music and
identify it as "the Tune of 41, or Hey Boys up go we": "Great York and
Albany: or, the Loyal Welcom to His Royal Highness on His Return
from Scotland," beginning "Now now the Zealots all must droop" (Harvard; another edition, without the first tune title, Bodleian Ashmole G.15
[64], Harvard, Huntington; reprinted with music in Matthew Taubman's An Heroick Poem, 1682); and "An Excellent New Hymne to the
Mobile, exhorting them to Loyalty The Clean Contrary Way," 1682,
beginning "Let us advance the Good Old Cause, Fear not Tantivitiers"
(BM 1871.e.9 [70], Harvard; a variant issue with music but without tune
direction, Bodleian Ashmole G.16, Wood 417, Huntington; reprinted in
120 Loyal Songs, 1684, and RB V, 60). This last is an adaptation of Alexander Brame's song of 1643, leThe Saints Encouragement" (Songs and
Other Poems, 1661; reprinted in Rump, 1662, as "Collonel Vennes Encouragement to his Souldiers"), beginning "Fight on brave Souldiers for
the cause,jFear not the Cave1eers," with a burden "The clean contrary
way" preserved in the later broadside.
"The clean [or clear] contrary way" is the burden of at least two other
broadsides sung to "Hey boys": "Animadversions on the Lady Marquess,"
C. 1682, beginning "The Lady Marquess and her gang" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 67); and "A New Ballad from Whigg-Land," 1682, beginning "Brave Monmouth's out of Favour now" (Bodleian Ashmole
G.16 [159]. Nat!. Lib. of Scotland, Chetham, Huntington. Harvard). "The
dean cOlltraryway" was an independent tune, q.v., and the phrase never
became an alternate name for the "Hey boys" tune.
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The case is different with "41" or "the tune of 41," for we have found
it in conjunction with the music of "Hey boys." Among the ballads with·
out music which cite the tune under this name are: "The Jacobites Lamentation and Confession," 16g6, beginning "Old Sandcroft he began the
Dance" (B M 1871.e.g [100]); and "The Tories Confession, Or, A merry
song in Answer to The Whigs Exaltation: To the same Tune of Forty
One," 1682, beginning "A Pox on Whigs we'l now grow wise" (Lord
Crawford, Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [two issues], Chetham, Huntington,
Harvard; reprinted in Rome Rhym'd to Death, 1683, and RB IV, 268).2
All told, more than fifty broadsides were written to the tune under
one or another of its names, and most of these pieces were on political
subjects. Aside from the large number reprinted in RB and a few in PB
and PG, the following seem not to have been reprinted: "The Whigg and
Tory's Friendly Dialogue," 1682, beginning "Now now yon [Le., you]
Tories pray give o're" (Huntington); "A Looking-glass for a Tory; or
the Bogg-Trotter's Glory," 1682, beginning "The Devil and we have done
brave things" (BM 807.£.30 [20], Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [54], Harvard);
"The Whigs Elevation," 1683, beginning "Now, now brave Monmouth's
come again" (Clark); "The Explanation," beginning "Our Priests in holy
Pilgrimage" (Wood 417 [164] with MS date 1688, BM C.20'£.2 [317],
Library of Congress, Harvard; found also in A Collection of the Newest
. . . Songs . .. against Popery, 168g, in The Muses Farewel to Popery
and Slavery, 168g, and Poems on Affairs of State, 2d ed., 1716, III); "The
Jacobites Exultation Upon their conceiv'd hopes of the Present Plot,"
beginning "Now, now the Stubborn Whigs may Rot" (Lord Crawford
8g2, Harvard, without tune direction but with burden "High Boys up
go we"); and "Mall in her Majesty," beginning "The Tories wish for
James again/The Papists for his Spouse" (BM MS Harl. 7319, p. 672;
no tune direction, but the poem ends "then Hey Boys up go we").
The following are among the nonpolitical ballads to the tune which
apparently have not been reprinted: "The Country Lass for me," beginning "Come Lovers all, both great and small" (BM C.22.£.6 [g8], Lord
Crawford 265, Harvard); "A Dialogue between a Baker and his Wife,"
beginning "Where have you been, you drunken Dog" (Pepys IV, 147);
"Love in a Mist," beginning "A Thumping lusty Country Lad" (BM
C.22.£.6 [57], Lord Crawford 1182, Douce I, 125, Harvard); "Money
money, my Hearts," beginning "Good Folks look to your Purses" (Pepys
IV, 319); and two by Thomas Bowne: "Tom and Rogers Contract," beginning "As Tom met Roger upon the Road" (Pepys IV, 18, Douce II,
2 Another "Answer" with similar first line but different contents is "The Popish
Tories Confession: Or, An Answer to the Whiggs Exaltation . . . to the Tune of, Hey
Boys up go We" (Douce II, 182).
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2(4); and "The West-Country Maids advice," beginning "Fair Maids
draw near to me a while" (BM C.22.£.6 [224], Lord Crawford 372, Douce
II, 250Y, Harvard). Because of its common meter, a ballad fitting "Hey
Boys" could also be sung to many other tunes; witness but two such
from among a large number: "Great News from a Parliament of Women
... in Rosemary Lane," 1684, beginning "Through London streets as
I did pass," to the tune of "Hey-Boys up go We: Or Genny Gynn" (BM
1876.£.1 [27]); and "The Brave Boys of Bristol," beginning "Brave Bristol
Boys, where e're you be," to tbe tune of "Hey Boys up go we; Jenny Gin;
Busie Fame; Or, Russels Farewel" (Douce I, (9).
A few curiosities deserve note. A ballad entitled "The Knight of the
Wooden Ruffs Exaltation," beginning "Come stand to thy Tackle Nat,"
designed to be "Sung to a delicate Tory Tune, by the Manks Lady his
Wife," contains the "Hey boys" refrain in its closing stanzas. It was
printed at the end of a tract (Trincalo Sainted, 1682) which celebrated
Nathaniel Thompson's punishment in the pillory on July 5 of that year.
Thompson, who published most of the 1682 Tory broadsides we have
noted, is referred to as "the Jesuits Implement, and Printer General,"
and his wife from the Isle of Man is rather unnecessarily drawn into this
bit of political jockeying.
"The Discovery: or, The Squire turnd Ferret," beginning "Most true
it is, I dare to say," is to the tune of "High Boysl up go we; Chevy Chase;
Or what you please" (13M C.1l6.i.4 [30], an eight-page pamphlet, 2d ed.,
1727). The four-line stanza form fits "Chevy Chase" but "Hey boys" requires two stanzas for each repetition of the tune. Another eighteenthcentury piece has the "Hey boys" burden and an ambiguous historical
description of tune or song: "The Tories Triumph ... Being a New
Song to a merry Old Tune, made in the Year 1641. reviv'd in 1683. and
lately performed at the Bell-Tavern in W
r [Windsor?]," 1711, beginning "Now, now the Whigs shall all go down" (Lord Crawford 894;
reprinted in Political Merriment, 1714, and A Pill to Purge State-Melancholy,17 15)·
"Monmouth and Bucleugh's Welcom from the North," 1682, beginning
"When stout young Jemmy went abroad," has the tune title "York and
Albany's Welcome to England" (Harvard, Yale, Huntington), which in
turn was the title of an earlier ballad "To a New Play-House Tune, much
in request," with the distinctive "Hey boys" beginning made familiar by
D'Urfey: "Now, now the Duke is safe return'd" (BM C.38.i.25 [11]).
A single-sheet song of about 1712, "We have been Banter'd & Bubbl'd
& Cheated & Banter'd & Bubbl'd," beginning "Your melancholly's all a
folly,/The Peace I'm sure is sign'd," contains the first eight bars of "Hey
boys" and ten bars of new music to accommodate the nine-line stanza
(BM G.314 [34], Harvard; reprinted in Pills, 17 19- 1 720, VI, 334).
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The Highlanders' March
This air is found in both supplements to the third edition of The
Dancing Master, c. 1062. No. 10 (Fig. 191). loG5. No. 22. and in Musich's
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Delight on the Cithren, 1666. Contemporary virginal sets include those
of John Stone and Robert Wintersall in Christ Church Mus. MS 1175,
fols. 12 V , 13 v , and the anonymous lessons in New York Public Library MS
Drexel 5612, p. 50, and Musichs Hand-maid, 1678.
Two broadsides call for the tune: "The Ladies Lamentation. For the
losse of her Land-lord." 1651. beginning "All in a fair morning for sweet
recreation" (BM C.20.f.14; reprinted in CP, p. 315), and "A Loyal Subjects Admonition, or a true Song of Brittains Civil Wars," beginning
"Great controversie hath been in England" (Euing 160). The latter ballad cites as an alternative tune "General Moncks right march that was
sounded before him from Scotland to London," which apparently has not
survived. 1
1 A tune known variously as "Monk's March," "The Lord Monck's March" and "General Monk's March" is found in The Dancing Master, 3d ed. supplements; Musicks
Hand-maid, 1678; Musiclts Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682; volume two of The
Dancing Master, 3d ed., 1718, and of Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1719.
It does not fit the Euing ballad, nor is it adapted to other ballads citing such tune
titles as "Monk's March," "My Lord Monks March to London," "General Monks
March," "General Monk hath advanc'd himself since he came from the Tower," "Monk
hath confounded," "General Monk sail'd through the Gun-Fleet," "General Monk was
a nobleman." These tune titles. associated with ballads written in a variety of rhythmic
and stanzaic patterns, have nothing in common save their reference to the first Duke
of Albemarle.
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The Hobbyhorse
The hobbyhorsc has had a long and honorablc history as one of the
accessorics of thc morris dance, and rcmnants of traditional ceremonies
associated with it and their music survive in England today. During the
Restoration, when frowns of the Puritans had lost some of their force,
"The Hobby Horse Dancc" as- a tune found its way into Musick's Delight
on the Cithren, 1666, Grecting's Pleasant Companion . . . for the Flagelet, 2d ed., 1673, MusicJts Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682, and
Apollo's Banquet, 1670, and subsequent editions. A contemporary MS
version for lyra viol is in Cambridge University MS Dd.6.48, fol. 35 v • If
it did not appcar in The Dancing Master, the reason is clear: its tune
had not been adapted for the relatively fashionable long or round dances
which Playford's series of volumes popularized.
It was used as a broadside tune as early as 1666, when Sir John Birken·
head wrote a ballad on a decisive naval battle against the Dutch on
St. james's day of that year, in which Prince Rupert and the Duke of
Albemarle (formerly General Monk) led the British sea power. It is "A
New Ballad Of a famous German Prince and a renowned English Duke,
who . . . fought with a Beast with Seven Heads, call'd Provinces," beginning "There happen'd of late a terrible Fray," to "a new French Tune,
caU'd Monsieur Ragou,l or, The Dancing Hobby-horses" (Lord Crawford
1115, Wood 416 [Ill], BM C.20'£.2 [68], Bagford I, 77, Harvard). The
distinctive stanza pattern fits the music, notably in the burden at the
end of the first and second strains, where "With a Thump Thump
Thump &c" is sung to a rocking, thumping rhythm. That this was a
conspicuous feature of the nautical ballad is borne out by a lampoon in
the same meter, beginning "0 Berkenhead how hast thou tyr'd thy
Muse,jWith a Burden that no body else could chusejOf a Thump a
Thump &c" (Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fol. 262). Another broadside
containing the "Thump" burden is "The Protestant-Flayl: An Excellent
New Song," 1682, beginning "Listen a while, and 1'1 tell you a Tale,"
to the tune of "Lacy's Maggot; Or, The Hobby-Horse" (Lord Crawford, Huntington, containing the music of the latter tune [Fig. 192]; 180
Loyal Songs, 1685, with the music of the former, unsuitable to the text;
reprinted in RB V, 35). A Dublin ballad of 1725, to the tune of "Protestant Flail," has a "Thump" refrain and can be sung to "Hobbyhorse"
music: "Whiteacre's Glory: Or, the Drubbing of Seignior Stapha. At
"La Ragou," No. 82 of the French dances appended to The Dancing Master, 3d ed.,
1665, is not the tune called for, its structure being unsuitable for singing the broadside.
1
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Figg's Amphitheatre in London," beginning "All you that to true English Blood do belong" (BM 839.m.23 [60]).
To a somewhat different "tune of a Pretty Country Dance, call'd
the Hobbyhorse," Thomas D'Urfey wrote a song beginning "jolly
Roger Twangdillo of Plowden Hill" (The Second Collection of New
Songs and Ballads, 1699, p. 15 [Fig. 193]; Pills, all editions, 171g-1720,
I, 19; The Merry Musician, 1716; volume two of The Dancing Master,
3d ed., 1718-in the latter called "jolly Roger"). The rocking burden here
is largely nonsense, but the same octave skips and insistent reiteration of
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the keynote are present here. This tune is used in five ballad operas, as
"Jolly Roger Twangdillo" or "Jolly Roger": The Jovial Crew 1731, and
Phillips's The Livery Rake 1733, with music; Odingsells' Bays's Opera
1730, Drury's The Mad Captain 1733, and Breval's The Rape of Helen
1737, without music.
l

l

l

l

l

Hold Fast Thy Sword
and Sceptet; Charles
This tune takes its ongm from "Loyalty unfeigned, Or, The true
Protestants Admonition," which begins "Hold fast thy Sword & Scepter
Charles/sad Times may else come on" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Rox-

burghe; reprinted in RB IV, 640).1 The tune direction on the broadside
is "Busie Fame, Young Pheon, or, The Fathers Exhortation"; of these
the first two are familiar and the third is the title of a lost ballad licensed in 1675. "Loyalty unfeigned" was reprinted in I80 Loyal Songsl
1 For another possible source of the tune name, see a discussion of the ballad "Popery
Unvail'd," s.v. "Young Phaon:'
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1685, p. 292, with the ruler's name changed to James, and with a tunc
(Fig. 194) which fits this and the following song in the volume. The latter,
beginning "0 Poland Monster of our Isle," had appeared in broadside
form in 1682 as "A New Song upon the K[in]g of Poland and the Prince
of the Land of Promise," to "a Theater Tunc: Or, Hold fast thy Crown
and Scepter, Charles" (Harvard, Huntington).
Still another broadside to the tunc is "The Statesmans Downfal, Or,
His Lamentation for being put in the Tower," beginning "What cursed
fate hath thus of late" (Harvard). Th.e tune direction is "Hold fast thy
Sword and Scepter Charles, or, Russels farewel," and either tune would
fit; but music contained on the sheet is a garbled version of "Great York
has been debarred of late," a tune requiring a totally different stanza
pattern.

How Blest Are Shepherds
"How blest are Shepherds, how happy their Lasses" was a song in the
second act of Dryden's King Arthur, 1691, with music by Purcell. Two
broadside versions were published, one, with imperfect musical text, entitled "The Shepherds Happiness: or, An Advice to Ladies" (Pepys V,
189, dated 1691); the other, undated and with meaningless music, titled
"The Happy Shepheard: Or, The Young Gallants Courtship to his Coy
Lady" (Lord Crawford 520, BM C.39.k.6 [25]; reprinted in OPR, p. 65).
In both issues the text is expanded from two stanzas to seven. The original words and music are reprinted in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III,
290; the music alone is in Apollo's Banquet, Second Book, 1691 (in a
supplementary section "A New Addition," No. 8=Fig. 195), and in Purcell's posthumous A Collection of Ayres, 1697.
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One other broadside was sung to the tune: "The Young Mens Advice
to Proud Ladies," 1692, beginning "Ladies of London I strange [sic]
and admire" (Lord Crawford 744, with meaningless music). The tune
was used in three ballad operas: Chuck, 1729, johnson's The Village
Opera, 1729 (with music), and Drury's The Mad Captain, 1733.

How Can I Be Merry or Glad
This tune is found in Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, 9 th ed., c.
1690 , 11th ed., 1697 (Fig. 196). Its name derives from the first line of

196~
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Original an octave higher.

"The Unconstant Shepherd," a ballad of about 1690 "To an Excellent
New Tune," beginning uOh, how can I be merry or glad" (Pepys, Lord
Crawford, Douce, Madden, Euing; reprinted in BB II, 981). "An Answer
to the Unconstant Shepherd," beginning "My Dear let nothing trouble
thy Heart," is also "To an excellent New Tune" (Pepys, Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 508; Lord Crawford 83 2 contains the music).
The following ballad and its sequel name the tune as "0 How can
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I be merry or glad": "The Merchams Son of Exeter," beginning "Susan a
Mercers Daughter dear" (Pepys III, 3(5); "An Answer to The Merchants
Son of Exeter," beginning "Disloyal lovers listen now" (Pepys III, 3(6).
The tunc is "How can I be merry or glad" in "The Undutiful Daughter
of Devonshire," beginning "Behold I am an aged Man" (Pepys Ill, 388,
nM C.22.f.6 [195], Lord Crawford 175, Douce I, S8 v , Halvard). It is
"How can I be merry and glad" in "The Loyal Soldier of Flanders,"
beginning "Young i'homas he was a proper Lad" (Pepys, Euing, Lord
Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 750); and it is
"Merry and Glad" in "The Pretended Country Squire," 1692, beginning
"Come Listen, while I here unfold" (Pepys V, 393, Chetham 1035), and
"The West-Country Lady," beginning "Young Lasses now of beauty
bright" (Pepys IV, 14).

How Can the Tree
This tunc takes its name from Lord Vaux's poem, "No pleasurc without some paine," beginning "How can the tree but waste and wither
away" (Paradise of Dainty Devices) 1576, ed. Rollins, 1927, No. 71). The
tune is found with Vaux's tcxt in William Barley's A New Boolw of
TabUture} 1596, Part III, sig. C3 v (Fig. 197); in BM MS Add. 24665, fol.
27 v , c. 1615-1626 (printed in Giles Earle His Booke) ed. Petcr Warlock,
193 2, p. 37); and in the Leyden MS, fol. 14 v , 1639 (Natl. Lib. of Scotland).
Lutc accompaniment to the song appears in Brogynton MS 27, p. 12 5
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(c. 1595, Nat1. Lib. of Wales), and consort parts are in Cambridge Uni·
versity MSS Dd-4-23' £01. 23 (cittern) and Dd.5.20, fo1. 2 (bass viol). A
version of the text without music is preserved in BM MS Har1. 6910,
fo1. 168 v• Vaux's poem is echoed in the anonymous Sir Clyomon and Sir
Clamydes, 1599, sig. D4 v , where Neronis reads or recites verses beginning
"How can that tree but withered be."
"How can the tree" is cited as a tune for singing a ballad "Of King Edward the second, being poysoned," beginning "The Kings curst keepers
ayming at reward," in Thomas Deloney's Strange Histories, 1602 (Works,
ed. Mann, pp. 405ff.).1

How Cruel Is Fortune Grown
An anonymous poem beginning "How cruel is Fortune grown,/to turn
all my hopes to despair" in The Wits Academy, 1677, is found with
music in Choice Ayres and Songs, Second Book, 1679, p. 9 (Fig. 198).
A broadside version with expanded text is "Unconstant Phillis. Or, The
Infonunate Shepherds Lamentation . . . To an excellent new play-

lDeloney's text is accompanied by unbarred music in recitative style, suitable for
singing four of the six lines in each stanza; "How can the tree" is an alternate tune
whose familiarity to the reader could be assumed.
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house Tunc: Or, Tell me no more you love" 1 (Wood E.25 [13], Rawlinson
121, Lord Crawford 525). The playhouse tunc was evidently that printed
in Choice Ayres. "How cruel is Fortune Grown" is named as the tunc
for singing a ballad of I(iS6, "The faithful Subjects new Song, of the
Kings Royal Person," beginning "How patient is our King,/Against
those that Rebell" (Library of Congress Broadside Portfolio 265, NO.4;
the sheet, headed "The Royal Songs," contains two other encomiums
upon James II).

How Happys the Lover
A playhouse song beginning "How happy's the [or that] Lover who
after long Years," with music composed by Bernard Berenclow, was included in Comes Amoris, Third Book, 1689, p. 1 (Fig. 199), and in The
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The second tune gets its name from the opening line of "Love al-a mode," which
"i~iJX~ "to an Excellent, and familiar new Tune" whose identity I cannot establish (Pepys
<FLIII, 102). "Tell me no more you love" is also the tune for singing "The Bridewel
i,\tWhores resolution," beginning "The sorrows that I have known" (Rawlinson 98).
'(,
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Banquet of Musick, Fourth Book, 1690. It was expanded to ten stanzas

in a broadside entitled "The Happy Lovers: Or, The Damsel's Invitation
to her Gallant to Prepare to be happy to Morrow" (Lord Crawford 527,
with meaningless music). A half-stanza parody, beginning "How happy's
that Husband who after few Years," is in PiLLs, 1719-1720, VI, 241, with
the tune named but not reproduced.

How Lovely} a Woman
A song beginning "How lovely's a Woman before she's enjoy'd," with
m}lsic by John Reading, appeared in The Theater of Music, Fourth
Book, 1687. It was reissued on a small quarto engraved sheet under
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the title "A Song in commendation of Musick, Women and Wine," c.
1690 (BM C.180.a [40]). A broadside dated 1695 (Manchester I, 49) expands the verse from four to nine stanzas and includes a good musical
text (Fig. 200); undated variant issues (in Pepys V, 220, and Lord Craw-

200

• E in original; D in Theater and Pills.
~.f

:\

ford 534) contain meaningless music. Pills, 1719-1720, III, 205, reprints
the original 1687 text and tunc.
Another broadside to the tunc is "An Excellent new Song, Called, The
slighted Lover, or The Scornful Miss," beginning "a why am I allways
perplexed in mind" (Pepys V, 355, Lord Crawford 941).
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How Unhappy a Lover Am I
i.

~,

"

"Towzer Discovel"d; or a New Ballade on an Old Dog That Writes
Strange-Lee," 1683, an attack on Sir Roger L'Estrange, beginning "How
unhappy a Mastiffe am I," is to the tune "Oh how unhappy a Lover
am I" (Bodleian Ashmole G.l [4], Harvard, Yale). The tune name links
the broadside with the song which it parodies-a dialogue in Dryden's
Conquest of Granada, Part II, 1072, IV, iii, beginning "How unhappy a
lover am I." Words of the song were reprin ted in 167 1 in T he New
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Academy of Complements and Westminster DrollerYl in Windsor
Drollery, 1672, and with music by Nicholas Staggins, in Choice Songs
and Ayres, 1673, p. 38 (Fig. 201), and Pills, 1719-1720, III, 166.

How Unhappy Is Phyllis in Love;
or Let Oliver Now Be Forgotten
Thomas D'Urfey wrote "An Excellent New Ballad," 1681, beginning
"Let Oliver now be forgotten," to the tune of "How Unhappy is Phillis
in Love" (BM Luttrell, Bodleian Ashmole G.16, London Society of
Antiquaries, Harvard, Huntington, Clark, Yale; 1682 ed., Lord Crawford
1 In Westminster Drollery the song is directed to be sung to the tune "How severe is
with that opening line appeared in The New Academy .of
forgetful old age." A poem
.
Complements, 1671, in Westminster Drollery, and with music by 'Pelham Humphrey,' in
Choice Songs and Ayres, First Book, 1673. If an earlier tune for "How severe" existed,
it apparently has not survived.
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759). The verses were printed in D'Urfey's New Collection of Songs
and Poems, 1683, as "Tony: A Ballad made occasionally by reading a
late Speech made by a l\;oble Peer" (reprinted in RB V, 267). The ballad
with music is in /8u Loyal SUrlgs, 1(;85, and the tunc title is named as on
the broadside. \Vords and lllusic in Pills, 1719-1720, II, 283, bear the
title "Old Tony, a song. The Tune, How happy is Phillis in Love."
D'Urfey pictured Alllhony Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury, in an unattractive light as a vacillating statesman with traitorous heart; his ballad
was calculated to make a strong appeal to those who sided with the
king and James, Duke of York. D'Urfey's song gave new names to the
tune-"Let Oliver now be (orgotten" and "Tony" or "Old Tony"though the original name (which I have been unable to trace to its
source) was not entirely displaced.
Music of "Let Oliver now be forgotten" is found in Matthew Taubman's An Hcroich Poem, 1682, p. 9 (Fig. 202), coupled with a song
"Philander" beginning "A pox on the factious 0' th' C[it]y," in Musicks
Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1082, and in HUlllphry Salter's
Genteel Compallion . . . for the Recorder, 1683. And the following
broadsides contain the music: "Tony's Lamentation: or, Potapski's
City-Case," 1682, beginning "Alasl poor Unfortunate Tony" (Chetham
243, Harvard, Yale, Huntington); "The Conspiracy: or, The Discovery
of the Fanatick Plot," 108j, beginning "Let Pickering now be forgotten"
(''\'00<1 27oa, Harvard, Clark; reprinted in /80 Loyal Songs and RB V,
311); "The Loyal Caution To all the Kings Friends" [IG8S?], beginning
"Let Plotters never be forgotten" (Harvard, Yale).
The tunc is cited in a number of political ballads without music:
"The Ignoramus Ballad," IG81, beginning "Let Fourty eight now be
remember'd" (BM 1871.e.9 [64], Harvard, Yale, Huntington); "An Excellent New Ballad, Of the Plotting Head," 1681, beginning "You
Presbyters now Relent," to "How Unhappy is Phillis in Love, Or, Let
Oliver now be forgot" (BM 1872.a.l [74], Chetham 171, Huntington);
"A New Ballad of the Protestant Joyner. Or of Colledges Lamentation
since his Condemnation," beginning "The Protestant Joyner is carried,"
to the tune of "Tony, Or, How unhappy in love is Philander" (Harvard);
"The Traytors Last Farewel . . . Sir Thomas Armstrong . . . Executed
.... 20th . . . June, 1684," beginning "Old Tony he led you to Ruin"
(Harvard).
Among the nonpolitical ballads to the tune are "The Quarrelsome
Lovers: Or, The succesless Woeing," beginning "Of late I did hear of a
Woeing," to the tune of "Old Tony, Or let Oliver now be forgotten"
(BM C.22.f.6 [169], Harvard, Lord Crawford 960), and "[The?l Lovers
Paradice, or, The Transported Lover," beginning "[?Let Nym]phs and
kind Shepherds Caress it" (Douce I, 129V).
• 321 .

• Note lacking in Taubman; supplied from

I80

Loyal Songs, p.

The first strain of "How unhappy is Phyllis in love" is
in "An old woman clothed in grey," but the second
eighteenth-centUry tune is entirely different in harmony,
total length, so that the two airs are not interchangeable.
tune, see "Kind husband and imperious wife."

1.

approximated
part of this
phrasing, and
On the latter

[How Vtle Are the Sordid Intrigues}
Thomas D'Urfey wrote "How vile are the sordid intrigues of the
town" for his play The Marriage-Hater Match'd} 1692, II, i, and introduced it also into The Richmond Heiress, II, ii, the following year.
With music (Fig. 203) it appears in Comes Amoris, Fourth Book, 1693,
p. 8 (facsimile in C. L. Day's The Songs of Thomas D'Urfey, p. 99),
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and in an engraved song sheet entitled "The Disconsolate Ladys Complaint" (liM C.18o,a [30], c. 1(93), the music there attributed to Purcell.
A broadside entitled "The Discontented Lady" containing meaningless
music expands the text to six stanzas (Lord Crawford, BM C.39.k.6;
reprinted in OPB, p. 31).1 A text of three stanzas without music is in
The Compleat Academy of ComlJlements, 17°5.

The Hunt Is Up
Lute arrangements of this tune are in Folger MS 448. dJ, £01. 12, c.
1570 (Fig. 204) and Het Luitboek van Thysius, c. dJoo, No. 77 (Fig. 205);
early seventeenth-century versions are BM MS Egerton 2046, £01. 32,
and Cambridge University MS Dd.3.18, £0Is. 4, 13 v• Simpler settings for
cittern are in Thomas Robinson's NevI Citharen Lessons, 1609, Cambridge University MSS Dd.4.23, £01. 4v , and Dd.14.24, £01. 11, and Musick's Delight on the Cithren, 1666. Still another tablature version is in
1 Rollins (Anal. Index, No. 600) would associate a Stationers' Register entry "The discontented lady," 1656, with the Crawford-Osterley Park broadsides of the 1690S (Charles
Bates, the printer, was apprentice until July 7, 1690); but D'Urfey's authorship is decisive.
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Tablature contains no time signs above the notes; values given
in measure 3 and Bb-D" in measure 8 are arbitrary.
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Musichs Recreation on the Viol, Lyraway, IUU!. J. J. Starter's Dutch
songbook Friesche Lust-Hot, IU21, contains an example of the tune, here
called "0 myn Engeleyn, () myn Teubeleyn." 1 An untitled virginal set
of the mid-seventeenth century, signed R. Cr[eigton], is preserved in
Paris Conservatoire MS Res. I 18u, fol. 59 v • A set of keyboard variations
by Byrd on a different "Hunt's up" tune, in his My Ladye Nevells
Rooke, No.8, appears in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, No. 276, as
"Pescodd Time," though having no relation to the usual form of the
latter tune. Another Byrd setting of "The Hunt's up" with a different
order of variations and two new sections is in Fitzwilliam, No. 59. As is
often the case with very popular tunes, most of these settings assume a
prior familiarity with the air and seldom state it in an unembellished
form.
A ballad "ye hunte ys up" licensed in ISU5-15UU has not survived.
Professor Rollins has pointed out (Anal. Index, No. (175) that J. P.
Collier's texts in his Ex tracts, I, 129-130, are spurious. A moralized version in A Compendious noah of Godly and Spiritual Songs, 1567, ed.
A. F. Mitchell, 1897, pp. 174-175, may echo the original text in its opening lines:
With huntis vp, with huntis vp,
It is now perfite day,
Jesus, our King, is gaine in hunting,
Quha lykis to speid thay may.
1 A variant of the tune was used in a Thuringian "Singspiel" in 1630. See Erk and
Bohme, Deutscher Liederhort, III, 18. In the second half of the tune Continental
sources depart from the English versions both melodically and harmonically.
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The strong doctrinal bias of the Scottish text is evident from the fourth
stanza:
The hunter is Christ, that hunt is in haist,
The hUlldis ar Peter and Paull,
The Paip is the Fox, Rome is the Rox,
That rubbis vs 011 the gall. 2

"A pleasant newe Ballad, of . . . her Maiestye
entring into the
three and fortith [year of her reign, Nov. 17, IGOO]," beginning "Ring
out your belsljwhat should yow doc cIs?," is to the tunc "The Queene's
hunt's vp" (SB, p. 179). The six-line stanza fits the music, with the threeline refrain requiring a repetition of the second strain. A song to the
tune "The Queenes Majesties new Hunt is vp" in four-line stanzas is
Anthony Munday's "Women are strongest: but Truedl overcornmeth all
things," beginning "It neither is the mightie King,fnor any men beside,"
in his Banquet of Daintie Conceits, 1588. The measure fits the "Hunt is
up" music, but I have found no copy of the tune called by Munday's extended ti tIe.
"Soet Olivier," the name given to the tune in [-let Luitboek van Thysius, is probably derived from a lost ballad registered in 1584 as "0 swete
Olyuer Leaue me not behind the." 8 In As You Like It, III, iii, Touchstone sings a couple of scraps that indicate the stanza form (exactly
fitting "The Hunt is up" tune), if not the actual beginning of the ballad:

o
o

sweet Oliver,
brave Oliver,
Leave me not behind thee;
Wind away,
Begone, I say,
I will not to wedding with thee.
2 An English religious parody is found in BM MS Add. 15233, fol. 33 (mid-sixteenth
century), attributed to John Thorne. J. O. Halliwell[-Phillipps] reprinted this text at the
end of his edition of The Moral Play of Wit and Science, Shakespeare Society, 1848,
pp.65-68.
s In 1586 a moralized parody "0 Sweete Olyver altered to ye sc.rip,~ures" was entered.
Rollins (Anal. Index, No. 1995) notes a number of references to the ballad.
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Merry Drollery, 1661, I, 20, and several other miscellanies of the period
print "A Catch" in a single stanza which would fit the tunc:
The Hunt is up,
The Hunt is up,
And now it is almost day,
And he that's abed with another man's wife,
It's time to get him away.·

Inasmuch as "hunt's up" was a generic term Cor an aubade, or, more
specifically, a hunter's reveille, it is not surprising that there should be
"Hunt's up" songs in other rhythmic patterns designed Cor melodies other
than the tune that became popular. In 1537, for instance, information
was brought against John Hogon for singing a seditious song beginning
"the hunte is vp, the hunte is vp," whose structural pattern is too ample
and too irregular to fit the tune. 1I Likewise, Thomas Deloney's ballad
to the tunc "The hunt is vp" docs not fit; it is "A ·New Sonnet, conteining the Lamentation of Shores wife," beginning "Listen, faire
Ladies,/Vnto my misery" (Garland of Good Will, 1631; in Worlls, ed,
Mann, pp, 302fI.). "A Hunts vp" by the madrigal composer John Bennet
is a good example of the formal tradition at work with the common elements of a hunting song. It has the same short metrical phrases and
can actually be sung to the popular tunc, with a repetition of several
strains, but it had its own four-part composed music, which Thomas
Ravenscroft printed in his Briefe Discourse, 1614. The first stanza is:
The Birds they sing, the Dearc they fling,
hey nony nony nony no,
The Hounds they crye, the Hunters they fiye,
hey tro Ii 10, tro 10 Ii 10, hey tro 10 Ii 10 Ii Ii 10.
[Cho.] The hunt is vp, the hunt is vp,
Sing merrily wee, the hunt is vp.

The author (Puttenham?) of The Arte of English Poesie, ed. Willcock
and Walker, 1936, p. 17, notes that "one Gray" was held in good esteem
by Henry VIII and later by the Duke of Somerset "for making certaine
merry Ballades, whereof one chiefly was, The Hunte is vp, the hunte is
vp." The Complaynt of Scotland, 1549, lists "The hunt is up" as a tune
4 Reprinted in Ritson's Ancient Songs, 1790, p. lvi. As a catch the song would require
a different tune, in which each pair of measures (possibly each group of four bars)
must agree harmonically.
II Ballads from Manuscripts, ed. F. J. Furnivall, 1868-1872, I, 310.
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for dancing. In neither case can we be sure whether baBad or tune is that
presently under discussion, although there is no strong reason to doubt
the antiquity of the tune.

Hyde Park
As "Hide Parke" this tune is in the first three editions of The Dancing
Master (1651, p. 91 = Fig. 206), but it is caBed "New hidd parke" in a

~·u
Original is unbarred and a major third higher.

seventeenth-century virginal arrangement in New York Public Library
MS Drexel 5612, p. 183.1 Though it was probably not so intended,
Richard Climsell's ballad of 1632 to the tune of "the second part of
Hide Parke" may be satisfactorily sung to it: "The praise of London:
Or, A delicate new Ditty, which doth invite you to faire London City,"
beginning "All you that delight in Pastime and Pleasure" (Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 220).
"A Song, call'd Hide Park. The tune, Honor invites, you to delights,
Come to the Court and be all made Knights," found in Westminster
Drollery, 1671, begins "Come all you noble, you that are neat ones,/
Hide-Park is now both fresh and green" and can also be sung to the tune
of "Hyde Park." 2 The tune named in the drollery is apparently derived
from the two-line refrain of a song, without tune direction, entitled
The Drexel MS contains another "Hidd Parke" in the same rhythmic pattern, except that its twelve bars are in two groups of six, instead of the usual four-measure
units.
2 Another version, beginning "Come all you nobles that are great ones," is in Bodleian MS Ashmole 421, fol. 177 v •
1
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"Verses upon the Order for making Knights of such persons who had
£40 per annum in King James I Time," beginning "Come all you
farmers out of the country" (BM TvIS Add. 5832, fol. 205; .reprinted in
Chappell, PA10T I, 327, and in Ebsworth's edition of Choyce Drollery,
p. 295). The date is uncertain; the poem is in an eighteenth-century
manuscript collection but is said to have been copied from the Crewe MS,
on which I have no data. In the same meter is "The Honest Mans immagi nary Dreames," c. 1648, beginning "You that desire for to be inridled," to the tune "Honour Invites" (Manchester; reprinted in CP,
p. 225)·
"The Penitent Gallant," beginning "There was, I must tell you, a
Jocular Spark," is to the tune of "Hide Park" (Pepys IV, 138); it appears
to have been sung, not to the Dancing Master tunc, but to "The Crossed
Couple," q.v.

I Am' a Poor and Harmless Mat~
or In

.MY Freedom sAll A1j Joy

One of John Playford's earliest musical instruction volumes, A
Rooke of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern, 1652, contains a
citternsetting of a four-stanza poem beginning "I am a yong and
harmlesse Maid/And some are pleas'd to call me faire," with a refrain
"Yet in my freedome is'my joy." The song was included in a later edition
of this work, Musick's Delight on the Cithren, 1666. A version of the
poem in Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fol. Igov, may be older than
either printed copy; it is without music and begins "I am a poore &
harmeles Maid." With similar opening line a co'ntemporary vocal setting
of the tune (air and bass with one stanza of the poem) is preserved in
Edinburgh University Library MS Dc.1.6g, p. 131, c. 1650-1675 (Fig. 207).
. An expansion of the text to nineteen stanzas appeared on a broadside
titled "The Vertuous maids Resolution," registered in 1656. The tune
is named "I am a poor and harmless maid," and two stanzas of narrative
precede the soliloquizing lines of the original poem (Manchester, Pepys,
Rawlinson, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 144).
. An imitation of the original poem is "The Committe[e]-mans Complaynt," beginning "I am a poore Committee man/Some men are
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pleas'd to tenne me knaue," with a burden "For in my Coulonage
was my ioy" (HM MS Add. 226°3, Col. 67, a mid-seventeenth-century com·
monplace booke).l
An early Restoration broadside to the tune is "The Royall Oak, or
the wonderfull Travells . . . of . . . Charles the Second," by J. W[ade?],
beginning "Come friends and unto me draw ncar," to the tune "In my
freedom is all my Joy" (Euing; reprinted in RB VIII, lxv·). Westminster
Drollery, IU71, contains two poems to the tune "My freedom [which] is
all my joy": "The Wooing Rogue," a rather gamey parody beginning
"Come live with me and be my Whore"; and "On a Gentleman," beginning "Poor Cloris wept, and from her eyes."
A distinct feature of this tune is that it calls for a seven-line stanza
in which the sixth line is the burden, repeated in the seventh.

I Am Come to Lock All Fast
"An Excellent New Song, Call'd, Lock all Fast, or Secret Love," 1693,
beginning "I am come to lock all fast" (Pepys V, 200), with the music
(Fig. 208), is an expanded version of the stage song in Purcell's The
Fairy Queen, 1u92, Act II. The tunc was added to A palla's Banquet,
. 7th ed., IU93, Third Part, and the words were reprinted in such miscellanies as Wits Cabinet, c. 1700, The Compleat Academy of Complements, 1705, and Pills, 1719-1720, VI, 77 (one stanza with music).
1 A broadside of 1647 among the Tho~ason Tracts in the British Museum is entit)ed
"The Committee-mans Complaint, and the Scots Honest Vsage" but is unrelated to the
MS poem.
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No other broadside seems to have been sung to the tune. In Cibber's
ballad opera, Love in a Riddle, 1729, the fourth air in Act III is Purcell's
music, untitled.

I Am Confirm(j
This tune takes it name from the opening line of a poem by Suckling
set to music by Henry Lawes in Select Musicall Ayres and Dialogues,
1652, Part I, p. 10 (Fig. 209). This song is found also in John Gamble's
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MS Commonplace Book, 1°59. No. 114, and in Musick's Delight on the
Citltren, 1666.
The music was used for at least one broadside: "A New and True
Ballad of the Poet's Complaint," c. 1675, beginning "Faith i'm a Dog
if I can guess," to the tune of "I am Confirm'd" (BM C.u.f.6 [10], Lord
Crawford 378, Douce II, 179, Harvard).

I Am the Duke oj Norfolk
This tune appears as "Pauls Steeple" in the first ten editions of The
Dancing Master, 1651-1698 (1651, p. 69=Fig. 210). In another Playford
publication, The Division-Violin, 1685, there are two sets of variations
on the tune, the first called "Duke of Norfolk or Pauls Steeple," the
second reversing the order of the two names. Elizabeth Rogers's Virginal
Book (BM MS Add. 10337, fo1. 33), compiled before 1656, uses the tune
as the basis of an untitled piece. It appears twice in John Gamble's MS
Commonplace Book, 1659, No. 49, set to a political ballad beginning
"God bless our noble King, was there ever such a thing"; and No. 70,
beginning "The purelinges of the Citty both zealous men & witty:' "Johne
Andersonne My Jo" in the Skene MS (printed in Dauney, Ancient
Scotish Melodies, 1838, p. 219) is clearly the same tune, even though the
musical accent is shifted somewhat in the second strain.
While the original ballad on the Duke of Norfolk does not seem to
have survived, an interesting traditional fragment fitting the tune has
been preserved. A health sung at the Horkey, or harvest supper, is as
follows:
To the Duke of Norfolk
I am the Duke of Norfolk,
Newly come to Suffolk,
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Say, shall I be attended
Or no, no, no?
Good Duke, be not offended,
And you shall be attended,
You shall be attended
Now, now, now. 1

The earliest reference to the ballad I have found is in Fletcher's
Monsieur Thomas, 1639, III, iii, where the Fiddler names it first among
eight ballads he can s'ing. The earliest broadside calling for the tune is
"A Lanthorne for Landlords," c. 1640, beginning "With sobbing grief
my heart will break" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 547). Another to the tune is a mock-heroic piece by John Taylor, the Water-Poet,
"A dreadful Battle between a Taylor and a Louse," c. 1655, beginning
"There was upon a time!A Taylor neat and fine" (BM C.20'£.14 [25],
presumably the source of the reprint in RB VII, 479).2, "God Speed the
Plow, And Bless the Corn-Mow," beginning "My noble friends, give
ear," is a dialogue between a servingman and a husbandman, the earliest
The Suffolk Garland, Ipswich, 1818, p. 402. The compiler adds: "At the 'Harvest
Supper,' one of the guests is crowned with an inverted pillow, and a jug of ale is presented to him by another of the company, kneeling, as represented in the vignette [reproduced at p. 337]. This custom has most probably some allusion to the homage formerly paid to the Lords of Norfolk, the possessors of immense domains in this county,"
2 A later edition of this broadside is entitled "The War-like Taylor" and begins
"Once upon a time" (Lord Crawford 979, Pepys IV, 282, Harvard). A modernized reworking without tune direction is "A Bloody Battle between a Taylor and a Louse,"
beginning "A Taylor and a Louse,/Liv'd together in a House" (Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VII, 478).
1
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edition dating from 1665 or earlier (Euing, Lord Crawford, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 523).3
A satirical ballad on Charles II, beginning "I am a senseless thing,
with a Hey, with a Hey jMen call me a King, with a Ho," was written
no later than I (i8o to the tune of "I am the Duke of Norfolk." Though
attributed to Rochester, it is not found in editions of his work, but it is
included in such a miscellany as Poems on AI/airs of State, 1704, III, 70.
In 1681 the notorious Stephen College wrote "A Ra-Ree Show," beginning "Come hither, Topham, come, with a hey, with a hey,jBring a
Pipe and a Drum, with a ho," to the tune of "I am a Senceless Thing"
(BM 1871.£.3 [5], Harvard, Huntington). The refrain tags, which include
a closing line "With a hey, tronny, nony, nony, no," are common to both
ballads and appear in at least three other contemporary poems having
the same stanza structure. One of them, "A Satyrical Sonnet," 1678, on
College, begins "Let the Commons hunt their Plots w[i]th a hey" (BM
MS Harl. 7319, p. 68); another, "The Ballad," dated in MS 4 Feb. 1680/1,
begins "Assist me some good spright with a hie, with a hie" (BM Luttrell II, 10), and, like the preceding piece, is without tune direction; a
third, entitled "Some nonsence," is to the tune of "the Magpyes" (on
which I have no information) and begins "Old Wainscote is ith right
with a hey with a hey" (BM MS Harl. 6913, p. 193; a modern transcript
of a variant text is in Harvard MS Eng. 633, p. 150). Although the first
two ballads cited in this paragraph are allied to "I am the Duke of
Norfolk" and all five can be sung to that tune with slight adjustment of
note values, the stanza pattern is much more closely akin to that associated with "Sound a Charge," q.v.
Other ballads to "I am the Duke of Norfolk" include: "The Maids new
All-a-mode Pincushing," beginning "I am a maid of Flushing" (Pepys
III, 178); and "The Lamentation of Seven Journey men Taylors," beginning "Attend and you shall hear" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, Douce, BM
C.22.f.6, Harvard; partially reprinted in RB VII, 487). "The Tavern
Query, or The Loyal Health" is a ballad upon the accession of Queen
Anne, 1702, beginning "True English Boys be merry," to the tune of
"Jolly Bacchus, or I am the Duke of Norfolk" (Pepys; reprinted in PB
VII, 313). The first of these tune titles comes from "Bacchus's Health,"
an audience-participation song beginning "Here's a Health to Jolly
S A similar dialogue, beginning "Well met, my friend, upon the high-way, walking
on" (The Loyal Garland, 1686, ed. J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps, 1850, p. 66), names no tune
but can be sung to "1 am the Duke of Norfolk." A nineteenth-century traditional survival from Sussex is printed in J. H. Dixon's Ancient Poems, Ballads, and Songs of the
Peasantry of England, 1846, p. 42. For references to reprints of this text and further
discussion, see Margaret Dean-Smith, A Guide to English Folk Song Collections, 1954,
S.v. '~Husbandman and Serving-man."
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Bacchus," which first appeared in Apollo's Banquet, Second Book, 1691,
No. 75, with the music of "I am the Duke of Norfolk" and was reprinted
with the music in all editions of Pills (1719-1720, III, 274). The tunc
was printed a second time in Pills (VI, 247) for a coarse song beginning
"A Broad as I was walking, I spy'd two Maids a wrestling."
The tunc is found in at least seven ballad operas, usually under the
title "There was a bonny [or jolly] blade," as in The jovial Crew, 1731;
Phillips's The Livery Rake, 1733; Langford's The Lover his own Rival,
1736; all with music. In Ryan's The Cobler's Opera, 1729, it is called
"My Wife she is dumb" in the text, but the tunc is printed at the end
under the old name, "I am ye Duke of Norfolk."
. An eighteenth-century engraved song sheet uses the music for singing
"The Lass with the Velvet A-se," beginning "There was a buxom Lass"
(BM G.305 [26], c. 1710, BM H.1601 [459], C. (720); new music is added
for the chorus.
The same music in Pills serves for a song (1699, I, 293; 1719-1720, III,
276) beginning "There was a bonny Blade,jHad marry'd a Country
Maid,/And safely conducted her home, home, home." An earlier version
is a black-letter broadside of c. 1680, "The Dumb Maid: or,the Young
Gallant Trappan'd," to the tune of "Dum, dum, dum: or, I would I
were in my own Country" (Euing, Harvard, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB IV, 357).4 The Pills text seems to be the source of
later slip-song versions; Ebswonh printed one from his own nineteenthcentury collection (RB IV, 356), and several American issues are extant
(see G. Malcolm Laws, American Balladry from British Broadsides,
1957, Q 5), including one in The Songster's Companion, a Brattleboro,
Vermont, publication of 1815. "The Dumb Wife" is frequently encountered in American tradition, the text strongly conditioned by
modern stall copies. The old tune has, however, been displaced by a
variety of airs (see the references to traditional texts and tunes in Laws).
A distant relative of "The Dumb Wife" is an eighteenth-century song
beginning "There was a little Man, and he woo'd a little Maid,jAnd
he said my little Maid will you wed?" The Journal of the Printing-Office
at Strawberry Hill, ed. Paget Toynbee, 1923, p. 13, records that some
copies of this ballad were struck off on May 3 I, 1764, and names
the author as Sir Charles Sedley (great-grandson of the Restoration wit).li
Facsimiles believed to be reprints of the original issue are conveniently
reproduced in A Bibliography of the Strawberry Hill Press, ed. A. T.
Hazen and J. P. Kirby, 1942, pp. 187-188. The copies are without music
or tune direction. But a violin version of "I am the Duke of Norfolk,"
4 The first tune title is internally inspired. "I would 1 were in my own country,"
q.v., is an independent tune, harmonically similar to "I am the Duke of Norfolk."
Ii Some catalogues erroneously credit the authorship of the ballad to Silvester Harding.
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called "The little Man & Maid," appears in Thompson's ComjJleat Collection of 200 Favourite Country Dances, c. 1765-1775, II, 34. The same
music is found with Sedley's verses in two Scotch songsters: Alexander
Smith's The Musical Miscellany, 1786, p. 154, and David Sime's Edinburgh Musical M iscellany, 1792-1793, II, 266. 0
English broadside editions with music include a Harvard exemplar of
"The Little Man & Maid" (Fig. 211) and the second of "Two Favorite
Madrigals for Three Voices" (BM G.808.g [22]). Sedley's poem in six
stanzas (requiring' a double repetition of the last syllable at middle and
end of each stanza) concerns the simple courtship of a sentimental couple.
Despite a few verbal echoes, it has no relationship to the narrative thread
of "The Dumb Wife"; but a twelve-stanza amplification of Sedley, a
Boston broadside of c. 1800 entitled "Matrimony" (Harvard; partially
reprinted in fAF, LXII [1949], 425-426), shows the wife turning into a
scold until sweet reason and motherhood dissolve the domestic friction.
By contrast, the older poem was more forthright in depicting human
nature: when the well-meaning husband has a physician loosen the
tongue of his mute wife, she becomes a ~cold and there is no undoing
the mischief.
Hazen and Kirhy, p. 186, quote Mr. W. N. H. Harding on the initial Scotch popularity of the ballad and its appearance in The Scots Nightingale, 1778, and in the 1782
edition of The Charmer. For further information on currency, including its presence
in Mother Goose's Melody, see rona and Peter Opie, Oxford Dictionary of Nursery
Rhymes, 1951, No. 326.
6
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I Live Not Where I Love
The two earliest ballads related to this tune are:
J,

The Constant Lover,
Who his affection will not move,
Though he li~e not where he love.
To a Northerne tunc called, Shall the absence of my Mistrcsse.

It was written by P[eter] L[owberry] and licensed in 1638 to Henry Gosson, whose edition is extant (Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB I, 213). Its first stanza is as follows:
You loyall Lovers that are distant
from your Sweet-hearts many a mile,
Pray come helpe me at this instant
in mirth to spend away the while
In singing sweetly, and compleately,
in commendation of my love;
Resolving ever to part never,
though I live not where I love.
2.

A Paire of Turtle Doves; Or, A dainty new Scotch Dialogue between
a Yong-man and his Mistresse, both correspondent in affection, etc. To a
pretty pleasant tune, called, The absence of my Mistresse, or I live not
where I love.

This was written by Martin Parker and published by Thomas Lambert
about 1640 (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 317). Its first stanza is as
follows:
Must the absence of my mistresse,
Gar me be thus discontent
As thus to leave me in distresse
And with language to lament?
Nothing earthly shall divorce me
From my deerest, but disdaine;
Nor no fortune shall enforce me
From my fairest to refraine.
[Refr.] Ohl my deerest,
My heart neerest,
When shall I so happy bee
To embrace thee
And to place thee
Where thou nere maist part from me?
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The dating of Parker's ballad is only approximate, and it is difficult
on other evidence to assign priority here. Parker apparently derives his
second tune title from the burden of Lowberry's ballad. But Lowberry's
tune title appears to be a paraphrase of Parker's opening line. It is, of
course, possible that both authors are alluding to a tune used in a lost
ballad beginning "Shall the absence of my mistress"; and if this is the
case Parker may be pointedly paraphrasing in his opening line. It is
worth noting, too, that the stanza patterns are different. But the internal
rhyme in the second half of Lowberry's stanza is paralleled in Parker's
refrain, and one may assume that both ballads could be sung to the
same tune if the first strain were repeated for lines 5-8 of Parker's stanza.
While the dominant trochaic meter in the latter is not paralleled uniformly in Lowberry's verse, the differences could easily be accommodated through a division of an occasional musical note or a slight shift
in time value.
Another ballad of about 1640 in Lowberry's stanza pattern is John
Lookes's "The Ragnlan," beginning "There was a Ragnlan and a Mad
man," to the tune of "Upon the highest Mountaines, or, The absence
of my Mistresse" (Manchester, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 78, VIII,
777)·1
"The absence of my mistress" is apparently not used again as a tune
title, but "Though I live not where I love" appears on one other ballad
that provides fresh links. It is T. R[obins],s "The Valiant Trooper and
pritty Peggy," beginning "Heard you not of a valiant Trooper" (Pepys
IV, 40) with the burden
But unconstant woman, true to no man,
is gone and left me her bird alone.

This broadside, like the others to be cited, has an eight-line stanza
with internal rhyme in lines 5 and 7; but the rather strict dissyllabic
meter of the earlier pieces now gives way to a more fluid line, and,
where there had been a maximum of eight syllables, we now find nine
and ten in the verses of the first quatrain. With many musical texts such
variation is of little consequence. Our only music which appears to be
related to the ballads of around 1640, however, cannot easily be used with
the Restoration broadsides. Forbes's Cantus} 1662, No. 45 (Fig. 212), beginning "With my Love, my life was nested," has the burden "Sith I live
not where I love," and its music will fit the older ballads; but only with
severe distortion can it be adapted to "The Valiant Trooper" and later
broadsides. 2 Even this tune is advanced with diffidence, for the burden
1

I have no data on the first tune title.

2 Words and music are also preserved in Trinity College, Dublin, MS F·5· 13, p. 37.
In addition, Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186. fols. 23. 57, contains two keyboard set·
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is too nearly a commonplace to support any positive relationship with
ballads calling for the tune "I live not."
A reworking of "The Valiant Trooper," beginning "Did you not hear
of a gallant Sailor," appears in Pills} 1719-1720, V, 80, with the refrain:
Unconstant Woman proves true to no Man,
She has gone and left me all alone.
~usic

printed with this text is clearly adapted to all but the three earliest
broadsides, and although I have found no appearances of this tune before the 1707 edition of Pills} III, 156 (Fig. 213), there is every reason
(because of the close similarity of the Pills poem to that of "The Valiant
Trooper") to assume that the tune was in circulation a generation earlier
than its record· in print.
"A Voyage, to Virginia: or, The Valliant Souldiers Farewel to his
Love," beginning "My pretty Betty I now must leave thee,jthe Drums
doth summon me away," in some editions has the tune direction "She's
gone and left me Bird alone," in others ". . . here alone" (Lord Crawford, Douce, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 508, and in C. H.
Firth's An American Garland) p. 46).8 In "Cupids Delight," beginning
"There was two Lovers that met together," the tune is "If the Door is
locked where'I have knocked; Or, The Valiant Trooper" (Roxburghe;
reprintecl'in RB VII,g8).'
.' Two' ballads of 1702 to the tune "Did you not hear of a Gallant
SajIor" establtsh the existence of the reworked "Valiant Trooper" by that
date, They are: "The Protestant Queen . . . Ann [proclaimed] 8th of
M~rch, 1702," beginning "I must confess that we all lamented,/the suddain Death of our Gracious King" (Lord, Crawford, Pepys; reprinted in
tings of the mid-seventeenth century which take their titles from the opening line of
the song.
a Firth believes that "A Voyage to Virginia" was originally written c. 1676, despite
the date of 1685 on the Pepys copy, for Bacon's Rebellion was the only occasion requiring the dispatch of troops to America up to 1685.
4 I have no data on the first tune title.
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PB VII, 305); and "The Vigo Victory; or, The happy Success of the Duke
of Ormond," beginning "Come listen now to the Nations glory" (BM
1871.f.3 [16]).
In The Beggar's Opera and Achilles, Gay calls the tune "Did you ever
hear of a gallant sailor"; in Hippisley's A Sequel to Flora, 1732, Air 8
(Fig. 214), it is named "Inconstant Woman" from the burden of "Valiant
Trooper."
Chappell (PMOT II, 452-453, 782) discusses the survival in tradition
of the Pills song, "Unconstant Woman," sung in the nineteentl} century
to a different tune, which he prints. Here and there it h~s affinities with
the Cantus tune of 1662, despite the obvious difference of movement
and harmonic contour. Chappell also notes a survival, perhaps aid~d by
print .in the intervening generations, of Lowberry's "The Consta.nt
Lover" in much altered form. At the opening of the twen~ieth century, a
song was collecteq in Sussex beginning" "Farewell lads, and farewell
lasses" which, though to a different tune, perpetuates some remnants of
the old text, including the burden "I live not where I love" (JFSS, I
[19 0 4], 273)·
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I Loathe That I Dtd Love
Lord Vaux's poem "The aged louer renounceth loue," beginning "I
loathe that I did love," was included in Songs and Sonnets (i.e., Totlel's
Miscellany), 1557, and a broadside edition, now lost, was licensed in 15 6315 64. Several MS commonplace books of the period contain the verses. 1
BM MS Add. 4goo, fo1. 62 v , early seventeenth century (Fig. 215), is a

o
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setting with lute accompaniment, which seemed to Chappell the "regular
composition of a musician," doubtless because of the repetitions required
to swell the four-line stanza to a melody designed for six lines. In Hamlet,
V, i, the gravedigger sings the first, third, and eighth stanzas of the ballad,
distorted to suit his character.
A second tune for "I loathe that I did love" has been preserved. According to Chappell (PMOT I, 216) it was "written in characters of the
times . . . on the margin of a copy of the Earl of Surrey's poems,· in the
possession of Sir W. W. Wynne." A dozen of these tunes, extracted from
Wynne's volume,were reproduced in an edition of Songs and Sonnets,
which G. F. Nott designed to augment his two-volume edition of The
Works of Surrey and Wyatt, 1815-1816. This third volume was printed
in 180g but was never published. 2 Copies in the British Museum are with1 Among them, Bodleian MS Ashmole 48, reprinted in Thomas Wright's Songs and
Ballads . .. Chiefly of t1ze Reign of Philip and Mary, Roxburghe Club, 1860, and BM
MS Add. 38599, fo1. 134v • See Professor Rollins's edition of Tottel's Miscellany, 19281929, II, 284.
2 According to CBEL I, 403, the edition was destroyed by fire.
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out music, but a copy preserved in the library of Arundel Castle contains
the nines, of which "I loathe that I did love" is No. II, printed with five
others on a leaf following p. 154 (Fig. 21 fi). On a second leaf tipped in at
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the same spot, songs Nos. 10, 11, and 12 are harmonized by William
Crotch. 3 Through the kindness of Professor Ruth Hughey, who has examined the Arundel Castle copy, I am able to give a transcript of the
tune, which may date from the latter half of the sixteenth century.'
Some tune, at any rate, was used with the poem well before Shakespeare's time, for a song in the Gorgeous Gallery of Gallant Inventions}
1578 (ed.. Rollins, p. 35), is "the Lauer complayneth of his Ladies vnconstancy to the Tune of I lathe that I did laue," beginning "You graues,
of grisly ghosts/Your charge fro[m] coffins send."

I Love You More and More Each Day
This tune name is derived from the first line of a late seventeenthcentury ballad, "The Constant Lover's Lamentation," with music on the
sheet (Fig. 217) to fit the distinctive nine-line stanza (Pepys V, 299). The
words alone are found in Wits Cabinet} c. 1700, and The Compleat Academy of Complements} 1705. Two other ballads sung to "I love you more
and more each day" are printed with meaningless music: "The Witty
Harlot; Or, The French King in the Powdering Tub," beginning "Great
Lewis in a mighty heat" (Pepys; reprinted in PB y, 223), and "Oxfords Crotch apparently supplied Chappell with the music printed in PMOT I, 217,
for Wooldridge's version of the text in OEPM 1,52, was "taken from a copy of the one
print~d by Dr. Nott, in the handwriting of Dr. Crotch," which was among Chappell's
papers.
'E. F. Rimbault, in his Musical Illustrations of Percy's Reliques, 1850, p. 7, is inclined to attribute the airs to Surrey, but without evidence to support the suggestion.
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shire Betty," beginning "Poor Tom the Tailor don't lament" (Pepys, BM
C.39· k .6 ; reprinted in RB VII, 481, and OPB~ p. 4 6).
A black-letter ballad "The Knight's Tragedy, or The Unfortunate
Lovers last farewel," beginning "Forgive me if your looks (I thought)"
(Pepys III, 379), has the same text as a roman-letter edition entitled "The
Esquires Tragedy, or the Unfortunate Lovers last Farewel" (Pepys; reo
printed in RB VIII, 637), both without music but with the tune direction
"I love you more and more each day." From these sources the two opening stanzas of "The Despairing Lovers Complaint for Celias Unkindness"
(Pepys V, 336, with meaningless music) are derived; the remaining four
are new, and the stanzas are shortened by omitting the customary halfline repetition preceding the last line of each. Moreover, "The Despairing Lovers" is "To an Excellent New Tune," presumably the music by
Robert King which had been printed with the first two stanzas in The
Banquet of Musick, Second Book, 1688, p. 1 (Fig. 218).
At ieast five ballads name the tune "Forgive me if your looks I thought."
These are: "Hells Nightwalker: Or, The Devil in Petticoats," beginning
"Good people all I pray give ear" (Lord Crawford 44 1 ); "An Excellent
New Copy of Verses . . . Thomas Cooke . . . Executed at Tyburn . . .
11th of August 1703/' beginning "Unto my sad Complaint give ear"
(Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 54); "The Barbarous Uncle," 17 06, beginning "A Wealthy Squire in the North" (Lord Crawford 12 5 2); "The Fatal
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Virgin. '. . Drowning herself In the River of Thames.
23d. of July,
1710," beginning "Good People listen and you'll find" (BM Huth 75);
and "The Unfortunate Couple or The Unkind Father . . . Shot himself
. . . L-d-g-te street," beginning "You Cruel Parents, most severe" (Harvard).
The original air "I love you more and more" remained in memory
until beyond the middle of the eighteenth century, for "The, Crafty
Lover: Or, The Lawyer Outwitted," 1697, beginning "Of a Rich Counsellor I write" (Morgan 30), survives not only in A Collection of Old
Ballads, 1723-1725, II, 234, but also in Aldermary and Bow Church
Yard editions (Douce III, 14, Madden I, 182, Chetham 301, Harvard)
which preserve the nine-line stanza and name the tune "I love thee more
and more."

I Loved Thee

Onc~

III Love No More
"

This tune takes its name from the opening line of a poem, "To an
Inconstant Mistress," composed "by Sir Robert Aytoun about 1625 and
found in Le Prince d'Amour, 1660. Henry Lawes wrote a sophisticated
musical setting for it (Select Ayres and Dialogues, Second Book, 1669, p.
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30), but a simpler tune more suitable for ballad singing appeared in the
second and third editions of The Dancing Master~ 1652 and 1665 (1652,
p. 51 =Fig. 219).
It is probably to the earlier dance tune that the following ballad was
sung: "The Passionate Louer," beginning "As I sate in a pleasant shade,"
to the tune of "I Lou'd thee once Ile loue no more" (Pepys; reprinted in
PB II, 4).

I Never Saw a Face Ttll Now
This tune derives its name from the first line of a song written by
Colonel (later Major General) Sackville for Southerne's play The Disappointment, 1684, I, i. With music by Simon Pack it was included in
A Collection of Twenty Four Songs, sig. Bl v (Fig. 220), in I80 Loyal Songs~
and in ~he Theater of Music~ First Book, all 1685; it is found also in
Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 303. The music alone appears in Humphry Salter's
Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder, 1683, among the unnumbered
pages. which were added at the end, in all likelihood a year or two
after the original publication of th~s edition. The music is erroneously
printed on some broadside copies of "State and Ambition" (Pepys V, 404),
which has its own tune, and on "The Young Mans Joys Compleated"
(Douce II, 263), which is to be sung to "0 so ungrateful a Creature," an
unrecorded air. Sackville's poem was included in A New Garland~ c. 16851688, as "Love and. Constancy."
"The Lovesick Shepherd Cured," beginning "Tell me, 0 Shepherd,
why so sad," is to be sung to "We all to Conquering Beauty Bow, or, I
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• Measure 5 appears twice in the original.
,•• Cadence note iJ? measures 7, 14, 21, and 28 should extend through two
ures.

~e,as

never saw a Face till now" (Pepys V, 330, with meaningless music printed
on the sheet). The first tune, q.v., is named from the beginning of a
D'Drfey poem set to music by Dr. John Blow; despite the fact that
D'Drfey's third line is "But I ne'er saw, [or knew] a Face till now," the
two tunes and their original words are entirely independent.

I Often for A1j Jenny Strovr;
This tune· is named from the ~rst line of a song published in The
Banquet of Musick, Third Book, 1689, p. 23 (Fig. 221). The same air
appears in The Dancing Master, 8th ed., 1690, et seq., in Apollo's Banquet, 6th ed., 1690, and in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master,
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1718; both words and music are in Pills} 1719-1720, III, 263. The original
song was expanded into ten stanzas on a broadside, "The Constant Lovers," beginning "I often for my Joaney strove," on which the printed air
is identified as a "New Northern Tune. I often for my Joaney, &c."
(Pepys V, 253).
Among the many ballads sung to the tune, one is of special interest:
"Cupid's Revenge," beginning "A King once Reign'd beyond the Seas,/
As we in ancient stories find", (Pepys, Harvard; eighteenth-century editions include Douce, Lord Crawford, Clark, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB VI, 661). This is a version of "King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid,"
a story several times referred to by Shakespeare (e.g., R'omeo and Juliet)
II, i; 2 Henry IV} V, iii). An early ballad form appeared in Richard Johnson's Crown Garland of Golden Roses} 1612, sung, of course, to some
older, unnamed tune.' Percy prints a version of Johnson's text in his
Reliques. '.
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The following do not seem to have been reprinted: "The Disdainful
Damosel," beginning "Now fifteen years are gone and past" (Pepys V,
209): "The Noble and Imprison'd Protestants . . . in the Castle of Dublin," beginning "What Protestant can now forbear" (Pepys IV, 63); "The
Ploughman's Love and Loyalty," beginning "Sweet Joan my joy and
hearts delight" (Pepys IV, 69); "The Surprized Lord & Lady," beginning
"Of late we hear, in Devon-shire" (Pepys IV, 293); "The Ladies LookingGlass; or, The Queen and the Cobler," beginning "A Queen beyond
seas did command" (Pepys III, 95). The tune is called "I often with my
Jemmy strove" in "Marage Forgotten, Or the Condiscending Shepherdess," 1689, beginning "As I was waliking [sic] over a Plain" (Pepys V, 231).
Other ballads to the tune have been reprinted in RB or PB; the following was reprinted in OPB, p. 163: "The Contriving Lover," 1690, beginning "A Rich Old Miser of Renown" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, BM
C.39· k.6).
The Jovial Crew, 1731, alone of the ballad operas, uses the tune and
prints the music. Another late version of the air is found under the title
"No charmes above her" in Dr. John Leyden's MS Lyra Viol Book, aftex:
1690 (No. 73 in the G. F. Graham transcript). I have no information on
the source of this tune name.

I Tell Thee;',Dick

I,
I'

I
I,

I

I:
i
I

This tune is named from the opening line of a song written by Sir John
Suckling upon the marriage of Roger Boyle, first Earl of Orrery, 1640.
Conceived as a west-country rustic's humorous account of nuptials, the
poem begins:
I tell thee Dick where I have been,
Where I the rarest things have seen;
Oh things without compare I
Such sights again cannot be found
In any place on English ground,
Be it at Wake, or Fair.

It was first published in Suckling's posthumous Fragmenta Autea, 1646,
and was reprinted in the following: Wits Recreation Refined, 1650; Recreation for Ingenious Headpieces, 1650; Antidote against Melancholy,
1661; Merry Drollery, 1661; The New Academy of Complements, 1671;
Wit and Drollery, 1682; Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682; Pills, all editions;
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and also in such eighteenth-century miscellanies as The Hive, 3d ed.,
1726, and The Convivial Songster, c. 1782. Ritson went back to the 1646
text in his Ancient Songs, 1790.
"
The music is found in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, pp. 244, 297; in Pills,
1719-1720, III, 132 (Fig. 222); and in the Convivial Songster, p. 10. Another tune (Fig. 223) is printed on a single-sheet edition of about 1720
'entitled "A Comicall Parly between two Countrymen on sight of a Wed·
ding" (BM H.1601 [218], Huntington, Harvard).
Although Suckling's poem does not appear to have been printed as a
broadside, a number of ballads were written in imitation of it and were
sung to the tune of "I [or I'll] tell thee, Dick." These include "The Cavaliers Complaint," 1661, beginning "Come Jack, let's drinke a pot of Ale"
followed, by "An Echo to, the Cavaliers Complaint" on the same sheet
(Chetham, Bagford, BM Thomason, BM Luttrell, Wood 416, Harvard;
found also in Merry Drollery and Antidote, 1661, and in New Academy
of Complements, 1671; reprinted in Wright, Political Ballads, 1841, p.
257). Another is "The Cavalier's Genius: Being a Proper New Ballad,"
c. 1663, beginning "Ch'ill tell thee Wat, ch'avebin at Court," a clear
imitation, despite the facetious tune title, .. 'Ods bodikins chill work no
more, and forty other good Tunes" (BM Luttrell II, 32, Wood 4i6 [78]).
Two ballads of the 16805 to the tune are "The Plotting-Cards reviv'd, or
the New Game of Forty One," c. 1681, beginning "Come, cut again, the
Game's not done" (Huntington; reprinted in I80 Loyal Songs and, incompletely, in RB V, 594); and "A New Ballad," on the restoration of
Monmouth to Court after the Rye House Plot, beginning "Chil tell thee,
Tom, the strangest story" (BM 1872.a.l, Bodleian Ashmole G.16, Wood
276a, Harvard, Clark; reprinted in I80 Loyal Songs and RB V, 417).
Several comparable songs found their way into books rather than
broadsheets. Of these the following name the tune: an unsigned song by
Patrick C~ry, c. 1651, beginning "And can you thincke that this ,~ransla
tion/Will benefitt att all 'our nation" (Trivial Poems, ed. Walter Scott,
348
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1820, p. 13); "A Christmas Song When the Rump was first dissolved,"
concerning events of 1653, beginning "This Christmas time, 'tis fit that
we" (The Rump, 1660, Rump, 1662; reprinted in Loyal Songs, 1731, and
\Vilkins, Political Ballads, 1860, I, 117); "The Chequer Inn," 1675, beginning "I tell thee, Dick, where I have been,/\Vhere I the Parliament have
seen" (BM MS I-Iarl. 7319, p. 33; printed, with an answer, in Poems on
Affairs of State, 1704, Ill, 57). John Raymund's Folly in Print, or a Book
of Rhymes, 1667, includes two pieces to the tune of "Sir John Sucklings
Ballad." One is "A Ballad on a Friends wedding," beginning "Now Tom
if Suckling were alive"; the other, which may be sung also to "I rode
from England into France," is "Three merry Boyes of Kent," beginning
"Of Mandeville, I do not tell."
A few pieces without tune direction are not only in the characteristic
stanza form of "I tell thee, Dick" but imitate the opening lines of the
original. These include "Upon Sir John Sucklings hundred horse," beginning "1 tell thee Jacke thou'st give the kinge" (Bodleian MS Ashmole
36-37, fol. 53 v , anothcr copy, fol. 130; John Gamble's MS Commonplace
Book, 1659, No. 104; printed in Wit and Drollery, 1656, p. 44, and Le
Prince d'Amour, 1660). This lampoon on Suckling's raising a troop of
horse at his own expensc at the outbrcak of civil war is followed in each
copy by what purports to bc Suckling's answer, bcginning "I tell thcc
fcllow [or fool] who c'cr thou bc." Thc Ashmolc MS contains two copics
of anothcr poem bcginning 'TIe tcll thee Dick where I havc bync/
Thc rarest fights that I havc sccnc" (fols. 51 v, 292). Merry Drollery ComjJlete, 1670, p. 317, has a pocm "On the Printing of the Oxford Jests,"
beginning "I tell thee Kit, wherc I havc bccn,/Whcrc I thc rarest Jests
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have zeen"; and a very close imitation of Suckling's poem is "A Ballade
on a Countrey Wedding," beginning "I Tell thee Jack as I zought out/
A stragling Lamb that stray'd about" (Wit at a Venture J 1674, p. 59). "A
Song on a Wedding," beginning "Now that Loves Holiday is come" (Wil.
liam Hicks, Grammatical DrollerYJ 1682, p. 112), is similarly inspired.
Representative of a few broadsides which name the tune but do not
imitate Suckling's poem are the following: "A New Ballad upon Dr.
Oates His Retreat from White-Hall," 1681, beginning "Can'st tell me,
Ceres, what curst fate" (Harvard, Yale, BM 806.k.16 [126]; reprinted in
I80 Loyal Songs J p. 248); and "The Countrymans Joy, At The Coronation
Of King William & Queen Mary April the llth 1689," beginning "Ods
whirlikinsl what mun Che do" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 227).
A ballad on the battle of Audenarde, 1708, entitled "Jack Frenchman's
Lamentation," beginning "Ye Commons and Peers," is directed to be sung
to "I'll tell there] Dick, &c. Or, Who can but love a Seaman" (BM
1876.£.1 [40]); but the first tune does not fit the ballad. A song beginning
"I'll tell thee, Dick, where I have lately been,/There's rare doings at
Bath" (Pills VI, 282) has no relation to Suckling's ballad; it is usually
titled "The Bath Teazers" and has its own music.

I Went from Eng/and into France

I

!

Music for this tune is found in John Gamble's MS Commonplace Book,
1659, No. 62 (Fig. 224), together with 21 stanzas of the poem whose opening line gives the tune its name. The verses are also found, without tune
direction or music, in the second issue of Bishop Richard Corbet's Certain Elegant Poems} 1647, p. 80, and in his Poems J 1672, in Musarum
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Delieiae, 1655, Parnassus Biceps, 1656, Merry Drollery, 1661, Wit and
Mirth, 3d ed., 1682, in Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fol. 44v , and in
several other seventeenth-century manuscripts. 1
I know of no broadside issue of "The Journey into France," but the
tune was used for other broadsides. One was Sir John Denham's "Mr.
Hampdens Speech against Peace at the close Committee," beginning "But
will you now to Peace incline," to the tune "I went from England"
(Rump, 1662, and Loyal Songs, 1731; earlier broadside copies, without
tune title, are in BM Thomason, with the MS date 23 Mar 1642/3, in
BM Luttrell and Bodleian Ashmole H.23; the piece was reprinted in
Denham's Poems and Translations, 1668). The tune is called "I made a
Voyage into France" in "An Exit to the Exit Tyrannus . . . Erasing that
. . . Scandalous Motto . . . where King Charles the First Statue stood,"
beginning "After curs'd Traitors damned rage" (BM Thomason, Harvard,
both copies bearing the MS date March 17, 1659/60; Wood 416, BM
Luttrell, Bagford; reprinted in RB VII, 663).
"Three merry Boyes of Kent," beginning "Of Mandeville, I do not
tell," is to the tune of "I rode from England into France, or Sir John
Sucklings Ballad" (Folly in Print, 1667, p. 8). The second tune is "I tell
thee, Dick," q.v.

I Would I Were in.MY Own Country
This tune appears as "Goddesses" in all editions of The Dancing Master, 1651-c. 1728 (1651, p. 52=Fig. 225), and in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. An earlier keyboard setting by Giles Farnaby
1 The poem has been attributed not only to Bishop Corbet but also to Suckling.
G. Thorn-Drury, in his edition of Parnassus Biceps, 1927, p. 171, notes that in BM MS
Egerton 923, fol. nb, the poem is called "Goodwins Journey into ffraunce," and he
follows Aubrey (Brief Lives, ed. A. Clark, 1898, I, 270) in proposing Thomas Goodwyn
of Ludlo~ as the author. Thorn-Drury adds, "The whole tone of the piece se'ems to
me quite out of keeping with anything Corbet is likely to have written, and I believe
that the simple explanation of its ascription to him is that it has been confounded
with a 'Iourney' he did write. the Iter Boreale!' See Ebsworth's note in his edition of
Choyce Drollery, 1876. p. 355. for references to MSS which assign the poem to Corbet
and Suckling. V. de Sola Pinto and A. E. Rodway. who print the poem from the Taverham MS, c. 1600-1640. Nottingham University Library, in their collection The Common
'Muse, 1957, p. 133. make no'reference to Corbet; moreover. their conjectured date
·ofc. 1623 'virtually removes Suckling from consideration, since he was born in 1~9.
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in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book is entitled "Quodling's Delight." 1 The
form of the tune used in Gay's Achilles, 1733, as "Goddesses" is nearly
identical with that which Chappell reproduced (PMOT II, 457) as from
Sir john Hawkins's Transcripts of Music for the Virginals, where it was
apparently called "I would I were in my own country."
The identity of the Hawkins Transcripts has not been established. The
most likely candidate is New York Public Library MS Drexel 5609, an
eighteenth-century compilation of keyboard pieces from many sources.
This tune appears on p. 130 of the manuscript, evidently copied from the
earlier Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fo1. 46 (Fig. 226). In neither
manuscript, however, is the setting titled, and since it differs in detail
from other musical texts, including the one Chappell printed, the case
for the Drexel MS remains shaky. Furthermore, until it can be confirmed
that this tune is somewhere called "I would I were ih my own country,"
its association with ballads cited in the present discussion must be considered tenuous.
The ballad giving rise to the tune title is "The Northern Lasses lamentation, or The unhappy Maids Misfortune," beginning "A North
Countrey Lass/up to London did pass," to the tune of "I would I were
in my own Country" (Lord Crawford, Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB VII, 168). This is a touching expression of homesickness, with a
memorable refrain:

o the Oak, the Ash, and the bonny Ivy Tree
doth flourish at home in my own Country.
Nothing in the tenor of the ballad justifies Ebsworth in equating it with
"The wanton Northerne lasse," licensed in 1640.
The same tune was probably used for "The Lancashire-Lovers: or, The
merry Wooing of Thomas and Betty," beginning "My Betty thou knowst
1 The tune does not fit the broadside "Loues up to the elbowes," which is directed
to be sung to "Codli~gs" (PB II, 125). The Fitzwilliam collection also contains variations by Richard Famaby on an air closely related to those cited; it is called "Fayne
would I Wedd," from the concluding song in Thomas Campion's Third and Fourth
Rooke of Ayres, c. 1612, which begins "Faine would I wed a faire yong man."
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I have courted thee long," to the tunc of "Loves Tide: Or, At home
would I be in my own Country" (Douce I, 134 v ; reprinted in RB VII,
ix·).2 The refrain here is strongly influenced by the earlier ballad:
The Ash, and the Oak, and the Ivy-tree,
Flourish bravely at home, in our own Country.

"The Dumb Maid: or, the Young Gallant Trappan'd," beginning
"All you that pass along," is "To a new Tune, call'd, Dum, dum, dum:
or, I would I were in my own Country" (Euing, Lord Crawford, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in UB IV, 357). The first tune is another name
for "I am the Duke of Norfolk," which is better suited to the four-line
ballad stanza than is "I would I were in my own country." But the two
tunes are closely related in both rhythmic and harmonic pattern.

111 Go No More to the OldExchange;
or The New Royal Exchange
In The Dancing Master, 3d ed., 1665, p. 124 (Fig. 227), this tune
appears as "The New Exchange"; the index lists it as "New New-Exchange"; in later editions it is called "The New Royal Exchange:' 1
On "Love's tide" see "Wert thou more fairer."
1 Another Dancing Master tune, which does not fit the necessary rhythmic pattern
here, is called "The New Exchange" in the first edition, 1651; from the fourth edition,
2
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Wit and Drollery, 1656, contains a song fitting the tune, though no
tune direction is given: "On the Souldiers walking in the new Exchange
to affront the Ladies," beginning "I'll go no more to the New Exchange,/
There is no room at all." In the same stanza pattern are a number of
other poems inspired directly or indirectly by the poem of 1656, including
another in Wit and Drollery, beginning "Wee' I go no more to Tunbridge
wells,/The journey is too far." Wit Restor'd, 1658, contains "The Bursse
of Reformation," beginning "We will go no more to the old Exchange,/
There's no good ware at all," and an answer beginning "We will go no
more to the New Exchange,/Their credit's like to fall." Merry Drollery,
1661, contains "The New Exchange," a song licensed in 1658 which begins "I'll go no more to the Old Exchange,jThere's no good ware at all,"
and continues in a nonpolitical vein, in contrast to the Royalist poems in
Wit Restor'd.
A broadside to the tune "I'll go no more to the old Exchange" is
"Loves Captivity and Liberty," beginning "Oft have I sworn I'll love no
more" (J>epys IV, 5, Rawlinson 56). This is an expansion of a poem
written by Henry Hughes, beginning "Oft have I swore," which Henry
Lawes set to music in his Ayres and Dialogues, Third Book, 1658, p. 3·
The tune title on the broadside clearly relates to the popular air and not
to Lawes's music, for a refrain has been added to fill out the stanza to
twelve lines, corresponding to the pattern in the other "Exchange" songs.
Another song to the tune of ''I'll go no more to the New Exchange" is
found in Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, 77, beginning "Never will I wed
a girl that's coy."
1670, it is called "Durham Stable, or The New Exchange," in allusion to the fact that
the Exchange, opened early in the seventeenth century, stood on grounds formerly
occupied by the stables of Durham House.
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Il! Never Love Thee More
This tunc derives its name from the refrain of a song beginning "My
dear and only love, take heed." Five stanzas of the text arc found in Wit
and Drollery, 1656, closely resembling the version in BM MS Har!. 2127,
foIs. 8, 5v (late seventeenth century). John Gamble's MS Commonplace
Book, 1659, No. 274, contains a five-stanza text and the air with bass
(Fig. 228). The tune, called "Never love thee more," is in The Dancing
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Master, beginning with the 7th ed., 1686. 1 The words appear in Pills,
1719-1720, VI, 122, with a tune which appears to be a tenor part rather
than a melodic line. The music printed for "William and Margaret. An
old Scotch Ballad with the Original Scotch Tune" in Thomson's Orpheus
Caledonius, 1725, No. 49, is actually a version of ''I'll never love thee
more." So is the tune called "Chevy Chase" in William McGibbon's Collection of Scots Tunes, 1742-1755, p. 108, and in a collection of airs for
violin made by Samuel Wesley after 1774 (BM MS Add. 31763, fol. 18 V );
the same tune, printed with Montrose's "lines" in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum V, 464, is identified in Stenhouse's notes as "Chevy Chase."
The broadside version is "Ile never Love thee more being a true Love
Song between a young Man and a Maid," beginning "My dear and only
The tune was actually first printed in the 6th ed., 1679, Supplement, pp. 22-23.
Page 22 is wanting in the only known (BM) copy, but the dance directions at the top
of p. 23 agree perfectly with those accompanying the tune in the 1686 edition .
1
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love take heed," to the tune of "0 no, no, no, not yet" (Pepys III, 266,
Rawlinson 190V).2 Another broadside edition with the subtitle "Being
the forsaken Lovers farewel to his fickle Mistress," is sung "To a rare
Northern Tunc, Or, lie never love thee more," and begins "My dear
and only joy, take heed" (Dollce I, 10 1 V).3 Both broadsides were printed
in the neighborhood of 1675, but the ballad is more than half a century
older, as we can sec by the tunc citations on other broadsides.
For example, "My deere and only Loue take heed" is the tunc named
in "The faythfull Louers resolution," printed for Philip Birch about
1620 (PB I, 169),' 'TIc neuer loue thee more" is named in "Tis not
otherwise: Or: The praise of a married life," issued by George Blackwall
about 1630 (PC, p. 356). Two ballads of about 1625 give the choice between "Oh no, no, no, not yet" and ''I'll never love thee more": "Any
thing for a quiet life" (PB II, 18), and "Good sir, you wrong your
Britches" (PB I, 248).
Other ballads to "I'll never love thee more" include Thomas jordan's
"A Dialogue Betwixt Tom And Dick . . . March 28. 1660," beginning
"Now would I give my life to see" (Lord Crawford, Bagford, BM C.20.£.2,
BM Thomason, Bodleian Firth, Harvard, Roxburghe; IS reprinted in
Ratts Rhimed to Death, 1660, Rump, 1660, 1662, and RB VII, 672); "The
Tragedy of Hero and Leander," beginning "Come mournful muse assist
my quill" (Douce, Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 558); 0 and
"The Swimming Lady," beginning "The four and twentieth day of May"
(Pepys, Douce, Morgan, Bagford; reprinted in Pills III, 96 [with different
music] and in BB I, 142). To the tunc of 'Tic ever love the more" and in
the same stanza pattern is "A Proper New Ballad, Being the Regrate of
2 The tune name is from the burdcn of a sccond ballad on the shect (without title,
but beginning "A young man walking all alone/abroad to take the air"). In the versions of this piece found in the Percy Folio MS (ed. Hales and Furnivall, IV, 92) and
in Merry Drollery, 1661, the refrain is "0 nay, 0 nay not yet." A number of ballads,
including several which originated in thc first half of the seventeenth century, are
sung to "0 no, no, no not yet." I am inclined to consider this the name of an independent tune which has not survived, rather than a secondary name for ''I'll never
love thee morc," with which it is sometimcs coupled.
8 The first broadside is in eight stanzas, the second is in nine; the texts differ widely
throughout, though they possess enough in common to be unmistakably related. The
Pills text derives from the second broadside, but the other seventeenth-century versions
cited are more closely akin to the first.
4 The fmt part of the ballad is reprinted in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 59, with a new air
by Samuel Akeroyde.
IS The Roxburghe copy has the title "A Pleasant Dialogue between the Country-Man
and Citizen . . . March the 28, 1660,"
6 "Hero and Leander, an Old Ballad" in W. Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius, 1733,
II, No, 40, is a reworking of stanzas 2-5, 9-12 of the broadside; the music is a florid
piece of contemporary composition,
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a true Lover, for his Mistriss Unkindnesse," beginning "I wish I were
those Gloves, dear heart" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 584).
About 1°43 James Graham, Marquis of Montrose, wrote a five-stanza
poem to his mistress, beginning "My dear and only love, I pray," and
incorporating the familiar refrain ''I'll never love thee more." As we have
already seen, the original ballad was well known some years before Montrose penned his lines. The poem is found in \Vatson's Choice Collection
of . . . Scots Poems, Part III, 1711 (1809), p. 107, in Herd's Scottish
Songs, 1770, I, 230, in Poems of James Graham, Marquis of Montrose,
ed. J. L. Weir, 1938, p. 19, and on eightecnth-century broadsides; 7 in
every case Montrose's poem is followed by a second pan in thirtcen
stanzas, beginning "My dear and only love, take heed," which is in reality
the original broadside. The 1733 edition of Allan Ramsay's Tea-Table
Miscellany reprints Montrose's verses under the title "I'll never love thee
more," I, I l l , together with a song beginning "I toss and tumble thro'
the night" to the tune of "Montrose's Lines," II, 152 (the latter reprintcd
in A Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735-173°,
II, 81). The populari ty of the song in Scotland is further suggested by
the presence of the original tune, called "Montroscs Lynes," in Dr. John
Leyden's MS Lyra Viol Book, No. 59 (after 1690), and in the Blaikie Lyra
Viol MS, No. 52, about 1745. 8

Ianthe the Lovely
John Glanville's song, "The Happy Pair," beginning "Ianthe the
Lovely, the Joy of her Swain," was first printed in The Diverting Post,
1705. It was soon thereafter issued as a broadside, "The Loyal Swain: or,
The Happy Pair. Sung before Her Majesty . . . To a New Play-House
Tune" (Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 110). This issue, with meaningless
music, was published by Bridget Deacon, who succeeded her husband
Jonah upon his death in 1704. A number of slip-sheet editions without
music appeared during the eighteenth century (e.g., Roxburghe III, 502,
53 8, BM 1871.e.9 [125], BM 1876.£.1 [145]). Editions with music by John
Barrett include "The Happy Pair. A Song Sung in York Buildings,"
7 "Montrose Lines: or, I'll never Love thee more," dated June 3, 1775 (BM 1876.f.l
[174]); another edition, "A Proper New Ballad," with tune direction 'TIe never Love
thee more" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 581).
8 Both manuscripts exist only in transcripts; the former is in the National Library
of Scotland, the latter in the Dundee Free Library.
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c. 1710 (BM H.1601 [231]=Fig. 229), and another of c. 1715 (EM G.309
[71]). The tunc, called "Ianthe," is found in The Dancing Master, 15th
ed., 1713, and in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718.
Words and music appeared in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 300, having been first
included in thc 1706 issuc of volume IV.
Broadsides to the tune include "The Saylor's Complaint: or, the True
Character of a Purser of a Ship," beginning "Of all the curst Plagues
that e'cr Fate did decree," to the tune of "Iantha" (Douce III, 85 v , an
early eighteenth-century issue published by William Onley, reprinted in
Naval Songs and Ballads, cd. C. H. Firth, 1908, p. 233), and a ballad on
Sir Robert Walpole's second marriage in 1738: "The Constant Lovers: or,
the Pleasures of Matrimony," beginning "Lucinda the lovely,/The Joy
of her Swain" (BM 1876.£.1 [110]). The latter, which does not name a
tune, is in part a reworking of Glanville's original poem.
"A 'Squire's Choice," beginning "The World is a Bubble and full of
Decoys," appears with Barrett's music in Pills VI, 38, and another song
to the tunc is at page 271 of the samc volume: "Clarinda's Complaint,"
beginning "With sighing and wishing, and Green-sickness Diet." The
tune was used in Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, and in Oxford Act,
1733. And it appears in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum IV, 350, as the
music for a song beginning "The tears I shed." Ebsworth (BB I, 112) reprinted a song to the tune from an undated pamphlet, The MidshipMan's Garland.
About 1750 Thomas A. Arne reset the poem, whose first line he gives
as "Ianthe, the lovely, the joy of the plain" (BM G.316.c [8]). It was reprinted in the London Magazine, XXII Gan. 1753), 37, and Clio and
Euterpe, 1758-1762, I, 186. Another setting, by "Mr. Jackson of Exon.,"
is in Vocal Music, c. 1771, I, 175, and Calliope, 1788, p. 205. George A.
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Stevens cites Arne's form of the first line as the tune name for his
"Maria," beginning "One day, by appointment, Maria I met," in Songs,
Comic and Satyrical, 1772, p. 151: presumably he intended that it be sung
to Arne's rather than to Barrett's or Jackson's tune.

If Loves a Sweet Passion
Of all Henry Purcell's theater tunes, this was the most popular with
the makers of broadsides. Introduced into the third act of The Fairy
Queen, 1692, with words presumed to be by Elkanah Settle, the song was
soon on the street in several forms, and within a short time some three
dozen other ballads were capitalizing on the popularity of the tune. 1
"If love's a sweet passion" was one of the ten included in Purcell's
Some Select Songs . .. in the Fairy Queen, 1692, and an arrangement
for strings appeared in his posthumous Collection of Ayres, 1697. The
tune was added to Apollo's Banquet in the 7th cd., 1693. Meantime, the
music had appeared on a broadside of 1692, "The Young Lovers Enquiry" (Pepys V, 173), which expanded the stage song from two to seven
stanzas (Fig. 230).2 And a correct score is to be found on two small engraved sheets probably dating from the early 1690s. One is "A Song in
the New Opera call'd, The Fairy Queen," and the second is "A mock song
to If love's a sweet passion," beginning "If wine be a cordial why does it
torment." 8 Other engraved sheets of the original playhouse song appeared as late as 1740 (BM G.316.e [28], Harvard), and it is in all editions
of Pills (1719-1720, III, 287). At least five ballads to the tune are on
broadsides which contain meaningless music.
Ten ballads sung to "If love's a sweet passion" are reprinted in PB/'
Some twenty-eight of these were collected by Pepys alone. Sec Roy Lamson, "Henry
Purcell's Dramatic Songs and the English Broadside Ballad," PMLA, LIII (1938), 148[.
for a discussion of the variety of subjects upon which ballads were written to the tunc.
Both Lamson and Rollins (Pll III, 223n.) list a number of eighteenth-century miscellanies reprinting the original song over a span of a century from its original appearance.
2 Another contemporary edition, undated, contains meaningless music (Pepys V,
174). The seven-stanza text is found in later editions without music, which direct that
it be sung "with its own proper Tunc" (BM 1871.e.g [34] and [49], Harvard).
8 Nos. 13 and 12 respectively in BM C.180.a, a made-up collection of sheets known as
Joyful Cuckoldom. "A mock song" was reprinted with the music in Pills VI, 82, and is
sometimes found alongside the original song in eighteenth-century poetical mis<;ellanks,
e.g., The Wreath, 3d ed., 1753, Songs 4 and 5·
4. Rollins, not taking account of the 16g2 origin of "If love's a sweet passion," dates
two ballads prematurely (PB III, 224 [i685?]. V, 312 [16go?]). The historical basis of a
1
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and an almost equal number in RBI BB I and OPB. The following are
among those apparently not reprinted: "The Wronged Lady," beginning
"0 Pity a Lover who lyes I declare" (Pepys V, 328, Lord Crawford 924),
and "An Answer to The Wronged Lady," beginning "Was ever young
Noble so tortur'd as I?" (Pepys V, 291); "The Unequal Match," beginning "I am a young woman, 'tis very well known" (Pepys III, 87); "joan's
Loving Letter," beginning "To thee, loving Roger, this letter I write"
(Pepys III, 270); "The London Lottery," beginning "Attend to this Ditty,
which fairly does treat" (Pepys V, 421, with meaningless music); "The
Somersetshire Lady," beginning "I am a young wife that has cause to
complain" (Pepys IV, 83); and "The Bucksome Lass of Westminster,"
beginning "You lusty young Batchelors pray now attend" (BM C.22.£.6
[89], Pepys III, 241, Lord Crawford 1409, Harvard).
The following are to be sung to either "Fond Boy" or "Love's a sweet
Passion": "The Miserable Maulster," beginning "A Maulster that liv'd
in the County of Kent" (Lord Crawford 799); "The Noble Funeral Of
. . . the Duke of Grafton," beginning "As two men was walking down
by the sea side" (BM 1876.£.1 130], Morgan 76; partially reprinted in
third; "The Royal Dialogue," VI, 15. is an event of January, 1691, but the edition
bearing this tune title could not have been published before the following year.
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Sir A. W. Fitzroy, Henry Duke 01 Grafton [1921], p. 86); 0 "The WestCountry Frolick," beginning "Pray did not you here of young frolicksome
Kate?" (Douce III, 103 v, Pepys V, 161, Lord Crawford 1008); and "The
Shooemaker Out-witted," beginning "Good people I pray now attend to
my moan" (Pepys III, 271). "The \Vest-Country \Vedding," beginning
"Come all you old Bakers, attend and give car," lists the full form of
the tune title, "If Love's a sweet Passion," as well as "Fond Boy" (Pepys
IV, 113). A ballad of 1696, "The Successful Commander . . . the Earl
of Athlone, against the French at Givet," beginning "You true-hearted
Protestants pray now attend," may be sung either to the Purcell tune or to
the older "Let Caesar live long" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 198).
The vogue of "If love's a sweet passion" was such that two songs were
set to the tune in Abel Boyer's The Compleat French-Master, 1694:
"L'Amour nous engage pour nous rendre hureux," No. 11, and "Helasl
je Soupire la Nuit & Ie jour," No. 12. The tune was also used in five
ballad operas: Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728 (with the music), Odingsells' Bays's Opera, 1730, Calista, 1731 (the tunc is called "When young
at the Bar," from the opening line of Gay's song); The Humours of the
Court, 1732; and The Sturdy Beggars, 1733. "When young at the Bar" is
the name given to the tunc of a song beginning "What ails thee, poor
Shepherd, why looks thee so wan," in A Collection of Loyal Songs, 1750,
p. 56.

In a Desert in Greenland

I

I
(

"A Dialogue betwixt Philander and Sylvia," beginning "In a Desert
in Greenland,jwhere the Sun ne're casts an Eye," is a song by Thomas
D'Urfey with music by William Aleworth which appeared in 1687 in The
Theater of Music, Fourth Book, p. 10 (Fig. 231), and in Comes Amoris,
First Book. The tune alone is in Apollo's Banquet, 5th cd., 1687, and the
words were reprinted in D'Urfey's New Poems, 1690. Words and music
are in all editions of Pills (1719-1720, II, 252).
A broadside version of c. 1690, expanding the text to seven stanzas is
"The Suffering Lover . . . To an excellent new Tune" (Lord Crawford,
o If the funeral ballad was issued upon the death of the Duke of Grafton in October,
1690, it could not have been associated with the Purcell tune; our texts are evidently

reissues.
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tiM C.39.k.G; reprinted in OPR, p. 134). Aleworth's tune was apparently
not used for any other broadsides.

In Crete
"In Crete when Daedalus first began" is the opening line of an Elizabethan ballad which has been preserved in several manuscripts. A ninestanza text of c. 1592 in Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet. 112, fols. 18-17v
reversed, was published by Professor Rollins (Review of English Studies,
III [1927], 336-337), who called attention to a four-stanza fragment in
Bodleian MS Tanner 306, fo1. 186. Special interest attaches to two stanzas
in BM MS Harl. 7578, fol. 103; as Frank Sidgwick noted, the sheet
originally contained religious verses, beginning "Christe ys rysynge,"
which have been "roughly deleted" and replaced by lines on Daedalus
and lcarus. 1
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A moderately embellished lute tablature of "In Crete" is preserved
in Folger MS 448.16, fols. Ig v-2o (after 1571, according to Giles E.
Dawson's dating of this part of the manuscript). The melodic line is
more salisfactorily presented in an untitled version in \Villiam Ballet's
MS Lule Book, p. go (Fig. 232); lhe last two bars, wanting in lhe Ballet
lablalllre, are here supplied from the Folger set. A lhird arrangement for
lute is "In creele when dadulus first began" in the Richard Mynshall MS
LUle Book, 1599, fol. 8. An unbarred succession of notes in the Harleian
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"Recovery of a Lost Ballad and Tune," Gentleman's Magaz.ine, CCCI (1906), 17g181. The Harleian fragment was also printed by Rollins in his Old English Ballads,
1920, pp. 32 9-33°.
1
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text just discussed proves to be harmonically congruent with the lute
settings, and is perhaps the alto of a four- or five-part vocal arrangement. 2
Thomas Nashe, in his attack on Gabriel Harvey in Have With You
to Saffron-Walden, 1596, named a number of ballads and singled out
"In Creete when Dedalus" as a particular object of scorn. He charged
that Harvey looked upon this ballad as "food from heauen, and more
transporting and rauishing, than Pia toes Discourse of the immortalitie
of the soule was to Cato." Snatches from the ballad are sung in Beaumont's The Knight of thc Burning Pestlc, I, iv, and Fletcher's Monsieur
Thomas, III, iii.
Thomas Deloney named "in Creete" as the tune for a ballad written
before 1600, "How the Dukes daughter of Cornwall being married vnto
King Locrine . . . was auenged," beginning "When Humber in his
wrathfull rage" (Garland of Good Will, 1631, reprinted in Worhs, ed.
Mann, p. 311; a version is also in the Percy Folio MS, ed. Hales and
Furnivall, III, 437). Sir Edward Dyer's familiar poem, "My mind to me
a kingdom is," was to be sung to the tune in its broadside versions (SB,
p. 113, representing a MS text probably derived from a broadside issued
2 I am indebted to Prof. John Ward for calling this latter point to my attention.
Dr. David Lumsden, in his unpublished Cambridge University dissertation, first identified the Ballet setting. Both scholars have recognized that one or more leaves are missing from the Ballet MS following the incomplete "In Crete" tablature; what next appears is the conclusion of John Johnson's version of "Rogero," and this title has been
assigned to the composite of the two fragments in transcriptions printed by Germaine
Bontoux, La Chanson en Angleterre au temps d'Elizabeth, 1936, pp. 84-86 (facsimile
of lute tablature, pI. IV, opp. p. 102).
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c. 1600; Pepys, an edition of c. 1624, reprinted in PH I, 229; later copies
in Pepys II, 7, Douce II, 200", 270").8
In the oldest extant edition of "The Sinners Redemption," beginning
"All you that are to mirth inclin'd," the tune direction is "The bleeding
heart. Or, In Creet, &c." (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 486).' Later
editions, however, drop the second tune name, as if it had become too
old·fashioned for a Restoration audience. 1i Three late seventeenth-cen·
tury ballads called for the tune of "The Sinners Redemption," but it does
not seem likely that "In Crete" was the melody intended. ll

In January Last
This tune takes its name from the opening line of "A Scotch Song"
which Thomas D'Urfey introduced into his play A Fond Husband,
1677:
In January last on Munnonday at Morne,
As along the Fields I past to view the Winter Corne,
I leaked me behind, and saw come ore the Knough,
Yen glenting in an Apron with a bonny brent brow.

In his dedicatory epistle D'Urfey says of the song that "a part of [it]
was not mine; nor do I desire any Reputation from it." He evidently
was not thinking of the tune, for he customarily worked with melodies
not his own. Whatever his indebtedness may otherwise have been, he
assumed enough of the credit that, when gathering his own songs into
William Byrd set parts of Dyer's poem as No. II and No. 14 in his Psalmes, Sonets,
&- Songs, 1588. In BM MS Add. 15118, fol. 3v , of the first quarter of the seventeenth
century, the poem is set to an unbarred air vaguely akin to the Harleian "In Crete"
music. Unrelated musically is a three-part "My mind to me" of the same era in BM
MS Egerton 2009, fol. 54v. Dyer's poem appears in all editions of Pills (1719-1720, IV,
88), with a fresh setting by Samuel Akeroyde.
/0 The only Stationers' Register entry of the ballad is dated 1656, and the Roxburghe
copy may be of about that date, although it seems to be an older production.
Ii "My bleeding heart" is the opening of a ballad to the tune of "Sir Andrew Barton"
(RB III, 23), and the ballad on Barton's life and death (RB I, 10, Child No. 167) is to
the tune "Come follow my love," which has apparently not survived. Traditional tunes
of "Andrew Barton" are modern.
6 They are "The Sinners Care to Repent in due time" (BB I, 227), "A soluntary Song,
for all stubborn Sinners" (Pepys II, 49, BM C.22.f.6 [18], Lord Crawford 456, Harvard),
and "The Religious Man's Exhortation" (RB VII, 831).
S
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the first two volumes of the 1719-1720 Pills, he included this among
them, I, 306.
The song had meantime been introduced into Otway's Friendship in
Fashion, 1678, Act III, and was printed with the music in Choice Ayres if
Songs, Second Book, 1679, p. 46 (Fig. 233). Thomas Greeting added the
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air to the 1680 edition of his Pleasant Companion . .. for the Flagelet
as "A new Tune to a Northen Song." It appears in MusicJts Recreation
on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682, as "Bonny Brow," from the last line of
the opening stanza. 1 As "A Scotch Tune" the music is found in Apollo's
Banquet, 5th ed., 1687. The six-stanza playhouse text, without music,
was included in Wit and Drollery, 1682, and in D'Urfey's Compleat
Collection, 1687.
An expanded broadside version of D'Urfey's song is called "The Scotch
Wedding: or, A short and Pretty Way of Wooing . . . To a New Northern Tune" (Euing, Douce, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 458). This was followed by "The New married
Scotch Couple: Or, The Second Part of the Scotch Wedding," beginning "As Jenny Crack and I/together ligg'd in Bed," and sung "To a
New Northern Tune; Or, In January last" (Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB VIII, 460). Both broadsides must have been issued shortly after
the appearance of D'Urfey's play. Others to the tune include: "Northern
Nanny," beginning "On Easter Monday last/when Ladds and Lasses
Later settings with the same title are preserved in transcripts of the lost MS Lyra
Viol books of Dr. John Leyden, No. 50, and Andrew Blaikie, No. 80. The latter collection contains another set entitled "In January Last," No. 94, as well as "Lady Binnys
Lilt," No. 96, with a strikingly similar opening strain.
1
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play" (Douce II, 163v, issued no later than 1679); "Loves Quintessence.
Or, The Frolick on Hackney Marsh," beginning "Down in a pleasant
Valley" (Pepys III, 273); and a Monmouth ballad of c. 1681 based on a
poem by Mrs. Aphra Behn, "Young Jemmy, Or, The Princely Shepherd,"
beginning "Young Jemmy was a Lad,lof Royal birth and Breeding,"
and sung "To a pleasant New Play-house Tunc. Or, In Ianuary last,
Or, The Gowlin" (Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 658).2
The six-stanza D'Urfey poem, "To its o'Vn Tune," is reprinted with
minor changes in Allan Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany~ 1733, II, 138.
William Thomson followed Ramsay's text, entitling it "The Glancing
of her Apron," and supplied a new tune for it in his Orpheus Caledonius~
1733, II, No. 42. Johnson's Scots Musical Museum V, 457, follows Thomson's title and tune but shortens the song text to three stanzas, beginning
"In lovely August last, On Mononday at morn"; the original seventeenthcentury tune is recognizable, though considerably modified. Ramsay
also refined the old ballad "What is that to you" (see s.v. "Come hither,
my own sweet Duck"), retaining the title and adding some Scotch embellishments, and assigned it to be sung to "The glancing of her Apron"
(Tea-Table Miscellany~ 1733, II, 170).
Alexander Campbell, in his Albyn's Anthology~ 1816, I, 18-19, printed
as a "Border Melody" a traditional version of the old "In January Last"
air which he had received from a Miss M. Pringle of Jedburgh (I, 41),
and coupled with it the words of "Jock 0' Hazeldean," which Walter
Scott had founded on the first stanza of Child No. 293 E.8
This tune is discussed by Stenhouse in his notes to the Scots Musical
Museum~ and by John Glen in Early Scottish Melodies~ 1900, pp. 39-41.
Stenhouse prints a tune "Willie and Annet" which is close to Campbell's "Jock of Hazeldean" and by inference is the original melody upon
which the stage song was fashioned; the argument is not bolstered by
dates or citation of tune source. Glen sees the origin of the tune in
"Tantarra, or Lashleyes March," printed in A Booke of New Lessons
for the Cithern & Gittern~ 1652, but that piece is in 3/4 rather than common time and bears little resemblance to the stage tune.
2 The playhouse tune is "Young Jemmy," q.v.; on "The Gowlin," see "London is a
fine town."
8 Chappell (PMOT II, 575) calls the "Border" attribution an error on Campbell's
part; but the fact seems to be that whatever its origin, the old seventeenth-century tune
was popular in Scotland and drifted naturally into traditional circulation.
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In Peascod Time
This tune, callcd "Peascod Timc" or "In Peascod Time," takes its
name from a pocm in England's Helicon, 1600, which begins:
In Pescod time, when Hound to horne,
giues eare till Buck be kild:
And little Lads with pipes of corne,
sate keeping beasts a field.

The music is preserved in the following: Antony Holborne's The Cittharn
Schoole, 1597, sig. Cl v; in the Mills College Cittern MS, c. 1600, No. 32;
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Original is irregularly barred.

in New York Public Library MS Drexel 5612, p. 22 (Fig. 234), a virginal
arrangement by Orlando Gibbons printed in his Complete Keyboard
Worlts, ed. M. H. Glyn, 1925, II, 14; and in an untitled set of variations
by William Byrd in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, £01. 101 v, copied
into MS Drexel 5609, which is the source of the text in William Byrd's
Forty-five Pieces for Keyboard Instruments, cd. S. Tuttle, 1939, p. 104.
Byrd's setting of "Pescodd Time" in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, No.
276, is actually a version of his variations called "The Hunts Up" in
the same collection, No. 59, and in his My Ladye Nevells Rooke, No.8;
in these florid treatments neither melody is stated, though the harmonic
basis common to both tunes may be faintly discerned beneath Byrd's free
handling of chordal structure.
To this tune was sung "A lamentable ballad called The Ladye's fall,"
beginning "Marke well my heavy dolefull tale,/yow loyall lovers all,"
licensed in 1603. A contemporary copy is represented by the text in SR,
p. 208; many editions survive from the second half of the seventeenth
century (Euing, Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VI, 764) and later (Roxburghe III, 570, Douce III, 62 T , Madden
II, 477). It was reprinted in A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, in
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Percy's Reliques} and in Ritson's English Songs. 1 Chappell (PMOT I, Ig6)
has noted that early printed copies of "Chevy Chase" are to be sung to
"In Peascod Time:' but I have been unable to substantiate this claim.
Although no other ballads contain the tune direction "In Peascod
Time," a great many are to be sung to "The Lady's Fall." 2 These include five manuscript pieces copied from early seventeenth·century
broadsides (SB) pp. 25. 55. 76. 287. 293). and an equal number of Pepys
broadsides, c. 1619-1630 (reprinted in PC, pp. 97, 110, 124, 288, 350),
most of them dealing with crimes, monstrous births, or warnings of
God's judgment. A very popular piece sung 'to the tune is "A Lamentable
Ballad of the tragical end of a Gallant Lord, and a vertuous Lady,"
whose two children were murdered "by a Heathenish Blackamoor." A
prose form of the story was licensed in 1569-157°, but no broadsides are
earlier than the Restoration (Euing, Wood 401, Pepys, Lord Crawford,
Douce, Bagford, Harvard, Morgan, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 49).
A calamitous ballad beginning "You dainty Dames so finely fram'd"
tells how a woman "lying in Child-bed, was born away, and never heard
of after"; licensed in 1603, it was reprinted until the nineteenth century
under various titles. Perhaps the earliest is "A Warning for Maidens"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 194); other editions are called "A good
Warning for all Maidens," "A Godly Warning for all Maidens," and,
in some eighteenth-century copies, "Young Bateman's Ghost; Or, a Godly
Warning . . . Tune Flying Fame" (Euing 128, Pepys I, 504, Wood 401
[106], Douce I, 87 v , Lord Crawford 1386-1387; late copies, Bagford II,
43, Douce III, IlO v, Roxburghe III, 766, Morgan, Harvard, Clark, Lord
Crawford 1388-1389).
"The Bride's Burial," beginning "Come mourn, come mourn with
me," to the tune of "The Lady's Fall" (RB I, 186) was licensed in 1603
and exists in numerous copies. From it comes the use of "The Brides
Burial" as another name for the tune, cited in "A Looking-glasse for
Young-men and Maids," c. 1655 (BM C.20'£.14; reprinted in CP, p. 367),
and in "Two unfortunate Lovers," the tragedy of John True and Susan
Mease (licensed in 1631; reprinted in RB II, 644). Both "Bateman" and
"John True" appear as tune names, along with "The Fair Maid of
Bristol," 8 in the broadside version of Child No. 243 ("James Harris [The
1 Ritson presumed that "In Peascod Time" and "Children in the wood" were the
same tune. They clearly belong to the same tune family, and harmonically as well as
rhythmically they are closely related, but the points of difference entitle them to separate consideration.
2 A memorandum book of John Locke's father, c. 1623-1655 (BM MS Add. 282 73,
fo1. 102), contains directions for ringing "Ladies Fall" on five bells, by the numbers.
The air is not the same as "In Peascod Time."
8 A ballad entitled "The Fair Maid of Bristol" was licensed in 1623: it is conjectural
whether this lost piece is represented by the late seventeenth-century broadside, "The
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Daemon Lover]") entitled "A Warning for Married Women" (RB III,
200).' "Love's Overthrow," beginning "All you that know what tis to
love," is also to the tune of "Bateman" (RB VII, 119). "The Westcountrey Gentlemans last Will & Testament," beginning "A Gentleman that lately liv'd," is to the tune "I am James Harris call'd by name,
or Ladies Fall" (Rawlinson 154), the first tune name an inexact echo of
two lines in "A Warning for Married Women:'
"The Lady Isabellas Tragedy, or the Step mothers cruelty," beginning
"There was a Lord of worthy fame," names the tune as "Fair Rosamond,
Or, Chivy Chase" on early editions (Wood E.25 [54], Douce I, 111) and
as "The Ladies Fall" on a great many editions after about 1675 (RB
VI, 651). The ballad is reprinted in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 53, with music
(p. 49) which has affinities with "The children in the wood" in the opening bars but is otherwise a version of "Chevy Chase." Since the ballads
"Fair Rosamond" and "Chevy Chase" were both sung to the tune of
"Flying Fame," we have here one of many examples of confusion surrounding these several tune names. The broadsides of "Lady Isabella's
Tragedy" suggest a shift from "Flying Fame" to "The Lady's Fall," but
the Pills music leaves us on uncertain ground.
Fresh complexities are revealed in "The Four-Legg'd Elder Or, A
horrible Relation of a Dog, and an Elders Maid," a ballad by Sir John
Birkenhead written about 1647. Copies of what may be the original
edition (Lord Crawford 23, BM Thomason, Harvard) are to the tune of
"The Lady's fall." In The Rump, 1660, the tune is "The Lady's Fall,
or Gather your Rose-buds, and 50 other Tunes"; in a broadside issue
of 1677 this rubric becomes" . . . and Fourty other Tunes" (Harvard,
Lord Crawford 24, Bagford III, 57); and in Pills V, 1, the ballad is reo
printed with the music of "Children in the wood:' Birkenhead also
wrote "The Four-Legg'd Quaker," which in broadside form (Wood
416 [70]) and in Ratts Rhimed to Death, 1660, is "To the Tune of the
Dog and Elder's Maid; Or, The Lady's Fall," but in The Rump of the
same year is "To the Tune of the Four-Legg'd Elder." These would
appear to be other names for "The Lady's Fall." as would "Help Lords
and Commons," a phrase in the burden of both Birkenhead ballads cited
as a tune name in "The Lawyers Plea, In the behalf of Young Tom
of Lincoln," c. 1665, beginning "Lord help us alII what Story's this"
(BM Luttrell II, 111).
One other ballad to the tune illustrates the ease with which the simple
ballad-meter quatrain could become dissociated from its musical moorFair and Loyal Maid of Bristow," sung to the tune of "Jenny ginn, Or, Busie Fame"
(RB VI, 443).
4 Some editions omit "Bateman" from the tune direction.
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ings. "The lamentation of a bad Market, Or The Drownding of thrc~
Children on the Thames," beginning "Some Christian people all give
car," is sung to "The Ladies Fall" on broadsides (Lord Crawford, Hal
vard, BM C.22.£.0, Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 58), but in Pills IV, I, Ii
is reprinted with the music of "Chevy Chase." II

In Sad and Ashy Weedr
This tunc takes its name from the opening line of a ballad of 1012,
"The good Shepheards sorrow for the death of his beloued Sonne. To
an excellent new tune" (Pepys; reprinted in PB I, 34). Professor Rollins
believed that the broadside was probably the work of Richard Johnson,
who included the text in his 1631 and 1659 editions of A Crown Garland
of Golden Roses} along with another piece to the tune of "In sad and
ashy weeds." 1 The library of the Duke of Norfolk contains a transcript
of the first four stanzas in the hand of Anne, Countess of Arundel (1557'1630),2 and it may be, as Professor Rollins suggests, that the poem was
originally written earlier; the broadside adapts and enlarges the poem
to apply to the King's loss of his son Henry, Prince of Wales, in November, 1612. For other manuscript and printed versions of the poem,
see the full notes in PB I, 33. A further appearance of the song is in a
commonplace book of c. 1625-1635, Harvard MS Eng. 686, p. 139, beginning "In pale and ashey weedes."
To this tune were also written "A Carrol for Innocents day," begin1\ "Toney's Soliloquies," 1682, beginning "When the Plot I first invented, I was ravisht in Conceit," is to the tune of "Dagon's Fall. Or the Lamentation of a Bad Market"
(BM C.38.i.25 [17], Harvard; reprinted in ISO Loyal Songs, p. 285, without music and
with only the second tune named). On the first tune, see "Ah cruel bloody (ate"; the
second seems to be derived from the title of the "Lady's Fall" ballad just cited.
1 "A Servant's Sorrow for the Loss of his Late Royal Mistress, Queen Ann, Who
Died at Hampton Court [May 2, 1618]," Crown Garland, 1659 (ed. William Chappell.
Percy Society, 1845, p. 1).
2 "Autograph Letters, 1585-1617," fol. 218v. For this reference I am indebted lo
Professor Ruth Hughey, who discovered the present whereabouts of the. transcript. It
was printed in Edmund Lodge's Illustrations of British History, 1838, III, 240-24l.
Lodge thought that the Countess of Arundel might have written "these pathetic effusions" upon the death of her husband, who had been a prisoner in the Tower for some
years before his death in 1595. But Chappell (PMOT I, 201) believed that she merely
wrote them from memory, altering some details to apply to her personal circumstances;
that she could not have composed the verses is clear from her arrangement of the
lines, which obscures some of the rhyme.
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ning "Of Herod's bloody Reignj(wilh sad and grievous Soul I speak),"
New Christmas Carruls, c. 1662, sig. A8, and a broadside on the great
fire of 1666, "London mourning in Ashes," beginning "Of Fire, Fire,
Fire I sing" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 5), in which lhere is some dislocation of metrical pattern in the opening quatrain of each stanza.
"\Vho can blame my woe," from the burden of "The good Shepheards
sorrow," is cited, along with "I am a jovial Batchelor," a as the tune for
"The Distressed Pilgrim," beginning "I am a pilgrim poor and bare"
(Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in nlJ VIII, 93). The
llritish Museum copy of Slatyer's PSlllmes, or Songs of Siort, 1642, contains a MS note stating that Psalm 137 could be sung to "In Sad & ashy,
or Who can blame my woe."
Music for "In sad and ashy weeds" is in Paris Conservatoire MS Res.
1186, fol. 59 v , a mid-seventeenth-century virginal set (Fig. 235). The

o

tune fits the original song, as well as the Crown Garland poem and the
psalm and carol verses; but the two late seventeenth-century broadsides require some shift in the tune to accommodate an opening quatrain in
8.6.8.6, as opposed to the earlier 6.8.6.8.
8 This tune, which is used for half a dozen other ballads and is related ultimately
to the tune "Behold the Ulan with a glass in his hand," does not appear to have survived.
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In Summer Time
There must have been several tunes known by the name "In sum·
mer time," for the thirty-odd broadsides containing this LUne direction
fall inLO six distinct stanza patterns. Chief among these is the octosyllabic quatrain, followed by the stanza of eight octosyllabics, but no
music has survived for either. 1 A badly printed tunc in Pills, 17 1 9- 17 20 ,
V, 36 (Fig. 236), is set to words derived from a broadside by J. S., "The
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young-mans Resolution to the Maidens Request," beginning "As I was
walking under a Grove" (Pepys, Euing, Lord Crawford, Rawlinson, BM
C.22.f.6, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 295). The tune title on the
broadside is "In Summer time"; the eight-line stanza with alternating 8- and 9-syllable lines and the refrain "0 then my love and I
will marry" are retained in a sequel, "The maidens reply to the
Young mans Resolution," beginning "Come prethee young man do
not flout," to the tune of "the Young Mans Resolution" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 297). A late seventeenth1 Other verse patterns, found in only a single ballad, include a six-line octosyllabic.
an anapestic tetrameter quatrain, and an eight-line stanza whose syllabic makeup is
8x6y8x6y (the refrain lines x and yare respectively "down a down a down" and "hey
down a down a down"). No music has survived for any of these.
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century Imitation of this last is "The Maidens Answer to the YoungMans Request," beginning "A Damsel fair compleat and fine," to the
tune "Then my love and I will marry" (Bagford; reprinted in BB II,
535). The tune titles relate both answers to the original ballad, and all
three use a traditional formula of promising marriage when a number
of impossi ble things shall have come to pass. Still another ballad in the
same metrical pattern appears to be related to the foregoing through
the tune title "My Love and I'll be married": it is John Wade's "Good
Cou[n]sell for all Maids," beginning "You pretty Maidens listen well"
(Douce I, go, an edition of c. 1640-(665).
The Pills music for these ballads does not fit "In summer time" broadsides which have other stanza patterns. Our attempt to trace a tune
compatible with the dominant form (four or eight tetrameter lines)
continually runs aground. Alternative tune names found along with "In
summer time" include: "Love's Tide"; "Fancies Phoenix"; "Flora Farewell" and its equivalent "My dearest dear and I must part"; "Suffolk
Miracle" and "Bleeding heart," both deriving ultimately from "Come
follow my love"; and "Joy to the Bridegroom." All these prove to be,
not other names for "In summer time," but names of independent tunes,
of which only «Love's Tide" (see "Wert thou more fairer") and "Joy to
the Bridegroom" survive.
We may seek for origins in those ballads whose opening line begins
"In summer time," but again the results are discouraging. At least eight
broadsides begin with this commonplace phrase, and among them
seven distinct stanza patterns are represented. One is in octosyllabic
quatrains: "The Northampton-shire Lovers," beginning "In Summertime when leaves are green/and Flora in her rich array" (RB VI, 274),
to the tune of "True Love rewarded with Loyalty, or, Loves downfal";
both tune names are related ultimately to "Flora's Farewell," for which
there is no music. Another has an eight-line octosyllabic stanza: "A
Pleasant Song made by a Souldier," beginning "In summer time when
Phoebus raise [i.e., rays]," to "Calino" (RB VI, 284). Since the music
for "Calino" fits a four-line stanza, it might serve for the majority of
"In 'summer time" broadsides. Both the "Calino" air and the earliest
"In summer time" ballads are of the sixteenth century, however, and the
conjunction of the two in a broadside of the mid-seventeenth century
(apparently not issued earlier) does not satisfactorily account for the
origin of our tune title. 2
2 The origin may lie in a Robin Hood ballad which is perhaps older than its 1631
licensing date. It is "The Noble Fisher-man: Or, Robin Hoods preferment," beginning
"In Summer time when Leaves grow green,fwhen they doe grow both green and long"
(Wood 402 [18], an issue printed for Francis Coles, one of the 1631 licensers; later editions are represented by the reprint in RB VIII, 486). The ballad is in quatraina.
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Takcn togcthcr, thc various tuncs that must havc bccn sung as "In
summer timc" wcrc in circulation for a ccntury or morc. Even limiting
oursclvcs to thc wnc(s) suitablc for an iambic tctramctcr quatrain, wc
havc a rccord of currcncy from about 15908 to thc cnd of thc scvcntccnth
ccntury. But that popularity, as with hundrcds of lcss frcqucntly citcd
tunc titlcs, has lcft no unmistakablc musical tracc.

[Iris on the Bank oj Thames J
A song beginning "Iris on the Bank of Thamcs, with a sigh and
wecping Eyes," with music by Thomas Tudway, appcared in Choice
Ayres and Songs, Fourth Book, 1683, p. 62 (Fig. 237), and without music
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in The Newest Collection of the Choicest Songs in the same year. A
broadside version of 1691 with meaningless music is in the Pepys collection, V, Ig8. No other broadsides appear to. have used Tudway's
tune, but a parody of the song, with music differing from Tudway's
in detail, is "Iris' Caution," beginning "Iris, on a Bank of Thyme,"
in Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, I, 150.
irregular but dominantly octosyllabic, and the tune direction is "In Summer time." But
another ballad with identical first line and tune title has an entirely different metrical
pattern; it is "A New Song to drive away cold Winter Between Robin Hood and the
Jovial Tinker" (RB VIII, 527), with a double refrain, as cited in note 1, found in other
Robin Hood ballads, but in no other ballads directed to be sung to "In summer time."
8 This is a conjectural date for "A merry new Song how a Bruer meant to make a
Cooper cuckold," A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 60.
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Jamaica
This tunc is found in The Dancing Master, 4th cd., 1670, p. 142 (Fig.
238), and in all subsequent editions. It is also in Walsh's Compleat
Country Dancing-Alaster, 1718, and in all editions of Pills.
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One of Thomas Jordan's civic pageants, London Triumphant, 1672,
contained a song beginning "I Am a lusty lively Lad," 1 which was later
issued in slightly longer form on broadsides, with the title, "The Prodigals Resolution, or My father was Born before me. To a Pleasant New
Tune" (Pepys, BM C.22.f.G, Harvard, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 329). We cannot be sure of the tune originally used,
but the song was reprinted in Pills, 1719-1720, III, 45, and in Ritson's Ancient Songs, 1790, p. 279, with the music of "Jamaica." The verses had
meantime appeared in Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682, without tune direction
or music, and in John W. Franck's Remedium Melancholiae, 1690, set
as an art song by Franck.
Also to the tune "Jamaica" is a song called "The Council," beginning
"Two Toms and Nat,fln Council sat," in The Muses Farewel to Popery
1 Although three stanzas were included in the 1722 edition of Sir Charles Sedley's
Works, the attribution to him is considered doubtful by V. de Sola Pinto in his edition
of The Poetical and Dramatic Works, 1928. Chappell suggests that the pageant verses
may be indebted to an earlier song, a scrap of which has been preserved in "A Medly"
in Sportive Wit, 1656, p. 30:

Sing, HeighFor a lusty lively lad,
Heigh for a lad lacks kissing;
Heigh for a lad that's seldom sad:
But when he's dead ..•
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and Slavery, 168g, Supplement, and in Poems on Affairs of State, 2d ed.,
1097, I, Pt. 2, p. 140. Four other pieces arc sung to the tunc in Pills:
"The Angler's Song" (III, 120), beginning "Of all the Recreations
which/Attend on Humane Nature" (the broadside version is to be sung
to "Amarillis," q.v., a tunc not as well adapted to it as this); a ballad by
Thomas Randolph, "Of the Downfal of one pan of the Mitre-Tavern
ill Cambridge" (III, 130), beginning "Lament, lament you Scholars
all" (found also in Wit and Drollery, 1(50); 2 "The Jolly Tradesmen" (VI, 91), beginning "Sometimes I am a Tapster new," with the
music; and "The slow Men of London: Or, the Widow Brown" (VI,
93), beginning "There dwelt a Widow in this Town."
This last is in two parts and in other respects betrays broadside origin,
though it cannot originally have been sung to this tunc. It must have
been in circulation before 1040, for it was about that year that Richard
Climsell's ballad "The Ioviall Broome man" to the tunc "Slow men of
London" was issued (RB I, 499).8 Moreover, the stanza form in the Pills
text is eight lines plus a burden of four, which would require a repetition
twice over of the first strain at beginning and end of each stanza.
The tunc was used for several ballad operas. As "jamaica" it is cited
in Love and Revenge, c. 1729, and in Gay's Polly, 1729, with music; the
same tune is found, untitled, in The Prisoner's Opera, 1730. In Drury's
The Mad Captain , 1733, it is named "My Father was born before me."
References to "Slow-Men of London" in The I-Iurnours of the Court,
1732, and to "There was three Lads" in Chetwood's The Generous FreeMason , 1731, arc to thc 1729 tunc referred to in notc 3.
No music appears with either ballad in Pills, but each is directed to be sung to
the tunc o( "My Father was born before me," found earlier in the same volume. We
cannot be sure that the direction indicates a tunc name in general usc, though its origin
in the subtitle and pervasive refrain of "The Prodigals Resolution" is clear. It is suggestive that one ballad opera calls the tune "My Father was born before me."
8 English interest in Jamaica secms to datc from 1655, when the island was wrested
(rom the control of Spain. It is doubtful that the tunc, if it existed before that date,
was then known as "Jamaica."
The possibility that a ballad "Slow Men of London" was current c. 1640 lends support to a speculation of Chappell. He found, in Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731,
H, 74. a four-quatrain song "Sung in the Play call'd Wit without Money," beginning
''There was three Lads in our Town/Slow Men of London" (the song, with identical
title and tune, is also found in The Merry Musician, c. 1729, p. 37, and the words alone
are included in Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany, 1737, IV. 1go, 1740. IV, 436); the verses
are clearly related to the burden of the Pills "Slow Men," but the eight-bar tune is different; the stanza form is identical with that of Climsell's ballad. Chappell supposed
the song to have been introduced into Fletcher's play in an early eighteenth-century
revival, as seems likely from the song title. His further suggestion that the ballad may
have been used in seventeenth-century performances gains weight from the currency
of "Slow men of London" implied by Climsell's tune direction.
2
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Jenny, Come Tie .My Crayat
A crabbed version of this tune was printed in an early edition of
Youth's Delight . .• on the Flagelet, c. 1682. 1 More satisfactory is the
mwic in Apollo's Banquet, 5th ed., 1687, Part I, No. 89 (Fig. 239). The
tune is preserved on an "Additional Sheet," c. 1687, supplementing The
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Dancing Master, 7th ed., 1686. It appeared also (this time with dancing
directions) on a "New Additional Sheet," c. 1688, from whence it found
its way into the eighth and succeeding editions. The tune is in Walsh's
Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718, and Gay's Polly, 1729, and is
named in two ballad operas without music.
The original broadside which gave the tune its name seems to be
John Wade's "The Scotch Currant; Or, The Tying of johnny's Cravant
[sic]," beginning "As Johnny met Jenny on a Summers day/Johnny
with Jenny began for to play," to the tune "Jenny, come tie my bonny
A reproduction of the tablature setting in F. W. Galpin's Old English Instruments
of Music, 3d cd., 1932, Fig. 27, p. 146, is erroneously credited to a 1675 edition of
Greeting's Pleasant Companion . . . for the Flagelet. The mistake is understandable,
for the volume, now in the BM, has been supplied with a facsimile of the Greeting
title page; but comparisons clearly reveal strong relationships with later editions of
Youth's Delight, none with editions of Greeti~g, as Stanley Goodman has demonstrated
in Monthly Musical Record, LXXXVI (Jan.-Feb., 1956), 20-26. An additional interest
attaches to this copy of Youth's Delight, since it once belonged to Pepys. Oddly, Pepys
recorded the purchase of Greeting's flageolet book, April 16, 1668, but his copy does
not seem to have survived.
1
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Cravant: or, Give me the Lass" (Douce; reprinted in RB VIII, 463).2
The dance tune has thc movcmcnt of a couranle, as the ballad title
suggests. \Vadc's picce was issued c. 1675 by the syndicatc of Coles, Vcre,
\\fright, and Clark. At abollt the same time another group of publishers,
Thackcray, Passingcr, and \Vhitwood, brought out a vcrsion whose contents were similar enough to constitute virtual piracy: "A New Scotch
Jig: Or, The Bonny Cravat," beginning "As Johnny met Jenny a going
to play," to the tunc "Jcnny come tic my" (BM C.22.f.6, Douce, Harvard,
Pcpys; rcprintcd in RB VIII, 466). The Thackeray partnership also
issued "Thc Sccond Part of thc new Scotch-Jigg: or, jenny's Reply, To
johnny's Cravat," beginning "As Jenny sate under a Siccomore tree," to
the same tunc (Pcpys, Lord Crawford, Douce, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghc; reprinted in RB VIII, 4(8).
Other ballads to the tune include: Thomas Lanfiere's "The Clothiers
Dclight . . . beating· down thcir Work-mens wages," bcginning "Of all
sorts of callings that in England be," to the tune "Jenny come tye me &c.
Packington's Pound, Or, Monk hath confounded" (Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VII, 7); 3 "A Good \Vife is worth Gold," beginning "All Young
1IIcn come hcarken a while if you plcase" (Douce I, 91 v); and a ballad
of 1681 on Shaftesbury, <fA Dialogue between Mrs. Celier and the
L. S[haftesbur]y," beginning "S[haftesbur]y, what's become of the Plot?"
(Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [101], Harvard, Huntington), in stanzas of four
lines which fit the music uncomfortably.
The usual eight-line stanza requircs a repetition of each half of the
tune. Three ballads using a six-linc stanza can be accommodated with
a repetition of the second strain only. Thcy arc: Robert Tippin[g]'s "The
Rambling young Gallant," beginning "I am a brisk Gallant, all this I
can teU" (Pepys III, 58); "The Bak'd Bully: or, Love in an Oven," beginning "[Y]ou Blades of the North,lto my Story givc ear" (Douce I, 11);
and "A Match at a Venturc," beginning "As I in the Fields was walking
along" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 138).

Jenny Gin
This was one of the most popular broadside tunes of the late seventeenth century. It takes its name from a two-stanza Scotchified song, beThe second tune is named from .the opening line of a ballad sung to "The
Mock Tune to the French Rant" (RB IV, 401), on which I have no information.
3 Music for "Monk hath confounded" has not survived.
2
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ginning "Ah, Jenny, gen your Eyes do kill," in Aphra Behn's The City
Heiress, 1682, III, i. It was quickly taken up by broadside makers, who
not only expanded the song but also used the tune for some three dozen
other pieces issued within the next decade or so. The double ballad·
meter stanza is such a common form that it is not surprising to find
"Jenny gin" cited as an alternative tune to "Hey, boys, up go we" or
"Busy Fame" or "The fair one let me in"; what is unusual is that "Jenny
gin" is very seldom named without alternates.
The earliest appearance of. the tune is on a broadside of 1682,
"Strephon's Comforts: or, Phillis Reviv'd ... To a Pleasant New Tune
[i.e., the music printed]: or, The fair one let me in," beginning "Ranging
the Plain one Summers night" (Wood 417 [112]).1 In the next year the
air was included in Humphry Salter's Genteel Companion . . . for the
Recorder. And the words and music of Mrs. Behn's song were reprinted
in The Newest Collection of the Choicest Songs, 1683, in Choice Ayres
and Songs, Fifth Book, 1684, and in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III,
262. A good version of the tune (Fig. 240), under the title "Ah Jennyl 'tis
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your Eyn do kill," is found on a political broadside of 1683, "The Plot
and Plotters Confounded," beginning "The Plot (God wot)/Is now broke
out" (Clark; reprinted in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685).
Mrs. Behn's song was expanded into two broadsides which are distinct after the first two stanzas. They are: "The Loves of Jockey and
Jenny: or, The Scotch Wedding," to <fa most pleasant new Tune"
1 The song on which this broadside is based is coupled with new music in Choice
Ayres and Songs, Fourth Book, 1683, The Newest Collection of the Choicest Songs,
1683, and Pills, 1719-1720, III, 188.
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(Pepys, Euiug, Lord Crawford; Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
VI, 178); and "jockey's Lamentation wrn'd into Joy: Or, Jenny yields
at last . . . To a Pleasant new Play-house Tune" (Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VI, 181). Both ballads begin "Ahl Jenny Gin, your Eyn do kill,"
as though the printer conceived the Scotch word gin (if) to be a surname.
The following are among the ballads sung to "Jenny gin" or "Ah Jenny
gin": "The Complaining Shepherdess Satisfied at last," beginning "One
Summers night when all alonc" (Pepys, Douce, Bagford; reprinted in
BB II, 511); "The Love-sick Maid of Portsmouth," beginning "There
is a lad in our Town" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RIJ VI, 186). To the
tune "Ah Jenny" is "The Laundry-Maids Lamentation for the loss of
her Seaman," beginning "Comc mourn with me fair Nymphs, come
mourn" (Pepys IV, 164). "Loves glorious Conquest," beginning "Adieu
to grief and discontcnt" (Pepys III, 213), is to the tune "My love is
on the brackish Sea," a name derivcd from the opening line of "The
Seamans sorowful Bride," which is to the tune of "Ahl Jenny Gin"
(Pepys, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 444). The title of
this last ballad may be the source of the tune name "Seamans mournful
bride," cited along with "Hcy boys up go we" and "The fair one let me
in" for singing "The Good Fellows Frolick" (RB VI, 351).
The twenty-five or thirty balladS that name "Jenny gin" as an alternative tune contain the names of no less than thirteen other tunes that
might be used, and as many as four ~tre named on a single sheet. Typical
of thcse is "The Subtle Damosels Advice;" beginning "Give ear a while
\
unto my Song," to "Jenny Gin, Or, The fair one lct me in, Or, Young
Pheon, Or, Busie Fame" (BM C.22.f.6 [182], Lord Crawford 417). Among
others that do not seem 'to have been reprinted are: "Daniel Cooper;
Or, The High-land Laddy," 1683, beginning "There's ne'r a Lad in ~ur
town," to "a Scotch Tune, called, Wally on't, Or, We'l welcome you to
. Yarrow. Up go we,'Or, Jenny Gin" (BM C.22.f.6 [421, Douce I, 51, wi;th
corrupt musical score); "The Wounded Lover," beginning "Mythinks, I
feel fresh bleeding wounds," to the tune of "Some say there was a Papist
plot; or, Jenny Gin" (Pepys III, 381); "The Brave Boys of Bristol," beginning "Brave Bristol Boys, where e're you be," to "Hey Boys up go we;
Jenny Gin; Busie Fame; Or, Russels Farewel" (Douce I, 19).
"The New Blossom'd Marigold" is to the tune "Jenny Ginn, Or, as I
walkt forth to take the air" (Pepys III, 210); the ballad, which begins
"As I walkt forth to take the Air,/upon a Summers day," is, after ~he
first line, unrelated to "The Disp'iliring Maiden Reviv'd By the Return
of her Dearest Love," which begins "As I walkt forth to' take the· air,/
one morning in the Spring" and may be sung to "The fair one let me in;
Or Busie Fame; Or, Jenny Gin" (Pepys III, 181, Douce I, 54 v). It is im• 381 •
.

possible to say whether "As I walkt forth to take the air" was an independent tune.
Almost no political ballads were sung to "Jenny gin," perhaps because
of the complex nature of the tunc, which has all the earmarks of the
trained composer. But there is no denying its popularity for songs of
love and personal tragedy.

Jenny, My Blithest Maid
This tune is named from the opening line of a poem printed in The
Theater of Music, First Book, 1685, 180 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 311 (Fig.
241), and all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 252, with music by Samuel

Akeroyde.' The tune alone is found in a supplement to Humphry Salter's
The Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder, 1683, and in Apollo's
Banquet, 5th ed., 1687; in the former it is untitled; in the latter it is
called "A New Scotch Tune."
The music also appears on a broadside of' 1685-1688, "Jotkies Happy
Meeting with Fair Silvia in the Grove," beginning "Silvia, thou bright
and charming Maid," to the tune of "Jenny my blithest Lass, &c. Or,
Silvia thou brightest" (Pepys V, 267). The second tune title apparently
derives from the opening of the ballad, but I have found no music with
• 382 •

this title. The broadside text in stanzas of eight tetrameters plus an irregular quatrain burden cannot be sung to the "Jenny" music on the
sheet.

Jenny} Cogwheel
"True Lovers Victory or the Northern couple agreed" is a broadside
of the early 1670S "To a rare Northern Tune or Jennys cog wheel"
(Wood E.25 [42], an issue printed for J. Clark; another issue, licensed
March 1, 1675, to the partnership of Coles, Vere, Wright, and Clark,
is in Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 176,
and OPB, p. 197). The ballad of twelve stanzas begins "A Boney blith
Lad/in the North Countrey," and its second stanza. commencing "Come
sit thee down by me/mine own sweet joy," opens a dialogue which is
the basis of a related ballad, "The Bonny Scottish Lovers . . . To a
pretty, yet common, Northern Tune," beginning "Sit thee down by
me, my own sweet joy" (Rawlinson 110; published by the partnership
named above). Both broadsides are expansions of a song printed in
Westminster Drollery, II, 1672.1 A variant text appears with music, in
Choice Ayres, Songs, 6' Dialogues, 1676, p. 76 (Fig. 242), and in all edi-
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tions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 256. In the absence of tune names we
cannot be sure whether the music in the two latter works is the "NorthI

"

'

The first seven stanzas of "The Bonny Scottish Lovers" are roughly equivalent
to stanzas 2-g of "True Lovers Victory"; stanzas 8";'17 o{ the former are independent
of stanzas 10-12 of the latter. The problem of chronology is vexed by the fact that
"The Bonny Scottish Lovers" is the closer to the original drollery song. yet the
imprints would suggest that the other ballad was issued first. No problem of piracy
exists, for the same publishers controlled both broadside titles.
1
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ern" tune or "jenny's Cogwheel," nor can we know whether these two
names stand for one tune or two when cited in "True Lovers Victory:'
"jenny's Cogwheel" seems to have been used for no other broadsides,
although a possessor of the Douce I, 122 V copy of "The loving ChamberMaid" has written in "Sin thee down by me" to supplement the ambiguous printed direction, "To a New Tune:' The ballad (RB VII, 447,
and OPR, p. 209) may, with some division of notes, be sung to the Choice
Ayres and Pills tune. The same is true of two songs in William Hicks's
London Drollery, 1673, which are to be sung "To the Scotch Tune Sit
thee down by me": "On a Neat but Noble Cheese·feast lately in London,"
p. 2,1, and "The Welchmans Wooing his Mistris," p. 22.

Jenny} Delight
"The Amorous Gallant," beginning "How bonny and brisk, how
pleasant and sweet," to the tune of "jenny's delight" (BM C.22.£.6 [81],
Lord Crawford 521, Rawlinson 88, Harvard), was issued c. 1673. It is
an expanded version of a song in a miscellany Methinks the Poor Town
has been troubled too long, 1673; in the same year, the original verses
are found in Choice Songs and Ayres, p. 51, with music by Robert Smith
(Fig. 243).
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. The tune name appears to ~ave been inspired by jenny's amorous
role in the origin'al poem. Apparently no other broadsides were sung to
Smith's tune.
• 384 •

The Jewel in the Tower
A roman-letter ballad of 1712, with music for voice and £lute (Fig.
214), is "On the Jewel in the Tower," beginning "If what the Tower of
London holds,IIs valu'd for more than it's Power" (BM 1850.C.l0 [20],
:s:

24'1

• Sharped in vocal air; uninflected in flute version on sheet.
Harvard). The words were reprinted in A Pill to Purge State-Melancholy,
1715. The tune is called "The Jewel in the Tower" in johnson's Village
Opera, 1729, and in the one-act condensation of the next year, Phillips's
The Chamber-maid.

Jig a Jog-Goo
This tune, called "Jiggy Joggy," appears in lute tablature in the Cambridge University MS Dd.9.33, fol. 77, c. 1600 (Fig. 245). The Shirburn
MS contains an amatory ballad of about the same date, "The second part
of Jeamye," beginning "My hart is i'mpure my body .within,"
to the tune
.
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Theme is followed by several variations in original.
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of "Gigg-a.gogge, or Woddycocke" (SB, p. 189). An early Restoration
ballad citing the tune is "A Job for a loyner or A good Workman well
imploy'd," beginning "Come and attend young Virgins all," to the tune
"Over the water, fain I would pass, or Jig a Jog-goo &c." (Wood E.25
[34]). Since the stanzas of this ballad end ". . . Jigg a Jog goo" and thus
seem to have given the tune its name, it is likely that the piece originally
dates from the very early years of the seventeenth century. Both ballads
can be sung to the tune, but a condensed version of the second is in a
different measure: "The Maid and the Joyner," beginning "There was a
fair Maiden came out of Kent," 1 Wit and Drollery, 1682, p. 112.

Joan to the Maypole
"The May-Day Country Mirth: or, The Young Lads and Lasses Innocent Recreation . . . To an excellent New Tune" begins "Joan to the
Maypole away let's run" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VII, 79; another edition, Douce II, 152, begins "Joan from' the
Maypole ..." and contains meaningless music; a briefer copy in Pepys
IV, 244, has the title "Rural Recreations"). The ballad is based on a short
song in William Hicks's Oxford Drollery, 1671, and in Windsor Drollery,
1672; 1 the full broadside text is printed in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720,
IV, 145, with music for which I can trace no title or earlier use (Fig. 246).
"A Mock to Joan, to the May-pole away let us run, And to that tune,"
beginning "Tom to the Tavern away let us run," is in Mock Songs, 1675.
D'Urfey's song "The Disappointment," beginning "The Clock had
struck faith I can't tell what," was first published in Pills, 1707, III, 25,
with the tune of "Joan to the Maypole"; it was retained in succeeding
editions, 1719-1720, I, 262, and was also issued as a single-sheet song
with the same music (BM 'H.1601 [433], Huntington, Harvard). The tune
is used in ballad operas, taking its 'names from D'Urfey's song: "The
Clock had struck" in Ryan's The Cobler's Opera, 1729, and "The Clock
1 The fourth stanza 'of the "Ioyner" ballad begins "There was a Maid came out
of Kent.': Neither' text seems to be related to' the song sung by Moros in Wager's
The Longer thou Livest, 1569: "There was 'a Mayde coRie out of Kent, Deintie loue.
deintie loue:'

~

1

E. F. Rimbault's A Little Book. of Songs and Ballads, 1851, contains three

st~nzas f~om'an unidentified "MS. volume of old So~gs and "Music," dated i630;S~
the original song may go back to the time of Charles I. Rimbault printed no musIc
with these verses.
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• Fin 1719-1720 Pills; emendation from 1712, V, 145.

has struck I can't tell what" in Coffey's The FemaLe Parson, 1730; in
The Wanton Countess and The Fox Uncas'd, 1733, it is called "The
Disappointment."

loans Ale Is New
The ballad "Jones ale is newe" was licensed in 1594, along with what
seems like a moralizing counterpart, "the vnthriCtes adiew to Jones ale is
newe." The original ballad was re-entered in the Stationers' Register in
1650 , to Thomas Vere, a copy of whose edition is found in Douce I, 105 v•
It was reissued during the second half of the century, and was part of
William Thackeray's stock when he published his extensive list, c. 1689.
The broadside text is followed in PiLLs, 1719-1720, V, 01, where it appears
with the tune (Fig. 24·7).1
The broadside is titled "joan's Ale is New; Or: A new merry Medley
. . . To a pleasant New Northern Tune," and begins "There was a jovial
Tinker/Which was a good Ale-drinker" (Pepys IV, 245, BM C.22.f.6 [52],
Douce I, 99 v, Lord Crawford 1130). The title echoes the refrain, which
repeats the line three times in each stanza. No other ballads appear to
have been sung to the melodious tune, but an anonymous play The Partiall Law, c. 1615-163°, II, iv, contains a reference to "Joane's ale's new"
as a dance.
"Under and over," q.v., has an opening strain clearly related to the first half
of "Joan's ale is new"; thereafter the tunes diverge to fit stanza patterns which are
not interchangeable.
1
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Remnants of the old broadside have been recorded from tradition in
this century. See, for instance, jFSS, II (1906), 234-236, "When John's
sail was new" (Lancashire), and ibid., VI (1918), 12-13, "When Joan's ale
was new" (Surrey). The pioneer American collector John A. Lomax, in
his Adventures of a Ballad Hunter, 1947, p. 240, noted that he had collected a piece known as "When .lones's ale was new" from a retired sailor.

Joan j Placket Is Torn
This tune must have derived its name from the refrain of a ballad now
lost; it probably concluded in some such form as "The unfortunate Joan,
her placket is torn,/Tis rent and torn in twain." The tune first appeared
in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 143 (Fig. 248), but it had been in circulation
for at least a generation before that,! The earliest broadside citing the
1 George R. Gleig, in his Family History of England, 1836, II, 110-111, prints "the
air which was played by the band at Fotheringay-castle, while Mary [Queen of Scots] was
proceeding to her execution" in 1587. It is a military version of "joan's Placket," in
slow tempo. Chappell reprints it (PMOT II, 519) but does not share Gleig's confidence in "the tradition which connects it with this period in English history."
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• C in original.
•• Note missing.

tune is "Loves Carouse," by S[amuel?] S[mithson?], publis~ed about 1660,
beginning "A Jovial crew of lively Lads" (BM Luttrell II, 133, printed
(or Francis Groves, who died in 1663; Luttrell's MS date "1674" can mean
only date of acquisition). Pepys recorded in his Diary for June 22, 1667,
that a trumpeter on board the Royal Charles sounded the tune of "joan's
placket is torn."
At least three political ballads of the strife-torn 1680s illustrate the
catchiness of refrains adapted to topical purposes. "A New Song 6f the
New Plot," begins "Have you not lately heard" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16
[101]; Harvard and Huntington copies are titled "A Song . . . Plot," the
latter with MS date August 5, 1681; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, as
"The Plot Cram'd into Jones Placket," with music); it has a stanza of
six lines and a refrain of equal length which reads in part:
'Tis rent and torn, and torn and rent,
and rent and torn in twain,
For the Plot is rent and torn,
and will never be mended again.

Another political squib in 180 Loyal Songs (reprinted in llB V, 623) is
"The Plot Rent and Torn," beginning "Have you not heard of Knaves,/
that' ne'er will be forgot"; and still another'is "Romes Plots against the
Present Government discovred [sic]," c. 168g, beginning "England must
be Watchful now," to the tune "Jones Placket is Rent and Torn" (Pepys;
repdnted in PB V, 65)"
.
The tune ap'peared in The Dancing Master, 7th ed., 1686 (Additional
Sheet), and in the tenth (16g8) and following edi tions. I t is found also in
Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718, and in Thompson's
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Compleat Collection of 200 Favourite COWl try Dances, c. 1761, II, g1.
It was called for in eight ballad operas, inclu~ing the following which
print the tune: Cibber's Love in a Riddle, 1729; :! Momus tllrn'd Fabulist,
1729; Gay's Achilles, 1733; Potter's The Decoy, 1733; Kelly's The Plot,
1735·

Iockeys Gone to the Wood
Choice Ayres & Songs, Second Book, 1679, p. 12, contains a song beginning "Dear Jocky's gone to the Wood," with music by William Gregory (Fig. 249). The same tune is in Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-
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way, 1682, as "Jocky went to the wood," and in Youth's Delight on the
Flagelet, gth ed., c. 16go, as "The Wood Nimph or dear Jockey." The air
is called "Jockies gaine to the Wood" in the Agnes Hume MS, dating
from 1704. The words alone are reprinted in Wit and Drollery, 1682,
p. P4·
The broadside expansion of the song is "The Scotch Wooing: Or,
Jockey of the Lough; and Jenny of the Lee," to the tune of "jockey's
gone to the Wood" (Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 305): A sequel to .the broadside, also in a nine-line
stanza but with somewhat different metrical organization, is "A MaidenHead III Bestowed; Or, A New Dialogue betwixt Kind Jenny of the
Lou'gh,A;nd .Unkind Jockey of the Lee," beginning "0 Jockey thou art
. 2 The proper tune name is not given; instead, the first lines of all the verses are
listed as tune titles. Isaac Bickerstalfe took over both the tune and Cibber's words for
a song in his Love in a Village, 1763, II, iii.
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the Lad," to the tune "Would Jenny were here again" (Rawlinson; reprinted in bowdlerized fashion in RB VII, 348). I have no information
on that tune.

Jockeys Jealousy
"jockey's Jealousie . . . To an Excellent New Tune," beginning "I
saw the lass whom dear I lov'd," with meaningless music, is a broadside
of the 1680s (Pepys V, 261). The song of which this is an expansion appeared in A Collection of the Choy[c]est and Newest Songs, 1687, Comes
A moris, Second Book, 1688, p. 8 (Fig. 250), The Banquet of Musick, First
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Book, 1688, and all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 218; in each of these
the verses are set to music composed by Moses Snow.
Another broadside employing the tune is "The Last Lamentation, Of
the Languishing Squire," c. 1690, beginning "As I went forth to view
The Spring,fwhich Flora had Adorned," to the tune of "Billy and Molly:
Or, jockey's Jealousie"(Lord Crawford, Pepys, Douce, Harvard, Rox~
burghe; reprinted in R~ VI, 228). For other versions of this ballad, including a broadside edition of c.1670 without tune direction, see "The
Damask Rose," note I.
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Jog On) or Eighty-Eight
Early seventeenth-century versions of this tulle appear as "Hansken"
in Het Luitboek van Thysius, No. 25 (Fig. 251), and in a Richard Far-
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naby arrangeme~t in The Fitl:william Virginal Book, No. 297. It is calle~d
"Jog,on" in'the first ten editions of The Dancing Master, 1651-1698, perhaps from a song sung by Autolycus in Winter's Tale, IV, 11, to which
the tune is nicely adapted:
Jog on, jog on, the footpath way,
and merrily hent the stile-a:
A merry heart goes all the day,
Your sad tires in a mile-a. l •

\

t,

The tune is named "Eighty-eight" from its association with "An old
Song on the Spanish Armada in 88," beginning "Some yeares of late, in
eighty eight/As I doe well remember," which is in Archie Armstrong's
Banquet of Jests, 6th ed., 1640 (reprinted 1872, p. 87), in The Academy
of Complements, 1670, in Westminster Drollery, 1671," 1,93, Wit and
Mirth, 1682, and (with the title "Sir Francis Drake: Or, Eighty Eight") in
Pills, 1719....:.1720, 'IV, 37; A slightly different version of the song, beginning
"In eighty-eight, ere I was born,/As I can well remember," is in BM MS
1 Autolycus sings only one stanza. The three-stanza sonR is in An Antidote against
Melancholy, 166i, p. 73. Words and music are united in Catch that Catch Can, 1667,"
p.85·
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Harl. 791, fol. 59, and printed texts appear in Choyce Drollery, 1656, and
Merry Drollery, 166 l. In none of these versions is a tunc title cited, but
in Pills the music is "Jog on."
"The Catholick Ballad: Or An Invitation To Popery, Upon considerable Grounds and Reasons," by Dr. '''alter Pope, is a popular broadside
which appeared in 1671 in editions with and without music. It begins
"Since Pop'ry of late is so much in debate," and is "To the Tunc of 88"
(Lord Crawford 1066, Wood 416 [126], Euing 21, EM 187l.e.9 [56], all
with music; editions of this date without music include Harvard, Chetham 1103, Lord Crawford 1067; copies with music but with defective
or cropped imprint include Bodleian C.6.2.Th [4], Chetham 30, and
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB 1, 89). Several copies bear later dates: 1675
(BM Luttrell III, 106), 1678 (EM 1872.a.1 [149], Euing 25), 1679 (Harvard), 1689 (Library of Congress). Music contained on these copies is
deceptive, for with the first stanza interlined it appears to be carefully
printed; the tunc is grammatical, but it is rhythmically unrelated to the
verse, and the final cadence on the seventh is improbable. It bears no
relation to a tune printed with the ballad in Pills IV, 32, which follows
the Dancing Master version of "Jog on" very closely, except for a division
of some notes to accommodate anapestic meter (Fig. 252).
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A still different tune, but one well suited to the metrics, is found on
a broadside Latin translation dated 1675: "Canticum Catholicum, sive
Invitatio ad Religionem Romanum," beginning "Ut Papisma reddatur
jam nunc arguatur" (Huntington, Harvard; variant issues include Lord
Crawford 1234 and BM Luttrell I, 169). The tune direction is "La tine
reddita & Anglico-metris Pariter & Rythmis juste respondens 88," but
the music is actually "Drive, the cold winter away," q.v.
Dr. Pope apparently wrote the sequel entitled "Room for a Ballad, Or,
A Ballad for Rome. . . . A Continuation of the Catholick Ballad," beginning "From Infallible Rome, once more I am come," to the tune of
~'The Powder-plot" (Lord Crawford,BM 187~.f;1, Wood 4i6; reprinted
in Rome Rhym'd to Death, 1683, and RB IV, 105). Nothing is known of
this tune title, but the meter of this ballad corresponds to that of "The
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Catholick Ballad." From internal evidence it may be dated 1674. In the
next year appeared "Reflections upon The Catholick Ballad," beginning
"Since Drolling is grown, such a Trade in the Town" (BM Luttrell, Lord
Crawford; reprinted in RB IV, 110). No tunc direction is given, but the
piece is metrically identical with "The Catholick Ballad."
The music of "Jog on" in Pills is used not only for the Armada song
and "The Catholick Ballad" but also for "A Ballad called, The Jovial
Bear-ward" (IV, 38), which originally appeared without tunc direction
in Ben jonson's Masque of Augures, 1621. In the same volume of Pills
the tunc' reappears (IV, 243) with Alexander Brome's "Ballad Upon the
New Inn, with the famous Sign.Post, called the White Hart, at Skole in
Norfolk," first printed in Brome's Songs and Other Poems, 1661. "Jogg
on" is also named for singing a song beginning "There was a man two
sons he had" in William Hicks's Oxford Drollery, 1671, p. 112.

John Anderso~

.MY Jo

Bishop Percy alludes to this tune as one of those which the Reformation appropriated from the Latin service for profane usc, but the earliest
ver~ion of the tune I have found is "John Andersoime My Jo," an amateurishly notated tablature in the seventeenth-century Skene MS; Dauney
has retained pitches and regularized time values in his transcription,
Ancient Scotish Melodies, 1838, p. 219 (Fig. 253). Harmonically the tune
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Originalis a fourth higher and contains a 16-bar varied repeat.
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is to be equated with "I am the Duke of Norfolk," although its melodic
line has undergone independcnt developmcnt.
A broadside of the timc of Gcorge I calling for the tunc is "An Excel·
lent new Ballad, Intituled the New way of the Turn Coat," beginning
"I Loved no King in Fonie One" (BM 1871.c.y [175]}.1 It may be intended for thc Skene tunc or, more probably, for the slightly different
version found in \VaUs's Mllsiwl Alisccllatl)', 1729-1731, VI, 202 (Fig.
254). in Gay's A chilies, 1733. in The Cotlvivial Songster, Co 1782, p. 3°6,
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and (with the familiar words by Burns) in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum Ill, 269. whence its appearance in many subsequent collections.
Percy's two-stanza Scottish text in the Reliques begins "John Anderson
my jo. cum in as ze gae bye" and is a brief anecdote of cuckoldry in
contrast to Burns's tender lyric of marital fidelity. Percy altered the five
bairns to seven in later editions, on the highly questionable assumption
that' they symbolized Catholic sacraments.
The original "John Anderson, my jo, John," which Burns completely
reshaped, is verbally unrelated to Percy's text. A sportive wife's immodest
reproach of her husband's waning powers, it may be found in Merry
Muses of Caledonia, c. 1800, ed. James Barke and Sydney Goodsir Smith,
1959, pp. 114- 11 5.
1

Other editions contain the tunc direction "London is a fine
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q.v.

John) Come Kiss Me Now
Perhaps the earliest version of this well·known air appears in an imperfect lute tablature of c. 1570, Folger MS 448.16, fol. 7. It is there
entitled "The Antycke," and we may speculate whether its association
with the verses of "John, come kiss me now" had not yet begun or was
not then strong enough to have changed the tune name.
. Under its familiar title it was a favorite subject for "divisions," or variations, throughout the seventeenth century. Keyboard sets include that
of William Byrd in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book I, 47 (Fig. 255), of

John Tomkins in BM MS Add. 29996, fol. 206 v , and an anonymous ar~
rangement of the unadorned air in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186,
fo1. 58. A set of lute variations is preserved in EM MS Add. 38539, fo1.
I1 V (c. 1613-1616). Thomas Robinson's New Citharen Lessons, 1609, No.
27, ehtitled "Joan come kisse me now," may be the earliest printed form
of the piece, but its emphasis is upon the chordal pattern rather than the
melody. The tune with embellishments is found in the mid-century Bedford Cittern M,S, fol. 10, in A Booke of New Lessons for'the Cithern &
Gittern, 1652, and in Musick's Delight on the Cithren, 1666. Playford's
Brief Introduction to the Skill of Music contains "The Ground of John
come Kiss" (1672, p. 97; in 1654, p. 32, and other early editions, the
ground appears as an untitled lesson for viola da gamba); in the fourth
edition, 1664, p. 110, et seq., divisions on the air are among the pieces
for treble violin. His Apollo's Banquet, 1670, includes the tune and a
variation among the pages of treble-violin instruction preceding the
pieces. His The Division-Violin, 1685, contains two sets of variations,
No. 11 by David Mell, No. 12 by [Thomas?] Baltzar (Fig. 256).1 Although
not identified, a version of the tune is printed in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 58,
1 The second strain as printed by Chappell (PMOT I, 148) appears in Baltzar's piece,
but it may well be a variation itself, agreeing as it does harmonically with the
orie:inal statement of the melody.
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with a few stanzas of the coarse ballad "Stow the Friar." The air is suited
to the verses, but no musical provision is made for the refrain. One ballad
opera calls for the tune: Thomson's The Disappointed Gallant, 1738,
printed without music.
The tune evidently takes its name from an old song whose opening
stanza is preserved in the moralization found in A Compendious Book
of Godly and Spiritual Songs, 15°7 (cd. A. F. Mitchell, 1897, p. (58):
Iohnc, cum kis mc 1l0W,
JOhIlC, cum kis mc now,
Johnc, cum kis me by alld uy,
And mak no moir adow.

The spiritual parody continues:
The Lord, thy God,' I am, '
That Johne dois the call,
Johne representit man
Be grace celestiall; . . .

The same opening stanza is found, with the air and a variation (called
"the running of it"), in Trinity College, Dublin, MS, F.5· 1 3, pp. 55-56,
followed by "His answer to yt sam toone," in thirteen stanzas, beginning:
Peace I'm angrie now now peace I'm angrie now
Peace I'm angrie at the hert & knowe not qt to dowe. 2

David Herd's Scottish Songs, 1776 (1869, II, 206), contains a fragmentary
stanza plus the refrain lines of the original song, much as in johnson's
The portion of the MS containing "Airs and Sonnets" is in an early seventeenthcentury hand. The words of the "answer" were printed by Andrew Lang in Longman's Magazine, XXVII (November, 1895). 107-108, and reprinted by Mitchell, p. 277.
2
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Scots M usical Museum IV, 315, where a second strain is added to the
famili~r eight-bar tune. Anne Gilchrist, in her discussion of' the' tune
(lEFDSS, III [1936-1939], 176-178) refers to an imitative song in James
Hogg's Jacobite Rdics, 1819, I, 144. Its concluding stanza begins "Great
James, come kiss me now, now," and the, tune also has a second strain.
I have found only one broadside ballad sung to the tune. It is "A dittie
most excelent for euerie man to reade/that dothe intend for to amende
& to .repent with speede,," to the tune .of "a rich marchalJt man or John
come kiss me now," beginning "Whoe loveth to live in peace: & marketh
euerie change" (8M MS Add. 15225, fol. 56, c. 1(16). This was a poem in
Tottel's Miscellany, 1557 (cd. Rollins, 1928-1929, I, 196). A broadside
version was entered in the Stationers' Register . Sept. 4, 1564, hut no
printed copy survives; manuscript cop'ies, without tune direction, include
BM MS Sloane 1896, fol. 35 v , c. 1576, and Bodleian MS Ashmole 48, fol.
37 v , c. 1555-1565, the latter reprinted in Wright's Songs and Ballads,
1860, p. 57.
Since "John, come kiss me now" was an obvious favorite of John Playford, it is surprising that he did not include the tune in editions of The
Dancing Master. Numerous allusions, however, point to its popularity
as' a dance tune throughout the seventeenth century (see Chappell,
PMOT I, 147, II, 77 1).
j

J
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John Dory
The ballad "John Dory" (Child No. 284) first appeared in print in
Ravenscroft's Deuteromelia, 16°9, where it is No. 1 of the Freemen's
Songs for three voices. The same tune, shorn of embellishments and repetitions, is found with the ballad in The Second Book of the Pleasant
M~sicalCompanion, 1686, Part II, No. 22 (Fig. 257), and in Pills, eds. of
1699"':"1714, I, 25. The music is actually a three-part round or catch, and
it may be' suspected that Ravenscroft, who has clearly "worked up" the
tune in other ways, has not provided us with very authentic notation. 1
The famous drinking song in William Stevenson's Gammer Gurton's Needle, "I
can not eate 'but lytle meate," has' been set as a four-part round to a common-time
version 'of' "John Dory," but on what authority, remains a mystery. It is found in
Ritson's English Songs, 1783, where without indication of origin it is said to have
been "set, four parts in one, by Mr. Walker, before the year 1600." J. Stafford Smith,
in his Musica;Antiqua, 1812, credits the setting to Weelkes and gives Deuteromelia
as his source, but only the three-part "john Dory" is in that work. Chappell (PMOT I,
1

~
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The ballad begins:
As it fell on a holy day,

and vpon an holy tide a,
Iohn Dory bought him an ambling Nag,
to Paris for to ride a.
The account of John Dory's entering the service of King John II of
France and of his being captured at sea by one Nicholl of Cornwall must
have had wide currency during the seventeenth century, for frequent
allusions treat it as a familiar or even a hackneyed subject. 2
"John Dory" is openly parodied in a poem "Upon Sir John Sucklings
most warlike preparations for the Scotish Wane," beginning:
Sir John got him on an Ambling Nag,
To Scotland for to ride a,
With a hundred horse more, all his own he swore
To guard him on every side a.
72 ) rcprints the song without throwing further light on the source of the musical
arranA'cmenl.
2 Chappell (PMOT I, 67-(8) has gathered a large number of rcferences, which the
following arc intended to supplement. "Dr. Corbets Journey into France" in his
Certain Elegarzt Poems, 1647. p. 81. refers to the ballad:
nut I to I'aris rode cHong
Much like John Dory in the song,
upon a Holy tide.
A song "On Gondihcrt" in Merry Drollery,

1661,

I,

112,

contains the following allusion:

And all this stir to make a story,
Not much superior to John Dory,
Which thus in brief I lay before yeo
And "A Song made on the Power of Women" in Pills, 1719-1720, III. 27. begins:
Will you give me leave, and I'll tell you a story•.
It shall do more good than Ten of John Dory.
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This was first printed in Sir John Mennes and Dr. James Smith's Musarurn Deliciae, 1655, and was reprinted along with "John Dory" in the
Pleasant Musical Companion and in Pills; Percy included it in his
Reliques. It deals unflatteringly with events of 1639, and in Vox Borealis,
1641, are echoes which suggest that the ballad must have been in circulation at that time. After the singing of a seven-stanza song beginning
"Sir John got on a bonny browne Beast/To Scotland for to ride a,"
Willie remarks that in his camp too there were songs sung of Suckling.
"Mine is a sinister verse then yours, for it hath two foot more, and it is
to be sung, To the Tune of fohn Dorie, as followeth.
"Sir John got on an ambling Nagge,
To Scotland {or to goe,
With a hundred Horse, without remorse,
To keep ye from the foe."

After four more lines he breaks off: "I had rather tell you the rest of it
in plain Prose." 3
For all its popularity, there is no record of "John Dory" or any of its
parodies on extant broadsides. A ballad of c. 1675 contains an allusion
in the tune name, but the verse is in the distinctive pattern associated
with "The Spanish Pavan" and could not be sung to "John Dory" music.
It is Thomas Robins's "Englands Gentle Admonition," beginning "Good
People all I pray draw near," to the tune of "Poor Tom's Progress: Or,
John Dory sould his ambling Nag for Kick-shaws" (Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB IV, 477).
3 A sale catalogue of the British bookseller Percy J. Dobell, No. 94, 1947, listed a
copy of Suckling's Fragmenla Aurea, '3d ed., 1658, on a blank leaf of which was a
poem in a contemporary hand, "A Song Sir John Suckling made of himselfe," beginning:

As it fell on a Holyday
All on a Holy day tide a
Sir John bought him an ambling llag
To Scotland for to ride a.
This appears to be the Musarum Deliciae ballad, prefixed with the two opening lines
of "John Dory." The attribution to Suckling is unfounded.
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Johnny Armstrong
I have been able to find no satisfactory tune [or "Johnny Armstrong"
unless it be "Armstrong's Farewell" in james Oswald's Caledonian Pocket
Companion, c. 1770, II, 75 (Fig. 258). It is an elaborate arrangement
for German flute or violin, in three strains, the first of which, with its
repetition, would accommodate the (!uatrains customarily associated with
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the, tune ,name. The second st!ain seems to be an addition designed to
exploit the higher reaches of flute or fiddle, and the third is a quick 6/8
reprise of the first two. Only the first strain is well adapted to singing
and may be much older than the two other parts. But because of the gap
of almost 150 years between the ballads and the tune itself, it is not pos-·
sible to propose the identification with much confidence.
The title "Armstrong's Farewell" is, however, at least reminiscent of
the seventeenth·century broadside, "Iohn Arm-strongs last goodnight,"
by T. R., beginning "Is there never a man in all Scotland," and sung "To
a pretty Northern Tune, called, Fare you well guilt Knock-hall" (Wood
401 [94]; published by F. Grove, to whom the ballad was licensed in 1658;
many other copies, chiefly of late editions; reprinted in RB VI, 604; the
.~ood copy)s Child No,. 169:B). The tune name here is derived from a
'line 'i,n the ballad, in which Armstrong takes leave of his dwelling, fearful
that he will never return from his appointment with the King in Edinb~.trgh. Another version, "A Northern Ba,llet," begins "There dwelt a
'm'an in faire Westmerland," and is without tune direction (Wit Restor'd,
1658, Wit and Drollery, 1682; this is Child No. 169 A);l From the referArmstrong" in 'Walton's The Compleat
ence to the ballad
of "Johnny
•
1\
Ang~er, 1653.. ' Part I; Chap. IV, it may be inferred that the ballad was
known either traditionally or from print some years before the editions
known to us. The events of the ballad can be dated 1530.2
At least three brQadside~ of the latter part of the seventeenth century
are ~ung to the tune of "johnny Armstrong": "The Lovers Farewel to
his Unconstant Mistris," beginning "All in a Morning clear and fair"
(Douce II, 139); "The West-Country Damosel's Complaint," beginning
"When will you M~'rry me Wjlliam" (Lord Crawford, Euing, Douce,
Roxburghe; 'reprinted in RB VI~ 635); and "The married wives Complaint' of her unkind Husband," beginning "Come all young Maids that
are, to Wed," to the tune of "jonny armstrong, or True love rewarded
w~th L~oy~lty" (Wood E. 25 [148], Douce II, 15 1V). 8
There is apparentlyno relationship between the Johnny Armstrong of
these ballads and the protagonist of "A pleasant new Ballad, shewing how
~,ir John Armstrong and Nathaniel Musgrave fell in,love with the Lady
..

'.

,

.

'

,

"

'tThe open,ing stanza of this 'version ,is th~ secorid stanza of the broadside, and
the parallelism throughout is strong. But only the broadside contains a scene between
Musgra~~, the ..little [ootpage, and Armstrong's lady:,. to whom ,he brings news of
Airitstro~g's'de3:th~
" . " , ' "-, , . ' ' .
,,'"
,
2 A third 'Version (Child No. 169 C) is found in Allan Ramsay's The Ever Green,
1724, II, 190, where it is described as having been taken dowilfrom an Armstrong
descendant. Tunes associated with this text appear in Ritson's $cotish Songs, 1794, II,
}' '~nd Joh~SOh'S S.Cdts ~usi~a~ A!.~seum~ 1787:,",1803' IV, 3'~7. ~ : " , , :
',.:'.
" 8 The sec<-!nd tun~ title IS ultimately d~nved' from; "Flora's farewell," for which
there is no musk.
'
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Dacres Daughter of the North . . . and how they wrought the Death of
one hundred men . . . To a new Northern tunc," beginning "As it fell
out one \Vhitsunday" (Euing, Bagford, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 606).

Joy to th.e Brtdegroom
This tune takes its name from the opening line of a poem written in
1681 upon the marriage of "Lady W--." It first appeared anonymously
in A Choice Compendium, 1681, and is found also in Wit and Drollery,
1682, in D'Urfey's A New Collection of Songs and Poems, 1683, and The
Complete Courtier, 1683.1 The song, with music, is in all' editions of
Pills, 1719-1720, I, 323. An expanded broadside version,. to the w'ne of
"Joy to the Bridegroom," is "The Joys of Vertuous Love," beginning HJoy
to the Bridegroom, fill the Sky" (Pepys IV, 93, Lord Cr~wford 729, BM
C.22.f.6 [131]).
The music is contained on several broadsides, the earliest of which is
"Loyalty Triumphaht, On the Confirmation 'of . . . Sheriffs . . . Sung
. . . September 30, 1682," beginning "Fill up the Bowl, and set it round"
(Huntington, Harvard [Fig. 259]; reprinted with therntlsic in IBo Loyal
,
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See PB III, 251, for a listing of later reprints.
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Songs, 1685, p. 156, whence the text in RB V, 271). Another with music
is from January, 1683: "A New years Guift to the Templers . . . Sir
Edmond Saunders, Chosen Lord Chief-Justice," beginning "Old Tony's
fled, from Justice gone" (Bodleian Ashmole G.15 [Ul], Huntington,
Harvard; reprinted in 180 LoyaL Songs, p. 158). Another ballad of 1683
containing the music is "The Granadiers Loyal Health," beginning "Old
England's Glory now begins" (Harvard, Yale). The tune alone is in
Humphry Salter's The GenteeL Companion . . . for the Recorder, 1683,
and, under the title "Minuet," in Apollo's Banquet, 5th cd., 1687. In
some broadsides, the six-line' verse pattern calls for a repetition of the
first musical strain; in others the second is to be repeated.
The tune is named on several other broadsides containing no music:
"The Mirror of Mercy," beginning "Heard you not of the Headborough,"
to "Joy to the Bridegroom: Or, In Summer time" (Pepys; reprinted in
PB III, 252); and a ballad on the coronation of William and Mary, 1689,
"Englands Holiday," beginning "Come all Loyal Subjects of every sort,"
to the tune of "Let Caeser live long, Now now the Fights done, The Plowmans Health, Joy to the Bridegroom Or, My Life and my Death" (Pepys;
reprinted in PB IV, 264).2'
.
A broadside of 1685-1688, "The Young Mans Joys Compleated," beginning "Now to my true Lover Betty," is directed to be sung to "0 so
ungrateful a Creature" (BM C.22.f.6 [213], Lord Crawford 910, Harvard).
Music on the sheet is "Joy to the Bridegroom," which fits the dactylic
octaves with difficulty; nor can the ballad be comfortably sung to "I never
saw a face till now," music for which appears on a variant issue of "The
Young Mans Joys" (Douce II, 263). The tune of "0 so ungrateful a Creature" seems not to have survived, although more than a half dozen ballads from the later 1680s were directed to be sung to it.

Joy to the Person Of MY Love
This tune is named from the ?pening line' of a song found in t1i~
Leyden MS of 1'639, fo1. 2v, National Library of Scotland (Fig. 260), and
in Forbes's Cantus, 1662, No. 34. A mandore arrangement of the tune
~s in the Skene MS (printed in Ancient Scotish Melodies, ed. D~uney,
I

,

.'

..

Of these five tunes, all except "Joy to the Bridegroom" are usually as~ciated
with stanzas of six anapestic tetrameters, the pattern in "Englands Holiday" as
well. The ballad can be sung to "Joy to the Bridegroom" by division of most of
the long notes. No music is known for "The Plow-mans Health."
2
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p. 24 1). The song was published c. 1625 as a broadsidc entitlcd "A Lover
forsaken of his best bcloved. To an exccllent ncw Court tune" (Roxburghc; reprintcd in RB II, 65): anothcr contcmporary issuc, with
slightly varying titlc, is rcprcscntcd by Euing 188. A later roman-lettcr
cdition is "Joy to thc Person of my Love . . . To bc Sung with its own
proper Tunc" (HM 1871.c'9 [50)).
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Original is unbarred except for phrase ends.

"The True hearted Lover Deceived, by an Unconstant Woman," beginning "One Morning in green April's Month," is to the tune of "Joy
to the Person of my Love" (BM 1871.e'9 [~8], c. 1665), but the double
ballad-meter stanza does not fit music designed for a complex fourteenline form.

Kind Husband and Imperious Wife
In A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, II, 230, is found a ninestanza text of "The Worcestershire Wedding, or, Joy after Sorrow," beginning "An old Woman cIoathed in gray" and directed to be sung to
"Kind Husband and Imperious Wife." Since this collection is largely a
reprint of broadsides, it may be presumed that an edition of this ballad
was in circulation during the latter part of the seventeenth century, but
I have found no copy. Single-sheet editions of four stanzas with music
have been preserved from the early years of the eighteenth century: "The
old Woman cIoathed in Grey," c. 1705 (Harvard, BM H.1601 [25] = Fig.
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261), and "A Song" (Harvard, BM G.g06 [71 D. The tune, called "Unconstant Roger" in allusion to the matter of the ballad, appcared about
1728 in The Dancing Master, III, 77, and Walsh's New Country DancingMaster, III, 86. Most familiar is its use as the opcning air in Gay's The
Beggar's Opera, therc callcd "An old Woman cloathed in Gray."
"Thc Kind husband but impcrious wifc" is thc title of an anonymous
song without tune dircction found in Westminster Drollery, 1671, Wit

261~'
:s:

~.
~~·r===·
~. F" 1~:.::;J=j
and Drollery, 1682, and William Hicks's Grammatical Drollery, 1682. 1
The movement of the poem is only moderately well adapted to the cighteenth-century tunes we possess, and it may be doubted that the drollery
poem has any vital relationship to thc ballad. The first strain of the tune
is rcminiscent of "How unhappy is Phyllis in love," q.v.

King Jamess fit
or The Country Farmer
This was an extremely popular broadside tune of the 1680s, used for
some three dozen ballads under one of its several names or their offshoots.
The music appears twice in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, pp. 322, '358, as "King
1 In his reprint edition of Westminster Drollery, Appendix, p. xxiii, J. W. Ebsworth
suggests that Hicks may be the author of the song, but his evidence is inconclusive.
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Jame's Jig" (Fig. 262). A badly primed version of the tune is on a coronation broadside of 1685, "Englands Royal Renown," beginning "Noble
Hearted English Boys" (Wood 4 17 [143]), although the tune direction
is "[Hark] the [thundering] Cannons Roar," to which the verses are better
adapted. The tune is called "Painted Chamber" in The Dancing Master,
7th ed. (New Additional Sheet, c. 1688), and in subsequent editions; in
the seventeenth edition, 1721, it is titled "The Country Farmer's Daugh-

ter: or, The Painted Chamber." It is "Painted Chamber" in Apollo's
Banquet, 5th ed., 1687, and in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718; it is "Country Farmer" in the ballad opera M omus
turn'd Fabulist, 1729, Rutherford's Compleat Collection of 200 •• "
Country Dances, c. 1756, and Thompson's Compleat Collection of 200
Favourite Country Dances, c. 1758. It is untitled in Youth's Delight on
the Flagelet, 9th ed., c. 1690.
The commonest tune name found on broadsides is derived from the
title "The Countrey Farmer; or, The Buxome Virgin." This ballad begins
"There was a brisk Lass both Bonny and Brown" and is to the tune of
"New-Market, or King james's Jigg" (Pepys, Douce, Lord Crawford,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 363).1 "The' Answer to the
Buxome Virgin. Or, The Farmer well-fitted," beginning "The Country
Farmer is now undone," names the tune "The Countrey-Farmer, 'or, The
Buxome Virgin" (Pepys, Douce, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB III, 366).2 From these two related ballads come several
1 The tune "Newmarket," found in The Dancing Master, beginning with the 5th
ed., 1675, is in common time and does not fit the meter of this ballad. ,
2 One other ballad cites the tune as "The Country-Farmer; or, The Buxom Virgin":
"The Innocent Shepherd and the Crafty Wife," beginning "A Silly poor Shepherd was
folding his Sheep" (Pepys III, 209, BM C.22.f.6 [129], Lord Crawford 1°56, Harvard).
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tune titles, the most important of which, "The Country Farmer," we
shall reserve for separate discussion. The first line of the original ballad,
"There was a brisk lass," becomes the tune name in "The Coy CookMaid," beginning "Joan scrub'd up her Rooms" (Pepys, Lord Crawford,
Euing, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 627); in "The Difficult
French-Man's Unsuccessful Adventures," beginning "My Pockets begar,
were lin'd very well" (Pepys III, 136, Douce I, 61 V ) ; and in "A New Ballad
of an Amorous Gentleman," beginning "I went to the Fair to pick out
a wife" (Pepys IV, 96, Douce I, 8). "The Countrey Farmer's now undone,"
from the opening line of "Th"e Answer to the Buxome Virgin," becomes
the tune title for "The Irish-mens prayers to St. Patrick," beginning "0
Broder Teague, and Teague my Roon" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 25),
though the original sheet contains a few bars of "Lilliburlero" interspersed with pied musical type, and that tune would fit the ballad equally
well. A continuation of the original ballad is "The new Married Couple
or, A Friendly Debate between the Countrey Farmer and his Buxome
Wife ... a second Song to the Tune of, The Countrey Farmer," beginning "Dear Gill I ne'r thought until last night" (Douce; reprinted in
RB IV, 17).
~." "King james's Jigg" is cited as the tune for a few ballads, including:
:'Monmouth Routed and taken Prisoner," beginning "Five thousand
Pound for James the Scot" (Pepys; reprinted in RB V, 663); "The Western-Triumph . . . of . . . James the II," beginning "Come listen awhile
to the Lines which I bring" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 292); "Couragiou8 Jockey," beginning "Young Jockey was jolly blithe and gay" (Pepys
IV, 38); and "The Extravagant Youth, or, An Emblem of Prodigality,"
beginning "Come listen a while and I will relate" (Pepys, Lord Crawford,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 443). In the two latter "The
Country Farmer" is added as an alternative name for the tune.
On a number of broadsides "The Country Farmer" is named as an
alternative for other distinct tunes. TI:tus it is cited along with "The NewMarket Jigg" 8 in "The True-Lovers Glory," beginning "You Lovers
most Loyal, where-e're you be'; (Pepys III, 205). It is an alternate to
"Why are my Eyes still flow ... ing" in "The Cuckold's Lamentation of
a Bad Wife," beginning "Young Batchelours all, come hear this new
Song" (Douce, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 635). It
is cited along with "Packington's Pound" and "Digby's Farewell" in "A
Full Description of these Times," beginning "Now
let all true Protestants
,
,

8 This tune is probably the same as "New-Market," cited on the broadside of "The
Countrey Farmer; or, The Buxome Virgin.': The identification is not positive, but it
seems likely that the reference is to D'Udey's song beginning "To horse, brave Boys
of Newmarket, to. Horse," sung to music otherwise known as "Cock up thy Beaver,"
q.v.
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ever Rejoyce" (Wood E.25, BM 1871.£'3, Pepys; reprinted in PH IV, 46).
It is an alternative to "The Devonshire Frolick" in "The Welch Wedding," beginning "Now sweet Shinny wilt thou be wed" (Pepys IV, 109,
Douce II, 244, Lord Crawford 903, liM C.22.£.6 [203]), and to "The Devonshire Damosels" in "A Warning and good Counsel to the \Veavers,"
beginning "You Gentlemen all cOllle listen a while" (Pepys; reprinted in
PH IV, 30). The two tunc names here derive from "Maids a-washing,"
for which see "Where's my Shepherd?" In "The Loving Mistress, and The
Wanton Clerk," beginning "A Lawyer in our Town did dwell" (Pepys
III, 164), the tunes named arc "A fig for'France" (lost), "The Country
Farmer," and "Where's my shepherd." Another lost tunc is "A Touch of
the Times," named along with "The Country Farmer" in "Advice to
Batchelors," beginning "Both Robert and Richard, nay, William and
Ned" (Douce, Lord Cr~wford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RH
III, 373).
"The Country Farmer" is named alone on a large number of ballads,
including the following which do not seem to have been reprinted: "A
Groats-worth of Mirth for a .Penny," beginning "Come Gallants and weI·
come, partake of my cheer" (Pepys III, 207); "The Country Clowns Delight" by M. H., beginning "There was a young-man both handsome &
rare" (Pepys III, 261); "The Country Damosels Lamentation For her
Love" by Gabriel Owens, beginning "There was a young Damsel both
bonny and brave" (Pepys III, 341); and "Evan's Gamesome Frollick,"
beginning "Come listen a while, and I here will unfold" (Douce I, 69). A
pair of complementary ballads are further related by the use of the title
of the first as the tune name for the second: "The Sorrowful Damsels
Lamentation For Want of a Husband," beginning "I am a poor maiden
lives in great distress," is to the tune of "The Country Farmer" (Douce II,
209, Lord Crawford 552, BM C.22.f.6 [180], Harvard); 4 "The Bachelour's
Guide, and the married Man's Comfort," beginning'''All Batchelors now,
come hearken to me," is to "The Sorrowful Damsels Lamentation for
want of a Husband" (Lord Crawford 21, BM C.22.f.6 [84], Harvard).
A piece by Sir Edward Morgan printed with the tune of "King james's
Jig" in I80 Loyal Songs, p. 322,11 begins "If Sorrow the Tyrant Invade
thy Breast.'" It appears in two broadside editions, one called "The Dis4 A virtual paraphrase of "The Sorrowful Damsels Lamentation" is "The Maidens
Moan ... for want of a Husband," beginning "I am a poor Maiden in woful distress,"
to the tune of "A Touch of the Times. Or, The Country Farmer" (Pepys III, 2(7).
The Pepys text is the more regular of the two, but it is difficult to assign priority;
moreover, since both ballads were ·issued by Brooksby, the question of piracy is not
raised.
II No tune name is given with the music, but on p. 358 the identical music is called
"King james's Jig."
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truction of Care" (Pepys V, 97), the other, licensed Nov. I, 1687, called
"A New Song made by a Person of Quality, in praise of the Mug" (Chetham 1887); both contain music as found in the Pills reprint of the song,
V, 82. The tune is not "King james's Jig," but is harmonically related
to it. Still another version is in RB V, 172, entitled "The Gallant's
Worthy Commendation of the Mug. 1682," no source given.

King Solomon
The ballad giving rise to this tune name is William Elderton's earliest
known production, "The panges of Loue and louers f[i]ttes," 1559, beginning "Was not good Kyng SalamonjRauished in sondry wyse" (Huntington; reprinted in Collmann, No. 39). The piece was licensed in 15581559, and again in 1560 and 1624. It is without tune direction, but the
stanza pattern is distinctive, for lines six and eight depart from the octosyllabic measure to produce a refrain, the respective lines here being
"Lady lady" and "My deare lady." 1
In 1561-1562 a license for printing was given to "a new ballett after
the tune of kynge Salomon," This is probably R. M.'s "A newe Ballade,"
beginning "0 Dere Lady Elysabeth, which art our right and vert[u]ous
Quene" (BM Huth, London Society of Antiquaries [Lemon Catalogue,
No. 48]; reprinted in Harleian Miscellany, 1813, X, 262, and in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 30). This is also without tune direction, but the four-line stanza is the "King Solomon" pattern
printed it. compressed form, with refrains "Lady Lady" and "most dere
Lady," A third contemporary ballad in this stanza pattern names the tune
as "Kynge Salomon"-George Mell's "A proper New Balad of the Bryber
Gehesie,"· beginning "Was not the bryber GehesiejRewarded iustly of
the Lord" (BM Huth; reprinted in Collection of Seventy-Nine, p. 42).
This was entered by Thomas Colwell, 1566-1567, who printed the extant
copy. The refrain lines vary throughout but retain the usual four-syllable
pattern.
Still another to the tune is "The Ballad of constant Susanna," beginning "There dwelt a man in Babylon" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB I, 190). The Pepys copy was printed for Henry Gosson and the Roxburghe"copy for John Wright, both booksellers being among the six reg·10n the great contemporary popularity of the ballad, see Hyder E. Rollins, "William Elderton," SP, XVII (1920), 201.
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istering the ballad in 1624. It had earlier been entered in 1562-1563 and
1592, and the re-entry in 1675 is represented by I,ater issues of the ballad
(Pepys I, 496-497, Douce I, 30, Bagford II, 6).2 This ballad too is with·
out tune direction, but the identity is established by the "Lady, lady . . .
of this Lady" refrain pattern. A fragment of another imitation of Elderton's ballad is preserved in A Handefull of Pleasant De fit es, 1584, ed.
Rollins, p. 29, with the refrain tags of the original. It seems probable
that it was in the lost 1566 edition of the miscellany; it is fragment~ry
here because a leaf has been lost from the unique copy of the 1584 edi·
tion of the Handeftlil.
'.
.
The "King Solomon" ballad form was imitated in two interludes of
1567, The Trial of Treasure, sig. El, and Pickering's Horestes, sig. (4v,
both of which introduce songs patterned on the "lady, lady" refrain
formula. Marston's Antonio and Mellida, 1602, Ad 111, (.and Armin's
Two Maids of Moreclaclte, 16°9, sig. C3 v , echo the opening line of "The
pangs of love." And in Twelfth Night, II, iii, Sir Toby sings a snatch
from the Susanna ballad: "There dwelt a man in Babylon, lady, lady."
The 1567 edition of A Compendious Book of Godly and Spiritual Songs
(ed. A. F. Mitchell, 1897, p. 213) contains a moralized parody on Elderton, entitled "Ane Dissuasioun from Vaine Lust," whose stanza form
indicates that it could be sung to the tune. It begins:
Was not Salomon, the King,
To miserie be wcmen brocht?
Quhilk wisdome out of frame did bring,
Till he maist wickitly had wrought.
A thousand wemen he did keip,
Allace, allacel
Quhilk drown it him in Sin sa deip,
As come to pas.

The Bannatyne Manuscript, 1568 (ed. W. Tod Ritchie, 1928-1934, III,
254), exhibits further evidence of the widespread interest in Elderton's
ballad through the Scottisll version it contains, beginning "Was not
gud king salamonjreuisit in sindry wyiss." Still later is the reference to
"a dittie that I haue made to the tune of, Lady, Lady, my faire Lady"
in C. T.'s Laugh and lie downe, 1605 (reprinted in The Works of Cyril
Tourneur, ed. Allardyce Nicoll, 1930, p. 290).
The tune "Was not goode kinge Salamon" is found among some cittern and gittern pieces in BM MS Add. 3°513, fo1. 123, c. 1545-1585.

o

2 Other copies of the Susanna ballad include a Symcocke issue of c. 1628, Manchester II, 50; later editions are BM Huth 72, c. 1663-1674, and Lord Crawford 1138, c.
1690. A Welsh traditional survival, with a tune whose first strain is reminiscent of
the original En2lish air, is noted in ]EFDSS, III (1936-1939), 170-171 .
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The manuscript, consisting largely of keyboard music, was made by
Thomas Mulliner, master of the choir of St. Paul's (published as The
Mulliner Book, 1951, ed. Denis Stevens; the cittern set is reprinted in
the appendix to Stevens's The Mulliner Book: A Commentary,. 1952).
A somewhat better rendering of the tune is found among some -keyboard pieces of c, 1570 at the end of Thomas Dallis's MS Lute Book
(Trinity College, Dublin, MS D.3.30), reproduced in The Dublin Virginal
Manuscript, eel. John Ward, 1954, No. 13 (Fig. 263). In several Continental collections the tune appears as the almain "Guerre guerre gay." 8

King Williams Marek
.or Hark Hark and Yonder
This tune 'derives its two names from a ballad celebrating the battle of
the Boyne, July 1, 1690; it is called "King William's March" and begins
8 In his commentary on the tune, Ward reprints the set in Sebastian Vreed~an's
Carminum ... Liber Secundus, 1569. (01. 6, and notes the appearance of the tune
in Pierre Phalese's HOT.tulus Cytharae, 1570, and in Adriaen Valerius's NederLandtsche Gedenck-Clanck, 1626. Ward also sets the first stanza of "Was not good
King Solomon" to the Dublin version of the tune.
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"Harkl Harkl and yondel/Hear the Martial Thunder" (Lord Crawford,
Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 200). The singing direction is "To a Pleasant
New Trumpet Tunc, call'd, King William's March." The Pepys copy,
V, 55, contains an accurate musical score (Fig. 264); the Crawford sheet
is a variant issue with meaningless music.
Music is also found in AtJOllo's Banquet} 6th ed., 1690, where it is
called "An English March" and is attributed to Samuel Akeroyde.
The tune is named "Hark, hark, and yonder" in another broadside
containing the music: "A Dialogue between My L. Hump, & his Valet
dChambre," beginning "Jack, Tom, where are you" (Pepys V, 430); and
in "England's Joy . . . King William safely Arrived from Flanders,"
1691, beginning "The Jacobites do wonder," without music (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 148). uK. William's March in Flanders," the tune
named in "Jockey and Willy. The Scotch Rivals" beginning "Ise love my
dear Moggy, said Jockey, so fair" (Lord Crawford 607, with meaningless
music), may identify another tune instead of being another name for
"King William's March."
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The King} Delight
This was a very common tunc in Restoration days. Two arrangelllents
in lyra-viol tablature arc in Cambridge University MS DdJi.'18, fols. I v,
8 v (mid-seventeenth century). It is found in John Playford's A Brief Introduction to the Skill of Musick , 4th ed., 1664; among the "Select New
Tunes and Jiggs for the Treble-Violin" at the end of The Dancing
Master, 3d ed., 1665, No. 32 (Fig. 265); in Musick's Delight on the
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Cithren, 1666; in Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-waYI 1669, in
Apollo's Banquet, 1670; in Thomas Greeting's The Pleasant Companion
. . . for the Flagclet, 2d ed., 1673; and it is set as a virginal lesson in
Musicks Hand-maid, 1678. But the tunc may be of earlier origin, for in
D'Urfey's The Fool Turn'd Critick, 1678, IV, ii, "The King's Delight"
is named as one of the tunes which "are incomparable to some of these
we have now." Moreover, the earliest broadside to the tune probably
dates from before 1640; it is "The Batchelors Delight," beginning "The
world's a Blister sweld with care," to "the Kings delight, or, The young
mans advice to his fellow Batchelors" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 423).1
1 The STC quotes the Roxburghe colophon as "G. F[airbeard, be£. 1622]," but on
both Roxburghe and Lord Crawford copies, it is actually uF. G[rove] on Snow-hil."
Grove was active from about 1623 until near his death in 1663. The second tune
title is probably internally inspired and thus becomes another name for the tune.
This conjecture is borne out by the existence of a ballad to the tune of "The Young
Mans Advice," entitled "The Benefit of Marriage," beginning "A Man that had a
pretty young Wife" (Euing 18, briefly quoted in RB VIII, 660, without source; the
publisher is E[lizabeth] Andrews, a bookseller to whom Philip Brooksby was apprenticed in 1662). The stanza form is as in "The Batchelors Delight," with the addi-
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A broadside written about the time of the Restoration is "A TurnCoat of the Times," beginning "As I was walking through/Hide-Park
as I us'd to do," to the tune "The King's Delight, Or, True Love is a
Gift for a Queen" (Pepys, Douce, Lord Crawford, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in IUJ IV, 517).2 "The Turn·Coat of the Times"
then becomes a tune name in several ballads, including "The Knight
and the Beggar-Wench," beginning "I Met with a jovial Beggar,/And
into the Fields I led her," to the tune of "The King's Delight, or TurnCoat" (Pepys, Bagford, Euing, Rawlinson, Lord Crawford, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 376). From this latter ballad come
two other names for the tune: "The Knight and beggar-wench" in "The
forsaken Maids Frollick or, A Farewell to fond Love," beginning "You
Females all give ear,/To that which I shall declare" (Lord Crawford,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 380), and "I met with a
lovial Beggar" in "An Excellent New Song Fitted for the Times," beginning "Let England now with me/Rejoice this day to see" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 223).
All the broadsides cited in the preceding paragraph are clearly related to "The King's Delight," and they are all written in a single
metrical pattern, despite some difference in arrangement and division of
lines. But this stanza, typically eleven lines (syllabically 7·7·77·7·7 7.7,5,5.7,
with 7-syllable lines rhyming in triplets), does not fit the music, which is,
on the other hand, perfectly suited to the older ballad, "The Batchelors
Delight," with its stanza 8.7.8.7.8.8.7.8 I can offer no explanation of this
situation except to suggest that another "King's Delight" came into being
during the early years of Charles II but that the new music was not set
down under that name. This is not persuasive, especially in the face of
D'Urfey's remark, which certainly does not imply competition between
an old and a new tune with the same name.
tion of a five-line refrain beginning "Once I lay with another Mans Wife." It is under
this title that the tunc of "The King's Delight" appears in Gay's The Beggar's Opera.
2 I have no data on the second tunc.
8 Some musical texts repeat the final two bars, implying a repetition of the last
line of each stanza.
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The Kings Jig,
or Winchester Wedding
Thomas D'Urfey's song "The Winchester Wedding, Set to the King's
Jigg; a Country Dance," beginning "At Winchester was a Wedding,/the
like was never seen," appears with the music in D'Urfey's Several New
Songs, 1684, p. 2 (Fig. 266). It was reprinted in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685,
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and Pills, 1719-1720, I, 276, with inaccurate musical texts. The song had
meantime been printed as a broadside (Pepys, Bagford, Douce, Lord
Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 208), one issue of which
(Harvard) contains the music. 1 The dance tune can be traced back at least
to 1670, when it was included in the first edition of Apollo's Banquet,
No. 91, as "The Irish Shagg."
The tune's first appearance in The Dancing Master is in the Supplement to the 6th ed., 1679 (probably added to the edition in the early
1680s); it is called "The King's Jigg," and the music is in common time.
, I
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1 The Songs of Thomas D'Urfey, ed. C. L. Day, 1933, pp. 151-152, gives a full list
of reprints of the song.
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In 16g8 (Second Part, 2d ed.) a new dance was introduced, using the same
tune, now called "\Vinchester Wedding." In the eleventh edition, 1701,
both dances appear, set to identical music. \Vith the next edition, 1703,
the compound time implicit in the original tune 2 is finally recognized:
"The King's Jig" is in 9/4, "Winchester \Vedding" in g/8 time. \Vith
the edition of 1713 the older dance is dropped and the tune is now called
by both names. It so appears in \Valsh's Compleat Country DancingMaster, 1718.

Humphry Salter's Genteel Companion . . . for the Recorder may
have been the first to christen the tune after D'Urfey's song title. It
is found among the unnumbered pages added to the 1683 edition,
probably in the following year; the music, like that of the A polio'S
Banquet version, is in 6/4 time, obscuring half the natural accents; but
it is otherwise sound. In 1684 the tune was called "Winchester Wedding"
on a broadside with music, "A New Song, In Praise of the Loyal Company of Stationers, who . . . obtain'd the first Charter of London,"
beginning "In London was such a Quarter,/The like was never known"
(Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [173]; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, p. 131).
Thereafter "Winchester \Vedding" displaced "The King's Jig" as a
broadside tune name. It was used in the following: "The Glory of the
West, or, The Virgins of Taunton-Dean," 1685, beginning "In Lime
began a Rebellion" (Wood 117 [114], Lord Crawford 659); in "Hey for
Horn-Fair," beginning "At Charlton there was a fair" (Pepys; reprinted
in RB VIII, 665); in "A Fairing for Young-Men and Maids" by Tobias
Bowne, beginning "As Thomas and Mary did meet" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, III); in "The Westminster Wedding," beginning "At Westminster was such a match"
(Pepys IV, 105); in "Here, Here, Here is Pig and Pork," beginning "In
Dublin was play'd such a Prank" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 68); and
in "The Norfolk Stiff-Rump," 16g2, beginning "In Norfolk there liveth
a Yeoman" (Pepys V, 419).8
"Grist ground at Last," beginning "Give ear a while to my Ditty,"
has the tune direction "Give ear a while, &c. or, Winchester Wedding~'
(BM C.22.f.6, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Yale, Pepys; reprinted in RB
VIII, 622). The first tune title does not seem to be associated with an
2 D'Urfey printed the tunc in 3/4 time, producing musical units of three and six
bars. His practice is followed on broadsides and in songbooks, with the convenience
of the singer doubtless in mind.
S The two ballads last cited are in stanzas of four and eight lines respectively. The
tunc, which is usually found with twelve-line stanzas, accommodates eight lines if
the first strain is not repeated. I assume that the four-line form requires either two
or three stanzas for each singing of the tune, depending on whether or not the
first strain is repeated.
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independent air, but the presence of the "Old Simon the King" burden
implies that that tune could also be used for the ballad.
The tune was one of the most popular of those levied on in ballad
operas, being used in no less than seventeen, and named for the title or
the first line of D'Urfey's song. The following print the music: Walker's
The Quaker's Opera, 1728; Hippisley's Flora, 1729; Ralph's The Fashionable Lady, 1730; Mitchell's The Highland Fair, 1731; The Jovial Crew,
1731; Fielding's The Mock Doctor, 1732 (music in 2d ed.); Drury's The
Devil of a Duke, 1732; and Langford's The Lover his own Rival, 1736.

Labandala Shot
This sixteenth-century dance tunc, doubtless of Continental origin, is
found as "banda la shote gal yarde" in Thomas Dallis's MS Lute Book,
p. 14 (Fig. 267). A somewhat more florid setting appears without title in
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the Marsh MS Lute Book, p. 308, and as "Galiard Labandala shotta"
in Lord Middleton's MS Lute Book, fol. 22 Although the Dallis text
preservcs the melodic line more carefully, the two other lute sets establish a forty-bar tune which also fits the tcn-line stanza of ballads naming
the tune.
ny all odds the most popular picce sung to Laballdala Shot" was "A
sorrowfull Sonet, made by M. George Mannington, at Cambridge Castle,"
beginning "I Waile in wo, I plunge in pain." Mannington was executed
in 1570 and this "good-night" ballad was licensed in the same year.
No copy of the broadside is extant, but it was reprinted in A flandefull
of Pleasant Defites, 1584, cd. Rollins, p. 65. The most familiar imitation
appears in Chapman, Jonson, and Marston's Eastward Hoe, 1605, V, v,
beginning "In Cheapside famous for Gold & Plate," whence it is reprinted in altered form in Wit and Drollery, 1061, p. 100. An earlier
parody is in the interlude Misogonus, II, v (of uncertain authorship and
dating from c. 1500-(577). The opening line of the Mannington ballad
is frequently quoted in Elizabethan and Jacobean drama, attesting to its
continued popularity.l
Other ballads to the tunc include D. Sterri[e]'s "A briefe sonet declaring the lamentation of Heckles . . . in Suffolk . . . burned with fire
. . . 1586," beginning "My louing good neighbours, that comes to beholde" (Huntington, reprinted in Collmann, No. 87; BM Huth, reprinted
in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, p. 78). Another is
"A proper new ballad, devised vpon the theam I know not what . . .
1614," beginning "Who viewes the lyfe of mortall men" (SB, p. 50, RB
VIII, xxvii···). Richard Johnson's Golden Garland of Princely Pleasures, 3d ed., 1620, contains "An excellent Song, entituled, A penny-worth
of Wit," beginning "In ancient yeares as bookes expresse," a version of
which is reprinted in A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, II, 215.
A curiosity is Thomas Deloney's "A New Song of King Edgar . . .
depriued of a Lady . . . by a Knight of his Court," beginning "Whenas
King Edgar did gouerne this land," which has the tune direction "To
be sung in the old ancient sort, or else to the Tune of Labandalashot"
(in his Garland of Good Will, 1631, reprinted in Works, ed. Mann, p. 305;
a version is found also in A Collection of Old Ballads II, 25). The ballad
consists of g-IO-syllable lines rhyming in couplets, with the burden
"adowne, adowne, downe, down, down" after the first and "call him
downe a" after the second line of each couplet. The singing direction
implies a significant difference between old and new ways. The old way·,
V

•

II

1 See the extensive references in Professor Rollins's Handefull, pp. 118-121, and in
his "Marginalia on Two Elizabethan Poetical Miscellanies," ].Q. Adams Memorial
Studies, 1948 , pp. 473-474.
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for which no tunc is suggested, may have been recitative In character,
resembling the notation Deloney furnished in his Strange Histories,
but the usc of "Labandala shot" demands the omission of the burdens,
without which the couplet pattern is substantially that of other ballads
to the tu ne.:!
A stage direction in the Latin university play I1ispallllS of 1596 (Bodleian MS Douce 231) names the tune as one of several from which a piper
may choose; 8 and it is named as a tune for a mournful song in the anonymous comedy Loohe about yOll, 1600, sig. FI.
No satisfactory explanation of the tune name has been advanced.
T. W. Baldwin, in his ShallSpere's Five-Act Structure, 1947, p. 433, suggested that it is "a transliteration of Greek." Earlier J. S. Farmer explained the Misogonus tune direction "Labondolose Hoto" as a rendering
of La bonne douloureuse hauteur, "whence 'the extreme heights of sor·
row' or 'doleful dumps' " (Six Anonymous Plays, 2d series, 1906, p. 381).
R. W. Bond, thinking that it might be a "relic" of Italian players who
appeared in Windsor and Reading in 1574, proposed the following:
"(?La banda da Scozia, La bando 10 dotta, L'abbandonato dotto [cripple], L'abbandono-scotto); or Spanish (EI abbandonado soto [grove])?"
(Early Plays from the Italian, 1911, p. 316). Thus far no Continental
antecedents of the tunc have been discovered, but in view of what we
know about the history of many Tudor dance tunes, it seems probable
that the origins of "Labandala shot" arc to be sought in Italian, Spanish,
or French sources. 4o

~
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2 Professor Rollins suggests a date of c. 1590 for Deloney's ballad. Another copy of
the text, without tunc direction or refrain, is in the Percy Folio MS (cd. Hales and
Furnivall, Ill, 487). The refrain seems to be echoed in Ophelias's "You must sing,
'Down a-down. and you call him a-down-a,'" Hamlet, IV, v. The scrap sung by
Mistress Quickly, "And down, down, adown-a, &c.," Merry Wives, I, iv, is too commonplace to be confidently associated with Deloney's "King Edgar" refrain.
S Quoted in Shakespeare Jahrbuch, XXXIV (1898), 300.
4 John Ward discusses the tunc in "Music for A Handefull of Pleasant Delites,"
JAMS, X (1957), 173-174, and prints the Dallis setting fitted to the opening stanza
of the Mannington ballad. Ward agrees that the source of the melody is probably
in "Continental dance music of the 1550S and 60s."
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Ladies of London
Thomas D'Urfey's song beginning "Ladies of London both wealthy
and fair" appeared first in his Compleat Collection} 1687. Its popularity
is striking, for most of the thirty-odd ballads to the tune were printed
before the end of Richard Pocock's incumbency as licenser (1685-1688).
The broadside version of the poem is "Advice to the Ladies of London,
In the Choice of their Husbands. To an Excellent new Court Tune"
(Pepys, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 369), and although the term "Court Tune" is sometimes loosely used, it may be
that we have here a cue to the immediate vogue of the song. It was reprinted with the music in Pills} 1719-1720, II, 8, but the tune had
earlier appeared on a broadside of 1685-1688, "The Sorrowful Assembly: or, The Maidens Humble Petition to the Batchelors of London,"
beginning "Batchelors how could you prove so unkind" (Wood 417 [134]).
The music is also found in The Dancing Master} 7th ed., 1686 (on the
New Additional Sheet, c. 1688), and in subsequent editions; it is also in
Apollo'S Banquet} 5th ed., 1687, Part III, No. 13 (Fig. 268), called HLon-
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don Ladies," which is the title usually given the tune in ballad operas.
D'Urfey's piece inevitably inspired sequels and imitations. HAn Answer
to the Advice to the Ladies of London," beginning HAs I was rambling
near Temple-Bar" (Pepys IV, 86) was countered by "Advice to Young
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Gentlemen; or, An Answer to the Ladies of London," beginning "All
Jolly Blades that Inhabit the Town" (Pepys IV, 87, BM C.22.f.6 [27],
Douce I, 2, Lord Crawford 40, Harvard).1 A topical ballad on women's
fashion exploited the popularity of the original broadside title: "Advice
to the Maidens of London: to forsake their Fanatical Top-knots," beginning "Now you young Females that follows the Mode" (Pepys,
Douce; reprinted in BB II, 934). And it gave rise to at least three others
to the tune: "The Maidens Resolution; Or, An Answer to the Advice
against Top-knots"; "The Women and Maidens Vindication of Topknots"; and "The Weavers Request. Or, Their Just Complaint against
the Rude Rabble, that revile against the Gentile Mode now in Fashion"
(the three reprinted in PH IV, 18-28). A ballad to the tune of "London
Top Knots," entitled "The Vindication of Top-Knots and Commodes,"
and beginning "The Fops and the Fools, like silly Night-Owls" (BB I,
122), is in the "Ladies of London" stanza pattern and may belong in this
series.
A number of others to the tune are reprinted in RB. Here I shall
cite only some of those that have not been reprinted: "The Sorrowful
Wife: Or, Love in a Tub," beginning "As I was abroad one night with a
friend" (Pepys IV, 116); "A New Ballad, called The Husbandmans Delight: or, A Song in the praise of Straw," beginning "[Com]e all ye Farmers, and listen a while" (Pepys IV, 317); "A Job for a Journeyman
Joyner," beginning "Did you not hear of a Bricklayer of late" (Douce I,
106); "The Wealthy Grasier's Joys compleated," beginning "Prithee
sweet Creature sit down by my side" (Pepys III, 168, Lord Crawford
1020, Harvard), and "An Answer to the Wealthy Grasier," beginning
"Did you not hear of a Wedding of late?" (Pepys III, 172, Douce I, 5V ) ;
"A New Western Ballad," beginning "A Farmer of Tanton-dean Town
in the West" (Pepys IV, 125); "The Farmers Reformation," beginning
"I have been such a bad Husband of late" (BM C.22.f.6 [118], Lord
Crawford 581, Pepys II, 91, Harvard); "The Hasty Virgin," beginning
"Mother I have a desire to wed" (Pepys III, 175); "The Contented
Cuckold," beginning "There was a Beautiful Damsel of late" (BM C.22.f.6
[94], Lord Crawford 1120); "The Doctor and Beggar-Wench," beginning
"'There was a Doctor that lives in Barkshire" (Pepys III, 280, Lord
Crawford 1126); and "The Kentish Frolick: or, The Tanner Betray'd,"
beginning "There was a Tanner that lived in Kent" (Douce I, 107).
D'Udey is apparently the author of another song to the tune, which
he printed among his others in the first two volumes of Pills} 1719-1720,
1 The subject matter of this ballad is paralleled in D'Urley's own "Advice to the
Beaus" which is found only in Pills, 171g-1720, II, 10, but which one suspects to
have been written earlier.
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II, 14. It appeared on broadsides as "The Wanton Virgins Frighted,"
beginning "You that delight in a Jocular Song" (Lord Crawford 1425,
Douce II, 239, III, 1041'). It was reprinted as a single-sheet song, c. 17 10,
with the same music (BM H.I<iol [539], Chetham 1578, Huntington,
Harvard) and is later found with the tune direction "Ladies of London"
in such miscellanies as A Com/llctc Collection of . . . English and
Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, III, 1°3. D'Urfey's poem was itself a reworking
of an older piece, found in Westminstct'Drollery, 1°72, II, 100, as "The
Bathing Girls . . . To the common Galliard Tune," beginning .. It was
in June, anq 'twas on Barnaby Bright too"; there is no prosodic similarity.
The tune is used in seven ballad operas. John Gay's The Beggar's Opera
reprints the tune; Odingsells calls it "Ye Ladies of London" in his Bays's
Opera, 1730; in the following it is cited as "London Ladies" or "Ladies
of London": The Court Legacy, 1733; Arthur's The Lucky Discovery,
1737; Yarrow's Love at First Sight, 1742; Court and Country, 1743; The
Ragged Uproar, c. 1754.

Lad)5 Lie Near Me
This tune is found in the first eight editions of The Dancing Master,
1651-1°90 ( 10 5 1, p. 9 2 =Fig. 2UU). In its earliest form it was apparently
called "Laddy, lie near me," to judge by broadsides antedating the pub-
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Original is unbarred.

lished tune; but different editions of the same ballad give both "Lady"
and "Laddy" readings in tune title and refrain.
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The primary ballad sung to the tune is "The Longing Shepherdesse or
Laddy lye neere me," by R. G[uy?], beginning "All in the Moneth of
May,/when all things blossome," to the tune of "Laddy lye neere me: or
The Green Garter" (Manchester I, 28 [first half only]; Douce, Pepys, c.
1663-1674, reading "Lady" throughout; reprinted in RB VIII, 691, 865).1
This is presumably the "Lady lie by me" in Thackeray's list of ballads
in stock, c. 1689. The earliest edition must have antedated 1639, for in
that year Francis Grove was licensed to publish "The courteous Shepherdesse ... To the Tune of, Laddy lye neere me," beginning "Blith
Lad, I prethee goe,/thou wilt deceive me" (Manchester II, 35, with
Grove imprint; reprinted in RB VIII, xcii·· .). Both ballads are in the
same dactylic meter; the twelve-line stanza of the former requires tha~
both the first and second strain of the air be repeated, whereas the latter,
with an eight-line stanza, requires a repetition of only the first strain.
A different tune "Laddie lay near me" is in William McGibbon's Col·
lection of Scotch Tunes, IV, 116, in Oswald's Caledonian Pocket Com~
panion, Book XII, and in johnson's Scots Musical Museum, III, 226.
The latter prints some harmless verses by Dr. Blacklock, followed by
two stanzas of "Old Words," presumably furnished by Burns. This later
Scotch tune will fit "Laddy lye near me," beginning "As I walked over
hills, dales and high mountains," preserved in Ritson's North Country
Chorister, 1802, and reprinted in his Northern Garlands, 1810. The piece
has a refrain beginning "Near me, near me, laddy, lye near me," the
second line of the couplet varying with each stanza.

The Lass oj Cumberland
The names given to this tune are derived from a ballad of the 1670s,
"[The Lass of] Cumberland. or, Love in Abundance," beginning "There
was a Lass in Cumberland,/a bonny Lass of high degree," to the tune
of "The Lass that comes to bed to me" (Douce; reprinted in RB VII,
464).1 The refrain of the broadside supplies this name of the tune:
1 I can offer no certain identification of "The Green Garter."
Cambridge University Library MS Dd.3.18, fol. 28", contains lute divisions upon "Green Garters," but
the thematic material seems too brief to serve for "The Longing Shepherdesse:' A
tune entitled "Blew Petticoats or Green Garters" in The Dancing Master, 4th ed., 1670 ,
p. 96, is rhythmically unsuited to the ballad.
1 A later edition, entitled "Cumberland Nelly," has a different text after the' two
opening stanzas (Douce, Pepys; reprinted in RB VII, 468).
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Ohl to bed to me, to bed to me,
the Lass that comes to bed to me;
Blith and bonny may she be,
the Lass that comes to bed to me.

Three stanzas of the ballad, with the music, appear in MS 30.G.20,
p. 3 (c. 1680), in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. A faithful version
of the "Lass of Cumberland" text is found with the music in Pills, 17 1 917 20, IV, 133. The tune (Fig. 270) is printed twice in 180 Loyal Songs,

1685, once as "There was a Lass of Cumberland," in aSSOCiatIOn with
the song "The Creditors Complaint against the Bankers," beginning
"Bankers now are brittle Ware," p. 219; as "a new Tune" it is printed
with "The Honour of Great York and Albany," beginning "The com~
mons now are at a stand," p. 176.2 The tune is called "To bed we'l go" in
Apollo's Banquet, 5th ed., 1687, No. 113 (Fig. 271), and "to be[d] to me
or The Northern lass" in Youth's Delight on the flagelel, 9th ed., c.
169°·
An imitation of the original ballad, issued also in the 1670s, is "Cumberland Laddy; or, Willy and Nelly of the North," beginning "There was
a Lad in Cumberland,land he was born of high degree," to the tune of
"The Lass that comes to Bed to me" (Douce; reprinted in RB VII, 465);
the refrain supplies "Lad" for "Lass" and characterizes him as "brisk and
lively" but otherwise follows the original. "The Northern Ladd . . . To
the Tune of, There was a Lass in Cumberland," beginning "I am a
Lass o'th North Country" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 171), also has a refrain in the original mold, the
lad here being a "jovial Plowman."
Others to the tune include "The Maids Lamentation," beginning
"My Love is gone alack a day," to the tune of "The Lass that comes to
Bed to me, Or, Sawney is gone" (Lord Crawford 840, BM C.22.f.6 [63]); 8
another, to be sung "To its own proper Tune," but possessing the stanza
2 This latter text is taken from a broadside of 1683 (Harvard), containing entirely
different music to which no name is given.
S The second tune title may be the equivalent of "Sawney and Jockey," but I have
not found a text which echoes the phrasing of the tune title.
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pattern "and refrain formula of "The Lass of Cumberland," is "An Excellent New Ballad, Intitulcd, Bide till you be married yet," beginning
"When I was young, as you are now" (National Library of Scotland Ry
III.a.1O [42]), with the burden:
So bide you yet, so bide you yet,
So bide till you be marri'd yet,
The Half of that will serve you yet,
If once that you were marri'd yet.

One other ballad, to the tune "To Bed to me," is noteworthy because it
suggests a link with several pieces sung to "Nanny 0." It is "The Yeomans
Delight," beginning "There is a Lass whom I adore" (Pepys III, 169),
with a refrain:
For Katy, Katy, Katy 0,
the love I bear to Katy 0;
All the world shall never know,
the love I bear to Katy O.

The identical refrain formula (substituting "Nanny" for "Katy") is found
in "The Scotch Wooing of Willy and Nanny. To a pleasant new Tune:
Or, Nanny 0" (RB III, 408) and becomes the archetype of refrains in
ballads sung to the latter tune. Because of the common refrain pattern
we are led to suspect that "Nanny 0" was, in the 1680s, another name
for "The Lass of Cumberland" music, though one could wish for a
stronger basis of proof. It is clear that in the eighteenth century "Nanny
0," q.v., had its own tune.
Music of "The Lass of Cumberland" accommodates four octosyllabics.
Since the usual stanza is eight such lines, a repetition of the tune is required for the second quatrain, which is ordinarily a refrain. The
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AIJollo's Banquet set docs include a second strain, partially an em·
bellishment of the first and perhaps added to give more substance to the
violin arrangement. The second half of the ballad stanza could be sung
to the added strain, but since it is not found in any version of the tune
accompanied by words, I cannot vouch for its use in singing.
"The Cumberland Lass," beginning "In Cumberland there dwells a
maid/Her charms are past compare," printed in A Complete Collection
of . . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735-1730, I, 179, is in ballad meter
and does not fit this tune.

Last Christmas 'Twas A1j Chance
A balIad with the rhyming title "The Pedler opening of his Packe,
To know of Maydes what tis they lacke," is to the tune "Last Christmas
'twas my chance" and begins "Who is it wiII repairc" (Pepys; reprinted
in PG, p. 116). Professor RoIlins dated the Pepys copy c. 1020 but believed the ballad to be much earlier.
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Key signature two sharps in original.

No contemporary version of the tune exists, but Pills, 1719-1720, V,
25, contains a song beginning "Last Christmas 'twas my chance," in the
same distinctive four-a,nd-a-half-line stanza pattern as in the ballad. The
tune there printed (Fig. 272) has the earmarks of antiquity and may
represent fairly faithfully the form in which it was sung a century earlier.
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Lavender Green
I

I

This tune name is derived from the opening line of a ballad printed
about 1675: "Diddle, Diddle. Or, The Kind Country Lovers," beginning
"Lavenders green, didle, didle,/Lavenders blue," to the tune of "Lav~nder
green" (Pepys, Euing, Douce, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB IV, 434). A posthumous edition of Ritson's Gammer Gurton's Garland, 1810, p. 46, includes "The Lady's Song in Leap Year," a chastened
poem which suggests that elements of the old broadside survived
through traditional circulation. It begins:
Roses are red, diddle, diddle,
Lavender's blue:
If you will have me, diddle, diddle,
I will have you.

I have found no seventeenth-century tune for "Lavender Green."
The one tune associated with ballad remnants is perhaps a recovery from
tradition, "Lavender's Blue" in E. F. Rimbault's Nursery Rhymes,
c. 1846, p. 20 (Fig. 273). The three-stanza text and tune, transposed from
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F to G, were reprinted in Walter Crane's The Baby's Opera, c. 1877,
p. 15. For other appearances, see M. G. Quigley, Index to Kindergarten
Songs, 1914. The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes, ed. lona and
Peter Opie, 1951, No. 299, reprints Rimbault's text and four stanzas of
the broadside; variants of the nursery form of the verses are cited, and
the editors reproduce the sheet-music cover of a popular song which
makes free use of tune and refrain: "Lavender Blue," 1948, beginning
"Lavender blue dilly, dilly,/Lavender green," by Larry Morey and Eliot
Daniel, written for the Walt Disney film, "So Dear to My Heart."
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Lay By Your Pleading
This tune is known by a large number of names, including "Cyclops,"
"The Sword," "Love lies a-bleeding," "Law lies a-bleeding," "Lay by
your pleading," "Ignoramus," "No Ignoramus juries now," and "The
Loyal Conquest."
The original ballad sung to the tune is "Love Lies a Bleeding," beginning "Lay by your pleading/Love lies a bleeding," to the tune "The
Cyclops" (Manchester, Euing; reprinted in Merry Drollery, 1661,1 and
RB VIII, 730). This is an attack on the Puritans, written c. 16 53- 16 54,
as a result of which the tune became "political" and was used with no
other sort of ballad. I have found no information on "Cyclops" as a
tune, but I suspect it to be connected with the dance. It may be significant that in its earliest appearance in print, in Jacob van Eyk's Der
Fluyten Lust-I-[of, Amsterdam, 1654, II, 41 v, the tune is called "Ballet"
(Fig. 274).
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"Law lies a Bleeding," 1659, beginning "Lay by your Pleading,/Law
lies a bleeding," to the tune of "Love lies a bleeding" (Wood 401 ; reprinted in RB VIII, clxxxi""; see also xxxvi""), is an imitation and continuation of the original ballad, introducing current topical detai1. 2
1 The Drollery title is "Love lies a bleeding: in imitation of Law lies a bleeding,"
but the imitation is, in fact, the other way around.
2 A manuscript version of words and music, under the title "The Dominion of the
Sword," and dated August 2, 1658, is reported by Thorn-Drury (see Brooks, "Rump
Songs: an Index," notes 121, 21). The reprint in Merry Drollery, 1661, is titled "The
Power of the Sword." The ballad is also found in BM MS Harl. 3991, fol. 5 1V, in
Rump, 1662, in A Loyal Garland, 1686, and in Loyal Songs, 1781. It is printed with the
music in Pills, 1719-1720, VI, 190 •
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From references here to the power of the sword comes the name of the
tune in "Chipps of the Old Block . . . To the Tune of, The Sword,"
beginning "Now you by your good leave Sirs" (BM Thomason, dated
Jan. 20, IfiS9/00, BM Luttrell II, 40, Wood 410 [30], Bagford III, 12,
Harvard, MS date Jan. 30, IOS9/00, Yale; reprinted in Ratts Rhimed to
Death and The Rump~ 106o, and Loyal Songs, 1731).
The tune was called into fullest play in the political warfare of the
1080s, but it was not forgotten meanwhile. It appeared as "Dours Catastrophe or Lawyers leave your Pleading" among the violin tunes appended to the 100S edition of The Dancing Master. In an earlier and
briefer supplement, c. 1062, No. 29 (Fig. 27S), the tune is found with
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only the first of these titles. Under the title "Love lies a bleeding" the
tune entered the body of The Dancing Master with the 7th ed., 1086. In
Shadwell's Epsom· Wells, 1673, II, i, Clodpate sings "Lay by your pleading,jLaw lies a bleeding, &c," which, though an "old Song," had not
lost its savor for the country folk. Mock Songs, 167S, contains a parody
of this song, beginning "Lay by your fighting,/Misses are inviting," in
which politics are momentarily put by.
The ballads resume with "Ignoramus: An Excellent New Song," 1681,
beginning "Since Reformation/With Whigs in Fashion," to the tune
"Lay by your Pleading, Law lies a bleeding" (BM Luttrell, Bodleian
Ashmole G.16, London Society of Antiquaries [Grant collection], Wood
4 17, Harvard, Yale, Huntington; reprinted in Wit and Mirth, 1682,
in I80 Loyal Songs, 168S, with music, and in RB V, 200). In the same
year appeared "A New Ignoramus: Being the second New Song," beginning "Since Popish Plotters,/]oin'd with Bogg-Trotters," to the tune
"Law lyes a Bleeding" (BM 1875.d.6, Harvard, Yale, Huntington; reprinted in Rome Rhym'd to Death~ 1683, and RB V, 202).
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"The Loyal Conquest Or, Destruction of Treason," 1683, beginning
"Now Loyal Tories/may Tryumph in Glories" (BM 1872.a.1, Harvard,
Clark; reprinted in 180 Lo)'al Songs and RB V, 321), contributes new
names for the tune from its title and from the burden, which ends "No
Ignoramus Jury's now/for \Vhigs but only hanging." Echoing the title
is the tune direction, "The Loyal Conquest or Law lies a bleeding," associated with the broadside "Dr Oats last Farewell to England," beginning "Farewell to London,/To Trenchard, and Hamdan" (Harvard,
Clark). "No Ignoramus Juries now" is the tune title in "The Whiggish
Poet's Recantation," 1684, beginning "This is my Reformation,/and
perfect Recantation" (Lord Crawford 1165, Clark; the copy in the British
Museum, 1876.£.1 [26], is an undated issue with the title "A New Song
of the Whiggish Poets Recantation"); it is also used for "Perjury Punish'd with equal Justice," beginning "All you that standeth near me"
(Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 243).
The tune is called "Ignoramus; or, Lay by your Pleading" in "The
Newcastle Associators," 1684, beginning "Lay by your Reason,/Truth's
out of Season" (Harvard; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs and in RB V,
496).8
Stanza patterns vary widely among these ballads; some fit the tune
without repetition of either strain, others require a repetition of both.
Two stanzas of "Chipps of the Old Block" are needed to sing the tune
once through. The music allows great metrical flexibility, and the syllabic count shows little uniformity from stanza to stanza within the
same ballad; only the feminine ending of each line remains as a distinguishing constant.

Lay the Bent to the Bonny Broom
This tune is named for singing "A Noble Riddle wisele Expounded,"
beginning "There was a Lady of the North Country" (Euing, Wood E.25'
Rawlinson, Pepys, Douce; reprinted in RB VIII, c···); the tune title
derives from the burden of the broadside. The Euing copy was issued,
c. 1658-1664, by Coles, Vere, and Gilbertson; the ballad was licensed
to Coles, Vere, Wright, and Clark in 1675 (Wood, Rawlinson). It was
an item in Thackeray's stock, c. 1689, and the Pepys copy has the im8 In "A New Song. To the Tune of, Lay by your Pleading" (Harvard) the opening
couplet is identical, but the ballad thereafter deals with events of 1689.
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print of Thackeray and two partners of c. 1692, Elizabeth Millet and
Alexander Milbourn. The Douce issue is a later one in roman letter.
The broadside text is reprinted in Pills, 171 g-1720, IV, 129, with a badly
barred Dorian tune which gives every evidence of being traditional and
not an art product (Fig. 276). Chappell (PMOT II, 5~P) printed the tune
in 3/4 time, with lengthened notes for the first and third cadences which
do less violence to the spirit of the original than his flatting the sixth and
thereby destroying the modal character of the tune. Bronson's emendation in The Traditional Tunes of the Child Ballads, 1959, I, 4, preserves the Pills note values and follows Chappell's barring by reducing
to 2/4 the measures containing the first and third cadences.
It is with "Riddles Wisely Expounded" that F. J. Child began The
English and Scottish Popular Ballads, 1882-i898, and he showed the
relationship of the story to a fifteenth-century verse dialogue between
a maid and the devil. The broadside has romanticized the riddling
contest by making the questioner a knight, whose hand the youngest
daughter wins by answering his riddles. Both forms of the story have continued in tradition into the twentieth century in America, but modern
survivals are rare in Great Britain. 1 Recent melodic tradition owes little
to the Pills tune, as Bronson has shown.

The Leather Bottle
"A Pleasant new Song, in Praise of the Leather Bottell" was written
by John Wade, a Restoration ballad maker of some prominence. It is to
1 See T. P. Coffin, The British Traditional Ballad in North America, 1963, pp. 22-23,
and Margaret Dean-Smith, A Guide to English Folk Song Collections, 1954, s.v.
"Lay ... broom," Among several recordings may be mentioned "The Devil's Nine
Questions," sung by Mrs. Texas Gladden in 1941, LC Archive of American Folk
Song, record 4A 1.
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the tune of "The Bottel-makers Delight," which mayor may not be a
name inspired by the sense of the ballad itself. It begins:
God above that made all things,
the Heavens, the Earth, and all therein,
The Ships that on the Sea do swim,
to keep Enemies out that now comes in:
And let them do all what they can,
'tis for the use and praise of man,
And I wish in Heaven his soul may dwell
That first devised the Leather Botte!.

The earliest extant edition was printed for Richard Burton (n. 16411674) and is found in Wood E.25 (56); 1 later editions, usually entitled
"A Song in Praise of the Leather Bottel," are in Pepys, Douce, Bagford,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 470. The entry in the Stationers' Register, 1678, is to Col.~~, Vere, Wright, and Clark, who distributed the issue
represented by the Douce copy. The song was reprinted in The New
Academy of Complements, 1671, Wit and Drollery and Wit and Mirth,
1682, and in Pills, all editions, 1719-1720, III, 246, with music (Fig. 277).
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Wade's song showing the merits of the leather bottle over wooden cans,
glasses, three-handled pots, and silver flagons invited the kind of imitaThere is an allusion to the ballad in "Hey for our Town, But a Fig for Zommerset·
shire," also printed for Burton (Douce I, 96):
1

Come, sing's a
Quo' scraper,
In praise o'th'
For we'll be

merry catch, quo' Bob,
what the words?
Leather Boltel, quo' Bob,
merry as lords.
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tion and "answer" found in Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, 94 (reprinted
in RB VI, 466): "In praise of the Black-Jack," beginning "Be your liquor
small, or as thick as mudd," and with a burden:
And I wish that his heires may never want Sack,
That first devis'd the bonny black Jack.

Another version is in Wit and Mirth, 1682, and in Pills III, 249, beginning " 'Tis a pitiful thing that nowadays, Sirs,jOur Poets turn Leathern
Bottle praisers," and sung to. the music of Wade's ballad. 2
Both ballads are in stanzas of unequal length. In Wade's ballad the
variation is from eight to sixteen lines, with some stanzas of eight, ten,
twelve, and fourteen lines. Each of the musical phrases fits an octosyllabic couplet, and the architectonic shaping of the tune is so slight that
any four-bar phrase may be repeated to allow for expansion of the text
beyond the eight-line stanza which the music is designed to fit. s
Traditional survivals of the broadside text in Somerset and Oxfordshire are preserved in J. H. Dixon, Ancient Poems, Ballads, and Songs of
the Peasantry of England, 1846, p. 208, and Alfred Williams, Folk-Songs
of the Upper Thames, 1923, p. 244. A tunc and two stanzas, noted by
Cecil Sharp in Tewkesbury, 1908, are reprinted in ]FSS, V (1914), 7L The
tune is even more repetitious than that in Pills, to which it may be distantly related; the first stanza, describing a bottle made of "the old cow's
hide," has no parallel in the broadside, but the second is related to the
concluding stanza of the seventeenth-century text.

Let Caesar Live Long
This tune takes its name from the opening line, "Let Caesar live long,
and his temper abide," of a broadside written during the lifetime of
Charles II but apparently not published until after his death. It is titled
"The True Loyalist; Or, The Obedient Servant"; the tune is named on
the black-letter copy (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 211); the music is
2 It was probably this latter version that was registered as a ballad in 1675. The
black jack was a large open-mouthed tankard coated outside with tar to give it its
color. The balladist's chief argument in its favor is that with the jack one can
be "Drunk in good time," whereas "the Bottle it runs as slow as my Rhime."
sChappell (PMOT II, 513) saw signs of antiquity in the pronunciation of "bottle"
required in Wade's ballad, and in the unequal length of stanzas.
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printed on a roman-letter issue in Wood 417 (115).1 With numerous
variations in detail, the tune appears in /80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 326
(Fig. 278), and the two opening stanzas of the ballad printed there are
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also to be found, without music, in contemporary Garlands, as noted by
Professor Rollins. 2
"Let Caesar live long" was one of the most popular broadside tunes
dating from the Restoration years. It is cited on some forty-five extant
ballads, and only "Hey, boys, up go we" appears to have been used more
often. Twenty-five ballads to the "Caesar" tune are in PB,s and most of
1 The two issues of the broadside were licensed by Richard Pocock, who did not
succeed Sir Roger L'Estrange until November, 1685 (see PB III, 210n.). Wood's MS
date of 1686 has been canceled and 1683 substituted, perhaps to indicate what· Wood
thought to have been the date of composition. The ballad reference to twenty years
of rule would suggest c. 1680 as a plausible date of origin, although the round figure
may have been used with poetic license.
2 Music on the broadside "Teague the Irish Soldier," 1691, is actually a garbled set
of "Make your honors, Miss," although the tune direction is "Let Caesar Live long.
or, Now, now the Fight's done" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 134).
8 In this count I do not include the ballad reprinted in PB III, 74, which derives
its tune direction, "Let Caesar Live long," from the refrain of a ballad (PB III, 70 )
to the tune "Let Traytors plot on," q.v. The twelve-line stanza pattern of these two
pieces contrasts sharply with the six-line anapestic tetrameter stanza of the ballads
under discussion.
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the others have been reprinted in RB or BB. The tune was a great favorite for political and military subjects, and its high tide of popularity
came during the campaigns of 1689-1691, when more than half the ballads to the tune were issued.
An example of the attractiveness of the tune is suggested by the history
of "The Clarret Drinkers Song," beginning "A Pox of the Fooling and
Plotting of late." When the broadside version of this piece first appeared
in 1680 (BM 187o.d.l [124], Wood 417 [28], Lord Crawford 1004, Harvard, Yale), no tune was named on the sheet. It was set to anonymous
music in Choice Ayres and Songs, Third Book, 1681, p. 28, reprinted in
Pills, 1719-1720, III, 186. After the tune "Let Caesar live long" had become popular, an expanded version of the broadside was published~
naming that tune (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 645),'
Although "Caesar" was a shopworn epithet for Charles II, a later ballad
writer applied it to William III in "The Royal Character," c. 1696, beginning "Long live our Great Cesar, and long be his Reign," to the tune
"Long Live our Great Cesar; Or, Now, now the Fight's done" (Pepys;
reprinted in PB VII, 223). It may be that the first tune name indicates
a new air, but I have found no music so titled, and the stanza form is
that of the usual "Let Caesar live long" ballad. The same may be said
of a song to the tune "Let Caesar rejoyce," beginning "Alphonzo, if you
Sir,/Your Heart have resign'd," printed without music in Pills VI, 339.
A sheaf of ballads sung to "Let Caesar live long" (reprinted in RB VII,
756ff.) develop the old theme of a king's incognito visits among his sub~
jects. Here the king is William of Orange, who is made to seem more
human and less august than in the "great Caesar" role usually depicted
by contemporary ballad writers. One of these, "The King and the Forrester" (RB VII, 7(3), deserves note because Ebsworth has erroneously
assumed, in the absence of a tunc direction, that it was sung to "Let
Caesar live long." Its content justifies placing it in the series, but its
quatrains do not fit the six-phrase tune.
Among the few ballads to the tune not reprinted, the following may
be noted: "The Sorrowful Bride," beginning "I have now been Marry'd
a Twelvemonth and more" (Pepys III, 244); "The Wanton Widows pleasant Mistake," beginning "A Buxom rich Widdow had late laid in Grave"
(Pepys III, 306); "The Broken Vintner of London," beginning "A Vintner he from fair London would Ride" (Pepys IV, 291); "The Country
Squire Deceiv'd," beginning "A Rich Country Squire, call'd up to the

:.1
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II

4 The author of the original song was John Oldham, in whose Poems, and Translations, 1683, it appeared, with the statement that it was written March 9, 1680. It is
to be found also in The Remains of Mr. Tho. Brown, 1720, p. 11, but the attribution
to Brown cannot be taken seriously. See H. F. Brooks, "A Bibliography of John
Oldham," Oxf. Bibliog. Soc. Proc., V (1936- 1939), 19, 38.
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Town" (Pcpys IV, 361); and "Thc Frolicksomc Bricklaycr of Milc-End
Town," 1693, beginning "Young Men shall be blam'd for thcir lewdncss
no morc" (Pcpys V, 166). "Thc \Vhccl-\,Vrights Buy-and-Cry after his
\Vifc," bcginning "How sad is my fatc how unhappy my life," is to thc
tullC of "Lct Cacsar Livc Long, Or the Femalc Drummer" (Pcpys IV,
II!)). I havc no information on thc sccond tunc titlc.

Let Mary Live Long
This tunc takcs its name from the opening line of "The Loyal English
Man's Wish For the Prcservation of The King and Queen," 1692, a broadsidc containing an cxcellcnt version of the tune (Fig. 279) printed in the
new "tied note" then coming into fashion (Lord Crawford, Pcpys; reprintcd in PB VI, 161). The tunc is also found with the first thrcc stanzas
in Pills, 1719-1720, VI, 83, where thc authorship of the words is credited
to Anne Marcott. Two othcr broadsides to the tunc contain meaningless
music: "The Dissatisficd Subjcct," beginning "Behold in this Age" (BM

.. F in original.
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C.39.k.6 [24], reprinted in OPB) p. 62; Lord Crawford, Pepys, reprinted
in PB VI, 218); and "King William Triumphant," beginning "Ye Iacobite Crew" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 241).
The elaborate eleven-line stanza pattern and the highly ornamented
tune are not the sort usually marked out for popular success. But "Let
Mary live long" was instantly in vogue, and in less than a decade some
twenty-five ballads called for the air. Professor Rollins reprinted sixteen
ballads to the tune, most of which can be dated 1692-1693 (PB VI, passim); half a dozen more are found in the last volumes of The Roxburghe
Ballads. In addition, "The Quaker's Wanton Wife," beginning "A Citizen's Wife I am, I declare it" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, BM C.39.k.6) was
reprinted in OPB) p. 25. 1
The following have apparently not been reprinted: "Labour in Vain,"
beginning "Young Women I pray/Be pleased to pity" (Pepys V, 168,
Lord Crawford 1465); and a pair of related ballads, listing the tune as
"Mary live long": "The Ladies of London's Petition ... to the Parliament of old Women for Husbands," beginning "You Matrons all,/With
humble Submission" (Lord Crawford 1412-1413, Harvard), and "The
Young Mens Answer to the Ladies of London's Petition," beginning "To
whom shall we go,/To make Application" (Douce II, 262 V). A broadside
of c. 1708 printed "for Mounsier de Garlick Pinch" and sung to "The
King of Frances Lamentation" seems actually to have been meant
for "Let Mary live long," for the eleven-line stanza is not casually to be
duplicated; it is titled "England triumphant, or, the King of France in a
violent Passion" and begins "Sir, Here's de express" (BM 1876.f.l [42]).
"An Account of the Surrender of Bethune," beginning "Brave Boys,
let us sing," and describing an event of 1710, is sung to the tune in Political Merriment) 1714. Drury's The Mad Captain) 1733, is the only ballad
opera calling for the tune.

Let the Critics Adore
This tune takes its name from the first line of "Celia's Triumph, Or,
Venus Dethron'd," a broadside licensed by Roger L'Estrange, May 8,
1678. Its opening stanza is:
Let the Critticks adore,
Their Old Venus no more,
Later editions are found with the title "A pleasant Discourse of a Young Woman
to her Husband the Quaker" (Harvard, BM 1871.e·9 [54·]) .
1
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She's a Gypsie,
Silly Mortals ne'r think,
That the Goddess will Drink
and be Tipsie.
None but Vulcan can abide her,
she's grown so Black of late,
In his Cole-hole he does hide her,
to secure her from fate:
All the Gods are stark mad,
for a Venus more fair,
And swear they'd be glad,
that my Celia were there.

The tune is named on the sheet "Let the Critticks adore, as it is Sung
at the Play-house" (Lord Crawford 763, BM C.22.f.6 [35], Harvard).l
1 Ebsworth (RB VII, 412) says that this ballad is sung to the tune of "Let the
soldiers rejoice," but he overlooks both the evidence on the broadside itself and the
total dissimilarity of stanza patterns.
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At least two other ballads were sung to thc tune. Onc is "Lovcs Tyranny: Or, Death more welcome then Disdain," beginning "All I how
drousie's the Skies,/Now black Night does arisc" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; rcprinted in RB VII, 413). Thc othcr is a broadsidc of
1682 which contains the music (Fig. 280): "Loyalty Triumphant: or, A
Looking-Glass for Deceivers," beginning "Let the Whigs nc'r adorc/Their
old Grandccs no more" (Huntington).
All these ballads are written in two-part stanzas, but only "Loyalty
Triumphant" has a nine·lin~ first section. The music to fit it is three
phrases of five measures each, with the third phrase virtually a rcpctition
of the sccond; eliminating this musical rcpetition adapts the tunc pcrfectI y to the other two ballads.

Let the Soldiers Rejoice
"Let the soldiers rejoice" is a song in the second act of The Prophetess,
or The History of Dioclesian, 1690, a Purcell opera with librctto by Betterton. 1 At least two single-sheet editions with music brought thc stage
song intact to the public,2 and it appeared. also in Purccll's The Vocal
and Instrumental Musick of the Prophetess, 1691, p. 33 (Fig. 281), and in
Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 277. A harpsichord arrangement of "Let ye soldiers
rejoyce" is in BM MS Add. 22099, fol. 8 v, c. 1704-1707. The playhouse
song with its air is in BM MS Add. 35043, fo1. 5 v; words alone are found
in BM MS Lansdowne 852, Col. 175. The tune is called for in one ballad
opera, Love and Revenge, c. 1729.
The playhouse text was twice expanded to broadside length and
slanted. toward the current Irish campaign. Probably thc earlier of the
two is "The Royal Conquest, or, The Happy Success against a Potent
Enemy. As it was Sung in the Prophetess at the Queens Theatre. To a
New Play-House Tune"; the sheet contains pied musical characters, part
of which are stabs at the totally irrelevant "Hey, boys, up go we" (Harvard
25242.72 [244]). The other is "Royal Courage, Or, King William's Happy
Success in Ireland. Tune is, Let the Soldiers Rejoyce"; the sheet contains
1 Dryden may have had a hand in the songs, but the earliest single-sheet edition
of "Let the soldiers rejoice" credits the words to "Mr. Batterton."
. 2 "A New song sung in the Prophetess" is a small quarto engraved copy, probably
of the early 16905 (BM C.180.a [2]); an issue of c. 17°0, "A Song in Dioclesian Set by
Mr. Henry Purcell," is of conventional folio size (BM H.1601 [278], Huntington).
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music, not of the tune named, but of "Why are my eyes still flowing," to
which the ballad cannot be sung (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 203).8 The
first three stanzas of these broadsides are derived from the stage song;
thereafter each balladist goes his independent way, but the titles are sufficient indication of the jubilant spirit induced by William's victory at
the Boyne in July, 1690.
Of the eighteen or so ballads written to the tune in the last decade of
the century, ten are to be found in PB, most of them capitalizing on the
martial spirit of the original song, and several imitating its opening formula. One of these is "The Female Souldier: Or, The Virgin Volunteer,"
beginning "I Sing in the Fame/Of a pritty young Dame," a reworking
of an old theme. In its more sentimental fonn, the damsel enlists to follow her soldier lover; here she is moved by patriotism but is discovered
before she has tasted battle (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 302). Another
on the same subject, and sung to the tune, is "The Woman Warrier,"
beginning "Let the Females attend," in which a young matron leaves her
husband behind, crosses to Ireland and fights at the siege of Cork, where
she is mortally wounded (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Douce; reprinted in BB I, 323, and, with the music, in Pills V, 8). From this latter
ballad comes "The Woman Warrier" as a tune name; it is cited for singing "The Constant Country-Man," beginning "Pritty Nancy my love,/
8 Meaningless music is also found on the following broadsides: "The Loyal Wish"
(Pepys V, 66; reprinted in PB V, 230); "The Church of Englands Wish" (Pepys V, 87:
reprinted in PB VI, 19); and "The Loyal States-man . . . Tune of, The Sages of Old;
or, Let the Souldiers Rejoyce" (Pepys V, 134; reprinted in PB VII, 130).
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I adore thee above" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 551).
The following ballads sung to "Let the soldiers rejoice" have not been
reprinted: "The Shepherds Petition to The Goddess of Beauty," beginning "Let my Celia prove kind,jOf a gentle soft mind" (BM C.22.f.6
[178], Lord Crawford 758); and "An Excellent new Ballad," a political
parody beginning "Let the Soldiers rejoyce,jWith a general Voice,jSince
the Senate new Ho-nours decreed 'em," and reflecting the unpopularity of Stanhope, Sunderland, and Cadogan, probably near the end of
Queen Anne's reign (Huntington).
One peculiarity of the stanza pattern in this group of ballads should
be noted. Each half of the six-line stanza contains two anapestic dimeters
followed by an anapestic tetrameter. But in some ballads the third line
of each half stanza is a trimeter. This apparent lack of consistency is
illustrated in line three of the original stage song, which in Purcell's published tex tis:
and the Senate new honours decree 'em,

but in the expanded Pepys broadside reads:
And the Senate new Honours and Glory decree 'em.

Both, however, can be sung to the music; the Purcell song devotes four
beats in measures 6 and 7 to the first syllable of "honours," while the
longer broadside line supplies syllables for each musical beat. Many ballads using the unexpanded line indicate the melisma with a dash:
Since the Senate new Ho--nours decreed 'em.

The longer form of the line is sometimes achieved not through expansion
but through repetition, as at the end of the first broadside stanza adapted
from the song text:
And so boldly, so boldly, so bravely did free 'em.

Let Traitors Plot On
This tune is named from the opening line of a song in Thomas D'Urfey's play The Virtuous Wife, 1680, Act I. The text of two stanzas and
chorus appeared with music by Thomas Farmer in Choice Ayres and
Songs, Third Book, 1681, p. 7 (Fig. 282), and without music in Wit and
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Mirth, 1682; the first stanza is in D'Urfey's New Collection of Songs, 1683.
In D'Urfey's play Sir Barnaby Whigg, 1681, IV, i, the title character sings
a parody of the opening lines:
• 443 •

expanded to an cight-stanza dialoguc bctween Liberty and Love, was
issued as a broadsidc with the titlc "Lovc's Mighty Conqucst . . . To a
New Play-Housc Tunc" (Pepys V, 20 I). Apparcntly no othcr broadsides
were sung to Akcroydc's tunc.

Lie Lulling Beyond Thee
This tune is found in the first cight editions of The Dancing Master,
1651-1690 (1651, p. 93=Fig. 284), where it is called "Lull me beyond
thee" or "Lulling beyond thee."

28~~~
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Original a fourth higher and unbarred.
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The tune apparently gets its name from the (varying) refrain, "till I lie
lulling beyond her," of "The Northerne Turtle . . . To a new North·
erne tune, or A health to betty," beginning "As I was walking all alone/
I heard a man lamenting" (Pepys; reprinted in RB II, 311).1 The two
editions in the Pepys collection were likely printed before 1640, and the
ballad must have originated no later than 1624, for in that year was
licensed the very popular broadside "A pleasant new Ballad to sing both
Euen and Morne, Of the bloody murther of Sir John Barley-Corne," beginning "As I went through. the North Country," to the tune "Shall I lye
beyond thee" (Pepys, Euing, Douce, Madden, Lord Crawford, Morgan,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 373).
The time was called "Lulling beyond thee" in "The two feruent Louers," by Laurence Price, beginning "As Phebus in the lustrious aire"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 611).2 It is called "Lulling beyond her"
in "The Honest Woer," by R. W., beginning "Fairest mistris, cease your
moane" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 464). Both ballads were
licensed in' 1632. A publication of the previous year with the verse title
'''A constant Wife, a kinde Wife,/A louing Wife, and a fine Wife,jWhich
giues content vnto mans life," is to the tune "Lie lulling beyond thee"
(Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 202). Later editions of the ballad have the
tune title "Locks and Bolts do Hinder" (Manchester II, 15, Euing 41,
Pepys IV, 82, Lord Crawford 1456, Harvard), suggested perhaps by a line
in the ballad, "but doores and lockes do hinder." Its opening line,
"Young men and maids . . ." becomes the name of the tune in Martin
Parker's ballad of 1635, "The Lovers loy and Griefe," beginning "Among
the nine, all Nymphes diuine" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 599;
later editions, without Parker's initials, are in Pepys Ill, 345, Rawlinson
208, and Euing 187); and its refrain, "but locks and bolts doe hinder,"
is even more likely to be the basis of the tune title used both in later
editions of "A constant Wife" and in Laurence Price's "Tis a wise Child
that knows his own Father," beginning "Not long ago it chanced so"
(Manchester II, 33), published c. 1635-1655.
"A health to Betty" is an independent tune, q.v. The text of "The Northerne
Turtle" appears as the second part of "The paire of Northeme Turtles," reprinted
in RB II, 312. In the first part of this latter ballad the refrain is "which long lay
lulling together."
2 An alternative tune cited on this ballad is "The two louing Sisters," derived
from a ballad of that name licensed in 1631 (RB III, 290), which was to be sung
"To a pleasant new Tune," not now identifiable.
1
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Light 0) Love
Music Cor this tune is found in William Ballet's MS Lute Book, p. 103,
as "Iighttie loue ladyes" (Fig. 285), and in flet Luitboek van Thysius1
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No. 382, as "Engelsche Volte"; both texts date from c. 1600. The tune is
called "Light of Love" in A Rooke of New Lessons for the Cithern &
Gittern, 1652, in the contemporary Bedford Cittern MS, fo1. 43A, and in
Musick's Delight on the Cithren) 1666.
At least four ballads were sung to the tune, though there must have
been others that have not survived. The earliest extant example, for
instance, seems to be in answer to some lost ballad extolling the charm
and allure of a wanton woman or "light 0' love": .4A very proper Dittie:
to the tune of Lightie Loue," by Leonarde Gybson, whose title goes on to
advise ladies to "leave lightie love . . . for fear of ill name." It begins
"By force I am fixed my fancy to write," and its eight-line stanza requires
a repetition of both musical strains (BM Huth; reprinted in A Collection
of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 113)·1
Other ballads to the tune include: Deloney's "Of the Lord Matreuers
and Sir Thomas Gurney, being banished," beginning "Alas that euer that
day we did see" (in his Strange Histories, 1602, and Works, ed. Mann,
Chappell reprinted nine stanzas of the text in PMOT I, 224-225. The Stationers'
Register lists "the comly bchavyour for ladyes and gent[le]women" as an entry to
Richard Jones. 1570-1571 (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 331). Jones published the Gybson
ballad, but Rollins does not associate it with the Register entry; the STC does. The
date seems reasonable in any case.
1
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p. 408); a ballad on the death of Francis Russell, second Earl of Bedford,
1585, "The poore people's complaynt," beginning "We goc to braue
buildings of fayre bricke and stone" (Shirburn MS; reproduced in SR, p.
256; an imperfect printed copy, without imprint, is in Manchester II,
51); 2 and "A New Song . . . wooing of Queen Katherine, by ... Owen
Tudor, lately translated out of Welch," beginning "I salute thee sweet
Princess with titles of Grace," to the tune "Light in leue Ladies," which
appeared in Richard johnson's Golden Garland of Princely Pleasures,
3d ed., 1620, 13th ed., 1690, and was reprinted in A Collection of Old
Ballads, 1723-1725, III, 32; a broadside copy is Chetham 3050.8
Shakespeare alludes to the tune in Two Gentlemen of Verona, I, ii:
Julia. Some love of yours hath writ to you in rhyme.
Lucetta. That I might sing it, madam, to a tune.
Jul.

Luc.

Give me a note; your ladyship can set.
As little by such toys as may be possible.
Best sing it to the tune of "Light 0' love."
It is too heavy for so light a tuite.

And the byplay continues with elaborate puns on musical terms, beneath
which is concealed the serious import of the scene, for the verses were
addressed to Julia. Again, in Much Ado About Nothing, III, iv, the tune
is the basis of swift but meaningful rhetorical sallies:
Hero. Why, how now? Do you speak in the sick tune?
Beatrice. I am out of all other tune, methinks.
Margaret. Clap's into "Light o' love"; that goes without a burden. Do you
sing it, and I'll dance it.
Beat. Ye light o' love with your heels I Then, if your husband have stables
enough, you'll see he shall lack no barns.
Marg. 0 illegitimate constructionl I scorn that with my heels.

The tune is also referred to in Two Noble Kinsmen, V, ii; in Fletcher's The Wild Goose Chase, IV, ii, the allusion is to the "light woman"
connotation of the phrase. In The Glasse of Mans Follie, 1595, 1615, it
is clear that the term has become a synonym of "greensleeves," for it is
said of proper women that "they looke more Christian-like in small
Ruffes, then Light of loue lookes in her great starched ruffs"; and later
in the same work a poem describing the qualities of a Utopia quite unrealized in the present world devotes a cou plet to her:
Light of Loue is not so fine, but frames her seIfe to thrift;
And learnes good houswifery in time, frequenting no euill shift.
2The ballad was licensed to Yarrath James, Aug. 1, 1586 (Rollins, Anal. Index,
No. 2138). The six-line stanza pattern requires a repetition of the second musical
strain.
8 In the eighteenth century Dicey republished the ballad with his customary his·
torical introduction (Harvard, Harvard-Percy, Madden III, 874).
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Ltlliburlero
This is one of the most spirited and infectious tunes associated with
the street ballad. '-\'hile some circumstances surrounding the original
words and music are shrouded in mystery, there can be no doubt of the
popularity and influence of the song in 1688. Moreover, the large number of songs and ballads set to the tune over the next half century testifies
to the vitality of this eminently singable melody and its power of evoking
mass response. Bishop Burnet's History of His Own Time, 1724-1734
(ed. 1823, III, 3(9), gives a contemporary account of public response to
the original song:
A foolish ballad was made at that time, treating the papists, and chiefly the
Irish, ill a very ridiculous manner, which had a burden, said to be Irish words,
lero, lero, lilibulero, that made an impression on the army, that cannot be
well imagined by those who saw it not. The whole army, and at last all
people both in city and country, were sing'iug it perpetually. And perhaps
never had so slight a thing' so gTeat an effect.

Burnet was echoing the preface of A Pill to Purge State-Melancholy, 1715,
PI'. vii-viii, which pointed to the practical value of political songs:
There remains but one thing more to be said in behalf of this Collection,
which is, that these sort of Songs have often been of the greatest usc. An Instance of this we had at the late Glorious Revolution, in Lilli-bo-lero; which so
perfectly struck in with the Humour of the People, that we feel some of the
happy Consequences of it to this very day. And as that Ballad was highly instrumental in singing out a Bad Monarch, so many of these have been as successful in singing out a Bad M[iniste]r.

We do not know when or by whom the tune was composed. It is first
found in Robert Carr's The Delightful Companion, 2d ed., 1686, sig. C3 v ,
where it is untitled (Fig. 286). This instruction book for the recorder was
engraved, and it is therefore likely that the tune would be found in the
first edition, should a copy turn Up.l An arrangement for virginals or
harpsichord, entitled CIA new Irish Tune" and subscribed ClH. Purcell,"
is in The Second Part of Musick's Hand-maid, 1689, sig. E3 v (reprinted
in Purcell Society edition of Works, VI, 1895, 31), and it is on this evidence that the authorship of the tune has been popularly credited to
As Chappell noted, the second edition is "corrected" but is not said to be enlarged; the tune appears near the middle of the book. Chappell's copy, now in the
British Museum, is the unique survival of the work in any fonn. The page contains the MS addition "[Quick Step)" and, penciled in the margin, "Lilliburlero."
1
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Purcell. But he may merely have add~d the bass and filled in the harmonies to make a proper "lesson" for keyboard, much as William Byrd,
Orlando Gibbons, and other Elizabethan composers arranged popular
tunes for the virginals almost a century earlier. 2 Purcell used "Lilliburlero" as the ground of a Jig which he wrote as part of the incidental
music for the anonymous play The Gordian Knot Untied, c. 1691
(printed in his Ayres for the Theatre, 1697; reprinted in Works, XX,
1916, 32). But this "quotation" of the tune has no bearing on authorship,
for he made comparable use of a familiar air, "Cold and Raw," as the
ground bass in a birthday ode to Queen Mary in 1692.
Whether Purcell composed or merely arranged the tune, it is clear that
it was in print before the occurrence of events giving rise to the ballad
from which the tune gets its name. In February, 1687, Richard Talbot,
Earl of Tyrconne1, was made lord deputy of Ireland, and it was either
at that time or upon his second visit the following year that he was
ridiculed in the now famous piece of doggerel. Its opening stanza is as
follows:
Ho Brother Teague dost hear de Decree
Lilli burlero, bullen a la
Dat we shall have a new deputie
Lilli burlero, bullen a la
Lero, lero, liIli burlero
Lilli burlero, bullen a la
2 The fact that one piece is described as "set by Dr. Blow" suggests that the
distinction between arrangements and original compositions was clearly felt. But
Henry Playford's phraseology in the preface is ambiguous. The Second Part, he says,
consists of "the newest Tunes and Grounds, Composed by our ablest Masters, Dr.
John Blow, Mr. Henry Purcell, &cc. the Impression being carefully Revised and Corrected by the said Mr. Henry Purcell," This description embraces composed tunes as
well as ground basses invented for tunes already in being and leaves indecisive the
argument for Purcell as composer of "A new Irish Tune," the melody of "Lilliburlero,"
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Lero. lero. lilli burlero
Lilli burlero, bullen ala.

I have seen no printed copy of the ballad carlier than one which Anthony
\\'ood dated in MS "Dcc. lfi88"; S indeed, it would not have been safe
to publish the ballad until Jamcs II's departure from England during
that month. But it was circulating orally, as Bishop Burnet has testified,
and as we can see from a verse broadside, "An Epistle to Mr. Dryden.
Exeter Nov. 5, 1688," which begins "Dryden, thy \Vit has catterwauld
too 10ng,jNow Lero, Lero, is the only Song."
The broadside exists in several states. A black-letter issue without music
is "A New Song: To an Excellent Irish Tune, much in Request" (Pepys
IV, 312); among the other issues, all in roman lctter, perhaps the earliest
is "A New Song," without tune direction but with music of "Cold and
Raw," which will scarcely fit the ballad (BM C.j8.i.~r, [3], Wood 417
[168], with MS date Dec. di88).4 Another vcrsion with the same title contains the tune (Fig. 287) in serviceable form (Lord Crawford :)13, Harvard, Bodleian Firth; photographic reproduction in Sir Charles Firth's
edition of Macaulay's HiJlmy of England, 1913, III, 1075). Still another
edition contains meaningless llIusic (Pepys V, :~3). The ballad was reprinted in A Collection of lhe New(:st . . . Poems . .. against POfJery,
1689 (on his copy Wood noted its publication "in the latter end of Dec.
1688"), in The Muses Farcwcllo Pop(:ry and Slavery, 1689, and in Poems
on Affairs of State, Second Part, 1G97. Percy included it in his Reliques,
and it has more recently been reprinted in Crofton Croker's The Historical Songs of Ireland, 1841, p. G, in Chappell's PMOT II, 572, and in
lJll I, 37 0 .

.c'-

The authorship of the ballad has been attributed to Thomas Wharton,
first Marquess of Wharton, who was himself Lord Lieutenant of Ireland
during Queen Anne's reign. Wharton's claim rests chiefly on an account
in a pamphlet of 1711, which speaks of him as a man "who has so often
boasted himself upon his Talent for Mischief, Invention, Lying, and for
making a certain Lilli bullero Song, with which, if you will believe himself, he sung a deluded Prince out of Three Kingdoms." II If this does
8 The Bodleian Firth copy cited in the next sentence contains an ambiguous MS
note: "Made upon yo Irish upon Tyrconnells gocing Deputy thither. 25. Oct. 1688."
The date may refer to Talbot's movements, or to the composition of the ballad as
distinct from ilS publication or purchase.
4 The same music is to be found on another ballad intended to be sung to. "Lilliburlero": "The Irish Lasses Letter; or, Her Earnest Request to Teague, her Dear-Joy,"
beginning "To my Dear-Joy this Letter I Write," sung "To' an Excellent New tune"
(Wood 417 [166], with MS date Dec. 1688). Chappell theorizes that the printer had
not had time to prepare the proper musical types, but such discrepancies were common during this period. Furthermore, a good musical text had already appeared on a
broadside during the previous month, as I point out below.
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not seem strong evidence for Wharton's authorship, it is at least more
plausible than the case for Lord Dorset, which Chappell exploded in
PMOT II, 569.
At least one broadside seems to have appeared with the music of "Lilliburlero" before that ballad itself was published, a paradox explained
by the availability of the tune, thanks to oral circulation of the original
ballad. "A New Song upon the Hogen Mogen's," beginning "D'ye hear
the News of the Dutch Dear Frank," is an engraved song sheet containing
the music of "Lilliburlero" and the Harvard copy has the MS date 17
Nov. 1688. 6 It was reprinted in A Collection of the newest . .. Poems
. . . against Popery~ 1689, and in Poems on Affairs of State~ 1704, III,
256. Its refrain "Hogen, Mogen, Hogen, Mogen, Sutterkin, Hogen, Herring, Van Dunk" is clearly rhythmic imitation of the original "Irish"
burden.
The tune of "Lilliburlero" is also found in Apollo'S Banquet~ 6th ed.,
1690, in The Dancing Master~ commencing with the 8th ed., 1690, in
Dr. John Leyden's MS Lyra Viol Book (after 1690; G. F. Graham transcript, No. 70), in the Agnes Hume MS, 1704, NO.5, and in Walsh's
Compleat Country Dancing-Master~ 1718. Thomas D'Urley's Choice Collection of New Songs and Ballads~ 1699, p. 4, contains "The National

a

A True Relation of the several Facts and Circumstances of the intended Riot and
Tumult on Queen Elizabeth's Birth-day, 17 11 , p. 5.
6 A variant issue, also containing the music, is a roman-letter broadside with the title
"A New Dutch Song," beginning "Dost hear the News that's of the Dutch Frank" (Harvard, National Lib. of Scotland). "Hogen Mogen" refers to Hoogmogendheiden-"Highmightinesses"-the States-General of the Netherlands, a kind of constituent assembly.
II
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Quarrel" set to the music,7 and Pills reprints the air with this ballad
(11, 76) and with two others (IV, 216,8 V, 258). The tune is called for in
twelve ballad operas, including the following which print the music:
Gay's The Beggar's Opera , 1728; Phillips's The Livery Rake, 1733; Field·
ing's Don Quixote in England, 1734; and Langford's The Lover his own
Rival, 1736. In The Court A1edley, 1733, and Court and Country, 1743,
the tune takes its name "The Modes of the Court" from the initial line
of the Beggars Opera song.
"The Irish-mens prayers to St. Patrick," beginning "0 Broder Teague,
and Teague my Roon," to the tune "The Countrey Farmer's now undone" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 25), contains a badly garbled musical
score, with two passages of "Lilliburlero" interspersed among pied musical types. The tune cited is one of the names of "King james's Jig," to
which the ballad can be sung; "Lilliburlero" fits the movement of the
verses even better. The same jumbled music is printed on another broadside, "Romes Doctor" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 291), but "The Two
English Travellers" cited as the tune is required by the stanza pattern;
and almost identical music is on the broadsheet of "The Royal Health"
(Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 177), which is properly sung to the tune
"Come, Boys, Fill up a Bumper" named on the ballad.o
Among the large number of pieces set to "Lilliburlero" only a few can
be singled out for special mention. Earliest among these is "The Second
7 D'Urfey's ballad, beginning "Shone a Welch Runt, and Hans a Dutch Boor," is
related to the broadside "Teague and Sawney," also sung to "Lilliburlero" (Lord Crawford. Wood 117, Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 95). They both concern the surprise of
rustics at seeing a windmill, and the first three stanzas of the broadside are echoed in
D'Urfey's verses, with many variations in detail. D'Urfey's ballad lacks the pointed
quality of the broadside, although its satire of national types is emphasized through
the addition of Shone and Hans to the original pair. Professor Rollins dates the broadside 1691 or earlier; it is impossible to say when during the years 1688-1699 D'Urley
wrote his ballad, but it seems unlikely that it antedated "Teague and Sawney."
8 This is "My Thing is my Own," beginning "I a tender young Maid have been
courted by many." The four-line stanza is supplemented by a two-line burden which
would have to be repeated to allow the entire tunc to be sung. It had appeared early
in the Restoration with the title "A New Ballad, called, Trap, Or, The Young Lass,"
to the tune of "Traps Delight: Or, I know what I know" (Wood E.25 [30], Pepys III,
17). The first tune name may be internally inspired; the second is derived from the
burden of a ballad "Few Words are Best," to the tune "Be tell you but so" (Euing,
Manchester, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 116). No music appears to have survived
under any of these tune names.
9 At least three other "Lilliburlero" ballads were issued with meaningless music:
"The Protestants Delight," in praise of the Prince of Orange (Pepys; reprinted in PB
IV, 142); "Teague and Sawney," discussed in note 7 above; and "Englands Hopes, Or,
Look to't Teague," to the tune "Ise often for my Jeny strove, or, Lilli borlero" (Pepys;
reprinted in PB V, 2·2).
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Part of Lill-li burlero bullen a-la," 1688, beginning "There was an Old
Prophesie found in a Bogg" (Wood 417 [172]), which continued the attack
on Tyrconnel. Another with the same title begins "By Creist my dear
Morish vat makes de sho' shad" (A Second Collection of the Newest . . .
Poems . .. against Popery and Slavery, 1689, p. 20). Another ballad of
1688 is "The Reading Skirmish," beginning "We came into brave Reading by Night" (Wood E.25 [113], with MS date "Decemb."; Pepys, Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 373). Another on the same engagcment between
Irish troops of James II and soldiers of William of Orange is "Reading
Fight," 1689, beginning "D<)"st hear, Brother Teague. how de Cause goes?"
(Wood 117 [169]). "The True Protestant's Triumph; or. Lilli-Bolero ill
English." beginning "Come let's sing to the Honour and Praise," has a
refrain appropriate to postrevolution days after the battle of the Boyne
gave cause for optimism: "Mary, Mary. William and Mary; William and
Mary, George and Ann" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RlJ VII, 718).
The following ballads to the tune do not appear to have becn reprintcd: "West-Country Tom Tormented . . . by the News-Mongers of
the Town," beginning "1 am a Lad that's come to the Town" (Lord
Crawford 545, Pepys IV, 322); "Faint Heart never won fair Lady," beginning "You that a fair Maids heart would obtain" (Pepys III, 21); "The
False-hearted Glover," beginning "Pray now attend and listen a while"
(BM C.22.f.6 [117], Pepys III, 92. Lord Crawford 1011, Douce I, 84 V);
and a ballad of 1715 on the attempt of "James III" to gain the throne:
"Perkin Redivivus." beginning "The Papists and Tories do openly
boast,/That the Pretender is now on the Coast" (BM 1871.e.9 [172]).
"The Protestant's Satisfaction . . . In the Birth of a young Prince."
1689. cites the tune as "Protestant Boys shall carry the day" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV. 323), from the refrain of "The Valiant Soldier's Resolution to Conquer Tyrconnel and his Irish Crew. Tune of. Lilli burlero,"
found in The Protestant Garland of Joy and Delight, 1689. sig. A4 v • In
"Shinkin's Misfortune," beginning "Shinkin ap Shone was rob a creet
House." the tune is named as "Teague and Sawney: or, Lilliburlero"
(Lord Crawford 1051); the first name is derived from the ti tle of a ballad
discussed in note 7 above. "A New Song. Or, Englands Outcry against
the late Lord Chancellor Jefferies," beginning "You Protestants all draw
near to this place" (Harvard), names no tune. but the stanza fits the
measure of "Lilliburlero," and the Irish echo "oh by me shoul" in the
final stanza suggests that the writer might have had that tune in mind.
Many other songs to the tune. some of them separately issued as broadsides. can be found in such miscellanies as Political Merriment, 1714.
A Pill to Purge State-Melancholy, 1715. and A Collection of State Songs,
1716. as well as the various editions of Poems on Affairs of State, 1697• 454 •

1716. Bickerstaffe used the air 111 his comic opera, Love in a Village, c.
17 63.
The tune appears on such eighteenth-century song sheets as "The
Iournalist Display'd," c. 1740 (BM G.316.d [122], Harvard), whose first
stanza typifies both the vivacious meter and the satiric vigor bequeathed
by the original ballad:
Dear Friend, have yU heard ye fantastical Chimes,
Riuuledum, Scriuuledum, Friuuledum, Flash;
As rung by the Journalists, all or our times?
Satyrum, Traytorum, Treasondulll, Trash;
Popery! Slavery! Briuery! Knavery!
Eruptions, Corruptions, & Some Body's, Fall;
Pensions & Places, Removes & Disgraces
And Something & Nothing & ye Divel & all.

The music of "Lilliburlero" is also used with a song variously called
"Newcastle Ale" (Roxburghe III, 421, a late broadside, not reprinted in
RB; reprinted in The Duke of Gordon's Garland, c. 1785, p. 7) and "Nottingham Ale" (Harvard, song sheet in Julian Marshall collection, partially reprinted by Chappell, PMOT II, 573-574, with the music), beginning "Fair [or When] Venus the Goddess of Beauty and· Love." A MS
commonplace book bound in with the British Museum copy of The Vocal
Enchantress, 1783, contains the poem and identifies the author as "Mr.
Sam!. Gunthrope."
The familiar verses beginning "There was an old woman tossed up in
a basket,jSeventeen times as hig'h as the moon" have been customarily
sung to "Lilliburlero" (see Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes, ed.
Jona and Peter Opie, 1951, No. 545, for a discussion of variants and a list
of reprints). The tune was traditionally associated with a Sussex whistling
song (the whistling interludes being those passages employing the Irish
refrain in the original "Lilliburlero"). Jt is "The Farmer's Old Wife,"
beginning "There was an old farmer in Sussex did dwell," which J.' H.
Dixon included in his Ancient Poems, Ballads, and Songs, 1846, p. 210,
and which Child reprinted as "The Farmer's Curst Wife," No. 278 A.
Frank Kidson noted (Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1954,
S.v. "Lilliburlero") that the tune served for "Protestant Boys," a song
sung by Irish Orangemen in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. During World War II, when the Allies occupied Rome in June,
1944, it was doubtless sheer exuberance that moved a group of Highland
pipers to play "Lilliburlero" in St. Peter's Square, "gieing Popie a
blaw." 10
10

Denis Johnston, Nine Rivers from Jordan, 1955, p. 294 .
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Loath to Depart
A tune called "Lothe to Departc" is prcservcd in Cambridge Univcrsity MS Dd.2.ll, fol. g, in lutc tablaturc of c. 1600. A keyboard arrangcment by Giles Farnaby is found in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book II,
317 (Fig. 288). The same air appears without titlc in the Euing Lute MS,

•

~§.g
• Five sections of embellishment follow.

fols. 28, 31, c. 1600, and in a mid-seventcenth-century kcyboard set in
Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fol. 57 v• But a "Loath to depart"
was any sort of farewell song, and it is clear that more than one tune went
by this name. Its association with broadsides is through "A proper new
ballett, intituled Rowlands god Sonne," beginning "Tell me Jhon why
art thou soe sade," a ballad drama or jig which names the tune for singing all four parts (Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet. 185, fo1. 15 v, probably
taken from print; reproduced in SB, p. 354).1 But the surviving tune,
suitable for an octosyllabic quatrain, does not fit the elaborate eight-line
stanza form of "Rowland's godson."
Two versions of a song called "loath to depart" appear without music
in Cotgrave's Wit's Interpreter, 1655, beginning "Lie still [or near] my
dear why dost thou rise"; it is in a six-line stanza with a hypermetrical
fifth line which prevents its being sung to the tune. 2 Several other versions of the song exist with a regular fifth line which would allow the
use of the "Loath to depart" music, though there is no clear reason to
suppose that text and tune were ever intended to be joined. s
The jig must be no later than 1592, for in that year the lost "Rowlandes godson
moralized" was entered in the Stationers' Register.
2 Chappell (PMOT I, 173), fitting the verse to the melody, suppressed the two final
lines of the stanza.
S Texts include one in Harvard MS Eng. 686, p. 188, an early seventeenth-century
commonplace-book version. The first stanza, beginning "Ah dear heart, why do you
rise," was set by Orlando Gibbons in his First Set of Madrigals and Mottets, 1612 (re1

, ,
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Allusions in the drama as early as Edwards's Damon and Pithias, 1571,
sig. EI"', testify to the currency of "Loath to depart" as a type of song or
the name of a specific tune. In Beaumont and Fletcher's Wit at Several
Weapons, II, ii, Pompey hums the tune as he exits. An equivocal reference occurs in Middlcton, Massinger, and Rowlcy's The Old Law, IV, i:
"the old woman is loath to depart, she nevcr sung other tune in her life."
Davenant's The Man's the Master, 1669, III, i, names the song, but not
without punning on its meaning.
Ravenscroft's Deuteromclia, 1609, incluqcs a four·part round or canOll
whose music cannot have bcen a ballad tunc, but whose words symbolizc
the sentiment of lcave-taking and illustrate the generalized force of the
tune name:
Sing with thy mouth, sing with thy heart,
like faithfull friends, sing loath to dcpart,
though friends together may not alwayes remaine,
yet loath to dcpart sing once agaillc.

A roughly contemporary copy is preservcd also in Trinity College, Dublin, MS F.5.13, p. 68.
Although we can identify both words and music of "Loath to depart,"
we unhappily do not have music to fit the broadside text, or words for
the music of c. 1600.

Logan Water
This tune, known as "The Liggan Waters," "Legon Water," and the
like, with countless variations in the spelling of the river's name, is evidently associated with a song beginning "The Logan water is so deep,"
the name given to the tune in John Hippisley's ballad opera Flora, 1729.
I have not found that poem. The origins of the tune must be looked for
no later than the 1680s, for it is toward the end of that decade that ballads in profusion call for the tune. At least twenty broadsides name the
printed in The English Madrigal School, ed. E. H. Fellowes, vol. V, 1914). John Dowland, who may have written the poem, published a four-part setting of the two-stanza
text. beginning "Sweet, stay awhile, why will you rise," in A Pilgrimes Solace, 1612. An
anonymous set of the first stanza is in Elizabeth Rogers's Virginal Book (BM MS Add.
10337. fol. 20V , before 1656). The song is sometimes credited to John Donne, doubtless
because some versions of the text include lines based on his poem "Break of Day:'
Charles F. Main, Jr., has a full discussion of these and other texts in his unpublished
Harvard dissertation, An Early Stuart Manuscript Miscellany, 1953, pp. 894-898•
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tune during the last years of lhe seventeenth century, but I have found
no music for it earlier than the "Logan Water" in Alexander Stuart's
compilation of Musick for Allan Ramsay's Collection of Scots Songs, c.
1725, p. 56 (Fig. 289). The lune also appears in 'Valts's Musical Miscel-
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• The original adds a varied repeat of the tunc.

lany, 1729-1731, VI, 58, where it is used for the Horatian imitation "Tell
me, Hamilla, tell me why," a song which appeared without music but
with the tune direction "Logan Water" in Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany, 1723, p. 57, and The Hive, c. 1733, III, 192. William Thomson
printed an arrangement of the tune in his Orpheus Caledonius, 1733, II,
No. 23, set to James Thomson's verses beginning "For ever, Fortune, wilt
thou prove" (reprinted in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, 1787-1803,
I, 42, and Ritson's Scotish Songs, 1794, I, 37).
The tune was named in eight ballad operas; those printing the music
are, in addition to Flora: Johnson's The Village Opera, 1729 (condensed
into one act in Phillips's The Chamber-maid, 1730); Mitchell's The Highland Fair and Chetwood's The Generous Free-Mason, 1731; and The
Whim: or, The Miser's Retreat, 1734. That the air was still in vogue
after more than a century is suggested by its choice as one of the pieces
arranged by Haydn for George Thomson's Select Collection of Original
Scottish Airs, 1802, III, 16, set to Burns's verses beginning "0 Logan
sweetly didst thou glide."
Apparently the first broadside calling for the tune is "The Bonny Scotish Lad, and the Yielding Lass," which begins:
Bonny Lass I love thee well,
bonny Lad I love thee better,
Wilt thou put off thy Hose and Shoon,
and wend with me to Liggan Water?

The tune is named "The Liggan Waters," and the copy in Pepys V, 269,
contains meaningless music (issues without music are in Lord Crawford,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 475). The imprints do not
permit precise dating, but I suspect that a date of 1688 is not far wrong.
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The siege of Londonderry in 1689 gave rise to at least seven new
ballads that could be sung to the tune. The earliest of these appears to
be "The Glory of London-Derry," beginning "Protestants chear up
amain," to the tune of "The Leggan \-\Tater Or, Nanny Oh" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 301). From the title of this ballad comes a new tune
name, "London-Derry" or "Glory of London-Derry," with which "Liggan
\Vater" or "Nanny 0" is sometimes coupled in editions of other ballads
in this series (reprinted in PB IV, 305. 30 9, 315, 332, 336,351).1
Of the fifteen other ballads to "Logan Water" in the Pepys collection,
nine are reprinted in PRJ most of them relating to William Ill's military
campaigns. Thus the victory at Cavan is celebrated (V, 89), as is the naval
engagement at Beachy Head (V, 184) and the highly important battle of
the Boyne (V, 187). Several reflect English attitudes toward Louis XIV,
a symbol of Catholicism and of sympathy for the Jacobite cause (VI, 202,
VII, 117), and one welcomes war with the French (V, 255). This last is
"The Nations Joy for a War With Monsieur," beginning "Now England's Bloudy Flag's display'd," to the tune "Legin Water, or Round
about the Hollow Tree," unusual in forsaking the customary octosyllabic
quatrain of "Logan Water" ballads for an eight-line stanza in the same
measure. 2
"The Ladies Lamentation, Or, The Commanders last Farewel," beginning "In London liv'd a Squyre, where/He long enjoy'd a Lady fair,"
is a lament for the death o( the commander in an unnamed battle, to
the tunc of "Loggan Water" (BM 1871.e.9 [93]); another issue names the
tune as "Languishing Swain" (or which see "He that loves best must
suITer most" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 207). "The Devonshire Boys
Courage," beg~nning "Brave Devonshire Boys made haste away," is to
the tunc "The Devonshire Boys delight: Or, The Liggan waters" (Pepys,
Euing, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 325); I have no
1 It is possible that "Londonderry" was the name of an independent tune, but we
havc no way to hc surc of this without finding music so named. If it is anothcr namc
for cithcr "Logan Watcr" or "Nallny 0," wc should expect to find the kind of tunc
dircctions that exist. Thc fundamcntal ambiguity remains: when we find two tunc
names on a broadside, we cannot know, without further evidence, whether they refer
to two distinct tunes or are two names for the same tune. Here we cannot say whether
"Londonderry" is a separate tune, another name for "Logan Water," or another name
for "Nanny 0:'
2 "Round about the Hollow Tree." for which the music is unknown, is cited as an
alternative tune to "A Fig [or France and Holland too" (also unknown) on a broadside of 1666, "Englands Royall Conquest," beginning "Rejoyce, Rejoyce, brave English
boys" (Wood E.25 (55]. Euing 101). This ballad has a stanza of eight octosyllabics, like
the one cited above.
Some eighteenth-century texts set to "Logan Water" have an eight-line stanza pattern, with a second musical strain which varies but slightly from the original eight-bar
melody.
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information on the first tune title, although it appears to be internally
inspired. "The Crafty Lass of the West . . . who Mortgag'd her Maiden·
Head for a High-Crown'd Hat," beginning "Here is a Jest I do protest,"
to the tune "Liggan-Water," is one of those coarse pieces of hackwork
that were the despair of Ebsworth, who heavily bowdlerized the text
from a late Aldermary Church Yard issue (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, black-letter copies; Douce, Madden, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
VIII, 551).
The following ballads to the tune do not appear to have been reprinted: "The Country Tra"vellers Advice . . . to Avoid . . . Drunkenness," beginning "Kind Travellers I pray attend" (Pepys II, 60); "A
Dialogue Between Tom and Jack," beginning "Stout Tom and Jack
from Cumberland" (Pepys IV, 359); "The Maiden's Melancholy Moan
for the Loss of her Virginity," beginning "I was a fair young maid of
late" (Pepys III, 68); and "The West-Country Squire," beginning "Early
in the morning fair," to the tune of "Liggan Water. Or, Nanny Oh"
(Pepys IV, 62). One other unreprinted broadside, containing meaningless. music, is "Frollicksome Wager: or, the Ranting Gallants Ramble
through the City," beginning "Beholdl what Noise is this I hear," to
the tune "Legan Water" (Pepys V, 199). It is in the usual "Logan Water"
quatrain form, but the words "The Rant" are inserted between stanzas,
suggesting that the burden of "The Rant," q.v., was to be sung as an interlude. This supposition is the more probable because three other ballads on the same subject were sung to that tune; the stanzas of the
present broadside, however, do not fit the tune of "The Rant."
, I
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London Is a Fine Town
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This tune is called "Watton town's end," "The Gowlin," and "London
[or Oh London] is a fine [or brave] town." Several other tune names,
such as "The button'd smock," have a more problematical relationship
to the tune. Music is found in The Dancing Master~ commencing with
the 3d ed., 1665, p. I I I (Fig. 290), entitled "Watton Town's end." The
tune is printed no less than seven times in the 1719-1720 edition of Pills
(II, 150; IV, 40, 77, 179; V, 27, 139; VI, 144; all these texts are noticed
below). Like many a dance tune, this air is circular, having no proper
final cadence; the last note calls for a chord of the dominant which leads
naturally back to the beginning of the tune. It is no surprise, then, to
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find stanzas of eight and even twelve short lines set to a melody which
encompasses only a quatrain.
"Watten Towns-end" is the title of a ballad which must have been
in print very early in the seventeenth century, even though the extant
editions, with Brooksby imprint, belong to the last quarter of the century.
The tune direction is "Watten Towns end; Or, Lame Leg next the
Wall," 1 and the ballad begins "As I came up by Arpendeen/and straight
to Watten Town" (BM C.22.f.6 [223], Lord Crawford 91, Harvard). The
refrain explains clearly enough the basis of the title and tune name:
At Watten Towns end, at Watten Towns end
At every Door, there stands a Whore,
at Watten Towns end.

The early date of this ballad is established through the use of "Watton
town's end" as the tune for "Turners dish of Lentten stufIe, or a Galymaufery," c. 1612, beginning "My Maisters all attend you,/if mirth you
loue to heare" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 31; Lord Crawford 841 is an
issue of 1662). The tune is also used for the second part of "A merry
new Ballad intituled:-The begger comes, the begger comes" (Shirburn
MS; printed in SB, p. 140). A third ballad, with tune direction "See the
golding, or Watton townes end," is Robert Guy's piece of c. 1626, "Sure
my Nurse was a witch," beginning "In Londons Citty faire,/a merry
Nurse doth dwell" (Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 65).2
A version of the ballad beginning "London is a fine town and a
brave City" is in Le Prince d'Amour, 1660, p. 158. But echoes or parodies
suggest that the song was known much earlier in the century. Nichols's
I have no data on the second tune.
The first tune title cited for singing Guy's ballad may be properly "See the gilding,"
derived from the opening line of "Cheapsides Triumphs" (PB II, 49), a ballad associated with the tune "See the building," q.v. Guy's ballad cannot, however, be sung to
that complex and individualistic tune. A second possibility is that "See the golding" is
related to D'Urfey's refrain "See the gowlin," cited later in the present discussion.
Although I cannot demonstrate that the tune "London is a fine town" was called "See
the golding" in the early seventeenth century, it is plausible to think that D'Urfey did
not invent his refrain but adapted a phrase in current use. Still unexplained is whether
Guy's tune title referred to gilding or to the daisy.
1

2
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Progresses of King James, III, 73, contains a song in the same meter which
dates from James I's visit to Cambridge in 1615:

~
'"I

Ii

Now Cambridge is a merry Towne,
And Oxford is another;
The Kinge was welcome to the one,
And fared wcll at the other.!

A broadside, "The Cities Loyaltie to their King," beginning "Why
kept your Train-Bands such a stine," has the refrain
London is a bravc Towne,
Yct I thcir cases pitty,
Their Maior and some fcw Aldcrmen
Have dcanc undonc thc City.

The copy among the Thomason Tracts bears the manuscript date Aug.
13, 1647 (other copies: Lord Crawford, Bodleian, Harvard, Huntington;
reprinted in Wright's Political Ballads, p. 42, and Mackay's Cavalier
Songs, p. 52).'
In Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fo1. 318, is an eighteen-stanza poem
which is fuller and apparently earlier than the Prince d'Amour text.
Its title, "Wattling-Streetes end," may be intended simply as a tune name;
in any case it suggests a confusion between the famous Roman road and
the tune name "Watton town's end," and it may be at least a presumptive
link between the older tune and the song that was to give the air a new
name. It begins "Att London there's a Mayor, and that same Mayor's a
Lord." Its refrain is used in most of the later versions and revisions of
the text:
Oh London is a ffinc townc, and a Gay Citty,
Tis govern'd by the scarlctt Gown give eare
unto my ditty.

Clearly indebted to the MS version is a text reprinted with the music
(Fig. 291) in Pills IV, 40, which opens with the refrain; the first stanza
proper begins "This City has a Mayor, this Mayor is a Lord." A broadside of c. 1685 titled "Londons Praise, Or, The Glory of the City," uses
8 A copy entitled "On the Comoedians of Oxon 8c Cambridg" is in an early seventeenth-century commonplace book, Harvard MS Eng. 686, p. 53. Charles F. Main, Jr.
(An Early Stuart Manuscript Miscellany, unpublished Harvard dissertation, 1953), has
noted the appearance of the song also in Sir J. S. Hawkins's edition of George Ruggle's
comedy, Ignoramus, 1787, p. xxxvii, and in lnedited Poetical Miscellanies, ed. W. C.
Hazlitt a~d Henry Huth, 1870, sig. H8.
4 Professor Rqllins (PB III, 217) reprinted a passage from The Parliament-kite,
July 20-27, 1648, p. 57, in which a quatrain is derived almost verbatim from the refrain
of "The Cities Loyaltie."
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the refrain, but its text is only generally related to the older forms. The
tunc is named "London is a brave Town"-the earlier pieces have no
tune direction, except perhaps for the MS version-and the ballad begins "Of all the Songs that e're was pen'd" (Rawlinson, Pepys; reprinted
in PB III, 218):1
Among the obvious parodies may be mentioned the following: "The
Woman's Medley," beginning "0 Woman is a fine thing so wondrous
neat and pretty" (BM 1871.e'9 [115], imprint cropped, but probably
c. 1700); a Dublin broadside of 1722, "Upon the Fringes, Commonly so
call'd by the Vulgar," beginning "0 Dublin is a fine Town,/and a
Gallant City" (BM 839.m.23 [21 D, concerning an equestrian statue
of George I unveiled on August 1 of that year; and "The Champion's
Defeat: Or, City Triumph" (Morgan 22a), which begins with the
.
refrain:

o

London is a fine Town,
a true and gallant City;
And sets aside Convention-Men:
come listen to my Ditty.

None of these list a tune, but the intention is clear enough from the
text. The tune is named in "A New Ballad," 1726/27, beginning "My
Lord M[ayo]r and his A[lderme]n and C[ommo]n C[ounci]l too" (Harvard, an eight-page pamphlet, part of which was reprinted in British
Journal, March 18, 1727, and in Percival's Walpole Ballads, p. 10). And
"The Suburbs is a fine Place belonging to the City" appears with the
music in Pills V, 27.
One of the very popular ballads sung to the tune is a satinc piece
found in Wit and Drollery, 1656, p. 116, beginning "A Begger got a
baliff,/A baliff got a yeoman." The broadside version, usually titled "The
Pope's Pedigree, or, the twineing of a Wheelband," begins "A Begger
got a Beadle," and cites the tune as "London is a brave Town" (Lord
Crawford, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 101; an
II For later appearances of the words, see PB III, 217. An eighteenth-century singlesheet edition with music is called "The London Ditty," beginning "Oh London is a
fixle Town and a gallant City" (BM H.1601 [327], dated 171O?; Huntington, Harvard).
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eighteenth-century edition is in Douce III, 77). The version in Pills III,
63, is printed with music of "The Friar and the Nun." Cl
Another ballad sung to "London is a Fine Town" is "The Religious
Turncoat, or, a Late Jacobite Divine turned Williamite," beginning "I
Lov'd no King in Forty One.jWhen Prelacy went down" (Lord Crawford, BM C.39.k.6, issues of 1693, reprinted in OPR, p. 103; BM C.20.f.2,
BM 1876.f.l, Pepys, reprinted in PR VII, 25). An engraved song-sheet
edition at Harvard containing music brings the text down to the time of
George I; a broadside issue of c. 1715 with similar text but without music
(BM 1871.e.9 [175]) is to be sung to "John Anderson my Joe." 1
Other eighteenth-century pieces using the tune include: "A Ballad On
Lord Pelham's Birth-Day, July 24, 1714," beginning "Come bring the
Liquor hither" (Lord Crawford 234); "A New Ballad," beginning "The
World's a frantick Whimsy, and B[ritai]n is a Farce," in Political Merriment, 1714; a piece on the Pretender, "The Right and True History of
Perkin," beginning "Yc Whiggs, and eke you Tories give Ear to what
I Sing," in A Collection of State Songs, 1716;. and "A New Song upon a
new Subject, to be sung or said as the Maggot Bites . . . by T. B., a
Rum Duke," beginning "God Prosper long our king and Queen, and
the wise Parliament," on liquor legislation being considered in 1736 (EM
C.116.i.4 [23], [24]; after the tune name is the instruction: "You must
sing the Chorus at the end of every Verse").
"The Masquerade Ballad" is a single-sheet song of c. 1720 beginning
"01 a Masquerade's a fine Place,/for Ladies that are witty," and containing the music (BM H.1601 [345], Harvard). A considerably chaster song
is "The Masquerade Garland," beginning "Come all ye sons of Adam,"
which appeared in such miscellanies as The Hive, 1725, III, 127 (in the
4th ed., c. 1733, III, 127, the tune is named), and with the air in Watts's
Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, III, 145, and The Merry Musician, c.
1731, III, 105. Another single-sheet song containing the music is "The
Chimes of the Times," beginning "Ahl silly simple Townl/When will
you e'er be wise" (Harvard), written "by the compiler of the Instructor,
or the Art of Living Well."
Thomas D'Urfey wrote a "Scotch Song" beginning "A Broad as I
was walking upon a Summer Day" for his play Trick for Trick, 1678,
o Another "pedigree" ballad, without tune direction but in the meter of "London

is a fine town," is "The Parliaments Pedigree," beginning "No Pedigrees nor Projectsj
Of after-times I teU" (Rump, 1662 [rpt. 1874], I, 24; other copies include Bodleian MS
Ashmole 36-37, fol. 159, MS Ashmole 38, fol. 228, MS Rawl. Poet. 62, fol. 48, MS Douce
357, fo1. 31, and BM MS Harl. 3511, fol. 10).
1 "The Turn coat" is included in Samuel Butler's Posthumous Works, 2d ed., 1715,
I, 220, along with a good many other pieces incorrectly attributed to him. For a related
text, see "The Vicar of Bray."
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II, i. No tune is named in the play, but the refrain contains the words
"Ah see the Golin, my Jo, see the Golin," 8 from which came new names
for the tune. The expanded broadside form is "To a New Play-house
Tune: Or, See the Gowlin my Jo," and is titled "The Gowlin: Or, A
Pleasant Fancy for the Spring" (Wood E.25 [134], an edition no later
than 1679; other issues, naming the tune "See the Gowlin, &c.," are Lord
Crawford 2, EM C.22.f.6 [120], Pepys III, 108; the first stanza is reprinted
in llB IV, 657). Since D'Urley printed the music of "London is a fine
town" with the stage version of the song in Pills II, 150, we may suppose that it was originally sung to this tune. Another ballad employing
the tune name is "Young Jemmy, Or, The Princely Shepherd," beginning
"Young Jemmy was a Lad,jof Royal birth and Breeding," and sung "To
a pleasant New Play-house Tunc. Or, In Ianuary last, Or, The Gowlin"
(Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV,
658).0
Two ballads reprinted in Pills use the music of "London is a fine town"
in preference to the older tunes associated with each. One of these, beginning "Bonny Peggy Ramsey that any Man may see" (V, 139), must
be a late reworking of the song that gave rise to the tune "Peg a Ramsey"
before 1600. Similarly, "Cuckolds all," beginning "Not long ago as all
alone I lay upon my Bed" (IV, 77), is the basis for the tune "Cuckolds
all a-row," which had circulated at least since 1637, when the ballad was
licensed. A third has connections which cannot be traced so confidently. It
is "The Bonny Lass: Or, the Button'd Smock," beginning "Sit you merry
Gallants,jFor I can tell you News" (VI, 144). No earlier versions of this
piece on the "Holland Smock" that's "button'd down before" seem to
have survived, but "the Button'd Smocke" .is the name given to the tune
of "The Cuckowes Comendation," a broadside of c. 1615 (Pepys; reo
printed in PB I, 97). The meter fits "London is a fine town," but we
cannot be sure whether "Button'd Smocke" was the name of an independent tune (in which case D'Urfey would have been replacing an old
"proper tune" with a more familiar one, as he did in the two instances
just cited), or whether it is to be equated with "London is a fine town."
Still another Pills song to the tune is "Tottingham Frolick," beginning "As I came from TottinghamjUpon a Market-day" (IV, 179), a
ballad which had appeared with the opening line "As I went to Totnam"
in Choyce Drollery, 1656, p. 45, but without tune direction. A ballad entitled "The Lovers Pastime. or, Sport upon Sport under a Haycock,"
Golin or gowlin: gowan, a Scotch word for daisy. The broadside explains it only as
"The Gowlin is a yellow Flower/that grows upon the plains." Sexual symbolism
is implicit in D'Urfey's refrain.
o The "Play-house Tune" was "Young Jemmy," q.v.
8
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beginning "Abroad as I was walking in a Summer's day," 10 is to the
tune "As I went to Tatnum upon a Market-day" (Pepys V, 233, with
meaningless music); but the stanza pattern is so widely at variance with
that of "Tottingham Frolick" that the two could not possibly be sung
to the same tune.
The history of "London is a fine town" would not be complete without a word on its use in the ballad operas. The tune is printed in Gay's
The Beggar's Opera, 1728, in Fielding's The Mock Doctor, 1732, in
Henry Carey's The Honest Yorkshire-Man, 1735 (music separately published, c. 1736), and it is called for in seven other operas.

Long Cold Nights
"Long cold Nights when Winter Froz 'em" is the opening line of "A
New Scotch Song" in Comes Amoris, First Book, 1687, p. 37 (Fig. 292).
The same tune, called "Long cold Nights," is in Apollo'S Banquet,
5th ed., 1687, and the words are reprinted in Compleat Academy of
Complements, 1705.
A broadside expanding the song text to seven stanzas is entitled "The
Scotch Lasses Choice," and the opening line now ends with the word
"Frozen"; the "pleasant New Scotch Tune" printed on the sheet is a
badly garbled version of a different tune (Lord Crawford, BM C'39.k.6:
reprinted in OPB, p. 68).
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is no similarity to D'Urfey's "Gowlin" song after the opening line.
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To the tunc "In Cold Nights when Winter's Frozen" is sung "The
Female Doctress, or Mother Midnights Cure for Barrenness in Women,"
beginning "All you Ladies that arc Barren" (Pepys V, 417).

Lord Willoughby
This tune is known as "Lord Willoughby," "Lord Willoughby's
March," "My Lord Willoughby's Welcome Home," "My Lord Willoughby's Tunc," and "Brave Lord Willoughby." It is also found under the
names "Rowland," "Soet Robbert," and "SON soet Robbertgen," by
which it seems to have first been known.
These latter associations evidently go back to a dramatic jig on Roland,
Robert, Margaret, and the Sexton, which is preserved in a German text
of 1599 (reprinted in C. R. Baskervill, The Elizabethan Jig, 19 2 9, p. 49 1,
with modern English translation on p. 220). Although no English original
has survived, traces of sequels are present in a Stationers' Register en't~y
for "the Second parte of the gigge betwene Rowland and the Sexton,"
Dec. 16, 1591, and perhaps in "the Thirde and last parte of Kempes Jigge,"
entered twelve days later. 1 The German text is coupled with the «Wi).1 Since Will Kempe. the actor. was well known (or his connection with jigs, Baskervill thinks that this entry may refer to another Rowland jig. there being clearly more
than one. He conjectures that Kempe may have introduced the.Rowland jigst() the
Continent when he visited the Low Countries in 1585 (pp. 107-109, 226). Baskervill also
advances the belief (p. 231) that a Dutch translation of the lost jig must have been
in existence to account for the "Soet Robbertgen" title associated with several versions
of the tune. An alternative source of the Dutch title is offered by van Duyse. See note
3, below.
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loughby" music in Hainhofer's MS lute book of 1603 (see Erk and BOlune,
Deutsches Liederhort~ No. 488). The opening stanza is as follows:
[Rol.]
I :

[Rob.]

I1
f!

[Rol.]

tl

j
[Rob.]

0 Nach bar, Heber Robert,
Mcin Herz ist voller Pein!
0 Nachbar, liebc.:r Roland,
Umb was mag das wol sein?
Johann GlOckner liebt mein Greta,
Dasselbig bringt mir Schmerz.
Sei zfrieden, lieber Roland,
Das ist noch wol ein Scherz.

Erk and Bohme print another version of the air, "Der englische Roo
landston," from Petrus Fabricius' MS Liederbuch, 1603. And the German
composer Samuel Scheidt used the first strain of the tune for his instrumental "Canzon a 5 voc. super 0 Nachbar Roland" in Paduana~
Galliarda~ Couranta . . . , 1621 (Werke~ II-III, 47). A close variant of
the melody is employed by Bach in the choral "Keinen hat Gott verlas-

"

sen."

j

"!

2

The tune was popular in the Netherlands, usually named from a song
beginning "Soet, soet Robbertjen," with which the air was used. Musical
variants are preserved in Het Luitboek van Thysius~ No. 78, a version of
c. 1600, in Pieter van der Goes's Den Druyventros der Amoureusheyt~
1602, in Nicolas Vallet's Secretum Musarum~ 1615, reissued in 1618 as Le
Secret des Muses~ in Adriacn Valerius's Neder-Landtsche GedenckClanck~ 1626, p. 83 (Fig. 293); and in Theodotus's Het Paradijs~ 1621,
1648. The tune is also cited in Dutch songbooks without music, beginning
with Den Nieuwen Verbeterden Lust-hof~ 1602, 1607.11
The original English ballad to the tune is "Lord Willoughby; or, A
true relation of a famous and bloody battel fought in Flanders," beginning "The fifteenth day of July,/with glittering spear and shield," to the
tune of "Lord Willoughby" (Wood 401, Pepys, Lord Crawford, Bagford,
Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in Percy's Reliques and in RB
IV, 8). This recounts the bravery of Peregrine Bertie, Lord Willoughby
of Eresby, who with fifteen hundred men is credited with defeating a
Spanish army of forty thousand. The engagement is not named, but the
ballad, for all its exaggeration, is evidently founded on some one of
Willoughby'S several successes in the Low Countries between 1585 and
1590 and was probably published during those years. It 'was popular
2 For a fuller account of the sacred and secular, vocal and instrumental uses to which
the "Willoughby" tune was put in Germany, see not only the extensive bibliography in
Erk and Bohme but also the commentary in Johannes Bolte, Die Singspiele der englischen Komodianten und ihrer Nachfolger, 1893, pp. 8-11, 167-169.
8 Florimond van Duyse, Ret Dude Nederlandsche Lied, 1903-1908, II, 1149ff., reprints music from most of these sources and gives the words of "Soet, soet Robbertjen."
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Original a fifth higher.

into the eighteenth century, as repeated publication attests; no survlvmg
edition is earlier than the second quarter of the seventeenth century, and
most copies are considerably later.
Which came first, the Willoughby ballad or the Rowland-Robert jig?
Evidence is wanting for a categorical answer. It seems likely that our
tune was initially "Rowland," from its association with the lost jig,
and that it served as the tune for the ballad on Lord Willoughby and
thus derived a second cluster of names. We do not know when the jig was
written, performed, or printed, except that it must antedate the licensing
of the "Second parte" in 1591. Moreover, "0 Neighbor Roberte" is named
as the tune for "A Pleasant New Sounge called the carmans Whistle,"
preserved in Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet. 185, fo!. 21, a commonplace
book dated c. 1590.' If we cannot decide priority, it is none the less clear
that the tune enjoyed Continental popularity under names derived
from the jig or a related song, while in England the vogue of both jig
and the Willoughby ballad is evident in tune names.
The music is found in Thomas Robinson's Schoole of Musicke, 1603,
as "My Lord Willobies welcome home," arranged for lute. Other settings
for the same instrument by John Dowland are in Folger MS 1610.1,
'The initial lines are quoted in RB VII, xiv. The text, beginning "In a pleasant
morninge,/in the merrie month of May," is closer to "The Combers Whistle" (RB III,
564) than to the usual form of "The Carman's Whistle," though the two are textually
related. Moreover, the latter ballad, which has its independent tune of the same name,
q.v., lists "Lord Willoughby's March" as an alternative. In PC, p. 387, Rollins is in
error when he states that "0 Neighbor Roberte" and "The Carman's Whistle" are
identical tunes, citing the Rawlinson poem as evidence. They are, rather, interchangeable.
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£01. 9v (Fig. 294), Wickhambrook Lute Book, £0I. 12, Cambridge University MS Dd.2.11, £01. 58v, and in BM MS Egerton 2046, £01. 25; the
latter manuscript has also a setting by William Byrd, £ol. 33 v, and one
by Francis Cutting is in Cambridge MS Dd.5.78.3, £ol. 28 v. Anonymous
divisions on the theme are in the Euing Lute MS, £01. 38, and a short
setting is in the Richard Mynshall Lute MS, £01. 1. Byrd's virginal piece
on the tune appears in his My Ladye Nevells Booke, 1591 (ed. Hilda
Andrews, 1926, p. 186), in Will Forster's MS Virginal Book, 1624, p. 22,
in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, £ol. 64 v, and, with the title "Rowland," in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book II, 190. An elaboration o£ the
tune called "the second straine o£ 0 neighboure robart" in BM MS Add.
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30485, fol. 115 v, corresponds to the second section of Byrd's set in the
Fitzwilliam and Nevell collections.
The tune is named "0 neighbour Robert" in "The wonderfull example of God shewed vpon Iasper Coningham," a broadside published
before 1600, beginning "It was a Scotchman,/a Scotchman lewd of life"
(Lord Crawford 714; reprinted in RB III, 104; later editions are Lord
Crawford 715, Manchester II, 45, ''''ood 401 [98], Wood 402 [56], Euing
399, Douce II, 258, Pepys II, 166, Roxburghe I, 470, Harvard).11
The tune is called "Lord Willoughby" ..in "Joyfull Newes for England," announcing the peace concluded with Holland and Denmark in
1654, and beginning "Now comfortable Tydings/is come unto England"
(BM C.20.f.14; reprinted in CP, p. 342); it fits the tune, the refrain reo
quiring a repetition of the second strain. "The Lord Willowbies March"
is named for singing "Articles of agreement betwixt Prince Charles and
the Parliament of Scotland," a ballad of 1650 beginning "The news
from Scotland if you'l heare" (Manchester; reprinted in CP, p. 310),
which has an elaborate thirteen-line stanza unsuited to the tune after
the first quatrain. In two other ballads the tune is named "Brave Lord
Willoughby": one is "A famous Sea-fight . . . September, 163[9]," by
John Looks, beginning "[Giv]e ear you lusty Gallants/my purpose is to
tell" (Manchester; reprinted in PA, p. 26); and the other, a ballad of
1649 with title shorn but with subtitle "A brief Relation of an
Atheisticall creature," beginning "Good Christians all give eare awhile,"
to the tune of "Jesper Cunningame, or brave Lord Willoby" (Manchester;
reprinted in CP, p. 278).
One final ballad deserves notice: "Newes good and new Too good
to be true," published by John Trundle no later than 1625 and beginning "Now welcome neighbour Rowland" (Pepys; reprinted in PC,
p. 217). This dialogue with jig elements is in the "Lord Willoughby"
stanza, but I have no data on "Twenty pound a yeere," named as the
tune on the broadside.
II "Jasper Coningham" in turn becomes a name for the tunc in "A wonder beyond
mans expectation . . . 1631 . . . ," beginning "To England comes strange tidings"
(Pepys; reprinted in PG, p. 387); and "The Wicked-mans Warning-piece," by T.
L[anfiere?], beginning "Both old & young, both rich & poor" (Pepys II, 23).
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Love Will Find Out the Way
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This tune gets its name from the refrain of an early seventeenthcentury ballad entitled "Truths Integrity, or, A Curious Northern
Ditty called, Love will find out the \Vay," beginning "Over the Mountains/and under the waves" (Euing, Douce, Rawlinson, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB II, 639); The Roxburghe copy, printed for Francis
Coles, must date from c. 1630, a possibility heightened by the August 9,
1633, entry in the Stationers' Register of "The Answere to Love will find
out the way," a lost ballad (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 81). The original
ballad was re-entered in the Registers in 1656 (the Euing copy) and 1675
(Douce and Rawlinson issues). The broadside text is followed in Pills,
1719-1720, VI, 86; shorter versions are found in Ramsay's Tea-Table
Miscellany, 1733, II, 178, in Percy's Reliques, and in Ritson's English
Songs, 1783, I, 99, all beginning "Over the mountains,/And over the
waves" but differing somewhat in detail.
Music of "Over the Mountaines" is found in A Musicall Banquet,
1651, Part I, No.8 (Fig. 295), for lyra viol; in A Boolu of New Lessons

I

Original an octave lower.

, j

for the Cithern & Gittern, 1652, arranged for both instruments; in
Musicks Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 1652; and in the coeval Bedford
Cittern MS, fo1. 4, and Trinity College, Cambridge, lute MS 0.16.2,
p. 135. In Forbes's Cantus, 1662, No. 48 (later eds., No. 45), the accompanying verses begin "Over the mountains and under the caves." The
tune in Musick's Delight on the Cithren, 1666, NO.5, like the 1652
cittern air, is in common time, and the resulting three-measure phrases
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dislocate the familiar accents although the melodic line is not affected.
Pills and Ritson's English Songs also reprint the music, but Johnson's
Scots Musical Museum II, 157, gives five stanzas with a different tune.
Chappell (PMOT I, 304) noted that the familiar air was in traditional
circulation among Kentish hop pickers in the middle of the nineteenth
century, and a quite similar tunc was collected in Surrey at the beginning
of the twentieth century (lFSS, I [1902], 205).
Other ballads sung to the tunc include Robert Guy's "The Countrymans New Care away," beginning "If there were imployments" (Lord
Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB 1;' III). The Crawford copy,
printed for Henry Gosson, is no later than 1640; it may be nearly a
decade earlier if it is to be equated with "The Country mans Care
away," which was licensed to Francis Coles in 1631 (Rollins, Anal. Index,
No. 406), and if the two are not identical, the Crawford ballad was
probably issued shortly after the piece for which the Stationers' Register
entry was made.
Restoration pieces to the tune include "Strephon and Cloris; Or, The
Coy Shepherd and Kind Shepherdess . . . To a pleasant New Play-house
Tune; Or, Love will find out the way," a ballad of the 1670S beginning
"Ahl Cloris awake,jit is all abroad day" (Lord Crawford, Wood E.25,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 128; numerous later editions).
The playhouse tune became known as "Ahl Chloris awake" and was used
for a number of ballads; it is, then, an independent tune and its history
is discussed under its own title. A second piece is R. Pilkington's "The
Skilful Doctor; Or, The Compleat Mountebank," 1685, beginning "Come
here you brave Gallants,/of Fame and Renown," to the tune "Over
the Mountains" (Douce II, 201 v, Pepys IV, 265).
The relationship between the tune of "Love will find out the way"
and "Over hills and high mountains" is puzzling. The latter tune name
is derived from the opening line of "The Wandring Maiden . . . To
an excellent new Tune" (BB II, 572); and this ballad is so evidently a
paraphrase of the earlier "Truths Integrity" that one is inclined to
wonder whether the tune for it was indeed "new," or whether its description was merely a part of the advertiser's dernier cri psychology. We
do not, at any rate, possess a tune called "Over hills and high mountains,"
although several late seventeenth-century ballads cite it for singing. 1
1 See, s.v. "Ahl Chloris awake," a brief discussion of some ballads naming the tune.
Others will be found in RB VI, 124, 126. The following have apparently not been republished: "The Dairy-Maids Mirth and Pastime on May-Day," beginning "Now the
Season of Winter/doth his power resign" (Pepys III, 201); and "The Young-Mans
Lamentation," beginning "Meeting's a pleasure,fbut parting's a grief" (Douce II, 261 V ) •
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Four ballad operas use a tune called "On yonder(s) high mountain," 2
for which no original words have been found; it bears a family likeness to the tune of "Love will find out the way," despite a good deal of
difference in harmonic and melodic detail.

A Lovely Lass to aFriar Came
This tune is associated with a song inappropriately titled "The Fryar
and the Nun"; the verses have nothing to do with a nun, and, to compound confusion, there is a tune "The Friar and the Nun" (q.v.) with its
own history. Our piece begins:
A lovely Lass to a Friar came,
to confess in the morning Early;
In what my Dear was you to blame,
now tell to me Sincerely,
I have done Sr what I dare not name,
with a Man that loves me Dearly.

Although it seems to stem from an older tradition, the earliest copy I
have found is an engraved single-sheet edition (Fig. 296) conjecturally
da'ted 1710 (BM H.1601 [26], Chetham 1408, Harvard).l It appeared also

296~
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.2 They are Ryan's The Cobler's Opera, 1729, Momus tum'd Fabulist, 1729, Lillo's
Silvia, 1731, all with music; and Drury's The Fancy'd Queen, 1733, without music.
Chappell (PMOT II, 682) used this music with one of the ballads calling for "Over
hills and high mountains," but he recognized the lack of positive documentary evidence to link the two tunes.
1 A three-stanza text doubtfully attributed to Rochester is reproduced in The Common Muse, ed. V. de Sola rimo and A. E. Rodway, 1957, p. 297, from an unspecified
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in WallS'S Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, VI, 177, and The Convivial
Songster, c. 1782, p. 114. Another song to the same tunc immediately
follows it in the Musical Miscellany and is reprinted in The Hive, 4th
ed., c. 1733, III, 177; it begins "How do they CIT, who throw their Love/
On Fate or Fortune wholly."
The tunc appears as "The Old Fryer" in The Dancing Master, c. 1728,
III, 44, and as "The Fryer and the Maid" in Walsh's New Country
Dancing-Master, c. 1728, III, 157. As "A Lovely Lass to a Friar came," it
was used in at least nine ballad operas, including Gay's The Beggar's
Opera, 1728, and Odell's The Patron, 172g~ which reprint the music. It
was still in vogue in 1764, when it served as the tunc for "If in the
Courts your suit depend" in Act III of Kane O'Hara's comic opera,
Midas.

Lumber Me
Tlus strange tunc title is associated with a ballad preserved in that
notable Elizabethan collection of broadsides, A Randefull of Pleasant
Delites, 1584 (ed. Rollins, p. 54.), and on a leaf of another edition which
may be as early as 1566. The piece is "A proper new Dity: Intituled Fie
vpo[n] Loue and al his lawes," and its first stanza is as follows:
Svch bitter fruict thy loue doth yeclde,
Such broken slccpes, such hope vnsure,
Thy call so oft hath me beguildc.
That I vnncth can well indure:
But crie (alas) as I haue cause,
Fie vpon Loue and all his Lawes.

I am indebted to Mr. John Ward for the suggestion that "Lumber
me" is a corruption of "L'homme arme," the name of a branle in vogue
on the Continent during the second half of the sixteenth century. The
music appears in Jan Fruytiers's Ecclesiasticus, 1565 (ed. D. F. Scheurleer,
18g8, p. 95 [Fig. 2g7]), in Sebastian Vreedman's Carminum . . . Liber
Secundus, 1569, fo1. 16v , and twice in Ret Luitboek van Thysius, compiled c. 1600, Nos. 8, 106. Mr. Ward found an untitled English set of the
dance among some keyboard pieces at the end of Thomas Dallis's' MS
Lute Book (Trinity College, Dublin, MS D.3.30); for this portion of
and undated MS of the Duke of Portland, now deposited in Nottingham University
Library.
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the MS he conjectures a date of c. 1570, thus lending strength to the
belief that the tune was known in England at the time the Handefull
ballad was published. Mr. Ward's edition of The Dublin Virginal Afanuscript, 1954, contains the English set (No. 20), an edited version of the
air designed to fit it to the Handcfull verse, and a reprint of the Vreedman "L'homarme."

Lusty Gallant
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Two late sixteenth-century manuscript versions of "Lusty gallant"
have been preserved. One is in William Ballet's Lute Book, p. 83 (Fig.
298); the other, with repetitions written out so that its adaptation to an
eight-line stanza is evident, is an untitled setting in the Marsh Lute Book,
p. 61.
There is ample evidence that the tune was current in the early years
of Elizabeth's reign. A manuscript known to have been compiled by
1566, Bodleian MS Ashmole 48, contains two pieces calling for the tune
(printed in Songs and BalladsJ ed. Thomas Wright, pp. 183, 195). One,
beginning "I rede howe that the marbell stonejThrowghol~dys by rany
dropps," names the tune "Lusty gallant"; the other, begirming "When
Troylus dwelt in Troy towne,jA man of nobell fame a," is sung to "Fayne
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woold I fynd sum pretty thynge to geeve unto my lady." This name for
the tunc comes from the title and refrain of a ballad found in A Handc·
full of Pleasant Delites, 1584 (cd. Rollins, p. 57), called "A proper Song,
Intituled: Fain wold I haue a prelie thing to give vnto my Ladie. To the
tunc of lustie Gallant." 1 The Troilus ballad was licensed in 1565-1566
(Anal. Index, No. 1124), but "A proper Song" must have been in print
earlier, and was very likely included in the lost 1566 edition of the
I-Iandefull. The first stanza also serves as the refrain:
Fain would I halle a pretie thing,
to g'iue Villa my Ladic:
I name no thing, nor I meane no thillg,
But as pretie a thing' as may bee.

Two moralistic parodies were licensed in 1566-1567: "a fayne wolde I
have a godly thynge to shewe vnto my ladye," and "fayne wolde I have
a vertuous wyfe adourned with all modeste both mylde and meke of
quyett lyf esteemynge chef hyr chastetye"; probably the ballad licensed
Oct. 1, 1576, as "fayne would I haue and take no payne" was another of
the same sort. These three have not survived. But A Gorgeous Gallery of
Gallant Inventions, 1578 (ed. Rollins, p. 26), preserves a piece that was
evidently a broadside: "A propper Dittie. To the tune of lusty Gallant,"
Another version of this ballad is in Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet. 108, fol. 44 (late
16th century), reprinted in OEB, p. 322. John Ward joins the opening lines of the
Handefull text with the Marsh lute version in "Music for A Handefull of Pleasant
Delites," JAMS, X (1957), 169-170; on p. 176 he reproduces the Ballet notation in
2/4 time, to contrast it with the 6/4 measure of the Marsh setting. The Ballet air and
the Handefull opening are also printed in Bruce Pattison, Music and Poetry of the
English Renaissance, 1948, p. 169.
1
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beginning "The glyttering showes of Floras dames/Delightes not so my
carefull minde."
'Villiam Elderton wrote "A proper new Balad in praise of my Ladic
Marques" (licensed 1568-15(9), beginning "Ladies, I thinke you maruell
that/I writ no mery report to yOll," to the tune "New lusty gallant"
(BM Huth; reprinted in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Blad-Letter
Ballads, 1867, p. 14); the eight-line stanza fits the music we possess.
"Lusty Gallant" continued to be sung during the seventeenth century.
It is used, for example, with "Londons Lotterie ... for the good of
Virginia," 1612, beginning "London, liue thou famous long" (Pepys; reprinted in C. H. Firth's American Garland, 1915, p. 17, and in PB I, 2G).
And it is also called for in "The sorrowfull complaint of Susan Higges,"
a good-night ballad of a murderess, beginning "To mourne for my of·
fences,jand former passed sinnes" (Pepys; reprinted in RB II, 633).
"List lusty Gallants" is named as the tune for "A brave warlike Song,"
a ballad of c. 1626 on the Nine Worthies and the Seven Champions of
Christendom (Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 57). It is possible that our
"Lusty gallant" tune is meant here, for the ballad meter fits the tunc;
but the stanza of eight lines, plus a refrain of eight, would require the
notes to be sung four times over. This is not inconceivable, but it is far
more probable that a longer tune was intended.

Magina-Cree

:~

This tune is named on a broadside licensed in 1633, "Good Admonition Or To al sorts of people this counsell I sing, That in each ones
affaire, to take heed's a faire thing," beginning "To all christian people,;
this ditty belongs" (Pepys; reprinted in PH II, 240). The tune is named
" Magina-cree."
Music is "found in all editions of The Dancing Master, under various
guises. In the 1651 edition, p. 20 (Fig. 299), it is "Mage on a Cree"; in
1670 it is "Mage on a Tree"; in 1721 it is "Madge on a tree: Or Margery
Cree." Despite these efforts to make the title intelligible, only the basic
idea of "Magpie in a tree" comes through with any clarity ("mag" and
"Madge" are familiar names for magpie). I can offer no gloss on "Cree."
The tune as arranged for violin can be sung to the ballad if a few
notes are split to accommodate two syllables, an emendation frequently
required in adapting an instrumental arrangement to vocal use. Miss
Margaret Dean-Smith, in her facsimile edition of the 1651 Dancing
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Master, 1957, p. 20, notcs that the dancc· coupled with the tune is a
"progressive round, . . . generally rcgardcd as one of the more ancient
types displayed in thc book."

Make Your Honors; Miss
In 1691 Thomas D'Urfcy wrote a song beginning "Make your Honours
Misse" for his play Love for Money: Or, The Boarding School, II, ii.
It is found, with the music, in all editions of Pills, 171g-1720, II, 170,
and without music in The Compleat Academy of Complements, 1705.
The tune appeared in Apollo's Banquet, Sccond Book, 1691, and a badly
garbled musical text was printed on a broadside of the same year,
"Teague the Irish Soldier," along with a tune direction calling for
"Let Caesar Live long. or, Now, now the Fight's done," to which it can
be sung (PB VI, 134).
D'Urfey's stage song was expanded into a broadside entitled "An
Excellent New Play-House Song, Called, Love for Money: Or, The
Boarding School. To a New Play-House Tune," beginning "Make your
Honours Miss, Tol, Tol" (Pepys V, 192, Lord Crawford 791, Harvard,
all with meaningless music). The "Tol" refrain at the end of every
line, occupying as many musical beats as the line itself, is evidently intended to be supplemented with pantomime as the dancing master passes
gradually from commonplace instructions in posture and movement to
the thinly veiled amatory double-entendre in which D'Urfey excelled. Another version of this ballad replaces the syllabic refrain with a line of
verse, but without changing the tone of the ballad; it is called "The
Modish Dancing-Master or, The Boarding School Miss. To a Pleasant
Tune, call'd, A New Minuet" and begins "Make your Honors Miss, first
to the Gentry here" (Pepys V, 435, with accurate music on the sheet
[Fig. 300]).
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A satiriC male adaptation of the original broadside is "The Fop
Masters Instructions to All his Beau Schollars, that are desirous to commence Fops," to the tune of "Make your Honours Miss"; it begins "Cock
up your Beaver Sir, Tol, tol, tol" (Pepys V, 429, with meaningless music).
The tune may be referred to in "The Despairing Prodigal: or, The
Happy Surprisall. To an Excellent New Tune, Sung at the Court, Call'd
The Boarding School," beginning "Young men & Maids to these few lines
give ear." The song is cast in a six-line stanza which fits the music reasonably well (Pepys IV, 313). Less certainly related, though the refrain is
suggestive, is "The Fond Lovers Friendly Advice. To a Pleasant New
Tune," beginning "Hi-ho, I've lost my Love, Toll la ra, Toll la ra ra"
(Pepys V, 162, with corrupt music); the four-line stanza could be sung to
the tune by omitting a repetition of the first strain.
An eighteenth-century slip song, "The Oxford Schollar," beginning
"I Met a Man all on the way" (Morgan 22b), has a "toll" burden after
the first, second, and fourth lines of its quatrain stanza and is almost certainly not intended to be sung to "Make your honors, Miss."
The tune was used in two ballad operas: Chetwood's The Lover's
Opera, 1729, and Coffey's The Boarding School, 1733, both with music;
Coffey calls the tune "Boarding School" and simply uses D'Urfey's original stage song.
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Mall Peatly
This popular dance tune is found in D. P. Pers's Amsterdam songbook,
Bellerophon, 1633. Called "Mal-Pedle," it employs common time in its
first strain, while the second strain is in the equivalent of modern 6/4;
English sets arc in triple rhythm throughout. As "Old Marrinet, or Mal
Peatly" it was included among the "Select New Tunes and Jiggs" at the
end of the 1fi65 edition of The Dancing MastCT, and it appeared under
this title in Apollo's Banquet, 1670, No. 92. With instructions for the
dance it is found as "Moll PeatIy" in The Dancing Master of 1670 and
subsequent editions; "Moll PeatIey the New way," appearing first in the
eleventh edition, 1701, couples a new dance with the old tune. Thompson's Compleat Collection of 200 Favourite Country Dances, c. 17 64,
shows the air still flourishing, and Samuel Wesley arranged it as a rondo
for pianoforte under the title "Moll Pately, A Celebrated Dance," c. 1810.
Thomas D'Urfey used an expanded form of the tune for a political
mock-pastoral ballad "Gillian of Croyden," beginning "One holiday last
Summer," which he published with the music in his Choice Collection
of New Songs and Ballads, 1699, p. 2 (Fig. 301), and in all editions of
Pills, 1719-1720, II, 46. (Song-sheet versions of the piece are in Harvard
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and California.) At the commencement of Anne's reign, D'Urfey wrote
a continuation of his ballad in the same measure, called "The Queen's
Health: Or, New Gillian of Croydon," beginning "Fame loudly thro'
Europe passes" (Pills I, 146, without music or tune direction; reprinted
in A Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736,
I, 126, called "Gillian of Croydon" and without music). A ballad on the
Old Pretender, "Perkin's Last Adventure," beginning "December last, in
Frosty Weather," to the tunc of "Mall Peatly, alias Gillian of Croydon,"
is in A Collection of Statl! Songs, 1716, p. 116.
The tune was used in half a dozen ballad operas. In Calista, 1731, it
is called "Moll Peakly," and in Gay's Achilles and Potter's The Decoy,
1733, it is "Moll Peatly." Ralph's The Fashionable Lady, 1730, Gataker's
The Jealous Clown, 1730, and Lillo's Silvia, 1731, cite it as "Gillian of
Croydon," exemplifying D'Urfey's frequent success in coupling a song
to an old tune which thereafter took its name from his verses.
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Peter Motteux wrote a song beginning "Man, man, man is for the
Woman made," which was set to music by Henry Purcell and included
in Thomas Scott's play The Mock Marriage, 16go, IV, ii. Words and
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music appear in Dcliciae Musicae, Third Book, 16g6, p. 3 (Fig. 302),
in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 222, and in The Convivial Songster, c. 1782, p. 18.
An expanded version of the song was published as a broadside with
the title "The United Lovers ... To a pleasant new Tunc," but without music (Pcpys V, 415). Despite the cxcellence of Purcell's melody, it
was apparclllly not used for any othcr broadsides.

Marek Boys
This tunc takes its name from the refrain of a ballad celebrating the
battle of the Boyne, July I, 16go: "The Bogg-Trotters March . . . To an
Excellent New Tune, Or, March Boys, March Boys, &c.," beginning "Old
James with his Rascally Rabble of Rogues" (Lord Crawford g66, with
meaningless music, Pepys V, 54, with sound musical score [Fig. 303]; text
reprinted in PR V, Ig6). The refrain formula, whose details are changed
in each stanza, runs as follows initially:
March Boys, march Boys, merry, merry march, Boys,
Teague's but a Mushrom to a Man, Boys,
See how they fly, how they run, how they dye,
whilest Conquering William leads us on, Boys.

The tune appears in AtJollo's Ranqucl, 1693, as "A New Dance in the
Play of The Marriage-Hater match'd" [by D'Urfey, 1692], reprinted in
OEPM, ed. Wooldridge, II, 67. Music is found also in the Pepys copies
of "The Young Damsels Courage and Conquest," beginning "A Souldier
from Flanders he travell'd of late" (Pepys V, 172; with meaningless music
in Lord Crawford 1°78, BM G39.k.6 [27]; reprinted in OPB, p. 70), as
well as "The Merry Bag-Pipes," beginning "A Shepherd sat him under
a Thorn" (Pepys V, 158; other copies, without music, include Lord Crawford, Bagford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted with music in Pills, 17 1 917 20, IV, 136; bowdlerized reprint in RB VII, 326). The refrain of the
latter ballad, "To thee, to thee, derry derry, to thee, &c.," is undoubtedly
the source of the tune title "To thee, to thee" cited for "The Unconscionable Batchelors of Darby," a ballad in the same twelve-line stanza,
beginning "You lovers of mirth attend a while" (Pepys, Lord Crawford,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 225, and OPR, p. 188).
"March, boys" is used for a handful of other ballads found in the
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Pepys collection. Three topical pieces of 1692 have been reprinted by
Professor Rollins: "France Out-witted," on the Duke of Richmond's return to Eng'land after being dismissed from his captaincy in the French
army (PB VI, 157); "King William's Welcome to Holland" at the outset
of his second military campaign (PB VI, 164; the original broadside contains meaningless music); and "The Glorious Victory," on the defeat of
the French fleet at La Hogue (PB VI, 180). Four other ballads to the
tune have not been reprinted: "London's New Cry: Or, The Dumpling
Woman's Delight," beginning "Friends, I'm a gentlewoman born" (Pepys
V, 422, Lord Crawford 400); "The Good Wives Humble Petition," beginning "Kind husband, the Comfort of my life" (Pepys IV, 75); "Robin
the Plow-man's Courage," beginning "Stout Robin the Plow-man lov'd
young Kate" (Pepys III, 305); and "The Bakers Lamentation," beginning "Good People I pray now pity my case" (Pepys V, 395, with meaningless music).
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Mardyke
The music of "Mardike" is found among the violin tunes at the end
of The Dancing Master~ 3d ed., c. 1662, No. 43 (Fig. 304), 1665, No. 20,

in Musich's Delight on the Cithren~ 1666, in Apollo's Banquet~ 1670, in
Musiclts Recreation on the Viol~ Lyra·way~ 1682, and in Pills~ 1719-1720,
V, 65.
The tune takes its name from Mardyke, a fortress near the port of
Dunkirk which was the scene of a British victory in October, 1657. A
ballad on the subject, whose earliest extant edition is 1660, is called
"Mardike: Or, The Soldiers Sonnet of his Sword. Sung to the Organ,"
beginning "When first Mardike was made a Prey" (Bagford I, 69). Later
editions are titled "The Soldiers Fortune: or The Taking of Mardike"
and are without tune direction (Lord Crawford, Euing, Douce, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 651). The text is found in Merry
Drollery~ 1661, Merry Drollery Complete~ 1670, The Loyal Garland, 1686,
and Pills, a poor text with lines lost from almost every stanza.
Pepys alludes to the tune in his Diary~ Feb. 4, 1660, and a more elaborate reference appears in D'Urfey's The Fool Turn'd Critick, 1678, II, ii,
where a snatch of the final stanza is paraphrased:

Sir For[mal Ancient]. ... this is a lewd Rogue, that.gleans up all the fragments of cast Bawdy to make Songs A-la-mode, as he calls 'um: Sirrah can you
sing the battIe of Mardike?
. 485 .
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1St Fid[lcr]. No indeed Sir.
Sir For. I told you so-not sing the BaucI of Mardike1 Why thou ignorant
Rogue, where hast thou bin bred?
(Sings) And huning, And puffing,
And Snuffmg, And Cuffing the Spaniard:
Whose Brows havc bin dy'd in a Tan-yard,
Well got Fame, a Warriours Wife.
Old Wine[love]. 0 brave Sir Formal.
Sir For. Ah Sir, therc's somc mattcr in this now, an ill bred Raskal, not sing
the Battle of Mardike. Here's Ncar a child in Banbury of 7 years old, but can
Sing the Battle of Mardikc, and has it readier then His Horn-book.

There seems to be no authority for attributing the ballad to Samuel
Butler, despite the urgings of Ebsworth.

Maying Time
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"The Maying-time" is named as an alternative tune to "[Let us to the]
Warres againe" on a badly mutilated b~tllad of monthly predictions (Manchester I, 48), printed by John Hammond, c. 1650.1 An earlier appearance
of the tunc title is in Richard Johnson's Golden Garland of Princely
Pleasures, 3d cd., 1620 (13th cd., 1690), where "The Shepherd's Dialogue
of Love between Willy and Cuddy," beginning "How now, Shepherd,
what means that," is to be sung to "Maying time." The poem is found
with music (Fig. 305) in the Leyden MS of 1639, fol. 11 v (National Library
of Scotland), in Forbes's Cantus, 1662, and in BM MS Add. 29481, fol. 10
(printed in OEPM I, 158); the same tune, called "The Willow Trie," 2 is
in the Skene MS (published in Ancient Scotish Melodies, ed. William
Dauney, p. 248). This air fits the Manchester fragment, though not without some division of notes to suit the octosyllabic measure.
Another tune called "May Time" or "Maying Time," preserved in
John Playford's Musicks Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 1652, p. 1 (Fig.
306), and in his A Rooke of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern, 1652,
1 The air o[ "Let us to the wars again" has not survived. Ballads with such a tune
direction (CP, pp. 96, 108) can. o[ course, be sung to "Maying time," an alternate tune;
but the two are interchangeable. not identical. "Let us to the wars again" gets its name
[rom the refrain o[ "Gallants, to Bohemia. . . . To a pleasant new Warlike tune," a
ballad o[ c. 1632 (PG, p. 416).
2 Percy prints a conflate text o[ Johnson's poem in the Reliques, calling it "The
Willow Tree," [rom an occasional refrain in the poem.
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has a quite different movement, but it could also serve the stanza pattern
of broadside and poem.
"A modest CaroB for any of the Twelve dayes," beginning "A Dozen
of good Points I'le give," found in Good and True, Fresh and New, Christmas Carols, 1642, is to the tune "In the merry Maying time." This carol
could be sung to the music in Forbes's Cantus, but its tune name may be
derived from the opening line "In this merry Maying time" of "A Pleasant Countrey Maying Song," c. 1625 (Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 9); the
tune of that ballad is "The Popes Machina," which has not survived.
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Merrily and Cheerily
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This tunc is in all editions of The Dancing Alaster (1651, p. 78=Fig.
30 7), called "Cherily and merrily" except in the second edition, 1652, p.
Ill, where it is named "Mister Webs Fancy." The more familiar tunc
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name comes from John Looks's ballad of 1641, "Keepe thy head on thy
shoulders, And I will keepe mine. . . . To the tunc of, Merrily and
cherrily," beginning "Though Wentworths beheaded,/Should any Repyne" (Manchester; reprinted in CP, p. 127), with a refrain:
Then merrily and cherrily
Lets drink off our Beere,
Let who as will run for it
Wee will stay heere.

This ballad can be sung satisfactorily to the tunc, requiring a repetition
of the first strain in order that the second strain may be reserved for the
refrain lines.
In S[amuel?] S[mithson?]'s "The Parliament Routed," 1653, beginning
"Cheare up kind Countrey-men, be not dismayd," the tune is given as
"Lucina, or, Merrily and Cherrily" (BM Thomason, Harvard; reprinted
in Wright's Political Ballads, p. 126; Wilkins's Political Ballads I, 105;
Mackay's Cavalier Songs, p. 102; and RB VIII, xlvii·, cxlv·). On "Lucina" see "The Beggar Boy"; "Merrily and Cherrily" fits the ballad with
a repetition of each strain.
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Methinks the Poor Town
Methinks the Poor Town Has Been Troubled Too Long is a poetical
miscellany of 1673 whose title derives from the opening of a poem by
Lord Dorset contained in the volume. His verses were set to music by
John Playford and appeared the same year in Choice Songs and Ayres"
p. 50 (Fig. 308), and were reprinted in every-edition of Pills, 1719-1720,
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• Normalization of cadences reflects their treatment in second edition, 1675
(except that the final one remained hypermetrical).

III, 172. This antipastoral states its aim in the first stanza:
Methinks the poor Town has been troubled too long
With Phillis and Cloris in every Song;
By Fools, who, at once, can both Love and despair,
And will never leave calling them cruel and fair:
Which justly provokes me, in Rhime, to express
The truth that I know of bonny Black Bess.

But only the name of the inamorata is fresh: the rest of the poem is
conventional encomium, set against a background of theatrical boxes
and pit. l
The tune, named from the entire first line of Dorset's song, is used for
at least two broadsides. One, containing on the sheet the licensing date
of June 24, 1685, is "The White-Chappel Maids Lamentation . . . upon
1

RB IV, 9on., cites a contemporary parody beginning "Methinks this poor land has

been troubled too long," in which "Black Bess" is clearly identified as the Countess
of Dysart, second wife of the Duke of Lauderdale.
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the Souldiers Departing to the Army," beginning "\Ve Maids are undone,
our sweet-hearts are flown" (Pepys Ill, 338). The other, which bears the
initials of the licenser Roger l':Estrange and so is no later than 1685, is
"The True Lovers Cruel Tragedy," beginning "Let True Lovers all our
Fortunes Rehearse" (Pepys II I, 35 I).
A ballad by John \Vade, published c. 1675, is to the tune of "Bonny
black Bess: Or, Digby"; it is "Tis Money that makes a Man," beginning
"Oh what a Madness 'tis to borrow or lend" (Pepys, Wood £.25, Douce,
Lord Crawford, Harvard, l~oxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 346). The
ballad fits "Digby's farewell" without difficulty, but its eight eleven-syllable lines would require a repetition of Playford's first strain. It is indeed
questionable whether "Bonny black Bess" is an allusion to the Dorset
song.

The Mtlkmatd~ or The Merry
Mtlkmaid~

:!

or The Mtlking Patl

This fine dance tune is called "The milke maids" in Drexel MS 5612,
p. 180 (New York Public Library, a seventeenth-century virginal set);
an arrangement (or lyra viol in Cambridge University MS Dd.6.48, £01.
14v (c. mid-seventeenth century), is "The merry merry milkmaids," a title
used also in most editions o£ The Dancing Master} 1651-C. 1728 (1670,
p. 71 =Fig. 309); the version in Musichs Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way}
1669, is "The merry Milk-Maid." The coeval virginal arrangement in
Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, £01. 36, is entitled simply "A dance."
In 1634 Martin Parker wrote three ballads to the tune, all o£ them
entered in the Stationers' Register and published by Thomas Lambert;
the first two received the accolade of being sung by Maudlin, the milkmaid in Walton's The Compleat Angler. The first is "The Milke-maids
Life . . . to a curious new tune called, The Milke-maids Dumps," beginning "You rurall goddesses,jthat woods and fields possesse" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 116, and in Chappell, PMOT I, 295-296).1
1 Parker's ditty was included in Henry Bold's !Atine Songs, with their English, 1685,
p. 70. Bold translates the refrain line "To carry the milking pail" as "Transvehunt
Mulctrale." During the years 1685-1688, when Richard Pocock was licenser, there appeared another version of Parker's ballad which begins with his sixth stanza and con·
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Original a fifth higher.

Parker's second piece was "Keep a good tongue in your head," beginning
"I married a wife of late,IThe more's my unhappy fate," to the tune
"the Milkmaids" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 237; five stanzas are
included in PMOT I, 298-299). His third, "Hold your hands honest
men," to the tune of "Keep a good tongue &c.," is in the same measure
and begins "I Haue as compleat a man,las any poore woman can" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 243).
Thomas D'Urfey reworked Parker's "The Milke-maids Life" for his
play Don Quixote, Part II, 1694, II, ii. It is in the same thirteen-line
stanza, beginning "Ye Nymphs and Sylvan Gods," and incorporates the
old refrain line "To carry the milking pail," but John Eccles provided
fresh music which was printed in The Songs to . . . Don Quixote, Part
the Second, 1694., p. 3 (Fig. 310). The song with Eccles's air is found in
all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, I, 237, in early eighteenth-century singlesheet editions (BM H.1601 [545], BM G.316.f [124], Harvard, Huntington) and in The Merry Musician, c. 1729, II, 115. The popular
broadside version is called "An Excellent New Play-House Song, Cal.l'd
The Bonny Milk-Maid" (Pepys V, 221, Lord Crawford 1376, with meaningless music), or "The Merry Milk-maids . . . To the Tune of, The
tinues with an independent text: "The Innocent Country Maids Delight. . . . Set to
an Excellent Country Dance," beginning "Some lasses are nice and strange/That keep
shop in the Exchange" (Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
VH, 27).
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Milking-pail" (BM C.22.f.6 [151], Lord Crawford 1375; still other editions
in Pepys III, 63, Lord Crawford 1377, and BM 1871.e.9 [23]-the latter
an eighteenth-century slip song with the title "The Milking Pail. To its
own proper Tune"). A continuation, "The Plowman's Praise . . . in
Answer to the Bonny Milkmaid," is sometimes printed separately (Pepys
V, 264, to the tune "The Bonny Milkmaid"; reprinted in RB VII, 288),
sometimes included on the sheet with "The Merry Milk-maids."
"The Witty Lass of Lime-Street," beginning "Young Women and
Lasses too" (Pepys V, 179), calls the tune "The Bonny Milk-maid," presumably after the title of the broadside version of D'Urfey's song. Three
other late seventeenth-century ballads name the tune "The Milking-pail"
from the refrain line of both Parker's and D'Urfey's verses; we therefore cannot know whether the old or the new tune was intended. These
three are: "The Passionate Maid of Rochester," beginning "You pretty
young Lasses all" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 32); "The Conquer'd
Lady: or, the Country Wooing," beginning "Young Nelly, my Heart's
delight" (Pepys V, 216); and "The London Lasses Vindication," beginning "The Country Damsels boast" (Pepys V, 254).
Eccles's tune is found as "Milkin Pail" in Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, 11th ed., 1697, and in a setting for harpsichord, c. 1704-1707, entitled
"Ye nymphs and syl" in BM MS Add. 22099, fo1. 9v • A single-sheet song
of c. 1720, "The Chief of Dairy-Maids, or The Green Gown," beginning
"Of all the Maidens fair Who snuff the Morning Air" (BM 1.530 [115],
Harvard), uses the tune. And under the title "Ye Nymphs and Sylvan
[or Sylvian] Gods," it appears in a dozen ballad operas, of which the
following reprint the music: Coffey's The Beggars Wedding, 1729; Chetwood's The Lovers Opera, 1729 (music in 3d ed., i730); Odell's The
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Patro1l, 1729; Gay's Polly, 1729; The Jovial Crew, 1731; and Fielding's The Mock Doctor, 1732, and his An Old Man taught Wisdom,
1735. In Alomus tum'd Fabulist, 1729, the air called "The merry MilkMaids" is a different tunc, beginning like Purcell's "Ah cruel bloody
fate" but pursuing its own melodic and harmonic path after the first
phrase.

Mtllfteld
Music for this tune is preserved in the first ten editions of The Dancing Master, 1651-1698 (1651, p. 32=Fig. 311).

Original is unbarred.

William Elderton wrote "A new Ballad . . . Treason· . . . against
the young King of Scots [prevented by] one Andrewe Browne . . . the
Kings Chamberlaine" to the tune of "Milfield, or cis to Greensleeues";
it begins "J esus God what a griefe is this,jthat Princes subiects cannot be
true" (London Society of Antiquaries [Lemon, Catalogue, No. 71]; reprinted in Percy's Reliques and in Child, No. 180, Appendix).l Elderton's ballad was licensed May 30, 1581, less than nine months after the
first "Greensleeves" ballad was entered in the Stationers' Register. From
the fact that "Milfield" is the first tune named, we may conclude that
it was more familiar to his public than "Greensleeves," which had so
lately come into vogue.
An imperfect version of Elderton's ballad is in the Percy Folio MS (ed. Hales and
Furnivall, II, 266). Another account of the same episode (based loosely on events of
1578, as Child has demonstrated), titled "Kinge James and Browne," is in the Percy
Folio MS I, 135, and in Child, No. 180. This latter text, in ballad-meter quatrains,
will not fit either of Elderton's tunes.
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My. Lane's Maggot
This spiritcd tunc appcarcd as "Mr. Lanc's Magot" (i.c., "whim,"
"fancy") in The Dancing Alaster, commcncing with thc ninth cdition,
1095, and as "Thc Ramblc" in thc Margarct Sinklcr MS o[ 1710, fol. 27 v
(National Library of Scotland). Thesaurus Musicus, Fourth Book, 16 95,
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p. 3, contains "A Song made by Mr. D'Urfey upon a new Country Dance,
called, Mr. Lanes Magget," beginning "Strike up drowsie Gut-Scrapers."
The song was reprinted in The Compleat Academy of Complements,
1705, p. 121, and with music in Pills, 1719-1720, II, 218. D'Urfey's text
was expanded into a broadside of the 1690S entitled "A new Song, call'd,
The Richmond Recreation: or, The Royal Dance of Delight" (Pepys V,
408, with the music--Fig. 312).
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Monsieur's A/main
The title of this dance tunc recalls to us the old custom of naming a
king's younger brother "Monsieur." The reference here is evidently to
Fran~ois, Duke of Anjou, and brother of Henri III of France. It may be
assumed that the tunc was in circulation before Fran~ois's death in 1584.
A Continental version of "Allemande Monsieur," c. I Goo, is preserved in
Ret Luitboek van Thysius, No. 311 (Fig. 313); English settings include
"mounsers almane" in the Wickhambrook Lute MS, c. 1595, fol. 17, and
"Mounsieurs Almane" in the Weide Lute MS, c. 1600, fol. 14 v • William
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Byrd's keyboard pieces based on this tune are in The Fitzwilliam Virginal
Book I, 234, 238. The first of these is found also in the Clement Matchett
MS Virginal Book, 1612, No. 5 (ed. T. Dart, 1957), and Will Forster's MS
Virginal Book, 1624, No. 42; the second Byrd arrangement appears also
in his My Ladye Nevells Booke, 1591, No. 38, Forster, No. 60, and BM
MS Add. 3°485, fo1. 92v. The tune is also used in Thomas Morley's The
First Book of Consort Lessons, 1599, set for an ensemble consisting of
treble and bass viol, cittern, pandore, lute, and flute (i.e., recorder).
Slightly later is the setting by Daniell Batcheler in Robert Dowland's
Varietie of Lute Lessons, 1610 (ed. Edgar Hunt, 1956, p. 4 1).
Thomas Deloney wrote "A ioyful new Ballad, Declaring the happie
obtaining of the great Galleazzo," 1588, beginning "0 Noble England,/
fall downe vpon thy knee," to the tune of "Mounseurs Almaigne" (BM
C.18.e.2 [62]; reprinted in RB VI, 384, in Deloney's Works, ed. Mann,
495
o
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p. 468, and in Naval Songs and Ballads, ed. C. H. Firth, 1908, p. 18).
The ballad, licensed August 10, 1588, describes the capture of an enemy
ship in the course of England's repulse of the Spanish Armada.

ll1j Life and ll1j Death
This tune takes its name from the opening line, "My Life, and my
Death, are both in your pow'r," of a song which appeared in The Theater
of Music, First Book, 1685, p. 32, with music by William Turner (Fig.
314). In the same year Thomas D'Urfey wrote a mock to the song, be-
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ginning "My Life and My Death were once in your pow'r," and published it with Turner's music in his Third Collection of New Songs, p. 12.
Both are to be found with the music in Pills, 171g-1720, III, 197, II, 56.
The tune alone is in Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, 9th ed., c. 1690.1
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1 Meaningless music is contained on a broadside of about May. 1690, "A Dialogue
between the French and Irish Officers," beginning "Oh Brother Taylor what shall we
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The expanded broadside version of the original song is "Love and
Constancy United," to the tune "My Life and my death," with a first
line now reading "My life and my death lies both in your power" (Pepys
III, 204). It was followed by "Alexis Loyalty . . . An Answer to My Life
and my Death: To the same Tune," beginning "Thy Life and thy Death
thou didst freely declare" (Pepys III, 180). Both ballads were licensed
by Richard Pocock, who succeeded Sir Roger L'Estrange toward the end
of 1685 and kept the office until shortly before the coronation of William
and Mary. It is therefore puzzling that a ballad "On the Barbarous . . .
Murder of the Earl of Essex," beginning "Attend and give Ear, good
Christians to me," should bear the tune direction "My Life and my
Death" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 92), dealing as it does with the death
of Arthur Capel, Earl of Essex, on J ul y 13, 1683. The ballad gives every
evidence of having been written immediately after Essex' death, and
before it became evident that he had slashed his own throat. But, as
Professor Rollins has pointed out, the theory of murder continued to be
popular; and it may be that the ballad represents a reissue of 1685 or
after, when the tune named on the sheet was in circulation.
A dozen other ballads were sung to the tunc, most of them issued during the reign of James II. Among these may be mentioned "The bad
Husbands Reformation," beginning "I was a bad Husband, that had a
good Trade," to the tune of "My Life and my Death; Or, The poor mans
Counsellour" (Lord Crawford, BM C.22.f.6, Harvard; reprinted in RB
VIII, 796).2 To the same pair of tunes was sung "The wonderful Praise
of a Good Husband," beginning "Dear Daughter, i'de have thee to take
special care" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII,
147). "An Answer to the Praise of Good Husbands," to the tune "My life
and my death," takes its first line from the refrain of its predecessor,
"Good Husbands are Jewels far better than Gold" (Pepys V, 89). Others
to the tune include the following, which have apparently not been reprinted: "The Distressed Damosel," beginning "Was ever poor Maiden
so left in distress" (Pepys III, 5); "Robin's Delight," beginning "As Robin
was riding one day to a Fair" (Pepys III, 202); and "The Country Damsels Resolution," beginning "A Beautiful Damsel, but Eighteen Years
old" (Douce I, 34-with a MS addition to the tune title, "or Mogey's gone
now do" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 112). "The Modish London Life," which names
"My Life and my Death" as well as "Now, now the Fight's done" as tunes for the
ballad, actually contains an imperfect copy of the air Purcell wrote for the poem here
expanded into a broadside beginning "Would you know how we meet o're our jolly
full Bouls?" (Wood 417 [178], with the MS date Feb. 14, 1688).
2 "The poor Mans Councillor" is the title of a ballad to the tune of "The Poor
Man's Comfort." A ballad by this title is sung to the tune of "Fair Angel of England,"
a name which comes from the first line of a ballad to the tune of "Bonny Sweet
Robin," q.v.
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over Seas with a Soldier," perhaps related to "Peggy's gone . . . ," q.v.).
"The Dreaming Virgins Conceited happiness," beginning "I am a young
Maiden so brisk and so gay" (Pepys III, 113), is probably to be dated
c. 1685-16go; its stanza of eight anapestic tetrameter lines-six lines was
usual-requires a repetition of the final musical strain.
"The two Unfortunate Lovers," beginning "0 Where's my Rosinda?
shall I never more," is sung to "My Life and my Death" in the original
issue of c. 1688 (Pepys III, 350; reprinted in PB IV, 34). Another copy
in the Pepys collection (V, 326) is titled "An Excellent New Song, Call'd,
The Unkind Parents, Or, The Unfortunate Lovers . . . Tune of, Fond
Boy." Still another issue, with a similar but not identical tille, has the
tune direction "Fond Boy, Or, Love's a Sweet Passion" (BM C.39.k.6
[33]; reprinted in OPB, p. 84). Other ballads to "My Life and my Death"
may be found in RB VII, 46, and PB IV, 235, 264. In its heyday the tune
was also coupled with "A Carrol for Christmas-day at Night" in A Cabinet of Choice Jewels, 1688, p. 7.

A1j Lodging Is on the Cold Grou~
or I

I:

!I
I
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Prithe~ L01J~

Turn to Me

This tune, attributed to Matthew Locke,t is called "On the cold
ground" in The Dancing Master, 1665, where it appears among the treble
violin tunes at the end of the volume. It is in Musick's Delight on the
Cithren, 1666, with the same title; and it is called "Prethe Love turn to
me" in Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 166g, and "I Prethee
Love turn to me" in Apollo'S Banquet, 1670, No. 138 (Fig. 315). The
song is in Sir William Davenant's The Rivals, Act V, an adaptation of
The Two Noble Kinsmen which Pepys saw in 1664, although it was not
published until 1668. The first of Davenant's three stanzas is as follows:
My lodging it is on the Cold ground,
and very hard is my fare,
But that which troubles me most, is
the unkindness of my dear,

~.I

1 Chappell (PMOT II, 526). I have been unable to discover Chappell's authority for
the attribution, and Miss Rosamund E. M. Harding, the Matthew Locke bibliographer,
has found no evidence to connect Locke with the tune.
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Yet still I cry, 0 turn Love,
and I pre thee Love turn to me,
For thou art the Man that I long for,
and, alack what remedy.

The song was frequently reprinted. For example, it appears without
music in The New Academy of Complements} 1669, Merry Drollery Complete} 1670, Windsor Drollery} 1671, The Hive} 1726, and The Vocal Miscellany, 1734. With new music (today known as "Believe me, if all those
endearing young charms," from the words which Thomas Moore wrote
to the tune) the song is found in Vocal Music} or The Songster's Companion} 1775, p. 18 (Fig. 316), in Domenico Corri's Select Collection of
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the Most Admired Songs, c. 1779, in The Vocal Encha1ztress, 1783, and
as "My Lodging" in several single-sheet issues of the late eighteenth
century (BM, Huntington, Harvard). These later texts change the sex of
the singer ("For thou art the only girl, love,/That is adored by mel")
and otherwise sentimelllalize the bedlamite qualities of the original. 2
A version of the later tune is coupled with verses beginning "I loe nae
a laddie but ane" in johnson's Scots Musical l\;fusellm, 1787-18°3, III,
276, in Ritson's Scot ish Songs, 1794, I, 187, and in George Thomson's
Original Scottish Airs, 1805, IV, 185. In the two latter collections the
tune name is given as "Happy Dick Dawson"; I have no information on
its origin, but it is clearly related to "My lodging." During his years in
London, Tommaso Giordani used the new tune of "My Lodging" (which
he termed "The Mad Man's Song") for a larghetto movement in the third
of his six concertos, op. 14, c. 1778; the theme-and-variation treatment
for keyboard and three strings is singularly pedestrian.
Davenant's song was expanded into a broadside called "The Slighted
Maid: or, The Pining Lover," to the tune "I prethee love turn to me"
(Rawlinson 136, Elling 335, 336; later editions are in Lord Crawford,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 122). Davenant's stanzas are 2, 11, and
7 of the broadside, whose ncw opening stanza begins "Was ever Maiden
so 5corned,/by one that she loved 50 dear." The tunc is referred to as "My
lodging is on the cold ground" in "The Faithful Lovcrs Farwell," beginning "As I in a Meddow was walking" (Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in

I

2 Nell Gwyn sang a parody of Davenant's song in James Howard's comedy All Mistahc71 when it was introduccd in 1uG7. It oegins:
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My lodging- it is on the Cold Boards
And wonderful hard is my farc,
But that which Troubles mc most is
The Fatncss of my Dcar . . .
Thc personal allusion hcre is not, as Chappell thought (PMOT II, 785), a reference
to the physique of her rival Moll Davis, who had appeared in Davenant's play; it is
rather to the fat lover opposite whom she was playing in Howard's comedy (see J. H.
Wilson, Nell Gwyn, Royal Mistress, 1952, pp. 71-73).
Another song which has been thought to oe a parody may in reality have suggested
to Davenant some of his refrain lines. "Women's Delight," which appeared first in
Merry Drollery, 1661, I, 37, begins:
There dwelt a maid in the Cunny-gate,
And she was wondrous fair,
And she would have an old man
Was overgrown with hair;
And ever she cry'd, 0 turn,
o turn thee unto me,
Thou hast the thing I have not,
A little above the knee•
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RB VII, 544); it is named as an allernalive lUne along with "Come Boyes

fill us a Bumper" in "The Courtiers Heallh," beginning "Come boyes
fill us a Bumper,lwe'l make the Nation Roare" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 631, V, go), and as an allernative
for "Come hither my own sweet Belly" 3 in "The Roaring Lad, and the
Ranting Lass," beginning "I met with a Jovial Girl" (Rawlinson 87).
The tune is named "Turn Love" on at least three broadsides: "The
crafty Young-Man," beginning "Once did I kiss a fair Lady" (Wood E.25
[41»; "The Lovers Pastime," beginning, "An amorous pair of young
Lovers" (Wood E.25 [go)); and "The Loyal Subjects Resolution," beginning "Brave English boyes come follow me" (Euing 1(1). It is "Turn
Love, I prethee love turn to me" in "Wit bought at a Dear Rate," beginning "If all the World my mind did know" (Pepys, Lord Crawford,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 478). And it is cited as "I
prithee Love turn to me" in the following: "The Conceited Lover," beginning "Come Betty why art thou so bashful" (Wood E.25 [46)); "The
English Seamans Resolu tion," beginning "I am an undaunted Seaman,"
with the alternative tunc title "When this Old Cap was new," another
name for "Old Simon the King" (Euing 106; reprinted in Naval Songs
and Ballads) ed. C. H. Firth, Ig08, p. (1); and "The Old Mans Complaint," beginning "0 What a pittiful passion" (Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VIII, Ig7).'
Chappell has pointed out (PMOT II, 529) the gap of just over a century between the latest appearance of the original theater air and the
first publication of the now universally familiar tune. It seems clear that
the broadsides still used the old melody, for the new one bears all the
marks of the second half of the eighteenth century. One ballad opera
calls for "My Lodging it is on the cold Ground"-Breval's The Rape of
Helen} 1737. Although it is printed without music, Breval's verse seems
rhythmically to accord with the original tune.
This tune is unknown to me.
4 This last ballad has a refrain suggestive of the parody cited in note

8

For ever she cries. 0 turn, turn,
I prethee now turn to me,
She looks for the thing that I have not,
o the cramp lies in my knee.
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This tune takes its name from "My young Mary do's mind the Dairy,"
the opening line of "The Happy Husbandman: Or, Country Innocence.
To a pleasant New Court Tunc" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, Euing, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 29). It was published during the reign
of James II. A ballad of 1'689, with meaningless music, is to the tune of
"My young Mary": "The English Painter For The French King's Picture," beginning "Wars and Arms, and loud Alarms" (Pepys; reprinted
in PB V, 48). At least one other ballad calls for the tune, under the name
of "My Maid Mary": "The Country Lass, Who left her Spinning-Wheel
for a more pleasant Employment," beginning "Sweet fac'd Jenny receiv'd
a Guinea" (Pepys III, 290, Lord Crawford 1100, BM C.22.f.6 [97]).
The tune is found as "My young Mary" in Youth's Delight on the
Flagelet, 9th ed., c. 1690 (Fig. 317); eighteenth-century issues of the origi-
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Original is an octave higher.

nal song, called "The Spinning Lass" and beginning "My Maid Mary
she minds her Dairy," appear with the music in Walsh's British Musical
Miscellany, 1734-1736, III, 43, and as single-sheet songs (BM G.316.e [84],
Harvard). "My Maid Mary" is used in two ballad operas: Coffey's The
Merry Cobler, 1735, with music, and Drury's The Rival Milliners, 1737 .
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Nancy Dawson
Nancy Dawson (c. 1730-1767) was a dancer who achieved great acclaim
when in October, 1759, during a revival of Gay's The Beggar's Opera, the
man who danccd the hornpipe became ill and she took his place. Her
popularity resulted in a long run for the ballad opcra in Covent Garden
and thrcatcncd Garrick's prestigc at thc" rival Drury Lane. The music
of the hornpipc was exploitcd on cvcry hand. A ballad cntitled "Nancy
Dawson," attributed to Gcorge Alexander Stevens, was set to the tune
(Fig. 318) and issued on single sheets (liM 1.530 [114], Harvard, Califor-
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nia, Huntington; reprinted in Universal Magazine, XXVII [Oct., 1760],
208). It gives as good an account as any of the dancer's sudden rise to
fame.
Of all the girls in our town,
The black, the fair, the red, the brown,
That prance and dance it up and down,
There's none like Nancy Dawson.
Her easy mien, her shape so neat,
She foots, she trips, she looks so sweet,
Her very motion's so complete,
I die for Nancy Dawson.
See how she comes to give surprise,
With joy and pleasure in her eyes,
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To give delight she always tries,
So means my Nancy Dawson;
\Vas there no task t'obstruct the way
No Shuter bold, nor House so gay,
A Bet of fifty Pounds I'd lay,
That I gain'd Nancy Dawson.
See how the Opera takes a rUIl,
Exceeding Hamlet, Lear, and Lun,
Tho' in it there would be 110 fun,
Was it Ilot for Nancy Dawson:
Though Beard and Brent charm every night
And Female Peachum's justly right,
And Filch and Lockit please the sight
'Tis kept up by Nancy Dawson.
See little Davy strut and puff
Pox on the Opera and such stuff
My House is never full enough,
A curse on Nancy Dawson:
Though Gxxxxxk he has had his day
And forc'd the Town his laws t'obey
Now Johnny Rich is come in play
With the help of Nancy Dawson. 1

"Miss Dawson's New Hornpipe, as Perform'd at Drury Lane" was an
arrangement of the tune for harpsichord, c. 1760 (BM H.1994.a [162],
Huntington). The tune was also used in Rutherford's Compleat Collection of 200 • • • Country Dances, c. 1764, II, 13. It was introduced into
Bickerstaffe's Love in a Village, 1763, I, x, as part of a medley beginning
"I pray ye, gentles, list to me," and Kane O'Hara used it in his Midas,
1764, Act III, set to "The Gods were all call'd in to see."
Obvious parodies include "A Wolf in Sheep's Cloathing," beginning
"Of all the Dunces in the Town/ . . . there's none like Doctor Squintum" (Harvard, single-sheet edition with music); "Zebra Rescued, or a
Bridle for the Ass; by S. Wilks," beginning "Of all the Fools who've lately
writ,/To show the Town they wanted Wit" (BM 1850'C.1O [80]); and "A
New Song . . . Great News in the St. james's Chronicle," beginning "Of
all the papers in the town,jThe Brown, the White, the Whity-brown"
1 Edward Shuter, the comedian, was currently enjoying the favors of Nancy Dawson.
Lun was John Rich, the theatrical manager who was associated with Gay in the
original production of The Beggar's Opera in 1728; he built and managed the Covent

Garden Theatre and for many years produced annually a pantomime in which he
appeared as Harlequin under his assumed name. John Beard, Rich's son-in-law and
a celebrated tenor, was in the 1759 production of The Beggar's Opera, as was Charlotte
Brent, who sang the role of Polly. Little Davy was, of course, Garrick.
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(Harvard, Percy collection; the Chronicle was begun in 1761 and this slip
song probably dates from shortly thereafter). The two latter broadsides
are without music but name the tune as "Nancy Dawson."
The first strain of the tunc is still used in "Here we go round the
mulberry bush" and several other songs, including "I saw three ships
a-sailing," which customarily employs a variant of the tunc. On the latter,
see Cecil Sharp, English Folk-Caruls, 1911, No. 13, Oxford Booll of Carols,
1928, Nos. 3 and 18, and JEFDSS, V (1946), 31-38.

Nanny 0
This tune name originates in the refrain of "The Scotch Wooing of
Willy and Nanny":
It's Nanny, Nanny, Nanny 0,
The Love I bear to Nanny 0,
all the World shall never know,
The love I bear to Nanny O.

This ballad, issued 1685-1688, begins "As I went forth one Morning fair"
and is sung "To a pleasant new Tunc: Or, Nanny 0" (Lord Crawford,
Douce, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 408). The refrain was
obviously derived from one found in a ballad to the tune of "The Lass
of Cumberland," q.v., published during the same years, and it is very
likely that originally both ballads were sung to the latter tune. But
eighteenth-century song sheets and the ballad operas provide us with an
independent "Nanny 0" tune of a Scotch cast, whose origins I have not
been able to trace earlier than about 1720. There is no doubt, however,
of the vogue of "Nanny 0" during the latter 1680s; our uncertainty is
whether in those years "Nanny 0" was another name for "The Lass of
Cumberland" or whether the later tune had its beginning under the
Stuarts.
The original ballad is followed by another to the same tune, "An
Answer to Nanny 0; Or, The Happy Agreement between . . . Willy &
Nanny," with the same refrain formula (Lord Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 411). The siege of Londonderry in 1689
gave rise to a handful of ballads which involve the tune: "The Glory of
London-Derry," beginning "Protestants cheal' up amain," is to the tune
of "The Leggan Water Or, Nanny Oh" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 301),
and others in the series give the tune as "London-Derry" or "The Glory of
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London-Derry," with "Nanny 0" usually added as an alternative (PB
IV, 305, 309, 315, 332, 336, 35 1). The ballads of the Londonderry series
are in quatrains without refrain and fit the tunes of "Logan Water" and
"The Lass of Cumberland" (the latter air, though usually associated with
eight-line stanzas, actually fits a four-line unit and is merely repeated
for the second quatrain). The fact that the eighteenth-century music of
"Nanny 0" is for an eight-line stanza suggests that it was not the tune
used for the Londonderry ballads. One ballad to "Liggan Water. Or,
Nanny OhIO which has not been reprinted is also in quatrains without
refrain: "The West-Coun'try Squire," beginning "Early in the morning
fair" (Pepys IV, 62).1
A piece on Queen Anne, published in 1714, copies the "Nanny 0" refrain formula in ending each stanza after this manner:

, :

:~

And all the World,
shall never, never, know
The Love that I bear,
to my Nanny o.

i
!
"
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It is "Song In Commemoration of Royal Nann," beginning "My Nan she
was good,/My Nan she was Just" (BM 1876.f.l [67])·
Allan Ramsay wrote a poem, "Nanny 0," beginning "While some for
pleasure pawn their Health,j'Twixt Lais and the Bagnio" (Poems, 17 21 ),
which he included in his Tea-Table Miscellany, 1723, p. 81; its burden
is an adaptation of that in the original "Nanny 0" ballad:
My bonny, bonny Nanny-a,
My lovely charming Nanny-O,
I care not tho the World know
How dearly I love Nanny-a.

i,

i'

,
f '

Several editions of the song, entitled "My Nanny 0," were issued as
musical single sheets (BM G.305 [14 0], c. 1720; G'3 13 [7 2], c. 1735;
G'3 16.f [63]' c. 1750; several issues at Harvard). Alexander Stuart's Musick
for Allan Ramsay's Collection of Scots Songs, c. 1725, p. 86, contains the
tune (Fig. 319); the song was reprinted with music in Thomson's Orpheus
Caledonius, 1725, No. 38, in Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, III,
126, in Walsh's British Musical Miscellany, 1734-1736, II, 14, and in
Johnson's Scots Musical Museum" 1787-1803, I, 89. The verses alone are
in The Vocal Miscellany, 2d ed., 1734, p. 274. An imitation of Ramsay's
poem is "A New Song, The Words by Mr. John D ... s upon the loss of

I

Ii ~

1 In the Douce copy of "The Shepherds Glory," sung to "True love rewarded with
loyalty: Or, Flora Farewel" (II, 203), an additional tune direction has been written in:
.. 'Tis Nanny Nanny Nanny 0 ye Love I bear &c," words derived from the "Nanny 0"
burden. This ballad is also in quatrains (reprinted in RB VI, 269).
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his Mistress," beginning "Ye rural Swains who never knew,/Curst Lais
or the Bagnio" (BM G.305 [307], Harvard, c. 1730). The chorus, following Ramsay's text, is "sung to the first part of the Tune & at the end of
each Verse," repeating the instruction found with the Orpheus Caledonius music. Another song to the tune of "Nannio," entitled "Smirky
Nan," is included in the 1740 edition of Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany
IV, 377.
The tune was used in three ballad operas. It is "Nanny-O" in Mitchell's The Highland Fair, 1731; "Bonny Nanny 0" in Coffey's The Merry
Cobler, 1735; and "My Nanny-O" in Thomson's The Disappointed Gallant, 1738. Half a century later, William Shield's comic opera Rosina,
1782, Act II, used the music, calling it "Scots Tune," for a song beginning "When bidden to the Wake or Fair."

The New Bourree
The earliest appearance of this tune I have encountered is in A Collection of the Newest and Choicest Songs, 1G83, p. 12, where it is coupled
with verses beginning "Fools for Women do sigh and Languish" (Fig.
320). An arrangement of the air called "Fools for Women. A Boree"
is in Humphry Salter's The Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder,
1683, among the unnumbered pages at the end, added probably in 1684.
The melody is printed on sheets of "Cupids Tragedy," a broadside begin• 507 •
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ning "Pritty Phillomel was so Charming,/so much sweetness grac'd each
part," to the tune of "The new Bory; Or, Will you be a Man of Fashion"
(BM C.22.£'6 [40], Douce I, 28 v , 49, Lord Crawford 1022, Harvard). Another ballad sung to the tune is "The Dumb Lady, Or, No, no, not I
I'le Answer," beginning "Underneath a little Mountain/where I us'd
my self to walk," to the tune of "the Doubtful Virgin, or the new
Borey, or Will you be a Man of Fashion" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Douce,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 352). The citation of "Will
(Le., Would) you be a Man of Fashion" enables us to date the two broadsides c. 1683 or after. But the "Bory', may have been known earlier, if we
can assume it to be "The New Boxy," named for singing "The Subtil
Girls well fitted," beginning "Prethee Cloris tell me how," found in
Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, 3.
"New Bore," which began to appear in The Dancing Master with
the eleventh edition, 1701, p. 253, is not suited to our ballads. In the
same edition a still different tune is named "The New Bore" on p. 189
and "The Indian Queen," p. 267, and appears under the latter title in
Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. The verse movement
of eight trochaic lines alternating eight and seven syllables fits this tune,
bu t not so smoothly as it does the earlier graceful melody.

A New Game at Cards
This tune takes its name from the title of a ballad licensed in 1656,
beginning "You Gallants all that love to play,/At Cards to pass the time
away," to "a pleasant new tune, Or, what you please" (Euing, Wood 4°1;
• 508 •

reprinted in RB VII, (15).1 A manuscript version beginning "Yolle
gallants that desier to playe," without tunc direction or music, is in liM
MS Harl. 2127, fol. 23; another, with music (Fig. 321), beginning "You

321

gallants yt delight to play," is in Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fol. 105
(partially printed in RB IV, 224, VII, (88).
An early Restoration successor to the original ballad, called "Win at
first, lose at last; or, a New Game at Cards," beginning "Yee merry hearts
that love to play/At Cards, see who hath wone the day," is to the tune of
"Yee Gallants that delight to play" (Wood 401 [150]). This edition was
issued by Francis Grove, who died in 1663, and it was written after the
execution of the regicides in October, 1660. Later <:;ditions, sometimes
subscribed with the initials of Laurence Price, were issLled in 1680 and
later (Pepys IV, 344, Harvard, Roxburg'he; reprinted in RB VII, 685;
another Pepys copy, II, 207, is dated 1692; a later reprint is in Loyal
Songs, 1731, 1,242). A single-sheet edition of c. 1710, with music (Fig.
322), has the title "A New Game at Cards" (BM G.305 [247], Huntington,
Harvard), while a broadside issue of c. 1720 with corrupt music is called
1 "What you plcasc" is an ambiguous tunc direction. A melody bcaring this namc is
found in The Dancing Master, commencing with the 3d ed., 1665, and in Musick's
Delight ou lhe Cith1"en, 1666; it is in 6/4 timc, with movcmcnt more suitablc to trochaic mcter than to thc iambics of the ballads citcd below. With the addition of an
introductory notc, howcvcr, thc music will servc for six lincs of octosyllabics, or cight,
if the second strain be rcpeated. Inasmuch as this tune sccms to have had no further
relation to the history of "A New Gamc at Cards," I have not concerned myself with
it in the body of the discussion.
A long poem in ballad meter, "The Discovery: or, The Squire turnd Ferret," 172.7,
beginning "Most true it is, I dare to say," contains the tune direction "High Boysl up
go we; Chevy Chase; Or what you please" (BM C.116.i.4 [30]). It can be sung to the
second tune, or to the first (allowing two stanzas for the sixteen bars of "Hey, boys");
but the third tune designation is surely figurative and can have no relation to the
Dancing Master tune.
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"A Knave at the Bottom, The Dealer's sure of a Trump" (BM 112.£.11
[5 0 ]).2
In two ballads the tune name is "All you that do desire to play/At
Cards, to pass the time away," paraphrasing the opening of the original
"New Game at Cards." They are "No Money, no Friend," beginning
"All you that freely spend your Coyn" (Pepys IV, 255, Harvard, Lord
Crawford 58, BM C.22.f.6 [07]), and "Londons Drollery . . . the Pope
and the Devil . . . 1680," beginning "All you that do desire to know/
The Mock Procession, how't did go" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 221)
The tune is cited as "A New Game at Cards" in "The Virgin Race,"
beginning "You that do desire to hear" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB VII, 84), and in "The Royal Match of Bear-Baiting," beginning
"Old Lewis had a rugged Bear" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 176); the
six-line stanza is octosyllabic throughout. The tune is similarly named
in "Englands joys increased . . . coronation of James the Second," beginning "You Loyal-hearted English-men" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III,
149), and in "The Downfall of Popery," beginning "The Pope and his
Agents strove of late" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 72); in this pair of
ballads the six-line stanza concludes with a decasyllabic line.
"Poor Robin's Dream . . . To a compleat Tune, well known by
Musicians, and many others: Or, Game at Cards," beginning "How now
good fellow, what all amort," was licensed in 1668 and appears in a
2 An eight-stanza imitation written on the fall of Robert Walpole, 1741/42, is "Bob
Booty's lost Deal, or, The Cards Shuffled fair at Last" (BM 1876.f.1 [126]; reprinted in
RB VIII, 288, and in Walpole Ballads, ed. Percival, p. 178).
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number of editions over the next century (Euing 285, Roxburghe III,
70, the original issue published by J. Clark; Pepys IV, 295, Euing 286,
Lord Crawford 531, Roxburghe III, 895, Harvard, Bagford, late seventeenth-century editions; reprinted in BB II, 973). Among the eighteenthcentury issues, a Bow Church Yard imprint names the tunc "The new
pack of Cards" (Roxburghe Ill, 472, Douce III, 76, \Villiams College);
a Newcastle imprint in the Percy Portfolio (Harvard) is in a seven-line
stanza beginning "How now my good Fellow, why now all alone." Another, with an eight-line stanza, is "The Poor Mans Prayer for Peace," c.
1685, beginning "Poor Englands sorrows this many a year," to the tune
of "Game at Cards" (Lord Crawford, BM C.22.f.6, Harvard, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VII, 753). "True Love will never decay," beginning "As
I was wandring all alone," names its tune "Poor Robins Dream," and is
in a seven-line stanza like most editions of the ballad with that title
(Douce II, 226).
The two musical texts are not entirely unrelated, but the variation
between them is greater than we normally find in specimens separated by
half a century or so. Aside from the first cadence, which is on the dominant in the manuscript tune, on the tonic in the single sheet, there is
sufficient congruence to enable us to view the two airs as different renderings of the same musical idea, not two independent melodies. The tunes
fit the usual stanza pattern of six octosyllabics; the later form repeats the
two final bars to accommodate a seventh line (found in "Win at first,
lose at last" and several others), and a dal segno provides a further repetition of the same measures to accommodate an eight-line stanza (found
in "The Poor Mans Prayer for Peace"). The original "New Game at
Cards" of 1656, as well as "Englands joys increased" and "The Downfall
of Popery," is in a six-line stanza with a hypermetrical last line which
cannot be conveniently sung to either version of the tune. There may
have been, then, still another melody whose currency extended through
the second half of the seventeenth century. It is unusual to find four
stanza patterns clustering about a single tune name and its congeners,
especially when each pattern appears in several ballads and cannot be
written off as whimsical.

The Nightingale
This was a very popular tune in the seventeenth century, not merely
because of its lilting first strain, but also because of the bravura possibilities of the second half, in which the bird's song is imitated. Cittem ar-
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rangements are in Cambridge University MS Dd.11.24, fol. 19, in Bedford
Cittern MS, fol. 16, and in A Rooke of New Lessons for the Cithern &Gittern, 1652, No.6. A setting for mandore is in the Skene MS (published in Ancient Scot ish Alelodies, ed. Dauney, p. 214). Two virginal
pieces on the tune are in the New York Public Library Drexel MS 5612,
pp. 147, 150; another pair are in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fols.
351', 62 v , the latter by Henry Loosemore. Still other keyboard sets are in
Elizabeth Rogers's Virginal Book (BM MS Add. 10337, fol. 9) and in
Christ Church MS 1236. (published in The Contemporaries of Purcell,
ed. Fuller Maitland, 1921, VI, 7). It appears in A Musicall Banquet,
1651, No. 11 (Fig. 323), in Music/ts Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 1652,
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p. 14, in Jacob van Eyk's Der Fluyten Lust-Hot, Amsterdam, 1654, I, 33 v ,
called '(Engels Nachtegaeltje," and another version at II, 33 v, called "Den
Nachtegael"; and it is in Thomas Greeting's The Pleasant Companion
... tor the Flagelet, 1673, NO.3.
It is astonishing that such a complex melody should appeal to a
ballad writer. But Martin Parker used it for "The Wooing Lasse, and
the Way-ward Lad," beginning "Vpon a Holy day,/When the Nimphs
had leave to play" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 2g6). Two stanzas
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are reprinted with the music in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 86. The original
ballad, which may have given rise to the tune, is "The Nightingale," beginning "You Gallants that resort/to Hide Parke or Totnam Court,"
sung "To a new and much affected Court Tune," entered in the Stationers' Register July 8, 1633 (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 251). Ebsworth
printed a fragmentary manuscript ballad written to the tunc in his
Amatzda Group of Bagford Poems, 1880, p. 517.The ballad makers have dealt so freely with the rhythms of their own
complex verse forms that the second pa.rt of the tune is difficult, and
sometimes impossible, to fit to their words. The general congruence between words and music is such, however, as to make it certain that they
were using the tune known to us.
In Odingsells' Bays's 0tJcra, 1730, published without music, "The
Nightingale" is named as Air 18 and the associated verse is rhythmically
suited to the tune.
In recent times the tune has been rediscovered by Ottorino Respighi,
who used it as a theme for one movement of his orchestral suite Gli
Uccelli, 1927, composed as incidental music for Aristophanes's The Birds.
"The Nightingales Song," in an entirely different rhythmic pattern, is
discussed under "Peg and the soldier," q.v.

N~ N~

Poor Suffering Heart

Henry Purcell wrote the music for a song beginning "No no, poor
suff'ring Heart" in the second act of Dryden's Cleomenes) The Spartan
Heroe, 1692. The music alone is in Apollo'S Banquet) 7th cd., 1693.
Words and music are found in Comes Amoris, Fourth Book, 1693, p. 1
(Fig. 324), in a contemporary single-sheet song edition (BM C.180.a [19]),
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and in Pills, 171g-1720, VI, 89. In expanded form it was issued as a
broadside with meaningless music, entitled "Cruel Celia: or, the Lover's
Complaint . . . to an new Tune" (Pepys V, 302).
One other ballad was sung to the tune. It is "The Love-Sick Soldier,"
beginning "Why did the God of love wound a Commander" (Lord
Crawford 1343, Pepys V, 213, BM C.39.k.6 [45], all with meaningless
music; reprinted in OPB, p. 116).

Nobody Else Shall Plunder But I

I

I,

I'

This tune is called "No body shall plunder but I" in A Booke of New
Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern, 1652, No. 35, and "None shall Plunder
but I" in A Musicall Banquet, 1651, No. 18, lyra viol (Fig. 325), in
Musicks Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 1652, p. 13, and in Musick's Delight on the Cithren, 1666, No. 26. Only the lyra-viol sets are of the
correct length to accommodate an eleven-line stanza; the two cittern
arrangements vary in detail and are corrupt in spots. All four musical
texts are adapted to their instruments rather than to the demands of
verse rhythms.
At least two ballads were sung to the tune. One, a badly mutilated
fragment whose title may have been "Rupert and Maurice" their adieu
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Original an octave lower.
to England," is concerned with the banishment in 1646 of the two princes,

cOllsi ns of Charles II, after the siege of Oxford. It begins "Come Maurice
my brother,/Let us go together" and is to the tune of "Plundering Jack,
or, Nobody else shall plunder but I" (Manchester II, 27; reprinted in
RB VIII, xxiii· .... ).1 The other ballad to the tune is Laurence Price's
"The True-lovers Holidaies," beginning "My sweetest, my fairest,/my
rarest, my dearest," which has an imitative refrain "that nobody else
shall enjoy thee but I" (Pepys, Rawlinson, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 73).2
1 Presumably "Plundering Jack," a lost ballad, had a refrain "Nobody else shall
plunder but I," the basis of the present tune title.
2 In his CP, p. 55, Professor RolIins notes an advertisement in 1653 of "An excellent
new Ballad, elltituled The life of a souldier to the tune of No body else shall plunder
but I, by Major General Lambert, together with an Appendix de generatione hominum,
by Lieut. Gen. Harrison, a practitioner in that Science." This piece of obvious political
propaganda is useful to us chiefly as an indication that the tune was known to the
Commonwealth public.
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This tune is called "Nonesuch" ill The Dancing Master, where it appears in the first three editions, r651-d:i65 (1651, p. 2g=Fig. 326), and
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later in the "Second Part," beginning with the second edition, 16g8. A
statement o( the tunc in major is found with slight differences in all editions o( The Dancing Master under the title "All a Mode de France"
(1651, p. 49=Fig. 327). With the latter title it is found in A Musicall
Banquet, 1°51, NO.4.; in Musicks Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 165 2, p. 4;
in A Booke of New Lessons, 1°52, (or cittern, No. 40, and gittern, NO.1;
in Musick's Delight on the Cithren, 1066, NO.7; in Youth's Delight on
the Flagelet, gth ed., c. 16go; and in a mid-seventeenth-century lyra-viol
manuscript in Cambridge University, Dd.6.48, fol. 13 (called "All the
mode in ffrance").
The commoner tune name seems to have been derived from a ballad
"The French Report," probably written in late 1642 or early 1643 while
the Queen was in Holland raising money and troops for the prosecution
of the Civil War. It begins "Me have of late been in EnglandjVere me
have seen much sport," and each stanza closes with "a la mode de France."
No broadside copy seems to have survived, but the verses were included
in Rump, 1662, 1,27, and reprinted in Loyal Songs, 173 1, 1,25. The eight• 516 •
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line stanza in ballad meter fits the tune, but we have only the refrain
upon which to make any confidcnt conncction bctween words and music.

Northern Nancy
"The Map of Mock-beggoer Hall," c. 1635, beginning "I reade, in ancient times of yore," has the tune direction "It is not your Northerne
Nanny; or, Swect is the Lasse that Loves me" (Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB II, (32).1 Another edition, c. 1640, has the same pair of tune titles,
but differs considerably in detail from the early issue; it is called "MockBeggers Hall" and begins "In ancient times when as plain dealing/Was
most of all in fashion" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 762). The refrain in both ballads gives rise to the tune name "Mock-Beggers Hall
stands empty," cited for singing "The Ruined Lovers," beginning "Mars
shall to Cupid now submit" (Euing 313, Douce II, 184v, an edition of
c. 1670; later editions are Euing 314, Lord Crawford 798, Douce II, 187v,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 411). Because two tunes are
cited in the original ballads, it is impossible to know which is intended
for "The Ruined Lovers."
I have not found "It is not your Northerne Nanny," either as a tune
or as a line from a ballad. A tune which fits these ballads is in The Dancing Master as "Northern Nancy." It appears in G major-without key
signature but with each F individually inflected-in the 4th-6th editions,
1

On the second tunc, see "Damask Rose."
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lU7O-IU79 (IU70, p. 14U=Fig. 328). In succeeding editions it is in G minor;
the 7th-11th editions, lu86-170I, print the tune uniformly, but a slightly
different version is found in the 12th-luth editions, 1703-17IU, and further small changes occur in the 17th and 18th editions of the next decade.
"Northern Nancy" is used in a single ballad opera-Gay's Polly, 1729,
Air 31. The same tune, without key signature and almost identical with
the first Dancing Master state, is found in Elizabeth Rogers's Virginal
Book (BM MS Add. 10337, fol. 34 v). This manuscript is thought to have
been compiled before lu5u, but a later hand has written the music for
the tune, which is here called "The faithfull Brothers."
The use of "Northern Nancy" for these ballads is possible and even
plausible, but the evidence for associating text and tune remains unsatisfactory. It is clear, however, that an early seventeenth-century tune called
"Northern Nanny," q.v., cannot be used here because of the wide discrepancy between the complex fourteen-line stanza for which it is intended and the eight-line tetrameter stanza of the ballads we have discussed. "Northern Nanny" is the title of a ballad originating in the 1670S
(see "In January last"), much too late to have any bearing upon the tune
title "It is not your Northerne Nanny."
,.i
I·

Northern Nanny
Richard Climsell's ballad "Pretty Nannie," to the tune of "Northern
Nannie," was licensed Nov. 16, 1633 (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II,
323). It has a complex fourteen-line stanza beginning "I Have a Loue so
faire,jSo constant, firme, and kind," and its refrain is:
Pretty Nanny,
My mistris of true constancy,
I am thine owne, and shall be.

A poem of three stanzas closely related to 1, 2, and 7 of the Climsell
broadside is found in an early seventeenth-century commonplace book,
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Harvard MS Eng. 628, p. ~P4, and in the nearly contemporary Percy Folio
MS (ed. Hales and Fumivall, I, 255). Since the tune appeared in the 1621
edition of Starter's Friesche Lust-Hot, p. 81 (Fig. 329), taking its title from

~I
J.

Original is unbarred.

the first two lines of the poem or ballad, it seems likely that the initial
association was between tune and poem, and that the broadside was a
later expansion. This supposition is the more probable since Climsell's
activity as a ballad writer was confined almost entirely to the 1630s.
A ballad entitled "Northern Nanny" (Douce II, 163V) has no relation
to the tune; it is a production of the 1670S to be sung to "In January
Last," q.v., and has a different stanza pattern.
The tune title "It is not your Northerne Nanny" (for which see "Northern Nancy") is. cited ona ballad having an eight-line stanza; it is therefore not interchangeable with "Northerne Nannie."

. i
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"The Norwich Loyal Litany," beginning "Defend us from all Popish
Plots," without tune direction, was issued by A. Banks in 1682 (Huntington, with lvIS date June 9, 1682; Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [182], Harvard). It was reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 140 (with music), and
in RB V, 187. Another issue of the same year, published by J. D[eacon?],
was entitled "A New Song, being the Tories Imploration for Protection
against the Whig~s, to an Excellent New Scotch Tune" (Harvard, with
MS date Sept. 6, 1682; another issue, printed for W. D., 1682, is BM
1872.a.1 [95 V ]).
Another song to the tune in 180 Loyal Songs, p. 142, is "A Conventicle
Litany," beginning "Let Baxter teach sedition," which had earlier appeared with the music in A Dreadful Oration Deliver'd by that . . .
Saint, Stephen Lobb, 1683, sig. C3.
Doubtless because of its ballad-stanza quatrains, Ebsworth bracketed
the tune title "Chevy Chase" with his reprint of the "Litany" in RB; but
the music in 180 Loyal Songs is quite different, resembling a hymn tune
(Fig. 330).

i .

I

i

I,
I,

• E in original.

Now at Last the Rtddle Is Expounded
This tune takes its name from the opening line of "Treason Unmasqued, or Truth brought to Light," 1681, a political ballad in four
stanzas without specific tune direction (Wood 417 [63], Harvard). Revised
and expanded to ten stanzas in the same year, it appeared with a new
title, "The Riddle of the Roundhead," and the tune was named "Now
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at last the Riddle is Expounded" (EM Luttrell II, 180, Chetham 2705,
Huntington, Harvard). This latter edition was reprinted, with the music,
in 180 Loyal Songs) 1685, p. 14 (Fig. 331).
Another ballad to the same tune is "The Loyal Sherifs of London and
Middlesex. Upon their Election," 1682, beginning "Now at last the Matter is Dicided" (EM 1872.a.l [44], BM C·38.i.25 [14], Wood 417 [110],
Harvard; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, p. 17, and RB V, 227); all copies
of the broadside contain the music.

NoWy Now Comes On the

Glorious Year
"Now, now, comes on the Glorious Year,jBritain has Hopes and France
has Fear" is an act-song in D'Urfey's The Modern Prophets) 1709. It was
issued as a single-sheet song with music (Fig. 332), entitled "A Song on
the Ensuing Campaign" (BM H.1601 [315]), and was reprinted in Pills)
1719-1720, I, 27 (the music on p. 25). Words alone are found in such
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miscellanies as A Pill to Purge State-Melancholy, 1715, and The Merry
Musician, 1716.
Several roman-letter broadsides cite the tune, including: "England's
Surprize; Or, The French King's Joy for the Duke of Marlborough's
being turn'd out of Favour," c. 1712, beginning "What News is this flys
up and down" (Lord Crawford 1271); "The Gentle Craft's Complaint,"
beginning "The jolly Shoemakers, 'tis said,/hath found a great Decay of
Trade" (Douce, Madden, Chetham, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII,
35); "A New Song on St. George's Day: and to the Glorious Memory of
Queen Anne," beginning "You that are loyal Churchmen smile" (BM
1876.£.1 [68]); and "An Excellent New Ballad, Entituled, Mar's Lament
for his Rebellion" [1715], beginning "Noble Argyle when he went on"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 621).
Upon the accession of George I, D'Urfey wrote another song to the
tune, beginning "Britains, now let Joys increase," which was printed in
The Merry Musician I, 172, and in Pills I, 25. And a host of songs to the
tune are included in Political Merriment, 1714, A Pill to Purge StateMelancholy, 1715, A Collection of State Songs, 1716, and Mughouse Diversion, 1717. Some are obvious parodies of D'Urfey's stage song, as, for
example, "The Glorious Year," by J. P., beginning "Now, now is come
the Glorious Year,/When State-Betrayers only fear" (Lord Crawford 891;
reprinted in Political Merriment, Part II, p. 1); "The Protestant Jubilee,"
beginning "Now comes on the Glorious Year,/Protestants Joy, and
Papists Fear" (A Collection of State Songs, p. 135); and "Britain's Glory
and Credit retriev'd," beginning "Now, Now, come on the glorious Days"
(Mughouse Diversion, 5th ed., 1719, p. 47).1 The tune is known also as
1"A Rare New Song Shewing the Bravery of ... the Duke of Argile," beginning
"Now, now comes on the jlorious Year,/Britain's Hope, and France's Fear," clearly
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"Guiscard" (Political Mcrrimctlt, Part II, pp. 149, 162) from a ballad on
Guiscard's attempted assassination of Robcrt Harlcy, Earl of Oxford
(ibid., p. 108); another tunc titlc, "A Hcalth to the Constitution" (ibid.,
pp. 146, 162, 170; Part 111,1715, p. 45), derives from a song "A Health
to thc present Constitution," found with music in The Merry Musician
I, 14·
Several songs in these collections, with no tune direction, have thc distinctive 8.8.8.7.8.8.8.7 syllabic pattern of "Now, now comes on the glorious ycar" and werc probably intendcd to bc sung to that tune.
The tune is introduced into five ballad opcras, all of which were published with music: Hippisley's Flora, 1729; Ralph's The Fashionable
Lady, 1730; Chetwood's The Lovers Opera, 3d cd., 1730, and The Generous Free-Mason, 1731; and Lillo's Silvia, 1731.

Now, Now the Fights Done
I

"Now, now the fight's donc" was a song sung after the first act of
Nathaniel Lee's Theodosius, 1680. It was includcd, with Purcell's tune
(Fig. 333), in a musical supplcmcnt published with the play in the ycar
of its production (reprinted in Wor/ls, Purccll Society edition, XXI, 127)
and in 1681 was included in Choice Ayres and Songs, Third Book, p. 4l.
A manuscript version of thc song with music has been prescrved in
Bodlcian MS Mus. Sch. G.640 (39). Thc stage song was lengthened from
three to twelve stanzas in its broadside form, issued as "Love's Conquest,"
to the tune of "Now, now the Fight's done, Or, Digbyes Farwell" (Pepys
III, 105). The tune was a great success with the ballad audience, for during the next decade some two dozen ballads were written for it.
"A Congratulation on the Happy Discovery of the Hellish Fanatick
Plot," beginning "Come now let's Rejoyce," appeared originally without
the music (Huntington, with MS date July 26,1681; Wood 417 [121], Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [lOg], Yale, Harvard); an issue of 1682, with badly
barred music, is in Wood 417 (91); the ballad was reprinted with music
in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 62. Music is also found on the sheets of:
"The Compleat Swearing-Master," 1682, beginning "Once on a time, the
draws on D'Urley's song and is written in the same stanza. The tune cited, however,
is "The Caping Trade" (National Lib. of Scotland Ry IILa.lO [86]), named from a
ballad of that title, c. 1700, which is itself "To an excellent new Tune" or "To its own
proper Tune," for which apparently no music has survived (Roxburghe III, 668, BM
1876.f.l [32], Harvard).
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Dr. did Swear" (Wood 276a [545], Harvard, Yale, Huntington; reprinted
in 180 Loyal Songs, p. (6); "Augusta's Restoration from Her City-Calenture," 1683, beginning "Augusta our fam'd Metropolitan Saint" (Harvard); and "Vienna's Triumph; With the Whigg's Lamentation For the
Overthrow of the Turks," 1683, beginning "Now now's the Siege rais'd"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 359). Matthew Taubman printed the
music with an imitative lyric "Now, now the Work's done" in his An
Heroick Poem . . . With Some choice Songs, 1682, p. 10.1 "The Newgate Salutation: or, A Dialogue between Sir W[illiam] W[aller] and Mrs.
Cellier," beginning "Old Stories of State grow now out of date," to the
tune of "The Fight is now ended," was issued without music (Huntington, with MS date June 25, 1681; BM 1872.a.l [133], Bodleian Ashmole
G.16 [95], Harvard), but the reprint in 180 Loyal Songs, p. 108, contains
the notes of the tune. "Now the Fight's done" is found without words in
Musicks Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682, p. 22.
At least eight other ballads to the tune of "Now, now the fight's done"
are reprinted in RB; six are in PB, and another is in PA. Only a few of

"

jl:
I'

1 A ballad of 1688 with the same opening line is "England's happinesse or a
health to the young Prince of Wales," sung to "Now, now the Fight's done/' the details of which are noted in Rollins, Analytical Index, No. 696, from a copy owned by
T. Pepys-Cockerell, Esq. Since this was on James III, the Old Pretender, it may have
had nothing further in common with Taubman's poem.
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these need be noted. "Cupids revenge," beginning "Now, now you blind
boy I you clearly deny," is one of the few nonpolitical ballads sung to
the tune (Harvard, Lord Crawford; reprinted in RB VIII, cxxxvi .);
Ebswonh dates it c. 1673, but the syndicate issuing the ballad-Coles,
Vere, Wright, Clark, Thackeray, and Passinger-had this membership
only from about 1678 to 1680, and the tune title could not have been
applied before 1680. Two ballads are written in stanzas of eight instead
of the usual six lines. One of these is "Sad and Dreadful News," an account of Dorothy Winter-bottom's mortal s~ruggle with the Devil in 1684,
beginning "A Story most strange I shall to you declare," which lists "Packingtons Pound" as an alternate tune (Pepys; reprinted in PA, p. 216); the
other is "Religion made a Cloak for Villany" (recalling "The Cloak's
Knavery," a ballad sung to "From Hunger and Cold, or Packington's
Pound," qq.v.), beginning "Let Tories Curse on and the Wiggs let them
Rage" (Wood E.25, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV,
250). Both can be sung to "Now, now the fight's done" with a repetition
of the last eight bars, a contingency indicated on the original Theodosius
music. "The Merry Boys of Europe," beginning 'Tie Drink of[f] my
Bottle each night for my share," is in its broadside form sung to "Now,
now the Fight's done" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 85), but it originally appeared in Choice Ayres and Songs, Third Book, 1681, p. 26, with
a musical setting by John Reading.
The tune is named "Now, Now the Fights Done, and the Great God
of War" in "The Whiggs Lamentation," 1681, beginning "Brave Colledge
is Hang'd, the Chief of our hopes" (BM 1872.a.1 [70], Huntington; reprinted in r80 Loyal Songs, p. 64). A song in George Stuart's A JocoSerious Discourse, 1686, p. 64, beginning "Now, now the feat's done," is
sung to "Now, now the Fight's done," as is "A Song, to be sung to the
Merchant-Taylors on St. William's Day," beginning "The Taylor's a
Man, come deny it who dare," in The Honour of the Taylors; or, The
Famous and Renowned History of Sir John Hawkwood, Knight, 1687,
p. 55. Perhaps the last ballad calling for the tune is an encomium to
William III, after the discovery of an assassination plot in 1696: "The
Royal Character," beginning "Long Live our Great Cesar, and long be
his Reign," to the tune of "Long live our Great Cesar; Or, Now, now the
Fight's done" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 223). The first tune title appears to be internally inspired; it is probably coincidental that "Let
Caesar live long," q.v., is a tune which would fit this stanza pattern.
i.
i
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Now the Spring Is Come

I

This tune takes its name from "Now the Spring is come, turn to thy
Love," the opening line of "A Louers desire for his best beloued: or,
Come away, come away, and doe not stay. To an excellent new Court
Tune" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 617; the first six stanzas are in
the Percy Folio MS, ed. Hales and Furnivall, III, 231). From the fact that
the ballad was printed by the Assigns of Thomas Symcocke, we can assume that our extant text is no earlier than 1618, when Symcocke received
his patent. To the tune of "Now the spring is come" is sung "Christmas
Lamentation, For the losse of his Acquaintance, showing how he is forst
to leave the Country, and come to London," beginning "Christmas is
my name, farre have I gone" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 154). This
copy, issued by Francis Coles, can be no earlier than 1624, when Coles's
apprenticeship was concluded. In his DEB, p. 372, Professor Rollins
printed a manuscript version of the ballad which he dated about 1624.
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It does not contain the "yellow starch" stanza of the printed broadside;
other alterations particularize an anti-Puritan tone which is general in
the Roxburghe copy; and the manuscript contains no tunc direction. 1
The music is found in Elizabeth Rogers's Virginal Book (BM MS Add.
10337, fol. 22", before 1656), a setting of the first stanza of "Now yO
springe is comne, turne to thy Loue." It is also in John Gamble's MS
Commonplace Book, 1659, No. 60 (Fig. 334), with a six-stanza version of
"Christmas is my name, far have I gone" which resembles the manuscript
text ~ore closely than that of the printe~. broadside. Reminiscent of
"Now the spring is come," but without its distinctive two- and three-bar
phrases, is the first strain of an early seventeenth-century Italian tunc,
"Fuggi fuggi fuggi da questo cielo" (Acta Musicologica) XX [1948], 49-50,
58), found in English sources as "ffuge" (Paris Conservatoire MS Res.
1185, p. 331, mid-seventeenth century), "Fugga, Fugga, or the Italian'
Rant" (A Booke of New Lessons for the Cithern &- Gittern) 1652, gittern
section No.6), and "Italian Rant" (The Dancing Master) supplement to
3d ed., c. 1662, No. 31, 1665, No. 14; and Musiclls Hand-maid} 1678,
No. 29).

Now the Tories That Glories
This tune is named from the first line, "Now the Tories that glory (or
glories) in Royal Jemmy's return," of a song included in Matthew Taubman's An Reroick Poem . .. With Some choice Songs} 1682, p. 14. The
music there is incorrectly barred, but on the broadside version of the
same year, entitled "The Well-wishers to the Royal Family. To a New
Play-house Tune" (Harvard, Bodleian Firth C.15 [19]), the barring is
correct, but there are several errors of pitch or note value. The ballad
was reprinted with extremely inaccurate musical score in 180 Loyal Songs"
1685, p. 87; this text, rather than the broadside, seems to be the source of
the reprint in RB V, 151. The air is found also in Humphry Salter's The
1 From the references to yellow starch, Chappell (PMOT II, 464) concluded that the
ballad must have been written before the 1615 execution of Mrs. Anne Turner for
her complicity in the murder of Sir Thomas Overbury, for after her death the yellow
starched ruff declined in vogue. An entry of 1586 in the Stationers' Register for "A
northerne songe of lIe awaie" (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 1969) may be a reference
to the refrain, "lIe away, lIe away, lIe away, for here's no stay," of the final stanza of
"Christmas Lamentation," A sixteenth-century date for this ballad would also suggest
an equally early origin for "A Louers desire,"
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Genteel Companion . . . for the Recorder, 1683. p. 36, entitled "Now
the Toryes the Gloryes," and in Apollo's Banquet, 5th ed., 1687, entitled
"Now the Tories, &c. or, Royal James." One other broadside printing
the music is "Justice Try[u]rnphant," 1683, beginning "Now the Traytor,
King-hater" (Clark; reprinted in I80 Loyal Songs, p. go, and in RB V,
339)·
In 1682 Thomas D'Urfey wrote "The Whigg-Feast: A Scotch Ballad
made to the Tune of a new and pleasant Scotch Dance," beginning
"WoonsJ what noo is the matter?jGud feth 'tis wondrous strange" (EM
C.38.i.25 [g], Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [16g] and Firth b.20 [g2], Harvard,
Yale; Huntington, with MS date April 24, 1682); the piece bore the title
"A Scotch Sung [sic], sung at the Artillery Feast" 1 when D'Urfey included
it with the music of "Now the Tories" in his New Collection of Songs
and Poems, 1683, p. 74 (Fig. 335). Other ballads to the tune include "The
Hunting of the Fox," 1682, beginning "Hey Jouler, Ringwood, and
Towzer" (Harvard; reprinted in I80 Loyal Songs, p. 363), and J. D.'s
"Iter Boreale, or Tyburn in Mourning For the Loss of a Saint," 1682,
beginning "Behold Great Heavens Protection" (Harvard, Huntington,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB ·V, 157).

i

. !
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:

1 A Whig feast, scheduled for April 21, 1682, at Haberdashers' and Goldsmiths' Hall,
was prohibited by order of council as seditious. The feast of the Artillery Company
was held on April 20 at Merchant-Taylors' Hall. By Luttrell's account "the entertainment was very noble"-and presumably it was here that D'Drfey sang his freshly
composed song against the Whigs. C. L. Day (The Songs of Thomas D'Urley, p. 130)
notes that D'Urfey's presence was alluded to in a newssheet of April 25 .
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Nutmegs and Ginger
This tunc is found in Cambridge University MSS Dd.3·18, fol. 33,
lute tablature (Fig. 336), and in Dd.l1.24, fol. 37, for cittern.
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• Varied repeat in original.

With some difficulty the air can be made to fit the thirteen-line stanza
of "A pleasant ballad of the mery miller's wooing of the Baker's daughter
of Manchester," beginning "The miller, in his best array,jwould needs
a wooinge ride," to the tune "Nutmegs and ginger" (SB~ p. 116). This
piece, preserved only in MS, is no later than c. 1615 and may be the ballad
registered in 1581 as "The Millers daughter of Mannchester" (Rollins,
Anal. Index~ No. 1765).
"The Miller would a wooing ride" is the tune named for singing
Thomas Deloney's "How Wat Tiler and Iacke Straw, rebelled against
king Richard the second" (Works~ ed. Mann, p. 413) and "A new ballad
°
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of the Parrator and the Divell" (SB I p. 306); but these ballads are in
octosyllabics and could therefore not be sung to the music of "Nutmegs
and ginger:'

.'

oFie.! What Mean r Foolish Matd?
r;
ii

f. :

A song beginning "Oh fyel what mean I, Foolish Maid" from John
,Crowne's The Married Beaul 1694, Act II, was reprinted as a broadside
with the title "An Excellent New Song, Called, The Private Encounter"
(Pepys, BM C.39.k.6; reprinted in OPB I p. 13); the tune is not named,
and music on the sheets is meaningless. Music is, however, to be found
on a single-sheet issue (Fig. 337), entitled "A Song in the last New Com-
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edy caU'd the Married Beau or the Curious Impertinent. Sung by Mr.
Doggett & Sett by Mr. John Eccles" (Chetham 1391). It was reprinted
with music in Eccles's A Collection of Songsl c. 1704, p. 35, and in all
editions of Pillsi 1719-1720, III, 243. The words are contained in Wits
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Cabinet, c. 17°°, p. 46, and The Compleat Academy of Complements,
1705, p. 162.
Thc tunc was introduccd into Lillo's Silvia, 1731, as "AlasI what
mcan I, foolish Maid?" and was called for in anothcr ballad opcra, The
Fox Uncas'd, 1733 (published also as The JVanton Countess, 1733), for
which no music has survivcd.

o How Happy's He
Thc music for this tune is found on a broadside "The Jovial Gallant:
Or, The perfect Pleasure of a Privatc Life," beginning "Ahl how Happy's
he,/Who's from Bus'ncss frcc" (Pcpys; rcprinted in PR VII, 165). Rollins
dates the ballad "16gS?" but sincc it includes a toast to "King Williams
good Success" it may have been writtcn carlier in his rcign. 1 A date of
c. 16go is further indicatcd by thc [act that the same music appears,
under the title "Ohl how happy's hcl" in Apollo's Banquet, Second Book,
16gl, NO.3 (Fig. 338). The first two stanzas of the ballad are rcprinted

with the musIC III Pills (1707 and succeeding editions; 171g~1720, VI,
104), "The Words by Mr. Mumford '[i.e., William Mountfort], Set by
Mr. H. Purcell," and here the toast is to "Queen Anna's good success."
An engraved single-sheet version of the ballad, probably printed in the
16gos, is among the pieces bound together as Joyful Cuckoldom, BM
C.180.a (27). A parody beginning "Aht how happy's he,/Lives from drinkRollins's suggested date may have been influenced by the absence of any reference to Mary, who died in 1694.
1
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ing free" is dirccted to thc samc music in PiLLs, 1714, V, Ig8; 1720, VI, 303.
Anothcr broadside, sung "To the Tunc of Ohl how happy's hc, &:c.," is
"Thc Jacobitc's Rccantation," beginning "Gallants far and ncar,jPray
now listen herc" (Pepys, with mcaningless music; reprintcd in PB VI, 2).
Rollins assigns a date of June, 16gl, to this ballad, which is an additional
rcason for conjccturing an earlicr datc than hc has proposcd for "Thc
Jovial Gallant."

o Love! If E'er Thou 'it Ease aHeart
Pelham Humphrey composed thc music to a stagc song bcginning
"Oh Lovel if e'rc thou'lt ease a Heart" for John Crownc's Charles tlte
Eighth, 1672, Act IV. Thc words and music appearcd in Choice Songs
and Ayres, 1673, p. Ig (Fig. 839). An expanded vcrsion appcared on a

3394B_1
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broadside without music as "The Tormented Lovers" (Lord Crawford,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 408). The tune does not seem
to have been used for other broadsides, but William Hicks's London
Drollery, 1673, pp. 4, 116, contains two poems written as "a Mock to,
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Love i( e're thoult case a heart; And to that Tunc," one beginning
"0 Bacchus i( thoult case a Soul," the other "0 ~{ars, if e'er thou'lt case
a Blade."

o Man in Desperation
An entry in the Stationers' Register, August 15, 158G, (or "A ballad
begynnynge 0 man in desperation" (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 1990)
attests to an early, though perhaps not the original, state of this lost
ballad. The tunc taking its name (rom the opening line is used for several other sixteenth-century pieces which introduce us to additional
names for the tune. On August 1, 1586, and again on the fifteenth (Anal.
Index, Nos. 1682, 778), license was granted for a ballad which in surviving seventeenth-century editions is entitled "A Rare Example of a
Vertuous Maid of [or in] Paris," beginning "It was a Ladies Daughter/
of Paris properly," to the tune of "0 man of [or in] Desparation" (Euing,
Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 35).1
Two ballads sung to "The Ladies Daughter of Paris" will be noted below.
On Dec. 6, 1586, "A belman (or England" was licensed (Anal. Index,
No. 181), a contemporary copy of which is printed in S,B, p. 36; it is
"A proper new ballad intituled:-A Bell-man for England/night and day
doth stand,jTo ringe, in all men's hearinge,/God's vengeance is at
handl' " to the tune of "0 man in desperation" and beginning "Awake!
Awake! Oh Englande!" (an early seventeenth-century edition is in Pepys
I, 54).2 This first line becomes the tune title in "The belman's good
morrow," beginning "From sluggish sleep and slumber" (SR, p. 182, before 1615; another copy, c. 1616, is preserved in EM MS Add. 15225, fol.
45 v , printed in OPB, p. 233); since this ballad was licensed Nov. 21, 1580,
it follows that the source of its tune title was in circulation before that
date, and hence that "0 man in desperation" was then known as a tune.
1 This ballad is alluded to in Beaumont's The Knight of the Burning Pestle, 161~,
V, iii, and Glapthorne's Wit in a Constable, 1640, Act II. It survives in tradition as
"The Romish Lady." For references to its widespread currency, see G. Malcolm
Laws, American Balladry from British Broadsides, 1957, Q 32.
2 A reworking of this ballad, with the same opening lines and the same tune title,
was inspired by an eclipse of the sun in 1652 and continued to be popular through
the rest of the century. Entitled "England's New Bell-Man," it is found in various
editions in Wood E.25, Wood 401, Rawlinson, Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Bagford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 467 .
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Two sixteenth-century references to the tunc arc worth mentioning. One
is in the opening scene of Peele's The Old Wives Tale~ 1595; the other
occurs in a stage direction in an unpublished Latin university play, Hispanus~ 1596, where the piper is given his choice of several tunes: "Dum
ex aedibus exeat tibicinem iterum incipe vel hominem in desperatione
vel Doctorem Faustum vel Doctorem Lopezzium vel Labandalashottum"
(Shakespeare Jahrbuch~ XXXIV [1898], 300).
Other ballads to "0 man in desperation" include: Thomas Deloney's
"A most ioyfull Songe . . . fourteen [traitors executed] ... 20 & 21 of
Sept. . . . 1586," beginning "Oh Englishmen with Romish harts, what
Deuill doth bewitch you" (London Society of Antiquaries [Lemon, Calalogue~ No. 83]; reprinted in Deloney's Works, ed. Mann, p. 460); "A . . .
trewe Ballad . . . younge man . . . wrongfully hangd at . . . Bon in
the lowe Countreyes . . . 1612 . . . ," beginning "The wondrous works
of god above" (SR, p. 159); "The confession of a prenitent Sinner," beginning "Of Adams seed, poore sinner I," with a second tune title, "Some
men for suddaine joyes doe weepe" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RR III,
168); 8 and "An excellent song made of the Successors of King Edward
the Fourth," beginning "When as the king of England died" (Richard
Johnson, Crown Garland of Golden Roses, 1659; ed. Chappell, 1845, p.
50; a contemporary text is in the Percy Folio MS [cd. Hales and Furnivall, III, 163]; eighteenth-century copies of this ballad, published by
Dicey with his usual historical introduction, are in Madden III, 729, and
Harvard).
Another ballad, beginning "Jerusalem, my happy home,/When shall I
come to thee?" brings us to music which may be that of "0 man in des8 "Some men for sudden joys do weep" takes its name from the first line of a
good-night ballad on the martyr John Careless, printed by Miles Coverdale in 1!)64
(see DEB, pp. 47ff., where it is collated with another sixteenth-century version of the
ballad). No tune name has survived but several entries in the Stationers' Register
(Anal. Index, Nos. 1302, 1303, 2456) attest its popularity well into the next century,
and "Iohn Carelesse" is named as the tune for "A declaration of the death of John
Lewes, a ... Hereticke . . . 1583" (DEB, p. 55). The first two lines of the John
Careless ballad are echoed in King Lear, I, iv, and Thomas Heywood's Rape of Lucrece
(Dramatic Works, ed.Pearson, V, 179). A further paraphrase is found in a manuscript addition to the British Museum copy of Thomas Ravenscroft's Pammelia, 16°9.
sig. AIV-A2, together with a stave of music in bass clef, which may be a harmonizing part and not the melodic line itself. The text runs:

Late as I waked out of sleepe
I harde a prety thinge
some men for suddaine ioy do weepe,
and some for sorrow singe
fa la la
See a facsimile reproduction in Peter J. Seng, "An Early Tune for the Fool's Song
in King Lear," Shakespeare Quarterly, IX (1958), 585.
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peration." The text is preserved in at least five versions, all with different
titles. One, called simply "Another on the same subiect" (in The Song
of Mary The Mother of Christ, 1601, p. 38), has no tune direction. Two
others, "The zealous Querister's songe of Yorke" (SB, p. 170, from a
manuscript copy made no later than 1615) and "The true description of
the everlasting joys of Heaven" (Rawlinson 107, an edition of c. 1670,
the second part of which is reprinted in SB), give the tune as "0 man in
desperation." A fourth, dating from c. 1616, is "A song madre] by F. B. P.
To the Tune of Diana" (BM MS Add. 152~5, fol. 36v; printed in DEB,
p. 164). The fifth, c. 1024, entitled "The Queristers song of yorke in
praise of heaven" (EM MS Add. 38599, fol. 133 v; reproduced by H. E.
Rollins, PMLA, XXXVIII [1923], 135), contains music but no tune
direction (Fig. 840). Inasmuch as two tunes are named on other copies
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Original is an octave lower and unbarred.

of this ballad, we cannot be sure whether the music is "0 man in desperation," or "Diana," or is indeed a third air. Moreover, the musical notes,
written in the old tenor clef, may represent an accompanying voice rather
than the melodic line itself.' The music is presented with these reservations; and it should be added that to speak of "0 man in desperation"
and "Diana" as equivalent is merely to say that we do not have independent tunes for each, unmistakably named; this is not to say that they
are two names for the same tune. 1I
'For a facsimile reproduction of the tune, see the frontispiece of Eleanor M.
Brougham's Corn from Olde Fie/des, 1918.
5 "Diana" is named from the opening line "Diana and her Darlings Deare" of "A
new Sonnet, shewing how the Goddesse Diana transformed Acteon into the Shape
of a Hart." This ballad was licensed as early as 1565-1566 (Anal. Index, No. 988),
and extant copies show it to have been popular for two centuries. The earliest issue
is to the tune of "Rogero" (Manchester I, 29; reprinted among the notes to A Handefull
of Pleasant Delites, ed. Rollins, p. 93); other editions are "To a new Tune" or some
variation of that ambiguous formula (Pepys, Bagford, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB II, 520). Also to the tune of "Diana" is "The Lamentable Song of
the Lord Wigmoore . . . and the fayre maid of Dunsmoore," in Richard Johnson's
Crown Garland of Golden Roses, 1612, ed. Chappell, p. 14, reprinted in RB VI, 771;
an eighteenth-century broadside issue is Lord Crawford 694. It is in quatrains of
octosyllabics, whereas the ballad of "Diana" is in ballad-meter octaves.
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At least two ballads were sung to "The Lady's daughter" or "The
Lady's daughter of Paris," which we have seen derives from a ballad to
the tunc of "0 man in desperation" and must therefore be congruent
with that tune.O Thomas Deloney's "How King Henry the first had his
children drowned," beginning "After our royall King./had foild his foes
in France" is to "the Ladies daughter" (Works, cd. Mann, p. 386; another
version is in the Percy Folio MS III, 156); "Take Time, while Time is,"
beginning "Oh stay a while you lusty Lads," is to "The Ladies Daughter
of Paris" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 559).
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o Mother! Roger
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This tunc takes its name from the opening line "Oh Motherl Roger
with his kisses/almost stops my Breath I vowl" of an anonymous song
found in The Loyal Garland, 1686; with music it appears in The Theater
of Music, Third Book, 1686, p. 25 (Fig. 341), and in all editions of Pills,
1719-1720, III, 202. The tune alone is in The Dancing Master, commencing with the 9th ed., 1695; the poem alone is reprinted in John Shirley's
The Triumph of Wit. 2d cd., 1692. The broadside version, using only
the first stanza of the song, is "Modesty Amazed . . . To an Excellent
New Tune, much in request" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Euing, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 201).
Some fifteen broadsides and garland poems were sung to the tune of
"Oh MO'therl Roger," most of them issued during the reign of James II
and devoted to amatory rather than political topics. They include "The
London Cuckold," beginning "A Trades-man hearing of the Story"
(Pepys, Bagford, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
VIII, 603) and "An Answer to the London Cuckold," beginning "I pray
now listen to my Ditty" (Pepys IV, 123, only the first stanza of which is
reprinted in RB VIII, 605). "The Cuckoldy Cook," beginning "Come
listen to this pleasant Ditty," is to the tune of "The London Cuckold;
or, Mother Roger" (Pepys V, 255).
Other ballads to the tune which have not been reprinted include: "The
Trappand Cuckold-maker," beginning "There was of late a CuckoldA tune entitled "The Ladies Daughter" is preserved in Paris Conservatoire MS
Res. 1185, No. 120, a mid-seventeenth-century keyboard setting. It fits the ballads
mentioned here. The tune had appeared earlier in Thomas Robinson's The Schoole
of Musicke, 1603, sig. M2, as "Walking in a country towne," q.v.
6
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• Original contains sign :s: erroneously ending repetition one line short of entire refrain.

maker" (BM C.22.£.6 [185], Lord Crawford 1161, Harvard); "The Westminster Madams Lamentation," beginning "The Army now returns to
London" (Pepys III, 339); "The Contention, between a Countryman & a
Citizen, for a beauteous London Lass," beginning "There is a Lass of
London City" (Pepys III, 255); and "The Old Mans Advice to Batchellors," beginning "If you would take a wife for pleasure" (Pepys IV, 104).
The tune is named for singing "A Carrol for Twelfth-Day" in A Cabinet of Choice jewels, 1688, and for "A Merry Song to be sung at Christmas" in an eighteenth-century garland Canterbury Tales [with] Witty
jests and Delightful Songs . .. by Chaucer, jun., found in vol. III of
Ritson's Penny Histories (Harvard). An earlier edition is among Pepys's
Penny Merriments, vol. II, along with The Country Garland, 1687, which
contains a song "True Love in its Purity" to the tune "Tell me Mother"
(named from the burden of the original "Oh Mother! Roger" .song).
"0 Mother, Roger" was introduced into two ballad operas, Phillips's
The Mock Lawyer, 1733, and Drury's The Rival Milliners, 1737. The former contains partial music at the end of the volume, but this tune is
not one of those represented.
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o Raree Show
A song which begins with the refrain "0 raree show, 0 brave show"
was introduced into Peter Motteux's interlude, Europe's Revels for the
Peace, 1697, with music by John Eccles. In the following year it was
printed along with other music by Eccles for the entertainment (Fig.
342), and it is found in all editions of Pills} 1719-1720, III, 312; the words
alone are in The Compleat Academy of Complements} 1705, p. 153. Motteux's refrain seems to be echoed in a poem written by Ned Ward and
issued in 1698: "0 Raree-Show, 0 Pretty-Show: Or, The City Feast," beginning "On a Day of great Triumph, when Lord of the City" (Lord
Crawford 968, Chetham, Harvard, Clark, Columbia). Although the poem
has no refrain and makes no pretense of being a street song, it nevertheless seems to be modeled on Motteux's rather rough anapestic tetrameter
couplets.
A parody called "0 Raree Show, 0 Pritee Show. Will you see my Fine
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Show," beginning "Here be De ver pritte Show, just come from Parry,"
is found on a broadside of about 1712 (BM Luttrell II, 155, Huntington,
Roxburghe) and in several contemporary songsters, including Political
Merriment, 1714, Part II, p. 17, which adds a second part. Ebsworth
printed both parts from this source in RB VIII, 235. Another "Second
Part," beginning "All loyal Men, come zee my vine rary Show," is in
A Collection of State Songs, 1716, p. 151 (reprinted in RB VIII, 830).
"The Raree Show Ballad, or the English Missisippi" is a parody of c.
1720, which uses Motteux's refrain beginning "0 Raree Show, 0 bravee
Show, 0 pritee Show" to satirize the spectacle of a nation victimized by
the Mississippi Bubble. A single-sheet issue of this ballad (Fig. 343) employs the first, third, and fourth strains of Eccles's music (BM G.305 [212],
Huntington, Harvard). This abbreviated form of the tune appears in two
ballad operas: Ralph's The Fashionable Lady, 1730 ("0 raree Show,
o bravee Show"), and Kelly's The Plot, 1735 ("0 rare Show"). The tune
is loosely adapted to another "0 Raree Show" sung in the TheoboldGalliard pantomime, The Rape of Proserpine, c. 1725 (single-sheet issues
in BM G.306 [10], Harvard).
Eccles's four-strain song structure is all refrain excep~ for the third
section which incorporates the stanza, a series of intoned lines made distinctive by an octave drop at the end of each line. Music provides for a
couplet, but the chant can easily be extended to accommodate the broadside quatrains of the 1712 parody.
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OfAll the Simple Things We Do
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"The Mouse-Trap. Made to a comical new Tune in the Country
Wake," beginning "Of all the simple Things we do,/To rub over a
whimsical Life," was printed anonymously in The Merry Musician, 1716,
I, 216 (Fig. 344). It was reprinted in Pills, 1719-1720, I, 249, among the
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songs whose words were written by Thomas D'Urfey. No music was
printed with Thomas Doggett's The Country-Wake, 1696, but the play
introduces a country dance which is broken up by Old Hob. The tune
printed in volume II of The Dancing Master, 3d ed., 1718,255, is called
"Old Hob: Or, the Mouse Trap." D'Urfey's text appears with music on
several single-sheet issues, with title substantially as in The Merry Musician (BM H.1601 [326], Harvard, Huntington); it is reprinted as "Marriage" in Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, V, 108, and is found
without music in such poetical miscellanies as The Hive, 3d ed., 17 26 ,
I, 193.
A broadside of c. 1730 in the National Library of Scotland (Rosebery
III.C.3 6 [122]) is a parody: "The Rake in Fetters: or, the Marriage Mouse
Trap," beginning "Of all the simple Things I know"; the ballad contains
neither tune direction nor music. Another parody is found in Mughouse
Diversion, 1717, p. 24: "Tories greater Knaves than Fools," beginning
"Of all the Fools that e'er was known," to the tune "Of all the simple
Things we do." The music is printed without identification on a singlesheet song of c. 1720 entitled "The Constant Lovers. The Words by Mr.
A. Bradley," beginning "As Strephon Wander'd 'midst the Dales" (BM
H.1601 [8], Harvard, Huntington).
The tune was introduced into at least seven ballad operas, including
the following which printed the music: Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728;
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Odell's The Patrorz, 1729; Chetwood's The Generous FrCC-JUasorz, 173 1 ;
and Fielding's An Old Man taught IVisdom, 1735. In J'am:lia, 1732, the
tunc name "Of all the foolish Things we do" may be a reference to the
same air.

0/ Noble Race Was Shinkin
This tunc takes its name from the opening line of a song Thomas
l)'Urfey wrote for his play The Richmond Heiress, I u93. Act IV. It
was evidently sung to the accompaniment of a Welsh harp. for which
an antiphonal phrase is included in the music. The song is found in
Thesaurus Musicus, First Book, J693, p. 20 (Fig. 345), and in all edi-
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tions of Pills, 1719-1720, II, 172. Several single-sheet issues with
the music are found, the usual title being "A Song in the Play called the
Richmond Heiress" (BM 1-1.1601 [330], Harvard, Yale, Huntington). A
manuscript version of D'Urfey's text is preserved in BM MS Harl. 2 12 7,
fo1. 40.1 The tune alone appears in The Dancing Master, commencing
with the ninth edition, 1695.
D'Urfey used the air also for "The Authentick Letter of Marshal de
Bouffiers . . . on the late unfortunate... Battel . . . near Mons
[Oct., 1709] . . . done into Metre, in broken English. Set to a famous
Tune on the Welch Harp," beginning "Me send you, Sir, one Letter."
For other appearances of the verses, see C. L. Day, The Songs of Thomas D'Urley,
1933. pp. 150- 15 1 •
1
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This appeared as a single-sheet song (Chetham 1522) and was reprimed
in The A1eny Musiciall, 171fi, I, 49, and in Pills II, 140. A ballad on
the 'Velsh, c. 1715, names the tunc and takes account of the musical
interludes within stanzas: "A Song to the Old Britons, on St. Tafry's
Day," beginning "How arc the Mighty fallen'" (Huntington, Clark).
Another cOlllemporary slip-song parody is "An Excellent new Ballad,"
beginning "Of doubtful Race was Georgy," a 1acobite piece (Huntington); others are found in Mughouse Diversioll, 17'7, p. 15; 5th ed., 1719.
pp. 3 1, 32. The first anniversary of the defeat of the Excise Bill was celebrated with a ballad to the tune: "The Mayor and the Mob," beginning
" 'Twas in the town of London" (BM 187G.[ 1 [125]; reprinted in A New
Miscellany for 1734).
A song beginning" 'Twas in the Land of Cyder," which has its own
tunc, "All in . . . ," q.v., is printed with the music of "Of noble race was
Shinkin" in a single-sheet edition (BM G.30!) [Ill], c. (725) and in
Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, III, 17. Several songstel-s withollt
music nallle this tunc for the song: Tlte Vocal NI iscellany, 1734, p. 20;
The Musical Corn/lauion, 1741, p. 245; and The Merry ComlJanioll, 2d
cd., 1742, p. 284. Conversely, "Of noble race was Shinkin" was directed
to be sung to " 'Twas in the land of Cyder" in A Complete Collection of
. . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, IV, fi 1.
The air "Of a noble [or royal] race was Shenkin" was introduced into
a dozen ballad operas, from Gay's Tlte Beggar's 0tJcm, 1728, to Court
and Country, 1713; but only Gay's work reprints the music.

I

The Old Mans Wish

,, ,
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i

"The Old Man's Wish" was written by Dr. Walter Pope, astronomer,
and author of "The Catholic Ballad" and other works. A broadside edition, beginning "If I live to grow old, (for I find I go down,)" and containing the music (Fig. 346), has a MS date of 13 Sept. 1684 (Clark; a variant issue in Harvard). The song made its appearance in a number of
places in 1685, and imitations are numerous enough to attest its popularity. It is found in The Theater of Music, First Book; p. 50, with music
attributed to Dr. John Blow. The verses alone are in A Collection of
Twenty Four Songs, sig. C3. Words and music are also in Two New
Songs, p. 3, and 180 Loyal Songs, p. 234. In 1686 the song was reprinted
in The Second Book of the Pleasant Musical Companion, 2d ed., Part II,
NO.4. A number of single-sheet editions with music suggest its continued
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popularity well into the eighteenth century (BM H.1601 [239], BM
G.3 16.e [30], Huntington, Harvard, several issues). It was reprinted with
music in all editions of Pills} 1719-1720, III, 16; in The Convivial Songster} c. 1782, p. 335; in Ritson's English Songs} 1783, and (words only)
in The Muses Delight} 1754, p. 316. Music alone arranged for keyboard,
c. 1700, is in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186 bis, Part I, p. 26. Several
broadside editions of the poem without music but with the direction "To
a Pleasant New Play-house Tune" were issued under the title "The Old
Mans Wish" (Pepys, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 507); an
edition entitled "Dr. Pope's Wish" appeared in 1693, "The only Correct
and Finish'd Copy: never before Printed" (Wood 417 [183]); and a
pamphlet issue of 1697 in twenty stanzas is entitled simply "The Wish."
Perhaps the earliest imitation of Pope's song is S. P.'s broadside "A
New Song: or, The Old Womans Wish," 1684, which begins "Since
Beauty now fails/And I find I decay," and calls for the tune of "The
• 543 •
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Old Mans Wish" (Harvard, Huntington, Clark). This parody is vaguely
similar in detail to two other pieces entitled "The Old Womans Wish,"
both found in 180 Loyal Songs, 1685, pp. 235, 236, and both reprinted in
Pills III, 19, 18: one, parodying Dr. Pope's poem almost line by linc,
begins "If I live to be old, which I never will own"; the other begins
"When my hairs they grow hoary, & my checks they look pale." 1 A
third piece to the tune in 180 Loyal Songs, p. 237, is a political parody,
"Jack Presbyters Wish," beginning "If thc \Vhigs shall get up, and thc
Torys go down" (reprintcd in RB IV, 648, without indication of source).
In 1685 at least three other parodies were set to the tune. They include
"The Young Bastards Wish, A Song To the Tune of the Old Mans Wish,"
beginning "If I live to be King, as the world knows I hope," a ballad on
Monmouth (Lord Crawford 628, Harvard), and two associated pieccs
published by George Croom: "The Vertuous Young Maids Wish," beginning "I am a Young Maid,/And Daily am Taught" (Lord Crawford 560),
and "The Vicious Young-Man's Wish," beginning ''I'm a Lusty YoungMan,/And I'm vext with a Sprite," the latter to the tunc of "The Old
Womans Wish" (Clark). Still another parody is "The Pope's Wish," bcginning "If I wear out of date, as I find I fall down," in The Muses Far(~
wei to Popery and Slavery, 1689, p. 45, partially reprinted in RB IV, 3 13.
And one which does not accept advanced years with the philosophical
resignation of the original is "A New Song, Call'd, The Old Mans Wish:
or his desire, for the Ladies sake, To be Young again," 1691, bcginning
"If I was young, as now I am old" (Pepys V, 186).
Others to the tune include: "An Answer to the Old Man's Wish:
Containing the Young Lasses Longing to be Marry'd . . . to an Old
Man rather than fail," beginning "a that I was now a Marry'd Wifc"
(Pepys V, 187); "The Taylor's Lamentation," beginning "I am a Taylor
now in Distress" (Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 474);
"An Excellent New Song Call'd The Quakers Lamentation," 1692, beginning "Dear friends behold a Brother most sad" (Pepys V, 409); and
"The Baker's Lamentation," beginning "Ah how I sighl and how I
moan" (Pepys V, 394).
The tune was introduced into two ballad operas of 17 2 9: Odell's The
Patron and Johnson's The Village Opera, with an altered and somewhat
simplified second strain. In the latter the tune is called "If I live to grow
ald."
1 This song appears as "The Matron's Wish" in Alexander Smith's The Musical
Miscellany, 1786, p. 102, set to a somewhat more florid eighteenth-century tune;
the same music serves also for "The Old Man's Wish," which follows it.
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Old Simon the King
The early fonn of this tune is found as "Simon the King" in Mllsicks
Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 1652, p. 80 (Fig. 347). A closely related, but
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Original is barred in 3/4.

nonetheless different, form is in The Dancing Master, commencing with
the Supplement to the sixth edition, 1679; the tune is transferred to the
body of the collection in the seventh edition, 1686. Elaborate variations
are found in Humphry Salter's Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder,
1683, p. 38, and The Division-Violin, 1685, NO.4. The tune is set as a
keyboard lesson in The Second Part of Musick's Hand-maid, 1689, and
in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186 bis, Part I, p. 23. A setting for
violin is in Apollo's Banquet, 5th ed., 1687. The tune is called "Simon
the King," more commonly "Old Simon the King."
Music (Fig. 348) is contained on a broadside of 1683: "The Whigs

348:n=~
•

J
• G in original.
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laid open, or, An Honest Ballad of these sad Times," beginning "Now
the Plotters & Plots are confounded," to "a Mery Tune, called Old
Symon the King" (Harvard). The tune is also printed in 180 Loyal
Songs, 1685, p. 149, and four times in Pills, 1719-1720: II, 51, III, 143,
IV, 47, and VI, 31.
Broadsides sung to the tune were registered as early as 1630, but the
original ballad of "Old Simon the King" was probably known to Elizabethans, for The Famous Historie of Fryer Bacon (1629, sig. F3 V ) contains a quatrain paraphrasing the ballad, and the earliest editions of
this chapbook, now lost, probably antedated Robert Greene's writing of
Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, c. 1591-1592.1 The Percy Folio MS (ed.
Hales and Furnivall, IV, 124) preserves a version of the ballad transcribed
in the first half of the seventeenth century and beginning "In: an humor
I was of late,las many good fellowes bee." No primed broadside texts are
extant, but the piece is found in Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682, p. 46, and,
with the first strain of the music, in Pills III, 143. The absence of the
second half of the tune is conspicuous here, for the ballad is in twelveline stanzas (each strain will accommodate only a quatrain), and the appended tag "Says Old Simon the King" is probably meant to stand for
the usual quatrain refrain. This offers a problem, too, for it usually takes
the following form (as found in several later ballads):
Says Old Simon the King,
says Old Simon the King,
With his thread-bare Cloaths, and his Mamsey Nose,
sing hey ding, ding, a ding ding. 2
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The hypermetrical third line is out of step with the 914 rhythm of the
music, and suggests either that we have lost an important section of the
tune or that the third bar of the refrain requires an added beat to
1

Compare the chapbook quatrain:
Lawyers they are sicke,
And Fryers are ill at ease;
But poore men they are drunke.
And all is one disease.

with lines

9-12

of the Percy Folio ballad text:
mine ostes was sicke of the mumpes,
her mayd was ffisle att ease,
mine host lay drunke in his dumpes;
"they all had but one disease:'

2 In the Percy Folio MS the refrain runs on beyond the quatrain with further
repetitions of the "hey ding" formula, but the precise wording is obscured by the
scribe's "&c:' and by mutilation of the manuscript. The third line reads: "with his
ale-dropt hose, & his malmesy nose:'
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accommodatc thc four acccnts of thc linc. This lattcr possibility secms
thc more likely whcn wc rcalizc that thc tunc is somctimcs barrcd in
3/1 timc, somctimcs in G/'l, as if the strong triple movcmcnt implicit
in 9/1 wcrc not always felt in thc scvcntccnth ccnlllry. It is singular,
howc\'cr, that no vcrsion of the tunc cxhibits the mctrical irrcgularity
Heedcd to fit thc rcfrain.
Thc original ballad is parodied in "The Brccch \Vash'd By a Friend
to thc Rump," a broadsidc of carly 1660 beginning "In an humor of
late I was/Yclepcd a dolcfull dump" (BM C.20.f.2 [35]. \\Tood 4 16 [33],
Bagford III, 1 I, BM Thomason, BM Luttrcll II, 185, all without tunc
dircction; reprintcd in Ratts Rhimed to Death, 1660, The Rump, 1660
[with tune dircction "Old Simon the King"], Rump, 1662, [.oyal Songs,
1731, and Wright, Political Ballads, 1841, p. 198).
Perhaps the earliest ballad naming the tunc is onc liccnsed in 1630:
"Ragged, and Torne, and True. Or, the poorc mans Rcsol[u]tion, To
the tune of Old Simon thc King," bcginning "I am a poor man, God
knows" (Roxburghe; rcprintcd in RB II, 409); 8 from its titlc comes
thc most widespread of the sevcral othcr names given to thc tune. Among
thc ballads sung to "Raggcd and torn and truc" or "Raggcd and torn"
are two by Martin Parkcr, rcg"istcred in 1632 and 1634 rcspcctivcly:
"Knauery in all Trades," bcginning "As I was walking of late,/within
thc fields so fairc" (Pcpys; reprintcd in PC, p. 410), and "A Mcsse of
good Fellows," beginning "Well mct my iouiall bladcs" (Roxburghe;
rcprinted in RB II, 143). Also to thc tunc are "The Souldiers delight in
the North," c. 1640, beginning "Cvdic and Pcggic together/Did meet in
an evening late," to "The Northcrnc Diddle, or Raged and tornc" (Manchester 11,32; d. RB VIII, xxxiii""""·); 4 "The good Fellowes Complaint,"
beginning "[C]ome hither my jovall Blades" (Manchester; reprinted in
CP, p. 209). A ballad by C. H., written about 1659-1660, has a verse title
referring to Charles II:
A Merry new song wherein you may view
The drinking Healths of a Ioviall Crew,
To 'thappie Return of the Figure of Two.
The tune is, Ragged and torn and true.

It begins "I have beene a Traveller long" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 324). Several later ballads sung to "Ragged
and torn" are in RBI vols. IV, VII, VIII.
8 A reworking of the ballad is "An Item for honest men," signed S[amuel?] S[mithson?], beginning "0 what a mad world is this," to the tune "Ragged and Tome,"
printed at the end of a pamphlet The Man in the Moone, 16574 "The Northern Diddle" is a tune name inspired by phraseology within the ballad;
if it designated a new tune, none under that name has survived.
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Martin Parker's "\Vcll mct Ncighbour," bcginning "\\'hithcr away
good Neighbour," to thc tunc of "Raggcd and Tomc" (Euing, Rox.
burghc; rcprinted in RB III, 98) has a burdcn "OIl! such a rogue would
bc hang'd" which bccomcs anodicr nalllc for thc llInc. Parker himself
citcd it as "0 such a Roguc" for singing- his "I (;\\-c :ttllong you good
\Vomcn," bcginning "God morrow old fathcr Starkct" (Roxbmghc;
rcprintcd in RB I, 435), and it is "Such a Rougc would bc hang'd" ill
Richard Climsell's "Joy and sorrow mixt togcthcr," bcginning "Hang
sorrow, lct's cast away carc" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RlJ I, 509); bOlh
arc apparcntly products of thc 1630s.
A song printcd with thc tune of "Old Simon thc King" ill Pills IV,
47, is "The Reformed Drinker," which has thc burden "And nc'er be
Drunk again" (reprinted in A Complete Collection of . . . English and
Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, III, 173, in Ritson's English Songs, 1683, with
the music, and in RB VI, 317). If we knew that it had becn in circulation
early in the scventeenth ccntury, we might morc confidcntly point to it
as the source for "lIe nere be drunke a~ainc," thc tunc namcd by Martin
Parker for singing his "Times Alteration," bcginning "\rVhcn this Old
Cap was ncw" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RlJ II, 582; ~ Ritson rcprinted the ballad in his English Songs, without thc music but with thc
tune direction as in Parker's ballad). "When this Old Cap was new" is
cited as a tune title in the following: "The praise of St. Davids day,"
bcginning "Who list to read the deeds/By valiant ,,yelshmcll dOllc"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 329); in "The Praise of our Country
Barly-Brake," beginning "Both yang men, maids, and lads" (Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB II, 386); and in "The English Seamans Resolution," bcginning "I am an undaunted Seaman" (Euing lOG), which has an additional tune title "I pre thee, Love, turn to me," [or which see "My lodging
is on the cold ground."
"A True Character of Sundry Trades and Callings," beginning "Now
Gentlemen sit you all merry," to the tune of "Old Simon the King" (BM
C.22.f.6, Euing, Douce, Harvard, Bagford; reprinted in Pills IV, 49,
and in RB VII, 17; a later edition in Roxburghe III, 592), gives rise to
the second tune name in "The Naked-Truth; Or, A New Song without
a Lyc," beginning "Tho' Trading we find in the City," to the tune of
"Old Simon the King: Or, The Character of sundry Trades and Callings"
(Euing, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 19)It may also be the source of yet another tune name, "All Trades," found
on several ballads which contain the four-line refrain pattern. a Typical
A copy of the ballad in BM MS Add. 38599, fol. 143, differing little from the
printed version, is probably to be dated c. 1624. See PMLA, XXXVIII (1923). 1346 "A True Character of Sundry Trades" also uses the refrain with its long third
line and so seems a likelier source of the tune name "All Trades" than does Parker's
earlier "Knauery in all Trades," which contains no hypermetrical line. See RB IV, 65ff.
II
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of these is "The Doting Old Dad," beginning "There was a young Damsel
of late" (Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB IV, 412); others are in RB IV, 66, 70.
"Grist ground at Last," beginning "Give ear a while to my Ditty,/
all you that intend to be merry," is a late seventeenth-century ballad containing the "Old Simon" refrain and evidently intended to be sung to
that tune; the tune direction, "Give ear a while, &c. or, Winchester
Wedding" (Lord Crawford, BM C.22.f.6, Harvard, Yale, Pepys; reprinted
in RB VIII, (22), gives us a satisfactory alternate tune in "Winchester
\Vedding" (for which see "The King's Jig"), whereas the first tune named
from the opening of the ballad mayor may not refer to an independent
melody.
"Old Simon the King" continued to be popular under its own name,
despite the array of other names generated within balladry. Among later
broadsides citing the original name of the tune may be mentioned "A
General sale of Rebellious Houshold-stuff," beginning "Rebellion hath
broken up House"; this was issued several times during the 1680s,7 but
its subject matter is drawn from the late years of the Commonwealth,
when the ballad was probably originally written. It seems to have been
allegorically useful to a later generation without any reworking of its
contentS, and we find it drawn upon again in the reign of Queen Anne,
with the issuance of "An Excellent Old Ballad, made at the Restauration
of K. Charles II, with a Second Part to the same Tune by a Modern
Hand" (BM 1876.f.1 [55], dated 17 11 ; another issue, ~M 1850.C.l0 [33],
dated 1712). In all its states the ballad makes use of the "Simon" refrain, which in the last version begins "Says Old Simon the King,/And
Young Simon the King' . . ." An obvious parody in The Muses Farewel
to Popery and Slavery, 1689, Supplement, p. 38, is "A Sale of old State
Houshold-Stuff," beginning "The Government being resolv'd," with a
refrain:
Quoth J -- my the Bigotted K - -Quoth J -- my the Politick thing,
With a thred-bare Oath,
And a Catholick Troth,
That never was worth a farthing.
1 A 1682 edition is preserved in Bodleian Ashmole G.16 (195), BM 839.m.22 (16),
Huntington, Harvard; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, p. 149 (with music). and in Percy's
Reliques. A 1685 text is in Library of Congress Broadside Portfolio 265 (20); the
same issue may be represented by Wood 417 (154), whose indistinct date has been
altered in MS to 1688 and its old-style equivalent, 1687, added. Still another issue,
with the old title preceded by a new one, "Rebellion given over House-keeping," is
in Pepys and Wood .E.25' reprinted in PB IV, 4; its imprint, which includes the
initials of Mary Coles (who succeeded her husband briefly after his death in 1680),
suggests the early 16808 rather than the 1688 assigned by Professor Rollins.
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And the appeal of the title is echoed in a ballad of 1689, "The Jesuites
Market, Or, A General Sale of Popish Relicks," beginning "Last Sunday
I met by chance" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, (28), also sung to "Old
Simon the King."
"Newmarket; a Song sung to the King there," beginning "The Golden
Age is come," was written by Thomas D'Urfey to the tunc; it appeared
in his Several New Songs, 1684, p. 6, with the music, and in the same year
broadside issues were published, called "The New-market Song" (BM
1871.e.9 [75], Bodleian Ashmole G.15 [152], Harvard, Clark, the latter
with MS date 16 Jan. 1684/3). The text alone was reprinted in ISo
Loyal Songs and in RB V, 144. The musical score in Pills II, 51, is suf·
ficient for singing six of D'Urfey's quatrains, while the Clark sheet con·
tains a complete melodic line for the twenty interlined stanzas, wrongly
barred in 6/4 time and with elaborations more suited to instrument than
voice.
The following ballads sung to "Old Simon the King" have apparently
not been reprinted: "A New Wedding: or, The Marriage of Jenny, and
Tommy," beginning "Jenny is a pretty young Lass" (Rawlinson 79); "A
New Miracle or Dr. Nomans safe Return From the Grand Turks Court
at Constantinople," beginning "All you that have formerly seen me"
(Wood 417 [136], Wood 276b [82]; Clark, with MS date 16 Jan 1684/3);
"The Lusty Friar of Dublin," beginning "There was an old Fryar of
late" (Pepys III, 43); and a "Song" beginning "This making of Bastards
great/And Dutchessing every Whore," found in BM MS Hart. 7319, p.
308 .
The eighteenth-century popularity of "Old Simon the King" can
be traced in an occasional ballad using the tune, such as "Whiggism laid
Open," beginning "Now the Whigs and their Friends are confounded,"
written c. 1710 after the trial of Dr. Sacheverell (BM 1876.£.1 [53]), or in
songs found in such topical miscellanies as A Pill to Purge State-Melancholy, 1715 ("Let's sing in the praise of French Wine," p. 151), and
Political Merriment ("The Political Glass-Shop, Set up in Dublin,"
Part IV, 1715, 59). An old tale of the dyer who surprises his wife with a
priest and dips him in a vat of green is told in "The Dyer of Roan
[i.e., Rouen]," beginning "In good King Lewis's Land,/In a city of high
degree," found in The Hive, 1725, III, 121, and with the music in Watts's
Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, III, 60. Allan Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany, 1733, II, 172, and A Complete Collection of . . . English and
Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, II, 91, print a song beginning "Come here's to
the nymph that I love" to the tune of "Auld Sir Symon the King."
Seven ballad operas call for the tune. In Gay's The Beggar's Opera it is
"To old Sir Simon the King," and in Ryan's The Cobler's Opera, 1729,
it is "And never be drunk again." It is "Old [or Auld] Sir Simon the
• 550 •

King" in the other five, which do not print the music. Joseph Reed's
comic opera Tom Jones, 1769, Act II, introduced the tune-and most
appropriately, since in Fielding's novel it was one of Squire Western's
favorites.

The Old Wife She Sent
to the Mtl/er Her Daughter
For the third part of his Don Quixote, 1696, III, ii, Thomas D'Urfey
wrote a song "Sung by Mary t ' Buxom att her Wedding," beginning
"The old wife she sent to the Miller her Daughter." It was printed in
the New Songs to the play, 16g6, fol. 10 (Fig. 349), and in all editions of

.

•

~.;m
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• Missing; emendation supplied from song sheet.

Pills, 1719-1720, I, 185. Single-sheet issues with the music bore the title
"The lolly Miller" (BM H.1601 [434], Harvard), used also in Pills. This
spirited song, full of good-natured double-entendre, concludes with a
~variable) refrain:
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And alI the Day long,
This, this was her Song,
Was ever Maiden so lericompoop'd.

\
i
I

A broadside without music, entitled "The Lusty Miller's Recreation
To a pleasant New Tunc," and beginning "The Good-\Vife her
Daughter did send to the Miller," tells the same story of the miller
and the three daughters whom he "lcricompoop'd" in turn, but its final
refrain line is softened to "Ayl marry Sir, there's a brave Miller indeed."
The surviving copies, all. published by Philip Brooksby (Lord Crawford,
Euing, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 618), were probably
issued after the play and are not to be considered the source of are·
cooking by D'Urfey.l
The tune was used for such political ballads as "A Halter for Rebels, or
the Jacobites Downfall," beginning "A Junto of Knaves met at Paris
together," found in A Collection of State Songs, 1716, p. 40 (reprinted
in RB VIII, 825), with the refrain:
And all the Day long
This, this was their Song,
Dear Jemmy, dear Jemmy, depend on't, thou shalt be a King.

This is itself a parody of "A New Ballad, To a new Tune," beginning
"A Junto of Statesmen were late met together," in Political Merriment,
1714, p. 25 (reprinted in RB VIII, 824, with title and tune name supplied
. from an unspecified source).
The tune was used in six ballad operas, including Odell's The Patron,
1729, and Drury's The Devil of a Duke, 1732, in which the music is
printed.
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An Old Woman Poor and Blind
This tune takes its name from a ballad beginning "As I walk'd by an
Hospital,jI heard an old Woman cry," with a refrain:
And grant to me those Joys,
That belong to Woman-kind,
"Maids, wives & widdows take heed of the miller's tole dish" (Rollins, Anal. Index,
No. 1636) was licensed March 12, 1656; though it may have been on the same subject,
I doubt that the Brooksby broadside is a later issue of this.
1
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And the Fates above reward your Love,
To an old Woman Poor and Blind.

Two quite dissimilar tunes appear with copies of this text: one is on
a broadside of 1685 entitled "A Song" (Bodleian Ashmole G.15 [17 2 ],
Clark) and is found nowhere else (Fig. 350). In its final cadence and
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its makeup of seven-measure phrases it seems old, but its rhythms are
those of the late seventeenth-century composer. The other tune is found
with the ballad, called "The Old Woman's Wish," in Pills? 1719-1720,
V, 29 (Fig. 351); its earliest appearance was in the 1707 edition of that
collection. Although later in point of time, it has a popular dance-tune
cast which suggests that it had not been recently composed; in any case,
it became the one known to the eighteenth century. It appears, though
without title, twice again in Pills: with "The Crafty Cracks of East-SmithField," beginning "You Master Colours [i.e., Colliers] pray draw near,"
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V, 22, and with "The Second Part of the Trader's Medly: Or, The Cries of
London," beginning "Come buy my Greens and Flowers fine," VI, 124.1'
Two ballad operas using the tune make its identification unmistakable.
Johnson's The Village Opera, 1729, reprints the air substantially as in
Pills, calling it "An Old Woman Lame and Blind," and Ralph's The
Fashionable Lady, 1730, Air 2, in a major key (Fig. 352), is called "An
old Woman poor and blind."
Several early eighteenth-century broadsides are sung to the tune: "The
Toothless Bride," 1705, beginning "You wanton Wives, that are grown
Old" (Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 25); "The Debtford Plumb Cake," beginning "Come all you sweet lips, round me stand" (Bagford; reprinted
in BB I, 71); "The Wedding Song of Gibbie and Marjorie; who were
married in Edinburgh . . . 13th of June 1716; their Ages One Hundred
and Sixty Years," beginning "Come all good People, give an Ear" (National Lib. of Scotland Ry III.C.36 [106]); and "A Dialogue between
Jack and his Mother," c. 1720, beginning "Jack met his mother all alone"
(Roxburghe III, 499, partially reprinted in Chappell, PMOT II, 552).
Also to the tune is a song "On Prince Eugene's routing the Turks,'"
beginning "Here's a Health to the Great Eugene," concerning the Aus1 "The Traders Medly: or the Crys of London" is found in The Midship·Man'.s
Garland, c. 1694, p. 4, to the tune of "When Cold Winter storms are past" (reprinted
in BB I, 115, and A Century of Ballads, ed. John Ashton, 1887, p. 71). A ballad with
that beginning, bearing the title "The Scotch Lass Deceiv'd By her Bonny Lad
Jockey. To a New Scotch Tune of Mr. Farmers" is found in Pepys V, 268, with the
music (another copy, with meaningless music, is in BM C.39.k.6; reprinted in OPB,
p. 7). Farmer's bravura tune can be fitted to "The Traders Medly" with some difficulty; but its existence establishes the fact, Ebsworth to the contrary notwithstanding. that "When cold winter storms are past" is not another name for the tune "An
old woman poor and blind."
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Transposed from key of C.

trian campaigns against the Turks, 1715-1718 (A Collection of State
Songs) 1716. p. 146).

On the Bank of a Brook
This tune is named from the opening line "On the Bank of a Brook.
as I sate fishing" of an anonymous song which in 1671 appeared without
music in A New Academy of Complements and Westminster Drollery.
With musical setting by John Banister it was included in Choice Songs
and Ayres} 1673, p. 42 (Fig. 353). During the 1670S an expanded broadside version appeared under the title "The Happy Lovers Pastime,"
without music but with tune direction "On the Bank of a Brook" (Pepys
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IV, 4, BM C.22.f.6 [121], Rawlinson 213; the first three stanzas are
reprinted in RB VIII, xcv·· .).
'
At least one other' broadside was sung to the tunc: "A strange Encounter of two Lovers," beginning "Down in a Cypress Grove as I was
lying" (Wood E.25 [147], Douce 11, 211). A slightly indecent parody of
the original song, to be sung "to that Tune," is in Moch Songs, 1675, p. 4.

Once I Loved a·Matden Fair
This tune, called "Maiden fair" or "Once I loved a maiden fair," is
found in the first ten editions of .Tfl,e,Dancing Master, 1651-1698 (1651,
p. 47 =Fig. 354), in A Booke of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gittern,
. 1652, in Playford's Brief Introduction to the Skill of Music, 1660 and suc-

354~
Original is unbarred.

ceeding editions, in Musick's Delight on the Cithren, 1666, in Thomas
Greeting's Pleasant Companion . . . for the Flagelet, 1673, in Youth's
Delight on the Flagelet, 9th ed., c. 1690, and in Apollo'S Banquet, 1670,
et seq.
The tune takes its name from the opening line of a ballad licensed in
1629: "The Reuolted Louer . . . To a pleasant new tune" (Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB II, 404). Patrick Cary, whose manuscript verse is dated
1651, wrote a song to the tune, beginning "Fayre-onel if thus kind you
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be,/Yett intend a slaughter" (Trivial Pocms, cd. Scott, 1820, p. 3). In
the comedy The London Charllicleers, 1659, Scene Ill, Ditty sings a
ballad parodying "The Rellolted Louer." In D'Urfey's The Fool Tum'd
Criticll, 1678, IV, ii, "Maiden fair" is named as a fine old tunc, as contrasted with the "Iowsy lamelltablc" airs in current vogue.
Aston's Thc Fool's OjJC1"a, c. 1730, is thc one ballad opera calling for
the tunc, but the printed copy contains no music.

One Night When Al/ the Village
Slep~

or Martel/us

This tune takes its names from a song by ·Sir Carr Scrope introduced
into Nathaniel Lee's tragedy, Mithridates, King of Pontus, 1678, IV, i.
A wretched contemporary setting by Louis Grabu was· published in
Choice Ayres and Songs, Third Book, 1681, p~ 1 (Fig. 355). An ornate
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but very singable air is provided for the text in \Vaus's Musical At iscellany, 1729-1731, II, 42 (Fig. 356), and in The Aferry Musiciall, c
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1731, III, d:iG. Still another tune, entitled "One Night, when all the
Village slept," is fouild in Lillo's ballad opera Silvia, 1731, Air 49 (Fig.
357). Yet a fourth, by James Oswald, was printed in Gentleman's Maga.

zine, XXV (Aug., 1755), 371, and reprinted in Ritson's English Songs.,
1783, I, 6g; a fifth is found in Edward Miller's A Collection of New
English Songs, c. 1755, No. 3. 1 We are concerned here only with the
1 The words of Scrope's song may be found also in Tixall Poetry, ed. Arthur
Clifford, 1813. p. 185. from a late seventeenth-century MS; and in The Hive, 3d ed.,
1727, II, 138.
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first three wnes, of whidl the first is scarcely singable and the origins
of the second and third are unknown. The second is in (j /8 time and
the ballad-opera tune is in common time, but there are a few points
of similarity to suggest that both may derive from a melody now lost
to us.
Two broadside amplifications of Scrope's text have been preserved:
one entitled "The Mournful Lovers Last Farewel. Or, Manellus and
Selindra's fates," to the tune of "One night when all the Village slept,
Or, Young Ph<con" (Douce II, 157 V), and "The Dying Lovers last Farwel:
Or, the Tragical downfal of Martellus and Arminda," to the tunc of
"Stone walls cannot a Prison make. Or, Young Pheon" (Pepys III, 8,
Lord Crawford 986, 987; reprinted in A Collection of Old Ballads, 17231725, III, 211).2
Two ballads which can be sung to "Marcellus" name it as one of
the suitable tunes: "Advice to Batchelors, or, The Married Mans Lamentation," beginning "You Batchelors that single arc," to the tune of "Hey
boys up go we; busie fame; Martellus; Or, Jenny Gin" (Pepys, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 376), and "The Unhappy Marriage, or,
A Warning to Covetous Parents," beginning "Jenny she was a Wanton
Girl," to the tune of "Jenny was a Wanton Lass; Or, Martellus" (Wood
E.25 [76]). The "Jenny" wne title seems to be internally inspired and
does not imply an independent melody.

Only Tell Her
This tune takes its name from the opening line of some verses by
John Cutts, first published in his Poetical Exercises, 1687, p. 58. They
appear with music in Robert King's Songs for One Two and Three
Voices, c. 1690, p. ii. The song in its broadside form is entitled "The
Modest Batchelor; And, The Beautiful Virgin. Sett to a Pleasant New
Tune" and different music (Fig. 358) is printed on the sheet (Pepys III,
89). "Only tell her" is named as the tune for "The Frantick Shepherd:
"Stone Walls cannot a Prison make" is also named as the tune for a ballad
"Written by J. Taylor, a Singer of Israel, Prisoner in the Kings Bench." Its title is
"New Verses concerning the Plot, Londons Fire, & Godfreys Murder . . . ," 1680,
and it begins "Give ear, 0 King, and Nobles all" (Harvard, Huntington, BM Luttrell; reprinted in RB IV, 153). I have found no tune so named; but see "When
love with unconfined wings:'
2
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or, Floromello's Matchless Cruelty," beginning "Must I wear the wreath
of willow" (Pcpys V, 352, with mcaninglcss music).

Oer Boggy
The Roxburghc collection contains an undatcd eighteenth-century
broadside "To its own propcr Ncw Tunc" callcd "An exccllcnt ncw
Song, latcly composed, entituled l'lc o're Bogic we him," beginning "All
Batchelers and Lasses" (reprinted in nB VIII, 721, 871). The title comes
from the rcfrain:
I'll o're
I'll o're
And all
I'll o're

Bogie we my Love,
Bogie we him,
my Kine had Sworn and said
Bogie we him.

Allan Ramsay wrote a version of "O'er Bogic" which has nothing in
common with the broadside; its refrain begins "I Will awa' wi' my Love,/
I will awa' wi' her" (Poems, 1721; reprinted in Tea-Table Miscellany,
1723, p. 125); the tune is in Alexander Stuart's Musich for Allan Ramsay's
. . . Scots Songs, c. 1725, p. 126 (Fig. 359). The Ramsay text, with refrain
''I'll o'er Boggie, o'er Scroggie,/O'er Boggie wi'er . . ." appears with
music in Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius, 1725, No. 47; Watts's Musical
Miscellany, 1729-1731, V, 60; The Merry Musician, Co 1731, III, 11; and
johnson's Scots Musical Museum, 1787-1803, II, 175. Both refrain forms
are to be found in the initial stanza of "an old silly song" which mayor
may not antedate Ramsay, and which Stenhouse reprints in his note to
the Museum text. Stenhouse also calls attention to an early example of
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the tune in Mrs. Crockat's MS music book of 1709, now presumed lost.
The Julian Marshall collection at Hanrard contains an early eighteenthcentury engraved song sheet of "O'er Boggie" which closely follows the
Orpheus Caledonius version.
The tune was used in at least five ballad operas, including Ramsay's
The Gentle Shepherd, 1730 (music in 1786 cel.), Mitchcll's The Highland
Fair, 1731, and Gay's Achilles, 1733. In The Cobla of Preston, 173 2 ,
the tune is called "O're Scroggy, o're Boggy," from the songbook version
of the refrain.
If Ebsworth's conjectured date of c. 1708 for the broadside be correct,
Ramsay could have done no morc than retouch a text already in circulation; it is more likely that the broadside dates from the 1720S, when
the song was current in other media.

Over the Htils and Far Away
This tune takes its name from the refrain" 'Tis o'er the Hills, and
far away (thrice],/The Wind has blown my Plad away" of "Jockey's
Lamentation," a song beginning "Jockey met with Jenny fair," 1 Its earliest publication appears to be in Pills, 1706, IV, 99 (1719-1720, V, 3 16 ),
with music (Fig. 360). A version in Scots dialect was reprinted in Allan
Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany, 1733, II, 192, as an old song, and the
1 The refrain is evidently a reworking and modernization of that in Child No. :t A,
reprinted from a broadside of c. 1670 with which it otherwise has no relationship:

My plaid awa, my plaid awa,
And ore the hill and far awa,
And far awa to Norrowa,
My plaid shall not be blown awa.
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Ramsay text is the basis for that found with music in Johnson's The
Scots Musical Museum, 1787-18°3, I, 62. Another song to the tune found
in the 1706 Pills is "The Recruiting Officer; Or, The Merry Volunteers,"
beginning "Harkl now the Drums beat up again," with "Over the hills
and far away" occurring in the fourth and eighth line of every stanza
(1719-1720, V, 319).2
As "My plaid away" the tune is found in the Margaret Sinkler MS,
1710, No. 18 (reversed). Its first appearance in The Dancing Master is
in volume II, 2d cd., 1714, where it is called" 'Twas o'er the Hills." In
Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1719, II, 74, it is "Over the
Hills and far away." Under the same title the music is found with "The
Queen of May. By Mr. W. BedingflCld" in Watts's Musical Miscellany,
1729-1731, III, Ig2, and in Walsh's British Musical Miscellany, 1734173 6 , II, 65.
Music is printed on several eighteenth-century single-sheet songs, of
which the earliest is D'Urfey's "The Hubble Bubbles," written in the
speculative atmosphere surrounding the disastrous South Sea promotion.
A number of editions exist, some beginning "Ye Circum and Uncircumcis'd/come hear my Song, and be advis'd" (BM H.1601 [542], Harvard;
an edition dated 1720, without music, is BM 1876.f.1 [go]); another
version begins "Jews, Turks, and Christians, hear my Song" (Harvard,
without music). Two Jacobite ballads from the '45 campaign appeared
2 Farquhar's play The Recruiting Officer, which was first produced in April. 1706,
uses the refrain and stanzas 10 and 12 of the Pills song. The latter may have been
written shortly before the play or vice versa; but in any case it would appear that
"jockey's Lamentation" antedates Farquhar's play. Ebsworth (RB VIII, 292) traces
"jockey's Lamentation" to D'Urfey's comedy The Campaigners, 1698; he has evidently confused it with "Jockey was a dowdy Lad," which is in the play. I have not
been able to discover any evidence that Peter Motteux had a hand in either song.
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as single-sheet songs with music: "A Loyal Song. Sung by Mr. Beard at
the Theatre Royal in Covent Garden," beginning "From BatTen Caledonian Lands,/\Vhere Famine uncontrould commands" (BM G.3IG.d
[133], Harvard; another issue, without music, BM 187G.f.1 [133]); and
"The Duke's Defeat of yC Rebels," beginning "Come, my boys, let's drink
and sing/Success to George our Sovereign King" (BM 1.530 [32], Harvard). A roman-letter broadside on the coronation of Queen Anne, "The
Scotch Lord's \Velcomc to England," begins "Come let us joyful Anthems
raise"; the sheet contains no music, but the tune direction is "Over the
Hills, and far away" (Lord Crawford 254).
The tunc was introduced into ten ballad operas, of which the following contain the music: john Gay's The Beggar's Opera~ 1728; Ralph's
The Fashionable Lady and Cibber's Patie and Peggy~ 1730; Coffey's The
Devil to Pay~ 1731; Kelly's The Plot~ 1735. "The Original Medley Overture" composed by John Frederick Lampe for the pantomime Columbine
COllrtezan~ 1735, includes the tunc. And much later it was one of the
melodies arranged by Haydn (to verses beginning "0 how can my poor
heart be glad") in George Thomson's Select Collection of Original Scottish Airs~ 1805, IV, 161. The air may not be natively Scotch, but the
Northern cast of the original words, and especially their "domestication"
by Ramsay, must have contributed to the vogue of the song in Scotland.
There the tunc has persisted in tradition into recent times, for a version
collected in 1906 is among the Gavin Greig MSS (reprinted with other
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century analogues in B. H. Bronson, The
Traditional Tunes of the Child Ballads~ 1959, I, 14-16).

The Oxfordshire Tragedy
A late seventeenth-century broadside "The Constant Lady and Falsehearted Squire . . . To a New Tune," beginning "Near Woodstock town
in Oxfordshire,/as I walk'd forth to take the air" (Pepys V, 285; reprinted
in RB VIII, 635) was known in eighteenth-century editions as "The
Oxfordshire Tragedy: Or, The Death of Four Lovers" (Lord Crawford
865, Chetham 303, Douce III, 70v). Music for the broadside is preserved
in several ballad operas: in Johnson's The Village Opera~ 1729, Air 41
(Fig. 361), and Ryan's The Cobler's Opera~ 1729, where it is named "Near
Woodstock town in Oxfordshire"; in Lillo's Silvia~ 1731, where it is "The
Oxfordshire Tragedy"; and in Hippisley's A Sequel to the Opera of
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Floral 1732, without title. The tune is incorrectly barred, except in The
Village Opera.
Another eighteenth-century piece was "The Oxfordshire Tragedy:
Or, The Virgin's Advice," beginning "Young virgins fair, of beauty
bright" (Williams College, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 68, 175):
it has no tune direction or stanza division, but its octosyllabics would
allow it to be sung to the tunc. Tlte Cruel Parents Garland n.d., contains
"The Cmel Parents; or, The two faithful Lovers," beginning "My only
Love my dearest Dear," Lo the tunc of "The Oxfordshire Lady" (13M
1 r021.c.3 [31]); it too could be sung to the tune. 1
Chappell tcntatively associated the tune of "The Oxfordshire Tragedy"
with two ballads whose tunc direction is "As I went [or walkt] forth to
take the air," since this phraseology corresponds to the second line of
the "Oxfordshire" ballad. A stronger linkage, however, can be made with
a seventeenth.century broadside, "True Love Rewarded with Loyalty,"
which begins "As I walk'd forth to take the Air" (RIl VI, 2(0); this ballad
is to be sung to "0 hark, or Flora's Farewell," airs which have not survived.
Ebsworth (Rn VIII, (29) erroneously associates the tunc of "The Oxfordshire Tragedy" with "The Berkshire Tragedy, or the Wittam Miller,"
an eighteenth-century ballad having no tunc direction. It is a close
analogue of "The Oxford Girl," which perhaps explains Ebsworth's confusion. But "The Oxford Girl" and "The Oxfordshire Tragedy" are unrelated in either content or stanza pattern.
l

Packington sPound
This is the most popular single tune associated with ballads before
1700. Its vogue began in the days of Queen Elizabeth, with whom Sir
I have not found "The unfortunate Sailor's Garland:' an eighteenth-century piece
said to call for the tune of "The Oxfordshire Tragedy" (Chappell, PMOT I, 191)•
1
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John Pakinglon was a grcat favoritc,l and at least one ballad and one
\'ersion of the tune have becn preserved from the sixteeIllh century. By
lhe end of the next celllury more lhan a hUlH.lred ballads had employed
thc tunc under one or anolher of its namcs (the ncxt most popular
beillg "Fortunc my foe" Wilh about nincly, and "GreenslccYes," including ils short form "\Vhich nobody can deny," with about eighty). There
was almost no letup in its popularity during thc first half of the eighteenth century, and its disappearance on ballads coincides with the disappearance of lUne titles generally. Although popular taste is notoriously
whimsical, "Packington's Pound" is an excellent tune, easily singable,
memorable without being monotonous. Like "Lilliburlero," it calls for a
long stanza, but the anapestic rhythm is fluid and the movement rapid,
even when the tune is sung slowly.
The earliest appearance of the music is in William Barley's A New
Boolw of Tabliture, 1!)96, Part II, sig. C1 v , where it is "nockingtons
Pound," set for the orpharion by Francis Cutting (Fig. 3(2). Keyboard
arrangements are in The Fitzwilliam Virginal nooh II, 231, in Paris Conservatoire 1'1S Res. 1186, fol. 10 1, and in Benjamin Cosyn's 1'15 Virginal
Book, p. 16. It is set for the lyra viol in Cambridge University 1'1S
Nn.6.36, fol. 21, and the melody appears in one Continental collection,
J. .1. Starter's Frieschc Lust-Hof, 1621, p. 10 (Fig. 363). It is printed four
times in 180 LoyaL Songs (Fig. 3(1), where thirteen ballads are sung to
it, and five times in the 1719-1720 Pills, where it serves for twelve ballads
and songs. Several broadsides contain the music: "The Praise of the DairyMaid," 1683, beginning "Let Wine lUrn a Spark, and Ale huff like a
Hector" (Bodleian Ashmole G.l!) [166]; reprinted with music in The
Second Booll of the PLeasant MusicaL Companion, 2d cd., 1686, Part II,
No. 21; the words are found also in 180 LoyaL Songs, p. 58, and in Pills
III, 6); "The Whigs hard Hea[rt for] The Cause of this hard Frost,"
1683/84, beginning "Ye Whigs and Dissenters, I charge you attend," sung
to the tune of "Oh Londonl Th'adst better have built new Bordello's"
(Bodleian Ashmole G.15 [160], Clark; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, p. 56,
1 Other Packingtons have been suggested. J. F. R. Stainer (Musical Times, XLVII
[1906], 243-244) advanced the name of an earlier Sir John Packington, great uncle of
Queen Elizabeth's favorite; he died in 1560 and his name might have been associated
with the tunc title because he was instrumental in walling up the fourth side of the
Inner Temple Gardens. W. H. Grattan Flood (Musical Times, LXVI [1925], 347)
proposed the name of Thomas Paginton, a court musician at the coronation of Edward VI and Elizabeth, who lived until 1586 and was mentioned in contemporary
livery warrants (see H. C. de Lafontaine, The King's Musick, 1909). Flood contended
that the tune was composed by Paginton about 1560 and is properly referred to as
"round," not "pound." The tune is, of course, not a round, even though it is so
called on two broadsides noticed here.
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and nR V, 101, where the tunc is named "Packington's pound"); 2 "A
New Song upon The Council of Six," 1689, beginning" 'Twere a Folly,
if ever the Whiggs should endeavour" (Harvard); and "The Cloak's
Knavery," beginning "Come buy my New Ballad," which is usually found
with music of "From hunger and cold," q.v. (R.oxburghe, a copy with
engraved music, the text reprinted in RB IV, 605; in Pills III, 1, it is also
coupled with music of "Packington's Pound").8
Perhaps the earliest broadside set to the tune is "A new ballade, shewinge the cTuell robberies and lewde lyfe of Phillip Collins alias Osburne
. . . prest to death at newgate . . . 1597," beginning "There was a proud
Banker, a theefe by his traide," to the tune of "Pagginton's rounde" (SB,
p. 130). Since the Shirburn MS is believed to have been compiled from
2 "Oh London! . . ." is the refrain of Alexander Radcliffe's song upon the monument erected in memory of the Great Fire. He included it in The Ramble, 1682, p. 45,
and a copy of the song, called "Upon the Pyramid," is preserved in Harvard MS
Eng. 636F, c. 1680, pp. 159-161. The version in Pills IV, 23, has the same title and
is sung to the music of "Packington's Pound."
. 8 Portions of the air are found on the Pepys copy of "The Thankful Country
Lass . . . Tune of, I am so sick of Love" (see "Aye, marry, and thank you too"), for
which "Packington's Pound" could not possibly serve. The printer evidently took
advantage of his customers' credulity in a period when so many ballad sheets contained meaningless music.
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Original is unbarred.

broadsides by c. 1616, it is possible that this text represents a contemporary issue, although no license of the ballad appears in the Stationers'
Register until 1631. No printed copies are known. The form of the tune
name is identical in "The historie of the Prophet lonas," c. 1615, beginning "Vllto the Prophet Ionas I read,/The word of the Lord secretly
came" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. (6).
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Original is a third higher.
• Original contains an excrescent quarter-note (Eb, i.e., G) following the cadence
note.
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Ben Jonson wrote a ballad to "Paggingtons Pound" which is sung by
Nightingale in his Bartholomew Fair, 16l.1, III, v. It begins "My mastcrs
and friends, and good people draw neere/And looke to your purses, for
that I doc say," and its refrain becomes important in the subse(lucnl
history of the tunc:
Youth, youth, thou hadst better bin staru'd by thy Nurse,
Then liue La be hanged Cor cuning a purse.

The ballad, often called "The Cutpurse," was reprinted in Wit and Drollery, 1661, and in Pills IV, 20; an expanded version was published as an
early Restoration broadside with the title "A Caveat for Cut-purses"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB Ill, 492). "A Ballad on Sr Rob. Payton
1680," also called "Payton's fall," exists in several manuscript copies, one
of which gives the tunc as "Youth youth in Bartholmew faire," and the
refrain "Oh Payton thou hadst better been hang'd at the Gallows . . ."
suggests its relationship to jonson's ballad (BM MS Harl. 7319, p. 113,
BM MS Add. 23722, fol. 65, Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fo1. 299). "A
Gentle Ballad call'd Lamentable Lory. 1684" names the tunc "Youth,
youth &c." in one copy and "Packingtons Pounde" in another (BM MS
Harl. 7319, p. 33 I, BM MS Harl. 6g14, fol. 40, Bodleian MS Ashmole
36-37, fol. 321). "Vox Clero, Lil-Iy bur-Ie-ro, or, The Second Part of a
merry New Ballad" [c. 16go], beginning "Canonical Black-Coats, like
Birds of a Feather," is to the tulle "Youth, youth, thou hadst &c." (Chctham 1156, Lord Crawford 2°3, Harvard, Yale, HUlltington). And thcrc
are songs in Folly in Print, 1667, p. 101, The Muses Farewel to Popery
and SlalJcry, 168g, Supplement, p. 6, and Political Merriment, 1711, p.
28, which name the tune from Jonson's refrain. A mutilated ballad of
c. 1725 on medical ethics, doctors' charges, and the like, beginning "The
Physicians of late/Held a Learned Debate," has as its tune title "You Cut
Purses all, &c." (BM 189o.e.5 [241])-not merely a symbolic phrase, but
also an echo of Jonson's closing stanza.
The tune of "4 able Phisitians are lately come down" is named [or
singing "Lady Fretchwell's Song of the Wives," beginning "You Scribblers that writt of Widdows and Maids" (BM MS Harl. 6913, p. 287, BM
MS Harl. 7319, p. 193, the latter dated 1682). This tune title is derived
from lines of "The Tunbridge Doctors":
For from London-Town
There's lately come down,
Four Able Physicians
That never wore Gown,

printed in Pills IV, 162, with music of "Packington's Pound"; the song,
beginning "You Maidens and Wives,/And young Widows rejoyce," had
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appeared in The New Academy of Complements, 1669, and in lVit and
Droller)', 1682, without music or tunc direction.
Two other tunc titles which may be related to "Packington's Pound"
deserve notice. "A New llallad, to the Tunc of, Good People give car,
while a Story I tell,/Of Twellly black Tradesmen were brought up in
Hell, &c., Or, PackinglOn's Pound" was written during the 1680s and
begins "To our once Loyal Town, is lately come down,/Such an Hodgepodge of llenchers, as never wore Gown" (UM C.20.f.2 [318], BM Luttrell
II, 13, Lord Crawford 1197, Library of Congress). The poetical tune title
here is drawn, as might be expected, from the opening lines of another
ballad. Published before 1675, it is entitled" Here's twenty sworn brethren, Trades-men all . . . twenty several Callings that belong to Gentlemen Theeves," sung to "a pleasant new Tunc" (Rawlinson 37); the ballad, without tune direction, is called "The Jovial Crew" in Wit and
Drollery, 1682, p. 71. Although this piece could be sung to "Packington,"
evidence is lacking to tic it unmistakably to that tunc. A more curious
piece is "The Happy Return of the Old Dutch Miller," 1682, beginning
"Good People of England, 1 hope you have had," to the tunc of "The
First" (Wood 417 [84], Wood 276a [519], Chetham 165, Lord Crawford
459, Harvard); this ballad was reprinted with the same tune direction in
180 Loyal Songs, p. 257, but with music of "Hey, boys, up go we," which
does not fit. It may be conjectured from the opening line and from the
stanza pattern thal the ballad was intended for "Packington's Pound"; a
possible explanation of "The First" is suggested in the opening stanza,
where "I am the Miller that was here before" implies a previous ballad.
Most of the fIfteen or twenty alternative tunes named along with "Packinglon's Pound" on seventeenth-century broadsides are familiar enough;
indeed, virtually every tune associated with anapestic tetrameter octaves
can be found linked with "Packington." As we have seen, many of the
alternative names are derivative and do not refer to independent tunes.
One other such is found in Thomas Lanfiere's "A caveat for a bad husband Or, The Good Fellows Warning-Piece," beginning "Come all you
good fellows wherever you dwell" (Rawlinson 155); the second tune name,
"the World is grown hard," comes from the refrain of several stanzas of
this baJ.lad and probably does not refer to a new melody. Likewise "Timothy Dash the Scriveners Apprentice," which is the second tune named
in "The Protestant Cuckold . . . how B. H. the Protestant-News-forger
. . . caught his beloved Wife Ruth in ill Circumstances," 1681, is in
reference to the man implicated in Benjamin Harris's cuckoldry and is
probably not intended to be taken seriously as a tune name (Wood 417
[58], Lord Crawford 1175, Huntington, Harvard).' The second tune of
'A facsimile of this ballad is in Worthington C. Ford. The Boston Boo'k Market,
r67~r70o, 1917, facing p. 162.
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"The Lawyers Dcmurrer Argued," 1681, is "The Round-Head Rcviv'd"
(BM 1872.a.l [99"], Bodlcian Ashmolc G.16 [89], Huntington, Harvard),
on which I havc no in[onnation; it is probably the titlc of anothcr ballad,
but I have not cncountcrcd it.
Thcrc is almost no limit to thc varicty of subjccts trcatcd in "Pack.
ington's Pound" ballads, and bccausc thcir numbcr is ovcnvhclming. it
is unncccssary to swcll this discussion with wholesale citations. Spccimens
are in all the great ballad collcctions; scarccly any of thc songbooks of
the late seventcenth and carly cightcenth ccntury fail to includc political
or amatory picccs to thc· tunc; and modern rcprints of broadsidcs arc
full of examples.
A half-dozen ballad operas introduce the tune, including Gay's The
Beggar's Opera 1728, Hippislcy's A Sequel to the Opera of Flora 1732,
and Phillips's The Mod Lawyer 1733, which reprint the music.
J

J

J

Peg a Ramse) or Peggy Ramsey
This tunc is found in William Ballct's Lutc Book, p. 26 (Fig. 365); in
Cambridge University MS Dd.6.48, fol. 13, for lyra viol, and in a viola

da gamba setting callcd "Pigges of Rumsey" in a seventeenth-ccntury
manuscript preserved in the Henry Watson music collection of the Manchester Free Reference· Library. The Clement Matchett MS Virginal
Book, 1612, No. 11 (ed. Thurston Dart, 1957, NO.7), is an arrangement
of "Pegge Ramsey," a variant of the Bull keyboard setting in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fol. 122 (Fig. 366); another set of variations is
in Paris MS Res. 1185, No. 28. Some fragments of the tune occur in BM
MS Add. 18936, fol. 58v (after 16(2), in an untitled medley by William
Cobbold, with the following words:
Li ttIe pegg of Ramsey
w th ye yellow hayre,
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&: couldst thou greet if 1 were dead,
marye would I feare. . . .

Another song, beginning "Bonny Peggy Ramsey that any Man may sec,"
is printed in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 139, with the music of "London is a
fine town."
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• Ten variatiolls follow in the original.

Ballads to thc tune include "An cxccllcnt IlIcrye songc of the freier and
thc boye," beginning "In reading merry IlIcmorycs,/it was my chaunce
to fiudc" (SB, p. 153), which is probably taken from a late sixteenthcentury broadside, since the ballad was licensed in 1586, about the time
the compiler of the Shirburn MS is thought to havc begun his transcriptions. "A merry jest of John Tomson, and Jakamau his wife," by M. L.,
beginning "When I was a Hatchelour/I liv'd a merry life," also licensed
in 1586, is to the tune (Roxburghe, an edition of c. 1635, reprinted in
RB II, 137).1 Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, 1621 (ed. Floyd Dell and
Paul Jordan-Smith, 1927, p. 789), has an allusion to "Give me my yellow
hose again," a line from the burden of the ballad. Charles Blount's political squib of 1679, "The Sale of Esau's Birth-right: Or, The New Buckingham Ballad," beginning "A Wondrous Tale I will relate," is to the
tune of "The London Gentlewoman, or Little Peggey Ramsey" (Lord
Crawford, BM C.20.f.2, Wood 417, Bodleian Ashmole G.16, Harvard,
Huntington, Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 764).2
In Twelfth Night, II, iii, Sir Toby calls Malvolio a Peg-a-Ramsey in a
speech full of musical allusions. The seventeenth-century play The Partiall Law, II, iv, mentions "Peggy Ramsey" as a dance tune, and in a poem
"The Shepheards Holy-day" the tune is one of a number named as suitable for country dancing (Wit'S Recreations, 1667, sig. U7-U7v). Despite
the fact that it had some seventeenth-century vogue, "Peg a Ramsey" does
not appear in The Dancing Master, an indication that its popularity had
waned by mid-century.
1 "When I was a Bachelor," arranged for voice by Harold Gregory, was published
in London in 1904. It uses the "Peg a Ramsey" music and three stanzas of the ballad.
A 1905 edition added a recitative opening with unrelated words and music (BM
H.1794· h [48], [50]).
2 For the first tune, see "The Hemp-dresser."
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Peg and the Soldin; or
Peggy's Gone OverSea with the Soldier
The tunc "Peggie is over Ye Sic wi' ye Souldier" is found in the Skene
MS (Ancient Scotish l\Jclodies cd. Dauney, p. 217), dating probably from
the late seventeenth century (Fig. 367).
J
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Tablature is unbarred and contains no time values. I have lowered pitch of
Dauney's transcript a fourth and emended his disposition of notes in measures 7
and 8.

The tune takes its names from "A new Ballad of the Souldier and Peggy,
To a new Northerne Tunc," beginning "It was a brave Souldier/that
long liv'd in warres" (Roxburghe, an edition of c. 1640, reprinted ill RB
II, 476; later copies are Euing 243, 244, Douce II, 208, 20g v , Pepys IV,
151, Harvard). The tune is called "Peggy went over Sea with a Souldier"
in Richard Climsell's "Constant, faire, and fine Hetty," c. 1635, beginning
"Now of my sweet Bettie" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 207).
To the tune of "Pegg and the Soldier" is sung "The Love-sick Blacksmith," beginning "Near Old Gravel-lane, a Widower does dwell" (Pepys
V, 276). "The Nightingales Song; Or the Souldiers rare Musick," beginning "As I went forth/one Sun-shining day," is to the tune of "No,
no, not I; or, Peggy and the Souldier" (Pepys; reprinted in RB VIII,
clxx·; other editions in Douce II, 166v, Rawlinson 67).1 At least two
1 The first tune does not appear to have survived; it was also used for Richard
Climsell's "A Warning for Maides" (RB III, 42), licensed in 1636. Both "The Souldier
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black-letter ballads were sung to "The Nightingale's Song," though we
cannot be sure whether one or both of the tunes named on the ballad
of that title would have been used: "The Dairy Maid's Tragedy," beginning "As I through a Mcadow one l\lorning did pass" (Pepys III, 320);
and "An Answer to the Dairy Maid's Tragedy," beginning "The Dairymaid's Tragedy when I beheld" (Pepys III, 321). Some eighteenth-century
issues of "The Gosport Tragedy" include the tunc direction "Peggy's
gone over Sea"; others are without tunc direction (Lord Crawford, Madden, Chetham, Harvard, Roxb~rghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 143, (73).
In all these ballads the stanza is an anapestic tetrameter quatrain,
which distinguishes it from the irregular octave found in "The Valiant
Trooper and pritty Peggy"; that ballad and its offshoots are discussed
under "I live not where I love," q.v.

Pegg~

I Must Love Thee

This air is first found in Apollo's Banquet, 5th cd., 1687, Part III,
NO.5, as "A Scotch Tune in fashion" (Fig. 368). In The Second Part of
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Musick's Hand-maid, 168g, sig. Cl, a keyboard setting entitled "A New
Scotch Tune" is credited to Henry Purcell. With the latter title it appears
in Apollo'S Banquet, 6th ed., 16go, and also in the Second Book of that
work, 16g1. In Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, gth ed., c. 16go, the tune
is called "Billy was as blith a lad" (no relation to "Willy was so blith a
and Peggy" and "The Nightingales Song" have survived in tradi.tion on both sides of
the water. For references to texts and tunes, see G. Malcolm Laws, American Balladry
from British Broadsides, 1957, P 13, P 14.
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Lad," Choice Ayres, 1676, p. 76). It appears untitled in all editions
of Pills, 1719-1720, II, 148, III, 112. In the Margaret Sinkler MS, 1710,
No. 32 (National Library of Scotland), it is called ··Magie I most love
thee," and in Alexander Stuart's compilation of Musick for Allan /lamsay's Collation of Scots Songs, c. 1725, p. 10'1, it is "Peggie I must love
thee." This name of the tune is given for singing one of R.amsay's own
poellls in The Tea-Table Miscellall)', 1723, p. 102, 1733, I, 5il, begirlflillg
"As from a Rock past all Relief." This song is found with the music in
Thomson's Or/Jllctis Caled/mitiS, 1725, No. 2g, in Watts's Alusical At iscellany, 1729-1731, II, 78, and in Callio!Jc, or English HarmollY, 17391746, I, 88; the words alone arc in several poetical miscellanies. 1
The tunc appears without title on an engraved broadside, "A New
song on the Calling of a free Parliament. January r5th. 1688/g," beginning "A Parliamelll with one Consent/is all the Cry 0 th' Nation" (Lord
Crawford 991). It is not certain that any other broadside was sung to
"Peggy I must love thee." The two Pills songs which use the tunc had
earlier becH published in expanded form as broadsidcs, but the sheets
contain ambiguous tunc directions, and it may bc that the coupling
of tunc to text in Pills is arbitrary. One is "The Scotch Lad's Moan. Or,
Pretty Mogg"ies Unkindness. To an excellent New Scotch Tunc," beginning "A Lad 0' th' Town that made his moan," issued 1685-1688 with
corrupt musical text (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in un VII, 364); this is an amplification of a threc-stanza poem
by Thomas D'Urfey, found in his New Poems, 1690, and in Pills II, 118.
The other broadside, "Tom and Will. or, The Shepherds Sheepfold. To
a Pleasant new Country Tunc," beginning "Tom and Will were Shepherds Swains" (Douce, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in un VIr, 257), is
based upon a poem first printed anonymously in Sportive Wit, 1656,
and subsequently attributed to Sidney Godolphin (d. 1(43). It was reprinted in several drolleries before being included in the first volume of
Pills, 16g9 (1719-172o, III, 112).
Another after-the-fact association with the tunc appears on the Roxburghe copy of "My Wife will be my master," where the printed tunc
direction "A Taylour is no man" is supplemented by a MS notation:
1 It is possible that Ramsay worked over an older poem. for "A New Song . . . The
Words by Mr. Ramondon, Senior," to the tunc" Peggie I must love thee" (BM 1871.e.g
[179], without music), is no later than c. 1720, when Lewis Ramondon died or became inactive. Moreover, another poem in the Tea-Table, 1723. p. 143, 1733. I, 76.
signed uC" (Robert Crawford?), is to the tune "Peggy, I must love thee," and lines 8
and 32 contain these words as a burden. There is the additional bit of evidence in
the name given the music in the Sinkler MS, suggesting that a poem on Margaret
(whence the names Maggie or Peggy) was in circulation by c. 1710.
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"Tune Pigie I most love thee," The ballad can, in fact, be sung to the
latter tune (Roxburghe, reprinted in RB VII, 188).:
"Peggy I must love thee" was introduced into three ballad operas, including The Jovial Crew and Mitdlell's The Highlatzd Fair, 1731,
whidl print the music.

Pepper Is Black
This tune is found in The Dancing Master, 1651-169°, and in a midseventeenth-century keyboard setting entitled "Pepper" in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, Col. 17 (Fig. 369). It was named by William

Elderton for singing "A Ballad intituled, Prepare ye to the plowe," beginning "Looke vp, my Lordes, and marke my wordes," licensed in 15691570 (liM Huth; reprinted in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Blach-Letter
Ballads, 1867, p. 174). "Pepper is black" is one of a number of dance
tunes alluded to in Nashe's Have With You to Saffron-Walden, 1596,
along with "Rogero," "Greensleeves," and "Peg a Ramsey."

Phtl Porters Dream
"Porters Dream" is among the "Select New Tunes and Jiggs for the
Treble-Violin" inserted at the end of The Dancing Master, 3d ed., C. 16·62,
2 "A Tailor is a man," the usual form of the tune name, is used also for Laurence
Price's "The Maydens of Londons brave adventures" (RB VII, 491), but no music
appears to have survived for it.
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No. 54 (Fig. 370), 1665, No. 28. I have found no broadsides that call for
the tune, but a song in Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, 112, entitled "The
beneficial wedding," beginning "And I have a mind to be marry'd," is
directed to be sung to "Phil. Porters dreame" and fits the Dancing Master
music.
A different tune is "Phill. Porters Lamentation" found in Elizabeth
Rogers's MS Virginal Book (before 1656). HPhil. Porter's Farewel," a song
appearing first in The Mysteries of Love and Eloquence, 1658, is reprinted
in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 4, with the music of "Chevy Chase." It cannot be
sung to the Dancing Master tune.

Phtlltda Flouts Me
An early seventeenth-century keyboard arrangement of "Filliday
floutes me" is found in Benjamin Cosyn's MS Virginal Book, p. 64 (published in Twenty-five Pieces . .. from Benjamin Coryn's Virginal Book,
ed. Fuller-Maitland and Barclay Squire, 1923, p. 22). Another seventeenth-century set of keyboard variations is entitled "Phillida" in Paris
Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fol. lo5v (Fig. 371). Thomas Jordan printed
an unembellished version of the tune (Fig. 372) to which he set two songs
in the civic pageant London's Glory, 1680.1 The ballad whose burden
The first is- "The Protestants Exortation," the second "The plotting Papists
Litany:' The latter is reprinted in RB IV, 2111
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gives the tune its name dates from c. 1600. An early edition preserved in
the Shirburn MS is titled "A prettye sonnet of the disdainefull sheppeardesse," beginning "0 what a plague is lovel/how shall I beare it?"
to the tune of "Dainty come thow to me" (SB) p. 297).2 A broadside
version of c. 1650, omitting six Shirburn stanzas and adding three new
ones, is "Phillida flouts me. Or, the Country Lovers Complaint," to the
tune of "Phillida flouts me" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 461). A
still different version is in Mennes and Smith's Wit Restor'd} 1658, p. 164,
beginning "Ohl what a pain is love" and without tune direction. Eighteenth-century texts with music (Fig. 373) are found in single-sheet editions of "The Jealous Swain. To be Answer'd by Mr. A. Bradley" (BM
G.305 [16], Harvard), along with Bradley's "Answer" to the same music
(BM G.305 [17]). Both poems are in The Hive} 3d ed., 1727, II, 271,274,
without music, and in Watts's Musical Miscellany} 1729-1731, II, 132,
136, with music. s The "Answer" is reprinted in RB VI, 463.
2 Ballads to this popular lost tunc arc unifonnly in a different meter from those
to "Phillida"; hence there appears to be a mistake in directing the Shirbum ballad to
be sung to "Dainty come thou to me."
S Both eighteenth-century musical texts cited alter the earlier barring and shift
the accents from two (6/4) to three (3/2) per measure.
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Transposed from key of D.

The tune is cited for singing a song beginning "Come to me pritty
Lasse.jand Harken to my Plainte" in the recently discovered jig Michael
and Frances [1601] (C. J. Sisson, Lost Plays of Shakespeare's Age, 1936,
p. 135)' Johnson's A Crown Garland of Golden Roses, 1612 (ed. Chappell,
1842, p. 32), includes "A short and sweet sonnet . . . upon the death of
Queene Elizabeth . . . To a new Tune, or Phillida flouts me"; it begins
"Gone is Elizabeth,/Whom we have lov'd so deare," but its twenty-line
stanza cannot be sung to "Phillida" (designed for twelve lines) without
inordinate repetition of motifs already repeated. A ballad of c. 1625,
called "No body loues mee," beginning "Now all my mony is gone, how
should I swagger?" is directed to "Philliday" (Pepys; reprinted in PB II,
31); the second part, to "Dainty come thou to me," is an independent
composition unrelated to the first part. Patrick Cary wrote a song to
"Phillida flOUlS me," beginning "Nedl she that likes thee now" (Trivial
Poems [1651], ed. Walter Scott, 1820, p. 37).
Four ballad operas call for the tune: Walker's The Quaker's Opera,
1728; The Court Medley, 1733; and, with a portion of the original ballad,
Cibber's Love in a Riddle, 1729, and its one-act abridgment, Damon and
Phillida.
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Phyllis the Lovely
~

~

"Phillis the Lovely" is the tune named for singing "The Suffolk
Comedy," an eighteenth-cenlury three· part ballad be~inning "You young
men and maidens of beauty most bright" (Douce III, 88", Halvard).
Music (Fig. 374) is found on an engraved song sheet of "Phillis the

~~.

~~~~
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Lovely . . . set to a Trumpet Minuet of Mr. Handell's," c. 1720, the
words by Mr. Kirkland beginning "Phillis the lovely, the charming and
fair" (8M C.311 [12], Huntington; another edition, Harvard). Another
song sung to the trumpet minuet begins "Thyrsis, afflicted with Love
and Despair" (8M C.305 [41]). The tune is best known from its appearance as one of the movements in Handel's Water Music.

Pretty Parro~ Sa) or Pretty Poll
"A Song translated from ye French. Set by Mr. [John] Freeman," beginning "Pretty Parrot, say when I was away," is a Harvard single-sheet
song of c. 1705 with music (Fig. 375).1 It was included in Pills in 1706
and in all later editions, with the music, 1719-1720, V, 279. The tune,
1 Another engraved edition of about the same date is "Pretty Poll A Pleasant Dialogue between a Parret and his Master" (BM H.1601 [364], Huntington, Harvard).
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called "Pretty Poll," is in the second volume of The Dancing ft,'Iaster,
2d cd., 1714, and of Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1719.
The music is also found with a political parody of c. 1706 issued as a
single-sheet song, "The Paris Gazetteer A Dialogue between ye English
& Paris Gazett," beginning "Paris Gazett say, tho tis not your way" (EM
H.1601 [373], Huntington). D'Urfey wrote "The fond Keeper's Relapse"
to the tune of "Pretty Poll," printed only in the final edition of Pills I,
162. A broadside without music is "The French Invasion," 1708, beginning "Have you heard of late,/How Affairs of State," to the tune of
"Prety Parrot say" (Huntington).
The tune took a new lease on life when Gay introduced it into The
Beggar's Opera, 1728. In that same year "A New Ballad inscribed to
Polly Peach urn" paid tribute to Gay's heroine and at the same time
parodied both the original words and Gay's adaptation. Where the
dramatic song began "Pretty Polly, say,/When I was away," the ballad
opened "Pretty Polly say,/when did J[ohnn]y G[ay]" (BM C.116.i.4 [38]).
It was followed by "An Answer to Polly Peach urn's Ballad," beginning
"Pray, Sir, who are you,/That thus dares to shew" (BM C.116.i.4 [40]).
There was also "An Excellent New Ballad Inscrib'd to the Irish Polly
Peachum," 1728, beginning "Since evr'y Scribbling Bays,/Fain would
Sing thy Praise," the tune named "Pretty Polly Say" from Gay's opening
line (BM 839.m.23 [167]). The tune is given the same name in Ward's
The Happy Lovers, 1736, the only other ballad opera using Freeman's
tasteful air. It is called "Pritty Polly, Says" in the first of two Walpole
ballads printed together on a sheet; the title is "Admiral Vernon's Resolution," and the piece begins "Prithy Robin say, make no more delay"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 284).
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[Pretty Peggy Benson]
A broadside issued by Philip Brooksby, probably in the last quarter
of the seventeenth century, is "Oppenunity Lost, Or The Scotch Lover
Defeated. . . . To a pleasant Northern tunc," beginning "There was a
Lass in our Town/SIca Willy Stenson" (Lord Crawford 1 132, Harvard,
BM C.22.f.6 [68]). No music is on the sheet. But a mid·eighteenth-century
version of the ballad, called "Peggy Benson for the German Flute sung
by Mr. Beard," beginning "There liv'd not far from our Town,/Slow
Wally Stenson" (Harvard), was issued as an engraved song with music
(Fig. 376). "Pretty Peggy Benson" is the burden of this song in which
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"Slow Willy" is displaced by a miller whose wooing is more spirited.
D'Urfey echoed the ballad in a song snatch containing the lines "Slow
Will o( Stenson" and "Oh1 pretty Pegg of Benson," in The Virtuous
Wife, 1680, Act I.

The Prince of Oranges Delight
Music (or "The Prince of Orange's Delight" (Fig. 377) appears on a
broadside of 1682, "The Tory Ballad on Their Royal Highnesses Return
from Scotland," beginning "Room, room (or Cavaliers, bring us more
Wine" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [136V], Harvard, Yale, Huntington; reprinted without music in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 268).1 Nothing more
1 An edition of the same year, without music, is titled "The Brimigham Ballad On
Their Royal Highnesses Return from Scotland," and the tune mimed is "Monk's
March," for which no music seems to have survived (BM C'38.i.25 [13], Lord Crawford
1032, Wood 417 [87])'
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seems to have been heard of the tune until William of Orange was sud·
denly thrust into the foreground of public attention upon the death of
James II. Very early in 1689 several ballads were written to the tunc.
Oddly enough, they arc all in a stanza that fits but half the tune, and
metrically they arc quite unrelated to "Room, room for Cavaliers." But
they can be sling to the IG82 tunc; the music of a violin piece called "The
Prince of Orange's Delight" in A/Jollo's Banquet, 5th ed., 1687, is in
duple rather than triple meter and docs not fit the verse.
These 1689 ballads include "Great Britains Delight, or, A Health to
. . . the Prince of Orange" (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 12) and a slight
reworking of it called "A New Song. To the Tune of, The Prince of
Orange's Delight" by Richard Rigby (Pepys; reprinted in PB IV, 84).
"A New Song Made in the Praise of the West of England" is to the tune
of "The Protestant Prince; or, Vp the green Forrest" (Pepys; reprinted in
PB IV, 80). The first tunc nallle is not only an obvious reference to the
Prince of Orange but is an echo of a phrase prominent in "Great Britains
Delight"; on the second tunc, see "Cupid's Trepan."

Princess Royal
This air, entitled "Iantha," is included among "The Tunes of the
French Dances," a supplement to the third edition of The Dancing Master, c. 1662, No. 26 (Fig. 378). It is not in the 1665 supplement but is
found twice in Apollo's Banquet, 1670, Nos. 176 ("Ianthae") and 200
("La Princess Royal") and continues under the latter title in subsequent
editions of that work. As "Princess Royal" the tune subsequently appeared in Thomas Greeting's The Pleasant Companion . •. for the
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Flagelet, 2d ed., 1673, No. 35; and in Musiclts Hand-maid, 1678, No. 56, a
keyboard arrangement.
The only broadside use of the tune I have found is in "The Noble
Prodigal," a medley calling for six airs. The section set to the tune of
"Princess Royal" begins "Here's a health to him that may" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in The Loyal Garland, 5th ed.,
1686, ed. Halliwell, 1851, p. 69, and in RB VI, 490).
"Princess Royal" is called (or in two ballad operas printed without
music-Love and Revenge, c. 1729, and The Court Medley, 1733-but
from the stanza pattern it would appear that some other air was intended. 1

Prithee, Frien4 Leave Off
This Thinking
"Prethy friend leave off this thinking" is the tune named for "Lex
Talionis: or, London Revived" (BM Thomason; reprinted in CP, p. 185),
a ballad which its original owner dated Sept. 3, 1647. The tune title is
1 "Princes roaeyle," preserved in Jacob van Eyk's .Der Fluyten Lust-HoI, Amsterdam,
1654, II, IOV, is unlike the English tune. It fits neither the broadside nor the balladopera stanza pattern.
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evidently derived from -the first line of a ballad which has not survived in
any early seventeenth-century form. A brief drinking song beginning
"Prethee friend leave off thy thinking" may be the text we seck, but its
earliest extant version is in William Hicks's Oxford Drollery, Il'71. It is,
however, in the same stanza form as "Lex Talionis." and the late seventeenth-century music written for the song by Samuel Akeroydc (Pills)
1719-1720, IV, 79) will fit (Fig. 379). \Vc still arc in want of the original
"Prithee friend" ballad and its tune.

Psalm 81
"A prayer, and also a thankesgiuing vnto God, for . . . Queene Elizabeth . . . this xvii. day of Nouember 1577. Made by I. Pit, minister,"
beginning "Be light, and glad, in God reioyce, which is our strength and
ayd," is directed to be sung "as the [oure score and one Psalme" (London
Society of Antiquaries [Lemon. Catalogue, No. 68], Lord Crawford 165;
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reprinled in Collier's Broadside Blad-Letter Ballads, 1868, p. 16). Pitt's
text follows 5ternhold and Hopkins for the first quatrain; thereafter the
hallad turns to praise of the Queen.
The "proper tUlle" for Psalm 81 is first found in The Whole Booke of
IJsalmes.• 1562. p. 201 (Fig. 380). For a detailed account of the tunc, see
Maurice Frost, English &- Scottish Psalm & Hymn Tunes, c. 1543-1677,
1953, p. 13 2.

Psalm 137
"A godly ditty or prayer . . . against all Tray tours, Rebels, and papisticall enemies," beginning "Our liuyng God, to thee we cry,/Now tend
vnto our playnt," is an Elizabethan religious ballad by John Awdely,
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containing the following tune direction: "Syng this after the tune of the
cxxxvij Psalme, which begins, When as we sat in Babilon; or such lyke"
(BM Huth, c. 1569; reprinted in A Collection of Seventy-Nine BlackLetter Ballads, 1867, p. 121). The music is found in Sternhold and Hopkins, The Whole Booke of Psalmes, 1562, p. 350 (Fig. 381).1
1 The tune appeared earlier in Sternhold's One and Fiftie Psalmes of David, Geneva,
1556. and was still acceptable when John Playford began to issue The Whole Booke
in 1677. For further information on its history, see Maurice Frost, English & Scottish
Psalm & Hymn Tunes, c. .1543-.1677, 1953, p. 189.
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Quatre Branles
The branle (Eng. braul, brawl) was a popular sixteenth-century dance
featuring a sidewise motion. Though of Continental origin, it was taken
up in England, along with the pavan, galliard, and courante. The dance
movements, both as examples and as types, figure largely in Elizabethan
keyboard literature.
A lost ballad, entered in the Stationers' Register for 1565-1566, is "the
Cater bralles bothe Wytty and mery" (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 2(5).
An extant ballad found in A Handcfull of Pleasant Delites, 1584, cd.
Rollins, p. 25, is "The Historic of Diana and Acteon," beginning "Diana
and her darlings deare/Walkt once as you shall heare," to the tUlle of
"the Quarter Braules."

382.~

As "Quatre brant" the tune is preserved in Carminum quae Chely vel
Testudine canuntur~ Liber primus~ 1549, fol. HI v, a work issued by Pierre
Phalese of Louvain. It is also to be found in Tielman Susato's Danserye~
1551, ed. F. J. Giesbert, 1936, I, 28 (Fig. 382), and in a setting of c. 1600
in Het Luitboek van Thysius~ No. 412. That the tune was known also
in England is confirmed by the presence of "Quarte bransle" in Folger
MS 448.16, fol. 15 v, dating from the 157os.1
1

A transcription of the Folger setting, fitted to the opening stanza of the Diana
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Queen Dido, or Troy Town
This tunc is variously known as "Queen Dido," "Troy town," "'Vhen
Troy town," "When Troy town for ten years' wars," and ".£neas, wandering prince of Troy," all deriving from the old ballad of Dido and
Aeneas first licensed as "the Wanderynge prynce" in 1564-1565. A moralization was licensed in 1568-1569 and the original ballad was re-entered
several times during the following hundred years. Probably the earliest
surviving version is "A proper new Ballad intituled The wandring Prince
of Troye," beginning "When Troye towne for ten yeers' wars," to the
tunc of "Queene Dido," copied into the Shirburn MS no later than 1616
(SIJ, p. 276). The version in the Percy Folio MS, almost certainly copied
from a broadside, is titled "Queen Dido" (printed in Percy's Reliques,
4th cd., 1794, ct seq.). Among the many printed editions, those dating
from the first half of the seventeenth century arc Pepys I, 84, Wood 402
(3), Manchester I, 5 r. The Roxburghe copy reprinted in RB VI, 548, is
bu t Ii ttle later.
Imperfectly notated music (or this ballad, together with the first eleven
stanzas of the text, is preselved in the Shanne family commonplace book,
BM MS Add. 38599, fol. 138v.1 The same tunc, set by John Wilson for
3 voices, is in Select Ayres and Dialogues, 1659, p. 94 (Fig. 383), in Wilson's Clu:crfull Ayres, 1660, p. 2, and in Catch that Catch Can, 1667, p.
122. A version for solo voice and bass, c. 1650-1675, is in Edinburgh Uni~
versity Library MS Dc. r .69, p. 84. An anonymous keyboard arrangement
entitled "Troy towne," dating from perhaps the middle of the seventeenth century, is preserved in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, (01. 57 v •
The entire ballad is printed in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 266, with a sound
version o( the tune which is closely followed in Gay's Polly, 1729. Coffey's
The Devil to Pay, 1731, the only other ballad opera calling for "Troy
Town," preserves the tune in an older chantlike rhythm. Ritson printed
music for the ballad in his English Songs, 1783, evidently following Pills. 2
ballad, appears in John Ward's "Music for A Handefull of Pleasant Delites," JAMS,
X (1957), 159-160. I am indebted to Professor Ward for drawing my attention to the
Phalese occurrence of the tune.
1 See Hyder E. Rollins, PMLA, XXXVIII (1923), 1331f. The ballad is found in a
part of the MS that may be dated c. 1611; Rollins describes the transcript but does
not print it or the musical score.
2 Because the evidence seemed to indicate that the "Troy town" tune was written
by Dr. John Wilson (it was of course only arranged by him), Wooldridge argued
(OEPM I, 183) that it couldn't have been the original tune. He reprinted an arrangement of it but also included "When as the Greeks did enterprise" from Forbes's
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Original is in the key of G.

We may say of the two common names of the tune that "Queen Dido"
held undisputed sway until about dJ30. After that date it continued
to be named on a few ballads, but "Troy town" is much more frequently
encountered. Among those texts calling {or "Queen Dido" are: "A new
Ballad imituled A myrrour or lookinge glasse {or all sinners," beginning
"0 mortall man, bedrellcht in synne" (S8, p. 149); Thomas Deloney's
"The Dutchesse of Su{[olkes Calami tie," beginning "When God had
taken {or our sinne" (Strange Histories, 1602; reprinted in Works, ed.
Mann, p. 389; Richard Johnson's A Crown Garland of Golden Roses,
1659. ed. Chappell, 1845, p. 20; several broadside editions are represemed
by the reprint in RB I, 288); 3 "The Spanish Tragedy," an early seventeemh-century broadside precis of Kyd's play, beginning "YOll that haue
lost your former ioyes" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 454); and "A
Looking-Glass for Ladies," a ballad on Penelope's constancy, beginning
"When Greeks, and Trojans, fell at strife," to the tune of "Queen Dido:
or, Troy Town" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Rawlinson, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 553). A mutilated copy of the ballad of
St. George and the dragon, undoubtedly the earliest extant issue, beginning "[Of H]ectors deeds did Homer sing," names the tune as "Queene
[Dido]," which fits the meter perfectly (Manchester II, 55; another edition, second part only, is in II, 42). Other editions name the tune as "FlyCantus as being "more ancient in character than Wilson's," The discovery of Richard
Shanne's early seventeenth-century notation of the tune obviates the need and
destroys the validity of Wooldridge's hypothesis.
8 Deloney's ballad is on Catherine Bertie (d. 1580), mother of Peregrine Bertie,
Lord Willoughby, for whom a very popular ballad tune was named, q.v.
"Troy Town; Or, The Dutchess of Suffolk" is the tune direction in "The Mournful Subjects," on the death of Charles II (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 210,
and again V, 527).
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ing Fame" (for which see "Chevy Chase"), inappropriate for a six-line
octosyllabic stanza}
Of the eighteen or twenty ballads naming the tune as "Troy Town"
only a few can be noticed. These include "The Sinners supplication,"
beginning "0 Gratious God and heavenly King" (Roxburghe; reprinted
in UB II, 498), a ballad of c. 1°30 and probably the earliest using this
name of the tunc. "A Caroll for Christmas day," beginning "The glorious
Son of I-leaven is up," is sung to "Troy Towne" in Good and True, Fresh
and New, Christmas Carols, 1°42.. sig. A2. "The Royal Wanderer," a bal·
lad on Charles II, beginning "When ravishing Rebellion reignes," names
the tune "The wandring Prince of Troy, or, Troy Town" (Euing 3(2).
"The Fair Maid of Dunsmore's Lamentation," beginning "All you that
ever heard the Name/of Wigmore that renowned Lord," is to "Troy
Town" (Euing, Lord Crawford, Wood E.25, Bagford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 7(7)."
Among late seventeenth-century ballads, I note only "A New Ballad of
The Midwives Ghost . . . lfi8o," beginning "To speak of Murthers that
have been," which names the tunc "When Troy Town" (Douce, Pepys;
reprinted in PB III, 33), and two pieces on the shooting of Thomas Thin
(or Thyn), Feb. 12, 1082. The first is J. M.'s "Murther Unparalel'd," beginning "Come and assist my Trembling Pen" (Bodleian Ashmole G.15
[48], Huntington; another issue, with the title "The Matchless Murder,"
is in Wood E.25 and Roxburghe; reprinted in RE V, Ill). This was followed almost immediately by "The Wonderful Discovery: Or, The
Murtherers brought to light," beginning "Come listen all while that I
sing," to "Troy Town, Or, A Warning for lewd livers" (Morgan 66).6
Eighteenth-century ballads include two to the tune of "When Troy
Town for Ten Years Wars": "The Mourning Court," on the death of
Queen Anne, beginning "With bleeding Heart and weeping Eyes" (BM
1876.f.1 [66]), and "A New Moral Song . . . wrote by Nat Withy . . .
the Wandering Bard," beginning "You that would read or hear my Song"
(BM 1872.a.1 [140]). Another ballad entitled "The Mourning Court,"
on the death of Prince George of Denmark, 1708, beginning "Come let
us mourn for well we may," is to "Troy Town" (BM 1876.f.1 [44]). A
song called "The Stroler, or a hard Fate, but good Fate at last," beginning
"Young Perkin a poor wand'ring Knight," makes the imitation of the
'Since the seven final stanzas are found in the Shirburn MS (SB, p. 96), the ballad
must have been in print by 1616. The ballad has been reprinted in Percy's Reliques
and in RB r, 380.
" Chappell (PMOT r, 371) cited an entirely different ballad on the subject (see a
note, s.v. "Diana's a nymph',) as if it were merely another edition of "The Fair Maid."
6 The second tune name may be derived from "A Warning to all Lewd Livers" (RB
nr, 23), which i~ itself to the tune of "Sir Andrew Barton"; that ballad was in turn
sung to "Come. follow my love," a tune which has not survived.
.
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old Dido ballad explicit in the tune title: "£neas Wand'ring Prince of
Troy" (A Collection of State Songs, 1716, p. 107). "The Bowes Tragedy,"
beginning "Good Christian people pray attend," on an episode of 17 q,
shows us that "Queen Dido" had not been completely forsaken as a name
(or the tunc (Harvard, reprinted in Ritson's Yorkshire Garland, 1788).

The Queen} A/main
The tunc of "Queens Almayne" is named for singing John Barker's
ballad licensed 1568-1569, "Of the horyble and wo£ul destruccion of
Jerusalem," beginning "An Emperour VaspasianjSome tyme in Romc
there was" (Huntington; reprinted in Collmann, NO.5; a mid·seventeenth
century edition is Wood 401 [82]).
The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book II, 217, contains William Byrd's ar·
rangement of the tune (Fig. 384); another keyboard set, which may datc
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Melodic line extracted from second section of Byrd's setting; original contains
varied repeats of each strain.

from the middle of the seventeenth century, is preserved in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fo1. 27. 1 The tune is found also in Dr. John
Leyden's MS Lyra Viol Book (after 1690; G. F. Graham transcript, No.
1 In a discussion of this MS, which is of English provenience, Mlle. M.-L. Pereyra,
Revue de Musicologie, XI (1927), 21ln., points out the correspondence between "The
Queen's Almain" and a French carol "Vne Jeune Fillette" which Eustache du Caurroy used as a theme for a three-voiced piece in his Fantaisies, 1610. For a transcription
of this composition, see An Anthology of Early French Organ Music, ed. Joseph Bonnet,
New York, 194 2 , p. 7.
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47). Mabel Dolmetsdl gives the figures of this almain, together with the
Fitzwilliam tune, in her Da'tlces of Eng/arid and France, 1450-1600,
1949, pp. 150- 151.

The Queen} Old Courtier
This tune is variously known as "An Old Courtier of the Queen," "The
Queen's Courtier," "The Queen's Old Courtier," "The King's Old
Courtier," "An Old Soldier of the Queen's," and "The Queen's Old
Soldier." The music calls for the intoning of verses upon a single
note, with the commonly found two-line burden set to a musical phrase
suggesting a psalm chant.
The ballad giving the tune most of its names begins "[With] an old
song made by an old aged [or ancient] pate," and its refrain is:
Like an old courtier of the Queen's,
And the Queen's old courtier.

In the second half of the poem "old" becomes "new" and "Queen's" becomes "King's," as the poet laments the decay of tradition after Elizabeth's death. It may be inferred, therefore, that the piece was written in
the reign of James I, although no surviving copies are so 01d. 1 Of two
manuscript texts, one and perhaps both antedate the Restoration:
"The Old Courtier of the Queenes" is in Bodleian MS Ashmole 38,
p. 113, and an untitled version is in John Gamble's MS Commonplace
Book, 1659, No. 120. The poem is in Le Prince d'Amour l 1660; p. 161,
with "Old Courtier" and "New Courtier" as separate titles of the two
parts (reprinted in RB VI, 756). "An Old Song of an Old Courtier and a
New" is in An Antidote against Melancholy, 1661, p. 14. Many later
reprints of the song exist with varying titles; for example, it is in A
New Academy of Complements, 1671, in Wit and Drollery, 1682, and
Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682; with music it is in all editions of Pills"
1719-1720, III, 271, in The Convivial Songster, c. 1782, and in Ritson's
English Songs, 1783. An early eighteenth-century song-sheet edition with
1 Pepys seems to have heard the ballad on June 16, 1668: "a song of the old
courtier of Queen Elizabeth's, and how he was changed upon the coming in of the
King, did please me mightily, and I did cause W. Hewer to write it out, 3s 6d." But
the diarist did not listen very carefully: the ballad is not about the alteration of
the courtier's manners, but rather the contrast between the father, wedded to tradition, and his son, whose manners and morals are "new-fangled."
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carefully notated air (Fig. 385) is "The Old and New Counier of the
Queens" (BM H.1601 [498], Huntington, Harvard).
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A reworking of the ballad by "T. Howard, Gent." to the tune of "The
Queens Old Courtier" is "An Old Song of the Old Courtier of the Kings,
with a New Song of a New Courtier of the Kings," c. 1670, beginning
"An old Song made, of an Old aged pate." Here, despite the title, the
contrast between old and new is carried out in alternate stanzas; the
Queen has been eliminated (Pepys, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in R/J
VI, 758). A century later there appeared another reworking on a song
sheet entitled "Moderation and Alteration," with a refrain "Moderation Moderation 'tis a wonderful Moderation," in which the key word
is changed to "Alteration" in the last eight stanzas; and the music (or
the refrain is altered (EM G.809.c [70], Harvard, California).
That the original ballad was circulating before 1642 is suggested by
the imitative (orm of the refrain in "Thankes to the Parliament," 1642.
This piece, beginning "Come let us cheere our hearts with lusty wine,"
has a variable refrain after this pattern:
Thanke the great Counsell of the King,
And the Kings great Counsells.

This ballad is without tune direction, but it can obviously be sung to
"The Queen's old courtier" (EM Thomason, EM Luttrell; reprinted in
CP, p. 140). Another of the same sort, beginning "To make Charles a
great King and give him no power," is entitled "Verses made in 1642
by N. N." in the manuscript version printed in RB VIII, lxii+++; it
appears without title in Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fol. 67, and with
the tune title "The Queens old Souldier" in Rump, 1662, I, 13, and
Loyal Songs" 1731, I, 3. Its refrain is "The New Order of the Land, &
the Lands new Order." Still another is "The Tub-Preacher," beginning
"With face and fashion to be known," without tune direction but with
refrain" 'Tis a new teacher about the town,jOh the town, the towns new
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teacher" (Sportive Wit, 1656, p. 37; other versions, with different titles
and some verbal differences, are in Parnassus Biceps, 1656, and ]. Cleaveland Revived, 1659; reprinted in Mackay's Cavalier Songs, pp. 18, 61).
The song has been credited to both Cleveland and Samuel Butler, but
there is no authority for assigning it to either.
"The old soldier of the Queen's" is another name for the tune. It comes
from the refrain "It was an old souldier of the Queens/Oh the Queens
old souldier" associated with a song beginning "With an old mothy
coat & a mamsey nose," which appears without tune direction in Wit
and Drollery and Merry Drollery, 1661, and in A New Academy of
Complements, 1671.2 That it was in circulation before the Restoration
is evidenced by two ballads of early 1660 which are to be sung to "An
[or The] old soldier of the Queen's," One is "Saint George, and the
Dragon, Anglice, Mercurius Pocticus," beginning "News, News:-Here's
the Occurrences: and a new Mercurius" (BM Thomason, with MS date
Feb. 28, 1659/60; Wood 416 [43], with MS date Feb. 1659, and Harvard,
with MS date Feb. 27. 1659, both dates old style; reprinted in Ratts
Rhimed to Death and The Rump, 1660; Rump, 1662; Wright, Political
Ballads, p. 205; Mackay, Cavalier Songs, p. 133). The other is "A FreeParliament-Letany," beginning "More Ballads;-here's a spick-&-span
new Supplication" (BM Thomason and Harvard, with MS date March
17, 1659/60, Wood 416 [60], with MS date March, 1659; Bagford; reo
printed in The Rump, 1660, Rump, 1662, Wit and Mirth, 3d cd., 1682,
Wilkins, Political Ballads r. 125. and RB VII, 665). Both ballads are in
the usual form, with four long lines to be chanted, followed by a sung
refrain of two lines. Here the refrain ends "Libera nos Domine," suggesting a kinship with the host of litanies that appeared during the last
months of the Commonwealth and again during the 1680s. Their distinguishing feature is the final refrain line (sometimes Anglicized to
"Forever, good Lord, deliver us"), preceded by three or four long, often
. irregular, lines. A few were to be sung to "Cavalilly Man" or "When
Jockey first the wars began," or "Which nobody can deny" (see "Greensleeves"), and many seem particularly well fitted for the latter tune. S
A continuation, with a refrain " ... a new Souldier of the Kings ... ," reminiscent of the second part of "The Old Courtier:' often accompanies the ballad of the
old soldier. It begins: "With a new beard but lately trimmed."
A song in Westminster Drollery, 1672; II, 24, beginning "Of old Soldiers the Song
you would heare," has the refrain "Like an old Soldier of the QueensjAnd the Queens
Old Soldier," It was reprinted in Wit and Drollery, 1682, and with the music in Pills
V, 217. Its rehearsal of Elizabethan military exploits suggests that it is a good deal
older than its drollery appearances; it may antedate "With an old mothy coat," but
either song could have been the source of the new tune name.
S The commonest stanza pattern is three lines of eleven syllables each, followed
by the refrain. While this is admirably suited to the short form of "Greensleeves,"
2
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But ordinarily no tune name appears on the ballad sheet; indeed, many
litanies seem to be verse satires rather than songs for singing.
A humorous sketch of a conducted tour through Westminster Abbey
is reprinted in Pills V, 220, directed to be sung to the tune of "Old
Soldiers." The ballad, beginning "Here lies \Villiam de Valence," is a
running account of the great who lie buried in the Abbey. \Vhat gives
it point is a prefatory prose account of the apprentices and maidens who
are gathered to see the sights; the margins contain their naive comments,
and the total effect is--mildly dramatic. The piece appeared in SjJOrtivc
Wit, 1656, The Mysteries of Love and Eloquence, 1658, and other mis.cellanies, but without any indication of a tune. The title of a late broad·
side edition of the piece suggests why Pills should have coupled it with
"The Queen's old courtier" music: "The Tombs in Westminster Abbey.
As Sung by Brother Popplewell in the manner of Chanting in a Cathedral" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 268).' Since the stanza is rough
ballad meter, rhyming abcb, it is clear that only the chanting portion
of the tune can be used, and there is no reason to suppose that verse and
music were coupled before the Pills editions, if indeed the piece had ever
been intended for singing.
The tune was introduced into three ballad operas: Ralph's The
Fashionable Lady, 1730, Fielding's The Genuine Grub-Street O/JCra,
1731, and his Don Quixote in England, 1734. Fielding's name for the
tune in both productions was "The King's old Courtier," and the text of
both songs is that which has continued in vogue with a different tunc as
"The Roast Beef of Old England," q.v.
this very pattern is found in "A New Litany," 1710, beginning "From the fine Roman
Whore, or the Geneva Slut," to the tune of "An Old Courtier of the Queen" (I-Iarvard). As we have seen, this latter tune calls for a two-line refrain; something of the
effect could be achieved by singing the third long line and the Latin phrase to the
refrain notes, leaving the first two lines of the stanza to be chanted, out the unity
of the stanza is weakened. On the whole, I consider the 1710 ballad rather aroitrarily
coupled to "An Old Courtier," and I am inclined to doubt that this tune was used
for litanies, except for the two 1660 examples cited.
'Brother Popplewell is an elusive figure on whom more information would oe
welcome. I can supply only one further scrap: "A Gallon a Day," c. 1775, a singlesheet song parodying "The Vicar of Bray," names him in the title as the singer who
has made it a "favourite" (Harvard, BM G.309 [152]) .
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Quoth John to Joan
This tunc takes its name from the opening line "Quoth John to Joan,
wilt thou have me" of "The Clowns Courtship, a Song made and sung
to the King at Windsor, to an excellent Scotch Tune." This piece by
D'Urfey, printed in his New Collection of S011gS and Poems, 1683, p. 48,
appeared in two expanded broadside forms, one "The North Country
lovers: Or: The plain Downright woocing between John and Joan . . .
•is it was sung before the Court at Windsor," to the tunc of "Quoth
John to Joan" (Pepys IV, 24); the other, "The Country-man's Delight
. . . John the Serving-Man, In his Courting of Joan the Dary-Maid," to
"a New Play-House Tunc: Or, Dolly and Molly" (Lord Crawford, Pepys,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 593).1 With the "Scotch
Tunc," which docs not quite fit, D'Urfey's song 'ippears in every edition
of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 114 (Fig. 386).
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D'Urfey very probably made over an old song. His refrain, "I cannot
come every day to woo," is an echo of "And every day I cannot come
to woo," in Taming of the Shrew, II, i. A passage from a lost inter1 "Dolly and Molly" is a tune derived from a ballad of the same name, directed to
be sung to "Bacon and Beans," for which music has apparently not survived.
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lude, The JVocr, containing the line "I cannot come a wOillg euery day,"
is found in Tile Arlc of Er'glish Pocsie, 1589, cd. Willcock and '\Talker,
1936, p. 203. And an entry in the Stationers' Register of "John wooillge
of Jone &c," Jan. 18, 1592, seems to point to an early ballad version,
now lost, which D'Urley may ha\'e recalled.
J. Stafford Smith, Musica Ar'liqtul, 1812, I, 32, reprints from an Ullidentified sixteenth-century MS a single-stanza song "Joan qd John when
wyll this be," with the refrain D'Urfey was to use and a tunc which,
for all its irregularity,. has a great deal in common with the Pills air. 2
The refrain is also found in "A wooing Song of a Yeoman of Kents
Sonne" in Ravenscroft's Melismala, 1611, No. 22; the tunc in common
time bears marked harmonic resemblances to the beginning and end of
the 6/4 air in Pills. The text, beginning "I haue house and land in Kent,"
is reprinted in RB VI, 591.

The Ran~ or Give Ear
to a Frolicsome Ditty
This tune appears as uThe Rant," altered on the engraved plate to
read "The Ramble," in Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, 9th cd., c. 1690,

ed., 1697. In Apollo'S Banquet, Second Book, 1691, it is called "The
City Ramble." The same music, without tune direction (Fig. 387), is
11 th

2 A version of the Smith song, with differing text beginning "John, quoth Joan, is
there such haste," is printed in The First Book 0/ Elizabethan Songs, ed. Peter Warlock,
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found on a broadside of 1691, "An Excellent New Song, Entituled, A
Hot Engagement Between A Frendl Privateer, and an English Fire-Ship,"
ueginning ''I'm a Prize for a Captain to fall on" (Pepys V, 386, text reprinted in PB VI, 154). A different edition, entitled "A Fight Between
An English Fire·Ship And A French Privatiere," has no music but
contains the direction "Tune of, Give ear to my Frolicksome Ditty"
(Lord Crawford 597). This latter tune title is derived from the first
line of a ballad of the 1680s, "The Jolly Gentleman's Frolick: Or, The
City Ramble ... To a Pleasant ~ew Tune" (Lord Crawford, Harvard,
Pepys, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 513).1 An early eighteenth-century single·sheet edition of "The lolly Gentlemans Frolick"
(Harvard, BM G.316.d [155]) reproduces the tune in the fonn usually
found in the ballad operas (Fig. 388).
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Original is in 6/4, key of Bb.

Two other ballads on the same subject, and presumably to the same
tune, are "The Ranting Rambler," beginning "I pray now attend to
this Ditty," to the tune of "The Rant, Dal, derra, rarra" (Bagford; reprinted in nR I, 205); and "Mark Noble's Frollick," beginning "One
night at a very late hour," to the tune of "the New Rant" (Pepys, Harvard, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 510).2
The following ballads list the tune as "The Rant": "The Female
Frollick," beginning "You Gallants of every Station,jgive ear to a
Frollicksome Song" (Pepys, reprinted in PB V, 292; copies entitled "The
Female Highway Hector" are in Harvard and Lord Crawford, reprinted
in RB VIII, ix·); and "The London Lasses Hue-and-Cry After Her
Dearly Beloved Robin," beginning "Good People pray give your Attention" (Pepys III, 245, BM C.22.£.6 [140], Lord Crawford 460, Harvard). The following give the tune as "The City Ramble" and use the
1926, pp. 25-28. Warlock's source is a series of early seventeenth-century part books,
BM MS Add. 17786--17791, in which [Richard] Nicholson is named as the composer.
1 Later copies give the tune as "The Rant, Dal dera Rara."
2 This ballad can be sung to "The Rant" but not to the tune of "New Rant"
which is preserved in A Hooke of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gittem, 1652, Part
II, No. 21.
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"Ram" stanza pauern with refrain: "An Excellent New Song. Call'd,
Fox-Hall Frollick," beginning "The Paller a lusty young wooer" (Pepys
V, 2(8): "An Excellem New Song, call'd The Baily of Hounslow,"
beginning "The Baily that flOW goes a \Vooing" (Pepys V, 160): and two
eighteenth·century broadsides both emitled "A Ncw Summons to HorllFair," one beginning "Ve Cuckolds that dwell in the City" (BM 1876.f.1
[149·]), the other "Vou Sots that are joyn'd to a \Voman" (BM 1871.c.9
[114]: BM I 876.f.1 [149] is another edition, with varying title). The tunc
is called "The City Rant" .in "The Buxome Lass of Bread-street," beginning" I have been a Twelve-month at London" (Pcpys III, 295), while
"The Conceited Hell-man," bcginning "Thc Bell-men that walk in the
weather," is to the tune of "The Midnight Ramble, with the burden to
it" (Pepys IV, 262).
The tunc, in a morc singable form than one encounters in sevcmcclllhcentury sources, was used for at least nine ballad operas, where it is usually
entitled "Give ear to (or [-[ave you heard of) a frolicksome ditty." In
Gay's The Bcggar's OfJcra it is set to verses beginning "How happy could
I be with either," which becomes another name for the tune in "An
Eligiaick Song. On the Death of . . . Mrs. Mary Wall . . . .June, 1729"
by H. Ware, beginning "Ve Beaus, who all Hear my sad Ditty" (BM
189o.e.5 [27], a Dublin broadside). The tune is cited under the same
name in "A Fore-castle Song," beginning "Do you see, as a Sailor, I'll
heave oniA bit of a song in my way" (George A. Stevens, Songs, Cornie
and Satyrical, 1772). Joseph Ritson printed a ballad by "George Knight,
Shoemaker" entitled "The Hare-Skin," to the tune "Have you heard of
a frolicsome ditty," in his llishopric Garland, 1784, reprinted in Northern Garlands, 1810. "Give Ear to a Frolicksome Ditty" appears as a
MS tune direction in the Douce copies of several broadsides alongside
the printed tunc name "Maggie's Jealousy" (for which, see "You London
Lads").
Also sung to the tune is "Saddle to Rags," a ballad collected in Yorkshire, 1845, by J. H. Dixon and included in his Ancient Poems, Ballads,
and Songs of the Peasantry of England, 1846. Though it had been in
traditional circulation since the end of the eighteenth century, it is ultimately derived from print. Child gives it as "The Crafty Farmer" (No..
283) and establishes its origin in his headnote and his a and b texts.
It has flourished widely in America as "The Yorkshire Bite," but is sung
to different tunes. See further G. Malcolm Laws, A merican Balladry from
British Broadsides, 1957, L I.
Chappell has noted the kinship between "The Rant" and the tune
found in The Dancing Master, 2d ed., 1652, called "Winifreds Knot, or
Open the door to three." There it is unbarred; in editions of 1665 and
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after, the measure is 6/4; with the 1703 edition it is properly printed in
9/4 time. The ballad.opera tune is usually incorrectly barred in 6/4.

Red Bull
An early seventeenth·century ballad "To the tune of the new dance
at the Red Bull Play-house" is entitled "A. mad kinde of wooing, Or, a
Dialogue betweene Will the simple, and Nan the subtilI." Its twelve·line
ballad-meter stanza begins "Sweet Nancie I doe loue thee deare/Beleeue
me if thou can" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 121). Although
the connection is farfetched, a tune appearing in The Dancing Master
from the loth ed., IGg8, as "The red Bull" will actually fit the ballad,
provided each strain be repeated in turn. The music had appeared in
Apollo's Banquet, 1670, No. 75, as "The Dam'sells Dance" (Fig. 389):

~'~r~
The Red Bull Theater itself was the headquarters of Killigrew's company at the Restoration but soon afterward ceased to be used. Coincidence, then, seems to playa large part in giving us a suggestively named
tune which will fit a commonplace measure (but note that the sta~za
length is not equally commonplace).
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Remember Ye

Wh~s

D'Urfey's song beginning "Remember ye Whigs what was formerly
done" is best described in the title he prefixed to it in Pills, 1719-1720,
I, 246: "Advice to the City, a famous Song, set to a Tune of Signior
Opdar, so remarkable, that 1 had the Honour to Sing it with King
Charles at Windsor; He holding one part of the Paper with Me." D'Urfey
included the song in his New Collection of Songs and Poems, 1683,
and it was reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, 1685; in neither volume is
music printed with the song. Broadside versions had appeared in 1682,
entitled "Advice to the City, or, the Whiggs Loyalty Explained. To an
Excellent New Tune" (Wood 417 [94], without music; an engraved song
sheet with the same title contains the Opdar music [Fig. 390]: Bodleian
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Ashmole G.16 [105], Harvard, Huntington); still another issue is entitled "Advice to the City: Sung to the King at Windsor, to a Theorbo,"
without tune direction or music (BM 82.1.8 [38], Wood 27 6a [530],
Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [210], Harvard, Yale; reprinted in RB V, 281,
from an unspecified copy). As "Remember ye Wiggs" the tune is given
in Humphry Salter's Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder, 1683,
p. 16.
The intricacy of the song suggests that Opdar set D'Urfey's words, not
vice versa as his Pills title implies. Despite the honorable auspices that
made the song memorable for D'Urfey, it seems not to have been a
favorite, for it is included in only the final edition of Pills.
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The Rich Merchant Man
This tune is called "The Merchant," "The Merchant Man," "The Merchant of Emden," "The Rich Merchantman," and "There was a Ridl
Merchant Man," from a ballad by Thomas Deloney which was licensed
in 1594. Many seventccnth-century editions survivc, usually with the
title "A most sweet Song of an~English Mcrchant, borne at Chichester.
To an excellent new Tunc"; the first line is "A Rich Merchant Man there
was,/that was both grave and wise" (Wood 401, Pcpys, Euing, Douce,
Lord Crawford, Bagford, Harvard, Morgan, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB I, 320, and in Deloney's Works, ed. Mann, p. 485). The ballad stanza
here consists of three poulter's-measure quatrains, the third of which
is the burden. This pattern is followed generally in other ballads to
thc tunc, but some arc written in eight- or four-line stanzas, much as
we find with "London is a finc town."
. Despitc the popularity of Deloney's ballad and the frequent use of
the tune associated with it, no music has survivcd which can be confidently identified. A ballad by J. P., licensed in 1678, is titled "The
Merchant-man and the Fidlers wife . . . To a Pleasant Northen Tune,"
and begins "It was a Rich Merchant man/That had both ship and all"
(Pepys IV, 1(3); it is reprinted in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 77, with a tune
that was more accurately given in editions of 1707 and 1712, III, 153
(Fig. 391). Despite thc presence of echoic words in title and first line,
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the ballad seems to me in no sense an imitation of Deloney. The only
other basis for associating the music with our tune titles lies in the 6.6.1f.O
quatrain of J. P.'s ballad, for the eight-bar melody fitting his words would
also fit a quatrain of our "Rich Merchant Man" ballads. Although the
tune is of popular cast and seems a good deal older than the last quarter
of the seventeenth century, the evidence simply does not allow us to make
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a positive identification. 1 In the discussion that follows, this tenuousness
between our tune names and the Pills music is assumed.
"The feardull Judgement of almighty god, shewed vpon two sonnes
who . . . murthered their . . . father," beginning "A heavy dolefull
storye/I am abovt to wright," to the tune of "The Marchant of Emden
or Crimson Velvet," was copied into the Shirburn MS by 1616 (SB,
p. 1(4).2 Another early ballad using the tune is "A dittie most excelent for euerie man to reade/that doth intend for to amende &
to repent with speede," to the tune of "a rich marchant man or John
come kiss me now," beginning "'Whoe loveth to live in peace: & marketh
euerie change." It is found in BM MS Add. 15225, fol. 56 (c. 1616),
but it had been licensed as a broadside in 1564 after having appeared in Tottel's Miscellany, 1557. The tune titles must have been
newly added in the manuscript version. 8
Perhaps the most popular production associated with the tune is
"An Excellent Ballad of George Barnwel," beginning "All youths of
fair England," to the tunc of "The Merchant" or "The Rich MerchantMan" (Pepys, Bagford, Douce, Lord Crawford, Wood 401, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in Percy's Rcliqucs and in RB VIII, (1).
This account of youth undone by a strumpet, the basis of Lillo's London
Merchant, 1731, was licensed in 1624 and may well be older. From it came
another name for the tunc used on at least two ballads: "The Unfaithful
Servant," beginning "Young Maidens all beware," to the tune of "The
Rich Merchant-man: Or, George Barnwel" (Pepys; reprinted in PH III,
132), and an eighteenth-century ballad "The Cruel Lover: or, The
Credulous Maid," beginning "Young Men, I pray attend," to the tune
of "George Barnwell" (Harvard).
"Christ's Tears over Jerusalem," beginning "When Christ our Lord
1 Chappell (pMOT I, 381) was concerned more with the disparity between tune
length and stanza length than with the problem of identification. He suggested that
only half the tune was preserved in Pills, or that there must have been another tune
for the longer stanza form.
2 The first part is in 16-line ballad-meter stanzas; the second part, naming only
the first tune, has 8-line stanzas of the same measure. "Crimson Velvet," usually associated with a 20-line stanza of two quatrains and four triplets, does not fit.
"The Merchant of Emden" takes its name from an allusion in Deloney's opening
stanza to the place where the English merchant killed a man and was under sentence
of execution. Another ballad using this form of the tune name is "The Cucking of a
Scould," beginning "A Wedded wife there was," which Professor Rollins dated 1615
or earlier (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 72).
.
8 No tune directions are contained in earlier manuscript copies: Bodleian MS
Ashmole 48, fo1. 37 v , c. 1555-1565 (Songs and Ballads, ed. Wright, 1860, p. 57) and
BM MS Sloane 1896, fol. 35 v , c. 1576. Rollins included full collations in his edition of
Tottel's Miscellany, 1928-1929, II, 302ff.
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drew nigh/unto Jerusalem," to the tune of "The Merchant [Man]," has
been attributed to Deloney (Works, ed. Mann, p. 497) on the ground
that it may be the "Repent, England, Repent" of Deloney's named in
Nashe's Have With You to Saffron-Walden. It was entered in the Stationers' Register in 1624 (probably a transfer) and again in 1675; surviving
editions are late seventeenth century (Pepys, Rawlinson; reprinted in
RB VII, 787). Several ballads to the tune are reprinted in RB and DB.
A few others are worth noting here: "Englands Warning-Piece," beginning "Rouse up dull sinners all," was issued by Richard Burton about
the middle of the century (Wood E.25 [127]); "Strange Newes from
Brotherton," beginning "Oh wretched England mind," related a miraculous rain of wheat on Easter day, c. 1648 (Manchester; reprinted in PA,
p. 40); "A Godly Ballad of the Just Man Job," which begins "Walking
all alone,/No not long agone" (Pepys II, 62, Rawlinson 203, Lord Crawford 1239, Harvard), is a reworking of a ballad registered 1564-1565, the
early form of which, in a different measure and without tune direction,
is printed from MS in DEB, p. 209; "Treason Justly Punished," beginning "0 Stay and lend an Ear," is an account of the execution of WiHiam
Staley in 1678 (Harvard). The tune is called "There was a Rich Merchant
Man" in "The Unnatural Mother ... Sept. 1680. Drowned her self and
two poor Babes in a Well," beginning "Attend good People alI,/unto
my Story strange" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 43).
"The Kentish Miracle," beginning "Take comfort Christians all," to
the tune of "A Rich Merchant Man" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VIII, 39), is the basis of another name for the tune,
found in "The Ungrateful Son," beginning "Of an ungrateful Son,/
my purpose is to write," to the tune of "Kentish miracle" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 443).
Finally, we should mention a four-quatrain song sung to "a rich
Merchant man," beginning "Time was when thou a Kettle," in The
Famous Historie of Fryer Bacon, 1629, sig. C2 v ; the earliest editions of
the chapbook, now lost, probably antedate Greene's play, written c.
159 1- 159 2.

The Roast Beef of Old England
Richard Leveridge, a celebrated eighteenth-century bass singer, wrote
the music of this familiar song and some, at least, of its verses. A singlesheet edition, perhaps of the 1730s, is "A Song in Praise of Old English
• 604 •

I

Roast Beef. The Words and Musick by Mr. Leveridge," beginning
"\"hen mighty Roast Beef was the Englishmans Food" (Harvard), reprinted in \Valsh's British Musical Miscellany, 1731-1736, III, 121 (Fig.
392). The words alone appeared in A ComlJlete Collection of . . . Eng-
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lish and Scotch SOHgS, 1735-173G, II, 5. A song sheet of about the same
date with the original seven stamas extended to eleven is "The Roast
Beef Song by Mr. Leveridge. The Additional Verses by a Lady of Quality"
(BM G.313 [135], Harvard). The song was frequently reprinted through
the eighteenth celllury and has become a staple of Britain's national
music.
The relation of Fielding to the song is not quite clear. His Grub-Street
0IJcra, 1731, contains a two-stanza song, Air 45, to the tune of "The
King's old Courtier." Except (or a line in the second stanza and slight
variation in the refrain, the text agrees with that credited to Leveridge.
Fielding's Don Quixote in England, 1734, Air 5, reilllroduces the same
tune and opening stanza; a second stanza is not elu plicated in Leveridge.
In the absence of further evidence we may suppose that Fielding wrote
his ballad-opera verses with "The Queen's old courtier" in mind (he
follows faithfully the refrain pattern associated with that tune), and that
Leveridge soon afterward grafted new verses onto Fielding's two stanzas
and supplied a new air:
Among the parodies may be mentioned "A Song in Praise of Old
English Brown Beer. The Words by Mr. Kirkland," beginning "When
Humming Brown Beer was the Englishmans Tast" (BM G.316.f [113],
Harvard), which is found also in A Complete Collection, 1735. Another
on the same subject, to the tune of "Roast Beef," begins "When good
queen Elizabeth, history's boast" and is found in Joseph Reed's comic
opera version of Tom Jones, 1769, Act III. Political broadsides which
name the tune either from Leveridge's title or from the first line of his
song include: "Frederic of Prussia . . . By Mr. Lockman," c. 1743, be• 605 •

ginning "Whilc Britons seclII'cly their Blcssings enjoy" (BM C.116.i ..l
[117]); "Englands Scotch Friend. A New Song by Sawney McStuart," c.
1762, beginning "Now Peace it is finish'd it sUl'ely doth tend" (BM
1870.f.1 [168]); "The Grumblers of Great Britain . . . By a Grumbletonian," 1762, beginning "Good Pcople attend (if yOll can but spare
Timc)" (BM 1850.C.1O (77)): and a ballad on Tom Paine, "The Refanner of England," bcginning "Comc listen, good fellows, and a talc
I'll relate" (BM 1871.e.g (221)). "Thc Roast Bcef Cantata," c. 1765, beginning "Twas at the Gate of Calais Hogarth tells" (Harvard, BM G'316
[(16)), is a medley sct to vcrses writtcn by Theophilus Forest for Hogarth's
famous work of 1749. Thc last strain is Leveridge's tunc, but only the
refrain lines arc retaincd from thc original song. A Napoleonic squib
to the tunc is "A Fig for the Grand Buonaparle," 18°3, beginning "Since
our Harry's and Ned's three to one we are told" (Harvard). This list
could be multiplied, but it is slIfflcient to show the popularity of
Lcveridge's tunc, espccially durin~ the second half of the eighteenth
ccntury when vcry fcw broadsidcs idcntified the music to which they were
designed to be sung.

[Robin Hood and the
Bishop ojHereford j
"The Bishop of Hereford," a late eighteelllh-centliry song sheet, contains the music (Fig. 393) for the ballad beginning "Some they may
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talk of bold Robin Hood" (Harvard, BM G'311 [126]). Ritson reprinted
the music from another engraved issue bearing the title "Robin Hood
and the Bishop of Hereford" (Robin Hood, 1795, II, 150); Chappell's
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version of text and tune is drawn from still another, but earlier, song
sheet, entitled "The Bishop of Hereford's entertainment by Robin
Hood . . . in merry Bamsdale" and beginning "0 some they will talk
of brave Robin Hood" (pMOT II, 395).1
The simple but effective tunc might serve for any of the other Robin
Hood ballads written in quatrains, but our ability to trace such relationships is handicapped by the absence of tune directions on broadside
and garland copies of "Robin Hood and the Bishop of Hereford" without music (see Child No. 144). A tunc bearing strong harmonic and
melodic relationship to that of~the eighteenth-century song sheets is
said to have been found by Rimbault on a flyleaf of a copy of Parthenia,
c. 1613; he printed it as "Robin Hood and the CurtaIl Fryer" in
Gutch's Robin Hode, II, 436 (Fig. 394). Rimbault's air will fit "The
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Original is in key of A.

famous BatteIl betweene Robin Hood and the CurtaIl Fryer. To a new
Northeme tune," beginning "In Summer time when leaues grow greene/
and flowers are fresh and gay" (Pepys I, 78, an early seventeenth-century
copy; later issues are represented by the reprints in RB VIII, 521, and
Child No. 123 B).2
1 This copy, which I have been unable to trace, was the source of Rimbault's tune
in Gutch's Robin Hode, 1847, II, 441.
2 "In summer time," a much-cited broadside tune, is usually associated with octosyllabics and is therefore not derived from the "Curtal Friar" ballad. Nor is there any
relation between that ballad and "King Edward the fourth, and a Tanner of Tamworth" (Roxbmghe, reprinted in RB I, 531; Child No. 273), which begins "In Summer
time when leaues grew greene,land birds sitting on euery tree." "The Noble Fisherman: Or, Robin Hoods preferment," with almost identical first line, is to the tune of
"In Summer time," q.v.
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Robin Hood and the Stranger
Despite the antiquity of Robin Hood as a subject of balladry (an
allusion to songs about him appears in Piers Plowman) the great majority of Child's Robin Hood examples-Nos. 117-154-come from the
seventeenth or even eighteenth century. The Percy Folio MS, c. 1650,
is an important source, but a num1>er of texts are incomplete. The broadside versions, without which there would scarcely be a Robin Hood literature, seem to be revampings of received texts; black-letter survivals are
probably outnumbered by eighteenth-century stall copies, and one cannot
easily disagree with Child's general contempt for the heightened sen·
sationalism and general deterioration achieved by the later ballad hacks.
A specific case in point, Child feels, is the reworking of a group of
Robin Hood ballads into a common five-line stanza form to fit them
for singing to a single tune. The stanza is characterized by a metrically
irregular ballad-meter quatrain into which a refrain "With a hey down,
down, and a down" has been introduced after the first line; moreover,
internal rhyme is present in the second tetrameter, and occasionally in
the first as well. Whether one believes with Child that either or both
characteristics of the stanza pattern may be a sign of revamping, it is a
curious fact that our only music for a five-line stanza is "Arthur a
Bland," found in The Jovial Crew) an anonymous ballad opera of
173 1, Air 2 (Fig. 395); early seventeenth-century versions of the tune
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differing considerably in detail are designed for a verse quatrain (Cambridge University MS Dd.g.33, fol. 81 v [bandora], and Will Forster's MS
Virginal Book, p. 430, both called "Robin Hood," the former in minor
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[Fig. 39G], the latter in a major key).1 One other significant feature of all
three tunes is the triple rhythm which reflects the tendency of ballad
meter to swell from iambics to anapests,
Arthur a Bland, who gives his name to the tunc, appears as the outlaw's
opponent in "Robin Hood and the Tanner.', . To the tune of Robin
Hood and the Stranger" (RB VIII, 502; Child No. 12G). The ballad begills:
In Nottingham there lives a jolly taUrler,
With a hey down down a down down
His name is Arthur a Bland;
There is nere a squire in Nottinghamshire
Dare bid bold Arthur stand.

Also to the tune of "Arthur a Bland" arc "Robin Hood and Little John,"
beginning "When Robin Hood was about twenty years old" (RIJ VIII,
504; Child No. 125; earlier than the text of either reprint is a blackletter edition of c. 1700 in Lord Crawford 1320; the ballad was licensed
in 1624.), and some editions o[ "Robin Hood and the Ranger," beginning
"When Phoebus had melted the sickles o[ ice" (Child No. 131). "Robin
Hood and the Tanner" is named as the tune [or "The Launching o[
1 Thc Forster set is printed in Thomas Tomkins, Keyboard Music, cd. S. Tuttle,
Musica Britannica, V (1955). 139. Two other early vcrsions of the tunc arc untrustworthy aftcr the opcning phrasc. In Thomas Ravenscroft's Pammelia, 1609, it appears
as onc of thrcc country dances arrangcd to bc sung simultancously. and the words
to it begin "Robin Hood Robin Hood said little Iohn./comc dance bcfore the
Quccn a." A picce by William Cobbold, aftcr 1612, containing snatches of many
songs, couplcs thc opening bars of the melody with thc words "Robin hood Robin
hood, and little John./thcy leand thcm to a trcc" (BM MS Add. 18936, fo\. 60) .
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the Strickland," by George Knight, a late piece reprinted in Ritson's
Bishopric Garland, 1784, having the refrain "with a hey down, down
and a dec"; an earlier ballad, "Long Lent 1685, Or a Vindication of the
Feasts," beginning "Lent fourty \Vork dayes ever was," has the same
tune direction, but the stanzas arc eight lines without refrain (National
Lib. of Scotland Ry IIl.a.lo [32]). It could he sung to the earlier form
of the tune.
The ballad of "Robin Hood and the Stranger" has not survived,2
but as a tune name it is found on several other ballads, including "Robin
Hood and the Bishop," beginning "Come Gentlemen all, and listen a
while" (RB II, 449; Child No. 143), "Robin Hood and the Beggar," by
Thomas Robins, beginning "Come light and listen you Gentlemen all"
(RB VIII, 517; Child No. 133), and an unrelated ballad, "The Jovial
Lass: or Doll and Roger," beginning "As Roger did rise in the morning
betimes" (Pepys III, 116). "Robin Hood and the Beggar" in turn becomes
a name for the tune in Thomas Robins's "Robin Hood and the Butcher,"
beginning "Come all ye bl"ave Gallants and listen a while" (HB VIII, 535;
Child No. 122), his "Robin Hood's Chase," beginning "Come you gallants all, to you I do call" (RlJ VIII, 512; Child No. 146), and "Little
John and the four Beggers," beginning "All you that delight to spend
some time" (RB VIII, 497; Child No. 142 B).
Also sung to this tunc is a political ballad of January, 1660, called
"The Gang or the Nine Worthies," beginning- "It was at the Birth of
a Winters morn," with a five-line stanza, the "hey down" refrain line,
and the tune direction "Robin Hood" (BM Thomason, BM Luttrell,
Wood 416, Roxburghe; reprinted in The Rump, 1660, Rump, 1662,
Loyal Songs, 1731, and RIl VII, 658). Another ballad in The Rum!),
1660, p. 62, without title or tunc direction, but written in the distinctive
stanza pattern, begins "We came from Scotland with a small force,/
With a hey down down a down a."
"Robin Hood newly reviv'd: to a Delightful New Tune," beginning
"Come listen a while yOll Gentlemen all," is also in five-line stanzas
(RB II, 426; Child No. 128); and to the tune of "Robin Hood reviv'd"
are sung "A Famous Battle between Robin Hood, and Maid Marian,"
by S[amuel?] S[mithson?], beginning "A Bonny fine maid of a noble de2

Ritson assigned this title to a ballad usually known as "Robin Hood newly reviv'd"

(RB II, 426; Child No. 128); Child thought it might more probably be associated with
an older version of "Robin Hood and Little John" (RlJ VIII, 504; Child No. 125).

There are strangers in both ballads, to be sure; but it should be noted that a recurrent
formula in Robin Hood ballads is the outlaw's meeting a stranger, fighting him without success, and inviting him to join the band. Hence the title cannot be easily restricted, and there is no reason to doubt that still another ballad adhering to the
formula may have existed.
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grcc" (RB VIII, ciii---; Child No. (50), and thc cightccl11h.ccnLUry
piccc, "Capt. Hind's Progress and Ramblc," bcginning "Thcrc's Illany
a comical story you know" (Douce, Madden, \Villi,uns College, Harvard,
Roxuurghe; reprintcd in RB VII, (44).
"Rouin Hood, \Vill. Scadlock and Littlc John," to thc LUnc of "Robin
Hood; or, Hcy down, down a down," scems from thc sccond LUnc namc to
bc relatcd to thc ballads in fivc-linc stanzas sung to "Robin Hood and
thc Strangcr," but surviving copies lack thc refrain linc and thc internal
rhymc found in other ballads of this group (RB II, 432; Child No. (29).
~

Robinsons A/main
Thomas Dcloney's ballad "The widdowes solace," bcginning "Mournc
no morc fairc widdow,jtcares are all in vaine," is directed to bc sung' "To
the tune of Robinsons Almainc" (Deloney's Garland of Good Will, 16 3 1 ;
reprinted in Works, cd. Mann, p. 330). The tune direction is uncertain,
for Thomas Robinson published seven almains in his two collections.
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Making the best fit with Deloney's verses is the almain which alone appears in both volumes of Robinson, The Schoole of Musicke, 1603, sig.
H2 v (lute) and New Citharen Lessons, 1609, No. 19, and which is additionally found in a Continental manuscript of c. 1600, Ret Luitboek van
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Thysius} No. 319 (Fig. 397).1 One or two of the other almains are
awkwardly possible of adaptation, but more nearly suitable is "An
Allmaine by Mr. Robinson" preserved in the cittern section of John
Playford's A Roola: of New l_cssorlS for the Cithern &- Gillem, 1u52,
No. 45.

Rogero
This tune is to be associated with the Aria di Ruggiero, from which
it gets its name. The Ruggiero air was one of a number of sixteenthcentury Italian ground basses upon which a singer could extemporize a
descant when chanting epic poetl)'. The appearance of Ariosto's Orlando
Furioso in 1532 apparently gave new impetus to the practice, and the
Ruggiero formula, named from Canto 44, stanza Ul, beginning "Ruggier,
qual sempre fui} tal esser voglio}" was perhaps the most widely lIsed. In
instrumental pieces the air is occasionally found in the superius, but it is
properly a series of bass notes with their implied harmony, upon which
melody can be rather freely invented. 1
The ballad tunc "Rogero" is not the original Italian formula, but is a
descant erected upon the Ruggiero bass, with which it harmonizes. A
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good version of the tunc, set for cittern, is in Cambridge University MS
Dd-4-23, fo1. 23 v (Fig. 398). Others arc found in Thomas DalIis's MS Lute
Book, 1583, p. 20, with "The Division of Rogero" on p. 21, in the Marsh
MS Lute Book, c. 1590, p. 305, and in Cambridge MSS Dd.3.18, fol. 1
1 The same conclusion was rcached by Richard Newton, who reprinted the 1603
tablature in his article "Thomas Robinson and the Ballad Writers," Lute Society Journal, I, NO.4 (1958), 82-87.

1 For a detailed study of the air in both vocal and instrumental music, see Alfred
Einstein, "Die Aria di Ruggiero," Sammelbiinde der Intemationalen Musihgesellschaft,
XIII (1912), 444, and the same author's "Ancora sull' 'Aria di Ruggiero,''' Rivistr
Musicale ltaliana, XLI (1937), 163. The melody is reprinted in Gustave Reese's Music
in the Renaissance} 1954, p. 326.
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(lute), and Dd.14.24, fol. 1 (cittern).: None of these settings retains the
Italian bass; the tune has, in effect, become independent of its original
generating force. a "Rogero" consists of four brief musical phrases, each
with a loose cadence; this feature is important in giving the air such
flexibility that it can be used for singing quatrains of ballad meter
(8.6.8.6), trimeter (6.6.6.6) or poulter's measure (6.6.8.6). The latter form
is found in the earliest ballads, whereas the most common stanza pattern
is ballad-meter octave, which requires that the air be sung twice over.
The tune quite understandably is called "New Rogero" in three ballads
of the 1580s. These include: one 10und in A Handefull of PLeasant DeLites, 1584, ed. Rollins, p. 63, entitled "A faithfull vow of two constant
Louers"; William Elderton's "The Lamentation of Follie," beginning
"Alas what meaneth man,/with care and greedy paine" (Huntington,
reprinted in Collmann, No. 43); and Arthur Bourcher's "A worthy Mirrour, wherein you may Marke, An excellent discourse of a breeding
Larke," beginning "A Larke sometimes did breed" (London Society of
Antiquaries, reprinted in nB III, 87; Huntington, reprinted in Coli·
mann, No. 10; a seventeenth-century edition, tune "Rogero," in Roxburghe I, 464).
Two ballads to the tune of "Rogero" are found in the Shirburn MS,
compiled from broadsides, 1585-1616: "A right Godly and Christiane
a. b. c.," beginning "Arise, and walke from wickednesse," an acrostic
ballad, the initial capitals of each stanza comprising the alphabet, to
which extra stanzas have been added as a prayer for James I (SR, p. 43;
an early seventeenth-century broadside print is in Roxburghe, reprinted
in RR III, 160); • and "The torment of a Jealious minck," beginning "All
2 The last named MS is one of several part hooks for broken consort. The bass-viol
part, Dd.5.2o, fol. I, contains a loose approximation of the Ruggiero ground. For a
transcription of the two parts, see John Ward, "Music for A Handefull of Pleasant
Delites," JAMS, X (1957), 173. Professor Ward has discussed a number of musical
texts which antedate the appearance of "Rogero" as an English ballad tune and has
quoted an interesting brief harmonization of "ruger" by Rychard Pyttyns (BM MS
Royal App. 74, fol. 46v) dated no later than 1547-1548.
3 William Byrd used a part of the Ruggiero theme in the bass of "La Virginella,"
a five-voiced madrigal on Ariosto's words (Psalmes, Sonets' 6' Songs, (588), of which an
English version, "The fair young virgin," appears in Nicholas Yonge's Musica Transalpina, 1588. See Byrd's Collected Worlls, ed. E. H. Fellowes, 1937-1950, XII, 124,
XVI, 1,8.
• The first entry in the Stationers' Register, 1557-1558, is "a ballett called a Ryse
and wake"; but Professor Rollins (Anal. Index, No. 93) believes this to refer to "Aryse
and wak, for Cristis sake," in Bodleian MS Ashmole 48, printed in Thomas Wright's
Songs and Ballads, 1860. It seems to have no connection with the Shirburn ballad or
with "Rogero," no tune being named. Collier's "Arise and wake," printed in his Extracts I, 185, has been shown to be a fabrication made to fit two entries in the registers
(Anal. Index, Nos. 93, 1(5); see Rollins, MLN, XXXIV (19 19), 342 .
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such as lead a Jealous lyfe" (SB, p. 26~). Thomas Deloney wrote "The
valiant courage and policie of the Kentishmen with long tayles" to
the tune (Strange Histories, 1602; reprinted in Works, ed. Mann, p.
38~, and in Chappell, PMOT I, 94). Richard Johnson's Crown Garland of Golderz Roses, 1612, ed. Chappell, 1842, p. 76, contains "A
pleasant new sonnet, intituled, mine owne deare lady brave" to the tune,
and his Golden Garland of Princely Pleasures, 3d ed., 1620, 13th ed., 1690,
contains another, "A lamentable Song of Lady Elinor," beginning "In
England lived once a Duke." The tune is also used for the mid-century
religious piece, "A most Godly and Comfortable Ballad of the Glorious
Resurrection," beginning "What faithful (or faithless] froward sinful
man" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 389).
"A new Sonnet, shewing how the Goddesse Diana transfonned Acteon
into the Shape of a Hart," beginning "Diana and her Darlings Deare/
went walking on a Day," names the tune "Rogero" only in the earliest
extant broadside edition (Manchester I, 29, c. 1625; reprinted among the
notes in A Handefull, ed. Rollins, p. 93); II other issues are to "a pleasant
new Tune" or some variation of this formula (Pepys, Bagford, Euing,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 520).
"The Norfolk Gentleman his last Will and Testament," beginning
"Now ponder well you parents dear," was originally sung to "Rogero"
(Pepys, Bagford, Euing, Douce, Wood 401, Wood 402, Harvard, Lord
Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 216), but in the eighteenth
century it had another tune to which it gave the name "The Children
in the Wood." The ballad and its offshoots are noticed in more detail
under that heading.
"A comfortable new Ballad of a Dreame of a Sinner" to the tune of
"Rogero" begins "In slumbring sleepe I lay" (Pepys, Douce; reprinted in
PG, p. 176). It was licensed in 1624, and its first line became a new name
for the tune in a ballad of 1626, "Iohn Spenser . . . his life and repentance," by Thomas Dickerson, beginning "Kind hearted men, a while
geue eare" (Pepys; reprinted in PG, p. 257), and another which was
licensed in 1630, "The poore man payes for all," beginning "As I lay
musing all alone" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 334). The disparity
between the trimeter quatrain of the first and the ballad-meter octave of
its two derivatives is indeed puzzling until one realizes that "Rogero"
accommodates both meters (the octave requiring, of course, a complete
repetition of the tune).
II

The Handefull version is to the tune of "Quarter Braules," q.v.
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Room for Company
This air derives one of its names from the title and opening lines of
broadside licensed in 1614: "Roome for Companie, heere comes Good
Fellowes. To a pleasant new tune" (Pepys; reprinted in PB I, 52). Martin
Parker's earliest ballad, c. 1624, in the same measure, is to the tune of
'Roome for Sec": "A Scourge for the Pope," beginning "Famous Brittany./Giue thankes to God on high" (Pepys; reprinted in OEB" p. 189,
and PH I. 219). "Roome for Company" is also the tune for "The fetching
home of May," c. 1635, beginning "Now Pan leaves piping,fThe Gods
have done feasting" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB Ill, 312). Versions of
this ballad were reprinted in An Antidote against Melancholy" 1661, and
in Pills" 1719-1720, IV, 26, where the title "The Green·Gown" is a polite
euphemism for that amatory longing of so many ballad maidens in the
spring.
Music printed with the Pills song is substantially the same as that
found in Musiclts Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 1652, p. 5 (Fig. 399), and
1
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Original is an octave lower.

in a seventeenth-century lute tablature (Trinity College, Cambridge, MS
0.16.2, p. 132), under the title "Roome for Cuckolds." This name may,
indeed, be the original form and
Company" its euphemistic doublet. The "Cuckold" title is named in the comedy The London Chanticleers, 1659, Scene III, as a song Ditty has in his pack. "Room for Cuckfl • • •
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olds, here comes a Company" seems to be a proverbial catchphrase when
used as subtitle of "Hey for Horn-Fair," c. 1685, a ballad on cuckoldry
sung to "The \Vinchester Wedding" (for which see "The King's Jig").!
A song in Sportive Wit, 1656, to "Room for Cuckolds" is "The Hunting
of the Gods," beginning "Songs of Sonnets, and rusticall Roundelays."
Other versions, often replacing "Sonnets" with "Shepherds," appear in
the following: the Percy Folio MS (ed. Hales and Furnivall, III, ~04);
Westmimter Drollery, 1672, II, 64; Wit and Drollery, 1682; A Collection
of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, III, Ig8; The Convivial Songster, c. 1782; and
Ritson's English Songs, 1783--the two latter with musk. The fact that
this song was about the hunting of the hare may explain the tune title
"Hunt the Hare" associated with the music in Thompson's Compleat
Collection of 200 Favourite Country Dances, c. 1780, IV, 52. A late eighteenth-century song sheet (Huntington, Harvard) bears the title "Hunting
the Hare. The Words by Geo. Alexr. Stevens." It begins with the familiar
"Songs of Shepherds in rustical Roundelays" and is only a shortened
version of the drollery poem, with the familiar tune and minor textual
variants.
The tune appears a second time in Pills VI, 136, with "Room for Gentlemen," beginning:
Room for Gentlemen, here comes a Company,
Room for Gentlemen, here comes my Lord-Mayor.

The four opening lines fit the tune and appear as a refrain throughout
the song; but the five-line stanzas are not suited to the music. From an
anecdote concerning Sir Thomas Myddelton (1550-1631), who was Lord
Mayor of London in 1613, we learn that "having married a young wife
in his old age, the famous song of Room for cuckolds, here comes my lord
mayor! was invented on the occasion." 2 Though this song seems to have
disappeared, itis possible that the refrain in the Pills song is an echo of
the original.
With slight alteration the tune appears as "A Minuet" in Gay's
,Achilles, 1733. In two ballad operas without music, it is called for: in
The Footman, 1732, it is cited as "Room for CuckQlds," and in Drury's
The Fancy'd Queen, 1733, as "Pan leave Piping."
1 A ballad entitled "Roome for Cuckolds" was issued in 1660, designed to be sung
to "Cuckolds all a-row," q.v. Because of the difference in rhythmic patterns, it could
not have been sung to the 1652 lyra-viol tune of "Roome for Cuckolds."
2 Thomas Pennant, Tours in Wales, 1778-1781, n, 29.
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Room Room jor a Rover
Thomas D'Urfey's song, "The Blackbird," beginning "Room, room,
room for a Rover,/Yonder Town's so hot," first appeared in the 1700
edition of Pills (1719-1720, II, 204) and was reprinted without music in
Wits Cabinet, c. 1700, p. 154. A song-sheet edition of c. 1705, entitled
"Room for a Rover" (BM G.305 [2fl], Harvard, California), credits James
Paisible with the music, "call'd yO new Dance" (Fig. 400).1

Original is in 6/4.
• B in original.

A contemporary broadside using D'Urfey's entire first line as the tune
title is "The Valliant English Seamans Call .' .. to serve ... against
France and Spain," beginning "Come brave Eng'lish Sailors" (Harvard).
D'Urfey wrote another song to the tune, beginning "Whilst Content is
wanting/In the World below," which he introduced into his comedy,
Wonders in the Sun} 1706, Act IV. It is reprinted in Pills II, 206.
Two ballad operas of 1731 call for the tune, naming it "Room, Room
for a Rover": The Jovial Crew and Lillo's Silvia.
10n the sheet line 2 has been re-engraved to read "London is so Hot," but the
original wording is faintly visible. Another edition, entitled "A Song the Words by
Mr. D'urfey, to a Tune of Mr. Peasablc's, call'd the new Dancc; and cxactly engrav'd
by Tho: Cross" (Harvard), also reads "London."
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Row Wel~ Ye Mariners
This tune is found in Thomas Robinson's Schoole of Musicke, 1603,
in all editions of The Dancing Master, 1651-c. 1728 (1651, p. 102=Fig.
401), and in Pills. The complex melody calls for a twelve-line stanza,

Original contains double bars but not repeat signs.

each quatrain of which is metrically distinctive, but all the sixteenthcentury ballads naming the tune may be sung very smoothly to it.
"Roowe well ye marynors &c.," was I~censed in 1565-1566; in the following year came "Roo well ye marynors moralyzed" (twice re-entered)
and "stande faste ye marynours"; in 1567-1568 "Rowe well ye Christes
marynours" and "Rowe well Godes marynours"; and in 1569-157° "Rowe
well ye marynours (or those that loke bygge." None of these ballads have
survived, but the entries in the Stationers' Register are evidence of the
success of the original-and of the irresistible urge to appropriate its lilting lines to moralizing purposes.
A Handefull of Pleasant Delites, 1584, ed. Rollins, p. 22, contains a
ballad to the tune, "A proper sonet, wherin the Louer dolefully sheweth
his grief to his L. & requireth pity," which may well have been in the
lost 1566 edition o( that miscellany.l Three ballads now in the Hunting.
ton Library illustrate the use of the tune in the 1570s; they were all
printed in ]. P. Collier's Old Ballads, and more recently in Collmann,
Nos. 75, 70, 69· The first is Thomas Preston's "A Lamentation from
The Robinson lute setting of 1603 is transcribed and the first stanza of the ballad
interlined in John Ward. "Music for A. Handefull of Pleasant Delites," JA.MS, X (1957),
158-159.

i
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Rome," 1570, beginning "All you that newes would here"; another, on
:he execution of John Felton, May 15, 1570, is "A letter to Rome" by
,teven Peele, beginning "\Vho keepes Saint Angell gates"; and the third
is Ralph Norris's "A warning to London by the fall of Antwerp," beginning "The sturdy Oke at length," which may be dated after November,
157 6 , when the Low Country city fell. Still another ballad of about this
time is "A Ballet, diclaring how euerye christian ought to prepare them
ielffe," beginning "Marche out, godes soldiours,/Youre enimies be sure
it hand" (BM MS Cotton Vespasian A.xxv, fol. 150v [oHm 159 V ],
printed by K. Boddeker in ]ahrbuch 7ilr roman. und engl. Sprache, N. F.
1I [ 18 75], 347).
"Row well, ye mariners" is mentioned as a hanging tune in the anonymous comedy Looke about you, 1600, sig. Fl-evidence that there must
have been other ballads to the air which have not survived.
The tune is found in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 191, with a ballad "John
and Joan," beginning "1ft please you for to hear,/And listen a while
what I shall tell." It is a piece of ribaldry which must have been circulating as a penny ballad during the Restoration, but I have not found a
broadside edition. The last musical phrases are slightly altered to fit a
fuller final quatrain; oth~rwise the tune has suffered almost no change in
a century of use.

Royal and Fair
This tune takes its name from the opening line "Royal and fair, great
Willy's dear Blessing," a thinly veiled political pastoral song which
Thomas D'Urfey wrote for his comedy Love for Money, 1691, IV, iii.
D'Urfey's two stanzas are found with music in all editions of Pills, 17 1 g17 20, I, 314. For broadside publication the poem was lengthened to five
stanzas and entitled "An Excellent New Song, Call'd; The Charmin Regent's Wish," as if it were a composition of Queen Mary. An issue with
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Original is a fifth higher.
• Note is a half tone lower in original.

accurate music (Fig. 402) is Pcpys V, 204 (text reprinted in PB VI, 22);
another, with meaningless music, is Lord Crawford 1035.
At least one other broadside was sung to "Royal and Fair": "The
Mournful Lover," beginning "Heavens look down and pity my crying"
(Pepys V, 369, without music).

[The Royal Ball}
This tune is found on broadsides of "The Royal Ball: As it was perforrn'd in Masquerade by Two Seamen. . . . To an Excellent New Tune,
Sung at Court." This expression of enthusiasm for King William and
the fleet was written, as Professor Rollins reminds us, in 1690 before the
disaster of Beachy Head on June 30, and begins "Since all the World's in
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Original is a fourth higher.
• Note is a half tOile higher in original.

Arms,IAnd full of loud Allarms" (Lord Crawford, BM C.39.k.6, Pepys;
reprinted in PIJ V, 15G, and OPIJ, p. (66). The typical theater tune,
printed with only fair accuracy on the broadside (Fig. 403), apparently
was not used for any other ballads. Its name here is therefore arbitrarily
assigned.

Russells Farewell
Lord William Russell was one of those implicated in the Rye House
plot against Charles H and James, Duke of York, early in 1683. Although
he pleaded not guilty and there seems to have been little ground for
suspecting him, he was convicted of high treason and was executed
July 21, 1683. A number of good-night ballads were written upon his
death, including "Russel's Farewell," to the tune of "Oh, the Bonny
Christ-Church Bells" (RB V, 324), and "The Lord Russell's Farewell,"
to the tune of "Tender Hearts of London City" (RB V, 326). We are
presently concerned with yet a third, "The Lord Russels Last Farewel to
the World," 1683, beginning "Farewel, farewel to Mortal Powers," a
broadside written and published by James Dean, with music on the sheet
(Harvard, Huntington, Wood 417; reprinted in BB II, 1002, and in RB
• 621 •

691). The music is wrongly barred (in 6/4 time instead of 4/4) and
ontains several misprints; it is on the whole a serviceable tune (Fig.
04), but it lacks the memorable quality one would expect of a ditty ex-

I,

104

'I/o time signature in original; barred as 6/4.

.....

:eeded in popularity only by "Packington's Pound," "Fortune my foe,"
'Greensleeves" and "Hey, boys, up go we." Under the name of "Russell's
:arewell" or "Johnson's farewell," the tune was used for fifty or more
)allads during its twenty years of greatest vogue. Pepys acquired about
:orty of these broadsides, whether attracted by the tune itself or by the
~ecurrent theme of execution in ballads naming the tune; thirty are re:>rinted in PB, and most of the rest arc to be found in BB or RB.
In 1684 Dean wrote "Oates's Bug ... Bug ... Boarding-School, at CamJerwell," to the tune of "My Lord Russels Farewell," beginning "Rouse,
Rouse my lazy Mirmidons" (Harvard, Clark; reprinted without music
tn I80 Loyal Songs, p. 328).1 Another early piece to the tune is "The
~orrowful Lamentation of the Widdows of the West," beginning "Alasl
we Widdows of the West,/whose Husbands did Rebell" (Lord Crawford
19, licensed by L'Estrange, containing corrupt music; Pepys II, 245, licensed by Richard Pocock, without music; reprinted in RB V, 7 24).
"Capt. Johnsons last Farewel," beginning "You noble Lords of high
Degree," is to the tune of "Russel's Farewel" (Pepys, BM C.39.k.6, both
with meaningless music; reprinted in RB VII, 742, and in OPB, p. 43;
the copy in Roxburghe III, 786, an eighteenth-century issue, is not fol1 Dean not only subscribed his name as author, but in the continuation of the title
listed several of his other ballads, including "The Lord Russel's Farewell."
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lowed by Ebsworth). It was based on the execution of Sir John Johnston,
Dec. 23, 1690, for his minor part in the abduction of a thirteen-year-old
heiress. z From this ballad come other names for the tunc. It is "Sir John
Johnson's Fare-well" in "The Charmed Lover; or a young Man that
Courted a \Veldt Lady," beginning "As I was walking in the Fields"
(Pepys V, 203). A handful of others name the tune "Johnsons Farewell,"
including: "The Dying Lamentation of Thomas Randal," 1696, beginning "Oh horred, horred is my Crime" (Harvard); "The Unhappy Tayler
. . . Who Hang'd himself," 1699, peginning "Come all Rash Lovers pray
draw near" (Harvard); "The Condemn'd Bridegroom . . . Executed . . .
9th of December, 1702 ... in South-wark," beginning "You that have
courted Women-kind" (BM 187 ..e.9 [135]); "Fatal Love or, The Young
Maiden's Tragedy," 1704, beginning "You Maidens who intend to wed"
(Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 47); and "Councillor Layer's Last Farewell
. . . executed for High-Treason, 17th of May, 1723," beginning "This
Day I am ordain'd to die" (BM 1872.a.l [166 V ]). Three others to the tune
are reprinted in PB, including "Capt. Whitney's Confession . . . 1693,"
beginning "The fatal day is come at last" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI,
322 ).
The end of Whitney's predatory career was celebrated in several other
ballads, including "The Penitent Robber . . . Capt. James Whitney . . .
his Execution . . . First of February, 1693," to the tune of "Russels last
Farewel" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 326), and "The Notorious Robbers
Lamentation, or, Whimeys Sorrowful Ditty," to the tune of "Russels
Farewel" (Pepys, Bagford; reprinted in BB II, 559). "Whitney's Dying
Letter To his Mistriss that betray'd him," in the same eight-line stanza,
is to the tune of "Whitney's Farewel" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, 316).
This may be another name for "Russell's farewell," deriving from one
of the foregoing ballads, but it is significant that "Whitney's Farewell"
in the 1695 edition of The Dancing Master, p. 163, is an entirely different tune.8
2 See PH V, 276-280, for a detailed account of the affair. Also to the tune of "Russell's
Farewell" is "Captain johnson's Love's Lamentation" (Pepys V, 6, with meaningless
music; reprinted in PB V, 281). "Sir John johnson's Farewel, by Jo. Hains," in the same
meter, is printed in Pills, 1719-1720, VI, 202, with music of "Chevy Chase" (reprinted
in RB VII, 744).
8 Information given in PB III, 260, VI, 315. concerning the music of "Russell's farewell" and "Whitney's farewell" is subject to correction. The original of Professor Rollins's No. 211 (PB IV, 187) contains crudely engraved notation of "Hey, boys, up go we";
the broadside of No. 327 (PB V, 281) contains meaningless music. The Dancing Master
tune is not a set of "Russell's farewelL" Since "Whitney's farewell" is named as the tune
of only one extant ballad, there can be no question of its displacing "Russell's farewell" as a name for the tune after 1693. Indeed, two-thirds of the PB pieces sung to
"Russell's farewell" originated after the date of Whitney's execution .
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Among the few ballads to "Russell's farewell" which appear not to
have been reprinted the following may be mentioned: "Perjur'd Steward's
Cruelty," beginning "In \\Tapping there did dwelt of late" (Pepys III,
377); "The Brave Boys of Bristol," beginning "Brave Bristol Boys, where
e're you be," to the tunc of "Hey Boys up go we; Jenny Gin; Busic Fame;
Or, Russels Farewel" (Douce I, Ig); and "Damons Triumph; or, Celia's
Joy," beginning "My dearest dear could I relate," to the tunc of "Russels
Farewel: or, Jenny Gin" (Pepys III, 66).

Sabina
The song beginning "As on a day Sabina fell a sleepe" is found with
music (Fig. 405) in BM MS Add. 21665. fol. gV, 1615-1626 (the words
printed in Giles Earle His Rooke, cd. Peter Warlock, 1932, p. 17). The
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Original is unbarred.

music, which is in the style of the early seventeenth-century lutenist
school, requires a double repetition of the first four syllables of the third
line in each stanza, and ballads sung to the tune print these repetitions
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in extenso. A broadside version of the song is "Cvpids Covrtesie: in the
wooing of fair Sabina. To a pleasant new Tunc" (Lord Crawford, Rawlinson, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, (45).1 These copies
are c. 1670; the ballad was reg'istered in 1656, but it is evidently considerably older, for Laurence Price's "A Complete Gentle-woman," beginning "You Muses all your aide to mee assigne," to the tunc of "Sabina,"
was registered in 1633 (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 197), and the
original ballad was very likely in print before that date.
An unknown hand reworked the Sabina verses, preserving much of
the imagery but little of the original delicacy. Beginning "Sabina in the
dead of night,/In restless slumbers wishing lay," the new song appeared
in The Banquet of Musiclt, Third Book, 1689, p. 22, with music by
Samuel Akeroyde (Fig. 406). The new tune and text were reprinted in all
editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 209, and in The Convivial Songster, c.
1782, p. 82. The words are in The Compleat Academy of Complements,
1705, p. 127. Akeroyde's tune, called "Sabina in the dead of Night," was
included in Apollo'S Banquet, 6th ed., 1690, and it is printed erroneously
on two broadsides of about the same date. 2
1 This ballad has no connection with the tune "Cupid's Courtesy," as metrical com·
parisons make dear.
2 One is "[The] Old Cavalier. To an Excellent New Tune" (PB V, 305) for which
the tune is properly "The Clear Cavalier," q.v.; the other is "A Dialogue Between A
Master and his Maid," to the tune of "Aye. marry. and thank you too," q.v. The fact
that the Akeroydc music was in type suggests that it must originally have been prepared
for a broadside version of the Banquet song or some other piece for which the tune
was suitable. But no such broadsides appear to have survived.
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A tune named "Sabina" in The Dancing Master, c. 1728, III, 186, has
no relation to the tunes and stanza patterns here discussed.

Sad as Death
..

This tune takes its name from the first line, "Sad as death at dead of
night," of a song introouced into Lee's Theodosius, 1680, the music of
which is contained in a supplement to the play (Fig. 407). Words and
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music are also found in The Newest Collection of the Choicest Songs,
1683, p. 66. The song, expanded to ten stanzas, was issued as a broadside
entitled "Repentance too Late," to the tune of "Sad as death: or, Parthenia unto Cloe eryed" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 52). On
the second tune, see "Sitting by yonder river side."
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The Sages 01 Old
This tunc is namcd from thc first linc of a song introduccd in a revival
of D'Urfcy's The Virtuous Wife a few years after its original production
in 1679. An engravcd singlc-shect edition of c. lOgO, called "A Ncw
Song" (Harvard), attributes the words to D'Urfey and thc music to
Thomas ToIlet (Fig. 408). A violin setting of the tunc appeared in
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Cadence note in bars 7, 14, 21, and 28 should extend through an additional
measure.

Apollo's Banquet, Second Book, 16g1. The stage song was printed in all
editions of Pills, but in 1719-172o, II, 17, the words were revised for fresh
topicality, the title changed to "The Parallel," and the original tune now
credited to John Eccles.
During the 16gos the poem was expanded to broadside length as "The
Loyal States-man: Or, A Plain Discription of these Present Times. Tune
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,f, The Sages of Old; or, Let the Souldiers Rejoyce" (Pepys; reprillled in
)B VII, (30). The sheet contains meaningless music. The twelve-line
tanza fits the music of Tollet, but Purcell's tune "Let the soldiers reoice," q.\'., is for a stanza of half the length.
D'Urfey's song was rcprintcd in such poetical miscellanies as A Col·
eClion of Bacchanalia" S01lgs, 1729, p. 3G, The Hive, 1725, III, 240, and
\llan Ramsay's Tea- Table Miscellany, 1733, III, 353. 1 It appeared also
IS a single-sheet song, entitled "The true-hearted Englishman" (BM G.312
113], c. 17(5), with still different mu~sic.

St. George jor England
This tune is known as "Sc George," "St. George for England," "St.
George and the Drag'on," and "St. George for England and the Dragon."
As we shall see, the tune is used (or several ballads on St. George; but
the narrative of his encoulller with the. dragon and his eventual marriage
to the king of Egypt's daughter, in a different meter, is sung to "Queen
.

D 1'd 0, " q.v.

The oldest ballad to the present tunc is "Saint Georges commendation
to all Souldiers . . . with a memoriall o( the Worthies . . . To a pleasant new tune," lGn~, beg'inning "Why doe you boast of Arthur and his
Knightes" (Pepys; reprinted in PB I, 43; the text in Percy's Reliques is
inaccurate and in RR VI, 780 is incomplete). The ballad is actually a
catalogue of Biblical, legcndary, and historical adventurers, none of
whom can surpass the English patron saint who slew the dragon, as the
refrain declares:
S. George (or England, S. Dennis is (or France,
Sing Hony soil qui mal y panse.

The ballad was more than once reworked and the gallery of heroes freshened, but the basic formula remained unchanged. Later editions of the
old ballad, beginning "Why should we boast/of Arthur and his Knights,"
are titled "An Excellent [or A New] Ballad of St. George and the Dragon"
and some copies contain the tune direction "When Flying Fame" (Lord
Crawford, Bagford, BM C.22.f.G, Do\,:ce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
1 The Hive, 4th ed., c. 1733, III, 160, contains another song to the tune of "The Sages
of Old," called "Hair of the same Dog" and beginning "If any so wise is,fThat sack
he despises"-a drinking song current at least since John Hilton's Catch that Catch Can,
1652, where it was printed as a round with entirely different music.
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VI, 72j). This version was widely anthologized, usually under the title
"St. George for England." It is found in The M)'steries of Love and Eloqtlt~tlce, 1658, Merr)' Drollery, 166r, An Arztidote agaimt Melancholy,
IG61, Jl'it (lTld Mirth, 3d cd., 1682, Wit and Drolle))1, 1682, and with
lIIusic in all editions of 1'ills, I j 19-1 j20, Ill, 116. Another version, prob.
ably written during the Itj50s, was subscribed S[amuel?] S[mithson?]; its
title is the old refrain: "Sl. George for England, And St. Dennis for
France . . ." and it begins "What need we brag or bost at all/Of Arthur
or his Knights" ('Vood 401 [118]):.,
A continuation of the old ballad, written by John Grubb, M. A., of
Christ Church, Oxford, was issued in broadside form around the end of
the seventeenth century (Morgan) and is found in Pills III, 315 (reprinted
also in Percy's Reliqucs and in RB VIII, 771). Its stanzas, burlesquing
the tone of the original ballad, conclude with the traditional refrain but
are so swollen in length that they seem designed for recitation rather
than singing.
One further imitation should be mentioned: "A New Ballad of King
Edward and Jane Shore," IG71, beginning "Why should we boast of Lais
and his Knights," to the tunc of fISt. George for England and the Dragon"
(Roxburghe; a bowdlerized reprint in RB VIII, 423). It is found with
the music in Pills IV, 272, and without music in A Collection of Old
Ballads, 1723-1725, I, 153. As "Jane Shore, and King Edward" it is reprinted in Samuel nutler's Posthumous Works, 4th cd., 1732, p. 263.
Pepys in his diary for March 6, 1667, records that he has read "a ridiculous ballad, made in praise of the Duke of Albemarle, to the tune of
St. George-the tune being' printed." A copy of the ballad with the music
(Fig. 409), one of the few broadsides to be so printed before about 1680,
is preserved in the Lu ttrell Collection I, 101, of the British Museum (reprinted in RB VI, 730, without the music). It is entitled "A Heroical Song
On . . . George [Monk] Duke of Albemarle . . . Made in August, 1666,"
and begins" King Arthur and his Men they valiant were and bold." The
colophon bears the publication date of 1667; the name of John Playford
as publisher helps to explain why the music was included. This "loyal"
ballad has the refrain:
Lord George was born in England, restor'd his Countryes Joy,
Come let us sing Vive Ie Roy.

Somewhat indebted to this ballad is "Vive Ie Roy: Or London's Joy. A
New Song on the Instalment of the present Lord Mayor of London,"
on Sir John Moore who took office in October, 1681. Beginning "You
London Lads rejoyce, and cast away your care," it names the tune "St.
George for England," and has the refrain:
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Sir John He's for thc King's Right, which Rebels wou'd destroy.
Vi\,c, Vi\,c, Vi\'e Ie Roy.

Copies of the original arc in Huntington, \\'ood 117, Harvard, Br>.1
1872.a.l; reprinted in RIl V, 276. The ballad was also reprinted in ISO
I,oyal Songs, IG8S, and more recently in Mackay's Cavalier Songs.
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incorrectly barred in original.

"Lancashire's Glory," beginning "Old England many Counties hath,"
is to the tune "St. George" (Rawlinson (34), but the eight-line balladmeter stanza is too short to fit the tune, and the refrain does not follow
the distinctive metrical pattern. The same ballad, with the title "Darbyshires Glory," is to the tune "I am a Jovial Batchellor" (Lord Crawford
965, Harvard), which is commonly used with this stanza form. The tune
itself, however, has not survi ved.

Sawney and Jockey
This tune takes its name from a "Scotch Song" beginning "Twa bonny
Lads were Sawney and Jockey" which Thomas D'Urfey wrote for his
play The Royalist, 1682, III, iii. The song was reprinted in D'Urfey's
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Ncw Collcetiotl, 1683, and both words and music are found in the coeval
Fitzwilliam Museum MS 30.G.20. p. 66, and in such eighteenth·century
collections as The Musical Etltcrtaltzer, 1737-1738, I, 59. in Calliope, or
E1lglish Harmony, 1739-1746, I, 128, and in Utliversal Musician, c. 1738
(an unpaginated collection of engraved sheets). Single-sheet issues of
about the same date bear the title "jenny's Complaint" and exhibit some
variation in text (BM G.316.f [42], Harvard). The tune alone is preserved
in Thomas Greeting's Pleasant Companion . .. for the Flagelet, 1683,
No. 77, and in Humphry Salter\ Genteel Companion . .. for the Reeorde,', 1683, p. 22.
The broadside history of D'Urfey's song begins with a reprint of the
playhouse text and tune, under the title "Jenneys Lamentation for the
loss of Jocky or, A New Song in the Play called the Royalist" (Bodleian
Ashmole G.15 [171], Wood 417 [86], with MS date March 1681/2). In
expanded form it appeared in 1682 with music (Fig. 410) as "The Scotch
Lasses Constancy: or, .lenny's Lamentation for the Death of Jockey" (Har-
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yard, Huntington, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 013; facsimile in A
Century of Broadside Elegies, cd. J. \V. Draper, 1928, p. 157), and in an
undated edition without music, the title reading ". . . loss of Jockey"
(nM C.22.f.6 [174], Lord Crawford 1217, Douce II, 190). Still another edition, without music, is called "Unfortunate Jockey, And mournful Jenny"
(Pepys III, 359, 389, Roxburghe IV, 83, reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs,
1685, p. 282).
The tune was used by Matthew Taubman in a section of his" Medley
on the Association" beginning "Jeckey away Man, Dee'l ha' me by the
Lug" (An Heroiclt Poem, IG82, p. ,(). The music is found both there and
in the broadside publication of this poem, "Scotlands Good ""ishes to
His Royal Highness . . . To a New Tune," 1682 (EM C.38.i.25 [7]).
Another ballad containing music is "The Rebel Captive," beginning
"Three bony Lads were Sawny Cloud Hammilton" (Harvard; reprinted
without music in 180 Loyal Songs, whence the text found in RB V, (21).
Other ballads calling for the tune of "Sawney and Jockey" include:
"The Loyalist. Setting Forth the Whigg in his own Colours," 1682, beginning "Come, fill it up, and give me a Brimmer Boy" (Bodleian Ash·
mole G.16 [143), Harvard); "A Message from Tory-Land To the 'VhigMakers in Albian," by R. S., 1682, beginning "From Rome I am come,
His Holyness sent me" (Huntington, Harvard); "All For Love, Or, The
Happy Match," beginning "As Jockey and Jenny one evening were walking" (Lord Crawford 125, BM C.22.f.6 [28], Douce I, 4, Harvard); and
"The Shepherds Uncollstancy," beginning "Unfortunate Clea now e'ne
broken-hearted" (Douce II, 205).

SawneyWtllNeverBeMyLoveAgain
This tune takes its name from the refrain of a song which Thomas
D'Urfey wrote for the third act of his comedy The Virtuous Wife; or,
Good Luck at Last, performed in 1679 and published the following year.
The song, beginning "Sawney was tall and of noble race," was printed in
Choice Ayres and Songs, Third Book, 1681, p. 9 (facsimile in The Songs
of Thomas D'Urfey, ed. C. L. Day, p. 103). No composer is named, but
Chappell (PMOT II, 618) conjectured that Thomas Fanner, who supplied other music for the D'Urfey play, may have written this tuneful
melody (Fig. 411). The first four lines of the song are sung in Edward
Ravenscroft's The London Cuckolds, 1682, III, i. D'Urfey's poem is in
Wit and Drollery, 1682, and in D'Urfey's New Collection, 1683; both
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words and music are in every edition of Pills, 1719-1720, 1,316. As "A
Scotch Song" it is preserved in Fitzwilliam Museum MS 30.G.20, p. 3,
with accurate music. The tunc is erroneously called "Sawncy and Jockey"
in The Dallcing Mastcl', 6th ed., 1679, Supplement (the mistake continues
through the seventh and eighth editions, but with the ninth edition,
lu95, the title becomes "Sawny was tall"), and in Youth's Delight on the
Flagdet, 9th cd., c. 1690. It is "A Scotch Tune called Sawney" in MusicllS
Recrcation on thc Viol, Lyra-way, 1682, and "Sawney" in Apollo'S Banquet, 5th ed., 1687.
D'Urfey's playhouse song, lengthened to ten stanzas, was issued as a
broadside called "The Scottish Lasses Complaint for Sawney's Unkindness," to the tune of "Sawny will ne'r be my Love again" (Douce II, 206 v).
It was followed by "Jennies Answer to Sawny," beginning "When Sawny
left me he had store of gilt," to the same tune (Lord Crawford, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, (5).
"Sawney" lent itself readily to political parody, and among the earliest
targets of attack was Thomas Osborne, Lord Danby, after his impeachment. A ballad of c. 1680 lampoons him as "The Disloyal Favourite Or,
The unfortunate States-Man," beginning "Tommy was a Lord of high
renown" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 85).
An answer written to the tune, with music on the sheet, satirizes Shaftesbury as "Tony" and is titled "The Loyal Feast . . . in Haberdashers
Hall, on Friday the 21st of April 1682 . . . and how it was Defeated,"
beginning "Tony was small, but of Noble Race" (Harvard, Bodleian
Ashmole G.16 [144], Yale, Huntington; reprinted with music in I80 Loyal
Songs, 1685, and without music in RB V, 148, VIII, 754). The bookseller
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Nathaniel Thompson was credited with this ballad in one of the two
rejoinders which quickly appeared: "The Coat of Arms of N. T. J. F. &
R. L. An Answer to Thomson's Ballad call'd The Loyal Feast," beginning "Tory is small and of no good race." 1 Sixteen preliminary lines of
poetry are to be sung "to what tune Thomson pleases, but let the rest be
to his own Tune, Sawny will nc're be my Love again" (BM 1875.d.6 [20],
Huntington, Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [19], Hal"vard). The other sequel
is "An Answer To the Pamphlet called, The Loyal Feast . . . To the
same Tune. Sauney will never be my Love again," 1682, beginning
"Tories are Tools of the Irish Race" (Lord Crawford, BM 1876.£.1, Chet·
ham, Harvard, Huntington; reprinted in Rome Rhym'd to Death, 1683,
p. 95, and RB IV, 256, VIII, 755).
Others to the tune include: "The Poets Dream: Or, The . . . Com·
plaint of the Land against Bayliffs and their Dogs," beginning "As I lay
Slumbering in a Dream" (Pepys, dated 1679; Lord Crawford, BM 82.1.8,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, I I). The burden of this
ballad-"And that's the cause that the Land Complains"-becomes an·
other name for the tune of a broadside on an analogous subject, "The
poor Peoples Complaint of the Unconscionable Brokers and TalleyMen," beginning "Will you hear how the rich do oppress the poor," to
the tune of "This is the cause that the Land complains, or, Sawny wiII
never be my love again" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 87). Also related
to the "Poet's Dream" is "Poor Robins wonderful Vision," beginning
"When drousie Orbs did begin to appear," with the refrain "Which alas
makes the Nation sore complain" (BM C.22.f.6 [70], Lord Crawford 1291,
Harvard). "The Sodomite, or the Venison Doctor," beginning "Listen (if
you please) a while," is a libelous ballad on Oates and others (Clark,
with MS date 13 Sept. 1684; reprillled in 180 Loyal Songs, p. 197), and
another to the tune is a ballad of c. 1689, "A King and No King: Or,
King james's Wish," beginning "My Wretched Fate, I do declare" (Pepys;
reprinted in PB IV, 165). Among nonpolitical ballads may be mentioned
"The Bonny Lass of Bristol," beginning "There was a Lass her name
was Nell" (Pepys III, 303), and "The Credulous Virgins complaint," beginning "Come hearken to me young Maidens all" (BM C.22.£.6 [107],
Lord Crawford 246, Douce I, 40, Harvard). T. Robins's "The Scornful
Maid and the Constant Young-Man," beginning "All hail, all hail, thou
Lady gay" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, BM C.22.£.6, Douce; reprinted in
RB VIII, 867) names the tune as "Sawney," along with two others for
which music has not survived-"Times Changling I will never be" and
"A Fig for France [and Holland too]."
The initials are identified by Luttrell in the Huntington copy as standing for
Nathaniel Thompson, John Farwell, and Roger L'Estrange-all Tories.
1
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Allan Ramsay's poem "Corn Riggs are bon[n]y," beginning "My Patie
is a lover gay," which he included in his Tea-Table MiscelianYI 1733, II,
144, appears with the music of "Sawney" in his ballad opera, The Gentle
Shepherd, 1729 (music in the 1786 edition), and in its English adaptation
by Theophilus Cibber, Patie and Peggy, 1730. Words and music are in
William Thomson's OrtJIWllS Caledo1lius, 1733, Il, No. 18, Calliopc 1
or English Harmon)·, 1739-171u, 1,1 1, Universal Harmony, 1715, p. 43,
Alexander Smith's iHusic:al Miscellany, 1786, johnson's Scots Musical
Museum, 1787-1803, I, 94, and in several single-sheet editions (e.g., BM
G.3IO r861).2 The tune is intrOduced into several ballad operas under
the nallle of "Corn riggs are bonny": Mitchell's The Highland Fair, 1731,
Phillips's The Livery Ralw, 1733, Coffey's The Merry Coblerl 1735, and
The Whim (MS of 1741, Huntington Library). As "Sawney was tall" it
appears in Chetwood's The Lover's Opera, Gay's Polly, and Johnson's
The Village Opera, 1729, Phillips's one-act condensation of the latter,
The Chambe1'-maid, 1730, and Coffey's The Devil to Pay, 1731. Evidently
the popularity of Ramsay's song was responsible (or the alteration of the
tune name in later ballad operas.

The Scotch Haymakers
This tune is associated with a song' which Thomas l)'Urfey contributed
to Thomas Scott's play The Mock-Ma,-riage, 1696, Act III. It begins
" 'Twas within a Furlong of Edinbrough Town," and the tune is sometimes given that name. Henry Purcell wrote the music for two other
songs in the play, and contemporary reprints include his name; this song
is not so credited. It is, however, listed in the Purcell bibliography in
Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., 1954, VI, 1012, and is
doubtfully admitted to the canon in the Purcell Society edition (Works l
2 Although the origin of the tunc is clear, the popularity of Ramsay's song has led
to attempts to claim tunc and all for Scotland. Thus James C. Dick writes (Notes on
Scottish Song by Robert Bums, 1908, p. 90): "To controvert the English origin it may
be stated that from a tunc, New Comrigges in nlaUde's MS., ,692, it is evident that
there existed in Scotland some other tune of the name." His argument is that the name
"New Cornrigges" implies an earlier "Cornrigges" tunc, a logical inference which is not
always borne out by the facts of tunc naming. The chief weakness in his claim, however, is that much of the lost Blaikie MS is (as can be seen from a nineteenth-century
partial transcript now preserved in the Dundee Free Library) eighteenth century in
origin, despite the 1692 date found in the MS. The "New Cornrigges" tune is not (nor
does Dick claim it to be) a version of "Sawney."
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XX, 1~)l6, (15). More conclusive attribution appears in the title of a COIltemporary engraved single-sheet edition of the ditty: "A Scotch Song in
the Mock Man'iage Sling by the Girl Set by Mr. Charles Powell and exactly engrav'd by Tho: Cross" (Harvard). Miss E. N. Backus's Catalogue
of Music in the Huntington Library queries. Jeremiah Clarke as the composer, probably on the authority of an early eighteenth.century harpsichord selling by "Clarke" of " 'Twas within a furlong" (flM MS Add.
22ogg, fol. g). Of the three possibilities, Charles Powell seems to have the
strongest claim, especially since the wording of the song-sheet title suggests that it was published when the play was fresh in the minds of the
London audience.
It appears, with other songs from the play, in Deliciae Musicae, Third
Book, IG9G, p. 2 (Fig. 4(2), in another single-sheet edition called "Scotch
Song" (HM G'312 [51]), and in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, I, 326.
The tune is in The Second Part of the Dancing Master, 16g6 (2d ed.,
16g8), whence it entered the eleventh and succeeding editions of The
Dancing Master. The song was widely reprinted during the eighteenth
century, appearing in such miscellanies as The Hive, 3d cd., 1727, II, 240,
and, with music, in The Convivial Songster, c. 1782, p. 286. 1
The stage song was expanded from three to six stanzas and issued as
1 For furthcr information on the latcr cmrency of thc playhouse song, see The Songs
01 Thomas D'Urley, cd. C. L. Day, 1933, p. 149. A scntimentalized adaptation of
D'Urfey's text, with different music, is found in Alexander Smith's The Musical Mis·
cellany, Perth, 1786, p. 272, beginning' .. 'Twas within a milc of Edinbmgh town:"
The same words and music are in Johnson's Scols Musical Museum, 1787-1803, I, 49,
and in a single-sheet edition of c. 1800 which credits the music to "Mr. Oswald." James
Hook wrote "Within a milc of Edinburgh" for Harlequin and Fauslus, produced in
1793 (BM G.295 [13]): Stenhouse was thus led to credit Hook with the Museum tunc .
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a broadside with meaningless music: "The Scotch Hay-Makers: Or,
Crafty jockey's Courtship To Coy Jenny of Edenborough" (Pepys V,
266, Lord Crawford 1221). It was followed by "An Answer to the Scotch
Hay-Makers," beginning "Attend young lasses all of Edenborough
Town," to the tune of "Twas within a furlong of Edenborough Town,"
again with meaningless music (Pepys V, 260, Lord Crawford 154). W'ithin
the next few years some eighteen 01' twenty other ballads were written
to the tune, usually called "The Scotch Haymakers" from the title of the
original broadside. At least three were issued in 1696: "Sir John Friend
and Sir William Perkins Last Farwell to the World . . . Executed ...
3d. of April, 1696," beginning "The Riddle is Expounded, the Plot is
very plain" (Chetham 53, with mutilated title; Pepys; reprinted in PB
VII, 215); "The Young Farmer's Answer to his Sweet-heart Nanny, who
. . . complained . . . of a Troublesome Maiden-head," beginning
"What's this my dearest Nanny, that fain would be a bride" (Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VIII, 207); 2 and "An Excellent New Song, Called, Rare
News for the Female Sex," beginning "As I of late was walking by a
Country Bakers door" (Pepys UI, 184, V, 426).8
The following ballads to the tune have apparently not been rcprinted: "A Copy of Vcrses of a Baker and a Mealman," beginning "In
Blackman-street therc dwelt Sir a Baker of renown" (Pepys III, 72);
"The Cuckold's Calamity," beginning "Hear my lamentation, good
People, now I pray" (Pepys V, 256); "The Dorset-shire Lovers," beginning
"Passing through a Meadow, young John and [or did] Joany meet" (Lord
Crawford 995, Harvard); "The Dorset-shire Wedding," beginning "John
and Joan sat talking beneath the Mirtle-tree" (Morgan 37); "Pecunia's
Departure," beginning "We have lost a Lady belov'd of Rich and Poor"
(Pepys IV, 325); "True Love Indeed," beginning "Come hither my
dear Betty, and sit thou down by me" (Pepys III, 26); "Truth in Mourning," beginning "Conscience, for a fancy, rambl'd forth to find" (Pepys
II, 52); "The Jolly Cheese-Monger," beginning "Here's a pleasant Ditty
I'll Sing you, if you please" (Pepys III, 67, Morgan 43); and "The Slighted
Virgin," beginning "Come you lusty Lovers and hear a pleasant Jest"
(Pepys III, 69).
The tune, usually called" 'Twas within a Furlong," was used in eight
The ballad to which this is an answer, and which must have received prior publication, is "The Maulsters Daughter of Malborough," beginning "Mother let me Marry,
I long to be a Bride" (Pepys III, 70, Lord Crawford 823), also sung to "The Scotch
Hay-Makers."
8 The burden "Now e'ery Lass that means to pass must all be punched this Year"
makes dear the relationship between this ballad and an undated continuation, "The
Young Damsels Lamentation . . . against the late Punching," beginning "Here's a
Lamentation that's spread abroad of late" (Pepys III, 287), also to the tune.
2
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ballad operas, of which the following print the music: Chetwood's The
Louer's Opera, Gay's Polly, and johnson's The Village Opera, 1729; the
one-act condensation of the l:Htcr, Phillips's The Chamber-maid, 1730 ;
and Coffey's The Devil to Pay, 1731.

The Scotch Wedding
The song from which the various names of this tunc are drawn is
"The B1ythsome Wedding," the opening lines and refrain of which arc:
Fy lct us all to the Briddcl,
for thcrc will bc Lilting there,
For Jockic's to be marry'd to Maggie,
thc Lass with thc Caudcll I-lair.

The song was apparently first published in James Watson's Choice CoLlection of . . . Scots Poems, 1706-1711, Part I, p. 8. A single-shcet version entitled "(The Scotch Wedding) or the Lass with the Golden Hair,"
beginning "Now Jockey and Moggy are ready," was issued in London
about 1710 (BM H.1601 [317], Huntington, Chetham 1386, Harvard=
Fig. 413) and was reprinted with that title in Pills, 17 14, V, 279,17 1917 20 , VI, 350, and in The Merry Musician, 1716, I, 211. Music is oftener
found in 6/8 than in the correct 9/8 barring. A broadside version o[
"The Blythsome Wedding. To its own proper Tune" is in the National
Library of Scotland (Rosebery IILc.36 [128], without music). Allan
Ramsay included it as an old song, with the title "The blythsom Bridal,"
in his Tea-Table Miscellany, 1723, p. 165, and words and music under

413~
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Original time signature and barring are 6/8.
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that title are to be found in William Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius,
1725, No. 36, and in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, 1787-1803, I,
58. A reprint of Watson's text is in The Poems of the Sempills of
Dc/trees, cd. James Paterson, 1849, p. 67; the claims of Sir \Villiam
Scott and Francis Sempill to the authorship of the song arc there resolved in favor of the latter, but the argument is not conclusive.
Several broadsides were written to the tunc. In "The High Church
Lovers . . . to be Married by Dr. Sacheverel," 1710, beginning "Young
Lovers pray be of good Chear:' the tune is called "Golden Hair" (BM
1872.a.1 [158V]). Another of the same date is "Jack Presbiter's Triumpilant Rejoycing . . . at the Rebuilding of the Old Doctor Burgess's
Meeting," beginning "Dear Brethren do ye hear how fine," to the tune
of "The Scotch ",redding: Or, Jocky is to be married to Moggy the Lass
with a Golden Hair" (BM 1876.£.1 [46]). A slightly different ballad on
the same subject is "The Dissenters Triumph," beginning "Dear Sisters,
come see you how fine," to the tune of "The Scotch Wedding" (A Collection of Poems, for and against Dr. Sacheverell, 17 11 , Part 4, p. 14;
Tory Pills to Purge Whig Melancholy, 2d ed., 1715, p. 55). An imitation
of the original song is "The Munster Wedding," 1722, beginning "Ohl
there ·was a jovial Wedding, a jovial Wedding I trow," to the tunc of
"Sawny's to be Married to Moggy" (BM 839·m.23 [14]).
A version of the tune, called"And the Kirk woud let me be" (perhaps
an earlier title than "The Scotch Wedding" and its congeners), is in
Alexander Stuart's Musick for A llan Ramsay's . . . Scots Songs, c. 1725,
p. 42. Ramsay had cited "The Kirk wad let me be" as the tune for the
second half of "The Satyr's Cornick Project," in Poems, 1721 (Scottish
Text Soc. ed., 1945, pp. 192-193), for "Slighted Nansy," an "old" song
in his Tea-Table Miscellany, 1723, p. 40, and for a song in the balladopera version of his The Gentle Shepherd, 1729. "An the Kirk wad let
me be" is found as an air with bass in William McGibbon's Scots Tunes,
Book I, 1742, p. 18. For the "kirk" verses giving this title to the tune, see
David Herd, Scottish Songs, 1776, II, 224, and Songs from David Herd's
ManuscrijJts, ed. Hans Hecht, 1904, pp. 119, 290.
The tune was introduced into five ballad operas under five different
names. In Theophilus Cibber's Patie and Peggy, 1730, it is "The blithsome
Bridal"; in Lord Blunder's Confession, 1733, "Fie, let us all to the Wedding"; in The Sturdy Beggars, 1733, "Fie, let's awa to the Bridal"; in The
Wedding, 1734, "Come, let us all to the Wedding"; and in Brooke's Jack
the Gyant Queller, 1749, "Rye let's away to the Wedding." Only the first
named contains the music.
"The Scotch Wedding" is the title of two late eighteenth-century
broadsides which are not to be confused with the genuine Scotch piece
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here discussed. One is to the tune of "In January last," the other to
"Jenny gin," qq.v.; the iambic rhythmic patterns of both serve to distinguish them from the anapestics of the earlier song and its offshoots.

See the But/ding
This sophisticated tune takes its name from "A Well-wishing to a
place of Pleasure," directed to be sung to "an excellent new tune" and
beginning "See the building,/where whilest my mistris Hued in,jwas
pleasures essence" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 57). The
poem, with considerable variation of text, is in the Percy Folio MS (ed.
Hales and Furnivall, IV, 1); in Giles Earle His Booke, 1615-1626, ed.
Peter Warlock, 1932, p. 103 (the original, BM MS Add. 24665, fo1. 75v ,
contains empty musical staves); and in Thomas Smith's MS songbook of
1637, collated in Warlock.
A ballad on the reburnishing of a famous cross in 1626, "Cheapsides
Triumphs," begins "Sec the guilding/Of Cheapsides famous building/the
glorious Crosse" and is to the tune of "the Building" (Pepys; reprinted
in PB II, 49). Another of about the same date, which names the tune
"See the building," is "A delicate new Song, Entituled, Sweet-heart, I
loue thee," beginning "Sweet-heart I loue thee/And deeme no Lasse
aboue thee/in all this City" (Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 71). And still
another, on the sheet with "A Well-wishing" and in the same distinot~ve
stanza pattern, is manifestly intended for the tune; it is "An inconstant
Female," beginning "Louing mortall,/In loue I here exhort alljin that
estate" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 60). Phineas Fletcher
named "See the building'" as the tune for singing his paraphrase of
Psalm 137 published in 1633 (Giles and Phineas Fletcher, Poetical Works,
ed. F. S. Boas, 19°8-19°9, II, 252). And a solemn parody of "A Well·
wishing" was sung in the fourth act of William Heming's The lewes
Tragedy, 1662 (ed. H. A. Cohn, 19 13, p. 53).
Music entitled either "The Building(s)" or "See the Building" is generally adequate, although no tune has been set down in conjunction
with a song text, and therefore detailed adjustments are required to
fit the small but persistent verbal irregularities. Perhaps the best version
is a relatively unadorned virginal set of c. 1600-1625 in Christ Church
MS 431, fo1. 4v (Fig. 414). Two others are in Priscilla Bunbury's MS
Virginal Book, Nos. 21, 30, dating perhaps from the 1640S. Of uncertain
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date within the seventeenth century is the lute accompaniment, expertly
conceived but not often melodic, in Trinity College, Cambridge, MS
0.10.2, p. 130. A viola da gamba tablature probably of the second half of
the century is ascribed to R[ichard] S[umarte] in a manuscript preserved
in the Henry Watson Music Collection of the Manchester Free Reference
Library. The sole printed exemplar I have discovered is a cittem set in
the early Playford tutor, A Boohe of New Lessons for the Cithern &GiUem, 1052, No. 53.
The broadside texts of "A Well-wishing" require a repetition of
the first strain of "See the Building," whereas all the other pieces associated with the tune use the first strain only once; even the MS texts of
"A Well-wishing" exemplify the shorter stanza form with the elimination of lines 7-12 of each broadside stanza.
\

Sefautians Farewell
Giovanni Grossi (1653-1697) was an Italian male soprano who entered
the papal chapel in 1675 and later had a notable operatic career in
both Italy and England. After his success in the role of Siface (Syphax)
in a revival of Cavalli's Scipione Africano at Venice in 1678, he was universally known as Siface. He spent part of the next decade in London,
and we have the testimony of John Evelyn's Diary (April 19, 1687) ·that
he sang at Pepys's house, though his connection with the theater and
. 641 •
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with James II's chapel is doubtless of greater moment. The public acclaim which attended him must explain the inspiration for a ballad
written in 1688 upon his return to Italy. It is "Scfautian's Farewel: or,
Fair Silvia's Matchless Cruelty. To an Excellent New Tune: Or, Sefautian's Farewel," beginning "Hope Farewel, adieu to all Pleasure" (Pepys~
Wood 417; reprinted in RB III, 414).1 Music appears on the sheet (Fig.
415) and is found also with "An Answer to Sefautians Farewell . . . To
the same Tune," beginning "My Sefautian, art thou Deceased" (Wood
417 [160]; another edition, without music, is in Euing, Lord Crawford,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 416). The tune is found as "Sefauchi's
Farwell" arranged for virginals in The Second Part of Musick's Handmaid, 1689, sig. E4 v, and as "Cefachio's Farewel" in Apollo's Banquet,
6th ed., 1690. The appearance of Purcell's name in the former arrangement raises the question whether he composed the tune or merely set
it, as does his signature on "Lilliburlero" in the same volume. Both
tunes were in print before the publication of Musick's Hand-maid, and
1 Another edition, without music, may be a Scottish imprint; at any rate, Siface is
not mentioned in either title or tunc direction: "Hope farewel, Adieu to all pleasure,
or Silvia's Matchless Cruelty," to the tune of "Hail great Sir" (National Lib. of Scotland
Ry IILa.lo [51]). I have no information on the tune named.
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only in that work is Purcell's name subscribed. For reasons which 1
have advanced in the discussion of the other tunc, the issue cannot bc
dccidcd conclusively.
Half a dO/Cll other ballads werc writtcn to thc lllnc. Thosc bcaring
thc name "Scfautiall's Farcwell" includc: "The Pcrjur'd Swain," beginning "As I rang'd for Illy Re<.1·cation" (Pepys IV, 60, Lord Crawford
99, BM C.n.Uj [1(;2]); "Thc Truc Protcstants Contcmplation," bcginning "Lct all mcn Gou's l'vlcrcics admirc" (Pcpys; rcprintcd in PB VI,
237); and "England's Pride," bcginning "Pridc's a rcigning Sin of this
Nation" (Loru Crawford; rcprlnted in RLJ VIII, 18, 801). In the following thc tunc is namcd "Hopc (or Hopc's) Farcwcll" from thc opcning
linc of thc original ballad: "Thc French King's Vision," c. 1689, bcginning "On the Fourtecnth day of October" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V,
52); "The Two Faithful Lovcr's Tragcdy," bcginning "In London liv'd
a Crafty old Miscr" (Harvard, Lord Crawford, BM C.22.f.6; rcprinted
in A Centtl1)' of Ballads, ed. John Ashton, 1887, p. 106); and "The Royal
Funcral . . . of Mary, Quccn of England . . . Fifth of March, 1695,"
bcginning "Hcrc I writc a sorrowful Ditty" (Pcpys; rcprintcd in PB
VII, 71). "Celia's Conqucst," beginning "Lct others prcparc for brisk
Wars and Alarms," is to be sung "To an cxcellent new Court Tune:
Or, Hope Farcwell" (Harvard, with mcaningless music); the "Court
Tune" is evidently that by Bcrnard Bcrcnclow found with a brief version
of thc text in Comes A1floris, Third Book, 1689, p. 2. Finally, Pills, 17191720, VI, 345, contains a short lyric beginning "Fatcs I dcfie, I defie your
Advanccs" to thc tunc" Hopes farewel," printcd wi thou t music.

Sellenger's Round,
or The Beginning oj the World
This famous sixteenth-century dance tune is found in William Ballet's
MS Lute Book, p. 101, in Cambridge University MS Dd.3.18, fol. 5
(lute), and, as "Brande d'Angleterre" in Ret Luitboek van Thysius,
No. 389. William Byrd's variations include a statement of the tune in
The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book I, 248 (Fig. 416), and also in his
My Ladye Nevells Booke, No. 37. A seventeenth-century virginal set
without title is in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fol. 78; another
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keyboard arrangement is contained in Musicks Hand-maid, 1078, No. 10.
The roughly coeval Bed[ord Cittem MS contains two settings, and one
[or lute is in Trinity College, Cambridge, MS 0.10,2, p. 128. The air is
in The Dancing Master, 1005-1690, with directions [or the dance.
The origin o[ the tune is unknown, though it has been supposed that
the name was originally "St. Leger's round." 1 The explanation o[ "The
Beginning o[ the World" in Thomas Tomkis's comedy Lingua, 16°7, III,
vii, is of course facetious:
Arta[mnestes]. By the same token the first tUlle the planets plaied, I remember
Venus the trcolc ran sweet diuision vpon Satume the oase. The first tulle they
plaicd was Sellertgcrs round, ill memory whcl'Of euer since, it hath beellC called

the beginning of the world.
References to the tune under one name or the other abound in literature
o[ the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Thus in Bacchus Bountie by
"Philip Foulface," 1593, 1595, allusion is made to "the old hop about,
commonly called Sellengars round." And in Thomas Morley's A Plaine
and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke, 1597, a student is taken
to task for imitating the opening of "Sellenger's Round" in one of his
compositions. In the first act o[ Thomas Heywood's A Woman Killed
with Kindness, acted 16°3, the company has a hard time picking a dance
tune, some preferring "Rogero," others "John, come kiss me now," "The
1 W. H. Grattan Flood, in
29, 1921, p. 628, argues for

his History of Irish Music, 1905. p. 159, and in TLS, Sept.
the Irish origin of the tune and for the derivation of its
name from Sir Anthony St. Leger, who held three appointments as lord deputy of
Ireland between 1540 and 1556.
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cushion dance," "Tom Tyler," "The hunting of the fox," "The Hay,"
or "Put on your smock a Monday"; finally they agree on "Sellenger's
Round." In many another allusion (see Chappell, PMOT I, 70) the
tune is thought of as an air for dancing. in the spirit of John Cleveland's
\Vho should he but hear, our organs once sound,
Could scarce keep his hoof from Sellenger's round. 2

But it was also uscd for songs and ballads, even from an early date. For
in John Pickering's interlude Horestes} 1567. sig. B2 v , a song beginning
"Fane well adew, that courtlycke"'lyfe,/To warre we tend to gowe," is
to the tunc of "hauc ouer yO water to Horide or selengers round." Richard
Johnson's Crown Garland of Golden Roses} 1612 (ed. Chappell, 1842,
p. 68) contains "A new sonnet of a knight and a faire virgin," a version
of the loathly lady tale sung to the tune of "Selengers round." Perhaps the
earliest extant broadside calling for the tune is William Hockom's "The
Beggers Intrusion, Or the worlds Illusion," c. 1628, beginning "A Begger
of late most poore in estate" (Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 95).
Other broadsides to the tune include "The Great Boobee," licensed
1656, beginning "My friend, if you will understand," which was "to a
pleasant new Tune ['The Great Booby,' q.v.], or, Salengers Round"
(Pepys, Euing, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 273). Another,
which must have appeared about the same date, is found in Mennes
and Smith's Wit Restor'd} 1658, p. 168, as "To the Tune of The beginning of the World. R. P. Delight," beg'inning "0 Mother, chave bin a
batchelour." Extant broadside copies, dating from after the Restoration,
are titled "The Merry Wooing of Robin & Joan the West-Country Lovers," and the tune direction is "The beginning of the World, or Sellingers
Round, or Great Boobe" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 308).
Another mid-century ballad to "Sallengers round" is "Hey for our
Town, But a Fig for Zommerset-shire," beginning "In Winter time when
flowers do fade" (Douce I, 96), which is in answer to a ballad extant only
in late seventeenth-century copies: "The West-Country Delight: Or, Hey
for Zommerset-Shire," beginning "In Summer time when flowers do
spring," to the tune of "0 how they did Firk it: Or, Salengers round"
(Douce II, 242v, 247; reprinted in Pills) 1719-1720, IV, 122, with the music
of the first tune, for which see "Under the Greenwood Tree"). Still
another ballad to this pair of tunes is "The Fair Maid of Islington; or
The London Vintner Over-reach'd" (BB I, 410).8
2 Poems, 1653, reprinted in Minor Poets of the Caroline Period, ed. George Saintsbury, 1921, III, 75.
8 "The Fair Lass of Islington," Pills V, 46, is a version of "The Fair Maid" text, but
the fine modal tune accompanying it is not related to either of those named on the
broadside. "The bailiff's daughter of Islington" is an independent text and tune, q.v.
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"A Ballad on Queen Elizabcth," beginning "I [or I'll] tell you all both
great and small," is in Choyce LJroliery, 1656, to the tune of "Sallengers
round"; under other tilles, but usually without lUne direction, it was reprinted in Hicks's Lori don Drollery, 1673, and in Henry Bold's Latine
S01lgs, with their E1lglish, 1685. The English and Latin texts are both
found in Pills VI, 233, couplcd with a tune by Samuel Akeroyde whidl
was used also for "The Great Boobee," V, 94; it is unsuitable for either
ballad.'
A carol "For Sl. John's day," beginning "In honour of St. John we
thus/do keep good Christian fad:~," is directcd to be sung to the tune in
New Carolls, 1661, sig. A7. An cightecnth-century burlesque, "Captain
Dill upon Hogg-b.tck," 1710, to "the Old Tune of Sallengar's Round,"
opens its frothy text "At the first beginning of Sallengar's Round, the
Man leap'd into the Moon" (Harvard).
Ballads sung to "Sellenger's Round" are uniformly in ballad-stanza
octaves and call for sixteen bars of music, omitting a repetition of the
final section of the sccond strain fOllnd in the Byrd alTangements. The
tunc itself is circular, likc many other dallce tunes; it not only ends on
the chord of the dominant, thus forcing a return to the beginning, but
much of its second strain pivots around the key of the dominant in such
a way as to make its tonality uncertain. It must rank, however, as one
of the most melodious of all dance tunes borrowed for ballad singing,
and the only wonder is that its popularity was not greater in the late
seventeenth century.
Resembling "Sellenger's Round" in melodic contour, but set in stately
common-time rhythm, is the hymn tune of Melchior Teschner to verses
by Valerius Herberger beginning "Valet will ich dir geben." It appeared
in Ein andiichliges Gebel . . . , Leipzig, 1615 (see Johannes Zahn, Die
Melodien der deulschen evangelischen Kirchenlieder, 1889-1893, No.
5404a). It is best known today in English-speaking countries as the tune
of "All glory, laud, and honour/To Thee, Redeemer, King" (Hymns,
Ancient and Modern, 1950, No. 98). Bach drew on Teschner's melody
for a St. John's Passion chorale, "In meines Herzens Grunde, dein Nam'
und Kreuz aHein" (Bach Ges. Ed. XII.I, 95), and he also set the tune
with its original words (The Four-Part Chorals of 1. S. Bach, ed. C. S.
Terry, 1929, Nos. 324 and 325). For some of this information I am indebted to Margaret Dean-Smith, JEFDSS, VI (1950), 30.
4 The tune appears a third time in Pills, at IV, 96, where it is attributed to Akeroyde; it fits the words there printed, but they are not in the meter of "Sellenger'8
Round" ballads.
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Shackley Hay, or To All
You Ladies Now at Land
Although it may originally have been a dance tune, "Shackley hay"
appears to derive from a place"'1lame prominently featured in a ballad
licensed March 16, 1613: "A most excellent Song of the loue of young
Palmus, and faire Sheldra," beginning "Young Palmus was a Ferriman,/Whom Sheldra faire did loue," to the tune of "Shackley-hay"
(Pepys, Euing, Lord Crawford, Bagford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB III, 6). The first stanza of the ballad has been copied from the original broadside issue in BM MS Add. 38599, fol. 140, where an excellent
version of the air has been set down (Fig. 417). Only through the

Original a fifth lower and unbarred.

preservation of this early seventeenth-century musical text can we see how
integral was the "fa la" refrain following the sixth and eighth lines of
each stanza. A considerably later arrangement for mandore, in 6/8 rather
than common time, is found in the Skene MS; Chappell printed it, but
since it did not seem -to demand a repetition of the second strain Chappell
suppressed the "fa la" refrain throughout.1 That the tune was sometimes
An ambiguous setting of "Shackerley Hay" in unbarred tablature without time
values is in the seventeenth-century Bedford Cittern MS.
1
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sung without the repetition is shown by the existence of drollery songs
and at least one broadside in seven-line stanzas.
The full ten·line stanza form is found in \Villiam Meash's ballad of
1611, "Lcanders loue to loyall Hero. To the tunc of Shackley hay," beginning "Two famous Louers once there was" (Pepys, reprinted in PC,
p. 19); a copy without title, tunc direction, or author's name is in the
Percy Folio MS (cd. Hales and Furni\'all, III, 295). Another ballad to the
tunc is "'rhe Knitters Johb," beginning "'Vithin the Town of \Valton
fair," with a seven-line stanza (Dollce, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghc; reprinted in RB VII, 331).
A number of drollery songs call for the tunc, naming it "Shackle de
hay": "The Politick Wedding" is in William Hicks's London Drollery,
1673, p. 69; "A Song on the Declensions" is in Westminster Drollery, 1671,
I, 40, and in Hicks's Grammatical Drollery, 1682, p. 62, where "My
Mistress is all the Genders," p. 56, and "My Mistress understands all the
Cases," p. 58, arc also found; the two latter had appeared in Hicks's
Oxford Drollery, I G71, pp. 26, 29.
An entry in the Stationers' Register for Dec. 30, 1664, is for "The Noble
seamans complaint to the Ladies at Land, to ye tune of Shackerley.Hay"
(Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 1960). On the following January 2, Pepys
noted in his Diary: "to my Lord Bruncker's, by appointment, in the
Piazza, in Covent Garden; where I occ.asioned much mirth with a ballet
I brought with me, made from the seamen at sea to their ladies in town;
saying Sir W. Pen, Sir G. Ascue, and Sir J. Lawson made them." The
ballad was actually written by Charles Sackville (then Lord Buckhurst
and afterward Earl of Dorset), but copies of the original issue of 1664
seem not to have survived. 2 Perhaps the oldest copy of the poem is an
cleven-stanza version preserved in a manuscript of the era of Charles II
(BM MS Har!. 3991, printed in Seventeenth Century Lyrics, ed. N. Ault,
2d ed., 1950, p. 348). But the chief vogue of the song came in the eighteenth century, when it was repeatedly issued as a single sheet and
was included in many poetical miscellanies (with and without music),
along with a host of parodies and imitations. The Stationers' Register
entry makes it clear .that the ballad was originally sung to "Shackley hay,"
2 The belief that Dorset wrote the ballad in June, 1665, "the night before the engagement," was popularized by a reference ill the dedicatory epistle of Prior's Poems
em Several Occasions, 1718 (ed. A. R. Waller, 1905, p. xvi) and furthered by such a title
as the following: "Written at Sea, by the late Earl of Dorset, in the first Dutch War,
the Evening before a bloody Sea-fight" (The Hive, 4th ed., 1733, II, 154). The statement in Pepys's Diary establishes an earlier date, which the Stationers' Register entry
confirms. The mystery of Pepys's not having retained his copy of the original broadside
may be explained by the fact that he did not begin systematically to collect ballads
until the next decade.
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but most commentators have assumed that its tunc was a new one. The
several fonus of the eighteenth-century air can be sccn, howcver, to
havc developed from the original tunc.
The earliest vcrsion with music (Fig. 4(8) scems to bc a singlc-sheet
song of c. 1707 entitled "A Ballad by ye latc Lei Dorsct when at Sea, ncvcr
before Printed," beginning "To you fair Ladys now at Land" (BM G·3 05
[180], Chetham 187&; anothcr issuc, omitting from the titlc "latc" and
the three last words, BM H.1601 [428], Harvard). This was reprintcd in
Pills, 1714, V, 168, 1719-1720, VI, 272, and also in The Merry
Musician, 1716, I, 39. The music is in 3/4 timc, with bizarre accentuation resulting when phrases of 3 ~ or 1% measures arc repeated. Meantime anothcr tune variant, fitted to a song' beginning "Wcll I'll say
·that . . ." in Pills (1700, II, 268; 1719-1720, IV, 222), retains the common time of "Shackley hay" and somc of its refrain pattcrn but otherwise looks forward to the later form of the tunc (Fig. 4(9). It is more
truly an example of the transi tional state than are the versions in 3/4
time, even though the latter contain most of thc melodic shifts which
the old air was to undergo. The shift was completed with the early
ballad operas: Mottley and Cooke's Penelope, 1728, prints the tune "To
all you Ladys" in common time but with some uncertainty of note
values; in the following year, Gay's Polly air is awkward at the outset
but in the second strain agrees with the virtually final form in Coffey's
The Beggars' Wedding. In Ryan's The Cobler's Opera, 1729, Air 7 (Fig.
. 420), the familiar tune is fully evolved. Music is also printed in Chetwood's The Lover's Opera (ed. of 1730), in Robin Hood, 1730, and in
T he Jovial Crew, 1731, and the tune is callcd for in ten other ballad
operas whose printed editions contain no music. The air is printed with
a parody, "To you, fair Ladies, now in Town," in Watts's Musical
. 649 .
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Miscellany, 1729-1731, III, 90, and in The Merry Musician, c. 1731, III,
107; and it is found with "Let others sing of flames and darts" in The
Convivial Songster, c. 1782, p. 273.
The number of songs sung to "To you fair [or To all you] Ladies
now at Land" is legion. A great many may be found in such topical
anthologies as Political Merriment, A Collection of State Songs, A Pill
to Purge State-Melancholy, and Mughouse Diversion, some of them
citing the tunc name "To you, Dear Ormond," derived from the opening
line of a parody on the Jacobite James Buller, second Duke of Ormonde.
The Hiv(~, II, 3d eel., 1727, contains half a dozen pieces constituting an
exchange of poetical epistles between a prisoner in Marshalsea and
another in Newgate. Pope wrote "The Court Ballad," 1717, to the tune;
it begins "To o·ne fair Lady out of court" (see Poems, Twickenham edition, VI, 1954, (80). Attributed to Pope but evidently spuriolls is "News
from Court," beginning "Ye Ladies Fair who live remote," which circulated as a broadside dated 1719 (Chetham 65). Others to the tune, picked
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Original a fourth higher.
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almost at random from a largc number, includc: "The Soldiers Lamcntation For the Loss of their Gcncral," 1712, on thc downfall of Marlborough (BM 162.m.70 [12]. Chctham 119); "Thc Ladics Shccn, A Ncw
Ballad," c. 1728, bcginning "Let P[ultcnc]y spcak, or Calcb writc" (BM
C.116.i.4 [42], Harvard; anothcr issuc, HM C.:W.f.2 [316], Huntington,
lacking first half of title); and such parodics as "A l'asLOral LCllcr," c.
1718, beginning "To all thc Clergy in this Land/Elcvcn Bishops writc"
(BM 1876.f.1 [83], Huntington, Harvard) and "Thc Fatc of Courtczans
And Their Enamerato's," 1735, beginning "To you, fair Nymphs of
Venus' Train" (BM 1876.£.1 [109]).

The Shaking oj the Sheets
A vcry inaccurately notatcd vcrsion of "thc shakingc of thc shectcs" is
prescrved in William Ballct's MS Lute Book, p. 84; it can bc roughly cast
into fourteen-measure fonn to accommodate, if uneasily, thc scvcn-line
stanza associated with the tune name (Fig. 421). William Byrd's fantasia

421

on flU t.re.my.fa.sol.la" (Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1122, p. I, pri nted
in Forty-five Pieces tor Keyboard Instruments~ ed. S. Tuttle, 1939, p.
86, and Byrd, Collected Works~ ed. E. H. Fellowes, 1937-195°, XX, 130)
quotes motifs from "The shaking of the sheets" in the fourth variation.
A different tune is found in The Dancing Master~ 1651-169° (1651,
p. 3 =Fig. 422) under the title "The Night piece, or (The shaking of
the Sheets)"; in some editions only the first title appears. The dance
• 651 •

tunc, with a threefold repetition of its second strain written out in 1651,
appears in 1670 with only the two four-bar phrases of thematic material
and the usual repeat signs. n. II. Bronson, who reproduces both the Ballet
and lhe 1 G!)1 Playford tunes in Tlte Traditional T"fus of tlte Child
Ballads, 1959,I, 361, shrewdly guesses that the long form of the
dance air is a typographical device to fill out the line. Neither a sixteen·
nor a twenty-b<tr !line is suitable for the sevcn-line stanza. Chappell repeatcd the scventh line to form an eight-line stanza vaguely adaptable
to the sixteen-bar tunc, but it seems...doubtful that words and music were
intended for each other.
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Original is unharred and is a fiflh highcr, wi thout kcy signature.

The ballad which appears to have given the tune its name, but which
may have becn writtcn to a dance tune already known, is Thomas
Hill's "A dolfull daunee & song of death Entituled: the shakeing of the'
sheetes," beginning "Canne yOll dance the shakinge of the sheetesja
daunce that eve ric man must dooe." This ballad was licensed in 15681569 (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 480), but the earliest surviving version
is in BM MS Add. 15225, fo1. 15, c. 1616. It is the only copy containing
Hill's name and is without tunc direction. Printed editions, in which
the second half of the title is altered to «Dance after my Pipe," direct
the singing "To a pleasant new tune" (Wood 402, Wood 401, Pepys,
Rawlinson, Harvard, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III,
18 4).
"The Shaking of the Sheets" is named as the tune for "The Old
Abbot and King Olfrey," beginning "In old times past there was a king
we read" (Douce, Pepys; reprinted in RB VI, 753). An early seventeenthcentury ballad with the tune direction "Death's dance" cannot be sung
to the William Ballet tune but might be intended (or the Dancing
Master version, each half of which suffices for a stanza of the ballad. It
. 652 .

is "An cxccllcnt new Ditty: Or, Which proveth that women the best
\Varriors bc," bcginning "Old Bcelzebub, merryjdisposed to bc" (Rox.
burghc; rcprintcd in IlB I, 331).
"Dancc aftcr my pipc" is alludcd to as thc namc of a tune in Fletcher's
A Wile lor a MOllth, III, iii, and as a catchphrasc in Wcbstcr and
Dckkcr's Westward lIo!, II, i. Thc manuscript play Misogonlls, II, iv (of
uncertain authorship), and Hcywood's A Woman Killed with Kindness,
I, i, refcr to "Thc shaking of thc shcets" as a country dance. In The
Meeting 01 Gallants at an Orditzarie, 1u01, a young man who was cxposed to the plaguc "daunced "thc shaking of one sheete within fewe
daies after." Although thc phrasc could refer to rigor mortis, it was far
more commonly a euphemism for intercourse, as used in Dekker's The
Shoemalurs' Holiday, V, v, Fletcher's The Mad Lovers, IV, ii, Massinger's
The City Madam, II, i, and Marston's The Insatiate Countess, Act II.

Shall I Wrestle in Despair
This tune llame is a corruption of "Shall I, wasting in despair,jDie
because a woman's fair," the opening of a poem by George Wither. It
was first published in his Fidelia, 1U15, and later appeared in the
pirated Worhes, lU20, and in Faire Virtue, IU22. The poem may have
been written before lUl0, for a passage in Beaumont's Knight of the
Burning Pestle, II, viii, "Why, an if she be, what care I?" seems to echo
the refrain of Wither's song. A much expanded version, retaining four
of Wither's five stanzas, was issued as a broadside c. 1615: "A new Song
of a Young mans opinion, of the difference betweene good and bad
Women. To a pleasant new tune," beginning "Shall I wrestling in dispaire" (Pepys; reprinted in PE I, 61). Another expanded text, of eight
stanzas, is found in Richard johnson's Golden Garland of Princely Pleasures, 3d ed., 1620, called "The Shepheards resolution. To the tune of
the yong mans opinion." A stanza-for-stanza parody, employing images
which are the converse of Wither's, is found in A Description of
Love. . . . And Also Mast. ]ohnsons Answere to Master Withers, first
issued c. 1618 (reprinted from 5th ed., 1625, in Ben jonson's Works, ed.
Herford and Simpson, 1925-1952, VIII, 439; and from 6th ed., 1629, in
The Poetry of George Wither, ed. F. Sidgwick, 1902, I, 145, where
Wither's original poem may also be found, I, 138; Richard johnson has
been suggested as the author of the parody). The Percy Folio MS (ed.
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Hales and Furni\'all, II, 50) contains a four-stanza versIOn of \-\Tither's

poem.
A six-slama text (comprising stanzas 1,2,3,7,8,9 of the broadside) is
preserved with music (Fig. 423) in the Leyden MS of 1639, fol. 17",
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National Library o( Scotland; its first stanza begins "Sail I wrastling in
despair die because a woman is fair." The first (our stanzas of the broadside are coupled with the same tunc in another early seventeenth-century
version, MS 1018, fol. 12, in S1. Michael's College, Tenbury. A fresh
setting of Wither's text by "Mr. King" is in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 120.
Other musical treatments are in London Magazine, XXVII (Feb., 1758),
92, and in a single-sheet issue of c. 1780, "What care I for whom she be.
Sung by Mr. Vernon" (BM C.311 [123], Harvard).
Other ballads, designed to be sung to the early seventeenth-century
setting, include two which call the tune "Shall I wrastle in despair":
"This Maide would giue tenne Shillings for a Kisse," c. 1615, beginning
"You young men all take pitty on me" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 79),
and a broadside of c. 1625 shorn of its title, but with the subtitle "The
vn(ortunate Gallant gull'd at London," beginning "From Comwal mount
to London faire" (Pepys; reprinted in PB I, 238). "Jone is as good as my
Lady," c. 1620, beginning "Shall I here reherse the story," is to the tune
of "What care I how [aire she be," a name derived from Wither's refrain (Pepys; reprinted in PB I, 158).
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She Got Money By'~
or Fourpence Halfpenny Farthing
This tune is found in The Dancing Master, 7th ed., 10Ro (New Additional Sheet, c. 1688, p. 5) and in the body of succeeding editions as "The
Jockey"; with the fifteenth edition, 1713, it becomes "Four Pence halfpeny Farthing, or The Jockey," and under the latter titles is found
also in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. A slightly more
singable version of the tune, called "She got Money by th' Bargain," is
introduced into two ballad operas, Hi ppisley's Flora, 1729, Air 7 (Fig.
424), and Langford's The Lover his own Rival, 1736. Scotch settings in-

~
~.~.

elude "She gote Money by it" in the Agnes Hume MS, 1704, and "Money
in both yr pockets" in Dr. John Leyden's MS Lyra Viol Book, after 1690
(the latter preserved in the nineteenth-century G. F. Graham transcript,
No. 14).
About 1629 Martin Parker wrote a ballad whose title and refrain
were "Fourepence halfepenney Farthing" (see the discussion s.v. "A
health to Betty"). In the 1680s a handful of new ballads took up Parker's
catchphrase and added another, which seems to have appeared first in
"The Lady of Pleasure, or, the London Misses Frolick . . . To a Pleas~
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ant New Play-House Tunc," beginning "There was a Lass m London
ITown ," with a refrain:

n

b
She got money by't, she got money by't,
she got money by th' bargain;
she got money by't, she got money by't,
{our-peflce.hal£.penny Farthing.

The ballad appeared c, 1682-1685 (BM C.22.f.6, Lord Crawford, Harvard,
Douce; reprinted in RD VIII, 710) ...This was followed by "London Miss
well fitted, or, an answer To the Four-pence-Halfpenny Farthing," beginning "The London Miss was Ranting fine," to the tunc of "Four
pence-Half penny Farthing," and with a refrain beginning "Now she
got nothing by't" (Pepys III, 238), Others with analogous burdens include: "Mony makes the Mare to go," beginning "Tis Money makes the
Mare to go," with tune title as in the ballad just cited, and a refrain
beginning "1£ he gets money by't" (Pepys IV, 257, Harvard); and "The
Extravagant Gallants Resolution," beginning "Room for a Blade that
spares no Gold," with a refrain" 'Twas he the money got , , ," in the
first stanzas, shifting to "nut I'll the mony spend , . ," (Pepys IV, 249),
the tunc named "She got Mony by't or four pence half-peny farthing."
Others to the tune of "She got money by't" include: "The Nine
Maidens Fury to the Hartford-Shire Man," beginning "There was a
young-man liv'd of late" (Pepys III, 275), followed by "The Hartfordshire Mans Fears of the Maidens Furies, It being an Answer to the Nine
Maidens Attempt in Gelding the Young-man," beginning "I wonder that
this Age is grown" (Pepys III, 276); "A New Summons to Green-GooseFair," beginning "Young Men and Maidens all arow" (Pepys III, 278);
and "The Unfortunate Damsel," beg'inning "In Debtford liv'd a Bonny
Lass," to the tune of "My Child must have a Father. Or, She got money
by 't" (Pepys; reprinted in PH III, 274),1
Other ballads citing the tune as "Four-pence-half-penny-Farthing" include: "The London Taylors Misfortune," beginning "A Damsel came to
London Town" (Douce, Lord Crawford; reprinted in RB VII, 470); "The
Couragious Gallant," beginning "Away with Cupids idle Darts" (BM
G22.f.6 [102], Lord Crawford 159, Harvard); "The Green sickness cured,"
beginning "Here's for Jenny a tempting Guinney" (Wood 417 [177]); and
"The London Lady or, Wise and Wanton," 1689, beginning "There
liv'd a Lass in London Town," with a refrain "She liv'd by her
Witts, , .o' (Pepys III, 41),2
"My Child must have a Father" is another name for the tune "Daniel Cooper," q.v.
This last ballad names "Tom the Taylor" as an alternative tune, for which see
"Daniel Cooper,"
1

2
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The tune is named "He got Mony by't" in "A new Ballad. Truth
needs no Vindication. 1686," beginning "1£ devout Paulet Mary/Had
been crafty as Sarah" (BM MS HarJ. 7319, p. 467), but the six-line stanza
fits only half the tune.

She Lay All Naked in Her Bed
This tune name is deri vcd from the first line of a song which appeared
in Wit and Drollery, 1656, and in Merry Drollery Complete, 1691. A
musical setting by John Wilson is coupled with an abridged version of
the text in a pre-1660 Bodleian collection, MS Mus.b.l, fol. 134 (Fig. 425).
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A broadside version, "Loves Fancy, Or, The Young-mans Dream," beginning "She lay naked in her Bed/and I my self lay by" (Wood E.25 [88]),
is directed to be sung to "The Hay-makers march," which mayor may not
be the same as "The Haymakers," q.v., but is almost certainly not Wilson's tune. The Wood sheet anticipates by up to a dozen years the edition
entered in the Stationers' Register in 1675 (Rollins, Anal. Index, No.
15 64). The first line of this ballad became in turn the tune name given
for singing "Loves Mistery: Or, A parcel of clouded Waggery," beginning
"All in the merry Month of May,/the prime time of the Year" (Roxburghe, partially reprinted in RB VII, 322). Another broadside, "The
distracted damsel Or the mad Maids Morris," beginning "Fair Coelia in
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her Frantick Fits," is to the tune of "She lay all naked in her bed, or
the mad Mans Morris" (Rawlinson 145).1 Likewise, a piece in Mock
Songs, 1675, called "The Gadding Gallant," is to be sung to "She lay
all naked in her bed." In the same meter and perhaps related to this tune
is Laurence Price's "The dainty Damsels Dream," beginning "As I lay
on my lovely bead [sic]," to the tune "As she lay sleeping in her bed"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 102). Wilson's music could have served
for all these pieces, but we cannot establish its currency beyond the original association with "She lay all naked" verses. Neither can we be assured
of the identity of the broadside ~tune, "The Hay-makers march."

The Shepherds Daughter
This tune appears in all save the first edition of The Dancing Master
(1652, p. 83=Fig. 426), usually called "Parson upon Dorothy" or "Par·

son[s] and Dorothy," but in the 1670-1690 editions called "The Shepherd's Daughter." Under the former name the tune is also found in three
ballad operas: Momus turn'd FabuList and Gay's Polly, 1729, and Lillo's
Silvia, 1731The traditional ballad known as "The Knight and Shepherd's Daughter" (Child No. 110), licensed as a broadside in 1624 and again in 1656,
is preserved in an edition representing the second of these entries and
published by Gilbertson: "The beautifull Shepherdesse of Arcadia," beginning "There was a Shepherd's Daughter/came triping on the way"
1 "The Mad-mans Morrice" is a broadside by Humphrey Crouch "To a pleasant
new tune" whose identity cannot be traced (RB II, 154).
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(Roxburghe III, 1(0).1 This issue and another of not much later date
(Douce I, 11 v , 14) bear the tunc title "The Shepheards Delight"; in issues
of c. 1700 the tunc is called "The Shepherd's Daughter" (Lord Crawford,
Douce, Chetham, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 451). The stanza is a
ballad-meter quatrain with a burden "Sing trang dil do Icc"; music in
The Dallcing "'Jaster awl the ballad operas, however, is designcd for a
six·line or (with each strain repeated) a twelve-line stanza in this mcter,
and there is no provision for a refrain. It Illay be doubted, then, that the
tllne as we have it was used for sing'ing the ballad. Chappell "adapted"
the tune by eliminating thc second strain which nearly or completely
repeats the first, and adding a two·bar coda for the refrain (PMOT I,
127). This reconstruction, while it has no textual validity, is probably
sound: as the tune passed from ballads to country-dance sets, a two-bar
refrain would almost certainly have been discarded, in order to allow the
conventional four-bar phrases to How unimpeded.
"The forsaken Damosel: Or, Thc Deluded Maid," beginning "Abroad
as I of late did walk," is to the tune "A Shepherds daughter once there
was" (Rawlinson 24). The tunc llalHC may be a paraphrase of the opening
line of "The Beautiful Shephcrdess"; except for lhe absence of a refrain
line here, the stanza patterns are identical.
The earlier tune name, "The Shepherd's Delight," is found as the title
of two ballads whose metrical patterns are so widely at variance with the
measure of "The Beautiful Shepherdess of Arcadia" that neither can be
seriously considered as a source of the tune title. 2
Most of Child's traditional texts of "The Knight and Shepherd's
Daughter" lack a refrain, but as B. H. Bronson shows (The Traditional
Tunes of the Child Ballads, 1959,II, 535), "every copy collected
with its tune has strong elements of refrain." A Somerset version which
Cecil Sharp included in his One Hundred English Folksongs, 1916, p. 6,
supplements the ballad quatrains with a burden "Line twine the willow
dee," phonetically reminiscent of the "Sing trang dil do lee" of the seventeenth-century broadside; the two-bar tag at the end of the tune is
characteristic of several Sharp recoveries in which the last line of each
stanza is repeated or a single-line burden appended.
Stanza fivc of the ballad is sung by Crack in Richard Brome's comedy The City
Wit, 1653, II, ii.
2 One is in a twelvc-Iinc stanza which is the equivalent of six anapestic tetrameters
(see "Bonny Swect Robin"); the other is in iambic tetrameter octaves (see "Frog GaIllard').
1
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This tune takes its name from the refrain:
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Syck sicke & totowe sike
& sicke & like to die
The sikcst nightc that euer I abode
god lord haue mercy all me

of William Asheton's ballad on Captain Car, found in the late sixteenth·
century BM MS Colton Vcspasian A.xxv, fol. 178, olim 187 (published by
K. Boddeker in ]ahrbuch fur roman. und engl. Sprache, N. F. III [1876],
126, and in Child, No. 178). A Stationers' Register entry "sick sick &c" of
March 24, 1579, may refer to this ballad or to the lost moralization
entered on June 19 of the same year: "sicke sicke ingraue I would I were
for griefe to see this wicked world yat will not mend I feare" (Rollins,
Anal. Index, Nos. 2442. 24'13)'
To the tune of "Sicke and sicke" William Elderton wrote "A newe
Ballade. declaryllg the daungerous shootyng of the Gunne at the Courte,"
beginning "The seuentene daie of lulie laste, at euenYllg toward night,"
with imitative refrain:
Weepe, weepe. still I weepe, and shall doc till I dye:
To thinke vpon the GUll was shot, at court so dangerously.

Despite the fact that on August 10, 1579. Edward White was fined 12d
for printing it and its circulation was surely not encouraged, the ballad
escaped destruction, for a copy is extant in the library of the London
Society of Antiquaries (Lemon, Catalogue, No. 72; a reprint is in the
Har/eian Miscellany X, 272).1
The refrain of Elderton's ballad establishes the source of "Weep,
weep," named as the tune for W. M.'s "The Lamentation of Englande
. . . Fraunces Throgmorton ... executed ... the tenth day of July
last past. 1584," beginning "With brinishe teares and sobbing sighes,/I
Englande pine in paine" (Lord Crawford; reprinted in J. P. Collier's
Broadside Black-Letter Ballads, 1868, p. 21). To the same tune Deloney
wrote "A proper new Ballad breefely declaring the Death . . . of 14.
most wicked Traitors . . . the 20. and 21. of September. 1586," begi nning "Reioyce in hart good people all,/sing praise to God on hye" (Lord
Crawford; reprinted in Collier, p. 36, and in Deloney's Works, ed. Mann,
P·4 64)·
See Arber's Transcript of the Stationers' Register, II, 850, and Hyder E. Rollins,
"William Elderton: Elizabethan Actor and Ballad-Writer," SP, XVII (1920), 223.
1
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A fragment of the "Captain Car" refrain is quoted in the anonymous
play Looke about you, 1600, sig. G2, and a paraphrase of the refrain is
sung in Nashe's Summa's Last Will and Testamellt, sig. H I, of the same
ycar. A refcrcncc to "the sick tune" in Much Ado about Nothi1'g, III, iv,
is to an unrclated melody whidl \Vooldridgc reprints erroneously in
connection with "Sick, sick" (OEPM I, 71).
The tunc of "Sicke sicke and very sickc" is prescrvcd in Antony HoI·
borne's Cillham Schoole, 1597, sig. D3 (Fig. 427) and in Cambridge Uni·
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• Variations upon the air follow in the original.

versity MS Dd+23, fol. 6, also in cittern tablaturc. Both scts arc for a
ballad quatrain. Elderton's ballad requires a repetition of the tunc for
the refrain; the other two, containing an eight-line stanza plus a quatrain
of refrain, require a double repetition of the melody.

Since Celias A1j Foe
This tune, called also "Celia's my foe," takes its name from the open·
ing line of a song by Thomas Duffett printed in his New Poems, Songs,
Prologues and Epilogues, 1676, p. 1, under the ambiguous title "Song to
the Irish Tune." In the same year it appeared in A New Collection of the
Choicest Songs and with an anonymous musical setting in Choice Ayres,
Songs, and Dialogues, p. 77 (Fig. 428). It is found also in The Wits
Academy, 1677, and Wit and Drollery, 1682. In expanded form it' was
issued as a broadside called "Amintor's lamentation for Celia's unkind·
ness . . . To a delicate New Tune: Or, Since Celias my foe" (Wood E.25,
Lord Crawford, Rawlinson, Douce, Harvard, Roxburg'he; reprinted in
RB III, 386, and OPB, p. 205). This was followed by "Celia's answer to
Amintor's lamentation," beginning "Tis better then so,/Tho' you force
me to go" (Douce, Rawlinson; reprinted in RB III, 389). Another pair
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of ballads to the tunc are "The Forc'd Marriage. Or, Unfortunate Celia,"
by w. P[ope], beginning "To what gTcat distress/without hopes of redress" (Wood E.25, Lord Crawford, Euing, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VIII, 190), and "An Answer To the forc'd Marrige:
Or, the old mans vindication," beg'inning "Since Celia's a Whorc,/l'lc
abide hcr no morc" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Rawlinson; rcprintcd in
RB VIII, 192).
Othcr ballads to thc tunc includc Lawrence White's "Thc happy grecting of Iohn and Bctty," beginning "Comc sit down my dcar,/until I dcclare" (Wood. E.25 [138], Rawlinson 96); "Thc Dcceived Virgin . . . a
New Song Sung at Windsor: By B. G.," 1684, beginning "Comc Hithcr
all you,/Who to Love never kncw" (Chctham 279); "Cupid's MasterPiece," beginning "God Cupid's unkind/Sincc my Soul hc confin'd" (BM
C.22.f.6 [39], Lord Crawford '127, Rawlinson 73, Harvard); and "A Song
on the Confession and Dying 'Words of William Stevenson . . . executed
at Durham . . . 26th of August, 1727," beginning "Good Lordl I'm undone, thy Face I would shun" (Harvard, Chetham 258).
Chetwood's The LoveYs Opera, 1730, contains an air entitled "Since
Celia's my Foe," but it is actually a version of the Scotch tune "Lochabel'," associated with a song by Allan Ramsay (Poems, 1728, in Works,
cd. Burns Martin and J. W. Oliver, 1953, II, 281; words and music in
William Thomson's Orpheus Calcdonius, 1733, II, No. 20, in johnson's
Scots Musical Museum, 1787-18°3, I, 96, &c.).1
1 For a note on the Scotch origin of the tune, see The Bunting Collection of Irish
Folk Music and Songs, Part VI, pp. 32ff., in JIFSS, XXVIII-XXIX [1939. for 1932]).
Chappell (RB nI, 384) follows Bunting's Ancient Music of Ireland, 1840, p. 69, in
claiming "Lochaber" as the composition of Miles Reilly, an Irish harpist born in 1635•
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Sing, Sing Whtlst We Trip It
In the second act of Purcell's oper-d. The Fairy Queen, 1692, Mrs. AylifI
sang the highly ornamented "Sing, sing whilst we trip it, trip, trip it,!
trip trip it upon the Green." It was included in Some Select Songs . . .
in the Fairy Queen} p. 3, published in the same year (Fig. 429), and the
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• Misprinted 6/4 in original.

tune alone was included ill ApoLLo'S Banquet} 7th cd., 16g3. A printed
broadside edition with music is "An Excellent new Song, Call'd The
Fairy Queen, or, The merry Companions" (Lord Crawford, BM C.39. k .6 ;
reprinted in OPB} p. 51; the copy in Pepys V, 157, contains meaningless
music). An engraved song-sheet edition has the title "A Song in the New
Opera call'd, The Faiery Queen. Sung by Mrs. Aliff" (BM C.180.a [IS]),
Words and music are to be found in every edition of PiLLs} 1719-1720, III,
2g8. No other broadsides were sung to the tune.
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Sing Tantara Rara
The "tantara rara" refrain was auached to at least three different
tunes, each adapted to a different stanzaic pauem. "\Vhich nobody can
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deny," the short (orm o( "Grcensleeves," q.v., is sung with a stanza of
three anapestic tetrameter lines plus refrain, which in one ballad is:
Sing Tantara rara Boys hey, Boys hey,
sing Tantara rara Boys hey.1

Another example is in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 270, where the "Which nobody" refrain appears, except that the last stanza employs the "tantara"
formula above with "Whores all, Whores all."
An anonymous tune (Fig. 130) found in all editions of Pills with the
1

"Epithalamium . . . 1689. To the Tune of, Lulla by baby, &c." (PB IV, 206).
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song "You mad caps of England who merry wou'd make" (III, 281), serves
for a four-line stanza plus a refrain formula:
Sing Tanta, ra, ra, ra, ra, ra Boys,
Tanta ra, ra, ra, ra, ra Boys,
Tallta ra, ra, ra, ra, ra Boys drink, Boys drink.

But in succeeding stanzas the refrain is written in the old way, scarcely
singable without some alteration in the tunc:
Sing Tanta ra, ra, &c. Wear Horns, wear Horns,
Sing Tanta ra, ra, &c. Wear Horns.

Five ballad operas, all without music, seem to call for this Pills tune. In
Fielding's The Genuine Grub-Street Opera, 1731, and Drury's The Rival
Milliners, 1737, it is called "Ye [You] Madcaps of England"; in The
Beggar's Pantomime, 1736, the final "Song and Chorus" displays no tune
title but contains the "Sing tantara rara" refrain. Others naming the tune
are Peterson's The Raree Show, 1739, and Ayres's Sancho at Court, 1742,
the latter using the name "Tantarara Rogues alL" It is perhaps to this
tune that a Dublin broadside of c. 1730 was sung: "A New Ballad On the
Game of Bragg," beginning "Ye Belles and ye Beaus for a moment attend," with the refrain "Sing Tanta-ra-ra-ra Bragg All, &c." (BM 1890.e.5
[35], without tune direction or music).
The third tune, composed by William Defesch, was made popular
through "The Masquerade Song Sung by Mr. Beard at Ranelagh," beginning "Ye Medley of Mortals that make up this Throng" (Fig. 431).
This was issued as a single-sheet song (BM G.305 [174], Harvard, Huntington) and was published in Universal Magazine, July, 1749, in Gentleman's Magazine, August, 1749, and was reprinted in Muses Delight, 1754.
Its pattern consists of four anapestic tetrameters, plus refrain:
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Sing Tanlararara Masks all, Masks all,
Sing Tantararara Masks al1. 2

George Alexander Stevens's SOtlgs, Comic and Satyrical, 1772, contains
several pieces written to the tune, which he identifies as "Masks all" (pp.
42, 81, 186) or "Ye medley of mortals" (p. 220) or "Sing Tantararara
Toast all" (p. 121, the tune named for the refrain of this song). Others
include: a song by Garrick, "All in the wrong," c. 1750, beginning "Ye
Critics above, and ye Critics below" (8M G.316.f [118]); a song of c. 1787
entitled "Cox-Heath Camp," begin!,ling "Adieu to dear London the gay
Folks all cry" (BM G.306 [gl]); and a piece by H. Howard, c. 1762, without music or tune direction, called "The Pe[as]e Soup Makers," beginning "Of late we have heard of a Laird in high Station," with the characteristic refrain pattern "Sing Tantararara Cooks all, Cooks all .. ."
(BM 1850.C.l0 [78]).

Sir Eglamore

l
L
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This tune, which is very closely akin to "The Friar in the well," had
its vogue in the second half of the seventeenth century, although the bal·
lad from which it is named is much earlier. "Sir Eglamore" was originally "set downe . . . verbatim" but without title by Samuel Rowlands
in his Melancholic Knight, 1615, sig. E2. A slightly longer version, called
"Courage Crowned with Conquest . . . To a pleasant new Tune," appeared on broadsides, of which the earliest extant edition is dated 1672
(Pepys, Bagford, Lord Crawford, Rawlinson, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 607; the Euing 53 copy is about ten years later). It
had meantime been printed in several miscellanies, including Wit and
Drollery, 1656, and Antidote against Melancholy and Merry Drollery,
1661. Probably the earliest version of the tune, c. 165~1675, is that which
appears with bass accompaniment and the first stanza of the ballad in
Edinburgh University Library MS Dc.1.69, fol. 114v reversed (Fig. 432).
This form of the air is also found in The Second Book of the Pleasant
Musical Companion, 2d cd., 1686, Part II, No. 20, in a setting for three
voices with the full ballad text. The same melodic line and text appear
in every edition of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 293.
2 Some copies contain the tune direction "Sing tantararara Fools all," implying that
Defesch's melody had been previously used for another song. And this supposition is
strengthened by the presence of the Masquerade song in Thesaurus Musicus, foL 140,
a collection of sin~le·sh~e~ son~s provisionally dated 1743.
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A parody "Sir Eg'lamor alld the Dragon. Or, A Relation how GCllerall
George Monk slcw a most cruell Dragoll Fcbruary 11. 1659[/60]" to the
tune of "Sir Eg'lamor" is in customary quatrain form but without the
burden required after the first, second, and fourth lines of each stanza
(The Rum!), di60, reprinted in Rump, 1662, and Loyal Songs, (731).
Other ballads to the tUlle include: "Ignoramus-Justice: or, The EnglishLaws tum'd into a Gin, To let Knaves Out, and keep Honest Men In,"
1682 (BM C.38.i.25, Wood 117, Huntington, Clark; reprinted in IBo
Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 276, with the music, and in RB V, 78); and "Truth
Tryumphant, Over Perjury Rampant. On the Tryal of the Salamanca
Doctor [Titus Oates] . . . May the 8th. and 9th. 1685" (Lord Crawford
1125; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, p. 279).
The close relationship to the Dancing Master tune of "The Friar in
the well" is most evident in the first strain of the IBo Loyal Songs "Sir
Eglamore" and the second strain of the Edinburgh MS version and its
congeners.

Sitting by Yonder River Stde
This tune is named for the first line of a "Song Made by a Gent." and
sung in the third act of Aphra Behn's comedy Sir Patient Fancy, 1678.
With music by Thomas Farmer it appears in Choice Ayres & Songs, Second Book, 1679, p. 35 (Fig. 433). The air alone is in Musicks Recreation
on the Viol., Lyra-way, 1682, p. 21; the words alone are in Henry' Bold's
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Latine Songs, with their ElIglish, 1685, p. 56, and The Hive, 3d cd., 1727,
II, 145.
The expanded broadside version, called "Parthenia's Complaint," is
"To a New Tune much in Reguest: Or, Sitting beyond a River side"
(Lord Crawford, Euing, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
VI, 47). It was followed by "Amintor's Answer to Parthenia's Complaint,"
beginning "Under a pleasant "Villow shade," to the same tune (Lord
Crawford, Douce, Wood E.25, Harvard, Pepys, TIM C.22.f.6; reprinted
in RB VI, 50).
Another ballad to the tunc is "Repentance too Late," beg-inning "Sad
as death at dead of night," to the tune of "Sad as death [g.v.]: or, Parthenia unto Cloe cryed" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 52).
The alternative tune title is a paraphrase of .. Parthenia thus to Cloe
cry'd," the second line of the original playhouse song.

Smiling Phyllis
A broadside of c. 1680, "Charming Phillis. Or, The Disloyal Lover,"
begins "Smiling Phill[i]s has an Air,/so oblieging all Men Love her" and
is to be sung to "Smiling Phillis" (Douce I, 24). The song from which the
broadside is expanded had originally appeared, with music by Thomas
Farmer, in· Choice Ayres & Songs, Second Book, 1679, p. 38 (Fig. 434).
The words are also in Wit and Drollery, 1682, John Shirley's The Complete Courtier, 1683, and with the music in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 281 .
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"Happy is the Countrey life, Or, Smiling Phillis" is given as the tune
direction for "The Country Mans Delight. Or, The Happy Joyes of a
Countrey Life," beginning "Happy is the Countrey life,jbless'd with
content, & health, and ease" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB V, 5(4).1
Farmer's "Smiling- Phillis" music does not fit this ballad, for the six-line
stanza would require only three-quarters of the tune, and the rhythmic
patterns of verse and music are at cross purposes. The broadside is, however, an expansion of a song first published in Choice Ayres and Songs,

43s:cr~·D
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Fourth Book, 1683, p. 36, with music by James Hart which does fit (Fig.
43£)). The tune of "Happy is the country life" was included in Humphry
l The Roxburghe copy "To a pleasant new tune" has the title "The Country Innocencc" and is without imprint. The Pepys copy, licensed by Pocock, was issued 1685-

16~H.
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Salter's The Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder, 1683, and the
original song was reprinted in Pills IV, 288, and Watts's Musical Miscellany, 172~1731, VI, 44.

A Soldier and a Satlor
This tune takes its origin from a song beginning "A Souldier and a
Sailor,jA Tinker, and a Tailor," the music by John Eccles, sung in the
third act of Congreve's Love for Love, 1695. It was reprinted with the
tune in Thesaurus' Musicus, Fourth Book, 1695, p. 27 (Fig. 436), and in
a number of contemporary single-sheet issues (BM G'315 [42]. G.316.d
[17], 1-1.1601 [51], California). Words and music are in all editions of
Pills, 1719-1720, Ill, 220, and in such other collections as British Melody,
1739, No. 12. The verses are in many poetical miscellanies, including Tlte
Compleat Academy of Complements, 1705, p. 161, and The Hive, 4th
cd., c. 1733, III, 265. The tunc alone is in The Dancing Master, commencing with the Second Part, 1696 (and in the body of 11th ed., 1701, et seq.);
it is also in Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, 11th ed., 1697.1
The text, lengthened from three to six stanzas, was issued as a broadside called "Buxom Joan of Lymas's Love to a Jolly Sailer: or, The Maiden's Choice: Being Love for Love again. To an excellent new Play-house
Tune," containing meaningless music (Pepys, Lord Crawford, BM
G39.k.6; reprinted in OPB, p. (54). An eighteenth-century edition, to a
"Pleasant New Tune" but without music, is "A Soldier and a Saylor Or
Buxom Joan" (Harvard, BM 1871.e.9 [51], with cropped title).
Other ballads to the tune include: "The Lusty Lad of London," beginning "Come listen to this Ditty" (Lord Crawford, Pepys, BM C'39.k.6;
reprinted in OPB, p. 91); "The French Satyre," beginning "In fair and
pleasant Weather" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 53); "The Saint turn'd
Sinner," beginning "You Friends to Reformation" (Bagford; reprinted in
BB I, 30; a version of the text is in Pills VI, 215, to music printed at p.
2(3); and "The Battle Royal," 1698, beginning "A Dean and Prebendary"
(Lord Crawford 1010. Pills VI, 213. with music; text alone in The Hive,
1725. III. 100).
1 For a note on several contemporary MS copies of the tune, see Songs from the
Restoration Theater, cd. Willard Thorp. 1934. p. 117. Thorp reprints in facsimile
(p.67) the version containing a canonic bass accompaniment which Sir John Hawkins
had included in his History of Music, 1776, V. 65.
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• Preceded in the original by two half-measure rests.
•• Two-measure rest in original omitted here.

Political parodies to the tune are found in Tory Pills to Purge Whig
Melancholy, 2d ed., 1715, p. 59, 'and Political Merriment, Part III, 17 15,
p. 6. "The Competition. Occasion'd by the Success of the Beggar's Opera"
depicts the rivalry between the two leading Italian singers of the day,
Faustina and Cuzzoni, in a song to the tune printed in The Hive, 4th ed.,
Ill, 167.
Eccles's tune was introduced into Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 17 28 ,
Phillips's The Mock Lawyer, 1733, and six other ballad operas, but the
music is found only in the two named.

Some Say the Papists Had a Plot
This tune takes its name from the opening line of a broadside entitled
"A New Song, Being the Tories Tryumph . . . to a New Theatre Tune,"
1682 (Harvard, Huntington, Yale, Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [77]). It was
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reprinted with music in r80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 212 (Fig. 437), along
with another to the tune which had also been previously published as a
broadside: "A New Narrative of the Old Plot, being A New Ballad,"
168 3 (BM 1872.a.1 [124v], Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [85], Lord Crawford
1327, Chetham 81, Huntington, Clark, Harvard; a 1684 edition in Ashmole G.16 [138], Clark and Harvard).
Other ballads to the tune include: "A new Song between Whig and
Tory," 1683, beginning "What Cheal' poor foul mouth'd Whig what
Chear?" (Chetham 306); "jack Presbiter," 16go, beginning "jack Presbyter pricks up his Ears" (BM 1871.e.9 [go]); and "The Wounded Lover,"
beginning "Mythinks I feel fresh bleeding wounds," to the tune of "Some
say there was a Papist plot; or, Jenny Gin" (Pepys III, 381).
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Sound a Charge
I have not found a ballad from which the tune name "Sound a Charge"
could be derived. About 1660, however, a ballad was published that calls
for the tune. It is T. R.'s "The Royall Subjects joy" (Euing, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VII, 678), which has the following distinctive stanza
form:

17
M

w,
by

You Loyall Subjects all
sing for joy, sing for joy;
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Good news here's at White·Hall,
sing for joy.

A second Charles is come,
Though heavy news to some,
Let them say no more but mum,
sing for joy, sitlg for joy.

Another is "Touch and go; or, The French Taylor finely Trapann'd,"
c. 1670, beginning "A Tayler in the Strand,/Touch and go, touch and go,"
to the tune "Sound a Charge, Sound a Charge" (Rawlinson; reprinted
in RB VII, 486). Its stanza contaibs four rather than three lines upon the
b rhyme.
I have found no music entitled "Sound a Charge." The Dancing Master, 1701 et seq., contains a tune "Touch and Go" whose rhythms are
unsatisfactory for singing either ballad. Several other pieces cast in tlle
mold of "The Royall Subjects Joy" give us names of still other tunes
which do not seem to have survived: "Captain Kid's Farewel to the Seas,"
c. 1701, is to the tune of "Coming down" (Lord Crawford 843, reprinted
in C. H. Firth's Naval Songs and Ballads, 1908, p. 134); and a D'Urfey
poem "The Moderator's Dream" is to "Chimney Sweep" (Pills, 17191720, II, 182, without music).l There is, however, in Pills, 1714, V, 117,
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1719-1720, VI, 251, an amorous song beginning "A Young Man and a
Maid, put in all, put in all," which contains music (Fig. 438) suitable to
1 In 1701, the year Captain Kidd was executed, a chimney sweep named Jack Hall
was hanged for burglary. His exploits were the subject of a traditional song collected
by Cecil Sharp (Folk Songs from Somerset, 4th series, 1908, p. 20); its concluding line,
"0 but never a word said I coming down," suggests a possible link between the lost
tunes "Chimney Sweep" and "Coming down."
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all these ballads save the hypermetrical "Touch and go." The same air
is found in The Dancing Masler, II, 2d ed., 1714, 121, entitled "Put in
All." Although we cannot be sure that this tune was used for the seventeenth-century pieces, a strange bit of evidence strengthens tlle possibility. "Londons fanvell to ye parliament," a manuscript ballad of c. 1642
in the hand of Henry Lawes and attributed to him, is coupled with an
unnamed air (Fig. 439) clearly related to the eighteenth-century "Put in
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all," The first stanza, a variant form interlining the music, shows the
close metrical similarity to the ballads just cited:
farwell to ye parlyament
with a Hey with a Hey,
far well to ye parliament
with a Hoe,
your dear delight ye Cittye,
whose wants have made us witty
& a figg for ye close Comittee
with a Hey tronouy nony noe. 2

Except for the length of the closing line here (in the text of the ballad
the line contains an additional "nony"), the structure is congruent with
that of the other pieces under discussion. The difference is reflected in
the final phrases of the two tunes. It should be noted that the refrain
tags of "Londons farwell" are preserved intact in a group of late seventeenth-century political ballads cited under "I am the Duke of Norfolk,"
2 BM MS Add. 32343, fo1. 11. The entire text on fo1. 12 has been printed in Willa
McClung Evans, Henry Lawes: Musician and Friend of Poets, 1941, pp. 223-226. She
accepts the British Museum Catalogue of Manuscript Music attribution of words and
music to Lawes; they are obviously in his autograph but I strongly doubt that he was
their creator. Her date of 1659 is not sustained by a careful reading of the ballad,
whose topical allusions are to persons and events prominent at the very beginning of
the civil war.
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q.v,; because those pieces have a stanza body of four lines rather than five,
they cannot be sung to the tunc Lawes has recorded. \Vith the omission
of measure 6, however, the tunc would fit those ballads better than does
"I am the Duke of Norfolk."
The stanza pattern of "The Royall Subjects Joy" is also found in the
more recent ballad "Sam Hall," with a fine traditional tune. It lies, however, outside the scope of our discussion. 8

The Spanish Gipsies
This tune, called "The Spanish Gipsy [or Gipsies]," is found in every
edition of 1"he Dancing Master (1651, p. 23=Fig. 440), and in Musick's

Original is unbarred.

Delight on the Cithren, 1666, No. 35. In the third volume of The Dancing
Master} c. 1728, 145, there is an additional appearance of the tune under
the name "Fairy Queen." Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fol. 36, contains a mid-seventeenth-century keyboard setting of the tune.
The tune may have received its name from Middleton and Rowley's
play The Spanish Gipsie} acted in 1623; at any rate, a song sung by gipsies

,
j

I
j

I,
,~

8 For an illuminating study of the roots of this ballad and associated texts and tunes,
see Bertrand H. Bronson, "Samuel Hall's Family Tree," California Folklore, I (1942).
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(Act III) beginning "Come follow your Leader follow,/Our Convoy be
Mars and Apollo" fits the tune, and its opening formula seems to have
been often appropriated in songs specifically calling for the tune. The
most influential of these is the broadside "The Fairy Queene," beginning
"Come follow follow me,/You Fairy 'Elves that be" (Manchester I, 13).
The publisher was Edward Wright, who was active from I<h 1-1°53, and
the ballad may be dated, at a guess, about 1025. The verses may be found
in Bodleian MS Ashmole 36-37, fol. 187; in a pamphlet of 1635 by R. S.
entitled A Description of the King and Queene of Fayries, in The Mysteries of Love and Eloquence, 1°58, in Percy's Reliques, and with modernized form of the tune in Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, 11,22
(Fig. 441), and in Ritson's English Songs, 1783, II, 157. In addition, the
Harvard, Huntington, and British Museum libraries contain several
eighteenth-century single-sheet issues of the song.
To the tune of "The Spanish Ipsie" is "The braue English Iipsie," beginning "Come follow, follow all" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 329);
since this was an issue of John Trundle, it is to be dated no later than
1626. Martin Parker's "The three merry Coblers," beginning "Come follow follow me,/toth' Alehouse weele march all three," is an interesting
imitation, licensed in 1634 (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 587). The
anonymous "Cuckolds Haven," licensed in 1638, begins "Come, Neighbours, follow me,/that Cuckollized be" and names the tune (Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB I, 148). Good and True, Fresh and New, Christmas
Carols, 1642, sig. B2, contains a "merry Caroll" beginning "Come follow
follow me,jThose that Good fellowes be," set to "The Spanish Gipsies."
And an eighteenth-century imitation, without tune direction but in the
unmistakable pattern with echoes of the "Fairy Queene" broadside, is
• 676 •
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"The New Fairies: or, the Fellow-Craft's Song," beginning "Come all ye
Elves that be/Come follow, follow me," in A Curious Collection of . . .
Songs in Honour of Masonry, 1731, p. l.
The tune was introduced into seven ballad operas. It is called "Come
follow, follow me" in Hawker's The Wedding, 1729, Odingsells' Bays's
Opera and Ralph's The Fashionable Lady, 1730, Potter's The Decoy,
1733, and Brooke's Jack the Gyant Queller, 1749. In Gay's Achilles, 1733,
it is "Fairy Elves," and in Court and Country, 1743, it is "The Fairy
Son~."

The Spanish Lady
This tlille takes its name from Thomas Deloney's ballad "The Spanish
Ladies Loue to an English Gentleman," beginning "Will you heare a
Spanish Lady/how she wooed an Englishman" (Garland of Good Will,
. 1631, reprinted in Worhs, ed. Mann, p. 375). Although no extant broadside c.opies are earlier than c. 1660, the ballad was registered in 1603 and
probably was written at least a decade earlier; many editions reflect its
popularity to the end of the eighteenth century. Seventeenth-century
copies are usually "To a Pleasant New Tune," while some later issues are
to "Flying Fame," doubtless a printer's haphazard choice inappropriate
to the complex meter of the Deloney ballad. Copies are to be found in all
the large ballad collections, and reprints may be seen in Percy's Reliques,
in RB VI. 655. and in OPR, p. 219.
The opening of the ballad is quoted in Edward Sharpham's Cupids
Whirligig, 1607, sig. H2 v, and Aphra Behn's The Rover, Part II, 1681,
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Dauney transcript is in key of D.
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II, i. Brome's The Northern Lass, 1632, II, ii, contains an allusion to the
Spanish Lady's jointure; in Rowley's A Match at Midnight, 1633, V, i,
"Will [you] heare a Noble Prittaine" begins a scrap of parody with a
slight Welsh accent. An eighteenth.century curiosity is Thomas Hull's
The Spanish Lady, a Musical Entertainment, in two acts; Founded on
the Plan of the Old Ballad, 1765. The ballad itself is printed at the end
of the libretto text.
Music for "The Spanish Ladie" is found in the Skene MS, printed in
William Dauney, Ancient Scotish Melodies, 1838, p. 242 (Fig. 442), and
in Walker's The Quaker's Opera, 1728, Air 23 (Fig. 443). Another ballad
opera, The Jovial Crew, 1731, gives the tune title as "Did you not hear of
a Spanish Lady." The Skene air is in common time, whereas the version
in both ballad operas is in 3/4; melodically too there is such great divergence between the tunes that only distant cousinship can be seen. Both,
however, fit the measure of the ballad.
Another to the tune of "The Spanish Lady" is "The Westminster Wedding or, Carl tons Epithalamium," beginning "Will you hear a German
Princesse,/how she chous'd an English Lord" (Douce; reprinted in RB
VII, 230), an account of the notorious Mary Moders, who passing herseH
off as a German heiress made a bigamous marriage with john Carleton.

The Spanish Pavan
Despite its name, this tune is Italian in origin. It is found in Fabritio
Caroso's Il Ballarino, 1581, as a dance tune under the name "Pauaniglia."
Sets of keyboard variations were made by such Spanish musicians as An• 678 •

tonio de Cabez6n (d. 1566) in his Obras de mUsical 1578, where the theme
is called "EI pavana italiana" (reprinted in Hispaniae schola musica sacra,
ed. Felipe Pedrell, 1894-1898, VII, 73), and Alonso de Mudarra in his Tres
libros de musica en cifra, 1546 (cd. Emilio Pujol, 1949, p. 22). In England
the tune, uniformly known as "The Spanish pavan," began to be popular
toward the end of the sixteenth century. It appears in the following: the
Wickhambrook Lute MS, c. 1595, fol. 141'; William Ballet's MS Lute
Book., p. 112; Antony Holborne's Gittham Schoolc, 1597, sig. C2 v ;
Thomas Robinson's Schoole of Musicke, 1603, sig. L21'; BM MS Egerton
2°46, fol. IO V ; and BM MS Add~ 3q~92, fol. 251' (the two latter arrangements, in lute tablature, are by Alfonso Ferrabosco and Francis Pilkington). Virginal settings are in Paris Conservatoire MSS Res. 1186, fol. 117,
and Res. 1186 bis, Part II, p. 6, in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book II, 13 1,
arr. John Bull (Fig. 444), and in Christ Church MS 437, fol. 3. Other
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• Seven additional sections not transcribed.

musical texts are found in A Booke of New Lessons for the Githern &Gittern, 1652, in the Skene MS (William Dauney, Ancient Scotish' Melodies, 1838, p. 21, entitled "I Loue my Loue for Loue Again," but measures 9ff. are "Spanish pavan"), and in several Cambridge University MSS:
Dd.4.23, £01. 26 (cittern); Dd.2.11, £01. 66 v ; Dd.3.18, £01. 14v ; Dd.9.33, fo1.
82 v ; and Add. 3°56, £01. 20V (all lute). A sampling of the numerous seventeenth-century Dutch settings of "Pavane d'Espagne" is contained in
Florimond van Duyse's Het Oude Nederlandsche Lied, 1903-1908, I,
6101£. Mabel Dolmetsch, Dances of Spain and Italy from I400 to I600,
1954, pp. 90- 108, describes the dance, reprints Caroso's music, and is
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authority for the statement that the dance "goes at a lively pace, unlike
the solemn processional pavan."
Perhaps the earliest ballad sung to this dance tune is "A most excellent
and famous Ditty of Sampson Iudge of Israel," beginning "When Sampson was a tall yong man." It was registered in 1586, but the two extant
editions cannot be earlier than c. 1620 (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB II, 460). Here and in other ballads to the tune, the stanza is in
eight lines, octosyllabic except for lines 4 and 8, which are six and three
syllables respectively. Anthony Munday's Banquet of Daintie Conceits,
1588, sig. El v, contains a song beginning "Two freends that had a
stocke of Corne," to be sung "to the note of the Spanish Pavin." Other
ballads to the tunc include: "A merry Discourse betweene Norfolke
Thomas and Sisly Standtoo't his Wife," by Ed[ward] Ford, beginning "To
London is mad Thomas come" (Roxburghe, probably the issue licensed
in 1638; reprinted in UB II, 170); "A Monstrous shape. .. a female
creature [with] . . . a head like a swine," beginning "Of horned Vulcan
I haue heard" (Wood 401, with MS date 1610; reprinted in PG, p. 451);
"An excellent new Medley," beginning "When Philomel begins to sing"
(Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 57); and "The Daughters Complaint, to her mother, for a Husband," beginning "As I walkt forth upon
a day," to the tune of "The Spanish paving, or the Lovers Dream; or,
Martin Parkers Medly" (Douce I, 52, 66 V).
This last tune title recalls two medleys written by Martin Parker,
both in the measure of "The Spanish pavan," but with the tune direction "Tarleton's Medley." No ballad of that title is known, but on
metrical grounds one may conjecture that if it were found it would fit
"The Spanish pavan" and might name that tune. Parker's ballads are
"A new Medley, or, A Messe of All-together," beginning "Strange news
is come from Hounslo heath" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 240),
and "An Excellent Medley Which you may admire at (without offence)
For euery line speakes a contrary sense," beginning "In Summer time
when folks make Hay" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 52). In the same distinctive stanza pattern is
"Englands Gentle Admonition," by Thomas Robins, beginning "Good
People all I pray draw near," to the tune of "Poor Toms Progress: Or,
John Dory sould his ambling Nag for Kick-shaws" (Roxburghe; reprinted ·in RB IV, 477). I have not identified either tune name (the
second cannot be another name for the tune "John Dory"); in the want
of further evidence it is sufficient to say that the ballad could be sung
to "The Spanish pavan"; or if not, then to tunes which are its metrical
equivalent.
One further use of the tune may be pointed out. In Good and True,
Fresh and New, Christmas Carols, 1642, sig. A7 v, it is used for singing
• 680 •

a "merry Caroll" beginning "Cast care away, tis HolydaY,fThis is no
time to work, but play."
References to "The Spanish pavan" abound in Elizabethan and
Jacobean literature. In Dekker's Old Fortunatus 1 1600, III, i, "Ia pauyne
Hispanola" is mentioned and presumably danced; in John Ford's The
Lady's Trial l 1639, II, i, the tune is whistled, and in his 'Tis Pity Size's
a WllOre l 1633, I, ii, the dance is mentioned. The jestbook Robin Goodfellow, Part II, 1628 (ed. CoIIier, 1841, p. 34), refers to "The Spanish
Pavan" as a ballad tune. In Eastward Hoe l 160S, II, ii, Quicksilver
sings a parody on "When Samson was a tall young man," presumably to
its proper tune.

The Spinning Wheel
This tune, used for some twenty broadsides, takes its name from "The
Bonny Scot: Or, the Yielding Lass. To an Excellent New Tunc," beginning "As I sate at my Spinning-Wheel" (Pepys, Douce, nagford;
reprinted in BB I, 19). It was followed by "An Answer to the Bonny
Scot," beginning "Behold, I pray, what's come to pass," to the tune of
"The Spinning-wheel" (Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB III, 399). Both uallads were licensed by Richard
Pocock (168S-1688). The original piece was included in every edition of
Pills, 1719-1720, III, 88, with music, the most accurate notation of
which is 1714, I, 113 (Fig. 44S); and a somewhat altered version of the
tune (Fig. 446) appears on an engraved song-sheet edition of "The Spin-
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Original is in key of Bb.
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ning Lass," c. 1740 (BM 1.600 [118], Harvard).l Allan Ramsay included
the verses in his Tea-Table Miscellany, 1733, II, 187, as "The Loving
Lass and Spinning-Wheel."
Thomas D'Urfey wrote a more literary poem, beginning "Upon a
sunshine summer's day," on the theme of the maiden finally persuaded
to turn away from her spinlling wheel to the arms of a lover. It appeared
without music in his New Collt:ction of Songs and Poems, 168 3, p. 78 ;
in early Pills editions it immediately follows "As I sat at my SpinningWheel" and is directed to be sung to the music of the latter; in the 17 1 917 20 edition the two songs are in different volumes (D'Urfey's at II, 176)
and the tune is separately printed for each. Although the song may have
antedated the "Bonny Scot" ballad, D'Urfey apparently accepted the
ballad tunc for his verses. The commonplace tetrameter form of both
makes this possible, though D'Urfey's eight-line stanza requires a repeti.
tion of the final four bars of the tune. 2
Of the numerous late seventeenth-century broadsides to the tune, seven
are reprinted in PB, others in nB and nB. "A Ready Cure for Vneasie
Minds," beginning "Kind Countrymen, Attention give," names the
tune "As I sat at my Spinning-Whccle" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VII, 17 6).
The following, apparently not reprinted, all cite the tune as "The
Spinning Wheel": "The City Rambler," beginning "I pray now listen
to this song" (Pepys IV, 334); "Kates Hue-and-Cry after Her Maidenhead," beginning "Good people all I pray draw nigh" (Pepys III, 76);
"Joans sorrowful Lamentation to Roger," beginning "As Jone was
1 A short form of the tcxt was recovered in 1935 from an Indiana singer who had
Iearncd it from his father in Carlisle; unfortunately the music is not reproduced
(lAP, LVII [1944], 283).
2 With a different tunc, D'Urfey's tcxt is found on an early eighteenth-century songshcet called "The Spinning Wheel" (Harvard), reprinted in The Merry Musician,
c. 1733, IV, 109. Words alone are reprinted in Wit's Cabinet, 15th ed., 1731, p. 124·
A poem in The Hive, 1732, IV, 57, beginning "As, on a sun-shine summer's day," is not
D'Urfey's, nor is it in his stanza form .
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.\'alking o're the Green" (Pepys Ill, 292, Lord Crawford 126); "Nell's
:ourlShip," beginning "As bonny Nell went to the Mill" (Pepys IV, 67);
'The Mothers Kindness," beginning "Come listen now dear Daughter
roan" (Pepys IV, 212); "The Young Seaman's Misfortune," beginning
'You loyal Lovers far and near" (Pepys IV, 224); "The Quaker's Wives
Lamentation For the Loss of Her Husbands Jewels," beginning "Oh
Wretched Woman that I am" (Pepys III, 302); and "The Unfortunate
Fencer," beginning "You that delight in merriment" (Pepys IV, 358,
BM C.u.£.6 [196], Lord Crawford 1427, Harvard).
A still different tune found in the""'ballad operas is called "As I sat at
l1y Spinning Wheel" in Lillo's Silvia, 1731, and "Spinning-Wheel" in
Coffey's The Merry Cobler, 1735. In The Jovial Crew, 1731, it is named
'Still I tum'd my Wheel about," paraphrasing the refrain of D'Urfey's
long.

State and Ambition
This tune takes its name from the opening line "State and Ambition,
alasl will deceive ye,/There's no solid Joy but the Blessing of Love,"
of Thomas D'Urfey's "To Sylvia; a Song set to a New Playhouse Tune,"
first published in A Collection of the Newest and Choicest Songs, 1683,
p. 6, with an unsuitable tune of Farmer's which actually belongs to
verses begmning "I Will Love I know not who" (ibid., p. 3). Corrupt
versions of the proper "State and ambition" air appear with D'Urfey's
poem in his Several New Songs, 1684, p. 10, and in /80 Loyal Songs, 1685,
p. 92; a much better musical score is in Pills, 1719-1720, II, 34. The tune
is also found among the unnumbered pages at the end of Humphry
Salter's Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder, 1683, and in Apollo's
Banquet, 5th ed., 1687. An expanded form of D'Urfey's verses was issued
as a broadside entitled "State & Ambition. A New Song at the Dukes
Theatre," 1684 (Harvard), with a good musical text (Fig. 447): an un·
dated edition, with incomplete and inaccurate musical text, is found
in Wood 417 (147): still another edition contains the music of "1 never
saw a face till now," to which the verse is unsuited (Pepys V, 404; reprinted in RB V, 561).
A moralistic parody of D'Urley's song is "The Protestant Father's
Advice To His Ambitious Son," beginning "State and Ambition, alas,
will deceive you,/there's no solid Joy but in Blessings above" (Lord
Crawford, BM C'39.k.6; reprinted in RB VIII, clix·, and in OPB, p. 159).
• 683 •
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The tune of "Statc and Ambition" is used also for "A New madc Medley
Compos'd out of sundry Songs," beginning "State and Ambition, all
Joy to great Caesar" (Pepys V, 41 I, with meaningless music; early
eighteenth-century song-sheet editions with accurate score in BM H.1601
[407], Harvard, Huntington; rcprinted in Pills V, II, and in RB VIII,
clxi 4fl ).
Some fifteen other ballads were sung to the tune. Three are in /80
Loyal Songs, pp. 94, 271, 273, and several others are reprinted in RB.
The following have apparently not been reprinted: "The Royal General or the Camp at Putney Heath," 1684, beginning "Now the great
Monarch of England's bright Splendor" (Bodleian Ashmole G.15 [184],
Clark, Harvard); another of the same year, "Sr. Thomas Armstrong's
Last Farewell to the World," beginning "Adue to the pleasure of
murther and whoring" (BM 1875.d.6 [8], Harvard); "Loves Unlimited
Power," licensed June 6, 1685, beginning "The passions of Love are too
great and too cruel" (Pepys III, 215); "The Seaman's Joyful Return;
being an Answer to the Seamans Doleful Farewell," 1 1685, beginning
1

The ballad to which this was the answer is reprinted in RB VII, 549, VIII, 780.
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"Wcllcome my dcarcst with joy now I sce thcc" (Pcpys IV, 179); and
"Content and Rich; Or, thc Glass of Vain Glory," beginning "Promotion's a Triflc, a vanishing Vapour" (Pepys II, 26). An edition of
"Truc Lovc Unvail'd, Or, Thc Coy Lady Ovcr-comc at last," beginning
"Down in a Valley whcrc Nymphs arc a playing," is "To a Rarc New
Tunc, Or, Thc Frcnch Minnim":! (Lord Crawford 322, Doucc II, 1~8v
[with MS addition to tunc dircction: "State & Ambition"], II, 227,
Harvard). A rcworking of thc ballad (Douce II, 231), licensed by Richard
Pocock, 1685-1688, is directcd to be sung to "State and Ambition"; its
title is altercd to "Truc Love'" Rcvcaled . . . ," its opening line begins
"Down in a Meadow . . . ," and thc seduction scene of the old ballad
is now preceded by a rccital of marriage vows.
The tune was introduced into onc ballad opera-Phillips's The StageMutineers, 1733, prinlcd without music.

Step Stately
This tunc is in the first lcn editions of The Dancing Master, 165116g8 (1651, p. 100= Fig. 448), in A Musicall Banquet, 1651, in MusicltS

Original is unbarred.

Recreation on the Lyra Viol, 1652, in A Boolte of New Lessons for the
Cithern 6' Gittern, 1652, and in Playford's A Brief Introduction to the
Skill of Music, 3d ed., 1660.
A song to the tune in Westminster Drollery, 1671, I, 37, is "A late and
true story of a furious Scold, served in her kind," beginning "Was ever
man so vex'd with a Trull/As I poor Anthony since I was wed." It was
2

I have no infonnation on this tune.
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reprinted in Wit and Drollery, 1682, without tune direction; in Pills.
171g-1720, IV, 154. music is printed which is not "Step stately" but
which fits the ballad more smoothly than does the older tune. There
are several reworkings of the story on broadsides. One of them, to a
"New Play-House Tune" which may be the music in Pills, is "The
Scoulding Wife. or, The Poor Mans Lamentation of his bad Market
in his chusing him a \Vife," 1689, beginning "Was there ever any Man
so plaug'd with a Trul" (Pepys IV. 136). Another is "Poor Anthony's
Complaint . . . against his miseri~s of marriage . . . with a scolding
Wife," beginning "Was ever man so vext with a Wife," to the tune
of "Tom the Taylor, the Journey-man Shoomaker, or Billy and Molly"
(Pepys IV, 121).1 Both broadsides retain the eight-line stanza fonn of
the original drollery piece. But "Couragious Anthony," beginning "Was
ever poor Man so perplext with a Trull," recasts the verse in quatrains
of anapestic tetrameters to fit the rhythms of "The two English Travellers," a lost tune to which it is set (Pepys IV, 146).
The "Poor Anthony" ballads appear, then, to ignore the old relationship between the drollery song and the tune "Step stately," despite
the fact that The Dancing Master continued to print the tune until
the end of the century. Miss Margaret Dean-Smith, in her edition of the
1651 English Dancing Master" 1957, p. 84, observes that although Playford's tune is "dull," the dance "is one of the most beautiful" in the
collection.

Stdl Pm Wishing; Still Desiring
The song beginning "Still I'm wishing, still desiring" is one of
several pieces in the Purcell-Betterton opera The Prophetess. 1690, V, i,
that were turned into broadsides for street circulation. The original
song is contained in Purcell's Vocal and Instrumental Musick of the
Prophetess. 1691, p. 138 (Fig. 449), and in Pills. 1719-1720, IV, 262. An
engraved song-sheet issue of the 1690S is found in the British Museum
collection known as Joyful Cuckoldom (C.180.a [5]). The broadside
issue, expanding the text from two to nine stanzas, is entitled "The
Contented Lovers, or Diodesions Wish . . . To an Excellent New PlayIOn these tune titles. see "Daniel Cooper." The Euing copy of "Poor Anthony's
Complaint" lists the first tune as "Cold and Raw," for which see "Stingo."
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House Tune, Sung at the Opera" (Pepys V, 232, with meaningless music).
The tune does not seem to have been used for singing other broadsides.
A violin version of the air, called "Still I'm wishing, &c.," appears on
an additional sheet in Apollo's Banquet, Second Book, 1691.

Stingo, or Od oj Barle;';
or Cold and Raw
This tune is called for in ballads of the first half of the seventeenth
century, but the earliest musical texts appear in The Dancing Master,
1651-1686 (1651, p. lO=Fig. 450), and A Booke of New Lessons for the
Cithern &- Gittern, 1652, as "Stingo, Or the Oyle of Barly." John Hilton
used the tune in the third part of "A Northern Catch," in his Catch that
• 687 •
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Catch Can, 1652, and the melody as altered by Hilton is almost exactly
the form later popularized as "Cold and Raw." 1
Early seventeenth.century ballads refer to the tune under various
names. It is "Stingo" to which "The little Barly-Corne" is sung; this
ballad, beginning "Come, and doe not musing stand" (Roxburghe; reo
printed in RB II, 29), celebrates the virtues of barley and alcohol generally, and from topical references can be dated in the second quarter of
the century. "The willy [i.e., wily], witty, neat. and pritty, Damsell," c.
1649, beginning "Not long agone,/Walking alone," is to the tune of "The
Oyle of Barly" (Manchester; reprinted in CP, p. 292). A pair of ballads
give rise to still other tunes. "The Countrey Lasse," by M[artin] P[arker],
beginning "Although I am a countrey lasse," is "To a daintie new Note,
which if you cannot hit./There's another tune will as well fit./To the
tune of, The mother beguild daughter" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB I, 1(5). Although "The Mother beguiled the Daughter" is a different
tune, the "daintie new Note" may have been "Stingo," for a version of
this ballad appears in all editions of Pills with the later "Cold and Raw"
music (1719-1720, II, 167). The rivalry between Martin Parker and
Laurence Price. who often answered each other's ballads, resulted in one
1 Hilton's piece was retained in editions of Catch that Catch Can through 1667
and in Playford's enlarged edition of 1673 entitled The Musical Companion. It
begins "Ise goe with thee my sweet Peggy, my Honny," and the section sung to "Stingo"
music has the following words, which may echo a song originally associated with the
rune:

Thou and I will foot it Joe,
fa, lao la, la, lao la,
And whal w'eel doe neene shall know,
but taste the Juce of Barly,
Wee'l sport all night for our delight,
and home in the morning early.
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by the latter author to the tune of the former's "The Countrey Lasse."
It is "Good Ale for my money. The Good-fcllowcs resolution of strong
Ale,/That cures his nose from looking pale" (Roxburghe; reprinted in
RR I, 412), whose refrain is:
I cannot go horne, nor I will not go horne,
It's lonl! of the oyle of barley;
I'll tarry all night for my delight,
And go horne in the morning early.

This is perhaps indirectly the source of Hilton's words for his catch.
The final line of the refrain gives rise to yet another tune title, which
appears as "Goe home in the Morning Early" in a Manchester ballad,
"The Anabaptists out of order," whose beginning is defective (reprinted
in CP, p. 175).
Chappell (PMOT I, 308-309) reprints a song from Merry Drollery,
1661, with the music, although no tune direction is given in the original.
Entitled "A cup of old Stingo," it celebrates strong ale-"Stingo" per• 689 •

sists even today in Great Britain as a brand name-and it does fit the tune.
For our purposes, the song serves chiefly to assure us that the tune title
and its association with ale were a commonplace of the middle of the
seventeenth century.
"Cold and Raw" superseded "Stingo" as a name for the tune, thanks
to the popularity of "The last New Scotch Song," beginning "Could and
Raw the North did blow," in Comes Amoris, Second Book, 1688, p. 16
(Fig. 451). Thomas D'Urfey acknowledged authorship of the words by
including them in his New Poems, 1690. Meanwhile both the new text
and the old air had quickly become 1nfluential. The tune appears twicethe music identical but the dances different-in The Dancing Master
("A New Addition," c. 1689. to the 7th ed., 1686, as "The Juice of Barly,"
p. 2, and "Cold and Raw," p. 6).2 A ballad dated 1689 (Pepys V, 247, and
Bagford I, 96) prints the musical score of "Cold and Raw," though, as
is often the case, that tune does not fit the ballad. 8 The tune appears
in tablature form in Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, 9th ed., c. 1690.
A number of ballads to the tune were licensed by Richard Pocock,
and are therefore issues of 1685-1688. They include a broadside version
of D'Urfey's poem: "The Northern Ditty, To an excellent New Scotch
Tune, of Cold and Raw the North did blow" (Madden, with the music;
Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 233; later editions in
Douce II, 168, 111,70, and Chetham 91). Several sequels were immediately
generated: "An Answer to Cold and Raw," beginning "Riding down a
narrow lane,/two or three hours after" (BM C.22.f.6 [30]; reprinted in
RB VII, 234); "A Third Merry Ditty of Cold and Raw," beginning "Cold
and Raw you can't forget,/the Maid that sold the Barley" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, BM C.22.f.6; reprinted in RB VII, 235); and "Rogers
Renown: Or, The Fourth and Last Merry Ditty of Cold and Raw,"
beginning "Roger did a letter send/of late to London City" (Douce;
reprinted in RB VII, 236).
Before the end of James II's reign still others were published: "The
Downright Wooing of Honest John & Betty," by E. W., beginning "Well
met my pritty Betty/happy be our Meeting" (Lord Crawford 1262,
Douce I, 63, Harvard, BM C.22.f.6 [113]); "The London Jilts lamentation
Or, A Hue-and-Cry after a fine Lac'd Smock," beginning "Here is wonder2 Both dances appear in the eighth edition, 1690; in the ninth edition, 1695. the tune
is called "Cold and Raw," but the dance directions are those formerly printed with
"Juice of Barly." In the seventeenth edition, 1721, the dance originally associated with
"Cold and Raw" replaces that of "Juice of BarIy," used in all intermediate editions.
Minor changes in the music take place from early to late editions.
8 The broadside is a ballad version of "Why are my eyes still flowing," which has its
own tune. Garbled versions of "Cold and Raw" appear on two other Pepys broadsides
(V, 191, 334) and a good musical text is coupled with the words of "LilIiburIe~o" in
BM C.38.i.25 (3) and Wood 417 (168); the latter copy bears the MS date "Dec. 1688."
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ful strange News" (Douce I, 116, Lord Crawford 503); "The \Vealthy
Farmers Choice," beginning "Near a pleasant shady Grove,/in prime of
Summer Weather" (Douce, BM C.39.k.6; reprinted in OPB, p. 142); "The
Miserable Mountebank," beginning "In a Market town of late,/a Mountebank was balling" (Lord Crawford 633). "The Lusty Fryer of Flanders
. . . [who] got Thirty Nuns with Child in three Weeks time," beginning
"Not long ago from hence I went,/to travel into Flanders," is dated 1688
in the Douce and Pepys copies; the Roxburghe copy, undated, with
cropped imprint, is reprinted iQ bowdlerized fashion in RB VII, 232,
VIII, 715. "The States-Man's Almanack," beginning "The Talk up and
down,/In Country and Town" occurs in BM MS Harl. 73 19, p. 590,
dated 1688, and a printed broadside version is in Library of Congress,
Lord Crawford 1106 (erroneously dated 1683), and Chetham 1149; it
was reprinted in The Muses Farewel to Popery and Slavery, 1689, Supplement, together with a parody, "The State-Holder: or, the Prince's
Almanack . . . a Counterpart to the States-Man's Almanack," and is
later found in Poems on Affairs of State, 1704, III, 159.' Onc further
ballad is dated 1689: "The Poor Contented Cuckold," beginning "Was
e~er man so unfortunate" (Pepys IV, 133).
This tune-of-all-work is attached to a D'Urfey ballad usually sung
to "The Hemp-dresser": "Roger's Delight: or, The West-Country Christning," beginning "When Sol had left his weary Teams" (black-letter
copies in Pepys and BM C.22.f.6; RB VII, 210, rcprints from an eighteenth-century edition without tunc title). This version is found in A
Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs, 1735-1736, III,
136, as well as another with the usual first line: "The sun had loos'd
his weary team," I, 124; "Cold and Raw" is given as the tune for each.
In 1692 Purcell used "Cold and Raw" as a ground bass for verses
beginning "May her blest example chasc/Vice in troops out of the land"
in Sir Charles Sedley's birthday ode for Queen Mary (Purcell Society
edition of the Works, XXIV, 1926, 19-21).11 This deliberate musical
quotation of a popular air was Purcell's retaliation at the Queen's taste.
A familiar anecdote recounted in Hawkins's History of Music, 1776, IV,
6, relates Her Majesty's impatience with several of Purcell's songs, sung
to her by Mrs. Arabella Hunt and Mr. Costling, with Purcell at the
harpsichord.
4 "The States-Man's Almanack" and its parody are in a six-line stanza (with a syllabic pattern of 5.5.9 or 6.6.9) which fills but half the tune of "Cold and Raw." They
can, of course, be sung to the tune if two stanzas are considered as a verse unit.
l! Preceding the soprano solo is a full announcement of "Cold and Raw" by the bass
and continuo in unison, and it is followed by a ritornello in which strings and continuo repeat the soprano air, again with the "Cold and Raw" ground prominent.
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At length the quecn beginning to grow tired, ask.cd Mrs. Hullt i( she could
not sing the old Scots ballad "Cold and Raw," Mrs. Hum answered yes, and
sung it to her lute. Purcell was all the while sitting at the harpsichord ullem·
ployed, and lIot a little nettlcd at the queen's pre(ercnce o( a vulgar ballad
to his music; but seeing hcr ma jcsty delightcd with this tunc, hc detcrmincd
that shc should hear it UpOI1 anothcr occasion . . .

The tune appears three times in Pills: with D'Urfey's words "Cold
and Raw the North did blow," in all editions, 1719-1720, II, 167; with
"The Country Lass," beginning "What tho' I am a Country Lass,/A
lofty mind I bear a/' IV, 152 (this song is ordinarily sung to its own
tune-see s.v. "The Country Lass"); and with "An Old Ballad new
Reviv'd: Or, A little of tone with t'other," beginning "A Young Man
late, that lack'd a Mate," 1707, 1712, III, 224. The latter piece is derived from a song in Merry Drollery, 1661, in which every stanza ends
"A little o'th' 1'on with fother." D'Urfey used this refrain in a song
beginning "A Beau dress'd fine met Miss divine," to which he gave the
title "A little of one with t'other; A New Song, to the Scotch Tune of
Cold and Raw," Pills, 1719-1720, II, 169}1
In the eighteenth century the music is to be found in Walsh's Compleat Country Dancing-Master, 1718. It was used in thirteen ballad
operas, including the following which print the music: Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728, Fielding's Don Quixote in England, 1734, and The
Whim: or The Miser's Retreat, 1734. It appears twice in Kane O'Hara's
comic opera Midas, 1764. In James Johnson's Scots Musical Museum II,
147, is a version of "Cold and Raw" of which Robert Burns noted, "The
chorus of this is old; the two stanzas arc mine." (Notes on Scottish Song
by Robert Burns, ed. Dick, Ig08, p. 28. Dick adds that the earliest record
of the tune in Scotland is in McGibbon's Scots Tunes, 1755, where it is
called "Up in the morning early," from the second line of D'Urfey's
song.)
tl This refrain appears in a seventeenth-ccntury broadsidc, "The Ncw Courticr, To
an Excellent New Court Tune," beginning "I Prethee Moll.;ne not so dull" (Pepys
III, 49). Its stanza, printed as twelve Iincs, will fit "Cold and Raw," though it is doubtful that it was written with that tune in mind. Thc refrain becomes a tune title in
"Hey ho, for a Husband," beginning "You maidens that are fair and young," to the
tune of "lie warrant thee boy she's right, Or, a little 0' th tone with 'tother" (Pepys
IV, 9). This ballad is also of the same measure as "Cold and Raw," but it does not
seem justifiable to equate the two tune titles. On "Ile warrant thee boy" see s.v. "Drive
the cold winter away."
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StrawberryLeavesMake MaidensFair
"A mcry ncw Iiggc. Or, lhc plcasant wooing bctwixt Kit and Pcggc,"
bcginning "Wcll mct Cairc Maid,lmy chieCcst ioy," is to thc tunc of
"Strawberry lcaucs makc Maidcns Cairc" (Pepys, Roxburghc; rcprinted
in nil II, 10 I). This early sevcnteenth-ccntury dialogue by Valentine
Hamdulton is in a stanza of eight short lines equivalent to an octosyllabic quatrain. Contemporary music which will fit a stanza of twice
that length is found in BM MS Add. 17786, fol. 15, as a five-voiced in-
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Original is unbarred.

strumental piece entitled "Strawberry leaues." The melody is obtained
from the superius part, supplemented in bars 7-8 by the medius notes
where there are rests in the superius. The resultant tune is a nicely
flowing air of popular cast (Fig. 452).

Swee~

If You Love Me

"The Helpless Maidens Call to the Batchellors," 1691, beginning
"Sweet if thou Lov'st me come away," is a broadside with music (Pepys V,
195). Its continuation, "A New Song, Call'd The Batchellor's Answer
to the Helpless Maiden," beginning "Love I am ready at your call," is
of the same year and contains identical music (Pepys V, 196). The tune
(Fig. 453) is a version in minor of that found in major in the eighteenth
• 693 •
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century. It is used, for example, in a single-sheet song of c. 1720, "A
Dialogue between Sly and Lovett. Sung at Fielding's Booth at Bartholomew Fair," beginning "Sweet if you love me, smiling turn" (BM 1.530
[149], Harvard).l A slightly different version of the tune is found in
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two ballad operas, Ralph's The Fashionable Lady, 1730, Air 58 (Fig.
454), as "Sweet if you love me come away," and in Phillips's The Livery
Rake, 1733, as "Sweet, if you love me:' The Female Rake, 1736 (reissued as The Woman of Taste, 1738), and The Sharpers, 1740, also call
The text of this song is printed in The Vocal Miscellany, 2d ed., 1734, I, 1, with the
tune direction "Sweet if you love me come away:'
1
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for the tune but do not print the music. Later in the century the tune
was introduced into the comic opera The Golden Pippin, 1773, Act I.
The original ballad, with its repetitions and its sudden stop four bars
from the end, fixed a pattern followed by all the songs mentioned. The
tune itself may be said to have been refined during the early decades
of the eighteenth century, but its eventual form, for all its grace, has
not quite the strength of the original.

Swee~

Use Your Time

Thomas D'Urfey's song "Kingston Church," beginning "Sweet use
your time, abuse your time/no longer, but be wise," was first published
without music in his New Collection of Songs and Poems, 1683, p. 15.
It appears with an anonymous musical setting of about the same date in
Fitzwilliam Museum MS 30.G.:w, p. 67 (Fig. 455). D'Urfey's two stanzas
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were expanded for broadside issuance as "A Word in Season: or, Now
or Never," to the tune of "Sweet use your time, &c." (Lord Crawford,
Harvard, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 140). The Crawford
Catalogue notes that the music is "probably by Tom Farmer"-but offers
no evidence. Farmer collaborated with D'Urfey on many songs, half a
dozen of which were in the 1683 collection (only one with music).
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Tangier March
The British occupation of Tangier from 1662 to 1684 brought that
strategic North African outpost into prominence at home, especially in
the years just before its abandonment, when this tune achieved a brief
vogue. Music of "Tangier March" is printed in 180 Loyal Songs, 168 5,
where three ballads are set to the tune. It is also found in Apollo's
Banquet, 5th ed., 1687.
Perhaps the earliest broadside naming the tune is "Londons Joy and
Tryumph, On the Installment of Sir William Pritchard Lord Mayor,"
1682, beginning "Let the Whigs rcvile,/The Tories Smile" (Huntington; reprinted in 180 Loyal Songs, p .112). "A new Song on the old Plot,"
beginning "Let the Whigs repine, and all combine," is in 180 Loyal
Songs, p. 110 (whence the text of RB V, 455), but must have circulated
as a broadside in 1682 or 1683; for in the latter year appeared "The
Whigs in Mourning," beginning "Let the snarling Whig/Ne'r look so
big," to the tune of "Let the Whigs repine, and all combine" (Harvard)
and with the music o( "Tangier March" on the sheet (Fig. 4.56).

~~
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• E in original.

One other broadside to the tune is "Tangiers Lamentation, On the
.. Blowing-up of the Town, Castle and Citadel, November the 5 th ,"
1683, beginning "Let the Moors repine,/Their hopes resign" (Clark;
reprinted in r80 Loyal Songs, p. 114, whence the text of RB V, 474)·
The stanza pattern requires repetition of the first musical phrase, not
the last, as is erroneously indicated in 180 Loyal Songs.
• 696 •

Tell Aft; Jenny
The two-stanza song beginning "Tell me Jenny, tell me roundly" is
found with air and bass in A Collection of the Newest and Choicest
Songs, 1683, p. 1, and Choice Ayres and Songs, Fifth Book, 1684, p. 27.
The verses were reprinted in Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1684, p. 137, and
The Compleat Academy of Complements, 1705. Words and music are
in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 259.
No less than three broadside expansions of the original song have
been preserved. The texts aU begin with the original poem, and only
with the third stanza does their individuality emerge. Perhaps the
earliest is "Coy Jenny, and Constant Jemmy," with no tune direction;
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mr~~its third stanza begins "Prithee Jenny, don't despise me" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 541; a condensed version in I80 Loyal Songs,
p. 290, without music, names the tune). Another, which from the imprint can be no later than 1684, is "Come to it at last," to the tune of
"tell me Jenny," with third stanza beginning "Prithee Jenny, don't deny
me" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 537).
The third is "The Love Sports of Wanton Jemmy and Simpering
Jenny," to the tune of "Tell me Jenny," with third stanza beginning
"Prithee Jenny, why so fretful?" (BM C.22.£.6 [143], Douce II, 140, Lord
Crawford 1108).
• 697 •

Still other ballads on this amorous pair call for the tune: "Love put
to ,it's Shifts: Or, The Merry Meeting of Jemmy and Jenny," beginning

"On a time as I was walking" (Pepys IV, 34), and "Couragious Jemmy's
Resolution, or, An Answer to Coy jenny's Reply," beginning "Jenny
when I was most Loyal," to the tune of "Jenny leU me Roundly" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 544).
The original song must have been immediately popular, for two
ballads to the tunc are dated 1683. One of these, a broadside containing
a good copy of the music (Fig. 4507), is "Monmouth's Return; Or, The
Mistaken Whiggs," beginning "Now the Rash Imputing Torys," to the
tune of "Tell me Jenny &c." (National Lib. of Scotland, Harvard, Huntington, Clark, Yale). A second is "George the Glover, and Grace the
Bone-Lace-maker," beginning "Come my Grace come sit thee by me,"
without music but with the tune direction "Tell me Jenny tell me
roundly" (Pepys III, 227).
The tunc was introduced into Cibber's ballad opera Love in a Riddle,
17 2 9, where it is sung to imitative text beginning "Tell me, Philly, tell
me roundly." There the tunc is untitled, but in the one-act condensation called Damon and Phil/ida, 1732, it appears as "Tell me Jenny."

Tell M~ You Wandering Spirits
The verses beginning "Tell me you wandering spirits of the Ayre"
were set to music by Henry Lawes in Select Musicall Ayres, and Dialogues,
1652, Part 1, p. 17 (Fig. 458) and appeared in the second edition of that
collection, 1653, as well as in Select Ayres and Dialogues, 1659. A broadside expansion of the song text, made by S[amuel] S[mithson] and registered in 1656, is titled "Loves Mistresse or Natures Rarity" and has
the tune direction "Tell me you wandring Spirits in the Aire" (Manchester I, 25; later editions in Pepys III, 12, Wood E.25 [79], Rawlinson
66).

Other ballads to the tune include "The mournfull Shepherdesse of
Arcadiah," beginning "Assist me Muses with your power divine" (Manchester I, 21), subscribed A. S. and published about the time of Smithson's ballad. Another is "Loves Wound, And Loves Cure," beginning
"Amintas loved Cloris that fair one," to the tune of "The Wandring
Spirits in the Air" (Rawlinson 158, Pepys III, 114, Wood E.25 [137],
Douce I, 135).
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Lawes's music is in the academic song style of the mid-seventeenth
century, with such freedom from the ordinary square-cut phrasal developmellt that one is surprised to see it adopted as a broadside tunc. It
is clear, however, that the ballad writers were sensitive to the requirements of the music, for they took care to provide a repetition of syllables, following the pattern in the original song.

Tender Hearts of London City
On March 10, I GH3, the stationer .Jonah Deacon registered the broadside "Loves lamentable Tragedy . . . To a Pleasant New Play-house
Tune," beginning "Tender hearts of London City,jnow be mov'd with
grief and pitty." At least two Deacon issues have survived, one (Fig. 459)
with good. musical text (Pepys III, 352, Lord Crawford 1110, Douce I,
124v, Roxburghe IV, 21) and another with meaningless musical characters
(BM C.22.f.6 [82 V ] , Roxburghe II, 272v, II, 437 v). A later edition without
music is in Douce II, 138. The ballad was reprinted in RB VI, 80. 1
1 It is to be found also in A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, II, 232, with the
tune title "In the West of Devonshire," derived from the opening line of "The Devonshire Nymph," a ballad to the tune of "Tender Hearts of London City" contained in
the same collection, I, 227, whence it was repdnted in RB VI, 96. Another ballad to
the tune of "Tender Hearts" is "True Love Exalted," with a similar beginning, "In
the West in Devonshire" (Pepys. BM C.22.f.6, Harvard, Lord Crawford; reprinted in
RB VI, 93).
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Two sequels were written to the ballad: "Loves Unspeakable Passion:
Or, The Youngman's Answer to Tender hearts of London City," licensed
June 12, 1684 (Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VI, 83), and "The True Lovers Ghost" (Lord Crawford, Douce,
Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 85).
Another broadside printing the music is "The Lord Russels Farewel,
Who was Beheaded for High-Treason . . . July 21St. 1683," beginning
"Pride the bane of humane creatures," to the tune of "Tender hearts of
London City" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Pepys; reprinted in RB V, 326).2
"Love and Loyalty," beginning "Susan, I this letter send thee," is properly directed to the tune, but music contained on the sheet is actually
"Cavalilly man," q.v., which does not fit (Pepys, Douce, Lord Crawford,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 497).
The popularity of "Tender hearts" as a tune is reflected in its use with
fifteen or more broadsides, including: "The Dutchess of Monmouth's
Lamentation For the Loss of Her Duke," 1683, beginning "Loyal Hearts
of London City" (BM 1876'£.1; reprinted in RB V, 640); "True Love
Rewarded with Cruelty," an account of the death in July, 1683, of Mary
Story, a jilted lover (Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in BB II,
949); and "The tender Citizens," beginning "Young mens hearts of
London Ci ty," published before the end of 1684 (Pepys III, 251, Douce II,
2 The very popular tunc of "Russell's farewell," q.v., takes its rise not from this
ballad in five-line stanzas, but from "The Lord Russels Last Farewel to the World,"
in ballad-meter octaves.
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217"). The following broadside to the tune seems not to have been reprinted: "The Faithful Lovers: or, Tommy and Bettys Declarations,"
beginning "Tommy and his Love were walking" (Douce I, 73", Harvard,
Lord Crawford 1208). A handful of others will be found in Rn and BB.

Thef}; Then to the Duk~

Lets All Up the Glass
A ballad with this tune on the sheet (Fig. 4(0) is entitled "A NewYears Gift for the Whigs" and begins "Great Souls that are free from

Faction, rejoyce" (Lord Crawford 466, Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [12g],
Clark). The Clark copy contains the MS date "30 Dec. 1684" inscribed
by Narcissus Luttrell, its original possessor. I have no information on
the source of the tune name, but "Then then to the Duke let's fill up
the Glass" sounds like the beginning of a refrain. The tune was apparently not cited for singing other broadsides.
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There Is One Black and Sullen Hour
This tunc, called also "Sullen hour" or "Black and Sullen hour," is
named from the opening line of a song in D'Ur-fey's comedy The
Banditti, 1686, I, i. In the same year it appeared in a setting by Samuel
Akeroyde in The Theater of Music, Third Book, p. 6 (Fig. 461), re-

'u' a J.

,
11

printed in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 256. The tunc is also
found in Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, 9th cd., c. 1690. An expanded
form of the text was issued as a broadside with the title "Beauties Cruelty:
Or, The Passionate Lover. . . . To a New Play-House Tune" (Pepys;
reprinted in RB IV, 414; other issues in BM C.22.f.6, Lord Crawford,
Euing, Douce); it was licensed by Richard Pocock, 1685-1688, as were
four others to the tune. One of these was reprinted in RB IV, 416, another in BB II, 539; two others apparently have not been reprinted:
"The Painted Ladies Rambles," beginning "A Youthful Damsel fair and
bright" (Pepys III, 203), and "The Seven London Lasses Lamentations
For the Loss of Simon," beginning "Simon the Salter, fine and trim"
(Pepys III, 335).
Also to the tune is "Romes Cruelty: Or, The Earl of Essex Barbarously
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Murthered in the Tower" (Pepys; reprinted in PB III, 96), a ballad
clearly written soon after Arthur Capel, Earl of Essex, virtually decapitated himself with a razor, July 13, 1683. One cannot be sure that
an edition was published immediately, when popular sentiment favored
the thesis of munler as set forth in detail on the broadside. The broadside could, however, scarcdy have colllained the tune direction "There is
one Black and Sullen I-lour" three years before D'Urfey's play. Professor
Rollins (Pll III, 9<>-91) quoted MS notes of Anthony Wood to the effect
that the murder theory was again in the public consciousness after the
revolution, aided by a pamphleC which circulated in London and Oxford late in 1688. It is not unreasonable, then, to suppose that the
ulli(llie copy of "Romes Cruelty" with Brooksby's imprint is a reissue.
Matthew Taubman, one of London's pageant writers, used the tune
for a song in Lotldou's Yearly Jubilee, 1686. Two songs which name the
tune as "[The] Sullen I-10m" appear in The True I. over's Garland,
1fi87.

Thomas; You Cannot
This tunc takes its name from the burden of a ribald song beginning
"Thomas: vntyed his points apace," preserved in the Percy Folio MS
(cd. Hales and Furnivall, IV, Ilfi). The music is found in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fols. 18 v , 71 v, as "Thomas you cannot"; in A
lJoohe of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gillem, 1652, and in Musich's
Delight on the Cithren, 1666, as "Thomas I cannot"; in The Dancing
Master as "Thomas you Cannot," editions of 1fi7G-1686 (1670, p. 93=
Fig. 4(2), and as "Tumas I cannot; Or, Tom Trusty," Volume II, 3d ed.,
1718, 4th ed., 1728. The tune is introduced into thirteen ballad operas
under the name of "Thomas I cannot" or "Sir Thomas I cannot," including the following which print the music: Gay's The Beggar's Opera,
1728; Chetwood's The Generous Free-Mason, 1731; Fielding's The Mock
Doctor, 2d ed., 1732, and his An Old Man taught Wisdom, 1735; and
Langford's The Lover his own Rival, 1736.
The earliest extant broadside to the tune of "Thomas you cannot"
seems to be "A New-yeeres-gift for the Pope," c. 1624, of which only
the first part has been preserved (Pepys; reprinted in PG, p. 170). The
song in the Percy Folio MS may not be much older. Another blackletter ballad to the tune is "Honesty is Honesty, Come off of my Mother,
Sirrahl" beginning "Upon a certain day when Mars/and Venus met
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together" (Rawlinson ()0),1 the refrain of which furnished the tunc
title "Come off my Mother Sin'ah, Sirrah" to two ballads of the second
half of the seventeenth century: "The Married Mans complaint," beginning "Was ever poor man mistaken so" (Douce II, 150), and "The
Married wives complaint," beginning "I am a poor Married Wife God
knows" (Douce II, 144 V ).
A song beginning "Come, my Molly, let us be jolly," to the tune of
"Thomas I cannot" is in William I-licks's Grammatical Drollery, 1682,
p. 75, and in A Complete Collection of . . . English and Scotch Songs,
1735- 173 6, IV, 14. Political Men'irnent, Part IV, 1715, p. 63, contains
"A New Ballad on the Pretender's Coming" to the same tune. And it is
also used for a song in Perseus and Andromeda, 1728, p. 11, beginning
"In London Town there liv'd, well known," a song also issued in singlesheet form c. 1730 (BM G.305 [10]). Another song sheet with the music
is "The Footman's Holy-day. The Words by Mr. Arthur Bradley," beginning "Come Jenny come Molly come Kitty come Dolly" (BM H.1601
[81], c. 1720; Harvard). Chappell (PMOT I, 337) printed the, opening
stanza of yet another eighteenth-century song to the tune, found in W. R.
Chetwood's A General History of the Stage, 1749, p. 182.
1 The first five 'stanzas were printed in National Ballad and Song, ed. J. S. Farmer,
18 97, I, 35, from Bodleian MS Rawl. Poet. 1335, fol. 31V. A version of six stanzas, only
two of which are in the printed broadside, may be found in a commonplace book of
c. 1625-1635, Harvard MS Eng. 686, p. 82. Neither manuscript text contains a tune
direction.
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Three Travelers
"The Jovial Companions, or, The Three Merry Travellors . . . To
an excellent North,Coul1lry Tunc," bcginning "There was three Travcllcrs, Travellers three," has survived in a broadside edition of 1090 or
after, though the song is doubtless considerably older (Bagford; reprinted in BB I, 51). It is reprinred in Pills} 171g-1720, VI, 177, with the
tunc (Fig. 1(3). A late scventeenth·century copy of "A new Ditty to an

old Tune of three Travellers," beginning "He show you a [sic] Captains
of Aubrey Verc," is in BM MS I-lad. °913, p. 321. Both ballads are in
couplcts with an interlaccd refrain, in which line 2 of each stanza is
"With a hey down, ho down, Lanktre down derry" or "With a hey ho
Langledown Dilly," and line 4 is "Without ever a stiver of Money" or
"Who has never a penny of Mony." 1

Through the Woo~ Laddy
A song on the battle of Worcester, written by John Tatham for his
comedy The Scots Figgaries} 1°52, Act V, may lead us to the earliest manifestations of this tune. The song, beginning "Cam lend, lend y'ar lugs
Joes, an Ise speeke a song," is without tune indication; the reprint in
Rump} 1662, I, 248, adds not only an eleventh stanza but also a tune direction "Through the Wood Lady." Music for that tune may not have
"Never a Penny of Money" and "Without ever a penny of Money" are tune titles
used in connection with ballads of quite different metrical pattern. See "The Crossed
Couple:'
1
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survived; but a number of eighteenth-century settings of "Through
the wood, laddy" are prcserved, and they fit the anapestic tetrameter
quatrain of Tatham's song, although musically they seem no earlier
than the last quarter of the sevcnteenth century.
Allan Ramsay may have reworked an older piece for his song "Throw
the Wood Laddie," beginning "0 Sandy, why leaves thou thy Nelly to
mourn?" (Tea-Table Miscellany, 1723, p. 85). The tune is in Alexander
Stuart's Musick for Allan Ramsay's . .. Scots Songs, c. 1725, p. 90 (Fig.
4G4). The second volume of the Tea-Table (ed. 1733, II, 179) contains a
song-not by Ramsay-to the tune of "Thro' the wood laddie," beginning
"As early I walk'd, on the first of sweet may." Several single-sheet edi·
tions titled "Through the Wood Laddy" had appeared from c. 1720, the
text beginning "As early I walk'd on the first day of May" (BM G.3oG
[48], Huntington, Harvard). The song-sheet music and text are found in
William Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius, 1725, NO.4, Watts's Musical
Miscellany, 1729-1731, II, IIG, and Walsh's British Musical Miscellany,
1734-173G, III, 113. The tune is joined with Ramsay's poem in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, 1787-18°3, II, 161,1 and Graham's Songs of
Scotland, 1848-1849, III, 56.
The tune is introduced into three ballad operas, including Gay's
Polly, 1729, and Ralph's The Fashionable Lady, 1730, which reprint the
music.
1 The Museum also reprints, II, 162, "The Original words of Thro' the Wood,
Laddie," but these are of recent composition. See James Glen, Early Scottish Melodies,
1900, p. 110. A single-sheet song of about 1765 unites Ramsay's poem with music by
Michael Arne (BM G.310 [232], Harvard, Huntington; see also London Magazine,
XXXIV [1765], 426).
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Thursday in the Morn
The great naval viclory at La Hogue, ~ray I ~-~3, !ll9 2 , in which lhe
English and Dutch fleets routed the French and set fire to a dOlen enemy
ships, was celebrated in a number of ballads. One which begins "Thlll'sday in the Morn the Ides [or nineteenth] of May" is no better lhan the
four reprinted in FE VI, 179-196, but ils century of popularilY undcr
various titles justifies some nOlice. As "Admiral Russel's Scowcring The
French Fleet: or, The Rattle at Sea," 10gr, (llarvard), it was issucd as a
broadside with music (Fig. 4G5); a di~H edilion at Harvard, ils heading
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Original is a fourth higher.
• These two eighth notes are one step higher in original; emended from 1694
edition.
•• Whole tone lower in original.

shorn down to its subtitle "The Bauel at Sea," contains imperfect
music. A short version of the text accompanies the tune in Pills, 17 1 91720, IV, 333, where Samuel Akeroyde is credited as the composer. Other
musical miscellanies reprinting the song include Clio and Euterpe,
1759-1762, I, 76, The Convivial Songster, c. 1782, p. 316, and Ritson's
English Songs, 1783, II, 181. A number of song-sheet editions were pubY
I"
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lished during the eighteenth century, usually with the title "Russells
Triumph" (BM G.312 (81], BM H.1994.b (85], Harvard). In The Midshipman'S Garland, n.d., p. 7, the ballad bears the original broadside
title (rcprintcd in nIl I, 119, and in Naval Songs and llallads, cd. C. H.
Firth, 1908, p. 119). A roman·lcttcr broadsidc vcrsion without imprint or
music is called "The Gallant Sca-Fight" (BM 1871.c·9 [9'1]).
Also sung to the tune of "Thursday in the Morn" is "The Valliant
Admiral," an account of Sir John Leake's raising of faminc at Barcclona
aftcr capturing French provision sbips in 1708 (rcprinted by Firth, p. 156,
from Tlte Seafaring Gadaud, n.d.).

(

[Tobacco Is an Indian Weed)
Among the host of poems devotcd to the pleasurable or baleful effccts of
tobacco, one has retained its popularity over more than two ccnturies. It
has becn ascribed to George Wither, though on no very reliable cvidence;
it exists in several forms, difTering chiefly in the opcning stanza, but also
rcvealing the shifts in language as the verb associated with tobacco is
fIrst "drink," then "take," and eventually "smoke." The only tune that
can be associated with this medley of texts appears in Pills, all editions,
1719-1720, III, 291 (Fig. 466).1
Perhaps the earliest form of the song is that found in a seventeenth·
century commonplace book, HM MS Add. 22603, fols. 31 v-35:
UPON TAKINGE OF TOBACCO. A MEDITATION.

Why should you so much despise
So good so graue an exercise,
As earely and late to meditate
So thinke then drinke Tobacco.
The earthen pipe so lilly white
Shewes yt thou art a mortalI wight
Tis even such, broke with a touch,
This thinke then drinke Tobacco.
1 Chappell (PMOT II, 563-564) follows Rimbault's A Little Booh of Songs and Ballads, 1851, p. 170, in noting that a broadside of 1670 contains the music. I have been
unable to locate the broadside, whose title Rimbault gives as "Tobacco is an Indian
Weed."
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Original is a fuurth higher.
\Vhcn y" SlIlukc as(;cllds un high
Thcn thinkc lhull sccst yO Vallily
Of wur[IJdly slulk gOIl wilh a plllle,
This lhinke, lhen drillke Tobacco.
When yo Pipc's all
Thinkc how lhy
To bc purg'd willi
This lhinkc lhcn

foule wilhin
soul's dcfyld Wilh sin
flrc, it dOlh rcquirc,
drinkc '1'obacco.

LasLly the Ashcs left bchilld
Doc dayly seruc La moue lhy mind
Thal lo ashes alld dusl, rclurlJC lhou must,
This thillke, lhcn ddnke Tobacco. 2

A [our-stanza version of these verses, with minor verbal differences, is
printed ill The Marrow of C'umj)[cments, 1655, p. 17(i, under the title
"Meditations on Tobacco." This laller miscellany is evidently the source
of the seventeenth-century copy in The /lannatyne Manuscript, ed. W.
Tod Ritchie, 19:!8-1931, IV, 330.
Another text, beginning "The Indian weed withered quite/Greene
at noone, cut down at night," appeared as the last of thirty-one epigrams
in Thomas jenner's The Soules Solace, 1626. The poem is not signed,
as are the others in this volume, but the following is appended:
·.~
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Answered by G. W. thus,
Thus thinke, drinke no Tobacco.

An early seventeenth-century commonplace book version of the 1626
text is preserved in Harvard MS Eng. 686, p. 113: "Observations in the
vse of Tobacco"; a variant appears in Rimbault's A Little Booh as from
the (unlocated) 1670 broadside. Another variant is found in a pamphlet
of 1672, Two Broad-Sides against Tobacco, p. 30, where the initials of
2 Substantially this tcxt appcars with Wither's initials in J. P. Collier's spurious
manuscript which purported lo bc from the time of James I. It was printed by Rimbault, A Little Book, p. 226, and reprinted in Notes and Queries, 2d scr., I (1856), 378,
and in Chappcll, PMOT 11,563-
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the 1626 end-noLe are expandcd into \Vither's namc. 3 A slightly altered
beginning, "Tobacco that is withered quite/Grown in the morning, LlIt
down at night," is found in the text printed in /If erry Drollel)', 1Gfi 1,
I, 16.
A manuscript "Ballad upon Tobacco," beginning "Tobacco is but all
Indian \Vced," is prcserved at thc cnd of Pcpys's ballad collenioll, V,
.13li. It was probably copicd from a broadside, and, exccpt for the trailSposition of the third and fourth stanzas, it agrecs almost verbatim Wilh
the text printed in Pills. This was the form gcncrally reprintcd dmill/4
thc next century and a half. Samuel \Vesley wrotc "A 3 Part Song" to
the text, making no use of the Pills tune (BM I.660.e [384], with \Vcsley's
signature and the datc "Sunday June :.!2 1800" engraved on the shcct;
see also a copy in BM MS Add. 31764, fol. 17). Dr. Charlcs Hague also
made a fresh musical setting for the Rev. James Plumptre's Colleclion of
Songs, 1805, p. 112. Seven Dials presses c011linuecl to issue the text during
the ninctecnth century (d. a copy "Tobacco" in BM C.116.i.1 [1~J!',1,
and another edition fr0111 Jennings of Fleet Street, "Human Mortality;
or Tobacco an Indian Weed," in a Harvard portfolio, 25212.7*, p. 18).
Thc Rev. Ralph Erskine's "Smoking Spiritualized," consisting of the
old song in the "This Indian weed now wither'd quite" version, followed
by "a new Addition to it or Improvcment of it," was published in All
Elegy . . . , 1739, p. 23, in his Sermons, and Ollter Praclical Wor/{s,
1764-1765, II, 662, and in later editions of his Gos/Jei Son nels. Erskine's
dreary verses were reprinted in Noles and Queries, 2d ser., I (1856),
258, in the course of an extensive correspondence on "Tobacco is an
Indian weed" spread through its pages from March through May, 1856.4

Tom a Bedlam
Music of "Tom of Bedlam" is preservcd in a lute manuscript of
c. 1613-1616, BM MS Add. 38539, fol. 14. As "Tom a Bedlam" it ap3 The same text, entitled "A religious use of taking Tobacco" and ascribed to Rohert
Wisedome, is found in a mid-seventeenth-century commonplace book in Trinity College, Dublin (MS G.2.21, pp. 459-4GO). Norman Ault accepts the attribution, identifies
the author as the Robert Wisdom who was archdeacon of Ely (d. 15(8), and includes
the Dublin text in his Elizabethan Lyrics, 3d ed., 1949, p. 5G. Ault's identification, however, does not seem conclusive enough to establish it as a sixteenth-ccntury poem.
40 For a discussion of the Harvard manuscript text and other important versions of
the song, see Charles F. Main, Jr., An Early Stuart Manuscript Miscellany, unpublished
Harvard dissertation, 1953, pp. 148-149, 68g-699.
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pears in a virginal arrangement in Drexel MS 5612, p. 159, and it b tht:
setting (Fig. 467) for "1 am a Rogue and a stout one" in John Gamble's
MS Commonplace Book, 1659, No. 64 (both in New York Public
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Library). An indifferent version of the tune is in Musick's Delight on
theCithren} 1666, No. 33. The first strain appears twice in Pills} 171g17~l.O, associated with drollery songs requiring the entire tune. One is
"Mad Maudlin, To find out Tom of Bedlam" (IV, 18g), on the same
subject as a "Tom of Bedlam" beginning "From forth the Elizian feilds"
in Wit and Dmllery, 1656, p. 120, The other is "On Doctor G. formerly
Master of St. Paul's School" (IV, 263), an account of the floggings administered by Alexander Gill, high master of the school, 1635-1640,1
In Ben Jonson's The Devil is an Asse, V, ii, Pug says "Your best songs
Thorn 0' Bet'lem." This is an ambiguous allusion, for the title is commonly found in seventeenth-century songs, and the likeliest candidates
cannot usually be traced to a date earlier than their appearance in
Restoration drolleries. 2 We can be sure, however, that the tune was used
with several ballads of the first half of the century, and we are fortunate
to have one and perhaps two versions of the tune from the time of
1

It had originally appeared without tune direction or music in The Loves of Hero

and Leander , .. with . . . other choice Pieces of Drollery, 1651, p. 54. A modification of the poem, in a five-line stanza, fitting only the first strain of the tune, was
printed in Mock Songs, 1675, p. 108, as "On a whipping School-master," to the tune of
"Old Tom a Bedlam,"
2 On other ballads called "Tom of Bedlam," "Mad Tom," or "New Mad Tom of
Bedlam," sec the discussion under "Gray's Inn Masque." Most of the texts mentioned
there and here have been reprinted, with elaborate notes, in Loving Mad Tom: Bedlamite Verses of the XVI and X VII Centuries, ed. jack Lindsay, 19 2 7.
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James I. The earliest broadside to the wne of "Tom of Bedlam" is "The
cunning Northerne Begger," beginning "I am a lusty beggar," licensed
in 1631 (Manchester, Euing, Roxburghe; reprillled in un I, 137). Typical
of the spate of political ballads which alllicipaled the Restoration and
were popular in both broadside and songster form are two of IG:,9/Go
to the tune: "A New llallade, To an Old Tune," bcgilllling" .. f\(ake room
for an honest Red-coat" (BM Thomason, BI\( LUllrell, \Vood 11 G, Bagford, Harvard, Roxburghc; reprinted in Ralls /lhiUled lo [)l:ath and
The UtlmpJ IGGO, Rum!)} 1GG2, /8o~ LoyaL SOllgs, 1G8:" LoyaL SOtlgS,
1731, and RB VII, G4B); and "The Cock-Crowing at the Approach of
a Free-Parliament," beginning "More \Vine Boy; To be sober," [0 the
tune of "Mad Tom of Bedlam" (Wood 41G [19], The Rumj), Hllm!), and
f.oyaL Songs).
"A Relation of a Quaker," beginning "All in the Land of Essex," was
published first as a broadside in 1659 (BM Thomason); in its original
form ancI in Ralls it is without tune direction, but in The Rum!)J p. G,
the tune is named as "Tom of Bedlam." 9 This ballad gave rise to both
tulle names found on a broadside of c. IGBI: "The Saint wrn'd Curtezan,"
beginning "All in the Zealous City," to the tune of "The Quakers Ballad: or, All in the Land of Essex" (Huntington, with MS date April 13,
1681; Wood 417 [65], llM C.3B.i.25 [B], Lord Crawford 39, Harvard,
Yale). Also to the tune of "All in the Land of Essex" is "Worcester
Dumb-Bells," temp. Queen Anne, beginning- "I sing the famous City"
(Harvard, Morgan 21).
Bishop Richard Corbet's familiar song- beginning "Am 1 mad, 0 noble
Festus" is usually found without tunc direction, but in An Antidote
against MeLanchoLy, IGG1, p. 35, "Tom a Bedlam" is indicated for singing-, and the verses fit that tune. 4
8 The ballad is there titled "News from Colchester," as also in fiodlcian MS Ashmole
36-37, fol. 88, and in Sir John Denham's Poems and Translations, 16G8. In Merry
Drollery, 16GI, and Wit and Mirth, 3d cd., 1682, the title is "The Colchester Quaker."
The ballad is included in John Cleveland's Worhs, 1687, and in Loyal Songs, 173t.
Other copies are in Bodleian MS Rawl. Poet. 147, p. 183, and BM MS Harl. 3991, fol.
49 v • This sordid talc of buggery. aimed at Quaker hypocrisy, was based on a notorious
event of c. 1653, and is more probably the work of Denham than of Cleveland. The
opening lines of the ballad are imitated in a later song, beginning "All in the land
of cider," for which sec the tunc of that name.
4 This satire on Puritanism at Cambridge was probably composed between 1633,
when Laud became Archbishop of Canterbury, and 1635, the year of Corbet's death.
Its earliest printed version is in A Brief Dialogue between Zelopit . . . and Superstition . . . Composed by Owen Dogerell, 1642, sig. A4, followed by its appearance in
Corbet's Certain Elegant Poems, 1647, p. 66. It is found also in Le Prince d'Amour,
1660, Merry Drollery, 1661, Rump, 1662, Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682, and Loyal Songs,
17~1. A copy is in the Percy Folio MS (cd. Hales and Furnivall, III, 269), but the chief
source for the Reliques text was the 1672 edition of Corbet's Poems. Other manuscript
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Le Prince d'Amour, 1660, contains two songs entitled "Tom of Bedlam"
which fit the tunc. The older of these, beginning "From the Hag and
hungry goblin" (p. 167), had been recorded, without music, in Giles
Earle's songbook, 1615-1626 (Bl\{ i,,[S Add. 21665, ed. Peter 'Varlock,
1932, p. 97); it was reprinted in Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, '7, as
"Tom of Bedlam; and to that Tunc," and in Wit and Drollery, 1682,
p. 119, without tunc direction. The other begins "From the top of high
Caucasus" (p. 161) and was included among the bedlamite songs in the
Rcliques. "The Oakerman," beginning "The star that shines by daylight," names the tunc "Tom of Bedlam" (Westminster Drollery II, 21,
Wit and Drollery, p. 153). Without tunc direction but in the same stanza
pattern is "Loving Mad Tom," beginning ''I'll bark against the dogstar," in Wit and Drollery, p. 184.11
Two other pieces seem, from their metrics, to be intended for the tunc.
They are "The zealous Puritan. 1639," beginning "My Brethren all
attend/And list to my relation" ("'ferry Dmllery, Rum!), Loyal Songs;
a copy is in Bodlcian MS Ashmole 36-37, fol. 100; reprinted in An
American Garland, cd. C. H. Firth, p. 25); and Sir Francis Wortley's
"Mad Tom a Bedlams desires of Peace: or his Benedicities for distracted
Englands restall1'ation to her wits again," 1648, beginning "Poor Tom
hath been imprison'd" (BM Thomason, Lord Crawford 1003, Harvard;
reprinted in Wright's Political Ballads, p. 101).
"The Poets News-years-gift: or, A Pleasant Pocm in praise of Old
Sack," beginning "Come hither, learned Sisters," is a broadside of c.
1675 to the tunc of "The Jovial Tinker, or Tom a Bedlam" (Douce II,
180). The first tunc takes its name from "A pleasant new Songe of a
iouiall Tinker," beginning "There was a iouiall Tinker/dwelt in the
towne of Thurbic" (Pepys; reprintcd in PB I, 104). This ballad, published c. 1616, is to the tunc of "Fly Brasse," on which I have no information. But among the imitations of "The Jovial Tinker" Rollins
cites "1 am a Rogue and a stout one," which, in John Gamble's commonplace book of 1659, is coupled to the tune of "Tom a Bedlam," lending
some weight to the possibility that "The Jovial Tinker" and "Fly Brass"
may be other names for "Tom a Bedlam." 0
copies include the following in the British Museum: MS Sloane 1446, fol. llV, MS
Harl. 3991, fol. 6o v, MS Egerton 923, fol. 12.
II It had appeared earlier in The New Academy of ComfJlemellts, 1671, No. 317. Refurbished as "I'll sail upon the dog star" it was introduced into D'Urfey's A Fool's
Preferment, 1688, Act IV, with a bravura setting by Purcell (supplement to the play,

p. 10).
o "The iouiall Tinker" is also named as the tunc for "The famous Ratketcher," c.
1615, beginning "There was a rare Rat-catcher" (Pcpys; reprinted in PC, p. 60; see
also SR, p. 94).
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Tom Tinker
In C. T.'s Laugh Qtullie Dowtle: or, The wor/des Folly, 1605 (reprinted
in The Wor"s of Cyril Tounl<:ur, ed. Allardyce Nicoll, 1930, p. 280), there
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Original is unbarred.

is an allusion to a uallad of "Whilom I was," sung to the tunc of "Tom
Tinker." That uallad is lost, unless it be echoed in "When that I was,"
the clown's song at the end of Twelfth Night. A "Tom Tinker" tune
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Original is a fourth higher.
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has, howc\'cr, bccn prcscrvcd ill thc first tcn cditions of The Dallcill{!.
MastCT, 1651-1698 (1651. p. 88=Fig. 168). A dilfcrent tllllC is foulld with
a latc vcrsion of a wiuily indeccnt ballad. bcginning "Tom Tinkcr's my
truc lo\'e. and I am his Dear," /'il/s, 1/19-1720, VI, 265 (Fig..t(i9). The
/Jil/s music is also foulld in laLe edilions of The Dallcillg Master and in
Gay's The llcgga,.'s O/Jl.'ra, lhe only ballad opcra Gilling for the air.

[A Tory a WhIt
and a Moderate Man j
"Thc Modcratc Man," bcginning "A Tory a Whigg &: a
Man," appcars in a two-stanza engravcd song-shcct cdition of
170), "yc words by Mr. D'mfcy to a prctty Frcnch Tunc"
another copy is in a collection of engraved sheets entitled M usa

Modcratc
1710 (Fig.
(Harvard;

et M usica,
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• C# confirmed from {lute version on sheet.

BM H.82 [1]). Undated song.sheet issues, (or which the provisional date
o( "1705?" may be too early, are found in BM G.30G (43), BM B.I00 I
(32), and Huntington. A four-stanza broadsidc version o( 1713 without
music is entitled "The Country Courtship, or, Thc Maiden's Choicc. . . .
To a pretty French Tunc" (BM 187G.Ll [65]). In thc 1714 edition of
PiLLs V, 321, the text contains three stanzas and the ail' is described as
"a French Tunc." The edition of 1719-1720, 1,7, uses thc 1710 text
of two stanzas and the music is credited to "the (amous Signior [Arcangelo] Corelli."

Trenchmore
"Trenchmore" was a lively dance tunc in vogue from the middle of
the sixteenth century. Fantasias for lute found in Folger MS 448.16, foL
10, dating from the I 560s, and in Cambridge University MS Dd.3.18,
fol. 12 V (by John Johnson, who died c. 1595) give no satisfactory reading
of the tune. The late seventeenth-century setting by Denis Gaultier preserved in Jane Pickering's Lute Book (BM MS Egerton 2046, fol. 51V) is
useful only for the first half of the tune; a fragment is in the Bedford
Cittern MS, fol. 43 v • More useful are the texts in the Marsh Lute Book,
e. 1590, p. 139, and in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fol. 32, the
latter a seventeenth·century set of keyboard variations.
Among the printed sources, the earliest versions of the tune are probably those in Thomas Ravenscroft's Deuteromelia, 1609, set to two songs,
"Tomorrow the Fox will come to towne" (No. 20), and "Willy prethe
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goe to bed" (No. 21). The latter is also preserved in PiLLs, eds. of 1699171.1. I, 51. with the music. Perhaps the best version of the tune is in The
!hl1lcillg Master, 2d cd., 1652, et seq., set to a longways dance (1052. p.
IO:~' Fig. '17 I).
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References to "Trenchmore" in Renaissance literature uniformly speak
of it as a dance. As early as 1561 it is named as part of the stock in
trade of a mountebank (William Bullein, A DiaLogve bothe pLcasaunte
and fJietifuLL . . . agai1lst Ow fever PestiLence, reprinted in Early English
Text Society. Extra Series 52, 1888, p. 91). Therapeutic qualities of the
vigorous measure are suggested in Song 6 of Thomas Weclkes's Aycres
or Pha1ltasticJw SIJirites, IG08:
Fill the pipc oncc more,
My braincs dalluce trcnchmorc.
I t is headd y.
I am gceddy;
My head and braincs,
fiackc and raines,
Jointcs aud vaincs,
From all paincs
It doth wcll purgc and makc deauc.

In Lodowick Barry's play Ram-Alley, III, i, Justice Tutchin says: "Well
I shall catch him in a narrow roome,jWhere neither of vs can flinch;
If I do,jIle make him dance a trenchmoore to my sword." Selden, in
his TabLe-TaLk (cd. Frederick Pollock, 1927, pp. 64-(5), contrasts the
court of Elizabeth with that of Charles I as symbolized by the dance:
"Au a Solemne dancing, first you have the grave measures, then the
Corantoes & the Galliards, & all this is kept upp wth ceremony, att length
they fall to Trenchmore, & so to the Cushion-Dance . . . In King James
time things were pretty well[.] But in K Charles time there has binn
nothing but Trenchmore & the Cushion dance. Omnium gatherum, totty
polly, hoyte come toyte."
The tune does not seem to have been used for singing any sixteenth-
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or se\'enteenth-century ballads. A broadside entitled "The West-Country
Jigg: Or, A Trenchmore Galliard" is to "a Merry Scotch Tunc, Or, Up
with Aley Aley," q.\'. (flll VlI, 3-13), and "Trenchmorc" in the title suggests merely fast, tripping rhythm. "A New Ballad" beginning "'Vhat do
Members now ail,/To the King to turn Tail," printed in Poems 011
Affairs of State, 170.), II I, 139 (2d ed., 171 G, III, 12.1), is to the tunc of
"Trenchmore," but it cannot be sung easily to the LJanci1lg Master ail'.

tTwas Early One Morning]
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Thomas D'Urfey wrote the song beginning" 'Twas early one morning,
the Cock had just Crow'd" for thc first part of his comedy Don Quixote,
1G91, Act IV. It appears among the Songs of the play published in thc
same year, p. 27, with a musical sClling by John Eccles (Fig. 172) and
was reprillled in Pills, 1719-1720, I, 228. Thc three stanzas sling in the
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theater were anonymously expanded to seven and issued as a broadside
entitled "The Complaining Bridgroom: or, Roger's Repentancc after
Marriage" (Pepys V. 237. without music). Eccles's tunc docs not seem
to have been used for any other broadside.

'Twas When the Seas Were Roaring
The song beginning "'Twas when the seas wcre roaring" was sung
in John Gay's The What D'ye Call It: A Tragi-Cotni-Pastoral FaTce, 1715.
II, viii. With music attributed to Handel it appeared in a host of musical
miscellanies, beginning with The Merry Musician, 1716, I, 297 (Fig. 473),
and including Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, II, 94, British
Melody, 1739, No. 58, Calliope, or English Harmony, 1739-1746, I, 168,
Universal Harmony, 1745, p. 54, Muses Delight, 1754, p. 176, and Ritson's
English Songs, 1783 (1813. III, 36).1 Several song-sheet editions have survived (BM H.1601 [427]. BM G.305 [59], Chetham 1871, Harvard). The
tune, called "Chloe's Farwel." is found in the second volume of The
Dancing Master, 3d ed., 1718, p. 321, and in Walsh's Compleat Country
Dancing-Master, 1719, 11,342. The popularity of the tune after the first
quarter of the century seems to have been stimulated by its inclusion in
Ritson's collection contains also a later setting of the song by William Jackson of
Exeter.
1
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Gay's The Beggar's Opem and in seven other ballad operas whose printed
texts name the air but do not reprint the music.
Several political songs to the tunc imitate Gay's verses. A broadside
of c. 1716 called "A New Song" begins "When Faction loud was Roaring" (Douce IV, 21··'; another version is in Bodleian MS Rawl. Poet.
207, p. 100). "The Pretender's Flight" is "In Imitation of a new Song
sung at the Playhouse in the Comick Tragick Farce, or, what d'ye call
it," and begins "'Twas when the Seas were roaring/With Blasts of
Northern Wind" (A Collectiun of State Songs, 1716, p. 125, Mug/LOuse
Diversion, 1717, p. 30). Another parody, beginning "Twas when the
Winds was blowing," is in the 1719 edition of Mughouse Diversion,

P·4°.
Several eighteenth-century editions of "A Famous Sea-Fight between
Captain Ward and the Rainbow," beginning "Strike up, you lusty
Gallants," are directed to be sung to " 'Twas when the seas were roaring" (Roxburghe III, 054, Harvard, Yale).2 The music is found with
other texts on song sheets, as for example "The Dying Virgins Farewel,"
beginning "Beneath a shady Bower,/close by a Crystal Brook," an early
eighteenth-century production (Harvard); and "Sir John Barleycorn,"
beginning "There was four Men Came out of the North" (Harvard), a
mid-century issue.
2 The tune named on earlier editions of the ballad (it was licensed in 160g) is "Captain Ward," which does not appear to have survived. The ballad is reprinted in Rfl
VI,426.
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)Twas When the Sheep
Were Shearing
The song beginning" 'Twas when lhe Sheep were shearing" was introduced into D'Urfey's opera Cintltia and E71dimio7l, 1697, Ill, i. It is
found with the music in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, I, 318 (Fig. 474).
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An imperfect version of the tune, named for the first line, is included in
Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, 11 th ed., 1697. A broadside edition of
the same year is "An Excellent New Playhouse Song Call'd, The WestCountry Fairing, Or, Dicks Present to Doll Under the Barly Mow,"
without tune direclion or music (Harvard); it is the soundest of the
three texts.
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The Two Entire Lovers

I
~,

This tunc by Moses Snow is found in The Banquet of Alusicll, First
Book, 1688, p. 3 (Fig. 475), set to a song beginning "I Lov'd you dearly

475

once, 'tis true,/but now thank Heav'n I'm free." A broadside of about
~the' same time called "The Two Entire Lovers . . . To an Excellent
New Ayre" begins similarly but expands the song to eight stanzas; meaningless music is on the ballad sheets (Pepys, Lord Crawford; reprinted in
'RB VIII, 687). From this broadside comes the tune title, "The Two
Entire Lovers," cited for the singing of "The Shepherd's Ingenuity: Or,
The Praise of the Green Gown," beginning "Amongst the pleasant shady
Bowers," in the same stanza form (Lord Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VIII, 689).

Under and Over
This tune is found as "A man had 3 sones" in Drexel MS 5612, p. 148,
New York Public Library (Fig. 476), and an untitled keyboard set is in
Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fol. 70v. The air is in all editions of
The Dancing Master except the first, titled "Under and Over." The first
strain is little more than a version in minor of "joan's ale is new"; after
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the first eight bars, however, the resemblance ceases and the two tuncs
impl y verse patterns that arc not illlerchangeable.
The original ballad giving the tUlle its name is "1\ New little Northrell
Song called, Vnder and ouer, oller and vndcr . . . To a pretty ncw
Northern tunc," bcginning "As I abroad was walking,/l heard two louers
talking" (Pcpys; reprinted in J)/J 11, :w8). The eight-line stanza is supplemented by a variable refrain based on thc following formula:
For vlldcr alld ouer, Ollcr alld vllder,
vlldcr alld oucr ag'cll,
quoth shee sweet hcart I loue thce,
as maydells should love mCII.

This ballad was published about 1631, in which year Laurence Price's
"Rocke the Cradle .John" was liccnsed. It begins "There was a country
Gallant,/that wastcd had his talent" and the tulle direction is "Ouer
and vnder" (Roxburghe; reprintcd in RB Vll, 162; a Pepys copy, issued
by the same publisher, has the title "Children after the rate of 24 in a
yeare"); its stanza pattel'll is exceptional in having twelve lines plus a
refrain. 1
Others naming the tunc "Ouer and Vnder" include: Martin Parker's
"A good throw for three Maiden-heads," beginning "Three maides did
1 "Rock the Cradic sweet Iohn" is named as the tune for "Choice of Inuentions.
Or Seuerall sorts of the figure of three," beginning "There were three men of Cotam':
(RB I, 105). Its stanza of twelve lines plus a refrain of, eight is evidently intended for.
another tune; its metrical pattern differs too from that of "Under and over," From
the refrain of "Choice of Inuentions" is derived the tune name "There was a Ewe
had three Lambes," cited for Robert Guy's ballad of 1632, "It is bad Iesting with a
Halter" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 394); it has an eight-line refrain following stanzas
of eight, twelve, and ,sixteen lines.
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make a meeting" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 380); "Thc Times auuscs:
or, Muld Sacke his gricvances briefly cxprcst," bcginning "Attcnd my
Mastcrs and givc earc" (Roxburghc; rcprinted in nB II, 57 6)-Mulled
Sack being a familiar London character of the early scventeenth ccntury.
"Vndcr and ouer" is thc tunc name given for singing "Rockc thc Babic
Joane," a ballad of 1032 beginning "A Young man in our Parish" (Pepys;
reprinted in P/J H, 211). Another piece metrically suited to the tunc and
containing an "under and over" refrain is "A Songe of a Journcy," ucginning "Of latc as I was journingejAll in a pleasant J11orningc," found
in a mid.scvcntcenth-ccntury commonplace book, BM MS Add. 2260 3,
fol. 51 V, without music or tunc direction.

Under the Greenwood Tree
Thc original ballad g1V1l1g rise to this tunc is "The West-Country
Delight: Or, Hcy for Zommcrset·Shire," beginning "In Summer time
when flowers do spring,jand Birds sit on a Tree," to the tune of "0 how
they did Firk it: Or, Salengers round" (Douce II, 242v and 247 (variant
issues]; reprinted with the music in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 122). The
broadsides, issued by Philip Brooksby, are no earlier than J u70, but words
and unbarred music are also found in Bodleian MS Ashmole 3G-37, fol.
294 v (Fig. 477), for which Chappell (PMOT II, 541) suggests a date not
long after 1634. The refrain, subject to considerable variation (sec the
Pills version), is:
Oh how they did jerk it,
Caper and ferk it,
under the Green-wood Tree.

477
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An anS\'.ler to the ballad is "I-Icy for our Town, But a Fig for Zommerset-shire," ueginning "Ill 'Vinter time when flowers do fade/And
Birds forsake the tree:' to the tunc of "Sallengers round" (Douce I, 96),
with a refrain "Oh, how they did swill it,jSlauuer and Bill it/Under
the Holly-hush tree." This ballad, issued by R. Burton, who flourished
IG.II-I('7'1, also implies a l're·(;on\lnollwealth date for "The 'VestCoulltry Delight"; and the use of "Sellcllger's Roulld" in the answer
suggests that the new tuue was not familiar. A ballad puulished ill the
lIlid-1('70S and fitting either tune is "She is houl\d hut won't Ouey," ueginning "I am a poor married 'juan truly," to tile tune of "The \VestCountry-delight" (''''ood E.25, Rawlinson; reprillted in lUI VII, 129,
VIII, dxix-). Here the tunc name is obviously derived from the title of
the original ballad.
Other ballads to the tunc arc: "The Fair Maid of Islington; or The
London Vintner Over-reach'd," beginning "There was a fair maid at
Islington," to "Sellcngers Round; or, Caper and ferk it" (Pepys, BM
C.22.f.G, Douce, Lord Crawford, Roxuurghe, Bagford; reprinted in IlR I,
110; a variant version of the same uallad is ill Pills V, 4G, beginning
"There was a Lass of Islington," uut the tune is different and accommodates only half the eight-line 'stanza); "The Beggars Song, Both in
City and Country," beginlling "In Summertime when Men make hay,"
to "Oh, how they did Firk it, Caper and Jerk it, under the Greenwood
Tree" (Pepys IV, 250); "The Jolly Widdower: or, A Warning for Batchdol'S," beginning "Young men and Batchelors, pray attend," to the
tUlle "Caper and jerk it" (Pepys IV, 102).
The tunc, called "Caper and jerk it," is used with "A Carrol for NewYears-day" in A Cabinet of Choice Jewels, 1688, and with "A delightful
Song in honor of Whitsontide" in Canterbury Tah~s by Chaucer, Junior,
1G87 (Pepys's Penny Merriments, vol. II; an eighteenth-century edition is
in Ritson's Penny Histories, vol. III). As "Firk it and jerk it" it is used
for a song heginning "My husband spends his time abroad" in another
garland, John & his Mistress (Pepys's Penny Merriments, vol. I; a later
edition is in Ritson, vol. IV).
A ballad of the 1680s which echoes the refrain and which is metrically
compatible with the tunc is "The Mistery Discovered; or, Frollick upon
Frollick," beginning "Come let liS be Frollick and Gay," to the (internally
inspired) tune "Come let us be Frollick" (Lord Crawford, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VII, 323). A song in The Hive, 4th ed., c. 1733, III, 260,
to "Greenwood Tree" is "A Wife the greatest Curse."
"The Zealous Lover," issued in the 16705 and beginning "Come
prethy Love let me prepare," is to the tune "Underneath the Green wood
Tree" (Lord Crawford, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
VII, 451), but its uniform octosyllabic lines do not fit the tune easily at
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all points. A ballad in the same mctcr and to thc tunc of "Thc Zcalous
Lover, or, A Fig for Francc" is "[The] Jccring Lovcr: or, A ncw way of
Wooing," bcginning "As through St. Alboncs I did pass" (Doucc II, 2(0).1
A Compendious Book of Godly and Spiritual SOtlgS, 15G7, cd. A. F.
Mitchell, 1897, pp. 20.1fr., colllains a song in thc mcter of "Under the
Greenwood Trcc" which includes that phrasc in its refrain:

Ma~

edit
1681
47 8:

the
Ma.
the

Thc Paip, that P"gallc fuJI of pryde,
Hc hes vs blindit lang.
For ({uhair thc blind the blilld dois gydc,
Na woundcr baith ga wrang;
Lyke Princc and King. he led thc Reg"llc.
OC all Iniquitic:
Hay trix, tryme go trix, vnder thc grClle [wod tn':].

Mo
Til.
DUI

Profcssor H. E. Rollins has noted that this is based on a secular ballad
whose first stanza was quoted in Thomas Deloney's Gentle Craft, Pan II,
e. 1598 (Worlts, cd. Mann, p. 176), bcginning "The Primrosc in the
grcene Forrest,/the Violets they bc gay," and ending "'Vith hey tricksie,
trim goc tricksie,/vndcr the grccnewood trcc." ~ No firm linc Can he
drawn between the "Primrosc" ballad and "The Wcst-Country Delight";
the coincidences arc perhaps of thc order fOllnd in "Robin Hood and the
Monk" (Child No. 119), in which line 8 is "Vnder the grene-wodc tl"<:"
and the ballad opens "In somer, when the shawes be sheyne."
The tunc of "Under the Greenwood Tree" is found in The Dancing
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Original is a fifth higher.

16)

Ebsworth calls attcntion to the lattcr ballad in RB VII, 452, but misreads the titlc
as "Young Lover:' The tune "A Fig for France [and Holland too]" has apparently not
survived.
2 "Concerning Bodleian MS. Ashmolc 48," MLN, XXXIV (Junc, 1919), 340-351. Thc
"Primrose" ballad was registered in 1563-1564 and it is No. 76 of the Ashmole MS. into
which four stanzas of another ballad have been inserted; "the telescoping of the two
ballads," Rollins noted, "has played havoc with the refrain:'
1
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Master, supplement to the sixth edition, 1679. Through the next two
editions it appears in common time. Meanwhile, in the seventh edition,
1686, a second version in 6/4 time is included among the additional
tunes, No. 21, entitled "Ohl how they frisk itl or Leathern Apron" (Fig.
478). Beginning with the ninth edition, 1695, it appears in 6/4 time, with
the original tille. It is also found in \Valsh's Compleat COlltitry [)atlcingMaster, 1718. It was named in at least fourteen ballad operas, including
the following which print the music: Ryan's The Cobler's O/Jera, 1729;
Momus tum'd Fabulist, 1729; 19hnson's The Village Opera, 1729; CoITey's
The Devil to Pay, 1731; The Jovial Crew, 1731; Drury's The Devil of a
Duke, 1732; and Potter's The Decoy, 1733.

Up TatlsAl1
This tune is preserved in The Fitzwilliam, Virginal /Jook II, 360, in
an arrangement by Gi1<:s l'arnaby. It is also included in The Dancing
Master, 1651-1690 (1651, p. 97 = Fig. 479), with some variation between

479~' ~
Original is unbarred.

the musical text of the first and of later editions. Since none of these
settings is designed for singing, it is impossible to tell the precise divisions
that would be made in the half notes of the virginal text and of the
1651 Dancing Master text. The later dance tune version approximates a
vocal treatment, but none of the ballads naming the tune can be sung
to it without further editing.
What may be a reworking of an old text is a song found in Pills, 17191720, IV, 176, beginning "Fly merry News among the Crews,jThat love
to hear of Jests," in an eight-line stanza culminating in the burden "At
Up-tails all." This requires a repetition of the tune but is rhythmically
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suitable. l Two broadsides from the end of the Commonwealth years
call for the tunc. One is "A Psalme Sung By the People before the BoneFires . . . on the 11th of February [1659/60]," beginning "Come lets
take the RUIllp" (\Vood 116 ['10], BM Thomason, BM Luttrell); the other
is "A Vindication of the RUlllp," beginning "Full many a Ballad hath
ueen penn'd" (1\1\1 Luttrell). Both were reprinted in Ratts Rhimed to
J)eath, d:i60, The RumJ), l(jfio, RumJ), 1662, and Loyal SOtlgS, 1731. The
stanza patterns of the two uallads differ widely, and neither fits the
music. Indeed, it seems likely that the tunc name was just sufficiently
in harmony with the rump imagery of the ballads to make it a part of
the jest rather than a serious designation to be followed in singing.
Allusions to "Up tails all" suggest that it was primarily a dance tunc.
But such a passage as that in Sharpham's The Fleire, 1607, III, i, in
which it is said of a woman that "she curie day sings fohn for the King,~
and at VI) tailes all, shees perfect," would suggest that a ballad and/or
a tunc "Up tails all" was sung, were it not for the persistent double-entendre of the passage which makes the tunc name primarily a play on words.
Robert Herrick wrote an engaging lyric entitled "Up tailes all"
(Poetical Wor/ls, cd. L. C. Martin, 1956, p. 247) and five other poems
in the same meter; they do not fit our tunc, however, for they are in sixline stanzas made up of units which arc syllabically 5.5.8 or 6.6.g. Chappell (PMOT II, 773) cites the six poems and erroneously concludes that
the tune was a favorite of Herrick's. In truth, his "Up tailes all" suggests
only an'interest in the proverbial phrase; the metrical pattern is commonly encountered in songs and poems of the period.
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This tune, called also "Up goes Aley," takes its name from a refrain
which may have appeared first in a ballad of c. 1675 called "The New
Corant; Or the merry wooing of Jonney and Jenny," beginning "Here
is a new fine ditty/If you will but draw near" (Pepys III, 293, Wood
E.25 [14]). The refrain is:
1 The Pills song is printed with music of "The Friar and the Nun," to which it can
be sung with only slight emendation of note values. Evidently the tunc of "Up tails
all" had fallen into disuse, while the old text had been rejuvenated and coupled with
a tune of equal age but of superior durability.
2 The lost ballad of "John for the king To the tune of Hey Downe derrye" was
registered in 1603 (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 1297).
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Then lip goes aly aly
up goes Mary &: Nan
Johllney was courling of Jenny
and so lhey wenl merrily 011.

Olher ballads 1O lhe lUlie, all colllaining some paraphrase of the "aley"
refrain, include: "A Tory in a 'Whig's Coat," 1682, beginning "'Whatl
still yc 'Whigs uneasic!" 1O "an Old Scotch Tunc, Up with Ayley, &c."
(Huntington, Harvard, Bodleian; reprinted with music in 180 Loyal
SOllgs J p. 117); "The 'Vest COUI)tl'y Jigg, or, A Trenchmore Galliard,"
beginning "Jack's a naughty Boy/for calling his Mother Wh _.."
(Euing, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII,
343); and an early eighteenth-century ballad without tunc direction or
title but with a headpiece paraphrasing Dryden: "She put her hand upon
his Scull/With this prophetick lllessing, Be Thou Dull &c.," beginning
"Ve Coblers and Taylors draw ncar" (Harvard). The original form of
the burden is found in a song "The Game Cock Conquer'd" in The
Unconstant Moggy's Garland J c. 17 G5, p. '1.
The jig tunc foulld in 180 Loyal SOllgs (Fig. 180) closely resembles the
"Up goes Ely" in The Dancing Master, c. 1728, III, 54, and in Walsh's

Original is a fourth higher.
• Emended from G (Le., C in original).
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New Country Dancitlg-MasterJ c. 1728, III, 87. A slightly different form
is printed as "Up with Aily" in the twelfth through seventeenth editions
of The Dancing Master J 17°3-1721 (1703, p. 343 = Fig. 481), and this form
of the tune is used in a single-sheet song of c. 1740, "We're gayly yet.
Sung by Me Beard," beginning "We're gayly yet & we're gayly yet," with
eight bars ill (i/8 time preceding the Dancing Master tune in 918 time
(BM 1.530 [170], Harvard). This latter song is found also in Thesaurus
Musicus J c. 1743, fol. II, in Herd's Scots Songs J 1709, in The Convivial
Songster J c. 1782, p. 270, and in Alexander Smith's The Musical Miscellany J 1780, p. 288.

Upon a Summers Day
This tune is called "Upon a Summers Day" in the first three editions
of The Dancing Master J 1051-1065 (1651, p. I=Fig. 482), and in Musick's
Delight on the Cithren J 1000; it is called "The Garland, or a Summers
day" in editions of The Dancing Master J 1670-1090. A seve nteen thcentury keyboard setting called "one a sumers day" in Christ Church
MS 437, fol. 8, is in 914 time, although not so barred.
The tune apparently gets its name from "The Maid a bathing," a
song in Merry DrollerYJ 1601, beginning "Upon a Summers day,j'Bout
middle of the morn," but it may also be related to a broadside of c. 1630,
"A pleasant new Court Song, Betweene a yong Courtier, and a Countrey
Lasse. To a new Court Tune," beginning "Vpon a Summers time,jin
the middle of the morne" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 80).
In three broadsides the tune is called "Upon a summer['s] time":
"Seldome Cleanly," by Laurence Price, beginning "Draw near you coun• 730 •
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Original is a fourth higher and unbarred.

try girls" (Euing, Roxburghe; reprinted in lUI II, 511); "The Discourse
betweene a Souldier and his I.olle," beginning "My dearest deare adue"
(Pepys; reprinted in PII II, 2!)1); and Charles Records's "The GoodFellowes Advice," beginning "Farewell good company,/now I must leave
you all" (Roxburghc; reprinted ill lUI Ill, 2(1). "1 Smell a Rat. To
the tune of, Vpon a Summer tide. Or, The Seminary Priest" begins "I
Traueld farre to finde" (Pepys; reprinted in PIJ II, 110).1

Upon Sf DaVids Day
March 1 has long been dear to the hearts of Welshmen, and is celebrated as St. David's Day. A ballad of c. 16Go, titled "England's Pleasant
May-Flowcr, or, Charles the Second, as we say, Camc homc the twcntyninth of May," is directed to be sung to thc tunc "Upon Saint Davids
Day" (Euing; rcprinted in RIJ VIII, xxx·). It bcgins "Why should we
speak of Ccsar's Acts" and the doublc ballad stanza has as its customary
closing linc "the twenty-ninth of May," in allusion to thc king's birthday, but morc particularly thc day in 1660 on which Charlcs II "came
homc" and thc monarchy was rcstorcd.
1 I have no information 011 "The Seminary Priest," though it is probably an interchangeable tune named from a lost ballad. It is used also for singing "A Pleasant new
Ballad you here may behold, How the Devill, though subtle, was guld by a Scold"
(Rawlinson, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 367) .
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Thc origin of thc tunc is obscurc, but it must havc bccn in voguc bcfore 1660. It may gct its namc from "Thc 'Vclsh-Mcns Glory, Or, Thc
Famous Victorics of thc Ancicnt Britains Obtain'd upon St. David's
Day," a ballad with stama p,lttcrn likc that of thc Charlcs II pancgyric,
and with a burdcn "Upon St. David's Day." Unhappily, this piccc has no
tunc dircction, and cxtant copics arc from latc in thc sc\,cntccnth ccntury
(Bagford, Bodlcian Asluuolc e.IS: rcprintcd in lJIJ II, 847). No contcmporary tunc sccms to havc survivcd, but a "St. David's Day" to which
thc ballads might bc sung is in thc sccond volumc of The Dancing
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2d ed., 1711, et seq. (Fig. 183), and in Walsh's Compleat Country
II, 37. Thc relationship between dance tunc aud
ballad tcxts is not advanccd with confidcncc.

Dancing-Master~ 1719,

The Usurers Daughter
This tune takes its name from a ballad apparently lost. But its sequel
has been preserved, with corrupt music on the sheet (Fig. 484): "The
Usurers Daughters Reply, Or, Floramellas Answer to Phaon. To a
Pleasant New Play-House Tune," beginning "Now young tempting
Phaon you shall have your prey" (Lord Crawford 913, BM C.39.k.6 [15],
text reprinted in OPB~ p. 39). This ballad, licensed by Sir Roger
L'Estrange, was printed before the end of 1685, as was another with the
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same imperfect music: "The vVindsor Gallant Courting the Country
Farmers Daughter," beginning "Let my Fairest Virgin prove most kind
to me," to "a New Tunc played at the Court; or, The Usurers Daughter"
(Pepys III, 279). A third ballad to the tunc, dating from the reign of
James II, is "The Unfeigned Lover," beginning "Cease my pretty Nancy
do not thou bewail" (Pepys IV, 1G9).

Valiant Jockey's Marched Away
"Valiant Jockey" or "Valiant jockey's march'd away" is a tunc named
from the opening line of a song written by Thomas D'Urfey upon the
occasion of the battle of Killiecrankie, July 27, 1689. In his New Poems,
1G90, p. 183, D'Urfey prefaced the song with a statement that it was
"sung to the Queen at Kensington," and that the verses were "made
to a pretty New Scotch Tune." Words and music appear in Pills, 17191720, II, 228. The poem was expanded from two to seven stanzas and
issued as a broadside entitled "The Maiden-Warrier . . . To an Excellent New Tune" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB VII, 737). The tune, called "Valiant Jockey," is in
Youth's Delight on the Flagelet} 9th ed., c. 1690, in Apollo'S Banquet,
Second Book, 1691, No.6 (Fig. 485), and in The Dancing Master} 9th ed.,
1()95. A manuscript version of "Vallent Jockie" was recorded in Dr.
John Leyden's Lyra Viol Book, after 1690 (G. F. Graham transcript,
No. 40).
At least two broadsides to the tune contain corrupt or meaningless
music: "The Courtly Triumph," beginning "Let us all rejoyce amain"
(Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 249), and "The New Loyal Health," be• 733 •
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ginning "Let each jovial Heart rejoyce" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 252),
both wrilten in September, IO~)(), upon King ''''illiam's rcturn from the
Irish wars. Other ballads on the campaigns of 1090 and 1691 citing the
tune include "The Glorious Conquest . . . of Cork [and] Kings-sale,"
beginning "Here is joyfull News come o'er" (Douce I, 88) and several
others which have been reprinted in RB III, 522, and PB V, 145, 210, VI,
39, 98, 113. "The Perjur'd Youth," beginning "Let false hearted Lovers
now" (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 296), is a ballad of c. 1690 dealing not
with national affairs but with the retribution overtaking a youth who
had hoped his neck would be broken if he proved false to his beloved.
The tunc, which is not especially attractive, seems to owe its brief
popularity to the Scotch vogue then at its height. Except for "The New
Loyal Health," all the ballads require a repetition of the first strain. The
distinguishing' feature of the prosody is the internal rhyme in the first
and third lines of the final quatrain (sometimcs printcd as six lines,
with the rhyming halves printed as separate lines).

The Vicar and Moses
To a tune whose beginning is like that of a hobbyhorse dance "Jolly
Roger Twangdillo" (Pills) 1719-1720, I, 19) D'Urfey wrote a ballad called
"The Yeoman of Kent," beginning "In Kent I hear, there lately did
dwell/Long George, a Yeoman by trade" (Pills I, 126). This music (Fig.
486), with the addition of two bars for a "Tol de rol" refrain, is used
• 734 •
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-for two distinct songs entitled "The Vicar and Moses." 1 Both were
current in the last quarter of the -eighteenth century and priority is uncertain. Though verbally quite different throughout, they both tell the
humorous·grotesq lle story of a vicar and his clerk Moses who in their
cups set about burying a child of the parish on a rainy night.
The more poetically ingenious of the two songs begins "There was
once,-it is said,/When,-'tis out of my head" (BM 1872.a.1 [121.]). A
single-sheet edition with music, conjecturally dated c. 1775 (BM G·3 12
[ql], Huntington, California), attributes the "Original Words" to
"G. A. S. Esqr.," who is usually identified as George Alexander Stevens.
Words and music are reprinted in The Convivial Songster, c. 17 82 , p. 234,
but the piece is not in Stcvens's Songs, Comic and Satyrical, 1772, perhaps because it was writtcn subsequcntly.
The second, beginning "At the Sign of the horse, old Spintext of
course," is on song sheets of c. 1780 (BM G.306 [136], Harvard, California; an edition in Huntington is dated 1784). The song appcars in
Alexander Smith's The Musical Miscellany, 1786, p. 12, and on several
broadsides without music (EM 1872.a.l [121], Roxburghe III, 875), including one edition which ascribes the words to Stevens (Roxburghe
III, 313). Ebsworth, who listed the Roxburghe copies without reprinting
them (RB VIII, 181), credited the authorship to John Allbutt, about
1777·
Two early nineteenth-century broadsides were sung to "Vicar and
Moses": "A Relish for Old Nick," a ballad on Napoleon's threatened
invasion of England, beginning "Arm Neighbours at length" (Harvard),
and "The Witty Ale Wife," 1812, beginning "At the sign of the Lion"
(London Society of Antiquaries [ef. Lemon, Catalogue, p. 156]). Another
1 A closely variant tunc is used with a song by Richard Estcourt on Marlborough's
victories, c. 1708-1710, beginning "You tcll mc Dick you've lately rcad,jthat wc are
beaten in Spain," found in single-sheet issues (8M G'314 [33], Harvard) and in Pills,
1719-1720, VI, 331. On thc Harvard song shect, whosc hcading is simply "The Words
by Mr. Estcourt," the cntirc tunc is rcpcatcd for thc rcfrain "With a fal la la .. :'
A sccond tunc, vcry similar to the first, is also on the sheet, with a two-bar "fal la"
rcfrain. Another issue with music, "Britain's Jubilec" (Harvard), contains thc Pills tune
and the full "fal la" refrain.
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late piece, with a burden "The Recorder for ever Huzza," is "A Song"
beginning "Good People draw near, a story you'll hear" (Harvard).

The Vicar of Bray
The proverbial Vicar of Bray, who changed his political opinions with
the times but preserved his l'lIliug principle, which was to remain Vicar
of Bray, was a legend in the seventeenth century. But not until the lime
of George I was a song written to commemorate this amiable paragon
of adaptability.l The earliest copies of the words I have found are in

i87~'

•

• F# on song sheet. Corrected from measure 12•
.. Second strain repetition written out in full on song sheet.

Walsh's British Musical Miscellany, 1734-1736, I, 30, and in song sheets
of about the same date (BM H.1994.b [44], Harvard, Huntington), where
the tune used is "0 Bessy Bell and Mary Gray" (Fig. 487), popularized
in Gay's The Beggar's Opera. It begins "In good King Charles's golden
days,/When loyalty no harm meant," but on broadsides without music
1 The song. tracing the Vicar's views from the reign of Charles II to George I, is
said to have been written "by an officer in Colonel Fuller's regiment in the reign of
K. George the First" (John Nichols, Select Collection of Poems, 1780-1782, VIII, 234n.).
The search for a historical original has proved fruitless. especially the attempt to connect the turncoat with Simon Aleyn, a sixteenth-century holder of the office.
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the opening is usually "In Charles the Second's Golden Days [or Reign)"
(BM 1871.e.9 [186], Morgan 24, Lord Crawford 614).
Another version of the ballad, printed in Londorl Alagazirlc V Uanuary, 1736), 37, has a new opening stanza, beginning:
1

Of Bray the vicar long I'vc uecn
And many a tcst and trial
I've stood, and various changes sccn,
Yet never prov'd disloyal. . . .

Its second stanza begins the familiar royal procession in slightly variant
verbiage: "In Charles the second's jovial days,/\tVhcn loy'lty had no
harm in't." A most interesting detail is that the tunc cited for singing is
"the Turncoat," a likely reference to a ballad of 1693 sung to "London is
a Fine Town," q.v., and entitled "The Religious Turncoat" (in one
version simply "The Turncoat"). That ballad of "a Late Jacobite Divine
turned Williamite" is a clear prototype of "The Vicar of Bray," tracing
an unlocalized cleric's allegiances from '41 through a half century of
doctrinal shifts. And its tune will serve for singing this version of "The
Vicar of Bray."
Yet another tune, found in Walker's The Quaher's O/Jera 1728, as
"Country Garden," 2 and brought to world-wide popularity in the
twentieth century through Percy Grainger's settings, became standard
for "The Vicar of Bray." It is found on song-sheet editions (Fig. 488) as
early as c. 1740 (Harvard) and in such musical miscellanies as The
Convivial Songsler, c. 1782, p. 238, and Ritson's English Songs 1783
(1813, III, 272). The same music is found in such imitations as "A
Gallon a Day. The Favourite Parody on the Vicar of Bray, with the
original Tunc as Sung by Brother Popplewell," 3 c. 1775, beginning "In
Charles the Second's merry Days" (BM G.309 [152], Harvard), reprinted
in The Convivial Songsler, p. 182.
Other pieces written to the tune include: "A New Song," beginning "In good King G[eor]ge's golden days," with MS date 1779
(BM 1850.C.1O [69i]); "The Priest's Confession," beginning "I am a
Parson orthodox" (BM 1871.£.16), a Jacobite ballad of c. 1745; "The
Loyalist. Sung . . . on Monday, January 28, 1793," beginning "When
Britain first her fair domain" (Harvard); and "A New Song on Parker
. . . head of the Mutiny at Sheerness," c. 1797, beginning "I will not
l

l

2 The music, untitled, appears also at the end of Phillips's The Mod, Lawyer, 1733.
No. I I. The air is cited in Fielding's The Grub-Street Opera, 1731, but no music is in
the printed edition.
S Could this be the same Popplewell referred to in a ballad on "The Tombs in
Westminster Abbey," chanted to the music of "The Queen's old courtier," q.v. (RB
VII, 268)?
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sing in Parker's praise" (Naval Songs and Ballads, cd. C. H. Firth, 1908,

p. 281).
In the nineteenth century the tune was used for "The Neglected Tar,"
by "a Gentlcman of Livcrpool," popularizcd through its inclusion in
the Rev. Jamcs Plumptre's Collection of Songs, 1805, p. 88. The tunc
was introduccd into a burlesque pantomime by Tom Taylor and others,
William Tell, 185G, p. 7. And Charles Mackay wrotc his song "The
Wintry Winds" La it (Poetical Works, 1876, p. 574).

Vi·ve Ie Roi
This tune takes its name from the burden of a song beginning "What
though the Zealotts pull down the Prelates," found with music in EM
MS Add. 11608, fol. 53 v , dated 1656-1659 (Fig. 489). The words were
reprinted in Rump, 1662, I, 145, and Loyal Songs, 1731, I, 102. 1 The
1 The text is also found in Chappell, PMOT II, 430, and in Mackay's Cavalier Songs,
p. 27. In the latter the tune is erroneously named "Love lies a-bleeding:' doubtless
because that tune immediately follows "Vive Ie Roi" in Chappell.
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tune "Vive Ie Roy" had originally appeared in A Boo/(e of New Lessons for the Cithern &- Gittem, IU52; Playford later used it in such other
collections as Music/(s Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way, IOUI, and in
Musich's Delight on the Cithren, IUUU.
One other ballad was sling to the tune: "Englands Honour and Londons Glory, with the manner of proclaiming Charles the Second King
of England this eight[h] of May, (UUO," beginning "Come hither, friends,
and listen unto me," and containing the "Vive Ie Roy" burden at the
end of each stanza (Euing 97).

Walking in a Country Town
A lute arrangement of "Walking in a country towne" appears in
Thomas Robinson's The &'hoole of Musiche, 1u03, sig. M2 (Fig. 4·g o).
No broadsides call for that tune, nor have I found a song with such an
opening line; the air is introduced only conjecturally into the present
discussion. l A ballad of the first quarter of the seventeenth century, "The
two Le[ice]stersheire Louers. to the tune of, and yet my thinkes I loue
thee," begins "Walking in a meddow greene," and its stanza fits the
Robinson music (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB II, 5g8). I have not
traced the tune title of this ballad, although it may be derived from
"For still me thinkes I loue thee," a line in stanza 2 of "The Northamp1 Any identification must be all the more tentative because a mid-seventeenth-century
virginal set of the tune in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1185, No. 120, is entitled "The
Ladies Daughter." For ballads associated with this tune name, sec "0 Man in Desperation."
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ton-shire Louer," a ballad of Co I G15 111 the same stanza pattern (PB
I, 73).2
The Leicestershire ballad contains the burden "upon the meddow
brow," which becomes a tune name on several ballads. The earliest of
these, licensed in 1618, is "I would you neuer had said so," beginning
"Two louing Friends once meeting" (Pepys; reprinted in PB I, 123). Another, entered in 1G31, is "Death['s] Dance," beginning "If Death would
come and shew his face," to the tunc of "0 no, no, no, not yet, or the meddow brow" (Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in Rn I, 283).3 A third is Bishop
Richard Corbet's "A propel' new Ballad . . . The Fairies farewel, or
God a Mercy Will, to be sung or whistled, to the tune of the Medow
Brow by the learned, by the unlearned to the tune of Fortune," beginning "Farewell rewards and Fairies." This was written during the
reign of James I but first published in Corbet's Cer'tain ELegant Poems,
1647, p. 47 (reprinted in his Poemata Stromata, 1648, p. 91, with an
additional stanza; found also in Percy's Reliqw:s and in Seventeenth
Century Lyrics, ed. Norman Ault, 2d ed., 1950, p. 24). The assignment
of an eight-line ballad-meter stanza to the tune of "Fortune" is at first
sight grotesque; but the ballad can be sung to it with division of some
notes to produce a completely undignified j iggy effect-doubtless part of
Corbet's humorous intention.
2
8

Its tune is "Falero lero la," for which no music has survived,
On the first tunc, which has not survived, sec "I'll never love thee more,"
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Walsingham
This tunc is found in William Barley's A New Rooke of Tabliture,
1596, sig. D2, arranged for orpharion by Francis Cutting, in Antony
Holborne's The Cittham St.·hoole, 1597, sig. C3", as a lesson for lyra
viol in William Corkine's The Second Boolce of Ayres, 1612, sig. Hl v,
and in Cambridge University MS Dd.5.2o, fol. 19, the latter published
in Jacobean Consort Music, cd. Dart and Coates, Musica Britannica, IX,
1955, 200. Settings for lute arc found in Cambridge University MSS
Dd.2.11, fols. 82 v (Dowland), 90 (Cutting), 96v (Collard), 98 Oohn Johnson); Dd.5.78.3, fols. 12 (Hoi borne), 37 (Dowland), 50v (Cutting); Dd.9.33,
foIs. 21 and 26 v (anon.), 67 v (Dowland). The Euing lute MS contains a
Cutting set, fol. 43 v; a Collard arrangement is in the Weide lute MS,
fol. 9 v; and anonymous versions arc in BM MS Add. 15118, fol. 32v, and
in the Wickhambrook lute MS, fol. 17. The Fitzwilliam Virgi1lal Book
contains two settings: one by Dr. John Bull, a copy of which is in
Benjamin Cosyn's MS Virginal Book, No. 52, Christ Church MS 1113,
No. 92, and Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1185, No. 58; another by William Byrd, found also in his My Ladye.Nevelis Boohc, No. 31, in Will
Forster's MS Virginal Book, No. 12, and in EM MS Add. 30486, fol. 2.
A version of the tune is found in D. R. Camphuysen's StichteLyche
Rymen, 1647, p. 100, set to a song beginning" 's menschen sterven, in
sich scIven."
One other version of the tunc, probably contemporary with the
earliest printed copies, is reproduced from the Shirburn MS in SR, pp.
245-246 (Fig. 491). The air and bass arc there coupled with "Mr.

Original is unbarred.

Attowel's Jigge," for the first six stanzas of which "Walsingham" serves.
The jig opens "As I went to Walsingham,jto the shrine, with speede,"
but after five lines the Walsingham ballad is abruptly dropped.'The
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piece was licensed in 1595, and a copy of the original edition in the .
Pepys collection is reprinted in PG, p. 2, under the title "Frauncis new
Jigge."
The ballad which has given the tune its names exists in several
forms. A version beginning "As yoW cam from that holly land, of Wall- i
syngham," found in Huntington Library MS HM 198, I, iv, has been
partially printed in PB II, 22. Variant forms of this text appear in
the Percy Folio MS (ed. Hales and Furnivall, 111, 471) and in Deloney's
Garland of Good Will, IG31 (in Wor}u, ed. Mann, p. 365). Mann thought
the ballad to be from Deloney's pen, except for the first stanza, which he
considered traditional. A contemporary transcript in Bodleian MS Rawl.
Poet. 85, Col. 123 (printed in Elizabethan Lyrics, ed. Norman Ault,
3d ed., 1949, pp. 282-284) is subscribed "Sr W. R." Agnes M. C. Latham
in her Poems of Sir Walter Ralegh, 1951, p. 121, accepts the ascription
and dates the poem c. 1592, contemporaneous with the last books of
Raleigh's Cynthia. A broadside reworking of the ballad in "The contented Couckould," c. 1625, provides a more modern framework for
the story of the man seeking his beloved and discoursing on the frailty
and faithfulness of women. The old ballad is lavishly paraphrased in
the first part, which begins "Com hither thou seaman braue/sir what
do you require"; an added second part brings the husband from Newcastle to London, where he finds his wife and is reconciled. 1
The opening quatrain of the Walsingham ballad is sung by Merrythought in Beaumont's The Knight of the Burning Pestle, II, viii; in
Rowley's A Match at Midnight, I, i, the Welshman Randall sings a
quatrain of paraphrase beginning "Did her not see her true Loves,/As
her came from London." There are references to teaching birds to whistle
or sing "Walsingham" in Beaumont and Fletcher's The Honest Man's
Fortune, V, iii, in John Phillips's translation of Don Quixote, IG87, p. 278,
and in Dryden's Limberham, I, i.
Ophelia's song, "How should I your true love know from another
one?" (Hamlet, IV, v) recalls the "Walsingham" lines "How should I
know your true love/That have met many a one," but the parallel extends no further. The melody usually associated with the Shakespeare
song is untitled in Gay's The Beggar's Opera, Act II, Air 14 (in Chetwood's Generous Free-Mason, 1731, it is called "You'll think ere many
Days ensue," from the opening line of Gay's song); the tune has both
1 The ballad (Pepys; reprinted in PH II, 24) is to be sung "To a very pleasant new
Tune," but the meter is unsuitable for "Walsingham." Some of the same subject matter
is found in the song "Came you not from Newcastle" in Percy Folio MS I, 253. Professor Rollins has pointed out the distinctive features of "The contented cuckold" that
reflect its indebtedness to traditional rather than broadside sources; what he says is less
true of the second part, where a seventeenth-century baIIadmaker's hand is evident.
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melodic and hannonic affinities with "Walsingham," but the iambic
verse lines of the ballad-opera songs begin on unaccented notes, and
two bars of music are added at thc end to provide for a "Twang dang
dillo dec" rcfrain.
In the British Museum copy of William Slatyer's Psalmes, or Songs
of Sion, 1612, "Walsingham" has been written in as the tune for singing
Psalm 1I, p. 1, and Psalm 114, p. 31. A tune resembling "Walsingham,"
but in duple rather than triple rhythm, is used with Colley Cibber's "The
Blind Boy" in Walsh's British Musical Miscellany, 1734-1736, I, 84.

The Wanton Wift
"Wanton Wife" is the tune named for "The second part of the
Widdow of Watling-streete anu her three Daughters," beginning "The
beautifull widdow of Watling streetc" (Shirburn MS, printed in SB, p.
16; BM Huth, reprinted in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter
Ballads, 1867, p. 162; Pepys, Roxburghe, reprinted in RB VIII, 10). The
Shirburn copy is probably transcribed from the original edition, li·
censed in 1597; the printed copy in the Huth collection is a Pavier

Original is a third higher.

imprint of 1600-1625. The first part of the ballad, in different meter,
is to be sung to "Bragandary," a lost tune.
"Wanton Wife" may take its name from "Wanton Wife of Westminster," a lost ballad registered in 1597. This fuller form is found as a
tune title for a ballad of c. 1626, "Nobody his Counsaile to chuse a
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Wife," beginning "Let Young men giue eare/vnto that I reherse" (Pepys;
reprinted in PG, p. 263). "The Wanton Wife" is also named as the tune
for "A new Ballad; Declaring the Excellent Parable of the Prodigal
Child." licensed in 1656 and beginning "There was a grave man. both
wealthy & wise" (Pepys, Euing, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
II, 393).
All three of these ballads are in a stanza metrically equivalent to
"Packington's Pound." I have found no contemporary tune which might
serve. But the Additional Sheet bound in with The Dancing Master,
7th ed., 1686, contains a tune named "Hayn's Jigg, or The Wanton Wife."
I doubt that this is the tune we seek, but it can be used for singing
these ballads if the notes of eadl cadence are divided to accommodate
the syllables of even·numbered lines (Fig. 492).
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The Waterman sDance
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In The Merry Musician, 1716, I, 74-75, is a song "The Country
Sheep-shearing: Made to the Water-man's Dance by Mr. D'Urfey," beginning "Jenny, and Molly, and Dolly" (Fig. 493). Words and music are
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also found in Pills, 1719-1720, II, 68, and in song-sheet editions of c.
1720 with the same title (BM H.1601 [223], Harvard, Yale, Huntington).
The circular tune in 9/4 time seems ideally suited for country dancing,
but I have not found it in dance books.
"The Waterman's Delight," named as a tune for singing several
ballads of the second half of the seventeenth century, has not been found;
'but the octave of ballad meter, or poulter's measlire, is' so different
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rhythmically from the twelve-line stanzas of D'Urfey's song that the
dance tune cannot be equated with the earlier tune name. Several ballads
sung to "The Watennan's Delight," including one bearing that title,
have been reprinted in BB I, 257, II, 578, 581, 955, and unpublished
ballads to the tune are Rawlinson :n6 and 217.

Watkinss Ale
Keyboard arrangements of this tune are preserved in The Fitzwilliam
Virginal Book II, 236 (Fig. 494), and in Will Forster's MS Virginal Book,

~
~.~.

W~

Original is a third higher and contains varied repetition of each strain.

p. 460. The Weide MS Lute Book, fol. 8, contains a setting. Unbarred
accompanying parts for a mixed consort are in Cambridge University
MSS Dd. 5.20, fol. 7 (bass viol) and Dd.5.2I, fol. 6 v (treble recorder)
under the name "Mother It A.," but the latter MS calls it "Mother W.
Ale" in the table of contents.
The tune takes its name from a ballad of c. 1590, "A ditty delightfull
of mother Watkins ale, A warning well wayed, though counted a tale,"
beginning "There was a maid this other day,/And she would needs go
forth to play" (BM Huth; reprinted in A Collection of Seventy-Nine
Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 251). This piece of good-natured bawdry
was attacked in the prefatory letter to Munday and Chettle's Gerileon
of England, Part 2, 1592, sig. A4, in which T. N. (thought to be Chettle)
professed to wonder what printer "would bee so impudent to print such
odious and lasciuious ribauldrie, as Watkins Ale, The Carmans Whistle,
and sundrie such other." The phrase "Watkins's ale" is, of course, a
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transparent euphemism comparable to the carman's whistle and the
Northumberland bagpipes-all relating to the sexual act.
Contemporary with the ballad is a manuscript piece, "A new ballad
of mother watkins ale," beginning "As watkins walked by the way,/he
met a las and made her stay," which may be intended for the same
tune (Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet. 185, fol. 14 v ; d. RB VII, xiv).

We All to Conquering Beauty Bow
This tune is named from the opening line of a poem by Thomas
D'Urfey which first appeared, without music, in his New Collection of
Songs and Poems, 1683. In 1685 it was included in his Third Collection
of New Songs, with music by Dr. John Blow (Fig. 495). It was also reo
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printed in Pills, 1719-1720, II, 36. A broadside version, licensed by
Pocock, 1685-1688, "To an excellent new Air" but without the music, is
titled "The Conquering Virgin: or, The Maiden Triumph" (BM C'39.k.6;
reprinted in OPB, p. 4).
"The Lovesick Shepherd Cured," beginning "Tell me, 0 Shepherd,
why so sad" (Pepys V, 330, with meaningless music) was to be sung
either to this tune or to "I never saw a Face till now," q.v.
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Welladay
Music for "\Vclladay" is prcservcd in a mid·scvcnLccnth·ccnwry sct
of keyboard variations in Paris Conscrvatoirc MS Res. I 18G, fol. 25 (Fig.
190).1 A tunc of lhis namc was known as carly as 15u9-1570, for an CnLry
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The first two of twelve sections.

under that date in the Stationers' Rcgistcr licenscd Thomas Colwell to
print a ballad by William Eldcrtoll, "a ncwc wel a Daye as playne master
papeste as Dunstablc wayc" (Rollins, Anal. Index, No. IgII), beginning
"Amonge manye newes reported of late" (BM I-Iuth; reprinted in A
Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 1).2
The first important ballad sung to "Welladay" is "A lamentable Dittie
composed vpon the death of Robert Lord Deucreux late Earle of Essex,
who was beheaded in the Tower of London, vpon Ashwednesday in the
morning," 160 I, beginning "Sweet Englands pride is gone/welladay welladay" (Huntington; reprinted in Collmann, No. 37, perhaps the earliest
1 At fo1. 118 of the same manuscript is a short "Welladay" unrelated to the other
setting.
2 An even earlier entry is for license to print "the secounde well a daye generaly
Rede and then Juge indefferently &c" in 1566-1567 (Arber. Transcript I, 330). Although the fee was the usual fourpence required for entering a ballad, Rollins does
not include the item in his Analytical Index, evidently not considering it to refer to
a ballad.
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issue); copies of later issues (Manchester, Pepys, Wood 401, Lord Crawford, Euing, Bagford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 564) are usually
on the same sheet with another ballad on the same subject to the tune of
"Essex last goodnight," q.v. The earliest copies are dated 1603 (the ballad
was licensed on May 18 of that year), but Rollins (AllaL. bldex, No. 1401)
shows that the ballad was in existence within two days after Essex's
execution.
Another ballad of 1603, "A new song
King James his Proclamation, upon the 21. of March . . . in
London," beginning "Sweet
England Reioyce and sing,jLouingly: louingly," is sung to the tune,
here called "Englands pride is gone," from the opening line of the
Essex ballad (Harvard). Other ballads fashioned in the tone of the Essex
ballad include: "Sir Walter Rauleigh his lamentation: Who was beheaded . . . the 29. of October. 1618," beginning "Courteous kind
Gallants all,jpittie me, pittie me" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 89); "No
naturall Mother, but a Monster . . . hang'd . . . 11. of December,
1633," by Martin Parker, beginning "Like to a dying Swan,jpensiuely,
pensiuely" (Manchester; reprinted in PC, p. 425); "The true manner of
the life and Death of Sir Thomas Wentworth . . . beheaded the 12 • • .
of May, 1641," by Laurence Price, beginning "Country men list to meej
patiently patiently" (BM C.20.f.2; reprinted in CP, p. 120); and the
fragmentary "King Charles His Speech, and last Farewell to the World
. . . Ianuary 30. 1648," beginning "Faire Englands joy is fled,jWeladay,
weladay" (Manchester; reprinted in RB VIII, xc···, and CP, p. 233).
Others to the tune are the following: "Murther vnmasked, or Harneviles base Conspiracie against his owne Country," beginning "All you
that Christians bejvsefully, vsefully" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 104.);
"A Looking glasse for Corne-hoorders," beginning "Of wonders strange
that was jeuer heard, euer heard" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 370); "The
Arraignment of the Divel, for stealing away President Bradshaw," beginning "If you'l hear news that's ill,jGentlemen, Gentlemen" (BM
Thomason, Harvard, both dated in MS Nov. 7, 1659; Wood 416; reprinted in The Rump, 1660, Loyal Songs, 1731, Wright, Political Ballads,
1841, and Mackay, Cavalier Songs, 1863). Richard Johnson's Crown
Garland of Golden Roses, 1659, ed. Chappell, 1845, contains "The
Princely song of the six queens that were married to Henry the Eighth,"
beginning "When England fame did ring,jRoyally, royally," to the tune
of "Welladay." It is also cited in New Carrolls, 1661, with a song "For
Candlemas day," beginning "Christmas hath made an end,jWelladay,
welladay" (reprinted in Seventeenth Century Lyrics, ed. N. Ault, 2d ed.,
195 0 , p. 337)·
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Wert Thou More Fairer
Than Thou Art
This tune name is derived from the opening line of a song by Thomas
Stanley, published in his Pouns, 1651. The appearance of several vocal
settings within the decade makes it impossible for us to know which
is intended when the tune is named on broadsides. Music by Dr. John
Wilson is in Select Musical! Ayres, and lJialogtws, 1652, Part I, p. 26
(Fig. 497). A second edition in the following year includes both Wilson's

setting (Part I, p. 23) and one by William Webb (Part III, p. 22 =Fig.
498). Select Ayres and Dialogues, 1659, p. 27, contains a fine version
by Henry Lawes (Fig. 499); still different music appears in John Gamble's
MS Commonplace Book, 1659, p. 212 (Fig. 500). The setting by Giovanni
Gastoldi in Synopsis of Vocal Music, 1680, p. 110, found also in Forbes's
Cantus, 3d ed., 1682, sig. L4 v, is too late to concern us here.
. 749 •

A broadside of c. 1675 calling for the tune is "Loves Tide: or, A
Farewel to Folly," beginning "How cool and temperate am I grown,"
to the tune of "Wert thou more fairer, &c. Or, Lusty Bacchus" (Douce I,
(34). This ballad had originally been licensed in 1649, before the publication of "Wert thou more fairer," and it is doubtful that copies of this
lost edition contained the 1675 tune direction. The poem of which
the broadside is an expansion appears with music by Henry Lawes in
Select Musicall AytOes, and Dialogues, 1652, Part I, p. 11, in later editions of that work, and in Gamble's MS, p. 266. I have no information
on "Lusty Bacchus," except that it is named as the tune of a ballad
licensed in 1656,1 in which the eight-line octosyllabic stanza is at variance
with the six-line stanza of "Loves Tide" but corresponds with the stanza
form of most ballads containing the tune direction "Love's tide."
A ballad issued by William Gilbertson, who died in 1665, is to the
tune of "Loves ride, or, Wert thou more fairer": "The Virgins Constancy,"
beginning "Hard hap had I, poor harmless Maid" (Douce II, 272, Lord
Crawford 480, Harvard). The first tune title is evidently intended to be
"Love's tide." The ambiguity facing us here, as elsewhere, is whether t4is
ballad was to be sung to Lawes's setting of "How cool and temperate" or
to some one of the settings of "Wert thou more fairer" issued during the
1 It is "You pretty little Ladies will do so," beginning "Forth walking in the Sumo
mers time" (Pepys IV, 12, Douce II, 266, Rawlinson 55).
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1650s.2 "The honest Maidens Loyalty," beg-inning "Most early in a
morning fair," is also to "Wert thou more fairer" (Lord Crawford 821,
BM C.22.f.G [125], Manchester I, 34, Yale, Harvard), as is "The happy
Adventure, or the witty Lady: A story," in Thomas Jordan's A Royal
Arbor, 1664, p. 63; both arc in six-line stanzas.
Several ballads licensed in 165() were to be sung to "Love's tide":
Laurence Price's "The Famous Flower of Serving-Men," beginning "You
beauteous Ladies great and small," to "a delicate new Tunc, or Flora
farewel, Summer Time, or Love's Tide" (Euing I l l , Douce I, 83 v ,
Wood E.25 [75], Pepys III, 142; reprinted in Child, No. 106; romanletter editions in Douce III, 30v, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB VI, 567); and "The Maids Revenge upon Cupid and Venus,"
beginning "You Maids and Widows all a row," to the tune of "Loves
Tyde, or, Flora Farewel," also by Price (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB
VII, 104). Another entered in 1656 is "If you Love me tell me so," beginning "A fierce Dispute of late there was" (Rawlinson 53; a later edition,
entitled "Loves Fierce Dispute," is in BM 1871.e'9 [46]). From this
ballad comes another name for the tune, found in Charles Hammond's
2 An edition of "The Virgins Constancy" (Pepys IV, 55) issued after 1665 alters the
tune direction to "Amarillis," q.v.
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"Times Darling," beginning "You Lovers [all] where ere yOll be," to the
tunc of "If you love me tell me so, Or, Loves Tide" (Douce, Manchester,
Pepys, Bagford; reprinted in nn II, 523), and in T. 1.'s "The Love-Sick
young man, and Witty maid," beginning "All you that Loyal Lovers
are," to the tunc of "wert thou more fairer than thou art, Or, the skilful
Doctor, Or, If yOll love me tell me so" (Douce II, 137).8
A ballad of the 1680s whose metrics are anapestic rather than iambic
is directed to be sung to "Loves Tide: Or, At home would 1 be in my
own Country." It is "The Lancashire-Lovers: or, The merry Wooing of
Thomas and Betty," beginning "My Betty thou knowst 1 have courted
thee long" (Douce; reprinted in RB VII, ix·). On the second tune,
see "I would I were in my own country."

What !fa Day
"What if a day, or a month, or a year," a two-stanza song thought
to have been written by Campion, appeared first in print at the end of
an anonymous Scottish comedy PhiLotus, 1603.1 Specifically attributed
8 The second tune title may be derived from "The Skilful Doctor of Gloucestershire"
(RR VIII. 570), sung to the lost tunc "Beds Making."
1 The poem is found in substantially the same form in several manuscripts of earlier
date: BM MS Lansdowne 241. fo1. 49 (John Sanderson's diary, under an entry for 1592);
Bodleian MSS Rawlinson Poet. 112, fo1. g, and 148, fo1. IOV (both from the 1590s). the
latter published in Norman Ault's Elizabethan Lyrics, 3d cd., 1949, p. 156; and a fourth
in Cambridge University MS Kk.5.30, fo1. 82 V • For further discussion of manuscript
and printed copies, see Ault as well as A. E. H. Swaen. Modern Philology, IV (1907).
397, V (1908), 383, the latter corrected in Campion's Works, cd. P. Vivian. 1909. pp.
377-378. Additional observations are in Giles Earle his Rooke, ed. Peter Warlock, 1932,
pp. 124-125, 134ff. The Rawlinson MSS attribute the poem to the "E. of E:'
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to Campion, it is found in Richard Alison's An Iiowres Recreation in
M usiclle, 1606, p. 17, wi th music unlike the settings to be mentioned
presently. Four stanzas were copied into the Shirburn MS not long
after 1600 (SII, p. 239) and three stanzas are found in EM MS Add. 6704,
fo1. 163, a commonplace book of the Wigley family (reproduced in Reli·
quiae Antiquae, ed. Wright and Halliwell-Phillipps, 1845, II, 12 3).
Richard Johnson's The Golden Garland of Princely Pleasures, 3d ed.,
1620, 13th cd., c. 1690, also contains the poem.
Words and music are in Alexander Gill's Logonomia Anglica, 1619,
p. 140 (Fig. 501), at the end of a discussion on Campion; in BM MS
Add. 24665, fol. 25 v , compiled in 1615-1626 and containing a second version in eight stanzas (texts reprinted in Giles Earle his Rooke, pp. 34,
89); in Forbes's Cantus, 1662 et seq., No. 17; and also in Trinity College,
Dublin, MS F.5.13, p. 37. Two-stanza texts with music are preserved in
the secular addenda to the Scottish Metrical Psalter, compiled by Thomas
Wood, c. 1600-1650 (University of Edinburgh MS La.III.483, fo1. 189) and
in the late seventeenth-century Keith Book (Edinburgh MS La.III.491,
p. 12). Music alone is in the following: Jane Pickering's Lute Book (BM
MS Egerton 2°46, fol. 19); in Cambridge University MSS Dd+23, fo1.
32 (cittern) and Dd.9.33, fo1. 62 v (lute); in Thomas Robinson's New
Citharen Lessons, 1609, No. 45; in the Skene MS, arranged for mandore
(printed in Ancient Scotish Melodies, edt Dauney, 1838, p. 246); and in a
viola da gamba MS of c. 1660 in the Henry Watson collection of the
Manchester Free Reference Library. Thomas Tomkins's virginal setting
is in Drexel MS 5612, p. 70 (New York Public Library), and another,
attributed to R. Creigton, is in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fo1.
15, along with a fragment of the same tune at fo1. 14.
The tune also appears in several Dutch songbooks, including: J. J .
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Starter's Friesche Lust-HoI, 1621, p. 77; Adriaen Valerius's NederLamltsche Gedencll-Clallck, 1626, p. 247, called "Comedianten dans";
and Camphuysen's Slichlclyche Rymell, 1617, p. 146, called "Essex
Lamentatie of \Vat if a day &c." Other references to the tune are detailed in F. van Duyse's lId (Jude Nederlalldsche Lied, 1903-19°8, II,
I 787ff.2
The song, altered and amplified, exists in a number of broadside edi·
tions under the title "A Friends aduice: In an excellent Ditty, concerning the variable changes in this world. To a pleasant new tune." The
ballad was licensed in 1624 and the earliest edition, printed by Thomas
Symcocke assignees at about that date, is found in the Roxburghe collection (reprinted in RB I, 348). Other early copies include a Cosson
imprint (Pepys I, 52) and a Francis Coles issue (Douce I, 74'); an edition
by Coles, Vere, and Wright, 1663-1674, is not uncommon (Rawlinson
199, Roxburghe III, 908, Lord Crawford 1268, Harvard).
The tune is not named for singing other ballads, but a MS note in
the British Museum copy of Slatyer's Psalmcs, or Songs of Sion, 1642,
p. 36, indicates that the tunc was thought appropriate for singing
Psalm 126.

What Shall I Do to Show
How Much I Love Her?
This tune takes its name from the opening of a song in the third act of
Purcell and Betterton's The Prophetess, 1690. In the next year Purcell's
The . . . Musich of the Prophetess, p. 67, included the song (Fig. 502),
which was reprinted in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 234. The air is in Apollo's
Banquet, Second Book, 1691. The poem, by Betterton or Dryden, was
a favorite in miscellanies for a century.l
No broadside version of the stage song is extant, but Purcell's tune
A. E. H. Swaen, "De Engelsche Stcmmcn in Valerius' Gedenck-ClancJl," Neophilologus, XXX (1946), 80, adds very slightly to van Duyse's list. In citing Philip Rosseter's
A Boolte of Ayres, 1601, however, he has mistaken Campion's "What is a day, what is
a year" for "What if a day."
1 See The Songs Of John Dryden, ed. C. L. Day, 1932, pp. 168-169, for detailed
references.
2
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was used [or several ballads. It was evidently intended for singing "An
Answer to What shall I do to show how much I love her," beginning
"Whence comes the Voice that makes this Lamentation"; the broadside
contains meaningless music and the direction "To an excellent new
Play-house Tune" (Pepys V, 21.3). Four others name the tune: "The
Ruined Lover," beginning "There was of late a young Beautiful Lady"
(Pepys III, 369); "The Love-Sick Lady," beginning "Near a fair Fountain
a Damsel sat weeping" (Pepys, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB VII, 735); "The Valiant Soldiers last Farewell," beginning "Farewell Lucretia, my amorous Jewel" (Pepys V, 280, with meaningless music;
Lord Crawford 384, Harvard); and "The Taylor's Wanton Wife of
Wapping," beginning "Here I will give you a perfect Relation" (Lord
Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 484).
The tune was used in two ballad operas: Gay's The Beggar's Opera,
1728, and (without music) The Jew Decoy'd, 1733·
• 755 •

When Aurelia First I Courted
This tunc takes its name from the opening line of a song primcd in
Hicks's Oxford Drollery, 1fi71, and in fYindsor /hollay, 1672. \\lith
music by Pelham HUlllphrey it is found in Choice Songs lind Ayres, 167:3,
p. 11 (Fig. 50;i), and in later editions of that work. It is reprinted in
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Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 218, and a manuscript version is preserved in the
Keith Book (University of Edinburgh MS La.III.491 , p. (0). The verses
continued to appear in eighteenth-century collections such as The Hive,
1725, III, 19, and, with new music by Dicupart, in Watts's Musical
Miscellany, 1729-1731, V, 164. Watson's Choice Collection of . . . Scots
Poems, Part III, 1711, p. 87, contains the drollery poem under the title
"On the Lady Cast[lemai]n."
A broadside of the 16805, "The Redeemed Captive," beginning "Surely
now I'm out of danger," is to the tune "When Aurelia first was" and
can be sung to Humphrey's music (Lord Crawford, Euing, Roxburghe,
Harvard, Bagford; reprinted in BB II,· 549, and OPB, p. 199). On "The
Repriev'd Captive," which is a tune, title associated with ballads sharing
the eight-line trochaic stanza and internal rhyme (11. 5 and 7) of "The
Redeemed Captive," see the discussion under "The Doubting Virgin."
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When Cannons Are Roaring
A song ill

F(/lh<:~'s Call/lis,

diu:!, No.

:~H

(Fig. [,0,1), beginlling "Brave
Mars begins to rouse," has a refrain which is the source of the tunc
title:
\\Thell LallllOIlS arc. roarillg.
alld hullets arc Hying
He that would hOllor win,
must 1I0t fear dying.

Original is unbarred.

Like many othcrs in Forbes's collection, this song was known [rom
early in the ccntury; indeed, the three extant ballads calling for the tunc
all antedate the songbook. l The earliest of these is "A Statute for Swearers and Drunkards," issued c. 1624, beginning "You that in wicked
wayes/long time haue ranged" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 190). Another is Laurence Price's "Newes [rom Hollands Leager," describing the
destruction o[ Mrs. Holland's brothel in 1632; it begins "You that desire
newes,/Iist to my story" and names the tune "Canons are roaring"
(Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 400). A third to the tune is "The Loyal Subjects hearty Wishes to King Charles the Second," by J. P., a ballad of
1660 beginning "True Subjects all rejoyce/after long sadness" (BM
1 James Shirley's The Schoole of Complement, 1631, II, i, quotes the first two lines
of the refrain, as Professor Rollins noted in PC, p. 189.
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C. 120.11.1 [I]; reprillled in r-.rackay·s Cavalier Songs, p. 23G, and RIJ VIII,
xli e).
The tune in Forbes's Canills calls for a stama of eight lines and a
refrain of four, as is found in Price's ballad. Stanzas of the other two
broadsides contain an additional quatrain, requiring each strain to be
repeated (for a more monotonous effect, the first strain can be doubly
repeated, saving the refrain bars for the final quatrain of each stanza).
The tune name "The Cannons roar" is to be associated with .. Hark
the thundering cannons roar," q.v.

When First Amintas Suedlor a Kiss
D'Urfey's song, beginning "Whcn first Amintor sued for a kiss," is
found in his ComtJlcat Collation, 1G87, p. 5. In the same year it was
included in Comes Amaris, First Book, p. g, and The Theater of Music,
Fourth Book, p. 50, with music described as "a Scotch Tunc. Set by
Mr. Henry Purcell" (Fig. 505). It was rcprintcd with the tune in all cdi-
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• In original, repetition is written out in full. Accidental in measure 4 appears
only in the repeat.

tions of Pills, and in the 1719-1720 edition it is followed (I, 336) by "A
Mock to the foregoing Song:' which D'Urfey had originally printed in
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his New Poems, 1690, p. 80. The air, entitled "When first Amintas sued
for a kiss," is in Youth's Delight on the Flagelet, 9th cd., c. 1690.
A broadside expanding D'Urley's original song to five stanzas is titled
"Charming Amintas: 01', The Yielding Virgin. To a Pleasant New Tune"
(Harvard, Lord Crawford 1295, BM C.22.f.6 [36], Douce I, 50"). Music
on the sheets is meaningless, but the Purcell set is evidently intended to
be used for singing the ballad.

When First the Scottish Wars Began
An imperfect version of this tune, entitled "The Scottish Warr," is
found in a lyra-viol arrangement in the mid-seventeenth-century Cambridge University MS Dd.6'48, fo1. 21 v. Its shortcomings are remedied
in the excellent setting called "ColI. Middleton's March" in Apollo'S
Banquet, 1670, No. 37 (Fig. 506). The original ballad to which it was
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sung is "Jockies Lamentation, Whose seditious work was the loss of his
Country, and his Kirk," by S[amuel?] S[mithson?], licensed in 1657 to
Francis Grove. A copy with the Grove imprint is in Wood 40 I (15 2).
The ballad, which is "To a stately new Scottish Tune," begins "When
first the Scottish wars began/The English man did lead the van." Five
of the ten stanzas were reprinted in Merry Drollery, 1661, I, 89, under
the title "The Scotch War," whence the name of the tune in the Cam• 759 •

bridge manuscript (reprinted also in Rump, 1662, I, 228, and Lo)'al
Songs, 1731, I, 58). Other copies of the broadside are III Pepys and
Bagford collections, reprinted in BB I, 331.1
A broadside of lOGO to the tunc of "When first the Scottish \Vars began" is "Iter Boreale, the Second Part . . . Voting King Charls the
Second home . . . By T. H. a Person of Quality," beginning "Good
people all hark to my Call" (Harvard, Bagford; reprinted in RB VII,
(70). A variant issue bears the title "The Noble Progresse . . . the Lord
Generall Monks Political Proceedings . . . Vote for his Sacred Majesty"
(BM C.120.l1.4 [2]; reprinted in Wilkins's Political Ballads I, 153, and
Mackay's Cavalier S011gS, p. 223).

When I Have Often Heard
Young Mards Complaining
The song "When I have often heard young Maids complaining" is
found in the third act of PUl'cell's Fairy Quee1l, 1°92. It was printed in
Some Select Songs (rom the opera, issued in the same year, p. 7 (Fig. 507).
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1 H. F. Brooks, "Rump Songs: an Index," Oxford Bibliog. Society Proceedings . . . ,
V (1936-1939),304, note 179, lists several manuscript copies of the piece, including one
headed "The Scotch Cronick. Feb. 20th 1656."
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A printcd broadsidc issuc with music has the title "An Excellent New
Song, Called, The Politick Lady. Sung at thc Play-Housc, in a New
Play much in Request. To an Excellcnt Ncw Tunc" (Lord Crawford
(310). An engravcd song-shect issue is in BM C.180.a (16). Words and
music arc in Pills) 1719-1720, VI, 155. Thc tunc alone is in The First
Boo" of Apollo's Banquet) 7th ed., 1693. No other broadsides makc
usc of the tunc.

When Love with Unconfined Wings
Richard Lovelacc's best-known poem, "To Althca, from Prison,"
written in I °42 and published in his Lucasla) 1649, has bcen levied upon
for several tunc titlcs. But the only cxtant music to which these tune
names might refer does not secm completely satisfactory as a source. Dr.
John Wilson's setting of Lovelace's opening stanza was published in
Select Ayres and Dialogues) 1659. p. 97 (Fig. 508), and in Wilson's Cheerfull Ayres) 1660, p. 10. But a broadside licensed in 1656, "The Pensive
Prisoners Apology," beginning "Love with unconfined wings," borrows
considerably from Lovelace's poem, and the tune direction, identical
with the opening line, implies that a tune of this name was available
no later than the date of registry.l A further objection to accepting Wil1 Two issues of this ballad have survived: one without imprint (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 179); the other, in an imprint of c. 1675, with a second tune title
"No, no, no, no, not yet" (BM C.22.f.6 [161], Lord Crawford 780, Pepys II, 80, Harvard).
This is a lost tune, on which see further S.v. "I'll never love thee more."
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son's air as a tune used for ballads is that other LUne names are, as we
shall see, drawn from pans of Lovelace's poem which Wilson did not
set. It is idle to deny that, once the first stanza was set, the rest of the
poem could be sung to the music; but it seems far more likely that an
air in popular style, doubtless antedating Wilson's rather academic setting, is to be posited for the uses to which the tune was put. Unhappily,
only Wilson's music has been preserved, and the following discussion
may be irrelevant to it.
"The Charming Eccho," beginning "As I was walking all alone,jone
evening fair and clear," is to the tune of "Oh love with unconfined
Wings; Or, Young Pheon" (Pepys III, 187; another issue, Douce I, 47 v,
adds "Busie Fame" as an alternative tune title and gives the first tunc
as "Oh love whose . .."). Another in the same ballad meter, but in
quatrains instead of the usual octaves, is "The Lamentation of Dell's
Mistris," beginning "Dell's Mistris dear, with Carret hair," to the tune
of "The little Fishes in the Deep, knows no such liberty," a title drawn
from the end of Lovelace's second stanza (Pepys III, 333).
"Stone Walls cannot a Prison make," Lovelace's most familiar line,
is named as the tune for two other ballads. These are John Taylor's
"New Verses concerning the Plot, Londons Fire, & Godfreys Murder,"
1680, beginning "Give ear, 0 King, and Nobles all" (Harvard, Huntington, BM C.20'£.2, BM Luttrell; reprinted in RB IV, 153); and another
of about the same date, "The Dying Lovers last Farwel," beginning
"One night when all the Village slept," to the tune of "Stone walls
cannot a Prison make. Or, Young Pheon" (Pepys III, 8, Lord Crawford
986 ; reprinted in A Collection of Old Ballads, 1723-1725, III, 211).2
2 On the latter ballad, see "One night when all the viIIage slept" for another edition
with differing tune direction.
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[When Matds Live to Thirty]
"No Prophecy like a True one: being A New Play-house Song. sung
in the Cornish Comedy," is a broadside version, with meaningless music,
of a song in George Powell's play of 1696, II, i. It begins "\<Vhen Maids
live to Thirty, yet never repented," and is "To a Pleasant New Tunc"
(Morgan 57). Thc song, with music by Jeremiah Clarke (Fig. 5°9), was
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issued in single-sheet form about 16g8 (BM H.1601 [486], Huntington,
Harvard) and appcarcd also in ]'iLLs, 1719-172o, V, 9~. No other broadsidcs scem to havc bccn Sllllg to the tUllC.

[When A1y Ktds and
Lambs I Treated]
An anonymous two-stanza poem beginning "When my Kids and Lambs
I treated" is set to music by Samuel Akeroyde in The Theater of Music,
Third Book, 1686, p. 40 (Fig. 510). A broadside text expands the poem
• 763 •
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to seven stanzas as "The Languishing Shepherd," wilh mcaningless music
on the sheet (Lord Crawford, BM C.39.k.{i, I'cpriulCd in Gi'D, p. 1I). Apparently no other broadsidcs made use of Akcroydc's tUllC.

When the King Enjoys

His Own Again
Martin Parker's most famous ballad is "The King enjoyes his own
again," written to bolster the fortunes of Charles I and a Cavalier cause
that was seriously pressed in the several campaigns of 1643.1 Beginning
"What Booker can Prognosticat[e]? /01' speak of our Kingdoms present
state?" the balladeer sets himself up as the equal of Booker, Dade, Pond,
Swallow, and other almanac makers and astrologers, and proceeds to
1 Parker's name docs not appear on the ballad. though he was usually scrupulous
in signing his work; it would have been dangerous for author or printer to have bee II
openly associated with the ballad during the civil war. The identification rests on a
passage in The GOSSips Feast or, Morrall Tales, 1647, p. 5: "Gammer Gowty Legs replyed, by my faith Marlin Parker never got a fairer Brat, no, not when he pend that
sweet Ballad, When the King injoyes his own again." The date is established roughly
by the lines in the ballad, "Full forty years the royal crown/hath been his father's and
his own," and by a manuscript version of the ballad mentioned below.
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predict the ultimate victory of the king and his relUrn to power. No
exactly contemporary issues of the ballad seem to have survive<{,2 but
the absence of imprints on extant copies (Lord Crawford 12(;6. BM
1876.£.1 [3]. Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, (82) suggests that they
were issued before the Restoration. The Crawford copy directs the ballad
"To be joyfully sung with its own proper sweet Tunc." A copy bearing
the imprint of Francis Grovc (d. 16(3) is entitled "Englands Grcat
Prognosticator, Forctelling when England shall enjoy a settled peace,"
and names the tunc "When the King injoyes his own again" (Euing 9<;).
One of the earliest states of the ballad is "The kinge enioyes his righ[ts
againe]," a four-stanza text beginning "What Booker can prognosticate,"
preserved in the Percy Folio MS (cd. Hales and Furnivall, II, 21). The
burden follows the phrasing of the title; no tunc is namcd. A text of
six stanzas, the first four substantially as in the Percy version and on
broadsides, is to be found in BM MS Add. 22603, fo1. 17": "On the
Prognosticators of the yeare 1644," beginning "Though Booker doth
prognosticate;Concerninge this o[u]r k[ing]d[om']s state," without tunc
direction. This version, evidently written before the end of 10'13. has a
burden echoing the common form of the tunc title, whereas in the broadsides it is "When the king comes home in peace again." a
Perhaps the earliest printed version of the tune is the lyra-viol set in
John Playford's A Musicall Banquet, 1651. In the next year it was included in two other Playford publications, Musichs Recreation on the
Lyra Viol and A Boohe of New Lessons {or the Cit hem &- Gillem. Another lyra-viol set is in Cambridge University MS Dd.6.18, fol. 22 v ; contemporary keyboard arrangements arc found in Paris Conservatoire MS
Res. 1185, p. 252, and in Elizabeth Rogers's Virginal Book (BM MS Add.
10337, fo1. 5v =Fig. 511). The tunc is reprinted in Musick's Delight on
the CiOn'en, 1666, and in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p, 186. III the third
volume of The Dancing Master, c. 1728, the tunc appears as "The
Restoration of King Charles." Chappell (PM 0 T II, 1.35) believed that
the tune was originally called "Marry me, marry me, quoth the bonny
lass," on the ground that the tune bears that name in the Skene MS
(printed in Dauney, Ancient Scotish Melodies, 1838, p. 239). But the
resemblance to "When the King enjoys his own" is more rhythmical than
melodic, and except for the first strain the two tunes have little in com2 A slightly variant text, entitled "Upon Defacing of Whitehall," is printed by
Ebsworth (RB VII, 633) as though it were a contemporary exemplar. He cites no
source, and search has not revealed a copy with this title.
8 The ballad is reprinted in The Loyal Garland, 5th cd., 1686, and in A Collection
of Loyal Songs, 1750. Ritson's text in his Ancient Songs, 1790, p. 229, is a composite of
these two versions. His music I hav.e not traced, but I observe that it is wrongly barred
throughout.
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mono Thc Skcnc tunc, morcovcr, is of diffcrcnt lcngth and does not fit
Parkcr's ballad. Ebsworth followcd Chappcll's tcntativc suggestion with·
out rescrvation, to thc extcnt of supplying the "Marry mc" tune titlc
ill brackcts in JUl VII, {}33, 682. Elcmcnts of both strains may be seen
morc clcarly in John Dowland's arrangcment of "Mistris Whincs thingc"
prcscrvcd in thc Wickhambrook Lutc Book, c. 159S, fol. 15 (Yale).
Among the numerous ballads sung to "When the King enjoys his OWlI
again," the carlicst indude "Thc World Is Turncd Upsidc Down," bcginning "Listcn to mc and you shall hcar," with MS date April ~, 1646
(BM Thomason; repriutcd in CP) p. 1(1), and "A ncw Ballad, called
a Review of the Rcbcllion, in threc parts. To the tune of, When the
King injoyes his Rights againc," beginning "Britaines awake from your
six yeares dreame," with MS date June IS, 1647 (BM Thomason; reprinted in Wright'S Political Ballads) p. 13). After the death of Charles I,
the tunc bccame idcntificd with the fortuncs of his son, as in a ballad
describing his cscape from Worcestcr in September, 1651: "Thc last
Newes from France . . . the King of Scots . . . convcyed away by a
young Gentleman ill WOlliallS apparrcll," with its refrain "And thc King
himself did wait on me" (Euing 181, a contcmporary cdition; later
issues in Pepys, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 635, and in
A. M. Broadley's The !loyal Miracle) 1912, p. 213).
The tune was again in vogue at the Restoration, bcing designatcd for
such ballads as: "General Monks Welcome . . . to Whitehall," by G.
Ticwhit, beginning "All ye Heroes of the Land" (Harvard, Wood 416
[S2]); "The Glory of these Nations . . . King Charles's Royall progresse . . . to • . . Westminster the 29. of May last," beginning "Wher's
those that did Prognosticate" (BM C.120.h-4 [S]; reprinted in RB VIII,
xxxvii·, in Wright's Political Ballads) p. 223, and Mackay's Cavalier
Songs} p. 217); "Englands Joyfull Holiday . . . 23. of April. [1661]," beginning "Come brave England, be of good cheare" (Wood 401 [28 V,
27]); "The Loyal Subjects Exultation for the Coronation of King Charls
. 766 •
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thc Sccond," beginning "\Vhat \Vritcrs could Prognosticatc," to the tunc
of "Whcn thc King comcs homc in Pcacc again" (Euing 158); and "A
Countrey Song, illlitlllcd, Thc RcslOralion," bcginning "Comc, comc
awaY,ITo the TClllplc and pray," in half SlallZas, Wil1lOlIt lllnc dircClion
but with thc refrain "And lhc King cnjoycs his own again" (BM Thomason, with MS dalc May, 16(;1; l"cprinlcd ill \\'riglll, p. 2(;5, Mackay,
p. 248, and RB VIII, xxvi-).
Later scventcenth·ccntury broadsidcs includc onc on thc cvcnts of
August, 1666, cntitled "Morc Ncws from thc Flcct ... against thc
Dutch," beginning "Of English Acts I intcnd to writc" (Rawlinson 118b),
and two political picccs of thc 1680s: "An Exccllcnt Ncw Song of Thc
Unfortunate Whig's," 1682, beginning "The Whigs arc but small, and
of no good Race" (Wood 417, Roxburghc; reprinted in RB V, 140; thc
parody of "Sawncy was tall and of noblc racc" does not extcnd bcy~nd
the opening line), and "Thc Christian Conqucst," a ballad on thc ovcrthrow of the Turks at Vicnna, Scptcmbcr, 1683, bcginning "Good
people all sing and rcjoycc" (Roxburghe; rcprinted in RB V, 372). Anothcr political squib, no broadside vcrsion of which has survived, is
"Monarchy Tryumphant, or thc fatal fall of Rcbcls," bcginning "Whigs
are now such precious things," printed with "Whcn the King" music in
180 Loyal Songs, p. 186.
In the eighteenth century the tune continued in use. A broadside of
1711 tclls the old story of "Thc Royal Martyr: Or, The Bloody Tragedy
of King Charlcs the First," but the final stanza brings the ballad up to
date: "Then lct Us pray for Royal Annc" (Harvard). Another of thc
samc ycar is "A Ncw Ballad, shcwing All shall be wcll One Hundrcd
Ycars hcnce," bcginning "Sad Timcsl sad Timcsl are coming on" (Harvard). "Peace and Dunkirk; bcing an Exccllent New Song upon thc Surrcnder of Dunkirk to Gencral Hill," 1712, beginning "Spight of Dutch
Friends and English Focs," modifies the refrain in deferencc to the ruling
Queen (BM 1850.C.1O [13], Harvard). Onc other broadside deserving
mention is "Sobieskia," beginning "Let Britlons bravely dare,jNow
fear a Civil War," a piece soliciting sympathy for the Old Pretender
upon his marriage to Maria Sobieski in 1719 (BM 1876.f.l [85]). Several ballads on George I were written to the tune and may be found
in such songsters as Political Merriment, 1714, A Pill to Purge StateMelancholy, 1715, and A Collection of State Songs, 1716. And A Collection of Loyal Songs, 1750, contains not only Parker's ballad but also
three other songs to the tune, pp. 24, 65, 6g.
A curiosity showing the persistence of the tune into the nineteenth
century is a slip song of 1820, sympathic to Queen Caroline at a time
when she was trying to establish her royal status: "The Queen Shall
. 767 .

. enjoy her own again," beginning "Spite of Detraction, Fraud, and
Spleen," to the lUne of "The King shall enjoy his own again" (BM
d~7d.lG).

When the Stormy Winds Do Blow
The history of this tune name begins with a ballad by Martin Parker,
"Saylors for my money. A new Ditty composed in the praise of Saylors
and Sea affaires . . . To the tune of the Iouiall Cobler" (Pepys I, 420;
reprinted in RB VI, 797, without indication of source). The opening
line is "Countrie men of England" and the burden is "How ere the
winde doth blow"; no music for "The jovial cobler" has survived under
that name. A later version of the ballad, somewhat reworked, has a refrain from which our tune takes its name. It is titled "Neptunes raging
fury, or, The Gallant Sea-mens Sufferings . . . To the Tune of, When.
the Stormy Windes doe blow" and begins "You Gentle men of England/
That lives at home at ease"; the earliest edition of this state, with a
Richard Burton imprint, is signed J. P. (Euing 239; reprinted in Ritson's
English Songs, 1783, II, 130). A number of late seventeenth- and early
eighteemh-century editions are extant (Pepys, Bagford, Lord Crawford,
Douce, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 432).1
A shorter form of the text is found on song sheets with music, c. 1735
(Fig. 512), as "The Valiant Sailor" (BM G'316.f [140], Harvard).2 A
somewhat different tune, badly printed, is in I80 Loyal Songs, 168!), p.
192, set to a ballad "The History of Whiggism," beginning "You Calvinists of England," which had appeared separately as a broadside in
1684 (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [135]).
Other ballads to the tune include "The Valiant Seamans Congratulation to his sacred Majesty King Charls the second," beginning "Great
Charles, your English Seamen/upon our bended knee"; it can be sung
to "Let us drink and sing, and merrily troul the bowl. Or, The stormy
1 Comparable to Parker's ballad in subject matter, and of about the same date, but
without verbal parallels and in a different metrical scheme, is "The praise of Sailors
. . . with their hard fortunes," beginning "As I lay musing in my bed.jfull warm
and well at case" (Pepys, Euing, Rawlinson, Douce; reprinted in RB VIII, lxxxi·).
No tune is named for singing.
2 Several other single-sheet editions were published during the eighteenth century,
from one of which Halliwell-Phillipps took the text of "The Valiant Sailors" for The
Early Naval Ballads of England, 1841, p. 34. Others are represented by BM G.314
(log) and H.1601.b (34), both c. 1780.
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winds do blow. Or, Hey Ho, my Hony" (Euing 368; reprinted in Naval
Songs and Ballads, cd. C. H. Finh, 1908, p. 53), but since it contains
the refrain "When the stormy winds do blow," it was probably written
with that tunc primarily in mind.:l A recruiting ballad of the early 1660s
is "Englands Valour and Hollands Tcrrour," beginning "Brave Loyal
Hearted Englishmen," to the tunc "The stormy winds do blow" (Euing
103); another of the same decade is propaganda against the French and
Dutch, despite its title: "The Worlds Wonder! or, The Prophetical
Fish. . . . taken by Fisher-men . . . near China, in . . . 1664," beginning "[I]le tell you of a Wonder,/that lately hath been Shewn" (Douce;
reprinted in PA, p. 152). Another to the tune is "The Valiant Virgin;
Or, Phillip and Mary," beginning "To every faithful Lover/that's constant to her dear," an example of that large class of "female sailor" ballads
(Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, 546). "Englands Welcome to King William," probably written in April, 16g1, begins "You Nobles Here of England" and names the tune "When the
Stormy Wind does Blow" (Pepys; reprinted in PB VI, (6).
II I have no information on the first tunc name. For the third tunc, sec "Come hither,
my own sweet duck."
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Wheres My Shepherd?
A complcx of illlcrcollllcctcd uallads from thc ycars 1685-1688 (most
of thcm liccnsed uy Richard Pocock) givcs us sevcral tunc namcs which
we may associatc with a singlc surviving mclody. Music is found only in
thc Wood 417 (152) copy of "Cupids Victory ovcr thc Virgins Hcart,"
bcginning "Whcrc's my Shcphcrd (my lovc) I-Icy-ho," sung "To a
Plcasant Ncw Play-Tullc; Or, Whcrc is my Shcphcrd" (Fig. 513). Othcr
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copies, without music, arc "To a Pleasant Ncw Play-Tunc; Or, The
Maids a Washing themselvcs" (Pepys, Douce, Euing, Lord Crawford,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IU, 554), and presumably the "Play-Tune"
is the rather florid music of the Wood broadside. "The Maids a Washing
themselves" is a tune name evidently drawn from the central situation
of "The Devonshire Damsels Frollick. Being An Account of nine or
ten fair Maidens; who went one Evening lately, to wash themselves
in a pleasant River, where they were discovered by several Young men
. . . who took away their Gowns and Petticoats . . ." That ballad begins
"Tom and William with Ned and Ben" and is to be sung "To a Pleasant new Play-House Tune; or, wher's my Shepherd?" (Pepys, Euing, Lord
Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 438).1 Music conEbsworth also reprinted the broadside in his edition of Choyce Drollery, 1876,
Appendix, p. 342. An earlier version of the story, in different meter, is preserved in
"The Bathing Girles: to the common Galliard tune," beginning "It was in June, and
1
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laincd on lhc shecls is unhappily meaning-less, lhus prcvcnling- us from
knowing whclhcr lhc "Play-Housc Tunc" was an indepcndcnl mclody
or was idcllli<:al wilh "\\'here's Illy Shcphnd?" To explain lhc <:omhina·
lion of lune namcs 011 lhesc lhrcc hallads, wc may, howcvcr, surmisc lhal
"Cupids Vi<:lOry" ,... ilh musi<: was lhe firsl 10 hc puhlishcd, followcd by
"Thc Dcvonshire Damsels FroIlick" and lhell hy edil ions of "Cupids
Viclory" which name "Thc Maids a \\'ashing 11lelllselvcs" as a lune
lillc.
"Whcrc's my Shephcrd?" is cilCd in onc olher 1>allad (as an allcrnalivc
to "A fig for 1"ran<:e, or, Thc Counlry Farmcr"); 2 il is "Thc Lovillg
Mislrcss, and Thc Wanton Clcrk," bcginning "A Lawycr in our Town
did dwclI" (Pcpys III, 1()4).
"Thc Maids a Washing Themsclves" is namcd as Ihc lunc for "Thc
Discontcnted Bridc," bcg-inning- "\Vill lhc Baker a \\'()(ling WCIll" (Pcpys
IV, 119). And "Thc Maids a \t\'ashing" is also found on lwo broadsides:
"Dicks Loyalty To his True Lovc Nancy," hcginning "Dick rcsolved
lO Cou rt young- Nan" (Pcpys II r. 1 H2, Douce 1, (i:l'') , and "Thc \\Tanlon
wcnchcs of Willshirc," hcg-inning "Now young Balchclors alI draw ncar"
(Lord Crawford, Roxhurghc; reprillled in un VI II, (51). Two olher
wnc namcs scem lo hc olL'shools o[ lhc ballad lille: "Thc Dcvonshirc
1"rollick" is lhc wnc for "\\Til OUl-wiIlCd, Or, The Chealcr Chealed,"
beginning "Iohn and .Tone in onc I-louse did dwell" (Doucc II, 255), and
il is named (along- wilh "Thc Coulllry Farmcr") for sing"ing "The Welch
Wedding," bcginlling "Now swcet Shinny wilt lholl hc wed" (Pepys
IV, IO~), BM C.22.LG r20:~1, Lonl Crawford 90:~, Douce rr, 21/1). Two other
ballads havc lhe lunc dircclioll "Thc Counlry Fanncr. Or, The Dcvonshirc Damoscls": "A \!\Taming" and g"ood COUllsel lo lhe vVcavers," beg"inning "You Genllcmen all come lislen a whilc" (Pcpys; reprinted in
PB IV, 30), and "The Young-Man & Maidens Fore-cast," beginning ''I'll
tell you a .Test of a Provident lass" (Pepys IV, 371, Lord Crawford 588,
Harvard, 13M C.22.f.G [210]; reprintcd in A Cenlury of Ballads, cd. John
Ashton, 1887, p. 32G). All these ballads are in an cight-line stanza, with
several metrical patterns varying from eight to eleven syllables to the
line, but they can all be sung to the tune. If we accept the evidence that
"The Devonshire Damsels Frollick" was sung to "Where's my Shepherd?" it follows that the derivative tune names mentioned in this paragraph should all be related to the music we possess.
'twas on Barnaby Bright, too" (Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, 100), but galliards are
too numerous for us to single out one which might go with the song. Still another
version of the "bathing girls" story is found in the broadside "The Kentish Frolick,"
to the tunc of "Let Mary live long" (Pepys; reprinted in RB VIII, 548).
2 The tune of "A fig for France" has not survived. On "The Country Farmer," 5('C
"King James's Jig."
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Whtle I Gaze on
Chloris Trembling
An anonymous song beginning "Whilst I gaze on Cloe trembling"
appears in The ntwqllel of MllSicl£, Third Book, 1689. p. G. with music
by Overbury (Fig. 511). The two stanzas, slightly alLcred in dctails. werc
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published as a broadsidc. "The Jealous Lover's Complaint," beginning
"While I gaze on Cloris trembling," to the tune of "While I lay gazing·"
(Lord Crawford, BM C.39.k.6; reprinted in OPB, p. 79). Search has not
revealed verses beginning "While I lay gazing," or a tune of that namc;
possibly Overbury's music is intended, inasmuch as the broadside was
issued in the last years of the century, presumably after the appearance
of the songbook.
No other broadsides were set to the tune. Eighteenth-century engraved editions of the original song, with an added stanza and new
music (Fig. 515), were published as "Cloe's Admirer. . . . The Words
by a Parson of Quality," c. 1720 (BM H.1601 [482], Huntington, Harvard). Entitled "The Lukewarm Lover," the song was reprinted in
Watts's Musical Miscellany, 172g-1731, II, 76, where an elaborated version of the song-sheet air is credited to Lewis Ramondon. The Ramondon music was called for in ten ballad operas, including the follow-
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ing, whose primcd editions contain his tunc: Gay's Polly, 1729, Ralph's
The Fashionable Lady, 1730, Colfcy's The Devil to Pay and Lillo's
Silvia, 1731, and Phillips's The Mock Lawyer, 1733.
A fresh selling of "The Lukewarm Lover" by James Oswald is in
eaUio/Je, or English Harmony, 1739-1716, II, 182, and in a single-sheet
edition of c. 1750 (BM G.31u.a [56]).

Who List to Lead a Soldiers Life
"Who list to lead a soldier's life" is named as a tune for singing several ballads. Judging by metrical schemes, there must have been more
than one tune, but none have survived under this name. The closest
approximation is "Souldiers life" or "The Souldiers Life," an air preserved in cvery edition of The Dancing Master 7 1651-C. 1728 (1651,
p. 65=Fig. 516), and in A Rooke of New Lessons for the Cithern &
Gittern, 1652. This same tune is found in several seventeenth-century
keyboard versions. As "The Souldiers delight," it is in Elizabeth Rogers's
Virginal Book (BM MS Add. 10337, fol. 18 V). As "Ye Souldiours dance"
it forms one movement of William Byrd's programmatic suite "The
Battle" in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, foL 99 (printed in Byrd's
My Ladye Nevelis Rooke, ed. Hilda Andrews, 1926, p. 39; an interpolation, since the NeveU MS does not contain the movement). Transcripts
of the piece from both the Rogers and Paris manuscripts are in the New
York Public Library MS Drexel 5609, pp. 25, 67 (the former printed in
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Byrd's Forty-five J>;cccs fUI K(~)'l}()(ll'(l 11lstntlllcnls, cd. S. Tuttlc, I~~~),
p. 112). E. H. Fellowcs incllldcd hoth versions of thc movement in his
edition of Byrd's Collected Worb', 19:17-195°, XVIII, I~O, 127.
The tunc is suitable for a ballad-Illeter quatrain and, with repetition,
will serve for thc eight-line stanzas of "Thc Joyfull Peace, concluded
betweene . . . Denlllarke and . . . Swcden," 1£)13, beginning "The Lord
of Hosts hath blest no Laud," to thc wue of "'Vho list to lead a Soldiers
lifc" (Pepys; reprintcd in PG, p. 15). Two other ballads in the same
meter naming thc tune arc in Richard johnson's Colden Garland of
Pritlcely J>lcasurcs, 3d cd., 1G~W, 13th cd., d)~)o: "1\ Song of an English
Knight . . . afterward made Dukc of Su{[olk," beg-inning "Eighth Hcnry
ruling in this Land," and "1\ Song of the life and death of King Richard
the Third," beginning "In Eng'land oncc thcrc raign'd a King" (the
latter also found in an cightecnth-ccntury Diccy hroadside edition, Madden II, 470, Harvard); tile two were rcprintcd in A Collection of Old
Ballads, 1723-1725, III, 64, 50.
A ballad by Thomas Deloney, "Of the Imprisonmcnt of King Edward
the second," beg'inning "When Isabcll fairc Englands Q,uccnc/ln wo(ull
warres had victorious beene," calls for thc LUnc, but its tcn-line octosyllabic stanza will not fit the "Souldicrs lifc" music (Strange Histories,
1002; reprinted in Works, cd. Mann, p. 4(2). Likewise "Goe too, goc too,
you Britaincs all," an cight-line song in octosyllabics, sung by a harper
to the tunc of "Who list to lead a Souldiers life" in Peele's Edward I,
1593 (cd. W. W. Greg, Malone Society, 1911, 11. 497[.) does not fit the
music before us.
I have encountered no ballads sung to "Souldiers life." At least two,
however, call for "The soldier's delight," and one of them, in double
ballad stanza with anapests replacing iambs, can be sung to the tune.
It is "The Country-Maids Delight . . . a . . . song in praise of a Plowman," beginning "You young-men and Maids that in Country doth
dwell," and is directed to be sung to "the souldiers delight; Or, the
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scamans adieu to his dcar" 1 (Wood £.25; rcprinted in RB VII, 8(8).
Less well adaptcd to thc tunc is "Of A Maid that was dcep in Love,
With a Souldicr brave and bold Sir," bcginning "When first this Couplc
fcll in Lovc," to bc sung to "the Souldicrs dclight" (Lord Crawford
1 302).2 Thc twclvc-linc stanza, altcrnating cight and scvcn syllablcs,
would rcquirc two rcpctitions of thc tunc for cach stanza, and thc fit is
ungainly.
As Chappcll obscrvcd (PMOT I, 141), our "Souldicrs lifc" tunc is
but anothcr vcrsion of "Tomorrow is St. Valcntinc's Day," known to us
from Ophelia's singing; 8 the tunc is found in Walkcr's Qualter's Opera,
1728, Ryan's The Cobler's 0IJera, 1729, and is namcd in threc othcr
ballad opcras. In all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 43, it is coupled
with verses from Heywood's TIte Rape of Lucrccc, 1630, beginning
"Arise, arise, my Juggy, my Puggy." "Souldicrs lifc" also rcscmblcs a
traditional tunc of "Lord Thomas and Fair Eleanor" which has survived into thc twcnticth ccntury.·

[Who Liveth So Merry
in All This LandJ
In 1557-1558 John Wally and Mrs. Toy licenscd a ballad "who lyve
so mery and make sllche sporte as thay yat be of the pooreste sorte"
(Rollins, Anal. Index, No. 2948). No contemporary text has survived,
nor do any broadside editions seem to be extant. But the lines of the
Stationers' Register entry are found in the eighth stanza of a song be1 The second tune is named from a ballad so titled (Rn VII, 524). The quatrains of
"The seaman's adieu" suggest that its tune ('Tie go to Sir Richard," which has not
been found) would require complete repetition, as would "Souldiers life," to fit "The
Country-Maids Delight:'
2 This is a later edition of "The famous Woman-Drummer," sung to the lost tune of
"Wet and Weary" (Rn VII, 730).
3 Rollins, Anal. Index, No, 2120, queries the possibility that a lost ballad licensed in
1591, ", , . Twoo stamering lovers, . , plcasaunt meetinge on Sainct Valentines daie,"
might be the basis of Shakespeare's verses.
4 See ]FSS, II (1905), 105ff.
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ginning "Who liueth so merry in all this land" in Thomas Ravenscrofl's
Dcuteromelia, 1609, No. 18 (Fig. !P7). A text without music or tune
title is in Wit and Drollery, 1682, p. 252, and with music in early edilions of Pills, 1699-1714, 1,49.
The central thought of the song as paraphrased in the coupletWho can sillg so merry a note,
As he that cannot change a groat?-

is sung in Edwards's Damon alld Pithias, 1571, and in Nashe's Summer's
Last Will and Testament, 1600, and is quoted in Heywood's Provervs.
Another echo occurs in Richard Barnfield's "The Shepherd's Content"
III The Affectionate Shepherd, 1594:
For who sings commonly so merry a Noate,
As he that cannot chop 01' change a gToate.

[Who sthe Fool Now?}
"Martyn said to his man, whoe is the foole nowe" was licensed in
1588 to Thomas Orwin. Although no broadside copies have survived,
the song was included among the "Freemens Songs of 4. Voices" in
Thomas Ravenscroft's Deuteromelia, 16og, No. 16 (Fig. 518). It is also
found in Forbes's Cantus, 1662 ed. only, No. 55, and in Pills, 1699-1714,
I, 47. An anonymous arrangement of the tune is in The Fitzwilliam
Virginal Booh II, 275. The refrain line is referred to in Dekker's Old
Fortunatus, sig. Cl v, where Shadow describes fops who overdress, "onely
to make other Ideots laugh, and wisemen to erie who's the foole now?"
The opening of the song is quoted in Anthony Brewer's Love-sick King,
Act III, and in Dryden's Sir Martin Mar-All, IV, i, as Professor Rollins
has noted (Anal. Index, No. (681) .
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The tUIlC name at the hcad of this discussion is arbitrarily assigned and
might equally well have bcen "Martin said to his man," the title of the
Fitzwilliam set.

Whoop! Do Me No Hartl;
Good Man
This mclodious jig tUlle is found in William COl'kinc's Ayres, 1GlO,
sig. F 1 \', among the lyra-viol lessons at thc end of the volume. A keyboard
setting' of about the same date, entitled "Hoope do me no," is in BM
MS Add. 30486, fol. 21 (Fig. [) 19); others are ill Christ Church MS 431,
fol. 2 v (see Orlando Gibbons, Complete Keyboard Works, cd. M. H.
Glyn, 1925, II, 3), and Paris Conscrvatoire MS Res. 1186 bis, Part II,
p. 35. An arrangement for viola da gamba by Richard Sumarte, c. 1660,
is preserved in a manuscript in the Henry Watson music collection of
the Manchester Free Reference Library. t
The tune is evidently named from the refrain of a lost ballad antedating Corkine's collection. The refrain is twice quoted in The Winter's
Tale, IV, iv, 199-201, so that we know it was familiar to Shakespeare
before 1611. The earliest text calling for the tune is "A proper new
The manuscript, without pressmark, has the following spine title: "A Miscellaneous
Collection of Music for Viol-da-gal11ba by various Composers. MS. circa 1660. Translated
into ordinary notation by Henry Watson, 1909." The manuscript has been interleaved
with modern music paper, but Watson's "translations" extend only to p. 15. A separate volume contains a transcription of the whole, prepared under the supervision
of Dr. T. Lea Southgate c. 1913. A copy of the tablature manuscript is BM MS Add.
3955 6 ; BM MS Add. 38783 is a copy of the Southgate text.
1
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ballad to the tune o£ whoope do me no hanne good man or the Cleane
contrary way well you please as your voyce and the tunc Can best agree,"
beginning "There was an old lad Rode on an old pad vnto an old lasse
a wooing" (BM MS Add. 15891, fol. 245 v ; printed in John Fry's Pieces
of Ancient Poetry~ 1814, p. 21; other copies are in Bodleian MS Rawlinson Poet. 160, £01. 162, in Harvard MS Eng. 628, p. 319, and in Wit and
Drollery~ 1050, p. 92, without tune direction).2 This ballad, concerning
the intrigues between Robert Carr, Earl of Somerset, and the Countess
2 The olle surviving tune of "The dean contrary way," q.v., is designcd for a
double ballad'lIletcr stanza and will not {it "Thcre was an old lad." Thcrc IIlllst have
been an early sevcnteenth-ccntury tune of the name to which the ballad could bc
sung; it would {it also "A merry new catch of all Trades," beginning "All Trades
are not alike ill show," to the tune of "The deane COli trary way" (l'epys; rcprinted
in PG, p. 196), a ballad in quatrains with the final line repeated.
Dekker and Webster's Northward flo!, 1607, V, i, contains two snatchcs making a
stanza which is probably an echo of a still older song:

Ile make him do a thing worse than this,
Come loue me where as I lay. . . .
He shall father a child is none of his,
o the deane contrary way.
The same pattern with interlaced refrain is found in Merry Drollery, 1661, I, 95,
and with variations in Wit and Mirth, 3d cd., 1682, p. 17:
It was a man, and a jolly old man,
Come love me whereas I lay,
And he would marry a fair young wife
The clean contrary way.
A song beginning "Come heare, lady muses, and help mee to sing" contains thc double
refrain with a repetition of the final line (Poems and Songs relating to George Villiers,
Duke of Buckingham, ed. F. W. Fairholt, Percy Society, 1850, p. 10).
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of Esscx, was writtcn aftcr thc dcath of Sir Thomas Ovcrbury in I (j 13
and before thc cxccution of Mrs. Turncr and hcr confcdcratcs in l(il!).
Anothcr carly scvcntccnth-ccntury piccc writtcn to thc tunc hcgins
"Our caglc is flowne to a placc yct vnknown/To mcct with thc Phocnix
of Spainc" (Bodlcian ~IS Raw!. Poet. dio, fol. 17(i\'); it dcals humorously
with thc spcctaclc of England suddcnly rolling in wcalth and lIlay havc
becn writtcn in 1623 whcn Princc Charlcs sct out for Madrid to woo
thc Spanish Infanta. Yct anothcr from thc samc manuscript (fol. 191 \')
is "A Proper ncw song made Of those that Comenc'd the King being at
Cambridg[e]. 1621," beginning "'''hen yO King came of late w th his
pcers of statc" (anothcr copy is in BM MS Add. no03, fol. 53).
I have found hut two printed ballads naming the tune directly. Onc
of thesc is "A mcrry Ballad of a rich Maid that had 18. seuerall Suitors,"
c. 1025, bcginning "I am a young lasse, and my timc doth so passe,/That
of latc I did long for to malTY" (Pepys; reprinted in pn I, 243). Thc
other, entitled "Thc Golden Age: Or, An Agc of plainc-dealing. To a
pleasant ncw COllrt tUlle: Or, Whoopc doe mc no harme good man,"
c. Jli~~ (Pcl'ys; rcprillted in Pll I, 208), begins as follows:
Come grant me, come lend me
your listning cares:
The golden Age now againe
plainely appeares,
Carowse away sorrow,
alld fling away feares,
Leauc your wife wealthy,
Shee'l Hcuer shead teares:
Oh this is a golden Age,
Oh this is a Iouiall Agc.

This ballad may have bcen prccedcd by "The siluer Agc, or, The World
turned backward. To a pleasant new Court tune," licensed in November,
1621, and beginning "My Lady Pccunia/is a faire creature" (Pepys; reprinted in PE I, 202). It was followed by Laurence Price's "The Honest
Age," beginning "You Poets that write of the ages that's past" (Pepys;
reprinted in PC, p. 406) ancl Martin Parker's "The wiuing age," beginning "The Maidens of London are now in despaire," both to the tune
of "The Golden age" (Pepys; reprinted in PC,_ p. 235). "The Wiuing
Age" became in turn the tune for singing three ballads: "The cunning
Age," by John Cart, beginning "Good morrow, kind Gossip, why whither
so fast" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 239), "The Cooper of Norfolk," beginning "Attend, my Masters, ancl listen well" (Pepys, Douce, Euing,
Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB I, 99),8 and "I tell you,
8 An Elizabethan account of the brewer who meant to cuckold a cooper and was
himself properly served is found, in a different stanza pattern and to the tune of
"In Somer time," in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 60.
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!John Iarret, you'l breake," beginning "Pray gentlc lohn larret, givc
leare to my words" (Pcpys; rcprinted in PC, p. 337). And "Thc Goldcn
Age" is named as thc tunc for 1. D.'s "Doctor Do-good's Directions,"
beginning "If any arc infcctcd, givc audicncc awhilc" (Roxburghc; rcprinted in RB I, 234). "The Chcating Agc . . . To a plcasant new tunc,"
bcginning "From oldc famous Lincolne that's scatcd so hyc" (Pcpys;
rcprinted in PC, p. 244), is in thc samc stanza form and was undoubtcdly
intendcd to be sung to thc samc tunc as thc othcrs in thc ..Agc" serics.
It should bc noted, howcvcr, that thc stanza of "Thc Goldcn Agc"
and its congeners is too long to fit thc tunc of "Whoop! do me no halm"
without adjustment: Thc founh and cighth lines rcquire a division of
the cadencc notcs, and thc burdcn in lines 9 and 10 requires a double
repetition of the final musical phrasc. Both stratagems are awkward,
the latter especially so. It is possiblc, of coursc, that the "new Court
tunc" was genuinely adaptcd to thc verses, and that "Whoop" was merely
a serviceable approximation. Or therc may have becn another vcrsion
of "Whoop" which has not survived.
A song "Of Jonny and .linny" in Westminster Drollery, 1672, II, 72,
with thc following opcning stanza, fits the usual "Whoop" meter and
was probably intendcd for that tune:
The pretty sweet .Tinny sate on a hill,
Where Jonny the swain her sec,
He tun'd his quill, and sung to her still,
Whoop, Jinny, come down to me.

Sir Fredcrick Bridge's vocal arrangement of the song is found in the
modern transcript of thc Watson manuscript mentioned earlier, and in
BM MS Add. 38783, fol. 107 v •
The tune, called "Oil doe me no harme good man," is named (or
singing a song beginning "You roaring Boyes, and sturdy Theeues,/yoll
Pimpes, and Apies-squires," in The Famous Historie of Fryer Bacon,
1629, sig. D4v • Since the initial editions of this chapbook, now lost,
probably antedate Robert Greene's play, The Honourable Historie of
frier Bacon, and frier Bongay, 1594 (written c. 1591-1592), the tune may
have been in vogue earlier than we can demonstrate positively.
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Why Are My Eyes Stdl Flowing?
This tllne takes its namc from thc opcning linc of a song by Thomas
J)'Urfcy, "sct to a famous Italian Ayrc," but primcd without music in
his Co 1ll !J lc:a l CulicctiO'l, 1687, p. 21. In thc samc ycar the music, "A
New llalian Ground," appcared in A !JOllu's lJatzqucl, 5th cd., Part III,
No. '12 (Fig. 5~o). D'Urfey's verscs were reprintcd in John Shirlcy's The
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TriumjJh of Wit, 211 cd., «)92, p. 142, in The Compleat Academy of Complements, 17°5, p. 156, and with music in Pills, 1719-1720, II, Ig8.

An cxpandcd broadside version, licensed by Richard Pocock and
therefore no later than 1688, is "The Constant Lover: Or, Celia's Glory
exprest to the Life . . . sung after the Italian manner . . . To a pleasant new Tune of, Why are my Eyes still fiow--ing" (Lord Crawford
134 1, EM C.22.L6 [93]). The Horid music is found on another broadside
which uses the two stanzas of D'Urfey's song and then diverges from "The
Constant Lover"; dated 1688, it is titled "The Happy Lovers, or, Caelia
won by Aminta's Loyalty" (Wood 417 [161]). A 1689 edition with the
same title contains music which is actually "Cold and Raw" (Pepys V,
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247; an undated impression is in Bagford, reprinted in /W I, H9). :\ good
copy of the lune is fOllnd 011 anolher broadside of I GH9, "The YOllllg
Squires Conquesl," beginlling "B)' all the Powers, I love yOll so" (Pep)'s
V, 227).1 In YOllth's IJdight ()II the F/agdt:l, 9lh cd., c J{>90, the tlllle
appears wilh the title "\\'h)' are Ill)' eyes or The elllllll(ch song," slIg·
gesting that our air or all alternative one was associaled wilh the singing
of a casu'ato, novel hUl 1I0t unkllown to the London scene. A corrupt
version of the tunc is prillted on two Pepysian broadsides: "Royal
Courage," whose proper wne is indicaled as "Let the Soldiers Rejo)'ce"
(V, (5), and "The Languishing Lass," a ballad- of loH9 to tlte tllne of
"I am So sick of Love," on which sec "Aye, matTy, and thank yOll too"
(V, 306).
Some fifteen songs and ballads were sung to the tllne, most of lhelll
written in an irregular eight-line stama with separate syllables for
almost every note in omamenled passages. An exception is "The Coy
Damosel Conquered," imitating the original pattertl, and beginning
"With many Glasses £Iow---i ng" (Pepys J1[, 29{i).
"An Excellent New Song; or, A True TOllch of the Times . . . lo
. . . James the Second," beginning' "King James the First was a Gallall!
King," is to the tunc of "The Loyal Health; or, Why arc my Eyes still
Flowing" (Euing; reprinted in lUI VII, 707; a later edition, bringing
the account down to William III, is in BM C.22.f.0 [:\2] and Harvard).~
Two other ballads of early 1G89 uearing the title "A New Touch o[ lhe
Times, Or, The Nation's Consent, For a Free Parliament" have dif·
ferent texts uut uoth arc to be sling to "Why are my Eyes still 1I0willg"
(PB IV, 107, 1 t 2). It is possiulc that the tunc "The touch o[ the times"
derives its name from the first of these three ballads. It is named on
more than twenty broadsides, the earliest of which were issued during
the reign of James II. No music has survived under this name, and we
can only speculate as to whether "The touch of the times" became another name for the tunc "Why arc my eyes still flowing."
"The Protestants of Englands Prayers," 1689, beginning "The Truble
in this Kingdom puts us to a stand," is to the tunc of "The English
Travellers, or, Why are my Eyes still Flowing" (Pepys; reprinted in I'll
IV, 312). The first tunc, usually cited as "The two English travelers,"
is associated with anapestic tetrameter quatrains rather than the eightline stanza of irregular meter found here. Its popularity can be judged

~\, ".

.,:
"

1 The text of this ballad, based on a D'Urfey song, could be sung to the printed
music. The song with a new tune by Samuel Akeroyde was printed in D'Urfey's
Third Collection of New Songs, 1685, and was reprinted in Pills II, 40,
2 On the first tune, see "At the foot of a willow."
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from the cxistence of morc than twcllly broadsides naming thc lUnc
for singing, but unhappily thc music has not bccn preservcd.:!
Othcr ballads to thc tUIlC of "'\lhy arc my eycs still flowing" are
rcprinted in jJB IV, 198, V, 192, and lUJ Ill, 5°8, 635, IV, 405, VI, 3:19,
535, VII, 7 10. It is namcd also as thc lUnc for a song beginning "Pourquoy 1I10n Cocur tou jours fidelle" in Abcl Boycr's The ComlJlete FrenchMaster, 1691, No. 10. And the first strain of the Illusic is introduced into
Gay's The Beggar's Opera, 1728.

Wig-mores Galliard
This dancc tlIne is found in William Ballet's MS Lute Book, p. I 12
(Fig. 521). A numbcr of Elizabethan ballads were sung to it, the carliest

of which is probably "A famous dittie of the ioyful rcceaumg of the
Queens . . . majestie . . . Nouember, 1584," beginning "The twelfc
day of Nouember last/Elizabeth our noble Queen" (BM Huth; reprinted
in A Collection of Seventy-Nine Black-Letter Ballads, 1867, p. 182). "A
most excellent new Dittie . . . wise sentences of Salomon," beginning
"Those that will run a Vertuous race," was licensed in 1586, but the
8 One ballad sung to "The Two English Travellers" is printed with meaningless
music combined with scraps of "Lilliburlero": "Romes Doctor," c. 1689, reprinted in
PH IV, 291.
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earliest copy dates c. 1 Goo or soon after (Humington; reprimed in
Collmann, No. 8-1). Thc hallad cOlllinucd to be popular under thc
title of "Solomons Scntenccs" (Pcpys, Bagford, Euing, Lord Crawford,
Roxburghc; reprimcd ill U Il II, 539), and in some copies another ballad
called "Solomons Sacrificc" is printcd on the sheet, in dif[erelll metcr
and "to a new llIne."
Also to the tunc of "\Vig-mor's Galliard" is "A right excellent and
godly new Ballad . . . \'ncertainetye of this present lyfe," beginning "All
cardull Christians, marke Illy Song" (SIl, p. 10). This ballad, licensed in
1591, has a refrain beginning- "The glasse doth run," from which is de·
rived the tunc name cited in "And [sic] 101lcr's lamentable complaint . . .
to take heede of women," Leginning "Comel come! comel comcl ''\that
shall I say" (SIl, p. 81).
Deloney named "Wygmors Galliard" [or singing his "How King
Henry the second crowning his Sonne king of England, in his owne
lifetime, was by him most griellollsly vexed with wa.-res," beginning "YOLI
parents whose aflection f01l<1" (Straugc Histories, 1602, in T;J!orhs, cd.
Mann, p. 394). Othel' ballads naming the llIne include two licensed in
IG24: "A most excellelll Diu:y, called Collins Conceit," beginning' "Conceits of sundry sorts there arc" (Pepys; reprinted in PC, p. 179), and
"An Hundred Godly Lessons," beginning' "My children dear mark
well my words" (Euing 11:3, an edition of c. 1675; later copies naming
the tune "Dying Christians Exhortation" arc in Pepys, Ragford, Lord
Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RIl I, 128). "A Warning [or all
Murderers," beginning "Give care unto my story true," is another production o[ the first <luarter of the century (Roxburghe; reprinted ill un
III, 137).
The tune is named for singing' the solemn verses beginning "'rhe
Well this man fOl' refuge tooke,/the World dooth represent" in Anthony
Munday's Banquet of Uaintie Conceits, 1588, sig-. Hi. It is also used
with "A Caroll for Saint Stevens day," beg'inning "I Thinke none here
but they have heard," in Good and True, Fresh and New, Christl/Uls
CarolsJ 1642, sig. A4Y •
The music fits an octosyllabic quatrain, but the usual stanza [ollnd
with the tune is in eight lines, requiring a repetition of the entire air.
One of the Shirburn ballads is in a six-line stanza, the final couplet of
which can be sung to a repetition of the last eight bars. Several of the
seventeenth-century texts are written in ballad meter, and the alternate
short lines fit the music somewhat awkwardly. If we possessed a version
of the tune arranged for singing, we might find it readily adaptable to
varying line lengths; the instrumental arrangement avoids the vacuum
of long notes through skillful ornamentation, but in the absence of
• 784 .
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variants with which to compare the Ballet lute set, we cannot be sure
when a running passage is ornament and when it is integral.

Wtlliam and Margaret

t,

The ballad of "Fair Margaret and Sweet William" was known before
the production of Bcaumonl's The Knight of the llllmill{!, Pcstlc, c. 1611,
in which Merry thought twice sings passages from it. The more important
of these is the quatrain in Act I I, Scene viii:
Whcn it was growllc to darkc midnight,
And all were Cast aslecpc,
111 came Margarets grimcly Ghost,
Alld stood at Williams Ceete.
'.,

t,

. 'I

,

;

.'<,
(

The oldest extant copy of the entire ballad is "Fair Margaret's Misfortune, or, Sweet William's Frightful Dreams on his Wedding Night:
With the sudden Death and Burial of those Noble Lovers. To an Excellent New Tune," beginning "As it fell out on a long Summer's Day,/
two Lovers they sat on a Hill." This roman-letter broadside, issued by
Sarah Bates early in the eighteenth century, is preserved in Douce I, 72
(reprinted in Percy's Reliques and in Child No. 74 A).l Later editions
from Aldermary Church Yard are in Douce and Roxburghe collections
(reprinted in RB VI, ()41). The ballad has survived in traditional circulation and is very popular in America, where details of the story have
often been much changed, though affinities with Child A are usually
evident. See Tristram P. Coffin, The British Traditional Ballad in North
America, rev. ed., 1963, pp. 70-72.
The dominant eighteenth-century form of the text is found on a late
black-letter broadside called "William and Margaret, an old Ballad,"
which begins "When all was wrapt in dark Mid-night." The sheet contains an interesting tune in recitativo style (Fig. 522), supplemented by
the printed note: "This Ballad will sing to the Tunes of Montrose's
Lilt, Rothes's Lament, or the Isle of Kell" (BM 1876.£.1 [107], reprinted
in RB III, 671 ).2 To the sheet is affixed a halfpenny tax stamp, enabling
1 Child, following Chappell, noted that Sarah Bates was publishing "about 1685."
She was almost certainly the wife of the publisher Charles Bates and continued the
business after his death, which was well after 1700, perhaps as late as 1715. She is
known to have been active in 1719-1720 (Plomer).
2 On "Montrose's Lilt," see ''I'll never love thee more." "Rothes's Lament" is one
of two tunes named for singing a song beginning "As Silvia in a Forrest lay" in Allan
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us to assign a date of 171 I or later; the BM Catalogue of Printed Music
conjectures 1723.8
.. 'William and Margaret,' " says Child, "is simply 'Fair Margaret and
Sweet William' rcwriucll in what used to be called an elegant style."
It quickly became popular-not always in the form it had had on the
black-letter broadside, for a competing version soon appeared with very
slight changes beyond the opening stanza. This was the work of a
young Scotsman David Mallet, who passed off his text as founded on
fact and inspired by the stanza in The Knight of the Burning Pestle.
Scholars are now generally agreed in giving precedence to the black·
letter text and crediting Mallet only with the merest touching up, but
there is no doubt of the popularity of the verses. They appeared un·
signed in Aaron Hill's The Plain Dealer) No. 30, July 24, 1724, and
quickly passed into such poetical miscellanies as The Hive) 2d eel., 1721,
I, log; signed with Mallet's initials the poem appears in Ramsay's
Tea-Table Miscellany, 1733, II, 148.4 "William and Margaret. An old
Ramsay's Tea· Table Miscellany, 1723, p. 119. I have no information on "The Isle
of Kell."
8 Chappell, in nR III, 668, argues for a date during the reign of Queen Anne. The
tax, he notes, was an impost on newspapers, and ballads were soon exempted from
its provisions. It is true that stamps are seldom found on ballads, but in the very
portfolio containing the "William and Margaret" under discussion, the piece numbered 109 is a broadside dated 1735 on which is an identical tax stamp. The conjectured dating of the llM "William and Margaret" sheet seems therefore conservative.
4 A manuscript note in the llM copy of this edition states that Mallet wrote his
ballad "while he was Janitor of the High School of Edinb." When the poem entered
the Tea· Table is not easy to say, for some early editions have disappeared entirely.
A cursory search reveals the poem, with Mallet's initials, in a Dublin edition of 17 2 9.
The Plain Dealer text, which Hill said he found in a Garland in a form which needed
retouching, begins as follows:
When Hope lay hush'd in silent Night,
And Woe was wrapp'd in Sleep,
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Scotch Ballad with the Original Scotch Tunc" appeared in \Villiam
Thomson's Orpheus Caledollius, 1725, NO.-19; but dcspite the claims of
the subtitle, the text is Mallet's and the tllne is "I'll never love thee
more," the "Montrosc's Lilt" cited as an altcrnatc air for singing the
black·letter "\Villiam and l\hrgaret." ~
The musical setting most commonly found ill thc cightccnth cClltury
bcgan to appear on singlc shects about 1725 (Fig. 5:.!j), somctimcs with
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~'"=------Mallet's verses, sometimes with the older text beginning "Now all was
wrapt in dark midnight" (BM 1-1.1001 [521], liM G.310.f [95], Harvard,
Chetham 1472). This tune was reprinted in Watts's Musical Miscellany,
1729-1731, II, 84, with variant first line, "'Twas at the silcnt midnight
Hour." It is this air which is found in johnson's The Village Opem, 1729,
as "Margaret's Ghost," and in Colley's The ])evillo L)ay, 1731, as "When
all was wrapt." In Ritson's Scotish Songs, 1794, If, 20'1, the ballad appears with Mallet's own amended beginning, .. 'Twas at the silent solemn
hour,/When night and morning meet," and with the tLllle in major mode.
In glided Marg'rct's palc-cy'd Ghost,
And stood at William's Feet.
The Tea-Table text may be Mallet's original version:
'Twas at the fearful midnight hour,
When all were fast asleep . .
Mallet's "final" text, appearing in his Poems, begins:
'Twas in the silent solemn hour,
When night and morning meet . . .
Ii

hi Thomson's 1733 edition the subtitle was dropped.
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A Dublin broadside of c. 1725 without music is "Margaret and \\'illiam,
A Ballad," beginning "Now all was wrapt in dark Mid-Night" (BM
839.m.23 [115]), and the tunc named is "Fair Rosamond," for which see
"Chevy Chase." II
Among parodies of thc eightecnth-century text thc following may be
mcntioncd: "\Vatty and Madge. In Imitation of \Villiam and Margarct,"
bcginning " 'Twas at thc shining mid-day hour," in The Tea- Table Ai is·
cella ny, 1710, IV, 333. A satirical broadside of c. 175G on thc Ncwcastle
administration, "Wondcr upon "Vonder; or thc Cocoa Trce's Answcr to
the Surrey Oak," beginning" 'Twas in the Dark and dcad of Night,/
Hard by St. Jamcs Square," is to the tunc of "William and Margarct"
(Harvard, liM 1875.d.0 [11], BM 1870.f.l [159 and 100]).

[Wtllow, Willow]
In Othello, IV, iii, Desdcmona sings some fragmcnts of a willow song
beginning "The poor soul sat sighing [or singing] by a sycamore trec"
and adapted to a feminine charactcr. There arc a number of such songs
in Elizabethan literature,! but those antedating the production of
Shakespeare's play in 10°4 have little in common with the verses sung
therc, except for a gencral similarity of the "Willow, willow" refrain.
Two broadsidcs of thc first half of the seventecnth ccntury do seem,
however, to preserve a tcxt from which Shakcspeare worked. One is "/\
Louers complaint being forsaken of his Loue," beginning "A Poore
soule sat sighing under a Sicamore tree" (Pepys I, 358, an edition
printed for the unidentifiable "I. W."; reprinted in Percy's Reliques);
the other has a variant title, "The Complaint of a Lover forsakcn of his
Love," and the first line replaces "under" with "by" (Roxburghe I, 51;
printed by M. P. for Edward Wright, who flourished 1611-1650; reprinted in RB I, 171). Both issues call for the ballad to be sung "To a
pleasant new Tune." A third text, with eight instead of the twenty-three
broadside stanzas, is in BM MS Add. 15117, fol. 18, "after 1614," among
For a detailed discussion of backgrounds, rcprints, imitations, and musical settings,
see Frederick Dinsdale's edition of Ballads and Songs by David Mallet, 1857, supplemented and corrected by A. E. H. Swacll, "Fair Margarct and Swcct William," Archiv,
CXXXVI (1917), 4<>-']1.
1 See a discussion in A, Gorgeous Gallery of Gallant Inventions, ed. Hyder E.
Rollins, 1926, p. 189.
6
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a group of song's with lute accompaniment. The uurdens here are fuller
than in Othello or the broadside texts, doubtless uecause the musical
score requires greater explicitness. The anapestic tetrameter couplets
forming the body of each stanza are metrically identical in all versions of
the song. This is one of the finest Renaissance airs to be associated with
Shakespeare's songs; it is regularly used in contemporary performances
of the play and has become pan of the standard repertoire of Shakespearean music (Fig. 524).2 The song did not disappear from broadside
literature until the nineteenth century. A very late exemplar in the
Harvard library is a slip ballad in three stanzas, entitled "The Willow"
and beginning "A poor soul sat sighing beneath a tall t.ree." No tune is
named.
2 For a complete transcription and a discussion of the inadequacies of earlier renderings, see John P. Cutts, "A Reconsideration of the Willow Song," JAMS, X (1957),
14-24. A facsimile of the manuscript song forms the frontispiece of C. F. Tucker
Brooke's The Shakespeare Songs, 1929.
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A lute setting of the 1570s, "All of grene willowe," is in Folger MS
448.16, fol. 19 (facsimile in Slwkesl)care Q"(lrterl)', IX [1958], 120), and
another version, called "All a greane willowe," is in the Thomas Dallis
MS Lute Book, 1583, p. 25 (the air is transcribed in ()1~PM I, 110).
Neither one fits the broadside text or the Shakespearean adaptation, but
the melody belongs to the Elizabelhan song tradition, and the titles show
an affinity to customary refrain patterns; were the rdrains explicitly disposed in extant song texts, we could doubtless demonstrate the relationship.
A version of the broadside poem was set afresh by Pelham Humphrey,
perhaps in the lOGOS; it was included in John Stafford Smilh's }'fllsica
Antiqua, 1812, II, 171, from an unspecified source (reprillted in OI..P M
I, 108). A form of the Humphrey tune is coupled with a parody beginning
"A Poor Soul sate sighing ncar a Ginger-bread Stall" in The Saond !loo/{
of the Pleasant Musical Comj)(lllioll, 1086, Part II, No. 17 (Fig. 525). F. F.
Rimbault printed a version of the song in his Musical Illustrations of
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Percy's Reliques, 1850, p. 9, from a "MS volume of old songs
dated 1668," whidl he possessed but which cannot now be
another version of the Humphrey tunc is used with a poem
Rowe, "Ah \Villow," beginning "To the brook and the
heard him complain," found in Ritson's Ellglish SOllgs,
III, 25).

and ballads,
traced. Still
by Nicholas
willow that
1783 (1813,

Wilson sWild
"Wilson's wild," a fast and rhythmical dance tune, is found in several
lute manuscripts of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries:
Folger MS 1601.1, fo1. 3 (Fig. 526); William Ballet's MS Lute Book,
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p. 112; Cambridge University MS Dd.2.11, fol. 68 v• It is set as a cittern
piece in Cambridge University MS Dd.4.23, fol. 6, in the Bedford
Cittem MS, fol. 7, in A Boohe of New Lessons for the Cithern & Gitter1'J"
1652, and in Musick's Delight on the Cithten, 1666. An anonymous keyboard setting is in Paris Conservatoire MS Res. 1186, fo!. 17, and New·
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Ymk PlIblic Library MS Drcxcl 5fio9, p. IO:~: thc tllllC is 1I;lIl1l'd l>tll
mllsic is walltillg" ill 'ViII Forstcr's ~fS Virgillal Book, Iii:!.!, ". ill. \\'i1.
lialll Byrd ga\'(~ thc titlc "\Volseys \Vildc" to his arrallgellll'lll ill rh~
Fil:lt'illi(/1/z f"rgillal Ilooh II, 18.!.
I h;l\c fOlllld bllt olle ballad callillg for "\Vilsolls wildl''': Tllolllas
Delolley's "Tile (-!lHTIICS \'isitillg of tile Call1pe at TilslHlrit· willi lIer
elltcnailllllellt tlln(:," 1:,8H, begillnillg "\Vithill lite )earl' of Cllli~( Ollr
Lord/a thollsalld alld fiLle hlllldreth flllI,/Alld cigillie cight by jll'l
record." :\ mpy ill IlIc Brilisll Mllselllll, c'IH.e.:.!, fol. (i.!, lias I)(TII re.
prilltcd ill lUI VI, :~~JlI, alld in Delolley's JVorl,s, cd. 1\[allll, p. -Ii!. The
ballad is ill a tell-lille st;1I1Z;I, begillllillg alld elldillg with all lI«o'yllabic
qllatraill; Ihe middle of the slallza is made lip of a pair of lIillc·syllablc
lillcs, alld tile balbd fits Ille IIIIIC lIeal1y.
Thrcc ballads of thc 15Hos arc 10 bc sling to "\Vilsolls IIIIIC" or "\Vil.
SOliS lie\\' tLlIlC," but tlleir eight. or twelve-linc stanzas in ballad IIlt'ler do
1I0t fit "\Vilsoll's wild." They are: ",\ godly and good cX;lIl1ple" (0 "'-Il,
p. :.!.!!»); "A propcr IICWC Ballad . . . TraylOis . . . cxeculed . . . September, 15H(i" (LOlldoll SociclY of AlIliquaries P.C11101l, (.'(/l(/l0l!.ue, :'\0.
81]): and Deloncy's "/\ propcr lIew sonel declarillg thc blllclltation
of Beckles" (A Collectio!l of Seventy-Nille Illru:/i-/.t:llt:r Ilallwls, 18(17,
p. HI, and Malln, p. '!07).

With a Fading
In BcauIIlollt's Tlu: [{/light of tI/(: IlUl'llill.!!: /'est/{:, IV, i, thc Cili/,cn's
Wife says, "I willllallc lIilll dancc Fadin.!!:: Fading is a fillc Iiggc IIc asslII"c
you Ccntlemcn." E. \V. Naylor, ill his Sha/ies/)(:an: awl Music, rcv. cd.,
19j1, p. 8~, idcntifies "fading" with "Rillcce Fadda," an Irish cOllntry
dance. In The ~Vinter's Talc) IV, iv, a servalll describes the ballad wares
of AULOlycus as including lovc songs wit.h "delicat.e burdens of dildos and
fadings"-a bit of irony, surcly, for if thosc words secmcd meaningless
to t.hc innocent, thcy wcrc, nonctheless, indelicately and equivocally used
in ballad refrains.
"With a fading" becamc a refrain tag and so a t.une name. In James
Shirley's The Bird in a Cagc, IG33, IV, i, Morello cxt.cmporizes a song
beginning "What. ot.hcr is t.he world t.hen a Ball" in which "With a
Fading" is a refrain with double-entendrc. It. is a nonsense burdcn in
"The Clowns Song," beginning "The Courtier scorns us Count.ry-Clowns,"
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in Sportive Wit, 1656 (an earlier commonplace-book version, temp.
Charles I, is in Harvard MS Eng. 686, p. 150; the verses were reprinted in
Oxford Drollery, 1671, and with the music and three additional stanzas
in Pills, 1719-1720, IV, 99).1 "With a fadding" (the word is rhymed with
"gadding") is cited as the tune for "The merry Forrester," a broadside or
c. 1630 by Robert Guy with refrain tags all ending "kisses" or "kissing"
(Pepys; reprinted in PB II, 153)' And Thomas Jordan named the tune
for a song beginning "Let's Drink and Droll and Dance and Sing" in
his civic pageant London TriumtJhant, 1672, p. 13.
Another name for the tune came from its association with "The
Pudding," beginning "From twelve years old, I oft have been told/A
Pudding it was a delicate bit." This song is without tune direction in
Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., 1682, p. 18, but in Pills III, 72 (Fig. 527), and The
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Convivial Songster, c. 1782, p. 68, it appears with the music of "With a
fading." The "pudding" refrain is used with the same suggestive effect
possessed by the "fading" burden. "The Passionate Damsel," a ballad
of 1685-1688, beginning "I am a young Maid of Beauty bright," names
its tune "The Venue of the Pudding" (Lord Crawford 561, BM C.22.f.6
[159], Douce II, 176, Harvard). Half a dozen political ballads centering
around William of Orange were written to the tune of "The (or A)
Pudding," the most important being "A New Song of an Orange, To that
excellent Old Tune of a Pudding, &c.," 1688, beginning "Good People
come buy/The Fruit that I Cry" (Harvard; variant issues are in Pepys;
reprinted in PB III, 334, and with date of 1689 in Wood 417 [162]). An
engraved song-sheet issue (Harvard, Clark), without date or tune direction, contains "With a fading" music (Fig. 528). A variant of this
ballad with identical opening stanzas is "The Rare Vertue of an Orange;
Or, Popery purged and expelled out of the Nation. To the Tune of, The
1 The first stanza was set as a three-voice catch by a Mr. White in Catch that Catch
Can, 1667, p. 79. White's music has no relation to the popular tune in Pills.
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Pudding" (Pepys; reprinted in PH III, 337). Still another is "The
Orange," beginning "Good people I pray/Throw the Orange away"
(Lord Crawford 449, Harvard, Yale, Texas).2 And a fourth is "The
Famous Orange: Or, an Excellelll Antidote against Romish Poison,"
beginning "There's none can express,/Your great Happiness" (Pepys;
reprinted in PB IV, 50). All these texts use the "Orange" refrain as an
obvious play on words, but the political effect was significant in helping to popularize William in the eyes of a vast public. A few other
ballads of 1689-1692 continued to name the tune "The Pudding," but
"The (or An) Orange" quickly outstripped it and was used [or some
twenty-odd ballads. s
Among the ballads using the new "Orange" name for the tune, the
following may be mentioned: three related pieces on the doubling o[
the excise tax in December, 1690, two taking the part of the poor 011
whom the levy falls, "The Brewers Benefit" and "The Bountifull Brewers: Who pays the King's Taxes out of the Poor Mens Purses" (PH V,
27 0, 266), and "The Brewers Answer" defending the trade (PB V, 274).
Another is "The Country-Mans Kalender . . . Predictions for . . . 1692"
(BB I, 186). The tune was still popular in 1702, when it was used for
"Great Brittain's Joy . . . Queen Ann's being . . . Proclaim'd" (PB
VII, 309). The following broadsides sung to "An Orange" or "The
Orange" have apparently not been reprinted: "The Handsome Maid of
Milkstreet," beginning "I am a young Maid that now am afraid" (Pepys
III, 289); "The Bloody BattIe at Billingsgate . . . between . . . Doll
2 This, like "A New Song of an Orange," was reprinted in A Collection of the
Newest . .. Poems . .. against Popery, 1689. and Poems on Affairs of State, 1697·
8 Other "Pudding" ballads include "The Protestant Court of England ... Coronation of K. William III. and Q. Mary II" (PH IV, 255); another edition, entitled ''The
Court of England. Or, The Preparation for the Happy Coronation . . . ," 1689 (BM
Luttrell III, 144, Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [204]), was reprinted with the music in
Watts's Musical Miscellany, 1729-1731, III, 36. For additional ballads to the tune,
see PB V, 29, VI, 35, 172.
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and Kate," beginning "One morning of late, hard by Billingsgate" (Pepys
IV, 289); "A New Song, call'd The Bakers Frollick," beginning 'TIe Sing
you a Song and a true one indeed" (Pepys V, 207); "The Complaint of
All the She-Traders . . . against the City Cheats," beginning "A Curse
of your Shams, ye Coffee-house Dames" (Pepys V, 405); "A New Copy
of Verses, Containing A Catalogue of Taylors," 1691, beginning "Young
lasses draw near, good news you shall hear" (Pepys V, 433, with meaningless music); "The Jolly Porters," beginning "I pray now attend to
what I have penn'd" (Pepys IV, 292); "A Market for young Men . . .
where young beautiful Virgins and graz'd \Vidows are to be sold for
Clip'd Money," beginning "You single Men all whose Money is small"
(Pepys III, 250, IV, 234, Douce II, 153 V); and "The Maidens Frolicksome
Undertaking To Press Twenty Taylors," beginning "Late near TempleBar, a Frollick we hear" (Pepys IV, 276-277).•
Two ballads having the stanza of "With a fading" (a tetrameter
quatrain plus a four-syllable refrain tag) are probably to be identified
with this tunc. One is "The New Compos'd Medley; or, The true Vertue
of the Hop-Sack," 1685-1688, beginning "I pray draw near, and you
shall hear," to the tunc of "With a hop-sack" (Pepys IV, 369); Il the other
is "The Princely Scuffie," a ballad of c. 1690, beginning "All you that
pass by, I pray you draw nigh," and without tune direction (Pepys; reprinted in PB V, 315).

j

If
f

i

Woe Is Me
James Paisible, a singer and court musician during the latter years of
the seventeenth century, was also a composer of instrumental music,
chiefly for the theater. His compositions for two flutes (Le., recorders)
contributed to Thesaurus Musicus include a Hornpipe (Second Book,
1694, pp. 38-39) to which D'Urley wrote "A Scotch Song," beginning "Waa
is me what mun I do,jdrinking Waters I may rue," which appeared in
4 A loose paraphrase of this last ballad, "The Maidens Frollick," beginning "Of
late near the Strand we well understand," and reducing the number of tailors to fourteen, is reprinted in RB III, 402, with an answer at p. 405. A nineteenth-century slipsong version entitled "Female Pressgang," without tune direction, was printed by Pitts
in Seven Dials (Harvard).
II "The New Broach't Heresie, or, the French Prophets Miraculous Predictions," beginning "A Crasie Brain Crew, does daily pursue," is a roman-letter ballad to the tune
of "An Orange," with a burden "In a Hop-sack" (Morgan 68).
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thc same work, Third Book, [(j95' p. 3<) (Fig. 5:!~J). Thc tUIIC, takillg its
title from I)'Urfey's opening linc, was inll'oduccd illto 'flu: / )flIl(;irtg
Master, Second Part, 169(;. I)'Urfey's text, cxpandcd to [our stamas, was
issued as a broadside without music, cntitlcd "Thc Scotch Lover's Complaint . . . To a new Tunc, much in Rcqucst" (Pepys V, :~!i(i). Two
stanzas appcar with music in Pills, [7[9-[7~W, I, !l:~. rrhe melody has
pacc and spirit but lacks the musical wit aboundillg [II hompipcs hy
Purcell. The elaborate sevcllteen-linc stanza (pl"inted as nincteen in
Pills) marks the verse as a solo piecc not likely to provc popular as a
street song.

Woodicock
This dance tune is found in Cambridge University MSS Dd.5. 20 , fol.
33 v , as divisions for bass viol (printed in Jacobean Consort Jl.lusic, ed.
Dart and Coates, Musica Britannica, IX, 1955, 200), and Nn.6'3 6, fo1. 2 V ,
arranged for lyra viol; in The Fitzwilliam Virginal Booh II, 138, in a
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setting by Giles Farnaby; in Starter's Fricschc Ltlst-I-Jof~ 1621, p. 99, as
"Drinck-Liedeken," and Valerius's Neder-Landtsche Gedenck-Clanck,
1626, p. 198, as "Engels Woddecot, oftc: Datonen cellS van drincken
spracck" (Fig. 530). Other Low Country settings from 1631 to 16-19 un-
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der the latter title or "Amarilletje mijn vriendin" are given in van Duyse,
Het Oude Nederlalldsche Lied, 1903-1908, II, 1106. A set of variations
on the tunc is preserved in a viola da gamba MS of c. 1660 in the Henry
Watson collection, Manchester Free Reference Library (a copy of the
tablature is in BM MS Add. 39566, transcribed in staff notation in BM
MS Add. 38783). "Woodicock" appears in the first eight editions of The
Dancing Afaster, 1651-16go; from the fourth edition it is named "Woodicock, or The Green Man."
An early seventeenth-century broadside, "A proper new Ballad, shewing a merrie iest of one Ieamie of Woodicock Hill, and his wife," beginning "One Iemie there was that dwelt in a towne," is to "a new tunc,
called Woodicocks Hill" (Bodleian Firth C.23 [lOg V]; a rotograph copy
in H. E. Rollins's MS Copy-book, Harvard 25254.24.1gF, fo1. 24). The
tunc name is apparently derived from the lines "Iemie he hied to woodicock hill,lfor there his businesse lay truly," though a secondary significance of woodcock = cuckold is strongly suggested by the ballad narrative.
Another ballad in the same six-line stanza pattern is "The second part
of Jeamye," to the tune of HGigg-a-gogge, or Woddycocke" (SB~ p. 189).1
This is not a sequel of the Firth broadside, for here the protagonist is
unmarried; but the double-entendre of "hey nonnie nonnie" is found in
both pieces.
None of the extant "Woodicock" tune variants is completely satisfactory. Most lack an initial anacrusis; the Gedenck-Clanch possesses this
but requires a division of some half notes to accommodate the anapests
Se( r::, _', '".
irregularly occurring in both ballads.
1

On the first tune, see "Jig a jog-goo:'
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Would You Be a Man

0/ Fashion?

This tunc takes its name from the opening line of an anonymous song
in Choice Ayres and SOllgs, Fifth Book, 1684, p. 11, with music by Capt.
Simon Pack. 1 It was undoubtedly written earlier, for in l(i83 an amplified fonn of the song with Pack's music had been issued as a broadside
entitled "The Compleat Cilt: or, The Man of Fashion" (Lord Crawford, Bodleian Ashmole G.16, BM C.39.k.6; reprinted in RlJ IV, 349,
and OPB) p. 112). \","ords and music of the ballad were reprinted in
180 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. l(i3; the original one-stanza song is found with
the music in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 154. Another broadside containing the
music is "A New way to play an Old Game," 1683 (Fig. 531), beginning
"Have you heard of Forty-One Sir" (Bodleian Ashmole G.16 [104], Harvard, Clark; reprinted in ISO Loyal Songs, p. I (5).2
Meaningless music is found on a parody of January, l(i89, "A Man
in Favour, Or, The way to Preferment," beginning "Would you be a
Man in Favour" (BM C.38.i.25 [I], BM C.39.k.6 [12], reprinted in OPlJ,
p. 110; Pepys, reprinted in PB IV, 132; Wood 417 [171]). This is an expansion of "A New Song," in two stanzas, beginning "Wou'd you bee a
man off Favour," issued as an engraved song sheet with its own tunc
(Harvard, two copies, one with MS date Oct. 26, 1688; Lord Crawford
1372); the text was reprinted in several political miscellanies (sec PB IV,
13 1 ).
Other broadsides to the tunc include: "Popery Pickled," 168g, beginning "Would you have a new Play Acted" (Library of Congress, Broadside Portfolio 266, NO.5; reprinted in A Second Collection of the Newest
. . . Poems . .. against Popery, 1689, p. 19, and Poems on Affairs of
State) 1704, III, 315); "Cupids Tragedy," beginning "Pritty Phillomcl
was so Charming," to the tune of "The new Bory; Or, Will you be a Man
of Fashion," with music of the former on the sheet (BM C.22.f.6 [40],
Douce I, 28 v , 49, Lord Crawford 1022, Harvard); and "The Dumb Lady,"
beginning "Underneath a little Mountain," to the tune of "the Doubtful
Virgin; Or, the new Borey; or Will you be a Man of Fashion" (Harvard,
Douce, Pepys, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 352). Two others offer
1 This was Pack's most famous song. As a musical amateur he wrote a good deal
for the theater and is by no means a negligible figure in the period. For a detailed
account of the man and his work, see Willard Thorp, Songs from the Restoration, 1934,
pp. 99- 102 •
2 Still another topical song to the tune is found in I80 Loyal Songs, p. 167, and
probably represents a reprint from a broadside now lost: "The Poor Spanish Souldier's
Complaint," beginning "Will you be a Reformado,jWill you lead a Hellish life?"
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on original sheet.

the alternative tune of "Doubting Virgin": "The Hasty Wedding," beginning "Sitting with my Dearest Dear" (RB VII, 203), and "Doubtful
Robin," beginning "Dearest Nanny prithee tell me" (RB IV, 376).
In BM MS Harl. 7319 are two other contemporary parodies, one "A
new Way to Honour," beginning "Wou'd you be a Man of Honour"
(p. 598), the other "The true way to Honour," beginning "Wou'd you,
Sir, Attain that Honour" (p. 619).

Would You Know How We Meet
"A new Catch," beginning "Would you know how we meet o're our
jolly full Bowls?" with music by Henry Purcell and words by Thomas
Otway, first appeared in The Theater of Music~ Second Book, 1685,
p. 19 (Fig. 532). In the next year it was included in The Second Book of
the Pleasant Musical Companion~ which went through ten editions by
the 1740s.
Expanded to nine stanzas, the song was issued as a broadside under
the title "The Modish London Life; or, The Merry Meeting. To an
excellent New Tune. Or, My Life and my Death. Or, Now, now the
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Figlll's donc," with a corrupt version of Purcell's Il111SIC Oil the sheet
(VVood 11 1 7 [178J).l Thc stallZas or six anapcstic lclralnetets can also be
sung to the two tuncs nalllcd. Purcell's air, designcd as ;1 thrce-voice
catch, is sullicicntly lIlelodious to bc sung' as a solo cOlllposition. "News
fro II I the \'\lcsl," a ballad of d;H:,--diHH, beginlling "COIlIC listcn all you
who to Illinh are illdill'd" (Bodlciall AsIIIIIO!c C.IS [1f;:\I), is desigllcd to
be sUlIg "To a New TUllC, Or The Delights of thc BOlLle, Or, \Vould
you know how we Drink." Pcrhaps lhis last lIlay refer to Purcell's tunc;
unidcntified music 011 thc sheet llIay bc that of the "New TUllc."

Wully and Georgy
"A Scotch Song Sung at Tunbridge Set to Musick by Mr. Ackroyd"
(Fig. S33), beginning "Wully and Georgy now beath arc gean," was issued
1 The broadside was licensed by Richard Pocock (l68!J-IG88). Wood's allllotation on
the sheet: "Bought at Oxon for a new Ballad 14. Feb. 1688[/891" implies that it was
not actually fresh merchandise at that time .
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Phrasing added by editor.

as an engraved song sheet, c. 1700 (Bagford; text reprinted in BB I, ~H).
Words and music are in all editions of Pills, 1719-1720, III, 297. As
"Woolly and Georgey" the tune was added to The Dancing Master commencing with the eleventh edition, 17°1. The first line of the song serves
as the tune name in Johnson's The ,village Opera, 1729, and in the oneact condensation, Phillips's The Chamber-maid, 1730.

Ye Commons and Peers
Jonathan Swift seems to have written the poem beginning "¥e Commons and Peers,/Pray lend me your Ears" upon the battle of Audenarde,
.July 11, 1708.1 It was published in Poetical Miscellanies, Sixth Part,
1709, and in the same year it appeared in Pills IV, 331, with music
by Richard Leveridge which eventually became the standard tune named
for the opening line (Fig. 534). Words and music were reprinted in The
Merry Musician, 1716, I, 259, and in Pills, 1719-1720, VI, 1. The text
is to be found in such miscellanies as A Pill to Purge State-Melancholy,
1715, and The Hive, 1732, IV, 219.
Four early broadside issues deserve special mention, since they were
apparently published before Leveridge's tune became well known. An
1 The piece has also been ascribed to Congreve and Prior; Harold Williams, though
holding Swift's authorship in doubt, included the poem among attributed works in
his edition of the Poems.
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edition in thirteen stanzas, "Jack Frenchman's Lamentation. An Excellent
New Song," with tunc title ''I'll tell thee Dick, &c.," was issued by John
Morphew in 1708 (Harvard; a second Morphew edition of the same date
is in Bodleian Firth b.21 [64]; reprinted in Poems of Jonathan Swift, cd.
Harold Williams, 1937, Ill, 1078-1080). Another edition, without date
or imprint, has the same title and tune direction (EM 1235o.m.18 [3]).
Still another edition with the same title contains fourteen stanzas and
has the tunc direction "I'll tell there] Dick, &c. Or, Who can but love a
Seaman" (BM 1876.£.1 [40]). Another fourteen-stanza edition bears the
title "Jack French-Man's Defeat" (Bagford; reprinted in Bn I, 38G)
and is to be sung to "There was a Fair Maid in the North-Country, Came
Triping over the Plain," a tunc on which I have no information. Of
the tunes named in other editions, I have been unable to discover "Who
can but love a Seaman"; and "I'll tell thee, Dick" does not fit the distinctive six-line stanza. An engraved song sheet of c. 1710 or earlier,
entitled "A Ballad on the Battle of Audenarde" (Harvard), contains
music which is actually "Ladies of London," rhythmically compatible
but of a length to accommodate two stanzas of the poem.
"Ye Commons and Peers" was popular enough to be introduced into
nine ballad operas, and Leveridge's tune is printed in those containing
music: Johnson's The Village Opera, 1729, Phillips's one-act condensation, The Chamber-maid, 1730, and Fabian's Trich for Trich, 1735.
The original verses were imitated in "A New Ballad, Occasion'd by
the Pretenders Declaration," 1722, beginning "Ye Commons and Peers,/
Ye've heard with your Ears" (Harvard, a Dublin imprint), and "The
Secret Committee. A New Ballad," beginning "Ye Commons and Peers,/
Come prick up your Ears" (BM 1850.C.l0 [6gc], with MS date April 13,
1742). Of the many other eighteenth-century broadsides which call for
the tune, only a sampling can be noted. The six-line stanza pattern was
a great favorite in political miscellanies of the period, and doubtless
many ballads without tune direction were intended for the tune. The
following citations, however, specifically designate the tune "Ye Commons
and Peers" or some variation of the phrase: a ballad written c. 1709 after
the fall of Tournay is "The Glorious Campaign," beginning "Alack and
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a Day/Poor Monsieur they say" (Harvard); "An Irish Ballad, upon the
Rev d Mr. Francis I-Jiggins his Tryal . . . in Dublin" begins "At a Sessions of late,/There arose a Debatc" (Bl\( 1876.f.1 [56]); another is J. P.'s
"To Robert Earl of Oxford ... on his Excess of Mirth, at the Proclaiming of ... King George," beginning "I Thought to have sent/
My due Complimcnt" (BM IH71.c.y [147], rcprinted in Political Men'iment, Part II, 17 "I, p. I ~d)' The tunc is named "Ye Commoners and
Peers" in "The Lecturers Combat," 1720, beginning "No sooner there
came,/From Kingston on Thamc" (HM 1850.c.IO [56]). Two Dublin
ballads are "The Alderman's Guide," beginning "Kind Heav'n has
granted/ At last what we wallted" (HM 839.m.23 [III]), and "An Excellent new Ballad . . . Pothecary was catch'd in Bed with . . . 2 Sisters," beginning "An Apothecary Cl03thed in Black" (BM 839.m.23
[145]). "A Sequel to Britannia Excisa," beginning "Good People draw
near,/To my Ballad give Ear," is to "Ye Commons and Peers" (BM
C.116.i.1 [19], undated; another edition is in BM 162.n.71, a pamphlet
of 1733); the ballad to which it is the answer is "Britannia Excisa,:
Britain Excis'd," 1733, directed "To be Sung in Time, and to some
Tune"-doubtless that of the sequel (BM C.116.i.4 [18], Harvard; reprinted in Percival's Wall)o/e llallads, p. 63). "Swaddling John's Address
to the Publick," beginning "All People draw near;/Cit, Rustick, and
Peer," gives the three opening lines of the Swiftian poem as the name of
the tunc (BM 18go.e.!) [162], an imprint of Dublin, 1718).

The Yellow-Haired Laddy
This tunc is named on a broadside issued by Philip Brooksby, who
was one of the important figures in the ballad publishing fraternity from
1670 until at least 1695. The title is "The Country-mans care in choosing
a Wife . . . Tune of, I'le have one I love &c. Or, The Yellow hair'd
Laddy," and it begins "I am a brisk Youngster,/and fain would be Wed"
(Pepys, Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard, Yale, Roxburghe; reprinted
in RB III, 597). The first tune name derives from the ballad's refrain,
"Then I'le have one I love,jthough I live the less while."
I have found no seventeenth-century ballad of "The Yellow-haired
Laddy" which might be the source of the other tune name. But a song
of Allan Ramsay's beginning "In April when Primroses paint the sweet
Plain" appears in his Poems, 1721, and in The Tea-Table Miscellany,
1723, with the title "The Yellow-hair'd Laddie." Alexander Stuart's
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Musick for Allan Ramsay's Collection of Scots Songs, c. 1725, p. 81, includes a tune by this name (Fig. 535), and it is found with Ramsay's
poem in a number of song-sheet issues (BM H.1601 [259], BM G.309
[92]; Harvard, several editions), and in such collections as William
Thomson's Orpheus CaLedonius, 1725, NO.7, Walsh's British MusicaL
Miscellany, 1734-1736, IV, 78, CaLliojJe, or English Harmony, 1739- 174 6,
I, 72, Domenico Corri's Select Collection of . . . Songs, c. 1779, Ill, 93,
Alexander Smith's MusicaL ft.1.iscellany, 1786, p. 282; johnson's Scots
Musical Museum, 1787-1803, II, 127, and Ritson's Scotish Songs, 1791, I,
13. Another Tea-Table song, the anonymous "Ye Shepherds and Nymphs
that adorn the gay Plain," is directed to be sung to "The yellow hair'd
Laddie," and words and music are coupled in a single-sheet edition (BM
G·3 16 .f [117]), in Watts's MusicaL Miscellany, 1729-1731, I, 106, in Tlu:
Merry Musician, c. 1729, II, 132, and in Ritson I, 76. The tune, sometimes
called "Yellow-hair'd Lady," is used in five ballad operas, including
Cibber's Patie and Peggy, 1730, The Jovial Crew, 1731, and Phillips's
The Moch Lawyer, 1733. "Ye Shepherds and Nymphs" in Gay's
Achilles, 1733, is a different tune. Still other music appears on a late
eighteenth-century song sheet, "The Yellow Hair'd Laddie As Now
Sung by Miss Wright at Vauxhall" (Huntington, BM 1994.a [186]).
We cannot be sure whether the tune named on the seventeenth-century
broadside is the same as the "Yellow-haired Laddy" which evidently owes
much of its popularity to Ramsay. Musically the air has affinities with a
quantity of synthetic Scotch songs made in London during the closing
years of the century. But in the absence of any trace of the tune itself
before the 1720S, we cannot confidently associate it with the broadside,
even though the two are a good fit. Perhaps the missing link between
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the ccnturies is "The auld ycllow hair'd Laddic," bcginning "Thc yellow
hair'd Laddie sat down on yon brae," whidl Ramsay included in lhc 1733
edition of thc Tea- Table II, 201, as if it wcre his own song, but which
may bc simply an old piccc brushed Up.l

[You I Love by All That's True 1
An anonymous poem beginning "You I love, by all that's truc" was
set to music by Charles Taylor in Choice Ayres and Songs, Fourth Book,
168 3, p. 53 (Fig. 536). Words and music were reprinted in A Collection
of Twenty Four Songs, 1685, sig. B2, and in Pills, 1719-1720, V, 336. The
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words were reprinted in I80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 321, and The Hive,
3d ed., 1726, I, 43.
During the years 1685-1688 the song was twice reworked and expanded
to fill a broadside. "The Wounded Lover's Lamentation to Silvia," beginning "You I love, (by Jove) I do," incorporates the song into the
opening stanzas of the ballad and directs that it be sung "To an Excellent
New Tune, Sung at Court" (Lord Crawford, BM C.22.£.6, Douce; reprinted in RB VII, 202). The other broadside, with similar tune direc-·
tion, is entitled "The London Lads Lamentation to Cupid"; it begins
"Cloes Face is Heav'n to me" and its three final stanzas comprise a
1 In Johnson's Scots Musical Museum II, 128, it immediately follows the familiar
tune which accompanies Ramsay's "In April," and is clearly intended to be sung
to that tune. In the Tea- Table "The auld yellow hair'd Laddie" appeared without
tune direction.
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version of the original song (Pepys, Douce, Euing, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VII, log). Presumably the court tune was
Taylor's.

You London Lads Be Merry
or Moggies Jealousy
On June 1, 1684, Jonah Deacon received a license to publish "A new
song of Moggie's jelousie, or Jockie's vindication." Two editions of this
ballad survive, with titles following the Stationers' Register entry, and
both are to be sung to "You London Lads be merry; or, Woo't thou be
wilfull still my Joe." lOne issue, containing music (Fig. 537), begins
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Original barred as 3/4; no time signature.

"Where art thou ganging my Moggy" (Huntington, Harvard); the other,
without music, begins "There was an a bonny young Lad" but, with
the second stanza, takes up the text of the other issue (Pepys, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 171). Luttrell's MS date of Nov. 20, 1682,
on the Huntington copy may be in error, or the earlier issue may not
have been licensed. The identity of the jig tune on the broadside is
established by the presence of variant music (printed in 6/4 time, thus
IOn the second tune name, see Ebsworth's discussion in RB IV, 543-544, which suggests a possible derivation but does not lead us to an air with this title.
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obscuring the essential 9/4 rhythm) in r80 Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 160,
where it is called "Ye London Lads be merry." This same collection contains (p. 162) a song beginning "Ye London lads be merry/your Parliament friends are gone" which is apparently the source of the tune title;
I have been unable to trace the verses to any earlier appearance than
in 120 Loyal Songs, 1684, and no broadside copy seems to have been
preserved, although it is likely that it was originally so printed. '
At least two ballads name the tune "There was an a bonny young
Lad," from the opening line of "Moggie's Jealousy." The first is "The
Merciful Father," an account of the Duke of Monmouth's return to
favor, and hence it is to be dated late in 1683; it begins "You Gallants
of Country and City" (Pepys: reprinted in RB V, 641). Another is "The
Faithful Shepherd," beginning "When Tommy became first a Lover"
(Lord Crawford, Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, 174).
"Moggie's Jealousy" must have been an instant success, for within
three weeks of its registry Deacon entered two other ballads which were
to be sung to the tune of "Moggie's Jealousie." "The Surprizd Shepherdess," licensed on June 10, 1684, begins "There was an a bonny young
Lass," echoing the opening of the earlier ballad (Douce II, 198v, Lord
Crawford 1121, Pepys III, 199, BM C.22.f.6 [184], Harvard). "The
Crafty Miss," beginning "There was an Excise-man so fine" (Pepys,
Lord Crawford, Douce, BM C.22.f.6, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII,
553), was licensed 011 June 19, and its title became another name by
which the tune was known. Thus "The West-Country Wedding," beginning "Now listen and be not mistaken," is sung to "The Crafty Miss,
Or, Moggies Jealousie" (Pepys IV, 108), and "The Scotch Souldiers
Kindness," a ballad of the following year, beginning "Scotch Jemmy,
and Jockey, and Sawny," gave the tune direction simply as "The Crafty
Miss" (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VIII, 472).
A dozen other ballads of an amatory cast were sung to "Moggie's
This ballad, written on the occasion of the convening of Parliament in Oxford,
March, 1681, was reprinted in RB V, 24, probably from one of the Loyal Songs volumes,
though Ebsworth specifies no source. A contemporary manuscript copy, without title
or tune direction, beginning "Ye Loondon Ladds be sorrey/youre Parliament frinds
are gain," is in Bodleian Ashmole G.16 (155), and a modern transcript of another
seventeenth-century manuscript copy may be found in Harvard MS Eng. 633, p. 120.
Still other texts are in BM MS Harl. 6913, p. 205, and MS Harl. 6914, p. 19. The version
in r20 Loyal Songs is to the tune "You Yorkshire Lads be merry," on which I have
no information; the first line reads " ... merry" but in the first-line index it is
" ... sorry." It seems likely that the latter form was the original.
A parody of c. 1683, "You Loyal Lads be merry,/For Perkin that State Buffoon," is
in r20 Loyal Songs and r80 Loyal Songs. Ebsworth's reprint in RB V, 470, is evidently
from one of these <:ollections, but his reading of the first line is " .•. sorry."
2
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Jealousy," I Some of these will be found in RB, vols. VII and VIII.
The following do not seem to have been reprinted: "The Debtford Wedding," beginning "At Debtford there was such a Wedding,/the like
before never was known" (Douce I, 54); "The West-Country Revell,"
beginning "All you that in mirth do delight" (Douce II, 257 Y); "John
the Glover, and Jane his Servant," beginning "0 Jane, come and sit
thee down by me" (Douce I, lo3Y); "The Countrey Clerk," beginning
"There was an Attorney of Lincoln" (Pepys III, 264); "Invincible Love,"
beginning "My Dearest come hither to me" (Pepys III, 147); "Roger
and Mary," beginning "As Roger and Mary were toyting" (Douce II,
186, Harvard, Lord Crawford 134 and 135, BM C.22.f.6 [72]); and "The
Shepherds Complaint," beginning "Oh Cupid thou now art too cruel"
(Douce II, 202, Pepys III, 217, Lord Crawford 931, BM C.22.f.6 [177];
another edition, Lord Crawford 930, Harvard).
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Young ]emmy
The history of this tune begins with Aphra Behn's poem on Monmouth, "Young Jemmey was a Lad/Of Royal Birth and Breeding," which
was circulating by 1681 and was printed among pieces by other authors
in Joan Philips's Female Poems on Several Occasions, 2d ed., 1682. In
the same year it appeared in Wit and Mirth, 3d ed., p. 98, and in 1684
Mrs. Behn included it in her Poems upon Several Occasions. A broadside
version expanding the original four stanzas to ten is "Young Jemmy, Or,
The Princely Shepherd," sung "To a pleasant New Play-house Tune. Or,
In Ianuary last, Or, The Gowlin" (Lord Crawford, Douce, Harvard,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 658).1
Another ballad related to Mrs. Behn's text exists in two editions, one
entitled "Young Jemmy. An Excellent New Ballad. To an Excellent New
Tune," 1681 (BM 82.1.8 [62], Harvard, Huntington), the other, without
8 No alternative tunes are named on this group of ballads, but Douce copies contain manuscript notes of other tunes which seemed preferable or more familiar.
These include "Give ear to a Frolicksome Ditty" (i.e., "The Rant'), "Collins Complaint"
(i.e., a name for "Grim King of the Ghosts" to which Nicholas Rowe's familiar poem
was set), and "0 so ungrateful a Creature" (a common tune of the late seventeenth
century for whkh no satisfactory music has been preserved).
10n the second and third tunes, see "In January last" and "London is a fine town."
The "Play-house TUIie" immediately took its name from the broadside title or first
line.
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date, called "Englands Darling, Or Great Britains Joy ... on that Noble
Prince James Duke of Monmouth," to the tune of "Young Jemmy, or
Philander" (Pepys, Euing, Lord Crawford, Harvard, Yale, Roxburghe;
reprinted in RB IV, 503). It begins "Young Jemmy is a Lad/That's
Royally descended," and while edlOing occasional formulas of the original poem, it is more pointedly political. The sympathy with Monmouth,
"hated of none but Papist and Tory," is unmistakable.
In honor of the other James-Duke of York-Matthew Taubman
imitated the broadside text in a song "Old Jemmy," beginning "Old
Jemmy is a Lad,/right lawfully descended," which he published with
music (Fig. 538) in his An Reroick Poem . . . With Some choice Songs,

lu82, p. 11. In the previous year his text had been expanded from four
stanzas to ten and issued as a broadside: "Old Jemmy. An Excellent
New Ballad," to the tune of "Young Jemmy" (BM Luttrell, Wood 276a,
Wood 417, Huntington, Harvard; reprinted in RB IV, (67); the tenstanza text appears in IBo Loyal Songs, 1685, p. 20, with the music. 2
The tune is also found in The Dancing Master, 6th ed., 1679, Supplement, p. 21, and in the body of the seventh and succeeding edi tions. It
is in Humphry Salter's The Genteel Companion . .. for the Recorder,
168 3, p. 19, in Thomas Greeting's The Pleasant Companion . .. for the
Flagelet, 1683, No. 74, and in Apollo's Banquet, 5th ed., 1687. D'Urfey
set his eight-line "Immortal Lovers" to the music in his New Collection
of Songs and Poems, 1683, p. 9. The tune is named and the music re"Old Jemmy" became another name for the tune in "A New Song on the Arrival of Prince George And his Intermarriage with the Lady Ann," 1683, beginning
"Prince George at last is come" (Manchester I, 4, Clark; reprinted in 180 Loyal
Songs, p. 23).
2
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printed in a broadside "Tom-Son his Repetition to his Wife; Bewailing
his present state," beginning "Will you hear of Tom'sons Dream," presumably on the vicissitudes of the stationer Nathaniel Thompson (Wood
4 17 [15 1], Lord Crawford (355).
At least seven other broadsides were sung to the tune of "Young
Jemmy:' They include: "Jemmy Be Anthony," 1682, beginning "Monmouth is a Brave Lad,jThe like's not in our City" (Roxburghe; reprinted in RD V, 16g); "The Triumph at an End, Or, The Tyranness
Defeated," beginning "How bright art thou whose Starry eyes," to the
tune of "How bright art thou Bec. Or, Young Jamey" (Lord Crawford,
Roxburghe; reprinted in RD VI, 76); 8 "The Protestants Wish for King
William's Good Success in Ireland," 16go, beginning "Brave William is
a Lad/Of Warlike Loyns Descended" (Pepys; reprinted in PD V, 149);
and "The West Country Nymph," beginning "Come all you Maidens
fair/and listen to my Ditty" (Douce, Lord Crawford, Roxburghe; reprinted in RR VI, 441). The following have apparently not been reprinted: "The Loyal Seamans Happy Return," beginning "No longer
will I grieve" (Pepys IV, (70), and "The Farewel, and Sorrowful Lamentation of Mr. William Gregg ... Executed for High-Treason . . . 28th
of April, 17°8," beginning "Ohl Mr. William Gregg/What mean you
by this deed," to the tune of "Young Jemmy was a Lad: or, Monmouth's
fall" (Morgan Ig).' A ballad of 168g called "The Soldiers Glory," beginning "Fie sluggish Country Man," names the tune "Old Jemmy is a
Lad, of Royal Birth and Breeding," scrambling the beginnings of Taubman's and Mrs. Behn's songs (Pepys; reprinted in PH IV; 343).
The "German Gentleman" who wrote A View of London and
Westminster, 2d cd., 1725, noted that contemporary sympathy for the
Pretender was openly expressed without interference, and that in Cranburn-AIley "a Fellow stands eternally bawling out his Pye-Corner
Pastorals in behalf of Dear ]emmy, Lovely ]emmy, &c:' (p. 10). None of
those pieces have come down to us in print, and we can only speculate
whether they were sung to the tune of "Young Jemmy:' That the tune
was kept alive we do know, however, from its use in ballad operas,
from johnson's The Village Opera} 1729, Love and Revenge} c. 1729,
and Odingsells' Bays's Opera, 1730, to Wilder's The Gentleman Gardiner}
1751, the latter based on The Village Opera.
8 [ have found no music for "How bright art thou," The piece, written in balladmeter octaves, cannot easily be sung to "Young Jemmy," a tune perfectly suited to
the 6.7.6.7.8.6.8.6 stanza usually associated with it.
'[ have not found "Monmouth's fall" as the title of a ballad or the name of a
tune. "Monmouth's Downfal" is a ballad of 1685 sung to "Hark the thundering
cannons roar," q.v., written in a stanza pattern not congruent with that of "Young
Jemmy."
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Young Phaon
This tune takes its name from the opening "Young Phaon strove the
bliss to taste/But Sappho still deny'd" of a song which first appeared in
Charles Davenant's Circe l 1677, IV, ii. With music by John Banister
it was reprinted in Choice Ayres &- Songs l Second Book, 1679, p. 10 (Fig.
539), and in Pills i 1719-1720, IV, 287. The words are found in The Art
of CourtshiPI 1686, sig. A8, and The Aviaryl c. 1750, p. 652. Banister's
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tune is also in Youth's Delight on the Flageletl 9th ed., c. 1690, and in
Dr. John Leyden's MS Lyra Viol Book of about the same date (G. F.
Graham transcript, No. 44).
The song was expanded from two to twelve stanzas in a broadside
entitled "Loves Conquest, or, Take her in the Humour. . . . To a New
Pleasant Tune, Or, Amoret and Phillis" (Douce I, 128; the sheet contains
the added MS tune direction: "Hy boys up go Wee"). The "New Pleasant
Tune" is evidently Banister's, and "Amoret and Phillis," q.v., is Nicholas
Staggins's air which appeared in the 1679 collection a few pages before
Banister's song. 1
A ballad of c. 1679-1680 unrelated to "Loves Conquest" is "The Con1 Both the broadside and the Art of Courtship version begin "Young Pheon strove
the bliss to taste,jbut Strapho still deny'd." and the latter also names the tune
"Amoret and Phillis." In an undated eighteenth-century edition of The Art of Courtship issued by the Petticoat Lane bookseller L. How, the names in the opening lines
are respectively Strephon and Phreon, the latter now feminine.
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stant Lovers Mortal Mistake," beginning "Young Phaon sate upon the
brink/to view the silver stream." Its tune title "Young Phaon" is apparently not drawn from the opening line but is named for the lines
already associated with Banister's tune (Lord Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 557).
Some fifteen other broadsides call for "Young Phaon," and, because of
the commonness of the double ballad-meter stanza, the tune is often
named along with older and perhaps more familiar airs. Thus in "The
Subtle Damosels Advice" it is an alternative to "Jenny Gin," "The fair
one let me in," or "Busie Fame" (BM C.22.f.6 [182], Lord Crawford 417).
"The Amorous Petitioner" can be sung to "Cloris full of harmless
thought, Young Phaon, Busie Fame, or the Lanthorn Horns grow dimn"
(Pepys III, 109). "Popery Unvail'd," beginning "Hold fast thy Sword
and Scepter Charles/sad times are coming on," is to "Young Pheon"
(Douce II, 174 V ), and "Loyalty unfeigned," beginning "Hold fast thy
Sword & Scepter Charles/sad Times may else come on," but thereafter
exhibiting no verbal parallels to "Popery Unvail'd," has the tune direction "Busic Fame, Young Pheon, or, The Fathers Exhortation" (Lord
Crawford, Harvard, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB IV, 640).2
A late seventeenth-century edition of "Flora's Departure," beginning
"Dame Flora in her rich Array," is to "Young Phaon: Or, Busie Fame"
(Roxburghe; reprinted in RB VI, lo3); an eighteenth-century issue with
the same title but a variant opening line, "Fair Flora beautiful and gay,"
is to the tune "Wheel of Fortune," for which I have found no music
(Yale). "The Charming Eccho," beginning "As I was walking all alone';
one Evening fair and clear," can be sung to "Oh love whose unconfined
Wings; Or, Busie Fame: Or, Young Pheon" (Douce I, 47 v, Pepys III, 187);
for the first tune, see "When love with .. ."
"The Mournful Lovers Last Farewel," beginning "One night when
all the Village slept," is to be sung to the tune named for the first line, q.v.,
or to "Young Phceon" (Douce II, 157 V). A final ballad with multiple tune
directions is "Unfortunate Strephon," 1685, beginning "Long Sporting
on the flowery plain"; it can be sung to its own tune, named for the
first line, or to "Young Strephon fain the Bliss would Tast" (i.e., "Young
Phaon"), or to "Jenny Ginn" (Pepys III, 383).
Among broadsides naming only "Young Phaon," the following are
worth noting simply because they do not seem to have been reprinted:
"The Shepherds Joy Renewed," beginning "Come mourn with me ye
Shepherds all" (Pepys IV, 53), and "Strephons Complaint For the Death
of his Daphne . . . Sung at Winchester the 24th . . . September, 1684.
A ballad "Father's exhortacon" was registered in 1675 but no copies seem to have
survived. I have not found a tune of this name. "Hold fast ..." became a broadside
tune name with its own music, q.v.
2
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by a Lady of Honour, named E. G.," beginning "What art thou fled
unto thy Bed/Of Earth for want of me" (BM 1876.£.1 [25], Bodleian
Ashmole G.15 [170], Clark).

Your Humble SerJJan~ Madam
This tune takes its name from the title and burden of "Your humble
Servant Madam . . . To a very fine Northern Tune," a ballad issued by
William Gilbertson c. 1662, beginning "I am a Blade,jThat from an old
Trade,/Have taken out a new one" (Douce, Roxburghe; reprinted in
RB III, 576). Of the two sequels, "The Ladyes Vindication: Being the
Womens Answer, to Your humble Servant Madame. To the same Tune,"

beginning "The city has,/No Knave so base," is also a Gilbertson imprint,
and the one known copy contains a MS date of 1662 (Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 582). The other was doubtless issued contemporaneously, though the extant copies are from the next decade; it is "The
Counterfeit Court Lady: or, An Answer to, Your Humble Servant
Madam," beginning "I am a Lass/That doth surpass" (Euing, Harvard,
Yale, Roxburghe; reprinted in RB III, 579). Here the tune is named
"Your Humble servant Madam," as it is on one other ballad of the 1670s,
"The Cuckolds Dream," beginning "When Flora with rich Tapestry"
(Wood E.25 [82], Rawlinson 89).
• 813 •

I have found no contemporary music for "Your humble servant,
madam:' The original ballad is, however, parodied in Isaac Bickerstaffe's
comic opera, Love in a Village} 1763, p. 22, where the second section of
a medley is a footman's song beginning "Behold a Blade who knows his
trade,/In chamber, Hall, or Entry" (Fig. 540). The tune will fit the
broadsides of the previous century, and since the opera music is a pastidle
of popular and "composed" song tunes, it is possible that the medley
air has some historical basis, even though no traces of seventeenthcentury origin remain. In RB III, 575, Chappell suggested that the
broadsides might have been sung to a seventeenth-century dance tune
"Have at thy coat, old woman," q.v. There is, to be sure, a resemblance
between the beginning of the dance tune and the initial phrase of the
second strain of the opera air. Beyond that, however, the two tunes are
unlike, and the dance tune will not fit the meter of the broadsides.
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INDEX OF TITLES, FIRST LINES, TUNE NAMES,
AND REFRAINS OF BALLADS

Tune names are printed in italics. Titles, first lines, and refrains are
printed in roman type, titles being enclosed in double, refrains in single
q lIotation marks.

II.

la lIIode de France, 516-517
.A la mode de France,' !p 6
Aarcm Smith, 277
Ab ab bue by my shaul I was quite almost mad, 167
Abbot of Canterbury, The,. 17 2 , 174, 175
Abroad as I of late did walk, 659
Abroad as I was walking I spied two
maids a-wrestling, 334
Abroad as I was walking in a summer's
day, 466
Abroad as I was walking it was my chance
to see, 9
Abroad as I was walking upon a summer
day, 464
A bsence of my mistress, The, 336-337
Accept dear love these shadows of my
grief, 230
"Account of the Surrender of Bethune,
An," 438
A dieu Dundee, 51
A dieu my dear, 120
'Adieu my dear adieu,' 120
Adieu thou cold companion of my bed,
25 2
Adieu to dear London the gay folks all
cry, 666
Adieu to grief and disconten t, 381
Adieu to the hopes of the Whigs of the
state, 2, 185
Adieu to the pleasure of murther and
whoring, 684

Adieu to the tJlrasures arid follies of lotle,
1-2, 185
Adieu to the pleasures ancl follies of love,
I, 185
"Admiral Dean's Funeral," 274
"Admiral Russell's Scouring the French
Fleet," 707
"Admiral Vernon's Resolution," 580
'A-down a-down down down down,' 419
"Advice," 299
"Advice to Bachelors," 40 9, 559
"Advice to the Beaus," 422
"Advice to the City," 600, 601
"Advice to the Ladies of London," 421
"Advice to the Ladies of London, An Answer to the," 42 I
"Advice to the Maidens of London," 422
"Advice to Young Gentlemen," 421-422
Adzooks Ches went the other day to London town, 36
Aeneas wandering prince of Troy, 587,
590
After cursed traitors damned rage, 351
After our royal king had foiled his foes
in France, 536
"Against Rebellious and False Rumors, A
New Ballad Entitled," 43
"Age and Life of Man, The," 122
"Age Renewed by Wedlock," 42
"Aged Lover Renounceth Love, The," 340
'Ah ah ah my love's dead,' 182
Ah Chloris awake, 2-4, 473
Ah Chloris awake, 2, 473
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Ah Chloris full of harmless thoughts, 106
Ah Chloris that I now could sit, 254
Ah Chloris why shouldst thou despair,
282
Ah Colin why shouldst thou despair, 282
A" crud bloody fate, 4-0, 37 1, 493
Ah crucl bloody fatc, 5
Ah cruel bloody Tom, 5
Ah dear heart why do you risc, 456
Ah how drowsy's the skies, 440
Ah how happy's he, 531
Ah how I sigh and how I moan, 5-14
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Ah Jenny, S81
Ah Jenny gin, 581
Ah Jenny gin your eyes (eyn) do kill, 380,
381

Ah Jenny 'tis your eyn do hill, 380
Ah my cruel shepherdess, 3
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'Ah see the gowlin my jo sce thc gowHII,'
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Ah silly simple town, 464
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Aimable Danchet, 8
Aimable vainqueur, The, 7-8
Alack and a day poor monsieur thcy say,
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'Alas poor thing,' 8
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Alas that cver that day we did sec, 447
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Alas what meaneth man, 613
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"Alexis's Loyalty," 497
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All a green willow, 790
All bachelors and lasses, 560

All bachelors now come hearken to me,
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All Christian men gi\'e car a while, 225
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"All for Love," 632
All glory laud and honor, 646
All hail all hail thou lady gay, 634
All hail to London's fair town, 286
All hail to the chief of the post, 286
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All hail to the days, 197
AlllwPJ)y times, 295
All happy times wilen free from love, 295
All in a fair morning for sweet recreation,

Sog
All in a garden green, 10-11
"All in a Garden Green," II
"All in a Garden Green between Two
Lovcrs," 10
All in a garden green where late I laid
me down, 10
A II in a misty momiflg, 239
All in a misty morning, 239
All in a morning clear and fair, 402
All in a pleasant morning, 86
All in a shady grove, 148
A II in the land of cider, 11-12
All in the land of cider, 12, 712
A II in the land of Essex, 712
All in the land of Essex, 712
All in the mcrry month of May, 657
All in the month of May, 424
All in thc town of Aylesbury, I I
All in thc wcst of England fair, 18
"All in the Wrong," 666
All in the zealous city, 712
"All is Ours and Our Husbands'," 86
All jolly blades that inhabit the town, 422
All joy to fair Psyche, 12-13
All joy to fair Psyche, 12
A II joy to great Caesar, 217
"All Joy to Great Caesar," 217
A11 joy to great Cacsar, 2 17
All loyal mcn come zee my vinc rary
show, 539
All loyal subjects resolvc to bc mCITY, 92
All maidcns comc hither, 186
All Of green willow, 790
All people clap your hands, 11
All people draw near, 803
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"All Shall Be Well One Hundred Years
HCllce, A New Ballad Showing:' 767
All sud. as lead a jealous life, 613-614
All tender hearts that ache to hear, 100
All that have two or but one ear, 2.18
All the n'llleries of fate, 220
All the IIIode ill France, !j16
All things are changed in court and town,
157
All those that are good fellows, 14
A II those lIllIt be good felluws, 15
A II trades, 548
All trades are not alike ill show, 778
All ye hcroes of the land. 766
All you gallants in city or town, 152
All you honest men in country and town,
27 6
All you ladies that are ba ....en, 467
A II you that arc goud fellows, I U
All you that are good fcllows, 16
All you that are to mirth inclincd, 3u5
All you that be good fcllows, 16
All yOll that Christiaus bc, 748
All you that cry 0 hone 0 honc, 206
All you that delight for to hear a ncw
song, 171
All you that dclight in pastime and picasure,3 2 7
All you that dclight to spend some time,
610
All you that do desire to know, 510
A II you that do desire to tJlay, 510
All you that c'cr tasted of Swatful Hall
beer, 174
All you that ever heard the name of Wigmore that renowned lord, 589
All you that fain would jolly be, 91
A II you that fathers be, 15
All you that freely spend your coin, 510
All you that have formcrly scen me, 550
All you that in mirth do delight, 808
All you that in this house be here, 207
All you that know what 'tis to love, 370
All you that love good fellows, 13-16
All you that loyal lovers are, 752
All you that news would hear, 619
All you that pass along, 353
All you that pass by I pray you draw
nigh, 795
All you that standeth near me, 431

All you that strange prophecies love for
to hear, I~P
All you that to feasting and mirth are
inclined, 171
All you that to true English blood do belong, SIl
All you that will any oysters buy, 277
All you which lay claim, 199
All you whose minds be high and heavenly bent, 2S0
All you young men who would marry, 203
All you young ranting blades, 117
All young mcn and maidcns come listen
a while, 186
All young men come hearken a while, 379
All youthful virgins to this song give ear,
23 0
All youths of fair England, 603
A llemaude tllOllsieltr, 495
A/mai" b)' Mr. RobiusOll, Au, 612
Alphol\so if you sir, 436
Although I am a country lass, 131, 688
Am I mad 0 noble Festlls, 712
A marilletje ttlijn vrietldin, 797
Amaryllis, 17- 18 , 377, 7!)l
Ammyllis told her swain, 18
Amaryllis toLd hcr swain, 17
Amaryllis why so coy, 18
Aminta's farewell, 2
"Amilltas and Claudia," 81
Amintas farewell, 185
Amintas lovcd Chloris that fair one, 698
Amintas ou the new-made hay, 18
Amintas was walking one evening alone,
63
"Amintor's Answer to Parthenia's Complaint," 668
"Amintor's Lamcntation, Celia's Answer
to," 661
"Amintor's Lamentation for Celia's Unkindness," 661
Among mallY news reportcd of late, 747
Among the nine all nymphs divine, 446
Among the nine muses if any there be,

45
Among the violets fair lilies and roscs, 93
Amongst the foresters of old, 100
Amongst the pleasant shady bowers, 722
Amoret and Phyllis, 19-20, 105, 811
"Amoret and Phyllis," 19
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"Amorous Dialogue between John and
His Mistress, An," 186
"Amorous Gallant, The," 384
Amorous pair of young lovers, An, 501
"Amorous Petitioner, The," 78, 106, 812
"Amorous Shepherd and Coy Shepherdess, The," 81
Amour nous engage pour rendre heureux,
L',261

An tile kirk wad let me be, 639
"Anabaptists Out of Order, The," 689
'And a Gipsy I will be,' 42
'And all the day long this this was her
(their) song,' 552
'And all the world shall never never
know,' 506
'And all was for want of money,' 144
And can you think that this translation,
34 8
,And grant to me those joys: 553
'And hey then up go we,' 304
And I have a mind to be married, 576
'And I wish that his heirs may never want
sack,' 434
'And is not old England grown new,' 276
'And ne'er be drunk again,' 548

And never be drunk again, 550
'And popery out of this nation shall run,'
132
'And that spoils all,' 9
'And that's the cause that the land complains,' 634
And the kirk would let me be, 639
And yet methi11ks I love thee, 739
Andrew and Maudlin, 21
Andrew Maudlin Rebecca and Will, 21
"Angler, The," 18
"Angler's Song, The," 377
"Animadversions on the Lady Marquess,"
306
"Anne Wallen's Lamentation," 2.26
"Another [Carol] for Christmas Day," 16,
206-207

"Another [Carol] for Christmas Day at
Night," 273
"Another Carol for the Same Day," 61
"Another Scotch Song by Way of Dialogue," 84
"Answer to Amintas and Claudia, An," 81
"Answer to Aye Marry and Thank Ye
Too, An," 26

"Answer to Cold and Raw, An," 690
"Answer to Colin's Complaint, The," 28:.e
"Answer to Cupid's Trepan, An," 151
"Answer to Dub a Dub a Dub, An," 280
"Answer to Duke upon Duke, An," 201
"Answer to Katherine Ogie, The," 55
"Answer to Love Will Find Out the Way,
The," 472
"Answer to Nanny 0, An," 505
"Answer to I)olly Peachum's Ballad, An,"
580
"Answer to Sefautian's Farewell, An," (it:.e
"Answer to the Advice to the Ladies of
London, An," 421
"Answer to the Bonny Milkmaid, The
Plowman's Praise in," 492
"Answer to the Bonny Scot, An," 681
"Answer to the Buxom Virgin, The," 407
"Answer to the Covetous-minded Parents,
An," 150
"Answer to the Dairymaid's Tragedy,
An," 573
"Answer to the Damosel's Tragedy, All,"
94
"Answer to the Forced Marriage, An,"
662
"Answer to the Fourpence Halfpellny
Farthing, An," 656
"Answer to the Fourth Ballad Made to
the Gods of Love, The," 260
"Answer to the Job for a Journeyman
Shoemaker, An," 162
"Answer to the London Cuckold, All,"
53 6
"Answer to the London Lass's Folly,
The," 163
"Answer to the Merchant's Son of Exeter,
An," 315
"Answer to the Nine Maidens' Attempt,
An," 656
"Answer
to
the
Northamptonshire
Knight's Daughter, An," 296
"Answer to the Old Man's Wish, An," 544
"Answer to the Praise of Good Husbands,
An," 49.7
"Answer to the Scotch Haymakers, An,"
637
"Answer to the Seaman's Doleful Farewell, An," 684
"Answer to the Seamen and Soldiers' Last
Farewell, An," 150
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"AlI5wer to the Unconstant Shepherd,
An," 314
"Answer to the Unfortunate Lady, An,"
295

"Answer to the Wandering Maiden, The,"
4

"Answer to the Wealthy Grazier, An," 422
"Answer to the Well·shaped Country
Lass," 89
"Answer to the Whigs' Exaltation, An,"

30 7
"Answer to the Wronged Lady, An," 360
"Answer to Titus Tell·troth, An," 286
"Answer to What Shall I Do to Show
How Much I Love Her, An," 755
Antic, The, 396
"Anything for a Quiet Life," 356
Apothecary clothed in black, An, 803
.. A..cadian Love..s, The," 17
"A..gyle's Advice to Si .. Robert Walpole,"
23 8

"Arise and Wake," 613
Arise and walk (wake) from wickedness,
61 3

Arise arise my juggy my puggy, 258, 775
Arm neighbors at length, 735
Armstrong's fm'ewell, 402
Army now rctums to London, The, 537
"A..raigning and Indicting of Sir 1ohn
narlcycorn, The," 16
"Arraignment of John Flodder and His
Wife, The," 226
"A....aignment of the Dcvil, The," 748
Arthur a Bland, 608, 60g
"Articles of Agreemen t betwixt Prince
Charles and the Parliament of Scotland," 471
As a maid was walking in a grove, 22
As Amoret with Phyllis sat, 19
As at twon Dulcina rested, 204, 205
As at noon Dulcina rested, 202
As bonny Nell went to the mill, 683
As Chloris full of harmless thought(s), 20,
106

As early I walked on the first day of May,
706

As earl y I walked on the first of sweet
MaY,706
As from a rock past all relief, 574 .
As from Newcastle I did pass, 87
As gentle turtle doves, 124

As I abroad did walk, I 17
As I abroad one night with a friend, 422
As I abroad was walking by the breaking
of the day, 86
As I abroad was walking I heard two
lovers talking, 723
As I came down the highland town, 55
As I came from TOllenham upon a mar·
ket day, 465
As I came through the north coulIlry, 270
As I came up by Harpcnden (Arpendeen),
4 61
I did lately walk abroad, 78, 106
I did travel in the north, 55
I did walk abroad one time, 8
I from (to) (through) I ..eland did pass,

As
As
As
As

244

As I in a meadow was walking, 500
As I in the fields was walking along, 379
As I lay musing all alone, 240, 241, 614
As I lay musing in my bed, 768
As I lay on my lovely bed, 658
As I lay slumbering in a dream, 634
As I of late was walking by a country
baker's door, 637
As I ranged fo .. my recreation, 643
As I sat at my spinning wheel, 682, 683
As I sat at my spinning wheel, 681, 682
As I sat in a pleasant shade, 344
As I through a meadow one morning did
pass, 144, 573
As I walked by a hospital, 553
As I walhcd forth to tahc the air, 381, 382,
564

As I walked forth to take the air one
morning in the spring, 78, 212, 381
As I walked forth to take the air one
morning musing all alone, 564
As I walked forth to take the air upon
a summer's day, 381
As I walked forth upon a day, 680
As I walked in the forest, 220
As I walked in the woods one evening of
late, 220
As I walked over hills dales and high
mountains, 424
As I was a-walking one evening most
clear, 63-64
As I was a-walking one sunshining day,
64

As I was rambling near Temple Bar, 421
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As I was ranging the (orest of (ancy. 9~
As I was upon the way. 26
As I was walking all alone I heard a man
lamenting, 446
As I was walking all alone one evening
(air and clear, 78. 762. 812
As I was walking forth I chanced for to
sec. 9
As I was walking forth of late. 292
As I was walking in the fields, 623
As I was walking in the shade. 172
As I was walking of late, 547
As I was walking over a plain. 347
As I was walking through Hyde Park as
I used to do, 415
As [ was walking under a grove, 373
As I was wandering all alone, 122. 5 11
As I was wandering on the way, 18g
As I WCllt forth one morning fair, 50 5
As [ went forth one summer's day, 58
As I went forth one sunshining day. 57 2
As [ Wetlt fortll to talte tile air, 22. 564
As [ wellt forth to vicw the plain, 55
As I went forth to view the spring upon
a moming early, 54, 55
As I went forth to view the spring which
Flora had adorned, 55, 154, 39 1
As I went through the north country, 446
As I went to Tottenham, 465

As Robin was riding one day to a fair.

As [ went to Tottenham upon a marhet
daY,4 6G
As I went to Walsingham, 741
As it fell on a holy day, 399, 400
As it fell out on a long summcr's day, 785
As it fcll out one Whitsunday, 403
As Jenny Crack and I, 366
As Jenny sat under a sycamore tree, 379
As Joan was walking o'er the green, 682-

353,75 2
At length the seaman he came home, 162
At London there's a mayor, 462
At night when all souls were asleep, 213
At Rome there is a terrible rout, 276, 278
At the first beginning of Sellenger's
round, 646
At the foot of a willow, 23-25, 782
At the foot of a willow, 23
At the sign of the horse, 735
At the sign of the lion, 735
'At up tails all,' 727
'At Watton town's end at Watton to\\<n's
end,' 461
At Westminster was such a match, 417
At Winchester was a wedding, 416
Attend and give ear good Christians to
me, 497
Attend and you shall hear, 333
Attend good people all, 604
Attend good people lay by scoffs and
scorns, 228

68 3
As Jockey
walking,
As Johnny
As Johnny
37 8

As
As
As
As
As
As

and Jcnny one evening were
632
met Jenny a-going to play, 379
met Jenny on a summer's day,

May in all her youthful dress, 21-22
May in all her youthful dress, 21
May was in her youthful dress, 22
on a day Sabina fell asleep, 624
on a sunshine summer's day, 682
Phoebus in the lustrous air, 446

497
As Roger and Mary were toiling, 808
As Roger did rise in the moming be·
times, 610
As she lay sleeping in her bed, 658
As Strephon did unfold his flocks. 21 ~
As Strephon wandered 'midst the dalcs,
54 0
As Sylvia in a forest lay. 785
As Thomas and Mary did meet, 417
As through Saint Albans I did pass. 726
As Tom met Roger upon the road, 307
As two men was walking down by the
seaside, 224, 360
As walking forth to view the plain, 55
As Watkins walked by the way, 746
As you came from that holy land of Wal·
singham, 742
'Ash and the oak and the ivy tree, The,'
353
Assist me Apollo and help my conceit, 132
Assist me muses with your power divinc,
6g8
Assist me some good sprite, 333
At a sessions of late, 803
At Charlton there was a fair, 417
At Deptford there was such a wedding,
808

At home would [ be in my own country,
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Attend my masters and give ear, 714
Attend my masters and listen well, 779
Attend to this ditty which fairly does
treat, ~60
Attend true lovers and give ear, 107
Attend you friends and parents dear, 297
Attend young lasscs all of Edinburgh
town, 637
Augusta our famed metropolitan saint,
51 4

"Augusta's Restoration from Her City
Calenture:' 514
Auld Sir Simon the king, 550
"Auld Yellow-haired Laddy, The:' 805
"Authentic Letter of Marshal de Bouffiers, The," 541
Awake awake 0 England, 533
Awake 0 my Chloris, 3
Awake ye woeful wights, 158
Away with Cupid's idle darts, 656
Away with the causes of riches and cares,
17 2
"Aye Marry and Thank Ye Too, An Answer to:' 26 .
Aye marry and tllank you too, 25-2 7, 566,
625, 78t
'Aye marry and thank you too: 25
'Aye marry sir there's a brave miller indeed: 552
'Aye me aye me: 33

Babes in the wood, 105
"Babes in the Woods:' 103
Racca pipes jig, t69
Bacchus the father of drunken nowIs, 263
"Bacchus's Health," 333
"Bachelor's Answer to the Helpless
Maiden, The," 693
"Bachelor's Ballad, The:' tOO
"Bachelor's Ballad, The Maid's Answer to
the," 200
"Bachelor's Choice, The," 95, 96
"Bachelor's Delight, The," 414, 415
"Bachelor's Forecast, The," 151
"Bachelor's Guide, The:' 409
Bachelors how could you prove so unkind, 421
Bacon and beans, 595
Bad husband's folly, The, 117
"Bad Husband's Folly, The," 117
"Bad Husband's Information, The," 185

"Bad Husband's Rdormation, The," 62,
497
/JaUled knight, The, 27-28
/JailiU's daughter of [sli"gto,I, The, 293 1,645
"Bailiff's Daughter of Islington, The," 645
"Baily or Hounslow, An Excellent New
Song Called the," 598
Baily that now goes a-wooing, The, 598
"Baked Bully, The:' 379
"Baker's Frolic, A New Song Called the,"
795
"Baker's Lamentation, The," 484, 541
"Ballad, The" (1681), 333
"Ballad by the Late Lord Dorset, A," 649
"Ballad Declaring How Every Christian
Ought to Prepare Themsclf, A," 619
"Ballad Entitled Prepare Ye to the Plow,
A," 575
"Ballad from the Country, A:' 139
"Ballad of Constant Susanna, The," 410
"Ballad of God's Wrath Showed at Lyons,
A," 206

"Ballad
"Ballad
"Ballad
"Ballad
"Ballad

of Jane Shore, The," 122
of the Cloak, The:' III, 214
on a Country Wedding" A:' 350
on a Friend's Wedding, A," 349
on Lord Pelham's Birthday, A,"

464
"Ballad on New Bedlam, A," 148
"Ballad on Queen Elizabeth, A:' 646
"Ballad on Sir Robert Peyton, A," 568
"Ballad on the Battle of Audenarde, A,"
802
"Ballad to the Tunc of Dame of Honor,
A," 157
"Ballad upon a Gentleman's Sitting upon
the Lady Weymouth's Cremona Fiddle,
A," 140, 174
"Ballad upon the New Inn," 394
"Ballad upon Tobacco," 710
Balow, 31-34
'Balow balow: 32, 33
"Balow my Babe:' 32
Balow my babe lie still and sleep, 32
Balow my babe weep not for me, 31
Balow my boy lie still and sleep. 33
Bandalashot galliard, 418
"Banished Duke, The," 234
"Banishment of Poverty, The," 207
Bankers now are brittle ware, 425
Banstead downs, 122
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Bara Faustus' dream, !H-~6
"Bara Faustus' Dream, The Second Part
of," M
"Barbara Allen," xii
"Barbarous and Bloody Son, The," 296
"Barbarous Uncle, The:' !H2
"Barefaced Tories, The," 204
Bark. in tern/Jest tossed, Tile, 25
Bartholomew fair, ~6-37
"Bashful Maiden's No No No, The," 192
"Bashful Virgin, The," 149
"Basket Women, The," 41
Rasse's career, 37-39, 65, 266
Bateman, 369, ~70
"Bath Teasers, The," 850
"Bathing Girls, The," 428, 770
Battle, The, 778
"Battle at Sea, The," 707
Battle 01 Almansa, The, 154
"Battle of Birds Most Strangely Fought
in Ireland, A," 58
"Battle of the Colliers, The," 176
"Battle Royal, The," 670
Be light and glad in God rejoice, 584
Be merry my friends and list a while, 184
Be merry my hearts, 198
Be your liquor small or as thick as mud,
434

Bear a hand jolly tars, 800
Beau dressed fine met Miss divine, A, 692
"Beautiful Berkshire Damsel, The," 295
Beautiful damsel but eighteen years old,
A,497
"Beautiful Shepherdess of Arcadia, The,"
65 8- 659
Beautiful widow of Watling street, The,
748
"Beauty's Cruelty," 702
"Beauty's Triumph," 288
"Beauty's Warning-piece," 204
"Bedfordshire Prophecy, The," 229
Beds making, The, 190 , 752
"Beggar, The," 245
Beggar a beggar a beggar I'll be, A, 245
Beggar boy, The, 89-40, 488
"Beggar Boy of the North, The," 89
"Beggar Comes the Beggar Comes, A
Merry New Ballad Entitled the," 461
Beggar got a bailiff, 468
Beggar got a beadle, A, 239
Beggar got a beadle, A, 240, 468

Beggar 1 will be, A, 4 I
Beggar of all trades is tile best, A, 41
Beggar of late most poor in estate, A, 6-15
Beggar witll the wooden leg, The, 41
"Beggar's Dear Joy, The," 138
"Beggar's Delight, The," 138
"Beggar's Intrusion, The," 645
"Beggar's Song, The," 245
'Beggars all a-row,' 146
"Beggars' Chorus in The Jovial Crew,
The," 40
"Beggars' Song, The," 725
Begging we will go, A-, 40-42
Beginning 01 tile world, The, 266, 267,
648-64 6
Begone thou fatal fiery fever, 250
Behold a blade who knows his trade, 814
Behold great heaven's protection, 528
Behold I am an aged man, 815
Behold I fly on wings of soft desire, 179
Behold I pray what's come to pass, 681
Behold in this age, 437
Behold the man, 16
Behold the man with a glass in his hand,
87 2
Behold what noise is this I hear, 460
Believe me if all those endearing young
charms, 499
"Bellman for England, A," 533
"Bellman's Good Morrow, The," 533
Bellmen that walk in the weather, The,
59 8
Beloved hearken all 0 hone 0 hone, 233
Beneath a shady bower, 720
"Beneficial Wedding, The," 576
"Benefit of Marriage, The," 414
"Berkshire Damsel, The Second Part of
the," 295
"Berkshire Tragedy, The," 564
Bernard's vision, 229
"Bess a Bell She Doth Excel," 298
Bessy Bell, 298
"Bide Till You Be Married Yet, An Excellent New Ballad Entitled," 426
"Bill of Fare, A," 130
Billy and Molly, 154, 162, 163, 299, 391,
686
Billy was as blithe a lad, 573
Birds they sing the deer they fling, The,
326

"Birds' Harmony, The," 172
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Bishop 0/ Chesters jig, 219
"Bishop of Hereford, The," 606
"Bishop of Hereford's Entertainment by
Robin Hood, The," 607
Black almain, The, 42-43
lJlack almain upon Cecilia, 43
Blac/e and sullen hour, 702
Black eagle, The, 190
"Blackbird, The," 617
Blacksmith, The, 274-275, 277
"Blacksmith, The," 27S
Blacksmith's tune, The, 274
Bleeding heart, The, S65, S74
"Blind Boy, The," 743
"Blink. over the BUill Sweet Betty," 124
Blink. over the bum sweet Betty, 125
Blithe lad I prithee go, 424
"Blithesome Bridal, The," 638, 639
"Blithesome Wedding, The," U38
"Bloody Battle at Billingsgate, The," 794
"Bloody Battle between a Tailor and a
Louse, A," 3S2
"Bloody Fight of Flanders, The," 191
"Bloody Siege of Vienna, The," 177
"Blow Away the Morning Dew," 28
Blue Cap, 44-45
"Blue Cap for Me," 44
"Blue Mountain Lake," 116
Blue fJetticoats or green garters, 424
Blush no redder tllan the moming, 268
Blush not redder than the morn, 45-46
Boarditlg School, The, 480
"Boast of Great Britain, The," 299
"Bob Booty's Lost Deal," 510
'Bobbin jo the bobbin jo, The,' 47
Bobbing Joan, 46-47
Bobbing Joe, 46-47
"Bobbing Joe," 47
"Bog-trotters' March, The," 483
Bonniest lass in all the land, The, 269
Bonny black Bess, 490
Bonny blacksmith, The, 274
"Bonny Blacksmith's Delight, The," 274
Bonny blithe lad, A, 383
~onny bonny bird, 152
"Bonny Briar, The," 70
Donny broom, The, 68
'Bonny broom the well-favored broom,
The,' 69, 70
Bonny brow, 366

Bonny Christ Church bells, The, 48-49,
ISo
Bonny courante, 186
Bormy Dundee, 49-51
"Bonny Dundee," 49, 50
Bonny fine maid of a noble degree, 610611

Bonny grey-eyed morn, The, 51-52
Bonny grey-eyed mom began to peep,
The, 51
Bonny Kate 0/ Edinburgh, 53-54
Bonny Katherine Ogie, 54-55
"Bonny Katherine Ogie," 54
Bonny lad came to the court, A, 161
Bonny lad prithee lay thy pipe down, 56
Bonny lad prithee lay thy pipe down, 56
"Bonny Lass, The," 465
Bonny lass gin thou art (wert) mine, 57
Bonny lass I love thee well, 458
"Bonny Lass of Bristol, The," 634
Bonny milkmaid, The, 492
"Bonny Milkmaid, An Excellent New
Playhouse Song Called the," 491
Bonny Nanny 0, 507
Bonny Nell, 57-59
Bonny Peg 0/ Ramsey, xviii
nonny Peggy Ramsey that any man may
see, 465, 571
"Bonny Robin," 61
"Bonny Scot, An Answer to the," 681
"Bonny Scot or the Yielding Lass, The,"
681
"Bonny Scottish Lad, The," 458
"Bonny Scottish Lovers, The," S8S
Bonny sweet Robin, xviii, 59-64. 18S, 221,
197, 659
Both old and young both rich and poor,
47 1
Both Robert and Richard nay William
and Ned, 409
Both young and old both rich and poor
give ear, 2S0
Both young men maids and lads, 548
Bottle maker's delight, The, 433
"Bougel a Boy," 74
"Bouncing Bess of Bromley," 162
"Bountiful Brewers, The," 794
"Bourse of Reformation, The," 354
Bow bells, 38, 64-65
"Bowes Tragedy, The," 590
Boys and girls come out to play the new
way, 290
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Boys and girls to play, 190
Brande d'Angleterre, 643
Bragandary, 743
Brave boys, 153
Brave boys let us sing, 438
"Brave Boys of Bristol, The," 78, 308,
381, 62 4
Brave Bristol boys where e'er you be, 78,
S08, !81, 624
Brave Britons let your voices ring, 92
Brave College is hanged, 525
Brave Devonshire boys made haste away,
459
Brave English boys come follow me, 501
Brave English boys now rejoice and be
merry, 9!
"Brave English Gipsy, The," 676
Brave gallants now listen and I will you
tell, 144
Brave Lord Willoughby, 467, 471
Brave loyal-hearted Englishmen, 709
Brave Mars begins to rouse, 757
Brave Monmouth's out of favor now, 306
Brave Tamerlane he was a shepherd, 6
"Brave Warlike Song, A," 478
Brave west-country blades come listen, 117
Brave William is a lad, 810
"Bravery' of the Duke of Argyle, A Rare
New Song Showing the," 522
Bread Of God, 65-66
Bread of God I think the nation's mad,
65
Bread of God, The second part of, 66
"Break of Day," 457
"Breech Washed by a Friend to the
Rump, The," 547
"Brewer, The," 275
Brewer may be a burgess grave, A, 275
"Brewers' Answer, The," 794
"Brewers' Benefit, The," 794
Bride's burial, The, 369
"Bride's Burial, The," 309
Bride's good-morrow, The, 66-67
"Bridewell Whore's Resolution, The," 317
"Brief Relation of an Atheistical Creature,
A," 471
"Brief Sonnet Declaring the Lamentation
of Beccles, A," 419
Bright was the morning, 67-68
Bright was the morning, 67
"Brimigham Ballad, The," 581
Brisk Ralph of late he came to Kate, 161

"Bristol Tragedy, The," 295
"Britain's Glory and Credit Retrieved,"
5 22
"Britain's Jubilee," 735
"Britannia Excisa," 803
British grenadiers, The, 15, 279
"Briton's Wish, The," 163
Britons awake from your six years' dream,
766
Britons now let joys increase, 522
"Broadside for the Dutch, A," 235, 267
"Broken Contract, The," 234
"Broken Vintner of London, The," 436
'Broom broolll on hill,' 09
Broom of Cowdenknows, The, 68-'71
"Broom of Cowdenknows, The," 70'--11
"Broom on Hill," 09
Broom the bonny broom, The, 68-71
Buckingham house, 273
Buff coat, 72-73
Buff coat has no fellows, 72
Buff coat hath no fellow, 72
Buggering Oates prepare thy rieck, 73-74.
162
Bugle bow, 74-'75
"Bugle Bow, The," 74
Building(s) , The, 640
"Bully Whig, The," 5
Burton hall, 75-76
Burton house, 76
Busy fame, 77-78, 106, 107, 212, 3° 8, 312,
370, 380, 381, 559, 62 4, 7 62 , 812; sce
also When busy fame
'But god-a-mercy penny,' 262
But I fancy lovely Nancy, 96
'But I fancy lovely Nancy,' 95
'But I'll the money spend,' 656
'But locks and bolts do hinder,' 446
'But unconstant woman true to no man,'
337
But will you now to peace incline, 351
Buttoned smock, The, 460, 465
"Buxom Joan of Limehouse's Love," 670
"Buxom Lass of Bread Street, The," 598
"Buxom Lass of Westminster, The," 360
Buxom rich widow had late laid in grave,
A,43 6
Buxom virgin, The, 407
"Buxom Virgin, The Answer to the," 407
By all the powers I love you so, 782
By Creist my dear Moriah vat makes de
sho' shad, 454
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By force I am fixed my fancy to write, 447
By hearsay our foes they are coming to
town, 166
By the side of a glimmering fire, 282
B)' the side of a great kitchen fire, 282
By the side of a green stagnant pool, 282
"Calais His Woeful Lamentation," 141
Call for the robin redbreast and thc
wren, 105
'Call him down-a,' 419
"Call to the Races at Newmarket, The,"

"4

"Calling of a Free Parliament, A New
Song on the," 574
Cllllino, 574
Callino calUno callino casturame, 80
Callino casturame, 7g-8o
"Callino Casturame," 79
Calm was the evening, 80-81
Calm was the evening and clear was the
sky, 81
Calm was the even (evening) and clear
was the sky, 80
Cam lend lend y'ar lugs Joes, 70!J
"Came You Not from Newcastle," 742
Came you not from Newcastle, 82
Cam'st thou tlOt from Newcastle, 82
Cat' life be a blessing, 85-84
Can life be a blessing, 83
Clln love be controlled, 282
Can love be controlled by advice, 282
Can my poor heart be still, 1!J8
Can you dance the shaking of the sheets,
6!J2

Cannons roar, The, 288, 758
Canonical black-coats like birds of a
feather, 568
Canst tell me Ceres what curst fate, 350
Canst thou not weave bone-lace, 84-85
Canst thou not weave bone-lace, 84
"Canticum Catholicum," 393
Caper and lirh it, 725
Caper and jerk it, 725
Caping trade, The, 525
Captain Digby's farewell, 62, 63
"Captain Digby's Farewell," 181, 183
"Captain Dill upon Hogback," 646
"Captain Gordon's Welcome Home," 289
"Captain Hind's Progress and Ramble,"
611

"Captain Johnson's Last Farewell," 622

"Captain Johnson's Lovc's Lamentation,"
62 3
"Captain Kidd's Farewell to the Seas,"
673
Caplai" Ward, 720
"Captain Ward and the Rainbow," 720
"Captain Whitney'S Confession:' 623
"Captain's Courtship, The," 168
Card players, The, 249
Career, The, 38
"Careless Drunkards, The," 212
"Careless Gallant, The," 222
"Carman's Whistle, A Pleasant New Song
Called the," 86, 469
Carman's whistle, The, xiii, 85-87, 183,
469, 74!J

"Carol for Christmas Day, A," 589
"Carol for Christmas Day at Night, A:'
49 8

"Carol for Christmas Day in the Morning,
A," 20!J

"Carol for Innocents' Day, A," 205, 371
"Carol for New Year's Day, A," 275, 72!J
"[Carol] For St. John's Day," 646
"Carol for St. Stephen's Day, A," !J-O, 781
"Carol for Twelfth Day, A," 61, 557
"Carouse to the Emperor, A," 287
Cm·ter's whistle, The, 85
Cassandra's beauty charmed mine eyc, 78
Cast care away 'tis holiday, 681
Cast care away with sport and play, 302
Cat after hind, 95, 96
"Catalogue of Tailors, A New Copy of
Verses Containing a," 795
"Catch of the Bcggars, A," 244
"Catholic Ballad, Thc," 197, 393, 542
"Catholic Brother, The," 166
Cavalier, 87
"Cavalier's Genius, The," 348
"Cavalier's Song, The," 110
"Cavaliers' Complaint, The," 348
"Cavaliers' Complaint, An Echo to the,"
34 8

Cavalilly man, 87-89, 275, 593, 700
"Caveat for a Bad Husband, A," 569
"Caveat for Cutpurses, A," 568
"Caveat for Young Men, A," 117
Cease my pretty Nancy do not thou bewail, 733
Cefachio's farewell, 642
Celemene pray tell me, xvi
Celia that I once was blest, 89-90
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l•
"Cclia's Answer to Amintor's Lamentation,"~

661

"Celia's Conquest," 6-11'
Celia's my foe, 661
"Cclia's Triumph," 438
"Cclinda's Last Gasp:' 107
"Champion's Defeat, The," 163
Chanson anglaise, 1'5
Character of sundry trades and callings,
The, 548
Charles of Sweden, 90"1}2
Charles the First was a noble king, 143
"Charmed Lover, The:' 623
"Charming Amintas," 759
"Charming Bride and Jovial Bridegroom,
The," 159
"Charming EdlO, The," 78, 762, 81lt
Charming nymph, 212
"Charming Phyllis:' 668
"Charming Regent's Wish, An Excellent
New Song Called the," 619
Charon make haste, 92-94
Charon make haste and ferry me over. 92
"Charon's Kindness," 93
"Chastity's Conquest," 84
"Cheapside's Triumphs," 461, 640
"Cheater Cheated, The," 289
"Cheating Age, The," 780
Cheer up kind countrymen, 40, 488
"Cheerful Husband, The," 297
Cheerily and merrily, 488
"Chequer Inn, The," 349
Chestnut, 95-96
Chevy chase, 96-101, 104, 105, 173, 201,
308 , 355, 370, 50 9, 520, 57 6, 589, 62 3,
788
"Chevy Chase," 96, 99, 369, 370
Chi passa, xiii, 101-103
Chi passa per questa strada, 101
"Chief of Dairymaids, The," 492
"Children after the Rate of Twenty-four
in a Year:' 723
Children both far and near, 2~H
Children in the wood, The, 98, 103-105,
24 8 , 36g, 370, 61 4
"Children in the Wood, The." 103
"Children's Cries against Their Barbarous
Cruel Father, The," 234
Ch'ill tell thee Tom the strangest story,
848
('..b'ill tell thee Wat, 348

"Chimes of the Times, The," 464
Chimney sweep, 671'
"Chips off the Old Block," 41'0, 41'1
"Chloe's Admirer," 772
Chloc's face is heavcn to me, 805
Chloe's farewell, 719
Chloris awake, 3, 1
CllIoris filII of harmless thought(s),

20,

105-1°7, 812
Chloris full of harmless thought, 78
Chloris in a myrtle grove, go
CllIoris since thou art fled away, 1°7-108
"Choice of Invcntions," 723
Christ Churc11 bells, 19
Christ is my love, 70
Christ is my love he loved me, 70
Christ is rising, 362
"Christ's Tears over Jerusalem:' 603
"Christian Conquest, The," 767
Christmas hath made an end. 748
Christmas is my name, 526, 527
"Christmas Song When the Rump Was
First Dissolved, A," 349
"Christmas' Lamentation," 526
"Church Jockey, The," 193
"Church of England's Wish, The:' 441
Citizen's wife I am I declare it, A, 438
"City Haliad. A," 192
City calJer, The, 186
"City Caper, The," 186
City has no knave so base. The, 813
"City of London's New Litany, The," 275
"City Prophesier, The," 276
City ramble, The, 596, 597
"City Rambler. The," 682
City rant, The, 598
"City's Loyalty to Their King, The," 462
"Clan's Lamentation, The," 55
"Claret Drinker's Song. The," 436
"Clarinda's Complaint," 358
Clean contrary way, The, log, 254, 3°6,
77 8
'Clean (clear) contrary way, The,' 109,
306 , 778
Clear cavalier, The, 110-111, 625
Clear is the air and the morning is fair,
37-3 8
Clear was the morning and azure the sky,
81
Cloak, The, 111-112
"Cloak's Knavery, The," 526, 566
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"Clock and Cushion, The," II
Clock had struck, The, 1186
Clock had struck, The, 1186
Cluck has struck, 1"he, 1186-387
"Clothiers' Delight, The," 3i9
"Clown's Courtship, The," 595
"CloWII's SOllg, The," 792
"Coat of Arms, The," 634
Cobbler there was, A," 172, 175
Cobbler there was and he lived in a stall,
A, 175
"Cobbler's End, The," 175
"Cock Crowing, The," 712
Cock up thy beaver, 112-115, '108
Cock up your beaver sir, 480
Codli"gs, 352
"Coffin for King Charles, A," :w9
"Colchestcr Quaker, The," 712
Cold a"d 7"aW, 25, 13.1, 138, 163, 303, 450,
086, 687-692, 781
"Cold and Raw, A Third Me....y Ditty of,"
690
"Cold and Raw, All Answer to," 690
Cold and raw the north did blow, (j90
Cold and raw you can't forget, 690
Colin {lud Amaryllis, 18
Colin',{ comlJlaint, 808
"Colin's Complaint," 281, 282
"Colin's Conceit, A Most Excellent Ditty
Called," 784
Coloucl Gerard's mist7'cSS, 251
Colonel Gerard's tune, 251
"Colonel John Okey's Lamentation," 41
Colonel Middleto71's march, 759
"Colonel Sidney's Lamentation," 75
"Colonel Venn's Encouragement to His
Soldiers," 306
Colonus and Bacchus did meet, 286
"Comber's Whistle, The," 86, 469
'Come all away,' 108
Come all good people give an ear, 554
Come all loyal subjects I pray you, 185
Come all loyal subjects of every sort, 404
Come all my kind neighbors and hear me
a while, 187
Come all my kind neighbors and listen a
while, 131
Come all our caballers and Parliament
votes, 88
Come all rash lovers pray draw near, 623
Come all that are disposed a while, 157

Come all that loves good company, 711
Come all ye ancient women, 42
Come all ye brave gallants and listen a
while, 610
Come all ye elves that be, 677
Come all ye faithful Christians, 109
Come all ye faithful Christians, 254
Come all ye farmers and lislen a while,
422
Corne all ye sons of Adam, 464
Come all you brave sawyers and listen a
while, 131
Come all you brave seamen, 185
Comc all you fanners out of the country,
328
Corne all you good fellows wherever you
dwell, 509
Come all you maidens fair, 810
Come all you 1I0bie you that are neat
ones, 327
Corne all you nobles that are great ones,
32 7
Come all you old bakers, 261
Corne all you sportsmen far and near, 101
Come all you sweet lips round me stand,
554
Corne all you tribes of hostesses, 86
Come all you youths that yet are free, 100
Corne all young maids that are to wed,
402
Come and assist my trembling pen, 589
Corne and attend young virgins all, 386
Come and do not musing stand, 688
Come and hear my pleasant song, 161
Come bachelors and married men, 146
Come Betty why art thou so bashful, 501
Come boys cast away sorrow, 116
Comc boys fill up a bumper, 453
Corne boys fill up a bumper, 115
Come boys fill us a bumper, 115-116, 501
Come boys fill us a bumper, 115, 501
Come brave England be of good cheer,
766
Come brave English sailors, 617
Come brave noble-hearted seamen, 191
Come bring the liquor hither, 464
Come buggering Oates prepare thy neck,
73
Come buy my fine ditty, 193
Come buy my greens and flowers fine, 554
Come buy my new; ballad, 566
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Come buy my new ballet, 244
Come cease your songs of cuckold's row,
146
Come cheer up my lads let us haste to
the main. SOL
Corne cheer up my lads 'tis to glory we
steer, 299
Come cheer up your hearts, 222
Come COIIIC away to the temple and pray.
767
Come come beloved Londoners, 179
Come come come comc what shall I say.

784
Come come my brave gold, 199
Come cut again the game's not done. S48
Come fill it up and give me a brimmer
boy. 632
Come follow follow all. 676
Come follow follow me, 677
Come follow follow me those that good
fellows be, 676
Come follow follow me to the alehousc
we'll march all three. 676
Come follow follow me you fairy elves
that be, 676
Come follow my laue, 365. 371. 589
Come follow your leader follow, 676
Come Frances come make haste. 226
Comc free Britons let's all rejoice. 92
Come friend if thy leisure permit thee to
stay. 62
Come friends and unto me draw ncar,
32 9
Come from the temple away to the bed.
38 • 65
Come from the temple to the bed, 38
Come gallants and listen unto me a while,
220

Come gallants and welcome partake of
my cheer, 409
Come gentle herdman sit with me, 258
Come gentlemen all and listen a while,
610

Come grant me come lend me, 779
Come hearken to me whilst the truth [
do write, 131
Come hearken to me young maidens all,
634
Come here lady muses and help me to
sing, 778
Come here you brave gallants, 473

('.orne here's to the nymph that I love, 550
Come hither all you who to love never
knew, 662
Come hither friends and listen unto me,
7S9
Come hither learned sisters, 713
COlllC hithcr mine host come hither, 291
COllle hither my dear Betty. 637
Comc hither my jovial blades. 547
Come hither my own sweet Betty, 501
Come hither my own sweet duck, 116-11g.
133. 367. 769
Come hithe!' my own sweet duck, 116
Come hither my pretty Sue, 26
Come hither the merriest of all the nine,

44
Come
Come
Come
Come

hither
hither
hither
hither

thou seaman brave, 742
to me and I will declare. 143
Topham come. 333
you merriest of all the land,

45
Come hostess fill the pot. 291
Come Jack let's drink a pot of ale, 348
COllle Jenny come Molly come Kitty come
Dolly, 704
Come join hand in hand. 300
Come jolly Bacchus god of winc, 92
Come let us all to the wedding, 639
Come let us be frolic, 725
Come let us be frolic and gay, 725
Come let us cheer our hearts with lusty
wine, 592
Come let us joyful anthems raise, 563
Come let us leave the town, xvi
Come let us merry be brave boys, 212
Come let us mourn for well we may, 589
Come let us prepare, 235
Come let us prepare, 235
'Come let's dally shall I shall I,' 190
Come let's sing to the honor and praise,
454
Come let's take the Rump. 728
Come let's to the tavern, 185
Come light and listen you gentlemen all,
610

Come listen a while and here I will relate, 172
Come listen a while and I here will unfold, 409
Come listen a while and I will relate, 408
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Come listen a while both young and old,
244
Come listen a while to the lines which I
bring, 108
Come listen a while you gentlemen all,
610
Come listen all while that I sing, 589
Come listen all you that (who) to mirth
are inclined, 131, 172, 800
Come listen and hear me tell, 26
Come listen good fellows and a tale I'll
relate, 606
Come listen kind neighbors with heart
and good will, 62
Come listen now dear daughter Joan, 683
Come listen now to the nation's glory, 339
Come listen to me and I will declare, 131
Come listen to this ditty, 670
Come listen to this pleasant ditty, 536
Come listen while 1 here unfold, 315
Come listen you Protestant subjects, 209
Come little babe come silly soul, 31
Come live wit II me and be my love, 119122

Come live with me and be my whore, 122,
32 9
Come Lord let's walk on Sion Hill, 123

Come love let's walk into tile spring,

123-

12 4
Come love let's walk into the spring, 123
'Come love me whereas I lay,' 778
Come lovely lasses listen well, lU
Come lovers all both great and small, 307
Come loyal Britons all rejoice, 91
Come make a good toast and stir up the
fire, 24
Come Maurice my brother, 515

Come mother make up my bed, 30
Come mourn come mourn with me, 369
Come mourn with me fair nymphs, 381
Come mourn with me ye shepherds all,

8u
Come
Come
Come
Come
Come
Come
Come
Come
Come

mournful muse assist my quill, 356
murthering Miles, 287
my boys let's drink and sing, 563
my dear heart's delight, 286
my Grace come sit thee by me, 698
my lads let's march away, 279
my Molly let us be jolly, 704
neighbors follow me, 676
now let's rejoice, 523

Come o'er the bourn Bessy to me, 125
Come off my mother sirrah sirrah, 704
'Come off my mother sirrah sirrah,' 70.t

Come

O/JeTl

tile door sweet Betty, 124-u5

Come open the door sweet Hetty, u4
Come prithee love let me prepare, 725
Come prithee young man do not "out,
373
Come Robin Ralph and little Harry, 166
Come Roger and Nell come Simkin and
Bell, 290
Come shepherds deck your heads, 126-127
Come shepherds deck your heads, 126
Come sing us a merry catch quoth Bob,

41111
Come sit down my dear until I declare,

662
Come son you are young, 172
Come stand to thy tackle Nat, 308

Come sweet lass,

127-129

Come sweet lass this bonny weather let's
together, 128
Come sweet love let sorrow cease, 35
Come sweet love let sorrow cease, 35
Come take a view good people all, 16
"Come to It at Last," 697
Come to me pretty lass, 578
Come tum thy rosy face, 286
Come you gallants all to you I do call,
610
Come you lusty lovers, 637

Comedian ten daTls, 754
"Comely Behavior for Ladies and Gentlewomen, The," 447
"Comfortable New Ballad of a Dream of
a Sinner, A," 614
"Comical Parley between Two Countrymen, A," 348

Coming down, 673
"Committee-man's Complaint, The," 328
"Committee-man's Complaint and the
Scot's Honest Usage, The," 329
Commons now are at a stand, The, 425
"Competition, The," 671
"Complaining Bridegroom, The," 719
"Complaining Shepherdess Satisfied, The,"
3 81

Complaint, 226
Complaint at fortune, 227
"Complaint of a Lover Forsaken of His
Love, The," 788
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"Complaint of a Sinner, The:' 70, a60
"Complaint of All the She-traders, The:'
795

"Complclc Cil, The," 798
"Complclc Gentlewoman, A:' 625
"Complete Swearing-master, The," 523
"Conceited Bellman, The:' 598
"Conceited Lovcr, The," 501
Conccits of sundry sorts thcre are, 78.{
"Condcmncd Bridegroom, The:' 623
"Conditional Recantation, Thc," 89
Call1esse, 136
C01llesse his tune, 136
"Confession of a Penitent Sinner, The,"
531
"Congratulation on the Happy Discovery
of the Hellish Fanatic Plot, A," 523
"Conquered Lady, The," 492
"Conquering Virgin, The:' 746
Conscience for a fallcy rambled forth to
find, 637
"Conspiracy, The," 321
"Constance of Cleveland and Her Disloyal Knight," 111
"Constancy Lamented," 295
Constant Betty that sweet creature, Igo
"Constant Chloris," 90
"Constant Countryman, The," 441
"Constant Couple, The," 186
"Constant Fair and Fine Betty," 572 '
"Constant Lady and False-hearted Squire,
The," 563
Constant Lover, The, 90
"Constant Lover, The," 336, 339, 781
"Constant Lover's Lamentation, The:'

34 1
"Constant Lover's Mortal Mistake,. The,"
811-812

"Constant Lovers, The:' 346, 358, 540,
"Constant Maiden's Resolution, The," 63
"Constant Seaman, The," 5
"Constant Wife, A," 446
"Constant Wife a Kind Wife, A," 446
"Content and Rich," 685
"Content's a Treasure," 42
"Contented Cuckold, The," 82, 422, 742
"Contented Lovers, The," 686
"Contention between a Countryman and
a Citizen, The," 537
"Contriving Lover, The," 347
"Conventicle Litany, A," 520

Cook LONel. 12g-133, 166
Cook Lorrel would have the devil his
guest, 130
Cooper and the joiner are two famous
trades, The, 240
"Cooper of Norfolk, The," 779
Coperario, 264
"Copy of Verses Made on the Public Fireworks, A," 92
"Copy of Verses of a Baker and a Mealman, A:' 637
Corn-rigs art: bonrly, 635
"Corn-rigs Are Donny:' 635
"Coronation, An Excellent New Song on
the Happy," 281
"Corydon and Chloris," 20, 105
"Corydon and Parthenia," 77
"Cotswold Shepherds, The:' 17-18
Could man his wish obtain, 133-131
"Council, The," 376
Council grave our king did hold, A, 98
"Councilor Layer's Last Farewell:' 623
"Counterfeit Court Lady, The," 813
"Country Clerk, The," 808
"Country Clown's Delight, The," 409
"Country Courtship, The," 716
"Country Damosel's Lamentation, The,"
4°9

"COUlltl"Y Damsel's Resolution, The," 497
Country damsels boast, Thc. 492
Coulltry larmer, The. 4°6--410, 771
"Country Farmer, The," 4°7, 408
Count.J,:¥ farmcr is now undone, The, 407
Country farmer's daughter. The, 407
Country farmer's now undone, The, 408,
453
"Country Farmer's Vainglory, The," 290
Country garden, 737
"Country Innocence, The:' 669
Country lass, The. 134-136
"Country Lass, The," 134, 135, 688, 692
"Country Lass for Me, The," 307
"Country Lass Who Left Her Spinningwheel, The," 502
"Country Lovers, The," 286
Country maid's delight. The. 775
"Country Maid's Delight, The," 774
Country miss. The. 131
"Country Miss New Come in Fashion,
The," 131
"Country Sheepshearing, The," 744
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"Country Song Entitled the Restoration,
A," 767
"Country Squire Deceived, The," 436
"Country Traveler's Advice, The," 460
"Country Wedding, The," 174
"Countryman's Calendar, The," 794
"Countryman's Care Away, The," 47!J
"Coulllryman's Care in Choosing a Wife,
The," 803
"Countryman's Delight, The," 595, 66g
"Countryman's Joy, The," 350
"Coulllryman's New Care Away, The,"
173
"Coulllryman's Prophecy, The," 131
Countrymen list to me patiently, 748
Countrymen of England, 768
"Courage Crowned with Conquest," 666
"Courageous Anthony," 686
"Courageous Cook-maid, The," 186
"Courageous Gallant, The," 6r,6
"Courageous Jemmy's Resolution," 698
"Courageous Jockey," 408
"Courageous Loyalists, The," 75
"Courageous Plowman, The," 63
"Courageous Seamen's Loyal Health,
The," 280
"Court Ballad, The," 6r,0
Court lady, The, 136-137
"Court Miss Converted. The," 16
"Court of England, The," 794
"Courteous Carman, The," 86
"Courteous Cannan and the Amorous
Mclid or the Cannan's Whistle, The,"
86
Courteous kind gallants all, 748
"Courteous Shepherdess, The," 424
Courtier scorns us country clowns, The,

79 2
Cou1'tiers courtie1's think it no harm, 13713 8
Courtiers courtiers think it no scorn, 138
"Courtiers' Health, The," 115, 501
"Courtly New Ballad of the Princely
Wooing, A," 61
"Courtly Triumph, The," 733
"Covetous-minded Parents, The," 150
"Covetous-minded Parents, An Answer to
the," 150
Covetousness out of England shall run,
13 1
"Coxheath Camp," 666

"Coy Celia's Cruelty," 90
"Coy Cook-maid, The," 408
"Coy Damosel Conquered, The," 782
"Coy Jenny and Constant Jemmy," 697
"Coy Maid's Repentance, The," 73
"Coy Moggy," 52
"Coy Shepherdess, The," 18
"Crafty Barber of Deptford, The," 161
"Crafty Cracks of East Smithfield, The,"
553
"Crafty Farmer, The," 598
"Crafty Kate of Colchester," 297
"Crafty Lass of the West, The," 460
"Crafty Lover, The," 343
Crafty miss, The, 807
"Crafty Miss, The," 807
"Crafty Young Man, The," 501
Cramp, The, 139-140
Cramp is in my purse full sore, The, 139
Crazy brain crew docs daily pursue, A,

795
"Credit of Yorkshire, The," 256
"Creditors' Complaint against the Bankers, The," 425
"Credulous Virgin's Complaint, The,"
634
Cremona fiddle, The, 140
"Cries of London, The," 49
Crimson velvet, 141-142, 603
Crossed couple, The, 143-145, 162, 328,
7°5
"Crossed Couple, The," 143
Cruel bloody fate, 94
"Cruel Celia," 514
"Cruel Lover, The," 209, 603
"Cruel Parents, The," 564
"Cruel Robberies and Lewd Life of Phil·
lip Collins, A New Ballad Shewing the,"
5 66
"Cruel Shrew, The," 146
"Crumbs of Comfort for the Youngest Sister," 29-30
"Cucking of a Scold, The," 603
"Cuckold's Calamity, The," 637
"Cuckold's Dream, The," 813
"Cuckold's Lamentation of a Bad Wife,
The," 408
"Cuckolds All," 465
Cuckolds all a-row, 145-147, 305, 465, 616
"Cuckolds All A-row," 146
'Cuckolds all a-row,' 146, 147
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Cuckolds all awry, 147
'Cuckolds all of a row,' 147
"Cuckolds' Haven," 676
"Cuckoldy Cook, The," 536
"Cuckoo's Commendation, The," 465
Cuddy and Peggy together did meet, 547
"Cumberland Laddie," 425
"Cum1>crland Lass, The," 427
"Cumberland Nelly," 424
"Cunning Age, The," 779
"Cunning Nonhern Beggar, The," 712
"Cup of Old Stingo, A," 689
Cupid leave thy tyrannizing, 45
"Cupid Turned Tinker," 236
"Cupid's Conquest," 22
Cupid's courtesy, 145, 147-151, 62 5
"Cupid's Courtesy," 147, 625
"Cupid's Cure," 148
"Cupid's Delight," 338
"Cupid's Kindness to Constant Corydon,"
93

"Cupid's Masterpiece," 662
"Cupid's Power," 63
Cupid's revenge, 525
"Cupid's Revenge," 346
"Cupid's Tragedy," 507, 798
Cupid's tre/Jan, 151-153, 582
"Cupid's Trepan," 151
"Cupid's Triumph," 148
"Cupid's Victory over the Virgin's Heart,"

77 0 -77 1
Curse of your shams, A, 795
Curse on blind Cupid his name I do hate,
A, 187

Curse on the zealous and ignorant crew,
A, 200
Cushion dance, The, 644-645
"Cutpurse, The," 568
Cyclops, The, 429

"Daemon Lover, The," 369-370
Dagon's fall, 371
"Dagon's Fall," 5
Dainty come thou to me, 15, 16, 577, 578
"Dainty Damsel's Dream, The," 658
"Dairymaid's Tragedy, The," 573
"Dairymaid's Tragedy, An Answer to
the," 573
Dairymaid's tragedy when I beheld, The,
573

.. Dairymaids' Mirth and Pastime, The,"
473
Damask rose, The, 153-155, 39 1, 517
Damask rose nor lily fair, The, 15~
Dame Flora in her rich array, 812
Dame of honor, The, 155-157
"Dame of Honor or Hospitality, The,"
155
Damon and Pythias, 157-159
'Damon my friend is judged to die,' 158
"Damon's Triumph," 624
"Damosel's Hard Shift for a Husband,
The," 221
"Damosel's Tragedy, The," 94
Damsel carne to London town, A, 656
Damsel fair complete and fine, A, 374
Damsel I'm told, A, 152
Damsel I'm told of delicate mold, A, 152
Damsel with a knight lived of late, A, 234
Damsel's darice, The, 599
Dance after my f}ipe, 653
"Dance after My Pipe," 652
Dancing hobbyhorses, The, 310
"Danea Welcometh Home Her Lord Diophon," 195
Danger is over, The, 159-160
Danger is oyer is over is oYer, 159
Daniel CoojJer, 74, 160-163, 656, 686
"Daniel Cooper," 161, 381
Daniel Cooper and his man, 161
DajJJme, 163-164
Dargason, 165-166
"Darksome Cell," 264
"Daughter's Complaint, The," 680
Dean and prebendary, A, 670
Dcar brethren do ye hear how fine, 639
Dear Catholic brother, 166-168
Dear Catholic brother arc you come from
the wars, 166
Dear daughter I'd have thee to take special care, 62, 497
Dear friend have you heard the fantastical chimes, 455
Dear friends behold a brother most sad,
544

Dear Gill I ne'er thought until last night,
408

Dear
Dear
Dear
Dear
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Jack if you mean, 235
Jockey, 390
Jockey's gone to the wood, 390
Mother I reckon to marry, 209

O~ar Piclraninny, ,68
Dcar Pickaninny if half a guinca, ,68
Dear sistcrs comc I(.'C you how fine. 639
Dearcst dear we must be parted. '9'
Dearest know I do not slight thee. ,89
Dearest Nanny prithee tell mc. 799
D~ath a"d the lady, ,6g-'70, 2~', 233
"Death of Robcrt Lord Devereux. A Lamentable Ditty Composed upon the,"

747
Dcath's dance, 652, 740
"Deceased Maiden Lover. The," 58
"Deceitful Me..chant. The:' 297
"Deceived Virgin, The," 662
December last in frosty weather, 482
"Declaration of thc Death of John Lewes.
A," 534
Deell i" love, '49-'5'
Defend us from all popish plots, 520
"Defensc of Hyde Park, The:' '4!1
De'il assist thc plotting Whigs, The, '77
Ik'jJ cam fiddlin thro' the town, The, 304
De·it take tile war, '78-'79
"Dc'i1 Take the Wa..... '78
Dc'jJ take the war, '78
"Dc'i1's Awa wi' the Exciseman, The,"

3°3-3°4
"Dclicate New Ditty Composed upon the
Posy of a Ring, A," 204
"Dclicatc Ncw Song Entitlcd Sweetheart
I I.ove Thec. A:' 640
"Delicate Wooing between Two Royal
Lovers. Thc," 6,
"Delightful Song in Honor of Whitsuntide, A," 725
Delights and the pleasures of a man without care, The. '7'
Dclights of a cuckold that doth not rcpine, Thc, '7'
Delights of the bottle, The, '70-172, 800
"Delights of the Bottle, The," 171
Delights of thc bottle and the charms of
good wine, The, '70
Delights of the bottle are turned out of
doors, The, '71
Dell's mistress dear with carrot hair, 762
"Denying Lady, The," 26
"Deptford Plum Cake, The," 554
"Deptford Wedding, The," 808
"Derbyshire's Glory," 630
Derry down, 140, 172-176

'Derry down down hey derry down,' '73
"Description and Quality of an Unconstant Lover, The," 30:!
"Dcscription of a Town Mi5S. Thc." ,8
"Dcscription of Old England. A," 2;6
Despairing beside a clear strcam, 28,
"Dcsp'liring {.tn'c..'s Address to Charon,
The," 92
.. Dcspairing Lovcr's Complain t, Thc," 31 2
"Despairing Maidcn Revived, The," 78 •
2'2. 38,
"Dcspairing Prodigal, The," 480
"Dcspairing Shepherd's Advice, The," 2Rti
"Dcspe..atc Damscl's Tragedy, The," 203
"Dest..uction of Ca ..e. Thc," 409-4'0
Devil and we havc done brave things,
Thc,3 0 7
Devil assist the !llattillg Whigs, The, 177
"DcvjJ'S Cruclty to Mankind, Thc," 104
"Dcvil's Ninc Questions, The:' 432
Devil's progress, "I'he, '79-180
"Devil's Progress on Earth, The." ,80
"Dcvonshirc Boys' Cou ..age. The." 4!19
Dt:vomhire boys' delight, The, 459
Devonshire damosels, The, 409. 77'
"Devonshire Damsels' Fl'Olic, Thc," 770,
77 1
Devonshire frolic, 1'he, 409. 77'
"Devonshire Nymph, The," 699
"Dialogue hetwecn a Baker and His Wife,
A." 3°7
"Dialogue hetween a Beau's Head and
His Heels, A." 167
"Dialogue between a Master and His
Maid, A," 26, 625
"Dialogue hetween Bowman the T9ry
and Prance the Renegado. A," 287
"Dialogue bctween Jack and His Mother,
A," 55,1
"Dialogue between Morgan Sawney and
Teague, A," ,67
"Dialogue betwccn Mrs. CelIier and the
Lord Shaftesbury, A," 379
"Dialogue he tween My Lord Hump and
His Valet de Chambre, A," 4'3
"Dialogue between Sly and Lovett, A,"
694
"Dialogue between the French and Irish
Officers, A," 496
"Dialogue between Tom and Jack, A,"

460
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"Dialogue betwixt Philander and Sylvia,
A,"

~61

"Dialogue betwixt Tom and Dick, A," 356
Diana, 180, 535
Diana and her darlings dear, ISo, 535,
586, 61 4
Diana's a nymph, 180-181, 589
Diana's a nymph so cilaste and so fair,
180
"Diana's Darling," ISo
Dick a"d Nan, 63
Dick resolved to court young Nan, 771
"Dick's Loyalty to His True Love Nancy,"
77 1
Did her not see her true loves, 742
Did you ever hear of a gallant sailor, ~39
Did you not hear of a bricklayer of late,
4 22
Did you not hear of a gallant sailor, 338
Did "you not hear of a gallant sailor, 338
Did you rIOt hear of a Spanish lady, 678
Did you not hear of a wedding of late,
422
"Diddle Diddle," 428
"Difficult Frenchman's Unsuccessful Adventures, The," 408
Digby, 490
Digby's farewell, 2, 24, G2, G3, 181-187,
40 8, 5 23
Diogenes surly and proud, 187-188
Diogenes surly and proud, 187
Disappointment, The, 387
"Disappointment, The," 386
"Disconsolate Lady's Complaint, The,"
3 23
"Discontented Bride, The," 771
"Discontented Lady, The," 323
"Discontented Virgin, The," 135
"Discourse between a Soldier and His
Love, The," 731
"Discovery, The," 101, 308, 509
"Disdainful Damosel, The," 347
"Disdainful Shepherdess, A Pretty Sonnet
of the," 577
"Diseased Maiden Lover, The," 58
"Disloyal Favorite, The," 633
Disloyal lovers listen now, 315
"Display of the Headpiece and Codpiece
Valor, A," 277
"Dissatisfied Subject, The," 437
":Dissenters' Triumph, The," 639

"Dissuasion from Vain Lust, A," 411
"Distasted Lover's Downfall, The," ~
"Distracted Damsel, The," 657
"Distracted Young Man's Answer to the
Injured Maiden, The," 297
"Distressed Damosel, The," 497
"Distressed Damoscl's Downfall, The,"
234
"Distressed Pilgrim, The," 372
"Distressed Shepherd, The," 118
"Disturbed Ghost, The," 229
"Diuy Delightful of Mother Watkins's
Ale, A," 745
"Diuy Most Excellent for Every Man to
Read, A," 398, 608
Dives arid Lazarus, log
"Dives and Lazarus," 254
Do you see as a sailor ('II heave off, 598
"Doctor and Beggar Wench, The," 422
"Doctor Corbet's Journey into France,"
399
"Doctor Do-good's Directions," 780
"Doctor Experience's Excellent Advice,"
163
Doctor Faustus, 228, 534
Doctm" Lopel, 534
"Doctor Oates's Last Farewell to England," 431
"Doctor Pope's Wish," 543
Doen Daphne, 164
Dog alld elder's maid, The, 248, 370
"Doleful Adieu to the last Earl of Derby,
A," Go

"Doleful Dance and Song of Death Entitled the Shaking of the Sheets, A," 652
"Doleful Ditty of Five Persons Drowned,
A," 206
Dolly and Molly, 595
"Dominion of the Sword, The," 429
Donkin Dargason, 166
"Dorset, A Ballad by the Late Lord," 649
"Dorsetshire Damosel, The," 224
"Dorsetshire Lovers, The," 637
"Dorsetshire Tragedy, The," 234
"Dorsetshire Wedding, The," 637
Dost hear brother Teague how de cause
goes, 454
Dost hear the news that's of the Dutch
Frank, 452
"Doting Old Dad, The," 549
"Doubtful Robin," 799
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Doubtful virgin, The, 508, 798
Doubting virgin, The, 74, 189- 19 2 , 756,
799
"Doubting Virgin, The," IBg
.. Doubting Virgin's SatisfactIon, The,"
189

Dour's catastrophe, 430
Dove's fegary, 95
'Down a down a down,' 373
Down by the side of a fair crystal fountain, 93
Down in a bottom, 192-19.1
Down in a cypress grove as I was lying,
55 6
Down in a meadow, 685
Down in a pleasant valley, 367
Down in a valley where nymphs arc
a-playing, 685
Dowu i,. the uorth country, 6
Down in the north country, 6
"Downfall of Chancery, The," 233
"Downfall of Dancing, The," 204
"Downfall of Popery, The," 510, 511
Dowuright squire, The, 194-196
"Downright Wooing of Honest John and
Betty, The," 690
Dozen of good points I'll give, A, 487
Dragon of Wantley, Tile, 196-197
"Drapicr's Ballad, The," 16
Draw ncar you country girls, 730-731
"Dreadful Battle between a Tailor and a
Louse, A," 332
"Dream of Jndas's Mother Fulfilled, The,"

70
"Dreaming Virgin's Conceited Happiness,
The," 498
Drinc/t·Liedeken, 797
"Drinking Catch, A," 115
"Drinking Healths of a Jovial Crew, A
Merry New Song Wherein You May
View the," 547
Drive the cold winter away, 197- 199, 393,
69 2
Drowned melancholy in a glass of wine,
75
Dryden thy wit has caterwauled too long,
45 1
"Dub a Dub a Dub, An Answer to," 280
Dub a dub a dub stand your ground, 279
"Duchess of Cleveland's Memorial, The,"
156

"Duchess of Monmouth's Lamentation,
The," 700
"Duchess of Portsmouth's Farewell, The,"
144

Duchess Of SuOolk, The, 588
"Duchess of Suffolk's Calamity, The," 588
"Duke of Albemarle's Farewell, A New
Mournful Uallad Called the," 280
"Duke of Grafton, The Noble Funeral of
the," 260
"Duke of Grafton's Welcome Home, A
New Song Called the," 92
Duke of Monmouth's jig, The, 199-200
Duke of York's delight, The, 211
Duke upou Duke, 200-201
"Duke upon Duke," 200
"Duke upon Duke, An Answer to," 201
"Duke's Defeat of the Rebels, The," 1)63
Du/dna, 201-205
"Dulcina," 201
Dum dum dum, 334. 353
"Dumb Lady, The," 190, 508, 798
"Dumb Maid, The," 334, 353
"Dumb Wife, The," 334, 335
"Dunkirk's Lamentation," 191
Durham stable, 259, 354
"Dutch Miller and New Invented WindmilicI', The," 131
Dutch wo"um's jig, 36-37
"Duval's Last Farewell," 108
D'ye hear the news of the Dutch dear
Frank, 452
"Dyer of Rouen, The," 550
Dying Cllristian's exhortation, 784
"Dying Damosel's Doleful Destiny, The,"
93
"Dying Lamentation of Thomas Randall,
The," 623
"Dying Lovers' Last Farewell, The," 559,
762
"Dying Shepherdess, The," 106
"Dying Tears of a True Lover Forsaken,
The," 122
"Dying Virgin's Farewell, The," 720

Earl of Sandwich's farewell, The, 62, 18218 4
Early in the morn when the night's overworn, 37
Early in the morning fair, 460, 506
Eighth Henry ruling in this land, 7'74
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Eigllly-eighl, 197, !S92-394
£i" schiJ,lt:r t:"gliscllt:r Tarlz, 4!S
Elder time there was or yore, An, 97
.. Elegiac Song, An," 598
Emperor Vcspasian, An, 590
E,,{ield Cummo", 205
.. En fie Id Colli mon," 205
E"gels /lara vllslres drum, !S5
Etlgels 'Illchiegaellje, 512
J~lIgt:ls Wuddt:COI, 797
Etlgelsche Da/Illtle, 16.•
E"gelsd,t: volle, 447
E"ghelsclle lurluy"e, 228
England must be watchful now, !S89
"England Triumphant," 4!S8
"England's Alarum Bell," 290
"England's Darling," 80g
"England's Ecstasy," 281
Etlglmul's lair dai,lly dames, 16
England's fair dainty dames, 15
"England's Gentle Admonition," 400, 680
"England's Great Prognosticator," 765
"England's Happiness," 524
." England's Holiday," 40,.
"England's Honor and London's Glory,"
739

"England's Hopes," 453
"England's Joy," 413
"England's JoY in the Merry Month of
May," 6, 268
"England's Joyful Holiday," 766
"England's Joys Increased," 510, 511
"England's Monthly Predictions for This
Present Year 1649," 61
"England's New Bellman," 5!S!S
"England's Object," 117
"England's Pleasant May Flower," 731
"England's Present State," 276
"England's Pride," 634
England's pride is gone, 748
"England's Royal Conquest," 459
"England's Royal Renown," 288, 407
"England's Scotch Friend," 606
"England's Surprise," 522
"England's Tribute of Tears," 229
"England's Valor and Holland's Terror,"
76 9

"England's Warning-piece," 604
"England's Welcome to King William,"

769
Englische Rolandston, Der, 468

"English Courage Displayed" (Cartagena),

91
"English Courage Displayed" (Portobcllo),

91
E"glish march, A", 41!S
"English Paillter, The," 502
"English Seaman's Resolution, The," 501,
54 8
E"glish lravelers, The, 782
"Entered Apprentices' Song, The," 2!S5
"Epicure, The," 222
"Epistle to Mr. Dryden, An," 451
"Epithalamium, An," 52
"Epithalamium 1689," 276, 664
"Esquire's Tragedy, The," !S42
Essex lamenlalie, 20 7, 754
Essex' good-"ighl, 206
Essex' lasl good",ighl, 206-2og, 748
Eternal Whigs that still depends, 289
Eunuch song, The, 782
"Evan's Gamesome Frolic," 409
Evt:ning ramble, The, 208-209
"Excellent Ballad of a Prince of England's Courtship, An," 141
"Excellent Ballad of George Barnwell,
An," 603
"Excellent Ballad of Saint George and
the Dragon, An," 628
"Excellent Ballad of that Most Dreadful
Combat, An," 196
"Excellent Medley Which You May Admire, An," 680
"Excellent Merry Song of the Friar and
the Boy, An," 571
"Excellent New Ballad, An" (Jacobite),
542
"Excellent New Ballad, An" (Let Oliver).

320
"Excellent New Ballad, An" (Let the soldiers), 442
"Excellent New Ballad ..• Apothecary
was Catched in Bed, An," 803
"Excellent New Ballad Inscribed to the
Irish Polly Peachum, An," 580
"Excellent New Ballad of the Plotting
Head, An," 321
"Excellent New Copy of Verses ••
Thomas Cooke • • • Execution • • • ,
An," 342
"Excellent New Ditty wherein Fair Duldna Complaineth, An," 202
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"Excellent New Hymn to the Mobile,
An," 306
"Excellent New Medley, An," 680
"Excellent New Playhouse Song Called
the WeSl-country Fairing, An," 721
"Excellent New Scotch Song in A Wife
for Any Man, An," 178
"Excellel1l New Song, A" (King James I
was a gallant king), 782
"Excellent New Song Called Rare News
for the Female Sex, An," 637
"Excellent New Song Called the Baily of
Hounslow, An," 598
"Excellent New Song Called the Charming Regent's Wish, An," 619
"Excellent New Song Called the Fairy
Queen, An," 663
"Excellent New Song Called the Politic
Lady, An," 761
"Excellent New Song Called lhe Slighted
Lover, An," 319
"Excellent New Song Called Vauxhall
Frolic, An," 598
"Excellent New Song Entitled a Hot Engagement between a French Privateer
and an English Fireship, Au," 597
"Excellent New Soug Fitted for the
Times, Au," 415
"Excellent New Song of the Two Happy
Lovers, An," 223
"Excellent New Song of the Unfortunate
Whigs, An," 767
"Excellent New Song on the Happy Coronation, An," 281
"Excellent New Song on the Late Victories over the Turks, An," 287
"Excellent New Song or A True Touch
of the Times, An," 21-25
"Excellent Song Made of the Successors
of King Edward IV, An," 534
"Excellent Song of an Outcast Lover,
An," 11
"Excellent Song wherein Thou Shalt Find
Great Consolation, An," 229
"Excellent Sonnet of the Unfortunate
Loves of Hero and Leander, An," 251
Excuse me, 72
"Exit to the Exit Tyrannus, An," 351
"Explanation, The," 307
"Extravagant Gallant's Resolution, The,"
65 6
"Extravagant Youth, The," 408

Fa la, 144
'Fa la,' 304
Fa la la, 143, 144
'Fa la la la la,' 240
'Fa la la la la la,' 1.14
Fain I would, 209
Fain I would (would l) if I could, 2ag211

Fain would I find some pretty tiling to
give unto my lady, 476-477
"Fain Would I Have a Godly Thing to
Show unto My Lady," 477
'Fain would I have a pretty thing,' 477
"Fain Would I have a Pretty Thing, A
Proper Song Entitled," 477
"Fain Would I Have a Virtuous Wife,"

477
"Fain Would I Have and Take No Pain,"

477
Fain would I if I might, 210
Fain would I wed, 352
Fain would I wed a fair young man, 352
"Faint Heart Never Won Fair Lady," 451
Fair and comely creature, A, 256
"Fair and Loyal Maid of Bristow, The,"
3 69-37 0
Fair angel of England, 61, 62, 64, 497

Fair angel of England thy beauty most
bright, 61
Fair Celia in her frantic fits, 657-6[)H
Fair England the garden of Europe was
called, 61
Fair England's joy is fled, 748
Fair Flora beautiful and gay, 812
Fair lady lay thy costly robes aside, 170
Fair lady lay your costly robes aside, 16g
Fair lady lay your costly robes aside, 16g,
233
"Fair Lass of Islington, The," 645
Fair maid of Bristol, The, 369
"Fair Maid of Bristol, The," 369
"Fair Maid of Dunsmore's Lamentation,
The," 589
"Fair Maid of Islington, The," 645, 725
"Fair Maid of London's Answer, The," 61
Fair maid you say you loved me well, 296
Fair maids draw near to me a while, g08
"Fair Margaret and Sweet William," 785,
786
"Fair Margaret's Misfortune," 785
Fair nymph those sparkling eyes of thine,
28 9
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Fair one if thus kind you be, 556-557
Fair one let me in, The, 77. 78. 107. 211114. !Jao. !J81, 812
"Fair Portion for a Fair Maid, A," 262
Fair Rosamond, 98, 99, !J70 , 788
Fair Venus the goddess of beauty and
love. 455
Fair Venus they say, 2!J6
"Fair Young Virgin, The," 613
Fairest mistress cease your moan, 4.t6
Fairest nymph the valleys, The, 214-215
"Fairies' Farewell, The," 740
"Fairing for Young Men and Maids, A,"
4 17
Fairy elves, 6n
Fairy queen, 675
"Fairy Queen, The," 676
"Fairy Queen, An Excellent New Song
Called the," 663
Fairy song. The, 6n
Faith ['m a dog if I can guess, 331
FaithfuL brothers, The, 518
"Faithful Corydon," 21
"Faithful Lover's Downfall, The," 5
"Faithful Lover's Farewell, The," 500
"Faithful Lover's Resolution. The," 356
"Faithful Lovers, The," 701
"Faithful Lovers. An Excellent New Playhouse Song Called the," 223
"Faithful Mariner. The," !'i. 297
"Faithful Shepherd, The," 286, 807
"Faithful Shepherdess, The," 63
"Faithful Squire, The," 94
"Faithful Subjects' New Song. The," 1P7
"Faithful Vow of Two Constant Lovers,
A," 613
"Faithful Wooings. The," 155
"Faithless Lover, The," 58
"Falconer's Hunting, The." 37
FaLero Lero Lo, 740
"Fallen Man's Cruelty," 78. 212
"False-hearted Glover. The." 454
"False-hearted Lover. The," 90
FaLse-hearted young man, The, 297
"False-hearted Young Man. An Excellent
New Song Called the," 297
Fame loudly through Europe passes, 482
"Fame Wit and Glory of the West. The."
25 6

"Famous Battle between Robin Hood and
Maid Marian, A," 610

"Famous Battle between Robin Hood and
the Curtal Friar, The." 607
Famous Brittany give thanks to God, 615
"Famous Ditty of the Joyful Receiving of
the Queen's Majesty, A," 783
"Famous Flower of Servingmen. The,"
75 1
"Famous Orange, The," 79.t
Famous prince of Macedon, The, 102
"Famous Rat-catcher, The," 713
"Famous Sea Fight, A" (1639),471
"Famous Sea Fight between Captain
Ward and the Rainbow, A," 720
"Famous Woman Drummer. The." 775
"Fancy's Freedom," 18
Fancy's phoenix, 374
Far in the north country, 45
Fare you well Giltnoclt Hall, 402
Farewell adieu that courtlike life, 645
"Farewell and Sorrowful Lamentation of
Mr. William Gregg, The," 810
Farewell deLight, 1{)g, 227, 233
Farewell fair Armida, 63, 182, 184
Farewell fair Armida my joy and my
grief, 62. 182
Farewell false honors, 251
Farewell farewell my dearest dear, 299
Farewell farewell my heart's delight, 212
Farewell farewell to mortal powers, 621
Farewell good company, 73 1
Farewell lads and farewell lasses, 339
Farewell lords commissioners, 233
Farewell Lucretia my amorous jewel, 755
Farewell my CaLista, 63, 182
Farewell my Calista my joy and my grief.
62. 183
Farewell my Clarinda my life and my
soul, 63
Farewell my dearest dear, 15 0
Farewell my dearest dear for needs [ must
away. 5
Farewell my dearest dear for thee and [
must part. 5
Farewell my dearest dear now [ must
leave thee. 150
Farewell my heart's delight, I{)g. 233
Farewell my heart's delight, 233
Farewell my Love, 296
Farewell my love farewell my dear. 296
Farewell my loved science, 17 2
Farewell rewards and fairies, 740
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"Farewell to Hackney Jades, A," 185
Farewell (0 London, 4lJl
Farewell to the Parliament. 674
f"ar~well wlJ:,rrateful traitor, 215-216
Farewell ungrateful traitor. 215
Farewell worldly pleasures and fading
delight. 185
Fari"e/'s divisioTl 0" a groUTld, 217
FariTlel's growld, xiii, 216-218
"anner of Taunton Dean town in the
west, A, 422
"I:armer's Curst Wife, The," 154
"Farmer's Daughter of Merry Wakefield,
The:' 6
"Fanner's Old Wife, The:' 455
....armer·s Reformation, The:' 422
Fatal day is come at last. The:' 62lJ
"Fatal Love:' 623
"Fatal Virgin. The," 312-343
"Fate of Courtesans and Their Inamoratos, The:' 651
Fates ( defy ( defy your advances, 643
"Father Beguiled His Son, The:' 134
"Father Hath Beguiled the Son, The:' 198
"Father Petre's Policy Discovered:' 276
Father's exhortation, The, 78, 312, 812
"Father's Exhortation:' 812
"Father's Good Counsel. The," 172
"Father's Wholesome Admonition, The,"
280
"Fearful Judgment of Almighty God,
The:' 603
"Female Doctress, The," 467
Female drummer, The, 437
"Female Frolic, The:' 597
"Female Highway Hector. The:' 597
"Female Pressgang:' 795
Female Quaker in Cheapside, A. 161
"Female Soldier, The:' 441
"Fetching Home of May, The:' 615
"Few Words Are Best:' 453
"Fidelia's Lamentation," 220
'Fie let us all to the bridal: 638
Fie let us all to the wedding, 639
Fie let's awa to the bridal, 639
Fie sluggish countryman. 810
"Fie upon Love and All His Laws, A
Proper New Ditty Entitled:' 475
Fie upon this paltry Cupid, 95
Fierce dispute of late there was, A, 751

Fifteenth day of July with glittering
spear, The. 468
Fig for France, A, 409, 726, 77 1
Fig for France and Holland too, A, 459,
6lJ4

"Fig for the Grand Bonaparte. A:' 606
"Fight between an English "ireship and
a French Privateer, A:' 597
Fight is now e"ded, The, 524
Fight on brave soldiers for the cause, lJ06
Fill the pipe once more, 717
Fill up the bowl and set it round, 403
Firk it and jerk it, 725
First, The, 569
First of August, 90-92
First strain of joy to great Caesar, The,
218
"Fit Comes on Me Now. The," 219
Fit's come on me now, The, 218
Fit's upon me now, The. 219
Five thousand pound for James the Scot,
408
Flatteries of fate, The, 220-222
"Flaunting Two," 304
Flee from Oli"da, 223
Flora farewell, 374, 506 • 75 1
"Flora Happily Revived:' 212
"Flora's Departure:' 812
Flora's farewell, 22, 374. 402 , 564
Fly brass, 713
Fly fly from the jJlace fair Flora, 124
Fly from Olinda young and fair, 222
Fly merry news among the crews, 727
Flying fame, 96-99, 104, 137. 229, 369,
588-589. 677: see also When flying fame
Flying from Olinda, 222-223
Folia, 216
Folies d'Espagne, Les, 216
Fond boy, 223-224. 261, 360. 498
Fond boy what dost thou mean, 223
"Fond Keeper's Relapse, The/' 580
"Fond Lover'sFriendly Advice, The:' 480
Foolish husband, The, 221
Fools for women, 507
Fools for women do sigh and languish, 507
"Footman's Holiday. The:' 704
"Fop-master's Instructions, The:' 480'
Fops and the fools like silly night-owls,
The, 422
For certain and sure this girl will go mad,
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186

'For ever she cries 0 tum tum,' 501
'For in my cozenage was my joy,' 329
For Iris I sigh, 224
'For Katy Katy Katy 0,' 426
Forbear your vile plotting, 185
"Forced Marriage, The," 662
"Forced Marriage, An Answer to the,"
662
"Forecastle Song, A," 598
'Forego me now,' 202
Forego me 'lOW come to me soon, 202
Forever fortune wilt thou prove, 458
'Forever good Lord (heaven) deliver me,'
13 2
'Forever good Lord deliver us,' 88
Forgive me if your looks 1 thought, 342
Forgive me if your looks I thought, 342
"Forlorn Lover, The," 297
"Forlorn Lover's Lament, The," 71
"Forsaken Damoscl, The," 659
"Forsaken Maid, The," 32
"Forsaken Maid's Frolic, The," 415
"Forsaken Nymph's Complaint, The," go
Forsters droom, 35
Forth from my sad and darksome cell,
263, 266
Forth from the dark and dismal cell, 265,
266
Forth walking in the summer's time, 750
"Fortunate Lasses of London, The," 209
Fortune, 740
Fortune my foe, xiii, 16g, 170, 225-23 I,
233, 28 5, 565, 622
Fortune my foe why dost thou frown on
me, 225
Fortuyn anglois, 228
Forty-nine, 231-232
Forty-one, 306, 307
Four able physicians are lately come
down, 568
"Four and twentieth day of May, The,"
35 6
"Four of the Choicest New Songs," 213
Four-legged elder, The, 248
"Four-legged Elder, The," 104, 248, 370
"Four-legged Quaker, The," 248, 370
Fourpence halfpenny farthing, 655-657
"Fourpence Halfpenny Farthing," 298
'Fourpence halfpenny farthing,' 655
"Fourpence Halfpenny Farthing, An Answer to the," 656

"France Outwitted," 484
"Francis's New Jig:' 74, 257, 74 2
Franklin, 2S2
Franklin is dead and gone, 2S4
Franklin is fled away, IGg, 2S2-235, 267
Franklin my loyal friend 0 hone 0 hone,
2S2
"Frantic Lover, The," 280
"Frantic Shepherd, The," 559
"Frederick of Prussia," 605
"Free Parliament Litany, A," 593
Freemasotl's health, 236
Freemasotl's song (tu".~), The, 2S5-236
"French Crier Newly Arrived in England,
The," 276
French dancing master, The, 191
"French Invasion, The," 580
"French King's Vision, The," 643
French levalto, The, 237-238
French minim, The, 685
"French Prophet, The," 132
"French Report, The," 516
"French Satire, The," 670
"Friar and the Boy, An Excellent Merry
Song of the," 571
Friar and the maid, The, 475
Friar and the nun, The, 238-240, 464, 474,
728
"Friar and the Nun, The," 474
Friar Bacon walks again, 180
Friar in the well, The, 144, 240-242, 666,
667
"Friar Well Fitted, The," 240, 241
"Friend's Advice, A," 754
"Friendly Counsel," 95
Friends I'm a gentlewoman born, 484
"Frightened People of Clerkenwell, The,"
27 6
"Frightened Yorkshire Damosel, The," 27
Frisky Jenny, 90
Frog, The, 243
Frog came to the mill door, The, 243
Frog galliard, The, 242-244, 659
Frog he would a-wooing go, A, 243
"Frolicsome Bricklayer of Mile-end Town,
The," 437
"Frolicsome Wager," 460
From an old inquisition and new declaration, 132
From ancient pedigree by due descent,
39-40
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From barren Caledonian lands, 56~
From Comwall mount to London fair,
65·1

From counsels of six where trcason pre·
vails, 88
From forth the Elysian fields, 711
Frum hUtlgt:r awl culd, I I I , 24-1-2·t5, 525,
506

From infallible Romc once more I am
comc, 393
From Jcsuitical polls who proudly expose,
13 2

Froll\ Obcron in fairyland, 204
From old famous Lincoln that's scated 80
high, 780
From Rome I am come, 632
From Rumps that do rule against custom
and laws, 275
"From Sir Rogcr Martin to Duke of MonlI\outh," 291
From sluggish sleep and slumber, 533
From the fine Roman whore, 594
From the hag and hungry goblin, 713
From the tap in the guts of the honorable stump, 88
From the top of high Caucasus, 713
From twelve years old loft have bcen
told, 793
Fugga fugga, 527
Fuggi fuggi fuggi da questa cielo, 527
"Full Description of These Times, A,"

408
1'1111 many a hallad hath becn penned,
628
Gaberlunzie man, The, 246-247
"Gauerlulllie Man, The," 246, 247
"Gadding Gallant, The," 058
Gaillarde du comte Essex, 207
Gallant esquire named before, The, 295
Gallant lady gay as she was walking, A,
148

Gallant once did woo a lass, A, 283
"Gallant seafight, The," 708
"Gallant's Worthy Commendation of the
Mug, The," 410
"Gallantry a la Mode," 444
Gallants far and near, 532
"Gallants of the Times, The," 45
"Gallants to Bohemia," 486
Galliard chi passa, 102
Galliard Essex, 207

Galliard lAbandala shotta, 419
"Gallon a Day, A," 59-1, 737
Gamt: at cards, 5 10, 51 I
"Gamecock Conquered, The," 729
"Gang or the Nine Worthies, Thc," 610
Gardul gran, I I
Gardcner brisk and brave, A, 26
Garla"d, Tht:, 730
Gatha yuur roubuds, 104, 247-218, 370
Geldi"g of the devil, Tht:, 248-250
"Gelding of the Devil, The," 248
"General Feilding's Answer to the Duchess
of Cleveland's Mcmorial," 156
General Manit hath adva"ced himself, 309
Gt!rleral Manit sailed through the Gun·
fleet, 309
General Manit was a flobleman, 309
Getleral MOT/h's march, 309
Gcncral M(mlt's right march, 309
"Gcneral Monk's Welcome to Whitehall,"

71;6
"Ccneral Sale of Reuellious Householdstuff, A," 519
"Gcncral Summons to Assemble at Horn
Fair, A," 147
"Generous Lover, The," 2' I
GeT/til madonna, 261
"Gentle Ballad Called Lamentable Lory,
A," 568

"Gentlc Craft's Complaint, The," 522
"Gcntleman That Lately Lived, A," 370
"Geordie," '36
Gcorge llanlwell, 003
"George Barnwell, An Excellent Ballad
of," 603
"George the Glover and Gracc the Bonelacc Maker," 698
Gerard's mistrcss, 250-252
Gerhm"d, 251
Gigg a gogge, 797
Gilderoy, 109, 252-254, 30'
"Gilderoy," 253
Gilderoy was a bonny boy, 252-253
"Gilderoy's Last Farewell," 253
Gillian of Croydon, 482
"Gillian of Croydon," 48" 482
"Gipsies' Song, The," 42
Give ear awhile, 4' 7, 549
Give ear a while to my ditty, 4 1 7, 549
Give ear a while unto my song, 212, 381
Give ear 0 king and nobles all, 559, 762
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Give ear to a frolicsome ditty, 596-599,
808

Give ear to my ditty, lJ
Give ear to my frolicsome ditty, 597
Give ear unto my story true, 784
Give car you lads and lasses all, 25lJ
Give car you lusty gallants, 471
'Give me my yellow hose again,' 571
Give me the lass, IlJl, lJ79
Glancing of her apron, Tile, 118, lJ67
"Glancing of Her Apron, The," 367
Glass dotll run, Tile, 784
'Glass doth run, The,' 784
Glittering shows of Flora's dames, The,
47 8
Glories of our birth and state, The, 25525 6
Glories of our birth and state, The, 255,
25 6
Glories o( our blood and state, The, 255
"Glorious Campaign, The," 802
Glorious Chat·les of Sweden, 91
"Glorious Conquest of Cork and Kinsale,
The," 734
Glorious first of August, 90
Glorious hero are you dead, 91
Glorious Son of heaven is up, The, 589
"Glorious Victory, The," 484
"Glorious Warrior, The," 98
"Glorious Year, The," 522
Glory of Londonderry, 1'he, 459, 505-506
"Glory of Londonderry, The," 459, !)O!)
Glory of the West, The, 2!)6-2!)7
"Glory of the West, The," 257, 417
"Glory of These Nations, The," 766
Go from my window, xviii, 257-259
"Go from the Window Go," 257
Go home in the morning early, 689
Go to go to you Britons all, 774
God above that made all things, 433
God bless our noble king, 3lJ 1
God Cupid's unkind since my soul he
confined, 662
God of love that sits above, The, 260
God prosper long, 101
God prosper long our gracious queen, 100
God prosper long our king and queen, 464
God prosper long our noble king, 100
God prosper long our noble king, 100
"God Speed the Plow and Bless the Cornmow," 332

Goddesses, lJ51
"Godly and Good Example, A, 792
"Godly Ballad of the Just Man Job. A,"

604
"Godly Ditty or Prayer against All Traitors Rebels and Papistical Encmies, A,"
585
Godly man's instruction, The, 230
"Godly Man's Instructions. The." 229
"Godly Song for All Penitent Sinners, A,"
23 0
"Godly Warning (or All Maidens, A," 369
Gods are now in council sat, The, 177
Gods of love, The, 260-262
"Gods o( Love, The Answer to the Fourth
Ballad Made to the," 2~
Gods of love that sits above, The, 260
Gods were all called in to see, The, 504
GoldeTl age, The, 779, 780
"Golden Age, The," 779, 780
Golden age is come, The, !150
Golden god Hyperion, The, 202
Golden hair, 639
Gone is Elizabeth whom we have loved
so dear, 578
"Good Admonition," 478
"Good Admonitions," 61
"Good Ale for My Money," 134, 689
Good Christian people all both old and
young, 170
Good Christian people all pray lend an
car, 229
Good Christian people lend an car, 104
Good Christian people pmy attend, 590
Good Christians all give ear a while, 471
"Good Counsel for All Maids," 374
"Good Fellow, The," 30, 222
"Good Fellow's Advice, The," 731
"Good Fellow's Best Beloved, The," 45
"Good Fellow's Complaint. The," 547
"Good Fellow's Counsel, The," 144
"Good Fellows' Frolic, The," 381
Good folks look to your purses, 307
Good health to Betty, 299
Good husbands are jewels far better tha.n
gold,497
'Good Jove deliver us all,' 275
Good Lord I'm undone Thy face I would
shun, 662
"Good Man of Auchtermuchty, The," 207
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Good morrow fair Nancy whither so fast,
40
Good morrow kind gossip why whither so
fast, 779
Good morrow my neighbors all, 116
Good morrow old father Starket, 548
"Cood News for England," 131
"Good News from Virginia:' 15
"Good News in Bad Timcs:' 2, 185
Good people all hark to my call, 760
Good people all 1 pray draw ncar, 400, 680
Good people all I pray draw ncar (1727),
91
Good people all I pray draw nigh, 682
Good people all I pray give ear, 161, 342
Good people all I pray hear what I read,
229-230
Good people all I pray you to attend, 229
Good people all I'll tell you here in
short, 230
Good people all sing and rejoice, 767
Good people attcnd if you can but spare
time, 60G
Good people come buy the fruit that I
cry, 793
Good pcople do but lend an car, 122
Good pcople draw ncar a story you'll
hear, 73 6
Good people draw ncar to my ballad
give car, 803
Good l)eolJle give ear while a story I tell,
569
Good people I pray now attend to my
moan, 224, 261
Good people I pray now pity my case,
484
Good people I pray throw the orange
away, 794
Good people I wish you a while to attend, 61
Good people listen and you'll find, 343
Good people of England I hope you have
had, 569
Good people pray give your attention, 597
Good people stay and hark a while, 162
"Good Shepherd's Sorrow, The," 371, 372
"Good Sir You Wrong Your Breeches,"
35 6
"Good Throw for Three Maidenheads,
A," 723
"Good Warning for All Maidens, A," 369

Good wife her daughter did send to the
miller, The, 552
"Good Wife Is Worth Gold, A:' 579
"Good Wifc's Humble Petition, The:'
484
"Goodwill's Joulllcy into France:' 351
"Gosport Tragcdy, Thc," 573
"Gossips' Meeting, Thc:' 187
Govemmcllt being resolved, The, 549
Gowlin, The, 367, 460, 465, 808
"Gowlin, The," 465
Gramercy penny, 262-263
Grand elixir, The, 188
"Grave Poem, A;' 58
Gray's Inn antic masque, 264
Gray's Inn masque, 214, 263-266, 711
Great alderman Parsons now is chose, 92
Great booby, The, 235, 266-267, 645
"Great Booby, The:' 266, 645, 646
"Great Britain's Delight:' 582
"Great Britain's Earncst Desires," 280
"Great Britain's Joy:' 185, 794
"Great Britain's Joys Completed," 94
"Great Britain's Triumph," 209
Great Charles your English seamen, 117,
768
Great controversy hath becn in England,
309
'Great glorious Charles of Sweden,' 91
Great is the Lord on high, I I
Great Louis in a mighty heat, 341
"Great Messenger of Mortality, The,"
169, 233
"Great News [rom a Parliament of
Women," 308
Great souls that arc free from faction
rejoice. 701
Great way off at sea, 47
Great William's returned in triumph, 209
"Great York and Albany," 306
Great York has been debarred of late, 6,
46, 267-268, 313
Great York has been debarred of late, 267
Green garter, The, 424
"Greenland Voyage, The," 38
"Greensickness Cured, The," 656
Greensleeves, x, 268-278, 493, 565, 575,
593, 622, 664
"Greensleeves and Countenance," 26g
Greensleeves and pudding pies, 270, 273,
277
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Grunsluv~s and ydlow lau, 273
"Grccllslcc\'es Is Worn Away," 26g
"Grecnslccves Moralized," 269
'Grec:nsleeves was all my joy: 269
Grunwicll Parle, 127-129
Gru"wood tru, 725
Gr~go,..y's masqlu, 215
Gr~'ladi~rs' loyal lI~altll, TII~, 280
"Grenadiers' Loyal Health, The," 279,404
Gr~"adi~rs' marcil, 279-280
Gr~"adi~rs' ,,~w marcil, TII~, 279
Grim king of tile ghosts, 280-282, 286, 808
Grim king of the ghosts make haste, 280
"Grist Gl'Ound at Last," 417,5,19
"Cl'Oatsworth of Mirth for a Penny, A:'
409
Grolwd of Joltn come kiss, 396
"Crumblers of Creat Britain, The," 606
Gllerre g"erre gay, ,tt2
Cuid faith he was a blithe and bonny
lass, 52
Guiscard, 523
Gun/leet, The, 282-283
Guy 0/ WClrluick, 283-285
"Guy of Warwick, A Pleasant Song of the
Valiant Acts of," 283

'Ha ha,' 81
Hail great sir, 642
Hail the mighty monarch valiant Pole,
279
Hail thou mighty monarch valiant James,
279
Hail to London's fair town, 286
Hail to the devil and pope, 286
Hail to the knight of the post, 286
"Hail to lhe Myrtle Shade," 286
Hail to the myrtle shadc, 78
Hail to the myrtle shades, 280, 281, 2852 87

Hail to the prince of the plot, 286
"Hair of the Same Dog:' 628
"Half a Dozen of Cood Wives," 109
"Halter for Rebels, A," 552
"Hampshire Miller, The," 296
Handsome buxom lass, A, 5
"Handsome Maid, The," 55
"Handsome Maid of Milk Street, The,"

794
"Hang Pinching," 199
Hang sorrow let's cast away care, 548

lJatlSle~n, 392
"Happy Adventurc, The," 751
Happy Dick Dawson, 500
"Happy Greeting of John and Betty,
The," 662
"Happy Husbandman, The," 502
llal)l)y is tll~ country lif~, 66g
Happy is the coulltry Iifc, 669
"Happy Lovers, The," 318, 781
"Happy Lovers' Pastime, The," 555
"Happy Memorable Ballad, A," 100
"Happy Pair, The," 357
"Happy Return of the Old Dutch Miller,
The," 509
"Happy Shepherd, The," 313
Happy the time whcn free from love, 293
Happy's the man that's free from love, 293
Hard fate that I should banished be, 71
Hard hap had I poor harmless maid, 18,

750
"Hardy Tars of Old England, The:' 300301
"Hare-skin, The," 598
Harh Jwd, and yonder, 412-413
Hark hark and yonder, 413
Harh harh in yo" grove, 186
Hark hark in yon gl'Ove, 186
Hark how sweet the birds do sing, 6
Hark how the cries in every strect, 49
Hark how the huzzas go round, 281
Had, lIow the thulldering cannons roar,
288
Hark I hear the cannons roar, 288
Hark I hear the cannons roar, 287
Hark now the drums beat up again, 562
Hark the bells and steeples ring, 288
Hark the fatal day has come, 287
Hark the merry tinker's crew, 49
"Hark the Thundering Cannons," 287
Hark the thundering cannons roar, 279,
287-289, 407, 758, 810
Hark the thundering cannons roar, 287
"Harlot Unmasked, The," 238
Harvest home, 289-290
'Harvest home harvest home,' 289
"Hasty Bridegroom, The," 38, 65
"Hasty Damosel, The," 191
"Hasty Virgin, The," 422
"Hasty Wedding, The," 190, 283, 799
"Have among You Good Women," 548
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/lave at all, 108
'Ha\'e at all,' 108
/lave at thy caat old woman, 291-292
Have at thy coat old woman, 814
'Have at thy coat old woman,' 291
/lave over the water to Flarida, 645
"Have You Any Work for a Cooper," 240
/lave you heard af a frolicsome dilly, 598
1Ia\'e you heard of forty-one sir, 798
Have you heard of late how affairs of
state, 580
I lave you not heard of knaves, 389
(lave you not lately heard, 389
/Illy, l'he, 645
Hay it is mowed, The, 289
Haymakers, l'he, 292-293, 657
Haymaker's march, The, 293, 657, 658
Haynes's jig, 744
He got money by't, 657
He that has the best wife, 152
He that is a clear cavalier, 110
He that loves best must suffer most, 93,
293- 295, 459
He that wears a heart void of art, I I I
"Healing Balsam of a True Lover, The,"
20
"Health to All Good Fellows, A," 198
Health to /letty, A, 298-299, 446, 655
Health to the ccmstitution, A, 523
"Health to the Present Constitution, A,"
52 3
"Healths, The," 24
Heal' my lamentation good people now I
pray, 637
Heard you not of a valiant trooper, 337
Heard you not of the headborough, 404
[-[eart of Oak, 299-301
'Heart of oak are our ships,' goo
Hearl's ease. 301-go2
Heavens look down and pity my crying,
620
Heavy doleful story, A, 603
Helas jc soupire la nuit et Ie jour, 361
"Hell's Night-walker," g42
Hell's restless factious agents still plot on,
76
Help Lords and Commons. 370
"Helpless Maiden, The Bachelor's Answer to the," 69g
"Helpless Maiden's Call to the Bachelors,
The," 69g

Hemp-dresser(s), The, 302-304, 571, 6<)1
"llenpccked Cuckold," 27
Henry our royal king would go on hunting, 237
Here be de vel' pritte show, 539
"Here Here Here Is Pig and Pork," '117
Here ( will give you a perfect relation,
755
Here ( write a sorrowful ditty, 643
Here is a jest ( do protest, 460
Here is a new fine ditty, 728
.. Here Is Encouragemellt to Loyalty," 444
Here is joyful news come o'er, 734
Here is news from famous Flanders, 191
Here is wonderful strange news, 6g0-6g1
Here lies William de Valence, 594
"Here We Go Round the Mulberry
Bush," 505
Here's a health to Belly. 299
Here's a health to great Charles, 186
Here's a health to him that may, 583
Here's a health to jolly Uacchus, 333-334
Here's a health to Queen Anne sir, 218
Here's a health to the great Eugene, 554
Here's a health to the king, 236
Here's a health to the king and his lawful successors. 24
Here's a lamentation that's spread abroad
of late, 637
Here's a pleasant ditty I'll sing you, 637·
Here's for Jenny a tempting guinea, 656
"Here's Twenty Sworn Brethren," 569
.. Hero and Leander," 356
"Heroical Song on George Monk Duke of
Albemarle, A," 629
"Hertfordshire Man's Fears of the Maidcns' Furies, Thc," 656
Hey boys slap goes she. 9
Hey boys up go we. 9, 20, 26, 76, 77, 78,
87, 101, 106, 109, 146, 161, 212, 304308 , 380 , 381 , 435, 440 , 5og, 559, 569,
622, 623, 624, 811
'Hey bravc Johnny lad cock up your
bcaver,' 112
'Hey down a down a down,' 373
Hey down derry, 628
Hey down down a down. 611
'Hey for bobbing Joan,' 47
"Hey for Horn Fair," 417, 616
"Hey for Our Town," 433, 645, 725
"Hey Ho for a Husband," 199, 6g2
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Hey ho I've lost my love, 480
Hey ho my heart it is light, 89
Hey 110 my 1I0ney, 116-119, 769
'Hey ho my honey: 116
Hey 110 my love a"d my 1I0ney, 118
Hey ho pray what shall [ do, 89
'Hey ho the cramp-a,' 1~9
Hey low IeI' Ringwood and Towzcr, 528
Hey let's away to the wedding, 639
'Hey nonnie nonnie,' 797
'Hey then up go we,' 146
Hey to the temple, 38
'Hey tricksy trim go tricksy undcr the
greenwood tree,' 726
"High·Church Expedition, The," 167
"High·Church Lovers, The," 639
"High·German Doctor, The," 187
Higlllanders' march, Tile, 309
"Highway Hector, The," 245
"History of Diana and Actaeon, The," 586
"History of the Prophet Jonas, The," 567
"History of the Second Death of the
Rump, The," 193
"History of Whiggism, Thc," 768
Ho brother Teague ,dost hear de decree,
450
Ho ho ho, 204
'Ho ho ho,' 204
Ho the broom the bonny bonny broom,
68

Hob's wedding, 235
Hobbyhorse, The, 310-312
Hobbyhorse dance, The, 310
'Hogen mogen hagen mogen: 452
Hold fast tlly sword and scepter Charles,
xi, 268, 312-313
Hold fast thy sword and scepter Charles
sad times arc coming on, 78, 812
Hold fast thy sword and scepter Charles
sad times may else come on, 77, 312, 812
"Hold Your Hands Honest Men," 491
"Homely Dialogue, A," 9
Homme Arme, L', 475, 476
"Honest Age, The," 779
"Honest Maiden's Loyalty, The," 751
"Honest Man's Imaginary Dreams, The,"
328
Honest old man of late, An, 26
"Honest Wooer, The," 446
"Hopesty Is Honesty," 703
"Honeymoon, The," 21

Hollt:ysuckle, Tile, 301
Ho"or invites, 328
Honor invites you to delights, 327
"Honor of a London Prentice, Thc," I~
"Honor of an Apprentice of London,
The," 13
"Honor of Great York and Albany, The,"
42 5
lJooly a"d fairly, 115
Holle('s) farewell, 642, 643
Hope farewell adieu to all pleasure, 6.12
Horse race, Tile, 114
.. Horse Race, The," 112
"Hot Engagement, An Excellent New
Song Entitled a," 597
Hounds arc all out, The, 153
How are the mighty fallcn, 542
How blest are shepherds, 313-314
How blithe ilk morn was I to sec, 71
How bonny and brisk how pleasant and
sweet, 384
How bright art thou, 810
How bright art thou, 810
How ca" I be merry or glad, 314-315
How can that tree but withered be, 316
How can the tree, 315-316
How can the tree but waste and wither
away, 315
How cool and temperate am I grown, 750
flow cruel is fortu"e grown, 316-317
How cruel is fortune grown, 316
How do they err who throw their love, 475
How fares my fair Leander, 251
How happy a state docs the damsel possess, 238
How happy could I be with either, 598
How haptly is Phyllis in love, 321
How happy's that husband who after few
years, 318
How happy'S the lover, 317-318
How happy's the (that) lover who after
long years, 317
How happy's the state, 84
How happy's the state where no discords
are breeding, 84
How is the world transformed of late, 157
"How King Henry I Had His Children
Drowned," 536
"How King Henry II Crowning His Son
King of England," 784
How long shall I sigh and mourn, 286
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/low lovely's a woman, ~18-~19
How lovely's a woman before she's en·
joyed, ~18
How now good fellow what all amort,
5 10
Ilow now my good fellow why now all
alone, 511
How now shepherd what means that, 48G
How patient is our king, !P7
How sad is my fate how unhappy my
life, 437
/low severe is forgetful old age, ~20
How should I your true love know, 259,
74 2
"How the Devil Was Gulled by a Scold,"
73 1
"How the Duke's Daughter of Cornwall,"
36 4
"How the Goddess Diana Transformed
Actaeon, A New Sonnet Shewing," 535

How unhafJIJY a lover am I, 319-320
How unhappy a lover am 1,319
How unhappy a mastiff am I, 319
How unhappy i1l love is Phila1lder, 321
How unhappy is Phyllis in love, 320-322,
406
How vile are the sordid intrigues, 322-323
How vile arc the sordid intrigues of the
town, 322
"How Wat Tyler and Jack Straw Rebelled," 529
'Howe'er the wind doth blow,' 768
"Hubble Bubbles, The," 5G2
"Hubert's Ghost," 38
"Hue and Song after Patience [Ward],
The," 286
'Huggle duggle ha ha ha,' 180
Huggle duggle ho ho Iw, 179
"Hugh Hill and Sarah," 122
"Hugh Peters's Last Will and Testament,"
249
"Human Mortality," 710
Humber's career, 38
- "Hundred Godly Lessons, An," 784
'Hundred years hence, A,' 222
"Hunt, The," 37,38

Hunt is up, The, 323-327
"Hunt Is Up, The," 324
Hunt is up the hunt is up, The, 326
Hunt the hare, 616
Hunt's up, The, 368

"Hunter Huntcd, The," 101
"Hunter in His Career," ~7, 266
/Iurlta's carur, 37-39
"Hunting of the Chcviot, The," 99
HUtltitlg of tile fOX, 6-15
"I1ul1lillg of thc Fox, The," 528
"Hunting of the Gods, The," 616
"Hunting the Hare," 616
"Huntingdonshire Plowman, The," 163
"Huntsman's Rouse, The," 15~
"Husbandman's Delight, A New Ballad
Callcd the," 122
Hyde Park, 115, 327-328
"Hyde Park, A Song Called," 327
Hyde Park, The second fJart of, 115, ~27
I a tender maid have been courted by
many, 153
I am a blade that from an old trade, 813
I ,lin a brave lass, 144
I am a brave miller but newly come o'er,
13 1
I am a brave padder, 245
I am a brisk gallant, 379
I am a brisk youngster, 803
I am a jack of all trades, 42
I am a jolly huntsman, 41
I am a jolly toper, 41
I am a jovial bachelor, 372, 630
I am a lad that's come to the town, 454
I am a lass 0' the north country, 425
[ am a lass that doth surpass, 813
[ am a lusty beggar, 712
I am a lusty lively lad, 376
I am a maid and a very good maid, 299
I am a maid both brisk and bold, 161
I am a maid now in my prime, 9
I am a maid of Flushing, 333
I am a parson orthodox, 737
I am a pilgrim poor and bare, 372
1 am a poor and harmless maid, 122, 328-

32 9
I
I
I
I

am
am
am
am

a
a
a
a

poor
poor
poor
poor

and harmless maid, 328
committee man, 328
maiden in woeful distress, 409
maiden lives in great distress,

40 9
I am a poor man God knows, 547
I am a poor married man truly, 725
I am a poor married wife God knows, 704

I am a poor shepherd undone, 118
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I
[
/
[
[
[
[
[

am a poor shephcrd undonc. 118
am a roguc and a stout onc. 711. 713
am a sertse!ess tiling. 333
am a senseless thing with a hcy with a
hcy, 333
am a tailor now in distrcss. 544
am a young and harmlcss maid. 328
am a young damosel both bcautcous and
fair. 221
am a young damsel that's plunged in
woe. 63

[ am a young lass and my timc doth so
pass, 779
[ am a young maid and daily am taught.
544

[ am a young maid of beauty bright. 793
I am a young maid that now am afraid.
794

[ am a young maidcn 80 brisk and 80 gay,
49 8
[ am a young man that do follow thc
plow. 151-152
1 am a young wifc that has cause to complain, 360
1 am a young woman 'tis vcry well known,
360

I am an old prophet and newly come over,
13 2
[ am an undaunted seaman, 501, 548
[ am but a servant poor, 27
1 am come to lock all fast, 329-330
[ am come to lock all fast, 329
/ am confirmed, 330-331
/ am James Harris called by name, 370
I am so deep in love, 149, 150
[ am so deep in love, 148
I am so sick of love, 25. 566, 782
I am so sick of love I cannot hide it, 151
I am the Duke of Norfolk, 33 1 -335, 353.
395, 674
1 am the Duke of Norfolk, 331
1 am the young lass of Lynn, 26
'I cannot come every day to woo: 595
1 cannot eat but little meat, 398

'I cannot go home nor 1 will not go
home,' 689
I cheated the parson, 290
1 come my blessed savior, 251
I could fancy pretty Nancy, 95
1 courted a maiden was handsome and
fair, 63

1 fancy norte but thee, 104
'[ faney none but thee alone,' 204
"I Father the Child That's None of My
Own," I!P
[ had no more wit but was trod under
feet, 144
[ have a good old father at home, 30
I have a good old mother at home, 29
1 havc a good old mother at home, 29
[ have a love 80 fair, 518
1 have a mare her color is white. 132
[ have an old woman wed, 117-118
I have as complete a man, 491
1 have been a traveler long, 547
1 have been a twelvemonth at London.
59 8
[ have been such a bad husband of late,
4 22
I have but a mark a year, 134

[ have house and land in Kent, 596
I have left the world as the world found
me, 152
1 have now been married a twelvemonth
and more. 436
1 having an hour of time and leisure. 92
[ heard a northern lad, 118
.
[ heard much talk of Oxford town, 197
1 judge and find how God doth mind,

260
[ killed a man and he was dead. 144
/ know what I Imow, 453
1 languish all night and [ sigh all the
day, 180
I live in the town of Lynn, 25-26
I live not where I love, 336-339, 573
'I live not where [ love,' 339
I loathe that I did love, 340-341
1 loathe that [ did love. 340
I love my love f01' love again, 679
1 love nae a laddie but ane, 500
I love thee dearly I love thee well, 296
I love you dearly, 296
I love you more and more each day, 341343

1 loved no king in forty-one, 395, 464
I loved thee once I'll love no more, 343-

344
1 loved thee well once, 63, 186
I loved you dearly, 296

I loved you dearly 1 loved you well, 296
I loved you dearly once 'tis true, 722
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I
(
(
(
I
(
I
(
(
(

made a voyage i,lto France, 351

marricd a scolding wife, 27
married a wifc of late, 491
mct a man all on the way, 480
met with a country lass, 27
met with a country lass, 25
met with a jovial beggar, ..P 5
met with a jovial beggar, 'P5
mct with a jovial girl, 501
mct with thc dcvil in thc shape of a
ram, 250
"( Must and I Will Gct Marricd," 220
I must confcss that we all lamentcd, 33H
( ne'cr yct saw a lovely crcaturc, 47
I never saw a lace till now, 344-315, 404,
68 3, 74 6
I now will not fail, 199

I olten lor my Jenny (loatley) strove, 345347
I often for my Joancy strove, 346

( often have known, 198
I olten with my Jemmy strolle, 3.17
1 once had a boy and a honny hoy 1o0, '53
I once had a servan t, 221
I pray draw ncar and you shall hear, 795
I pray Mr. Jacobitc tcll me why, 141
I pray now attend to this ditty, 597
I pray now attcnd to what I have penncd,
795
I pray now listen to my ditty, 536
I pray now listcn to this song, 682
I pray yc gentlcs list to mc, 504
I pray you draw ncar and attcnd now a
while, 186
I prithee dear Portsmouth now tcll me
thy mind, 144
I prithee love tum to me, 498-502, 548
I prithee Moll be not so dull, 69 2
I prithee Portsmouth tell me plain, 74,
162

I read how that the marble stone, 476
I read in ancient times of yorc, 517
I rode from England into France, 349, 351
I salute thee sweet love with the title of
grace, 61
I salute thee sweet princess with titles of
grace, 448
I saw the lass whom dear I loved, 39 1
"I Saw Three Ships A-sailing," 505
I sing in the fame of a pretty young dame,

44 1

( sillg in thc pr4lisc of shoemakcrs, 209
( sillg not of affairs of stalc, 55
( sing thc famous cily, 712
"I Smcll a Rat," 731
( tell nol as whilom, 176
I (I'll) tell thee Die/I, 3·ti-350, 35 I
I tell Ihee Dick wherc I have been, 347,
349
I tell thec feHow (fool) whoc'cr thou be,
349
I tell Ihee Jack as ( lOught out, 350
( tell thee Jack thou'st give the king, 3.19
I tell thee Kit where I havc !Jeen, 349
I (I'll) tell you all !Joth great and small,
64 6
"[ Tcll You John Jarret You'll Brcak,"
779-7 80
I think none here !Jut they have heard,
784
I thought to h,lve SCllt Illy due complimcnt, 803
I toss and tUlnhlc through the night, 357
I traveled Car to rind, 731
I wail ill woe I plunge in pain, 4 '9
"I Warrant Thee Boy Shc's Right," '99
[ was a had hushand that had a good
tradc, 02, 497
I was a fair y<>ullg maid of late. 400

I wellt Imlll Englalld illto France, 35031)1

I
I
I
I

wcnt to the fair to pick out a wife, 408
will awa wi' my love, 560
wiH love [ kllow not who, 683
will not sillg ill Parker's praisc, 737-738

I wish I was a lair maid as I am a bonny,
86
I wish I wcre those gloves dear hcart, 357
I wonder that this age is grown, 656
I would I were in my own country, 334,
35 1-353, 75 2
"[ Would You Never Had Said So," 740
I'd rather be the Gipsies' lord and sovereign, 42
'I'll away I'll away I'll away for herc's no
stay,' 527
I'll bark against the dog-star, 713
I'll crown thee my dearest, 186
I'll drink off my bottle each night for my
share, 525
I'll ever love thee more, 356
['l! go no more to the new exchange, 354
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I'll go no more lO the new exdlange, ~5.t
I'll go TlO more to the old exchange, ~5~-

If all the world my mind did know, 501
If any are infected give audiencc a while,

780

~54

I'll go no more lO the old exchange, ~54
I'll go to my love wherc he lies in the
deep, 181, 18.t
I'll go to Sir Wchard, 775
I'll have oTie I love, 803
I'll "e'er be drU1Ik agaiTl, 5.t8
I'll "ever love thee more, 355-357, 710,
761 , 785, 787
"I'll Never Lovc Thee More," 355
'I'll never love thee morc: 357
'I'll o'er boggy o'cr scroggy,' 5Go
"I'll o'er Boggy wi' Him, An Excellent
New Song Entitled," 560
'I'll o'er boggy wi' my love,' 560
I'll sail upon the dog-star, 713
I'll show you the captains of Auhrey Vere,
7°5
I'll sing yOIl a song and a trllC onc indeed, 795
I'll tell thee Diclc, 347, 802; see also I tell
thee Dielc
I'll tell thee Dick whcre I have been, 349
I'll tell thee Dick whcre I have lately
been, 350
I'll tell ye a story a story that's true, 174
I'll tell you a jest of a provident lass, 771
I'll tell you a jest which you'll hardly believe, 130
I'll tcll you a story a story anon, 173
I'll tell you a talc no stranger than true,
113
I'll tell you but so, 153
I'll tell you of a wonder. 769
I'll warrant thee boy she's right, 199, 692
I'm a lusty young man, 544
I'm a prize for a captain to fall on, 597
I'm in love says Noll, 283
I'se go with thee my sweet Peggy my
honey, 688
I'se love my dear Moggy, 413
I'se often for my Jenny strove, 453
Iantha, 582
Ianthe, 358
Ianthe the lovely, 357-359
Ianthe the lovely the joy of her swain,
357
Ianthe the lovely the joy of the plain,
358

If any in lOwn or country can, 276
If any so wise is that sack he dcspises, 628
If any standers by that leads a single !ifc,

109
If both the Indies were my own, 89
If death would come and show his facc,

74 0
If devout Paulet Mary, 657
'If ever I have a man bluc cap for me:
11
If ever wight had cause to rue, 121

If ever woeful tale, 141
If ever words did mo\'e a wight, g8
If every woman was served in her kind,
13 1
'If he gets money by't,' 656
If I live to be king, 541
If I live to be old, 544

If I live to grow old, 514
If I live to grow old, 542
If I was by misfortune scnt, 156
If I was young as now I am old, 541
If I wear out of date as I find I fall down,
544
If in the courts your suit depend, 175
If love's a sweet passion, xiv, 224, 359361
If Rosamond that was so fair, 121
If sorrow thc tyrant invade thy breast,
4°9
If the door is loelced where I have
knocked, 338
If the Whigs shall gct up and the Tories
go down, 544
If there were employments, 473
If what the Tower of London holds, 385
If wine be a cordial why does it torment,

359
If you love me tell me so, 752
"If You Love Me Tell Me So," 751
If you would take a wife for pleasure, 537
If you'll hear news that's ill, 748
If't please you for to hear, 61g
Ignoramus, 429, 431
"Ignoramus," 430
"Ignoramus Ballad, The," 321
"Ignoramus Justice," 667
"Immortal Lovers," 809
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"(mprisonmcnt of Queen Eleanor, Thc,"

In January last on Munnouday at

1II0m,

365

t:l2

I" a desert i" Greenlflt/d, 361-362
In a dC5Crt in Grccnland, 361
In a famous strect ncar \Vhctstonc's Park.
13°
1/1 a gw\'e whcrc fair nymphs dwcll, 286
'In a hop sack,' 795
In a lIIarkct town of latc, 691
In a plcasaut morning, 469
In a/l hUlIIor I was of latc. 5-16
Itl an hUlIIor of latc ( was, 5'l7
In allcicut timcs whcnas plain dealing,

155. 517
In ancicnt ycars as books cxprcss, 419
"[n anu Out alld Tum About," 47
III April whcn primroses, 803
Itl Auchtermuchty lived a man, 207
[u Blackman Strcet thcrc dwelt, 6:-!7
(n Charlcs II's goldcn days, 737
In Charlcs [['s jovial days, 737
III Charlcll U's mcrry days, 737
In Chcapsidc famous for gold aud platc,
'(19

III Clcrkcllwcll church thcrc was a l"Out.
27 6
III cold lIights when willter's frozell, 167
111 Crete, 3()2-365
Itl Crete whell Daedalus first begall, 3°3,
361
In Cretc when Dacdalus first hegau, 362
(n Cumhcr1<l1ld thcre dwclls a maid, 127
(II days of yorc whell statesmcn worc, 238
III Deptford lived a bOlllly lass, 163, u56
III Dorsctshirc livcd a youllg millcr by
tradc, 224
(n Dublin was playcd such a prank, 417
III eighty-eight crc [ was born, 392
III England livcd oncc a dukc, 611
In England oncc thcre reigncd a killg, 774
In fair and pleasant weathcr, °70
In fair London late did dwcll, 90
In Flintshire lived wc hcar, 234
'In frecdom wc're bom,' 300
In good King Charlcs's golden days, 736
In good King Gcorgc's golden days, 737
[II good King Louis's land, 550
In good Queen Bess's golden days, 157
In honor of Saint John we thus, 646
In January last, 118, 365-367, 465, 518,
5 19,640,808

Kent I hear there lately did dwell, 73.1
London city late did dwell, 297
London lived a crafty old miser, 6,13
London lived a squire, 459
London stands a famous pile, 188
London town there lived well known,

In
[n
[n
In
lu
[n

iO·1
In London town we undcrstand, 2M
III London was such a quartcr, 417
Iu London's city fair, 46\
In lovely August last, 367
(u Lyme bcgan a rcbellion, 417
[n meincs Hcrzclls Grundc, 646
III my freedom'S all my joy, 328-329
'[n my lullaby baby by by,' 277
[n Norfolk therc livcth a yeoman, 417
In Nottingham there livcs a jolly tauncr,

009
(n old times past thcrc was a king, 173,
U!)2

III palc and ashy wecds, 371
III IJeascod time, 98, 368-371
[II peascod time whcn hound to horn, 3G!:l
(II popish timc whcn bishops proud, 173
"(II Praisc of thc Black-jack," 131
(n reading mcrry mcmorics, 571
In Rome there is a most fearful rOllt, 276
In Romc thcrc is a most fcarful rout, 276
111 sad and ashy weeds, 371-372
III slumbering sleep I lay, 014
(II slumberillg slcep I lay, 614
In stately Rome somctimc did dwell, ~)8
(n story wc'rc told, 152-153
In summer time, 373-375, 4°4, 607, 779
In summcr timc whcn flowcrs do spring,
(i45, 7 2 4
In summcr time when folks make hay, 680
[n summer time when Icaves are grecn,
374
In summer time when leaves grew green
and birds sitting on every tree, 607
In summer time when Icaves grow grecn
and flowcrs are fresh and gay, 607
In summcr time when leaves grow green
when they do grow both green and
long, 374
In summer time when men make hay, 725
In summer time when Phoebus's rays, 80,
374
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In summcr whcn thc shaws be shccn, 726
In the days of old, 111

In thc days of old whcn fair France did
flourish. I,p
In the gallant month of Junc, 203
III tilt: merry Mll)'i1lg time, 487
(n thc month of Fchruaq', :W·I
In the name of thc ficnd. 192
In the plcasant month of May, 150
In the west a weeping lover, 129
In thc west in ncvonshirc, ~)!l
In the wCllt of Dcvonshire, (;99
(n this mcrry Mayin~ timc, 487
In Wapping thcre did dwcll of late, fi2-1
In Westminstcr thcre is a wifc, 9
In wintcr timc whcn flowcrs do fadc, 645,

72 5
"Inconstant Fcmalc, An," 6'10
Iflcollst(Hlt womafl, 339
Iflr/icw quee1l, The, 508
Indian wccd withcrcd quitc, Thc, 709
"Indifl'crcnt Lovcr, Thc," 224
"Ingcnious Ur;lggadocio, Thc." 1 32
"Injurcd Lady, An Exccllcnt Ncw Song
Callcd thc," 234
"Innoccnt Country Maids' Dclight, The."
49 1

"Innoccnt Lovc in Triumph," 19
"Innocent Shcphcrd and thc Crafty Wifc,
Thc," 407
"Innovation of Pcnelope and VI ysses,
Thc," 274
"Insatiatc Lovcr, The," I 16
"Invincible Love," 808
"Invitation to Lubbcrland, An," 162
[ris on a bank of thyme, 375
Iris on the ballh of Thames, 375
Iris on the hank of Thamcs, 375
"Iris's Caution," 375
"Irish Ballad, An" (At a sessions), 803
"Irish Bulls on the King's Public Entry,
Thc," 167
hish dear joy, The, 167
"Irish Footman's 0 Honc, Thc," 235
"Irish Lass's Letter, Thc," 451
"Irish Polly Peachum, An Excellent New
Ballad Inscribed to thc," 580
Irish shag, The, 416
Irish washerwoman, 165
"Irishmen's Prayers to St. Patrick, Thc,"
408 ,453

Is my sw<.'Ctest crcature dead, 90
Is 'lOt old EnglcHid grown ncll', 276
Is therc never a man in all Scotland ..102
"Is There No More Cuckolds but I." 117
Isle of Kell, Thc, 785
"Islington Wclls," I 16
'It is a fine thing to he m;llTied,' 11.1
"It is Had Jesting with a Halter," 723
It is not now a fortnight since, 58
It is 'lOt your uorthcrtl NarIllY, 155. :117,
5 18 ,5 19
It neither is the mighty king, 325
It was a brave soldier that long Ii vcd in
wars, 572
It was a lady's daughter, 533
It was a maid of my country, tfi5
It was a man and a joll y old man, 778
It was a rich merchant man, 602
It was a Scotchman a Scotchman lewd of
life, 171
It was a youthful knight, 141
'It was an old soldier of the queen's 0
the queen's old soldicr,' 593
It was at the birth of a winter's mol'l\, 010
It was in Junc and 'twas on Bal'llaby
bright too, 123, 770-771
(t was on an Easter Monday, 219
I t's better late thrive than never, 263
'It's Nanny Nanny Nanny 0: 50:i
Italian rant, The, 527
"Item for Honest Men, An," 517
"ltcr Borcalc," 528, 760

"Jack Dove's Rcsolution, A New Song
Called," 199
"Jack Frenchman's Defeat," 802
"Jack Frcnchman's Lamentation," 350,
802

Jack met his mothcr all alone, 554
Jach of all trades, 16
"jack Presbyter:' 672
jack Presbytcr pricks up his ears, 072
"Jack Presbytcr's Triumphant Rejoicing,"
639

"jack Presbyter's Wish," 544
jack Tom where are you, 413
jack's a naughty boy, 729
"Jacobite Tossed in a Blanket, Thc," 144
"jacobite's Recantation, The," 532
Jacobites do wonder, The, 413
"Jacobites' Exultation, The," 307
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"Jacobites' Lamentation and Confession,
The," 307
jamaica, 376-377
"James and Susan," 9
"James Harris," 369
"Jamie, The Second Pan of:' 385
"Jamie of Woodicock Hill, A Proper New
Ballad or." 797
jane Shore, 122
"Jalle Shore and Killg Edward," 629
jasper Cunningham, 471
jealous lover, The, 296, 297
"Jealous Lover, The," 296
"Jealous Lover's Complaint, The," 772
"jealous Swain, The," 577
"Jeering Lover, The," 726
"JeJnmy and Anthony," 811
j(:,ltIy, 221
Jenny a small picaroon in the park, Thc,
186

Jenny
jenny
je,my
jenrly

and Molly alld Dolly, 744
come tie my bonny cravat, 378-379
come tie my aavat, 378-379
gin, 77, 78, 107, 161, 212, 30B , 370,

379-382, 559, 62 4, 64 0 , 672,

B12

JCllny is a prctty young lass, 550
jenny jenny, 221
Jcnny my blithcst lass, 382
jenny my blithest maid, 382-383
Jcnny shc was a wanton girl, 559
jenny tell me roundly, 698
jenny was a wanton lass, 559
jenllY were here again, 118
'Jcnny werc hcre again,' 118
Jenny whcn I was most loyal, 698
"Jcnny's Answcr to Sawney," 633
Jenny's cogwheel, 383-38'1
"Jcnny's Complaint," 631
jenny's delight, 384
"Jcnny's Lamentation," 631
Jcrusalcm my happy home, 534
"Jcrusalcm, Of thc Horrible and Wocful
Destruction of," 590
Jesuits they arc a sort of men, The, 274
"Jesuits' Character, The," 274
"Jesuits' Market, Thc," 550
Jesus God what a grief is this, 269, 493
jeune fillette, Une, 590
jew's courante, 276
jewel in the tower, The, 385
Jcwry came to Jerusalem, 203

Jews Turks and Christians hear my song,
5 62

jig a ;og.goo, 385-386, 797
'Jig a jog-goo,' 386
"Jig Danced in the School of Venus, A,"
92
jiggy ;oggy, 385
Joan from the maypole, 386
"Joan Is as Good as My Lady," 654
Joan quoth John when will this be, 596
Joan scrubbed up her rooms, 408
joan stooped dow", 303
joan to the maypole, 386-387
Joan to the maypole away let's run, 386
joan's ale is new, 387-388. 722
"joan's Ale Is New," 387
"joan's Loving Lettcr," 360
joan's placket is rent and tom, 389
joan's plac!tet is tom, 38B-390
"joan's SOlTowful Lamcntation to Rogcr,"
682

"Job for a Joincr, A," 386
"Job for a Journeyman Joincr, A," 422
job for a journeyman shoe maher, A, 160,
162-163

"Job for a Journeyman Shoemaker, A,"
162

"Job for a Journeyman Shoemakcr, An
Answer to the," 162
jock of Hazeldean, 367
"Jock of Hazeldcan," 367
jOc!tey, The, 655
"Jockcy and Willy," 413
Jockey away man dc'il ha' mc by the lug,
632

jochey is to be married to Moggie the
lass with a golden hair, 639
Jockcy met with Jcnny fair, 561
Jockcy was a dowdy lad, 562
joc!tey went to the wood, 390
"Jockey's Complaint for His Beloved
Moggy, An Exccllent New Scotch Song
Called," 128
"jockey's Complaint for Want of His
Jenny," 117
"jockey's Escape from Bonny Dundee,"
49-5 0

jockey's gone to the wood, 390-391
"jockey's Happy Meeting with Fair Sylvia," 382
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Joc/cey's jealousy, 15-1, ~91
"jockey's jealousy," 391
"jockey's Lamentation," 561, 562 , 759
"jockey's Lamentation Turned illlo joy:'
381
"jocke)"s Lo"e to Moggy:' 128
Jog OTl, 197, 392-394
jog Oil jog on the footpath way, 392
"johl1 and joan:' GI9
john and joan in one house did dwell.
77 1
john and joan sat talking beneath the
myrtle tree, 637
john AnderSOTl my jo, 33 1, 394-395, 4G4
john Anderson my jo, 395
"john Armstrong's Last Good-night," 402
john bobbed in and John bobbed out, 47
john Bull we know did long ago, 105
john Careless, 534
jolw come kiss me flOW, xiii, 396-39R, 603,
641
John come kiss me now, 397
jolm Dory, 398-400, 6Ro
"john Dory," 398
John Dory sold his ambling nag for kid,shaws,4OO
john Dory sold his ambling nag for kickshaws,680
"john for the King," 628
"john Hadland's Advice," 70
"john Spenser, .. His Life and Repelllance," 614
"john the Glover and jane His Servant,"
808
john J'rue, 3G9
"john Wooing of joan," 596
"john's Earnest Request:' 12.1
johnny Armstrong, 4°1-4°3
Johnny Bull beware, 47
johnny cock thy beaver, 114.; sec also
Cock up thy beaver
johnny lad cock up your beaver, 114
johnson's farewell, 622, 623
jolly Bacchus, 333
"jolly Cheesemonger, The," 637
"jolly Coachman, The," 162
"jolly Gentleman's Frolic, The," 597
"jolly jack of All Trades," 42
"jolly Miller. The," 551
"jolly Pinder of Wakefield, The," 29
"jolly Porters, The," 795

"jolly Ralph the joiner," 161
Jolly Robin, 60
jolly /loger, 311,312
jolly Roger Twaflgdillo, 312, 734
jolly Roger Twangdillo of Plowden Hill,
3 11
"jolly Shepherd, The," 3
Jolly shoemakers 'lis said, The, 522
"jolly Tradesmen, The," 377
"jolly Widower, The," 725
"journalist Displayed, The," 455
"journey into France, The," 351
journeylll(m shoemaker, The, 162-163,
686
jovial bachelor, 16
"jovial Bearward, A Ballad Called the."
394
jovial beggar(s), The, 41, 211
"jovial Beggar, The," 244
"jovial Broom Man, The," 377
Jovial cobbler, The, 768
"jovial Compmlions, The," 705
Jovial crew, The, 41-42, 185
"jovial Crew, The," 185, 245, 5G9
Jovial crew of lively lads, A, 389
"Jovial Gallant, The," 53 1, 532
"Jovial Lass, The," 610
"jovial Maypole Dancers, The," 3
Jovial tinker, The, 713
"Jovial Tinker, The," 713
"jovial Tinker, A Pleasant New Song of,"
713
"jovial Tom of All Trades," 42
"joy and Sorrow Mixed Together." 548
"Joy of Virginity, The," 260
joy to great Caesar, 218
joy to the bridegroom, 19 1,280, 374.4°34°4
JoY to the bridegroom fill the sky, 403
joy to the person of my love, 404-405
"Joy to the Person of My Love," 405
"joyful New Ballad Declaring the Happy
Obtaining of the Great Galleazzo, A."

495
"Joyful News for England," 471
"joyful Peace, The," 774
joyful story I will you tell, A, 249
"joys of Virtuous Love, The," 403
Judge my cause 0 Lord, l42
"judgment of God Showed upon John
Faustus, The," 225
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Juice of barley, The, 6go
JUllto of knaves met at Paris togcthcr, A,
5:;2
Junto of statesmcn wcrc late mct togcthcr, A, 552
Just as thc mist of cnor fled, 53
Just whcn thc young and blooming
spring, 53
"Justice Triumphant," 528

"Katc's Huc and Cry aftcr Hcr Maidcnhcad," 682
K(,tllt:r;,w Ogie, 51
Keel) a good tongue, 491
"Kcep a Good Tonguc ill Your Head,"

19 1
"Kcep Thy Head on Thy Shouldcrs," 488
KdllclI hat Got( vcrIasscn, 468
"KclIIJlc's Jig, Thc Third and Last Part
or," 4(j7
"Kcmish Frolic, Thc," 4:.!:.!, 77 1
Kcntlsh maid to LOlldon camc, A, IO:.!
"Kclltish Maidcn, Thc," :.!90
Kentish mimcle, 604
"Kcmish Miraclc, The," (jo.t
"KcJlJlcl's Triumph," 300
Kind countrymcn attcntion give, 68:.!
Kind gcntlemell lct me rcquest, 289
Kind·hcartcd men a while givc cal', 611
Kind heaven has granted, 803
Kind husl)(Ltld (I/I(l imfJerious wife, 322,
4°r,-'lo6
"Kind Husband hut Imperious Wife,
The," 406
Kind husband the comfort of my life, 481
"Kind Lady, The," 212
"Kind Lovers AlIlandlls and Coriana,
The," 186
Kind Robin he met young Kate, 26
"Kind Shepherd and the Amorous Shepherdess, The," 212
Kind travelcrs I pray attend, 460
"Kind Virgin's Complaint, The," 149
"Kind William or Constant Betty," 190
"King and No King, A," 634
"King and the Bishop, The," 173
"King and the Forester, The," 436
King and the Lord Abbot, The, 172, 173
King Arthur and his men, 629
King Charles be thou blest, 38

"King Charles His Clory:' 143. 145
"King Charlcs's Spcech and Last Farewell
to the World," 748
"King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid,"
34 6
"King Edward IV and a Tanner of Tamworth," 607
"King Enjoys His Own Again, Thc," 76-1
. King enjoys his own again, Thc,' 767
"Killg Enjoys His Rights Again, Thc,"
76 5
. King himself did wait on me, The: 706
"King James and Browne," 493
Killg Jamcs I was a gallant king, 25, 782
Kitlg James's jig, 288, 400-4 10, 453, 771
"King james's Lamentation," 299
"King Jamcs's Proclamation," 718
"King John and Bishop," 173
Kirlg JO/111 arid tile A bbot of Cal,terbury,
10[0, 172, 171, 17 6
"King John and the Bishop," 176
"King Libcrty Laws," 301
Kirlg of France's lametltatiorl, Tile, 438
Kirlg of Polarld, Tile, 138
"King of Poland, A New Song upon the,"

3 13
Killg of Swederl, 91
Killg once reigned hcyond the seas, A, 3'l6
King Solo mOil, 410-412
King William and Mary is crowncd, 281
King William is come to the throne, 281
King William retu I'll ing from Handel'S.
1!O9
"King William Triumphant." 438
Kirlg William's march, 412-413
"Killg William's March," 412
King William's marcll in Flanders, 1 1 3
"King William's Welcome Home," 209
"King William's Welcome to Holland,"

484
"King's Bench Cabal, Thc," 288
"King's Bench Salutation, The," 73
King's complaint, The, 209
King's curst keepers aiming at reward,
3 16
King's delight, The, 414-415
.. King's Hcalth, The," 217
King's jig, Tile, 416-418, 549, 616
King's last good-night, The, 206
.. King's Last Speech, The." 251
King's old courtier, The, 59 1, 594, 605
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Killg's trial, 229
"Kingdom'. Cares Endued with Comfort,
The," 94
"Kingston Church," 095
Kirk wad let me be, The, 639
Kiss arId bid me welcome home, 203
"Knave at the BOllom, A," 510
"Knavery in All Trades," 547, 548
"Knight and a Fair Virgin, A New Sonnet of a," 645
Krlight and beggar wench, The, 415
"Knight and Shepherd's Daughter, The,"
46 , 65 8 , 659

"Knight and the neggar Wendl, The,"
4 15

"Knight of the Wooden Ruff's Exaltation,
The," 308
"Knight's Tragedy, The," 342
"Knights of the Horn, The," 156
"Kniller's Job, The," 648
"Knot of Good Fellows, A," 291
Knot of women in Wapping do meet, A,

liP
Know now my brethren heaven is clear,
30 5
Know then my brethren heaven is clear,
146

Labandala shot, 418-420, 534
"Labor in Vain," 438
Lacy's maggot, 310
Lad of the town that made his moan, A,
574

Laddie lay near me, 424
Laddie lie near me, 423, 424
Ladies I hear take it in great scorn, The,
277

Ladies I think you marvel that, 478
"Ladies of Essex' Lamentation, The," 207
Ladies 01 London, 421-423, 802
Ladies of London both wealthy and fair,
4 21

Ladies of London I strange and admire,
3 14
"Ladies of London's Petition, The," 438
"Ladies of London's Petition, The Young
Men's Answer to the," 438
"Ladies' Vindication, The," 813
"Lady Anne Bothwell's Balow," 33
"Lady Anne Bothwell's Lament," 33, 34
Lady Binney's lilt, 366

I.ady (;athcriru: Ogle, 5.1
"Lady Fretdlwell's Song of the Wives,"
5 68

"Lady Greensleeves, A New Northern
Dilly of the," 209
"Lady Grecnsleeves' Answcr to Donkin
lIer Friend, The," 209
"Lady Isabella's Tragedy, The," 98, 370
'Lady lady,' 410
l.ady lady my fair lady, 411
Lady lie near me, 423-424
Lady Marquess and her gang, Thc, 306
Lady of Norlhamptonshire, The, 296
"Lady of Pleasure, The," 655
Lady's daughter, The, 536, 739
Lady's daughter of Paris, The, 533, 536
Lady's fall, The, 98, 104, 105, 248, 369-371
"Lady's Fall, A Lamentable Ballad Called
the," 368
"Lady's Lamentation, The," 295. 30 9, 159
"Lady's Looking-glass, The," 347
"Lady's Loving Reply, The," 38
"Lady's Policy, The," 28
"Lady's Policy or the named Knight,
The," 27
"Lady's Reply to the Answer Made to
Her Lamentation, The," 235
"Lady's Screen, The," 651
"Lady's Song in Leap Year, The," 428
Lame leg next the wall, 161
Lament lament you scholars all, 377
"Lamentable Ballad of the Tragical End
of a Gallant Lord, A," 369
"Lamentable nuruing of the City of Cork,
The," 226
"Lamentable Complaint of Queen Mary,
The," 141
"Lamentable Dilly Composed upon the
Death of Robert Lord Devereux, A,"
747

"Lamentable Lory, A Gentle Ballad
Called," 568
"Lamentable New Ballad upon the Earl
of Essex' Death, A," 206
"Lamentable Song of King Lear and His
Three Daughters, A," 98
"Lamentable Song of Lady Eleanor, A,"
61 4

"Lamentable Song of the Lord Wigmore,
The," 180, 535
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"Lamcntation for the Lord of Essex,
Thc," 207
"Lamcntation from Romc, A:' 61~19
l.a1tltmtatian of a bad market, The, 371
"Lamentation of a Bad Market, The,"
105, 37 1
"Lamentation of a Wuman, The," 158
"Lamcntation of Beccles, A Proper New
Sunnet Dcclaring the," 79~
"Lamcntation of Chloris, Thc," 2
"Lamentation of Dcll's Mistrcss, The,"
762
"Lamclllation of England, Thc," 660
"Lamcntation of Folly, Thc," 613
"Lamcntation of Henry Adlington, Thc,"
'2 I

"Lamentation of John Parkcr, Thc," 22!)
"Lamcntation of Scven Joul'llcymcn Tailors, Thc," 333
"Lamcntation of Shorc's Wifc, A New
Sonnct Containing thc," 326
"Lamcnting Lady's Last Farcwell, Thc,"
233
"Lamenting Shephcrdess, Thc," 3
Lammentacie vande Graeve Essex, 207
"Lancashirc Lovcrs, Thc," 352, 752
"Lancashirc Sham Plot, Thc," 277
"Lancashirc's Glory," 630
"Languishing Lass, Thc," 782
l.atlguishing lover, The, 297
"Languishing Shcphcrd, The," 764
l.anguishing swain, 294-297, 459
"Languishing Swain, The," 93
"Languishing Swain, All Excellcnt New
Song Called thc," 293
"Languishing Swain Madc Happy, The,"
293-294
"Lanthorn for Landlords, A," 332
Lanthom horns grow dim, The, 78, 106,
107, 812
Lark sometimes did brccd, A, 613
Lashley's march, 367
Lass Of Cumberland, The, 424-427, 5°5,
506
"Lass of Cumberland, Thc," 424
"Lass of Lynn's New Joy, The," 26
Lass that comes to bed to me, The, 42442 5
"Lass with the Velvet Arse, The," 334
Last Christmas 'twas my chance, 427
Last Christmas 'twas my chance, 427

"Last Farcwell of Threc Bold Traitors,
The," 145
l.llSt good."ight, The, 207
"Last Lamcntation of the Languishing
Squire, Thc," 154,391
"Last Ncw Scotch Song, The," ~10
"Last Ncws from France, Thc," 766
I.ast Parliament sat as snug as a cat, 192
Last Sunday I met by chancc, 550
Late abroad as I was walking, 191
"Late and True Story of a Furious Scold,
A," 685
"Late Dukc of Monmouth's Lamcntation,
Thc," 24
Latc near Tcmplc Bar, 795
Laugh and lie down, 63
"Laugh and Lic Down," 63
"Launching of thc Strickland, Thc," 609610
"Laundry Maid's Lamcntation, Thc," 381
"Lavendcr('s) Bluc," 428
Lavendcr bluc dilly dilly lavcndcr grcen,
428
Lavender green, 428
Lavcnder's grecn diddlc diddlc lavendcr's
bluc,428
Law lies a-bleeding, 429, 430
"Law Lics A-bleeding," 429
Lawycr in our town did dwcll, A, 409, 771
"Lawycr's Dcmurrcr Argucd, Thc," 570
"Lawyer's Plea, The," 370
Lawyers leave your pleading, 430
Lay by your lighting misscs arc inviting,
43°
l.ay by your pleading, 429-431
Lay by your plcading law lies a-blceding,

42 9
Lay by your pleading lovc lics a-bleeding,
429.430
Lay by your reason truth's out of season,
43 1
Lay the bent to the bonny broom, 431432
"Leander's Love to Loyal Hero," 648
Leather bottle, The, 432-434
"Leather Bottle, A Pleasant New Song in
Praise of the," 432
Leathern apron, 727
Leavc off your ogling Francis, 299
"Lecture for AU Sects and Schismatics to
Read, A," 117
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"Lecturer's Combat, The," 8()3
I.egon watu, 4!17
"Leicestershirc Tragedy, The:' 297
Lem (Orly work-days cver was, 610
"Lemcn SlUff, A Ncw Ballad Entillcd:'
138
Lcntcn slUff is comc 10 the (Own, 138
'Lcro Icro lilliburlero: 4-19
I.esson for all trite Christians, A, 230
"Lesson (or All Truc Christians, A," 230
Let all bold traitors here come take a
view, 229
Let all loyal subjects look well to their
hits, 185
Let all men God's mercies admire, 643
Let all noblc stout commanders, 191
Lct all royal glory and statc, 281
Let all truc Protestants now in this nation, 94
Lct Baxter teach sedition, 520
Let Britons bravely darc, 767
Let bumpers go round, 4014
'Let bumpers go round: 444
Let Caesar live long, 201, 404,
444, 479, 5 2 5
'Let Cacsar livc long: 114
Let Caesar Iivc long and his tcmpcr abidc,

I.et others prepare for brisk wars and
alarms, (1.13
I.ct othcrs sing of flames and darts, 650
l.ct Pickcring now be (orgottcn, 32 I
Let "Iottcrs ncver bc forgotten, 321
I.ct Protcstants (reely allow, 281
Let I'ultcllcy spcak or Caleb write, 651
l.ct Scots now return at Leslic's demand,
4!i

Lct
Let
Let
Lct
Lct

52
Let Mally and Jenny and Peggy sit still,
185
Let Mary live long, 437-43 8, 771
Let me extol these fickle timcs, 108
Let my Celia provc kind, 442
Let my faircst virgin prove most kind to
me, 733
Let nymphs and kind shepherds caress it,
321
Let Oliver now be forgotten, 320-322
Let Oliver now be forgotten, 320

bailiffs be hanged, 185
Commons hunt thcir plOLS, 853
critics adore, 438-440
critics adorc, 438
cynic zcalots illl pose on dull sots,

44-1
I.et thc fcmalcs attcnd, 441
Let thc Moors rcpinc their hopes rcsign,
6g(i

Lct thc Roundhcads plot on, 444
Lct thc snarling Whig nc'cr look so big,
6UI;

I.ct the
is:!
Lct the
Let thc
Let the

.wldius rejoice, 139, 440-'142, 628,
soldiers rcjoicc, 44 0 , 442
Whigs ne'cr adore, 440
Whigs refJiTie and all combine,

(i!)G

Let the Whigs rcpinc and all combinc,

434
Let Caesar rejoice, 436
Lct crowns famc and trcaSllrc, :!I8
Lct cach jovial hcart rcjoicc, 73'1
Lct England now with mc rejoicc this day
to scc, 415
Lct falsc-hcartcd lovcrs now, 734
Let father angry be, 151
Let fathcr angry be, 151
Lct forty-cight now hc rcmcmbcrcd, 321
Lct joy alonc takc placc and music sound,

thc
thc
the
the
thc

°9°
f .et thc Whigs revilc thc Tories smilc, °96

Let Torics cursc

011,

525

J.ct traitors tJlot on, 435, 412-441

I.ct traitors plot on till at last thcy're undOlle, 'IH
Lel tmc lovcrs all our fortuncs rchearse.
4!Jo
Let us advancc thc good old causc, 300
I.et us all rejoice amain, 733
Let us drink amI bc merry dance jokc
and rejoicc, 221
J.et us drink and sing and merrily troll
the bowl, I 17, 768
Lct us sing to thc mem'ry of glorious
Quccn Bess, 50
J.et UJ to the wars again, 486
Lct wine tu rn a spark and ale huff like a
hcctor, 565
Lct young men give ear unto that I rehearse, 744
Let's drink and droll and dance and sing,
793
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'Let's not dally shall I ahall I,' '90
Let's sillg ill the praise of French wine,
55 0
Leller for a Christiarl family, The, 2~0
"Letter for a Christian Family, A," 2~0
"Lettcr to Rome, A," 619
"Lex Talionis or LOlldoll Rcvived," 583
I:homme anllt!, 475--\;6
'Lihera nos DOlllillc,' RH, 275, 593
"Liberty Song, Thc," 300
l.iberty's the soul of livirlg, 444-445
l.ie lullillg beyorld thee, 299, 445-44 6
Lic still (near) Illy dcar why dost thou
rise, 456
"Life and Death of Dr. Faustus, The,"
225
"Life and Death of George of Oxford,
The," 136
"Life and Death of Sir Hugh of the
Grime, The," 100
"Life and Death of thc Great Duke of
nuckillghalll, The," 1:11
"Life of a Soldier, Thc," 5'5
l.iggatt waters, The, 457
Ught 0' love, 447-418
I.ight 0' love ladies, 417
'Uke an old courticr of the queen's,' 591
'Like all old soldicr of the queen's and
the qUCCll'll old soldier,' 593
Like to a dovecote never haunted, '55
Like to a dying swall, 7/18
LUte to the damash rose, '55
LillilJtlrlero, 116, 1°8 , 119-·155, 5u5, 642,
690 , 783
"Lilliburlero," 419
"Lilliburlero, The Second Part of," 453
Lily and the rose, The, '54
'Line twine the willow dec,' 659
List lusty gallants, 478
Listen a while and I'll tell you a tale, 310
Listen fair ladies, 326
Listen if you please a while, 634
Listen to me and you shall hear, 766
"Litany for St. Orner's, A," 88
"Litany from Geneva in Answer to That
from St. Orner's, A," 88
"Little Barleycorn, The," 688
Little boy, 149
"Little Brown Bulls, The," 176
Little fishes in the deep knows no such
liberty, The, 762

"Little John and the Four Beggars," 610
Little man and "wid, The, 3~5
"Little Man and Maid, The," ~~5
"Little of One with T'other, A," 692
Little of l'orle with t'other, A, '99, 692
'Little of t'olle with t'other, A,' 692
Little Peg of Ramsey with the yellow hair,
57 0
Little Peggy Ramsey, 30~, 57'
Live with me and be my love, 121, 122
Loath to depart, 456-457
Lochaber, 662
"Lock All Fast, All Excellellt New Song
Called," 329
Locks and bolts do hinder, 446
Logan water, 457-160, 5°5, 506
Logan water is so deep, The, 457
London apprentice, '4
London cuckold, The, 536
"London Cuckold, The," 53u
"London Cuckold, An Answer to the,"
53 6
"London Ditty, The," 463
London gentlewoma", The, 3°2-304, 57 1
London is a brave town, 210, 463
London is a brave town, 462
London is a fine town, '46, 188, 367, 395,
460-4 66 ,57 1,602,737,808
"London Is a Fine Town," 1 /17
London is a fine town and a brave city,
461
"London jilt's Lamentation, The," 6go
"London Lad's Lamentation to Cupid,
The," 805
London ladies, 421, 423
"London Lady, The," 656
"London Lass, The," 135
"London Lass's Folly, The," 162
"London Lass's Folly, The Answer to
the," 163
"London Lass's Hue and Cry, The," 597
London lasses make ready, 116
"London Lasses' Vindication, The," 492
London live thou famous long, 478
"London Lottery, The," 360
London maid, The, 302
London miss was ranting fine, The, 656
"London Miss Well Fitted, A," 656
"London Mourning in Ashes," 372
London prentice, The, 16, 240
"London Prentice," '3-16
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"London Tailor's Misfortunc, Thc:' 656
London top-knots, 422
"London's Alacrity," 166
"London's Drollery:' 510
"London's Farewell to the Parliament:'

l.ord of Hosts hath blcst no land, The,
774
"Lord of Lorn and the False Steward,
The," 26g-270
"Lord Russell's Farewell, The," 621, 622,

;00

674

"London's JoY and Loyalty:' 76
"London's Joy and Triumph:' 6<)6
"London's Lottery," 478
London's loyalty, 75-'76
"London's New Cry," 484
"London's Praise," 462
"London's True Character:' 147
Londonderry, 459, 505
Long cold nights, 466-467
Long cold nights when winter froze 'em
(frozen), 466
Long ere the morn expects the retlll'll, 37
Long have I lived a bachelor's life, 71
"Long Lent," 610
Long live our great Caesar, 13(j, 5 2 5
Long live our great Caesar and long he
his reign, 436 , 525
"Long Looked For Is Come at Last," 444
Long sporting on the flowery iJlain, 812
Long sporting on the flowery plain, 812
Long time hath sweet England enjoyed
her peace, 45
Long time I lamented, 3
"Longing Maid, The," 220
"Longing Shepherdess, The," 424
"Longing Virgin's Choice, The," 57
"Longleat Ballad, The," 140, 174
Look up my lords and mal'k my words,
575
"Looking-glass for a Covetous Miser, A,"
62
"Looking-glass for a Tory, A," 307
"Looking-glass for Corn Hoarders, A,"
748
"Looking-glass for Ladies, A," 588
"Looking-glass for Lascivious Young Men,
A," 26
"Looking-glass for Traitors, A," 229
"Looking-glass for Young Men and Maids,
A," 369
'Lord George was born in England restored his country's joy,' 629
Lord help us all what story's this, 370
Lord Monk's march, The, 309

"Lord Russell's Last Farewell to the
World, The," 6:!l, 700
l.ord Thomas, 100
Lord Thomas and fair Eleanor, 100, 775
"Lord Thomas and Fair Eleanor, A Tragical Ballad on the Unfortunate Love
or." xii, 100
Lord Thomas he was a bold forester, 100
l.ord Willoughby, 86, 467-471
"Lord Willoughby," 468
Lord Willoughby's march, The, 86, 467,
47 1
Lottery now is completed, The, 209
"Love a la Mode," 317
"Love and Constancy," 314
"Love and Constancy United," 497
"Love and Gallantry," 63
"Love and Honesty," 199
Love and hOHor, 63, 186
"Love and Honor," 62, 63, 183, 187
"Love and Loyalty," 87, 149, 700
Love and wllisltey, 47
"Love Crowned with Victory," 186
"Love for Money, An Excellent New Playhouse Song Called," 479
Love I am ready at your call, 693
"Love in a Mist," 307
"Love in a Tub, A New Song Called," 161
"Love in Despair," 234
l.ove in fantastic triumph sat, 22
"Love in the Blossom," 18
Love lies a-bleeding, 429, 738
"Love Lies A-bleeding," 429
"Love of Young Palmus and Fair Shcldra,
A Most Excellent Song of the," 647
"Love Overthrown," 295
"Love Put to Its Shifts," 698
"Love Sports of Wanton Jemmy, The,"
697
Love will find out the way, 2, 4, 472-474
"Love Will Find Out the Way, The Answer to," 472
Love with unconfined wings, 761
"Love without Blemish," 212
Love's a sweet passion, 360, 498
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"Love's Boundless Power," 78, 285
"Love's Captivity and Liberty," !54
"Lc)\'e's Carouse," !8g
"Love's Conquest," 20, 523, 811
I.ave's downfall, 374
"Love's Ecstasy," 21!
"Lovc's Fancy," 293, 657
"Love's Fierce Desire," 62
"Lovc's Fierce Dispute," 751
"Love's Glorious Conquest," 381
"Love's Lamentable Tragedy," 699
"Lovc's Mighty Conquest," 445
"Lovc's Mistress," 6g8
"Love's Mystery," 657
"Love's Overthrow," 370
"Love's Power and Greatness," 83, 84
"Love's Quintessence," 367
Love's ride, 18, 750
"Lovc's Solace," 153
Love's tide, 353, 374, 75<>-752
"Love's Tidc," 750
"Love's Triumph over Bashfulness," 24
"Lovc's Tyrannic Conquest," 45, 268
"Lovc's Tyranny," 440
"Love's Unlimited Powcr," 684
"Love's Unspeakable Passion," 700
"Love's Up to the Elbows," 352
"Love's Wound and Lovc's Curc," 6g8
"Lovely Lamentation of a Lawyer's
Daughtcr, Thc," 293
Lovely lass to a friar carne, A, 474-475
Lovcly lass to a friar came, A, 238, 474,
475
"Lovely Northern Lass, The," 69, 71
"Lover Compareth Some Subtle Suitors,
The," 132
"Lover Complaincth of His Lady's Unconstancy, The," 841
"Lover Dolefully Sheweth His Grief, A
Proper Sonnet Wherein the," 618
"Lover Extolling His Ladies, The," 159
"Lover Forsaken of His Best Beloved, A,"
40 5
"Lover's Complaint Being Forsaken of
His Love, A," 788
"Lover's Delight, The," 123
"Lover's Desire for His Best Beloved, A,"
5 26
Lover's dream, The, 680
"Lover's Farewell to His Unconstant Mistress, The," 402

"Lover's Final Farewell, The," ~, 186
"Lover's Invitation, The," 22
"Lover's JoY and Grief, The," 446
"Lover's Lamentable Complaint, A," 784
"Lover's Lamentation, The," go
"Lover's Promises to His Beloved, A Most
Excellent Ditty of the," 121
"Lover's Prophecy, The," 74
"Lover's Tragedy, A New Song Called
the," 93-94
"Lovers' Paradise, The," !21
"l.ovcrs' Pastime, The," 465, 501
"Loves of Damon and Sappho, The," 286
"Loves of Jockey and Jenny, The," 380
"Lovesick Blacksmith, The," 572
"Lovcsick Lady, The," 755
"Lovesick Maid, The," 250
"Lovcsick Maid of Portsmouth, The," 381
"I.ovcsick Maid Quickly Revived, Thc,"
29 2

"Lovesick Shepherd Cured, The," 344, 746
"Lovcsick Soldier, The," 514
"Lovesick Young Man, The," 752
Lovitlg chambermaid, The, 4
"Loving Chambermaid, The," 4, 384
Loving husband, A, 8
"Loving Lass and Spinning Wheel, The,"
682
"Loving Mad Tom," 713
"Loving Mistress and the Wanton Clerk,
The," 409, 771
Loving mortal in love I here exhort all,
640
"Loyal Caution to All the King's Friends,
The," 321
Loyal conquest, The, 4 2 9, 481
"Loyal Conquest, The," 431
"Loyal Constancy," 107
"Loyal Englishman's Wish, The," 487
"Loyal Feast, The," 633
"Loyal Feast, An Answer to the," 634
Loyal health, The, 24. 782
"Loyal Health, The" (1682), 24
"Loyal Health, The" (1684), 218
Loyal hearts of London city, 700
"Loyal Lover's Farewell. The," 68
Loyal lovers, 18
Loyal lovers fal and ncar, go
Loyal lovers listen well, 18
"Loyal Maid's Good Counscl, The," 118
"Loyal Protestant, The," 414
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"Loyal Scot. The," 65
"Loyal Scotch Song, A:' 5lJ
"Loyal Seaman's Happy Return. The,"
810
"Loyal Sheriffs of London and Middlesex,
The," 521
"Loyal Soldier of Flanders, The," lP5
"Loyal Song, A," 563
"Loyal Song of the Royal Feast, A," 99
"Loyal Statesman, The," 441, 627
"Loyal Subject's Admonition, A," 309
"Loyal Subject's Resolution, The," 501
"Loyal Subjects' Exultation," 766-767
"Loyal Subjects' Free Choice, The," 281
"Loyal Subjects' Hearty Wishes, The," 757
"I.oyal Swain, The," 357
"Loyal Tories' Delight. The," 267
"I.oyal Wish, The," 441
"Loyalist, The," 63 2 , 737
"Loyalty Triumphant," 103, 110
"Loyalty Unfeigned," 77, 78, 312, 812
Loyalty's a noble thing, 288
I.!leina, 40, 488
Lucinda the lovely, 358
"Lucky Minute. The," 106
"Lukewarm Lover, The," 772, 773
Lull me beyond thee, 145
"Lullaby, An Excellent Song Called," 31
Lullaby baby, 276, 664
'Lullaby baby,' 276
Lulling beyond her, 146
Lulling beyond thee, 445, 446
Lumber me, 475-476
"Lunatic Lover, The," 280. 286
Lusty Bacchus, 750
"Lusty Friar of Dublin, The," 550
"Lusty Friar of Flanders, The," 691
Lusty gallant, 47&-478
"Lusty Lad of London, The," 670
Lusty lad there was of late, A, 161
"Lusty Miller's Recreation, The," 552
"Mad Kind of Wooing, A," 599
Mad man's morris, The, 658
Mad maU':i song, The, 500
"Mad Maudlin," 711
"Mad Merry Pranks of Robin Goodfellow, The," 204
Mad Moll, 82
Mad Tom, 214, 263-266
"Mad Tom," 711

"Mad Tom a Bedlam's Dcaires of Peace:'
7 1 lJ
Mad Tom of Bedlam, 264, 712
"Made on the Glory of the Twenty-Four
Corporations of Dublin," 91
Madge 0" a tree, 478
Mage on a cree (lree), 478
Afaggie I must love thee, 574
Magina-cree, 478-479
Magpies, The, lJ33
Maheney, 118
"Maid A-bathing, The," 730
"Maid and the Joiner, The," 386
Maid peeped out at the window, 240
Maid that lost her way, The, 151
Maid was I, A, 31
Maid will you marry, 42
"Maid Will You Marry, A Proper Sonnet
Entitled," 42
"Maid's Answer to the Bachelor's Ballad,
The," 200
"Maid's Complaint, The," 252
"Maid's Lamentation, The," 425
"Maid's New a la Mode Pinchusion,
The," 333
"Maid's Revenge upon Cupid and Venus,
The," 751
"Maid's Song in Praise of Her Love,
The," 204
"Maid's Twitcher, The," 152
Maiden fair, 556
Maiden fresh as a rose, 85
Maiden lottery, The, 209
"Maiden Lottery, The," 208
"Maiden Warrior, The," 733
"Maiden's Answer to the Young Man's
Request, The," 374
"Maiden's Choice, The," 151
"Maiden's Complaint, The," 149
"Maiden's Lamentation, The," 150
"Maiden's Melancholy Moan, The," 460
"Maiden's Moan for the Loss of Her Unkind Lover, The," 22
"Maiden's Moan for Want of a Husband,
The," 409
"Maiden's New Wish. The," 296
"Maiden's Reply to the Young Man's Resolution, The," 373
"Maidenhead III Bestowed, A." 390
Maidens of London are now in despair,
779
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"Maidens of London's Brave Adventures,
The," 575
"Maidens' Frolic, Thc," 795
"Maidens' Frolicsome Undertaking, Thc,"
795
"Maidens' Resolution, The," 422
Maids aowashi"g themselves, The, 109,
77 0 ,77 1
"Maids Wives and Widows Take Heed,"
55 2
Make room for an honest redcoat. 712
Make your honors miss, 435, 179-180
Make your honors miss, 479
Mall Cooper is grown so gallant and gay,
UI

"Mall in Her Majesty," 307
Mall Peatly, 481-482
Mall Peatly the new way, 481
"Maltster Caught in a Trap, The," 186
Maltster that lived in the county of Kent,
A, 360
"Maltster's Daughter of Malborough.
The," 637
Man had three sons, A, 722
"Man in Favor. A," 798
Man in the moon, The, 264
"Man in the Moon Drinks Claret. The,"
263
Man is for the woman made, 482-483
Man man mun is for the woman made,
482
Man of fashion, The, Igo
"Man of HOllor, The," 157
Man that had a pretty young wife, A, 414
"Map of Mock-beggar Hall, The," 155.

51 7
"Mar's Lament for His Rebellion. An Excellent New Ballad Entitled," 522
March bOYS, 483-484
'March boys march boys merry merry
march boys,' 483
March out Cod's soldiers. 619
Mardyke, 485-486
"Mardyke," 485
"Margaret and William," 788
Margaret's ghost, 787
Margery cree, 478
"Maria," 359
"Maria Martin," 254
"Mariner's Delight, The," 5, 286
"Mariner's Misfortune, The," 191

"Mark Noblc's Frolic," 597
Mark well Cod's wondrous works and see,
58
Mark wcll my hcavy dolcful talc, 368
"Markct for Young Mcn, A," 795
"Marriage," 510
"Marriage Forgotten," 347
"Married Man's Complaint, The," 704
"Married Wife's Complaint, The," 402.

70 4
Marry me marry me quoth the bonny
lass, 765
Mars shall to Cupid now submit. 517
Martel/us, 557-M9
Martin Parker's medley, 680
"Martin Said to His Man Who Is the
Fool Now," 776
Mary doth complain, 141
Mary live long, 438; see also Let Mary
live lmlg
'Mary Mary William and Mary,' 451
"Masham Displayed," 157
Maslcs all, 666
Masque, A, 214
"Masquerade Ballad, The," 464
"Masquerade Carland, The," x, 464
"Masquerade Song, The," 665
"Master Basse His Career," 37
"Mat's Peace, An Excellent New Song
Called," 277
"Match at a Venture, A," 379
"Matchless Murder, The," 589
"Matchlcss Shepherd, The," 2 to
"Matrimony," 335
"Matron's Wish, The," 541
May her blest example chase vice, 691
"May Morning Ramble, The," 26
May time, 486
"May-day Country Mirth, The," 386
Maying time, 486-487
"Mayor and the Mob, The," 542
Me have of late been in England, 516
Me send you sir one letter, 541
Meadow brow, The, 740
"Meditations on Tobacco," 709
Medley, The, 218
"Medley on the Association," 632
Meeting's a pleasure but parting's a grief.

473
"Melinda's Complaint,"
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"Memorable Song upon the Unhappy
Hunting in Chevy Chase, A," 96
Menachen sterven in aich selven, 'S, 741
Mercllant, The, 602, 6o!J
Merchant man, Tile, 602,604
"Merchant Man and the Fiddler's Wife,
The," 602
Merchant of Emden, Tile, 602, 603
"Merchant's Son, The," 241
"Merchant's Son of Exeter, The," 315
Merchant's Son of Exeter, An Answer to
the," !J15
"Merciful Father, The," 807
Merrily and cheerily, 40, 488
Merry and glad, ~P5
"Merry Bagpipes, The," 483
"Merry Ballad of a Rich Maid, A," 779
"Merry Ballad of the Hawthorn Tree, A,"
165
"Merry Ballad of the Miller and King
Henry II, A," 237
"Merry Beggars of Lincoln's [nn Fields,
The," 42
"Merry Boys of Europe, The," 525
Merry Christ Church bells, The, 49
"Merry
Discourse
between
Norfolk
Thomas and Sisly Standto't His Wife,
A," 680
"Merry Forester, The," 793
"Merry Hostess, The," 73
Merry jest I will you tell, A, 249
"Merry Jest of John Tomson and Jakaman His Wife, A," 571
"Merry Maid of Middlesex, The," 151
Merry merry milkmaids, The, 490
Merry milkmaid on a time, A, 212
"Merry Milkmaid's Longing Desire after
Matrimony, The," 144
Merry milltmaids, The, 6, 490-493
"Merry Milkmaids, The," 491
"Merry New Ballad Both Pleasant and
Sweet, A," 274
"Merry New Ballad of a Country Wench
and a Clown, A," 10
"Merry New Catch of All Trades, A," 778
"Merry New Jig, A," 693
"Merry New Northern Song of Greensleeves, A," 269
"Merry New Song How a Brewer, A," 375
"Merry New Song of a Rich Widow's
Wooing, A," 291
"Merry Pastime of the Spring, The," 186

"Merry Song to Be Sung at Christmas, A,"
537
Merry songster, Tile, 240
"Merry Tom of All Trades," 16
"Merry Wives of Wapping, The," 131
"Merry Wooing of Robin and Joan, The,"
26&- 2 67, 645
"Mess of Good Fellows, A," 547
"Message from Tory-land, A," 632
"Metamorphosis of John Bull, The," 105
Methinks I feel fresh bleeding wounds,
38 " 67 2
Methinks tile poor town, 48g-490
Methinks the poor town has been troubled too long, 489
Micllaelmas term, 130, 166
"Michaelmas Term," 167
"Midnight Messenger, The," 230
Midnight ramble, The, 598
"Midwife's Ghost, A New Ballad of the,"

589
Millting pail, The, 490-493
"Milking Pail, The," 492
Milltmaid's dumps, The, 490
"Milkmaid's Resolution, The," 152
Milkmaids, The, 490-493
"Milkmaids' Life, The," 490, 491
"Milkmaids' Morning Song, The," 2 12
"Miller and King Henry II, A Merry Ballad of the," 237
Miller in his best array, The, 529
Miller lived near Overton, A, 296
Miller of Mansfield, The, 47
Miller would a-wooing ride, The, 529
"Miller's Daughter of Manchester, The,"
5 29
Millfield, 269, 493
"Mine Own Dear Lady Brave, A Pleasant
New Sonnet Entitled," 614
Mine own sweet honey bird, 116
Minuet, 404
Minuet, A (Gay's Achilles), 616
"Mirror of Mercy, The," 404
"Mirror or Looking-glass for All Sinners,
A New Ballad Entitled a," 588
"Miserable Maltster, The," 360
"Miserable Mountebank, The," 691
Miss Dawson's new hornpipe, 504
Miss Peachey's delight, 72
"Mistaken Bride, The," 90
"Mr. Attowell's Jig," 257, 74 1
"Mr. Digby's Farewell," 62, 182
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"Mr. Hampden's Speech against Peace,"
S5 1

Mr. LAne's maggot, 494
"Mr. Lane's Maggot, A Song Made by
Mr. D'Urley upon:' 494
Mr. Webb's fancy, 488
Mistress White's thing, 766
"Mock Song to 1£ Love's a Sweet Passion,
A:' S59
"Mock to Joan to the Maypole, A," g86
"Mock to the Song of Harry Gave Doll,
A," 220
Mock tune to lhe French rant, Tile, 131,
379
"Mock·beggar's Hall," 155,517
Mock.beggar's hall stands empty, 155,

51 7
'Mock·beggar's hall stands empty,' 517
"Moderate Man, The," 715
"Moderation and Alteration:' 592
'Moderation moderation 'tis a wonderful
moderation,' 592
"Moderator's Dream, The," 673
Modes of the court, The, 453
"Modest Bachelor, The:' 559
"Modest Carol for Any of the Twelve
Days, A," 487
"Modest Question, The," 282
"Modesty Amazed," 536
"Modish Dancing·master, The," 479
"Modish London Life, The:' 497, 799
Maggie's gone over seas with a soldier,
497-49 8
Maggie'S jealousy, 598, 806-808
"Maggie's Kind Answer," 128
"Monarchy Triumphant," 767
Money in both your pockets, 655
"Money Makes the Mare to Go," 656
"Money Money My Hearts," 307
Monk hath confounded, 309, 379
Monk's march, 309, 581
"Monmouth and Buccleuch's Welcome,"
308
Monmouth is a brave lad, 810
"Monmouth Routed," 191
"Monmouth Routed and Taken Prisoner,"
408
"Monmouth Worsted in the West," 191
"Monmouth's Downfall," BIO
Monmouth's fall, BIO
"Monmouth's Return," 6gB

"Monmouth's Saying in the West of England:' 191
MOllSieur Ragou, SIO
Monsieur's almain, 495-496
"Monstrous Shape, A," 680
Montrose's /ilt, 785, 787
Motllrose's lines, S57
"Montrose's Lines," 357
More ballads here's a spick·and·span new
supplication, 59S
"More News from the Fleet," 767
More wine boy to be sober, 712
'Most dear lady,' 410
Most early in a morning fair, 751
"Most Excellent and Famous Ditty of
Samson, A," 680
"Most Excellent and Virtuous Ballad of
the Patient Grisscll, A," 67
"Most Excellent Ditty Called Colin's Conceit, A," 7B4
"Most Excellent Godly New Ballad, A,"
270
"Most Excellent New Ditty . . . Wise
Scntenccs of Solomon, A," 783
"Most Excellent Song of the Love of
Young Palmus, A," 647
"Most Famous Ballad of King Henry V,
The," 104
"Most Godly and Comfortable Ballad of
the Glorious Resurrection, A," 614
"Most Joyful Song, A," 534
"Most Pleasant Ballad of Patient Grissell,
A," 67
"Most Pleasant Dialogue or a Merry
Greeting between Two Lovers, A,"

40
"Most Sorrowful Song of Banister, A," 121
"Most Sweet Song of an English Merchant,
A," 602
Most true it is I dare to say, 101, 30B, 509
Mother B.A., 745
Mother beguiled daughter, The, 688
Mother beguiled the daughter, The, 263
Mother beguiles the daughter, The, 134
Mother I have a desire to wed, 422
Mother let me marry, 637
Mother pray when shall I marry, 191
Mother Roger, 536
Mother W. Ale, 745
"Mother Watkins's Ale, A Ditty Delightful of," 745
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"Mother', Kindness, The," 683
"Mount Taragh" Triumph," 38
Moum no more fair widow, 611
"Moumful Carol, A," 232
"Moumful Ditty on the Death of Certain
Judges and Justices of the Peace, A,"
225
"Moumful Ditty on the Death of Fair
Rosamond, A," 97
"Moumful Lover, The," 620
"Mournful Lovers' Last Farewell, The,"
559, 812
"Mournful Maid of Berkshire, The," 297
Moumful Melpomene assist my quill, 233
"Mournful Shepherd, The," 131
"Mournful Shepherdess of Arcadia, The,"
6g8
"Mournful Subjects, The," !i88
"Mourning Conquest, The," 8, 9
"Mourning Court, Thc" (Comc lct us
mourn), 589
"Mourning Court, Thc" (With bleeding
hcart), 589
Mouse trap, The, 540
"Mouse Trap, The," 540
"Munster Wcdding, Thc," 639
"Murder Unparalleled," 589
"Murther Unmaskcd," 748
"Musical Shcphcrdess, Thc," I, 185
Must I wear the wreath of willow, 560
Must the abscncc of my mistrcss, 336
My Bctty thou knowst I have courtcd
thee long, 352-353, 752
My bleeding heart, 230
My bleeding heart, 365
'My bonny bonny Nanny 0,' 50U
My brethren all attend and list to my rclation, 713
My child must have a father, 160, 162163, 65 6
My children dear mark well my words,

784
My
My
My
My
My
My

cousin Moll's an arrant whore, 283
cuckold tells tales of me, 27
dear and only joy take hced, 356
dear and only love I pray, 357
dear and only love take heed, 356
dear and only love take heed, 355-

357
My, dear canst thou love me, 186
My dear do you know a long time ago,
103

'My dear lady,' 410
My dear let nothing trouble thy hearl,

3 14
My dear to thee I'll surely be, 107
My dearest baby prithee sleep, 32
My dearest come hither to me, 808
My dearest dear adieu, 731
My dearest dear arid I must part, 22, 37.1
My dearest dear could I relate, 624
My dearest I must to the sea, 286
My dearest Katy prithee be but cOllstant
now, 200
My dearest let's walk through the mead·
ows this weather, 93
My dog and I, 47
"My Dog and I," 47
My fairest and rarest, 221
My fancy did I fix, I I
My father was born before me, 18, 377
My freedom is all my joy, 122
My freedom which is all my joy, 329
My friend(s) if you will understand, 206,
645
My heart is impure my body within, 38:,
My heart is oppressed with sorrow dcar
wife, 61
My husband is a carfJenter, 74
My husband spends his time abroad, 725
My Jenny and I have toiled, 118
My joy and only dear, 150
My lady Pecunia is a fair crcature, 779
My life and my death, 62, 4°4, 496-498,
799
My life and my death are both in your
power, 496
My life and my death lies both in your
power, 497
My life and my death were once in your
power, 496
My lodging is on the cold ground, 115,
49 8-502 , 548
My lodging it is on the cold boards, 500
My lodging it is on the cold ground, 501
My lodging it is on the cold ground, 498
My Lord MarqUis's galliard, 102
My lord mayor and his aldermen, 463
My Lord Monk's march to London, 309
My Lord Russell's farewell, 622
My Lord Sandwich's farewell, 62, 182
My Lord Willoughby's tune, 467
My Lord Willoughby's welcome home,
46 7, 469
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My love and I'll be married, 3i4
My love he was as bravc a man, 253
My lovc is gonc <llackaday, 425
M)' love is on the brackish sea, 381
My loving (ricnd I do commcnd, 204
My loving good ncighhors that comes to
behold, 419
At), maid Mary, r,02
My maid Mary shc minds hcr dairy, 502
'My maidcnhcad will not load mc,' 155
My maidenhead will flOt o'erload me, 155
My masters all attcnd you, 461
My masters and friends and good peoplc
draw ncar, 568
"My Mind to Me a Kingdom Is," 364
"My Mistress Is All the Genders," 648
My mistress is to nulling (Lc., lJoulogne)
gone, 276
"My Mistrcss Understands All the Cases,"
(j48
lIJy mother's ay glowri" o'er me, 2g8
My muse arise and truth thclI tcll, 58
My lIame is honest Harry, 2g2
My name is Tom of all trades, 12
My namc it is Bougcl a Boy. 74
My Nan she was good, 506
My Nmmy 0, 507
"My Nanny 0," 506
My noble friends give car, 332
My only love my dearcst dcar, r,64
My passion is as mustard strong, 104
My Patie is a lovcr gay, 635
'My plaid awa my plaid awa,' 561
My plaid away, 562
My pockets begar were lined vcry well,

408
My pretty
33 8
My pretty
My pretty
My Robin

Betty [ now must leavc thee,

little rogue, 149
little rogue, 149
is to the greenwood gone, 59-

64

My Savoy lord why dost thou frown on
me, 228
My Sefautian art thou deceased, 642
My shepherd's unkind. 2
My son if you reckon to wed, 280
My sweetest my fairest my rarest my
dearest, 515
"My Thing Is My Own," 453
My wife she is dumb, 334"My Wife Will Be My Master," 574

My wretched (ate I do declare, 634
My young Mary, 502
My young Mary does mind the dairy,
"Mystcry Discovercd, The," 725

502

Nnehtegad, Den, 512
"Naked Truth, The," 5.18
Nancy, 14
Na"cy Dawson, 5°3-505
"Nancy Dawson," 503
"Nancy's Ghost," 53
Nanny 0, 4 26 , 459, 460 , 50 5-50 7
"Nanny 0," 506
"Nanny 0, An Answer to," 505
"Nation's Joy for a War with Monsiclll',
The," 459
Nation'S sins arc many fold, The, 15 u
"National Quarrcl, Thc," 152-'\53
"Naturc's Wonder," 16
Ncar a rair fountain a damsel sat weep·
ing, 755
Ncar a pleasant Sh.ldy grove, 6g1
'Ncar mc ncal" mc laddic lie ncar me,' 42.1
Ncar old Gravcl Lane, 572
Ncar to a fountain all alonc, 296
Near Woodstoc" town i/1 Oxfordsllire, !l6g
Ncar Woodstock town in Oxfordshil'c. 5(i3
Ned shc that likcs thce now, 578
"Ncglccted Tal', The," 738
"Nell's Courtship," 683
"Ncll's Humble Pctition," 26
"Nclly's Constancy, An Excellcnt Ncw
Song Callcd," 296
"Ncptune's Raging Fury," 768
Never a penny of money, 144, 705
Never love thee more, 355
Never will I wcd a girl that's coy, 354
"New and True Ballad of the Poct's Complaint, A," 331
"New Ballad, A" (Abigail Hill), 99
"New Ballad. A" (Junto), 552
"New Ballad, A" (Monmouth), 348
"New Ballad, A" (My lord mayor), 463
"New Ballad, A" (Queen Elizabeth), 410
"New Ballad, A" (The world's a frantic),
46 4-

"New Ballad, A" (To our once loyal
town), 569
"New Ballad, A" (What do members
now), 718
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"New Ballad after the Tunc of King Solomon, A," 410
"New Ballad Called a Review of the Rebellion, A," ;66
"New Ballad Called Trap, A," 453
"New Ballad Declaring the Dangerous
Shooting of the Gun, A," GOo
"New Ballad Declaring the Exccllelll
Parable of the Prodigal Child. A," 744
"New Ballad Entitled a Mirror or Looking-glass for All Sinners, A," 588
New Ballad . . . Fall of Christ's Church
Pinnacle in Norwich, A," 98
"New Ballad from Whig-land, A," 306
"New Ballad Inscribed to Polly Peachum,
A," 580
"New Ballad Occasioned by the Pretend·
er's Declaration, A," 802
"New Ballad of a Famous German Prince,
A," 310
"New Ballad of a Lover, A," 1:>7
"New Ballad of an Amorous Gentleman,
A," 408
"New Ballad of King Edward ~lIld Jane
Shore, A," 629
"New Ballad of King John and the Abbot
of Canterbury, A," 173
"New Ballad of London's Loyalty. A," 75
"New Ballad of Mother Watkius's Ale, A,"
74 6
"New Ballad of Saint George and the
Dragon, A," 628
"New Ballad of the Midwifc's Ghost, A,"
589
"New Ballad of the Pari tor and thc Devil,
A," 529-530
"New Ballad of the Protestant Joiner, A,"
3 21
"New Ballad of the Soldier and Peggy, A,"
57 2
"New Ballad on the Game of Brag, A,"
665
"New Ballad on the Pretender's Coming,
A," 704
"New Ballad Showing All Shall Be Well
One Hundred Years Hence, A," 767
"New Ballad to an Old Tune, A," 712
"New Ballad . , . Treason against the
Young King of Scots, A:' 269, 493
"New Ballad upon Dr. Oates, A," 350
"New Balow, The," 31-33
"New Blossomed Marigold, The," 381

New bobbing Joe, 47
New bourree, The, 190, 507-508, 798
New boxy, The, 508
"New Broached Heresy, The," 795
"New Broom, The," 6g
"New Clrol of the Hirth of Jesus Christ,
A," 203
"New Catch, A" (Would you know), 799
"New Composed Medley, The," 795
"New Copy of Verscs, A" (Young lasses
draw ncar), 795
"New Copy of Verses of General Schom·
berg's Happy Success, A," 191
New corn·rigs, 635
"New Courante, The," 728
"New Courtier, The," 107, 108,591,692
New dance, A (7'Ize), 118, 617
"New Ditty of a Lover, A," 145
"New Ditty Showing the Wonderful Mir·
acles of Our l.ord, A," 270
"New Dutch Song, A," 452
New England tJsalm, The, 179
"New England Psalm, The," 179
New exchange, The, 258-259, 353
"New Exchange, The," 354
"New Fairies, The," fin
New game at cards, A, 5°8-511
"New Game at Cards, A," 509, 511
"New Hunting of the Hare, The," 37
New Hyde Parle, 327
"New Ignoramus, A," 430
New [rish tune, A, 449
New £talian ground, A, 781
"New Kickshaw for the Queasy Stomach
of Satan, A," 130-131
"New Litany, A" (From jesuitical polls),
132
"New Litany, A" (From the fine Roman),
594
"New Litany Designed for This Lent, A,"
88
"New Little Northern Song Called Under
and Over Over and Under, A," 723
"New Love Song and a True Love Song,
A," 18
"New Loyal Health, The," 733, 734
New lusty gallant, 478
"New Mad Tom of Bedlam, A," 263, 711
"New Married Couple, The," 408
"New Married Scotch Couple, The," 366
"New Medley or a Mess of All-together,
A," 680
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New mi,lUel, A, 479
"New Miracle, A," 550
"New Moral Song, A," 589
"New Narrative of the Old Plot, A," 672
"New Northern Ditty of the Lady Grecnsleeves, A," 269
'New order of the land and the land's new
order, The,' 592
New pack of cards, The, 511
"New Playhouse SOllg of the Husbandman's Delight," 290
"New Presbyterian Ballad, A," log
New rant, The, 597
New rogero, 613
New Royal Exchange, The, 353-354
"New Scotch Jig or the Bonny Cravat, A,"

379
"New Scotch Jig, The Second Part of
the," 379
"New Scotch Song, A" (Long cold nights),
466
"New Scotch Song. A" (Walking down),
54
"New Scotch Song in The Fond Ilusbatld,
A," 51
New Scotch tune of Mr. Farmer's, A, !)54
'New soldier of the king's, A,' 593
"New SOllg, A" (Come my lads), 279
"New Song, A" (Harley), 99
"New Song. A" (In good King George's
golden days), 737
"New Song, AU ("Lilliburlero"), 451
"New Song, AU (Rigby), 582
"New Song, A" (Shaftesbury), 204
"New Song, AU (When faction loud), 720
"New Song, A" (Would you be a man),
79 8
"New Song, AU (You Protestants), 454
"New Song Being the Tories' Triumph,
A," 671
"New Song between Whig and Tory, A,"
67 2
"New Song Called Love in a Tub, A,"
161

"New Song Called the Bachelor's Answer
to the Helpless Maiden, A," 6g3
"New Song Called the Baker's Frolic, A,"
795

"New Song . , . Great News in the St.
james's Chronicle, A," 504

"New Song in Praise of the Loyal Company of Stationers, A:' 417
"New Song in the Dramatic Opera, A,"
28 9
"Ncw Song . . . King James's Proclamation, A," 748
"New Song Lately Come from Ireland, A,"
88

"New Song Made by a Person of Quality,
AU (A Tory came late), 129
"New Song Made by a Person of Quality,
A" (Mug), 410
"New Song Made in the Praise of the
West of England, A," 152, 582
"New Song of a Young Man's Opinion,
A," 653
"New Song of an Hostess and Her Guests,
A," 132
"New Song of an Orange, A," 793
"New Song of Father Petre, A," 223
"New Song of King Edgar, A," 419
"Ncw Song of Lullaby, A," 276
"New Song of Moggie's Jealousy, A," 80G
"New Song of Old Similes, A," 104
"New Song of the New Plot, A," 389
"New Song of the Whiggish Poet's Recantation, A," 431
"New Song on King William and Queen
Mary, A," 218
"New Song on Parker, A," 737
"New Song on . . . Procession of Society
of Scribblers, A," 91
"New Song on St. George's Day, A," 522
"New Song on the Arrival of Prince
George, A," 80g
"New Song on the Calling of a Free Parliament, A," 574
"New Song on the Old Plot, A," 6g6
"New Song on the Sharp and Bloody
Battle, A," 92
"New Song or the Old Woman's Wish,
A," 543
"New Song to Drive Away Cold Winter,
A," 375
"New Song upon a New Subject, A," 464
"New Song upon the Council of Six, A,"
566
"New Song upon the Hogen Mogens, A,"
45 2
"New Song upon the King of Poland, A,"
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"New Song upon the Loss of His Mistress,
A," 506-507
"New Song . . . Wooing of Queen Katherine, A," 448
"New Sonnet Containing the Lamentation of Shore's WiCe, A," 326
"New Sonnet of a Knight and a Fair Virgin, A," 645
"New Sonnet of Pyramus and Thisbe, A,"
196
"New Sonnct Shewing How the Goddess
Diana Transformed Actaeon, A," 614
"New Summons to Green-goose Fair, A,"
65 6
"New Summons to Horn Fair, A," 598
"New Touch of the Times, A," 782
"New Verses concerning the Plot London's
Fire and Godfrey's Murder," 559, 762
"New Way of Catherine Ogie, The," 55
"New Way of the Broom of Cowdenknows, An Excellent New Song Entitled the," 71
"New Way of the Gaberlunzie Man, The,"
217

"New Way of the Turncoat, An Excellent
New Ballad Entitled the," 395
"New Way to Honor, A," 799
"Ncw Way to Play an Old Game, A," 798
"New Wedding, A," 550
"New Welladay, A," 747
"New Western Ballad, A," 422
"New Year's Gift for the Pope, A," 703
"New Year's Gift for the Whigs, A," 701
"New Year's Gift to the Templars, A," 404
Newcastle, 82
"Newcastle Ale," 455
"Newcastle Associators, The," 431
"Newgate Salutation, The," 524
New-made gentlewoman, The, 220, 221
"New-made Gentlewoman, The," 220
"New-made Medley, A," 684
Newmarket, 407
"Newmarket," 550
"Newmarket Song, The," 550
Newmarket fig, The, 408
"News from Colchester," 712
"News from Court," 650
"News from Frost-fair," 38
"News from Holland's Leaguer," 757
"News from Hyde Park," 143, 145
News from Scotland if you'll hear, The,
47 1

"News Cram the Coast of Spain," 185
"News Cram the 'Vcst," 172, 800
"News Good and New," 471
News news here's the occurrences, 593
Night her blackest sables wore, The, 212
Night her blackest sables wore, The, 211
Night her silent sables worc, The, 213
Night is past and joyful day appeareth,
The, 66
Night piece, 1'Ju, 651
Nightingale, The, 511-513
"Nightingale, The," 513
"Nightingalc's Song, The," 5 13, 572-573
"Night-walkers, The," 24
"Nine Maidens' Attempt, An Answer to
the," 656
"Nine Maidens' Fury, The," °56
No charms above her, 317
No English heart but heard with grief,
15
No ignoramus juries flOW, 429, 431
'No ignoramus juries now,' 431
No longer will I grieve, 810
"No Money No Friend," 510
No more silly Cupid, 200
No more silly Cupid, 200
"No Natural Mother but a Monster," 748
No no no no not yet, 761
No no not I, 572
No no poor suUerillg heart, 513-514
No no poor suffering heart, 513
No pedigrees nor projects, 464
"No Pleasure without Some Pain," ;P5
"No Prophecy Like a True One," 763
"No Protestant Plot," 76
No sooner there came from Kingston on
Thame, 803
"Noble Acts of Arthur of the Round
Table, The," 98
"Noble and Imprisoned Protestant, The,"

"

347

Noble Argyle when he went on, 522
"Noble Fisherman, The," 374, 607
"Noble Funeral of the Duke of Grafton,
The," 224, 360
Noble Marquis as he did ride on hunting,
A, 67

"Noble Prodigal, The," 583
"Noble Progress, The," 760
"Noble Riddle Wisely Expounded, A,"
43 1
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"Noble Seaman '5 Complaint, The," (il8
"Noble Soldier's Advice to His Comrades,
The," 193
Nohle-hearted English boys, 288, 407
Nobody em, deTly, 274
Nobody else shall !Jluncler but I, !J Lt-~P!J
'Nobody else shall plundcr but 1: 5 15
"Nobody Ilis Counsel to Choose a Wifc,"
743-'714
"Nobody Loves Me," 578
Noel's delight, 14
Notle shall plunder but I, !P 4
NOtleSucll,5 1 6-5 17
"Norfolk Freeholders, The," 174
"Norfolk Gentleman, The," 103, 101, 614
"Norfolk StirI Rump, The," 417
"Northamptonshire Knight's Daughter,
The," 296
"Northamptonshire Lover, The," 739-740
"Northamptonshire Lovcrs, The," 371
North-couutry lass up to London did pass,
A, 352
"North-country Lovers, The," 595
"North-country Maid's Resolution and
Love to Her Sweetheart, The," 87
"Northern Ballad, A," 402
"Northern Catch, A," 687
N01"them diddle, The, 547
"Northern Ditty, The," 690
"Northern Lad, The," 425
"Northern Lass's Lamentation, The," 352
Northern Nancy, 155, 5 17-5 18, 519
Northern Nanny, 518-519
"Northern Nanny," 366, 5 18, !)l9
"Northern Song of I'U Away, A," 527
"Northern Turtle, The," 446
Norwich loyal litany, The, 520
"Norwich Loyal Litany, The," 520
"Nosegay of Pleasure Growing in Venus's
Garden, A," 161
Not long ago as all alone (along), 146, 465
Not long ago from hence I went, 691
Not long ago it chanced so, 162, 446
Not long agone walking alone, 688
Not many years ago, 38
"Notorious Robber's Lamentation, The,"
62 3
"Nottingham Ale," 455
Now all my friends are dead and gone, 262
Now all my money is gone, 578

Now all was wrapt in dark midnight, 787,
788
Now am I tossed on waves of love, 22
Now at last the matter is decided, !J21
Now at last the riddle is ex/)()utuled, 520~)2 1

Now hrave Captain Gordon's come, 289
Now Cambridge is a merry town, 462
Now comes on the glorious year, 522
Now comfortable tidings is come unto
England, 471
Now draws on the fruitful time, 293
Now Duke Schomberg he is landed, 191
Now England's bloody flag's displayed,
459
'Now every lass that means to pass must
all be punched this year,' 637
Now fiftecn years arc gone and past, 347
Now for the loss of my amorous jewel, 94
Now gcntlemen sit you all merry, 518
Now ['Ill resolved to love no more, 22
Now Jockcy and Moggie arc ready, 638
Now Ict all true Protestants ever rejoice,
108 -1 0 9
Now listen a while and 1 will you tell, 249
Now listen and hc not mistakcn, 807
Now listen to my song good people all,
228
Now loyal Tories may triumph in glories,

13 1
Now my love has crossed the ocean, 19 1
Now now brave Monmouth's come again,

30 7
Now now comc on the glorious days, 522
Now now comes on the glorious year, 521-

52 3
Now now comes on the glorious year Britain has hopcs and France has fears, 521
Now now comes on the glorious year Britain's hope and Francc's fear, 522
Now now is comc the glorious year, 522
Now now the duke is safe returned, 308
Now now the feat's done, 525
Now now the fight'S done, 24, 40 4, 435,
43 6 , 479, 497, 5 23-5 25, 799-800
Now now the fight's done, 523
Now now the fight's done and the great
god Of war, 525
Now now the stubborn Whigs may rot, 307
Now now the Tories all shall stoop, 305
Now now the Whigs shall all go down, 308
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Now now the work's done, 524
Now now the zcalots all must droop, 306
Now now too wcak alas I find our causc,
75
Now now you blind boy, 525
Now now yon Torics pray givc o'cr, 307
Now now's thc siege raised, 524
Now 0 now I nccds must part, 242, 24-1
Now of Illy swect Bctty, 572
Now our hloody fight is over, 191
Now Pan Icavcs piping, Ol!)
Now pcace it is finished, 006
Now IJOnder well, 103-105
Now ponder wcll you parents dcar, 103,
61 4
'Now she got nothing hy't: 6!)6
Now swect Shinny wilt thou be wcd, 409,
77 1
Now that love's holiday is come, ~I!'I0
Nuw the fatal light is UVCf, 1~)1
Now the fatal fight is over, 191
Now the (tght is over, 191
Now the (tght's d01le, 521
Now the great 1I10narch of Englaud's
bright splcndor, 081
Now the Parliament sits, 141
Now the plotters and plots are confounded, 510
Now thc rash imputing Tories, 6g8
Now the Rump is confounded, 199
Now the season of winter, 473
Now the sjJritlg is come, 526-527
Now the spring is come, 526-527
Nuw the Tories that glories, 527-528
Now the Tories that glory (glories), 527
Now the traitor king-hater, 528
Now the tyratlt hath stolen, 62, 63, 183
Now the tyrant has stolen rn y dcarest
away, 62, 63
Now the Whigs and their friends are confounded, 550
Now to my true lover Betty, 404
Now Tom if Suckling were alive, 349
Now we are met in a knot let's take
t'other pot, 193
Now we see the fight is over, 191
Now welcome neighbor Rowland, 471
Now would I give my life to see, 356
Now you by your good leave sirs, 430
Now you young females that follows the
mode, 422

Now young bachelors all draw near, 77 1
Now young tcmpting Phaon you shall
have your prey, 732
Nlltmegs all(I gi"ger, 529-530

o
o
o

a masclucradc's a fine place, 46.1
Bacchus if thou'lt ease a soul, 533
/Jessy /Jell (/nd Mary Gray, 736
"0 Bcssy Bcll and Mary Gray," 298
o Birkcnhcad how hast thy tired thy
III use, 310
() brave house, 210,211
o broder Tcague and Teague my won,
108 , 153
o brother Taylor what shall wc now do,
196
() Chloris awake, 2
o Chloris awake, 2
o collie Illy own deal' let's dally a while,
IH
o cruel bloody fate, 5, 0
o Cupid thou now art too cmel, 808
o dear lady Elizabcth which art our
queen, 110
o do l1W 110 harm good man, 780
o do not do not kill me yet, 197
'0 do not do not kill me yet,' 197
o doctor HOW repent since at thc last, 7(;
o don't you rcmcmber a long time ago,
103
o Dublin is a fine town and a gallant
city, 103
o Englishmcn with Romish hearts, 5~11
"0 Fain Would I Marry," 199
o fain would I wive, 199
o fie upon Cupid's skill, 219
o fie what mean I foolish maid, 530-531
o fie what mean I foolish maid, 530
o gracious God and heavenly King, 589
o gracious God look down upon, I 21
"0 Gramercy Penny," 263
o Iwrlt, 564
o hone 0 hone, 232-235, 267
'0 hone 0 hone,' 233
o horrid horrid is my crime, 623
o how can I be merry or glad, 314-3 15
o how can I be merry or glad, 314
o how can my poor heart be glad, 563
o how happy'S he, 531-532
o how I dote upon that lass, 92
o how I sigh, 221
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o

() I/() II , thc)' did (irk it, Gt!i, 72.t
'0 how lhey did jerk il: 724
'() how Ihey did s\\'ill il: 7'1.'j
lltt: ~rCt'IIIl'Ood

trct:. 7'l.'j

7'1.7
louel'

alii I, ;{19
() i.\ Iwt old /':lIgl(/l/(l grolL'lI III'W. 'l.71i
() .1alle C:oIIIC allli sit thee OOWII by lilt',

RoH
Jockey thou art lhe lad, :{!JO--;{~ll
() let 110 eyes be dry, 2;{.,
o leI liS swilll ill IJlood of grapes, 'I.9H
o Log<lll swcel didst lhou glide, .p,H
() 1.IJllduII is a fille (brave) towlI, 4/io
'0 LOlldoll is a lille to\\'n a lrue awl gallalll c:i t
.t/i;{
o I.olldoll is a line 10\\'11 ali{I a gallallt
city, 'tl'3
'0 1.011<1011 is a lille town al((I a gay cilY:

y"

'I Ii'.!.

() I,ol/doll th 'adst beltrl' !ral/(: built flCW
IICW

hordellos,' 5G5
() love if e'er thou'it easc (( !rcal't, :'32-

r,:{:1

78, 762, 812
//IlIlI ill (of) desperatioll, 1!l8, :'3;\-53U,

Nachbar Roland, 468

'0 nay 0 nay not yet,' 356
o neighbor Robert, 86, 469, 471

o

o

neighbor Robert, The second stmin of,
47 0

no no no not yet, 356, 740

() Polalld II10IISln uf lIlI r isle, J 1:1
() mree show, :;:l/{':;:l!/
() raree show () 11Ian: show, :1:lK
'0 raree sholl' () 111:11'(' show: :I:lH
'0 raree show () Ilran: shuw () ('rcuy
show:

!:i~19

"0 Raree Show 0 Preltr Show," ,r,:IH

o

Salldy why kan:st thou thy Nelly {o
1111/111'11, 71/Ii

so IIItgl'll/tllL[ (/

(J

(.",,~a/lLre,

I!)I,

;IH, ·10 I,

HI/K

o

SOllie lhcy will lalk of hra\'e Rollill
Iiol/d, (j07
() sta r a wlli Ie rOil Illst y lads, ,r, :If)
o stay alld kilt! all car, /iO.l
() slIch a roglLe wl/lLld be !ulIlgl:d, !:i. IK
'0 such a rogue would he haugcd,' !:i·IK
"0 Sweet Olivc\' Allered {(J the Scrip"0 Sweet Oliver Leave Me Not hehiud

739
o lllall ill desper:ttioll, 53,1
o Mars if e'er thou'lt case a bladc, 5;13
o Mr, William Gregg what mean yOll by
this deed, 810
o lIlorta I mall bed renched ill sin, 58H
o mother Ch'ave been a bachelor, 2G7, 6'1!!
() mothel' Roger, 53u-537
o mother Roger with his kisses, 536
'0 my dainty cavalilly man,' 88
o my dearest come away, 18
o my dearest do not slight me, 189
o myn Engelcyn 0 my,t Tcubclcyn, 324
o Nachbar Heber Robert, 468

o

1';IY{11\l {holl h;\lISI hcuer 1I('t'1I hanged
al lhc g;l1lows,' :,(;H
() pilY a hallllkss 1I1:litl, ::Ho
(I pily a lo\'cr whll lies I t!('CLIIl', :11;11
() pity Armilld:l lhose p:,ssiuns I 1Il',Ir, fi::,

til n~s:' :}~.r;

() lovc if c'cr tholl'lt case a heart, :.,p
o love whose (with) ttflcrmfincd wings,
()

Illy

IH~

o

bo rde lim, !lIl!l
'0 LOlldon th'adst beller ha\'c IJlIilt

11('011

klll:c•.IY;j

tlte)' IIi~h it,

() IlOilo IIIlIw/)/1)' (/

ElIgLilld Lilt down

'0

() IlOw thcy lirk it cn/Jt'r alia jak it IIIlll,.,.

() ItOIl'

IIl1 I, Ie·

Thec," :l::r,
o sweet Olive!' 0 hrave Oliver, 32:)
() that I had beat tllal'ried, 189
() that I had lICVl:!' heell married, IK!J
o /ltat I had Hellcr IILltr,.i(:d, 18!), 20..\
o that I W;IS 11011' a 11101 rried wife, :; H
() thaI I were wilh Illy trlle love, 1;',.1
() Ihe !JOlLIty Christ C!wn:h ltdls, (;21
o lhe bOlllly Christ Chlll'ch bells, ,,8
'0 lhe hl'Oolll the hOllny bOlllly hroolll:

o
o

71

lltc tI/{:rl)' Christ Church hells, 49
the mighty illllocellce of Russell Bedford's SOli, '\ H
'0 lhe oak the ash alld the IWlllly ivy
lrec,' 352
o the plot discoverers, 49
o thc Presbylcrian Whigs, 49
'0 thell my love and I will marry: 373
there was a jovial wedding, 639
'0 to bed 10 me to bed to me,' 425
o what a mad world is this, 547

o

883 .

o
o
o

what a madlH"ss 'lis

10

borrow or kud,

'I~o

what a pain is lo\,e, ~ii
whal a paill it is, 1.l~
o whal a piliflll passion, :;01
() whal a plague is 10\'('. "Jii
o w hL'lc amI 1I0W, :! ,II
o when"s lily Rosillda shall I 1II'\'CI IIIOI'C.

o
o

'I~IS

who wOllld lix his eycs UpOll, 1U8
why ;1111 1 always perpkxcd ill lI1illd,

:i 19

o

WOlllall is a lillc Ihill~.. I(i:!
() wretched Ellglalld lIIilld, GOI
o wrctched Il\all Ihat Im·cst earthly
I h i IIgS, :!8.1
o wretched WOIlIaIl Ihal I ;1111, (is:1
o ycs () yes 0 yes I cry, :!97
"Oakenllall, TII(· ... 71:1
"Oales Threshed ill the COllllln," :!KG
"Oales Well Threshed." KK, 27.(
"Oales's BlIg , . , BlIg . , , Boardillgschool," G:!:!
"OIJse<[lIy of Fair I'hillida. The," :!I!:i
"Observaliolls ill Ihe lise of Tobacco," 709
Ods /JOdihills ell'ill work I/O 1I1O/'{', :H8
Ods whirlikills whal 1111111 che do, :1:10
O'n boggy, !iuo--!lli 1
"O'er Ho~gy," !i(io
O'er .l'eruggy o'C/' boggy, r,GI
Of a COllstallt yOllllg scaman a slory I'll
tell, :1
"Of a Maid That Was Deep ill l.ove,"
775
Of a rich coullselor I write, :113
Of a royal race was Sltinhin, !:i1:!
Of a worthy Dublin drapier, 1(;
Of a worthy London prcnlice, 13
Of Adam's seed poor sinner r, !:i:14
'Of ah ah ah my love's dead,' 182
Of all sorts of callings that in England be,
379
Of all spcndthrifts in this land, 117
'Of all thc caps that cver I sce,' 45
Of all the curst plagues, 358
Of all the dunces in the tOWll, 504
Of all the foolish things we do, 541
Of all the fools that e'er was known, 540
Of all the fools who've lately ~rit, 504
Of all the girls in our town, 503

Of all Ihe maidctls fair who slIlIlf Ihe
IIlOrtlillg air, '1~2
Of all lhe papers in thc toWII, 5°.1
Of all lhe professions that e\Ct' were
n:lIl1ed. III
Of all lhe rccrcatiollS which allcnl!, IH,
:177
Of all lhe sciellccs ulldcr (bcncalh) Ihe
SUlI, 27fi
Of all thc simplc Ihings I kIlOW, :i 10
Of all the sim/lle things we do, !i IO-::1'l1
Of all the simplc thillgs we do, :i.lo
Of all the songs that e'cr was I'elllled .. 11i:1
Of all the tradcs that ever I SCI', 273, :!7:i
Of an ungratcful SOli III Y (llll'pose is III
write, G04
Of Bray the "icar 101l~ I've OCCII, 7~17
Of douhtful race was Georgy, :'il:!
Of Ellglish acls I illtclld to \\'rile. 7(i7
Of firc firc lire r sillg, 372
Of 1 lector's deeds did HOllIei' sill~. :/RH
Of Herod's hloody rei~lI. ~17:!
Of homed Vlllcall I han: heard. (iKo
"Of Johnny and JClllly," 7f!o
"Of Killg Edward II IIcill~ Poisoned," ,p(j
Of late as I was jOllrneyillg, 72.1
Of late did r hear a yOllng damsel (:0111plain, 151
Of late I did heal' a yOllllg mall domine('\'.
1!J~

Of laIc I did hear of a wooillg. :P! I
Of late I did walk ill a I'leasallt fair day.
1

flu

Of latc I heard a dilly, 256
Of late in the north a fille frolic did pass,
186
Of late it was my chance to walk, 203
Of late ncar the Strand, 795
Of late we have heard of a laird in high
station, 6GG
Of late we hear in Dcvollshire, 317
Of Mandeville I do not tcll, 349, 351
Of noble race was Shinltin, 12, 541-542
"Of Noble Race Was Shinkin," 542
Of old soldiers the song you would hear,
593
Of quarrels and changes and changelings
I sing, 167
"Of the Downfall of One Part of the Mitre Tavern," 377
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"Of thc Fairhful Fricndship That Lastcd
herwecn Two Faithful Fricnds," 98
"Of rhc Horriblc and Woeful Destruction
of Jcrusalcm," 590
"Of rhe I mprisonmcnt of King Edward
II," 774

"Of rhe I.ord Malrravers a1ld Sir Thomas
Gurncy," 4017
'Of rhis lady: 111
Of Turkey lately I did read, 99
Of wonders strange that was, 718
Ofl havc I sworn I'll love no morc, 35,1
OiL of barley, 687-692
Oil of care, The, 74
"Old Abhot and King Olfrcy, The," 173.
652
"Old and New Courticr of thc Quecn's,
The," 592
Old bachelor, 208
"Old Ballad New Revived, An," 692
Old Beelzebub merry disposed to be, 653
"Old Cavalier, The," 110, u25
"Old Christmas Returned," 171
"Old Courtier, The," 59 1 , 593
OLd courtier of the queen, At', 59 1 , 594
"Old Courticr of the Queen's. The," 591
Old England many counties hath, 630
Old England now rcjoice, 117
"Old England Turned New," 275
Old England's glory now begins, 404
OLd England's tlOW grown new, 276
Old f1';ar, The, 175
OLd Hub, 510
Old James with his rascally rabble of
rogues, 183
Old ]emmy, 809
"Old Jemmy," 809
Old ]emmy is a lad of royal birth and
breeding, HI 0
Old Jemmy is a lad right lawfully desccnded, 809
Old Louis had a rugged bear, 510
Old man is a bed full of bones, An, 129
"Old Man's Advice to Bachelors, The,"

537
"Old Man's Complaint, The," 501
Old man's wish, The, 542-544
"Old Man's Wish, The," 542, 543
"Old Man's Wish, An Answer to the," 544
"Old Man's Wish, A New Song Called
the," 544

Old marri"et [i.e., marionette?], 481
Old o"e all/witted, The, 239
Old Sancro(t he began the dance, 307
Old Simon the king, ,p8. 50', 545-551
"Old Simon the King," 546
Old Sir John IlarleycoTtl, 16
Old Sir Simon the king, 550-551
Old soldier (courtier) of ti,e queen's, An
(The), 275. 59 1 , 593
Old suidiers, 594
Old song made of an old aged pate, An,
59 2
"Old Song of an Old Courtier and a New,
An," 591
"Old Song of the Old Courtier of the
King's, An," 592
"Old Song on the Spanish Armada in 'SS,
An," 392
Old stories of state grow now out of date,
52 .1
Old stories tell how Hercules, 19G
Old Tom a /Jedlam, 711
"Old Tom of Bedlam," 265
Old Tony, 321
"Old Tony," 321
Old Tony he led you to ruin, 321
Old Tony's fled from justice gone, 404
Old tune of forty-one, An, 305
Old Wainscoat is in the right, 333
Old wile she sent to the miller her daughter, The, 551-552
Old wife she sent to the miller her daughter, The, 551
Old woman clothed in grey, An, 322, 406
Old woman clothed in grey, An, 405
"Old Woman Clothed in Grey, The," 405
Old wumau lame and blind, An, 554
Old woman tJOor and bLind, An, 552-555
"Old Woman's Resolution, The," 26
Old woman's wish, The, 544
"Old Woman's Wish, The," 553
"Old Woman's Wish, A New Song 01' the,"
543

"Olinda's Answer," 222
Oliver was Of Huntingdon, 145
"Olympia's Unfortunate Love," 216
Omnia villcit amor, 153-155
"Omnia Vincit Amor," 153
'Omnia vincit amor,' 55
On a bank of a river close under a shade,
23
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On a day of great triumph when lord of
the cil y, !i~8
"On a Gelllieman," 329
"On a Neal bUI Noble Chcese (-"easl," 381
On a slImmcr's day, 730
On a lime as I was walking, 698
"On a Whipping Schoolmasler," 711
"On Dr. Gill Formcrly MasICr of Sl.
Paul's School," 711
On Easter Monday lasl, 366
On Enfield Common I met a woman, 2°5
"On Gondiben," 399
"On Loyalty in the Cavaliers," 110
On May morning as I walked fordl, lUI
On midsummer day as I abroad was walking, 149
"On New Uedlam," 148
On Prince Eugenc's ROilling thc Tmks,"
5!i1
On the var.Ie of a IJroole, !JrI!i-[,r,(1
On the bank of a brook as I sat fishing,
555
OT' the V(I1IIe Of a rivcr, 23-25
On the bank of a rivcr so dccp, ~82
On the banks of a river close under a
shade, 24
"On the Barbarous Murder of the Earl of
Essex," 497
On the brink of a river, 23
On the cold grouTld, 4g8
On the fourtecnth day of October, G4~1
"On the Jewel in thc Tower," 38!)
"On lhe Lady Castlemaine," 756
"On the Most High and Mighty Monarch
King James II," 288
"On the Pretender's Expedition to Scotland," 167
"On the Printing of the Oxford Jests,"

349
"On the Prognosticators of the Year 1644,"
765
"On the Queen's Progress to the Bath,"
235
"On the Soldiers Walking in the New Exchange," 354
On yonder high mountain(s), 4, 474
On yonder hill there springs a flower, 244
Once did I aspire to love's desire, 195
Once did I kiss a fair lady, 501
Once did I love a bonny bonny bird, 151
Once did I love and a very pretty girl, 151

'Once I lay Wilh anolher man's wife,' 415
Once I lovcd a maiden fair, !i!J6-557
Once in a morning sweet and fair, 2.17
Once musing alonc upon things many a
one, 38
Once on a time the doctor did swear, !J2~i524
Once upon a time thel'e was a tailol', 33~
Onder de UTlllegrueTle, 10
"One Complaining of lhe MutabililY of
Fortune," 225
One day by appoinunent Maria I met,
359
One evening a little hefore it was dark,
14~

One God there is of wisdom glory might,
229

One holiday last Sllmmcr, 181
One Jamic thcl'c was lhat dwclt in a
(own, 797
One morning bright (or my dclight, 298
One morning early by lhe brcak of day,

70
One morning I walked by myself on thc
shore, U2, 182
One morning in grecn April's month, 40:1
One morning of late hard by Billingsgate,
795
One night as I lay on my bed, 259
One night at a very latc hour, 597
One night wILen all tlte village slept, 557559,7 62
One night when all the village slept, 762,
812

One summcr cvening fresh and fair, 18
One summcr's night when all alone, 381
Ouly tell her, 559-560
Open the door to three, 598
"Opportunity Lost," 581
Orange, An (The), 794, 795
"Orangc, The," 794
"Original Medley Overture, The," 563
Our comet or the blazing star, 289
Our eagle is flown to a place yet unknown, 779
Our living God to thee we cry, 585
Our Oates last week not worth a groat,
88, 274
Our oats they are hoed, 290
Our priests in holy pilgrimage, 307
Over and under, 723
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Over !!ills and high mountai,lS, 3-4, 473
Over the hills and far away, 561-563
Over the mountains, 472-473
Over the mountains and over the waves,
47 2
Over the mountains and under the caves,
47 2
Over the mount"ins and under the waves,
4,47 2
Over the water fain 1 would pass, 386
Oxford bells, The, 49
"Oxford Girl, The," 564
"Oxford Health, The," 24
"Oxford Scholar, The," 480
"Oxfordshire Betty," 3.11-342
Oxfordshire damosel, 160, 163
"Oxfordshire Damosel, The," 163
Oxfordshire lady, The, 564
Oxfordshi,"e tragedy, The, 563-56.1
"Oxfordshire Tragedy or the Death of
Four Lovers, The," 563
"Oxfordshire Tragedy or the Virgin's Advice, The," 56'1
Oyster pie, An, 293
Pac1tingtml's lJotmd, 24, 25, I I I , 112, 185,
186, 244, 245, 379, 408, 5 25, 56 4-57 0 ,
622, 744
Pagginton's rourld, 566
Painted chamber, 407
"Painted Lady's Rambles, The," 702
Painter, The, 132
"Painter in His Prellticehood, The," 132
"Painter's Pastime, The," 132
"Pair of Northern Turtles, The," 298,416
"Pair of Prodigals Returned, A," 131
"Pair of Turtle Doves, A," 336
"Pair of White Gloves, A," 304
Pan leave piping, 616
"Pangs of Love and Lover's Fits, The,"
410, 4 11
Papists and Tories do openly boast, The,
454
"Parallel, The," 627
Paris gazette say though 'tis not your way,
5 80
"Paris Gazetteer, The," 580
Parliament of women, The, 187
"Parliament Routed, The," 40, 488
Parliament sat as snug as a cat, The, 192194

Parliament sat as snug as a cat, The, 192,
193
Parliament with one consent, A, 574
"Parliament's Pedigree, The," 464
Parson(s) a'id Dorothy, 658
ParSOIl UPO'I Dorothy, 658
Parthenia, 2og, 211
Parthe'lia thus to Chloe cried, 668
Parthenia unto Chloe cried, 626, 668
"Parthenia's Complaint," 668
"Parthenia's Complaint, Amintor's Answer to," 668
Passing through a meadow, 637
"Passionate Damsel, The," 793
"Passionate Lover, The," 344
"Passionate Maid of Rochester, The," 492
Passions of love are too great and too
crucl, The, 684
"Pastoral Letter, A," 651
"Patient Husband and the Scolding Wife,
The," 152
"Patient Wife Betrayed, The," 99
.. Patriotic Diggers," 47
Paul's steeple, 331
Pavan d'Anvers, 261
Pavana italiana, El, 679
Pavane d'Espagne, 679
I'avauiglia, 679
Pawky old carl came o'er the lea, The,
24 6
"Peace and Dunkirk," 767
Peace I'm angry now now, 397
Peace wayward bairn 0 cease thy moan,
33
I'eascod time, 324, 368
"Pease Soup Makers, The," 666
"Pecunia's Departure," 637
"Pedler Opening of His Pack, The," 427
Peg a Ramsey, 303, 465, 570-57 1, 575
Peg and the soLdier, 5 1 3, 572-573
"Peggy Benson," 581
Peggy I must love thee, 177, 573-575
Peggy is over the sea with the soldier, 572
Peggy Ramsey, 570-571
Peggy went over sea with a soldier, 572
Peggy's gone over sea with a (the) soldier,
498 , 57 2-573
"Peggy's Kind Answer," 56
"Penitent Gallant, The," 144-145, 328
"Penitent Robber, The," 623
"Pennyworth of Good Counsel, A," 203
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"Pcnnywonh of Wit, An Exccllcnt Song
Entitled an," 119
"Pensive Lovcr, The," 280
"Pensive Maid, The," 119
"Pensive Prisoner's Apology, The:' 761
"Pensh'c Prisoncr's Lamcntation, The,"
251
PepIJt:r is black, 575
"Perjured Billy," 129
"Perjured Sailor, The," 29!)
"Perjured Steward's Cruelty," 6:q
"Pcrjured Swain, The," 6-13
"Perjured Youth, The," 73·1
"Perjury Puni~ed with Equal Justice,"
431
.. Perkin in a Coal Sack," 157
"Perkin Redivivus," 454
"Perkin's Last Adventure," 182
"Perkin's Sucking Bottle, The Second Part
of," 277
Peruse the storics of this land, 206
"Peyton's Fall," 568
Phil. Porter's dream, 575-576
"Phil. Porter's I;arewell," 576
Phil. Porter"s lameutatiou, 576
Philander, 4, 5, 80g
"Philander," 321
Phillida flouts me, 576-578
"Phillida Flouts Me," 577
Philosopher's slone discovered, The, 188
Philosophers' learnings are full of good
warnings, 102
Phoebus die is lang over de zee, 35
Phyllis my wounded heart's delight, 20
Phyllis on the rlew-made hay, 18
Phyllis the lovely, 579
"Phyllis the Lovely," 579
Phyllis the lovely the charming and fail',

"Pleasant Dialogue bctween the Country
Man and Citizen, A," 356
"Pleasant Dialogue betwixt Two Wanton
Ladies of Pleasure, A," 144
"Pleasant Discourse of a Young Woman,
A," 438
"Pleasant New Ballad, A" (Sir John Armstrong), 402
"Pleasant New Ballad How the Devil was
Gulled by a Scold, A," 731
"Pleasant New Ballad of Daphne, A," 163
"Pleasant Ncw Ballad of Her Majesty, A,"
325
"Pleasant New Ballad of the Miller of
Mansfield, A," 237
"Pleasant New Ballad Shewing How Love
Doth Bereave, A," 302
"Pleasant New Ballad to Sing Both E'cn
and Morn, A," 416
"Pleasant New Court Song between a
Young Courtier and a Country Lass,
A," 730
"Pleasant New Song between a Seaman
and His Love, A," 149
"Pleasant New Song hetwixt a Sailor and
His Love, A," 203
.. Pleasant New Song in Praise of the
Leather Bottle, A:' 432
"Pleasant New Song of a Jovial Tinker,
A," 713
.. Pleasant New Song of a North-country
Lass, A," 151
"Pleasallt New Song That Plainly Doth
Show That All Are Beggars, A," 146
"Pleasant New Sonnct Entitled Mine Own
Dear Lady Brave, A," 614
"Pleasant Posy or Sweet Nosegay, A," 42
"Pleasant Song Made by a Soldier, A:' 80,

579
Physicians of late held a learned debate,
The, 568
"Pinning of the Basket, A Merry New
Ballad Entitled the," Ig6
Pity a noble peer famed for renown, 234
Pity here a loyal swain, 90
Plain-dealing woman, The, 126
"Pleasant Ballad of the Merry Miller's
Wooing, A," 529
"Pleasant Country Maying Song, A," 487
"Pleasant Country New Ditty, A," 197

374
"Pleasant Song of the Faithful, A," 155
"Pleasant Song of the Valiant Acts of Guy
of Warwick, A," 283
"Pleasant Song of the Valiant Deeds of
Chivalry . . . Sir Guy of Warwick, A,"
283
"Plot and Plotters Confounded, The," 380
"Plot Crammed into joan's Placket, The,"
389
Plot God wot is now broke out, The, 380
"Plot Rent and Torn, The," 389
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"Plotter Execuled . . . Edward Coleman,
The:' 185
"Plotting-cards Revived, The," 3-18
"Plouing Ilead, An Exccllent New Ballad
of lhe," 321
"Plouing Pap iSIs' Litany, The," 576
"Plowman's An in Wooing, The," 151
1'Iowlll(ltI'~ /u:tlltll, rile, 40.1
"Plowman's Love and Loyalty, Thc," 3·t 7
"P!<)wman's Praise, The," 209
"Plowman's Praise in Answer to thc
Bonny Milkmaid, The:' 492
1'lmvfIlau's fJropilecy, 'rile, 131
"Plowman's Prophecy, The," 131
I'lu'ldcring Jack, !)l5
Pluto arise great master come, 223
"Pluto the Prince of Darkness," 28/j
"Poet's Complaint, A New and True Ballad of the," 331
"Poet's Dream, The," 634
"Poct's New Ycar's Gift, The," 713
"Politic Girl, The," 200
"Politic Lady, An Excellent New Song
Called the," 761
"Politic Lovers, An Excellent New Song
Called the," 297
"Politic Maid, The," 28
"Politic Maid's Device, The," 186
"Politic Wedding, The," 648
"Political Glass-shop, The," 550
"Polly Peachum, A New Ballad Inscribed
to," !iBo
"Polly PeachulO's nallad, An Answer to,"
580
"Poor Anthony's Complaint," 162, 686
Poor Chloris wept and from her eyes, 329
"1'001' Contented Cuckold, The," 691
Poor Corydon did sometime sit, 69
Poor England now is full of care and
grief, 230
Poor England the world at thee doth admire, 276
Poor England's sorrows this many a year,

5 11
Poor Georgy, 136
Poor Jenny and I we toiled, 118, 119
"Poor Man Pays for All, The," 614
POOT man's comfort, The, 61, 497
"Poor Man's Comfort, The," 61
Poor man's counselor, The, 62, 497
"Poor Man's Counselor, The," 61, 497

"Poor Man'a Prayer for Peace, The," 511
.. Poor Peoplc's Complaint, The," 448, 63.1
"Poor Robin Turned Seeker," 231
['oor Robin's Dream, 511
"Poor Robin's Dream," 510
"Poor Robin's Prophecy," 171
"Poor Robin's Wonderful Vision," /j34
I'oor s/lefJllerd in love, A, I 18
Poor soul sat sighing beneath a tall tree,
A,7 89

Poor soul sat sighing (singing) by a sycamore tree, The, 788
Poor soul sat sighing ncar a gingerbread
stall, A, 790
Poor soul sat sighing under (by) a sycamore tree, A, 788
"Poor Spanish Soldier's Complaint, The,"
79 8
"Poor Teaguc," 167
1'001' Teague what shall we do, 233
Poor Tom hath been imprisoned, 713
Poor Tom the tailor don't lament, 342
"Poor Tom the Tailor His Lamentation:'
161

Poor 1'om's fJwgress, 400, 680
Pope and his agems strove of late, The,

5 10
'Pope that pagan full of pride, The,' 726
"Pope's Great Year of Jubilee, The," 108
P01w's mac/liT/a, The, 487
"Popc's Pedigrcc, The," 240 , 463
"Pope's Wish, The," 544
"Popery Pickled," 798
"Popery Unveiled," 78, 312, 812
"Popish Tories' Confession, The," 307
Porter's d,'cam, 575
"Portsmouth's Lamentation," 74, 161
"Pot Companions, The," 24
Potter a lusty young wooer, The, 598
POUl'quoi mOll coeur toujours fidcle, 683
Powder 1Jlot, Tire, 393
"Power and Pleasure of Love, The," 12
"Power of the Sword, The," 429
Pox fa that poltroon poverty, 207
Pox of the fooling and plotting of late,
A,43 6
Pox on the factious of the city, A, 321
Pox on Whigs we'll now grow wise, A,

30 7
Pox upon this needless scorn, A,
"Praise of Brewers, The," ~75
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"Praise of Good Husbands, An Answer to
the," 497
"Praise of London, The:' 145, 327
.. Praise of Nothing, The," 263
.. Praise of Our Country Barley-break,
The," 548
"Praise of Sailors, The," 768
"Praise of St. David's Day, The," 548
"Praise of the Dairymaid, The," 565
Praise of wisdom some do write, The, 263
Pray did not you hear of young frolicsome Kate, 261
Pray gentle john jarret give car to my
words, 780
Pray now attend and listen a while, 454
Pray rub up your ears, 276
Pray sir who are you, 580
"Prayer and Also a Thanksgiving unto
God, A," 584
Prepare good people to give car with
speed, 230
"Prepare Ye to the Plow, A Ballad Entitled," 575
Prepare yourselves to fast this Lent, 139
Prestigious legerdemain, 187
"Pretended Country Squire, The," 315
"Pretender, The," 161
"Pretender's Flight, The," 720
Pretty Betty now come to me, 190
"Pretty Comparisons Wittily Grounded,"
155
Pretty jest I will you tell, A, 249
Pretty Kate of Edinburgh, 53-54
"Pretty Kate of Edinburgh," 53
Pretty Nancy my love, 441-442
"Pretty Nanny," 518
'Pretty Nanny,' 518
Pretty parrot say. 579-580
Pretty parrot say when [ was away, 579
Pretty Peggy Benson, 581
'Pretty Peggy Benson,' 581
Pretty Philomel was so channing, 508, 798
Pretty Poll. 579-580
·· ..Pretty Poll," 579
Pretty Poll say(s), 580
Pretty Polly say when did Johnny Gay,
580
Pretty Polly say whcn [ was away, 580
"Pretty Sonnet of the Disdainful Shepherdess, A," 577
Pretty sweet Jenny sat on a hill, The, 780

.'ride the bane of human creatures, 700
"Pride Will Have a Fall, An Excellent
Old Ballad Called," 201
Pride's a reigning sin of this nation, 643
"Pride's Fall," 15, 16
"Priest's Confession, The," 737
Primrose in the grcen forest, The, 726
Prince George at last is come, Bog
Prince of Orange's delight, The, 152,581582
"Princel y Scuffie, The," 795
"Princely Song of the Six Queens That
Wcre Married to Hcnry VIII, The," 748
l'rincess royal, 582-583
Prins Daphne, 164
Prithee bonny lad let thy pipe play, 56
Prithee Chloris tell me how, 508
Prithee friend leave oU this thinking, 583-

584
Prithee friend Icave off thy thinking, 584
Prithee Jcnny don't deny me, 697
Prithee Jcnny don't despise me, 697
Prithee jenny why so fretful, 697
Prithee love turn to me. 498
Prithee Robin say make no more delay,
580
Prithee swect creature sit down by my
sidc, 422
"Private Encounter, An Exccllent New
Song Callcd the," 530
"Prodigal Child, A New Ballad of the,"
744
"Prodigal Son Converted, Thc," 171
"Prodigal's Resolution, The," 376, 377
Projecting and plotting for the public
good,277
Promotion's a trifle a vanishing vapor,
685 '
"Proper Ditty, A" (Thc glittcring shows),
477
"Proper New Ballad, A" (My deal' and
only love), 357
"Propcr New Ballad, A" (There was an
old lad), 777-'778
"Proper New Ballad Briefly Declaring thc
Death of Fourteen Most Wicked Traitors, A," 660
"Proper New Ballad Devised upon the
Theme I Know Not What, A," 419
"Proper New Ballad Entitled Rowland's
Godson, A," 456
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"Proper Ncw Ballad Elllillcd lhe Wandering Prince of Troy, A," 587
"Proper New Ballacl Expressing lhc
Fames, A," 42
"Proper New Ballad in Praise of My
Lady Marquess, A," ,ti8
"Proper New Uallacl . . . Jamie of Wood·
icock Hill, A," 797
"Proper New Ballad of the Uriber Gehali,
A," 410

"Propcr New Ballad of the Devil's Arse a
l)eak, A," 130
"Proper Ncw Ballad on the Old Parliamenl, A," 116
"Propcr Ncw Ballad Showing ThaI Philosophcrs' Lcarnings Are Full of Good
Warnings, A," 10::
. lhe Fairics'
"Proper Ncw Ballad
Farcwell, A," 740
Traitors Exe"Proper Ncw Ballad .
cuted, A," 792
.. Propcr New Bl'Ul1ll1lagel1l Ballad, A,"
3°5
"Proper Ncw Song Made of Thosc That
Commcnccd, A," 779
"J)roper Ncw Sonnct Declaring thc Lamcntation of Bcccles, A," 79::
"P roper Sonnct Whcrcin thc Lovcr Dole(ully Shcwcth His Grief, A," 618
"Prophecy, Thc," 132
"Prophctic Ballad, Thc," 188
"Protecting Brewcr, Thc," 275
"Protcslant Boys," 455
I)roleslaut boys shaLL carry the day, 454
"Protcstant Court o( England, Thc," 794
"Protestant Cuckold, The," 569
"Protcstant Fathcr's Advicc to His Ambitious SOil, Thc," 683
Proteslant flail, 310
"Protestant Flail, The," 310
"Protcstant Joiner, A New Ballad of thc,"

3 21
Protestant joiner is carricd, The, 321
"Protestant Jubilee, The," 522
Protestant prince, The, 152, 582
"Protestant Queen or thc Proclaiming of
Annc, Thc," 338
"Protestant Seaman's Resolution, The,"
19 1
Protestant's prophecy, The, 132

"Prolcslalll's Prophecy, A New Uallad
Called lhc," IlJl-132
"Proleslanl's Salisfaction in a Prosperous
Reign, The," 94
ProleslanlS checr up amain, 459, 505
ProleslanlS now wc have cause 10 be
cheerful, 94
"Pl'OleSlanls of England '5 Pra ycrs, Thc,"
782
"Proleslallls' Delight, The," 453
"ProteslanlS' Exhorlation, Thc," 576
"ProleslanlS' Joy, Thc," 281
"Proleslan18' SalisfaClion, Thc," 454
"Proleslants' Wish for King William's
Good Success, The," 810
"Proverb Old Yct Nc'cr Forgol," 203
Psalm 81,584-585
Psalm 117, 585
"Psalm Sung by lhc People beforc the
Bonfires, A," 7::8
I'/uldlllg, A (The), 793
"Pudding, Thc," 793
Pullrirlg !Joverly, 'J,07
"Punishcd Atheist, Thc," 297
Purelings of the city, The, 331
Pul in all, 674
'Put in all put in all,' 673
I'ul on your smock a Monday, 645
"Pythias and Damoll, A Ballad Entitled,"
159

Qltaker's ballad, The, 712
"Quaker's Lamcntation, An Excellcnt
Ncw Song Called thc," 544
"Quakcr's Prophccy, The," 131
"Quakcr's Wanton Wifc, Thc," 438
"Quaker's Wifc's Lamcntation, The," 683
"Quarrelsome Lovcrs, The," 321
Quarler branles, 614
Qualre branles, 586
"Quatre Branles Both Witty and Merry,
Thc," 586
Queen Bess's dame of honor, 157
Queen beyond seas did command, A, 347
Queen Dido, 285, 587-590, 628
"Queen Eleanor's Confession," 137
"Queen Elizabeth's Day," 50
Queen Mary's lamentation, 299
"Queen of May, The," 562
"Queen Shall Enjoy Her Own Again,
Thc," 767-768
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Quun's almaiFl, The, 590-591
QUUFI'S courtier, The, 591
"Queen's Health, The," 482
Quee'I's hunt's ull, The, !J2!i
"Queen's Lamentation, The," 2!J3
QueeFl's majesty's Flew hUFlt is up, The,
,3 2 5
QueeFl's old courtier, The, 88, 591-594,
6o!i, 7!J7

Quee,,'s old soldier, The, 591, 592
"Queen's Visiting of the Camp at Tilbury, The," 792
"Queristers' Song of York in Praise of
Heaven, The," 535
Quodliug's delight, 352
'Quoth Jemmy the bigoted king: 519
Quoth joil'l to joau, 595-596
Quoth John to Joan wilt thou have me,
595

Ragged alld tOrtl (wel t we, :;'!7-:;'18
"Ragged and Tol'll and True," !H7
"Ragman, The," 337
Ragotl, l.a, 310
"Rake in ,Fetters, The," 540
"Rakes of Stony Batter, The," 47
Ramble, Tile, 494, 590
Ral/lblillg clel'h, The, 130
"Rambling Young Gallant, The," 379
Ranging the plain one summer's night,
212- 21 3,3 80
Rant, The, 460, 596-599, 808
Rant dal dera 1"a1"a, The, 597
"Ranting Rambler, The," 597
"Rare Example of a Virtuous Maid, A,"
533
"Rare New Song Showing the Bravery of
the Duke of Argyle, A," 522
"Rare News for the Female Sex, An Excellent New Song Called," 637
"Rare Virtue of an Orange, The," 793
"Raree-show, A," 333
"Raree-show Ballad, The," 539
"Reading Fight," 454
"Reading Skirmish, The," 454
"Ready Cure for Uneasy Minds, A," 682
"Real Reality," 191
"Rebel Captive, The," 632
"Rebellion Given Over Housekeeping,"
549

Rebellion hath broken up house, 549

"Rebels' Reign, The," 19!J, 194
"Recantation of a Penitent Proteus, The,"
228
'Recorder forever huua, The,' 7!J6
Recounting griefs and dolors long time
done, 225
"Recruiting Officer, The," 562
Red bull, 599
"Red Iron Ore," 176
"Redeemed Captive, The," 96, 756
"Re((ections upon the Catholic Ballad,"
394

"Reformed Drinker, The," 518
"Reformer of England, The," 606
"Regret of a True Lover, A Propcr New
Ballad Being the," !J56-357
Rejoice in heart good people all, 660
Rejoice rejoice brave English boys, 459
"Relation of a Quaker, A," 712
"Religion Made a Cloak for Villainy," 5:!!)
"Religious Man's Exhortation, The," 30!)
"Rcligious TUl'llcoat, The," 464, 737
"Religious Usc of Taking Tobacco, A,"

710
"Relish for Old Nick, A," 735
"Remedy for Greensickness, A," 5
Remember the standing corn, 286
Remembel' ye Whigs,60o-()ol
Remember ye Whigs what was formcrly
done, Goo
"Repentance Too Late," 626, 668
"Repentant Song of Sarah Hill, The," 122
"Reprehcnsion against Greensleeves, A,"
269

Reprieved captive, The, 189, 756
"Resolved Lover, The," 154
"Restoration, A Country Song Entitled
the," 767
Restoration of King Charles, The, 765
"Restoration of King Charles II, An Excellent Old Ballad Made at the," 549
Retreat, The, 72
"Review of the Rebellion, A New Ballad
Called a," 766
"Revolted Lover, The," 556
Reward of loyalty, The, 288
"Rich and Flourishing Cuckold, The,"
17 1

Rich country squire called up to the
town, A, 436-437
"Rich Merchant Man, A," 398
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/licll mucllallt mall, 1'/u:, 602-00.,
Rich merchant man there was, A, 6<12
Rich old miser of renown, A, 3·17
"Richard Ill, A Song of,"
"Richmond Recreation, A New Sung
Called the," 4tH
Riddle is expounded, The, 637
"Riddle of the Roundhead, The," 5 20
"Riddles Wisely Expounded," 432
Riding down a narrow lane, 69 0
/liding to Rumford, 221
"Riding to Rumford," 11
"Right and True History of Perkin, The,"

n.'

4G4
"Right Excellent and Godly New Ballad,
A," 784
"Right Godly and Christian A, B. c., A,"
G13
/ling of guld, 150
Ring out your bells, 325
"Riot upon Riot," 7[i
Rise up my darling, (jG
"Roaring Lad and the Ranting Lass,
The," 501
"Roast Beef Cantata, The," GoG
Roast beef of uld Englalld, Tllc, 594, G(I.lGoG
"Roast Beef Song, The," G05
Llobill, 60
"Robin and Kate," 44-45
Robin Goodfelluw, 204
"Robin Goodfellow the King of Fairies,"
204
Robin Hood, Go, Go8, 610
"Robin Hood and Little John," Gog, Gw
Robin Hood and the beggar, GIO
"Robin 'Hood and the Beggar," 610
"Robin Hood and the Bishop," GIO
Robin Hood and the Dis/wtl of HC1"cford,
6oG-607
"Robin Hood and the Bishop of Hereford," 60G
"Robin Hood and the Butcher," GIO
Robin Hood and the cw'tal friar, 607
"Robin Hood and the Monk," 726
"Robin Hood and the Ranger," 60g
Robin Hood and the stranger, 608-611
"Robin Hood and the Stranger," 610
Robin Hood and thc tanner, 60g
"Robin Hood and the Tanner," 60g

/lobill llood is to

Ih~

grullwood gOlle, 60,

GI

.. Rohin Hood Newly Re\'i\'ed," 610
Nobi" Hood rroillcd, GIO
Robin Ilood Robin Hood and Little
John, lio<J
Robin Huod Robin Hood said Little
John, 139, Gog
"Robin Hood Will Scad lock and Little
john," Gil
"Robin Hood's Chase," 610
/lobin is to tilt: greellwuod gOIl~, 60
Robin the devil, 149
"Robin the Plowman's Courage," 484
"Robin's Delight," 497
Robinson's almaill, G1I-G 12
Robinson's galliard, 293
"Rochelle Her Yielding to the Frcnch
King," 141
"Rock the Baby joan," 724
"Rock the Cradle john," 723
Roch the cradle sweet Jolin, 723
"Roger and Mary," 808
Roger did a lctter send, Ggo
"Roger in Amaze," 36
"Roger the West-country Lad," 89
"Roger's Delight," 303. 6g1
"Roger's Renown," G90
Rogero, xiii, 104, 105, 180, 36 4, 535, 575,
012-6 14,644
"Rolly Trudum," 220
"Rome's Cruelty," 702, 70 3
"Rome's Doctor," 453, 78 3
"Rome's Plots against the Present Government," 889
"Romish Lady, The," 533
"Room for a Ballad," 893
Room for a blade that spares no gold, 656
"Room for a Rover," G17
Room for company, 6qj-61G
"Room for Company," 615
Room for cue/wlds, 615, 616
"Room for Cuckolds," 147, 616
"Room for Gentlemen," 616
Room for gentlemen here comes a company, 616
Room for great Algernon, 286
Room room for a rover, 617'
Room room for Cavaliers, 582
Room room for Cavaliers, 581
Room room room for a rover, 617
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"Rosalind's Complaint," 282
Roses are rcd diddlc diddle lavcndcr's
bluc, 428
llothes's lame/It, 785
/loulld about the hollow tru, 459
Round of Three Country Dances in One,
139
/lOlUldhead revived, 1'''e, 5;0
Rouse rouse my lazy myrmidons, (j22
Rouse up dull sinners all, 60.1
Rouse up grcat gcnius of this potent land,
75
/luuse UI) grcat morlllrch, 75
Rouse up great monarch in lhc royal
cause, 75
Rouse up grcat monarch of this potent
land, 75
Rousc up yc Torics, 76
"Row Well God's Marincrs," 618
"Row Wcl1 Yc Christ's Marillcrs," (j18
/low lOcll ye ma";'lers, 618-61!)
"Row Wcll Yc Marincrs," (i18
"Row Wcl1 Ye Mariners for Those That
Look Uig," 618
"Row Wcll Ye Marincrs Moralized," 61B
Rowland, 467,470
Rowland and Roger with Bridget and
Mary, 3
"Rowland and the Sexton, The Second
Part of the Jig between," 467
"Rowland's Godson, A Proper New Ballad Entitled," 456
"Rowland's Godson Moralizl'd," 456
Royal and fair, 619-620
Royal and fair great Willy's dear blessing,
61 9
Royal ball, The, 620-621
"Royal Ball, The," 620
"Royal Character, The," 436, 525
"Royal Conquest, The," 440
"Royal Courage," 440, 782
"Royal Dialogue, The," 360
"Royal Funeral, The," 643
"Royal General, The," 684
"Royal Health, The," 116, 186, 218, 453
Royal James, 528
"Royal Martyr, The," 767
"Royal Match of Bear-baiting, The," 510
"Royal Oak, The," 329
"Royal Ode, A," 218
"Royal Patient Traveler, The," 100

"Royal Progress, Thc," 209
"Royal Recreation of Jovial Anglcrs,
The," 18
"Royal Regulation of the Coin, The," 20<J
"Royal Suhject's Warning-piece to All
Traitors, The," 117
"Royal SUhjects' Joy, Thc," 672, 673, 675
"Royal Wandcrer, Thc," 589
Ruggier qual scmprc Cui tal esser voglio,
(j12

"Ruincd Lover, The," 755
"Ruined Lovers, Thc," 155, 517
/luilled virgitl, The, 234
"Ruined Virgin, An Excellent New Song
Callcd thc," 234
"Rump Dockcd, The," 193
"Rump Rampant," 192
"Rump Roughly but Righteously lIandIed, The," 131
"Rump Vlulant, The," 251
"Rupcl't and Maurice," !)l1
"Rural Rccreations," 386
Russel/'s farewell, xi, 78, 268, 30B, 313,
3BI, 621-624, 700
"Russell's Farewcll," 4B, 621
llussell's last farewell, 623
"Russell's Triumph," 708
Sabina, 624-626
Sabina in the dead of night, 26, I l l , 625
Sabina in the dead of night, 625
"Sad and Drcadful News," 525
Sad as dcath, 626, 668
Sad as death at dead of night, 626, (jGB
Sad times sad times are coming on, 767
"Saddle to Rags," 598
Sages of old, The, 441, 627-628
"Sailor's Complaint, The," 358
"Sailors for My Money," 768
"Saint Bernard's Vision," 229
Saint David's day, 732
Saint George, 628, 629
Saint George and the dragon, 628
"Saint George and the Dragon," 593
"Saint George and the Dragon, An Excellen t (A New) Ballad of," 628
Saint George for England, 628-630
"Sain t George for England, The Second
Part of," 199
"Saint George for England and Saint
Denis for France," 629
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Saint George for England and the dragon,
628, 629
'Saint George for England Saint Denis is
(or France,' 628
"Saint George's Commendation to All Soldiers," 628
Sai"t Leger's rouTld, 644
"Saint Turned Courtesan, The," 712
"Saint Turned Sinner, The," 670
"Saints' Encouragement, The," 306
"Sale of Esau's Birthright, The," 30 3, 57 1
"Sale of Old State Household-stuff, A,"
549
"Sally in Our Alley," 136
"Sam Hall," 675
"Samson Judge of Israel, A Most Excellent and Famous Ditty of," 680
Saraband, 148
"Satirical Sonnet, A," 333
"Satyr's Comic Project, The," 639
Sawtley, 633-635
SawTley aTld ]ocltey, 425, 630-632, 633
Sawney is a bonny lad, 51
SawTley is gOTle, 425
Sawney was a dawdy lad, 50-51
Sawney was tall, 633, 635
Sawney was tall and of noble race, 632,
767
Sawney will Tlever be my love again, 632635
SawTlCy's to be married to Moggie. 639
'Says old Simon the king,' 546, 549
"School of Venus, The," 286
"Scolding Wife, The," 686
"Scornful Lass, The," 283
"Scornful Maid and the Constant Young
Man, The," 634
"Scotch Chronicle, The," 760
"Scotch Courante, The," 378
Scotch haymakers, The. 293, 635-638
"Scotch Haymakers, The," 51, 637
"Scotch Haymakers, An Answer to the,"
637
Scotch Jemmy and Jockey and Sawney,
807
"Scotch Lad's Moan, The," 574
"Scotch Lass Deceived, The," 554
"Scotch Lass's Choice, The," 466
"Scotch Lass's Complaint, The," 633
"Scotch Lass's Constancy, The," 631

"Scotch Lord's Welcome to England,
The," 563
"Scotch Lover's Complaint, The," 796
"Scotch Lover's Lamentation, The," 252
"Scotch Soldier's Kindness, The," 807
"Scotch Song" (Abroad as I was walking),
4 64
"Scotch Song" (Twa bonny lads), 630
"Scotch Song, A" (In January last), 365
"Scotch Song, A" ('Twas within a furlong), 636
"Scotch Song, A" (Waa is me), 795
"Scotch Song in the Last New Play, A,"
178
"Scotch Song in The Mock Marriage, A,"
63 6
"Scotch Song Sung at the Artillery Feast,
A," 528
"Scotch Song Sung at Tunbridge, A," 800
"Scotch Song Sung hy Mrs. Cross, A," 128
"Scotch War, The," 759
Scotch weddiTlg, The, 638-640
"Scotch Wedding, The," 366, 638
"Scotch Wooing, The," 390
"Scotch Wooing of Willy and Nanny,
The," 426, 505
"Scotchman's Lamentation, The," 144
"Scotland's Good Wishes to His Royal
Highness," 632
Scots tune (Nanny 0), 507
Scottish war. The. 759
"Scourge for the Pope, A," 615
"Scullion's Complaint, The," 282
"Sea Martyrs, The," 122
Seaman loved a maiden pretty, A, 191
Seaman's adieu to his dear, The, 774-775
"Seaman's Answer to His Unkind Lover,
The," 296
"Seaman's Complaint, The," 2g6
"Seaman's Constancy, The," Igl, Ig2
"Seaman's Deceit, The," 162
Seaman's departure, The, 192
"Seaman's Doleful Farewell, An Answer
to the," 684
"Seaman's Joyful Return, The," 684
Seaman's mournful bride, 381
"Seaman's Safe Return, The," 162
"Seaman's Sorrowful Bride, The," 381
Seaman's wife a buxom dame, A, 162
"Seamen and Soldiers' Last Farewell,
The," 150
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"Seamen and Soldiers' l.ast Farewell, An
Answer to the," 150
"Seasonable Advice to Doctor Oates:' 76
"Second Part of Bara Faustus' Dream,
The:' 34
"Second Pan of Jamie, The," 385, 797
"Second Pan of I.illihurlcro. The," 453
"Second Part of Perkin '5 Sucking Bottle,
The:' 277
"Second Part of Saint George for EngI;lIId, The:' 199
"Second Part of the Berkshire Damsel,
The:' 295
"Sccond Pan of the Jig between Rowland
and the Sextoll, The:' 467
"Second Part of the New Scotch Jig, The:'
379
"Second Part of the Tippling Philosophers, The," 188
"Sccond Part of the Widow of Watling
Strcet, The," 713
"Second Welladay, The," 717
"Secret Committee, The:' 802
Sedany, The, 165
See bow charming Celia lies, 49
See bow fair and fine she lies, 49
See bow the charming Celia lies, 49
See the buildiTIg, 401,610-641
See the building where while my mistress
lived in, 640
See the gilding, 461
See the gilding of Cheapside's famous
building, 610
See the golding, 461
See the gowlin, 461
See the gowlin my jo, 465
Sefautian's farewell, 641-643
"Sefautian's Farewell:' 612
"Sefautian's Farewell, An Answer to:' 642
"Seldom Cleanly," 730
Sellenger's round, xiii, 235, 266, 267, 643646 , 7 2 4, 7 2 5
Seminary priest, The, 731
"Sense of the House, The:' 179
"Sequel to Britannia Excisa, A:' 803
"Serious Discourse between Two Lovers,
A:' 149
"Servant's Sorrow, A:' 371
"Seven London Lasses' Lamentations,
The:' 702
Seventeenth day of July last, The, 660
Shackley hay, 647-651

Shaftesbury what's become of the plot,
379
Shaking of the shuts, The, xiii, 173, 651653
"Shaking of the Shects, A Doleful Dance
and Song of Dead1 Entitlcd the:' 652
Shall I here rehearse the SlUl1', 654
Shall I lie beyond thu, -146
"Shall I Shall I No No:' 19o
shall I wasting in despair, 653
Shall I wrestle iTl deS/lair, 653-654
Shall [ wrestling in dcspair, 653, 654
Shall the absePlce of my mistress, 336
Shall the absencc of my mistrcss, 337
Shall thc grcnadicr boys proclaim, 280
"Shameless Joan:' 297
She got money by't, (j55-657
She got money hy't, 163
'Shc got moncy hy't: 656
She got tIIlHWy fly the bargaitl, 655
"She Is Bound uut Won't Obey:' 725
She lay all Twhed itl her bed, 293, 657-658
She lay naked in her bed, 293, 657
She lay up to the navel bare, 293
'She lived by her wits: 656
"She Rose and Let Me [n:' 213
She tUTns u/J her silver hair, 39
She's gone and left me bird alone, 338
She's gOIll! and left me heTe alone, 338
"She-citizen's Delight, The:' 147
"She-mariner's Misfonune, The:' 191
"Shepherd and the King, The," 97
Shepherd sat him under a thorn, A, 483
Shepherd saw thou not my fair lovely
Pbyllis, 141
"Shepherd's Complaint, The:' 808
"Shepherd's Content, The:' 776
Shepherd's daughter, The, 658-659
"Shepherd's Daughter:' 46
Shepherd's daughter once there was, A,
659
Shepherd's delight, The, 659
"Shepherd's Delight, The," 244
"Shepherd's Glory, The:' 506
"Shepherd's Ingenuity, The:' 722
"Shepherd's Joy, The:' 35
"Shepherd's Joy Renewed, The:' 812
"Shepherd's Lamentation, The," 126
"Shepherd's Lamentation for His Phyllis,
The:' 241
"Shepherd's Petition, The:' 442
"Shepherd's Resolution, The:' 653
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"Shepherd's Unconstancy, The," 632
"Shepherd's Wooing Dulcina, An Excel·
lent Ditty Called the," 202
Shepherdess, The, 164
"Shepherds' Delight, The," 63
"Shepherds' Dialogue of Love, The," 4HG
"Shepherds' Happiness, The," !P 3
"Shepherds' Holiday, The," 571
Shinkin ap Shone was rob a creet house,
454
"Shinkin's Misfortune:' 454
"Ship Carpenter's Love, The," 296
Ship must have a steersman, A, 3
"Shipload of Waggery, A," 3
"Shoemaker Outwitted, The," 224. 2UI
"Shoemaker's Delight, The:' 149
"Shoemaker's Triumph, The," 209
Shone a Welsh runt and Hans a Dutch
boor, 453
Shore's wife, 58, 12 I
Shore's wifc's lalllclllatjoll, 122
"Short and Sweet," 283
"Short and Sweet Sonnet upon the Dcath
of Queen Elizabeth, A:' 578
"Short Litany, A," 132
"Short Reply to Colin's Complaint, A,"
282
"Shropshire Wakes, The:' lUG
Shut the door a(tcr me, 4
Sick sick, uuo-uu I
'Sick sick and too too sick,' uuo
Sick sick atUl very sick, UUI
"Sick Sick in Grave I Would I Were for
Grid:' uGo
Sick tUrle, The, (j(j I
Silace's Imoewell, u4 2
Sighing sore in woc(ul wise, 207
Silly poor man camc o'cr the lea, The,
247
Silly poor shepherd was folding his sheep,
A, 407
"Silver Age, The," 779
Silvester inde Morge/lstond, 14
Simo/l the /ting, 545
Simon the salter fine and trim, 702
"Simple Simon's Misfortunes," 172
Since all the world, 157
Since all the world's in arms, 620-621
Since all the world's turned upside down,
157
Since beauty now fails, 543
Since Celia's a whore, 662

Since Celia's my foe, 661-662
Since drolling is grown such a trade in
the town, 391
Since e\'ery scrilJhling bays, 580
Since now the world's tumed upside
down, 155
Since our Harry's and Ned's three to one
we are told, 606
Sincc plotting's a trade like the rest of
the nation, 24
Since popery of late is IiO much in debate,
393
Since popish plotters joined wilh bog·
trotters, 430
Since reformation with Whigs in fashion,
43 0
Since the realm has lost its head, 192
'Sing for joy sing for joy: 67 2, u73
'Sing 0 the briar the bonny bonny briar,'

70
Sing sing whilst we trill it, G63
Sing sing whilst we trip it trip trip it, GU3
Sitlg tan tara mra, GU4-i.i6u
'Sing tantara rara: GU5
'Sing tantara rara boys hey hoys hey,' uG4
'Sing tantara rara brag all: UU!>
'Sing t:mtara rara cooks all cooks all,' (ju6
Sing tan tara ram fools all, Gu6
'Sing tantara rara masks all masks all,'
GGG
'Sing tan tara rara rara boys,' GG5
'Siug tantara rara tantivy,' 113
Sing tan tara rara toast all, Guu
'Siug tan tara rara wear horus wear horns:
UU5
Siltg tidtle too, 132
'Sing trang dildo lee,' u59
Sing with thy mouth sing with thy heart,

457
"Sinner's Supplication, The," 589
"Sinners' Care to Repent in Due Time,
The," 3G5
Sitl1lers' redemption, The, 365
"Sinners' Redemption, The," 3u5
Sir Andrew Barton, 3u5, 589
Sir do not think these lines have flowed,

71
Sir Edward Noel's delight, 14
Sir Eglamore, 144, 241, 666-667
"Sir Eglamore and the Dragon," 6u7
"Sir Francis Drake," 392
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"Sir Gregory Cow Turd on His Mistrcss,"
199
Sir Guy, 284
Sir hcrc's de cxprcss, 4g8
"Sir John Barlcycorn:' 240, 720
"Sir John Fricnd and Sir William Pcrkins's Last Farewell," 6g7
Sir John got him on an ambling nag, g99
Sir John got on a bonny brown beast, 400
Sir John got on an ambling nag, 400
'Sir John hc's for the king's right which
rebels would destroy,' 630
Sir John Johnson's farewell, 62g
"Sir John Johnson's Farewell," 623
Sir John Suckling's ballad, 349, 351
"Sir Thomas Armstrong's Farcwell:' 185
"Sir Thomas Armstrong's Last Farcwell,"
684

Sir Thomas 1 cannot, 703
"Sir Waltcr Raleigh's Lamcntation:' 748
Sit thee down by me, 384
Sit thce down by me, 383
Sit you merry gallants, 465
'Sith [ livc not where [ lovc,' 337
Sitting beyond a river side, 668
Sitting by yonder river side, 626, 667-608
Sitting by yonder river side, G67
Sitting with my dearest dear, 190 , 799
Shillful doctor, The, 752
"Skillful Doctor, The," 473
"Skillful Doctor of Gloucestershire, The:'
75 2
Ship to my Lou, 165
"Slighted Jockey," 128
"Slighted Lover, An Excellent New Song
Called the," 319
"Slighted Maid, The," 500
"Slighted Nancy," 639
"Slighted Virgin, The," 637
"Slippery Will," 71
Slow men of London, 377
"Slow Men of London, The," 377
Smart of love who can endure, The, 212
Smiling Phyllis, 668-670
Smiling Phyllis has an air, 668
"Smirky Nan," 507
"Smoking Spiritualized," 710
"Snipe, The," 174
'So bide you yet so bide you yet: 426
So deep in love, 149
'So it's open the window my love do,' 259
So so the deed is done, 210

So sweet is the lass that loves me, 154
'So swcet is the lass that loves mc,' 153
'So think then drink tobacco,' 708
"Sobieskia," 767
"Sodomite, The," 63.1
Soet Olivier, 325
Soet Robbert, 467
Soet soet Robbertjen, 467. 468
Soldier a"d a sailor, A, 670-671
"Soldier and a Sailor, A," 670
Soldier and a sailor, A, 6']0
"Soldier and Peggy, A New Ballad of the,"
57 2 , 573
Soldier from Flanders he traveled of late,
A,4 8 3

'Soldicr has no fellow, The,' 73
Soldier's delight, The, 20, 773, 774
"Soldier's Delight in the North, The," 547
"Soldier's Delight or the She-volunteer,
The," 20
Soldier's departure, The, 191
"Soldicr's Departure from His Love, The,"
19 1
"Soldier's Fortune, The," 485
Soldier's life, The, 773-775
"Soldier's Remcmbrancer, The," 91
Soldiers' dance, The, 773
"Soldiers' Glory, The," 810
"Soldiers' Lamentation for the Loss of
Their General, The," 651
"Solomon's Sacrifice," 784
"Solomon's Sentences," 784
"Soluntary [Le., Salutary?] Song for All
Stubborn Sinners, A:' 365
Some Christian people all give ear, 371
Some in the town go betimes to the
downs, 38
Some lasses are nice and strange, 491
Some men for sudden joys do weep, 534
Some mournful muse attend my quill, 294
"Some Nonsense:' 333
Some say the papists had a plot, 671-672
Some say there was a papist plot, 381, 672
Some they may talk of bold Robin Hood,
606

Some years of late in eighty-eight, 392
"Somersetshire Lady, The," 360
"Somersetshire Man's Account of the Roebuck Mughouse, The," 167
Sometimes [ am a tapster new, 377
"Son Beguiles the Father, The," 134
"Song, A" (Good people draw near), 736
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"Song, A" (Of quarrels), 167
"Song between the Queen's Majesty and
England, A," 125
"Song in Commcmoration of Royal Nan,"
506
"Song in Commendation of Music Womell
and Wine, A," ~P9
"Song in Praise of Old English Brown
neer, A," 605
"Song in Praise of Old English Roast
neef. A," 604-005
"Song in Praise of the Leather Bottlc,
A," 433
"Song in 'rhe Fair," 152
"Song in 1'he Married lJeau, A," 530
"Song in thc Ncw Opcra Callcd 1'he Fail)'
Queen, A" (If love's), 359
"Song in thc New Opera Called The Fail)'
Queeu, A" (Sing sing), fi03
"Song in the Play Called 1'he niclllllfl1ld
Heiress, A," 541
"Song Madc hy a Gcnt," [Xl7
"Song Made hy F. B. P., A," 535
"Song Made on the Power of Women,
A," 277, 399
"Sollg Made to a TUIIC, A," 23
"Song Madc upon a Geut(emall's Siltingupon a Crell10na Fiddle, A," LlO, 173
"Song of a JOUl'llcy, A," 724
"Sollg of an English Kllight, A," 774
"Sollg of the Life alld Death of King
Richard f1I, A," 774
"Song of the Light of the Three Natiolls
Turned into Darkness," 88
"Song of thc Ncw Plot, A," 389
"Song on a Wedding, A," 350
"Song on thc Confcssion and Dying Words
of William Stcvenson, A," fi62
"Song on the Declcnsions, A," 6'18
"Song on the Ensuing Campaign, A," 521
"Song Sir John Suckling Made of Himsclf, A," 400
"Song to Be Sung to the Merchant Taylors on St. William's Day, A," 525
"Song to Celia, A," 7
"Song to the Irish Tunc," 661
"Song to the Old Britons, A," 542
"Song Translated from the French, A,"
579
"Song upon the Rendezvous on Hounslow
Heath, A," 289
"Song upon Titus,
286

At

Songs of shepll<.·nls in rustic;1l roundelays,

G.6
Songs of sonncts and rustical roundelays,
GIG

"Sonnet of a Lover in the Praise of His
l.ady, A," 79
"Sonnct of Two F.aithful Lovers, A," 102
"Sorrowful Asscmhly, The," 421
"Sorrowful Bride, The," 436
..So....owful Complaint of Susan Higges,
The," 47H
Surruwful damsel's lameulalia", The, 40g
"Sorrowful Damscl's I.amcn ta tion, The,"
40g

..So....owful l.ady's Complaint, The," 62,
182

"Sorrowful Lamentation of thc \Vidows
of Ihe 'Vest, The," 622
"Sorrowful Sonllct, A," ,II!)
"Sorrowful 'Vife, The," 422
Sorrows that r have known, Thc, 317
Souud a charge, 333, ()72-675
"South Sea Ballad, A," IH8
S/}(mish folly, Thc, :.!17
S/}(mish Gi/JSics (Gi/Jsy), The, 675-°77
S/}(mish lady, Tilt!, (i77-u78
"Spanish Lady's Love, The," u77
S/mTlish l)(wml, 'f/w, xiii, xviii, 100, 678(i8.

"Spanish Tragedy, The," 588
"Spanish Virgin, Thc," 100
"Spilllling Lass, The," 50:.!, G81-682
SIJi,millg wheel, The, G81-GH11
"Spinning Wheel, Thc," u82
Spitc of dctraction fraud and splecn, 7G8
Spite of Dutch fricnds and English foes,

7G7
"Sport upon Sport," 1G1
"Squirc's Choicc, A," 358
"Stag Chase, The," 11
Stalk of flowcrs bedewed with showers, A,
42

Stand back yc sleeping Jacks at home, 132
"Stand Fast Ye Mariners," 618

Stand thy ground old Harry, 291, 292
"Stand to't Whetstone Park Ladies," 144
Star that shines by daylight, The, 713
State and ambition, 683-685
"State and Ambition," 344, 683
State and ambition alas will deceive ye
(you), 683
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State and ambition all joy to great Caesar,
:ea8, 68.1
State of old virgirlS, 290
"State-holder, The," Ggi
"Statesman's Almanac, The," 691
"Statesman's Downfall, The:' xi, 268, !J13
"Statute for Swearers and Drunkards, A,"

757
Step stately, 685-686
Still 1 tumed my wheel "bout, 68:S
Still I'm wishing still desiring, 6H6-687
Still I'm wishing still desiring, 686
'Still she answered 110 not r: 19o
Stingo, 199, 687-092
Stock of flowers, A, 42
Stone walls cannot a tn"isml malee, 559, 762
Stormy winds do blow, '['he, 117
Story most strange r shall to you declare,
A,5 2 5

"Story of III May-day, The:' 206
Story strange I will you tell, A, 249
Stout Robin the plowman loved young
Kate, 484
Stout Tom and Jack from Cumberland,
460
"Stow the Friar:' 397
"Strange and Tme News of an Ocean of
Flies:' 99
"Strange Uanquet, A:' 130
"Strallge Encoull tel' of Two Lovers, A:'
[/5 6

"Strange News from Brotherton," (i01
Stl'angc ncws is come from Hounslow
Heath, 680
"Strawberry:' 240
Strawberry leaves, 693
Strawberry leaves malw maidcfls fllir, 693
Strephon and Chloris, 3
"Strephon and Chloris:' 2, 473
Strephon vowed and swore to be, 90
"Strephon's Comforts:' 212, 380
"Strephon's Complaint for the Death of
His Daphne:' 812
Strike up drowsy gut-scrapers, 494
Strike up you lusty gallants, 720
"Stroller, The:' 589
"Stubborn Lover Catched, The:' 20
Sturdy beggar, The, 41
Sturdy oak at length, The, 619
"Subjects' Satisfaction, The," 280
"Subjects' Thankfulness, The," 45
"Subtle Damosel, The," 221

"Subtle Damoscl's Advice, The,"

212,381,

812

"Subtle Girls Wcll Fitted, The:' 508
Suburbs is a fine place helonging to the
city, The, ..63
"Successful COlllmander, The," 261
"Successors of King Edward IV. An Excellent Song Made of the," 534
Such a rogue would be haflged, 548
Such bitter fruit thy love doth yield, 4iii
Such commarld o'er my fate, 2:q
Such commands o'er my fate, 223
"Sudden Wedding, The," 283
"Suffering Lover, The:' 361
"Suffolk Comedy, The," 579
Suffolk miracle, 374
Sullen hour, The, 702, 703
Summer time, 751
Summer's day, A, 730
Sun had loosed his weary team, The, 303,
69 1

"Sure My Nurse Was a Witch," 461
Surely now I'm out of danger, 96, 7[/6
"Surprised Lord and Lady, The," 317
"Surprised Shepherdess, The:' 807
Susan a mercer's daughter dear, 315
Susan I this letter send thec, 700
"Susan's Coul'lship," 52
"Sussex Tragedy, The," 296
"Swaddling John's Addrcss to the Puhlic:'
803
"Swearers' Chorus to the l'irst Prcshytcrian Plot, The," 1/
Swcct England rejoice aud sing, 718
Swect England's pride is gone, 747
Sweet heavens have been pleased, 233
Sweet if thou lovest me come away, 693
Sweet if you love me, 693-695
Sweet if you love me come away, 694
Sweet if you love me smiling turn, 694
Sweet is the lass, 155
Sweet is the lass that loves me, 155,517
"Sweet Is the Lass That Loves Me," 153
Sweet Joan my joy and heart's delight, 347
Sweet Lucina lend me thy aid, 40
"Sweet Lullaby, A:' 31
Sweet mistress money I here will declare,

40
Sweet Nancy I do love thee dear, 599
Sweet princess the nation's delight, 280
Sweet Robin, 60
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"Swect Salutation on Primrose Hill, The,"
150
"Sweet Sonnet wherein the Lover Ex·
c1aimeth against Fortune, A," 225
Sweet stay a while why will you rise, 457
Sweet use )'our time, 695
Swect use your time abuse your time no
longer, 69:,
Sweet Virgin hath disdain moved you to
passion, 149
Sweet William prithee tell me wilt thou
wed, 52
Sweet youthful charming ladies fair, 196
Sweet-faced Jenny received a guinea, 502
Sweetheart I love thee, 640
"Sweetheart I Love Thee, A Delicate New
Song Entitled," 640
"Swimming Lady, The," g:,6
Sword, The, 429, 430
Sylvia the fair by the side of a river, 9!J
Sylvia tholl bright and charming maid, 382
Sylvia thou brightest, 382
Tailor and a louse, A, 332
Tailor in the Strand, A, 673
Tailor is a man, A, 575
Tailor is no man, A, 574
Tailor's a man come deny it who dare,
The, 525
"Tailor's Lamentation, The," 544
"Tailor's Wanton Wife of Wapping,
The," 75:'
Tailor's wife exceeding fair, A, 162
Take comfort Christians all, 604
"Take Time While Time Is," 5g6
"Take Time While 'tis Offered," 6
Tale of grief I must unfold, A, 12 I
Talk up and down in country and town,
The, 691
Tangier march, 696
"Tangier's Lamentation," 696
Tatltara, g67
Tantara ram tantivy, 14g-145
Tantara tantroy, 144
Tantarara rogues all, 665
Tantivy, 144
Tarleton's medley, 680
"Taunton Maid's Delight, The," 29
"Tavern Query, The," ggg
"Teague and Monsieur's Lamentation,"

2gg

Teague and Sawney, 454
"Teague and Sawney," 45!J
"Teague the Irish Soldier," 4!J5, 479
Tears I shed, The, !J58
Tell me Hamilla tell me why, 458
Tell me jenny, 6<J7-Og8
Tell me jenny tell me roundly, 698
Tell me Jenny tell me roundly, 697
Tell me John why art thou so sad, 456
Tell me mother, 5!J7
1'ell me no more you laue, g 17
Tell me 0 shepherd why so sad, gH, 746
Tell me Philly tell me roundly, 698
Tell me you wandering spirits, 698-699
Tell me you wandering spirits of the ail',
69 8
"Tender Citizens, The," 700
Tender hearts 01 London city, 87, 621,
699-'7°1
Tender hearts of London city, 699
Tenth 01 jurle, The, go, 91
"Terror for Traitors, A," 24
'Thank the great council of the king,' 59:!
"Thankful Country Lass, The," 25, 566
"Thanks to the Parliament," 592
That gallant prince Grave Maurice, 14
'That nobody else shall enjoy thee but
I,' 515
'Then covetousness out of England will
run,' Igl
'Then hey boys up go we,' 305, 307
'Then hey ho Hugh Peters,' 117
'Then I'll have one I love,' 803
'Then merrily and cheerily,' 488
Then my love and 1 will marry, g74
'Then popery out of this land will be
gone,' 132
Then then to the duke let's {ill up the
glass, 701
'Then then to the duke let's fill up the
glass,' 701
There dwelt a maid in the cunny-gate,

500
There dwelt a man in Babylon, 410, 411
There dwelt a man in fair Westmorland,
4°2
There dwelt a widow in this town, 377
There happened of late a terrible fray,

glO
There is a lad in our town, 381
There is a lass of London city, 537
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There is a lass whom I adore. 4:l6
There is a ship we understand. 162

There is aile black alld sulletl hour, 70'.l 7°3
There lived a lass in London tow II , (i56
There lived not far from our toWIl. !jHI
There was a beautiful damscl of late, .I'.l:.!
There was a bo,,,,y (jolly) blalle, 33 I
There was a bonny blade. 33·1
There was a hrave citizclI. 63
There was a brisk leISS, 408
There was a brisk lass both h01l1l y and
brown, 407
There was a brisk Scotchmall, 145
There was a buxom lass, 334
There was a country gallallt that wasted
had his talent, 723
There was a damsel youllg alld fair, 295
There was a doctor that lives in Berkshire, 422
There was a ewe had three lambs, 723
There was a fair maid at Islingtoll, 725
There was a fair maid ill the tlorth coUtItry, 802
There was a fair maiden came out of
Kent, 386
There was a grave man both wealthy
and wise, 744
There was a jolly blade, 334
There was a jovial beggar, 41
There was a jovial beggar, 40, 41
There was a jovial tinker dwelt, 713
There was a jovial tinker which was a
good ale drinker, 387
The"e was a knight, 27
There was a knight and he was yOUllg,
28
There was a k,light was drunh with wine,
27
There was a knight was drunk with wine,
28
There was a knight was wine-drunk, 28
There was a lad in Cumberland, 425
There was a lady of the north country,
43 2
There was a lass her name was Nell, 634
There was a lass in Cumberland, 424
There was a lass in London town, 162,656
There was a lass in our town, 581
There was a lass of Cumberland, 425
There was a lass of Islington, 725

There was a lillie man and he wooed a
lillie maid, 33.1
There was a Lolldon gentlewomall, 303
There was a lord of worthy fame, 370
There was a maid come out of Kellt, 3H6
There was a maid lived ill the lIorth, .Ii
There W<lS a maid the olher day, 19!J
There was a m.lid this other day, 7.15
There was a man two SOliS he had, 3!J.1
There was a mOllstrollS doctor, 41
There was a proud ballker a thief hy his
trade, 56G
There was a ragmall and a madmall, 337
There was a rare rat-catcher, 7 1 3

There was

(I

rich merchan t mati,

(j02, f)(14

There was a shcpherd's daughter, 65 8
There was a tallllcr that lived in Kellt,
There was a youllg damsel both 1101111 y
<llId hravc. 40 9
Thcrc W<lS a youllg damsel of laIC, :'49
There was a youllg mall both halldsome
and rare, 409
There was a young lIlall lived of late. (i5(;
There was a youth alld a well-beloved
youth, 29
There was an attorney of Lincoln, 808
There was <III excisem<ln so fine, 807
There was an Irish army brave. 89
There was an old fanner ill Sussex did
dwell, 455
There was all old friar of late, 550
There was all old lad rode on an old pad,
77 8
Therc was an old maid of late. 26
Therc was all old prophecy found in a
bog, 453-454
Thcre was an old woman then, 26- 2 7
There was an old woman tossed up in a
basket, 155
There was and a vonny yoUllg lad, 807
There was alld a bonny young lad, 806
There was and a bonny young lass, 807
There was as fine a London blade, 163
There was four men came out of the
north, 240, 720
There was I must tell you a jocular spark,
145,3 28
There was I'll tell you a wealthy young
squire, 94
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Those gelHlc hearts which true love crave,

There was of late a cuckold-maker, 536-

122

537
There was of lalC a young 1>cautiful lady,
755
There
There
There
There

was once it is said, 735
was three lads, 377
was three lads in our lOwn, 377
was three travelers travelers three,

7°5

There was two lovers that met lOgether,
338
There was upon a time a tailor neat and
fine, 332
There were three men of Gotham, 723
There were three tailors tailors three, 163
There's many a clinching verse is made,
275

Therc's many a comical story you know,
611
Thcrc's Marlay the ncat, 235
Thcrc's nc'cr a lad in our town, 161, 381
Thcre's nonc can express your great happincss, 794
"There's Nothing to Be Had without
Money," 262
"Thief and Cordelicr, The," 175
"Third Merry Ditty of Cold and Raw,
A," 690
"Third Touch of thc Times, A," 93
'Thirteen poor cuckolds of Branford,
The,' 145
This Christmas time 'tis fit that we, 349
This city has a mayor, 462
This day I am ordained to die, 623
This Indian weed now withcred quitc, 710
This is a structure fair royally raiscd, 148
This is my reformation, 431
This is the cause that the land complains, 634
"This Maid Would Give Ten Shillings
for a Kiss," 654
This making of bastards great, 550
This Oliver was of Huntingdon, 145
'This think thcn drink tobacco,' 708, 709
Thomas I cannot, 7°3, 704
Thomas untied his points apace, 703
Thomas you cannot, 703-704
"Thompson Tell-lies," 286
"Thompson's Repetition to His Wife,"
810

Those that will run a virtuous race, 783
Thou and I will (oat it Joe, 688
Thou })ope 0 popcry burning hot, 201
Thou that art so swect a crcature, 20.1
Though at present I must leave thee, 191
Though Bookcr doth prognosticatc, 765
l'JlOugh lather angry be, 150, 151
Though I have but a mark a year, 263
'Though I havc but a mark a year,' 202
Though I live 1/ot where I love, 337
Though Sha(tesbury is cleared, 204
Though the tyrant hath ravished my
dearest away, 64
Though trading we find in the city, 518
Though WelHworth's beheaded, 488
Thoughts of mcn do daily change, The,
12 3
Threc beggars met lOgether, 42
Three bonny lads were Sawney Cloud
Hamilton, 632
Three children sliding on the ice, 105
"Three Children Sliding on the Icc," 105
Three maids did make a mceting, 723-724
"Three Merry Boys of Kent," 349, 351
"Three Merry Cobblers, Thc," 676
Three pipers and three fiddlers too, 204
Three travelers, 705
"Threc-part Song, A," 710
Thrice woe is me unhappy queen, 122
Through Liddersdale as lately I went, 6g
Through London streets as I did pass, 308
Through the cool (cold) shady woods, 149
Through the cool shady woods, 147-148
Through the wood laddy, 705-'7°6
"Through the Wood Laddy," 705, 706
Thumping lusty country lad, A, 307
Thundering cannons roar, The, 288
Thursday in the morn, 707-708
Thursday in the morn thc ides (nineteenth) of May, 707
Thus all our life long we are frolic and
gay, 63
Thus all the day long we are frolic and
gay, 24
Thy life and thy death thou didst freely
declare, 497
Thyrsis afflicted with love and despair,

579
Till from Leghorn I do return, 107
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'Till I lie lulling beyond her,' 446
Till it be understood what is under
Monk's hood, 193
Time was whcn thou a kettle, 604
"Time's Alteration," 518
Time's changeli"g I will nroer be, 634
"Time's Darling," 752
"Timcs' Abuses, The," 724
Timothy Dash the scrivener's apprentice,

569
Tippling philosophers, The, 187-188
"Tippling Philosophers, The," 187
"Tippling Philosophers, The Second Part
of the," 188
• Tis a new teacher about the town,' 592
'Tis a pitiful thing that nowadays sirs,
43·1
" Tis a Wisc Child That Knows His Own
F:lthcr," 446
'Tis better then so, 661
'Tis money makcs thc marc to go, 656
" 'Tis Moncy That Makcs a Man," 490
'Tis Nanny Nanny Nanny 0, 506
" 'Tis not Otherwise," 356
• 'Tis o'er the hills and far away,' 56 I
, 'Tis rent and torn and torn and rcnt,'
389

'Tis womarl that seduces, 52
"Titus Andronicus' Complaint," 226
Titus Oates, 74, 162
"Titus Tcll·troth," 286
To all Christian pcoplc, 478
To all good fellows now, 117
To all men now I'll plainly show, 70
To all my good friends, 199
To all the c1crgy in this land, 651
To all you ladies now at land, 647-651
"1'0 Althea from Prison," 761
"1'0 an Inconstant Mistress," 343
To bed to me, 426
To bed we'll go, 425
"To Bellamira," 45
'To carry thc milking pail,' 490, 491
To couple is a custom, 83
To curc melancholy, 63
To drive the cold winter away, 198
To England comes strange tidings, 471
To every faithful lover, 769
"To Her Brown Beard," 155
To horse brave boys, 114

To horse brave boys of Newmarket, 112,
408
To horse to Newmarket, 114
To London is mad Thomas come, 680
To lordings proud I tunc my song, 200
To make Charlcs a great king and givc
him no power, 592
To mourn for my offenses, 16, 478
To my dear joy this letter I write, 451
To old Sir Simon the king, 550
To one fair lady out of court, 650
To our oncc loyal town is lately come
down, 569
"To Robert Earl of Oxford," 803
To speak of murders that have been, 589
"1'0 Sylvia," 683
To the brook and thc willow that heard
him complain, 791
"To the Duke of Norfolk," 331
To the gin shop Ict us go, 41
"To the Virgins to Make Much of Timc,"
247
To thee loving Rogcr this lctter I wrftc,
360
To thee to thee, 483
'To thee to thee dcrry derry to thec,' 483
To what great distrcss, 662
To whom shall we go, 438
To you dear Ormond, 650
To you fair ladies now at land, 650
To you fair ladics now at land, 649
To you fair ladics now in town, 649
To you fair nymphs of Venus's train, 651
"Tobacco," 710
Tobacco is an Indian weed, 708-'] 10
"Tobacco Is an Indian Weed," 708
Tobacco is but an Indian weed, 710
Tobacco that is withered quite, 710
"Tobias's Advice," 161
'Tal de rol,' 734
'1'01 la ra tol la ra ra,' 480
'Tal tal tol,' 479, 480
Tom a Bedlam, 710-']13
Tom a Nokes jig, 124
"Tom and Roger's Contract," 307
"Tom and Will," 574
Tom and Will were shepherd swains, 574
Tom and William with Ned and Ben, 770
Tom of all trades, 16
Tom of Bedlam, 710
"Tom of Bedlam," 37, 264, 711
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"Tom Tell Truth:' 1401
Tom tlie tailor, 74, 160-162, 656, 686
Tom tile tailor near tlie Strand, 162
Tom the tailor ncar the Strand, 161
Tom "n"ker, 71.l-715
Tom Tinker's my true love, 715
Torn to the tavern away let us run, 386
"Fom trusty, 703
Tom Tyler, 645
"Tombs in (of) Westminster Abbey, The,"
594, 737
Tommy and his love were walking, 701
Tommy was a lord of high renown, 633
Tomorrow is St. Valentine's day, 258, 775
Tomorrow the fox will come to town, 716
Tony, 321
"Tony," !l21
Tony was small but of noble race, 633
"Touy's Lamentation," 321
"Tony's Soliloquies," 371
"Toothless Bride, The:' 554
Top and top galLmlt, 3
Tories are tools of the Irish race, 634
"Tories Greater Knaves Than Fools," 510
Tories wish for James again, The, 307
"Tories' Confession, The," 307
"Tories' Imploration for Protection
against the Whigs, A New Song Heing the," 520
"Tories' Triumph, The," 308
"Tories' Triumph, A New Song Bcing
the," 671
"Torment of a .Jcalolls Mind, The," 613
"Tormented Lover's Admonition, The,"

78
"Tormented Lovcrs, The," 532
Tory a Whig and a moderate man, A,
7 15-7 16
Tory a Whig and a moderate man, A, 715
"Tory Ballad on Their Royal Highnesses'
Return, The:' 581
Tory came late through Westminster Hall,
A, 129
"Tory in a Whig's Coat, A," 729
Tory is small and of no good race, 634
"Tottenham Frolic," 465
Touch and go, 673
"Touch and Go," 673, 674
'Touch and go,' 108
'Touch and go touch and go,' 673
Touch of the times, A (The), 162, 409, 782

"Town Gallant, The," 221
TowlI is our own when the streets are all
dear, The, 24
"TOWler Discovered," 319
"Trader's Medley, The," 554
"Trader's Medley, The Second Part of
the," 554
Tradesman hearing of the story, A, 536
"Tragedy of Hero and l.eander, The,"
35 6

"Tragical Ballad on the Unfortunate
Love of Lord Thomas and Fair Elea·
nor, A," 100
"Traitor's Last Farewell, The," 321
"Traitors' Downfall, The," 143, 145
"Trap, A New Ballad Called," 453
Trap's delight, 453
"Traveler's Repentance, The," 297
"Treason against the Young King of Scots,
A New Ballad," 26g
"Treason Justly Punished," f)()4
"Treason Rewarded at Tyburn," 185
"Treason Unmasked," 520
Trenclimore, 716-']18
"Trepanned Cuckold-maker, The," 536
"Trepanner Trepanned, The," 221
"Trial Brings Truth to Light," 40
"Trial of True Love, A," 221
"Trick for Tybul'l1, A," 289
Trip to Marylebone, A, 85
TriumlJ!l and joy, 270
"Triumph at an End, The," 810
"Triumph of Namur, The," lolO!)
"Triumph of the Roundheads, The," 305
"Triumph Showed before the Queen and
the French Ambassadors, The," 270
Trouble in this kingdom puts us to a
stand, The, 782
"Troubles of These Times, The," 230
Troy town, 284, 587-590
"True and Tragical Song Concerning
Captain John Bolton, A," 169-170
"True Ballad. , . Young Man Wrongfully Hanged, A," 534
True blue, 199
"True Character of Sundry Trades and
Callings, A," 548
"True Description of the Everlasting Joys
of Heaven, The," 535
"True Discourse of the Winning of the
Town of Berg, A," 14
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True English boys be merry, 333
"True English Prophet, The," 222
"True l.ove Exalted," 699
"True Lo\'e in Its Purity," 537
"True l.ove Indeed," 637
Tru~ love is a gift for a queer., '115
True lov~ it is a tormentillg fJtlitl , 93
"True Love Requited," 29
"True Love Revealed," 685
"True Love Rewarded with Cruclty," 700
TrlU love r~warded willi loyalty, 37,1, -102,
!loti

·."0(_

"Truc Love Rewarded with Loyalty," 564
''True Love Unveiled," 685
"Tme Love Will Never Decay," 511
"True Love without Deceit," 212
"True Lover's Admonition, The," 155
"True Lover's Conquest, The," 289
"True Lover's Extremity," 92
"True Lover's Ghost, The," 700
"True Lovers' Cruel Tragedy, The," 490
"True Lovcrs' Glory, The," 408
"True Lovers' Good Morrow, The," 204
"True Lovers' Happiness, The," 18
"True Lovers' Holidays, The," f,15
"True Lovers' Knot Untied, The," 244
"True Lovers' Lamentable Overthrow,
The," 9.1
"True Lovers' Tragedy, The," !I
"True Lovers' Victory," 383, 384
"True Loyalist, The," 434
"True Mallner of the King's Trial, The,"
229

"True Manner of the Life and Death of
Sir Thomas Wentworth, The," 748
"True Pattern of Loyalty, The," 94
"True Protestant's Triumph, The," 454
"True Protestants' Contemplation, The,"
643
"True Relation of One Susan Higges, A,"
16

"True Relation of the Dreadful Combat,
A," 196
True subjects all rejoice, 757
"True Way to Honor, The," 799
"True-hearted Englishman, The," 628
"True-hearted Lover, The," 204
"True-hearted Lover Deceived, The," 405
Trumpets sound and steeples ring, 289
"Truth in Mourning," 637
"Truth Needs No Vindication, A New
Ballad," 657

"Truth Triumphant over Perjury Rampant," 667
"Truth's Integrity," 47 2 , 473
"Tub Preadler, The," 592
Tumbledowtl Dick, 276
"Tunbridge Doctors, The," 568
Turd, A, 277
Turlce)'lolley, 261
Tum love I fJritltee love turn to me, 501
Turtlcoat, Tlte, 4 1 5, 737
"Turncoat, The," 464, 737
"Turncoat of the Times, A," 415
Turncoat of tlte times, Tlte,415
"Turner's Dish of Lenten Stuff," 461
Tush Jockey we ha ve no more kings to
betray, 131
Twa bonny lads were Sawney and Jockey,
63 0
'Twang dang dillo dec,' 743
'Twas a foolish fancy Jemmy, 291
'Twas a youthful Imight, 141
'Twas at the fearful midnight hour, 787
'Twas at the gate of Calais Hogarth tells,
606
'Twas at the shining mid-day hour, 788
'Twas at the silent midnight hour, 787
'Twas at the silellt solemn hour, 787
'Twas early (}fIC morning, 718-719
'Twas early one morning the cock had
just crowed, 718
, 'Twas he the money got: 656
'Twas in the dark and dead of night, 788
'Twas iu the laud of cider, 542
'Twas in the land of cider, 542
'Twas in the silellt solemn hour, 787
'Twas in the town of London, 542
'Twas lately we met with the vaporing
Dutch, 267
'Twas my hap of late to hear, 196
'Twas o'er the hills, 562
'Twas when the seas were roaring, 719-

720
'Twas when the seas were roaring, 719,

720
'Twas when the sheep were shearing, 721
'Twas when the sheep were shearing, 721
'Twas when the winds was blowing, 720
'Twas within a furlong of Edinburgh
town, 635-637
'Twas within a furlong of Edinburgh
town, 51, 635
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'Twas wilhin a milc of Edinhurgh town,
u36

Twdflh day of No\'cmhcr lasl, 7R3
Tll'tmty IJOund a year, 471
'Twcnly-ninlh of May, Thc: 731
'Twcrc a folly if c\'cr lhe Whigs should
cndca \'or, 5uU
Twitcher, The, 152
"Twitchcr, Thc:' 152
Two brisk counlry girls did agrec, 191
Two children in the wood, The, 104
Two English travelers, The, 453, u86, 782,

"UnconSlalll Shcpherd, An Answer to
lhe," ~p.\
"Ullcollstanl \Voman," 339
'Unconstalll woman provcs truc to no
mall: 338
Undcr a pl(';\Salll willow shadc, uu8
Urllier ami ova, 3R7' 722-724

'Undcr and o\'cr m'cr and undcr: 723
"Undcr and Ovcr Ovcr and Under, A
Ncw Lilllc NOrlltcl'll Song Called:' 723
Chiller tI/(· greeruuood tree, (i45, 724-727
Underneath a liulc 1II0ulllain, 190, 50R,
79 R
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Two entire lovers, The, 722
"Two Enlirc Lovers, The," 722
"Two Failhful Lovcrs, The:' 169, 233
"Two Faithful Lovers' Tragedy, The:'
643

Two famous lovers once lhere was, 6..8
"Two Favorile Madrigals for Three
Voices," 335
"Two FervclIl I.overs, The:' 446
Two friends lhat had a stock of corn, 680
"Two Jeering Lovcrs, The," u3
"Two Lamentable Songs Pythias and Da·
mon, A Ballad Enlilled:' 159
"Two Leicestel'shi re Lovers, The," 739
Two loving friends once meeting, 740
Two loving sisters, The, 446
"Two Pleasant Dillies of Christ," 203
"Two Slammering Lovers," 775
"Two Strillgs 10 a Bow," 253
Two Toms and Nat in council sat, 376
"Two Unfortunate Lovers, The," 234, 369,
49 8

"Two Virtuous Sisters, The," 283
"Tyrannic Love," 180
"Tyrannical Usurpation of the Independent Cloak, The," 245
Tyrant, The, 62, 64, 187, 221
"Uncertainty of This Present Life," 784
"Unconscionable Bachelors of Derby,
The," 483
"Unconstant Damon:' 293
"Unconstant Maiden, The:' 150
"Unconstant Peggy:' 56
"Unconstant Phyllis:' 316
"Unconstant Quaker, The," 28
Unconstant Roger, 406
"Unconstant Shepherd, The," 314

"Unduliful Daughtcr of Dcvonshirc,
The," 315
"Unc<lual MalTiage, The:' 220
"Ullcqnal Match, The:' 3uO
"Ullfaitltful Scrvant, The," (i03
"Ullfeigned Friclldship:' 84
"Unfeigncd Lovcr, The:' 733
Unfortullalc Clca now c'en hrokcnheartcd, 632
"Unfortunate Concuhine, The:' 13li
"Ullfortnllatc Couplc, The:' 343
"Ullfortunatc Damsel, The:' IU3, 056
"Unfortunate Fcnccr, Thc," 683
"Uufortunate Forcstcr, The:' 100
"Unfortunate CaHallt Gullcd at LOlldoll,
The," 654
"Unfortunatc Jockcy and
MOllmfnl
Jeuny:' 632
"Unfortunate Lady, Thc:' 295
"Unfortunate Lady, Au Answcr to thc,"
295

"Unfortunatc Sailor's Garland, Thc," 561
"Unfortunatc Strcphon," 812
"Unfortunate Whigs, An Exccllcnt Ncw
Song of the," 7(i7
"Uugrateful after Enjoyment," 200
"Ungrateful Son, The," 604
"Unhappy Marriage, The," 559
"Unhappy Memorable Song on the Hunting in Chevy Chase, An," 90
"Unhappy Tailor, The," 623
"Unhappy Voyage of the Royal Anne,
The," 190
"United Lovers, The," 483
"Unjust Uncle, The," 295
"Unkind Parents, An Excellent New Song
Called the," 498
"Unnatural Mother, The," 604
Unter der Linden griine, 10
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"Unthrift'. Adieu to joan's Ale Is New,
The," S87
Unto my sad complaint give ear, 342
Unto the prophet Jonas I read, 567
Unto West-country men these few lines,
15 2

Unwelcome tidings overspreads the land,
229
Up go we, 161, S81
Up goes Aley, 728
'Up goes Aley Aley: 7119
Up goes Ely, 729
Up in tile morning early, 692
Up tails all, 7117-'728
"Up Tails All:' 728
Up tile green forest, 152, 582
Up witll Aley Aley, 718, 728-'730
Upon a certain day when Mars, 703
Upon a holy day when the nymphs had
leave to play, 512
UiJon a summer tide, 731
UPOTI a summer's day, 730-731
Upon a summer's day, 730
UiJOTl a summer('s) time, 730
Upon a summer's time, 730
Upon a sunshine summer's day, 682
Upon a time it chanced so, 74
"Upon Defacing of Whitehall:' 765
Upon Saint David's day, 7~11-'732
'Upon Saint David's day,' 732
"Upon Sir john Suckling's Hundred
Horse," 349
"Upon Sir john Suckling's Most Warlike
Preparations," 399
"Upon Taking of Tobacco:' 708
Upon tile 'Change, 108
Upon the 'Change where merchants meet,
107

"Upon the Fringes," 463
Upon the IIigllest mountains, 337
Upon the meadow brow, 740
'Upon the meadow brow: 740
"Upon the Pyramid," 565
Upon the smooth Arcadian plain, 17
Upright squire, The, 195
Usurer's daughter, The, 732-733
"Usurer's Daughter's Reply, The," 732
Ut Papisma reddatur jam nunc arguatur,
393

Valet will ich dir geben, 646
"Valiant Admiral, The," 708

"Valiant Courage and Policy of the Kent·
ishmen, The," 614
"Valiant Dairymaid, The:' 163
"Valiant English Seaman's Call, The:' 617
Valiant Jockey, 733
"Valiant jockey," 50, 51
ValiaTlt Jockey's marclled awa)', 733-'734
"Valiant Sailor(s), The," 768
"Valiant Seaman's Congratulations, The:'
117, 768

"Valiant Seaman's Happy Return to His
Love, The," 149
"Valiant Soldier's Last Farewell, The:'
755

"Valiant Soldier's Misfortune, The:' 191
"Valiant Soldier's Resolution, The," 454
Valiant trooper, Tile, 338
"Valiant Trooper and Pretty Peggy, The,"
337-339, 573

"Valiant Virgin, The:' 769
"Vanity of Vainglory, The:' 256
"Vanity of Vanities," 276
"Vauxhall Frolic, An Excellent New Song
Called," 598
"Verses Made in 1642 by N. N.," 592
"Verses upon the Order for Making
Knights," 328
"Very Pleasant New Ditty, A," 291
"Very Proper Ditty, A," 447
Vicar and Moses, The, 734-'736
"Vicar and Moses, The," 735
Vicar of Bray, The, 464, 736-738
"Vicar of Bray, The," 594, 737
"Vicious Young Man's Wish, The," 544
"Victorious Wife, The:' 162
"Victory and Beauty," 55
"Victualer's Wife's Kindness to the jolly
Horse-courser, The," 28
Vienna, 287
"Vienna's Triumph," 524
"View of the Irish Bar, A:' 235
"View of the Popish Plot, A:' 274
"Vigo Victory, The," 339
"Vindication of the Rump, A:' 728
"Vindication of Top-knots and Commodes, The," 422
Vintner he from fair London would ride,
A, 436
Virgin famed for her virtue and beauty,
A,94

"Virgin Race, The," 510
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I'irgin's A. D. C., The, 150
"Virgin" A, B. C., The," xi, 150
Virgin's ComlJlaint, The, 149
"Virgin's Complaint, The," 148, 223
"Virgin's Constancy, The," 18, 750
"Virgin's Tragedy, Thc," 212
"Virginity Grown Troublcsomc:' 29, 293
"Virgins' Happincss, Thc," 45
Virtue of the IJudding, The, 793
"Virtue the Reward of Constancy," 107
"Virtuous Maid's Resolution, The:' 328
"Virtuous Young Maid's Wish, The," 544
Vive Ie roi, 738-'739
"Vive Ie Roi," 629
'Vive Ie roi,' 63 0 , 739
"Voice of Fame, The," III
Volte de Fratlce, 237
"Volunteer's Kind Answer, The," 221
"Vox Clcm Lilliburlcro," 5G8
"Voyage to Virginia, A," 338
Waa is me what mun I do, 795
Wakefield 011 a green, 29
Walking all alone, 604
Walking down the highland town, 54
Walltitlg in a coutltry town, 536, 739-740
Walking in a meadow green, 739
Walsingham, xviii, 82, 741-743
Waly on't, 161, 381
Waly waly, 161
"Wandcring Maiden, The," 1, 473
"Wanderiug Maiden, The Answer to thc,"
4
"Wandering Prince, The," 587
Wandering tJrince of Troy, The, 589
"Wandering Prince of Troy, A Proper
New Ballad Entitled the," 587
Wandering spirits in the air, The, og8
"Wandering Virgin, The," 4
"Wanton Maiden's Choice, The," 9
"Wanton Maids of Lambeth, The," 161
"Wanton Northern Lass, The," 352
"Wanton Virgins Frighted, The," 423
"Wanton Wenches of Wiltshire, The,"
77 1

"Wanton Widow's Pleasant Mistake,
The," 436
Wanton wife, The, 743-'744
"Wanton Wife of Bath, The," g8
Wanton wife of Westminster, The, 743
"Wanton Wife of Westminster," 743

"Wanton Will of Wapping," 16
"Warlike Tailor, The," 552
"Warning and Good Counscl to the Wcavers, A," 409, 77 1
"Warning for All Murderers, A," 784
"Warning for All Soldiers, A," 122
Warning for lewd livers, A, 589
"Warning for Maidens, A," 369
"Warning for Maids, A," 572
"Warning for Married Women, A," 370
"Warning to All False Traitors, A," 270
"Warning to All Lewd Livers, A," 589
"Warning to London by the Fall of Antwerp, A," 019
Wars and arms and loud alarms, 502
Was e'er man so unfortunate, 691
Was ever grief so great as mine, 253
Was ever knight for lady's sake, 283
'Was ever maiden so lericompooped,' 552
Was ever maiden so scorned, 500
HI as ever mati, 281
Was eve,. mati so tossed in love, 283
Was ever mall so vexed with a trull, 685
Was ever man so vexed with a wife, 162,
686

Was ever poor maiden so left in distress,
497

Was ever poor man mistaken so, 704
Was ever poor man so perplexed with a
trull, 686
Was ever the like in any age known, 276
Was ever young noble so tortlll'ed as r.
360

Was not good King Solomon, 411
Was not good King Solomon, 410, 4 I 1
Was not Solomon the king, 41 1
Was not the briber Gehazi, 410
Was there ever any man so plagued with
a trull, 686
"Watch for a Wise Man's Observation,
A," 229
Watch for a wise man's observation, The,
229

Waterman ncar Gravel Lane, A, 297
Waterman's dance, The, 744-745
Watkins's ale, 86, 745-746
"Watling Street's End," 462
Watton town's end, 460-462
"Watton Town's End," 461
"Watty and Madge," 788
"Wavering Nat and Kind Susan," 131
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We (1/1 to co"qlleri"g be(luty bow, 3-14, 7.16
Wcare jo\'i<ll topcrs, .. 2
We arc poor Crozcn-out gardeners, 25.1
We camc from Scotland with a small
Coree, 610
Wc came into brave Reading by night,

..54
We cheated tile jJnrSOFr, 290
We go to brave buildings of fair brick
and stolle, 448
We had a Roman quecn of late, 299
"We Have Been Bantered and Hubblcd
and Cheated and Bantered and Hubblcd:' 308
We have lost a lady beloved of rich and
poor,6:n
Wc have two kings the one is true, .61
We maids arc undonc our sweethearts arc
flown, .. 90
We that arc honny country girls, 2'2
Wc will go no morc to the ncw (old) ex<:hange, 354
Wc'll go no more to Tunbridge Wclls,
354
We'll teach tile little dogs, 24
We'll welcome you to Yarmw, .61, 381
"We're Gaily Yet," 7~10
We're gaily yet and wc're gaily yet, 730
We've cheated the jJarsorl, 289
IVealth bruds cart!, 287
Wcalth breeds carc love hope and fear,
28 7
"Wealthy Fanner's Choice, The," ug.
"Wealthy Grazier, An Answer to the," 422
"Wealthy Grazier's JoYs Completed, The,"
1 22
Wealthy squirc in the north, A, 342
"Weavers' Requcst, The," 122
Wedded wife there was, A, 603
"Wedding Song of Gibbic and Marjorie,
The:' 554
Week ago as r did walk, A, 74
Wee1J weep, 6uo
'Weep weep still I weep and shall do till
r die: u60
"Weeping Widow, The:' 251
Welcome my dearest with joy now I see
thee, 685
Well I'll say that for Sir William Butler's
bald colt, 649
Well met fair maid, 6g3

Well met my Criend upon the highway,
333

Well met my jovial blades. 547
Well met my pretty Betty, 6go
"Wcll Mct Neighbor," 548
Well this man for reCuge took, The, 78.1
Wt'lladay, 206, 234, 747448
'Welladay: 108
"Well-shaped West-country Lass, The,"
8g

"Well-wishers to the Royal Family, The:'
5 27

"Well-wishing to a Place of Pleasure, A,"

64 0
"Welsh Saint, The:' 11
"Welsh Wedding, The:' 409. 77 1
"Welshman's Wooing His Mistress, Thc,"
384
"Welshmen's Glory, Thc:' 732
"Wenching Tanner, The:' 27
Were my love a silly shcpherd, 20·l
Wert thou more fairer, 18, 353, 374
Wert thou more fairer than thou art, 7.1975 2

"West-country Cheat upon Cheat, The,"

"7

"West-country
Damoscl's
Complaint,
The," 402
West-country delight, The, 725
"West-country Delight, The," 615, 721
"West-country Fairing, An Excellcnt Nt'w
Playhouse Song Called the," 72'
"West-country Frolic, The:' 361
"West-country Gentleman's Last Will and
Testament, The," 370
"West-country Jig, The," 7 18, 729
"West-country Lady, The," 315
"West-country Lawyer, The," 28
"West-country Maid's Advice, The," 30R
"West-country Maid's Lamentation, Thc,"

3
"West-country Nymph, The," 810
"West-country Revel, The," 808
"West-country Squire, The," 460, 506
"West-country Tom Tormented," 454
"West-country Wedding, The," 261, 807
"West-country Wooing, The," 149-150
"Western Triumph of James II, The,"
4 08

"Westminster Christening, The," 304
"Westminster Frolic, The," 9
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"Wcstminster
Madam's
Lamcntation,
Thc," 5!J7
"Wcstminster Wedding. A (The)." 187.
4 17,678
"Westminster Wonder, The," 297
Wet and weary, 775
What a pox care we for law, 20.1
What an innocent loving life, 63
What ails the Anabaptists, 117
What ails thcc poor shepherd. 361
What art thou fled unto thy bed, 813
What Booker can prognosticate. 76.1. 765
"What Care I for Whom She Be," 65.1
What care I how fair she be, 654
'What carc I how fair she be.' 653
What cheer poor foul·mouthed Whig, 672
What child is this, 268
What cursed fate hath thus of late, 313
What do members now ail, 718
What doth ail my love so sadly, 203
What faithful (faithless) froward sinful
man, 614
What greater grief than loss of love, 302
What have the Whigs to say, 234
What heart 80 hard but will 'relent, 206
What if a day, 752-754
What if a day or a mOrlth 01' a year, 207
What if a day or a month or a year. 75 2
What is a day what is a year, 754
"What Is That to You," 118, 367
What mournful dilly or lamenting verse,
228
What name, 75
What need we brag or boast at all, 62 9
What news is this flies up and down. 5 22
What other is the world than a ball, 79 2
What Protestant can now forbear, 317
What rumors now arc raised of late, 13
What serpent is this, 38
What shall I do shall I die for love, 293
What shalll do to show how much llove

What though Illy nalllc is tossed about,
156
What though the zcalots pull down the
prelatcs, 738
What writers could prognosticate, 767
What you tJlease, 508
"What's That to You," 118
What's this my dearest Nanny, 637
Wheel of forturle, 812
"Wheclwright's Hue and Cry, The." 437
When all that lics bcncath the sun, 22
When all was wratJt, 787
When all was wrapt in dark midnight,
785
When Arthur {irst in court IJegan, 98
When Arthur first in court bcgan, 98
When Aurelia {irst I courted, 756
When Aurelia first was courted, 96
When bidden to the wake or fair, 507
When Britain first her fair domain, 737
When busy falllc, 77, 286; sec also Busy
fame
When busy fame o'er all the plain, 77
When camlOllS are roarirlg, 757-758
'When cannons are roaring,' 757
When Chloris full of, 19, 106; sec also
Chloris full of harmless thought
When Christ our Lord drew nigh, (i('3604
When cold wirlter storms are tJast , 5:,1
When Cupid's Iierce and powerful dart,
78 , 212
Wherl Dap/mc did f1"OUL Phoebus fly, 161
When Daphne {rom {air Phoebus did ny,
163
When drowsy orbs did begin to appear,
634
When England fame did ring, 74 8
When faction loud was roaring, 720
When father Adam first did flee, 164
When first Amintas sued for a kiss, 75 8-

he~ 754-755
"What Shall I Do to Show How Much I
Love Her, An Answer to," 755
What should a young woman do with an
old man, 186
What still ye Whigs uneasy, 729
What though I am a country lass, 134,

759
When
When
When
When
When
When
700
When
When

~2

What though I am a courtly lass, 135
What though I am a London dame, 135
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first
first
first
first
first
first

Amintor sued for a kiss, 758
r began to court, 27
I laid siege to my Chloris, 12
r laid siege to my Chloris, 12
Mardyke was made a prey, 485
the Scottish wars began, 759-

first the Scottish wars began, 759
first this couple fell in love, 775

When Flora with rich tapestry, 815
When flying fame, 97, 628
When God had taken for our sin, 588
When good Queen Elizabeth history's
boast, 605
When Greeks and Trojans fell at strife,
588
When honest redcoats leave cutting of
throats, 195
When honesty first was in vogue, 188
When hope lay hushed in silent night,
786
When Humber in his wrathful rage, 364
When humming brown beer was the Englishman's taste, 605
When I had seen this Virgin's end, 58
'When I have no want of money,' 144:
When I have often heard young maids
complaining, 76<>-']61
When I have often heard young maids
complaining, 760
"When I Was a Bachelor," 571
When I was a bachelor I lived a merry
life, 571
When I was a dame of honor, 157
'When I was a dame of honor,' 156
'When I was a man of honor,' 157
When I was young and handsome too, 73
When I was young as you are now, 4 26
When I went early in the spring, 296
When Isabel fair England's queen, 774
When it was grown to dark midnight, 785
When James in Scotland first began, 98
When Jesus Christ was twelve years old,
27 0
"When joan's Ale Was New," 388
When Jockey first the wars began, 275,
593
When Jockey first the wars began, 88
"When John's Sail Was New," 388
"When jones's Ale Was New," 388
When love with unconfined wings, 559,
761 -7 62
When maids live to thirty, 763
When maids live to thirty, 763
When mighty roast beef was the Englishman's food, 605
When my hairs they grow hoary and my
cheeks they look pale, 544:
W hen my kids and lambs I treated, 763-

764

When my kids and lambs I treared. 763
When of late I sought my bcd, 34
When Philomel begins to sing. 680
When Phoebus addressed (had drcssed)
his courae to the west, 197
When Phoebus did rest, 197
When Phoebus did rest, 197
When Phoebus had melted the sickles of
ice,60g
When Phoebus had run, 3
When Phoebus with her glittering beams,
212

When Phoebus with his beams, 16
When ravishing rebellion reigns, 589
When Robin Hood was about twcnty
years old, 60g
When Samson was a tall young man, 680,
681
When Sawney left me, 633
When Sol could cast no light, 149
When Sol did cast no light, I!)l
When Sol did cast no light, 149
When Sol had left his weary teams, 303.
69 1
When Sol will cast no light, 149
When Sol will cast 110 light, 149
When Sol with golden rays, 149
When stout young Jemmy went abroad,
308
When summer comes the swains on
Tweed,7 1
When that I was, 714
When the kine had given a pailful, 192
When the kine had given a pailful, 192
When the king came of late with his
peers of state, 779
When the king comes home i1l tJeace
again, 767
'When the king comes home in peace
again,' 765
When the kitlg enjoys his own again, 764768
'When the king enjoys his own again,' 765
When the king enjoys his rights again.
766
When the king leaves off Sally and holds
to the queen, 132
When the plot I first invented, 371
When the stormy winds do blow, 117,768769
'When the stormy winds do blow,' 769
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When this old cap wtU new, 501, 548
When lhia old cap waa new, 548
When Tommy became first a lover, 807
When Troilus dwelt in Troy town, 476
When Troy town, 587, 589
When Troy tow" for ten years' wars, 587.
589
When Troy [Own for ten years' wars, 587
When Venus the goddess of beauty and
love, 455
When will you marry me William, 402
When you"g at the bar, 561
Whenas King Edgar did govern thia land,

419
Whenas King Henry ruled this land, 100
Whenas King Henry ruled thia land, 97,
157, 207
Whenas our noble king came home, 237
When as Queen Anne of great renown, 99
Whenas Queen Robin ruled this land, 99
Whenas the Greeks did enterprise, 587
Whenaa the king of England died, 534
Whenas we sat in Babylon, 585
Whence comes the voice that makes this
lamentation, 755
Where art thou ganging my Moggie, 806
Where gOt'st thou the havermeal bannock,49
Where have you been you drunken dog.
3°7
Where waving pines salute the skies, 53
W here's my shepherd, 409. 77e>-171
Whcrc's my shepherd my love hey ho, 770
Where's those that did prognosticate, 7UU
'Which alas makes the nation sore complain,' 634
'Which long lay lulling together,' 446
Which nobody can deny, 41, 88, 257, 27427 8, 565. 593, 664
'Which nobody can deny,' 274, 664
"Which Proveth That Women the Best
Warriors Be, An Excellent New Ditty
or," 653
"Whig and Tory's Friendly Dialogue,
The," 307
"Whig Ballad, or a Summons to a Fresh
Association. A," 276
"Whig Feast, The," 528
"Whig Intelligencer, The," 287
"Whig Rampant, The," 505
"Whig upon Whig," 235

"Whiggish Poet's Recantation, The," 43 I
"Whiggiam Laid Open," 550
Whigs are but small and of no ge>od race,
The, 767
Whigs arc now such precious things, 767
"Whigs Drowned in an Honest Tory
Health, The," 287
"Whigs in Mourning, The," 696
"Whigs Laid Open, The," 545-546
.. Whigs' Elevation, The," 507
"Whigs' Exaltation, The," 505
"Whigs' Hard Hean for the Cause of
This Hard Fl'Ost, The," 565
"Whigs' Lamentable Condition, The," 177
"Whigs' Lamentable Lamentation, The,"
255
"Whigs' Lamentation, The," i68, 525
While Britons securely thelr blessings en·
joy. 60u
While Chloe full of harmless thoughts,
IOU

While I gaze on Chloris trembling, 772773
While I gaze on Chloris trembling, 772
While I lay gazi7lg, 772
While some for pleasure pawn their
health. 50U
Whilom I was, 714
Whilst Amoret, 19
Whilst content is wanting, 617
Whilst I gaze on Chloe trembling, 772
Whim, The, 36, 37
"Whipping Tom," 3
"Whipster of Wood Street, The," 280
"Whiteacre's Glory," 310
"Whitechapcl Maids' Lamentation, The,"

489
Whither away good neighbor, 548
"Whitney's Dying Letter to His Mistress,"

u23
Whitney's farewell, 623
"Whittington Revived," 91
Who can blame my woe, 372
Who can but love a seaman, 802
Who can but love a seaman, 350
Who can sing so merry a note, 776
Who did not hear of Oliver's nose, 145
Who has ever been at Paris, 175
'Who has never a penny of money,' 705
Who is it will repair, 427
Who keeps Saint Angel gates, 619
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Who list to lead a soldier's life, 773-']75
Who list to read the deeds, 548
"Who Live So Merry and Mak.e Sudl
Sport," 775
Wllo livetll so merry in all this Ilmd, 775776
Who liveth so merry in all this land, 776
Who loveth to live in peace, 389, 603
Who that antique story reads, 70
Who views the life of mortal men, 419
Who's e'er been at Paris, 175
Who's here so ingenious, 200
Wllo's tile fool 'lOW, 776-'177
"Who's There Again," 161
Whoop do me no harm good man, 109,
777-']80
'Whores all whores all,' 664
Why are my eyes still flowing, 21, 408,
44 1 ,781 -783
"Why Are My Eyes Still Flowing," 6!.lo
Why did the god of love wound a commander, 514
Why do you boast of Arthur and his
knights, 628
Why does thy sparkling eyes so kill. 55
Why kept your train-bands such a stir,
462
Wily should not I complain on thee, 297
Why should not I complain on thee, 297
Why should not 1 love my love, 82
'Why should not I love my love.' 82
Why should not I love Robin. 82
Why should we boast of Arthur and his
knights, 628
Why should we boast of Lais and his
knights. 629
Why should we speak of Caesar's acts, 731
Why should you so much despise, 708
Why stay we at home, 38
Why that languish, 73
"Wicked Man's Warning-piece, The," 471
"Widow of Watling Street. The Second
Part of the," 743
"Widow's Solace, The," 611
"Wife of Usher's Well, The," 30
"Wife the Greatest Curse, A," 725
"Wife's Answer to the Henpecked Cuckold's Complaint, The," 27
Wigmore's galliard, 783-']85
Will the baker a-wooing went, 771
"Will Ye Buy Any Woylfleet Oysters," 277

Will ),ou be a man of fashion, 19o, 50R
Will you be a refonnado, 798
Will you give me leave, 399
Will you hear a German princess, 678
Will you hear a Spanish lady, 677
Will you hear how the rich do oppress
the poor, 6~H
Will you hear of Thompson's dream, 810
William and Margaret, 785-']88
"William and Margaret," 355, 785, 786
William and Susan they happily meeting,
94
"William's Seven-years' Love Completed,"
19o- I 9 1
Willie and Armet, 367
"Willow, The," 789
Willow tree, 'rile, 486
"Willow Tree, The," 486
Willow tuillow, 788-']91
'Willow willow,' 788
Willy prithee go to bed, 716-717
Willy was so blitlle a lad, 573-574
Wilson's 'lew tune, 792
Wilson's tune, 792
Wilson's wild, 79 1-']9 2
Wilt (Wouldst) thou be willful still my
Jo, 806
"Wiltshire Wedding, The," 239
"Wily Witty Neat and Pretty Damsel,
The," 688
"Win at First Lose at Last," 509, 511
"Winchester Christening, The," 303
"Winchester Health, The," 186
Winchester wedding, 257. 4 16-4 18, 549,
616
"Winchester Wedding, The," 303,416
'Wind blows cold furious and bold, The,'
198
"Windsor Frolic. The," 191
"Windsor Gallant, The," 733
"Wine and Wisdom," 187
"Wine Cooper's Delight, The," 171
Winifred's knot, 598
"Wintry Winds, The," 738
"Wise Sentences of Solomon," 783
Wise Solon who carefully gave good laws,
188
"Wish, The," 543
"Wit Bought at a Dear Rate," 501
"Wit Never Ought till It Be Bought," 117
"Wit Outwitted," 771
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Wit whither wilt thou, 302
Wit whither wilt thou, 302
"Wit's Nevcr Good till 'Tis Bought," 38
"Witchcraft Discovered and Punished,"
:!:.!8

'With a fa la la: 167, 735
'With a fa la la la fa la la: 144
'With a fa la la la la lero: 143, 145
With el feuliug, 792-795
'With a fading,' 792
'With a hcy down down a down a,' UIO
'With a hey down down and a dec,' 610
'With a hey down down and a down: 60H
'With a hey down ho down lanktre down
derry,' 705
'With a hey ho langledown dilly: 705
'With a hey tronny nonny nonny no: 333
'With a hcy with a hey: 333, 674
With a /10/) sac", 795
With a new bcard but lately trimmcd, 593
'With a pudding,' 793
'With a thump thump thump,' 310
With an old mothy coat and a malmsey
nosc, 593
With an old song madc by an old agcd
(ancicnt) patc, 591
'With an orangc,' 794
With blecding hcan and wccping cycs,
5 89

With hrinish tcars and sobbing sighs, G(jo
With facc and fashion to bc known, 59:!
With heart opprcsscd with grief and care,
I:!:!

'With hcy ho hasc Quakcrs,' 117
'With hcy ho my honcy,' 116
'With hcy my Nanny with ho Illy Nanny,'
133
With hunt's up with hunt's up, 321
With many glasses nowing, 782
With my lovc my lifc was ncstcd, 337
'With 0 thc hroom thc bonny broom,' 69
'With our shcphcrdesscs wc laugh and lic
down,' 63
With sighing and wishing, 358
With sobbing grief my hcart will brcak,
33 2
Within a mile of Edinburgh, 636
Within the north country, 6
Within the town of Walton fair, 648
Within the year of Christ our Lord, 792
Without ever a penny of money, 144, 705

'Without cvcr a stivcr of moncy: 705
"Witty Alewifc, Thc," 735
"Witty Chambcrmaid, Thc," 162
"Witty Harlot, Thc," 341
"Witty Lass of Limc Strcet, Thc:' .192
"Witty Western LISS, Thc," 40
Wivi,lg age, The, 779
"Wiving Agc, Thc," 779
Woe is me, 795-790
"Woeful Dcath of Quccn Janc, Thc," 207
"Woeful Lamclllation of Mistrcss Janc
Shorc, Thc," 12 1
"Wolf in Shccp's Clothing, A," 504
Wolsey'S wild, 792
WOnl(Hl warrior, The, 441
"Woman Warrior, Thc," 441
"Woman's Mcdlcy, Thc," 463
"Woman's Victory, Thc," 296
JVomall's wor" is W'ller dmw, A, 189, 192
"Woman's Work rs Ncvcr Donc, A," 189
"Womcn Arc Strongest," 325
"Womcn's and Maidcns' Vindication of
Top.knots, Thc," 422
"Womcn's Delight," 500
"Womcn's Work Is Ncvcr Donc," 189
Womell's war" will never be done, 19o
"Wondcr bcyond Man's Expcctation, A,"
47 1
"Wondcr upon Wondcr," 788
"Wondcrful Discovcry, Thc," 589
"Wondcrful Examplc of God, Thc," 471
"Wondcrful Praise of a Good Husband,
Thc," 62, 497
Wondrous talc I will relatc, A, 303, 571
Wondrous works of God abovc, Thc, 534
Wood nymt)h, 'Fhe, 390
Woodicoc!t, 386 , 79u-797
Woodicoc!t's hill, 797
Woody queristers, The, 131
"Wooing Lass, Thc," 512
"Wooing Roguc, Thc," 122, 329
"Wooing Song of a Yeoman of Kcnt's
Son, A," 596
Woons what noo is thc matter, 528
"Worcester Dumbbells," 712
"Worcestershire Wedding, Thc," 405
"Word in Season, A," 695
World hath allurements and flattering
shows, The, 40
World is a bubble and full of decoys,
Thc,35 8
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World is grown hard, The, 569
"World Is Turned Upside Down, The,"

766
World is ungrateful the people deceitful.
The, 24
World's a blister swelled with care, The,

414
World's a frantic whimsy, The, 46-1
"World's Sweetheart, The," 40
"World's Wonder, The," 99, 769
"Worldling's Farewell, The," 284
"Worthy Example of a Virtuous Wife.
A," 98
Worthy London prentice, The, 16
"Worthy Mirror, A," 613
Would Jenny were here again, 391
Would you be a man in favor, 798
Would you be a man of fasMon, 190. 798799
Would you be a man of favor, 798
Would you be a man of honor. 799
Would you have a new play acted, 798
Would you know how we drink, 172
Would you know how we drink, 800
Would you know how we meet, 799-800
Would you know how we meet o'er our
jolly full bowls, 17 2 .497. 799
Would you know when I will marry. 74
Would you sir attain that honor, 799
Wouldst (Wilt) thou be willful still my
Jo, 806
"Wounded Lover, The," 381, 672
"Wounded Lover's Lamentation to Sylvia.
The," 805
"Wronged Lady, The," 360
"Wronged Lady, An Answer to the," 360
Wully and Georgy, 800-801
WuUy and Georgy now both are gone,
800
Wyresdale greensleeves dance, 269

Ye beaus who all hear my sad ditty, 598
Ye belles and ye beaus for a moment attend, 665
Ye circum and uncircumcised, 562
Ye cobblers and tailors draw. near, 729
Ye Commons and Peers, 236, 801-802
Ye Commons and Peers come prick up
your ears, 802
Ye Commons and Peers pray lend me
your ears, 350, 801

Ye Commons and Peers ye've heard with
your ears, 802
Ye critics above and ye critics below, 66G
Ye cuckolds that dwell in the city, 598
Ye gallants that delight to illay, 5cl!)
Ye jacobite crew, 438
Ye ladies fair who live remote, 650
Ye ladies of London, 423
Ye lads and ye lasses that live at Longleat. 14 0 , 173
Ye London lads be merry, 807
Ye London lads be merry, 807
Ye London lads be SOlTY. 807
Ye madcaps Of England, 66r,
Ye medley of mortals, 666
Ye medley of mortals that make up this
throng, 665
Ye merry hearts that love to play. 509
Ye monarchy hatcrs, 218
Ye nyllltJhs and sylvan gods, 6
Ye nymphs and sylvan gods, 49 1 , 492
Ye people at home who Hanovcr hatc, 47
Ye rural swains who never knew, !)07
Ye shetJherds and nymillls, 80 4
Ye shepherds and nymphs that aclol'll the
gay plain, 804
Ye true-hearted Britons, 301
"Ye Watchful Guardians of the Fair," 273
Ye Whigs and Dissenters I charge you attend,56r,
Ye Whigs alld eke you Tories, 464
Ye winds to whom Colin complains, 282
Yellow-hajJ'cd laddy, 803-80!)
Yellow-haired laddy sat down on yon brae,
The, 80.1}
Yellow-haired lady, 804
"Yeoman of Kent, The," 731
"Yeoman's Delight, The." 426
'Yet in my freedom is my joy,' 328
Yo ho ho, 204
Yonder comes a courteous knight, 28
York and Albany's welcome to England,
308
"York and Albany's Welcome to England," 308
"York York for My MOlley, A New Yorkshire Song Entitled," 270
"Yorkshire Bite, The," 598
"Yorkshire Maid's Fairing, The," 117
You bachelors that single are, 559
You beauteous ladies great and small, 751
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blades of thc north, 379
bold undauntcd souls attcnd, lOR
bonny hoon hlades, \85
Calvillists of ElIgland. 768
cowcd·hcartcd (coward-hcartcd) cililCIIS. 147
Vou crucl parcnts 1II05t sc"crc. 313
}'Ull eutpu rses all, 568
¥ou dainty damcs 50 finely framcd. 31:9
¥ou dames I say that dimb thc lIIount.

Vou
Vou
Vou
¥ou
Vou

Ig6

¥ou femalc trepanncrs I pray you draw
ncar. 221
¥ou females all givc car. ,P!l
¥ou friends to reformation, 670
You gallallt ladies all, 233
¥ou gallants all [ pray draw ncar, 2'11
Vou gallants all that lovc to play, !loB
¥ou gallants of country and city, 807
¥ou gallants of cvcry station. 597
¥ou gallanls that dclight to play, 5(~
¥ou gallants thut dcsirc to play, !log
Vou gallants that rcsort. 513
¥ou gcntlcmcn all COIl1C listclI a whilc,
40 !J. 77 I
¥ou gcntlcmcn of England that livcs at
homc at casc, 768
¥ou gods and goddcsscs that rulcs in Helicon, 2!11
¥on homcd fumbling cuckolds, 117
You 1 love by all that's tme, 805-806
¥ou r love by all that's truc, 80;'
¥ Oil r love hy Jovc I do, S05
¥ou ladies draw ncar, 220
¥ou ladies falsely deemed, 158
¥ou limber ladics that appear, 18
¥ou London damcs whosc passing famcs,

42
You London lads be merry, 598, 806-808
Vou London lads rejoice, 629
Vou lordings cast off your weeds of wac,
196
Vou lovers all where c'er you be. 752
Vou lovers most loyal where e'er you be,
408
You lovers of mirth attcnd a while, 483
You lovers that have been false-heartcd,
209

You loyal lads be merry, 807
You loyal lovers all help me to moan, 234
You loyal lovcrs attend to my ditty, 94

Vou loyal lovcrs far and ncar, 68~
Vou loyal lovers that arc distant. 336
Vou loyal subjccts all, 672
Vou loyal young damoscls, 221
You loyal-hcarted Englishmcn. 510
Vou lust}, young hachclors, 360
You madcaps of E'lgland, 665
Vou madcaps of England who mcrry
would makc. 665
Vou maidcns all that would bc wise, \63
You maidcns and wivcs and young widows rejoice, 568
You maidcns that arc fair and young, 199.
69 2

You
Vou
Vou
Vou
You
Vou

maidcns who intcnd to wcd, 623
maidens wild that wcrc beguiled, 163
maids and widows all a-row, 7!11
maids that live in London town, 162
master colliers pray draw ncar, 553
matrons all with humble submission,

43 8
Vou merchants rich farmers and grazicrs,

209
You muscs all your aid to me assign, (125
You nohle lords of high degrce, 622
Vou noble minds aud famous martial
wights, 226
You nobles and peers of the kingdom, 20fJ
You nobles here of England, 769
Vou Norfolk frccholders whose generous
hcarts. 174
You parents whose affcction fond. 7KI
You peers of this natioll pray never relJel,
ISG
Vou pacts that write of the ages that's
past. 779
Vou Presbyters now relent, 321
You prctty ladies all, 155
"You Pretty Little Ladies Will Do So,"

75 0
Vou pretty little young men all, 155
You pretty maidens all, 234
Vou pretty maidens all I pray give car,
234

Vou pretty maidens listen well, 374
You pretty maids where e'er you are, 29
You pretty young lasses all, 492
You Protestants all draw near to this
place, 454
You roaring boys and sturdy thieves, 780
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You nanll goddesses that woods and fields
possess, 490
You scribblers that writ of widows and
maids, 568
You single men all whose money is small,
i9:1

You sots that arc joined to a woman, :198
You talk of New England [ truly believe,
275
You tell me Dick you've lately read, 735
You that a fair maid's heart would ob·
tain, 45.1
You that are loyal churchmen smile, 522
You that arc of the merry throng, 47
You that delight in a jocular song, 423
You that delight in merriment, 683
You that desire for to be enriched, 328
You that desire news list to my story, 757
You that do desire to he,ll', 510
You that have courted wOlllenkind, G23
You that have lost your former jO)'S, 588
You that ill merriment delight, 297
You that in wi<:ked ways. 757
You that tme Christians be, 141
You that would have this a prosperous
nation, 94
You that wCHlld read or hear my song, 589
You traitors all that do devise, 270
You traitors begone for the plot you
thought on, 444
You traitors of England how dare you
conspire, 24
You tme·hearted Protestants, 261
You victualers all I pray attend, 28
You wanton wives that are grown old, 554
You Y07k~hire lads be mel'ry, 807
You young men all take pity on me, 65.1
You young men and maidens of beauty
most bright, 579
You young men and maids that in country doth dwell, 774
"You'll Never Get Her Up," 74
You'll thinh ere many days ensue, 742
Young bachelors all come hear this new
song, 408
"Young Bastard's Wish, The," 544
"Young Bateman's Ghost," 369
Young Corydon whose stubborn heart, 20
"Young Damsel's Courage and Conquest,
The," 483
"Young Damsels' Lamentation against the
Late Punching, The," 637

"Young Farmer's All5wer to His Sweetheart Nann)', The," 6:n
"Young Gallant's Tutor, The," 172
Young gallants all and ladies fair, 212
rOllllg Jemmy, 367, 808-810
"Young Jemmy," 367, 465, 808
Young Jelllmy is a lad that's royally descended, 80g
YOllllg Jemmy was a lad, 810
Young Jemmy was a lad of royal birth
and breeding, 367, 465, 808
Young Jockey was jolly blithe and gay,
408
Young ladies be wary, 220
Young ladies that live in the city, 208
Young lasses draw near good news yOli
shall hear, 795
Young lasses now of beauty bright, 315
"Young Lover's Inquiry, The," 359
Young lovers pray be of good cheer, 639
Young maidens all beware, 603
Young maidens I pray you be careful, 118
Young man and a maid, A, 673
"Young Man and Maid's Recreation,
The," 93
"Young Man and Maiden's Forecast,
The," 771
Young lIlan in our parish, A, 724
Young man late that lacked a mate, A,
69 2
Young man lately loved a lass, A, 20
"Young Man Put to His Shifts, A," 151
Young man walking all alone, A, 356
Young mau's A. B. C., The, 230
"Young Man's A. B. C., The," 230
Young man's advice to his fellow bachelOH, The, 414
"Young Man's Answer to the Politic
Maid's Device, The," 186
"Young Man's Complaint, The," 94
"Young Man's Joys Completed, The,"
344, 40 4
"Young Man's Lamentation, The," 25, 90,
473
Young man's opinion, The, 653
Young man's resolution, The, 373
"Young Man's Resolution, The," 373
"Young Man's Resolution, The Maiden's
Reply to the," 373
"Young Man's Ramble, The," 21
"Young Man's Rambles, The," 63
"Young Man's Trial, The," 219
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"Young Man's Vindication, The," 149
Young marricd womcn pray atlcnd, 296
Young mcn and bachelors pray attcnd.
725
Young mcn and maidcns all a-row, 656
Young mcn and maidcns pray draw ncar,
296

Yuung men and maids, 446
Young mcn and maids I pray attcnd, 163
Young mcn and maids Icnd mc your aids,
44 6
Young mcn and maids to thcse fcw lincs
givc ear, 480
Young mcn I pray attend, 603
Young men shall be blamed, 437
"Young Men's Advice to Proud Ladies,
The," 314
"Young Men's Answer to the Ladies of
London's Petition, The," 438
Young men's hearts of London cily, 700
Young Nelly my heart's dclight, 492
Young Palmus was a ferryman, 647
Young Perkin a poor wandering knight,
58 9
YOUTlg PIlaon, 20, 77, 78, 106. 1°7, 212,
3 12, 381 , 559. 762 , 811-81 3
Young Phaon sat upon lhe brink, 812
Young Phaon strove the bliss to tasle, 20,

Young
Young
Young
Young
Young

Thomas he was a proper lad, !1I5
\'irgins fair of beauty bright, 561
women and lasses too, .192
WOlllen and maidcns all, 27
women I pray be pleased to pily,

43 8
"Young Women's Complaint for Pressing
the Old Ones. The," 27
Your friends to reformation, fryo
Your hay it is mowed, 289
Your Ilumble seroatlt madam, 292, 81381 4
"Your Humble Servant Madam," 813
'Your humble servant madam,' 813
Your melancholy's all a folly, 308

Youth youth, 568
Youth youth in Bartholomew Fair, 568
Youth youth tllou hadst, 568
'Youth youth thou hadst better been
starved by thy nurse,' 568
"Youth's Guide, The," 230
"Youth's Warning-piece," 228
Youthful damsel fair and bright, A. 702
Youthful lawyer finc and gay. A, 28

"Young Seaman's Misfortune, The," G83
"Young Squire's Conquest, The," 782

"Zeal Overheated," 99
Zealous lover, Tile, 726
"Zealous Lover, The," 725
"Zealous Purilan, The," 713
"Zealous Quel'isler's Song of York. Thc,"

Yutmg Stre/llwt. fain tlte bliss wuuld tasle,
812

535
"Zebra Rcscued," 504

811
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